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Theater Business

TEN CENTS

1. 1936

Holds to Record Pace

HAYS MAT confer witjjadio execsjn stars
Kuykendall Disposes of Theaters to Focus on MPTOA
Withdrawal
From Exhibition
No Disqualification
for
Exhib Unit Presidency
Retirement of Ed Kuykendall, at
the moment, at least, from actual
activity in exhibition through leasing of his theaters at Columbus and
Tupelo, Miss., to M. A. Lightman
and E. V. Richards does not disqualify him from continuing as president of the M. P. T. 0. A., according to sources close to the organization yesterday in New York. No
{Continued

on Page

" Astor on Broadway,
"Romeo
Rave Over
Spots
M-G-M's "Romeo 3
andMore
Juliet,"
now running
two-a-day
at the
opened simultaneously in three more key spots on Sunday and in each instance received
rave notices and did more business than the preceding "Great Ziegfeld." Openings
were at the Colonial, Boston; Chestnut St. Opera House, Philadelphia, and Erlanger,
Chicago. Gov. Curley led the list of celebs at the Boston opening. Five more spots
will get the film next Sunday, including the National, Washington; Nixon, Pittsburgh;
Hanna, Cleveland; Geary, San Francisco, and Cass, Detroit.

NO ADMISSION HIKES
DELAY IN SIGNING
BY F.W.G., SKOURAS
SOUND POOLING PACT

Eastern Parley is Likely
Film Stars Doing
Radio Work

No definite plan for handling the
situation involving picture stars appearing on radio programs will probably be adopted until Will H. Hays
returns to New York from the coast
the middle of this month and confers with eastern film executives on
the problem.
possible that the It
M. isP. considered
P. D. A. head

3)

Formal signing of the pact between Erpi, RCA, Tobis Klangfilm
and other German sound film patent
owners for a patent pool extending
to Dec. 31, 1945, failed to take place
last week in Berlin because of a disagreement between some of the interested parties, according to word
received
here.
Although New York and Chicago
Whether the proposed agreement,
ordinances have not as yet been re(Continued on Page 8)
vised to permit use of 2,000-foot
plan
reel
ed-size
increas
the
reels,
goes into effect today throughout Movie Roulette Latest
the countrv. Tn New York the Board
Attendance Stimulator
of Aldermen is expected to approve
ce change at its first fall
the ordinan(Continued
on Page 6)
San Francisco — Charles Huy, formerly with Foxwesco and lately in
Columbia Business Up
theater exploitation business, has
trade
perfected and patented atonew
take the
In Newly Started Year stimulat
or for theaters
and similar
Bank Night
place of (Continued
on Page 6)
Domestic and foreign business
done by Columbia in the first eight
weeks of the new fiscal year, which
e
began June 28, shows an increas
over the same period last year, says
A. Schneider, treasurer, coincident
with release of the company's annual

NEW 2,000-FOOT REEL
GOES IN EFFECT TODAY

(Continued on Page 8)

"Stage Struck" Gets Sendoff

Scranton — World premiere of Warner's "Stage Struck," with Jeanne Madden of the cast coming to her home
town for a personal appearance and admission at the Strand raised to $1, was
one of the biggest events in local history. The Mayor proclaimed it "Jeanne
Madden Day" and newspapers went
overboard in playing up the affair.
There were 15,000 fans in and outside
the theater an hour before curtain time,
almost causing a riot. Ambulances and
the fire department
had to be called.

Despite reports to the contrary,
no admission price rise is planned
by Fox West Coast circuit or by the
Skouras houses in New York at the
present time. The present West
Coast scale is seven and one-half per
cent higher than those of competitors, it was stated yesterday, with
an average admission price of 31
cents.

Saenger Circuit to Build
Two De Luxers in South
Jackson, Miss.— A new theater
seating 2,500 will be constructed here
adjoining the Istrione, according to
ton
plans revealed by J. A. Kenning
of the Kennington Investment Co.
The house will cost approximately
will be leased by the
$250,000 and
(Continued on Page 6)

Broadway and Out of Town Biz
At Record Pace Over Week-End
Theater business on Broadway
More U. S. Films Shown
and in various spots throughout the
In the Netherland Indies country over the week-end continued
last

S. films to the Neths of U.
Exporterland
Indies in the first six months
of this year total 376,986 meters,
compared with 298,722 meters in the
corresponding period last year. This
raised the percentage of American
film from 48 per cent to 59 per cent.
s fell to 9.4 per cent
German13 import
per cent.
from

at the record pace established
week with the opening of several
outstanding attractions, a checkup
yesterday revealed.
Centur
York,
In New
ed y-Fox'
ory"20th
recordss
shatter
Dormit
"Girls'
of the past four and a half years at
the Roxy, where 73,555 persons paid
to see the picture in its first three
(Continued on Page 6)

on

may talk (Continued
to radio on industry
loader*
Page 3)

SAENGERS TAKE OVER
A. H.Y0EMANS CIRCUIT
Meridian, Miss. — A. H. Yeomans
announces the sale of his circuit to
Saenger Theaters. Though the
amount involved in the deal was not
made public, Yeomans described it
as "a small fortune".
exYoemans, who was the first
to cause an
overbuying inhibitor (Continued
on Page 8)

Sparks Circuit Acquires
Two More Florida Houses
Melbourne, Fla. — The Van Croix
theaters of Melbourne and Eau Gallie, owned and operated for several
years by A. E. Van Croix, have been
leased to the E. J. Sparks interests.
Van Croix will continue to manage
the two houses.
"Hussy" Sets Wash'n Record
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Week-end business for
M-G-M's "Gorgeous Hussy" at the Palace set a new house record, topping
the previous figures set by "Mutiny on
the Bounty" and "San Francisco." The
picture, which had a dazzling world
premiere last Thursday, will hold over
It follows "PictwoJim"weeks.
at least cadilly
into the Capitol, New
York.
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Titles of Initial Program
New Brooklyn Pool Deal
Will Run for 2 Years Announced by New Company
Titles of the eight pictures planThe pooling deal involving three
ned as the initial program of ProBrooklyn houses, the Paramount,
ducers National Distributors were
Vol. 70. No. 53
Tucs, Sept. 1, 1936
10 Cents Fox and Strand, has finally been set
announced
yesterday, with the first
on a two-year basis, with Si Fabian
JOHN W ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
to operate. Contracts are now being release set for Nov. 15 with "Track
based on a Louis Jodrawn up and should be ready for of thesephWolf",
Vance story.
Pnlili>hcd daily except Sundays and Holidays
signatures this week.
at Ifi50 Broadwav, New York, N. Y.
Following are the titles: "For the
by
Wid'n Films
and Film
Folk,
J. \V.
Alircite.
President.
Editor
andInc.
Publisher;
Love of Mike", by Owen Davis;
Dnn.iM M
Mersereau. Secretary-Treasurer
Appeal Syracuse Music Case "Spider and the Fly", by Nat Le
in>l General Manager; Arthur \V. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette. Managing
Syracuse, N. Y. — An appeal has Roy; "Not Tonight, Josephine", by
E'litnr. Entered as second class matter.
been allowed to the Circuit Court of Frank Kennedy; "A Few Wild Oats,"
M.iv 21, 1018, at the post-office at New York.
Appeals for the Second Circuit in by Arthur Hoerl, all musicals based
N V . under the act of March 3. 1879.
connection with the recent decision on plays; "Track of the Wolf", "The
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 of Federal Judge Bryant here in
13th Door, "Sins We Do" and "Renmonths. $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
actions brought by Ascap against
dezvous With Death", all based on
*"i5.00 Subscriber should remit with order
Address all communications to THE FILM
Elm Lodge, Inc., over copyright vio- Louis Joseph Vance stories.
lation. The appeal, being sponsored
UMIV. !*5fl Broadway, New York, N. Y
Second release will be '"For the
Phnne. Glrcle 7-4736. 7-4737. 7-4738. 7-4739
on behalf of the local night club by Love of Mike", which goes into disTabic Address: Filmday, New York. Hollvtribution Dec. 15.
the Music Users Protective Ass'n of
■rood. California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 Holly
this city, will endeavor in this test
wood R'vd.. Phone Granite 6607. London —
Rniext \V Fredman. The Film Renter, 127-133
case to have the higher court deterWalker Succeeds Giegerich
Warrlnnr St. W. I Berlin— Lichtbildhuehne.
mine that in future all similar acFriedrich-trnsse. 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
tions
must
fail
unless
proof
is
given
W. Ray Walker, formerly vicerinematngraphie Francaise, Rue de la Cour
by Ascap that the musical numbers president of Motion Picture Capital
' - None*.
19.
of Cinema Fiinvolved are "new and original com- Corp., vice-president
nance Corp., and at one time in
charge of sales for Powers Pictures,
positions".
Inc., has been named by Celebrity
Productions to succeed Charles J.
Honor Wesley Ruggles
Giegerich as general sales manager.
[Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Chg
NEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET
Celebrity is now giving consideration
Net
Hollywood — Honoring Producer- to
the production and distribution
Director Wesley Ruggles, Gladys
High
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of
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product for the new season.
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Mr.
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Paramount
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MARKET
runs at the Fox and Adams theaters
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Rex Beach
Edwin S. Clifford
Richard Arlen
George O'Brien
Merian Scegar
Major

Betty Blythe
William
Altman

Monte Hance to Pensacola

More Mirrophonic Showings

Pensacola, Fla. — Monte Hance, who
has been in Biloxi since 1930 as manager of the Saenger Theater there,
has been transferred to Pensacola
to handle the reopened Isis and
Saenger theaters. Johnny Jones,
who has been manager here, was
shifted
Biloxi. to Hance's former post in

Owing to demand from exhibitors
in and around New York, Erpi will
give demonstrations of the new Mirrophonic sound system today and
tomorrow at the Venice Theater at
2:30 and 3:30 p.m. All exhibitors
are invited to attend.

A, T. Kaplan as Film Buyer

Coming and Going
PHIL RUBINOFF
has left New York for Kansas City to conclude a deal for the appearance
of fiddler Dave
Rubinoff
in that city.
JOHN GIELGUND. British stage and screen
star, arrived yesterday in New York to begin
rehearsals
HELEN
to start

for

THERESA HELBURN
is back from
abroad.

the coast
Stars Re-

of the Theater

ALFRED DE LIAGRE, JR.,
returned
from
Europe.

Guild

Broadway produce

LEWIS MILESTONE, director of Paramount's
"The Gen3ral Died at Dawn," will arrive in
New York today by train from Hollywood to
be present at the opening tomorrow. Milestone
will spend several weeks at his country home,
Aussble Forks, N. Y., before returning to Hollywood.
FRANK PHELPS, Warner Theater home office
executive, has returned from a three-day business trip to Cleveland.
WALTER PRESCOTT WEBB, Professor of History at the University of Texas, who wrote
the original book on which Paramount's production of "The Texas Rangers" was based,
is in New York for a short stay
SAM LEVENE and TEDDY HART, who were
both in the original stage cast of "Three Men
On A Horse" and who have played the same
roles in Warner's forthcoming screen version
of the play, have returned to New York.
Levene is going into the cast of George Abbott's new show "Nightingale."
CHARLES HART, who has worked in various
major producer pictures at the coast, has arrived in New York.
JOHN W. HICKS, JR., who is in Havana, returns to New York Sept. 8.
AL SELIG has returned to New York after
working on the opening of "Nine Days a
Queen," at Keith's in Baltimore.
ADOLPH
York from
a

ZUKOR has delayed his trip to New
Hollywood
until next week.

JIMMY SAVO goes to Chicago on Sept. 15 for
night club engagement.

A. TOWNSEND
from
Detroit.
the

RALPH KOHN
coast.

KAPLAN

returned yesterday

left by plane yesterday for

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER is expected to leave for
the coast late this week.
CHARLES WINNINGER, who left New York
last Saturday, arrives at Universal City today
to play in "Top of the Town."
HORTENSE SCHORR, Columbia publicist, has
returned to the Adirondacks to complete her
vacation
and will return to the home office
next
Tuesday.
FRANCES CORRIGAN returned to her desk
at Spectrum Pictures after a two-week vacation
at Wallkill, N. Y.
JOHN COSENTINO, special representative for
Spectrum, left New York last night for Bos-,
ton and will remain there over Labor Day.
HERMAN HOFFMAN, after handling publicity
in Dallas for the premiere of Paramount's
"Texas Rangers", headed for New York on his
vacation.

rable
Franco-American
Films
hass" >acGets French "Mise
ouired North American rights to the

A. T. Kaplan will serve as film
French production. "Les Miserables".
buyer for the Cinema Theater, for- Picture will probably open here at
the
Cinema de Paris.
eign policy house opening about the
middle of the month in Detroit, besides acting as film buyer for the
Football Short Released
Cinema de Paris in New York and
Columbia has completed and will
continuing as foreign film buver for
Fox West Coast and its affiliated immediately release "Football
houses.
Flashes",
a News World of Sports
short
subject.

'

"Hamlet."

GAHAGAN
is back
from
rehearsing her role in "And
main," Theater Guild offering.

RICHARD CROMWELL has arrived from Hollywood to appear on Broadway in "So Proudly
We,
Hail," tryout.
in which he recently appeared for
a summer

has

j

New Cuban Censor Setup
Havana — All films to be shown in
Cuba are now being passed upon by
the newly created Comision Revisor.i
Cinematografica (Film Censorship Board),
consisting of the Secretary of the Interior and five members. Concurrence
by three members is required to make
decisions valid.

'
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Reviews of Hew Films
Joan

Crawford,

Robert

Taylor,

Lionel

Barrymore, Franchot Tone, Melvyn

"POSTAL
with

Douglas and James Stewart in

"THE
with

GORGEOUS

HUSSY"

Alison

Skipworth, Louis Calhern,
Gene Lockhart
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M
102 mins.
GORGEOUS

BOX-OFFICE

ATTRACTION

WITH SURE-FIRE MARQUEE CAST PLUS
STRONG ENTERTAINMENT VALUES.
This is a superb production in every department. It is romance staged against
historical background with throat - catches
and bits of laughter that spell entertainment at the box-office. It gives Miss
Crawford the best acting opportunity she
has had in a long time and she fully takes
advantage of it. However, she is surrounded bysuch able supporting performers
that to this reviewer she stands out not
so much as the lead, but rather as one of
a perfect cast. The story, an adaptation
of Samuel Hopkins Adams' book, concerns
the political turmoil of states' rights and
Union rights in 1823 when America was
strll young and "not yet beyond an occasional growing-pain". The historical characters and events revolve — in this fictionized version — about the life and loves of
Peggy Eaton, daughter of an inn-keeper,
and finally First Lady of the White House
as the n;ece of President Andrew Jackson.
Lionel Barrymore surpasses his former
triumphs in the role of Andrew Jackson.
Melvyn Douglas, as John Randolph, and
Beulah Bondi, as the homey homely wife
of "G:neral" Jackson, deserve equal rating
in their splendid performances. Robert
Taylor is excellent as the youthful, exuberant naval officer, Peggy's first husband
The other characters were beautifully conceived and performed down to the smallest
speaking part. Direction by Clarence Brown
showed finesse and fine feeling. Credit for
the exceptionally fine dialogue and screen
play goes to Ainsworth Morgan and Stephen
Morehouse Avery. The story, albeit episodic
is well-knit and beautifully eloquent. Though
this is his first important production, it
marks Joseph L. Mankiewicz as a producer
of the first rank. "Gorgeous Hussy" can
be sold to the patrons who go for big
names, to those who seek entertainment,
and to those who love romance. The
ladies will love it— but so will the rest of
the family.
Cast: Joan Crawford, Robert Taylor,
Lionel Barrymore, Franchot Tone, Melvyn
Douglas, James Stewart, Alison Skipworth,
Louis Calhern, Beulah Bondi, Melville
Cooper, Edith Atwater, Sidney Toler, Gene
Lockhart, Phoebe Foster, Clara Blandick
Frank Ccnrcy, Nydia Westman, Willard
Robertson, Charles Trowbridge, Greta Meyer,
Sncwflake.
Producer, Joseph Mankiewicz; Director,
Clarence Brown; Author, Samuel H:pkins
Adams; Screenplay, Ainsworth Morgan,
Stephan Morehouse Avery; Music, Herbert
Stothart; Cameraman, George Folsey; Editor,
Blanche Sewell.
Direction,

Expert

Photography,

Best

INSPECTOR"

Ricardo Cortez, Patricia Ellis,
Bela Lugosi

Universal
MELODRAMA WITH RATHER
PLOT

MAKES

60 mins.
OBVIOUS

FAIR ACTION ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE SECONDARY

SPOTS.
A number of action sequences, largely
based on newsreel shots of flood conditions, comprise the highlights of this somewhat routine program offering. The cast
also is good, but the story is too obvious
in destination to carry much suspense.
Ricardo Cortez plays the part of a postal
inspector who meets and takes a liking to
Patricia Ellis, cabaret singer. Patricia, however, is in love with Ricardo's brother,
Michael Loring. When Patricia unwittingly
gives her crooked employer, Bela Lugosi, a
tip on a big money shipment about which
Michael has told her, Lugosi thefts the
money and Patricia becomes one of the
suspects. Cooperation between Ricardo and
Michael eventually leads to the capture of
the Lugosi outfit who could not make a
getaway with the swag because of raging
floods. With the robbery cleared up,
Ricardo moves on to his next assignment,
leaving the lovers together. Some night
club singing and touches of comedy are
worked
into the production.
Cast: Ricardo Cortez, Patricia Ellis, Bela
Lugosi, Michael Loring. David Oliver, Wallis
Clark, Arthur Left, Guy Usher, William
Hall, Spencer Charters, Hattie McDaniel,
Maria Sheltcn, R;bert Davis, Henry Hunter,
Billy Burrud, Harry Beresford, Paul Harvey.
Producer, Robert Presnell; Director, Otto
Brewer; Authors, Robert Presnell, Horace
McCoy; Screenplay, Horace McCoy; Cameranan, George Robinson; Editor, Phil Cahn.
Direction, G:cd
Photography, Good.

NOW

AVAILABLE

for Discriminating Independent Exchanges

TWO SERIES OF BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS

4 MUSICALS
Adapted from Broadway Plays
• AND

Featuring Radio, Stage and Screen Stars

"For the Love of Mike"
by Owen Davis

"Spiderby Nat
andLeRoy
the Fly"
"Not Tonight,
Josephine"
by Frank Kennedy
"A Few Wild Oats"
by Arthur Hoerl

SINGING,

DANCING,

COMEDY

HITS!

AND

4 Romance Mysteries
by Louis Joseph Vance
(Author of Lone Wolf Stories)

FOREIGN

"Track of the Wolf"
"The Thirteenth Door"

"DIE FAHRT IN DIE JUGEND" ("The
Trip to Youth"), in German; produced by
Pan-Film; directed by Carl Boese; with
Hermann Thimig, Liane Haid, et al. At
the 86th St. Casino Theater.

"The Sins We Do"
"Rendezvous With Death"

Entertaining comedy poking fun at the
topic of rejuvenation holds plenty of laughs
and is helped by a good cast.

ACTION!

SAN ANTONIO

THRILLS!

ROMANTIC

DRAMAS!

(Titles Subject to Change)

Al Schwartz of Memphis was a
recent visitor to the Interstate city
offices.
Ben Hill, United Artists exploitation man from Dallas, is expected
in soon to put on the campaign for
"Last Of the Mohicans".
Jean Finley, Columbia exploiteer,
also from Dallas, was registered at
the St. Anthony Hotel last week.
Sack Amusement Enterprises now
have an interest in two theaters.
Visitors: Alexander Boynton;
Sally Rand; Frank Nelson; J. J.
Mercado, Azteca, Houston; Mike
Benitez of Weslaco, and Ramon
Ruenes, San Benito, Tex.

For Territorial Information Write or Wire
PRODUCERS

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
1418 Paramount Bldg.
New York, N. Y.
Phone: LAckawanna

4-9213

INC.

THE
<^

DELAY IN SIGNING
SOUND POOLING PACT
1)

the one-reeler
which was to have formalized the PRODUCTION
featuring the on
Louisiana
Kings,
Paris pact of 1929, is off, will be collegiate musical group of 26 tallearned definitely with the arrival
ented musicians, and tentatively
here within the next few weeks of titled "Swanee Cruise," will be comMilton Diamond, counsel for the
pleted today the Brooklyn Vitaphone
German companies.
studio. Joseph Henabery is directing, with Ray Foster in charge of
the cameras.

Columbia Business Up
In Newly Started Year

Waiter Craig has just completed
a scries of industrial one-reelers at
financial statement revealing net the Biograph studios. Kenneth Burton assisted ov the direction.
earnings for the past year of $1,568,860.92, equal to $4.95 a share on the
Ben K. Blake will start work next
common stock, compared with $1,815,266.72 or $5.81 a share in the week on the second of the series of
previous year. Balance sheet as of "Court of Human Relations" shorts
June 27 shows current assets of $10,- tentatively titled "Kept Husbands"
433.150.18 and current liabilities of for release through Columbia Pic$1,542,838.84, with working capital tures.
of $8,890,311.34. New sound con.4// stttdio work on the WPA
tracts recently signed with RCA and
Erpi will result in substantial sav- shorts, which are being produced by
ings, Schneider says.
Pat he, will be done at the Biograph
plant, with the first unit expected to
get under way there this week.
BOSTON
Barney Hoffman, Warner general
A two-reel musical, as yet unmanager from New Haven, is a visitor to the film district.
titled and now being cast, is going
The Park Theater, Woonsocket, into work at the Warner Vitaphone
R. I., will be opened on Sept. 5 by plant under the direction of Roy
the Blanchard and Safner circuit. Mack.
Vaudeville and pictures.
Charles Hodgdon of Wakefield
INDIANAPOLIS
has recovered from a serious illness.
Independent Exhibitors, Allied afFred Greenberg, Kansas City, has
filiate, has added three new members: Al Somerby, owner of the succeeded Oscar Kuschner, as manager of the Warner exchange.
Bowdoin Square and the Old HowHad Hull has resigned from Uniard; Mark Marcoux, owner of Bayversal and will manage the new
lies Square Theater, New Bedford;
and Leon Trask of Keith's Theater, Grand National exchange.
Earl Herndon, head booker at MKampello, Mass.
Sam "Old Man" Merchant, the G-M, has been promoted to manager
first film salesman in New England of the St. Louis exchange.
Milton Ettinger, head booker at
and now running the Lyric in Manchester, N. H., visited the film dis- Paramount, has resigned to become
trict this week.
a salesman for Grand National. He
Other exhibitors seen in the dis- is succeeded bv Wilford Embach of
trict were: Harry J. Blanchard. Paramount's Detroit office.
Maurice Safner, Eddie Reed of
J. M. Allison, former operator of
Providence, Jack Kelly of Oak the Grand, Guthrie, Ky., has acBluffs, Buddy Warr of Onset,
quired the Strand, Ft. Branch, Ind.
Thomas Caruso of Jamestown, R. I.,
The Granada has reopened with a
Harry Annoti of Providence, Al double feature policy.
Gould of Mount Pleasant, R. I., and
The Orpheum, Terre Haute, reAbe Goodside of Portland.
opened Fridav after remodeling.
Jack Van Borrsun, operator of the
LINCOLN
^avoy, Terre Haute, has acquired the
Grace Theater, West Terre Haute.
The Variety Club gave a farewell
Jerry Zigmond, city manager of dinner
for Oscar Kuschner on Frithe Lincoln Theaters Corp., is off on
dav night in the Claynool Hotel.
a business-pleasure jaunt to Dallas.
Visitors, Griff Head, Greenville,
Setting date of the Kiva opening
here for Sept. 3, Milton Overman, Tv.; Frank Forrest. Boonville: John
manager of Westland Theaters, said 0=born. Culver; S. W. Neall. Kokomo; True Rembusch, Shelbyville:
it would assume the Varsity's policy
Mailers. Fort Wayne; Ed.
and the latter jump to the big pic- TVte
ture attack for patronage. Price Friedman. Indiana Harbor; A. E.
changes are expected in the advance Bennett, Muncie.
direction.
Jack Laughlin, late stage show
5,000-Seater for Argentine
producer with the Tabor, Denver, is
A 5.000-seat de luxe theater, eostbeing pulled in here in like capacity. ine about $900,000. is to be built in
Vogel Gettier, late attache with A. B"«*io A ii"s shortlv. according to
H. Blank houses in Grand Island, ••dvi ,.s received bv the Department
has dropped the show business and -f Commerce from its representative
in Argentine.
is going for oil now.
(Continued from Page

1)
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
BT CHARLES

(Continued from Page

DAILV

SAENGERS TAKE OVER
A. H. YOEMANS CIRCUIT

ALICOATE
(Continued from Page 1)
^4 one-reel short titled "Crazy Inventions", with Dudley Clements, vestigation under the NRA code,
Eddie Hall, Rose Ressner, Jinvmie
Fox and Earl Gilbert, and directed even before the code machinery was
put up, by appealing to President
by William. Watson, has been com- Roosevelt
, said he would remain in
pleted at the West Coast Service
the theater business and is now negostudio
release
in Educational's
tiating for a circuit in smaller MisTreasureforChest
series.
sissippi towns.
Milton Schwarzwald, Mentone
CLEVELAND
production head, is putting the finishing touches on the script for his
next vaudeville short, which he plans
Julius Lamm, manager of Warnto put into production in about two
er's Uptown Theater, was elected
weeks at the Biograph studio for president
of the Warner Club.
Universal release.
_ Nate sistant
Scott,
Century-Fox
asad sales20th
manager,
has been
Al Christie, producing and direct- promoted to manager of the departing for Educational, is starting work
ment. He succeeds Ted Scheinbere,
at the General Service studio on a
who
was
promoted to the sales ditwo-reeler featuring Bert Lahr.
vision with headquarters in Albany.
Charles Kemper, comic seen in
Myer Fine, president of AssociatTheaters, and his wife and son
several Educational's recent two-reel haveed returned
from a cruise to Nova
pictures, including the Jefferson Mac- Scotia and Labrador.
hamer "Gags and Gals" musical just
M. B. Horwitz, local circuit owner,
completed, has joined the stage repart. vue ,"New Faces", in a featured will reopen the Globe. Woodland
Ave. near East 55th St., with a
full
Labor time
Day. picture policy starting
Jefferson Machamer is designing
svecial accessories for the first of
Herman Smith, owner of the Ridge
his two-reel "Gags and Gals" musi- Theater, has acquired the Main,
cal comedies for Educational.
1000-seat house that has been closed
many fore
years.
reopening Heit. will renovize be-

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Ed Cole opened the U. S. Theater
last week. The house has been
^losed about seven years.
The young son of Everett Steinbuck, manager of Loew's State, died
suddenly last week of pneumonia.
Maurice Lebensbureer, former
manager of the local First Division
exchange, is recuperatine at home
following a recent operation at the
Cleveland Clinic.
Nate Rosenthal of Iowa had come
here to succeed Cliff Schauffele as
manager of the Garden, Associated
Theaters circuit house.
Nate Schultz, president of SelectSAN FRANCISCO
ed Pictures and distributor of the
Chesterfield-Invincible product, closed a contract this week with Maurice
United Artists Theater, closed Conn and Edward Halnerin to disduring the summer, opened last
tribute the 20 feature pictures which
week with "Girls' Dormitory." the are producing under the name of
House is under the direction of Her- Television Pictures. Schultz will
man Cohen.
handle northern Ohio, with Lee GoldWith bank night, screeno, grocery
berg of Big Features Rights, Cinand china night fast losing local
cinnati, taking the southern Ohio
territory.
appeal, those exhibitors who have
been using trade stimulators to atLeona, daughter of Morris Berkotract patronage are wondering what
of the Ambassador and Ritz
to do next. Newest wrinkles are witz,
^heaters, has chosen Sunday the date
beano, keeno and roulette.
of her marriage to Ben Lessem.
Lew Wasserman, former exhibitor
and now w'tb the Mayfair Casino,
and his bride of a few weeks, are
Savo Gets Settlement
bark from a honeymoon.
Under settlement of contract difI. J. Schmertz. 20th Century-Fox
ferences with the producers of
"White Horse Inn", musical sched- branch manager, renorts product
uled for the Center, Jimmie Savo •leals closed with Associated circuit,
will receive 55 per cent of his salary Community circuit, and all independent theaters in the city.
during the run of the show under
certain conditions. Savo goes to
Frank Phelns. Warner's ambassador of labor, arrived in town ThursChicago on Sept. 17 to fulfill a night
club engagement.
day for a few day's visit.

Pat McGee and Manager Frank
McCabe of the Criterion Theater
have returned from a business trip
to New York City.
Paul Townsend of the Liberty
Theater and Joe Hill of Standarr'
Theaters have returned from their
vacations.
Charles Zears. secretary of the;
Film Board of Trade, is expected
back next week from a two-months
sojourn in Veteran's Hospital at
Fayetteville, Ark.

■
Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

Lead in Popularity, Ascap Survey Shows

U. A. IS INCREASING PRODUCER TIEUPS ABROAD
7 More Pennsylvania Houses Added
Independent
Circuit Takes
Over Several More
Theaters

y
to Manos KellCircuit

Outdoor Newsreel Sequence in Color
Fox Movietone
News
has been experimenting
with Chromocolor, a new
three-color
process, and will shortly release its first outdoor sequence in color made of activities
•f the Seventh
Regiment at Peekskill.
Recently
Movietone showed a fashion show in
Chromocolor.

Latrobe, Pa. — Mike Manos, president of Manos Enterprises, which
recently acquired the Temple and
Chase Street Theaters in Kane, announces the purchase of all holdings
of the Indiana County Theater Co.,
including the Paramount and Olympic here, the lease on the local
Grand, the Richelieu at Blairsville,
the Casino and the Arcadia at VanAgreement has been reached bedergrift and the Empire at Homer
tween the RKO trustee, RCA and the
City.
Atlas-Lehman interests to request
Jack George will be transferred
today$850,000
of the in
trustee's
from here to manage the Richelieu adjournment
motion to retire
notes
(Continued on Page 3)
held by the Giannini coast banking
interests which constitute a first lien
on the RKO assets until the return

Increased World Swapping of
Product Seen by Arthur

Believing that increased world interchange of product is inevitable,
particularly because of the money
embargoes existing in most foreign
countries, United Artists is engaged
in extensively expanding its tieups
with producers in foreign countries,
it was stated yesterday by Arthur
W. Kelly, vice-president in charge
Program of the 17th annual con- of foreign distribution, who sails
vention of Allied Theater Owners of today on the Aquitania with his wife
New Jersey, to be held Sept. 9-11 at and son for London on the first leg
the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City,
of
an extended
tour of the company's
has been set as follows:
foreign
branches.
Wesnesday morning — All States
"We
realize that the time has
(Continued on Page 3)
eastern regional directors' meeting.
Wednesday afternoon — Registration of all delegates, bicycle parade
of bathing beauties on Boardwalk,

ACTION ON RKO NOTES CONVENTION PROGRAM
SET BY N. J. ALLIED
PUT OFF RY CONSENT

FOUR B'WAY HOUSES
HOLDING OVER FILMS

(Continued on Page 7)

Gen. Theaters Equipment
Nets $152,435 in June

Reflecting improvements brought
Four current Broadway first-run
attractions will go into a second about since the recent reorganization,
week. "Anthony Adverse" begins its General Theaters Equipment Corp.
second stanza today at the Strand. reports net income of $152,435, including $127,182 accruing to stocks
"Swing
Time," week
at Music
Hall, with
goes
into
its second
tomorrow
of subsidiary companies, for the
a certainty of a third week and pos- month of June. Consolidated bal(Continued on Page 3)
ance sheet as of June 30 shows current assets of $6,637,570, including
Western Penna. M. P. T. 0.
$3,565,877 cash, and current liabilities of $1,152,725. Total assets
Holds Convention Oct. 19-20 aggregate $12,693,336.
Pittsburgh
— This
convention of the M.
P. T. year's
0. of Western
Pennsylvania will be held Oct. 19-20,
it is announced by Fred Herrington,
secretary. A downtown location, instead of the Hotel Schenley, will be
selected this time.

Loew Circuit Expanding
Its Advertising Budget
Advertising by the Loew circuit
for the new season will be substantially increased, with some of the
expense shared by M-G-M and other
distributors whose product is played
in the Loew houses.

(Continued on Page 8)

Monty Salmon Quits Para.
For Post With Skouras

Motion picture business improved
Monty Salmon, in charge of Para- during the past year in every South
mount's theater operations in Phila- American country, excepting Venezuela, which was upset by a minor
delphia, has resigned to join Skouras Theaters as an aide to George rebellion, it was said yesterday by
Skouras. Harry Royster, who has H. R. Hawkinson, in charge of the
been working with Leon Netter at South American territory for RKO.
the Paramount theater department
home office in New York, has gone to
Philadelphia
to take
over3) Salmon's
(Continued
on Page

Songs Now Must Have Film Tieup
For Big Popularity, Ascap Finds
Reversing the past order of things,
William Schneider Joins
it is now becoming increasingly
Fanchon & Marco Outfit necessary for a song to be included
William Schneider, associated with
Paramount distribution department
for some years and aide to George
J. Schaefer up to the time the latter
resigned his post as general manager, next week joins Fanchon &
(Continued on Page 8)

SOUTH AMERICAN BIZ
SHOWS IMPROVEMENT

Saenger Circuit Signs
For Paramount Product

Saenger Amusement Co. has closed
for Paramount's 1936-37 product,
both features and shorts. Deal was
consummated, in behalf of the distributing company, by Neil F. Agnew, general sales manager, and Joe
Unger, divisional sales manager,
both of whom have now returned to
New York from New Orleans. ,

in a motion picture to attain sales Universal Closes Deal
and popularity, an analysis made by
With Wilby-Kincey Group
Ascap of all programs on the NBC
and CBS chains during 1935 shows.
James R. Grainger, general sales
Of the first 10 songs of 1935, all
of which were played over 20,000 manager for Universal, announces
completion of deal yesterday at
times, seven
were from motion pic- Charlotte, N. C, for the entire U
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 3)
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Coming Product Discussed
At Denver Exhib Convention

20 Features for 1936-37
Set by Television Pics.

Denver — Opening day of the first
annual convention of the Theater
Owners and Managers of the Rocky
Mountain Kegion was featured by
ten-minute talks by local exchange
managers, who went over the coming product. Two hours were devoted to this, and most of scheduled
business was postponed a day.
Kick Ricketson, manager of the
Fox Intermountain Theater Division,
told how to apply theater fundamentals. William Diamond of Chicago told of stageshows available for
che region.
A. t. Archer, president, presided
at the sessions in the Cosmopolitan
Hotel. Committees named were:
Finance, Rick Ricketson, B. P. McCormick, Charles Gilmour; resolutions, Harold Rice, John Anderson,
Harry Golub; membership, Dave
Cockrill, Walter Ibold, Clyde Anderson.

Newly-formed Television Pictures,
Inc., in which Maurice Conn, Victor
and Edward Halperin are associated, plans 20 pictures tor 1936-37, according to announcement yesterday
oy Edward Halperin who arrived in
New York from Hollywood on Monday with Maurice Conn. The lineup will comprise eight special exploitation films, four pictures starring Pinky Tomlin, four musical
comedies in which Frankie Darro
and Kane Richmond are featured
and four musical westerns with Kermit Maynard in lead roles. Product
will be given national independent
distribution, and production is now
under way on initial pictures.

Lengel Finishes New Novel
William Lengel, eastern story editor for Columbia, has completed a
novel on which he has been engaged
for five years. The book, entitled
MARKET
- v» •' — All That Beauty", is his first
-Chg.
NetVa
since his "Forever and Ever",
Low
Close - Vi novel
published in 1932 under the pen
23% 23? 8 ■
name of Warren Spencer.
3SU 383/4
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Para. Cameraman

Safe

John Dored, ace Paramount News
cameraman who was reported captured in Spain by rebel forces, is
+"vi safe and is being escorted to Gibral+ % ter, according to unofficial advices received in New York yesterday by
+
5/8
+ Va A. J. Richard, Paramount's editor—
+ 2 % in-chief. The information was
+ Va
cabled from Paramount's London
+ 3/a Bureau. It had been telephoned
+ % there from Bordeaux by the pilot of
one of the airplanes chartered by
Paramount to fly film out of Spain
across the border.

+

759

Vs
Vi
%Vs

Denver Theater Reaches
Agreement on Giveaways
Denver — Following an agreement
concerning the operation of the Sun
Theater, the suit for an injunction
against the Denver police by Roy L.
Wennberg, manager of the house,
was dismissed in district court. In
his suit Wennberg had contended
that the police had interfered with
his operation of the theater, that
they had arrested him three
times on charges of running a gambling game, and that he had been
acquitted each time.
In the agreement which was
reached between Wennberg's attorney and the manager of safety it
was brought out that Wennberg will
be allowed to run the theater if he
agrees to certain police provisions.
Tickets cannot be sold outside the
theater box-office and Wennberg
must give away chance tickets when
requested, without requiring the
purchase of a theater ticket.

Plan New Studio Here

Coming and Going
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE sails for England
tomorrow on the Aquitania. W. J. HUTCHINSON also is on the passenger list.
GEORGE STUART is in New York from the
coast to appear in the Vinton Freedley stage
musical production, "Red, Hot and Blue."
MARY LANGE, M-G-M player, has returned
to Hollywood
after a vacation
in Pittsburgh.
JULIUS and PHILIP EPSTEIN, Warner writers,
burgh.
will
attend the opening of their new play,
"And Stars Remain," at the Nixon, in PittsCHARLIE

FORD

of Universal Newsreel

and

MRS. before
FORD returning
are in New
York for a week's
visit
to Hollywood.
ALAN HALE sails tomorrow on the Normandie
for England. Other passengers on the same ship
will include PHIL BERG, Hollywood agent, and
MRS. BERG; JOHN PADDY CARSTAIRS, scenarist; and J. MAURICE RUDDY, Hollywood correspondent for Film Pictorial of London.
JOSE NOGUERO, continental star who appears in the last Rene Clair picture, "Le Dernier Milliardaire," has arrived in New York
en route to Hollywood.
LEWIS MILESTONE, who is in New York,
goes to Ausable Falls Friday for the holiday
and after returning to New York, remains East
coast.
until early October, when he returns to the
AUSTIN C. KEOUGH
Friday from
Hollywood.

returns to New

York

NEIL F. AGNEW and JOE UNGER are back
in New
York from New
Orleans.
troit.
GEORGE TRENDLE is in New York from DeLORI
BARA
arrives
from
Nova
Scotia.

Sept.

15

HENRY FONDA arrives in New York on
day aboard the Bremen from abroad and
ceeds to Hollywood to appear in "We
Only
United Once,"
Artists. Walter Wanger production

FriproLive
for

in

in

New

York

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, film attorney, is
New
York
from
Buffalo
for a short stay.

E. B. MARKS, music publisher, is back in
New York after a vacation at Saratoga.
R. S. SPARKS
for Hollywood.

of RKO

leaves by plane today

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER is slated to leave by
plane Thursday
for the Coast.
St.

HARRY C. ARTHUR
Louis.

leaves this morning for

Film Art Studios, Inc., headed by
New Pact for Val Lewton
Craig McDonald Kenney as presi- Chesterfield-Invincible
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
dent; John Doran, vice-president, and
Is Set on Distribution
Hollywood — Val Lewton, who for Harold Souther, secretary-treasurer,
the last year and a half has been has leased the Erlanger Warehouse
editorial assistant to David O. at 447 West 49th St. for converVirtually complete distribution for
sion into a film studio with three
Selznick, 'has signed a long-tejrm stages.
Chesterfield - Invincible's 1936-37
contract as story editor for Selznick
product in national territories was
International. Lewton will also conassured yesterday with the announctribute a number of original scripts
ed closing of deals by Edward GoldTeam Rainer and Taylor
and screen adaptations.
en, general sales manager, with F.
Yorke
Elliott of Elliott Film Co. of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
New Trailer Firm to Have
Minneapolis
and with Max WeinHollywood — Luise Rainer, who has
of Securities Pictures Corp. at
Entire Sales Setup Soon just finished the leading traub
Omaha. Golden is now in St. Louis
feminine role in "The Good Earth", and head East again via Dallas and
will be teamed with Robert Taylor
Theater Trailer Corp. plans to
attend the Allied Thehave sales representatives operating in M-G-M's forthcoming "Adventure Atlantaaters ofto
New Jersey convention in
in every territory within the next for Three". Taylor has just com- Atlantic
City, where he will be a
pleted a leading role opposite Joan
30 days, according to Walter J.
Crawford
in
"The
Gorgeous
Hussy".
Freundenberger, general sales manspeaker.
ager. Phil Markell and Meyer Rosen have been appointed to handle
Coast Circuit Dates GB Film ••••••••••••••••••A
trailei in the six New England
6 PLANES TO CALIFORNIA
with headquarters in Boston. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
United — Fastest, Shortest from the
Ray Netemeier will handle the St.
Los Angeles — Fox West Coast cirEast to most Pacific Coast cities —
Now
offers 6 departures daily, includLouis territory while representacuit has dated GB's "Nine Days a
ing the OVERN1GHTER to Los
for New York, Philadelphia Queen" to play in its more than 100
Anpreles — San Francisco.
and other zones will be named this theaters in this territory, following
Tickets: 58 E. 42nd St., MU 2-7300
week. Anna G. Baumann is now the picture's run at the Four Star
UNITED
AIR
LINES
with Theater Trailer in charge of Theater where it had its American **•*••*•*•*•••*•***
servici and installing systems.
premiere four weeks ago.
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7 MORE PENNA HOUSE V
GO TO MANOS GROUP
(Continued from Page

FOREIGN TIE-UPS

1)

Four Broadway Houses
Holding Over Films
1)

sibly a fourth. "Piccadilly Jim" at
Dormitory"
and "Girls'
the Capitol
start
their second
weeks on Friday.
The Music Hall figures an attendance of 175,000 in the first week
of "Swing Time."

Universal Closes Deal
With Wilby-Kincey Group
(Continued from Page

1)

product to play the 121 houses of
the Wilby-Kincey circuit. F. J. A.
McCarty, eastern sales manager;
Harry Graham, southern district
manager, and John Ezell, James
Hobbs and Edward Heiber, respective managers of the Atlanta, Charlotte and Washington exchanges,
represented Universal. Robert B.
Wilby and M. E. Wyman acted for
the circuit.

100 "Swing Time" Openings
About 100 day-and-date bookings

of "Swing Time", RKO's Astaireway FriRogers picture, get under have
been
day and this number could
increased to 500 if prints were available, it was stated yesterdav. "Swing
Time", opened last Friday at the
Mayfair Theater, Asbury Park, and
been beating the "Top Hat"
has
record there, it was said.

Para. Meeting Routine

Routine business was taken up at
a brief meeting of the Paramount
executive committee yesterday. Regular monthly meeting of the board
adjourned, this time until
again
was
tomorrow.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
offset

you
the

dated

strong

attractions

to

1)

come," said Kelly, "when we can no
longer dump 40, 50 or 60 Hollywood
pictures into a foreign country, grab
• • • THE BIG effort of Columbia for this season known
as "Lost Horizon" has been given its first whirl in a gigantic
exploitation campaign with the opening at Atlantic City
on the Garden Pier of a unique exhibit
consisting of water
color sketches and art camera studies representing the preliminary research work and technical planning for this elaborate
production
T
▼
T
• •
• THE EXHIBITION
is known as "The Making of
a Famous Motion Picture"
it will remain in Atlantic City
for three weeks
and then start a woi'ld tour
covering
all the key cities before opening in London January 15, 1937
after touring the British Isles, the exhibit will go to Australia next June
• • • THE HUGE sign outside the exhibit, illuminated
at night, is gigantic it is the equivalent of four 96-sheet
boards, and can be read a quarter-mile away
the Columbia
exhibit marks the first time that the public has had opportunity
to view material of this nature from the Hollywood studios
• • • A MARQUEE on a theater in Marion, Indiana, bore
this legend
"Next Time We Love — Below the Deadline" . . .
• Shep Fields and his band, with Sylvia Froos, Lucille Paige
and Sid Gary, will supply the "in person" entertainment at the
Pai*amount starting today, when "The General Died At Dawn"
opens on the screen ... • Nino Martini, appearing in the
Pickford-Lasky
film, "The Gay Desperado," has filed his first
naturalization papers
• •
• AFTER
A round trip across the country
the arrival of the Louis K. Liggett Rexall Train
"The Million Dollar Streamline"
was capitalized niftily by RKO
Radio with a tieup in the Liggett magazine, Hollywood Review
with over a million circulation, the publicity boys got
over a errand plucr for three current pix, "Mary of Scotland,"
"Swing Time," "The Big Game"

▼

T

of the cast of
the mayor
of
showing in the
Jeanne's home
Hollywood suc-

•
•
• THAT DEMON gagman, Irving Brecher
is
writing
Milton
Berle's
scripts
for
the
94-station
coast-to-coast
program that starts on the air Sunday
the slogan
for the show will be, of course: "Never a dull moment!"
being a Gillette program, all Irving's gags will cut keen and
clean
if theyin don't,
you can just bet that Milton will see
that he is berled
erl
• • FROM AMATEUR to Arkayo studio Bill Corson appeared recently on Benny Rubin's amateur hour over
WOR, and while doing his stint was spotted by Arthur Willi,
talent scout for RKO Radio
. given a screen test, he came
thru handsomely
he now has a contract and is on the way
to the studio ... • Billy ("Anthony Adverse") Mauch and
his twin brother, young Warner players, will be interviewed
over WOR on Saturday at 7:15 P. M. by Sam Taylor, movie commentator
T
T
T
• •
• IT IS a dirty dig without any basis in fact
that report that the chorines in a certain studio are able without any difficulty to play Knock-Knock with their knees

opening of-the-schools slump?

«

«

«

our
and run.
It's aWe
put-andtakemoney,
proposition
today.
must
In some
line of
with
policy,
give
thatthis
money
back."U. A.
already has concluded or is in the
process of arranging tieups with
producers in England, France, Spain,
Italy, Australia, Mexico and Argentina.
More internationalization of films
was urged by Kelly. As proof of
the strides made by British producers in this direction, he stated that
of the 57 pictures U.A. will distribute in the foreign field in the next
year, more than half will be British.

Monty Salmon Quits Para.
For Post With Skouras
(Continued from Page

1)

duties. Royster remains on that
job at least until completion of the
management deal involving eight
Paramount and Stanley-Warner
houses in that city. The deal was
ex-lusively reported in The Film
Daily cf Aug. 27.

Disney Music Deal

Walt Disney has signed a contract
with E. B. Marks, music publisher,
giving Disney reproduction rights to
the Marks catalogue of more than
11,000 titles, and like access to more
than 60 catalogues affiliated with or
controlled by Mai-ks. Dailey Pask™an represented the music company
in negotiations. Disney will use the
music in his cartoon comedies.

T

• •
• NICE BREAK for Jeanne Madden
the First National "Stage Struck"
when
Scranton, Pa. proclaimed the day of the picture's
city as "Jeanne Madden Day"
this being
town and the Scrantonites vastly proud of her

•

Have

U.A. INCREASING
(Continued from Page

in Blairsville and E. M. Dock will
be moved from Vandergrift to manage the Paramount here. Charles
Jim, present manager of the Olympic, remains at his present post.
Manos stated that his plans for
the erection of a new 175,000 theater here will not be halted by his
new interests.

(Continued from Page
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Mirrophonic for Mexico
Among
the new
first Western
foreign installations of the
Electric
Mirrophonic Sound are six theaters
of the First Circuit in Mexico City.
The new systems in the Cines Granat Teresa, Goya, Odeon, Rialto and
Venecia, together with previous installations in the Cines Palaccio,
Eden and Monumental, will make
this circuit 100 per cent Western
Electric.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Seventy-two per cent of all films «»hibited in Greece during the past year
were American, compared with 58 per
cent the previous
year.

SIMONE SIMON
l/V "Tl( KETH-SECOND"

BLASTS
BOXOFFICE

ALL ROXY
STAMPEDE-OESP
Six cashiers working like
mad! 3840 admissions
in first hour (better than
ticket-a-second)!

All-

time record-breaking
Friday take nearly
doubled on both Saturday and Sunday

(new

record each day)! Threeday gross $6,000 ahead
of previous high ! Audiences wild over Simon!
N.Y. Times sounds critics'
keynote: "Simone Simon
has become a star of
the first magnitude!"
HOLD OVER SET!

RECORDS!
TE PRICE RAISE!
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A "JUUU" $co*» Hollywood "£ets
By RALPH

WILK

A [ARGOT GRAHAME. RKO Radio player, who is due back here
on Sunday from a two-month vacation spent mostly in her native England, will step immediately into a
featured lead supporting Herbert
Marshall and Ann Shirley in "Daddy
and I." after which she will go into "Night Waitress."

Six Grand Nat'l Releases in the Cutting Rooms

Grand Nitional has six releases now in the cutting rooms receiving final editing.
Ber.nie F. Zeidman is finishing "In His Steps," with Cecelia Parker and Eric Linden, and
has completed "White Legion," with Ian Keith and Tala Birell.
George A. Hirliman has completed negative cutting and scoring on his first four
features for Grand National: "Yellow Cargo," with Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Hunt, and
three Hirlacolor pictures, "The Devil on Horseback," "Captain Calamity" and "We're
in the Legion Now."

Douglas MacLean is getting settled in his new offices at RKO Pathe
RKO Radio has added Jane Hamstudios,
preparatory to starting proilton to the cast of "Portrait of a
duction on "23 Vi Hours Leave."
Rebel." and Alan Curtis and Edward
T
▼
T
Price to "Million Dollar Profile."
Abe Meyer is selecting the music
T
T
T
Alan Hale has gone to London to for the George O'Brien starring vehicle, "Daniel TBoone."
play second lead to Douglas FairT
V
banks, Jr., in the Criterion producJames
Burke
has
been
signed for
tion, "High Treason," for release
through United Artists. Tay Gar- "Glory" at 20th Century-Fox. He
nett will direct.
has just completed a role in "Can
T
T
T
This Be Dixie?" which George Marshall is directing.
Casting items at M-G-M include
T
T
T
selection of Allan Jones for the chief
Republic Pictures signed Yakima
role opposite Jeanette MacDonald in
"The Firefly," and addition of James Canutt for a role in "Ghost Town
Stewart to the cast now being as- Gold," the second western in the
sembled for "After the Thin Man." "Three Mesquiteers" series, with
Jones has an important role to com- Joe Kane directing. Bob Livingston,
plete in the new Marx Brothers pic- Ray Corrigan and Max Terhune
ture, "A Day at the Races," before have the leading roles. William
the new picture gets under way.
Newell, Republic contract comedian,
T
T
▼
was assigned a comedy role in "Robinson Crusoe of Clipper Island," acMonte Blue and "Fuzzy" Knight
tion serial featuring Mala.
have been signed by Edward Finney
▼

T

V

for "Song of the Gringo", the first
of eight Westerns to be produced
for Grand National. Tex Ritter,
singing cowboy of the radio, will be
starred and Jean Woodbury is the
leading woman in the first feature.
John P. McCarthy will direct with
Lindsley Parsons supervising.
T

T

T

Universal has signed Ernest Cossart and Mischa Auer to term contracts.
T

t

▼

Charles Winninger of "Show
Boat" has been cast in another Universal picture, "Top of the Town."
T

▼

▼

Sid Silvers, who acted as coauthor and also one of the chief
comedians of "Broadway Melody of
1936," and who will perform in similar capacities for the new "Broadway Melody," has been signed to a
Ions-term contract by M-G-M.
Roger Imhof has been signed for
one of the principal roles in the
Columbia picture, "North of Nome,"
having just finished in Grand National's "In His Steps."
Booked for Broadcasts
Radio appearances of the Marx Brothers, and of Allan Jones, young tenor who
will appear with them in their new
comedy, "A Day at the Races," are
announced
by
M-G-M.
The
Marx
Brothers will be heard on the Camel
Caravan program Sept. 2. Jones is
scheduled to appear on the Packard
Motor
Car program
Sept. 8.

which will be staged at the Hollywood Bowl this month as the climax
of its musical season. Occasion was
a luncheon at an improvised sidewalk cafe in the Chaplin Studios.

By his work in support of Marion
Davies and Clark Gable in "Cain and
Mabel", David Carlyle has won two
featured roles in new Warner pictures. He will nlay in "No Hard
Feelings" with Glenda Farrell and
Barton MacLane. and also in "Once
i Doctor" with Donald Woods and
Jean Muir.

A truce has been declared between
Sam Wood and the trio of Marx
Brothers he is preparing to direct
in "A Day at the Races." However,
this agreement will only be in force
T
T
T
during the period of rehearsals. The
Evelyn Venable has been engaged Marx Brothers are well known for
by Columbia for the feminine lead the pranks they play on those who
in Jack Holt's next picture, "North are associated with them in the making of their pictures. Not until they
T
T
T
bumped up against the Celtic Wood,
of Nome."
George Brent and Josephine who directed them in "A Night at
Hutchinson will appear together in the Opera," did they meet their
Warner's "Mountain Justice." Guy Waterloo. Perpetrated in a spirit
Kibbee and Robert Barrat will have of fun. Wood encouraged the screen's
mirth-provokers to continue their
important roles.
pranks, as it was reflected in their
T
T
T
work before the camera with excellent results.
Due to a slight change in production schedule, Rosalind Keith
T
T
T
will replace Marian Marsh in CoAlthough pleasure bent during his
lumbia's "Theodora Goes Wild,"
starring Irene Dunne, with Melvyn recent visit east, Wesley Ruggles,
Douglas as her leading man.
Paramount producer-director, took
T
T
▼
time off to watch a performance of
Arnold Belgard has been signed a group of stock players in Springby Walter Wanger to adapt the
eld. Mass. and unearthed a new juvenile actor in the person of Delbert
Allene Corliss novel, "Summer
▼ ▼
»
for the next Joan Ben- Horsely, a member of the troupe.
"Tonight's
the Night"
has been Lightning,"
nett vehicle for United Artists re- So impressed was Ruggles with the
selected as the working title of the
lease. The screen version will be "oung actor's ability that he signed
new Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy feahim to a personal contract to take
ture-length comedy now in produc- known as "All Ladies Are Women." effect on completion of his present
tion at the Hal Roach studios under
Y
▼
»
direction of James Home. The supParamount has set "You and Me" engagement.
porting cast includes Lyda Roberti,
t
r
T
title to replace "WonJames Finlavson, Rosina Lawrence, as a working
derful." soon to enter production
For meritorious service and conJacqueline Wells and Sharon Lynn. with George Raft starred and Norscientious effort rendered in behalf
The same studio announces that
man Krasna directing. Arline
of George O'Brien during the past
"Nobody's Baby," a musical feature Judge will have the feminine lead.
three years, Georgie Sherman,
nicture. starring Patsy Kelly and
▼
▼
▼
youthful assistant director, has
Lyda Roberti, will start production
Charlotte Winters has joined the been rewarded with a term contract
Sept. 21. Gus Meins will direct, and
the George Hirliman company on
cast of "No Hard Feelings", now in by
Rosina Lawrence will have an im- production
at First National. Glen- recommendation of the Hirlimanportant role.
da Farrell and Barton MacLane have RKO star. According to O'Brien,
T
T
T
the two leading roles, with Frank now being starred in "Daniel
A directing-writing-acting con- MeDonald diverting. Other princi- Boone" under David Howard's ditract has been signed by Hal Roach
rection, Sherman's ability will shortpals are Winifred Shaw, Craig
with Tom Dugan, who is featured in Reynolds and Jane Wyman.
ly be further recognized by promotion to a director's status.
"Mister
Cinderella,"
Jack Haley feature soon
to be released.
T
T
T
▼
T
T
Richard Boleslawski. now directs
Deferring to the request of Harry
Carlo Roncoroni, president of ing "Theodora Goes Wild." a Columbia production for which he was Cohn of Columbia, Cecil B. DeMille,
Cines, leading Italian film corporation, was introduced to the local loaned by Metro, leaves in the next Paramount producer-director, has
nress at a cocktail party given by two months by plane to make con- agreed to rearrange his filming
nections with the Graf Zeppelin for xhedule in order to enable John MilWalter Wanger. Roncoroni is visiting Hollywood to study American Germany, thence by plane to War- jan to accept the proferred featured
saw, Poland, his nativitv. A warm
production methods and to interest
character role in "North of Nome",
American producers in making pic- welcome awaits the rotund Polish starring Jack Holt under William
tures, especially those requiring an director on his arrival, as plans Nigh's direction. For the past sevItalian background, at the new have been made by the former offieral weeks Miljan has been appearcers of the regiment with whom he
studios now under construction in
ing in "The Plainsman".
Rome. Wanger plans to do some served during the war to greet him
with pomp and ceremony. Boleslawproducing there next spring.
ski will spend two days in Warsaw
Baxter- Francis Teamed
T
T
T
with Government execuWarner Baxter, borrowed from 20 h
Harry Hammond Beall and Mark conferring
tives on the filming of a picture
Century-Fox, and Kay Francis wi!l be
Larkin, handling publicity for bnsed on the life of General Kosteamed by First National in a producciusko. Then he will return to
"Everyman." presented to the press
tion scheduled to start soon.
the cast, director, art director and in
going. by the same process used
Hollywood
dance
director
of this spectacle
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SONGS FROM FILMS
ARE MOST POPULAR
(Continued from Page

1)

;ures, and of the first 107 songs only
57 had not appeared in motion picures.
The first song of 1935 was "When
[ Grow Too Old To Dream", by Signund Romberg and Oscar Hammerstein from the movie "The Night Is
young". This tune sold 550,000
:opies and was played on the networks 29,161 times. The second
;ong was "I'm In the Mood for
l,ove", from "Dinner At Eight",
vhich sold 200,000 copies; "In A Lit;le Gypsy Tea Room", was third;
'Lullaby of Broadway", from "Gold
Diggers of 1935," fourth; "Cheek To
]heek", from "Top Hat", fifth, and
'What's the Reason I'm Not Pleasng You," from "Times Square
l,ady," sixth.
"Love In Bloom", also a movie
,une, was the first song of 1934.

Musicians' Federation in New Drive
A new drive to bring back music and living entertainment to theaters will be
launched Sept. 10 by Local 802, American Federation of Musicians, with the full support of the American Federation of Actors, at a mass meeting in the Manhattan
Opera House with Mayor F. H. LaGuardia and Joseph N. Weber, president of the
Federation of Musicians, as the principal speakers.
Others who will address the meeting include Jos. P. Ryan, president of the Central
Trades and Labor Council; Wm. Mahoney and Wm. Collins, representing the American Federation of Labor; Jacob Rosenberg, secretary of Local 802, and Ralph Whitehead,
secretary of the American Federation of Actors.

BOSTON

OMAHA

Andrew Tegue of St. Johnsbury,
With the transfer of George HinVt., was in the film district the ton, Paramount salesman, from here
greater part of the week.
to Minneapolis, the appointment of
The Wernick Brothers of Chico- J. O. Kent becomes permanent, Ted
branch manager, announces.
pee Falls attended the opening of Mendenhall,
the Suffolk theater in Holyoke
owned by Herman Rifkin.
Meyer L. Stern, manager of Capitol Pictures, has gone to Los AnDarack & Stanton are renovating
the Capitol in Monson for an early
W. N. Youngclaus has sold the
Fall opening.
geles.
Roxie at Shelton to E. L. Johnson,
Louis Cohen, one of the heads of formerly of Montgomery City, Mo.
the Cohen circuit in Springfield, has His former string of five houses has
returned from a honeymoon in South now been reduced to the one theAmerica.
ater, the Empress in Grand Island.

ACTION ON RKO NOTES
PUT OFF BY CONSENT
(Continued from Page

1)

from
Europe
of Federal
Judge
Bondy around Oct. 1.
Counsel for RCA said that it was
felt that Judge Bondy, who has been
handling the RKO reorganization,
should pass on the matter.

DETROIT

Erwin Joseph, Universal exchange
booker, was transferred this week
to Chicago to become state salesman
for Illinois. His place is being taken
by Gene Alexander, who was in the
Chicago office for seven years.
Ralph Peckham, new manager for
the Grand National exchange, has
appointed the following sales staff:
Fred Nugent, formerly with Republic Exchange, city salesman; Ralph
Elliott, formerly with Warners,
Bob
Reese,
son
of
Carl
Reese,
new
western
Michigan territory; and
Frank Sullivan of Capitol The- manager for Grand National, has
CINCINNATI
ater Supply will marry Margaret
Howard
Boyle,
late of United Artjoined RKO as head poster clerk, territory.
Ellis of Dorchester next Saturday.
ists in Buffalo, eastern Michigan
succeeding Leo Brown, who resigned
The Mayfair reopens Sept. 12
Eddie Mulvin, dramatic editor, and to join a trailer company.
,vith two weeks of revivals. House
James D. Kendis, of the J. D.
Barbara
Linscott,
movie
columnist,
will play foreign films.
Kay Productions, Hollywood, was a
Alice
Neal,
Warner
head
booker
visitor.
Grand National's new offices are have resigned from the staff of the is in Boston.
Deing remodeled to take in two Boston Transcript. Mordaunt Hall
is
the
new
movie
editor.
floors on Film Row. Ralph Kinsler,
local manager, will announce his
Harry Peyser died suddenly last
new personnel this week.
The Independent Exhibitors week after a heart attack. At the
League of Greater Cincinnati, at its time of his death he was handling
advertising for the Coregular meeting, voted to accept the the outdoor
lonial Theater. Years ago he had
wage scale presented by the local
charge of all the outdoor advertising
operators, and have signed a three- for the Erlanger theaters.
year contract.
E. M. Wiman, North Carolina theAl Lashway, theater manager,
aters, visited with J. J. Grady of lost
his father last week.
20th Century-Fox. Peter E. Klein,
film attorney, was here from Cleveland. Other visitors included Mr.
Edward A. Cuddy, M. & P. division manager, Eddie Canter, and B.
and Mrs. Foxworthy, Flemington;
Green have left on a short trip to
John Duggan and Mike Chakeres, Nova
Scotia.
Regent State Corp., Springfield; L.
J. Flautt and Fred Rowlands, Colo.;
J. Don Alexander, president of the
A. Fox, Victor, Columbus; Harry Alexander
Film Co., and his New
Lashinsky, Cambridge; Fon Sexton, York manager, Adoph Haas, visited
Jr., of Ironton and Maysville.
the film district.
The Alpine circuit is opening a
new house at Ripley, W. Va.
"Piccadilly
Jim" has
held
Allison A. Abel has reopened the over
for a second
weekbeen
at both
truly Continental atmosphere —
Oak Theater, Columbus, after re- Loew's State and Orpheum. "Mary
vieiv of Central Park, superior
modeling.
of Scotland" is in its fourth and final
Sam Galanty, Columbia district week at the Keith Memorial.
manager, is here for a visit.
service,
invitingly
inexpensive
George Daumeyer, Warner field
Manney
Lewis,
New
England
pubsupervisor, is now a benedict.
rates. (Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)
licity director
"Ecstasy,"
haveforreturned
fromanda
Lester Rosenfeld, RKO West Vir- his bride
ginia representative, spent the week- honeymoon.
The
popular
CONTINENTAL
only
end in Cincy.
The Ohio at Xenia will reopen
Don Martin, formerly assistant
GRILL, the CAFE de la PAIX and
soon.
manager at the Park Theater, is in
Kansas City handling exploitation
of "Ecstasy."
MILWAUKEE
America's

SMART

ONES

have discovered

The Warner Theater has raised its
top from 40 to 50 cents for "Anthony Adverse".
Remodeling to enlarge the seating
capacity of the Grand at Hayward
is under way.
Merchants of Chippewa Falls
have voted to stage free film shows
at the Rivoli and iLoop theaters
every Saturday beginning Sept. 5.

Mrs. George M. Briggs has sold
her Tyler Theater, Pittsfield, to Billy
Shea, formerly of the Bijou, Holyoke.

RUMPELNAYER'S
* smart, meaning the clever, the knowing and, of course, the fashionable.

George Papalus of the Majestic,
Easthampton, is operating the Bijou in Holyoke.
Frank Shaughnessey is now managing the Suffolk Theater, Holyoke.

Z-ON-THE-PARK
T. MORIT
50 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH. NEW YORK
Direction: S. GREGORY
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CONVENTION PROGRAM
SET BY N. J. ALLIED
{Continued from Pain-
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trade show exhibit, cocktail party,
contest of Showpreliminary talent
men's Jubilee at Steel Pier.
morning — Registration.
Thursday
busiThursday afternoon— Open
tour for
ness meeting, boardwalk
ladies.
. ~
al BanThursday evening— Annu
quet, American Beauty Ball.
— Committee meetFriday morning
ings, open business meeting.
Friday afternoon — Election ot
officers, Boardwalk float parade.
Friday evening— National fashion
show, Atlantic City Auditorium.

Start Vitaphone Musical

Dan Healy, popular musicalner,com-is
edy and night club entertai
e
the star of a two-reel Vitaphon
musical, "Goodbye Girl", which goes
into production today at the comthe suppany's Brooklyn studiosks In Bene
dict,
porting cast are Broo
Evey,
LeRo
and
lle
Este
,
Niva
Vera
owe and Vera
lyn Poe, Selma Marl
ting.
direc
is
Roy Mack
Dunn.

SEATTLE
UniversWilliam J. Heineman theof week
-end.
al conferred here over
its
into
gone
has
o"
cisc
"San Fran
ninth week at the Blue Mouse.
Visiting Seattle on vacation was
Savage, midwest auditor of CoLes a.
lumbi
has been inPeoples Theater Co.
corporated at Spokane by J. L.
er, Arthur O'Neil and C. D.
Coopr.
Mille
Ray Stamboul of the Hollywood
Theater, Salem, Ore., was a recent
visitor to Seattle's film row.
is pushing construcErwin Fey
tion of a magnificent new house in
Renton, Wash.
Ben Perlman of National Display,
Denver, is visiting Seattle.
"The King Steps Out" has stepped
into a third week at the Liberty.
William Englen resigned from
Universal and has been appointed
a booker for Grand National.
Mrs. Arthur Weinstein, director
of two theaters in the university
Holdistrict of Seattle, has left for Miss
lywood to be the guest of
Frances Farmer, former Seattle
usherette, now Paramount star.
Mr and Mrs. Vic Gauntlett celebrated their 21st wedding anniversary last week.
ngham theaJack Rosenberg, a Belli
Seattle visitor.
ter manager, was

Recess
s
Varying their routine, male member
toor Allied Theaters of New Jersey
infish
for
fishing
try
will
morrow
stead of reductions in film rentals.
River
Expedition puts out from Forked
Toms' River and
Boat Basin,
City. between
Atlantic

NEWS

of the DAY

new Ritz TheBartow. Fla.— The ement
of John
ater, under the manag
W. Black, has opened.

Meadville, Pa.— M. C. DeWoody,
A. Jeffreys and Claude V. Burfod
J.
Corp.
have
formed Inland Amusement

— Completely renHartford,and Conn.
ovated with Western Electric
Beckley, W. Va.— C. P. Amusement Co*,from
acquired
the dnew& Beckley
at a total Theater
Crawfor
Porter
sound equipment, installed
estimated cost of $75,000, the State and the Palace Theater from the
weeks
al
sever
Theater reopens in
New Palace Theater Co.
under the management of Capitol
.
Jersey
New
Theaters, Inc., of
Vestaburg, Pa. — Pete Profili is
the- week.
reopening his American Theater this
A long closed
, N.is H.—
Milton
being remodelled for
ater here
opening late this fall by Walter
who operates in Farmington which
Man Godfrey,"
"My offering
Young,
Los Angeles—
is the next
at the
and
Pittsfield.
Music Hali in New York, had its
world premiere yesterday at the
Dover, N. H. — Lloyd Bridgeham,
was
owner of the Broadway Theater Pantages Theater. The opening
event.
society
price,
advanced
gala,
a
Opera
the
over
taken
has
here,
House in Caribou, Me.
Today "Godfrey" will start its run
and Hill Street Thein the Pantages the
next three weeks,
aters. Within
operat,
Turturro
D.
—
Worcester
open in more than 200 first
will
it
run nouses.
ing the Majestic here, plans to renovate abuilding in Millbury for theater purposes.
Minneapolis — On the strength of
"SecDenver — \y. J. Heineman, west- the ret
GB's up
business
ng been
outstandi
Agent" has
at
chalking
ern sales manager for Universal,
has
picture
the
new
the
the World Theater,
and national director of
week.
second
a
Universal drive for bookings and been held over for
collections, spent a few hours in
Charlotte — The case against the
pointing out the new plans
Denver
of
the company.
reState Theater, his
Manager of tothecourt
for keeping
cently cited
no
Garbari
Clarion, Pa.— L. Hayes
house open six minutes past Satis erecting a 500-seat house for a
urday midnight, was dropped when
mid-October opening.
it came up for trial.

EXPLOITETTES
Says Film Should Sell
"Emotional Stimulant"

""THERE is no emotion in cold
paint on a canvas, yet a
great artist can put Soul into
and
drawing
his composition,
himexpress
so
can
coloring,
self in his medium that we are
stirred
emotionally
when
we
view his picture.
Yet when we
suggest to a motion picture producer that he give
greater
thought to elemental emotions
and less to massive
productions, he thinks we want him to
go Pollyana, to put tears on the
screen for the audience to imitate, to depict emotion for the
audience to gaze at. A million
dollars spread on a screen cannot evoke greater emotional response than can be matched by
a properly made picture costing
a tenth as much.
The film industry's business is one of sellemotional stimuing thelant.public
The public
cannot
be

bribed by money into reacting
emotionally to what is offered
it. If the industry would think
less in terms of money and
more in terms of its product,
its shareholders would get more
exhilarating
dividends.
— Welford Beaton in
Hollywood Spectator.

"
WifePage
s ety
"His
Soci
theher'
BreaksBrot
CRANK STEFFYS, manager
of the State, Minneapolis,
placed a very effective ad on
"His Brother's Wife" on the sopolis
ciety page of the Minnea
reading
Tribune with a head
"Wedded" and this looked like
a regular news item on this
a great deal of
caused
page and
proved to be very
t and
commen
e.
effectiv
Stills in silver frames were
very high class
placed in fivejewel
ry stores of
windows of
yck.
Stanw
and
r
Taylo
— State, Minneapolis.

WM. SCHNEIDER JOINS
FANCHON & MARCO
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Marco to work for Harry Arthur.
After two weeks at the F. & M.
home office in New York, Schneider
goes to St. Louis for a permanent
assignment in connection with the
company's theater operations there.

"Early Bird" Discussion
Matters in connection with eliminating "early bird" matinees will be
discussed by major circuit and independent theater operators in New
York late this week. The plan,
agreed upon at a recent meeting in
the office of Charles Moskowitz at
Loew's, goes into effect over the
coming week-end.

PITTSBURGH

Warners have reopened the Rowland Theater. Bill Brown
is back f«
as manager.
Ben Jaffe will manage the Casino
Theater which reopens this month.
Bill Blowitz, son of Joe Blowitz,
manager of Warner's Manor, joined
an independent publicity office in
Hollywood.
Perry Nathan of the National
Screen Accessories is here opening
a branch office on Film Row. Jack
Judd will manage.
Grand National has added Irving
Hanower as salesman and Emmaline Fineberg, secretary of the Pittsfice burgh
secretary.
Film Board of Trade, as ofR. T. Jennings, George Davis and
Walter B. Urling, local circuit operators, added a new house in Pomeroy, O., this week.
George F. Callahan, president of
Exhibitors Service Co., who was
recuperating from a serious illness
in California all summer, is back
in town and on the job.

NEW

ORLEANS

Joe Estes, former publicity and
advertising director for the old
Saenger Theaters, has returned here
conLouisiana
Miss the
to promote
test to tie the
in with
pageant of
the
Showmen's
Variety Jubilee in
Atlantic
City.
Gene Autry is due for a persona
appearence here this year.
Theatermen are worried over re
ports that an unidentified lawyei
has acquired the rights for priz<
night insurance in this territory an
will put it into effect.
Fast Work
The marquee of the Gotham Theater,
displayed this sign
Wednesday
on upper Broadway,
over

the week-end:
Bank Nite— $700

Free

"And"Spendthrift"
Sudden Death"
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KUYKENDALL DROPS
THEATER OPERATION

HAYS MAY CONFER
WITH RADIO EXECS
(Continued from Page

PITTSBURGH
The end of the pooling arrangeWarners and Loew's
ment between
created a publicity job for
Penn has
of the Penn.
manager
Mike Cullen,
Formerly, the publicity was handled
by the Warner office.
Advance sale for "Romeo and Juliet" is bigger than that recorded for
"The Great Ziegfeld."
Dave Silverman, RKO office manager, left Montefiore Hospital and
is back on the job.
Bill Powelson, temporary manager of the Regal, returns to Tarentum next month to manage Warner's Harris Theater.
Johnny Finley, Palace manager,
is back from St. Louis.
C. C. Burr was a business visitor
over the week-end.
Jules Lapidus, manager of Grand
National, selected Sam Hanneaur,
former Columbia auditor, as his first
salesman.
Harold Friedman, assistant manager at the Ritz, is back on the job.
The Fulton opens Sept. 9 with a
first-run of Republic's "Follow Your
Heart."
Bernie Armstrong is leaving the
Alvin tomorrow.

SEATTLE
"San Francisco" has gone into a
ninth week at the Mayf air, Portland,
city of long-distance exhibitions. The
Blue Mouse here has held "San
Francisco" for an eighth week.
The Variety Theater, Inc., has
been incorporated in Seattle by War• ren Brown, Jr., Ray Dumett and
Claude E. Wakefield.
Dorothy Jane Hamrick, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W. Hamrick, will be married Sept. 19 to W.
Huntley McPhee in a large society
wedding.
R. H. Kloepper, Portland manager
of United Artists, was married
aboard ship here to Margaret Carrico of Portland.

i

(Continued from Page 1)
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concerning a cooperative arrangement.
Those close to the producer side
of the situation are somewhat skeptical concerning results of the survey being made by affiliated theaters
to determine the effects, if any, of
such broadcasts upon attendance. In
many instances they are inclined to
the opinion that it is virtually impossible to obtain any definite, mathematical picture of this phase of
the problem.
The situation has been under discussion it the coast for some weeks,
with Hays participating. Apart
from the exhibitor angle, producers
also are directly concerned as they
find that a radio commitment freouently takes a star or player off
the set when they are needed.

change
pected
current
sources
•
•
• IN THAT pressbook turned out by Republic for
"Follow Your Heart" starring Marion Talley and Michael Bartlett
you get the combined experience and skill of a group
of pressbook experts who have been absorbing the technique of
their craft for years in various producing organizations
and it shows impressively in this 24-page example of merchandising art
it is 100 per cent selling appeal
not a line
of ga-ga ballyhooey from cover to cover
any of the oldline companies could be proud of it
•
•
• AT LAST
we believe we have traced the
origin of the knock-knock kraze that is making a big percentage
of our moronationals more so
the discovery was made by
Father Daly
. . our namesake of the Legion of Decency
as he watched a screening of "Henry VIII"
it's the
scene where the King raps twice on Katherine Howard's boudoir
door and she asks: "Who's there?" . the answer: "Henry."
...
Katherine being smart, parries, "Henry who?"
and
the King also being smart and knowing
his name
answers
"Henry
the King" we assume
so the to
picture
by
United Artists
cash has
in onbeen
this reissued
knockzema
epidemic
• • • WE WERE almost knocked senseless by seeing a
bunch of British stills that were so good that they looked like
American stills and a higher compliment than that we cannot pay on "Broken Blossoms," a Julius Hagen production
from the Twickenham studios which Bill Pizor of Imperial
is handling in this country they say that the performance
of Dolly Haas as Lucy is one of the artistic achievements of the
year
• • • BACK AT his desk at Universal is purchasing agent
Sam Sedran, who was laid up by a fractured wrist for a spell
...
• A son was born to Irving L. Gillman last Sunday
Irving is with Columbia, formerly associated with Doc Giannini
in Bancamerica ... • Ona Munson is back in her apartment
in the Lombardy after an extended stay in Europe
• • • SIGNED FOR a principal role in the new George
S. Kaufman-Moss Hart play, "You Can't Take It With You,"
which Sam Harris will produce
is George Tobias, whom
several film companies are casting eyes at . . . • Sid Zins,
formerly assistant stage manager for the Music Hall, is now
assistant house manager at the New Criterion under Harry
Charnas
•
•
• IN AN effort to discover a prospect for the role of
Huck Finn in "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer"
Katherine
Brown, eastern story representative for David Selznick, acted
as judge in a contest at Atlantic City
no kid could qualify
... • Margie Ann Kaufman, a Syracuse school teacher, has
signed an option with Metro, through Ted Green of Screenland
Fashions
•

•

• COMMENTING on the new Mirrophonic sound following ademonstration the other day, E. C. Zrenner, sound expert for the Hoblitzelle circuit, said
"When the earthquake
scene in 'San Francisco' came on, it was so actual in its realism
that I felt like leaving the theater" ... • A serialization of
"Nine Days A Queen" has been released this week to newspapers
nationally
G-B has prepared the serial in six chapters with
plenty of illustrations

«

«

«

»

»

»

as regards Kuykendall is exuntil the expiration of his
term, at the earliest, these
stated.

|

From time to time, there has been --*
exhibitor discussion as to the propriety of a man not an active exhibitor occupying the presidency of
a national theatermen's organization.
In confirming the leasing of his
two houses at Columbus and his theater at Tupelo, Kuykendall stated:
"This allows me to give all my time
to th° M. P. T. 0. A., which is expanding rapidly".

MINNEAPOLIS

!

Stanley Kane, executive secretary
of Minnesota All'ed, is traveling
through
sou+h^rn
M:nnesota.
conferring with
exh;b'tors,
and surveying
the
effect of the drought on business
conditions.
M'ke Wotmouerh has left Columbia to take over the manager's job
at Grand National in Cleveland.
The golf tournament of the M;nneapclis Variety Club has been postponed to Sept. 17. It w<U be held
at the Minneapolis Golf Club.
Visitors to F:lm Row: E. P. Nelson, Waseca, Minn.: A. H. Inman,
Fairfax, M'nn.: G. H. Troyer, Findlev. N. D.: Jack Havwood, New
Richmond, Wis.; Fred Shee, Litchfield, Min.; E. C. Heckleman, Cannon
Falls, Minn.
Harry Remington, film critic for
the Minneapolis Tribune, who siens
his
stuffto"John
leaves for
for
Detroit
take Alden,"
over publicity
the Fox Theater there.
Al Allard, former Minnesota
Amusement Co. press agent, now
art director for Fawcett Publications, in town on his vacation.
The Minnesota is putting on an intensive campaign to attract visitors
here during state fair week, when
Eddy Duchin will hold forth. They
have put out billboards on all roads
leading into the Twin Cities, and
are also utilizing trailers in 21 Minnesota amusement houses throughout the northwest, urging audiences
to attend the Minnesota when they
come in to town for the state fair.

NEWARK
The Mayfair reopens this week
after alterations. Manager Harry
Kridel has booked "The Green Pastures" and "The Return of Sophie
Lang" for the reopening bill.
Carl Schwartz is reported completing plans for construction of a
tion.
movie house in the Weequahic secExtensive alterations, including a
new roof and complete renovation
of the interior is being completed at
the Llewlyn-Edison, West Orange,
and the house will reopen around
the middle of September.

l

ALL AMERICA
WITH

DICK POWELL,

A VO

AmeriJOAN BLONDELL 'comes
near stealing the picture,

ca's most popular song
star, in the best performance of his career.

stamps herself as a
comedienne able to hold
her own with the best' t.

DICK POWELL
JOAN BLONDELL* WARREN
JEANNE

MADDEN

WILLIAM

IN

Ik

FR/

• Carol Hughes • Craig Reynolds • Hobart Cavanaugl
' Motion Picture Daily

1 Variety Daily

S CHOICE FOR THE SMILE THAT WINS
CE . . . ON HIS WAY TO NEW GLORY!
1

*•-./ -c

.j

BUT LET THE KNOCK-KNOCK % rlJK
Substituting comedy and
musical should please au

BOYS DO THE TALKING!

fast tempo*, this refreshing
diences who are tired of big

numbers, complicated UyMfc renditions of songs'. The boxoffice should get a healths play when this show runs.0"
i i

THE

YACHT

CLUB

FRANK McHUGH, who'
make history in 'Three
Men On a Horse', 'shares
honors with Joan, gets

BOYS 'panic with
two numbers of

JEANNE

their
own'*.
'They
do much
to make
the film enjoyable

discovery, 'has looks,
ability, and sets her-

his share of the laughs'0.

entertainment'0.

MADDEN, sensational new Warner

self solidly in pictures' t.

STAGE /STRUCK
MK McHUGH
Directed

by Busby

You'll be hearing these swell
new song hits on the air!
"IN YOUR OWN QUIET WAY"
"FANCY
MEETING
YOU"
by E. Y. Harburg & Harold Arlen

"THE

°Film Daily

"THE

INCOME
BODY

TAX"

BEAUTIFUL"

written and sung by
The Yacht Club Boys

YACHT

CLUB BOYS

Berkeley • A First National Picture
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NEW 2,000-FOOT REEL
GOES IN EFFECT TODAY
(Continued from Page 1 i

Meeting Sept. 8 while the Chicago
/situation will be readjusted shortly.
Necessary changes in ordinances
have been effected in Indianapolis,
Washington, Omaha and Portland,
J re.

First 2,000-Ft. Reel
Coast

Bureau

of

THE

Issues

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — First productions released on the new standard 2,000foot reels, which goes into industrywide use today, are:
"Adventure in Manhattan", Columbia; "Devil is a Sissy", M-G-M;
"Wives Never Know", Paramount;
"Big Game", RKO Radio; "Our Relations", Hal Roach; "Garden of
Allah", Selznick-U. A.; "Thank
You, Jeeves", 20th Century-Fox;
"Dodsworth", Goldwyn-U. A.; "My
Man Godfrey", Universal; "Bengal
West", War"Trailing
Tiger" andner-First
National.

Movie Roulette Latest
Attendance Stimulator
(Continued from Page

1)

I stunts. New wrinkle's tentative
title is Movie Roulette. Initial tryout of the new game was made in
Foxwesco's interior towns and audiences went for it in a big way. With
ample finances behind him, Huy is
for
getting together an organization
nationwide coverage. Plans are in
the making for branch offices for the
new gadget in 32 principal exchange
centers throughout the country.

l
Para, Signs June MartelDA
ILY

TUP. FILM
tsttBureau of
Coa
ifft
unt
d

has signed
Hollywoo — Paramo
under term contract June Martell,
Chicago girl, who although barely
out of her 'teens, has had stage,
screen and night club experience as
a singer.

RKO Renews Columbus House

Columbus — Following renewal of
lease, the RKO Majestic Theater has
•een closed for two weeks to underro improvements. About $50,000
rill be spent on the job, according
o C. Harry Schreiber, RKO city
hief.

Burroughs-Tarzan Deal

of
\Kansas City — Joe Silverman and
andard Film Co., Kansas City
naha, has signed with Ben S.
hen, president of Burroughs-Tarn Pictures, to distribute the lath's product in the midwest. Offi; have been opened at Film ExOma.ha, and 1710 Balg., here
Bld.,
geAve
fn
ore

Tuesday, Sept. 1, 1936

A "JUUU" fw»* "Ms"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD coast trains indicates that "Gone
with the Wind" is the most popular
passengers. Incidentally, SelzgUCK JONES
for with nick
feature pronext started
duction on his has
International will picturize the
Universal, "Empty Saddles," with book.
Les Selander directing. The comT
T
▼
pany will be on location for a week
Indications are that the name
n the San Jacinto Mountains. Louise
Brooks, who left Hollywood and a combination of Riskin, Rivkin, RysParamount contract several years kind and Ruskin will soon be rivalled
ago for the New York and European by that of Krasne, Krasna, Krasner.
T
T
T
stage, is doing a come-back in pictures in the feminine lead opposite
Our East-Bound Passing Show:
Jones. Others in the cast are Har- Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Blystone and
vey Clarke, Charles Middleton, children, en route to the Lake of
Frank Campeau, and Lloyd In- the Woods, in Canada; the mother
graham.
of Kay Linaker, bound for Caldwell,
T
T
*
Idaho, to visit friends; Ely Levy,
Joe Penner's first vehicle under
his new contract with RKO Radio Columbia studio's foreign representative, headed for New York; Benny
has
titled
"Roaming
Around."
It isbeen
a Lew
Brown
musical,
which Goodman and his "swing band,' who
will be directed by William Seiter.
worked in "Big Broadcast of 1937,"
en route to Atlantic City; a passen▼
T
T
Mel Shauer, associate producer •'Africa
ger reading
Paul Hoefler's book,
Speaks."
for Paramount, temporarily will
T
T
T
double his duties to take charge of
The old and the new. Between
the reorganization of personnel of
the studio talent department. Stress trains at Salt Lake City, members
will be laid on finding, training and
Benny Goodman' "swing band"
development of new talent and the of
listening to the Los Angeles Spanupbuilding of box-office value of drum corps. ish-American War Veterans fife and
present contract players, it was
stated. Fred Schuessler will remain
T
T
T
as casting director of the studio.
The Lincoln Star devotes an edi▼
T
T
torial to Spangler Lexington Brugh,
"The Gray Parrott," a dramatic better known as Robert Taylor. He
story of the sea, has been purchased is a Beatrice, Neb., boy and he is
from Mrs. Vivian Lubitsch, wife of
the Paramount producer-director. now receiving appeals from numerous "Taylors," who claim to be relShe authored it in collaboration with atives.
her father, an English ship owner.
T
T
T
Mrs. Lubitsch, the former Vivian
"Philoprogenitor."
If
you do ask
not
Gaye, has had considerable exper- know
what the word means
ience as a writer and as a writer's Helen Ward, singer with Benny
agent in Hollywood.
T
T
T
Goodman's band.
She knows.
Ann Sheridan and Edward Norris
▼
▼
T
are recent newlyweds. They kept
Film golfers may be interested
it a secret for a week.
in knowing that a 25-year-old Salt
▼
T
T
Lake City man, who has been golfBarbara Stanwyck has been boring for 12 years, has already made
rowed by 20th Century-Fox from five holes in one. A Minnesota resiRKO for the co-stellar role opposite
dent, who took up the sport at the
Joel McCrea in "Banjo On My age of 70 and who has been playing
Knee."
John Cromwell will direct. for 12 years, shot a 100 in a recent
tournament.
The Ritz Brothers will be featured in "One In a Million,' the 20th
Harry W. Jones, sound engineer
Century-Fox musical which will
mark the debut of Sonja Henie, in the Hollywood RCA laboratory
four years, has joined Republic
world champion figure skater, re- for
Pictures as engineer in charge of
cently
signed
to
a
long-term
contract.
the sound department. He succeeds
Terry Kellum, who remains in the
T
T
T
department.
"American Plan," a play by
T
T
V
Emanuel Seff and Milton Lazarus,
"The Big Show" has been selecthas been purchased by Paramount
for early production. Harold Hurley
ed as the title for Republic's special
production starring Gene Autry,
will produce.
which
will be filmed for the most
▼ ▼
▼
the Texas Centennial expoat
part
Henry Wilcoxon and Betty Fur- sition.
ness have started work in the lead▼
▼
v
ing roles in "The President's Myst protery," Liberty Magazine story which
Wesley Ruggles,
returned from
ducer-director, hasParamoun
is one of Republic's specials. Al Saratoga to supervise the scoring
Levoy is associate producer and Phil of his last directorial achievement,
Rosen is directing.
"Valiant is the Word for Carrie."
T
T
▼
g the preview of this picDavid O. Selznick should be all Followin
ture, Ruggles will returr. east for
smiles.
A survey of some coast-to- a month's additional vacation.
▼

t

▼

t

t

▼

WEEK-END BUSINESS
HOLDS RECORD PAGE
(Continued from Page

1)

days. RKO's "Swing Time" on Saturday topped the house's previous
record holder, "Top Hat," and Sunday was not far behind. Warner's
"Anthony Adverse" is expected to
break the 20-year record of the
Strand. M-G-M's "Piccadilly Jim"
at the Capitol and 20th-Fox's "To
Mary— With Love" at the Paraalso were among the bigbusiness mountrecipients.
Sensational business was reported on the opening of "Adverse" at
the Palace,while
Rochester,
and Detroit,
Keith's,
Syracuse,
Pittsburgh,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Philadelphia and Atlantic City also reture.
ported unusual business on the picAt the Majestic, Dallas, Paramount's "Texas Rangers" chalked
up the best business of the year.
Other houses reporting strong results with this picture included the
Majestic, Houston; Malco, Memphis;
Worth, Fort Worth.
M-G-M's "Romeo and Juliet" had
three key city openings with big
returns, while "Gorgeous Hussy" is
going strong in Washington.

Saenger Circuit to Build
Two De Luxers in South
(Continued from Page

1)

Kennington-Saenger Theaters, Inc.
The Istrione will also be remodeled
and converted into a smaller theater.
After the new Jackson house is
under way, Saengers will start work
La.
on a deluxe house in Baton Rouge,

SALT LAKE CITY
Harry Levy is a new salesman on
the Grand National staff under
Branch Manager W. W. McKendrick.
Mel Huling, coast division manager for G. N., left fop San Francisco after a brief stay here. Lon
T. Fidler, district manager, is in
Salt Lake at present.
Mayor Harmon Peery, well-known
theater man of Ogden, Utah, will
run for Governor on an independent
ticket.

Greek De Luxer Soon Ready
The $1,000,000 theater seating
2,000 in Athens, Greece, on which
construction started some 18 months
ago, is nearing completion, the Department of Commerce is advised by
Commercial Attache K. L. Rankin in
Athens.

Brewster in Legit Field
Eugene V. Brewster, one-time fan
magazine publisher, and his wife,
Liane Hill, have formed a stage producing company. Brewster & Hill,
with offices in the New Amsterdam
Theater
Bid. They hold options on
several plays.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-WAIIY
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Canadian

Withdrawal

warnePara. phillyjool is definitely set
Philly Exhibitors Scheduled Blast vs. Rentals is Fizzle
New Unit Names Committee
of Five to Meet With
Exhibitors

How

They

Philadelphia — The U.M.P.T.O.'s
scheduled blast against high film
prices exploded with a dull pop yesterday when only 40 exhibitors assembled at the new organization's
first meeting to do something about
the prices current in new season
selling plans. Result of the meeting was the appointment of a committee of five — Dave Shapiro, Dave
Milgram, Ben Fertel, Charles Segall

^fo

rWg'J

{Continued on Page 3)

ROCKY ML EXHIBITORS
DISCUSS TRADE TOPICS
Denver — A wide variety of trade
topics were discussed at the final
session of the first annual convention of Theater Owners & Managers
of the Rocky Mountain Region held
here this week. More than 100 attended and voted the affair a success.
Promiscuous and continuous broadcasting by film stars was roundly
condemned
by B. P. McCormick.
(.Continued on Page 14) ,

Year's Record at Rivoli
Set by "Last of Mohicans"
A new opening day attendance
record for the year at the Rivoli was
chalked up yesterday by "Last of
the Mohicans", Reliance-United Artists release. By noontime there was
(Continued on Page 14)

Paramount Circuit Affiliate
Has Best Biz in Five Years
Summer business with the Netoco
circuit, Paramount affiliate, has been
the best in five years, said George
Walsh in New York yesterday, prior
to returning to Poughkeepsie. Circuit now has 16 houses in New York
state.

Started

Papers in the Philly Theater
Deal Are To Be Signed
in Few Days
Management deal involving three
Stanley- Warner and four Paramount
theaters in Philadelphia is now definitely set, with contracts to be
signed within a few days.
Stanley-Warner will operate the
group, with one representative from
each company functioning in an advisory capacity.
Into the deal goes the Warners'
69th St., Circle and State and Paramount's Frankford, Roosevelt, Tower and Nixon.

COLUMBIA EXPANSION
SEEN IN KAHANE MOVE
West

Meet R. H. Cochrane, president of Universal Pictures Corp. "R. H." entered the industry away
back in 1906, when he joined Laemmle Film Service, investing his entire savings in the new
Carl Laemmle enterprise in Chicago. His first province was advertising, in which Uncle Carl
gave "R. H." carte blanche to utilize his ideas. The art work, in case you haven't already
guessed, is by Col. "Hap" Hadley

Future Policy of Ascap in Canada
Will be Determined by Developments
American Tobis to Have
40 Releases in 1936-37

Ascap has changed its mind about
withdrawing from Canada because

of passage by the Dominion Government of a law permitting priceAmerican Tobis Corp. plans to release 40 features and two shorts fixing by official edict and will determine its future policy in Canada
made by European subsidiaries during the 1936-37 season, it was said by developments, it was said yesterday by E. C. Mills, Ascap genyesterday by Willem Van Beveren,
eral manager. In the meantime the
managing director.
society is complying with the
The
releases will include
five music
new law.
(Continued on Page 3)
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Hollywood — Recent entrance of
B. B. Kahane into the Columbia organization as right hand man to
Harry Cohn is regarded as presaging a new period of expansion for
the company. The fact that Cohn
has seen fit to divide his executive
duties indicates bigger tasks ahead,
it is stated. Kahane's connection
with the company is looked upon as
a sign that the John D. Hertz crowd
(Continued on Page 14)

"General" Gives Paramount
New Opening Day Record
Paramount's "The General Died at
Dawn", with Gary Cooper and Madeleine Carroll, set a new opening day
record at the New York Paramount
(Continued on Page

14)

Price-Hike Committee
Named by N. J. Allied
In connection with its intention
to go into the prospects of raising
admission prices in independent
theaters, Allied Theaters of New
Jersey has*
appointed
committee
(Continued
on Page a 14)
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Hearing on application of the IrvCincinnati — There will be no ining Trust Co., KKO trustee, for percrease in admission prices at RKO
mission to retire $850,000 in notes
downtown theaters, it is stated by
Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, general held by the Giannini banking interadjourned yesterday in
manager of RKO theaters here, in Federalests was
Court to Oct. 7.
commenting
in other cities.on price-hiking moves

New Recording Process

Following recent refinements to
his patented process for recording
sound on film with a stylus, Jay C.
Fonda is preparing to make units
available to various branches of the
non-theatrical field on a manufacturing license basis. Process, demonstrated recently before professional musicians and sound engineers, is
Danubia Gets Hungarian Pix
Danubia Pictures has acquired 10 particularly suited in present form,
Hungarian films, six of which wil Fonda says, for recording and reproducing home-talkies, for still and
je released here this year. "Be Good mobile visual
radio
Jntil Death", with Laci Devenyi, transcriptions andadvertising,
other uses.
ailed the Hungarian Freddie Bar.holomew, will be released soon.
A deal has been closed by DanuWhalen Succeeds Ahern
)\a with GB for the Hungarian verLeslie
Whalen, who has been in
jion of "Mese
Auto' (Car of My
3reams")
the only Hungarian filn. the 20th Century-Fox domestic publicity and advertising department,
0 be made into an English version.
"Mostoha" ("Sweet Stepmother"), on Tuesday becomes foreign publicity manager for the company. He
ompletedly superimposed with Engish titles, is now being made avail- succeeds M. L. Ahern, who has resigned. Whalen was formerly with
ble by Danubia.
It stars HunParamount and Harold Lloyd.
gary's Shirley Temple, Gezi Pecsi.

20th-Fox Pfd. Dividend

Regular quarterly dividend of 37 ^
cents on the preferred stock was
declared yesterday by 20th CenturyFox. It is payable Sept. 30 to stockholders of record Sept. 12.

Spanish Year Book Out

171/s —
175V2 —

MARKET
99
56i/2
90V2
76'/4
963/4

'A
5/g

43/8 —
2y4
27
—
37/g

Barcelona — The 25th annual edi
ion of Arte y Cinematografia, yea
>ook of the Spanish film industry
ias come off the press.
It give:
omplete
data on the production,
iistribution and exhibition in Spain
luring the past year, with lists of
ictures, theaters and trade organizations, and informative articles on
the personalities of the industry.

"Plow"

in Seventhi Week

Boston— "The Plow That Broke
the Plains", Resettlement Administration's documentary film, has gone
into a seventh week here at the Fine
Arts Theater.

Universal Bookings Up
Vi
Vi

Universal has signed 30 per cent
so far on new season's product than
in the corresponding period last
year, according to J. R. Grainger,
sales chief. Deals to date number
almost 3,300, against 2,500 a year
ago.

Close St. Louis Deal
Deal has- been closed by Edward
Golden whereby Chesterfield-Invincible product will be distributed in
the St. Louis area by David Komm.
Chesterfield Pictures Corp. of Missouri will clear the product.

John Auer Married
Mary

Doran

Hearing on RKO Notes
Is Adjourned to Oct. 7

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Republic

Product Deals

Republic has signed product deals
with the Wilmer & Vincent circuit,
the Intermountain Theaters group
in Salt Lake City area, and with
(Jlemente Lococo for three first-run
pictures monthly in Buenos Aires.

Broadway Openings
"Star for a Night," 20th CenturyFox picture, opens its Broadway
first-run tomorrow at the Palace
bill.
with "China Clipper" on the same
"Texas Ranger" will follow "The
General Died at Dawn" into the New
York Paramount. Latter picture
opened yesterday. Will Osborne and
His Band will be the next flesh unit
at the house.

French Prize Film to Open
"La Kermesse Heroique," awarded an official prize as the best French
film of 1935, will inaugurate the foreign film policy at the Filmarte Theater about Sept. 23. "La Kermesse
Herioque," is released in this country by the American Tobis Corp.

Springer-Cocalis Adds One

Springer & Cocalis have added the
Greenwich, new house in the Greenwich Village section, to their circuit. Benjamin Knobel circuit has
been running the house.

GB- Comerford Deal

Hollywood — John H. Auer, direcGB has closed a 1936-37 product
tor, and Virginia Blair Sylvester of
Comerford circuit. ApSanta Barbara and New York so- deal with the proximately
40 houses figure in the
ciety were married over the week- buy. George W. Weeks, general sales
end in Yuma, Ariz., the couple re- manager, yesterday retun ed to New
vealed on their return here.
York from Chicago and Detroit.

Coming and Going
NEIL F. AGNEW returns to New
after a brief Philadelphia
trip.
D. A. DORAN
Coast.

is back in New

York today

York from the

wood.
HERMAN B. FREEDMAN. president of Adventure Pictures, leaves New York today for HollyLOUIS NIZER is booked to sail Saturday from
England on the lie de France for New York.
WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, 20th Century-Fox
foreign manager, is now en route to Auckland
from the Coast and returns to New York shortly after Jan. 1.
J. H. PIPERNO, in charge of Continental dubbing for 20th Century-Fox, is en route to Paris
returning from New York.
R. H. COCHRANE, president of Universal,
leaves Tuesday for Universal City to spend some
time in the studio with Charles R. Rogers, in
charge of production, and William Koenig, general studio manager. Cochrane will be accompanied by Mrs. Cochrane and their daughter,
Mrs. J. H. Laeri.
MRS. WILLIAM ORR, wife of the M-G-M executive, accompanied by her daughter and son,
will arrive in New York today on the Manhattan from abroad.
SHEILA

BARRETT

is

back

in

New

York.

DR. HENRY MOSKOWITZ of the League of
New York Theaters returns Sept. 14 on the
Normandie from Europe.
BANKHEAD

returns east to open

Sept. 21 at the Morosco

TALLULAH

Theater in "Reflect-

ROBERT
Normandie.
ed Glory."

RITCHIE

sailed yesterday on

the

LOUISA ULRICH, Austrian film star, sailed
yesterday on the Hansa for Vienna.
LILLIE MESSENGER, RKO Radio eastern story
editor, and ARTHUR WILLI, talent scout, are
back from the coast.
NAT LEVY, Detroit district manager for RKO
Radio, is in town.
REG WILSON is in New York, following a
tour of GB exchanges of which he is in charge
in Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, and Indianapolis.
ARTHUR GREENBLATT has returned to the
GB home office, after spending a week in
Baltimore and Washington, where he has been
working

on

"Nine

Days

a

Queen"

playdates.

KEN HODKINSON, who has been attending
Fox West Coast's series of conventions, has
arrived in Los Angeles. He is scheduled to
tour GB's western
offices.
JOHN SCULLY, GB's northeast district manchanges.ager, is visiting the Albany and Buffalo exBORIS KARLOFF, who arrived in Quebec from
London last Tuesday, is in Toronto for a radio
appearance on the Rudy Vallee hour tonight.
He is due in Hollywood next Sunday.
GEORGE JESSEL arrived in Toronto yesterday
from Hollywood by plane to fulfill a radio engagement, returning to the coast on Saturday.
DAILEY PASKMAN leaves New York shortly
for Hollywood to conclude deals with producing
companies for their use of operetta scores and
musical properties owned or controlled by E.
B. Marks Music Corporation.
GEORGE W. WEEKS returned to New
yesterday from Chicago.
SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON
a motor trip.
GEORGE
last night

York

has gone to Ohio r

WALSH
returned
from
New
York.

to

Poughkee

Shakespeare Influence
Boston — Elinor Hughes, critic of the
Boston Herald, reviewed "Romeo and
Juliet" in verse form. First time anything like this has ever been done here.
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BLAST VS. RENTALS
TURNS OUT FIZZLE
(Continued from Page

JUUL

1)

and Leo Posel — to meet with exhibitors individually to hear their
complaints and to try to formulate
some plan whereby high prices could
be checked.
President Lewen Pizor read the
assemblage the sales plans of other
parts of the country.
An expected lashing against the
high rental plans from David Barrist did not appear as originally
scheduled. Barrist said the committees would be able to do little
and that the only method was the
one best known to exhibitors. While
he did not mention laying off buying, it was thought probable this
was in his mind. Ben Amsterdam
said that the organization was not
yet strong enough to fight and that
a stronger body was necessary before other steps could be taken. Discussion of a booking boycott whereby dates would not be given, got
nowhere.
A resolution against movie stars
appearing on radio programs in
competition to movie theaters was
also passed.

Adventure Film Trend
Is Seen by Ward Wing
Seeking to diversify the makeup
of their programs, producers will
more and more turn to adventure
pictures as they strive to get off the
beaten studio production track and
away from so-called "routine" type
of stories, declared Ward Wing, producer and director, in New York
yesterday.
"Box-office history proves that
melodramas, particularly those
against on out-of-the-ordinary background, make business for theaters,"
said Wing. "Adventure pictures
made in far-off places have a peculiar appeal to audiences as they afford locales which naturally possess
color and drama."
"Another advantage in connection
with this kind of a picture is that
production costs have not substantially increased, unlike studio-made
productions," said Wing.
Wing, who made "Samarang" for
United Artists, is arranging distribution on several pictures he is planning to produce in the Far East.
One production is "Tea Leaves of
Ceylon," which he will make at Ceylon.

Hardwicke in New GB Film
Cedric Hardwicke, who sailed for
London yesterday on the Aquitania,
has been signed for one of the principal roles in GB's "King Solomon's
Mines," also featuring Roland
Young and Paul Robeson.

Russell Rome Marrying

Russell W. Rome, aide to E. C.
Mills at Ascap, will be married today to Carolyn Ann Wrenn at Shelter Island.

• • • LOOKS AS though the Indians got tired of waiting
for the citizens to give Manhattan Island back to 'em after that
gyp trade the Dutch boys put over on 'em some time ago
so they established headquarters yesterday at the Rivoli
right on Broadway
and practically took the Island over
with a tepee-cal Indian-style show called "The Last of
the Mohicans" a packed house, with a waiting line of
magnificent length
4300 scalps hanging from the cashiers'
belts before noon
a first-day b.o. business that surpassed
everything since the Chaplin opening which was at higher
prices the show is such a wow that Chief Harry Goetz,
Chief Eddie Small and the United Artists tribe are going to
hold a itpow-wow
rates it to plan some additional exploitation medicine

91-2 WEEKS OF VAUDE
FOR RKO CIRCUIT
With four houses slated to add
vaudeville within the next two
weeks, and plans for an additional
five weeks of vaudeville regarded as
fairly certain, RKO will have a total of nine and a half weeks of
vaude bookings shortly.
In Boston, RKO will begin playing full week vaudeville Thursday.
Within two weeks, the Palace, Albany; Proctor's, Troy, and Proctor's, Schenectady, Fabian theaters,
will begin playing vaudeville. RKO
now has two weeks of vaudeville,
and an additional four or five weeks
of vaudeville are fairly certain, it
was stated yesterday.

American Tobis to Have
40 Releases in 1936-37
(Continued from Page

•

• • THE DIARY of a Debutante
mostly concerning her ritzy butler
that's the nifty and peppy li'l booklet created by Joe Weil to blazon forth the appeal of Universal's
"My Man Godfrey"
what the ad boys call "a LOMBARDment of love with a POWELLf ul punch"
it's one of the
cleverest giveaways ever thought out for any picture
a
natural
for in the original story the dizzy dame actually
keeps a diary
unlike some diaries, this one will bring bills
instead of chills to the B. 0. and Hollywood

•

•

• A NIFTY from Joe McNulty of G-B
a paraphrase of a very popular ad slogan that can be used for 20th
Century-Fox's
Simone
"Exhibitors
...
• And Jack
Fuld Simon
wonders if the
New Deal wise
will Simon-ize!"
be credited

1)

French pictures, six Austrian features, 26 German pictures and perhaps dition
three 12Spanish
In adGerman pictures.
and Austrian
scientific shorts will be released.
Van Beveren said he wished to
scotch reports that Inter-Tobis Corp.
of Amsterdam, which controls the
German, French, Austrian and
Spanish Tobis producing subsidiaries were German-owned or controlled.
He declared that less than 10 per
cent if the stock of Inter-Tobis of
Amsterdam was held by Germans.

withbiathe "Pennies from Heaven" soon to be released by ColumT
T
T

Radio Doesn't Interfere
With Studio — Milestone

• • • WHEN THE New Criterion in Times Square opens
on Sept. 10, it will represent the first theater in the nation to
be equipped with television facilities ... • D. A. Doran, Jr.
will open his initial Fall season legit production, "Seen But Not
Heard," at the Henry Miller theater on Sept. 17
he starts
rehearsals on "The Inner Silence" Sept. 24

From the production angle, appearance of picture stars on radio
programs does not work any hardship upon the studios as a producer
or director can work around a
player fulfilling broadcasting engagements, declared Lewis Milestone in a New York interview yesterday at the Hotel Savoy Plaza.
Milestone is in town to attend the
opening of his latest directorial effort, "The General Died at Dawn,"
at the Paramount today. When he
returns to the Coast early in October, he will make a picture for Walter Wanger, now releasing through
United Artists. Samuel Goldwyn
has also talked to him about directing "Dead End," the Broadway play
which Milestone saw last night. The
director goes to Ausable Falls on
Friday night and returns to New
York after Labor Day.

▼

T

T

•

• • STARTS OFF with all the earmarks of an intelligent plan to give a break to folks who may have screen talent
this Motion Picture Bureau for New Talent is a commercial enterprise for profit of course
offering to make screen
tests of those who can afford to pay for it
and promising
nothing that's fair enough
but it wouldn't be fair
if the sponsors took dough from folks who obviously haven't got
a Chinaman's chance to crash the studios the backers, I.
R. Gwirtz and Leon J. Rubenstein, cross their hearts that they
will advise the talentless to keep their dough in their socks
we believe these boys will do what they stipulate and then
this venture will rate an indorsement by the industry

T

T

T

•

• • WORD COMES from Dave Bader's agency in London that Gustav Machay, who made "Ecstacy," has completed
at the Pisorno studio in Italy two versions of "Ballerine"
the pix was made in French and Italian, and a print will be
sent to Bader's office to arrange for an English version
Maria Ray
the cast
...big •Broadway
"Under theater
Two Flags"
has
smashed
the heads
house record
of the
in Buenos
Aires, according to word received at the 20th Century-Fox home
office ...
• Late news flashes are being presented on the Roxy
stage at every show by Russ Brown
he appears in full
view, and announces through the loud speaker system
called the "Roxy Newstator," it is planned as a regular feature.

«

«

«

»

»

»

Time's New Picture Mag
Time, Inc., is planning to put out
the first issue of its new picture
magazine late in November, it was
said yesterday. The magazine will
contain only photographs. A board
of five has been working on the publication under direction of John R.
Luce.

Geller Closes House
Louis Geller has closed his 86th
Street Garden, New York.
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REVIEWS
Gary

Cooper

and

"THE GENERAL

Madeleine

Carroll

»

of the DAY

in

DIED AT DAWN"

with Akim Tamiroff, Dudley Digges, Porter
Hall, William
Frawley, J. M. Kerrigan
Paramount
97 mins.
SUSPENSEFUL MELODRAMA IN CHINESE WAR BACKGROUND, WELL ACTED
AND DIRECTED, WITH GOOD B. 0. ANGLES.
Some excellent character work, a good
straight performance by Gary Cooper with
Madeleine Carroll as the incidental love
interest, plus fine direction, a generally
interesting script, and effective photography
combine to make this an engrossing melodrama with more than ordinary possibilities
from box-office angle. As the first screen
work of Clifford Odets, New York playwright, the adaptation has crisp moments
that augur favorably for him. Dialogue is
mostly excellent, although punch situations
and climaxes are sometimes a bit mild and
expedient for a drama of this type. Story
is about the bandit general, Yan, played
with fine effect by Akim Tamiroff, who is
plundering some Chinese provinces and inflicting unjustified cruelties on its inhabitants. Cooper, sympathizing with the oppressed natives, undertakes to help their
side by carrying money to Shanghai to buy
guns. Yan hires Porter Hall, an American,
to use his lovely daughter, Madeleine, as a
decoy against her will to get Cooper and
the money. When he gets the dough, Hall
tries to skip to America with it, but is
interecepted by J. M. Kerrigan, another
no-good who wants to chisel in on the loot.
Yan's men, goes
Then Cooper escapes from and
is searching
after Hall and Madeliene,
their rooms for the money when Yan and
his men turn up and make them all prisoners. Later the money is accidentally
found by William Frawley, a bibulous
munitions agent, who stabs Yan in the
ensuing fight. On the point of death, Yan
at first plans to kill all his captives, but
Cooper talks him into letting them go.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Madeleine Carroll,
Akim Tamiroff, Dudley Digges, Porter Hall,
William Frawley, J. M. Kerrigan, Philip
Ahn, Lee Tung Foo, Leonid Kinskey, John
O'Hara.
Producer, William LeBaron; Director,
Lewis Milestone; Author, Charles G. Booth;
Screenplay, Clifford Odets; Cameraman,
Victor M ilner; Editor, Eda Warren.
Direction, First-rate
usual.

NEWS

DAILY

Photography, Un-

FOREIGN
"Passaporto Rosso" ("Destiny Unknown"),
in Italian; produced by Tirrenia; directed
by Guido Brignone; with Isa Miranda,
Filippo Scelzo, et al. Presented by Pittaluga.
At the Cine-Roma.
Well acted story with nationalistic flavor
dealing with Italy's 1892-1922 epic period.
Will please Italian audiences.

SHORTS
"March of Time"
(No. 18)
RKO
Radio
20 mins.
Politically Risky
The reel is two-thirds in a political view, which makes it risky stuff
for the theaters. One political subject covers the Passamaquoddy
project at Eastport, Maine, showing
how the little New England town
boomed and prosperity came to the
section as thousands of men went to

Franklin, Tex. — Floyd Faubion
and J. Tom Higgins are the new
owners
of the New Franklin Theater.
Talco, Tex.— East Texas Theaters
purchased Jimmie Adams' Theater.

800-seat Sumter Theater, newest
local entertainment place constructed at an approximate cost of $112,000. The exercises were in the
charge of Senator S. K. Nash. Brief
remarks were made by Mayor F. B.
Creech and Manager K. E. Ward.

Jacksonville, Fla. — Frank Rogers,
Cisco, Tex.— The Texas Theater, manager of the contract department
operated by C. J. Stevens, was de- for E. J. Sparks circuit, has returnstroyed by fire.
ed after a two-week business trip
to New York.
Dallas — Oscar S. Oldknow, district manager for National Supply,
Tarentum, Pa. — Warners are revisited here last week and flew back
opening the Harris Theater on Lato Atlanta.
bor Day. Bill Powelson is coming
from Pittsburgh to serve as manSilsbee, Tex. — ■ Walter Stoepplemann will erect a new theater here. ager.
Decota, W. Va.— The Y. M. C. A,
Palatka, Fla.— E. 0. Murray
is Theater was transferred by J. F.
the skipper of the Howell Theater. Page to J. C. Maddox.
Guyandotte, W. Va.— F. Mc.Quad
Athens, Ga. — P. E. McCoy has assumed the managership of the opened a new house here last week.
Georgia Theater.
Moundsville, W. Va.— Walter UrAtlanta — William Tuttle is the ling and George Davis purchased
the
Grand Theater from F. Arthur
new salesman for GB, succeeding
Simon and M. Jacobs.
Randall Bryan, resigned.
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DATE BOOK

»

Sept. 2-5: Annual meeting of Fox theater
managers of the Rocky Mountain territoiy,
Rick Ricketson, manager, Cosmopolitan
Hotel, Denver.
Sept. 4: Actors' Equity Ass'n informal discusCity. sion meeting, Hotel Astor, New Yo.k.
2 P. M.
Sept. 9-11: Allied Theaters of New Jersey
annual convention, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic
Sept. 12: Paramount Pep Club cruise from
Manhattan to Woodcliff Park, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., on S. S. Delaware
Jept. 17: Minneapolis Variety Club Golf Tournament, Minneapolis Golf Club, Minneapolis.
Sept. 23-24: Annual convention of Independent
Theaters Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan Milwaukee.
Sept. 28-Oct. 2: Annual Atlantic Coast Premium Exposition, Hotel Astor, New York.
Oct. 2: The Exhibitor of Philadelphia-Variety
Club Golf Tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.
Oct. 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
Sagamore,
Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 19-20: Annual convention of M. P. T. O.
of W. Penna.,
Pittsburgh.
Oct. 25:

Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn
Hotel,
Pittsburgh.

Nov. 27: Buffalo Variety Club annual movie
ball, Buffalo.
Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia.

BUFFALO

Denver — The first four days of
Waycross, Ga. — Lyric Theater is
to be remodeled at cost of about Warner's "Anthony Adverse" at the
The Kenmore Theater, sole film
Denver Theater here topped the re$10,000.
house in Kenmore, 20,000 population
-The Lyric
ceipts
recorded
on
a
full
week's
enDaytona
Beach, Fla.
just north of Buffalo, was
gagement of "G Men," setting a new suburb
house record.
is being remodeled.
taken over this week for operation
by Buffalo Theaters, the Shea orAtlanta — Albert Duren is now
ganization. Negotiations for the
Los Angeles — GB's "Seven Sinbooker for Paramount, succeeding
ners," co-starring Edmund Lowe and lease covered several months. Mitchell Fitzer of Syracuse has held it
Richard Morgan, resigned, while Constance Cummings, opened yesterday at the Four Star Theater, for more than five years, with
William Holliday goes to ad-sales
assistant, and William Buder, addi- which
succeeding
"Nineweeks
Daysat atheQueen"
ran four
L. A. Ephraim Bettigole as resident mantional assistant.
ager. Carl Rindcen, now at Shea's
house. "Seven Sinners" will also Kensington, will assume management
of the Kenmore on Saturday.
Sumter,
S. C. — Gala ceremonies play the entire Fox West Coast CirBettigole is expected to join the
cuit in the Los Angeles territory.
marked the formal opening of the
Fitzer organization in Syracuse.
A. Charles Hayman, managing
CHARLOTTE
Sound Exports for June
director of the Lafayette here, has
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
returned from a month's vacation
Washington — Motion Picture
It appears now that Charlotte's in Ontario.
sound equipment exported from the Sunday
Howard Brink, formerly with
"blue laws," that prohibit
United States to foreign countries Sunday operation of theaters, base- Standard Film Exchange, has joinin June was valued at $176,984, and
ball, swimming pools, etc., will not
ed the sales staff of Pyramid Exfor the first six months of 1936 at be repealed or modified under the
change, John M. Sitterly's independent organization.
$1,013,700, according to the monthly present city administration, which
summary of foreign commerce re- will face the election next May.
Gastonia's newly-passed city orleased by the Department of ComBOSTON
merce.
dinance against jackpot night events
does not stand, according to City
work on the tidal power project and Solicitor John Wilkins in city court
Jack Goldstein has left for Atmillions of dollars were spent. Then when he asked a case against W. T.
lantic City, N. J. His entrant in
the crash as the Senate shut down
Gray,
manager
of
the
Carolina,
arand Republican Maine went back to
rested under the ordinance, be dis- the beauty pageant is "Miss New
its humble tasks for a livelihood as
missed. The position of defense atthe Democratic Heaven was closed
Edward W. Smith, formerly mantorneys was that the city ordinance
ager of the Metropolitan Theater,
to them. The other ticklish subject was in conflict with State lottery Hampshire."
for the theaters is that entitled the laws. Wilkins said, however, that is now in Hollywood.
Herschel Stuart of Imperial Pic-'
"Lunatic Fringe," showing the po- should Gray attempt to operate any tures
is in town.
litical combine of Gerald Smith, jackpot events in the future he will
Father Coughlin and Dr. Townsend. order his arrest under the State
Jack Jennings, formerly with
This one builds Smith up as a dem- lottery law.
Fox, is now selling in the New
Newton's new theater, the State, Hampshire-Vermont district for
agogue and "rabble-rouser," and
does not put the other two partners under the management of G. G. Grand National.
in a favorable light. The third sub- Mitchell, has opened.
"Mary of Scotland" is in its
ject in the reel is the negative and
Goode Construction Corp. has been fourth and final week at the Keith]
harmless one concerning the na- awarded contract for Charlotte's Memorial, according to Manager
tion's milk supply, showing how first suburban theater by H. C. Alex- George French.
ander. The theater will represent
pasteurization and other health sysMayor John D. Lynch of Camtems have safeguarded the dairy in- an investment of approximately
bridge has lifted the ban on beano
dustry and the consumers.
games in that city.
$40,000.
Work will start soon.

COLUMBIA

TAKES

PRIDE

IN

PRESENTING

PULI
BECOMES

OPENING

THE GREAT

RADIO

"WOMAN'S

PICTURE"

CITY

OF THE YEAR!

MUSIC

HALL

MESSAGE

FROM THE

WORLD'S LARGEST THEATRE!
"Craig's Wife is definitely a
Music Hall picture. Aside
from the interesting and unusual angles to the story —
Rosalind Russell's outstanding performance — the intelligent direction of the picture
— I have not seen a picture
so well cast in a long time.
My

congratulations/"
W. G. Van Schmus,
Managing
Director,
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

. . . One of the newspaper ads
prepared by Columbia for you

« m**1

ROSALIND

JOHN

RUSSELL BOLES
IN

THE

's Wife
BILLIE BURKE
JANE DARWELL
DOROTHY WILSON
ALMA KRUGER
THOMAS MITCHELL

From the play by GEORGE KELLY
Directed by DOROTHY
ARZNER

A
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By RALPH WILK
DRANDON TYNAN has been
signed by M-G-M for one of the
)rincipal
in "Parnell."
las had roles
an extensive
career Tynan
as a
tage star.

▼

T

T

(com Hollywood "£ots
Norma Shearer as Juliet- on the Air

Norma Shearer, who, since the world premiere of M-G-M's "Romeo and Juliet" at
the Astor Theater, has been acclaimed as one of the outstanding Juliets of the generation, will make one of her very infrequent appearances on the air tomorrow night over
the CBS network on the Hollywood Hotel program. She will reenact three scenes from
"Romeo and Juliet," with Ralph Forbes and Edna May Oliver.

Victor Moore, who appears in
Swing Time," has been put under Paramount production chiefs. Filming will start early in the fall.
ong-term contract by RKO Radio,
T
T
T
rhicli means the comedy star is deerting Broadway for a spell.
Bent
on
a
two-week
deep sea fishT
T
▼
ing cruise, John Blystone, accompanied
by
his
wife,
has
departed on
Paramount has signed Joe Cook,
tage comedy star.
C.
C.
Yates
yacht,
"Splendora"
Mexican waters. Blystone plans for
to
▼ ▼
▼
return in time to attend the preview
Boris Karloff will soon be pre- of his recent Universal production,
ented by First National in a mysery thriller which will deal, among "Magnificent TBrute."
T
▼
ther exciting matters, with advenures in the stratosphere. Two writGeorge O'Brien and the members
rs, Robertson White and Ben Grau- of the "Daniel Boone" company who
were
in Big Bear for the past six
iian, are now at work on the screen
weeks returned recently to the
lay, "Hell t
is Above."
Pathe studios to finish the George
t
y
picture which David HowIrving Bacon has been set for a Hirliman
ard is directing.
eatured role in "You and Me," next
T
T
v
leoree Raft picture, in which ArLew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell,
ne Judge has the feminine lead,
the 20th Century-Fox writing team
'he
is bydirect
Norman
Krasna,
fho story
also will
as his
first which recently completed the munder a recently-signed writer-disical score for "Pigskin Parade,"
ector contract at Paramount.
are now writing the songs for Sonja
T ▼ T
Henie's initial picture for this orUniversal has bought the forthganization,
"OneT
in a T Million."
T
oming novel, "Wings Over HonoJames Branch Cabell, author of
ilu," by Mildred Cram.
▼ v
▼
"Jurgen" and many other books, will
represented by Lichtig & EngRuby Keeler's next Warner pic- be
lander.
ure will be entitled "Ready, Willing
T
T
▼
nd Able." The masculine lead will
e played by Ross Alexander. The
W. P. Lipscomb, British playlm will be adapted from a Saturwright and scenarist, may be comay Evening Post story by Richard
pelled to produce his new play, "The
lacauley. Warren Duff has written Birth of the Navy," in Hollywood.
The recent announcement of his
tie screen play.
T
▼
T
plans to absent himself from the
film capital for six months in order
Larry Crabbe, currently in "Rose to
devote his time to the New York
>owl," will have the featured lead
and
London stage brought a surn Paramount's next outdoor roprising number of lucrative offers
mance, the Zane Grey story "Stairs
local film producers. At presf Sand/' which James Hogan will from ent
Lipscomb is completing the
irect. Raymond Hatton and Anhony Nace have also been set for screen version for "Phantom of the
eatured parts with other members Opera," a Universal production.
f the cast yet to be chosen. Dan When this is finished, Arthur Horn[eefe of the A. M. Botsford staff is blow, Jr., Paramount producer would
like the writer for an assignment.
roducing.
T

T

T

Recent cast assignments at 20th
!entury-Fox include: Katherine De
lille for "Banjo on My Knee";
larjorie De Haven, daughter of
]arter De Haven, for "Pigskin Parde"; Montagu Love, J. Edward
iromberg, George Ernest, George
Chandler, Helen Jerome Eddy, Alan
Mnehart, Hattie McDaniel, Edward
IcWade and Julius Tannen for "Reinion."

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

H. C. Benson, proprietor of the
Empire Theater, Anacortes, has
been visiting Seattle.
"Deeds" has knocked all longdistance records cock-eyed going
into a 17th week at the Blue Mouse
of Portland.
Erick Paulson has sold his VariT
T
T
ety Theater in Petersburg, Alaska,
Harold Lloyd this week broke
to
B. F. Shearer of Seattle.
lart of the secrecy that has surGene Elliott has been appointed
ounded his plans for his next Paramount picture to reveal that he and press agent for the Glenn Hughes
lis writing staff have completed a theaters in the university district
2,000-word synopsis and story out- of Seattle, succeeding Tom Herbert,
ine, which has been approved by who resigned to handle programs
Idolph Zukor and William LeBaron, for the Campus Radio Studios.

In addition M-G-M has offered him
an assignment, with other tempting
Fox.
offers from RKO and 20th CenturyT

T

T

Assurance that "Melody for Two,"
First National's picture now in production, will live up to its musical
title is contained in the announcement that two teams of song-writers have been signed to compose
melodies for the new picture. They
are Harry Warren and Al Dubin,
and M. K. Jerome and Jack Scholl.
T

Y

T

Universal has changed the title
of its Edmund Loew-Gloria Stuart
feature from "Rich and Reckless"
to "The Girl On The Front Page".
T

▼

T

Ginger Rogers, back in Hollywood after a vacation in New York,
will plunge into preparations immediately for her next production,
which will be a solo starring effort
in Kate Douglas Wiggins' "Mother
Carey's Chickens." John Beal will
play opposite her. William Hurlburt
is writing the screenplay, and Dorothy Arzner will direct,
v

t

▼

Bruce Cabot, as the heavy, and
Crawford Weaver, young theatrical
leading man who was placed under
contract by Columbia last week, will
share top honors in "Legion of Terror," to which Marguerite Churchill
has already been assigned as the
feminine lead. The picture, originally titled "Hooded Terror," will
be directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.

The vast Thomas Ford TF ranch
near Bakersfield is being used by
Director Richard Boleslawski for
scenes for "Theodora Goes Wild."
This production is being filmed by
Columbia, Boleslawski having been
loaned
ment. by M-G-M for the assign-

T

▼

T

T

T

Y

Rebecca & Silton, representing
John Boles, have made arrangements for the baritone screen star
to broadcast from Toronto, Canada,
on the Rudy Vallee-Fleischman hour,
which functions in New York on
Sept. 10.
In order to enjoy strict privacy, •
Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell,
the 20th Century-Fox song writing
duo, have staked out a tent on the
extreme far end of the studio lot
where there are no telephone connections or visitors. They are currently writing the songs for "One
v
T
in a Million."▼
Howard Estabrook has launched
his first Frank Lloyd production for
Paramount, "Maid of Salem," which
Lloyd is directing with Claudette
Colbert and Fred MacMurray in the
principal roles. Estabrook is now
preparing the screenplay for his second production, as yet untitled.
t

v

▼

Y

Y

Y

Gene Towne and Graham Baker,
Walter Wanger scenarists, have
gone to the San Francisco bay region in search of atmosphere for
their original stoi-y, "We Live Only
Once," scheduled to start filming
next month with Sylvia Sidney and
Henry Fonda co-starred.

Character roles in "Cross Fire,"
Charles Starrett's Columbia starring production now in work under
the direction of C. C. Coleman, Jr.
have been assigned to Ed Le Saint,
Edmund Cobb and Albert J. Smith.
▼ T T
Wesley Ruggles has completed Mary Blake plays the feminine lead.
the scoring for his Paramount pro- Others who have already been engaged for this Peter B. Kyne story
duction, "Valiant is the Word for
Ed Piel, Allen Craven, Ed CoxCarrie," which he also directed. Im- are
mediately following the preview en and Ralph McCullough.
showing of this picture, Ruggles
Y
▼
Y
will fly to New York for a week's
Bing Crosby, now en route to
vacation.
Hawaii, will become casting director
for his next Paramount picture immediately upon arrival in the isST. LOUIS
lands. Bing will seek native types
among
the beach boys and hula
Jack Partington of Fanchon & girls, as well as native singers and
Marco and John Eberson, architect,
for "Waikiki
Wedding"
were recent arrivals here, followed musicians,
when
production
of that musical
by Harry C. Arthur Jr.
starts at Waikiki around the first
Julius Leventhal, theater owner, of October.
The story, now being
and Nat Steinberg of Republic have prepared by Frank Butler and Don
been in Hollywood on a business and Hartman, was read in outline and
pleasure trip.
by Bing before his deparGradwell Sears, S. Charles Ein- approved
ture last Saturday on the S. S. Lurfeld, Joseph Bernhard and Georgie line. While casting yet is indefinite,
here. were among recent visitors it is indicated that Bob Burns and
Price
Martha Raye, featured with Bing in
City Marshal Henry Kausler in "Rhythm on the Range" again will
Festus, Mo., forced two union labor appear with him, and that Mary
men to leave town when they be- Carlisle and George
Barbier
will
gan picketing the new Idle Hour
have
other
featured
parts.
Edward
Theater now under construction.
A. Sutherland will direct.

I

,
i
[
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EXPLOITING

Syracuse Exploitation for
'The Last of the Mohicans"
pRANK MURPHY, pinch-hitting for Ed McBride of Loew's
State, Syracuse, N. Y., gave
"The Last of the Mohicans" a
grand send-off with a campaign
full of smart showmanship. A
25-piece band led a parade of
the Onondaga Indians in full
regalia followed by 500 enthusiastic boys, three bannered
trucks, six bannered cars and
police escort, through the main
business section. Two real Indian tepees were set up in the
lobby surrounded by green
boughs. Between them an outdoor fire was built with red
light for fire in back of which
was a giant compo-board book
with copy and stills. A special
neon sign was hung from the
marquee. Two hundred sidewalk rubberoid mats with appropriate billing were distributed in prominent corners in the
city. Through a tie-up with Liberty, 400 newsboys wore Indian
hats for a week in advance and
gave away more than 10,000
heralds. Murphy sold the press
the picture in a big way getting
several unusual breaks of both
publicity and art. Outstanding
were a full-page cooperative ad
and interviews with Chief Tantaquidgeon who was met on his
arrival by two carloads of Onondagas in full regalia. Supplementing the press breaks, Murphy grabbed a lot of radio time,
with the picture getting prominent billing in each case. He
arranged a 15-minute broadcast
for Tantaquidgeon on folklore
and had the transcription played
several days in advance.
— Loew's State, Syracuse.

Ed McBride's Campaign
On "San Francisco"
CD McBRIDE, manager of
Loew's State, Syracuse, ran
a four day Thrilling Experience
contest in the Herald for M-GM's "San Francisco. The contest was for most thrilling experience letter of 250 words;
paper used stills showing earthquake scene and still of Gable
and MacDonald in action scene.
Cooperative advertisement was
obtained in the Herald with a
tie-up with the Pendell Dairy,
using mat of Gable drinking
milk. Electrical transcriptions
were used by Stations WSYR
and WFBL. Orchestrations of
"San Francisco" and "Would
You" were used by bands at
Syracuse and Onondaga hotels,
Mauro's night club, Moonglow
night club, Meyer's and Ginsberg's restaurants two weeks in
advance. Five thousand fliers
were passed out at RinglingBarnum and Bailey Circus
grounds
on the opening
day;

THE

3,000 "San Francisco" heralds
distributed door-to-door in residential sections; 2,000 menus
were distributed at restaurants
and soda founts; 3,000 4x5 Clark
Gable photos, imprinted with
playdate and theater were
passed out on streets and in office buildings. One hundred arrows reading "All roads lead to
Loew's State Theater, where
'San Francisco' is now playing,"
were posted on telegraph poles
and light poles; 156 11x14 neon
window signs were distributed
all over the city; 50 24-sheet
cards in frames were placed in
store windows. Window displays
with stills and sheet music were
obtained at Clark Music Co.
G.
C. Murphy's and S. S.
Kresges.
— Loeiv's, Syracuse.

J. V. Minton's
"Suzy"
Campaign
T. V. MINTON, manager of
J Shea's Theater, Erie, Pa., assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer,
extended his advertising budget
on "Suzy" to 40 inches over its
regular amount. The society
editor of the Dispatch-Herald
carried a story in her column on
blondes and brownettes, playing
up Jean Harlow. Miss Sherman of the Dispatch-Herald edits
a column called "Sally Shopper"; she visited beauty parlors
to get their reaction on how
women are changing from
blonde to brownette and in the
Sunday issue devoted her entire
column to Jean Harlow and a
tie-in
ture. with the theater and picThe Times ran the "Can You
Fill In" contest with 20 pairs
of tickets as prizes. The Boston
Store carried a 2x8 in. cooperative ad with a cut of Harlow
and gave a display of fashion
stills from "Suzy." The Dispatch-Herald carried a classified
booster contest in the want ad
section. Kresge Store had full
window display on music with
theater and picture copy.
A special card made locally,
was placed on street cars and
busses. One hundred and fifty
window cards were placed in
windows in all parts of the
town; 3,000 heralds distributed
in residential section; 25 frames
with stills and theater copy
were placed on store fronts in
the business section. Electrical
transcription and announcements made over Station WLEU.
— Shea's Eric, Pa.

Harry Burkhardt's Plugs
For "Last of the Mohicans"
r)ESPITE a terrific heat wave
and the opening of the Narragansett race track, Howard
Burkhardt of Loew's State,
Providence, sent "The Last of
the Mohicans"
oft" to a flying

CURRENT
start. Besides getting several
swell advance breaks in the
press, he made some very effective tie-ups with local merchants
to sponsor contests over the air
with guest tickets as prizes, and
arranged to have the radio
transcription played two days
before the opening. Burkharcit
blanketed the city with window
cards, placing 2t> special standees
at strategic locations. Gladdings, the leading clothing store,
devoted an entire window to a
special display. Several other
merchants cooperated effectively. All Yellow cabs carried
bumper strips. Liggett's and
Newberry's stores used counter
cards. The three leading restaurants distributed imprinted
menus. The first 500 boys attending the theater were given
Indian hats.
— Loew's State, Providence.

Scrappy Ties, Mufflers
Latest Promotion Deal
A NEW line of boy's ties and
mufflers featuring the likeness of "Scrappy," Columbia
Pictures' animated cartoon character, will be brought out by
the Ready - Made Neckwear
Corp. of Bogota, N. J., under an
agreement recently signed. As
part of the promotion campaign
planned for the introduction of
the new line, cardboard display
pieces, impressively colored, are
being enclosed with all shipments, and special Christmas
boxes are being designed for
the holiday season.
The new line will be distributed in chain and department
stores, in which field the firm
ing.
already enjoys a wide follow— Columbia Pictures.

Says Screen Comedy Must Be
Individual to the Player
TVTO two comedians can do a
bit of comedy in the same
manner because individuality
and natural mannerisms cut so
much figure. Every successful
comedian has imitators, but they
never get far. Any actor who
attempts to duplicate Charlie
Chaplin's comedy is foolish. He
must carve out his own style.
It is also fatal to permit your
audience to suspect that you are
trying to be funny. It will sour
on you right off the bat. In my
own work I try to be natural,
attempting to act just _ as the
character I'm playing might act
under similar circumstances.
— Roscoe Karris.

"Swing Time Waltz" Folder
Goes to 10,000 Teachers
A DANCE promotion circulararranged
by Lucile Mai\,h
of the National Dance League,
and which features the Swing-

FILMS

«

«

Time Waltz as the dance of the
new season, is being sent to
10,000 representative dancing
teachers in the United States.
This pamphlet goes into technical details of the waltz performed by Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers in their RKO
Radio picture, "Swing Time,"
supplemented by a series of
photographs showing the different positions of the routine.
An elaborate analysis of a
ball room adaptation is then
presented in such form that the
teachers can use the circular as
a text book in training their
own pupils. In each case the
Jerome Kern music, "Waltz in
Swing Time" is used as a basis,
and the records issued by
Brunswick and other companies
on the waltz are noted.
The circular has a side effect
of making it possible for the
teachers to obtain local newspaper stories, and thus aid in
the exploitation of both themselves and the picture. The
circular is official for the teachers, since both of the large organizations have accepted the
waltz
as
this
year'sreceive
big number.
Exhibitors will
copies
of these circulars which are inserted in the
"Swing
press book
so that
theyTime"
may
contact local dance teachers for
mutual exploitation.
—RKO Radio.

Chamber Sponsors
Mohicans" Outing
Chamber
V HEsponsored
an

of Commerce
outing for 10,000 children and Manager Sam
Oilman of Loew's Regent, Harrisburg, Pa., made sure that
they all knew about the opening of "The Last of the Mohicans." Each member of the
Board of Education recommended the picture to the audience. Dr. F. H. Wilson, chairman of the board, inclosed a
special plug with the study
guide which was distributed
throughout all the schools at
the opening of the fall session.
Gilman reached his adult patrons through a number of effective commercial tie-ups. The
leading
wentway.
for "Mohican Red"shops
in a big
Sporting goods
stores,
men's
departments and specialty shops devoted considerable space to cooperative ads which supplemented a generous amount of publicity given by the press to the
Hawkeye, Uncas and Magua
picture.
lived again in a street ballyhoo
that attracted plenty of wampum. Gilman clinched the
campaign by hanging 50 pennants from wires at the chief
intersections in a tie-up with
— Loew's
Regent,
"Better Business
Week."
Harrisburg, Pa.
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TOPICS

Use of Color
in Cartoons
CLOWLY the cartoon is coming
into its own. It has not been
so very long since the cartoon
was a dreary piece of silliness,
crudely drawn and rather hard
on the eyes. It deserved all too
well the name of cartoon. Then
came Felix, the first good cartoon, Koko the Clown of Out
of the Inkwell, which made the
interesting but dubious attempt
to combine cartoon and reality,
and eventually Disney's Mickey.
But today we have made as
much progress again. With the
Silly Symphony and a variety of
other modifications of the original comic strip
"cartoon"
has become
almostidea,
a misnomer.
What we call by that name now
is simply any sort of film made
by drawing images directly instead of photographing motion.
How far black-and-white work
can go beyond the simple jerky
cartoon was seen here recently
in the delicate and charming
French "Joie de Vivre," and
some of the Silly Symphonies,
with a few other films, show
what can be done with color.
The celebi-ated example of the
Wolf in "The Three Little Pigs,"
who huffed and puffed himself
blue in the face indicates the
possibilities in the line of fantasy. The opportunities of an
imaginative artist who has the
complete filmic control of every
color in the rainbow seem vast
indeed.
Even more important perhaps,
though, are the possibilities of
pure color design. The opening of "Lullaby Land," for example, with the cradle rocking
on the top of a tall tree against
a sky of deep greenish-blue with
tiny stars glittering all over it,
has a charm that is different
from any other ami wholly delightful. So far Disney seems
to be the only one in this country to realize the value of a
completely non-comic cartoon
but undoubtedly the idea will
spread and we can surely look
forward to a great many delightful, and even serious, excursions into a brave new world
of lovely color patterns that
may never be profound but always will be fascinating.
— Kirk Bond, in The
Little Magazine, Little
Theater, Baltimore.

Film Must Supply Something
New in Every Picture

rrNby thisfor business
a time

you can get
by imitating
successes of the other fellow.
But not for long. Our industry,
more so than any other line of
endeavor, must supply something new in every picture.
The automotive industry changes
its models once a year — fashion
designers change their styles
with each season, but in this line

13
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of endeavor we are in a new
business with every single picture.
Something new — that is what
we are constantly on the alert
for.
More and more is the realization growing that pictures can
and do play an all important
part in the cultural and educational development of the world.
Of course, primarily, they must
entertain, but with the steady
advance of our civilization, with
the added education and enlightenment that the screen,
radio, airplane, newspapers and
magazines are carrying to former dark corners of the world,
have come higher standards for
everything, including picture entertainment. Itis up to us to
meet these higher standards — with more worthwhile entertainment.
I do not mean we should
strive for so-called intellectual
films, but we should strive for
pictures that provide something
more than a mere idle hour or
two of entertainment.
Imitation, they say, is the
sincerest form of flattery. That
may be true, but rarely does the
imitation compare with the
original. Therefore, it will always be our aim to continue
making pictures that are different.
— Jack L. Warner
in N. Y. American.

Dance and Music Must
Help Plot in Musical Films
TRANCE and musical numbers
need not halt the nlot action
in picture5--. Father, they should
assist and intensify it.
Musical and dancing pictures
are essentially built around
stories not particularly involved
or startling, thus making it
necessary for the musical numbers to support the story and
not submerge
it.
Moreover, motion nicture audiences no longer like to feel
a sharp break in the action
while camera and music build
hi an elaborate dan^e routine.
The effect is to make the special
numbers seem intrusions and the
storv seprn comnletplv unimportant. There should be interweaving of the story and entertainment.
— Levi Pollock and
Sidney Mitchell.

Story Conferences All Wrong,
Says New Screen Writer
T FEEL

that the story conference method defeats its own
ends. If there are six people in
a conference, instead of achieving six times thp value of one
man's work T believe it achieves
one-sixth. Certainly, in striking a level of agreement,
it

INTEREST

strikes far below the intelligence of any single member.
I approached pictures from a
peculiar angle. Before coming
to Hollywood, I had seen comparatively few of them. More
than that, I heartily dislike the
average picture. But I believe
that is a legitimate audience
angle, that will be helpful, that
will, I hope, make me protective of the story in hand.
When I say that I dislike the
average
picture,motion
don't pictures,
mistake
me. I believe
as a form, represent the most
interesting medium of all in
which to woi'k. Certainly, for
afreedom.
writer, they offer the most
One thing I've already
learned. Writing for the cinema must be dynamically different from any form of theaterwriting. It must not be a modified form of the same thing. It
ise.different from its first premis
"Exposition," in the sense in
which it is used in the theater,
is simply "out." The playwright may indulge himself in
the attitude of "Now, I'm telling you."will
And listen.
the audience
theater
But inthea
screen playwright and the
screen audience — never!
Characterization m u s t be
there, but it must be developed
with the story in full flight.
Character cannot be revealed in
a "situation," it must be revealed through a line of action.
This is no handicap. It is an
advantage. It almost seems to
give "another dimension" to the
design. And the character must
have
its own
history.
I don't
like that
tendency
in pictures
which presents a character in
terms of the casting — that is,
makes you know the kind of
character Clark Gable or Spencer Tracy is playing — because he
always plays that type! It
must have its own integrity and
history — in the script. But it
must be learned while "the
story
on." but I believe
I maymarches
be wrong,
the audience contributes more in
the films than in the theater.
And that contribution is less
predictable.
a dress
rehearsal in theAttheater
if you
have five people present, their
reaction will fall very nearly
on the line of the first night audience. But there is no comparing the screening of a picture in a studio projection room
with the thing that picture becomes when an audience "takes
it Iup have
and hands
it back toto write
you."
no wish
"arty" pictures. I will be content if I can make an ordinary
story credible. The romantic,
escape - picture, intended to
brighten the days of the Ypsilanty shop-girl does not interest me. Her life is made better if credible, honest realism

«

«

is brought to her — if she can
"believe" what she sees."
— Harold Goodman,
Quoted in Hollywood
Comment at or.

Director Gives Views
On Kissing in Films
HE introduction of sound
made many changes in the
Hollywood situation. One of its
results was the shortening of
the kiss in films. Gone are
those long drawn-out meetings
of lips which used to thrill romantic-minded audiences. The
kiss is a short and snappy bit
of stage business now — though,
film authorities hasten to add,
not one whit less thrilling.
Indeed, the whole technique
of kissing underwent a change
when the microphone took its
place beside the camera. The
beauty of the kiss is in the eye
of the beholder — but not in his
ear. So, when sound came in,
actors and actresses had to be
trained completely to eliminate
any sibilance that might, and
almost always did, accompany
the extended kisses in vogue
during the silent era.
But the sound track forced
another variation. Having silenced the kiss, directors faced
the problem of what to do with
the sound track while the kiss
was going on. At first, it was
thought that filling in with appropriately soft music would do
the trick. But in time it became
apparent that sound-trained audiences grew restless with longsilences. So, regretfully perhaps, we were forced to shorten
the kiss.

V

Romance is romance to players and audiences. But to a director it is just another dramatic ingredient necessarily woven into the making of a picture. So it is with coldly scientific eye .that directors view the
oscillatory manifestation of mutual affection.
No two kisses are alike. Each
one contributes a different element in the construction of a
psychological situation. To obtain precision in this matter, I
caused a "kiss plot" to be made
prior to filming "Ladies in
Love," and exact requirements
were set forth regarding the
kisses bestowed by and upon
Janet Gaynor, Constance Bennett, Loretta Young and Simone
Simon in that picture.
We have gone a long way
toward nique
perfection
the techof amatoryin and
filial
demonstrations since the noserubbing efforts
of our
ancestors. The kiss
has early
reached
a high state of technical perfection, and it is hoped that motion pictures have played their
proper part in contributing to
this development.
— Edward H. Griffith,
20th Century-Fox Director.
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ROCKY MT. EXHIBITORS
DISCUSS TRADE TOPICS
(Continued from Page

1)

Double bills were likewise condemned by Charles Gilmour, who said
the practice started for several reasons, one because shorts were so
poor at the time and because many
managers wanted something new to
advertise. He said the practice
flourished also because of competition. Gilmour predicted a period of
prosperity in a few years bigger
than anything the country has seen
and urged exhibitors to drop double
bills and sell programs on the basis
of quality, not quantity. A. De Bernardi, critic of the Denver Post, took
a shot at all forms of advertising
other than newspapers and declared
that if exhibitors would spend as
much money in newspapers as a few
years back they would be enjoying
old time prosperity.
T. B. Noble made the shortest
speech of the day, on national sales
policy. He said it was made over to
fit local situations and he knows exactly as much now about national
sales policy as the day he entered the
business. Harold Rice declared exploitation should not be high-pressure selling but high-powered selling, and warned exhibitors to do
constructive exploitation to combat
competition and especially that of
the political compaign when many
inducements would be offered the
public to attend political meetings.
L. J. Finske declared passage of
the Patman Bill barring block booking would give exhibitors no relief
but would skyrocket the cost of
selling product and that exhibitors
would have to pay for films. He
said block booking really meant block
buying and that the subject was not
understood by hundreds who demanded its end. He declared only
four films were condemned by the
Legion of Decency last year and
none of these were forced on exhibitors because of block booking.
Rick Ricketson urged that nontheatrical competition be met
through educational methods instead
of opposition.
Officers elected a few months ago
will hold over. They are: president,
A. P. Archer, vice-presidents, Harry
Golub, Harold Rice, L. J. Finske;
treasurer, Ep Briggs; secretary and
counsel, Emmett Thurmon; Directors A. P. Archer, Charlie Gilmour,
Rick Ricketson, Dave Davis, Dave
Cockrill. B. P. McCormick, Charles
Klein, Burns Ellison. T. B. Noble,
Ed Schulte, Russell Hardwick.
Boosting Air Circulation
A. H. Heaslip, manager of the St.
Charles, devised a new way of airing
the house by means of fans so as to
get a higher rate of air circulation. A
large fan under the stage, where the
orchestra pit was, pumps air into the
audience, supplementing a battery of
four pumpers in the boxes on both
s des of the prosceniums and two sets
of exhaust fans in the rear orchestra
and rear balcony, draw out the air.
Improvement
is noticeable.

Words

and Wisdom

kind of competition
is to be checked.
""THE printed word is slipping. I —JACK
COHN.
don't know just why — perhaps a
lack of leisure, or a change in the
tempo of living. Certainly people
I am positive that scientific investigation will prove that the dancare turning more and more to pictures and the theater to express
er burns more energy in her work
themselves.— WILL C. LENGEL.
than any athlete. — ROY DEL
RUTH.
Comedy is the basis for all drama.
The most successful directors now
Motion picture audiences no longhandling the serious dramas were
er like to feel a sharp break in the
the comedy directors of yesterday. — action while camera and music build,
GEORGE MARSHALL.
up an elaborate dance routine. There
should be interweaving of story and
Contracts with stars must include entertainment.— LEW POLOCK and
restrictions to keep them from ex- SIDNEY MITCHELL.
ploiting their movie-built personaliGood product today means interties in (radio's) direct competition.
national product. — ARTHUR W.
Major producing companies must
KELLY.
co-operate
with exhibitors if this

"General" Gives ParamountNew Opening Day Record
(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

Set(Continued
by "LastfromofPageMohicans"
1)

The Liberty Theater upped its
evening admission scale from 25
cents to 35 cents.
The Alvin switches to single feaFritz Lang, director, in town for
visits to San Quentin for material
tures with GB's "Nine Days a
and research for his next picture,
Harold Cohen, the Post-Gazette
"I Live Only Once," which will star
Sylvia Sydney and Henry Fonda. He movie editor, and Stephanie Diamond, staff member of station
has with him Graham Baker and
married Sunday and left
Gene Towne, who will prepare the WCAE,
ftory.
Queen."
for
the coast where they will stay
A. B. Marcus, pioneer producer for three weeks in the home of Dick
and girl show impresario is in for Powell.
a week at the Golden Gate.
Lou Brager, Warner personnel
A. J. (Joe) Neeley, formerly with manager, is in town on business.
Harry Kalmine, zone manager,
Fox as a booker, is now with Pat
Paterson and his state rights ex- and Oscar Kuschner, head booker,
are making a tour of all Warner
change as manager.
"Anthony Adverse," though still theaters in the tri-state territory.
Joel Golden, U. A. office manager,
going big, ends its run at the Geary
from
New York where he maron Sunday.
on Friday to make way for "Romeo back ried
and Juliet. '
Due to the interest shown in "Anthonyopen
Adverse,"itsthedoors
Stanley
TheaOKLAHOMA CITY
ter will
beginning
Friday at 8:45 A. M. for the first
A new theater is being built by time in its history. In addition to
H. Humphrey at Kingfisher, Okla. the evening scale raise, the morning
A. C. Buchanan succeeds Carl prices will be upped from 26 cents
Burton as salesman for RKO and to 37 cents.
will work Western Oklahoma and
Rudolph Skirball acquired the
Texas Panhandle territory. Burton New Union Theater in Yukon,
has taken over a theater at Cordell, W. Va., from Eli Burnett.
Okla.
The Diehl Theater in Claysburg,
Liberty Theater has resumed formerly under lease to Dave Blum,
vaudeville, supplied by the Wilbur has been transferred to William
Cushman circuit.
Nidetch.

1)

has been getting interested in the
company. Kahane has always been
closely associated with the former
Chicago
transportation
magnate.
The withdrawal of Kahane from
RKO Radio as vice-president to join
the Columbia studio is believed to
mark the end for a while in the
shufflings of top executives here.
The shifts included David Selznick
from M-G-M to United Artists, Edward Small from U. A. to RKO
Radio, Walter Wanger from Paramount to U. A., and Emanuel Cohen's return to Paramount.

Price Hike Committee
Named by N. J. Alii

Year's Record at Rivoli

yesterday. The theater opened at
8:45 A.M., an hour and a quarter an hour's wait for seats. Attendance up to late afternoon slightly exearlier than usual, and by 1 P.M.
an attendance of 9,152 had been reg- opening. ceeded Chaplin's "Modern Times"
istered. Previous record-holder,
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine", had
M-G-M Gets Olympic Pix
a tally of 7,748 at the same hour of
its opening day.
M-G-M has acquired from the
As a result of the sensational American Tobis Corp. a compilation
start, Robert M. Weitman, manager of shots of the Olympics in Gerof the theater expects to keep the
many prepared in Germany by Leni
house open until 3:00 A.M. thus ac- Riefenstahl and including sequences
counting for additional stage shows. of all the American newsreels as
Business the first few hours neces- well as those shot bv the Tobis Gersitated local police control and also
man subsidiary. The picture l'uns
accounted for the theater putting on about 3,700 feet.
7 additional doormen and 22 additional ushers to handle the crowds
PITTSBURGH
inside.

SAN FRANCISCO

COLUMBIA EXPANSION
SEEN IN KAHANE MOVE

(Continued from Page

ed

1)

to sponsor the move at its annual
convention opening at the Hotel
Traymore, Atlantic City, Wednesday. Comprising the committee are:
Harry Hecht, chairman; M. Ellis, J.
Gravany, R. Smith, J. W. Becker and
H. Colmer.
Other committees named to run
the convention consist of the following exhibitors:
Convention: S. E. Samuelson,
Chairman; Frank Henry, Louis Levin, M. Marks.
Nominating: David Snaper, Chairman; Mrs. Helen B. Hildinger,
Harry Kridel, A. Dollinger, Mark
Block, W. C. Hunt, Harry Waxmann.
Taxation: Simon Myers, Chairman; I. Levy, D. Mate, A. Rapf, I.
A. Roth, A. J. Sabo, H. Sager, P.
M. Lewis.
Zoning and Protection: Louis
Gold, Chairman; Louis Rovner,
Frank Gravatt, Max Cohen, A. Nicoletti, A. Nussbaum, 0. Schapiro,
Max Snider.
Theater Financing and Remodeling: I. Hirshblond, Chairman; A.
Matthews, M. Rothman, M. Greiman,
Hunt. N. Myers, S. Frank, W. D.
Percentage, Checking, Trailers,
Previews, Score Charges: I. Dollinger, Chairman; D. R. Faunce, F.
Falkner, L. Feld, A. Hochberg, S.
Hochberg, M. Spewak, P. Kalickman.
General Organization : R. D. Wilkins, Chairman; H. Block, T. Lazarick, M. Hecht, A. Munson, P. Blaustein, J. Lamont, A. W. Hill.
National Legislation and Block
Booking: M. Miller, Chairman; J.
Forgione,
W. C. Hermann, S. SeligFord. A. Siegel,
man,
J. Pineles, S. Wm.
Double Feature Policy: E. Lachman, Chairman; A. Ginsburg, S.
Goldstein, E. Ulicny, D. Shapiro, S.
Tannenbaum.

$100,000
M-G-M

for Hurst

is reported to

Novel
have

paid

$100,000
for to"Great
Laughter,"
Fannie
Hurst novel
be published
by Harper
&

Bros,

next

month.

...the screen's
most lovable scrapper in
his grandest story !. . . Played
against a mighty and
awe-inspiring background
never before filmed

(Academy Award Winner) in

The MAGNIFICENT BRUTE ;
<" BINNIE BARNES • JEAN DIXON • WILLIAM HALL
HENRY ARMETTA • ANN PRESTON
BILLY BURRUD • EDWARD NORRIS
From the Liberty Magazine story "Big" by Owen Francis

Directed by JOHN G. BLYSTONE
EDMUND GRAINGER, Associate Producer

CHARLES R. ROGERS, Executive Producer

FULL SPEED AHEAD WITH THE

UNIVERSAL

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, April 7 to Sept. 3
T|TLE

TITLE

REVIEWED

8-8-36
Aces and Eights-PUR..
Ail-American
Chump
MGM.. 8-29-36
Alle Tage ist Kein Sonntag
XX.. 7-16-36
Alpine Love-NUO
6-9-36
Alte
Kameraden-GE R ... 4-29-36
Amateur
Gentleman
UA.. 4-27-36
Amo Te Sola-NU
7-22-36
Anna-AM
7-18-36
And So They Were
Married
COL. .5-14-36
And Sudden Death-PAR. .6-6-36
Anthony Adverse-WA . . . 5J1 2-36
Arizona Raiders, The
PAR.. 6-30-36
August Week-End-CHE. .7-18-36
Avenging
Waters-COL. . .7-8-36
Az Okos Mama-XX
4-15-36
Back to Nature-F
8-14-36
Below the Deadline-CHE. .6-6-36
Bengal
Tiger- WA
7-7-36
Big Brown
Eyes- PAR
5-2-36
Big Noise, The-WA
... .4-20-36
Blackmailer-COL
7-23-36
Border
Caballero-PUR. . .5-26-36
Border Patrolman, The-F. 6-20-36
Born to Fight-CON
4-27-36
Bride Walks
Out, The
RKO.. 7-1-36
Bridge
of Sighs-IN V
5-1-36
B ullets or Ballots-FN ... 5- 1 8-36
Burning
Gold-REP
5-22-36
Canzone del Sole-NU
5-7-36
Captain
Calamity-REG. . .4-17-36
Caryl of the Mountains
REL.. 4-9-36
Case Against Mrs. Ames
PAR.. 5-5-36
Case of the Velvet Claws
WA.. 8-29-36
Cattle Thief, The-COL. . .5-26-36
Celos-XX
4-18-36
Charlie Chan at the Race
Track-F
7-14-36
China
Clipper-FN
8-12-36
Champagne Charlie-F
5-7-36
Cloistered-BES
5-20-36
Counterfeit-COL
6-5-36
Country Beyond,
The
F.. 4-7-36
Cowboy and the Kid, TheU... 6-2-36
Crash Donovan-U ... .8-11-36
Crime of Dr. Forbes, The
F.. 6-16-36
Crime Patrol, The-EMP. 5-13-36
Crouching
Beast, The
OLY. .8-22-36
Dancing
Pirate-RKO
5-8-36
Dark Hour, The-CHE
8-1-36
Desaparacido,
El-XX
6-3-36
Desert
Gold-PAR
5-8-36
Desert Justice-AT
4-21-36
Devil Doll, The-MGM
7-7-36
Devil's Squadron-COL
..5-12-36
Diablo del Mar, El
XX-4-2-36
Die Fahrt in Die Jueend
XX.. 9-1-36
Dizzy Dames-LIB
7-18-36
Don Bosco-NU
5-28-36
Donogoo Tonka-UFA
...4-15-36
Down
to the Sea-REP. .6-30-36
racula's
Daughter-U. . .5-18-36
Tagnet,
The-BUT
5-13-36
liarly to Bed-PAR
5-25-36
Earthworm
Tractors-FN. 6-1 6-36
Easy Money-INV
7-11-36
Educating Father-F
5-23-36
Ein Auto und Kein GeldXX
8-11-36
Eine Frau die Weiss Was
Sie Will-TO
7-20-36
Erbe in Pretoria, Das
XX.. 4-21-36
Everyman's
Law-SU
7-21-36
Ex-Mrs.
Bradford, The
RKO.. 4-23-36
Fahrt ins Gruene,
DieXX.. 5-25-36
Familia Dressel, La
COL.. 5-5-36
Fatal Lady-PAR
5-19-36
Federal
Agent-REP
4-14-36
Feud of the West-D IV. .5-19-36
Fiat Voluntas
Dei-NU . . . 7-7-36
Final Hour, The-COL
8-1-36
First Baby, The-F
4-14-36
Florida Special-PAR
4-21-36

AC — Academy
AJA— Ajax
ALL — Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ARC — Arcturus Pictures
ARN — Tom Arnold
AT — Atlantic
BAV
Bavaria Film A-G
BEA — Beacon Productions
BER— William
Berke
BES— Best Film Co.
BLI — Samuel Blitz
BOS — Boston
Films
BUT — Burroughs-Tarzan
CEL— Celebrity
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport Distributing
CLY — Colony Pictures
COL — Columbia
CON — Conn Pictures
COR — Corona
CRE— Crescent
CRI— Criterion Films
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DEL— Delta
-DIV — Diversion
DU— DuWorld
EMP — Empire Film Distributors
F— 20th Cent. -Fox
FD — First Division
FN— First National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
FRA — Franco-American Films
FRO — Carl Froelich

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
GB — Gaumont-British
GER — Germania Film
GFS — General Foreign Films
GLO— Globe Pictures
GRA — Grand National
GUA — Guaranteed Pictures
H-C — Hooper-Connell
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film Ex.
HUN—
Hunnia
ID— Ideal

5-5-36
8-1 1-36
.8-29-36
4-23-36
5-13-36
7-7-36
5-19-36
5-22-36
6-10-36

PAR. .9-3-36
Louisiana,
The
REP.. 8-15-36
Girl from Mandalay-REP. 4-14-36
Girl of the Ozarks-PAR. . .6-1-36
Girls' Dormitory-F
8-29-36
Give Us This Night
PAR.. 4-7-36
7-10-36
Glory Trail, The-CRE
Golden Arrow, The-FN. . .5-4-36
Gorgeous
Hussy-MGM. .. .9-1-36
Great Ziegfeld, The
from

MGM..

Grand
Green

Jury-RKO
Pastures,

RKO — RKO-Radio Pictures
R.MEX—
Regio-Mex
RO — Roma
Films
ROY — Fanchon Royer
— Rowland-Wanger
SR-W
— Seiden

SPE — Spectrum
STA — J. S. Starczewski
STE— William Stelner
SU — Supreme
Pictures
SUP — Superior Films
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAM — Tapernoux- Metropolis
TAP — John
S. Tapernoux
Trans. Ocean Film Export
UTO
— —Universal
U A— United Artists
UFA— Ufa
UN— United
Picture Co.
VIC — Victory Pictures
WA— Warner Bros.
WEB— Webb-Ray
WO— World Pictures
WOH— Herman Wohl
XX — No distributor set
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The

Gypsies-AM
Half Angel-F
Harvester, The-REP
Heart of the West

4-9-36
8-1-36

WA.. 5-19-36
7-30-36
5-4-36
4-18-36

PAR.. 7-7-36
6-9-36
Hearts Divided-WA
Hearts in Bondage-REP . . 5-26-36
Heroes of the Range
COL.. 8-18-36
6-16-36
High Tension-F
His Brother's Wife-MGM. .8-1-36
His Majesty, Bunker, BeanRKO... 5-25-36
Hold that River-H-C
7-1-36
Hollywood
BoulevardPAR
8-4-36
Hot Money-WA
....... .7-25-36
Hoy Comienza
La Vida
XX.. 6-30-36
Human Cargo-F
4-21-36
II Give
My
HeartWA..
. .7-14-36
Cover Chinatown
STE
8-25-36
I'd
Give My a Life-PAR^
!7-28-36
II Serpente
Sonagli
NU.. 8-18-36
In Paris, A. W.O.L.-R-W. 4-7-36
I Stand Condemned-U A.. 6-9-36
I Was a Captive of Nazi
Germany-MAL
8-4-36
Idaho Kid-GRA
8-6-36
It's Love
Again-GB
5-12-36
Jailbreak-WA
5-8-36
Jana, das Maedchen
aus dem
Boehmerwald-XX
6-23-36
Janosik-TAP
5-21-36
Kameval und Liebe-LEN. 4-7-36

Kelly of the Secret
Service-PRI
7-22-36
Kelly the Second-MGM.. 4-21-36
King Steps Out, The
COL.. 5-18-36
Koenigin der Liebe-U FA. .5-5-36
L' Homme des Folies Bergere
XX.. 4-21-36
La Cieca di Sorrento-NU. .8-4-36
Last Assignment,
The
VIC. 5-1-36
Journey-AT
4-27-36
of the Mohicans,
The
UA.. 8-12-36
Last of the Warrens-SU. .7-2-36
Last Outlaw, The-RKO. . .6-3-36
Law in Her Hands, TheFN... 6-5-36
Let's Sing A gain-PR I .. .4-18-36
Liebe und Trompetenklang
XX.. 4-15-36
Lightnin' Bill Carson
PUR.. 6-9-36
Lion's Den, The-PUR. . .8-25-36
Little Red School House
Last
Last

Lorenzino de MediciCHE.. 5-15-36
NU.. 4-15-36
Love Begins at TwentyFN... 5-23-36
Love
and
Sacrifice-S
4-10-36
Luci Somraerse-NU
6-23-36
Luck of the Irish-GUA. . .6-2-36
Madres del Mundo-XX . .8-18-36
Maedchenraeuber-XX ...8-17-36
Malditas Sean La Mujeres
XX.. 8-31-36
Mary of Scotland-RKO. .7-24-36
Meet Nero Wolfe-COL. .7-16-36
Message to Garcia, A-F.. 4-9-36
Milizia Territoriale-NU
4-7-36
Mine with the Iron DoorCOL . . 7-1
7-11-36
Mister Cinderella-MGM
1-36
M'Liss-RKO
7-8-36
Moon's
Our Home, The
PAR.. 4-6-36
Mujer del Puerto, La
XX.. 8-25-36
Murder by an Aristocrat
Murder in the Red FN..
Barn 6-13-36
Murder on a BridleOLY..
Path
RKO..
Murder on the Set-GLO.
My American Wife
PAR..
My Man
Godfrey-U
Navy
Born-REP
Neighborhood
House
MGM-R..
News of the U.S.S.R.
AM..

8-19-36
4-11-36
8-2 1-36
7-21-36
6-16-36
6-2-36
5-19-36
6-27-36

TITLE

XX.. 4-13-36
6-9-36
Soviet News-AM
Special Investigator
Speed-MGM
Speed Reporter,

REVIEWED

Nine Days a Queen- GB . 6-26-36
Nobody's
Fool-U
6-5-36
Nevada-PAR
4-14-36
Oberwachtmeister
Schwenke
XX.. 5-7-36
Old Spanish Custom,
An
One Rainy Afternoon-U A. 4-27-36
Oregon Trail, The-REP. .6-16-36
Our Relations-MGM
7-14-36
Outlaws
of the Range
SPE.. 8-31-36
4-8-36
Paa
Solsidan-SC
Palm
Springs-PAR
6-20-36
Panic on the Air-COL.
4-23-36
Pappi-XX
5-18-36
Paradiso
Recobrado,
El
XX.. 4-30-36
Parolel-U
6-9-36
Passaporto
Rosso-XX
9-3-36
Passing of Third Floor Back
GB.. 4-30-36
Peg of Old Drury-PAR.. 4-14-36
Pension Mimosas-F R A .... 5-7-36
Pepper-F
8-8-36
Piccadilly Jim-MGM
8-6-36
Pierpin, La Figlia Ritrovata
Poor Little Rich Girl-F.
XX... .6-6-36
4-1-36
Poppy-PARde Pain, La
6-9-36
Porteuse

Comes

REL..
Spendthrift-PAR
Stage Struck-FN
Star for a Night-F
Stimme
der Liebe, Die
Straight

5-1 5-36
7-23-36
8-11-36
8-14-36

XX..S-18-36
the Shoulder

from

PAR. .8-14-36
Sundown Saund«rs-SUP
.4-13-36
Suzy-MGM
7-14-36
Swing Time-RKO
8-26-36
Sworn Enemy-MGM
7-7-36
Tanzmusik-LEN
5-25-36
Texas Rangers, The-PAR. 8-22-36
Things to Come
U. A.-Korda. .4-20-36
Thirteen
Hours
by Air
PAR.. 4-30-36
36 Hours to Kill-F
8-13-36
This is the Land-XX
7-11-36
Three
Cheers for Love
PAR.. 6-27-36
Three of a Kind-INV
6-24-36
Three on the Trail- PAR. 4-14-36
Three Wise Guys, TheMGM. . .5-23-36
Ticket to Paradise- RE P. 6-25-36
Times
Square
Playboy
W A...7-21-36
5-1-36
To Mary— With Love-F.
Too Much Beef-GRA
6-6-36
Trapped
by Television

6-23-36
8-13-36
5-25-36
The

MGM . .6-3-36
4-1-3*
Verlorene Tal, Das-XX.
Waokere
Schustermeister,

COL.. 4-28-36
Across

Prison Shadows-VIC PAR..
. .
Private Number-F
Public Enemy's Wife
W A..
Racing
Blood-CON
Raggen-Det ar Jag DetXX...
Return of Sophie Lang,

RKO.. 4-27-36
4-29-36

The

Treachery Rides theCOL..
Range-6-16-36
WA... 5-29-36
Trouble for Two-MGM. . .6-1-36
Tundra-BUT
8-25-36
Two Against the WorldTwo-Fisted
Gentleman
FN
7-11-36
COL.. 8-25-36
Two in a Crowd-U
8-8-36
Under Two Flags- F
4-28-36
Underworld Terror-UN . . . 7-18-36
Ungdom Av I Dag-XX .. 6-24-36
Unguarded
Hour, The

LEN.. 7-2-36
Postal
9-1-36
Pride ofInspector-U
the Marines
Princess

Der

Sing, Baby, Sing-F
8-4-36
Singing Cowboy, The
REP.. 5-13-36
Singing Vagabond, The
REP.. 7-23-36
Sins of Man-F
5-12-36
Skargards-Flirt-XX
4-9-36
Son Comes Home, A-PAR 8-8-36
Song of China-MAC
5-26-36
Song of the Saddle-FN. .4-29-36
Sons O' Guns-WA
4-29-36
Sor Juana Ines de la Crux

SC — Scandinavian
SG— S. & G. Films
SL—
& L. Films
SO — S.
Sopra

MAS — Mascot Pictures
MET — Metropolis
MOS— Mosfilm
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films
NU — Nuovo
Mondo
OLY — Olympic Pictures
PAC— Pacific
PAR — Paramount
PER— Peerless
PRI— Principal
PRO — Projektograph

REVIEWED

Casanova,

Second
Wife-RKO XX.. 8-25-36
8-14-36
Secret Agent-GB
6-13-35
Secret PatroI-COL
6-3-36
Seven Brave Men-AM. . .6-18-36
Seven Sinners-GB
7-31-36
Shadow,
The-GLO
6-27-36
Shakedown-COL
8-18-36
Showboat-U
4-30-36

REP
— Resolute
Republic Pictures
RES —
RIE — Jack Rieger

REVIEWED

F-Man-PAR
Follow Your Heart-REP.
Forbidden
Heaven-REP.
Forgotten
Faces-PAR
Forgotten
Women-IMP.
For Buen Camino-XX
For the Service-U
Fury-MGM
Gay Love-MAR
General Died at Dawn
Gentleman

PUR — Puritan
REG — Regal Pictures
REI— Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld
REL— Reliable

IMP— Imperial Dist.
INV — Invincible Pictures
KOL— Kolorfilm
KOV— Kovaes Emil & Co.
KRE— S. S. Krellberg
LEN — Lenaeur
International
LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAC — Douglas MacLean
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAL —
— Marcy
Malvina Pictures
MAR

TITLE
TITLE

Schuechterne

5-12-36
7-18-36
6-12-36

PAR.. 6-18-36
Revolt of the ZombiesRhythm on the RangeAC . . . 6-5-36
PAR.. 7-18-36
Riding Avenger, TheDIV.. 7-14-36
Rio Grande Romance-VIC. 5-1-36
Road to Glory, The-F. .. .6-2-36
Roamin'
Lady-COL
5-2-36
Roamin'
Wild-REL
4-29-36
Roarin'
Guns-PUR
7-7-36
Rogue of the Range-SU. 5-12-36
Rogues' Tavern, The-PUR. 6-4-36
Romeo and Juliet-MGM. .7-16-36
Rosario-XX
4-21-36
Royal Waltz-UFA
4-11-S6
San Francisco-MGM
6-26-36
Satan Met a Lady- WA. ..7-23-36
Schoen ist es Verliebt zu Sein
XX.. 4-8-36

Der-GER
7-8-36
Walking
on Air-RKO. . .8-17-36
Wanted
Men-HOF
7-B-36
We Are from Kronstadt
We

Went

to

CollegeAM.. 5-2-36

MGM.. 6-23-36
West of Nevada-CLY.... 7-21-36
White Angel, The-FN. .. .6-2-36
White
Fang-F
7-9-36
While London Sleeps-ID . 7-18-36
Wildcat Trooper-AM B . . 7-14-36
Winds of the WastlandREP 7-11-36
Witness Chair. The
RKO 4-17-S6
Women
Are Trouble
MGM.. 6-13-36
Yellow Cargo-PAC
6-6J6
Yours for the Asking
PAR.. 8-20-36

m
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BALTIMORE

TORONTO
The New Christie Theater has reopened after extensive remodeling.
Loew's management is holding
"San Francisco" for an eighth consecutive week at this theater. It
is reported people are coming from
many Ontario points to see this film.
Hon. David Croll, labor minister
for Ontario, has refused to request
20th Century-Fox to employ Canadian camera and sound technicians
in the filming of the Dionne quintuplets for the new picture, "Reunion". Croll says the government
can do nothing in the matter, as the
Hollywood camera men have complied with all the Canadian immigration requirements, and that anyway, the film companies now have
15 Canadians employed at Callendar now, "paying them to do nothing."

Five New Warner Theaters
Add 6,000 Seats to Circuit
Warner circuit is adding nearly
6,000 seats through five houses now
under actual construction or planned. Three of the theaters are
scheduled for opening this coming
Fall.
The Uptown, seating 1,400, will
be added to its Washington holdings
the first week in October. At Stanton, Va., the reuilt Dixie, with a capacity of 1,000, is also to have its
premiere in October. The Sheridan,
another new Washington theater
which seats 1,000, is set for a November opening. A third Washington house, the Calvert, with a capacity of 1,000, will open its doors
next Spring. At Chicago on the
South Side the Rhodes, seating 1,400, is projected.

Preparing Fox Suit

Preparations are being made for
trying the four- year-old suit brought
by Fox Film Corp. against William
Fox and Jack Leo in which $5,000,000 is sought in connection with a
mismanagement charge. Case is set
for Fall hearing in the New York
State Supreme Court. A motion for
examination before trial will be
made shortly.

Frank Parker on Bernie Bill
Frank Parker will appear on the
Ben Bernie radio program Sept. 22

at Dallas.

The Foreign Field

The Lord Calvert Theater, new
600-seat house at 2444 Washington
Boulevard, has opened. It was built
by the Lord Calvert Theater Co., of
♦
♦
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe
♦
♦
which Robert M. Scheck is president.
The Little Theater has brought
back "The Unfinished Symphony" for
recting at the National Studios Co- another run. This picture set a new
British Air Defense Film
lumbia
first production to record for the house last year when
London — The War Office, Ad- be made in Pictures'
Australia, a film version it was held for nine weeks.
miralty and Air Ministry are collab"Rhythm on the Range" has been
Zane
orating with Gaumont British Edu- of
Victor
JoryGrey's
is the"Rangle
star andRiver."
it is held at the Stanley for a second
cational in the production of a four- likely that an Australian actress week.
reel picture dealing with Great Bri- will be cast opposite him.
tain's defenses against an enemy air
In accord with the new revolutionary
attack. The film will be shown during the winter throughout the Soviets Film Radio Broadcasts order, the theaters are being run on
a cooperative basis and all branchUnited Kingdom.
es of workers are receiving equal
Moscow — The Committee of the
The cinemas are managed
Turkey Establishes Censorship Moscow Radio has decided to make benefits.
by the Commissioner of Spectacles
film
records
of
broadcasts
by
eminformed by the governIstanbul — The Turkish governent artists so that they may be pre- of Catalonia
ment. All the cinemas abandoned
ment has formed its long-talked of
served
and
repeated
on
the
radio
at
permanent commission to censor will. The first broadcast to be thus by the escape of their owners during the revolution have been taken
films before they are shown in that
country. The commission consists recorded on film will be the opera, over by the authorities and will be
"Eugene Onegin, by Tschaikowsky,
of representatives from the Minis- the
broadcast of which will take managed by the Workingmen's Syntries of Education and the Interior, two and a half hours.
dicate. A new decree prohibits reactionary pictures and those who
of the General Staff and the Gendiscredit the conception of liberty
eral Direction of the Press. Poliand humanity which are the pretical and religious propaganda pictures will be prohibited entirely; To Film "Hamlet" in Russian
cepts of the National Confederation
also films which show colonies of an
Moscow — Nicholas V. Ekk, Soviet of Workingmen. About 110 movies
Oriental country in an inferior posi- producer, recently announced in the have reopened and no free passes
tion or which might incite to crime Moscow press that he intended to will be issued to any one.
or rebellion.
make a film version of Shakespeare's
"Hamlet," upon which he has been Boyer for Warners
Doyle to Build in London
Paris — Reports are current here
doing preparatory work for the past
London — Stuart Doyle, film pi- five years. Ekk produced the first that Jack L. Warner has signed
Charles Boyer for a picture to be
oneer in Australia, has taken a 99- Soviet color film, "Grunya Korna- made
next fall in Hollywood. Boyer
year lease on a plot near Piccadilly kova," recently released.
will make only one film here this
Circus upon which he plans to erect
a new West End show center, including two theaters, cabaret and British Object to U. S. Equip. Paris Tax Collections Down
restaurant. Name of the company
London — Manufacturers of studio year.
Paris— Government tax collections
is London Theater Center, Ltd.
equipment in Great Britain are ex- from movie houses in the first five
ercised over the fact that Amer- months of this year totaled $248,886,
Equips 50th Ship With Sound
ican-made equipment is used almost a decrease of 30 per cent over the
London — With an order just re- entirely in many British studios to same period last year.
ceived to supply the ship Reina del the exclusion of British-manufac
Pacifico, largest of the Pacific Steam tured apparatus. Studios at Den
ham, Iver and Elstree are cited as
"Rembrandt"
Navigation Co.'s liners on the South examples. While no objection has Korda
LondonFinishes
— The final
sequence of
American route, GB Equipments been raised to the use of Mole
"Rembrandt," the Alexander Korda
Maritime Dep't has received its 50th Richardson lighting units, American
order to install its portable sound
biography of' the famous
camera manufacturers are not being screen
Dutch master, with Charles Laughequipment in ships since the forma- let off so easily, notably Mitchell and ton
in
the
title role, has been comtion of the department early this
Bell & Howell cameras. Objection
pleted at the Denham Studios.
is not to quality of the cameras and "Rembrandt" was personally directyear.
other equipment but to that fact
ed by Korda, and the cast features
Connie Collier With Robinson that
British cameras equally good Gertrude Lawrence and Elsa LanLondon — Atlantic Films has en- are virtually excluded from certain chester. Many of the exterior scenes
gaged Constance Collier to play op- studios. It is hinted that French were taken in Amsterdam, with the
posite Edward G. Robinson in and German equipment is given cooperation of the Holland government. The picture will be released
"Thunder in the City," her first talk- preference to British apparatus in
through United Artists.
ing picture engagement in England some instances.
though she has appeared frequently
in American sound pictures.

Cast for Paderewski Film

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
The sea-shell covered path from the
house to the ocean, introduced by John
Boles, suggested a colorful idea which
has been adopted by several of the
screen's most glamorous stars resident
in the colony— DAVE
A. EPSTEIN.

London — Besides Marie Tempest
and Charles Farrell, the cast which
will support the famous pianist, Jan
Paderewski,
"Moonlight
Sonata,"
which
Lotharin Mendes
is directing
at Denham, the cast includes W.
Graham Brown, seen frequently in
America with Miss Tempest, Eric
Portman and Barbara Greene. Paderewski will play, besides the famous "Moonlight Sonata," his own
"Minuet" and other piano pieces
during the action of the picture.
Badger

London— Victoria Hopper, young
British film star, has been engaged
by John Clein Pictures, Ltd., to play
opposite Frank Lawton in the screen
version of George Eliot's "Mill on
the Floss," which Tim Whelan will
direct. Garnett Weston is making
the screen treatment, while John
Drinkwater, noted dramatist and
novelist, will handle the dialogue.

Reopen Cinemas
Under New Plan

Barcelona — Three weeks after the
revolution broke out, a number of
is di- cinemas have reopened their doors.

Columbia's Australian Film
Sydney — Clarence

"Mill on Floss" Stars

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Finland is not troubled with an overseating problem; during 1935 but 10
new theaters were built, the largest
with a seating capacity of but 800.
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Admission Hikes Extending in Western

Pennsylvania

ESTIMATE 8,000 THEATERS ON DUAL BILL POLICY
Next
Four Months' Release Schedule is Set by M-G-M
17 Productions Are Set for
Marking the first time that it has
set a x-elease schedule running so
far ahead, M-G-M announces 17 productions designated for general distribution between now and Jan. 1.
The. list is headed by "The Great
Ziegfeld" and includes :
The Freddie Bartholomew-Jackie
Cooper-Mickey Rooney story of big
city juvenile delinquency, "The Devil
is a Sissy"; the sequel to the William Powell-Myrna Loy hit, "The
Thin Man," whfch will be known
as "The Thin Man Returns" and
will star the same players; Eleanor
Powell's new musical, "Born to
Dance," in which Una Merkel, Frances Langford, Buddy Ebsen and Virginia Bruce will have featured roles,
with music(Continued
by Cole
Porter;
"Love
on Page
6)

5 P.M. EVENING PRICE
RATIFIED AT MEETING
Evening admission prices in New
York theaters will start uniformly
at 5 P.M. under a plan ratified by
theatermen at a meeting at the
office of Charles Moskowitz at Loew's
yesterday. The exhibitors, representing both circuits and independent operators, met to work out
final details in connection with the
plan to eliminate "early bird" effective this week-end. One hundred
per cent support of the move was
indicated by reports submitted.

45 New Players Are Signed
By Universal for Training
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

2-YEAR PHILLY POOL
FOR MGM, 20TH-F0X GOES IN EFFECT TODAY

SIX GB PRODUCTIONS

General Distribution
Before January

DAILY

Hollywood — The New Universal
has signed 45 new players, mostly
unknown, whom they expect to develop into stars. The parade of
talent was introduced to the industry at a lavish banquet at the
studio.

Under a two-year agreement, the
London (By Cable) — Approximately six GB pictures a season will management deal involving three
be divided between M-G-M and 20th Stanley-Warner and four Paramount theaters in Philadelphia goes
Century-Fox for distribution in the
United States as a result of the into effect today, following signing
deal, reported to have been com- of contracts in New York yesterday.
pleted, under which the two Amer- Deal was exclusively reported in
ican companies have bought into the The Film Daily of Aug. 27.
Ostrer organization. The plan will
Monty Salmon, who has been
not be effectuated, it is understood, operating the Paramount houses,
completes his duties tomorrow, prior
until after the 1936-37 season.
to joining Skouras Theaters.

Cuts by Virginia Censors
Down to Almost Nothing
Richmond — Practically no cuts
have been made in features examined
by the Virginia censors in recent
weeks. On the other hand, praise
has been bestowed on a number of
pictures for their outstanding qualities. Among these are "Swing
Time" and "The Goi-geous Hussy",
passed without a touch of the shears.

"Swing Time" at Music Hall
Tops All Non-Holiday Biz

Survey Shows an Increase of
1,000 Theaters
on
Double Bills

Approximately 8,000 theaters
throughout the country are now regularly on double feature policies,
this representing an increase of
about 1,000 theaters as compared
with a year ago, according to data
compiled by industry agencies.
Increase in duals during the past
year has mainly occurred in small,
non-competitive situations where
theaters have gone into the policy
in order to play off low-cost pictures. With 15,000 theaters now in
active operation, more than 50 per
cent are now on the dual plan, which
is continuing to spread.

50C. EXTRA DIVIDEND

"Swing Time", RKO Radio picture starring Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers, has set a box-office
record for a non-holiday week at
Loew's board yesterday declared
the Music Hall and attained the
an extra dividend of 50 cents on
second highest gross in the history
of the mammoth theater. Top figure common stock, payable Sept. 30 to
stockholders of record on Sept. 12.
at the house
was set
by "Top
Hat", The board also declared the regular
{Continued
on Page
6)
quarterly dividend of 50 cents on
the common. Tn view of the imearnings
of toLoew's,
estimatedproved
at from
$5.50
$6 a share

Western Pennsylvania Theaters Plan

Admission Boosts on Big Pictures

DECLARED BY LOEW'S

for the year, the 50-cent extra is
regarded as likely to be continued
in succeeding quarters, making total
payments on the stock at the rate
of $4 a year, against the current
$3, which includes $1 extra.

Pittsburgh — A number of theaters
in Western Pennsylvania towns, it
is learned, are going to raise their No Important Studio Shifts
admission prices for the first time
Are Being Proposed by Zukor
Nathan Yamins, national Allied in several years when playing the
president, and Abram F. Myers, big pictures released this fall.
Barney Balaban, Paramount presgeneral counsel and chairman of the Among the first to report tilting in
ident, yesterday told The Film
Daily that as far as he knows,
board, will address the 17th annual
Zukor, chairman of the
convention of Allied Theaters of prices are houses playing "The Adolph
Great Ziegfeld" and "Anthony board in charge of production, will
New Jersey at the Hotel Traymore, Adverse." The State in Altoona not propose any important studio
Atlantic City, Sept. 9-11. More than boosted its top from 25 cents to changes when he confers at the
200 exhibitors are expected to attend
company's home office next week.
40 cents with "The Great Ziegfeld"
Arriving from the Coast on Saturthe session,
{Continued on Page 6)

Yamins and Myers to Speak
At N. J. Allied Convention

(Contiuued

<'» Page
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JULIUS J. and PHILIP G. EPSTEIN, writers,
have arrived in New York from Hollywood to
watch rehearsals of their play, "And Stars Remain," being put on by the Theater
Guild.
LOUIS SHURR. agent, sails tomorrow on the
Paris for England.
JAMES R. GRAINGER, general sales manager
for Universal, arrived yesterday at Universal
City for a meeting with all coast exchange
managers. From there Grainger will go to San
Francisco on deals and return to New York,
visiting Texas Centennial and southern exchanges en route.
FRANK McHUGH and MRS. McHUGH, who
arrived in New York last Sunday, are leaving
today for a motor trip to Maine and back.
They expect to return to Manhattan in about
ten days, and shortly after that they will start
back for California and the Warner studios.
ARTHUR KOBER is in New York after having
completed his latest Hollywood assignment,
the screen play of Sam and Bella Spewack's
"Women Can Be Wrong," which Samuel Goldwyn is producing with Miriam Hopkins in the
starring role.
MADELEINE CARROLL is aboard the Queen
Mary, due Monday from England, on her way
back from Paris. Shortly upon her arrival here,
Miss Carroll will board the train for Hollywood,
where she is scheduled for a principal role in
the film version of Vincent Sheean's "Personal
History,"
to be produced by Walter Wanger for
U.
A.

Screeno Agents to Meet
%
%
%

—

garia.
JUNE LANG, 20th Century-Fox player, has
left Hollywood for a personal appearance tour
starting in Nebraska
and working
eastward.

leaves New

York on Wed-

fromARTHUR
Canada.A. LEE returns to New York Monday
Miss.
ED KUYKENDALL plans a trip to New York
late this month from his home at Columbus,

GEORGE TRENDLE has returned to Detroit
film deals.
York after making
from New
ADOLfH ZUKOR arrives at Harmon, N. Y.,
tomorrow and, after spending the holiday at
his home at New City, returns to his office
in New York on Tuesday.
EDWARD FINNEY returns to New
Tuesday
from
Hollywood.
by

MEL SHAUER arrived in New
plane from
the coast.

York on

MRS. LESLIE FENTON of the William Morris
office leaves by plane tomorrow for Hollywood.
BERT LAHR
the coast.

is expected to leave tomorrow

E. B. BOWEN of Paramount
Tuesday
for Hollywood.

Chicago— Distributors of Screeno
from various parts of the U. S.,
Honolulu and South America will
meet for a two-day conference at
the home office of Screeno Amusement Co. here on Sept. 9. New ideas
will be discussed.

G. N. Indianapolis Manager
H. H. Hull has been appointed
manager of the Grand National
Indianapolis exchange by Carl M.
Leserman, vice-president in charge
of distribution.

%

12 Major Bowes Units
%
'/g
Vi

Major Edward Bowes is planning
to
put units
out 12during
of his the
"amateur
hour"
stage
new season
just opening. Four groups are now
operating. Lou Goldberg, formerly
with various major film companies,
is general manager of the firm.
Bowes radio program resumes
Sept. 17 on CBS under sponsorship
of Chrysler.

Sept. 2-5: Annual meeting of Fox theater
managers of the Rocky Mountain territory,
Rick Ricketson,
manager, Cosmopolitan
Hotel,
Denver.
City.
Sept. 9-11: Allied Theaters of New Jersey
annual convention, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic
Sept. 12: Paramount Pep Club cruise from
Manhattan to Woodcliff Park, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., on S. S. Delaware
Sept. 16-17: Annual convention of Independent
Theaters
Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and
waukee.
Upper Michigan, Plankington Hotel, Milsept. 17: Minneapolis Variety Club Golf Tournament, Minneapolis Golf Club, Minneapolis.

ROGER MARCHETTI, Hollywood lawyer and
representative of talent, is remaining in New
York for a few days following his return from
England.

for

Today: Actors' Equity Ass'n informal discus2 P. M.sion meeting. Hotel Astor, New York.

York last night

leaves by plane

Sept. 28-Oct. 2: Annual Atlantic Coast Premium Exposition, Hotel Astor, New
York.
Oct. 2: The Exhibitor of Philadelphia-Variety
Club Golf Tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.
Oct, 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
Sagamore,
Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 19-20: Annual convention of M. P. T. O.
of W. Penna., Pittsburgh.
Oct. 25:

JULES GOLDSTONE, coast attorney, left by
plane last night for Hollywood.
ARTHUR SHIELDS, of the Abbey Players,
Dublin, who has been in Hollywood at the RKO
Radio studios acting and directing dialogue
for "The Plough and the Stars," has sailed
on the President Roosevelt for Cobh, en route
to Dublin.

l/4

—
—
—

1

NEIL nesdayF.for Canada.
AGNEW

FRED ASTAIRE and ERNEST LAWFORD arrive
in New York today from abroad on the Beren-

»

"Flicker Frolics" Booked

Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn
Hotel,
Pittsburgh.
Nov. 27: Buffalo Variety Club annual movie
ball, Buffalo.
Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia.

"Mohicans"

Reopens Aldine

"Flicker Frolics," series of oldSetting Record for House
time movies prepared by Dorothy
Stone of the Stone Film Library,
Philadelphia — Amid fanfare selwill play at the Symphony Theater,
dom seen in this city, the Aldine reupper Broadway, for three days
opened yesterday to the greatest
starting Tuesday, and the St. George crowd in its history. More than
Theater, Brooklyn, for three days 7,500 people paid to witness the first
starting Thursday. Showings on this local showing of "The Last of the
split-week basis will continue for Mohicans," Reliance-United Artists
three weeks, after which the sub- release, jamming the 1,400 seat
jects will be booked into other houses house all day long.
of the Springer-Cocalis circuit.

"9 Days" Big in Pittsburgh

Co-Star Gable and Shearer

FILM DAILY
Pittsburgh — GB's "Nine Days a
Hollywood — Norma Shearer and
Queen" with Nova Pilbeam and Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, opened to excep- Clark Gable will be co-starred in
tionally big business at the Alvin M-G-M's "Pride and Prejudice",
Theater here on Tuesday and has adaptation of Helen Jerome's dramatization ofthe Jane Austen novel
been doing equally good since.
which had a successful Broadway
run ending earlier this summer.
"Godfrey" Going Big

Despite steady rain afternoon and
evening, Universal's "My Man Godfrey" smashed all opening-day recorls at the Fulton Theater, Pittsburgh, necessitating an extra perLedirk Suit Trial in Oct.
formance, the home office has been
advised.
Crowds and strong reviews
Trial of the anti-trust action of
the Ledirk Amusement Co. against indicate certain hold-over. Film
major distributors is on the October also is reported breaking records on
calendar of the U. S. District Court current Los Angeles stand at Panat Trenton. Conferences on the de- tages and RKO Hillstreet.
fense are being held b^ Merritt Lane
and Robert Benjamin of Phillips &
Capitol Booking Change
Nizer.
Instead of holding over "Piccadilly
Jim" for another week, the Capitol
Lenauer in Larger Offices
today
"The Gorgeous
Lenauer International Films has Hussy". presents
House has fallen behind
moved its offices to larger quarters on dates due to holdovers :n recent
months.
at 202 West 58th Street.

West Coast Bureau of THE

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Of the 24 girls in the "Bojangles of
Harlem" number of "Swing Time", not
one

has

dyed

hair. — RKO

RADIO.

YEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

BANNER EVENT will be premiere
new Cosmopolitan Production, 'Give
as inaugural attraction at New York's
Criterion Theatre. 185 -foot, block
Broadway's

biggest,

tells

Gothamites

of Kay Francis*
Me Your Heart'
magnificent new
-long streamer,
all

about

it.t

FRANK'S FORTNIGHT FURLOUGH after finis as
'Oiwin' in 'Three Men on a Horse' brings him (left)
and Mrs. McH. to Manhattan for first vacation in three
years. He'll start back soon to coast and leading comic
role in forthcoming
all-Technicolor
'Desert
Song.'*
THREE MEN ON SAFARI! Explorer Paul Hoefler
sails with aides (right) for Dark Continent to seek,
record jungle adventures never before filmed. Contraption above is 'remote-control' camera, operating
without human aid, designed, built by Warners
who will release picture, 'Dark Empire', when finished.

DUNK', says star Dick Powell and California's comeliest chorines plunge
nto lavish production number being filmed under Busby Berkeley's eye for
Gold Diggers of 1937', newest in Warners' series of never-miss musicals,
* A Warner

Bros. Picture

|A Cosmopolitan

SMASH SELLOUT is Scranton's frenzied welcome to 'Stage Struck',
15,000 were turned away, police were unable to check record-breaking
throngs who fought for glimpse of new hit and new star Jeanne Madden.
Production

Vilagraph, Inc., Distributors

-. £gg"S
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TELEVISION FIRM
SEEKS $4,000,000
B\ GEORGE
FILM DAILY

MIRROPHONE ORDERS
SWAMP W.E. FACTORY

W. MEHRTENS
Staff Correspondent

Washington — The International
Radio-Television Corp. has applied
to the Securities Exchange Commission for permission to float a
$4,000,000 stock issue to carry on
experimentation in television. According to William Priess, head of
the new corporation, television receiving sets to be produced by him
are ready for the market. Priess is
at present experimenting with a
three-foot screen. Hearings will be
held next Wednesday.
Commenting upon the Priess experiments, Andrew W. Cruse, head
of the Department of Commerce
Electrical Division, told The Film
Daily that contrary to popular
opinion development of television
will be the greatest help to the motion picture and theatrical business
that has materialized for many
years.
"I can see no reason why the motion picture industry and television
broadcasting companies cannot costated. operate for the common good," Cruse
According to Cruse, Priess feels
that he has a marketable television
receiver which will sell for around
$200, but further experimentation is
necessary on the transmission end.

Akerson on Campaign
George Akerson, formerly with
Paramount in an executive capacity,
is working with Congressman Joe
Martin, in charge of the Congressional campaign for the National
Republican Committee. Akerson was
formerly a secretary to Herbert
Hoover while the latter was President.

Scrappy Contract Renewed

Scrappy will continue as star of
the Durable Toy & Novelty Co.'s
line of toy films for another year
under a renewal contract recently
signed by that company and Columbia Pictures, owner of the animated cartoon character.

MILWAUKEE
Preparations are well in hand for
the annual convention of the Independent Theaters Protective Ass'n
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan,
now set for Sept. 16-17 in the Plankington Hotel. W. A. Steffes, Edward
Golden and H. M. Richey are among
those scheduled to attend.
Ben Miller, secretary of the Film
Board of Trade, will address the
Milwaukee Better Films Council at
its first fall meeting Sept. 8 on "Is
Censorship
Good for the Movies?"
The reopening of the Alhambra,
down-town Milwaukee house, last
week was brief. Advertising a
$250,000 fur and lingerie show with
a double feature bill, the house went
dark after two days.

▼
T
T
• • THAT KID brother of the film biz has been sneaking up on the 35 millimeter mug
and even though only
half the size, the 16 mm. kid is attracting a lot of attention from
the public those engaged in the 16 mm. field are up to
their necks in work
and some of them are actually
swamped
▼
T
T
• • • OVER AT the Du-Art Film Lab on Fifty-Fifth
Street, those experts, Al Young and Jack Goetz explain the sudden expansion in their 16 mm. activities thusly
the technical advances in reducing 35 mm. to 16, and getting the sound
so perfect, has caused a tremendous demand both from the industrial users of the smaller film as well as the individual fan
making it his home hobby
the Du-Art biz has been tripled
in the past year
T
▼
▼
• • • A BIG factor in the sudden spurt in the 16 mm.
field is due to the technical contributions of the Eastman company they have devised a machine for reducing the 35 mm.
to 16 that producers practically perfect sound
which lack
was the drawback in the growth of this field till Eastman realized the need, and had the experts get busy
T
▼
▼
• •
• TAKE THE situation of Bell & Howell
they
are so swamped with orders that they are running two months
behind on delivery of 16 mm. sound projection machines
big industrial organizations like the oil companies and the auto
manufacturers are calling for the latest equipment for all their
branch offices, while home users are increasing by the thousands,
with every big department store installing a 16 mm. department
to meet the demand
T
▼
▼
• • • FOR THE smaller labs in the industry, this 16 mm.
spurt looks as if it will eventually give them most of their busi
ness
making them practically independent of the producers
with their 35 mm. requirements all the steamship lines
rtow use 16 mm.
for museum and library purposes, looking toward the future generations who will want a complete film
record, 16 mm. answers the purpose perfectly, and saves storage
space and is vastly more economical
T
T
T
• • • WE IN this business of supplying theatrical entertainment lose sight of the vast field outside the narrow confines
of the motion picture theater's walls
it is a fact that in a
few short years the 16mm. demand for visual education in
schools and colleges will be a far bigger industry in dollars and
cents than the industry in Hollywood
the majors are beginning to see the handwriting on the wall
and are planning extensively to place their film libraries at the disposal of
the 16 mm. field
T
T
T
• • • WHEN YOU stop to realize that 75 per cent of the
big manufacturers of the nation who sell their product through
local dealers, are now regularly using 16 mm. in order to proper
ly inform these dealers and keep them pepped up
you get
a slight idea of the importance of the 16 mm. field most
of these dealer-showings are too small audiences where a short
throw is adequate
a 1,000-watt lamp brings up the 16 mm.
to look like 35 on a standard-size screen
only an expert can
detect it
in two years we predict a lot of experts in this
industry will be very, very independent for they will easily
find jobs in the 16 mm. field paying more than what they are
getting now
so stick around, fellers that kid brother
size 16 may be your out
T
T
T
• • • A FILM plug for Warners will go over a short
wave broadcast to South America, with Mrs. Maria Garrett of
the home office foreign dep't speaking in Spanish on several of
the company's recent pix ... • On the Martin Starr program
over WMCA this eve, Darryl Zanuck will receive the Four Stan
Award
•

«

«

«

»

»

»

to Erpi's
industry
nic response
newTheMirropho
sound system
has
so far exceeded expectations that
even though the Western Electric
factory has been stepped up to 24hour production, actual shipments
are in many cases being retarded,
Erpi made known yesterday.
In the Philadelphia territory a
dozen orders for the new system
have been placed including two from
the Comerford circuit for the Strand,
Scranton, and Strand, Shenandoah,
and two from Jay Emanuel for the
Grand, Philadelphia and Park, Reading. Erpi reports that sales activity is on a par in the 23 other
Erpi territories. The Comerford
circuit has also requested Erpi to
provide its new co-ordinated service
for the Strand theaters in Scranton
and Shenandoah as was previously
done for all other Comerford houses.

No Important Studio Shifts
Are Being Proposed by Zukor
{Continued from Page

1)

day, Zukor will spend the holiday
at his New City residence and will
be at his office at Paramount on
Tuesday. It is possible that a board
meetinghe will
be town.
called for next week
while
is in
The board
met
yesterday
and
transacted
routine business.

DETROIT
Bennett & Straight, architects, are
starting work on remodeling the
Gladwin Theater for Julius D. London. House will be renamed the
Booth, with opening about Oct. 1.
The same architects are working on
the Avon, Rochester, formerly called
the Idle Hour, for Charles L. Stern.
Capacity is being enlarged to 500
seats.
Earl Wright, formerly manager
of the Capitol for Associated circuit,
is now managing the Tower for
Wisper & Wetsman, succeeding Nero
Ottati, who becomes relief manager.
Clarence Koppin, who manages the
Highland Park, just acquired by
W. & W., will continue in his post.
L. A. Jameson & Co., architects,
are
preparing plans for a new
theater.
Russell Chapman, manager of the
Madison for United Detroit Theaters, is to manage the new Varsity
Theater opening this week. Henry
Zapp of the Ramona succeeds him
at the Madison.
"Three Women", Soviet film, has
been banned by the police film censor, following the ban which apparently applies to all Russian films.
Clem Pope, formerly manager of
the RKO Downtown, is now city
manager in Providence for RKO.

ELECTION
FORECAST!

LEO ALWAYS
"Will exact plenty
of healthy laughs
from patrons."

— FILM DAILY

WINS!

Steal the Election Show with
the laugh film that soon
will convulse the nation!

ROBERT
m II HOW

"Benchley enthusiasts will not be
satisfied seeing it
— M. P. DAILY

only once."

BENCHLEY
TO VOTE

//

It's positively the greatest short subject since "Three Little
Pigs." Timed for a quick clean-up! Ready for hilarious

booking

NOW!

(Sure it's one of those grand M-G-M 1936-37 Shorts!)

.
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4 MONTHS' RELEASES
ARE SET BY M-G-M
(.Continued from Page 1)

on the Run," a fast-moving comedy
romance with Joan Crawford, Clark
Gable and Franchot Tone in leading
roles; "Libeled Lady," with Jean
Harlow, William Powell, Myrna Loy
and Spencer Tracy; the Greta Garbo-Robert Taylor production of "Camille," adapted from the famous
Dumas play by James Hilton, author of "Good-bye, Mr. Chips," and
Frances Marion; "Old Hutch," a
Wallace Beery vehicle based on Garrett Smith's Saturday Evening Post
story;
"Aprilromance
Blossoms,"
al musical
withContinentRichard
Tauber, and "Our Relations," Laurel-Hardy feature.
Also on the new fall release list
are two new dramas, "Sworn Enemy" and "The Longest Night,"
featuring the new "team" of Robert
Young and Florence Rice, Grantland
Rice's daughter; "The All-American
Chump,'' a novel story of a country
bumpkin who develops into a bridge
wizard, featuring Stuart Erwin;
"Mister Cinderella," Hal Roach feature production with Jack Haley and
Betty Furness; a mystery story
with Elissa Landi, ZaSu Pitts and
Edmund Lowe in leading roles, tentatively known as "The White Dragon," and "Tarzan Escapes," the newest African adventure thriller, with
Johnny Weissmuller and Maureen
O'Sullivan again in leading roles.
"The Great Ziegfeld," which will
be the first September release, is being issued for a popular-price run
throughout the country following its
gve-month run on Broadway and
other records piled up as a roadshow attraction. In September also
will come "Sworn Enemy," "The
Devil Is a Sissy" and "Old Hutch."
October releases are "The Longest Night," "Libeled Lady," "The
Ail-American Chump," "Love on the
Run," "April Blossoms," and "Mister Cinderella."
In November will be released
"The White Dragon," "Born to
Dance," "Our Relations" and "Camille."
Scheduled for December are "The
Thin Man Returns," "Tarzan Esand "Maytime,"
at
least one capes"
other
release to bewith
added.

Ginger Rogers to Pinch Hit
For Fred Astaire on Radio
Ginger Rogers, currently co-starred
with Fred Astaire in the RKO Radio
picture, "Swing, Time", now playing
at the Radio City Music Hall, will
be star of the initial program of
the Packard program, which goes
over WEAF and the NBC red network on Sept. 8 at 9:30 P.M. She
is substituting for her film teammate, who is not arriving from
Europe in time to prepare for the
broadcast, of which he is nominally
the star. Miss Rogers will have
especially strong assistance on the
program, for her associates will be
Jack Benny, Mary Livingston, Allan
Jones and Francia White.

NEWS

of the DAY

South Boston, Va. — The Princess
Theater, remodelled and modernized,
has just been reopened as one of
the circuit of the Neighborhood Theaters, Inc., of which Morton G. Thalhimer of Richmond, head of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of VirShreveport, La. — With both sides
ginia, is president. The Thalhimer
making concessions, the strike of mo-, interests purchased the local house
tion picture operators in four down- a few months ago.
town theaters has been settled.
Eufaula, Ala. — Plans for a new
theater are announced by M. G. Lee,
owner of the present theater here.
In addition to the new house Lee
will air condition and install new
seats in the old house.

Bedford, Ind. — An investigation
of bombs exploded in the Bon Ritz
Theater here and the Indiana theater at Bloomington, both under the
management of Harry Vonderschmidt, is under way.
Clinton, Okla.— The Guthrie Theater here, has re-opened after complete remodeling.
Oklahoma City — A. G. Leary
Pittsburg was installed as b.m.
Universal here by Harry Graham
Atlanta. Walter Quade goes on
road as salesman.

of
for
of
the

Disney Gets Gold Medal
At Venice Film Exposition

Richmond, Va.— A. Frank
manager of the Wilmer & O'Brien,
Vincent
interests here, has just become one
of the leaders in the Richmond Theater Guild League membership drive
which is to begin Sept. 17. O'Brien
is to serve as chairman of newspaper advertising.

PROVIDENCE

(Continued from Page 1)

and expects to follow suit with
"Swing Time". The reaction of the
patrons to the price hikes will govern the theater operators in their
plan to make their higher scales
permanent.

"Swing Time" at Music Hall
Tops All Non-Holiday Biz
(Continued from Page 1)

also an Astaire-Rogers picture, during Labor Day week.
"Swing Time" drew 182,000 paying patrons during its first week
which ended Wednesday, 4,000 less

than poured in to permit "Top Hat"
to set the house's record gross.
"Swing Time" also shattered all
attendance records in two summer
Oklahoma City— L. C. Griffith and resort pre-release situations, Asbury
C. 0. Fulgham, Griffith Amusement Park, N. J. and Lake Placid, N. Y.
Co. executives are at Taos, New Both the Mayfair Theater at Asbury
Mex., attending Pawnee Bill's Gold- and the Palace at Lake Placid reen Wedding, and will spend several
port that the picture eclipsed their
days at Griffiths Recreation Camp in former house records, held in both
New Mexico before returning home. cases by "Top Hat." The report
from Asbury covers five days business, while the picture opened in
Lake Placid on Tuesday.
Nine Vitaphone Subjects

For September Release

Vitaphone is releasing nine short
subjects this month, it is announced
by Norman H. Moray, executive in
charge of shorts and trailers.
The two-reelers are: "Rush Hour
Rhapsody," a Broadway Brevity musical with Jean Sargent; Joe Palooka in "The Choke's On You," a
Broadway Brevity comedy with
Shemp Howard, Robert Norton, Beverly Phalon, Johnny Berkes, and
"Kaiser von California," German Leo Weber, and "The Backyard
production, was awarded the Mus- Broadcast" a Broadway Brevity musical with a number of talented
solini trophy as the best film. Paul
Muni's performance in "Story of child performers.
Louis Pasteur" brought him the VolThe one-reelers are: "Pearl of the
pi cup, while Annabella, French star,
was voted the best actress for her Pacific," an E. M. Newman Colortour Adventure, narrated by Kenwork in "Veille D'Armes."
neth Roberts; Clyde Lucas and His
Various other medals and awards
New Yorker Orchestra, a Melody
were received by "Tudor Rose" Master; "Pictorial Review" No. 1,
"Nine Days a Queen," "Kermesse
Eroique," "Schlussakord," "Jugend with Oscar of the Waldorf; "Vitaphoneshort,
Gayeties,"
a Big The
Time DeLong
Vaudeder Welt," "White Squadron," "Mary
ville
featuring
of Scotland," "Mr. Deeds Goes to Trio, Jack Pepper and Co., Allen &
Town" and "Trail of the Lonesome Kent, Will Morris & Bobby, Harry
Reser & His Eskimos, a Melody
Master, and "Logging Along," a
Pine."
vitaphone Novelty reel.
The 1936 gold medal award of the
International Cinema Exposition at
Venice for the year's best animated
cartoons was awarded to Walt Disney, whose entries included "Mickey
on Ice," "Three Orphan Kittens" and
"Who Killed Cock Robin?", the
United Artists office was advised
yesterday by cable. This is the third
successive year that Disney has taken the medal.

PRICE HIKES EXTEND
IN WESTERN PENNA,

Marchetti Sees England
Taking More U. S. Talent
Impressed during his recent visit
to England by the reliance of British
producers on Hollywood-trained talent, including players, writers and
technicians, Roger Marchetti, Los
Angeles film attorney, predicted yesterday at the Hotel Gotham that
there would be a heavy future
growth of American personnel in
British studios. England, Marchetti
said, is expecting to voluntarily
abolish the existing film quota as
established by the 1928 Cinematograph Film Act, although in some
quarters there has been recent pressure brought to bear to make production and distribution percentages
more stringent.
While in New York, Marchetti is
seeking distribution hook-up for two
Technicolor shorts he produced recently on the coast with Bob McGowan directing. Subjects, based on
fables, were made for primary appeal to children. Marchetti leaves
for Los Angeles Saturday.

Second Resettlement Film
Washington

The RKO Albee reopens with pictures after a three-week run of
legitimate plays.
The Carlton has reopened after
extensive alterations.
The Rialto, long dark, is being
demolished.
The Port Theater, Inc., was incorporated last week by John E.
Canning, Elward M. Brennan and
George A. Johnson.

Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Washington — "Old Man River",
PITTSBURGH
the
Administration's
latestResettlement
cinema project,
is ready to
be
"shot",
according
to
Pare
Lorentz,
The Fulton Theater switched to
the guiding genius of the last
single features this week with "My Resettlement picture, "The Plow
Man
Godfrey."Fisher Parry, Press That Broke the Plains". Lorentz
Florence
movie
columnist, off on a holiday has prepared three scenarios and
motor trip.
only
beforeawaits
he andDr.hisTugwell's
miniatureselection
studio
The Casino Theater set Sept. 14 will journey to the Mississippi to
as its reopening date.
start production.

Bang-up melodrama

.. .an American

classic. ..a thriller. A grand adventurous

ouksfuctl

(4C

yarn. Fast paced direction and a handsome
production. — EILEEN CREELMAN, The Sun
It has speed, thrill and excitement.
—

WILLIAM

BOEHNEL,

World-Telegram

Multitudes will see and enjoy this production.
You will find "The Last of the Mohicans" exceptionally worth while cinema.— IRENE THIRER, The Post
Is certainly- the

liveliest

blood

thunder

melo-

drama. Filmed on a large and lavish scale. ..It's
an exciting piece. —ROSE PELSWICK, Journal

They have done a grand

job of bringing the

high spots of the story to the screen.— McMANUSj/mes
The production can scarcely be spoken of too
highly... packed with punch, teeming with action,
the best.

the film ranks among
—

Excitement

REGINA

CREWE,

galore, highly spectacular

tainment .. . the

enormous

cast

American

enter-

is expertly

handled by the director. — kate Cameron, News

A wow thriller, fun for everybody. "The Last
of the Mohicans is a thrilling, starring and
exciting

picture and

an amusing

one.
1/rror

Don't miss it. — bland johaneson, mi

As

straight

screen

entertainment,

money's
it ranks as anybody's
worth of high proof excitement.
—

LUCIUS BEEBE, Herald-Tribvne

rf. If. critic* ctuefc a* KiwCt
*eti HC44T attendance, record.

THE LAfT OP THE
MOHICANS
A
Released

Reliance
fhry

Picture
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By RALPH WILK
PREPARATIONS are under way
* for the filming of "Captain
s," Kipling's famous saga
Courageou
fishing banks.
the New England
of
Lionel Barrvmore will play the role

of Captain'tholomewTrook.
and SpencerFreddie
also
Tracy Barnamed for parts in the picture. Victor Fleming will direct the Louis
D. Lighton production.
▼
T
T
Howard Strickling, head of M-Grent,fourhas
departme
M publicit
weeks
after
turned to they studio
in the east, during which time he attended the "Romeo and Juliet" premiere in New York, and "The
Hussy" opening in WashGorgeous
ington.
T

t

▼

Madge Evans leaves today for a
week's vacation at Del Monte.
T

t

*

Sol Lesser, president of Principal
Productions, has one picture before
the cameras, another being edited
and three more preparing for early
filming. Shooting has been finished
on "King of the Royal Mounted" for
20th Century -Fox release. "Wild
Brian Kent" is now on location.
"Rainbow Over the River," "The
Storm" and "Valley Range"
Desert
are in preparation.
T

T

T

Herman Brix, former Olympic
star, has been given a long term
contract by Sam Katzman, president
of Victory Pictures. Brix will be
starred in a series of Sport Action
Features. Victory plans to put the
first into production shortly after it
completes "Shadow of Chinatown,"
15-chapter serial starring Bela Lugosi and featuring Herman Brix,
Joan Barclay, Luana Walters, Maurice and Forrest Taylor.
T
▼
V
Paramount has extended the contract of two leading players, a junior actress and of a director. Gail
Patrick, currently on loan to 20th
Century, Eleanore Whitney, now
playing the leading role in "Rose
Bowl," and Charles Barton, who recently completed direction of "Murder with Pictures" to guide "Rose
Bowl" through production. The
stock player whose contract has
been extended is Gail Sheridan, now
in "Hopalong Cassidy Returns," being producd by Harry Sherman.
t

▼

▼

Joe Cook and his long-time partner in comedy, Dave Chasen, just
signed by Paramount, will have featured roles in "Boots and Saddles,"
from Zane Grey's story, "Stairs of
Sand,"erassoon
to go
before of
theJames
camunder the
direction
Hogan. Larry Crabbe, Anthony
Nace and Raymond Hatton in the
cast.
▼
▼
Y
"To Young to Die," a comedy by
Lewis R. Foster, has been purchased
by Paramount as a Mary BolandCharlie Ruggles comedy vehicle.

Absolutely, Positively Definite

After five changes, First National has decided on "Sing Me a Love Song" as the
release title for the musical in which James Melton. Patricia Ellis, Hugh Herbert, Allen
Jenkins, Ann Sheridan and ZaSu Pitts appear. Picture was first called "Let's Pretend," then "Sing Me a Love Song," next "Come Up Smiling," followed by "Let's Pretend" again, and b;ck to "Sing Me a Love Song." Studio says the decision now is
definitely, positively and absolutely final.

A survey made in Canada and
published by the London Evening
Standard, shows that Canadians
rank Edmund Gwen along with
Charles Laughton as England's two
greatest actors. Gwenn is currentin the "White Dragon," MG Mly cast
production.

title role, which made Belle Bennett
a star in the 1926 version. Lester
Cohen, novelist and screen writer,
has been
screen
play. signed to prepare the

Public

Resuming A. T. b T. Probe
With Erpi to Be Called

//

This should give Lou Lusty a few
laughs. A newspaperman friend
dreamt that the RKO executive had
been offered the managership of the
New York Yankees. In the dream,
Lou received a letter from President
Ruppert. Nervous and superstitious,
Lou asked
friend a to$20,000
open thecheck
letter. Out his
dropped
— a bonus if Lou would sign to lead
the team — and then the newspaperman was awakened by the noises
of New York.

Our New York Passing Show:
Bill Robinson and Jesse Owens
Charles La Torre, New York
stage, radio and screen actor who watching the Yankees trim the
arrived
here recently from New Cleveland club; Gordon Kahn preT
T
▼
paring to return to Hollywood after
York for a visit, is playing a part
Eight musical numbers, two of
an absence of three years — this time
in
M-GM's
new
Greta
Garbo
picto
write
for Republic; John Lloyd,
which will have three vocal and five
ture, "Camille." La Torre also aporchestral reprises each, will constipeared in a Shell Chateau radio Warner Bros, scenarist, at "Idiot's
tute the songs for Irving G. Thal- broadcast.
Delight"; William Collier, Sr., here
early for the World Series; B. G.
berg's "Maytime," in which Edmund
"Buddy" DeSylva and George MarGoulding is directing Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy. The music
shall, husband of Corinne Griffith,
Frieda Inescort, who is now in
was written by Sigmund Romberg, New York on vacation, will be fea- accompanying the College All-Stars
composer of music for the original
tured by WarnerFirst National in from Chicago to New York.
one of the most important roles in
stage
production,
and
Herbert
StotT
T
T
hart. Gus Kahn wrote the lyrics "Another Dawn," scheduled for
Louise
Latimer,
actress,
and Erfor the new songs. Only two num- early production. Laird Doyle is
scenarist, have just rebers will be retained from the or- the author of the original story and win Gelsey,
vealed
that
they
were
married
on
June 13 in Denver.
iginal, "Sweethearts" and "Jump also of the screen treatment.
Jim Crow." Miss MacDonald and
Eddy sing the first with Frank MorEdmund Lowe and Isabel Jewel
gan and a chorus doing the second.
Spring Byington has been enwill have leading roles in "Career
gaged by Columbia for the feature
Woman,"
Claire
Trevor's
next
20th
The life of Patrick Henry forms Century-Fox film. Lewis Seiler will role of Rebecca Perry in "Theodora
Wild,"
which
is now ofin Richard
producthe basis of a two-reel Vitaphone direct from a screen play by Lamar Goes tion
under the
direction
short subject entitled "Give Me Lib- Trotti, based upon an original story Boleslawski, with Irene Dunne as
erty,"nicolorwhich
is being
filmedstudios
in Tech-in by Gene Fowler.
the star and Melvyn Douglas as her
at the
Warner
r
v
▼
leading man. Other prominent playBurbank. In the cast are John Litel,
ers who will be seen in featured
Ned Sparks will have a featured
Nedda Harrigan, George Irving,
parts are Robert Allen, Elisabeth
Myrtle Stedman, Boyd Irwin, Car- role in "One in a Million," the 20th Risdon, Grace Hale, Sara Edwards,
lyle Moore, Jr., Shirley Lloyd and Century-Fox musical film which will
Theodore Osborn. B. Reeves Eason introduce to the screen Sonja Henie, Nana Bryant and Thurston Hall.
is directing.
blonde Olympic figure skating cham- Mary McCarthy's
story bywasSidney
prepared for the screen
pion. Sidney Lanfield will direct.
T
▼
T
Buchman.
T
T
T
Lionel Barrymore has been given
Margaret Irving, Nedda Harrigan,
the part of Captain Disko in MG- Gregory Gaye, Guy Asher, William
Two additional feature roles in
M's forthcoming picturization of Demarest and Keye Luke will be in "Come Closer Folks" starring James
Rudyard Kipling's "Captains Cour- the cast of Warner Oland's "Charlie Dunn, were filled a few days ago by
ageous." Freddie Bartholomew and
Columbia with the assigning of
Spencer Tracy were previously an- Chan at the Opera," soon to go into Gene Lockhart and George McKay.
production at 20th Century-Fox. H.
nounced for leading roles.
Bruce Humberstone will direct.
The story by Aben Kandel concerns
T
T
T
the life of a sidewalk pitchman and
v
T
T
prepared for the screen by Lee
Natalie Moorhead has been added was
Samuel Goldwyn plans to remake
Loeb and Harold Buchman. Marian
"Stella Dallas," silent hit. Ruth to the cast of "15 Maiden Lane" at Marsh has the feminine lead, with
Chatterton may be assigned to the 20th Century-Fox.
Wynne Gibson also seen in an imdirecting.
portant part. Harry Lachman is

Funds Sought
For New Film Company

Jules Goldstone, coast attorney,
said yesterday before returning to
Hollywood that his visit here has
been for the purpose of arranging
to obtain several million dollars of
new working capital for a motion
picture company through a public
stock issue. Goldstone declined to
name the company. He expects to
return next week to conclude the
deal.

V

T

T

Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer, who as
a freckle-faced young genius of
comedy song, won himself a studio
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
contract with his show-stopping
Washington — Federal Communica- work in Paramount's "Too Many
tions Commission investigation of
the American Telephone & Telegraph Parents," has returned to that studio, on loan from Roach, for a feaCo. and its subsidiaries will be retured part in "Right In Your Lap,"
sumed Oct. 15 with Erpi activities with Marsha
Hunt, John Howard
slated to be brought into the spot- and Eugene Pallette. Under the
light almost immediately. Repre- same deal Paramount loaned Lynne
sentatives of the Commission have Overman to Roach for a leading
been stationed at the Erpi offices part in a new comedy in which
in New York all summer gathering Patsy Kelly and Lyda Roberti will
information for the quiz.
appear.

m
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TIMELY TOPICS
Best Dramatic Directors
Once Megaphoned Comedies
QOMEBY is the basis for all
"" drama. The most successful directors now handling the
most serious dramas were formerly the comedy directors of
yesterday. I can point to a
score of the topnotch directors
of today who got their early
training on the Sennett and
Christie lots during the successful reign of the two-reelers.
For example, Norman Taurog,
Wesley Ruggles, George Stevens, Lloyd Bacon, and Frank
Capra, who is a starring example of my theory.
— George Marshall.

Says Broadcasting Film Stars
Hurt Small Exhibs Business
""THE broadcasting of commercial radio programs with
movie stars may bring heavy
losses to small suburban exhibitors of motion pictures.
Many of these small theater
operators, who draw their trade
from the weekly visits to town
of the people living on the outskirts, will be the heaviest
losers.
It is quite understandable
that, with the radio bringing
Hollywood personalities into
their living rooms with a flick
of the dial, they will be reluctant to make the trip to the
trading center, where they will
have to pay for the same personalities the radio brings them •
free. Major producing companies in Hollywood must cooperate with motion picture
exhibitors if this type of competition is to be checked.
Contracts with the stars must
include restrictions to keep them
from exploiting their moviebuilt personalities in direct competition.
— Jack Cohn.

Believe Para. Cameraman
Still a Captive in Spain
John Dored, Paramount cameraman, is safe but is probably being
held a captive in Spain, according to
official advices of the State Department, Washington, yesterday to A. J.
Richard, editor-in-chief of Paramount News. The State Department revealed receipt of this cable
from its consul in Seville:
"John Dored reported safe and
well in the advance military zone
but exact place unknown. He is
presumably being detained since he
has passed into the lines from
Madrid. I am trying to obtain more
information."
This information follows by several days unofficial reports received
by Paramount in New York that
Dored is safe and is being escorted
to Gibralter.

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Public Sees Television
London — Practical demonstrations
of television were witnessed by the
public here on Wednesday when two
British-controlled companies put on
shows with their sight-and-sound
machines at Radiolympia.
For the next year the companies
(Marconi-Electrical Musical Industries and Baird Television, Ltd.) will
"televise" at the exhibition hall on
alternate weeks, competing to have
their equipment installed by the
British Broadcasting Co.
The television screen emulates the
Hollywood example, though on a
smaller scale. Performers talk and
move in perfect synchronization on
a screen 9 by 12 inches, with the
smoothness of movie motion and
with strikingly similar appearance.
The scenes being "telecast" for
the exhibition audiences come from
a station eight miles away, where
interior and exterior, stationary and
moving scenes are reproduced with
equal clarity. Such a picture, however, as bicyclists pedalling through
a park 150 feet from the sending apparatus was greatly reduced when
shown on the receiving set.
Two units — one for vision and one
for sound — are necessary for transmission and reception. Each can be
used separately:
Marconi's "Emitron" camera projects the received image instantly,
while the Baird apparatus utilizes a
type of movie camera which automatically develops a film and projects it in from 30 to 40 seconds.
Television, officials said, may
transform radio studios into the ap-

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
"San Francisco" has gone into a
tenth week at the Mayfair, of
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newman of
Seattle recently celebrated their
33rd wedding anniversary.
T. H. Moore, exhibitor of Tacoma,
was a visitor in Seattle.
Joseph J. Rosenfield, representative of the Evergreen Theaters in
Seattle, made the principal address
before the Spokane Lions Club the
other day, pointing out that the
movie industry is keeping step with
the forward advance of business, as
attendance is steadily improving.
W. A. Cochrane, of the Brook
Theater, Snoqualmie, Wash., was a
recent visitor to film offices in
Seattle.
Peoples Theater Co., recently incorporated at Spokane, will operate
the Ritz, Empress and Post theaters
there, C. D. Miller of the corporation
has announced.
W. D. McDonald, exhibitor of
Olympia, was recently a visitor on
Seattle's film thoroughfares. Ditto
Roy Czerny, theater owner of Kent.

pearance ofmovie sound stages with
concealed microphones, curtains and
lights.
Engineers say reception is not dependable beyond a 25-mile radius
and they are not certain when greattively.
er distances can be conquered effec-

11 New British Kinemas
London — The fall building race
has resulted in 11 new kinema ventures being announced this week.
The latest are located in Devon,
Hants, Herts, Berks and Lanes.

Nova Scotia Tax Cut
Halifax, N. S. — Following appeals
by exhibitors, the Provincial Government of Nova Scotia has adopted
a new amusement tax scale which
is practically the same as that now
in force in Ontario for lower priced
seats.
The tax on the 25 cent admission
has been reduced from five to two
cents, while the reduction of the
levy on the 35 cent ticket has been
from five to three cents, according
to the scale just announced.

A. London
E. Mathews
in addition
"Triangle"
— With the
of A.

E. Mathews, noted British character
actor, the cast of "Triangle," the
new Miriam Hopkins vehicle in production at the Alexander Korda
studios at Denham, is complete. The
picture is under the direction of
Walter Reisch, who also wrote the
script.

NEW

ORLEANS

Ed Ortte, former Republic salesman, has resigned to devote all his
time to his interest in the Belmont
Theater, Pensacola. George Nungesser replaces Ortte at Republic.
Fred Jack, Vitagraph southern
nesday. manager, arrived here Weddivision
E. V. Richards sailed his Eldes
into New Orleans from Bay St.
Louis despite indications of small
craft warnings
Sunday.
Frank K. Bailey of Bay Springs,
Miss., H. E. Hollis, who runs the
Ritz, newest house at Fairhope, and
' ank Bishop, who runs the Lyric
at Bay Springs, were film row visitors.

LINCOLN

Bob Livingston scrammed town
for a few days, destination unknown. He's the manager of the
Capitol here.
Roy E. Bott, exhibitor from
Hooper, Neb., stole the show at the
Omaha Legion convention with his
suds-guzzling mule.
George Sulz, Laurel, Neb., opened
the auditorium last week after reeouipping it with new sound.

EXPLOITETTES
"Court of Human Relations"
Receives Air Plugs
AS part of the comprehensive
co-operative publicity campaign set for Columbia's short
subjects series, "The Court of
Human Relations," the names
of those key theatres booking
the first short, "Mad Money,"
were announced recently on
the Court of Human Relations
radio program over a coast-tocoast N.B.C. network. The
series is being produced and directed by B. K. Blake and is
based on stories appearing in
True Story Magazine and other
MacFadden Publications and
will be released once a month.
— Columbia Pictures.

Serialization Helped
"Mohicans" in Columbus
'JJ'HE
thirteen-day
serialization
which
Frank Henson
and
Fred Olstreicher of Loew's
planted in the Journal brought
plenty of advance attention to
"The Last of the Mohicans," the
Reliance production at Loew's
Broad Theater in Columbus.
They also grabbed a column
of editorial space for the film
and ran a three-day classified
ad tie-up, as well as several
publicity stories. In the Citizen
they plugged the picture with a
four-day star-face contest, a
classified-ad contest, a Cunningham feature with art and an ad
insertion on Indian curios.
The Dispatch gave the picture
a great tieup with the doll and
pet parade with photos, daily
stories and space on the editorial and fashion pages. The star
and neighborhood papers likewise contributed some fine
breaks.
Over the air the picture
scored heavily with a thirteenday transcription on WCOL,
several plugs from commentators and an Inquiring Reporter
program the day before the
opening.
"Mohican Red" got quite a
play in department stores and
jewelry shops. Henson made
some very effective window displays with the various book
stores and specialty merchants
to round out the campaign.
— Loew's BroadColumbus,
Theater, O.

THRILLS FOR
YOUR EARS!

MIMIOI'HONICS
DEMONSTRATED
IN BOWL
Thousands

are thrilled for the first time by

Western Electric's new

sound reproduction.

Again!— proof of the box-office value of the new dramatic
sound reproduction!
In the famous Hollywood Bowl, on August 17, the thrill of
a full symphony orchestra was enlarged to reach every ear
in the bordering hillside, retaining every vestige of the faithfulness, the tonal purity, the undistorted quality, of the
living sound itself!
The spellbound listeners, hearing this miracle of sound,
enjoyed the experience that patrons will get— when your

Western Electric
MIKKOI'HONIC
SOUND
SYSTEM
Electrical Research Products Inc.
Western Electric Company
250WEST

57'.- ST.. NEW YORK

theatre is equipped with MIRROPHONIC, the perfected
sound system that for the first time brings to every seat in
your theatre a massive, undistorted illusion of reality itself,
a true reproduction of the original sound!
MIRROPHONIC— Western Electric's epoch-making sound
system — brings to exhibitors everywhere the first new largescale money-making opportunity since Western Electric first
gave sound to the silent films!
Backed by E. R. P. I.'s world-wide service facilities, and by a
powerful exploitation campaign, mirrophonic sets an
entirely new standard of sound reproduction. An illustrated
booklet will be mailed on request.

ft

SWING TIME swings

INTO ITS SECOND WEEK AT
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL AFTER
A FIRST WEEK THAT WIPED
OUT ALL EXISTING RECORDS
EXCEPTING THE WONDER MARK
SET RY "TOP HAT," WHICH
HAD THE ADVANTAGE OF HOLIDAY PRICES LAST LABOR DAY.
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Erpi Royalty Still Above

RCA

ZUKOR SAYS HOLLYWOOD ENTHUSIASM IS AT PEAK
GB

Deal All

Working Out Details of New
Setup With Loew and
20th-Fox Involved

Set

in Principle, Says J. Robert Rubin

3 MONTHS' RELEASES 20 NEW STAGES ADDED
SET BY 20TH CENTURY
BY BRITISH STUDIOS

Deal whereby Loew's and 20th
Century-Fox acquire substantial inRelease of 15 features during the
terests in GB has been agreed upon
in principle and is covered by a next three months is planned by
memorandum, stated J. Robert 20th Century-Fox, which has the
Rubin when he arrived in New York following schedule: Sept. 11, "Pepyesterday on the Paris, after having
per" and "King of the Royal Mountrepresented his company at London
ed"; Sept. 18, The Jones Family in
conferences on the move. Various "Back to Nature"; Sept. 25, "Radetails, including those of a cor- raona"; Oct. 2, "The Bowery Prinporate nature, are now being worked
cess"; Oct. 9, "Ladies in Love"; Oct.
out, he said.
16, "Pigskin Parade," and the reissue of "Ambassador Bill"; Oct. 23,
The revamped GB organization
will handle the products of 20th "Thank You, Jeeves"; Oct. 30, "15
Century-Fox and M-G-M in Great Maiden Lane"; Nov. 6; "Reunion"
Britain under the new setup, Rubin and "Wild Brian Kent"; Nov. 13,
stated. Various employees of both "White Hunter"; Nov. 20, "Under
Your Spell"; Nov. 27, "Living Dang(Continued on Page 3)
erously."

SAM ECKMAN TO HEAD
NEW GB SALES SETUP
Sam Eckman, head of distribution
for M-G-M in the United Kingdom,
is understood to be slated to Become head of the new GB sales organization set up in England under
the Loew's-20th Century-Fox deal.
The agency will handle the outputs
of both American companies as well
as that of the GB studio at London.

United Detroit Theaters
Makes Managerial Shifts

Paramount Theater Sets
Next Five Film Bookings
Next five film attractions for the
New York Paramount Theater, following the current "General Died at
Dawn," have been set as follows:
"Texas Rangers," with Fred MacMurray, Jack Oakie and Jean Parker; "Big Broadcast of 1937," with
Jack Benny, Burns and Allen, Bob
Burns, Martha Raye, Benny Fields
and
Leopold
Stokowski
and
his
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 3)

Current is high
or 'standing
pictures
due ratio
in a of
large
measure
to the fact that Hollywood is more
London — More than 20 new stages enthusiastic about its business and
representing a cost of some $10,000,- about the future than at any time
000 will be added to existing British
according to Adolph Zukstudio facilities within the next in years,
or, chairman of the Paramount
month or so. The expansion in- board, who has just arrived in the
cludes eight stages and an overflow east for a brief visit. Despite the
stage being added by Amalgamated political unrest, Hollywood is confident about international economic
Studios, eight stages at the Pinewood Studios, and four stages at conditions, declared Zukor, and
the Rock Studios, Elstree. All will "every studio on the coast is deep
be opened within the month except in a revitalized schedule of picture
for two of the Elstree stages which
making that is unprecedented."
will be ready in December.
Speaking(Continued
of the onremaining
65 feaPage 4)

GB Studios Resume Work;
Six Productions Under Way
London — Following a fortnight's
holiday, the GB studios have resumed activity with six productions
under way. Raoul Walsh is directing an untitled picture with Wallace
Ford. Camera work is nearing completion on "The Nelson Touch," with
George Arliss. Alfred Hitchcock is
cutting "The Hidden Power," with
Sylvia Sidney. "Strangers on a
Honeymoon," with Constance Cummings, also
is being edited.
"The
(Continued on Page 3)

New Erpi Sound Recording Fees
Held Still Higher Than RCA

Detroit — United Detroit Theaters
has shifted several managers with Union Reductions Granted
the opening of the new Varsity TheNew Orleans "B" Theaters
ater. Changes include:
Managers: Russell Chapman, MaNew Orleans — Effective today,
dison Theater, to Varsity; Henry P.
Zapp, Ramona, to Madison; B. A. this city's four Class B houses, all
in
the commercial area, will receive
Morthorst, ex-assistant at Fisher,
to manager at the Ramona; H. a substantial decrease in projecBloom, ex-assistant at Riviera, to
tionists' wages, according to a remanager
of Rosedale;
Vernelle V.
port emanating from
reliable
(Continued

on

Page 4)

Hollywood Confidence and
Enthusiasm Highest in
Years, Says Zukor

RKO CANADA CORP.
BEING LIQUIDATED
Liquidation and dissolution of
RKO Canada Corp. Ltd., which has
been operating five Canadian theaters under joint control of RKO
and Famous Players Canadian Corp.
and sub-leasing of the theaters to
F-P Canadian, is provided in an
agreement filed yesterday in Federal Court. Under this plan RKO
gives up operations in Canada. F-P
Canadian and subsidiaries get a tenyear RKO(Continued
Radio on franchise
from
Page
3)

"Road to Glory" Held Over
In 11 Engagements to Date

"The Road to Glory," released
Major companies have indicated
after a four-week engageto Erpi that its proposed new re- nationally
ment at the Rivoli on Broadway,
cording agreement does not meet has so far been held over in 11
the terms offered by RCA as Erpi
with indications of other holdasserted
advised. it would, Film Daily is spots, overs
due to the fast box office pace
it has set in new bookings. ChiErpi's new agreement does not
cago, Boston, Los Angeles, San
furnish equipment free as RCA Francisco,
Detroit, St. Louis, Newagrees to do, a major company ofark, Baltimore Racine, Green Bay
ficial said. Erpi proposes to allow and Louisville are the places so far
(Continued

on

Page

4)

(Continued

on

Page

3)
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"March of Time" Expands
Its Facilities in England
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Producers of "The March of Time"
have increased their British production facilities to allow making of
one English subject for each release in the United Kingdom, said
Ralph Rolan yesterday when he
landed in New York from the Paris.
With Richard De Rochemont in
charge, headquarters have been established in Dean House, London.
Bernard Green has been engaged
to handle special exploitation and
publicity. Edgar Anstey, formerly
directing films for the Government
postoffice department, has been
signed to direct and James Hodgson
will
Rolan. be the cameraman, stated

43/8

4%
26%
3%

27
4

Roxy Opening Early
To accommodate the holiday
crowds, the Roxy will open its doors
at 10 A.M. today and Labor Day.
First full week's attendance for
"Girls' Dormitory," 20th CenturyFox release which started its second
week at the house yesterday, drew
the largest crowds and the biggest
receipts since the house started its
present policy.

SEPTEMBER 6
Dorothy Gulliver
Donald Keith
Rowland
V. Lee
Otto Kruger

10 Musical Productions
On 20th-Fox Schedule
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Hollywood — With three musical
productions shooting at the same
time, five being prepared and two
already completed, 20th CenturyFox has set a new production high
for this type of picture. Lawrence
Tibbett's "Under Your Spell," the
football satire "Pigskin Parade,"
and Jane Withers' first musical,
"Can This Be Dixie?" are now before the cameras.
"Sing, Baby, Sing," and Shirley
Temple's
Bowery Princess"
have
been "The
completed.

Abbott New Sales Manager
For Motiograph Company

Chicago — Following resignation
of Walter H. Hirschfield, sales manager of Motiograph, Inc., for the
past 13 years, Leslie R. Abbott of
this city has been appointed to fill
the post. Abbott will shortly make
a tour of the company's distributors.

"Adverse" Breaks Record

Rubinoff Booked
Phil Rubinoff has returned from
Kansas City with a contract for fiddler Dave Rubinoff's appearance at
the Kansas Centennial. Rubinoff
will guest conduct the Kansas City
Symphony Orchestra which will officially open their new 6,000,000 dol29. lar municipal auditorium on Sept.

Simone French Film Opening
"Premez garde a la Peinture"
("Beware of the Paint"), French
feature with Simone Simon, who has
risen to Hollywood stardom in 20th
Century-Fox's "Girls' Dormitory,"
opens today at the World Theater.
Picture is being distributed by
French Motion Picture Corp.

"Ramona"

Advance Premieres

"Ramona," first Technicolor picture produced by 20th Century-Fox,
will have a simultaneous world premiere at the Alvin Theater in Pittsburgh and at Bar Harbor, Me., exclusive summer resort, on Labor
Day. Loretta Young stars, and the
featured cast includes Don Ameche,
Kent Taylor, Katherine de Mille,
Pauline Frederick and Pedro de
Cordoba. National release date is
Sept. 25.

Mirrophonic in Penna.
First Western Electric Mirrophonic Sound System in the state of
Pennsylvania opened at the Park
Theater, Reading, on Thursday
night, with "Swing-Time" as the
feature. The new sound was enthusiastically received.

French Newsreel Debut

Philadelphia — A complete ban on
First issue of the French newsreel
broadcasting on the part of motion
picture players and directors is de- to be distributed in this country by
manded of producers and directors French Motion Picture Corp. is set
in a resolution which has been for release Sept. 16. The reel will
adopted by the United M. P. Thea- have English titles.
ter Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania.

Another for Brandt Circuit
Brandt Theaters has taken over
the new theater under construction
in White Plains.

Columbia

Common

Coming and Going

DAILY

Pittsburgh — "Anthony Adverse"
smashed all opening day records at
RKO Gets Republic Product its premiere yesterday at the Stanley. Despite raised admission prices
RKO yesterday closed with Republic for a split of its product in the picture by 6 P. M. had played
New York with Loew's and for 25 to more people than "Little Woout-of-town spots and has closed
men,"record
which at
heldthe
thetheater.
daily attendance
The
with United Artists for 15 out-orhouse
is
operating
16
hours daily.
town
spots,
it
was
said
by
John
O'Connor.

Ask Wide Broadcasting Ban
SEPTEMBER 5
Sam Sax
Doris Kenyon
Jerry Safron
Cleve Adams
Amos
Hiatt

Saturday, Sept. 5, 1936

Those being prepared are "On
the Avenue," Shirley Temple's "The
Stowaway," "One in a Million," the
British theaters playing "The "20th Century-Fox Follies" and
March of Time" now total 915, as "Sally, Irene and Mary."
compared with 759 a year ago, said
the Time executive.

vtc
27
4

OAILY

Dividend

Columbia has declared a quarterly
dividend of 25 cents a share on the
common stock, payable Oct. 1 to
holders of record Sept. 18.

LEW AYRES arrives in New York today by
plane for the coast and sails on the Bremen
for a vacation abroad. On his return he starts
work
director.at the Paramount studios as an actorROSITA MORENO, returning from a South
American tour, is being met in New York by
her husband, Melville A. Shauer of the Paraceed mount
to Hollywood.
producing staff, and together they proDONALD FLAMM,
WMCA,
is back
from

president
abroad.

of

Station

DOROTHY TREE has arrived in New
from the coast for a short vacation.

York

DIAMOND BROTHERS, comedy acrobatic
dancers, and the TWELVE ARISTOCRATS,
dancers, sail today on the Paris for England.
PAUL L. HOEFLER, who recently returned
from India with "Voice of India" which will
be distributed by J. H. Hoffberg, will arrive
in New York on Sept. 10 to confer with Hoffberg regarding the world premiere on Broadway.
W. RAY JOHNSTON arrives in New
Tuesday from Hollywood.

York on

JEAN LENAUER left yesterday by plane for
Washington to confer with Henri de Laboulaye,
French Ambassador to the U. S., regarding the
opening of "La Kermesse Heroique," French
Grand Prix winner, at the Filmarte Theater on
Sept. 22.
JAMES R. GRAINGER, general sales manager
for Universal, leaves Los Angeles on Tuesday
to attend west coast territory sales conferences
at San
Francisco.
HAL HAPERIN, head of the Chicago office
of Variety, is in New York.
ETHEL MERMAN arrives in New York on
Monday
aboard the Queen Mary for rehearsals
role.
of the new Broadway musical show, "Red, Hot
and Blue," in which she will have a prominent
THE RITZ BROTHERS leave New York by
plane Monday for Hollywood to fulfill screen
engagements.
SIDNEY TOWELL, 20th Century-Fox treasurer,
returned
Berengaria. to New York yesterday on the
RICHARD
yesterday
on

DWIGHT arrived in New
the Berengaria.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
Sept. 9 on his return to

sails from
New
York.

York

England

N. D. GOLDEN, head of the motion picture
section, Department of Commerce, is in New
York on a visit.
MILT GROSS
New
York.
to

has gone to the coast from

DAVID L. LOEW, now in New
Hollywood
in 10 days.

York, returns

PATRIC KNOWLES, the young English actor
who was brought over by Warners some time
ago and has had roles in two forthcoming
feature pictures, "Give Me Your Heart" and
"The Charge of the Light Brigade," and who
has been spending his vacation in England,
will sail for America on the Normandie on
Sept.

9.

M. P. Baseball
LEAGUE
Team
Music
Hall
RKO
Columbia
Skouras
Loew-M-G-M
Consolidated
Paramount
N. B. C
Unit.
Art

League

STANDINGS
Won
12
11
8
8
6
7
4
3
0

Semi-finals to take place on
ing. Sept. 12, at the Catholic
177 St. and E. Tremont Ave.,
Skouras
vs. Columbia
RKO

The Finish
Lost Pet.
0
1000
3
785
7
533
7
533
6
500
8
465
9
307
11
215
8
000

Saturday mornProtectory Field,
Bronx.
vs. Music
Hall

The winners of each set will play for the
Championship
on Saturday, Sept. 19, at the
same
field.
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RKO CANADA CORP.
BEING LIQUIDATED

RUBIN SAYS GB DEAL
IS SET IN PRINCIPLE

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page 1)

American firms will be retained under the plan, it was indicated.
In this country M-G-M and 20th
Century-Fox will each distribute five
GB features for the first year, said
Rubin. It is understood this arrangement will become operative
with the 1937-38 season.
Sidney Towell, treasurer of 20th
Century-Fox, and Richard Dwight
of Hughes, Schurman & Dwight,
who have been working on the deal,
both arrived in New York yesterday
on the Berengaria. Joseph M.
Schenck is scheduled to sail from
England for New York on Sept. 9.

United Detroit Theaters
Makes Managerial Shifts
(Continued from Page

1)

of Rosedale, beex-manag
Ward, comes
assistanterat the Riviera.
Assistants: Harold Brown, Ra^
mona to Riviera; Morgan Creedon,
United Artists to Varsity; Vincent
Sullivan, Regent to United Artists;
George A. Ranshaw, former vaudeville booker and film exchange operator, to the Regent; James Easson,
formerly of the Fisher staff, promoted to assistant. Lance Kelly,
former chief of staff, succeeds Glenn
•McLean, who resigned to join the
police force, as treasurer at the
Michigan.

•
•
chalked
Queen,"
Steps"
say will

• MAYBE YOU have noted the Success Story being
up by G-B
with such standouts as "Nine Days a
"Seven Sinners," and that recent knockout, "The 39
not to overlook "King Solomon's Mines," that they
be the next step to stu-pen-dous and that continent-crossing production manager,
Michael Balcon, is greatly
responsible for it all
he is one Britisher who not only concedes that Hollywood can teach the boys across the pond some
things
but puts into the pictures the things that he has
learned from American
technique and the G-B product
that is growing so popular with our natives is the answer to
that intelligent attitude
• •
• LURED FROM Hollywood to the Broadway Scene
are two youthful and talented damosels
Beatrice Blinn
from the Columbia studio, she being a niece of the late Holbrook Blinn
and Phyllis Brooks from the RKO studio ....
both have parts in the Edna Ferber-George Kaufman "Stage
Door" that Sam Harris will produce
Margaret Sullavan,
another temporary deserter from the Cinema city, will play the
lead
T
▼
T
• • • THE COMMITTEE has canceled the proposed river
cruise and outing of the Paramount Pep Club scheduled for next
Saturday, due to apparent lack of interest ... • Metro is
seeking a juvenile lead for "They Gave Him A Gun" ... • Joe
Weil advises us that P. D. Cochrane was the individual responsible for that clever diary idea for publicizing Universal's
"My
Man Godfrey"
we inadvertently gave credit to Joe for
the stunt

MINNEAPOLIS

"Road to Glory" Held Over
In 11 Engagements to Date

WESTERN

MASS.

1)

Sept. 1, 1936, as part of the pact.
RKO Canada Coxp. is being dissolved because it has been unprofitable, is unable to meet its debts
and needs cash for further operations.
Under the agreement RKO Canada Corp. will turn back its lease
on the Capitol Theater, Ottawa, to
the Bank & Queens Corp., an RKO
subsidiary, and on the Winnipeg
Theater, Winnipeg, to the Orpheum
Theatrical Corp., also an RKO subsidiary. These companies will lease
the theaters to F-P Canadian for
15-year periods.
Orpheum Theater, Vancouver, is
to be turned back to the. landlord
and will then be leased by F-P Canadian.
agreements
in Vancouver andPooling
Ottawa
involving
the
RKO Canada Corp. theaters and
several others are terminated.
RKO Canada Corp., will transfer
to Bleury Investments, Ltd., a wholly-owned subsidiary, the capital
stock of Maritime Theaters, also a
subsidiary, and dissolve Maritime.
RKO Canada Corp. is turning
back to Bleury Investments the
lease on the Imperial Theater.
Bleury will lease the theater for
15 years to F-P Canadian Corp.,
Maritime Theaters will lease to F-P
Canadian, the Capitol Theater and
Building, St. John, N. B. for a similar period. The Albee Theater
Bldg., Montreal is also being leased
to F-P Canadian by Bleury and
Maritime.
Half the stock of Bleury will go
to RKO and half to F-P Canadian.

The Poli Cavalcade, under police
escort, and bearing good-will mes- Paramount Theater Sets
sages from Governor Curley of
on the 20th
holdovers
reporting
Massachusetts, made Springfield its
Century-Fox film.
Next Five Film Bookings
first stop-over in its New England
"Girls' Dormitory," the Simone
(Continued from Page 1)
tour, starting a new movie season
Simon debut picture, which broke
for the circuit. The Cavalcade is
all records under the present Roxy
composed of four young women on Symphony Orchestra; "Valiant is
management during its first week
motorcycles.
the Word for Carrie," with Gladys
there, also is recording holdovers
George, Arline Judge, John Howard
out of town, as are "Sing, Baby
George
Papalus
of
the
Majestic,
and Dudley Digges; "Champagne
Sing," the 20th Century-Fox muEasthampton,
is operating the Bi- Waltz," with Fred MacMurray,
sical which will come to the Roxy
Gladys Swarthout and Jack Oakie,
i jou, Holyoke.
after "Girls' Dormitory," and "To
Frederick L. Parker has been and "Wedding Present," with Joan
Marv — With Love."
Grant,
elected president of the United-Shea Bennett,
croft andCary
Conrad
Nagel.George BanTheater Corp., Westfield. Robert C.
PITTSBURGH
Appearance of name bands in
Parker is treasurer.
person will be be continued at the
house.
The Capitol, Monson, is being
Fred Herrington, secretary of the
Ted Bolnick is spending a lot of
MPTO of W. Pa., has gone to At- time at LaCrosse, Wis., where he renovated for an early fall opening.
lantic City to attend the New Jersey
Poli's Springfield has raised its
will
be manager of Eddie Rubin's
convention.
new house.
top from 50 to 60 cents for "Great GB Studios Resume Work;
and Oscar KuschKalmine
Maitland Frosch of National ThenerHarry
are back
in town.
Six Productions Under Way
Louis Cohen of the Winchester
ater Supply has just returned from Ziegfeld."
"Ramona," with Loretta Young, a three-week trip to New York. Square
Associates, operators of
(Continued from Page I )
is having its world premiere at the Frosch says this section of the neighborhood theaters in SpringHarris-Alvin tomorrow night.
country seems to be leading the
field, has returned from a honey- Great Barrier," shot on location in
Five buses have been stationed by east in building and remodeling.
moon in South America.
Canada, is being assembled here,
Warners in strategic points of the
Bob Workman and Abe Kaplan
and preparations are under way on
city to furnish free transportation have worked out a clever ticket in
"King Solomon's Mines," with Roto the Stanley Theater to all who the form of a film contract for the
Young, Cedric Hardwicke and
Paul land
Robeson.
Publish
Frank
Buck
Book
Adverse."
to see "Anthony
Club golf tourney, Sept. 13,
want
John H. Harris left for Atlantic Variety
at the Minneapolis Golf Club.
"Non-Stop New York," dealing
"Through Jungle Trails," new
the Showmen's VaCity to
Irving Gillman, St. Paul operator, book by Frank Buck, will be pub- with transatlantic aviation, also is
riety attend
Jubilee.
lished
within
the
next
few
days
by
is
the
father
of
a
girl.
Film Row Visitors: G. B. Rubin,
prepared by GB. Nova PilThe Glenwood, recently taken the World Book Co. of Yonkers. being
the Walker Brothers, George Otte,
beam, Oscar Homolka and John Loder
are
among players already set
Priced
at
$1,
it
is
aimed
at
the
juveover
by
S.
G.
Lebedeff,
has
opened.
T. Kemper, George Purcell, John
nile trade.
for the cast.
Martin Lebedeff is manager.
Goring and Sam Hanneaur.
(Continued from Page 1)

Ole
week.
Park,

Lee, 66, a pioneer neighborhood theater operator, died last
Mr. Lee operated the Oak
Leola and Ritz theaters. Lyman, one of his sons, operates the
Leola, while Raymond, another son,
is co-proprietor of the Lake at Excelsior.
Howie Chisholm has transferred
from National Screen Service to
Grand National.
Cliff Gill is leaving immediately
for a tour of the Eddie Rubin circuit throughout the northwest, to
work up exploitation for the fall
season.
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H'WOOD ENTHUSIASM
AT PEAK, SAYS ZUKOR
(Continued

from

Paiie

1)

tures to be made on Paramount's
1936-37 schedule, Zukor said:
"Our three chief current releases
— 'The Texas Rangers,' produced by
King- Vidor with Fred MacMurray
and Jack Oakie; 'Rhythm On the
Range' with Bing Crosby, Bob Burns
and Martha Raye, and The General
Died At Dawn' with Gary Cooper
and Madeleine Carroll, are doing
exceptional
business," Zukor
said.
"Other important productions
which we have recently completed,
and which will bring far above
normal returns, are 'The Big Broadcast of 1937' in which are more
stellar names than I can immediately list; 'Wives Never Know' with
Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland and
Adolphe Menjou; 'Valiant is the
Word for Carrie' produced and directed by Wesley Ruggles with
Gladys George and Arline Judge;
'Champagne Waltz,' a beautiful
new-type musical with Fred MacMurray and Gladys Swarthout; and
'Wedding Present' with Joan Bennett and Cary Grant.
"These are our immediate releases. There are other big pictures either projected or in the
making. Heading the list of this
group of new pictures will be Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray
in a Frank Lloyd production, 'Maid
of Salem'; Mae West in 'Go West,
Young Man,' with Warren William;
C. B. De Mille's 'The Plainsman,'
starring Gary Cooper and Jean
Arthur; 'College Holiday,' with Jack
Benny, George Burns and Gracie
Allen, Martha Raye and Eleanore
Whitney,
and 'The
Jungle Princess,'
with Dorothy
Lamour.
"Our plans for Claudette Colbert, Marlene Dietrich and all our
other stellar personalities are ambitious," Zukor revealed. "Miss
Lombard's next will be 'Paris Adventure' with Cary Grant, produced
and directed by Wesley Ruggles,.
with Charlie Ruggles in a featured
spot. Leo McCarey will produce and
direct 'The Years Are So Long,"
from the best-selling novel by Josephine Lawrence. Irene Dunne and
Randolph Scott will be presented
in an elaborate musical romantic
drama by Oscar Hammerstein and
Jerome Kern. Arthur Hornblow will
produce. Another important picture
of this group will be 'Waikiki Wedstaning inBing
Crosby.
will beding,'
filmed
Hawaii
under This
the
direction of Edward Sutherland,
who is now completing 'Champagne
Waltz.'
"Following the completion of 'The
Plainsman,' Gary Cooper will appear in 'Souls At Sea' in which
George Raft will be co-starred and
which will be directed by Henry
Hathaway. Upon completion of
'Maid of Salem,' Frank Lloyd will
produceClaudette
and directColbert
'I, James
with
and Lewis,'
Cary
Grant in the leading roles.
Carole

A "JUtM' ham "£ots

By RALPH WILK
Also featured
HOLLYWOOD of William Dieterle.
in the cast will be Frieda Inescourt.
L^OWARD HAWKS, has been
T
T
T
signed to a long term exclusive contract by S. J. Briskin, viceUniversal
announces
Grant With-president in charge of production at ers, borrowed from Paramount,
will
have
lead
role
in
the
new serial
RKO Radio. Hawks' first directorial
assignment will be "Gunga Din."
Jim," based on the King
John Colton is writing the screen "Jungle
Features comic strip by Alex Rayplay, which will be produced by Edmond. Serials co-producers are Ben
ward Small.
Koenig and Henry Macrae, with
T
T
T
Ford Beebe and Cliff Smith co-diLew Ayres has signed a longrecting. Finished screenplay is by
term acting-directing contract with Wyndham Gittens, Norman Hall and
Paramount. Ayres left here yester- Ray Trampe. Pre-production shootday on the American Airlines, and
ing has already begun on wild anwill sail from New York on the
imal sequences.
Bremen for an extended tour of
▼
T
T
Europe. His Paramount affiliation
Helen Vinson, wife of Fred Perry.
begins Nov. 1, upon his return to British tennis champion, will have
Hollywood.
▼
T
T
an important role in "Reunion," the
Dionne Quintuplets' second starring
"My Husband's Secretary," an or- picture for 20th Century -Fox. It
iginal story by Robertson White marks her return to Hollywood
and Ben Grauman Kohn, will be put after several successive roles in
into production by Warners as soon British films since her marriage to
as the screen adaptation, also by Perry.
White and Kohn, has been finished.
The studios plan to have Margaret
Lindsay, Anita Louise and George
Melville A. Shauer, Paramount
Brent in the three leading parts.
associate producer and temporarily
in charge of the talent department,
T
T
T
Kay Francis, Errol Flynn and Ian has gone east via TWA to meet
Hunter will head the all-star cast Mrs. Shauer (Rosita Moreno) upon
which First National is assembling her return from a tour of South
for "Another Dawn." soon to go America. They will return to Hollywood immediately.
into production under the direction

MIDWEST
Rube Melcher has been appointed
salesman for Grand National in
Kansas City.
Eugene Spitz is the new booker
for Columbia in Kansas City, succeeding Bud Truog, now occupying
a similar position with Warners.
Clarence Milberger is the new shipper for Columbia.
Albert Charon is the new skipper
of
City.the St. John Theater, Kansas
The Dreamland, Walnut, la., has
been taken over by H. Thiessen,
from Harold Gould.
A. M. Paulson will start work on
his new theater at Amery, Wis.,
on Oct. 1.
E. L. Minnick has opened his new
theater at Rexford, Kans.
H. C. Gilbert will open his new
$50,000 theater at North Mankato,
Minn., about Oct. 1. House seats
650.
Lombard will be presented in a second stellar vehicle, 'Morning, Noon
and Night' which Mitchell Leisen
will direct.
"We have great plans for Marlene
Dietrich. Upon her return from
Europe, Paramount will place her
in a picture as yet untitled to be
produced and directed by Ernst
Lubitsch, in a story upon which he
is now working."

CLAIM ERPI ROYALTIES
STILL HIGHER THAN RCA
(Continued

from Pane

1)

t

a credit of 25 per cent on new
equipment purchases to be applied
on any sums due Erpi in excess of
the $100,000 minimum annual royalty most major companies pay Erpi
for recording. The companies say
this is not sufficient inducement to
modernize their equipment because
their producing requirements do not
permit them to roll up a royalty
payment so far in excess of the
minimum as to enable them to realize anything substantial from this
concession.

Photophone to Exhibit
At Allied Convention
RCA

Photophone has made arrangements to exhibit its theater
reproducing and stage sound re-enforcement equipment at the convention of the Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey, to be held at the
Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City,|
Sept. 9-11. The apparatus to be
displayed will include the RCA Rotary Stabilizer soundhead, which is
standard with all Photophone theater systems; High Fidelity stage
sound re-enforcement equipment
and RCA's newly developed twoway cellular type loudspeaker which
distributes all sound frequencies
uniformly throughout an auditorium. Among the RCA executives
who will attend the convention sesNEW ORLEANS
sions are Edwin M. Hartley, Photophone Division head, F. B. Ostman,
Dan Hempstead and Sol Halperin, Service Manager, Edward Auger,
heading a crew of eight men, are Bernard Sholtz and John P. Bethell.
working here on background for the M. J. Yahr will be in charge of the
20th Century Fox feature tentative- apparatus exhibit.
ly titled,
My several
Knee."
Shots
taken"Banjo
so far On
include
Union Reductions Granted
sections of the city's older quarter.
Bank Night Insurance finally arNew Orleans "B" Theaters
rived here with Lottie Oliver of the
(Continued from Page 1)
Theater Gift Guarantee Co. offering
to guarantee any absentee who may sources. Whereas these houses were
be called up to the amount of $50. said formerly to pay $65 weekly for
Theaters are fighting back.
three men on a 30-hour week basis,
Malco Theaters will operate Ed the union, cooperating with the
Kuykendall's houses which were re- house managers, has fixed the scale
cently leased by a syndicate con- at $68.25 for two men working on a
sisting of M. A. Lightman and E.
V. Richards. The houses are in the longer hour basis and approximately $22.45 for an extra relief man
Memphis territory.
who will work two days. Houses
affected are: Saenger's Tudor, LibDETROIT
erty, Strand and St. Charles. Class
C houses also are reported to be
receiving reductions.
Thomas D. Moule and Nate Newman have taken over the Jefferson
NEWARK
Theater, formerly operated by
Charles Nathanson. House will be
The Shubert Theater, which in
reopened
shortly after improvement.
recent years has been alternately a
Jacobs Bros. Organization, Inc., movie and then a legit house, will
has been formed with offices in the be reopened Sept. 14 by Lashtall
David Stott Bldg. to operate theat- Amusement Corp. of New York for 1
rical and other amusement conces- a series of stage attractions. It
will be under the management of
sion businesses.
Board of Education has author- Raymond Payton.
Current holdovers in local houses
ized the purchase of 10 projection
machines for sound and silent films. include "Road to Glory," in its sec"Anthony Adverse" goes into a
ond week at RKO Proctor's, and
third
Theater.week at the United Artists "Ecstacy," now running eighteen
weeks at the Little.

I
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Fan Mail is Off 50%

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Eighteen Years Old

TEN CENTS

8, 1936

Though Fan Interest is Higher

SAENGER CIRCUIT STRENGTHENS POSITION JN SOUTH
Newspapers
Hays Announcement
of

50

"Ten Best" Films Gets
Favorable Response

Enthusiastic newspaper acclaim,
national in scope and representing
both big-city and small-town papers,
has hailed the recent announcement
of Will H. Hays that the motion picture industcy will turn out 50 "ten
best" pictures during the season
ahead, it is indicated by a checkup
of published comment.
Analysis of the various remarks,

Films'
Join Enthusiasm Over 'Big Richards
CircuitSeason
Increases Its
Territory
Average Films Doing Better, Says Agnew

Pictures of average box-office proportions are now getting substantially more
money than productions of this class did a few months ago, said Neil F. Agnew, Paramount distribution head, yesterday in New York. And outstanding attractions are rolling
up record-shattering grosses, as reports from all sections of the country indicate, he
pointed out. Agnew, who recently returned to New York from a southern trip which
included a visit to New Orleans, said that he found business in this area showing a
big and seemingly-permanent
recovery
as regards theater attendance.

Dominant Position in

New

Orleans — Without any particular fanfare, Saenger Theaters
Corp. has extended its holdings in
the New Orleans territory and has
cemented, through E. V. Richards
and M. A. Lightman, an alliance
in the Memphis territory, which
makes it more than ever the dominant figure in this section.
Today, through its circuit and
{Continued on Page 6)
affiliations, Saenger is the only theater interest which can offer bookDefinite evidence that the public
Oklahoma City — A dozen new theings in both the larger and smaller
aters were opened in this area last
will pay higher admission prices for
special films that are worth the month, according to the monthly centers of Mississippi and Alabama. It iscanpossibly
the only
money is reported by Warners in report of the Film Board of Trade.
est which
offer both
firstinterand
the results of the first dozen pre- Griffith Amusement Co. and Mont- second run deals at the same time.
gomery & McCullum each have
release engagements of "Anthony opened a house in Drumright; John
In Mississippi, A. H. Yoeman,
Adverse," shown either at advanced Thomas and Chet Humphrey have
who for a time was determined opscales
or
on a roadshow basis.
In
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued
on
Page
6)
(Continued on Page 7)
position, has been bought out, leavHollywood — All records for late
ing the field
clear oninPage
Meridian.
In
(Continued
7)
summer activity at the RKO Radio
Brooklyn Viraphone Studio
studios will be shattered this month, Warners and Saengers
when about a dozen new pictures
Opening New Sound Stage
Negotiate Peace Pact
will start rolling, in addition to
eight now shooting, it is announced
The largest and most elaborately
New Orleans — A peace pact beby S. J. Briskin, production chief.
tween Vitagraph and Saenger The- equipped sound stage in the east
"All Scarlet," Damon Runyon's
aters, which will place Warner- will be dedicated and launched today at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
race track story; "The Man Who First National pictures in all SaenFound Himself" and "Night Waitger houses as well as affiliated units, studio. Jeanne Madden, star of
Deviation from the usual practice
ress" will soon start shooting. The was entered into last week by the Warner's "Stage Struck," will
holding back the good box-office
studio will next launch "The Dawn's Saenger interests and Fred Jack, christen the new stage with a bottle of
while a number of attractions during the hot summer
Early Light," with Joan Bennett
Vitagraph.
Last year of champagne,
(Continued
on
Page
6)
and Fred Stone in the top spots, representing
months has worked out very profit(Continued on Page 7)
ably for M-G-M this year, according
and "Outcasts of Poker Flat," starring Preston Foster.
to company sales executives. Metro
started off the summer by releasing
Lily
Pons,
Metropolitan
Opera
{Continued on Page 6)
one of its biggest attractions in
years, "San Francisco," and has followed this with "His Brother's
Distribs' Loss in Spain
Wife," "Suzy," "Piccadilly Jim"
Set at $100,000 to Date
and "Gorgeous Hussy."
The successful manner in which
Fan mail received by film stars
Civil war in Spain, with its re- Agreement is Reached
and other leading players of today "San Francisco" bucked hot weather
sultant halt in film distributing ac(Continued on Page 6)
On Process Patent Pool is approximately 50 per cent less
tivities, has resulted in a loss in
than
the
mail
received
by
screen
revenue of approximately $100,000
Agreement has been reached personalities in the silent days, de- Portable Circuit Started
to date to major companies, it was
spite the fact that current interest
among the major companies to pool
pointwas
It
yesterday.
estimated
In West Virginia Towns
ed out that this loss would be greater all patents for composite photog- in the movies and its personalities is
but for the fact that Spain is now
raphy to avoid litigation. The pat- higher than ever, a Film Daily surMastontown, W. Va. — Elmo Barents involved are principally for
vey shows. Chief reason for the
ending its summer season, usually a
rett, former western Pennsylvania
according to information operator, organized a new portable
dull period for theater business. background shots, sometimes called decrease,
Though little business is being process shots. Several of the com- obtained from the various studios circuit in this state, operating in
panies had patents which appeared is that talking pictures and the bar- Osage, Tunnelton and here. He;
done, salaries for major company
(Continued on Page 7)
to be overlapping.
employes go on.
expects additional accounts this fall.

ADVERSE EVERYWHERE 12 NEW HOUSES OPEN
RUCKS HIGHER SCALES IN OKLA. TERRITORY

RKO STUDIO ACTIVITIES
SET PEAK FOR SUMMER

M-G-M GOES TO TOWN
WITH SUMMER FILMS

Sound and Columnists Cause
Fan Mail Decline Since Sound
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Arthur W. Kelly
Roscoe Karns
Merna Kennedy
SEPTEMBER 8
Howard Dietz
May McAvoy
David
Horsley
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Roma
Cameo
de Paris

Corp.)

OPENINGS

World

♦

(c)

Paramount

Century-Fox) — Sept.

11

Roxy

16

17

Subsequent run.

(c)

"Everyman," the famous medieval mystery play, will be produced on the screen by Warners under the direction of Max Reinhardt.
It will follow Prof. Reinhardt's production of "Danton." The decision
to bring "Everyman" to the screen
was made by J. L. Warner, vicepresident in charge of production,
after witnessing the Reinhardt stage
production of the drama at the Salzburg Festival. Mr. Warner and Mrs.
Warner are now in Salzburg as
Prof. Reinhardt's guests.

Strand
Capitol
Cameo
Criterion
Music

Hall
Rivoli

Cine

Roma
Rialto

Follows present bill

Closes Deal on Serials
Robert Mintz, president of Stage
& Screen Productions, has closed a
deal with Syndicate Exchange for
New York distribution of three
Weiss-Mintz serials "Custer's Last
Stand," "The Clutching Hand" and
the recently completed "The Black
Coin." "Custer's Last Stand" will be
released immediately and will be
followed by the other two in intervals of 14 weeks.

Coming and Going
JOE

E. BROWN

on the Queen

returns from abroad today

Mary and proceeds immediately

to the coast to start work in "Flirting With
Fate," his first production under the David
Loew banner for RKO Radio release.
MADELEINE CARROLL, ADOLPHE MENJOU,
VERREE TEASDALE, ETHEL MERMAN and MR.
and MRS. PAUL BLOCK also are on the passenger list of today's incoming Queen
Mary.
CARL LESERMAN, Grand National sales chief,
and EDWARD FINNEY, advertising and publicity director, return today from
Hollywood.

KEN O'BRIEN of the United Artists publicity
department has gone on vacation for a week.
GENE BUCK, president of the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, returns from California today on the Grace liner
Santa Rosa. He is accompanied by his wife and
sons, Gene, Jr., and George Buck.
LEWIS M. CLEMENT, RCA Manufacturing
Co. vice-president in charge of engineering and
research, is scheduled to return east on Sept.

10 after a month at RCA Photophone's Hollywood studios, where he supervised the alignment of RCA's technical facilities and organization for handling the recording requirements
of the new Photophone licensees among the
major producers.
MICHEL KRAIKE, Columbia story and talent
scout, has left for an extended vacation tour
England.
of New
JEANNE MADDEN, singer and actress whom
Warner-First National consider their most important "discovery" in several seasons, arrived
in New York yesterday for a brief vacation
after completing a role in "Stage Struck."
She is at the Hotel Warwick.
HORTENSE SCHORR, Columbia publicist, returns to home office today from vacation at
George.

Lake

AL SHERMAN of Columbia's publicity staff
returns today from vacation.
JACK
Marco

PARTINGTON,

head

interests, is back

of

in New

Fanchon

&

York from

St. Louis, where he supervised the installation
of stage presentations in the St. Louis and
Ambassador theaters.
MAURICE

Asks Lawyer-Censor

Boston — Lawyer Max M. Gilford,
lawyer, of Los Angeles presented a
resolution before the American Bar
"Modernize With Lighting," a Association convention here last
brochure on the subject of planned week asking that a committee be
lighting for theaters, has just been created to study the practicability
issued by the S. O. S. Corp. The of establishing a censorship comfolder gives ideas for dressing up a
mittee with reference to motion pictures in order to maintain the high
house through the medium of ceiling and wall lights, lobby fixtures, standing of lawyers. Gilford comexit and direction signs, etc.
plained that motion pictures often
show lawyers in films where they
act in such a manner as to be withCollier in WMCA Interview
out any standard of ethics.
William Collier, Sr., film and stage
star, will be guest of Buddy Cantor
in his film chatter program on
New Minstrel Compilation
WMCA tomorrow at 8:30 P. M.
Dailey Paskman, author of the
Filmarte on Grind Policy
cavalcade of minstrelsy, "Gentlemen
Filmarte Theater, whose opening Be Seated," published by DoubledayDoran, has just completed a new
attraction will be "La Kermesse pop minstrel folio of songs and diaHeroique"
in Grand
Flanders"),
which was ("Carnival
awarded the
Prix
logue titled "Blackface and Music,"
du Cinema Francais, will operate off the musical press of E. B. Marks.
on a continuous policy from noon It's a complete minstrel show, all
to 11:30 P. M. daily at popular ready to perform. Paskman is planprices. Theater opens late this
ning a similar script for short submonth.
ject production.

Brochure on Lighting
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Passporto
Rosso
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Films)
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vtc
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Columbia
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Ind
Fm.
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Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd..
East.
Kodak
do pfd

Roxy
Paramount

♦ TWO A DAY RUN
Romeo

Strand
Hall

week

Gorgeous
Hussy
( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
They Met
in a Taxi (Columbia)
A Son Comes
Home
( Paramount)

My Man
Godfrey
(Universal)— Sept.
Dodsworth
(United
Artists)
(c)
NEW

Music

Stage Struck
(First Nat'l)
(c)
The
Great
Ziegfeld
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
Der Kampf
(Amkino) — Sept. 9
Give Me Your Heart
(Warner
Bros.)
(Opening
bill)— Sept.

FINANCIAL

®
Theater

Bros.) — 2nd week
Pictures) — 2nd week

Girls' Dormitory
(20th
General
Died at Dawn
of

Parade

Distributor

Anthony
Adverse
(Warner
Swing
Time
(RKO
Radio

10 Cents

Editor and Publisher

W. ALICOATE

and

CONN

and

expect to leave New
Hollywood.

EDWARD

York

HALPERIN

on Thursday for

A. H. McCAUSLAND, RKO trustee as representative of the Irving Trust Co., returns
from
a vacation.

tomorrow

ARCHE MAYERS, DuWorld sales manager,
leaves tomorrow on a sales trip that will take
him to the coast.
JESSE J. GOLDBURG of Burroughs-Tarzan has
left Hollywood for a tour of all the exchange
centers to arrange trade showings on the company's special, "Tundra," and to assist franchise affiliates in setting engagements. His
first stop is Dallas and he will later arrive in
New York.
HELEN VINSON, who has just returned from
Maine, flies on Saturday to the coast, where
she will do a picture for 20th Century-Fox. i
EDWARD and ETTA CLINE sailed on the
Brittanic
last week
from
Southampton.

FOR

PRODUCTION
WRITE

STOCK

OR

WIRE

SHOTS

ABE MEYER
GENERAL
SERVICE
STUDIOS
Hollywood,
Calif.

0 maybe you can't figure out what Graeie Allen is
telling Jack Benny and George Burns in this scene
from "The Big Broadcast of 1937".. -but it's a cinch
you can figure on doing a land-office business when
this huge all-star musical show hits your theatre
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NEWSPAPERS PICK UP
MOVIE ENTHUSIASM
{Continued from Page I)

appearing in editorial and movie
columns, shows a marked cordiality
towards the film industry and its
producers and confidence in their intent to make pictures which are
unobjectionable from a moral viewpoint. Virtually all of the commentators checked registered enthusiasm for the high types of
stories referred to in the Hays list.

Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio
Opening New Sound Stage
(Continued from Page

1)

well-known stage and screen and
film executives will be present at the
ceremonies as guests of Sam Sax,
production chief of the studio.
The first short subject to go before the cameras on the new stage
is a two-reel musical, "Goodbye
Girls," featuring Dan Healy, musical comedy and night club entertainer.
Encompassing a full city block,
and providing more than 20,000
square feet of production space,
the sound stage, which was begun
last September, is the last word in
technical efficiency. Clearance space
of the stage is extraordinarily
high, and a 50-foot swimming tank
on the stage will be used extensively
in several new type musicals
planned.
During the past season, the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio gave employment to over 8,000 stars, featured and extra players, and with
the new sound stage in operation it
is expected that this number will be
exceeded during the current production season.

12 New Houses Opened
In Oklahoma Territory
(Continued from Page 1)

opened respective houses in Kingfisher; two others have been opened
in Nevada by J. B. DeShazo ancj,
Chester Fleming; C. S. McDowell
has launched a house in Cherokee;
Joe McDaniels in Shattuck; Evans
Spratt in Tulsa; Blakly in Carnegie,
and the city authorities in Mt. Park.
Just across the border in Dumas.
Tex., Bob Howell, Jr., has opened
the Star.

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Ben Hill, U. A. exploiter for the
"Last of the Mohicans," was here
last week conferring with Pat McGee on exploitation matters.
Claude York has been appointed
traveling salesman for Square Deal
Film Co.
C. A. Gibbs, b.m. for Columbia,
is in New York combining business
with pleasure.
Carr Scott and wife, big shots
for Square Deal Film Co., are sporting a new car on their return from
a trip to New York.

NEWS
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RKO STUDIO ACTIVITIES
SET PEAK FOR SUMMER

of the DAY

Co. of
Jacksonville, Fla.— John L. Crovo, Strand Operating
manager of the Arcade Theater, is N. J., should stand trial.
in Miami on business.

Orange,

(Continued from Page 1)

prima donna, is starting her second
screen starring vehicle. The picture,
as yet untitled, will be a Pandro S.
B e r m a n production. Arthur
Schwartz and Edward Hayman are
collaborating on the score, with
Andre Kostelanetz scheduled to supervise the musical sequences.
Ginger Rogers also comes back
before the cameras as a solo star
in "Mother Carey's Chickens," and
Katharine Hepburn at the same time
launches the screen version of Sir
James Barrie's
"Quality Street."
"Daddy
and I," with
Ann Shirley
and Herbert Marshall; "General Delivery" and "Take a Number" went
into production recently.
Other features shooting at RKO in
September will be "Beauty, Incorporated," "Million Dollar Profile,"
"Behold the Bridegroom," "They
Wanted to Marry," "Man Must
Live," "Cuban Cavalier," "Serenade
on the Seine," "Satisfaction Guaranteed" and "Riddle of the Dangling

Seattle— "The Last of the Mohicans," Reliance production released through United Artists, has
Boston — Supreme Amusement Co.
of New England, Inc., Boston, has been moved from the Orpheum, after a big engagement, to the Music
organized with the following officers: Benjamin D. Palastraut, Box for an extended run.
president; Myron J. Lockwood,
treasurer; and Benjamin L. Kulick,
secretary.
Portland, Ore. — Joe Cooper, for
merly manager of the RKO Orpheum, returned last week, handling
Lincoln, Neb. — Opening of the
Kiva Theater brings Lincoln back publicity for the Oregon premiere
on the 100 per cent open basis, of "Frankie and Johnnie" at the
every theater operating. It also Capitol. Since leaving Portland,
means the Westland Theaters are Cooper has been in Seattle, publicizall open. City Manager Milt Over- field. ing Republic films for J. T. Shefman is supervising until Lee Mischnick, house manager, gets back
from his vacation.
Los Angeles — Olmstead-Stubbins
exchanges, located in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland and SeatShelton, Neb. — Following sale of
tle, are preparing for the release of
the Roxy Theater here by W. N. "Tundra," first Burroughs-Tarzan
Youngclaus to E. L. Jonson. Manabe handled
the dis"tributionto deal
closed under
last week.
A
ger Kenneth Pace has gone to picture
Para, and Columbia Getting
Youngclaus's last remaining house, special exploitation manager on
the Empress in Grand Island.
"Tundra" will be engaged. Starting
New Film Printing Machines
with this release, Olmstead-StubPearl."
bins also will fill all contracts on
Chicago— A $200,000 order of moof
tion picture film printers, representAkron, O. — Robert C. Menches, "The Drag-Net," first release
ing the largest investment in such
president of the Akron Independent Burroughs-Tarzan.
equipment ever made by movie proTheater
OwnersfromAss'n,
and wife
ducers at any one time, is now being
have
returned
Michigan.
from the Chicago factory of
Columbus, Neb. — June Lang, 20th shipped
the Bell & Howell Co. Sixteen autoCentury-Fox actress, was here last
matic sound and picture printers
Columbus, O. — The Oak, new su- week as Darryl Zanuck's personal compose the shipment. Paramount
burban movie theater, has been representative at the 80th anniverand Columbia are the purchasers,
opened by A. A. Abel, owner.
sary celebration of this city. Zanuck is a native of Wahoo, Neb., only and these companies will at once install the machines in their West
a few miles east of here.
Coast
laboratories. M-G-M is alSeattle — Celebration of his 29th
ready using a battery of ten of these
year in the moving picture business
here will be fittingly marked on
Akron, O. — Installation of a new printers.
Sept. 10 by Jim Clemmer.
PITTSBURGH
$20,000 high fidelity sound reproducing system at the Palace here
has been announced by Henry Sommers, manager.
Christy Wilbert of the 20th Century-Fox publicity department has
New
Brunswick,
N.
J.
—
RKO's
new Albany Theater will open Sept.
been in town handling exploitation
10 and will play second-runs.
New Orleans — Mort Singer ar"Ramona." and Bellevue exhibrived here last week, stopping over forWaynesburg
itors are fighting for a local option
on his way to California to inspect
Newark, N. J. — Decision on a the Orpheum and to look at film vote on Sunday movies during the
quash motion by Merrit Lane, coun- theaters which were reported avail- coming November elections.
sel for a number of motion picture
able for rental. According to reliThe Art Cinema reopens Thurscompanies and executives against
able sources, Singer is looking for
day with an extended downtown run
whom anti-trust suits are pending another New Orleans house. The of
Alvin.
"Nine Days a Queen,"
in Federal Court, has been reserved Strand, the Liberty and the St. whichGB's
had a first-run at the Harrisby Federal Judge William Clark, Charles, which are now being opwho previously ruled that the suit,
erated by independent setups, are
The world-premiere of "My Man
both in equity and law, brought by understood ready to lease if the
Godfrey" gave the Fulton a new
Ledirk
Amusement
Co. and
the
price can be arranged.
opening day box-office record. The
film has been held over for a second week.
M-G-M Goes to Town
Conn-Halperin Nearly Set
Karl
Krug, George Seibel, KasWith Summer Films
On Distribution of Lineup par Monahan and Harold Cohen,
local critics, will offer lectures at
(Continued from Page 1)
the Duquesne University Drama
to break records right and left, and
Maurice Conn, who is associated School this term.
Bob Sidman, who has been doing
the similarly good results on "His with Edward Halperin in Television
Brother's Wife" and other releases, Pictures, said that he expected to advance work for "The Last of the
is expected to influence further have U. S. and worldwide distribu- Mohicans," returned to New York.
Waddy Watson and his wife,
loosening up in the matter of retion of the company's 20 pictures
leasing good pictures in summer set by tomorrow. Deals for the en- Metro exploiteers, in from Columinstead of holding them back until
bus to attend the opening of
tire U. S. with the exception of five
fall.
territories are already set.
"Romeo and Juliet" at the Nixon.

m
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ADVERSE EVERYWHERE
BUCKS HIGHER SCALES
(Continued from Page

1)

all of the situations, coveting such
key cities as New York, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, San Diego, Atlantic
City, Philadelphia, Detroit, Memphis, Oklahoma City, Milwaukee and
Syracuse, the picture had no trouble
over the revised prices.
The fact that the picture was so
extensively pre-sold is credited by
the company as partly responsible
for the big business. It is estimated
that some 5,000,000 people already
have read the book, while a special
popular-priced edition of the novel
put out by Grosset & Dunlap is said
to have sold 75,000 copies since the
picture was released.
A magazine advertising campaign
reaching about 35,000,000 people
also was given the picture by
Warners.

Warners and Saengers
Negotiate Peace Pact
(Continued from Page

iS^cJR-

1)

Vitagraph sold away from Saenger.
The deal has not been signed yet
but is understood to apply everywhere but in New Orleans, where
part of the Warner product has already been sold to the Orpheum and
the St. Charles.

Mirrophonic Fan Campaign
Launched in Chi. by Erpi
Erpi's intensive consumer advertising campaign on its new Mirrophonic sound was launched last
week in Chicago in connection with
Balaban & Katz's new Will Rogers
Theater. "Miss Mirrophonic of Chicago" was selected to represent the
new product, and Stanley Hand,
central division general manager,
presented an invitation to Governor
Horner and Mayor Kelly to attend
the opening.
The campaign is designed to make
the public as fully conscious of the
new Western Electric sound system
as the industry has become during
the past. As a part of Erpi's campaign centering about the Will Rogers Memorial Theater, hundreds of
two-sheets, window cards, door knob
hangers and heralds are being distributed, and, in addition, W. K.
Hollander, advertising and publicity
director of the B. & K. circuit, and
G. R. O'Neill of the New York office of Electrical Research Products,
arranged for a fleet of airplanes to
dip their wings and drop flowers
over the new theater twice during
the opening day in honor of Will
Rogers. Arrangements also were
completed for Fred Stone to officially open the theater doors from Hollywood by means of a special telegraph circuit.

"General Died" to Hold

Paramount's "The General Died
at Dawn," with Gary Cooper and
Madeleine Carroll, will hold over
for a second week at the Paramount
Theater starting tomorrow.

SAENGER INCREASES
POSITION IN SOUTH
(Continued

•
•in view
• THEY
it the "New
and
of the ARE
magic calling
improvements
that Universal"
have taken place
in the studio in the past three months, Universal is to all intents and purposes a practically new organization
while
still retaining the ability and experience of able men in key
spots in all departments in the studio, home office and field
all under the able leadership of President R. H. Cochrane with J. Cheever Cowdin as chairman of the board
and Charles R. Rogers, executive vice-president
in
charge of production at Universal City
while William
Koenig as studio manager has done a herculean job in revamping the studio staff under the supervision of Mister Rogers

from

Page

1)

Natchez, a former Yoeman house
which has been sublet, has passed
under Saenger control, while W. S.
Taylor at Laurel, Miss., a member
of Affiliated Theaters, a buying
combine headed by Richards, has
taken over another house formerly
run by Yoeman. The Ed Kuykendall houses in Columbus and Tupelo
also have been taken over by Richards and Lightman.
In Louisiana, with the possible exception of New Orleans, the best
first-runs in the larger cities will be
offered by Saenger or a Saenger
affiliate.
Under

•
•
• UNDER THE new regime
John Harkrider
is the art director, one of the most gifted men in his line
for the first time the studio has a musical director in Charles
Previn, an ace in his line
the story department is in the
capable managerial hands of Charles Beahan
the talent
scouts are Rufus Le Maire, Harry Evans and Dean Markham

• • • ADD TO these key men a corps of experienced and
gifted producers, new directors, five blue-ribbon cameramen and
ten seasoned scenarist
and the following new personalities that Universal will endeavor to build into star material
Janice Jarratt, "Sweetheart of the Texas Centennial,"
Doris Nolan, Jeanne Dante and Mary Alice Rice, Broadway ingenues
Ella Logan, Gertrude Niesen, John King,
William
Hall and Michael
Loring from radio
David
Oliver, the newsreel cameraman who photographed himself into
the movies
Lynn Gilbert, the Chi beaut
Judith
Barrett, Jerry Greene and Nan Grey, all Texas discoveries that
may tick
and Polly Rowles, the Carnegie Tech collitch
queen
T
T
T
•

• • AND SO
given a clever combination of headmen functioning harmoniously
all experienced and highly regarded in the industry
and with plenty of good story
properties and promising talent material
this New Universal faces a field that is Wide Open
no major organization has a permanent
monopoly
on Success and Prestige
ours is a day-to-day business
the individual is
only as good as his current record
Past Achievements
don't mean a thing
the mangled forms of the Once Great
that strew the Movie Highway prove that graphically
and that goes for the major producers as well as the individuals
they ern.ploy
for it's the individuals who make the company what it is TODAY
on that basis, Universal has
all the breaks in the world
and we for one are on the
sidelines cheering 'em
•
•
• JUST GOT an invite from Frank P. Gravatt and
Frank Elliott
who will be the Kings-for-the-Day of the
Variety Club Luncheon, Tent No. 13
to be held at Hotel
Madison, Atlantic City, tomorrow
in accordance with the
custom established last year, the Philly Showmen's Variety Club
will entertain the Intercity Contestants of the Showmen's Variety Jubilee a big delegation from Our Town is going
down, we understand

•
•
• ISN'T IT amazing
how many a film policy
goes in effect only to turn out ineffectual ...
• On the marquee of the State Theater at Poughkeepsie, this legend
"I Give My Life And Shorts"

«

«

«

»

»

»

the circumstances, exchange sales policies may be expected to change. Independents are
frankly
believing
there won't
be
much chance
for anything
but their
serials. Majors will probably double
their efforts to sell Saenger time
and selling away from them may
become a thing of the past.
Richards now operates about 115
houses, while Lightman has
around 45.

Fan Mail Off 50%
Since Sound Films
(Continued from Page

1)

rages of syndicated Hollywood chatter and backstage "expose" articles
by columnists has destroyed much
of the screen's illusion.
About 80 per cent of the fan mail
comes from children and nearly 95
per cent ask for photographs, the
survey indicates. In the silent days,
Tom Mix, Colleen Moore and Clara
Bow were among the big recipients
of letters from fans. Among leading fan mail getters at present are
Shirley Temple, averaging 2,000
weekly; Dick Powell and Ginger
Rogers.
Paramount studio's fan mail necessitates the employment of five
persons in that department. The
Warner studio receives something
like 26,000 letters a month from
fans, and about 20,000 photos are
mailed out.

Development of the Movies
Traced in Museum Exhibit
Addition of a model of one of the
sets from "Lost Horizon," forthcoming Columbia picture, completes
the New York Museum of Science
and Industry's exhibit tracing the
development of the motion picture
industry from the earliest days of
the Edison plant in West Orange,
N. J., to the present magnificence
of Hollywood. The display has just
been installed as an additional feature ofIndustries
the Museum's
Edison
Exhibit current
in the RCA
Building Rockefeller Center.

THE
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A "JUttU" fro** Hollywood "Ms
Bv RALPH WILK
DAY ENRIGHT has been assigned
Chesterfield Sets Eight Titles
With "Missing Girls," George R. Batcheller's first production on the new season's
to direct "Ready, Willing and
program for Chesterfield, well under way, Bafcheller has announced eighf feature proAble," the new picture in which
ductions to follow for the coming season. "Fugitive from Justice," "Alone," "BeRuby Keeler and Ross Alexander
trayed," "House of Secrets," "Red Lights Ahead," "Dancing in the Dark," "The
will be co-starred. Production will
Adorable Cheat," "Beauty Racket" are the titles of the eight features which will
follow "Missing Girls" on the Chesterfield program for 1936-7. Roger Pryor, Muriel
begin within ten days at the Warner studios. Warren Duff is the
Evans, Noel Madison,
and Sidney Blackmer appear in "Missing Girls."
author of the screenplay, which is
based on a story by Richard Ma- comedies starring Joe E. Brown and
Ralph Byrd, William Worthingcauley published in the Saturday will release through RKO-Radio.
ton and Eddie Kane have been enEvening Post.
gaged by Columbia for "Two Minute
Alibi," featuring William Gargan,
Churchill and Gene MorMrs. Elizabeth Hearst, who was Marguerite
Our New York Passing Show:
gan. Others in the supporting cast
Billy Rose intently studying the formerly a school teacher in the are Egon Brecher, Wade Boteler,
mountains of Georgia and other
"Romeo and Juliet" sign on the As- southern states, and who has been Romaine Callender, Stanley Andrews, Ted Oliver, Duane Purvis,
tor Theater; David L. Loew lunching with his brother, Arthur, and actively working for the release of Raymond Lawrence and Drue LayMaxwell, the mountain girl
friends at Sardi's; I. Robert Broder, Virginia
ton. Theodore Tinsley's drama was
the barrister, hurrying down Broad- recently convicted of the slaying of adapted by Tom Van Dycke and is
her father, has been signed by First being directed by D. Ross LederNational to act as technical advisor man.
T
T
T
the forthcoming film, "Mountain
There seems to be only one dif- on
ference between the Cinema Coast Justice." Josephine Hutchinson and
Richard Arlen, who has the starGeorge Brent will have the two
and New York. In Hollywood every- leading roles in this production, and
ring role in GB's "The Great Barrier," has completed his work in
one is writing "original" story, Michael Curtiz will be the director.
while on Broadway everyone is Guy Kibbee and Robert Barrat have the production on location in Canada
and
has returned to Hollywood.
scribbling a play.
been assigned to the cast of "Moun- Arlen first went before the cameras
tain Justice" in strong supporting
roles. The screenplay is by Norman for this film at the company's ShepArthur T. Horman has been as- Reilly Raine and Luci Ward.
herd's Bush studios in London.
Later he accompanied a large cast
signed by Maury M. Cohen of Inand production unit to Revelstoke,
vincible Pictures to write an origBritish Columbia, where extensive
inal
story,
"Going,
Going,
Gong!"
Horman has just completed the
Roger Imhof has started work in location scenes were photographed.
screenplay of "Ellis Island," which
Cohen will produce • for Invincible
starting Sept. 15.
The title of Walter Wanger's
first picture for United Artists,
"We Live Only Once," starring
Henry Fonda and Sylvia Sidney, has
been changed to "You Only Live
Once." The picture is from an
original screen story by Gene
Towne and Graham Baker, and will
be directed by Fritz Lang, director
of "Metropolis" and "Fury."
With completion of the new seven
unit office suite on the RKO-Pathe
lot, a bungalow especially constructed for the David L. Loew productions, G. B. Howe, general manager of RKO Pathe studios, announces that the Loew production
company will open headquarters on
the Pathe lot about Sept. 10. Loew
plans a series of special feature

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Encourage
your
staff
praise for good work.

by

bestowing

James Burke gets one of the most
important roles of his career in
"Glory," at 20th Century-Fox.
Burke, now playing a comedy sheriff
in "Can This Be Dixie?" which
George Marshall is directing, will
enact a somewhat similar character
in "Glory," in which he will be seen
opposite Jane Darwell.

T
T
T
Columbia's "North of Nome," in
which he plays a shrewd, grasping
S.
J.
Briskin,
vice
president in
role is in direct conjudge.trast to This
the part he played in Grand charge of production at RKO RaNational's "In His Steps," in which
dio, has purchased "Perfect Harmony,' an original story by Jacques
he portrayed a mellowed, lovable
Thiery, as a co-starring vehicle for
old preacher.
Ginger Rogers and Charles Boyer.
Thiery, French playwright, will also write the screen play, which Ed"Merward Kaufman will produce and
Within the next two weeks
Sandrich will direct.
chant of Venus" will go into pro- Mark
duction at the Warner studios. H.
C. Witwer, Jr., has written this
comedy-drama, which is now being
"Code of the Range" will be the
cast. Two of the newer and young- release title for Columbia's first
er of the Warner feminine players, Peter B. Kyne story which in its
Carol Hughes and Marie Wilson, early stages of production was
will have prominent parts in the known as "Cross Fire." Charles
Starrett is starred in this feature,
picture.
with Mary Blake as leading woman.
T
T
T
The cast, which is now completed,
Tony Martin has been assigned includes Ed Piel, Sr., Allen Craven,
by Darryl F. Zanuck to an impor- Eddie Hearn, Ralph McCullough, Ed
tant role in "Banjo On My Knee," Coxen, Ed Le Saint, Edmund Cobb,
the 20th Century-Fox picture co- Albert J. Smith, George Chesebro
starring Joel McCrea and Barbara and Ernest Adams. C. C. Coleman,
Stanwyck.
Jr., is directing.
T

t

▼

Dixie Dunbar has been assigned a
An exceptionally large cast is apdancing role in "One in a Million,"
pearing in "Once a Doctor," now in
the 20th Century-Fox film musical
which will introduce Sonja Henie, production
National's
studios under at
the First
direction
of William
skating
champion, to screen audi- Clemens. Jean Muir, Donald Woods
ences.
and Gordon Oliver have the three
leading roles, and some of the other
Gloria Stuart has been borrowed principals are Henry Kolker, Joseph
from 20th Century-Fox to head the King, Gordon Hart, Louise Stanley,
Cy Kendall, Ed Stanley, David Carcast of RKO Radio's "General De- lyle
and Thomas Pogue. The origlivery,"
which
will
go
before
cameras next week with Edward Killy
inal story of "Once a Doctor" was
directing. Barbara Pepper and written by Frank Daugherty and
Harry Jans, RKO contract players, Paul Perez. It has been adapted for
also have been assigned to feature the screen by Robert White and Ben
I Grauman Kohn
roles.

Warner's new western has had its
name changed. Previously known
as "Pony Express Ride," it will be
released as "California Mail." Dick
Foran, the Warner-First National
specialist in the portrayal of frontier heroes, has the leading masculine rolethis
in "California
Mail."Perry,
His
heroine
time is Linda
and a few of the supporting players
are Ed Cobb, Tom Brower, James
Farley, Gene Alsace, Glen Strange,
Bob Woodward, Wilfred Lucas and
Fred Burns. Noel Smith directed
from
script by Roy Chanslor and
Harolda Buckley.
Dore Scharv Paramount contract
writer, will have his new play, "Violence," presented on Broadway this
fall by Pearson Baruch. Latter will
start rehearsals of the piece immediately for early opening, with
Chester Erskine to direct. Schary
is currently
on loanout
Paramount to Emanuel
Cohenfrom
preparing
screenplay for the Charles RugglesMary Boland feature, "Mind Your
Own Business." Schary will secure
a month's leave of absence from his
Paramount contract in two weeks
to attend rehearsals of his play in
the east.
T

T

T

Trem Carr has selected the Sonora district for location backgrounds on the second John Wayne
starring
featurePicture
for Universal,
"The
Showdown."
is scheduled
to start around Sept. 12 under direction of David Howard, with Paul
Malvern supervising.
Arthur A. Ebenstein with his wife
left on the Chief last week for New
York.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
There are now approximately 1,950
installations of Western Electric sound
in England.

HELP YOURSELF TO A
NEW PACKARD
—by making the most of this sensational
"Swing Time" Bally!
The

New

1937

Packard

Six

NEW PACKARDS
as Prizes to Showmen!

12 NEW PACKARDS
as Prizes to Theatre Patrons!

THE greatest exploitation tie-up that
show business has ever seen is
cutting loose!
In conjunction with the new coast-tocoast Packard Radio Hour (starring
Fred Astaire) the Packard Motor Car
Company is giving away as contest
prizes 3 neve Packard cars — one to
each of the three showmen who conduct for their theatres the best cooperative campaigns on "Swing Time",
the new Packard Radio Hour, and the
new Packard Six.
At the same time, 12 new Packards
are being offered to patrons of theatres
where "Swing Time" is being shown!
Your patrons will go, in a big way, for
this most inviting and simple of con-

S£

■ASK-

tests. Your local Packard dealer already is eager to cooperate with you
in putting it over, as well as in other
local promotion stunts. And your RKO
Exchange will gladly supply loads of
free material to help you plug this
contest, help you jam your house for
"Swing Time," and help you win one
of those beautiful Packards. Free
trailers, posters, one -sheets, contest
entry material, exploitation ideas, etc.
A great new picture — a great new
radio program — a great new car being offered as contest prize — what
more could you ask as basis for socko
tie-up ballyhoo?

THE

MAN

It's sure to add up

WHO

OWNS

Fred Astaire, Star of RKO's "Swing Time," and the
PACKARD
Hour, America's smartest radio show.

to bigger box-office for you — and it
can win you one of those beautiful
prize Packards! Better get busy — ask
your RKO Exchange for all the dope!
PACKARD

ONE

MOTOR

CAR

COMPANY

10

btylottUtfy
Modernistic Trend
In Front and Lobby

"yW"HAT
is agreed
be one of
the most
radicaltodepartures
in theater front and lobby displays was that for the New
York Strand on "Anthony Adverse." Before approaching the
theater proper, the first thing
that attracted the eve was the
25 ft. high 18 ft. wide electric
letter display on both sides of
the marquee carrying the title
of the picture. The immediate
view of the front was a symposium of artistic arrangement
of color, line and material background. Stretching across the
entire arch, 25 ft. wide and 5
ft. high was an opalite glass
panel with the title in cutout
black flitter covered letters.
Changing light behind the glass
gave the added attraction of
animation. The entire background of the arch, front and
built up return walls were covered in antique gold satin pleated in four inch wide pleats and
finished off in old gold moulding. On both front panels set
against the gold satin background were two 7 ft. natural
wood oval frames with handcolored enlargements of the
stars in the portrait manner.
The same treatment of natural
wood oval frames was used on
return walls of the front. In
front of the box-office was a
9 ft. high 4 ft. wide opalite
glass panel with the stars and
credits in cutout black flitter
faced letters. All in all an
amazingly attractive display
combining restraint with color
and simplicity with attractiveness. The front was designed
by B. F. Moore, managing director.
For the opening, the entire
inner lobby was reconstructed.
The domed ceiling was completely hidden from view by a
false ceiling of transparent
cream silk with black lines
forming four foot squares giving
the ceiling an attractive flagstone effect. The walls were
draped from the floor to the
false ceiling in burgundy velvet. A set-back between the
false ceiling and the side walls
of velvet, 3 ft. in depth, was
used for indirect lighting. Powerful lights in the dome of the
lobby in back of the false ceiling illuminated the lobby with
the softness and charm of indirect lighting. Hung on the
side walls, three on either side,
were 6 ft. wide by 5 ft. high
hand-colored washed drawings,
reproductions of the original
sketches from which the sets
were made. These drawings
were matted on buff board and
framed in natural wood mould-

Cucwd

ing. A metamorphosis of appearance which created much
comment by the Strand patrons.
— Warner Bros.

*

*

*

"Swing Time" Enjoys
Exploitation Breaks
CEVERAL important tie-ups
combined to bring RKO's
"Swing Time" into Radio City
Muse Hall in the best exploitation shape of any picture in a
long time. It happened that the
two most important dancing
teacher organizations, the Dancing Masters of America and the
American Society of Teachers
of Dancing, met in convention
just before the opening and during the first week of the run.
Both of the conventions realized
the value of the Swing Time
Waltz, as featured in the picture, and proclaimed it the
dance of the new season in all
their interviews with the press
including' in New York the
Times, Herald-Tribune, Sun and
etc. The National Dance League
put out a pamphlet on the number, dissecting it technically,

and describing a ballroom version, which will be taught by
the dance professors. More than
10,000 pamphlets were mailed.
These pamphlets
are also included in the press book.
The
night before the opening was
the occasion of the annual Harvest Moon Ball
at Madison
Square Garden, which is promoted by the Daily News.
Ginger Rogers, in town at the time,
attended
and won an ovation
that almost stopped the show.
She was seated in a box next to
Mayor LaGuardia and Col. Patterson, publisher of the News.
They all enjoyed the occasion,
and Ed Sullivan, as master of
ceremonies, spoke about "Swing
Time."
Later in the evening
Bill Robinson, Harlem's
No. 1
hero, talked about Astaire's Bojangles number, which was dedicatedatto the
him. ballGinger's
ance
created appearplenty
of legitimate publicity in the
papers. 22,000 attended the ball.
Every newspaper went to town
with pictures and roto sections
devoted to the picture.
Among
the
more
impressive
breaks
were: double page roto truck in

Preview for Civic Leaders
Gives "Mohicans" Sendoff

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Finish French Special
Paris — Gray-Film has completed
and is releasing "Le Mioche," starring Lucien Barroux. The picture
is being handled as a special, following unusually good reactions at
preview showings.

1,850 Czech Theaters

♦

Tihns

color in the Daily News; color
roto shot of Ginger Rogers in
the American; roto section layout in the World-Telegram and
a full page roto of scene stills
in the Times Mid-Week Pictorial. The arrival of the picture
in New York brought about a
renewed interest in the word
"swing." Department stores
used it in advertising their merchandise, especially in respect
to shoes and dresses. The Jerome Kern music was played regularly on the radio.
Fourteen radio outlets involving nine key stations, three networks namely; NBC, Mutual
and Inter-City gave approximately six hours of plugs for
the picture and the theater
Aside from the radio angle the
theater's publicity department
planted 100 specially posed stills
of Ginger playng an accordion
in as many stores selling musical instruments. Seventy-five
stores selling records and sheet
music were also supplied with
stills and material relative to
the picture.
— RKO Radio Pictures.

♦

to Town," starring Gary Cooper and
Jean Arthur, is duplicating here the
sensational success it scored in
America. "Deeds" recently opened
at the Riviera and Tivoli theaters,
where the audiences stood up and
cheered at the conclusion of the performance. The following day the
newspapers were unanimous in acclaiming the picture.

Prague — Official statistics on
Czechoslovakia disclose the existence of 1,850 theaters of which 1,950 for W. E. in England
280 show German pictures. During
London — The 1,950th installation
the first six months 14 per cent of of Western Electric sound equipthe population attended movies
ment in Great Britain will shortly
against 13 per cent for the cor- be completed.
responding period of last year.
Taxes on movies have been increased to 30 per cent on net re- 3,000-Seater for Edinburgh
Edinburgh — Scottish Cinema and
ceipts.
Variety Theaters, Ltd., Glasgow, a
subsidiary of Associated British,
Japanese Quota
have obtained property here for a
Tokio — Every theater showing
foreign pictures must present one 3,000-seat super kinema. It will be
national production. Of 444 pic- called the Regal.
tures shown during the past year,
against 399 the previous year, 311 Italian Film City Opening
were imported against 292 in 1935.
Rome — Opening of Cinelandia,
Of the 444 pictures, only 133 were
the new 106-acre film city for Italtalkies.
ian producers, is scheduled for Oct.
28. The first production will be
"Deeds" Big in Stockholm
"Scipione Africano," a feature celebrating the founding of the new
Stockholm — Frank Capra's Columbia production, "Mr. Deeds Goes Roman Empire in Africa.

Richmond here held a very
QEORGE JONES of Loew's in
successful preview of "The Last
of the Mohicans," for a select
group of leading citizens to
build up interest in the Reliance
production. After the showing,
cooperation was promised from
practically every source and
Jones was able to stage one of
the most thorough campaigns
seen here in many months.
Station WRVA, one of the
largest in the south, gave a ten
minute interview on its Spotlight Revue program stressing
several sales angles of the picture. Jones also promoted free
time for a 150-word plug for
three days before the opening.
A tie-up with Miller-Rhoads,
largest department store in the
south,dow gave
picture
a winfull of the
Grosset
& Dunlap
copies of the book against an
Indian background furnished by
the theater. A similar deal was
made with the Methodist Publishing Company.
Jones covered the principal
street windows with poster
cards and the hotels and restaurants with large lobby displays
and throwaways. The Public Library distributed 500 study
The press carried an unusual
amount of publicity and art for
guides.
several days before the opening.
-Loew's, Richmond.

THE
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Sxplaiiutfy
Book Tieup Arranged On
Thunder"
"Everything
A NATIONALis tie-up has been
■**■ effected by GB and Doubleday Doran on "Everything Is
Thunder," a forthcoming release featuring Constance Bennett, Douglas Montgomery, and
Oscar Homolka. The picture is
based on the J. L. Hardy bestseller, published recently by
Doubleday-Doran. The publishing company is preparing window cards, on each of which
will be prominently displayed a
still from the production, for
distribution to book shops and
leading department stores
throughout the country. Local
window display tie-ups will be
available to exhibitors during
the picture's run.
— GB Pictures.

BOSTON
Herman Rifkin, New England
manager of Republic Pictures, is
sailing for Europe tomorrow. He
plans to visit England, France and
Russia on his six-week tour.
Nate Yamins was in town the
ather day and firmly declared for
iouble features.
Allan F. Cummings of the home
affice paid the M-G-M exchange a
brief visit.
The Park Theater in Nashua, N.
EL, run by the Charles Morse circuit, is closing this month.
Leslie Bendslev, Frank Perry, Sam
Resnick, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur M.
Peterson, Nate Yamins and Arthur
K. Howard are planning to attend
;he New Jersey Allied Convention.
The Opera House in Andover,
Vie., has been reopened.
Frank Murphy, assistant manager at Loew's State, has returned
'rom Providence, R. I., and is now
issisting at the Colonial, where
'Romeo and Juliet" is being roadihown.
J. Mathieu, who operates the
deal in Springfield, Vt., is reopenng the Avon also in Springfield.
R. Gould has closed the Casino,
Naples, Me.
Abe Goodside of Portland is planling a trip to Europe and Palestine.
The Summit Theater, Poland,
Vie., has shut down.
W. Deitch will open the Gem
rheater, Arctic, R. L, on Sept. 15.
Owen Thornton, part owner of
;he Palace Theater, Arctic, R. L,
lied last week.
Independent Exhibitors, Allied
affiliate, will hold its next monthly
meeting on Sept. 15, according to
Business Manager Arthur K. Howird.
[
Theater Trailer Corp. has established a Boston office. Phil Markjll and Meyer Rosen will make the
New England headquarters.

n
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"Human Court" Series
Gets Wide Plugging
'"TWO examples of the exploitation nut behind Columbia's
"Court of Human Relations"
series, through the nationwide
tie-up with Macfadden Publications, were the recent Detroit
and Dallas openings. The
"Court of Human Relations"
shorts are adapted from Macpopular
fadden's
name.radio program
of the same
Heralds distributed by 2,000
Liberty Magazine carriers featured the Detroit campaign at
Dave Idzal's Fox Theater.
Twelve banners went on the
Macfadden trucks and the company also placed 450 cards in
windows in addition to the regular newsstand posters.

In Dallas, the campaign for
the Majestic Theater, in addition to the above, included magazines placed on sale in lobby
of theater and inserts in the
town's Macfadden magazines.
In both towns the drive was
supplemented by trailers and
radio and newspaper publicity
and advertising.
A similar campaign is starting for the Butterfield Circuit
in the Detroit district, and
many others are under way in
other key cities.
— Columbia Pictures.

Baltimore Campaign
On "9 Days a Queen"

A L SELIG, GB exploiteer from
New York, put over an ef-

fective campaign for "Nine
Days a Queen"
at Keith's
in
Baltimore.
Among
the highlights of the comprehensive exploitation campaign planted in
connection with the picture's
run was a five-day contest in
the Baltimore News-Post on
"What would you do if you were
a Queen for nine days?"; tieups with the Yellow Taxicab
Company, Liberty Magazine,
and Hutzlers and The Hub, leading department stores. Daily
radio broadcasts, special her-,
aids and window displays were
additional features of the cam— Keith's Baltimore.
paign.

OMAHA
Charles Schlaifer, advertising
manager for A. H. Blank theaters,
has shut down his radio program
until later in the Fall. Meantime,
he and Mrs. Schlaifer will motor
to Los Angeles for the annual vacation.
Variety Club has tentative plans
for a golf tourney the latter part
of the month, D. V. McLucas, chief
barker, announced.

DALLAS
The current "Streets of Paris"
revue at the Texas Centennial Exposition may go on the road playing the Interstate Theaters if plans
under discussion by R. J. O'Donnell
of Interstate and Johnny McMahon
of "Streets of Paris" materialize.
A daughter was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Starz last week. Starz
is chief of publicity and advertising for the Interstate Theaters.
Gene Autry, western star, in Dallas for production of the Republic
picture to be made at the Texas
Centennial, is making personal appearances at the Mirror Theater this
week.
With him is a cowboy band.
Ruth Chatterton, with the participants in the Ruth Chatterton's
Sportsman Pilots' cross-country air
derby, spent two days in Dallas
this week. She spoke over a local
radio station.

l*«.o*

(-jUAt OkVl&Jlt in knowing how to make life
enjoyable. Our atmosphere is truly Continental,
our view of the Park is superb, our service is really
superior, and our rates invitingly inexpensive. We
successfully created the now

"Der Kampf" Opening
"Der Kampf" ("The Struggle")
new Amkino release, is slated to
open tomorrow at the Cameo. The
picture was produced in Russia by
a group of German exiles and depicts the events leading up to the
accession to power of Hitler, including the Reichstag fire and trial.
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Admission-Hiking Gains Momentum

TEN CENTS
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Throughout Country

HOLIDAY BOX-OFFICE BIZJO-30% OVER UST YEAR
Producer -Theaters Again Target at Allied N. J. Meet
Preparing
Bills for
Filing
in State Legislatures —
Conclave Opens Today
FILM

By W. H. McMAHON
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Atlantic City — Allied States Association's fight against producerowned theaters will come up for further discussion at the seventeenth annual convention of Allied Theaters of
New Jersey which gets under way
today in the Hotel Traymore, it is
indicated in a statement by Abram
F. Myers, general counsel of the na(Continued

on

Page

New Device Clocks Reaction to Comedy Lines
Demonstration of a new device for recording audience reaction to comedy dialogue
will be held at 3:30 p.m. today at the Universal home office. Invented by Charles
Ford, motion picture director, the device is for use on sound stages during production
scenes to prevent comedy lines from being overlapped by audience laughter in the
theater. Apparatus consists of microphone and recording unit using wax discs for
immediate play-back. By using a visible audience in the studio, the Motion Picture
Audience Reaction Timer, as the device is named, picks up dialogue and resulting
laughs. After play-back of discs the action and gags are properly spaced out in the
scenes to be enacted.

ERPI TO STAND PAT UNIVERSAL TO OFFER
ON NEW SOUND PACT ADDITIONAL SHARES

3)

MUSICIANS TO LAUNCH
PICKETING CAMPAIGN

An additional 280,869 voting trust
Erpi expects to stand pat on its
new recording contract which does certificates for common stock of Uninot provide equipment free as does
versal will be offered through bankthe RCA agreement, Film Daily
ing houses in a week or so, according to reports in financial circles
learns. Major companies had pointHammons
& Co. Inc.,
ed out this difference in the two con- yesterday.
(Continued on Page 12)
tracts to Erpi apropos of the Erpi

(Continued on Page 12)
Local 802, musicians' union, will
begin mass picketing at 20 theaters
in Manhattan, the Bronx and Brook- Steady Increase Shown
lyn, on Friday when its drive to
"Make Jobs — Return Musicians and
In Cincy B. O. Receipts
Acts to Theaters" gets under way.
Cincinnati — Box-office receipts in
Tomorrow night there will be a mass
meeting sponsored by Local 802 at downtown theaters have shown a
the Manhattan Opera House at steady increase since early sumwhich the drive will be officially
mer, according to Col. Arthur Fru(Continued on Page 7)
denfeld, general manager of RKO
theaters here. Frudenfeld says public movie consciousness is higher
Five More Penna. Districts
than ever.

Will Vote on Sunday Shows

Washington, Pa. — Five districts
in Washington County which
now have a ban on Sunday movies
have cleared the way to vote on
this issue again during the November election. The districts are
Burgettstown, Cecil Township, Cenand Finleyville.
terville, McDonald
Cut Politics from Reels
Columbus, O. — Holding that most
political sequences are merely propaganda, Clarence MacDonald, owner of
the Arlington, Southland and Thurmania
theaters, has ordered all political scenes
deleted from the newsreels shown in
his houses. MacDonald follows the action of J. Real Neth, prominent local
theater owner, who recently eliminated
politics from his newsreels.

More

Grand Nat'l Acquiring
12 to 18 Productions
Filling in its initial season program, Grand National is currently
negotiating deals under which it will
acquire between 12 and 18 features
for its distribution. Three deals,
each providing between four and six
pictures, are now in work.
Grand
National
producers
have
(Continued on Page 3)

Territories Falling in Line

Republic's 1936-37 lineup has been
bought by the Fox West Coast circuit in a first-run deal involving
110 theaters in the San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Denver, Portland and
Salt Lake territories.
The Republic exchange in New
Orleans has closed with the J. M.
Heard circuit calling for first-run
in four Louisiana houses.

Checking over reports on Labor
Day week-end business, theater operators, both circuit and independent,
yesterday gleefully reported that
grosses were up between 20 and 30
per"The
cent.best Labor Day business in
years," chorused the theater executives.
Broadway shared big in the boxoffice holiday.
Practically
every
(Continued on Page 6)

JOHNSTON LINEUP
IS BOOSTED TO 40
W. Ray Johnston, just returned
from the coast, said yesterday that
his revived Monogram company
would produce and distribute 40 pictures next season, including 32 dramatic action features and eight westerns. Johnston said that his organization might begin functioning in
April to handle between four and
eight exploitation
pictures
(Continued on
Page 7) this sea-

Cantor-20th Century Deal
Calls for Three Pictures
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eddie Cantor yesterday closed his deal with 20th Century-Fox, the contract calling for
three pictures in the next two years,
it was announced by Darryl F. Zanuck, production chief of the company.
Encouraged by the successful re- First production
is ti sta~t abo.
sults encountered in situations Feb. 1.
Cantor will cor., nue i
radio
work
between
pictures,
aewhere admission price increases already have been put into effect on
one
special attractions, additional territories are falling in with the moveJoe Schenck Returning
Co.
ment with growing momentum, weekend reports from various parts of
is no' -'ater
Century —deal Although
GB-Loew-20th
(By Cable)
the country disclose. Bulletins from
London
_.u;_M. Scht
Joseph
yet,
summated
some of the more important localision.
lows: ties adopting the trend are as fol*5
nay
I
here thatfor
so
believed
It
continue
to Normandie
likely
are
n^'"-"18'
for nep'HS
todayis
fina
reaching
before
comeon the
to
New
Haven — B. E. Hoffman
of

With Admission-Hiking Movement
Fox West Coast Circuit
Signs Republic Program

Broadway
and
Hinterlands
Do Biggest Labor Day
Business in Years

{Continued on Page 6)
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TRUMAN TALLEY, general manager of Fox
Movietone News, and MRS. TALLEY sail today
on the Queen Mary for abroad. WILLIAM
O'BRYEN,
list.
film producer, and
GORDON.
Broadway actress, also are onRUTH
the passenger
CARL
BRISSON
arrives in New York on Friday aboard the He de France
to appear
in
I "The
Lady in the Window"
on Broadway
MAX STUART, president of Barnes Printing
Co., and MRS. STUART, return today from an
extended sojourn in Europe.
ALBERT D. LEVIN, attorney, is back from a
visit to the British film studios.
PETE HARRISON
Hollywood.
JACK
sojourn.

ALICOATE

has

returned

is back

from

east from
a Bermuda

E.

the same night and fly to California on Friday.
JEAN DANTE, who has just finished work
in
her first
Days Wonder " for
Universal,
haspicture,
returned"Four
to New York from the
coast to resume her Theater Guild role in "Call
It the
a Day."
in
spring. She will return to Universal City
MR.
checked

and MRS.
in at the

J. CHEEVER
New
York.

ALEXANDER
Lombardy.

COWDIN

Depinet

Garon

Hamilton

Nat Feltman

YOKEL

have

is in Pittsburgh from

IRENE PURCELL, who has been playing leads
in the Elictch summer stock, Denver, has left
for Hollywood
to consider
film offers.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN
York from Atlanta.

DOUGLAS SHEARER, M-G-M sound recording chief, was in Pittsburgh to supervise the
new
sound system of "Romeo and Juliet" at
the Nixon.
JACK
GILMORE,
M-G-M
exploiteer,
left
Pittsburgh for Syracuse to work on "Ziegfeld."
PAULINE
STARKE
and her husband,
GEORGE
SHERWOOD,
sail
the other side.

today

on

the

Manhattan

for

FRED ASTAIRE, after a short stay in New
York following his return from abroad, has
returned to Hollywood to start work in his
next RKO Radio picture, tentatively titled
"Stepping Toes."

R. H. COCHRANE, president of Universal,
accompanied by Mrs. Cochrane and their
daughter, Mrs. J. H. Laeri, left yesterday for
Universal City, where Cochrane will spend
several
weeks in conference with the studio
heads.
MADELEINE CARROLL, Walter Wanger star,
has left New York for Hollywood to begin
work at the United Artists studios in "Personal History."

has returned to New

JOE E. BROWN leaves New York tonight for
Cleveland,
en route to the coast.

Sept. 12: Paramount Pep Club cruise from
Manhattan to Woodcliff Park, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., on S. S. Delaware

Sept. 16-17: Annual convention of Independent
Theaters Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and
waukee.
Upper Michigan, Plankington Hotel, Milsept. 17: Minneapolis Variety Club Golf Tournament, Minneapolis Golf Club, Minneapolis.
Sept. 28-Oct. 2: Annual Atlantic Coast PreYork.
mium Exposition, Hotel Astor, New

0cf- 2: The Exhibitor of Philadelphia-Variety
Club Golf Tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

Oct. 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
Sagamore,
Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 19-20: Annual convention of M. P T
of W. Penna., Pittsburgh.

EDWARD ALPERSON returns to New
;.bout one week from the coast.

York in '

GWENN WALTERS, Columbia Pictures fashion editor, arrived in New York from Hollywood yesterday to make an address on Hollywood styles before the National Style Conference to be held Sept. 14 at the WaldorfAstoria. Miss Walters will also handle style
shows at several New York establishments,
displaying
studio creations.
W. J. GELL, who has been in town at the
Waldorf-Astoria,
turn to London. leaves this week on his refor

HEDDA HOPPER is sojourning in New York
a while following her return from abroad.

GAR O'NEILL, Erpi publicity head, returned
yesterday from Chicago, and leaves today for
Gloversyille to handle advance exploitation in
connection with the opening of Mirrophonic
sound
at a Schine Theater.
DOROTHY

MACKAILL

has returned to New

O

Oct. 25: Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn
Hotel,
Pittsburgh.
Nov. 27: Buffalo Variety Club annual movie
ball, Buffalo.

Dec 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia.

Fanchon on Para. Talent

West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
WILLIAM GARGAN, who is now in New
York, returns to Hollywood within a few days. | Hollywood — Expansion of

DAILY

Paramount's new talent department,
headed by Mel Shauer, went forward this week with the announcement from William LeBaron that
Fanchon has been assigned as associate in the talent creating enterprise. Miss Fanchon's new duties
will especially concern the discovery
and development of players for Paramount musical productions. This
assignment is additional to her present status as associate producer with
Shauer on a series of tune films, the
first of which, "This Way, Please,"
goes
month. into the shooting stage next

Rader Heads New Theater Co.

Columbus, O. — Clark Rader,
owner of the New Arcade Theater
in Newark, heads a new operating
company which has been incorporated here under the name of TheaJoe Lissauer Joins Libson
St. Louis Loew Ups Prices
trical Enterprises, Inc. The WestCleveland — Joe Lissauer, head
St. Louis — Loew's Theater has feature booker
for Warner theaters land Theater of Portsmouth has
raised admission prices for "The in this zone, has
been acquired by the company and
Great Ziegfeld" to 65 cents top, Elleness Theater Co.resigned to join will probably be operated under the
headed by Ike
against 55 cents formerly.
name of the New Westland. LawrThe Missouri Theater, reopening Libson of Cincinnati and W. N. Skirence D. Stanley and Kenneth Rader
ball of Clevelan
Lissauer will
this week as a first-run, will charge handle bookings d.
of Columbu
s are also associated
for the Libson^ with
the company.
25-35-55, while the St. Louis, second Skirball houses in Toledo,
Bryan,
run with films and vaudeville, is Mansfield and Pittsburgh. He had
charging 25 to 6 P. M. and 40 cents been with Warner
Brothers for the "Mohicans" in Secon
at night.
d Week
past eight years.
No price changes are being made
"The
Last
of
the
Mohicans,"
today.
at present by the Ambassador, Fox
Reliance-United Artists
release
and Orpheum.
Crosby Pact Extended
starts its second week at the Rivoli
York after playing the lead in "Personal Appearance" in Summer theaters throughout New
England.

West Coast Bureau of THE

Farrell

Pauline

GEORGE JESSEL, Universal writer-producerdirector, arrived in New York yesterday by
plane from Universal City. After interviewing
people today for his first Universal film,
"Music in the Dark," Jessel will fly tomorrow
to Toronto where he appears on the Rudy
Vallee hour. He will fly back to New York

RICHARD HALLIDAY of the Paramount story
department has returned to New York following a trip abroad.

1/2

i/8

is

JOHN HALLIDAY comes to Broadway to appear in "Tovarich," which Gilbert Miller will
present at the Plymouth Theater on Oct. 14.

RICARDO SALCEDO, South American syndicate writer who arrived from Europe last
Friday on the Bremen, left last night by TWA
plane for Hollywood.

Vi

News

JOHN W. HICKS, JR., has returned to New
York from Havana. JOHN NATHAN, Paramount managing director in the Argentine,
visits New
York the middle of next month.

i/s

Vs
Vi
%
1/4
3/8
V4

DAN DOHERTY of Fox Movietone
back from
vacation.

LESLIE HOWARD arrives in New York at
the end of the week from England via Canada
to start preparation for his appearance in
"Hamlet" on the Broadway stage. PERCY
BURTON,
Howard's
rived in New
York. manager, already has ar-

9
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City.
Sept. 9-11: Allied Theaters of New Jersey
annual convention, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic

Start Ken Murray Short
Ken Murray and "Oswald," radio
and stage comedians, start work today on their latest two-reel Vitaphone comedy at the company's
Brooklyn studios under Sam Sax,
production chief. In a featured role
is Elaine Arden, comedienne of the
networks. The short is bein directed
by Lloyd French.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Nine months ahead of
the expiration of the present agreement, Paramount has extended for
a new term of years the contract
with Bing Crosby. His next picture,
to be filmed in Hawaii, will be "Waikiki Wedding", from a story by
Frank Butler and Don Hartman,
with Arthur Hornblow producing
and A. Edward Sutherland to direct.

10S ANGELES-SAN
FRANCISCO
If you travel UNITED you can visit
both cities at no extra fare . . .
No lost time. 6 flights daily to the
West, all via Chicago.
Tickets: 58 E. 42nd St., MU

UNITED

AIR

2-7300

LINES
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ALLIED AGAIN HITS
PRODUCER-THEATERS
(Continued from Page

iwscl b the ri */£j

Orders for the new Mirrophonic
sound system from all sections of
the country
have lifted
business to the highest
point Erpi's
since 1929,

1)

tional organization, appearing in the
official program of the Jersey unit's
convention. Myers, along with Nathan Yamins, national president, is
here for the eastern regional directors' meeting and also to attend the
confab of the New Jersey unit, of
which Lee W. Newbury is president.
Bills are in course of preparation
for introduction into state legislatures for the purpose of preventing
theater ownership, operation or control by producers, and distributors,
says Myers. The measures are patterned after acts preventing ownership and operation of saloons by
brewers or the transportation by
railroads of commodities which they
own or in which they have an interest.
As part of litigation coincident
with these legislative moves, Myers
also has drafted a bill of complaint
in a case involving alleged arbitrary
withholding of product from an independent exhibitor and supplying
it to a circuit competitor.
Taking a stiff slam at the M. P.
T. 0. A. 10-point program for correction of trade complaints, Myers
doubts that the producers-distributors will concede any of the points.
He also contends that these concessions would be inadequate and discredits the M.P.T.O.A. threat to resort to legislation if the distributors
ignore its proposals.
The eastern regional directors'
meeting is the first event on the
late for today. First business session of the Jersey unit takes place
;omorrow.

Grand Nat'l
Acquiring
12 to
18 Productions
(Continued frorn Page

BUSINESS OF ERPI
BEST SINGE 1929

1)

ompleted seven pictures for 1936-37
iistribution and six productions are
before the cameras at the present
time.
Carl E. Leserman, general sales
manager, returned to his office in
New York yesterday following a
coast visit. President Edward Aljerson will remain in Hollywood at
east a week longer before returning
East.

House near Grand Central
Grand Central News Reel Theater
Corp., of which John Sloan is president, will occupy a new theater to be
built at 420 Lexington Ave., near
fclrand Central Terminal, on land
owned by the New York State Realty
& Terminal Co. and the New York
entral Railroad.

'Adverse" Big in Charlotte

Charlotte — The biggest opening
jday in the history of the Broadway
Theater here was chalked up by
Warner's "Anthony Adverse" when
it had its premiere Monday.

according to C. W. Bunn, sales man•
•
• THE NEW Warner Vitaphone studio was officially
opened yesterday with appropriate ceremonies
a bunch of
the company execs traveled over to Brooklyn with representatives of the press
the ceremonies consisted of busting a
bottle of champagne against the outer wall of the building
Jeanne Madden, featured in "Stage Struck," handled this assignment as the cameras ground

• • • IT IS amazing how casually these Warner people
take the matter of opening a modern studio that cost somewhere in the millions
it is the last word
nothing in
Hollywood surpasses it
in fact, very few Hollywood studios
can touch it for the quality of material and equipment
the lighting system alone is something to marvel at
1500
single family homes could be taken care of with this system ...

• • • WE TRIED to steam up Major Warner, Grad Sears,
Charlie Einfeld, Sam Sax and Norman Moray to give us a story
about the marvellous achievement but one and all they
treated the matter Very Casually there it was
a modern studio
the Last Word
what more was there to
say about it?
that Warner bunch are so used to dabbling
in millions and turning out Anthony Adverses that a mere
studio is tossed off as a sort of routine daily stint

•
•
• BE THAT as it may
the Warner Vitaphone
Studios now represent the largest production unit in the East
this new studio can easily take care of any feature production that the company wants to experiment with here in the
home office sector where they can see and control everything
occupying an entire city block, there is an exterior lot on
which big street scenes can easily be built
and a building
for constructing sets and assembling them
•
•
• WHAT IS characteristic of this Warner outfit was
the fact that Sam Sax, studio chief, had a company at work on
the set as the guests walked in
that took the place of a
brass band and a welcoming committee
the gang was giving a practical demonstration of How To Use A New Studio
director Roy Mack and his company went right ahead
with a Bermuda scene with five horse-drawn carriages being
driven around a circle as big as the Mall in Central Park
the place is so big that the director has to use Boy Scout signal
flags to wigwag to his second and third assistants

•

The Governor of Arkansas and
ager.
the Mayor of Little Rock attended
the ceremonies at the premiere of
Mirrophonic at the Arkansas Theater, Little Rock. A feature of the
event was a broadcast by Miss Mirrophonic over Station KLRA. Opening of "Romeo and Juliet" at the
Hanna, Cleveland, with the new
Mirrophonic,
office business. also brought a landNew installations include the
Roebling Theater, Brooklyn; Washoe, Anacadona, Montana, and the
Cab-Art, Yankee and State Theaters, Long Beach, Cal.
Orders for Mirrophonic are pouring in from every large county, Erpi
reports. New sales are most brisk
in Australia, New Zealand, Mexico,
tina.
Brazil, Uruguay, Cuba and Argen-

CLEVELAND
Martin Printz last week revived
"The Guardsman," which M-G-M
made in 1931, with such success that
it played an extended engagement.
P. (for Pete) Wood, business
manager of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, is
back from Michigan with a fine
crop of new fish stories.
Jack Shulman has closed with MG-M branch manager, Frank Drew,
for the entire M-G-M line for his
Utopia theater, Painesville; Lyric,
Fairport Harbor, and Lexington,
Cleveland.
Frank Drew, M-G-M branch manager, has on hand tickets for the
testimonial dinner to be tendered to
Sales Manager William F. Rodgers
on Sept. 29.
W. M. (Billy) James, for many
years president of the state exhibitor organization, has been elected
president of the newly formed
Vaudeville Managers Ass'n, whose
object will be to resurrect an instate. terest in vaudeville throughout the

• • THE BOWS go in large part to Sam Sax for seeing this enormous job through right on schedule
ably assisted by Eddie Savin, who had to battle with a thousand construction problems
if you want to see Hollywood in all its
glory, hop a subway train to Brooklyn
this Warner Vitaphone studio will give you all the glamour and glory that any
Hollywood studio can supply

George Manos' new Rex Theater
in Losbon is nearing completion and
will open the end of September.
Louis Isreal's new Center-Mayfield theater opened Thursday night
to such crowds that two policemen
were on hand to maintain order.
The 1,400-seater is owned by A.
Treuhaft.

•

Abe Kramer of Associated Theeast.
aters and Mrs. Kramer, have gone

•

•

CELEBRATING his tenth anniversary in Hollywood Gus Kahn, ace lyricist for Metro, tops off the decade
with his work as Sigmund Romberg's collaborator on "Maytime"
Mister Kahn has to his credit the musical work on "Flying Down to Rio," "Love Me Forever" and "Thanks a Million."

«

«

«

»

»

»

Price Critchfield Amusement Co.
is
to build a new theater
in planning
London, 0.
Nat Lefton, Republic franchise
owner, is trying to lose his hay
fever in Michigan.

GODFREY STUNS SALT LAKE CITY!
First 3 days' business beats "Magnificent
Obsession" by $1,276!

GODFREY AMAZES HOLLYWOOD!
Preview and first 3 days' business
at Pantages Theatre equals full week's
gross of "Magnificent Obsession"!

GODFREY

STORMS SAN DIEGO!

First 4 days' business tops "Show
by $1,246!

GODFREY

SOCKS

SEATTLE!

Beats "Magnificent Obsession"
first 2 days' business !

GODFREY

TAKES

Tops "Show

GODFREY

Boat"

by $871 on

TOLEDO!

Boat" by $136 first day !

BOMBARDS

OKLAHOMA

CITY!

Outgrosses "Magnificent Obsession"
$1,030 more the first 3 days !

The NEW

Universale

by

GODFREY SMASHES LOS ANGELES!
First 4 days' business at RKO Hillstreet
gross for week!
Boat"
tops "Show

GODFREY

ASSAULTS

AKRON!

Opening business beats "Magnificent
Obsession" and grosses 60% more than
"Show Boat"!

GODFREY

WALLOPS

INDIANAPOLIS!

Beats the terrific business done
"Magnificent Obsession" and "Show

GODFREY

SMACKS

by both
Boat" !

ST. LOUIS!

Beats "Show Boat" business and in a much
smaller theatre !

GODFREY PETRIFIES PITTSBURGH !
Outstrips "Show Boat"
and at a smaller house!

GODFREYS

in first 6 days,

STARTLES

MIAMI!

"Sensational out of season business," wires
idney Meyer, Lincoln Theatre!

DAILY

HOLIDAY B. 0. BIZ
30% OVER LAST YEAR
{Continued from Page
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house on the street reported substantial increases in trade over the preceding Labor Day period.
Telegraphic reports to RKO headquarters in New York indicate that
business was approximately 20 per
cent greater than the year before, it
was stated. A spokesman for the
Warner circuit announced a similar
percentage of increase. Both Paramount and Loew houses were reported to have recorded "substantial" rises in inholiday
trade.
Skou-a
ras theaters
the East
showed
30 per cent improvement over the
preceding Labor Day, it was said.
Capacity business Saturday, Sunday and Monday was the report
emanating from Broadway first runs,
with out-of-town visitors contributing to the high grosses. The Music
Hall reported attendance of 92,000,
as compared with 86,000 last year
in the same period. At the Roxy it
was stated that 76,298 patrons visited the theater, while last year the
figure was 71,315. Rivoli three-day
business amounted to 42,000 customers, in comparison with 34,000 the
previous Labor Day period, it was
stated. Through the Paramount's
gates passed 70,000 patrons, as compared with 35,000 last year, it was
stated in behalf of that house. The
Capitol, with 60,000 customers, also
showed a gain, and the Astor and
Strand turned in sell-out reports, as
well as the Rialto.
With an attendance of 28,317 on
Sunday, "Girls' Dormitory," the
20th Century-Fox picture introducing Simone Simon to the screen, did
the largest day's business in the history of the present Roxy management, Howard S. Cullman, managing
director, said yesterday. At the
same time, word came from Proctor's at Newark that "Girls' Dormitory" had set a new Labor Day
record at that house. Three days
before, at the Fox in Detroit, the
same picture played to the largest
opening day business of the year.

NEWS

of the DAY

Weiser, Ida. — A. C. Gordon recently opened his new theater, the
Mayfair.
Anaconda, Mont. — Washoe Amusement Co. has opened the Washoe, a
new house.
Shelby, Mont. — The new Orpheum
was opened a short time ago by
Kluth & Lavin.
Monroe,
— John A.
Ludwig's
New
MonroeWis.Theater,
seating
500,
is now open.
Los Angeles — New theaters
opened in this territory last month
included the Franklin, this city, operated by Harry Rackin; the Roxie,
Ford
Ariz. City, and the Ritz, Jerome,
Columbus, O.— The RKO Palace
Theater opened its fall season with
"Swing Time."
San Antonio — Leo Bennett of
Hollywood is visiting his mother,
who is chief film inspector at Independent Film exchange.
Dallas — It's a seven-pound girl
at the Frank Starz's residence in
Dallas. He is advertising and publicity chief for the Interstate circuit
of theaters.

INDIANAPOLIS
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ADMISSION-HIKING
GAINS MOMENTUM

San Antonio — Josephine Brew is
(Continued from Page 1)
doing
KTSA. a daily movie chat over the Warner circuit reports that some
10 theaters throughout Connecticut
and Massachusetts will raise admisRichmond, Va. — Details of the arsions by five cents shortly after Labor Day as an experimental measrangement whereby Loew's and
Wilmer & Vincent will cooperate in
ure. These are houses which previously reduced prices. New Haven
the operation of their houses here
is
not
included. Warner raised
and in Norfolk have been worked
prices
to 50 cents from 40 cents for
out, it is announced by George Ar"Anthony Adverse" runs in Torringthur Jones of Loew's.
ton, Danbury.
New London, South Norwalk
and
Richmond, Va.— A $24,000 WurRichmond — George A. Jones, manlitzer organ, an instrument which
agercrease
of Loew's,
an infigured in the romantic and meteto 35 centsannounces
for matinee,
55
oric career of the late Carl Rond, cents at night and 20 cents for kids
musician, has been presented by
Charles A. Somma and Walter J. during the run of "The Great Zieg"The Gorgeous Hussy" had
Coulter of Brookland Theater Corp. feld".
a record-breaking week at this
house.
to Broad-Street Methodist Church.
Cleveland — Nat Wolf, Warner
Richmond, Va. — With the appear- zone manager, has estalished a 56ance of a musical stage show along cents top price for "Anthony Adverse" at the Hippodrome, where it
with a picture on Thursday in the
National Theater there is to be a Jopens Saturday. Previous top price
decrease in admissions, it is an- was 42 cents. Col. Harry E. Long
nounced by Manager N. E. Manwar- will raise Loew State prices to 56
ing, who explained that first-run cents for "The Great Ziegfeld" when
films will be included in the pro- 1hat picture opens this week. Further effort to raise the local admisgram. The stage shows are to be
sion price scale 5 cents all down the
seen on Thursday, Friday and Saturday of each week. On the first line, will be made at a meeting of
four days of the week there will the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association which president
be a different feature picture but
Ernest
Schwartz will announce in a
no stage show.
few days.

OMAHA

Pittsburgh — A general tilt in admission scales will be put into effect by all theaters in the tri-state
Marie Freed has sold the Pender, territory
during the engagement of
Orville Crouch, Loew's assistant Neb., theater to A. E. Thacker who
manager, left for Pittsburgh to be- already operates the Soo at South "Anthony Adverse," the local Warcome company manager for the Sioux City, Neb.
ner office announces. Among first
houses reporting higher prices are
roadshow
"Romeo and Juliet."
A. S. Ames announces he will re- the State in Washington, Pa., the
Roy Bair, president of Associated
open the Elkhorn at Elkhorn, la.
Fairmont in Fairmont, W. Va., the
Theater Owners of Indiana, reGus Kopald is the new poster Manos in Greensburg, Pa., the Butturned from Bay View, Mich., where clerk
at Columbia, succeeding Dick
ler in Butler, Pa., and the Strand in
he spent the summer.
Ridgway, Pa.
Kissel, who moved to California.
Sam Abrams resigned from GB
Glen Newbold has enlarged his
to join Grand National as salesman. theater at Yates Center, Kans., by
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Roy Churchill, exchange manager constructing a balcony and adding
100
seats.
for RKO, spent the week in Ken"San Francisco" has been held
tucky visiting first run theaters.
Herman "Kay" Kamen of the
a
tenth week at Seattle's Blue
Walt
Disney
enterprises
was
here
Fred Dolle, Louisville circuit opMouse.
erator, was rushed to the hospital last week to attend the wedding of
Jack
Rosenberg, manager in
RKO Shifts London Office
Friday suffering with a ruptured Mrs. Kamen's sister.
Bellingham,
RKO Radio International is transtle friends. has been visiting Seatferring its office from London to appendix.
SALT LAKE CITY
Butch Wingham of Seattle lost
The Harmonie theater, New HarParis.
his father last week in Spokane.
mony, was acquired by J. N. Allison
from R. V. Webb. The name will
Roxy is the name selected
Manager F. H. Smith and Booker forFey's
the modern new theater now
be changed to Strand.
Harvey
Smith
of
the
Paramount
being completed at Renton, for Ben
Rio Theater Corp., Hammond,
branch went to Los Angeles for the and Erwin Fey.
Ind., has been organized by Philip Fox West Coast meeting.
M. Dieter (resident agent), Reuben
S. Shumway is reported to have
WISCONSIN
Levin,
Cooney. B. J. Cooney and J. J. transferred the Snowfiake Theater,
ABOUT
Snowflake, Ariz., to E. Kay Hatch.
Articles of incorporation have
P. K. Wessel, formerly of CinE. H. Watson, for years connected
with
theaters and exchanges here, been filed in Wisconsin by Grand
cinnati, has joined Big Features exchange. He will travel southern •ticket.
is on the Democratic legislative National Films, Inc., a Delaware
Indiana and western Kentucky.
corporation. Authorized capital
"Last of the Mohicans" has gone stock is listed at $1,000,000, with
Mary Lough, formerly with Warners, has been appointed secretary into a second week here.
The new Burk Theater, Sandy, $600,000
The Rialto,
Racine, dark for the
to Had Hull, manager for Grand
paid in.
National.
past several months, has reopened.
Utah,
has
opened.
Horace
BurkenElmer Klase has succeeded Glen
The Soviet Union
has 2,300 theaters
Visitors: A. M. Lyons, Vincennes; shaw is the operator.
wired for sound.
president of the projecCharles Walker, 20th-Fox ex- Kalkoff astionists'
J. Whitney, Kokomo; Roy Harold,
union, Local No. 164, in
change manager, returns this week
Rushville, and Chas. Kreighbaum,
from a trip through the territory.
Rochester.
Milwaukee.

FACTS
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MUSICIANS TO LAUNCH
PICKETING CAMPAIGN

*

CINCINNATI
Ike Libson has returned from
Maine. Attorney Ben Heidingsfeld,
veteran in the industry, has returned from John Hopkins Hospital,
where he underwent
an operation.
Pete Niland, formerly with Metro,
and Ross Williams, formerly with
Paramount, have joined forces with
Ralph Kinsler of Grand National
as salesmen. William Burns, formerly with First Division, is booker, and Gertrude Lang, for 20 years
connected with RKO Radio and former secretary to Stanly Jacques,
will be secretary to Kinsler in the
new concern. Miss Lang's place
at RKO Radio will be filled by Lilian
Seltzer, who moves up from the
ranks.

JOHNSTON LINE UP
IS BOOSTED TO 40

The Foreign Field
♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

{Continued from Page 1)

launched. Mayor LaGuardia will address the meeting. Other speakers
will be Fred W. Birnbach, secretary
of the American Federation of Musicians, substituting for Joseph N.
Weber, A. F. of M. president, who
is ill; Jacob Rosenberg, secretary of
Local 802; Ralph Whitehead, secretary of the American Federation of
Actors, and representatives of the
American
Federation of Labor.
The newly-formed women's auxiliary of Local 802, has pledged its
aid in the mass picketing.

DAILY

GB to Film in Africa
London — Robert Stevenson, who
wrote and directed GB's "Nine Days
a Queen," will next megaphone
"King Solomon's Mines," with Geoffrey Barkas of "Rhodes" fame
handling location scenes in Africa.
The cast of principals lined up thus
far includes Roland Young, Cedric
Hardwicke, Paul Robeson, John
Loder, and Anna Lee. After two
weeks of filming at Shepherd's
Bush, the entire company will sail
for Kenya, East Africa, where Barkas is already establishing a large
location camp and hiring hundreds
of natives for authentic atmosphere
shots. The screen play of "King
Solomon's Mines," based on the adventure novel by Sir H. Rider Haggard, was written by Roland Pert-

♦

♦

New Bernstein House
Deutsch After Scotch Group

(Continued from Page 1)

son. Johnston made tentative arrangements for production of these
features while in Hollywood.
New Color System
Monogram franchise holders will
London — British Chemicolor gave handle only Monogram product,
a demonstration last week of itst» Johnston said. Because so many of
color system being used in sequences the best exchanges have been absorbed by existing companies, Johnof "I Pagliacci," being directed by
ston is working on a plan whereby
Karl Grune for United Artists reof would
independent
theater and
oplease. Inventors of the new system, a group erators
take a franchise
which uses bi-pack negatives loaded then hire a national manager to suwith the emusium sides facing and
pervise sales. Johnston said that
separated by a coloi filter, are Otto this plan has met with favor and
that he already has 10 territories
Kanturek, Karl Grune and Victor lined
up for his product.
Gluck.
He pointed out that his new tieup
resembled
the old First National
etup.
He declared he was looking
Super for Kilmarnock
for story material.
He already has
London — Another 2,250-seat super some lined up.
cinema is to be built shortly in
Sam Wolf, Johnston's coast attorney, is now preparing the new MonoKilmarnock, where a new 3,000-seatgram franchise. The setup will be
er was announced recently. This
similar
to that of Republic with sevwill give the community nine houses.
eral changes suggested by the experience of that company.
London — Plans have been approved for the new house to be built
by the Bernstein circuit at London
Road, North Cheam.

Glasgow — Negotiations have been
under way whereby Oscar Deutsch,
London circuit operator, would ac quire
Singleton's
Circuit George
as the latest
additionScottish
to his Garnett Starts British Pix
London — Tay Garnett, Hollywood
Odeon circuit. Six houses in Glas- director,
who has broken his 20,000
gow, and others in Dundee, Hawick mile world
cruise in his yacht,
Falkirk, are included in the
The Bookers' Club threw a spe- and
Scottish group.
Athene, to direct Criterion's forthcial party for M-G-M's Red De"High
Treason," with
has
vanney, at the Paramount.
entered coming
intopicture,
story
conferences
John Balderston, who will write the
"Bud" Wessel, son of Harry
screen play. Garnett is expected to
Wessei, Queen City Variety prexy, 550-Seater in Hotel
has joined the Indianapolis sales
London — A 550-seat cinema for leave for the north of England within a few days to inspect location
staff of Big Features, covering In- hotel guests is part of the recon- sites
for the picture, which deals
diana and Western Kentucky.
struction plan arranged for the with Scottish
border warfare in the
Bill Onie, manager of Republic Scottish hydro, Dunblane Hotel,
16th Douglas
Century. Fairbanks,
"High Treason"
Pictures, is back at his desk after Dunblane, which is to be turned into, star
Junior, will
and
a modern play center.
an operation.
will
be
released
through
United
Artists.
Jack Jossey visited the local Republic exchange last week.
Union Cinemas Adds Eight
Jessie Matthews Laid Up
Billy Bein of Theater Poster Supplies left for a visit to New York.
London — Together with Barrow's
London — Illness of Jessie Matnew super, the Ritz, Union Cinemas
Stanley Jacques of RKO spent will shortly take over eight addithews, GB star, has caused postponeseveral days with Lester Rosenthal,
tional theaters from James Brennan.
ment
of further work on "Head
W. Va. rep., last week. Jacques
Over Heels". Miss Matthews, sufreports many successful closings.
fering from a nervous breakdown,
may have to rest for two or three
Ann Baltruch has been added to New Edinburgh Super
months.
Columbia personnel.
Edinburgh — A 3,000-seat super
Ben Kalmenson, Warner district
cinema, which will be one of the
manager, was here for three days.
largest in Scotland, is to be built
Warner Club last week elected here shortly for Scottish Cinema Serializing "Adverse"
Zegreb, Jugoslavia — The complete
Yaro Miller prexy.
and Variety Theaters, Ltd., a sub- novel of "Anthony Adverse" by
Hervey
Allen is currently appearing
sidiary
of
Associated
British
CineMrs. E. L. Shakespeare, owner of mas.
the Freeman and the National, was
in serial form in the daily newspathe first exhibitor in this territory
per, Jutarnji List. The serializato sign up 100 per cent for the new
tion will continue daily over a perU.
S.
Capital
for
Rome
Studio
Grand National product.
iod of three months, with the Warner production opening in various
London — American capital to the
A grand-daughter arriving this
week in the family of Ferd Middle- extent of $10,000,000 is reported to spots during this period. The Warner branch office has purchased 50
berg, veteran exhibitor of W. Va., be involved in the new Cinelandia,
received a beautiful new home in studio city now nearing completion subscriptions to the newspaper, and
is sending it to leading exhibitors
Logan, W. Va., as a gift from her near here under Italian goverment in
the territory.
sponsorship.
proud grandparent.

"Adverse" in Third Week
"Anthony Adverse" goes into its
third week at the New York Strand
today. Second week's business topthe second
weekaccording
of "G Men"
at
the ped
same
house,
to the
Warner offices.

Carrillo in Person at Roxy
Leo Carrillo will appear in person at the Roxy as the headliner
Friday.
of the new variety revue starting

Complete Para. Cast
H-'e-t

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Rounding out one of
the strongest comedy casts ever assembled for one picture, Mary Boland, Ben Blue and Etienne Girardot
have been added to the line-up of
Paramount's "College Holiday."
Others in the c y cl i c a 1 college picture include Jack Benny,
George Burns and Gracie Allen, Martha Raye, Johnny Downs, Dorothy
Lamour, Leif Erikson, Sam Hearn,
Shirley Ross and Eleanore Whitney.
Harlan Thompson is producing the
film. Frank Tuttle will direct.
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"SWING TIME" SETS NEW ALL-TIME HIGH MARK FOR V A n\ Q
ANY SECOND WEEK AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL! . . . &r\y^m
SECOND WEEK BEATS ITS OWN SENSATIONAL FIRST ^TTUEw
J^~
WEEK! . . . THIRD WEEK BEGINS TOMORROW! ... NO
NEED TO QUOTE FURTHER FIGURES OR MESSAGES
. . . YOU KNOW "SWING TIME" IS THE NEW BOXOFFICE CHAMPION ALL OVER THE MAP!
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A "£UtU" front Uottywood "Ms
By RALPH

WILK

QEORGE RAFT will share toprole honors with Gary Cooper,
previously announced, in Paramount's "Souls at Sea," which Henry
Hathaway will direct. This production will go before the cameras immediately after Cooper finishes his
present starring assignment with
Jean Arthur in C. B. DeMille's "The
Plainsman." The screen play for
"Souls at Sea" is now being given
final polishing by Grover Jones and
Richard Talmadge. It will be made
in color.
T

T

T

Having just completed "Give Me
Your Heart," Kay Francis has been
assigned the leading role in "Another Dawn," a human triangle
story which has its setting in fierce
Iraq. Errol Flynn and Ian Hunter
will be her two leading men in the
picture, appearing as British army
officers.
Robert Florey has been assigned
by Paramount to direct the Tess
Slessinger story, "Times So Unsettled Are," which A. M. Botsford
will produce. Only player set so
far is Olympe Bradna, young French
contract player.
T
▼
T
Our New York Passing Show:
The Empire State Building photographer proudly displaying postal
card pictures of Norma Shearer,
Fay Wray and Richard Dix, taken
atop the famous building; John F.
Goodrich of Hollywood at "Dead
End"; two Lous — Ostrow and Berman — Bill Pizor, Max Weisfeldt and
B. K. Blake lunching at Roth's.
C. King Charney, Coast representative for Agfa, is in New York.
His friends state that, in addition
to business, he is on his "quarterly
auto purchase trip."
▼
T
▼
Harlan Ware has been assigned
by Paramount to prepare the screen
play of the Don Marquis story,
"Tablecloth Millionaire," which Sidney Brod will produce. Behind this
story is one of Hollywood's really
unique instances of authorship collaboration. Marquis was preparing
his story, already sold, when he was
taken ill. Learning of the circumstance, and aware of an approaching deadline, four of the noted New
York columnists friends rushed the
treatment to completion following
McNutt's
outline.
They Jones,
are Patterson McNutt,
Grover
Gene
Fowler and Nunnally Johnson.
t

▼

▼

Rex Beach's "Son of the Gods,"
a dramatic story of the tragic life
of an American child reared as a
Chinese, has been purchased by
Warners. Mervyn LeRoy, Warner
producer who is now working on
"The Grand Passion," will make
"Son of the Gods." Story originally
appeared in Cosmopolitan Magazine.

6 Universal Films in Cutting Room

Universal

has

six

newly finished
productions
now
in the cutting
room
Thev
in
elude:
"Four
Days Wonder,"
with
little Jeanne
Dante,
making
her de'buf
"Flying
Hostess'
with William
Gargan,
Ella Logan,
William
Hall and Judith
BarrettVictor
McLaglen
in ' The Magnificent
Brute";
Edmund
Lowe
and Gloria Stuart in "The
Girl
on the Front Page" and Doris Nolan and Michael Whalen in "The Man I Marry "

nora, where he selected location
spots
"The for
Showdown,"
he willfordirect
Universal which
with
John Wayne in the starring role.
T

T

T

.

By keeping abreast of the scenes
filmed for the production "One In A
Million," Lew Pollack and Sidney
The plight of sharecroppers in lineup of studio contract gridders to Mitchell, 20th Century-Fox song
the South, which has attracted na- include Lew Ayres, Larry Crabbe, writing team, were able to complete
songs before the production was
tion-wide interest in recent months, Benny Baker, Tom Brown, William four
, Robert Cummings and half finished. There will be seven
will be the theme of "Lords of the Frawley
others. The studio already has in songs in this Sonja Henie attraction.
Land," the new Warner picture soon
to go into production, with a cast work a prior football story, "Rose
v
▼
▼
Richard Bolesla
wski may again
including Jean Muir, Barton Mac- Bowl," now being filmed with Eleanore
Whitney
Tom
Brown
and
be
compell
,
ed to postpone his visit
Lane and Robert Barrat. Anthony
Coldeway is writing the original Larry Crabbe in the leads, with to Warsaw, Poland, due to his constory.
Charles Barton directing, and which
tractual obligations with M-G-M.
Wallace wrote.
v
r
T
The studio has requested BoleslawT
T
▼
Major R. V. C. Bodley, British
ski to report there immediately folauthor, has been signed by Charles
L. A. French, who was a produclowing the completion of Columbia's
tion supervisor at the Hal Roach
Chaplin to prepare the preliminary
picture,he "Theodo
ra Goes Wild," for
which
was loaned.
studios,
has
resigned.
He
was
asscreen adaptation of "Regency", the
sociated with Roach for 19 years.
D. L. Murray novel which is to be
T
T
T
is the father of Lloyd French,
Paulette Goddard's second starring He
Richard Dix's peculiar haircut is
who
is
directing
at
the
Eastern
vehicle under Chaplin's direction.
ending him into seclusion until the
The novel is Chaplin's first purchase Vitaphone studios.
completion of his forthcoming CoT
▼
T
of another writer's idea, all of his
lumbia production. Due to the illprevious pictures having been auMore New York Passing Show:
ness of Dolores Del Rio, who is to
thored by himself. Meanwhile George Jessel, Morton Downey,
Chaplin is still at work on the writ- Barbara Bennett, B. G. DeSylva, appear opposite the star, filming of
this production has been postponed,
ing of an original, tentatively known Fred Astaire, Howard Dietz, Lewis daily.
as "Production No. 6," which will Milestone, Hedda Hopper, Dorothy necessitating Dix trimming his hair
serve as Miss Goddard's first star- Mackaill at Jack and Charlie's "21."
▼
T
▼
ring picture following her debut as
the comedian's leading lady in
Ritz Brothers, who are in "Sing,
Twenty -five new head of stock
"Modern Times."
Baby, Sing", have left New York
T
▼
T
for Hollywood to appear in another has been purchased by George
"Paris Adventure," to be pro- ?0th Century-Fox picture, "One In O'Brien, the George Hirliman-RKO
star,
for his ranch.
plans
duced and directed by Wesley Rugon shortly
reviving O'Brien
the annual
▼
▼
gles, will be one of Carole Lom- A Million." ▼
roundup which he formerly held on
After securing the services of W. his
bard's starring productions for the
Inglewood property now that
immediate future, Paramount an- P. Lipscomb, prominent British there
is a renewed interest in horse
races.
nounces. Cary Grant and Charlie playwright - scenarist, Paramount
Ruggles are set for featured sup- producer Arthur Hornblow has resumed production plans for the filmporting roles. Claude Binyon will
prepare the screen play.
During the filming of various
ing of the novel, "National Velvet,"
by Enid Bagnold. Lipscomb just
scenes
Dance,"
Direcrecently completed the screenplay
tor RoyforDel"Born
Ruth To
forbid
admittance
"Exclusive," newspaper story in for "Phantom of the Opera," a Unisets of even the most promiwhich Miss Lombard was to have
versal production, and was prepar- to the nent
M-G-M executives. This inmade her next appearance, has been
ing to leave for London to produce
flexible ruling by the megaphonist
set back for future production, ad"The Birth
the Navy", held no exceptions. "There is too
ditional story work having been his
whenplay,
Hornblow
startedof negotiations
much money involved in these
ordered by production chief William for his services.
s"enes," Del Ruth offered in explanaLeBaron. Rian James is working
tion.
on the revisions.
If negotiations now being carried
▼
▼
T
on by cable between producer Carl
Film stars move with speed and
Mary Astor has been assigned by Laemmle, Jr., and Director Al Green
Columbia to the feminine lead in a are successful, the latter will start dispatch these days when they discover a story they feel fits them.
new production entitled the "Lady for New York in quest of story ma- No longer
do they wait for the
terial immediately following the
from Nowhere," a picturization of
studios to start negotiations only to
completion
of
one
more
picture
asBen Graumankohn's
which
Arthur
Strawn and story
Fred for
Niblo
Jr.
signment under the Columbia ban- see a rival organization win out in
have written the screen play. It
ner. Although he has been touring the long run. When Richard Dix
will be directed by Gordon Wiles.
Europe for the past three months, read E. T. Rosendowell's novel, "Ancient Judges," he immediately wired
young Laemmle has been forming
for the price. InAlan Marshal, Broadway stage the nucleus of a producing organi- the publishers
formed that two major companies
zation which will be able to start
star, has been placed under longwere negotiating for the film rights,
term contract by David 0. Selznick, functioning immediately after his Dix further learned that Rosenfollowing his successful screen de- arrival in Hollywood sometime in dowell was en route to Hollywood.
but in Selznick International's "The October. Green is at present read- When the author's train reached Aling several stories handed him by
Garden of Allah," Technicolor probuquerque, Dix was there to ride
duction starring Marlene Dietrich Columbia's chief executive, Harry into Los Angeles
with him. Not
Cohn, from which to select his next
and Charles Boyer.
only did he secure the rights to the
directorial effort.
T
T
T
story, but Rosendowell, who is a
minneapolis physician, will spend
"O'Reilly of Notre Dame," a footDavid Howard,
director, has re- two weeks on the star's ranch as
ball story by Francis Wallace, has
turned from several weeks at So- his guest.
been purchased by Paramount for a
t

▼
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"THEY MET IN A TAXI"

Lionel
Fay Wray,
Morris,
Chester
Walburn
Stander, Raymond
69 mins.
Zolumbia
ENTERTAINING COMEDY WITH WELL
PICKED CAST AND LOTS OF AMUSING

with

ACTION

11
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FOR GENERAL

POP APPEAL.

Falling in the category of attractions
that depend more on entertainment values
than marquee strength to provide satsfaction, this picture should have no trouble
serving its purpose. It's a nice all-around
job of good writing, effective gagging,
by playpeppy direction and excellent workately
and
ers who fit their roles appropri
work hard to put them over. Chester Morris plays the part of a taxi driver who mistakes Fay Wray for a runaway society bride
when she jumps into his cab. It develops
that Fay is a model who has become innocently involved in a jewel disappearance
case. With the aid of Lionel Stander, another taxi driver who is a not entirely reformed pickpocket, and Raymond Walburn,
a newspaper society reporter, the actual
thief eventually is apprehended, with Chester winning Fay at the same time. Many
amusing complications and laughs take place
all along the route. Lionel Stander and
Raymond Walburn score as the chief comedy exponents. Miss Wray also is fine,
while Morris is right at home in one of his
roles. Protypical outwardly hard-boiled
ducer-Scenarist Howard J. Green can take
a bow on this effort.
Cast: Chester Morris, Fay Wray, Raymond
Walburn, Lionel Stander, Henry Molliscn,
Kenneth Harlan, Frank Melton, Ward Bond,
Ann
Merrill.

Charlie

Ruggles

and

Mary

Boland

in

"WIVES NEVER KNOW"
with Adolphe Menjou and Vivienne Osborne
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Paramount
75 mins.
HIGHLY AMUSING COMEDY WITH
RUGGLES-BOLAND-MENJOU SCORING IN
DOMESTIC YARN
OF GENERAL
APPEAL.
Always is the combination of Mary Boland and Charles Ruggles irresistible. Their
latest mirth-maker is a domestic farce, part
satire and a great deal out-and-out slapstick,
which kept the preview audience laughing
from the beginning to the last fade-out.
Story concerns a married couple, Ruggles
and Boland, who think they are happy until
Adolphe Menjou, well-known author' of
"Marriage, the Living Death", enters their
lives, convinces them they are living under
a delusion, that Charlie will not be really
happy until he steps out, nor Mary until
she has something to forgive. Ruggles gets
entangled with a French actress, against
his better judgment. Complicatons result
when she proves to be the only woman in
Menjou's life. It requires the rest of the
footage to straighten things out for everybody concerned. Ruggles, Boland and Menjou make a rollicking comedy trio. The
screen adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt
Brennan of a Keene Thompson story, directed with the unerring comedy sense of
Elliott Nugent, and aided by the capable
production of Harlan Thompson, should play
a merry tune at box-offices.
Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland,
Adolphe Menjou, Vivienne Osborne, Claude
Gillingwater, Fay Holden, Louise Beavers,
Constance Bergen, Purnell Pratt.

Producer, Harlan Thompson; Director, Elliott Nugent; Author,
Keene
Thompson;
Producer, Howard J. Green; Director, AlFrederick
Hazlett
Brennan;
fred E Green; Author, Octavus Roy Cohen; Screenplay,
George
Clemens;
Editor,
Howard J. Green; Cameraman, I Cameraman,
Screenplay,
Richard Currier.
James Van Trees; Editor, Gene Milford.
Direction, Aces
Photography, Fine.
Direction, Lively. Photography, Fine.

DETROIT
A. E. Morgan is in town to act
as company manager for M-G-M's
"Romeo and Juliet" at the Cass
Theater. Advance sale on the opening was two days ahead of "Great
Ziegfeld." William G. Bishop, Jr.,
is aiding his father on the publicity.
Ira Kaplan has postponed opening
of the Cinema to Sept. 15, with
"Cloistered" as the first bill. Kaplan
is fighting a police ban on "Three
Women," Soviet film. Court hearing is scheduled for tomorrow.
Mannie Gottlieb, Universal manager, reports all circuits here and
throughout Michigan sold for its
1936-37 product.
James Olsen has opened the newly built 500-seat Midstate Theater,
West Branch. B. Sargent, who
operated the Ogemaw Theater there
for 25 years, is closing the house.
Jack Zide has returned to Monarch Pictures as state salesman
after a sojourn in New York.

CONNECTICUT
William P. Barry of New Haven
has been elected president of the
Connecticut Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving Picture Operators executive council. He succeeds
Thomas J. Shea of Middletown.
Charles Morse, Hartford business

"THE DEVIL IS A SISSY"

with Freddie Bartholomew, Jackie Cooper,
Mickey Rooney, Ian Hunter, Peggy Conklin,
Katharine Alexander, Gene and Kathleen
Lockhart,

Etienne Girardot, Grant Mitchell
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
M-G-M
92 mins.

FIRST-RATE HUMAN
INTEREST STORY
WITH
ADULT
AS WELL
AS JUVENILE
APPEAL NICELY HANDLED ALL AROUND.
With neither fuss nor feathers, ballyhoo
nor bombast, M-G-M has launched a winner in this attraction. And any precon-

3-

<Cs

.creen play by John Lee Mahin and Richard Schayer, based on the Rowland Brown
story, is replete with new situations, fastmoving, with never a dull moment. Credit
for the production goes to Frank Davis. Get
behind this one for a start — word of mouth
should do the rest.

Cast: Freddie Bartholomew, Jackie Cooper,
Mickey Rooney, Ian Hunter, Peggy Conklin^
Katharine Alexander, Gene Lockhart, Kathleen Lockhart, Jonathan Hale, Etienne Girardot, Sherwood Bailey, Buster Slavin, Grant
Mitchell, Harold Huber, Stanley Fields, Frank
Puglia, Etta McDaniels.
Producer, Frank Davis; Director, W.

S.

Van Dyke; Author, Roland Brown; Screennotion that Acted
it is only
a kid's pic-it
play, John Lee Mahin, Richard Schayer;
ture isceived
erroneous.
by youngsters
Musical Score, Herbert Stothart; Music and
is, but with a feeling for the human emo- Lyrics, Arthur Freed, Nacio Herb Brown;
tions of comedy and drama that vies with
the work of the most seasoned player. From Cameramen, Harold Rosson, George Schneidermann; Editor, Tom Held.
every production angle, casting, writing,
Direction, Expert. Photography,
Best.
acting and directing, it is practically flawless. It is fresh in story and treatment,
rich in pathos and humor, and will appeal
to every class of audience and every age.
Freddie Bartholomew, an English child whose
separated parents share him six months
each, arrives in New York for the half
"SCHLUSSAKKORD" ("The Last
year with his father, Ian Hunter. The Chord"), in German; produced by Ufa;
father is a struggling architect with a stu- directed by Detlef Sierck; with Lil Dagover,
dio in the midst of the lower East Side. Willy Birgel, et al. At the Garden Theater.
Freddie, a refined child, with a heritage
Just a fair melodrama with interpolated
of wealth on his mother's side and a background of European spas and travel, finds musical sequences by the Berlin Staatsoper
himself in deep water amidst the hood- Orchestra and the Berlin Soloist Society as
lums of the neighborhood. The rest of the the highlights.
story relates his ups and downs and how
finally he gains their friendship and they,
in turn, a modicum of respectability. Fred"ICH SEHNE MICH NACH DIR," in
die Bartholomew, Jackie Cooper, and Mickey
German; produced by Dr. V. Badal; directed
Rooney turn in brilliant performances un- by Johannes Riemann; with Louis Graveure,
der the keen and deft direction of W. S.
Camilla Horn, et al. At the Casino Theater.
Van Dyke. Ian Hunter's role is beautifully
conceived. Gene Lockhart, as the bullying
Entertaining domestic-romantic drama
father, and his real-life wife, Kathleen, are
notable members of an excellent cast. The helped by the singing of Louis Graveure.

FOREIGN

LINCOLN
Opening of the Kiva finds price
revisions the vogue around town.
The newly lighted Westland house
is selling for the Varsity's old scale
of 10-15 and the Varsity, the de
luxe
15-25. sister spot, is going for 10-

The Orpheum, with the vaudeville
agent of the operators' union, is
vice-president of the executive addition started this week, is also
council and John O'Connell of New asking a price ante to 25 cents top.
Haven
is secretary-treasurer.
Former level was 10-15-20.
"The Texas Rangers" will be held
three extra days in the Paramount,
The E. A. Patchens, he's the Lincoln Theaters Corp. publicity man,
New Haven, and Allyn, Hartford.
were
guests of the Ringling circus
Loew's will reopen the Palace,
Hartford, on Sept. 11 with "Girls' in Omaha over the week-end.
Dormitory." Management will be
Bob Livingston, manager of the
resumed by Lou Cohen, formerly in
the post and doing relief duty while Capitol, made a dash out of town
the theater was dark, with John and back, but nobody knows where.
Feshler back as assistant-manager. He didn't stay long because of the
races, which he hurried back to
catch. Other showmen seen at the
French Operetta Opening
races included Jerry Zigmond,
"Ciboulette," screen version of a Charlie and Eli Shire, all of Lincoln; Fay M. Honey^ Tecumseh; and
leading French operetta, opens FriC. Wally Johnson, friend.
day at the Cinema de Paris.

NEW

ORLEANS

Southern Amusement Co. has remodeled and reopened the Arcade
at Crowley, La.
Mort Singer has acquired a short
option on the Liberty Theater here
and may lease it before it expires.
Singer wants a second house to
handle sluff product so that the
Orpheum can contract for additional
majors.
Henry Lazarus will lose the Newcomb Theater, which he has operated for years, on Oct. 1, when a
clothing company takes over the
building and starts remodeling.
Lazarus hopes to have his rebuilt
Wonderland, renamed the Center,
ready by that time.
The Fathers Scanlon, Catholic
priests at Pineville who were operr
ating a film house, have closed it.
J. E. Adams of Ruston is ready
to open a new theater at Cotton
Valley, Miss.
Capt. Carter will operate the
newly completed recreation hall at
Camp Beauregard, La.

THE
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ERPI TO STAND PAT
ON NEW SOUND PACT
(Continued from Page

1)

assertion that its contract terms
would meet those of RCA.
The Erpi agreement provides for
no charge for home and non-theatrical recording, unlike the RCA
agreement, it is understood.
The Erpi viewpoint is understood
to be that its new contract was designed to encourage producers to use
Erpi equipment beyond the $100,000 minimum annual recording royalty they are obligated to pay. This
takes into account the fact that producers already have Erpi equipment.
Negotiations between Erpi and
the producers are continuing.

Willis Bright Resigns
As Treasurer of Pathe
Willis Bright has resigned as secretary and treasurer of Pathe.
Bright, however, remains with
Grand National occupying present
posts. Up to the present time, no
successor to Bright at Pathe has
been named.

Para. Antipodes Force
Meets Oct. 8 in Sydney

"Ramona"

Pittsburgh

"General" and "Rangers"
Break Records in Frisco
San Francisco — "The General Died
at Dawn", starring Gary Cooper and
Madeleine Carroll, and "The Texas
Rangers", with Fred MacMurray
and Jean Parker, were accorded exceptional openings here this week. At
the Paramount, "The General Died
at Dawn" premiere on Thursday
grossed 29 per cent better than
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine" and
scored the biggest opening day business for the Paramount in the last
three years. At the Warfield Theater, "The Texas Rangers" opened
with a take which compared favoragainst the "General" opening
at theablyParamount.
In Oakland, "The Texas Rangers" at the Paramount Theater
rolled up an opening day gross topping the previous high held by Bing
Crosby in "Rhythm on the Range".

National Release Dates

Members of Paramount's sales
force in Australia and New Zealand
will hold a convention at Sydney Oct.
8 and 9, with John E. Kennebeck,
managing director for those territories, in charge. John W. Hicks Jr.
general manager of the company's
foreign department,, is making ai
sound record of a speech which will
be reproduced at the sessions.

Universal's release schedule for
the month ahead has been revised
and now stands as follows: "Two
in a Crowd," Sept. 13; "Sea Spoilers," Sept. 20; "The Girl on the
Front Page" (formerly "Rich and
Reckless"), Sept. 27; "Magnificent
Brute," Oct. 4.

George Saunders Cast

PITTSBURGH

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George Saunders,
British stage and screen actor, will
have a leading role in "Lloyds of
London," soon to be produced by
20th Century-Fox. Tyrone Power,
Jr., C. Audrey Smith and Sir Guy
Standing already are in the cast.

Add Bureau
to "Banjo"
Cast DAILY
West Coast
of THE FILM
Hollywood — Jane Darwell and
Helen Westley have been assigned
to "Banjo On My Knee," to be produced by 20th Century-Fox with
Joel McCrea and Barbara Stanwyck
in co-stellar roles.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Check

up
seats
regularly
to
inate squeaks and discomforts.

elim-

Premiere Sets Record

Pittsburgh — "Ramona," 20th Century-Fox Technicolor production, in its world premiere at the Alvin Theater on Monday against terrific opposition, set a new house
record for gross business, according to John H. Harris of the theater operating company
The picture was given a big campaign, including double newspaper space, aeroplane
banners, 60 twenty-fours and special radio broadcasts, plus 39 exploitation items Th°
opening also was tied in with the 40th anniversary celebration of the Harris Amusement Co., which resulted in generous newspaper publicity. Public and press response
to the picture was in the rave class.

Revised by Universal

Johnny Morin has been moved to
the Palace as manager, succeeding
John Finley, who was transferred
back to the Harris-Alvin.
The Fulton moved up its opening
hour, adding an extra daily showing
of "My Man Godfrey."
Loew's Penn upped its matinee
and evening price for "Gorgeous
Hussy." A 57 cent top replaced the
former 42 cent high.
Ben Kalmenson, Warner central
district manager, is back from his
first business tour over his territory.
Plans are under way for the erection of a new building on Film Row
to house the Invincible-Chesterfield
office, the new National Screen
Service branch which is opening this
fall and the Grand National exchange.
Barry Theater reopens tomorrow
with a double-bill subsequent run
policy. Manuel Greenwald is manager of the William Skirboll house.
Arthur Low is back on his job
at the Nixon.
Leon Wayne, assistant booker at
the Universal office, left his post to
become booker and city salesman
for Grand National. Joe Minsky of
Boston
also joined the GN sales
staff.
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UNIVERSAL TO OFFER
ADDITIONAL SHARES
(Continued

from

Paiic

1)

New York, and Dulin & Co., Los
Angeles, are expected to make the
offering, and price of certificates is
understood to be $10 each.
St. Louis Amusement Co.
The financing, it was explained, is
Stockholders Meet Nov. 5
part of the program of general revision in the capital structure of
St. Louis — A special meeting of Universal Pictures.
St. Louis Amusement Co. stockholders has been called for Nov. 5 in Music Hall is Joining
the Ambassador Bldg. to consider
and pass upon various financial matMickey Mouse Celebration
ters and actions of directors, including the issuance of promissory
Radio City Music Hall has joined
notes for the purpose of funding the list of participants in the comoutstanding indebtedness of the
ing Mickey Mouse Birthday celebracompany, delivery of mortgages in
tion. W. G. Van Schmus, managing
connection with these notes, and director of the house, signed
a deal
other business matters.
with Harry Gold of United Artists
to play three Disney subjects in
DENVER
recognition of the famous animated
character's eighth anniversary. The
"Anthony Adverse" proved good program will begin on Sept. 24 and
enough in its first week at the continue for the entire week.
Denver to get a second week at the
The Rivoli, the other home of the
Aladdin. "China Clipper" is in its New York premieres of the Disneys,
will
likewise have a special program
third week at the Broadway following a week each at the Denver and for the occasion, including the reAladdin. "The Texas Rangers" is
turn of "Three Little Pigs."
being held over at the Denham.
Both houses will screen the reguThe fourth annual outing of the
lar
current Disney release in addiexchanges and theaters was held
tion to the birthday revue.
at the Cherry Hills Country Club,
with more than 250 attending. The
day started with a golf tournament,
Plans Texas Studio
in which Gus Ibold was low man
San Antonio — A film studio is
with 80; Chuck Flowers second with
83, and Walt Ibold and Wm. Agren reported planned on a 103-acre tract
tied for third with 88 each. Com- of land near here on the Seguin
mittee in charge of the outing in- highway by an unnamed Hollywood
cluded C. U. Yaeger, A. P. Archer, producer, who is leaving California
Harry Huffman, Emmett Thurmon, because the taxes are lower in
Rick Ricketson, Gerald Whitney, Texas.
Loius Finske, T. B. Noble, Charles
Klein, Ed Schulte, R. J. Morrison,
Biondi from RKO to RCA
Earl Bell, Chet Bell, Jack Langon,
Al Hoffman, Duke Dunbar and Lon
Giuseppe Biondi, RKO Radio repFidler.
resentative in Italy, has resigned,
The Denham, Dave Cockrill, man- effective Sept. 15, to join the RCA
ager, has booked the "Hollywood sales engineering force in Europe.
Follies of 1937" for the week of Biondi was associated with RCA beSept. 11. Featuring Leon Errol,
fore joining RKO Radio.
it is a Fanchon & Marco production
with 35 entertainers.
Fred Schaal has resigned from
the Orpheum as publicity manager
to join a Denver advertising agency.
Bob Sweeten, who quit that job
NEW
YORK
several months ago to take the asParadise Pictures Corp., Manhattan, motion
sistant manager's berth at the pictures; capital $20,000. Stockholders: Alfred S. Krellberg, Norman Lazarus and Helen
State, will return in the same capacity. Frank Boost, who has had an Winkler, New York.
extended leave, is resuming his
Strand Theater, Inc., Manhattan, theatrical
duties as assistant at the State.
business; capital $10,000. Stockholders: HarThomas Robinson, booker for the
old Jacobson, Joseph E. Weil and Mary Friedman, New York.
Columbia exchange, wears a broad
The Ktima Corporation, New York, operate
smile these days. His wife presented
theaters; capital 100 shares of stock. Sharehim with a boy.
holders: Antonia Rossi, Florence M. Kaden and
Charles Burns, of Premier Adver- Bessie Goldenberg, New York.
tising Service, poster service, passed
Delken Theaters Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.,
through Denver on an extended trip theatricals;
capital $5,000. Stockholders: Vincent R. McFaul, Thomas D. Powell and Henry
through the west.
Out-of-towners seen doing busi- C. Fruecht, Buffalo, N. Y.
ness on the row were Mrs. Bess
Film Center Building Corp., New York; capThorp of Ouray, Colo.; C. G. Diller
ital $251,250. Stockholders: Henry Homes,
of Cripple Creek, Colo.; and L. M. Morton I. Davis and Anton Hyde, New York.
Teller of Imperial, Neb.
Jewel Theater of Brooklyn, theatricals; capJack Zansky of Los Angeles was York. ital 100 shares of stock. Shareholders: Estelle
in Denver on business about the re- Ismack, Ann Mardel and Evaly Karsb, New
cent fight films.

« New Incorporations »
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Over In All Its First 89 Dates

PARAMOUNT READY WITH ITS OWN COLOTSYSTEM
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Aid U. S. Film Exports
Concessions
Granted
Many
of Reciprocal
Arrangements
By GEORGE
FILM DAILY

in

IV. MEHRTENS
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Exports of American
films and equipment are regaining lost ground as a result of the
Roosevelt-Hull reciprocal trade
agreements program, The Film
Daily learns in an exclusive survey
obtained from the trade agreements
secnun of the State Department.
In seven out of 14 trade agreements thus far negotiated, a concession of some kind has been obtained
on films, the report reveals, and a
greater number of concessions have
been secured on projectors and other
equipment.
Despite
the
language
barrier,
(Continued on Page 8)

10 HOUSES REOPENED
IN PITTSBURGH AREA

Loew's Continuing Duals, Giveaways
Double features, bank night and screeno will be continued in certain of
aters during the new season, according to C. C. Moskowitz, an executive of
Although he believes that fewer houses will employ business stimulants in
■ head, Moskowitz says that patrons in many spots still favor these policies,
be continued as long as they remain popular.

Loew's thethe circuit.
the months
so they will

UNIVERSAL INCREASES
FAMOUS THEATERS
MERGED BY PARA. MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS
Albany- — A certificate was filed in
the office of the Secretary of State
yesterday whereby Paramount Pictures Inc. merges Famous Theaters
Corp., theater subsidiary which heretofore has been a separate corporation.

75-Cent Top on Week Days
For New Criterion Theater

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Keller-Dorian
to
be
First
Color System Sponsored
by ARTHUR
Major Film
Firm
By
W. EDDY
The initial color system sponsored
by a major producing-distributing
company is now ready for introduction to the film industry as Paramount, in association with Eastman
Kodak, has perfected the Keller-Dorian process after more than half a
decade of laboratory work. First use
of the natural color system on 35
mm. film will be in short subjects to
be made by Paramount and later a
number of color features will be

Hollywood — Universal is increasing its quota of musical productions
for 1936-37 to four. First to go in
A showing of test reels made with
work will be "Top of the Town", produced.
which Lou Brock will produce with Keller-Dorian color was held at
Walter Lang directing. The second United Artists yesterday. Other nawill be George Jessel's "Music in the
tional outfits are evincing keen inAir", followed
by "Hippodrome", on
terest in prospects
of Page
using4) the proc(Ccntinued on
(Continued on Page 4)

Paramount Product Deal

A 75-cent week-day top is planned
Set for St. Louis Houses
by the new Criterion, which holds a
press and trade premiere Monday
Paramount has completed a 1936night and its formal opening the folfirst run product deal with Fanlowing evening. Twenty-five cents 37
Pittsburgh — Ten reopenings in the will be charged to 1 p. m. and 55 chon & Marco in St. Louis. The
past month are recorded in the latest cents to 6 p. m., with the house open- buy, in behalf of the Fox, Ambassareport of the Film Board of Trade.
dor. Missouri and Orpheum, was haning at 8 o'clock week-day mornings.
dled by Neil F. Agnew, general sales
They include the Art-Cinema, Barry
The Criterion will be the only
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
and Casino, this city; State, formerly the Queen, and Strand, Aliquippa;
Vienna, Erie; Penn, New Castle;
Penn-Lake, Sandy Lake; American,
Vestaburg; Palace, Parkersburg, W.
Va.
Four houses closed during the period were the Lyric, McKeesport;
Harris, Tarentum; Fox, Huntington,
W. Va.; Northern, Wheeling.
RKO Radio's current musical
W. A. Simons Amusement Co.
"Swing
Time" is on the way to a
Takes Over Five Theaters
unique record. This latest Fred
William Lipsie Joins
Astaire-Ginger Rogers vehicle has
Mike Manos Enterprises
Salt Lake City — Five houses in
this region were taken over by the held over, or will do so, in every
Greensburg, Pa. — William Linsie, W. A. Simons Amusement Co. in the one of the 89 theaters in which it
former general manager of Indiana past month. Theaters are the Rial- has opened to date, it was said yesCountv Theater Co., joined hands to, Deer Lodge, Mont.; State and
terday at the RKO home office. In
with Mike Manos of Manos Enter- Strand, Livingston, Mont., and the some situations which normally play
prises, Inc., in the operation of 15 State and American, Roundup, Mont.
theaters in Western Pennsylvania. The State in Livingston and the four days the picture was booked
Lipsie moved his headquarters here State in Roundup were renamed the for a week and is being held over,
it was stated.
Park.
from Blairsville.

Hold Over On
Swing lime"
In All First 89 Engagements

BUFFALO IS JOINING
ADMISSION UPSWING
Buffalo — First upward swing in
admission prices for downtown theaters here will come Saturday with
the
opening
of "Great
Ziegfeld"here
at
the Great Lakes.
Newspapers
have commented on changes elsewhere, one expressing belief that rise
here should cause no surprise because of increasing costs generally.

"Romeo"

Educational Drive

Being Launched by M-G-M
As the first step in what is claimed
to be the most comprehensive educational campaign ever planned in
r-onnection with a motion picture, MG-M will launch today a nationwide
illustrated essay competition based
on
its movie
of Shakespeare's
"Romeo
andversion
Juliet,"
now playing
special engagements throughout the
country. The grand prizes, two
trips
to Shakespeare's
birthplace,
Stratford-on-Avon,
and the
atten(Continued
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Coming
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Sept. 9-11: Allied Theaters of New
Jersey
annual convention, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic
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MORRIS KANDEL. president of Ideal Pictures, is visiting Chicago and Detroit on
booking
Monday. deals and returns to New York next
IRVING SHAPIRO, treasurer and general manager of DuWorld Pictures, is back in New
York from a business trip to Detroit, Buffalo
and
Rochester.
ARTHUR

A.

MAYERS,

president

Pictures, leaves New York
fornia and a two months'
sales
territories.

at

of

DuWorld
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York

yester-

from
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ADOLPH ZUKOR leaves New
his return
to Hollywood.

week

circuit

York

left last night

is

for

Holly-

BILL CORUM
Wichita.

left by

plane

yesterday

for

S. BARRET McCORMICK
and GEORGE GERHARD leave tonight by plane for the coast.
ROGER MARCHETTI
Hollywood.

left last night by plane

HARRY
BLUE
plane
today
for

THE THREE SAILORS, well-known musical
comedy act, are en route to Universal City

ANDRE
tomorrow

to go into "Top
trio, Bert Jason,
today. Blue and
Harry

EDWIN
P. KILROE, 20th Century-Fox atmandie. torney, arrives Monday from Paris on the Nor-
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Universal
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for Hollywood.
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leave by
studios.
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leave
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M-G-M

ROMBERG,
studios

after

working

on

a

session

the

FRANKLIN S. IRVY, 20th Century-Fox attorney, and EARL I. SPONABLE, Chief Fox
sound technician, leave tomorrow for Hollywood
to look over installation of new equipment
at the
studio.
EDWARD
subject
with

ALFRED
McCOSKER, president of Mutual
Broadcasting
System,
is back from
Europe.
at

Irving G.

Thalberg production of "Maytime," is back
in New York to start rehearsals Sept. 15 for
"Forbidden Melody," with Carl Brisson. Romberg returns to M-G-M about Nov. 15 to start
long-term
contract.

a

BONNS,

head

of

Universal

4%

4%

T
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Lily Damita
Matty
St.

Kemp
John

—

263,4 _
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Delaware
of Independei.
Wisconsin
and
Hotel,

Mil-

Sept. 28-Oct. 2: Annual Atlantic Coast Premium Exposition, Hotel
Astor,
New
York.
Oct.

2: The Exhibitor of Philadelphia-Variety
Club Golf Tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

Oct.

12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention,
Sagamore,
Rochester,
N. Y.

Oct. 19-20: Annual convention
of W.
Penna.,
Pittsburgh.

of M.

Hotel

P. T. O.

Oct. 25:

Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn
Hotel,
Pittsburgh.

Nov. 27:

Buffalo

Variety

Club

annual

movie

the

product.
GEORGE

Sehine
RAFT

circuit
will make

for

Universal's

his annual

Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia.

Mass Meeting Proposed
Against Extended Runs
Proposal that exihbitors of the
New York territory hold a mass
meeting to protest against first run
houses extending playing time on
big attractions was made at the I.
T. O. A. meeting yesterday at the
Hotel Astor but no definite action
was taken on the plan. Film rentals
were slammed.

short

department, left the home office yesterday for Gloversville, N. Y., to conclude deal
short

eastward

trek to attend the World Series games, starting the latter part of next week.
He will
be accompanied by Mack Gray. Upon his return to the coast Raft probably will go into
Paramount's "Souls at Sea," in which he will
be co-starred with Gary Cooper, under the direction of Henry
Hathaway.

MARKET

263,4
3%

S.

ball, Buffalo.

ROBERT LIGHT, who appears in Universal's
"My Man Godfrey," has arrived in town and
is stopping at the Park Central. He will attend the premiere of "Godfrey," at the Music
Hall
on
Sept.
17.

MRS. LOUIS B. MAYER returned to New
from abroad
yesterday
on
the Champlain.

S.

tomorrow

LEO CARRILLO, co-star with Nino Martini
and Ida Lupino in the new Pickford-Lasky

version of "Three Men on a Horse," in which
he also appeared on the stage, returns to the
coast today to resume film work after a New
York
vacation.

on

16-17:
Annual
convention
Theaters
Protective Ass'n of
waukee.
Upper
Michigan,
Plankington

the

Warner Philadelphia
New
York
yesterday.

COFFMAN
of Consolidated Film Industries was a Pittsburgh film row visitor
week.

TEDDY HART, Broadway actor who has been
signed to a long-term Warner-First National
contract following his appearance in the film

Y.,

Club cruise from
Park, Poughkeepsie,

Sept. 17: Minneapolis Variety Club Golf Tournament, Minneapolis Golf Club, Minneapolis.
in town next
a new script.

JOHN NOLAN
of the Comerford
New
York from Scranton.

of the Town." One of the
left Tuesday by train, while
Bob Robson are flying out

N.
Sept.

sailed from New York yesterday
Mary
returning
to London.

E. BROWN

Sept. 12: Paramount Pep
Manhattan to Woodcliff

Broadway

stay.

WILLIAM
MUNSELL,
branch
manager,
was
in

wood.
JOE

New

for her

MILLER sailed from
Normandie
for New
COLLIER

in New

Glory."

OWEN
DAVIS will be
from Lakewood,
Me., with

on

arrives

in

BRASHER, Paramount auditor,
in the Pittsburgh
office.

J. W.
this

GEORGE KELLY, playwright,
York tomorrow
from the west.

is

RALPH
present

SIGMUND

57V8
93

Al

to New

GEORGE SCHAEFER, vice-president in charge
of sales for United Artists, will arrive at
Newark Airport from Hollywood today at 11
A.
M. aboard the flagship of the American
Airlines.
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M. WARNER
California.

production, "The Gay Desperado," will arrive
in New York today for his personal appearance
engagement at the Roxy beginning tomorrow,
following which he will take a brief vacation
in the
East.

FINANCIAL
NEW

H.
from

N. J. Allied Convention
Gets Under Way at Shore

Would Restrain Bette Davis
From Making English Film

Atlantic City — Following preliminary meeting yesterday of the
eastern regional directors, the 17th
Annual Convention of Allied Theaters of New Jersey buckles down
at the Hotel Traymore to specific
open discussion of many vital problems affecting both national and
local motion picture exhibition at
the first business session of the
Jersey unit today. Militant support of planned legislative measures that Abram F. Myers, general
counsel of the national organization, Nathan Yamins, national
president, and Lee W. Newbury,
New Jersey unit president, are expected to bring forward for open
discussion was indicated by as! sembled delegates.

London (By Cable) — Attorneys
for Warners are understood to have
taken legal steps to restrain Bette
Davis, who recently went on strike
over her contract, from appearing
in pictures or stage productions here.
It had been announced that Toeplitz
Productions would star Miss Davis
in "I'll Take the Low Road" and
possibly other films.

Tibor Rombauer Dead
Tibor Rombauer, Paramount's
managing director, in Brazil, died at
Rio de Janeiro Tuesday following an
appendicitis operation, the company's
foreign department at the home office in New York was informed yesterday. He had been with Paramount a number of years.

Geo. Quigley Resumes Law

George E. Quigley, who resigned a
short time ago as a Warner-First
National executive and counsel, has
resumed the general practice of law
with offices at 36 West 44th St.

M-G-M

Gets Asbury Novel

M-G-M has acquired film rights to
Herbert Asbury's forthcoming novel,
"The French Quarter," which will be
published by Alfred A. Knopf in October. Asbury is author of "Barbary
Coast" and "Gangs of New York."

BIG
NEWS
AS

SEEN

THE

BY

PRESS

AGENT
Jean

Harlow

has

discovered

the

very

latest thing in sweaters. It is reversible making it possible to wear a yellow sweater one minute — and a rose
one

the

next. — M-G-M.

HOW LOUD
CAN YOU
AUDIENC
It is our belief (check us up if we're wrong) that the Capitol
set a new high in screaming laughter this week when M-G-M's
GANG" COMEDY, "BORED OF EDUCATION" was on
Give your patrons a timely treat as the new school season

Theatre, N.Y.,
timely "OUR
the program.
opens. HAL

ROACH's clever kids (including Spanky MacFarland, Alfalfa, and all the rest)
present belly laughs for all sizes. Run— don't walk— to your M-G-M Branch
Office and arrange for this program highlight right rtow!
are
GANGWAY

FOR

in one reel now.
2-reel length.

1936-37:

Here's something important to notice. "Our Gang'

Packed with gags and hilarious situations they m

e twice

" >ored of Education" is the first of '36-'37 and you'l

see the

fast
iffer?

former

DAILY

UNIVERSAL INCREASES
MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS
(Continued from Page 1)

which R. H. Burnside has been working for several months with Garrett
Fort and Ralph Murphy, with Morrie Ryskind slated to produce.
Fourth musical is "Melody Lady",
based on the Earl Derr Biggers
novel, with music by Jerome Kern,
screenplay by Herbert Fields and
lyrics by Dorothy Fields.

Second Week Guarantee
For "Adverse" in Buffalo

Comedy

Reaction

Register is Demonstrated

Demonstration of the new Charles Ford device for recording audience reactions to
films was held yesterday afternoon in the Universal projection room before an audience
of 50. The device, named the Motion Picture Audience Reaction Timer, made two
recordings and play-backs, the first of a newsreel and second of "My Man Godfrey."
Opening the demonstration, Ford told of evolution and development of his invention
and practical uses it will have in future elimination of comedy dialogue being covered
over in theaters by patron laughter. Ford plans to install apparatus at Universal City
to record picture dialogue sequences during production, in Los Angeles theaters where
U product has premiere showings, and also keep wax recordings on file as permanent
record of such showings. He states device will be utilized extensively in near future
by all comedy producers. "Where dialogue laughs are covered up by laughter " Ford
explains, "longer takes will be used in final film assembly in the cutting ' room "
The three units — microphone,
recorder and turntable — are conveniently portable light
in weight and iow in installation costs.
'

'Swing Time" Second Week
Topping First at Music Hall

Indications late yesterday were
chat "Swing Time" would top during
its second week at the Music Hall
Buffalo Warner's "Anthony Ad- che record figure chalked up during
which will
its local
pre- che picture's first seven days. The
miereverse",
at the
Sheahave
Buffalo
Theater
picture has set a record for two
on Sept. 18, has been guaranteed a weeks' business at the mammoth thesecond week's run at the theater.
toppingfirst
that two
set by
"Top atHat'
This is the first time in the history house.
duringater,its
weeks
the
of the house that such a guarantee
has been given to a motion picture
prior to its premiere.
The tremendous advance interest
Beginner's
Luck in New
in the production is given as the reaJack Rogers
of Cleveland,
son for this booking.
York for a vacation visit to his
brother, Tom Rogers, of Loew's publicity department, met Erik Charrel,
Start Oct. 1 Serving
who is staging "White Horse Inn,"
and was immediately signed for a
All 20th-Fox Theaters leature
role in that forthcoming Cencer Theater production. Jack has
Commencing Oct. 1, all 20th Cen- never before appeared in a profestury-Fox theatres will be serviced
sional show, and except for a few
by RCA.
amateur plays has had no stage experience.

NEW

ORLEANS

New Orleans — Service on seven
major film companies summoning
them to appear in court on Sept. 24
to answer a petition filed against
them by George E. Fuller under the
anti-trust laws, was accomplished
here this week. The companies
served were Paramount, United Artists, Vitagraph, Universal, RKO,
20th Century-Fox and M-G-M.
Three figures, prominent
in the
film business here for years passed
away this week, depriving the indus
try of some of its veterans.
They
are:
Eugene M. (Pop) Clark, 60, who
originally ran the Baker Grand at
Natchez, Miss. When Saenger
Amusement Co. expanded, he sold
out and came to New Orleans where
he served them in various official
capacities. When Publix bought out
Saenger, Clark left, later to return
to the exhibition game with a brief
operation of the Strand Theater. He
was also in the exchange end of the
business for a time.
Mrs. Al G. (Fanny) Shear, 52,
wife of the late Al Shear, who with
Frank Sobel and E. V. Richards
formed Sobel-Richards-Shear, a corporation which controlled a number
of subsequent run neighborhood
houses in New Orleans and which
lay the groundwork for the formation of the present United Theaters.
Charlie Love, 65, mayor of Franklin. La., who also operated the Opera House there.
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Pathe Cameraman

Prisoner

Henri Brut, Pathe News cameraman who has been covering the civil
war in Spain for the past five weeks,
was arrested Wednesday by the rebel
forces at Burgos, Spain, and taken
prisoner. The rebels confiscated all
nis film and his camera, according
to cable advices received in New
York yesterday.

PARAMOUNT READY
WITH COLOR SYSTEM
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ess, under which costs are said to
be comparable to black and white.
The Keller-Dorian system is similar to Kodachrome, Eastman Kodak
product used for 16 mm. pictures.
The problem has been to develop
the
film. process so as to apply to 35 mm.

137,000 Admissions in Week
For "General" at Paramount

Under the Paramount-Eastman
system, a color negative can be developed with the rapidity of a black
In its first week at the New York and white negative, thus eliminating
Paramount Theater, "The General costly delay. The developed negative can serve as a print. In conDied at Dawn", Paramount film with
nection with exhibition of pictures
Gary Cooper and Madeleine Carroll,
played to 137,000 admissions. Labor so made, only change in present
Day week-end attendance was 62,- equipment is a new-type lamphouse.
000. Doors opened at 8:30 A.M. and
shows were run until 4 A.M. The
Vll-Continent Corp. Sues
picture started its second week yesterday with Vincent Lopez and his
For William Fox Securities
band appearing in person.
Philadelphia — An equity action to
establish itself as the owner of
Katharine Brown Re-signed
of securities seKatharine Brown, eastern story about $500,000
questered pending the bankruptcy
editor for David O. Selznick, has proceedings involving William Fox
been signed to a new contract by has been filed in Federal District
Selznick International, it was an- Court by All-Continent Corp. The
nounced yesterday. Her option has Capital Company of San Francisco
been taken up, and she will con- claims the securities to satisfy a
tinue activities in the New York
judgment for $297,412 it obtained
office of the company.
against Fox in New York. They
are in the possession of J. W.
& Co., investment brokers in
Postpone Television Hearing Sparks
Philadelphia, who have been enWashington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
joined from disposing of them.
Washington — Action on Securities
All-Continent Corp.. which lists
& Exchange Commission hearing in- Belle Fox as vice-president, claims
to the $4,000,000 television experi- absolute ownership, asserting that
mental project launched by William unless it took the initiative a final
Priess, head of International Tele- decision depended on a move by
vision & Radio Corp., was postponed either the Capital Company or the
Fox trustee in bankrutpcy in New
yesterday to 10 A.M. tomorrow.
do so. whenever either decided to
Jersey,

Warners Set Dickens Novel

Judge George A. Welsh made a
special order on the Capital Company and Hiram Steelman. the Fox
Hollywood — One of Charles DickWilliam G. O'Brien, Pathe's Eutrustee, requiring them to plead,
ropean representative, who is the
ens's greatest stories, "Dombey and demur,
or answer the suit by Sept.
former American consul in Spain, Son," will soon go into production at
immediately entered the country the Warner studios. William Ull- 28 or risk the possibility of judgment in favor of the All-Continent
again in an effort to get Brut free, man, who wrote the new play of
but it is feared he will have diffi- "The White Rajah," is at work on Corp. by default.
culty because the rebel officials are the adaptation of the novel.
so widely scattered.

The cameramen,
prisoner is one
of Pathe's
star
having
gone
through the entire campaign of the
Italo-Ethiopian war.

Para.
West
Coast Buys
Bureau "Gold
of THE

Bullets"
FILM
DAILY

Hollywood — "Gold Bullets", an
epic story of Death Valley, has been
purchased by Paramount, the third
story by Charles G. Booth to be purchased recently. The first was "The
General Died at Dawn", and the
second, bought last week, is "Caviar
For His Excellency", in which Cary
Grant and Akim Tamhoff will be
featured. Cary Grant, John Howard and Randolph Scott are likely
for the leading parts in "Gold Bullets."

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

"Walking on Air" at Palace
RKO Radio's "Walking on Air",
with Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern, will have its Broadway firstrun at the Palace starting tomorrow. On the same bill will be "To
Mary
— With with
Love",
20thBaxter
CenturyFox release
Warner
and
Myrna Loy, recently first-run at the
Paramount.

Columbia to Elect Director

Kraska Gets Foreign Films

Boston — George Kraska, director
of the Fine Arts Theater, has just
sent word from Europe that he has
purchased the American rights to
two foreign films, "The Monastery,"
a French picture dealing with the
life of monks in a French monastery, directed by Robert Alexandre,
the director of "Cloistered" which is
now entering its fourth month at
the Fine Arts Theater, and "Der
Weisse Rausch" ("The Ski Chase"),
a ski film starring Hans Schneider.

Election of one director to fill the
vacancy left by the death of Nathan
Western Elec. Dividend
Burkan will occur Sept. 16 at the
A dividend of 75 cents a share on
annual meeting of Columbia Pictures. It is expected that there will the common stock has been declared
be no change in officers when the by Western Electric, payable Sept.
directors meet on this matter.
30 to stockholders of record Sept. 21.
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NEW "U" FINANCING
ANNOUNCED TODAY

MUSICIANS PLANNING
FIGHT TO THE FINISH
Jacob Rosenberg, secretary of Local 802, musicians' union, said yesterday that the drive to be launched
tonight to put musicians and acts
back to work in theaters is regarded
"as a life and death matter for musicians, actors and allied theatrical
crafts." A mass meeting at Manhattan Opera House tonight at which
Mayor La Guardia will speak marks
the opening gun in the campaign
which will be followed tomorrow
with mass picketing of 20 theaters in
the city.

More than 5,000 Local 802 members have already pledged themselves
to work and picket in this drive and
more are signing up daily, all on a
voluntary basis, Rosenberg said.
More than 200 women have formed
a women's auxiliary and have
s to do their utpledged themselve
most to return musicians and actors
to theaters. The women are all
wives of musicians "who were thrown
out of theaters when orchestras and
shows were ousted and the double
feature policy was instituted," the
union states. Activities of the women will include picketing, house-tohouse canvassing and general appeals.
Rose Schneiderman, president of
the Women's Trade Union League,
has pledged the support of her
organization in the drive. Miss
Schneiderman will be one of the
speakers at the mass meeting tonightis
at which an attendance of 7,000
expected.

CLEVELAND
L. H. Walters, manager of the
local branch of National Theater
Supply, spent the week in New York
inspecting the newest theater equipment and supplies.
Harry Reinhart of the McKinley
and State theaters, Canton, is back
from California.
Dan Robins, of the Robins circuit,
Warren, has returned from Atlantic
City.
The Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors Ass'n has unanimously
voted to raise dues for all houses
of over 800 seats. The boost varies
from $3 a month for houses from
800 to 1,200 seats, to $6 for houses
over 1,200 seats.
I. J. Schmertz, local 20th CenturyFox branch manager and president
of the Cleveland Variety Club, has
been named chairman of the theatrical division of the Cleveland
Community Fund drive. Nat Holt,
RKO division manager, held the job
last year.

•
•
• AFTER A careful check of the pressbook output
of the major companies over a period of months
we find
that the RKO Radio pressbook specialists have jumped into the
lead on three counts
variety of presentation, elaborateness
and novelty ideas in physical makeup

•
•
• THE CURRENT example is the pressbook on the
Astaire-Rogers smash, "Swing Time"
the tonal cover has
a tricky and appropriate eye-stopper in the form of a revolving
disc inside the pocket of the cover
a cutout at the top of
the cover is just large enough to show the dancing team in one
position of their number
a cutout tab on the side of cover
permits the reader to "Swing It"
and as the disc is moved
around, the various positions of the dance come into view in
attractive photos
here is a perfect tieup of a novelty idea
with the name of the production
the gent who hit on that
one was using the ole bean
it's li'l stunts like this employed on the RKO Radio pressbooks that makes them stand
out from the ruck
every exhib who lamps this cover is
bound to be impressed
because it represents something he
understands SHOWMANSHIP

•

•

• ON OPENING the "Swing Time" pressbook cover
you are confronted with a pocket on the inside of the back
which contains separate pieces of literature covering the
entire ad and pub field
three complete books on exploitation, publicity, ads and accessories
a separate folder of
feature stories
a broadside on the Packard car tieup
a dance supplement a sample of a special tabloid
professional analysis of the Swing Time Waltz by the National
Dance League
a colored herald, and sample photos of the
stars that can be had for $5.50 per 1,000, and cheap at double
the price for the biz they will draw
with facsimile signatures of Ginger and Fred
yezzir
these RKO Radio
nressbook lads have certainly put the Selling Swing in "Swing
Time"
• •
• OUR FRISCO scout informs us that Paramount has
taken over the town temporarily
what with "General Died
At Dawn" at the Paramount and "Texas Rangers" at the Warfield fighting it out for top honors
with both pix setting
new house records as those spots

T

T

T

• • • A SPECIAL tribute is due Johnny Green
the
bandsman who is currently doing arrangements for Paramount
both Par and Green should profit by the latter's forthcoming appearance with Fred Astaire in the big radio show to
be sponsored by Packard auto ... • That other harmonizer,
Vincent Lopez, having finished one "Knock, Knock" short for
Paramount, is ready to start work on another for Warners

• •
• A LINE from Julius Singer, who now presides over
his own company, Social Motion Picture Corp.
specializing
in the 16 mm. field commenting on our recent comments
on the pint-size film field
Julius has been shouting the
merits of the 16 mm. for ten years
so naturally was joyful to find that somebody on a trade paper has awakened to the
fact that the 16-boys are going places and doing things . . .
• Vincent Lopez was interviewed by Buddy Cantor last eve
over WMCA

«

«

«

»

»

Official announcement is being
made today of the offering of voting trust certificates for 280,869
shares of $1 par value common stock
of Universal Corp., which last April
acquired controlling interest of Universal Pictures Co. Inc., and the Big
"U" Film Exchange Inc. The certificates, priced at $10 each, are being offered by Hammonds & Co. Inc.,
New York, and Dulin & Co., Los
Angeles, and the financing constitutes part of a program of general
revision in the capital structure of
Universal Pictures.
Net proceeds of this financing will
provide additional working capital
to be used as required for the production of pictures and for improvements to property and equipment.
Upon completion of the present
financing, the outstanding capitalization of the corporation will consist
of $4,000,000 of Ten- Year 5% Convertible Debentures, due April 1,
1946, the total authorized, and 600,000 shares of common stock $1 par
value (voting trust certificates) of
a total of 2,000,000 shares authorized. In addition, 100,000 shares of
no par value preferred stock are authorized, none of which are presently
outstanding.
Nine pictures already have been
completed
Universal's current
schedule of on
42 features.

"Romeo" Educational Drive
Being Launched by M-G-M
(Continued from Page

1)

tion and praise received by the picture "Romeo and Juliet" are expected to interest millions of theatergoers in the contest. The number
of inquiries already submitted indicates that a record number of contestants will be entered in the contest.
A trip to Stratford-on-Avon on
the He de France, and return on the
Normandie, will be awarded to the
best illustrated essay submitted in
each of the two classes which make
up competition.
Classes are: (1) All students in
junior and senior high schools,
parochial and private schools from
the seventh grade up, and all college
students. They may enter in groups
of twenty-five or over, under the
sponsorship of a teacher or some
adult; (2) Open to adults, members
of clubs, drama study groups, movie
study groups, musical clubs, Shakespeare societies, etc., sponsored by
leaders of the organizations. Adult
groups will
also be formed by local
theater
managers.
The winning essay in these local
competitions will be eligible for the
two national grand prizes. The winningwillessay
the national
competition
be inselected
by a group
of
three nationally known Shakespearean authorities who will act as

»
judges.
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A "JUUU" fa** Uottywoa "JUAs
By RALPH

WILK

JOAN CRAWFORD will probably
J make her stage debut in the provincial theaters of England. The
M-G-M star has been threatening
for some time to take a leave of
absence from the screen for a year.
With three pictures yet to be made
for Metro, and "Love on the Run"
and "Parnell" set for early production, Miss Crawford's ambition for
a theatrical career will be delayed
at least until next summer. Her
husband, Franchot Tone, who will
accompany the star abroad, has an
offer to play in London.

M-G-M

*

Activity Ahead
&
of Schedule

&

M-G-M
studio is keeping well ahead of release schedule on production activity with
nine unreleased
productions
currently
finished.
In addition
to "Romeo
and Juliet"
which
is now playing roadshow engagements,
and "The Good
Earth," another special
the completed group
includes "Devil is a Sissy," "Old Hutch," "The Longest Night"
All-Amencan
Chump,"
"April Blossoms,"
"Mr. Cinderella"
and "Our
Relations"
'

That old saw about all work and
no play is full of significance insofar as Paramount's star, George
Raft, is concerned. An enthusiastic
baseball fan, Raft has never failed
to attend a world's series since coming to Hollywood. It looked certain
that this year would be his first to
miss it until he thought of the "all
Marjorie Gage, beautiful New work" gag. Notwithstanding it
meant
the loss of thousands of dolYork society girl and aviatrix, has
lars in salary, Raft appealed to Parbeen signed to a long term contract
at Universal studios after comple- amount's chief executive* William
tion of a cross-country flight in the LeBaron, to exercise his six-week
lay-off clause. LeBaron was imRuth Chatterton Air Derby.
T
T
T
pressed, and Raft will be off "to the
races" within the next few days.
Maureen O'Sullivan and John
Farrow have announced that they
intend to be married on Saturday in
Columbia further augmented the
a Santa Monica church.
cast "Pennies from Heaven" when
Sid Saylor, Eddie Borden and Wallace Morgan were engaged for the
Frieda Inescort, who has been
Bing Crosby feature. Madge Evans
visiting in the East, will be called has
back to the Coast next week to play star. the feminine lead opposite the
an important part in First National's "Mountain Justice." George
Brent and Josephine Hutchinson will
Lou Irwin, New York agent, has
have the leading roles. Others in signed Sam Pokrass, writer, to a
the cast include Guy Kibbee and contract with 20th Century-Fox to
Robert Barrat.
supply material for the Ritz Bros,
T
T
T
for use in their next picture for this
Republic Pictures is angling for studio titled "One in a Million."
Robert Simmons, popular radio and This is the picture in wh^-ch they
stage tenor and member of the Rev- will be co-starred with Sonja Henie.
elers Quartet for pictures. Made
offer for singer to go into new picM-G-M is negotiating with Coture as co-star with Marian Talley.
lumbia for the services of Director
T
T
T
Al
Green
for one picture. Producer
Madge Bellamy has joined the Bernard Hyman
is preparing to
cast of "Under Your Spell," the launch into production a story which
Lawrence Tibbett starring picture, the veteran megaphonist is anxious
under production at 20th Century- to make. A decision is expected
Fox.
shortly.
T

T

T

A special train chartered by Frank
Lloyd, Paramount producer-director,
to carry his "Maid of Salem" company to Santa Cruz for a fortnight's
location work, left Hollywood over
the week-end. Headed by Claudette
Colbert, there were about 40 cast
members and 125 technicians and set
workers. A complete reproduction
of old Salem Village as it exists in
1692 has been built on a 250-acre
farm near Santa Cruz. Scenes with
Miss Colbert, Fred Mac-Murray, Gale
Sondergaard, Harvey Stephens,
Louise Dresser, Bonita Granville
and other players will be filmed
there. Before departing for Santa
Cruz, Lloyd signed Pedro de Cordoba
for a featured role in the production.

▼

▼

▼

Combining business with pleasure,
Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell
chartered a private yacht and sailed
for Catalina Island where they anticipate afew days' rest after they
put the finishing touches on the last
two songs for "One in a Million,"
a 20th Century-Fox production.
Both Paramount and RKO have
their eastern story scouts avidly
scanning galley sheets of novels
and magazines for a suitable story
for John Boles, baritone star. While
the search is going on, Boles has
started on a personal appearance
tour which will keep him away from
Hollywood for eight weeks.

Tom Moore has been assigned by
Darryl F. Zanuck to a featured role
Paramount has exercised its opin "Reunion," the second Dionne
tion on the contract of Frances
Quintuplets picture for 20th Century-Fox.
Farmer, young Seattle girl, who re-

cently completed the lead opposite
Bing Crosby in "Rhythm on the
Range."
Buddy Ebsen has signed a new extended-term contract with M-G-M.
He appeared last season in "Broadway Melody of 1936" and is currently playing a featured role in the
new Eleanor Powell film, "Born to

starring vehicle, which will shortly be placed in work. Evelyn Venable plays opposite the star. Holt's
latest starring vehicle, "End of the
Trail," will be released by Columbia on Sept. 19. Harold Shumate is
responsible for the screen play
which is based upon Zane Grey's
story "Outlaws
It was
directed
by Erie ofC.Palouse."
Kenton. Louise
Henry
plays opposite the star.
Others in
the cast are Douglass
Dumbrille, Guinn Williams, George
McKay, Gene Morgan, John McGuire, Edward Le Saint and Frank
Shannon. Director Erie Kenton also
portrays the character of Col. Teddy
Roosevelt of Rough Rider fame.
▼

T

T

George Marshall, currently directing Jane Withers in "Can This Be
Dixie?", has been signed to direct
the next Shirley Temple picture,
Dance."
Lynn Overman has been borrowed "The Stowaway,"
for 20th Centuryby Hal Roach from Paramount for Fox. Marshall
has directed some
a featured role in the Patsy Kelly- of the
successes for this
Lyda Roberti full-length comedy, company,biggest
including many of the
"Nobody's Baby," which will short- Will Rogers pictures. His most rely go into production under the
cent pictures for 20th Century-Fox
direction of Gus Meins. Rosina
are
"A
Message to Garcia" and "The
Lawrence will have a part in the
Crime of Dr.▼ Forbes."
production.
T
T

David Howard, the director, is
Louise Fazenda has been signed making preparations to start shootfor the principal comedy role in the
ing on "The Showdown," which will
new Warner production, "Ready, star John Wayne for Universal.
▼
T
T
Willing and Able." This musical
picture, which is expected to go inRoger
Imhof is at work in Columto production soon, will have Ruby
bia's "North of Nome" having just
Keeler and Ross Alexander at the
head of the cast. Allen Jenkins, will finished in Grand National's "In His
also appear in the film.
A specialty act which includes an
entire family — Billie, Jack and Donald O'Conner — will be included in
the new First National musical,
"Melody for Two." The screen play,
taken from one of Richard Macauley's Saturday Evening Post stories,
"Special Arrangements," features
James Melton and Patricia Ellis,
and also includes Dick Purcell,
Winifred Shaw and Marie Wilson in
the cast.

Abe Meyer has been signed by E.
B. Derr to supervise the music for
"Rebellion," starring Tom Keene.
Steps."
Meyer supervised the music for
"Daniel Boone," starring George
O'Brien, filmed at RKO-Pathe
studios.

Buck Jones has completed the
cast of "Empty
Saddles,
for Universal. The Buck
Jones" company
is on location in the San Jacinto
Mountains on the production of this
Cherry Wilson. In addiThomas Mitchell, stage actor, now novel tionby
to the cast already announced,
under contract to Columbia, and which included
Louise Brooks, Frank
who will shortly be seen in fea- Campeau, Harvey Clark, Charles
tured roles in Frank Capra's "Lost Middleton and Lloyd Ingraham. a
Horizon," "Adventure in Manhat- number of players joined the cast
tan" and "Craig's Wife," has been this week. They include Claire
assigned to a large part in "Theo- Rochelle, Gertrude Astor, Niles
dora Goes Wild" starring Irene Welch, Robert Adaire, Mary Mersch,
Dunne, with Melvyn Douglas as Earl Askam, Ben Corbett,
Ruth
leading man. The supporting cast Cherrington, Charles Le Moyne,
includes Rosalind Keith, Robert Allen, Elisabeth Risdon, Nana Bryant, Oliver Eckhart, William Lawrence
Thurston Hall, Spring Byington, and Buck Moulton. Leslie Selander
, from a script by FranGrace Hale and Sarah Edwards. is directing
ces Guinan.
Mary McCarthy's
story
was
prepared for the screen by Sidney
Buchman and is being directed by
Mary Ruth Kizziar, child prodigy
Richard Boleslawski.
pianist, a recent arrival in Hollywood, has been signed by Paramount
William Nigh has been engaged to appear in a scene for "Right in
Your Lap," a picture with a radio
by Columbia to direct "North of broadcasting
background.
Nome."
This is Jack Holt's next
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Tim

McCoy

"GHOST
with
Puritan

in

PATROL"

Claudia

Dell, Walter Miller, Wheeler
Oakman
Pictures
60 mins.

OUTDOOR ACTION DRAMA WITH GMAN AND AVIATION ANGLES MAKES
SUITABLE
FARE FOR THE
POP GRINDS.
This Tim

McCoy

vehicle deviates from

the out-and-out western path and instead
combines some G-man stuff with airplane
material, resulting in a generally actionful
melodrama that should please the McCoy
fans and other neighborhood grind patrons
as well. Tim, a mail plane pilot, goes on
the trail of a mountain bandit gang who,
by using a deadly electric ray, have brought
down a passenger plane and killed its occupants. The deadly ray is being operated
against his will by an old scientist who is
held captive by the gang. Claudia Dell,
the scientist's daughter, also is taken in
hand by the bandits when she goes in
search of her father. Tim poses as a bad
man and thus becomes a member of the
gang. Before he is able to work out his
plans, however, they discover his identity,
and are about to give him the works, but
the day is saved by the timely arrival of a
G-man plane in response to Tim's radio
call. Then the capture of the bandits and
wedding bells for Tim and Claudia.
Cast: Tim McCoy, Claudia Dell, Walter
Miller, Wheeler Oakman, Jim Burtis, Dick
Curtis, Llcyd Ingraham, Jack Casey, Slim
Whitaker, Artie Ortego, Art Dillard, Fargo
Bussey.
Producers, Sig Neufeld, Leslie Simmonds;
Director, Sam Newfield; Author, Joe O'Donnell; Screenplay, Wyndham Gittens; Editor,
Jce O'Donnell.
Direction, Good

Photography. Good.

FOREIGN

"MATER NOSTRA" ("Our Mother"), in
Spanish; produced in Mexico by J. Luis
Bueno; directed by Gabriel Soria; with Esperanza Iris, Vicente Orona, Julian Soler,
et al. At the Teatra Cervantes.
Well acted story about a widowed mother
who sacrifices herself for the happiness of
her sons.

SHORTS
"Who's Looney Now?"
(Radio Flash Comedy)
RKO Radio
19 mins.
Scores
Demonstrating the troubles of a
henpecked householder who takes
his neighbors advice on how to put
the wife and the rest of the family
in line. But it doesn't work out so
hot, for when he tries to get some
sympathy by faking a heart attack,
the wife, brother-in-law and ma-inlaw all hop on him with different
remedies — all violent. It winds up
with a mental specialist being called
in to attend to the apparently demented husband. Billy Gilbert as
the doc is swell, and gets most of
the laughs. Jack Norton handles
the role of the husband neatly.
Others featured are Vivian Oakland,
Jack Good, Tempe Piggot. Produced by Lee Marcus. Moves fast
and has the comedy sock.
"So and Sew"
(Smart Set Comedy)
RKO Radio
15 mins.
Fair
Typical marriage mixup, with
Lorin Raker as a decorator who
does a job at the home of a jealous
hubby, whose wife is the friend of

the girl that Raker is engaged to
marry. An excitable Mexican, neatly played by Billy Gilbert, who was
jilted by the married dame, arrives
at the home. Then into many complications with the decorator forced
to pose as the husband, and the real,
hubby returning, also the decorator's girl arriving to complete the
mixup. Baker and Gilbert manage
to put this over with a good quota
of laughs. Produced by Lee Marcus.

«

day is one mad riot of excitement,
winding up by being rescued by
Katrinka from a watery grave. She
throws the trolley car in to save
him, in lieu of a life preserver. Good
cartoon antics, and lots of fun for
the kids.

"High, Wide and Dashing"
(Sports with Bill Corum)
RKO Radio
9 mins.
Track Sports
Covers neatly the running and
"Trinidad"
jumping events, showing the lead(World on Parade)
ing athletes in these track sports.
10 mins. The champs seen include Jesse
RKO Radio
Owens, the Olympic star; Glenn
Fine Scenic
An interesting survey of the is- Cunningham, J. T. McCluskey, twoland of Trinidad, in the Caribbean. miler; Philip G. Good, 120-yard
E. T. O'Brien, quarterThe quaint town of Port-of-Spain is hurdler;
shown, and the East Indian inhabi- miler; George Spitz, Jr. and Harold
tants who form a large percentage Osborn, high jumpers; John Hoffof the population. These natives stetter of Dartmouth; Donald R.
Lask, two-miler; Cornelius Johnson,
are seen at their simple tasks, hav- Walter
Martv. record high- jumpers;
ing preserved the ancient customs Fred Stein
and Boyd Childs, pole
of their East Indian ancestors who
were brought to the island by the vaulters. Bill Corum does the narration. Produced by Van Beuren.
British as laborers. The "Hosien"
Festival is presented, an elaborate
religious ceremonial climaxing with
"Swampland"
the gaudy miniature temples being
(Struggle to Live Series)
cast into the sea to carry the prayRKO Radio
9 mins.
ers to the ears of Mohammed.
Very Good
Very dramatic and colorful study
"Toonerville Picnic"
of wild animal life in the swamps
(Rainbow Color Parade Cartoon)
of Louisiana. A wide
RKO Radio
7 mins. animals and birds are variety of
shown at
Fun
close quarters and the reel features
More adventures of the Toonervil eol
f :s, who go on their annual two savage combats — one between
picnic tb the beach. The Terrible two giant snapping turtles and the
a ferocious battle of two monTempered Mr. Bang has been ad- other ster
alligators. The photography
vised by his doctor to go to the ,
very good, and the narration exbeach to rest his nerves, and he is
cellent.
runs into this wild picnic party. His

DALLAS

LINCOLN

BUFFALO

Geraldine Robertson, Queen of
the Texas Centennial and now under
contract to M-G-M, has returned to
Dallas for a year's study in the
Dallas Little Theater before appearing before the camera again.
While in Hollywood appeared in a
bit part of "Born to Dance." She
is 16 years old.
I. Leslie Lewis of the Hal Roach
studios and publicity man for Dallas' the
youngster,
Spanky
McFarland,
visited
Texas
Centennial.
He
discussed possibilities of filming the
Centennial pageant "Cavalcade of
Texas" in Technicolor.
Charles Meeker, Palace publicitor,
is resting in Galveston.

Complete dissolution of the partnership of William Youngclaus and
Lloyd Thompson, Grand Island owners of the Western Theaters Enterprises, is expected shortly. Move
will come as the final gesture for
the pair's recent sale of five houses
controlled by them. Youngclaus
will operate the Empress, G. I.,
alone.
Stage shows at the Orpheum
drew the biggest jam the house has
seen in more
than four months.
Bob Wintersteen, manager of the
Havelock, Havelock, Neb., a suburban house here, is finally out of the
woods, he says, and the spot is
showing a weekly profit.

John E. Carr moves from supervision of Shea community houses
to the Hippodrome, and Nelson
Martin from the Hippodrome to the
Kensington, in the latest shift of
Shea managers caused by addition
of the suburban Kenmore to the
circuit. Carr formerly managed the
Hippodrome.
"The Gorgeous Hussy" has paralleled the record of "San Francisco" at the Great Lakes and is
now in a second week.
Irving Shapiro, general manager
of Du World Pictures, and John Cosentino, representing Spectrum Pictures, have been here conferring
change.
with J. M. Sitterly of Pyramid Ex-

TORONTO

#

PITTSBURGH

Jules Wolf, superintendent for
The "Streets of Paris" revue is
tentatively scheduled to start on a Bloom & Fime Circuit, announces
For the first time in over two
jaunt over Interstate Circuit about inauguration of community songfests in at least seven of the the- years both Loew's Penn and the
Sept. 26.
aters. These 15-minute programs Stanley are holding over their picDoors of the Majestic opened at will be personally conducted by Jim
tures, "Gorgeous Hussy" and "An9:30 A. M. for the initial showing Hunter, well-known Canadian radio
thony Adverse," respectively.
news
commentator
and
singer.
Jack Rainey is selling his Olymof "Swing Time."

pic Theater in Natrona to devote
all his time to his local job in the
County Commissioner's office.
M. A. Rosenberg, operator of the
Rialto, has been appointed general
chairman of the M. P. T. 0. of W.
19-20.convention to be held here Oct.
Pa.
George Jaffe will run short subday.
jects in conjunction with burlesque
shows at his Casino beginning MonHoward Addlesburg is serving as
relief manager for Harris Amusement Co. until the reopening of the
Duquesne Garden.
Sam Steinberg, theater equipment
office executive, back from a business to New York.
Orlando Boyle, local theater man,
resigned as traveling representative
for the Alpine Theater Circuit in
Pittsburgh.
West Virginia and returned to
Among: new members of the local
M. P. T. O. association are Tony
Mungello of the Mary Ann Theater,
Burgettstown; T. R. Shanahan, New
Princess, Wilkinsburg, and Nick
burgh.
Malanos, Frederick, East Pitts-
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PARAMOUNT PRODUCT
FOR ST. LOUIS HOUSES
(Continued from Page

EXPLOITETTES

1)

Crashes Baltimore Press
for the distributing comOn "Last of Mohicans"

manager,
pany.
The deal marks resumption of
playing of Paramount pictures in
St. Louis by F. & M. following the
anti-trust action which was settled
out of court in New York last
Spring.

75-Cent Top On Week Days
For New Criterion Theater
(Continued from Page

1)

Broadway theater equipped with a
sound control booth on its orchestra
floor. Walls of the auditorium have
been acoustically treated to prevent
echoes. A four-unit cooling system
has been installed.

Seek to Enforce State Law
On Water Used for Cooling
State authorities are launching a
campaign to enforce in Brooklyn the
law requiring theaters to return to
the ground water used in their cooling systems. Only violations so far
reported are in this section, according to report.
J. Homer Sanford, geologist, has
been appointed as consultant by the
New York State Water Power Commission to study the situation.
The law requires a theater to
have a diffusing pit or well through
which the water must be returned to
the earth.

Assumes Bickerton Practice
Sidney R. Fleischer, associate of
the late Joseph P. Bickerton, Jr.,
will take over the practice of the
Bickerton office. Edward E. Cohen,
long in the Bickerton office, will be
associated with Fleischer.

Remodel 23rd St. House
The Grand
Opera
House,
23rd St., is being remodeled.

West

Newspaper Contest
Plugs "Adverse"

£. advertising:
V. DINERMAN,
director for
of
and publicity
the RKO Midwest Corp., arranged abig: newspaner contest
for Warner's "Anthony Adverse" when it played the RKO
Shnbert in Cincinnati. Dinerman tied up with the Cincinnati

TIMELY
Comedians Last Longer,
Says Charlie Ruggles

SUNSHIN€
IN
THE
NEWS
DAY'S

Admission-price
boosting
gains
mentum throughout the country.

(CRASHINGtimore is athe
press task
in Baldifficult
for
any exploiteer but Lou Brown
of Loew's did a fine job on "The
Last of the Mohicans," spattering special stories, features and
art in liberal quantities over
the Baltimore papers. The women's page in the News-Post
featured "Mohican Red" in a
special story and placed a wantad stunt 3 columns wide and 8
inches deep with the same sheet.
Several of the leading fashion
shops gave considerable window
and counter space to tie-ups with
the new color in very effective
style. Brown covered all the book
scores and libraries with displays of Cooper's novel, using
stills and prepared backgrounds
to heighten the attraction.
Men's and sporting goods
shops concentrated on the electric razor tie-up. Two important department stores gave the
Binnie Barnes-Hudnut cosmetics
tieup considerable space.
Brown got complete coverage
from the local radio stations
with several 15-minute broadcasts about the picture. He also
nlaced cut-outs and heralds in
the hotels and restaurants.
As a special display, he strung:
a large banner across the street
in front of the theater and built
an elaborate l"bbv showing:.
— Loew's Theater, Baltimore.

mo-

COMEDIANS and comediennes— the women in the case
don't have to watch their faces
and figures either — have long
careers. Consider, for instance,
Charles Chaplin. Harold Lloyd,
the late Marie Dressier. Louise
Fazenda and Charlie Murray.
As for leading men and women,
they have come and gone.
Stars have risen and fallen.
Juveniles have gotten bald and
ing-enues have reached the fat
and forty stage. But the comedian and comedienne are always
in demand.
Anybody who can

FILM EXPORTS AIDED
BYTRADEAGREEMENTS
(Continued from Page

Times-Star, which ran a fourday contest on the picture using
scene mats and stories four days
before opening. Readers were
asked to send stories of their
"big adventure" tying in with
the adventures of "Anthony Adin the film. Cash prizes
totaled verse"$50.
— RKO Shubert Theater,
Cincinnati.

"Mohican Red" Gets
Much Newspaper Space
simultaneously
with the
"]y[OHICAN
RED," introduced
onening of "The Last of the Mohicans" at the Rivoli, not only
dominated the fashion pages of
the metropolitan dailies but received the concentrated attention
of the leading department stores
and the
smart
over
city.women's shops all
The World-Telegram, for example, devoted practically an
entire page with a headline
streamer and illustration to this
clever piece of showmanship executed by the United Artists exploitation staff. The editor described at length the latest addition to the fall fashions, giving.
ing the picture prominent billMacy's cooperated enthusiastically, giving one of its main
windows to an elaborate display
of the various styles in this
color, and took large ads to acquaint the public with the new
ragje. In each case the production and theater received considerable space.
— United Artists.

Bicycle Parade
Attracts Interest

A

BICYCLE parade and contest staged in Wilmington.
O.. bv Bill Nasses. manager of
the Murnhv Theater there, and
Kmeer Babb, advertising direc-

TOPICS
tickle the risibilities of the customers is doing a public service.
People engaged in the business
of laughing: are having a good
time. Furthermore, they aren't
quarrelling, misbehaving or
plotting evil. You can laugh
and be wicked all at the same
time; on the screen, of course.
The drawbacks and handicaps
and worries of funny players
are very few. The advantages
outweight them many times
over. If I had to start over
again I'd still be a comedian.
I have to laugh to hold my job
— and there's nothing I enjoy
more than a good
laugh.
— Charl
ie Ruggles.

1)

France is the most important single
trade agreements country, England
being the largest single market for
such products. Insiders following the
Hull-Roosevelt trade treaty progra
m
realize that negotiations of a trade
treaty with Great Britain is looked
for shortly after a Roosevelt victory
in November. Although the report
makes no mention of the GB-Loew20th Century deal in England, the
implication contained in such a mo-;
vie set-up for movie business increase abroad cannot be missed.
Canada reduced the duty on cercent. tain types of films by 33 1-3 per
While some countries have attempted to horse-swap their films
for ours, the report state that there
is little
demand for foreign films in
country.
this
The countries granting concessions
on films include Cuba, Sweden, Canada, Brazil, Colombia, France and
Finland. In some instances the concession was in the nature of binding films on the free list or
increased duties during the against
life of
the agreement. In other instances,
the tariff rates were reduced.
The State and Commerce departments regard Hollywood films as the
best
medium
for "selling American"
in foreign countries.
tor for Chakeres Theaters, Inc.,
brought to town a crowd estimated at 5,000, although the
population of Wilmington is
just 5,000. The parade, staged
on a Saturday, was composed of
200 youngsters on bikes. The
costumes worn and the decorations used on bicycles were varied and evoked many laughs.
Nasses and Babb also invited
Governor Martin L. Davey to
be guest of honor, provided he
could ride a bicycle, and the idea
caught the public's fancy although the Governor had to turn
down the invitation due to a
previous engagement. The Murphy theater is one of the group
directed by Phil Chakeres, whose
headquarters are in Springfield,
Ohio.
— Murphy Theater,
Wilmington,
O.
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Loew Net for Year Estimated Highest Since 1931

SPITZ SAYS RKO PLAN JAY BE READY¥ MONTH
N. J. Allied Discusses Three Major Problems at Meet
Talk

About
Defense
Fund,
Block Booking and
Film Situation

FILM

How

They

Started

Leo Spitz,Says
RKOSpitz
president, said
yesterday that he hoped a reorganization plan for RKO would be presented in 30 days. The Rockefellers are cooperating in the presentation of a plan, Spitz declared.
RKO will be in the black during
the third quarter, the RKO prexy
said. He plans to stay in the east
for some time.

By W. H. McMAHON
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Atlantic City — New Jersey Allied
;ot down to business at yesterday's
ession with discussions of the deense fund, product situation, and
he Pettengill block booking bill.
>Jo definite action will be taken until
oday's meeting.
President Lee W. Newbury presided and gave a lengthy report
ouching on film buying, stating
hat prosperous days would be here
vhen direct rental was the only way
o get films.
He condemned
the
(Continued on Page

6 B'WAY FIRST-RUNS
HAVE HOLDOVER FILMS

13)

SPANISH STRIFE AID
TO MEXICAN STUDIOS
Mexico City — Stagnation in the
ilm studios of Spain as a result of
he hostilities in that country,
oupled with the fact that Spanishipeaking nations are clamoring for
rictures in their native tongue, is
>roving a boon to studios here. Takng advantage of opportunity to sup-

Holdover will be in effect at six
Broadway first-run houses in the
week starting today. Two of the
attractions, "Swing Time" at the
Music
and are
"Anthony
at
the Hall
Strand,
in thirdAdverse"
weeks.
The second-week tenants include
"Gorgeous Hussy" at the Capitol,
"The General Died at Dawn" at the
Paramount, "Last of the Mohicans"
at the atRivoli
and "They Met in a
Taxi"
the Globe.

Mo RKO-Para. Merger Plan
Seen by Sabath Committee

Introducing today Lowell V. Calvert, general manager in charge of sales and distribution for
Pioneer Pictures, Inc. and Selznick International Pictures, for both of which companies John
Hay Whitney is chairman. Calvert broke into film biz 'way back in 1905 with Twin City
Calcium Light Co., Minneapolis, which he left to join George K. Spoor in Chicago in selling
equipment and film service. He also served with General Film Company, Finkelstein &
Ruben
as managing director of theaters, Educational Pictures and RCA Photophone. Art work as usual
by "Hap
Hadley

The Sabath Committee, which has
ieen investigating the Paramount
md RKO reorganizations is undertood to have reached the conclu;ion that no plan for merging the
wo companies is being considered.

Estimated Net of $6.50 for Loew's
Highest Annual Profit in 5 Years

(Continued on Page 4)

Film Folk Favor Roosevelt
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Majority of the film industry favors the re-election of President Roosevelt, according to James E.
Sauter, vice-chairman of the motion
picture division of the Democratic national campaign committee, which has
opened local headquarters at the Plaza
Hotel with Gabe Yorke in charge.
Sauter planed east last night.

Rockefellers Cooperating On
RKO Reorganization Plan,

Net profit of Loew's, Inc. for the
Three Stories Acquired
past fiscal year, ended in August,
For New Monogram Program will amount to approximately $6.50
Acquisition of three stories for
next season's Monogram Pictures
lineup is announced by W. Ray Johnston, president. The yarns include
"College Sweetheart," Albert Payson Terhune story published in Sat(Continued on Page

13)

a share on the common stock, the
best showing since 1931, according
to a Dow-Jones estimate yesterday.
This means that in the final quarter, usually the weakest because of
the hot months, the company actually topped all previous quarters by
(.Continued on Page

13)

Tri-States Hikes Prices
In Five Sioux City Houses
Sioux City, la. — Prices were
jolted upwards in five Tri-States
theaters here this week. The houses
are a part of the string of independents taken over by Tri-States
two months ago. The Loop elevated admissions from 11 to 16 cents;
Granada, 21 to 26 cents evenings;
Rialto and Hipp, 11 to 16 cents for
(Continued on Page 4)

4 Pittsburgh

Holdovers

Pittsburgh — Four holdovers in firstrun houses this week: "Romeo and
Juliet" at the Nixon, "Gorgeous Hussy"
at the
Penn, "My Man Godfrey" at
the
Stanley.
the Fulton and "Anthony Adverse" at
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MR. and MRS. CARL BRISSON; FRANK W.
LOVEJOY president of Eastman Kodak, and
femily: MRS. DAVID SARNOFF, CHARLES K.
FELDMAN. Hollywood agent: MRS. JEANNE
CHAUCHOIN. mother of Claudette Colbert;
MRS. HAROLD A. LAMB, wife of the Paramount writer, and BORRAH MINEVITCH also
are on the passenger list of the lie de France
arriving in New
York today.
SALLY EILERS is scheduled to come east
from Hollywood and sail Sept. 16 on the
Normandie for England to appear in a British
& Dominions
picture.
LEW BROWN, song writer, is back in New
York from the coast.
to

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ,
New York.
SAMSON

—

%

Net
Chg.

—

+

%

4.
5/8
4*A
+ 3
—
%

4'/g 41/4 +
2%
2%
26 J 4 27% 4.
4
4
+

%
5/„
%

called off his trip to England

MARTA ABBA, Italian actress, sailed yesterday on the Conte di Savoia from the other side
Broadway.
for
New York to appear in "Tovarich" on

NICK ROGALLI has returned from North
Bay. where he photographed the Dionne Quintuplets in color for Pathe.
WALTER J. FREUDENBERGER, general sales
manager of Theater Trailer Corp., is in Atlantic
City for the Allied Theaters of New Jersey
convention.
A. K. MILLS, director of publicity for March
of Time, has sailed on the Queen Mary for
London, where he will spend an indefinite time
following up on the recently expanded foreign
program for the cinema and other divisions of
Time,
Inc.
HELEN VINSON, screen star wife of tennis
champ Fred Perry, leaves tomorrow by plane
for Hollywood to play a featured role in 20th
Century-Fox's "Reunion", second quintuplets
film. Perry, remaining in New York for matches
at Forest Hills, will follow Miss Vinson to
the coast in a few weeks.
ADOLPHE

MENJOU,

II
Stothart

and THERESA

ARTHUR GREENBLATT, GB district manager,
and IRVING GUMBERG, in charge of the New
York exchange, are attending the convention
City.
of Allied Theaters of New Jersey in Atlantic
SPYROS SKOURAS, WILLIAM POWERS and
GEORGE SCHAEFER were included in a motion
picture group which arrived at Newark yesterday from the coast in a specially-charted
American
modations. Airways plane with Pullman accomand MRS. J. G. BLYSTONE have arrived in New York from Hollywood and are
stopping
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
LAURA D. WILCK, who has returned to
New York from the coast, goes to Hollywood
again in a few days.
for

in town

to attend the

KATHERINE LOCKE
Hollywood.

ELLEN PRESCOTT
Hollywood.

today

EDWARD J. BONNS, head of Universal short
subject department, returns to home office
Monday
from Gloversville,
N. Y.
DAVE
tomorrow

With Again
purpose onof "Early
further Birds"
effectuMeet
ating the New York territory plan
to eliminate "early bird" matinees,
circuit and independent theatei
operators held another meeting yesterday at the office of Charles C.
Moskowitz. Up to the present time
Broadway houses have not adopted
the plan.
Adjourn Ascap Parleys
Ascap and government attorneys
have
concluded
their
conferences
here on the stipulations of facts
in the U. S. anti-trust suit against
the music society, but expect to
hold further parleys after the Department of Justice looks over the
data already assembled.
Government counsel declined to say whether the case would go to trial or not.
The conferences have been held at
the office of Schwartz & Frohlich,
counsel
for Ascap,
with
Arthur
Schwartz
representing
Ascap.

New "U" Story Scout
Elaine St. John, daughter of Adela
Rogers St. John, has been appointed
a story scout for Universal. She
will work with Charles Beahan, editor-in-chief, in the New York
offices.

LOEW is expected to leave by plane
for Hollywood.

S. S. McLEOD
Indianapolis.

of M-G-M

leaves today for

E. BEDDINGTON BEHRENS, who arrives Monday on the Normandie, is expected to leave
for Hollywood
the same
day.
MRS. ABE LASTFOGEL
Hollywood.

BESSIE LOVE
coast.

New deal activities which might
place burdens on the film industry
are the subject of criticism and
warning in an article by B. C.
Forbes, noted business writer, in
yesterday's New York American.
Forbes points out that the movie
business is a unique American institution, built up through typical
American genius and by the efforts
of self-made executives, and that
in no field has this country attained
such complete blanketing of the
world as with motion pictures.

York

JAMES R. GRAINGER, general sales manager
for Universal, leaves California tomorrow for
New
York.

for

Deal

leaves New

York
York

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of Universale
board of directors, leaves New York today by
plane for Los Angeles.

will go to work in "One in a Million", the
musical which will introduce Sonja Henie, figure
skating champion.

New

York yesterday

WILLIAM SCHNEIDER leaves New York Monday for St. Louis to work for Fanchon &
Marco.

opening of 20th-Fox's "Sing, Baby, Sing" at
the Roxy, leaves tomorrow for the coast. He

BEN RAY REDMAN, editorial counselor for
Universal Pictures, has returned to Universal
City. He has been in New York for the past
week in consultation with Charles Beahan,
editor-in-chief
of Universal.

left New

JULIUS COHEN has returned to New
after spending the summer in upper New
state.
for

MAURICE BARBER, who presented "Love on
the Dole" in New York last season, sails today
for England
on the Lafayette.

Against Burdening Films

Herbert

MRS. EDWIN JUSTUS MAYER
MclNTYRE
are at the Lombardy.

MR.

playwright, is in

New York to confer on his new play, "White
Man", which Sam Byrd will produce, and to
discuss "Magnificent
Hotel"
with
Alex Yokel.
S. K. WOLF is due in New York Sept. 15
from Budapest.

Forbes Warns

SEPTEMBER

FRIEDA INESCORT, who has been on vacation in New York, will start tomorrow or
Sunday for Hollywood with her husband, BEN
RAY REDMAN. Miss Inescort's next role will
be in Warner's
"Mountain
Justice".

composer, has returned

RAPHAELSON,

LOUIS SHURR
this week.
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BERT WHEELER, RKO Radio comedian, returns from abroad today on the lie de France.

Editor and Publisher

Other demonstrations of the Kel'er-Dorian color process on 35 mm.
film is planned by Paramount, which
has developed the system in association with Eastman Kodak. Process
is based on the Kodacolor system,
which has been used in connection
with 16 mm. films for some time.

BOB GILLHAM
Hollywood.

leaves by plane Monday

leaves by plane today for the
leaves by plane Monday

FRANK CHAPMAN
coast tomorrow.

tor

leaves by plane for the

Empire Union is Claiming
"Raw Deal" from Local 306
In an "open letter to the public"
coincident with the renewal of hostilities between Local 306 and the
Empire State Motion Picture Operators Union, the latter organization
charges it received a "raw deal" in
the recent negotiations looking toward a merger of the operator
groups. Empire claims that Local
300 leaders, though participating in
these negotiations, actually had no
intention of merging.

SKIP OVER
TO PAGE 5
It's Happy

New

Year from now to
Jan. 1st, thanks to
that leaping, laughing, lovable Leo!
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MEWS Of THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

'LIGHTS! CAMERA! ACTION!' and star Errol Flynn, leading lady Anita Louise, Walter Abel rehearse under cameras!
and director Frank Borzage's watchful eye for last stirring
sequences in 'Green Light', Warner screen version of
Lloyd Douglas' famous best-seller, winding up next week.1'
SCINTILLATING
phone

STAR

helps launch

sound stage as Jeanne

mammoth

Madden,

new

Vita-

brilliant 19-year-old

singing sensation of 'Stage Struck', Bernice Claire, famed
radioriole, and Warner execs, give Burgundy baptism to
Brooklyn's — and East's — biggest and best-equipped short studio.
NEXT

BIG BOOK

to be carried by talented hands of Mauch

twins (below) will be filmization of Mark Twain's 'Prince and
the Pauper' Twin Billy won critical accolade as boy Anthony
in Warners' 'Adverse', still standing them up at N. Y. Strand.

CINEMA'S
CIRCLE

CLASSIEST

COMEDY

is this all-star round-table

rendezvous of howlarious 'Three
Men on a Horse' cast. Sans table,
you see funmakers Allen Jenkins,
Sam Levene, Teddy Hart, Frank
I'Oiwin') McHugh, Joan Blondell going over last-lap laugh-lines with director Mervyn LeRoy before grooming 'Horse' for Burbank
AN

APPLE

A

DAY

shearers.*
keeps the

'copper' away — except when he's
Pat-rolman O'Brien, who seems to
relish his share of forbidden fruit
with co-starlet Sybil Jason (right).
Their forthcoming opus, 'The Making of O'Malley', is now being
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

spliced in coast cutting chambers.*
Cosmopolitan

Production

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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33 ADVANCE BOOKINGS

31 RKO RADIO WRITERS
BUSY ON 24 PICTURES

SET ON "DODSWORTH"
Advance bookings in 33 key city
houses already have been set on
"Dodsworth," Samuel Goldwyn production for United Artists release,
in which Walter Huston, Ruth Chatterton, Mary Astor and Paul Lukas
have the leads under William Wyler's direction. In addition to the
New York opening on Sept. 23 at
the Rivoli, dates set so far include:
Sept. 25: Boston, State and Orpheum Theaters; Providence, State;
Rochester, Loews; Syracuse, Loews;
Columbus, Ohio Theater; Dayton,
Loews; Cleveland, State; Akron,
Loews; Canton, Loews; Toledo, Valentine; Houston, State; Indianapolis,
Palace; Louisville, State; Nashville,
Vendome; Kansas City, Midland;
New Orleans, State; Harrisburg,
Regent; Reading, Colonial; Baltimore, Century; Norfolk, State;
Richmond, Loews.
Sept. 27: Evansville, Victory.
Oct. 2: St. Louis, State.
Oct. 3: Memphis, State.
Oct. 9: Springfield, Mass., Palace;
Worcester, Poli; Bridgeport, Poli;
New Haven, Poli; Hartford, Poli.
Oct. 10: Waterbury, Poli.
Oct. 23: Toronto, Loews; London,
Ont., Loews.

Tri-States Hikes Prices
In Five Sioux City Houses
{Continued from Page

1)

matinees, and 16 to 21 cents for
evenings, and the Iowa 16 to 21
cents for matinees.
All the houses are subsequent
runs. E. R. Cummings, district
manager for the circuit, announced
there were no further admission increases contemplated in this territory owing to the severity of crop
conditions.
Hot competition had kept admissions down, Cummings said, and a
revision upward to place the houses
on an equitable basis with other
houses controlled by the circuit was
deemed necessary.

Van Leer on Dem. Campaign
Arnold Van Leer, motion picture
publicist, yesterday was appointed
vice-chairman of the local Democratic campaign's Stage and Screen Division. Designation was made by
campaign committee of which William F. Brunner, Democratic candidate for president of Board of Aldermen in forthcoming primaries, is
chairman. Van Leer's previous publicity service in political field was as
co-chairman of Stage and Screen Division for re-election of former Mayor John P. O'Brien. Bringing
knowledge of motion picture exploitation methods into that campaign,
Van Leer used marquee of old Criterion Theater for candidate's
speeches to crowds in Times Square.
Stunt was termed by newspapers,
O'Brien's
best weapon for re-election.

West

T

T

▼

• • • ANOTHER FORWARD stride in dishing out the
Publicity pap to the palpitating public it seems that Barret McCormick, advertising chief of RKO Radio, impressed by
Forum
Critics'sent
recent
this ofpublication's
critics
squawks
the
out
material
the publicity
much
so in
to the effect ofthat
from studio and home office was lou-say and just plain piffle
and the crits were getting sore arms chucking it into the wastepaper baskets . . and so Mister McCormick realized that some
and Mister Mcbright lad had to do something about it
Cormick being a bright lad, sez: "Why can't I do something?"
and, hell, he DID

T

T

▼

• •
• AND THIS is what he did
he hired George
Gerhard .... a film publicist known well and favorably to us
all, a gent with a newspaper background of years who knows
all the best hardboiled newspaper editors, rewrite men, city eds,
picture eds and feature eds from here to Cali-for-nigh-aye . . . .
and George's job is to contact all these gents through the year
find out what they really want in the way of picture
news
and see that the studio and home office supply it ... .

▼

T

T

• • • SWELL IDEA
Gerhard turns himself into a
Goodwill Tour
becomes a liaison officer between the producer and the publisher a travelling film-fashion designer
measuring each editor for the exact hand-tailored outfit in motion picture news that he fancies
above all, a veteran
newspaperman contacting important newspaper editors right
at their desks, and talking their language

T

▼

T

• • • IN THE well chosen words of Mister McCormick,
speaking with sense and astuteness
"The newspaper editors are really our clients, and we are going to service them to
their specialized needs and individual slants on the picture business. Briefly, we are no longer a publicity department but a
News Service — for the motion picture business is NEWS to the
public. And the editors are finding that out."
great, Barret and you won't mind if we suggest to the other majors
to follow your lead
this service will give the industry a
dignity and respect in the eyes of the newspapers that it never
before has attained
T
T
T
• •
• A SMASH
tieup negotiated by Al Selig working
under direction of his chief, A. P. Waxman
a color serial
on "Nine Days A Queen," the G-B special, placed with the Bell
Syndicate it is running in 80 Sunday papers throughout
the nation and will appear for five weeks
this illustrated serial appears in the comic sections of these important
newspapers, titled "Royal Pawns," with the characters copied
from the G-B film

▼

▼

▼

• •
• COCKTAIL
PARTY
hooray
thrown
by
the Ziegfeld Glorified Girls Club this afternoon in the Patricia
Lounge of the Ziegfeld theater
all former Zieg Girls are
invited to attend ... • "Anthony Adverse" broke the record
of the Strand on Broadway for a first day on a third week holdover, and looks like a five-week run
▼
T
▼
• • • NEWS FROM Russia received by United Artists
states
Chaplin's
"Modern Siegel
Times,"
is literally
rolling that
them Charlie
in the aisles
... film,
• Samuel
announces
the
marriage of his daughter Ruth Harriet to Milton Herman of
Pace Press on Wednesday ... • Leonard Gaynor, 20th Century-Fox publicity, has built a swimming pool at his home in
Glen Gardner, N. J. and has bought a summer home near Jonesport, Me.
huh
how do guys get those kind of jobs?

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Hollywood— With 20 scripts completed for features to be filmed in
the month ahead, 31 writers at RKO
Radio now are working on 24 pictures to follow in the fall months.
Six pictures are before cameras at
the present time, summer production
tory.
under S. J. Briskin's guidance being
the most active in the studio's hisOne of the most important writing assignments has been drawn by
Anthony Veiller, who is working on
the English script of "Michael Strogoff," the European film which Joseph N. Ermolieff produced in French
and German versions. It will be a
Pandro S. Berman production for
RKO, with Ermolieff working as
technical adviser.
Philip
Epstein
witz
are G.
writing
the and
screenPaul
playYa-of
"Roaming Around," a novel type of
filmusical with a cast to include Joe
Penner, Victor Moore, Helen Broderick, Parkyakarkas and two youthful
singing stars, Patsy Lee Parsons
and Philip McMahon.
Another important feature for fall
production is "Gunga Din," based on
Kipling's immortal poem, which Lester Cohen is adapting. Edward Small
will produce.
Other writers with assignments
that will keep them busy during coming weeks
Joseph
A. Fields,
Edmund are
Hartmann,
Horace
Jackson,
Thomas Lennon, Charles Kaufman,
Marcus Goodrich, Peter Finley
Dunne, Mortimer Offner, Gertrude
Purcell, Fred Pederson, Harry Segall, Viola Brothers Shore, Jacques
Thiery, Jack Townley, John Twist,
Young. Dorothy Yost and ClarFrank enceWead,

Mexican Studios Aided
By Spanish War Turmoil
(Continued from Page

1)

ply the needs of Central America,
Cuba, South America and other Latin-American countries, the Mexican film industry is forging ahead
to a position of importance.
Latest step in production progress here is the making of an allcolor three-reeler entitled "El Novillero" ("The Apprentice Bull-Fighter"), just completed by Roberto A.
Morales. The picture was taken in
Mexico but the process used is Cinecolor from Hollywood. It shows a
complete bull-fight in color and has
music by Augustin Lara, considered
the Irving Berlin of Spanish-speaking countries. Lara also appears in
the picture, which stars Lorenzo
Garza, noted bull-fighter. Ross
Fisher handled the photography.

Kathleen Lockhart on Air
Kathleen Lockhart, screen player
and wife of Gene Lockhart, will play
a featured role on the Lux Hour
next Monday.

j
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Q: What is the LEGION
OF THE PLUS?
A: It is an organization of exhibitors who mean business.
Q: What kind of business?
A: PLUS business. Business better than last year. Your
standing is determined by how much PLUS you get.
Q: How high is PLUS?
A: There is no limit. Most members consider 50%

PLUS

the minimum they expect in the coming season.
Others go as high as 200% PLUS!
Q: What do I have to do to join?
A: Merely determine to be aggressive, go out and get
PLUSSES. Cash in on the opportunities spread out
before you.
Q: What are these opportunities?
A: The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract with the greatest
line-up in the history of the industry.

HOW

TO JOIN!

I. Sign your 1936-37
M'G-M contract!

2.* Tell your public what
you've signed! j£\

O. Purchase additional
ticket rolls!

LEGION
MEMBERS !
4. Watch
the
money pile up!

PLUS

You are in for the
greatest prosperity m

the history of exhibition. Follow the PLUS Boys.
Here are the facts: I'm giving you the M-G-M
release schedule for the balance of 1936. Most of
these pictures are in the completion stage. They are
the last word in box-office greatness. The Star value
alone is insurance. How much PLUS you'll be is
only up to the way you add to SURE-FIRE VALUES!

ETWEEN NOW

AND NEW YEAR'S!

The Fall Season has come in like a Lion!
" Gorgeous Hussy" has again focussed industry attention on M-G-M. You thought
"San Francisco" was impossible to beat But the impossible has happened! "Gorgeous Hussy" is leaving "Frisco"
behind. (And remember, "San Francisco" beat "Mutiny on the
Bounty" "China Seas" and all the Biggest o/M-Q-Mi)
YES,
THEY'VE EVEN
BEATEN
THE EARTHQUAKE!

FALL RELEASES
FROM M-G-M!
Aug. 28th — Gorgeous Hussy
Sept. 4th — Great Ziegfeld
Sept. 11th — Sworn Enemy
Sept. 1 8 — Devil is a Sissy
Sept. 25th— Old Hutch
Oct. 2nd— Longest Night
Oct. 9th— Libeled Lady
Oct. 1 6th —All American Chump
Oct. 23rd— Love on the Run
(Also Oct. 23rd — April Blossoms)

Oct. 30th— Mister Cinderella
Nov. 6th — The White Dragon
(Temp. Title)

Nov. 1 3th — Born to Dance
Nov. 20th— Our Relations
Nov. 27th— Camille
Dec. 4th — Thin Man Returns
Dec. 11th— S. S.Van Dine Story
Dec. 18th — Tarzan Escapes
Dec. 25th— Maytime

Clarence
Brown's
Production

ii

GORGEOUS

HUSSY

Also Franchot Tone, Melvyn Douglas, James Stewart in this wonder- show
o( all show business. Breaking records right and left it is truly a fitting
entertainment to open the Fall Season. And directly following comes
another Giant M-G-M entertainment, long awaited, and preceded by
months of fame during its sensational nationwide road-showing in hundreds ofcities across the nation. Lucky M-G-M showmen who follow
"Gorgeous Hussy" with "The Great Ziegfeld!"

Sock!
Sock!
One Hit
After
Another!

THE GREAT
ZIEGFELD
The Brilliant $2 Roadshow Now at Popular
Prices, Exactly As Shown From Coast to Coast,
Three Full Hours of Glamor, Music and Thrill !
WILLIAM POWELL, MYRNA LOY, LUISE RAINER, Frank
Morgan,Virginia Bruce and many more celebrated talents.
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard

Joan CRAWFORD
Robert TAYLOR
Lionel BARRYMORE

WEAR IT ALL YEAR LONG!
THE DEVIL IS A SISSY
it

starring FREDDIE

BARTHOLOMEW
Jackie Cooper, Mickey Rooney, IAN
HUNTER,

Peggy Conklin,Katherine Alexander

In 1932 the picture "Street Scene" gave to audiences the
thrill, heait-beat and romance of tumultuous city streets.
In 1936 "The Devil Is A Sissy" will be hailed as another
memorable drama of the metropolis, portrayed by vastly
appealing personalities and directed by that master of
film -making W. S. Van Dyke.
it

OLD
HUTCH"
WALLACE
BEERY

with the Stars of "Ah Wilderness"
Says Showman s Trade Review: "Smash box-office winner.
Best of its type since 'Min and Bill'. They will be praising
it for months to come."

CECILIA PARKER
ERIC LINDEN
Elizabeth Patterson
Robert McWade

Says M. P. Daily: "Made to order for Wally Beery."
Says Coast Variety: "Entertainment joy ride will please
the customers far and wide and tingle the box-office!"

Director J. Walter Ruben

READ WHAT THE
TRADE PRESS SAYS
ABOUT:

"SWORN
ENEMY"

(Robert Young, Florence Rice,
Joseph Calleia, Lewis Stone, Nat
Pendleton. Ed Marin, director.)

"Exceptional melodrama.
Will entertain and delight," says Coast Variety
"Smart showmanship.
Really entertains. Robert
Young dandy perform-

*

^

ance,"
says Hollywood Reporter
' 'Show moves at attention
holding fast pace. Highlighted by thrill action.
situations,"
Gripping says
M. P. Daily
"Packed with interest.
Will bring hearty audiences approval,"
says
Showman
Trade Review

"ALL AMERICAN
(Stuart
Erwin,
Robert Armstrong, Betty
CHU
MP"
Furness, Edmund Gwenn.
Ed Marin, director)

"Swell laugh number appealing
to all audiences. Fresh material.
Piles up laugh after laugh,"
says Film Daily

The 24-sheet above

is blanketing the nation

multi-starred "LIBELED LADY"
to proclaim thethe
sole outfit that literally pours Star Value into a pro-

Not only is M-G-M

duction ("Libeled Lady" cast even tops "Gorgeous Hussy" for star-power and
that's something!) but M-G-M is the one and only company that hires 10,000
billboards month after month to nationally advertise its great attractions. You
know how that helped in the case of "San Francisco", "Suzy", "Gorgeous Hussy"
to name just a few recent billboard-campaign-pictures! Great Pictures PLUS
Great Promotion means PLUS in the bank !

"For whiz-bang comedy this takes
the prize. Audiences will lap it
up," says Showman's Trade Review
"Deserves 'A' ranking. A bangup production with plenty for the
audience, "says Hollywood Reporter
"Unusually bright and different,"
says M. P. Daily

+ + + +

+ + + + +

(Follow the PLUS marks to next page)

The director of 'San Francisco'
and many other mighty hits!
Plus two of the screen's top-flight favorites —

CLARK
in W. S. Van
production

GABLE-JOAN
Dyke's
LOVE
ON
th FRANCHOT TONE,
Wl

CRAWFORD
THE
RUN"
Regin

ald Owen and Big Cast!

When Clark Gable and Joan Crawford co-star, it's box-office dynamite!
This is their fifth co-starring picture. The others were (just to give you an
idea of what you're getting): "Dancing Lady", "Forsaking All Others",
"Chained", "Possessed." And now this spirited, ultra-modern,
fast-moving
comedy melodrama "Love On The Run." It will be one of the very biggest
attractions of the year.
II

THE

LONGEST

NIGHT"

Favorite

with All-

Cast including:

ROBERT YOUNG, FLORENCE RICE
Reginald Owen, Ted Healy, Julie
Haydon, Janet Beecher.
Errol Taggart, director

Bob Young and Florence Rice, happily
teamed in "Sworn Enemy" are again
leads in a breezy, mile-a-minute action
romance ... a "Grand Hotel" of a
big department store'

;/

APRIL

BLOSSOMS"

revealing the golden voice of the
romantic
world
famed
tenor

RICHARD

TAUBER

Seldom has the screen yielded such
heart-thrilling music to tell one of the
world's most beautiful love stories.

Just a few reviews to tell the
good news about their newest
full-length HAL ROACH

feature

LAUREL— HARDY
'OURDirectedRELATIONS"
by Harry Lachman
"One of best comedy ideas yet devised,
laughs abound."
— M. P. Daily
"Comedy riot from start to finish. The
—Box Office
laugh champ team of filmdom."
"Topnotch fare for the comedy team.
A maze of gags." — Coast Variety
"Laugh show topped by final gag that's
a knockout. Laughter ranging from
snickers to howls."
— FUm Daily
"Funniesr team of comics on screen
today."
— Hollyuood Reporter

^'
BORN TO DANCE
^Jm starring
0 ELEANOR POWELL
with a Great Cast of Personalities includi

ng
JAMES STEWART, VIRGINIA BRUCE, Una
Merkel, Sid Silvers, Frances Langford, Raymond
Walburn, Buddy Ebsen, Allan Dinehart, Juanita
Quigley and many more!

The girl they're waiting for ! They want more of that
Eleanor Powell pep that they loved in "Broadway
Melody of 1936" and what a glamorous Ziegfeldian
show M-G-M has prepared to sweep away all boxoffice records of all musical entertainments. Roy Del
Ruth again will direct. He's sure-fire! The sets are
breath-taking. One of them tops the biggest number
in "Ziegfeld". 2000 dancers, showgirls, beauties.
And the music by Cole Porter will set America
dancing to your show-shop ! Watch !

There is a thrill in
the screen mating of
these two stars that
will sweep the nation!

GRETA
GAR BO
ROBERT TAYLOR
in "CAMILLE"
How fitting that one of the world's most electric dramas of love
should be portrayed by the great Garbo and the handsome star
who is today's idol of romance ! A mighty cast has been assembled :
LIONEL BARRYMORE, Elizabeth Allan, Lenore Ulric, Laura
Hope Crews, Henry Daniell, E. E. Clive and a host of other
celebrities. George Cukor, whose acclaim for "Romeo and Juliet"
rings around the world, will direct this gigantic production,
destined to be among the mightiest of the year!

//

tthysterical
at^pd
(jje's

^^1iTi«lIfcrj!
FEEL
YOUR.
PLUS/

The Legion of the Plus
marches on—

William POWELL
Myrna LOY
in W. S. VAN DYKE'S production
'THE THIN MAN
RETURNS
by DASHIELL

HAMMETT

It's been a long time coming and
there have been many imitations,
but here's the real thing they've
been waiting for .The same author,
directors, stars! The sequel to
"Thin Man" is a worthy box-office
follow-up to the joys, the thrills,
the charm of that incomparably
delightful couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Thin Man.

At last! Two years to
make the Greatest of
them all !

RZAN
TA
starring
JOHNNY

ESCAPES"

WEISSMULLER

If you think you've seen a Tarzan picture,
just wait! This is the last word in ingenuity
and thrills with a new romantic twist. Cast
in addition to Tarzan Weissmuller: Maureen
O'Sullivan, Benita Hume, William Henry,
John Buckler, Herbert Mundin, E. E. Clive.

MISTER

it

CINDERELLA
A HAL ROACH

FULL-LENGTH

FEATURE

Just listen to the reviewers: "Audiences loosened seats with
laughter." — Los Angeles Herald Express . "Will draw raves.
Should be joyfully received." — Showman's Trade Review.
' 'One of the funniest of the season . ' '— M . P. DAILY. ' 'Laughs
to please any audience." — Variety. "Class A comedy built
for the loud laughs."— FILM DAILY.
THE CAST: Jack Haley, Betty Furness, Arthur Treacher,
Raymond Walburn.
Directed by Edward Sedgwick.

DRAGON
E working
THE WHIT
(temporary
title) "
M-G-M has a knack of making these expertly produced
murder mysteries, alive with action, full of comedy relief and
plenty of romance. Here's a corker! And what a cast:
Edmund Lowe, Elissa Landi.Ted Healy, ZaSu Pitts, Herbert
Rawlinson, Edmund Gwenn. Directed by George ("Last of
the Mohicans") Seitz.

Directed by Richard Thorpe

AN

S.S.VAN

DINE

STORY

(Watch for further details of Cast and Title)

The sweethearts
of "Rose-Marie"

JEANETTE MacDONALD il • NELSON
MAYTIME
in the immortal love-operetta

EDDY
//

Among the many brilliant entertainments we have described above, "MAYTIME" stands out as one of the
greatest. In story, in melody, in background, its possibilities exceed even "Rose Marie" and "Naughty
Marietta." Its stars are the beloved of America. Directed by Edmund (Grand Hotel) Goulding from Sigmund
Romberg's original operetta and Rida Johnson Young's play. One of the biggest hits of
■ jf
musical show business for years, it is a Giant among the Big Ones of the coming season!

New Year's)
{from
above
described
^e releases
from
leo i great
as they are}
reflect only
a small
partnow
of the'tilStar, Story and
Production resource of M-G-M's Greatest Year, (over please)

THE SYMBOL

OF SUCCESS!

(The Latin inscription above means:
"IN THIS SIQN CONQUER!")

Here's what
Legion members
conquer with

that M^G-M

contract!

PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE
PLUS SYMBOL or else

TO THE

You'll be a member of the
Legion of the MINUS and
wear this insignia!

MARCH
ON
M-G-M

TO VICTORY WIT
IN 1936-1937!

^

N. J. ALLIED TALKS
OVER MAJOR ISSUES
(Continued from Page

1)

guarantee and percentage plan as
a one sided proposition and considerably unfair. He further said that
present contracts are on basis of
pre-depression days business and
not at all in keeping with present
conditions. There are more than 200
delegates attending the convention.
Today will see presentation of resolutions and findings of nomination
committee.

Three Stories Acquired
For New Monogram Program
(Continued from Page
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urday Evening Post; "The Girl Next
Door", an original, and "The Million
Dollar Mystery", by Harold McGrath. Johnston also is negotiating
for the screen rights to "Through
the Shadows With O. Henry", by Al
Jennings.

Vocafilm Trial Up Soon
Kevie Frankel, counsel for Samuel Tauber, shortly moves for examination before trial in connection
with the Tauber $100,000 suit
against Vocafilm Corp. of America
and David R. Hochreich pending in
the New York State Supreme Court.
Tauber, in his action, alleges that
he was engaged to prepare a settlement plan in regard to Vocafilm's
$21,000,000 suit against A. T. & T.,
Western Electric and Erpi. One
phase of the plan, according to Irving Young, assistant to Frankel, was
a proposed consolidation of all
major companies into one organization.

New GB Sales Drive Started
George W. Weeks, GB general
sales manager, announces the openGB "Big Push Drive,"
of a new
with ingthe
entire GB sales staff participating. Cash awards will go
to the exchanges making the best
showings. Last Year's drive was
won by Ken Hodkinson, who was
then in charge of the San Francisco
office, and subsequently promoted to
assistant to Mr. Weeks.

Cheese Club Resuming
Recovering from summer lassitude,
the Cheese Club resumes its regular
Monday luncheons next week at the
College Room of the Hotel Astor.
• Part of the proceedings will celebrate return of Harry Hershfield's
"Abie the Agent" cartoon strip to
"The Daily Mirror." In addition to
Hershfield, other guests will include
Justice Jonah J. Goldstein and various Broadway stars.

Para. Meeting Routine

Routine business was transacted
by the Paramount Pictures board
of directors at a special meeting
yesterday.

British Top U. S. in Movie Consciousness
Gradual Progsess Being Made by English Studios Toward
Quality Pictures, Says Albert D. Levin in
Survey of British Film Industry
I HE British public is not only decidedly movie conscious, but more
so than Americans, and the right
type of film will attract greater
crowds at higher admission prices
in England than America could ever
nope to attract, says Albert D.
J_,evin, New York attorney, who is
just back from London, where he
.spent some time on business relating to story properties of the old
i riangle Films for which he is liquidating counsel.
Commenting on the boom under
way in the British industry, Levin,
who visited the English studios and
made a study of the British cinema
ousiness in general, says:
"I have had conversations with
the leaders of the film industry in
England. Some are pessimistic and
leel that the movie industry is expanding too rapidly and is due for
a fall very soon. This group feel
that the producers can never hope
to receive a return on their pictures
commensurate with the cost of production. These individuals blame the
smaller amount of distribution as
the cause of the failure. On the
other hand, a larger proportion who
have been successful in production
feel that conditions in England are
going to continue to improve. They
believe that the industry is in the
most dynamic period of its trade
history. They say the quality of
English production is improving
steadily. After years of inertia, this
strangely conservative country,
which for generations has been seeking to emulate, now is beginning to
understand the foreigner. Whereas
a half million dollar production in
the past was a rarity, today it is a
common thing. Properly equipped
studio and theatrical construction is
increasing by leaps and bounds. English companies can never hope to
compete with Hollywood mass production but they hope to emphasize
quality rather than quantity. Amercan films are still infinitely more
popular than British films. British
films have not yet reached the American quality.
"The Englishman takes pride in
the fact that high-grade pictures are
being produced in his native country. He cherishes this proudness despite the fact that his actors, directors and producers are American or
have been trained in America. However, he looks forward to the day
when production, as well as the personnel of the pictures, will be British. He believes that this hope will
be realized in about five years.
"Another reason for the improvement of native pictures is the fact
that there is a statutory quota which
requires the movie company to produce one English picture for every
five American pictures that are imported. In the past, these quota
pictures, or quickies, were extremely
noor and were used merely to fulfill the letter of the law. Today, the

LOEW NET FOR YEAR
HIGHEST SINCE 1931
(Continued

from

Page

1)

earning about $2 a share in the
three months. Release of an unusuing.al gi-oup of strong box-office attractions in this period is# the cnief factor in the surprisingly good show-

attitude is different. More and more
American companies are producing
in England for world-wide, including American, distribution.
"•However, the renaissance of the
Responding to the news, Loew
English picture has occurred in shares
ran up more than 3 points to
spite
the Quota
Korda's
'Henryof VIII'
really Act.
fertilized
the a new five-year high at 60 V2 and
closed just a fraction below that figgerm which has since matured. Korure. Other film stocks joined in
da demonstrated that it was possible
the advance, with particular
to make box-office successes which strength
in Paramount, Columbia,
aroused the attention and imagina20th Century-Fox and
tion of the world and which were Warner,
RKO.
well received, not only in Piccadilly,
but in America, Germany, Japan
and the other far corners of the National Ad Campaign
world.
on "Give Me Your Heart"
"London is a little Hollywood. The
hustle, bustle and activity are amazThe second big national ad caming. A visit to the lots at Denham,
paign to be launched by Warners
Boreham Wood or Elstree makes one
month is on "Give Me Your
feel that the studio is in California, this
Heart", starring Kay Francis, and
not in England. American stars it will hit 15 of the most important
who, incidentally, get as large and and widely circulated magazines in
perhaps larger salaries than in Hol- the country reaching an estimated
lywood, are all over the lot. Amer- total of 62,000,000 readers in addiican directors and producers guide
tion to the regular fan magazines.
them and American writers prepare The magazines carrying the ad in
the scripts. Of course, it may take their September issues are Cosmoa little longer to shoot a picture and
politan, Good Housekeeping, Harthe incessantly cloudy weather may
per's Bazaar, McCalPs, Pictorial Reinterfere with color productions, but
view, Red Book, Saturday Evening
the Englishman gets there just the Post, Woman's World, Photoplay,
same.
Screenland, Silver Screen, Screen
"At first, the stars who came over
were mostly dead shadows of Hollywood's yesterdays, but the demand continued to grow. Hollywood
saw in Elstree a new Mecca, and
Elstree demanded that Hollywood
come to this Mecca. As a result,
England today has some of America's most famous stars and producers.
"Wall Street of London, known
as the city which had been decidedly
tight with its purse strings in film
enterprises, loosened up. Today there
is an abundance of capital for film
production. The interest of the English Prudential Insurance Co. in
London Films, of Ranks the millers in British National, of Lady
Yule with her shipping millions in
Capitol, of Boots the builders in the
Pinewood Studios, is evidence that
thepay.
City thinks films can be made
to

Play, Screen Book, Hollywood and
Romantic Movie Stories.
Following the campaign on "Give
Me Your Heart", Warners will also
give a similar campaign to "Cain
and Mabel", starring Marion Davies
and Clark Gable, "Charge of the
Light Brigade", "Green Light", and
"Gold Diggers of 1937" completing
the schedule of six important productions which began with "Anthony

Trailer Firm Adds Men
Adverse".
Theater Trailer Corp. has appointed Leon J. Behal representative for
■he Philadelphia territory. Jerry
Marks, formerly branch manager for
United Artists in St. Louis and other
centers, has been appointed to handle Chicago. Men also are being
nlaced in Albany, Buffalo, Detroit,
Kansas City, Charlotte, Dallas, Atlanta, New Orleans and Oklahoma
"The proposed affiliation of Metro, City within the coming week.
20th Century-Fox, and GB has startWalter J. Freudenberger, general
ed the independent producer thinkmanager, is attending the Aling. The trend should be for the sales lied
convention in Atlantic City,
creation of a counter merger along
lines of coordinated production and where Theater Trailer has an exhibit at the Hotel Traymore.
distribution by smaller companies.
"Is England headed for the fate
of Englewood or is she headed for
G. N. Adds Denver Help
a super Hollywood? Nobody except
Denver — Grand National is looka prophet can answer that question.
ing: forward to more business this
Tt is safe to say, however, that if fall and has added two salesmen and
England continues to produce qual- a cashier to their forces. Salesmen
ity pictures at reasonable costs and are Fred Lind, former film salesman
does not expand too rapidly, her and now a theater operator, and C.
future in the cinema world is as- H. Feldman of Seattle, where he at
sured.
one time managed the First National
"As far as the producers are con- exchange. Natalie Smythe. of Decerned, the wine of success is so extroit, where she was with Educationhilirating that no one seems to worry
al, is the new cashier. Lon Fidler
manages the Denver exchange.
about the future."
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Foreign Field
Theater Man Candidate
San Juan, P. R.— Rafael Ramos
Cobian, head of the firm United Theaters Inc. and one of the leading
figures in the motion picture and
show business here, was nominated
for the office of City Manager or
Mayor of San Juan by Liberals of
the three San Juan boroughs. Formerly candidate for the City Board
of Commissioners, Cobian withdrew
his name to take the nomination of
Mayor.

"Time" Takes Quarters

London— "March of Time's" recently formed English unit, March
of Time, Ltd., which is to be headquarters for production in the
United Kingdom, has taken over the
fourth floor office space in Dean
House, formerly occupied by Radio
International. Radio International
has recently transferred its home office from London to Paris.

Head Cast of Toeplitz Film
London — Loretta Young and Francis Lederer will head the cast of
'•I'll Take the Low Road", which
Toeplitz Productions will make with
Monty Banks directing.

New

Film Company Files
Security Registration

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A registration statement has been filed with the Securities & Exchange Commission by Hollywood Famous Pictures Inc. seeking to issue 50,000 shares of participating preferred stock and 50,000 shares of common stock, both
of $1 par value and to be offered in
units of two shares of preferred and
one share of common at $2.50 a unit.
The remaining 25,000 shares of common are to be issued to the promoti ra for their services. No underwriter is involved, and proceeds are
to be used in film production, it is
stated.

A "JUttU" (n»» "Ms

By RALPH WILK
Universal yesterday decided upon
HOLLYWOOD
THE 124 theaters of the Interstate a new title for "The Case of the
Constant God" by Rufus King. The
Circuit, and Texas Consolidated new
title of this mystery picture,
Theaters Circuit operating in Al- which is almost completed at Unibuquerque and all of Texas, have
versal City, is "Love Letters of a
booked "Glory Trail" directly
through Producer E. B. Derr of
T
T
T
Crescent Pictures. "Glory Trail" is
the first of the series of eight Tom
With the starting date of "Three
Keene historical event action Smart Girls" set for Monday, the
dramas.
production department at Universal
Star."
t
▼
▼
City has decided to make an important and costly picture of it. A
Our New York Passing Show.
Victor Baravelle and Fabien Sevit- number of well known players have
sky among the diners at the Blue been added to the cast, which originally consisted of Deanna DurRibbon; Kenyon Nicholson and Clifbin, Nan Grey and Barbara Reid,
webbWelch
at "Victoria
Robertton E.
and Fenn Regina";
Kimball who play the three smart girls.
at the Tavern.
The new players are Charles Winniger, Alice Brady, Binnie Barnes,
T
▼
▼
Benny Rubin is busy, to say the Louis Hayward and John King.
least. He is on the Feen-a-Mint Lucille Watson will have an important character
role as will
three newHobart
Unihour and is also writing a play for
versal
contractees.
Broadway. He is also making screen
Cavanaugh, Ernest Cossart and
tests of new players for Republic.
Mischa Auer. "Three Smart Girls"
T
T
T
is a story by Adele Commandini
ZaSu Pitts will have the leading which will be directed by Henry
Koster.
.
feminine role in RKO Radio's "The
Riddlesite ofJamestheGleason.
DanglingThe
Pearl"
oppopicture is
Lee Tracy has been signed by
being directed by Ben Holmes, and
RKO Radio for the top masculine
the producer is William Sistrom.
role, opposite Gloria Stuart, in
T
T
T
Delivery," scheduled to go
Paul Guilfoyle, Pierre Watkins, "General
into production shortly. The cast
Margaret Morris, and Thomas Cur- also will include Barbara Pepper,
ran have been added to the cast of
Harry Jans and John McGuire. Picture will be produced by Cliff Reid,
RKO Radio's "General Delivery,"
Guilfoyle jumps immediately from with Edward Killy directing. The
his role in "Winterset" to his new screen play is being written by John
Twist.
assignment.
T

T

T

Ben Blue, well-known vaudeville
and night club entertainer, has been
added to the cast of Paramount's
"College Holiday," with Jack Benny.
Mary Boland, George Burns and
Gracie Allen, Eleanore Whitney,
Olympe Bradna, Louis DaPron and
others.
Frank Tuttle will direct.

V

T

T

T

▼

t

▼

▼

N. C. — Southland Enterson.Gastonia,
prises has taken over the Lyric and
Temple theaters from J. E. SimpWills Point, Tex.— S. G. Fry has
starts
construction work on his
new
theater.
Willmar, Minn.— The new 1,000seat theater being built here at a
cost of $100,000 will open soon.
International Falls, Minn. — New
theater which Gus Baehr is put000. ting up here will cost about $50,Boston — John Cosentino, special
representative for Spectrum Pictures, has closed a deal with Philip
Smith, head of Academy Pictures
of New England, through which the
latter acquires distribution rights
to Spectrum's
new series
musical
westerns
starring
Fred ofScott
for
the entire New England territory,
including Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Rhode Island, Connecticut
and Massachusetts.

Dramatists Guild to Pick
New Arbiter on Film Rights
A meeting of the Council of the
Dramatists' Guild will be held in one
week to select a permanent motion
picture negotiator and arbiter to
succeed the late Joseph P. Bickerton. Warren Munsell, who temporarily occupies the post of arbiter,
remains in office until Oct. 3.

GB 12th Week

at Four Star

Lona Andre has been cast as a West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — With the opening
St. Louis belle in Cecil B. DeMille's
of "Everything is Thun"The Plainsman," marking her re- next week
der" at the Four Star Theater, GB
turn to Paramount auspices.
is being represented at that house
for the twelfth consecutive week.

"The Giant Rake-Off," latest of
the Crime Does Not Pay series, also
is starting work. Errol Taggar(,
Walter Wanger will start the first who recently completed "The Longof his ambitious schedule of picest Night," directs.
tures for United Artists release
when he begins work Monday morning on the Gene Towne-Graham
Clark cation
Gable
a week's
vabetweenwill
his take
current
picture,
Baker story, "You Only Live Once,"
"Der Kampf ' Sets records
Record for co-starring
Sylvia
Sidney
and
Henry
"Love on the Run," and his forthAll opening night
Soviet films at the Cameo were Fonda. The picture will be directcoming one,▼"Parnell."
ed
by
Fritz
Lang.
T
T
broken Wednesday by "Der Kampf"
▼
▼
T
"),
("The Struggle
while morning
B.
P.
Schulberg
has
signed
Gladys
business for the first full day was
Arline Judge, recently signed by
George to play opposite Edward
Paramount
for
the
role
opposite
Songs
"Three
exceeded only by
Arnold in a picture tentatively titled
George Raft in the Norman Krasna
About Lenin."
"A Man and a Woman," which goes
story, "You and Me," will continue into production Sept. 21, with Richwith the picture, although Raft now
Eastman to Dissolve Unit
ard Wallace directing. The story
the cast, and Carole Lom- is an original written especially for
In a move to simplify corporate is outbardof
will have the starring role. The Edward Arnold by John Bright and
structure, Eastman Kodak will dis- picture will be directed by Krasna
solve its New York subsidiary, with
and will go into production as soon Robert Tasker.
all corporate work being taken over as suitable leading men are availby Eastman Kodak of New Jersey. able.
"I, James Lewis," Gilbert W. Gabriel's romantic drama based on the
epic
Lewis and Clark expedition into
"Annie Laurie," Joe Sherman's
"Nine Days A Queen" at Roxy first
directorial effort for M-G-M, is the Pacific northwest, will probably
GB's "Nine Days a Queen," costarring Cedric Hardwicke and Nova going into production. Stanley be Claudette Colbert's next picture
Pilbeam, has been set to open at the Morner, singing protege of Mary to follow "Maid of Salem," accordRoxy following the engagement of Garden, and Ann Rutherford play
to Paramount annou "ement.
the featured romantic leads in the The ing
picture will be produced and
"Sing, Baby, Sing", which opens to- Jack Chertok short.
day.
directed by Frank Lloyd.
T

HERE AND THERE

Some three months ago, "It's Love
Again" opened at the Four Star for
a three-week run. This was folPart
lowedyby "Secret Agent," which ran
two weeks; "Nine Days a Queen,"
which had a four-week run, and
"Seven Sinners," which is entering
its second week.

for Gwenn

Walters

Gwenn Walters, fashion editor of
Columbia Studios, will be guest of
honor at a cocktail party in the
Embassy Room of the Ambassador
Hotel
from fiveTheto seven
afternoon.
party,o'clock
which thisis
sponsored by the Boot and Shoe
Recorder, will be the occasion for a
display on living models of styles to
be worn by Jane Wyatt, Margo and
Isabel Jewell, in Columbia's "Lost

New

Theater Permit Denied

Application
to build
movie
Horizon."
ater at 1 East
52nd aSt.,
just theoff
Fifth Ave., has been denied by Commissioner ofLicenses Paul Moss, following ahearing at which the Fifth
Ave. Ass'n and representatives of
big property holders registered protest.
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"SITTING ON

THE

with Roger Pryor, Grace
Bradley
Republic
76 mins.
PLEASING MUSICAL ROMANCE GETS
OVER WITH HEART THROB STUFF AND
NEAT LOVE STORY.
Given a pleasing human interest story
with down-to-earth people doing things like
regular folks, a good love interest working
up to a tight suspense, and add to that the
really charming personality of Grace Bradley, and here is a number that will fit neatly
on any exhibitor's screen catering to the
average American audience. There is a
steady undercurrent of good comedy with
bright chatter that is not wisecracky. Roger
Pryor is the lad who tries to help the girl
star who walked out on a director in the
middle of a picture to make a come-back.
He writes a song that gets her the break
with the sponsor of a big commercial hour,
but his fortunes hit the toboggan when he
finds himself with a wife on his hands —
a dizzy blonde he collected on a week-end
bender. So the heroine goes to New York
broken hearted to ride to fame via the air
waves, and the boy friend follows and manages to straighten everything out satisfactorily when his marriage proves to be a
shakedown racket. There is one very catchy
song, "Lost In My Dreams," that will send
'em out humming, and why they didn't pick
this for the title instead of the name of
the other number is another of those studio
or home office mysteries. Grace Bradley is
charming, and delivers more in acting ability and glamour than a lot of expensive
stars in more expensive productions.
Cast: Roger Pryor, Grace Bradley. William Newell, Pert Kelton, Henry Kolker,
Henry Wadswcrth, Joyce Ccmpton, Pierre
Watkin, William Janney, June Martel, The
Theodores, Jimmy Ray, Harvey Clark,
George Cooper.
Director, Ralph Staub; Author, Julian
Field; Screenplay, Raymond L. Schrock;
Adaptors, Rex Taylor, Sidney Sutherland;
Cameraman, Ernest Miller.
Direction,

Good

"IT COULDN'T

MOON"

HAVE

with

Reginald HAPPENED"
Denny,
Evelyn Brent, Jack
La Rue, Inez Courtney
Invincible
64 mins.

FAIR MURDER MYSTERY WITH COMEDY TOUCHES SHOULD PLEASE RANK
AND FILE FOLLOWERS OF THIS TYPE
STORY.
Enacted in a backstage setting, and
with its entertainment values helped along
somewhat by comedy interpolations, this
attraction will prove fairly satisfying to the
not too fastidious murder mystery fans.
Theme and development are along more or
less routine lines, but the cast is interesting and capable and the general handling
of the production is in keeping with the
type of story. The action revolves around
a theatrical troupe. A couple of boy friends
of the leading woman, Evelyn Brent, who
also has a husband, are found murdered. So
Reginald Denny, a playwright who specializes in mysteries, is prevailed upon to apply his ingenuity to the case. With pressure applied by Jack La Rue, a suspected
gangster who did not have anything to do

the guilty party is eventually disclosed. Suspense is moderately well maintained, and
the laughs help to keep the audience from
taking the concoction too seriously.
Cast: Reginald Denny, Evelyn Brent, Jack
La Rue, Inez Courtney, Bryant Washburn.
Crauford Kent, Hugh Marlowe, Claude King,
Robert Frazer, Miki Morita, Broderick
O'Farrell, Lynton Brent, Henry Herbert,
Emily La Rue, Robert Homan.
Producer, Maury M. Cohen; Director, Phil
Rosen; Author-Screenplay, Arthur T. Horman; Cameraman, M A. Anderson; Editor,
Ronald D. Reed.
Direction, Okay
Photography,
Gocd

FOREIGN
"DER KAMPF," in Russian, with English
titles; produced by Majrabpomfilm; directed
by Gustav Wangenheim; with Lotto Loebinger, Bruno Schmitsdorf, et al.; distributed
by Amkino; at the Cameo Theater.
Mcde
in Russia by exiles and refugees

from the Hitler regime in Germany, this is
a dramatically presented account of events
leading up to the burning of the Reichstag
and the trial of George Dimitroff, who was
charged with conspiracy in the incendiarism.
The picture apparently is intended as a
challenge to Hitler, and on that score it is
likely to prove strong controversial stuff.

SHORTS
"The Pups' Picnic"

(Harman-Ising "Happy
M-G-M

280,869 Shares

Universal Corporation
Common

Stock

(Voting Trust Certificates)

IOWA

(Par Value $1 per Share)

Price $10 per Share

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained from the undersigned.

Hammons

& Co.

Dulin & Co.

INCORPORATED

120 Broadway, New York
September 11, 1936.

Harmonies"
8 mins.

Fast, furious Swell
and very funny, representing a good deal of production
effort, this animated cartoon in
Technicolor will have no trouble
getting audience applause. A couple
of timid pups, straying from the
family fold while on a picnic in the
woods, witness and get tangled up
in a fox hunt. The action deals
mostly with the whirlwind pursuit
of the fox by a pack of hounds and
riders on horses, with the pups
looking on and occasionally getting
whipsawed in the proceedings.

This advertisement is not, and is under no circumstances to be construed as, an offering of
these shares for sale or as a solicitation of an offer to buy any of such
shares. The offering is made only by the Prospectus.

Photography, Okay.

Central State Circuit, operating 14
theaters in Iowa, has contracted for
Paramount 1936-37 and 1937-38 output including features, shorts and
news.
Plaza Theater of Monona, has
changed managers, Paul Swanson to
G. H. Burgert.
Twentieth Century-Fox will occupy its new modern building Oct. 1.
A new 480-seat theater will be
built in Montezuma, by Dr. J. W.
Davis of Montezuma. The new house
will be the second and will operate
in opposition to the Princess.
Changes at Columbia's branch office sends Milt Goodman, booker, to
southern Iowa as sales representative; Marvin Godwin from this district to Northwest Iowa, and Dick
Bruce moved up to booker and office manager. Evelyn Rosen has
been appointed secretary to Mel Evidon, branch manager.

with the killings, Denny applies himself to
the problem, employing the familiar method
cf reconstructing the crime with the use of
the actors and actresses, and by this means

629 South Spring Street, Los Angeles
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to Report Higher Earnings

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES TO RECAPITALIZE
N. J. Allied Re-elects Newbury And
Vote To Raise Defense Fund,
Withhold Action On

Block Booking

Other Officers

MUSICIANS' PICKETING RKO ADV'G RUDGET
STARTS AT 20 HOUSES
UPPED 25 PER CENT

By W. H. McMAHON
FILM DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Atlantic City — Lee W. Newbury
was re-elected president of Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey at
the final session of their convention
in the Hotel Traymore yesterday,
after which the delegates adjourned
to watch the big float parade of the
Showman's Variety Jubilee.
Other officers re-elected were
Louis Levin, Newark, and Simon
Myers, Moorestown, vice presidents;
Jacob Unger, Hillside, secretary;
David Snaper, New Brunswick,
treasurer; Ed Lachman and Maurice
J. Miller, Morristown and Passaic,
assistant treasurers.
The following directors were
elected: Frank P. Gravatt, Atlantic
City; Mark Block, Newark; Harry
Hecht, Passaic; Helen Hildinger,
Trenton; W. C. Hunt, Wildwood; I.

Following rejection by major and
independent circuits of a proposal
from Local 802, musicians' union, for
a parley to consider returning orchestras and stage shows to theaters
before picketing began, mass picketing of 20 local theaters including the
Capitol, Strand, Rivoli and Palace
on Broadway by Local 820 and allied theatrical crafts got under way
last night.
Other theaters being picketed in(Continued

on

Page

2)

Crescent Amusement Co.
Adds Houses in Tennessee

Greeneville, Ten. — The Crescent
Amusement Co. of Nashville, the
Tony Sudekum circuit, has purchased the Princess here and holdings of the Parrott & Hendren
Amusement Co. at Maryville, according to an announcement by
Earle Hendren, former manager of
the Princess and a stockholder of
Parrott & Hendren. The latter company is to be reorganized, Hendren
Springer & Cocalis circuit has in- said.
creased its operations by four houses
in the East. Theaters are the U. S.
in the Bronx, Pelham at Pelham, and
the Fleetwood and Biltmore in Mt.
Vernon.
(Continued

on Page

7)

SPRINGER & GOGALIS
ADD FOUR THEATERS

With more and bigger pictures
coming along, RKO Radio will increase its advertising budget 25 per
cent over last season to properly
handle these features, it was said
yesterday by S. Barret McCormick,
advertising and publicity chief. McCormick and George Gerhard left
yesterday by plane for Hollywood to
look over some of RKO Radio's forthcoming product, including "The
Plough and the Stars" and "Winterset", and to lay out advertising
plans for these pictures. They will
be gone a week.

5 Movie Shows Hold Sway
At Michigan State Fair

Stockholders of Consol. Film

Industries Meet Oct. 9 to
Vote on New Stock Plan

Consolidated Film Industries has
called a special meeting of stockholders on Oct. 9 to vote upon a
proposed plan of recapitalization
which provides for the elimination
of accumulated dividends on the
present preferred stock, partly
through a cash payment, and reduces the fixed annual cumulative
dividend on the preferred stock now
outstanding from $2 to $1. The directors propose to declare a dividend
of $1 a share on the preferred stock
on account of unpaid dividends
which, on Oct. 1, will amount to $5
a share, promptly upon the stockholders' approval of the plan.
The plan, as set forth in a letter
to stockholders by Herbert J. Yates,
(Continued

on Page

7)

HEAVY PROGRAM SET
FOR WISCONSIN MEET

Detroit — Five movie theaters and
two special open booth displays
were put up for the Michigan State
Fair this week. In addition to the
Ford, Chevrolet and Hemphill-Diesel theaters, which played to 57,000
persons in the first four days with
Milwaukee — A program heavily
programs of industrial films inter- loaded with current industry topics
spersed with newsreels and enter- has been made up for the annual
tainment subjects, the Dodge Motor convention of the Independent The(Continued
on Page 2)
aters Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin & Upper Michigan which takes
olace Sept. 15-17 at the Hotel Plankinton.
Tuesday's opening session, after
the address by President F. J. McWilliams and an outline of convention activities by George Fischer,

Look for Substantial Increases

More Deals With Circuits
Are Closed by Republic

In Film Company Annual Reports

In addition to Loew's Inc., whose

estimated net of $6.50 a share for
Seek Cullman's Cooperation
On Eliminating Early Birds the past fiscal year will be the best
Additional circuit deals closed re-

cently by Republic covering its
1936-37 lineup include the Wilby
Circuit of Atlanta, Affiliated Theaters of Indianapolis and the H. H.
Anderson houses in the Charlotte
area. The Loew circuit in New
York has booked Republic's serial,
"The Griffith
Vigilantes
Are out
Coming,"
and
the
circuit
of Denver
has signed all four serials coming
from Republic.

The general committee of New
York territory exhibitors sponsoring
the "early bird" matinee elimination
move will call upon Howard S. Cullman, in charge of the Roxy, Monday and seek to enlist his cooperation in the plan, which so far has
not been adopted by Broadway
houses.
Cullman recently indicated
(Continued

on

Page

7)

(Continued

on

Page

Hunter Perry Reports

7)

showing for the company in five
Better Biz in Virginia
years, the next financial statements
of Paramount, 20th Century-Fox,
Warners and RKO are expected to
Dominion Theaters, Paramount afreveal substantial improvement over
filiate in Virginia, finds business
last year. Paramount is understood considerably improved over last year,
to be well in the black for the third according to Hunter Perry, who has
quarter ending Sept. 30, as a result charge of the operations. Last sumof a sharp upturn in its business folmer business suffered from an epidemic of infantile paralysis, said
lowing a period of reorganization,
(Continued
on Page 7)
Hunter, who is now in New York.
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Coming and Going
HARRY KALMINE and OSCAR KUSCHNER of
Warner's
Pittsburgh theater zone are in New
York on business.
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MARK GOLDMAN, GB branch manager in
Pittsburgh, has been conferring at the New
York home office.

T
T
▼
• • • THAT ALLEGED golf tournament that those
Philly exhib amateurs engage in yearly will be repeated on October 2 at the Whitemarsh Valley Country Club in the suburbs
of the sleeper-town
it is sponsored, we understand, by Jay
Emanuel and his Exhibitor paper, and the Voice of 4200 Eastern Showmen (free ad for Jay's rag)
come one, come all
we New York golfers can take over these Philly goofers
it should be a pleasure to bring back the prize and trophy
loot from that town
send your entry fee of 10 smackers
to Paul Greenhalgh, care of Jay Emanuel Publications
T
T
T
• • • AS A result of the big opening day biz yesterday
with 20th Century-Fox's "Sing, Baby, Sing" on the screen and
Leo Carrillo appearing in person, the Roxy will open its doors
at 10 a.m. today
the waiting line yesterday began at 9:15
a.m. . . • Ethel Barrymore has been signed through her manager, Herman Bernie, for a series of WJZ broadcasts sponsored
by Bayer's Aspirin, starting Oct. 5 . . . • Two Broadway stage
players have been signed through Lyons & Lyons for Coast
engagements
one is Katherine Locke, who has left for the
RKO studios, and the other is Ellen Prescott, who is on her way
to 20th Century-Fox ... • Filmarte Theater, formerly the
58th Street, opens Sept. 22 . . . • Modern Playhouse, new
house at Third Ave. and 81st Street, devoted to foreign films,
opens Sunday with "Az Uj Foldesur" ("The New Landlord"),
Hungarian historical drama distributed by Danubia
▼
T
T
• •
• THE LITTLE World's Series starts today
at
the Catholic Protectory Grounds
RKO vs. Music Hall
Columbia vs. Skouras
double-header the winners of each game will play in the finals for the M. P. Industry
pennant
these four teams led in the respective two halves
of the season
Jack White of RKO is prexy of the League
turn out and give the boys a hand

•SEPTEMBER
13
Matthew
Betz
Jesse L. Lasky
Edwina
Booth
Claudette
Colbert

LEONARD HALL and ALICE HUGHES (Mrs.
Hall) sail today on the He de France for a
vacation abroad. CLIFFORD C. FISHER, producer of the revue at the French Casino, and
DICK HENRY of the William Morris agency
also

are

on

(Continued from Page

1)

Co. had a tent theater seating 400
which played to 20,000 persons in
the first five days, while the Michigan Highway Department presented
a program of three films on highway and safety activities. The U. S.
Department of Agriculture and the
Michigan Department of Conservation had booths.

(Continued from Page

1)

elude Loew's Paradise and Boulevard, RKO's Franklin and Fordham, the Windsor, National, Chester, Royal and Bronx Opera House,
all in the Bronx, and Loew's Pitkin
and Kings, the RKO Kenmore and
Tilyou and the Patio and Premier
theaters, all in Brooklyn.

Arthur Knorr With F. & M.

Joseph Pollak in Hospital
Arthur Knorr, former stage show
producer at the Capitol and with
Budapest — Joseph Pollak, former
Loew's theaters for 14 years, has president of National Screen Service,
joined Fanchon & Marco as associ- >nd who was injured in a train accident between here and Belgrade
ate producer. Knorr recently returned to New York from the coast. ast Tuesday, is expected to be confined to a hospital for about a month.
Columbus — For the first time in
Will Decide Product Deal
the history of the house, the Palace
has held over a picture for a secJoseph M. Schenck will decide on
ond week. The production to gain
his arrival Monday from London
this distinction is "Swing Time," whether Skouras Theaters, part of
RKO Radio's musical co-starring the Fox Met Circuit, shall abandon
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers.
its contract for GB product for the
Riverside Theater next season, in
New Financing Firm
order that GB may conclude a $500,Equity Capital Corp. has been or- 000 booking deal with RKO, which
ganized to finance motion picture the latter circuit maintains it will
ventures, particularly in production not go through with unless it can get
and distribution. Harry Presser is GB pictures for the RKO 8bt Street
president, Ben Solomon is auditor Theater. The Riverside is opposiand Bert Mayers is counsel.
tion to the 81st Street.

the ship's

passenger

list.

BEATRICE LILLIE arrived in New York yesterday on the Europa from abroad to appear
on

Broadway in "The Show is On."
PHIL REGAN left yesterday for the coast
to make the third picture on his Republic
contract,
a musical
titled "Join the Marines."
Maine.
MELVILLE BURKE, who will stage "White
Man" on Broadway, has arrived in town from
WILLIAM WYLER comes east shortly from
Hollywood and will sail for England on Oct.
7 aboard the Queen Mary.
HARRY
DAVIS,
recently
appointed manager
of the Cristobal
office for Republic Pictures,
duties.
has arrived
in .Panama
to take
up his new
HEATHER THATCHER, British stage| and
screen comedienne, arrives in New York on
Monday aboard the Normandie.

in

FRED KOHLMAR, Samuel Goldwyn scout, arrived in New York yesterday from the Coast
search of fresh talent.

EDWARD ALPERSON returns to New
over the week-end
from
Hollywood.

York

LOUIS NIZER arrives in New York on Sept.
17 on the Conte di Savoia from Genoa.
HUNTER
lottesville.

5 Movie Shows Hold Sway
Picketing by Musicians
At Michigan State Fair
Starts at 20 Theaters

House's First Holdover

SEPTEMBER
12
S. Manheimer
Lindsley
Parsons
Alice Lake
Maurice
Chevalier
William
Slavens
McNutt

RALPH WILK, west coast manager of THE
FILM
left New York yesterday on his
return DAILY,
to Hollywood.

PERRY

JOHN BYRAM
from New York.

is in New

York from Char-

goes to the coast next week

ADOLPH ZUKOR, who was scheduled to leave
New York yesterday for Hollywood, has put
off his departure
until next week.
TRACY

BARHAM

is in New

York

from Ohio.

N. L. NATHANSON has arrived in New York
from Toronto.
Chicago.
MAURICE LEONARD is in New York from
JOSEPH MOSKOWITZ has gone to the coast
from Callendar, Ontario, after working on the
Quintuplets
picture
for 20th
Century-Fox.
SOL A. ROSENBLATT returned to New York
yesterday
from
Cincinnati.
WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, 20th CenturyFox general foreign manager has sailed from
Auckland, N. Z., for Sydney, Australia, where
he will open the Australasian sales convention
Sept. 15.
C. V. HAKE, Sidney R. Kent drive leader,
planes out today for an all-air trip through
Central and South America. Will be gone six
weeks.
MARY J. KRELLBERG
Santa Rosa on a South
on

HENRY HERZBRUN
the Santa
Rosa.

sails tomorrow on the
American
cruise.

sails today for California

"Sing, Baby" Sets Record
Opening of "Sing, Baby, Sing" at the
Rcxy yesterday topped the opening of
"Girls' Dormitdry," which held the
house record under the present policy.
Latter film played to an attendance
of 252,333 in two weeks. Both are
20th

Century-Fox

films.

IN MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY IN SCREEN ILLUMINATION
SMOOTH AND QUIET IN OPERATION
Only the selection of the picture exceeds in importance the quality
or your projection light as a means of assuring satisfied patrons.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO USE ANY BUT THE BEST IN CARBONS

NATIONAL PROJECTOR CARRONS
HIGH

INTENSITY

• LOW

INTENSITY

Theatres using low intensity, D.C., reflecting arc lamps will obtain best results by operating under conditions
shown in the following table.
National Cored and Solid Projector Combinations
D. C. Reflecting Arc Lamps

National SRA

Projector Carbons

give a

steady arc at higher currents than are permissible with regular low intensity carbons.

Arc

for Low Intensity

SIZE and KIND

Polarity

Current

Arc
Approx.
Volts

Amperes
10-15

54-57

Positive

54-57

Negative
Positive

10 mm

x 8"

21-25

54-57

Positive
Negative
Negative
Positive

x 8"
x 8"

26-30

54-57

12 mm
8 mm

54-57

Negative
Positive

9 mm
14 mm
10 mm

x 8"
x 8"
x 8"
National SRA
Cored Projector

16-20

31-35

National
Cored
Projector
9 mm x 8"

13 mm

Negative
28-32

54-57

Positive

32-42

54-57

Negative
Positive

6.4 mm

x 8"

7 mm

x 8"

8 mm

x 8"

or

x 8"

12 mm
138 mm

Negative

P R 0 IE C T 0 R

National
Solid
Projector

x 8"
x 8"

CARBONS
8 mm

NATIONAL

CARBON

Carbon

x 8"

COMPANY,

INC.

Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide |l|^^ and Carbon Corporation
Branch Sales Offices
N«w York

*

Pittsburgh

*

Chicago

•>

San Francisco

«

EQUIPMENT

Springfield, Mass. — William F.
Larsen of this city, who in 1911 and
1912 owned the Majestic in Minneapolis, has opened the Larsen Theater Supply Co., 334 Worthington
St. here. For the past 20 years he
has been active in the insurance
business and for the past ten years
has served as general agent for one
of the leading insurance companies
in Western Massachusetts. The company will supply theaters in Western Massachusetts, Northern Connecticut and Southern New Hampshire and Vermont. Among the distributorships they hold are: Ashcraft
products, W e b e r Sound-on-film
equipment, C. T. E. Sound equipment, Superior projectors, Victor 16
mm. portable equipment, Holmes
projector equipment, Raytone Sound
Screens, National Carbons, BauschLomb Lenses, Fish-Shurman Reflectors, chrome steel furniture, Newmade products, Hoffman-Soon Rheostats and the latest type theater
chairs, carpeting and booth equipment.

FIELD

NOTES

»

»

one could expect. Graham believes
that theater men are looking for
-he best to improve their theater and
services to the public from the de.nand for the reflectors and the
recently.
Color-Glo
lights, two items added

Detroit — A new fixture display
manufacturing company, the Chrome
and Glass Furniture Co., has been
formed by Karl E. Berno and Alice
Berndt at 15233 Kercheval Ave.
Berno has been in the business about
General Electric Company, Nel
15 years, lately operating directly
By FR
under his own name. A line of
glass signs, especially directional
signs, has been made, and an extensive chrome line is now being added. STihti
in.f3nCy;
+> Theater ltS
*!*. Lumi'ine
caPtured P°P«'ar fancy.
people
and their
architects,amp
are has
constantly
finding new ways
The company's products are now being distributed nationally through
National Theater Supply.
a„JT4 to give
YeWIit tyPG °1 "I™6**™* lamP"s streamlined effect new
neiped
wide acceptance.
aH
eloed to^i leit Ynd th7niform W-S effect it produces, ha
Columbus — Concurrently with renewal of lease on the Majestic, first
,AAifkal i"side-frostea orange,
white
Lumiline
surprise
pink, lamps
run, RKO closed the house to per- addition to straw coored' and
emeraldareandavailable,
moonlightin
mit extensive alterations, which will blue— coors especially selected from the theater man's
palette The
include a new front, marquee and IZ-.nch lamp is
available
the 30- and 60-watt size. in the 40-watt size, and the 18-inch lamp in
lobby.
A
new
cooling
and
ventilatDenver — H. W. Graham, president
will be installed. Total
of the Independent Theater Supply cost ingofsystem
the modernization will be
Equipments employing these lamps, simplifying their use or featurin
Men's Association and a member of $50,000, according to C. Harry
g
them to advantage, are keeping pace with the development and
the Graham Bros. Theater Equip- Schreiber, city manager.
improve
ment Co., states that business has
ment in the lamps themselves. These range from elaborate modernbeen exceptionally good all summer
lumina.res. utilizing the many new metal, glass, and plastic
materials to
and all indications are for a fall and
Detroit — A new sound service has
simple wiring strips easily produced in standard form at low cost.
winter season that would be all any- been formed by John Magocs at 155
Fort Park, in Lincoln Park, south
Of primary interest to the theater man who is thinking of moderniend suburb of Detroit, under the
zation and displays are the simple wiring strips which serve primarily
name of Theater Sound Engineering.
to
INCREASE "BO" 10%
carry the lamps. The Wiremold Company has elaborated on their line
(Of course, zee mean Box Office)
Council Bluffs, la. — Earl Kerr, of fittings, making it easy for Lumiline sockets to meet almost
any
ned sesto manager of the Broadway, has had requirem
Attracting
k your
s increa
talkiedeafe
ent. Curtis Lighting of Chicago has added fittings for Lumiline
potential audience
new high intensity arc lamps in- lamps to the familiar Curtistri
p line. The National Electric Products
stalled through Quality Theater
10% ! Install Acousticon Theatrephones.
Company of Pittsburgh now makes use of a two-prong type of Lumiline
Supply
Co.
of
Omaha.
Leading system. Nasocket, so that Lumiline lamps can be used in their standard type of inextionally advertised.
Endorsed by key showBancroft, Neb.— W. W. Troxell,
men. Write for full
pensive plug-in strip. Because this wiring strip has standard type outlets
manager of the Model, has added
details, and exploita- seats and installed new projectors, on 6-inch centers, it
is a simple matter to plug in Lumiline lamps to
tion data.
best suit the problem at hand. Other companies, such as Daybrite
(Continued on Page 6)
Dictograph Products Co., Inc.
Reflector Company of St. Louis, Market Products Company of Buffalo,
580 Fifth Ave, New York
Novelty Lighting of Cleveland, Garden City Plating Company of Chicago
ACOUSTICON
and Kliegl Bros, of New York, manufacture similar types of devices.
EXPERT
DUBBINGMany of the above manufacturers of these wiring devices have also
RECORDING
developed simple reflector sections to accompany the lighting strip. These
Cutting
Rooms — Projection
Itoum
VARIABLE
AREA
NOISELESS
KECOKDING
are useful in redirecting the light and concealing it where desired, in
addition to increasing the efficient utilization of the light.

New Development:
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ENT

or Lumiline Lamps
FALGE
neering Department, Cleveland.

brushed metal surfaces and porcelain enamel. Some of these designs are
combined with glass, Catalin rods or fins. Sandblasted and edgelighted
designs are also featured.
Particularly in the field of the more elaborate luminaires, designers
are finding the true usefulness and beauty of the Lumiline lamp. In
many cases these sources are being employed along with the more usual
types of lamps. Practically every kind of modern translucent or transparent material and opaque reflecting surface is being employed.
The colored Lumiline lamps are not suited to exterior service, though
they can be used in connection with a sleeve of colored material such as
glass. However, clear lamps are being employed successfully for borders
and for the undersides of marquees. Lumiline lamps, available with inside
frosting, smooth out the filament image and produce a more satisfactory
effect.
In the field of new materials, the polished corrugated metals finished
with chromium, or the very efficient Alzak aluminum, hold promise for
many new lighting effects. Brushed stainless steel is another material
which can be used to advantage with combinations of Lumiline and
ordinary lamps. Because of the corrugations or grinding marks, the light
source is spread out in one direction, producing bands or spikes of light
matching the color of the lamps themselves.
Glass bricks are ideally suited to illumination by Lumiline lamps.
The bricks or blocks are now available in a variety of patterns, each giving
a different illumination effect. One of the most interesting effects is
produced by placing the bricks with fluted faces at right angles to each
other. Placing a Lumiline lamp of one color, such as straw, along one
edge and another of a contrasting color, such as surprise pink, green or
blue, along the opposite edge produces a very attractive color pattern.
Novel directional signs using Lumiline lamps are manufactured by
the Neon Products Company of Lima. The lamps are so colored as to
leave a clear strip the length of the lamp. The light, projected through
this strip into the adjacent edge of the glass, produces a bright edge
lighting effect. The lamp itself provides a subdued border, especially if
blue or green lamps are used. A similar method is used to project a white
spray of light upon cutout painted letters, again providing a colorful
border treatment.
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Brooklyn — Shampan & Shampan,
architects, who have prepared plans
and will supervise the construction
for the enlargement of the Williamsburgh Playhouse, on the north side
of Broadway, for the South Fifth
Street Amusement Corp., have let
the general contract to J. J. Secoles,
Inc., of New York. The same architects designed the original theater a
number of years ago. The alteration will consist of a new extension,
increasing the seating capacity to
600, new interior finish in a modern
design, lounge and toilet accommodations, heating and air conditioning
system, concealed electric lighting
system, opera chairs, draperies, carpeting, wall soundproofing insulation
and damask finish. It is estimated
that the alteration will cost $15,000.

months ago, is being rebuilt and refurnished.

Miami — The Biltmore Theater,
Buena Vista unit of the Wometco
group, is the second in the circuit
to be completed in the $125,000 improvement program being carried
out by the owners. Approximately
$10,000 was spent in improvements.
Gordon Spradley is the manager.

front.
Pullman, Wash. — Work will soon
be completed on rebuilding of the
Audian. H. H. Haskell was given
the contract.

Northampton, Mass. — The Plaza
Theater, Ernest Goldstein, manager,
is installing 600 new air-cushioned
seats with springs. A new front for
the theater is planned in the near
future.
Rigby, Idaho — Helmar George, operator of the Royal Theater, has
signed a contract with the Service
Theater Supply Co., Salt Lake City,
to reseat his entire theater. The
auditorium is being enlarged to accommodate 650 chairs.
Detroit — Joseph Ellul, manager of
the Empress Theater, has redecorated the house and installed a new

(Continued on Page
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Lufkin, Tex.— L. M. Threet is remodeling his Texas Theater.
Clarksville, Ark. — The Dunlap
Theater, damaged by fire about two
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It's a hard, active life Clifford
Odets depicts in this picture.
But no harder or more active
than the life an Alexander

carpet "can take it" and come
through with flying colors, it
is used in the majority of the
country's most successful
theatres.
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Theater Improvement Notes

MODERNIZING

(Continued from Pane 5)

Silverton, Colo. — Gem Theater
will soon look like a new theater
following: the building- of a new
front, installation of new seats and
sound equipment, soundproofing- of
the walls and ceiling- and other general redecorating-. New heating
equipment will be installed also.
Spokane — The Empress, Ritz and
Post Theaters will all three be treated to extensive remodeling: this fall.
The houses will be renovated, airconditioned and g-iven new lightingfixtures, C. D. Miller announced in
mentioning- the ambitious improvement prog-ram for the next few
months.

WITH
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Field(Continued
Equipment
Notes
from Page 4)

LIGHTING

Stressing the fact that planned lighting quickly pays its way at the box office,
J. A. Tanney, president of the S.O.S. Corp., New York, recently issued a stimulating

screen, lamp houses and a motor
generator,
ater Supply through
of Omaha.Western The-

brochure on the subject, called "Modernize With Lighting." Its theme is that light
is a most flexible decorative medium and can be used with telling effect to dress a
house for better business. A wealth of unusual lighting ideas are featured in the
new SOS. brochure, such as modern ceiling and wall lights, lobby fixtures, exit and
direction signs, Lumiline lights and many others. In addition and as a vital part of
its well-rounded program, the company offers a consulting and planning service to
help exhibitors with their renovating plans. "The trade papers, in selling the emotional effects and the practical values of modern lighting," Tanney brought out, "have
done a great service to the industry as a whole. Naturally our company, in its contacts with thousands of theater owners, has always valued intelligent promotion of
modernizing ideas as good box office. In issuing this brochure on Modern Lighting, we
feel that we are right in line with the very best thought in the industry on this

Rexford, Kan. — E. E. Minnick,
opening a new house here, has purchased all his equipment, including
seats, sound, screen, projectors,
drapes and other equipment, from
Scott Ballantyne Co. of Omaha.

much-discussed

topic."

Latest Fonda Sound Units
Embody Many Features

New Sound Installations
Announced by W. E.

Carroll. la.— H. D. Field, presiSalient features of a new recorddent of Pioneer Theater Corp., has
ing process, developed by Jay C.
announced an extensive remodeline- Fonda after five years of experimenprogram for the Royal here, which
tation with basic principles of the
will put an entire new front on the system, are high tonal quality covhouse, new box-office and marquee,
ering the full and required range of
in addition to accoustical treatment frequencies, freedom from surface
in*ide and interior redecoration in- and ground noise, immediate playcluded. The name of the house will
back, long life of film and low realso be changed.
cording cost. Unit utilizes specially
treated 16mm. film repellant to both
Lansing-— W. J. Hall and H. C. oil and dirt, and the film band will
Cochrane have completed remodeling adequately sustain from 25 to 30
of the Plaza. New front, modern- recording tracks, Fonda claims.
Packed in a cubic foot and weighmarquise, and
air conditioningwere istic
installed.
Electrical
signs and
ing 35 pounds, unit is designed for
other equipment were supplied by space-economy and portability.
National Theater Supply.

Additional installations of Western Electric's new Mirrophonic sound
system are reported by Erpi as follows: Strand Theater, Larimore, N.
D.; Arkansas Theater, Little Rock,
Ark.; Erlen Theater, Philadelphia;
Terminal Theater, Philadelphia; Arcade Theater, Salisbury, Md.; Mayfair Theater, Philadelphia; Broadway Theater, Pitman, N. J. Erpi
also reports the following W. E. installations improved with Mirrophonic: Rialto Theater, Alamosa,
Colo.; Roxy Theater, Lock Haven,
Pa.; Renel Theater, Philadelphia;
Park Theater, Reading; Grand Theater, Philadelphia. In addition, a
Wide Range installation was made
the past week at the Broadway Theater, Haverstraw, N. Y.

Expands Show Rooms

Friedman in New Post
Capitol Motion Picture Supply Co.
F. L. Friedman has taken over the of New York, headed by I. S. Perse,
advertising, publicity and promotion has enlarged its show rooms and will
department of the S.O.S. Corp., New now have on display a complete line
York, dealers in theater and studio of all modern theater equipment.
equipment.

FLORIDA

NEW

JERSEY

A policy change announced this
Tampa Theater Building, Tampa, week at the De Witt, Bayonne, is
has filed suit to enjoin the City from that of running continuous shows.
collection of what it terms is an "il- The house will open week days at
legal fraudulent, confiscatory and 1 P. M., and Saturdays and Sundays at 12:30 P. M.
flagrantly excessive" tax assessment.
Assessed valuation was placed at
Revival of "There's Always To$408,870 whereas the owners claim
morrow," with Robert Taylor and
that $300,000 would be more than Binnie Barnes, is going over big at
the Rialto and Capitol, Jersey City
enough.
The old Ernada Theater, Bartow, houses.
has been transformed into a modern,
Harry Stern, manager of the Royal, Bloomfield, on Tuesday reported
down to date house. Western Electo
police of that city the theft of
tric Wide Range projection and
all in quarters.
sound equipment has been installed. $60,
All attendance records for the 16
Leonard Bennett, manager, announces a change in name to The years of the theater's existence have
been broken during the past week
Ritz.
at the Branford, Newark, with the
Paramount's "Rhythm on the
of "Anthony Adverse." The
Range" was held over at the Para- showing
mount Theater, Miami, while 20th picture is being held over.
Loew's State, Newark, has also
Century-Fox's "To Mary — With been
enjoying packed nouses for
Love" is a holdover at the Rosetta, the past week, and Manager WilLittle River.
liam Phillips announced that "His
Brother's Wife" and "You May Be
PITTSBURGH
Next" are being held over for an
additional week.
Maurice Rubin, brother of Gabe
DENVER
Rubin, operator of the Art Cinema,
will act as assistant manager.
The Alvin switches to double bills
J. B. Melton, Victory and Colorado theaters owner, was ill at his
after the "Ramona" run.
home
for several days, but is back
The Barr Theater reopened with
a revival of Paramount's "If I Had on the job now.
Nat Wolfe, manager of Commera Million."
cial Film Exchange, went to Salt
Ralph Lewando back from his sixLake City on business.
week vacation and on the job.

RENTAL

Omaha — Scott Ballantyne Co. has
installed Magic Weather cooling in
the Electric at Falls City, Neb.,
managed by Oscar Johnson, and the
Princess at Lincoln, Kan., managed
by Ray Musselman.

Omaha — Western Theater Supply
has equipped the Gem, managed by
D. L. Frank, with sound, lamps and
rectifiers.
Worcester — Contracts were
awarded recently for remodeling the
Front Street Theater for an early
fall opening. Work will include reteriorlocating
changes.entrances and extensive inGooding, Idaho — Air conditioning
equipment has been installed by
Service Theater Supply Co. of Salt
Lake City in the Shubert Theater
here.
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A "£MU" fito* "£*ts"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Sons of legionnaires are being
A. Roth, Summit; Louis Rovner,
sought
by Douglas MacLean to pordirected
LEISEN, who
ELL Lombard
tray on the screen roles enacted by
Camden; Sidney Samuelson, New- jy[ITCH
in "Hands
Carole
their
father
during World War days.
ton; and Ralph Wilkins, Pitman.
Convention voted to raise its Across the Table," will guide produc- Five sons of veterans will be used
tion of her starring picture, "Mornshare of war chest defense fund and
ing, Noon and Night," which will in "Twenty-three And a Half Hours
went into long discussion before giv- follow "You and Me," her next. Nor- Leave," the romantic comedy by
ing it full approval. Block booking
man Krasna, author of the story, Mary Roberts Rinehart, which will
bill was discussed but no action was will direct her next immediate pic- be Douglas MacLean's first producture.
tion for Grand National release.
taken.
T
T
▼
▼ ▼
▼
Last night Newbury presided at
James Flood has been signed by
the annual banquet at which Major
"Easy Living" will be Jean
Casey representing Mayor White, Arthur's next starring picture for RKO Radio to direct "Coast Patrol"
told of how amusement interests Paramount.
Vera Caspary is the which Edward Small will produce
had contributed to upbuilding this author of the original story from with Preston Foster heading the
Frank Wead, who wrote the
resort.
which the screen play will be de- cast.
original story, is now preparing the
veloped. ▼ T
T
screen
adaptation.
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell
Heavy Program is Set
T
T
T
are to be married in a week, they
"Smartest Girl in Town" has been
For Wisconsin Meeting announce. ▼ T T
selected as the final title of the
(Continued from Page 1)
The second Trem Carr production current Gene Raymond-Ann Sothconvention chairman, will include starring John Wayne has started ern romantic comedy formerly titled
Dollar Profile." Joseph
talks by Ray A. Tesch on "Our Ter- Thursday at Universal, titled "The "Million
Santley is
directing the feature,
ritorial Situation"; Edward A. Gol- Showdown," Jack London novel. with Edward Kaufman producing.
den, "Prospects for 1937"; Aaron The cast includes Jean Rogers, EdT w *
die Borden, Bryant Washburn, Ward
Saperstein, "Organization"; B. C.
Bill Lyons has been appointed asAlexander, "Improved Advertising"; Bond, Frank Sheridan, Bruce Mitsistant to Robert Vogel, internachell,
Margaret Mann. David HowCongressman Thomas J. O'Malley,
tional press contact for M-G-M.
ard
directing.
'The Copyright Situation". "Eddie
Norman Geiger of the advertising
T
▼
▼
Jolden-Chesterfield-Invincible Night"
department has been transferred to
will be staged in the evening at the
"Violette," a short story by Vin- Lyons' old spot.
Club Aztec.
T
T
T
cent Sheean, whose "San Felice"
With the addition of Jack Doyle,
Wednesday's speakers will include ranks today among America's ten
Congressman Harry Sauthoff, on best sellers, has been purchased by Irish boxing champion, actor and
'Will the Neely-Pettengill Bill S. J. Briskin, production chief at singer, to the cast of "Navy Spy,"
Pass?" Abram F. Myers, and Col. RKO Radio, as a starring medium all the principal roles were completed for this George A. HirlimanH. A. Cole, "Menace of Chain Ex- for Katharine Hepburn. Edward
Small has been assigned as produc- Grand National production now bepansion". On Thursday, H. M. Richey er.
ing directed at RKO Pathe Studio
will talk on "Exhibitor Cooperation",
T
*
*
.j
by Crane Wilbur. Conrad Nagel
and Al Steffes on "A National DeGeorge Cukor has been assigned and Eleanor Hunt have the leading
fense Fund". A banquet that night
will wind up the conclave.
to direct David O. Selznick's screen roles in this first of a series in
version of Margaret Mitchell's best- which Nagel will appear, and which
seller, "Gone release.
With the Wind," will glorify the federal secret serUnited Artists
vice operators. Other members of
Seek Cullman's Cooperation
T
T
T
the cast include Howard Lang, Don
On Eliminating Early Birds
"Vivacious Lady," original story Barkley, Judith Allen, Phil Dunham,
(Continued from Page 1)
by I. A. R. Wylie soon to be pub- Crauford Kent, Ramon Ross, Dan
lished in a magazine, has been pur- Williheim, Art Felix, Nake Jeffries,
that the Roxy would not participate
chased by RKO Radio as a solo star- Joe Glick, Jack Donovan, Dave
in the agreement. Members of the
ring vehicle for Ginger Rogers. It O'Brien, Charles McEvoy, Byron
committee yesterday were in conferwill be a Pandro S. Berman produc- Roberts, Harry Anderson, Harry
ences with the managements of other tion.
Fengle, Fred Leet, Ken Broeker,
Broadway theaters in an effort to
▼
▼
▼
Fred Marvin, Johnny Kern and
persuade them to immediately effecGladys
George
will
play
opposite
Clyde McCovey.
tuate the plan.
Edward Arnold in B. P. Schulberg's
▼
T
T
forthcoming production for ParaHaving completed the first two
Claim Subsequent Runs
mount tentatively titled, "A Man
for "Maytime,"
and A Woman." The story is an operatic sequences
Edmund Goulding has beLost Money Last Year original by John Bright and Robert Director
gun work on the first of his other
Tasker, with screen play being preAccording to a checkup made by
musical numbers, "Jump Jim
pared by Bright and Tasker, Vincent big
the I. T. O. A., a great majority Lawrence
and Herman Mankiewicz. Crow," which features Frank Morof the operators of subsequent run Richard Wallace will direct.
houses in the New York zone lost
money on their houses last year.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
DETROIT
gan.
The survey is to be continued to
"San Francisco" has gone into an
further examine the situation as the
Decision in the suit of the Cinema
unit opposes higher film rentals. Guild against the police department eleventh week at the Mayfair, Portland.
Matter may come up at a meeting
for banning the showing of Russian
Corwin Baldwin, Mercy manager
of its board Wednesday.
films has been postponed until next at Sunnyside, is vacationing in Seatmonth by the State Supreme Court. tle.
Suit on the same issue, brought by
Studio Union to Elect
Laying groundwork for exploitaLocal 52, studio mechanics, will Ira Kaplan of the Cinema Theater,
tion of M-G-M's "The Gorgeous
hold its annual elections tomorrow. is now up in Federal Court.
Hussy" in Seattle is James A.
recently arrived.
Candidates for president include Sol
Tickets for "Romeo and Juliet" Schiller,
Donald Sines, formerly operator,
A. Scoppa, Frank Smith and Wm. are selling ten days ahead at the
McVey. Candidates for business Cass Theater. Picture opened to a has been appointed manager of the
agent are John Murphy, Wm. Ger- sell-out and repeated S.R.O. the first Caribou Theater, Brewster, Wash.,
two days.
succeeding Roy Plemons.
rity and Phil Rein.
(Continued from Page

1)

CONSOLIDATED FILM
TO RECAPITALIZE
(Continued from Page 1)

president, provides in brief that
holders of the present outstanding
400,000 shares of preferred stock
will receive in exchange for their
shares, together with unpaid accumulations inexcess of the $1 per
share to be paid in cash, l1^ shares
of the new preference stock and XA
share of the new common stock.
Holders of the present common stock
will received 2-3 share of new common stock for each old share held.
The new preference stock carries
a fixed cumulative annual dividend
of $1 a share, and as a class takes
one-half of all dividends declared by
the corporation in excess of such $1,
the
as a class taking the
othercommon
half.
Under the plan the authorized
capitalization of the company will
become 500,000 shares of preference
stock, all of which will be outstanding, and 600,000 shares of common
stock, of which 449,982 shares will
be outstanding, and the declared
capital of the corporation will be
$15 in respect of each outstanding
share of preference stock and $1 in
respect of each outstanding share
of common stock, a total of $7,949,982 of capital in lieu of the $6,524,973 of capital heretofore declared.
An application will be made to
list the new stocks.

More Major Firms to Show
Higher Profits This Year
(Continued from Page

1)

Sand it is estimated 20th CenturyFox will report more than $2 a share
ion the common stock for the nine
months ending Sept. 30. Warners
are expected to show at least 60c a
share on the common stock for the
year ending Aug. 31, while RKO
business likewise has improved considerably. Universal's next report
also is expected to make good reading. Columbia is doing well but will
Set no new record this year because
of delay in releasing Frank Capra's
'Lost Horizon".
Reflecting the improved situation,
film shares again were unusually
strong yesterday, with Loew setting
another new top for several years.

Dore Schary Sells Play
Dore Schary, Paramount writer,
has sold his new play, "Violence,"
to the New York producing firm of
Malcolm L. Pearson and Donald E.
Baruch. Dr. Edmond Pauker, play
broker, handled the negotiations.
Drama is scheduled for early presentation on Broadway.

Boyer Film Delayed
Paris — Owing to the American
activities of Charles Boyer, the Societe Paris-Studios-Cinema-Production - has postponed the making of
"Secrets" until next year. The company, however, has engaged Boyer
for 1937 and 1938.

SUPER

X Panchromatic Negative delivers

surpassing photographic quality to the
screen. Nothing else could have won the
unparalleled acceptance which Super X enjoys in the industry. It stands as the supreme film medium

for interpreting the

art of the motion picture to a world public.
Eastman

Kodak

Company,

Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
Fort Lee, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)
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on Musicians9

Union Picketing

THEATER JPENINGS GAINED AGAIN LAST MONTH
Equity Urges Film Heads to Provide Training Ground
Recommends Wider Action to
Develop Future Stars and
Other Talent
More extensive sponsoring of
"proving grounds" through the medium of the legitimate stage, so that
Hollywood may have a constant supply of trained players, dramatists
and other talent, is urged by Actors'
Equity Ass'n in an editorial titled
"A Word to the Movie Wise Men"
in the issue of Equity Magazine coming out tomorrow. Addressing film
heads, the editorial says in part:
"An examination of pictures produced today will show that a very
large proportion of the acting bone
(Continued on Page 6)

SEARS SEES RECORD
IN GLASS "A" FILMS
A new record in the number of
Class "A" features will be established in the season just started,
declares Gradwell L. Sears, general
sales manager of Warner-First National, following his return from
California last week. Average quality of screen entertainment has
never been so high as it is today,
and it is still . improving with all
(Continued on Page

6)

Seek Five-Year Contract
On Detroit U.A. Theater
Detroit — United Detroit Theaters
is reported negotiating for a fiveyear contract on the United Artists
Theater. The circuit has been operating the house since it opened, but
the theater is to be taken over by
Loew's next year.
Cohen Signs Karen
West Coast Bur., THE

Morley

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Emanuel Cohen, president
of Major Pictures, has signed Karen
Morley to a long term contract. Her
first assignment will be opposite Warren
William in "Happiness Preferred," Frank
R. Adams'
novel, Doris Malloy's script.

NEW INSURANCE PLAN ADMISSION HIKE PLAN
UNDER CONSIDERATION EXTENDED IN PENNA,
A new plan of "self-insurance"
for the theater's liability to the
public at a considerably lower cost
than present coverage, is under consideration by a number of independent circuits, The Film Daily learns.
The plan is said to enable theaters
to effect large savings dependent
only upon satisfactory claim experience which in turn is materially reduced through efficient servicing and
the reduction of fake claims.
A feature of the plan is that, for
a small percentage
of his normal
(Continued on Page 8)

Increased Activities
At RKO-Pathe Studios
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A marked increase in
production activity has taken place
on the RKO-Pathe lot, where G. B.
Howe is general manager. David 0.
Selznick is at work on his elaborate
"Tom Sawyer" for United Artists;
David Loew starts soon on "Flirting
With Fate," first Joe E. Brown vehicle for RKO; Douglas MacLean is
producing for
"23%Grand
HoursNational;
Leave" asSola
musical
Lesser is(Continued
about toon start
Page 2)"Rainbow

Pittsburgh — -Their initial raise in
admission scales having proven successful, both Loew's Penn and Warner's Stanley are planning to have
their higher scales in effect for all
important pictures. The Penn raised
its opening price from 26 cents to
37 cents and evening scale from 42
cents to 52 cents. The Stanley followed a similar move for its matinees, with a 57-cent price in effect
evenings.

To Consider Picketing Situation

to theaters."
Picketing began Friday at 6 p.m.,

Even in the hot month of August,
new theater openings and reopenings
exceeded the number of closings by
the good margin of around 100, it is
revealed in the monthly reports of
theater changes from Film Boards of
Trade throughout the country.
The New England territory was
(Continued on Page 6)

PREDICTS TELEVISION
WILL BOOM PRODUCERS

Stanley pictures expected to play
under the new scale are "Swing
Time," "The General Died at
Dawn," "Cain and Mabel" and "A
B v GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
Midsummer
Nierht's Dream."
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
In the meantime, the neighborWashington
— If motion picture
hoods have been checking the downtown business with an eye on the producers play ball with television,
new scales.(Continued
The onprice
tilt plans Hollywood will have its greatest
Page 8)
boom in years, but if the film studios don't fall in line it will be
necessary for television broadcastFour Detroit Theaters
ers to produce their own pictures,
Scheduled for Reopening said William Priess, head of International Television Radio Co., in a
Film Daily interview last week.
Detroit — Reopenings scheduled Priess was here to appear before
here include the Lyric and Ritz (for(Continued on Page 6)
merly the Art), by S. T. Congress,
former owner of the Wolverine; the
Empire, by Julius Baumstartk, who New Friedlander Firm
is improving the house, and the Davison, by Louis Jaworski.
Starts Operation Soon

Theater Operators Meet This Week

Loew's, RKO and other circuit
operators will meet this week to
consider the situation arising from
picketing of local theaters by Local
802, musicians' union and allied
theatrical crafts in the musicians'
drive to "return musicians and actors

About 100 Houses Added to
Active List Even in
Hot Weather

at the Capitol, Rivoli, Strand and
Palace theaters on Broadway, and
will get under way today at 16
theaters in Manhattan, Brooklyn and
the Bronx. The pickets were in evening clothes. Jacob Rosenberg,
secretary of Local 802, said that
many patrons turned away when
they saw the pickets carrying the
signs.

Fortune Film Corp., a new firm
headed by Al Friedlander, formerly
vice-president of First Division Exchanges, Inc., and J. K. Chapman
recent secretary-treasurer of that
company, has taken over the Van
Beuren space on the 22nd floor of
the RKO Building in Radio City and
(Continued

"Desperado"

on Page

2)

for Music

Hall

"The Gay Desperado," Pickford-Lasky
production with Nino Martini, Ida
Lupino and Leo Carrillo, released
through United Artists, has been booked
by the Music Hall starting Oct. 1.
Miss Pickford is coming to New York
for the opening.
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STOCK
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SATURDAY)

High

Low

Close

Net
Chg.

Am.
Seat
2434
24V4
24l/4 +
V*
Columbia
Picts.
vtc. 39%
39
39
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
5%
5
19'/4 +
5/8
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd.
19'/2
18%
East. Kodak
do pfd.
2378
241/4 .+
Gen. Th. Eq
24 14 61' 2
Loews.
Inc. . ... 62
61 5/g —
107/g
do pfd
8%
Paramount
11%
10%
—
l/4
11%
86
86
— li/4
Paramount
1st pfd.
87
7 'A
11%—
'A
Paramount
2nd
pfd. 12%
Pathe
Film
8%
8%
71/4 —
1/4
RKO
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31'8
31 1/4 —
'A
20th
Century-Fox
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20th Century-Fox pfd. 39%
39%
39%
Univ.
Pict.
pfd.
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110% 112
(- 1
Warner
Bros.
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13%
13% —
%
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith
A-0
6s 46
Loew
3 1 25 46
99
Par. B'way
3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55 . . 94%
RKO
6s41
77
Warners
6s39
97%
NEW
YORK
CURB

941/4 941/4 + %
77
77 — li/2
97i/2
97i/2
MARKET

Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
...
Sonotone
Corp.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

4%
2%
2734
3%

99

43/8
2%
28
3%

SEPTEMBER

14

Robert
Phil

Florey
Reisman

Alfred
Don
Morten

99

4% —
2% —
27% —
3% —

Jose

Santell
Mojica
Braneson

Picture and Distributor
Swing
Time
(RKO
Radio
Pictures) — 3rd
week
Anthony
Adverse
(Warner
Bros.) — 3rd week
General
Died at Dawn
(Paramount) — 2nd week
Gorgeous
Hussy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 2nd week
Last of the Mohicans
(Reliance-U.
A.) — 2nd week
They Met in a Taxi (Columbia) — 2nd week

Sing,
Baby,
Sing
(20th
Century-Fox)
Sworn
Enemy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Walking on Air (RKO
Radio
Pictures)
To Mary— With Love (20th Century-Fox)

♦ TWO
Romeo

2nd

Juliet

Der Kampf
(Amkino)
Prenez Garde a la Peinture
Ciboulette
Campo
di

(French) (Nuovo
M^ggio

(French

%
%
%
%

Capitol
Rivoli

Globe

(a-b)

Palace

A DAY RUN
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M.
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Hall
Strand
Paramount

Roxy
Rialto
Palace

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 4th
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♦
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P. Corp.)
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H

Music

(a)

OPENINGS

Girl from Maxim's
(J. H. Hoffbsrg)— Sept. 15
The Great
Ziegfeld
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)— Sept.
Give Me Your Heart
(Warners)— Sept. 14 (Opening bill)
My
Man
Godfrey
(Universal)— Sept. 17
Love Begins at 20 (First National)— Sept. 17
Nine Days
Texas
Rangers
) (d ) (d)
a Queen(Paramount
(GB Pictures)
La
Kermesse
Heroique
(Amer.
Tobis)— Sept.
Dodsworth
(United
Artists-Goldwyn)— Sept. 23

MARKET

OF

Parade

*
18
.New

Wor)d
Capitol
Criterion
Music
HaM
Palace

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' .'.'.'
Paramount
R
Filmarte
Rjvoli
_
itrand
Stage
Struck
(First
National)
((d).
c»
a
Gay Desperado
(Pickford-Lasky-U.
A.)— Oct. 1
Musjc
HaM

(a) Double

bill.

(b) Subsequent
(d) Follows

22

run.
present

(c) Following
bill.

two-a-day

run.

Coming and Going
MAX
REINHARDT, who
is under contract
to
direct abroad.
"Danton"
and other films for Warners,
from
arrives in New
York today on the Normandie

GENEVIEVE TOBIN, BRIGITTE HELM, MR.
and MRS. MARC CONNELLY, GILBERT MILLER
and SENATOR DANIEL O. HASTINGS also
arrive today on the Normandie.
JOHN

HALLIDAY arrived in New York yesterday on the Britannic from England to appear
in
Broadway presentation of "Tovarich." the
FREDERICK WORLOCK, CECIL HUMPHREYS and INA
for the same
show. DE LA HAYE also arrived

R. WYLIE,
England.
fromI. A.

"Brigade" Release Nov. 7

manager for the company. The film
will have the advantage of a huge
advertising
A national and
ad publicity campaign.
launched
month in the
nation,!late next
I campaign
will most
be
widely distributed magazines in the
country to coincide with the release
date of the film.

RKO Houses Change Thursday

York

ALLEN JENKINS, Warner comedian who has
been on vacation in New York, is on his way
back to Hollywood.
MARY PICKFORD is coming east from Hollywood at the end of the month.
BURGESS MEREDITH, Broadway actor under
contract to RKO Radio for films, leaves the
coast this week
for New
York.

DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN, New York producer, returns from
Europe
today.
CARL LAEMMLE, JR., and JERRY HORWIN
who have been touring through Europe are due
to arrive
Mary.in New York on Oct. 4 via the
Queen
ED KUYKENDALL is due in New
this month
from • Columbus,
Miss.

York late

New Friedlander Firm
Starts Operation Soon
(Continued

National release date for Warner's
"Charge of the Light Brigade" has
been set for Nov. 7, it is announced
by Gradwell L. Sears, general sales

author, is in New

from

Page
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will start operations around Oct. 15,
when alterations will be completed!
Financing Deals in Abeyance
The new company, of which FriedSeveral motion pictures financing
lander is president and Chapman
deals being examined by Standard vice-president
, will offer to selected
Capital Co., will be held in abeyance producers a service
similar to that
of a home office and will handle the
sale and distribution of films
?enftn/ the ^etu™ to New York of through
out the world, including pub! wt /
u ^owdmj President, who
licity advertising, exploitation, direct
I il"
r
Ho,ny,wood
last
week
via
tion with Charles R. Rogers
and selling and supervision of sales, colft?" e" interests,
iS,0^"1 s,acquired
8'ro"P> ™control
associaother
of
lections and exchange operations.
Universal last Spring.
Lawrence Fox, Jr., a member of
the Standard Capital board of di- Increased Activities
rectors, is due back in New York
At RKO-Pathe Studios
this fall from Europe, where he has
been studying a number of proposed
deals.
(Continued from Page 1)

RKO houses throughout greater
New York, including the Palace on
Broadway and the Albee in Brooklyn, will begin their new shows on
Republic-Warner Bookings
Thursday this week instead of FriWest
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
day. "Love Begins at 20," First NaLos Angeles — Republic got its
tional release, will have its first-run
at the Palace with "Girl's Dormi- first break in a local first-run house
Roxy. tory," which ran two weeks at the last week when "Down to the Sea"
went in with Warner's "Stage
Struck" at the Warner
ood
and Downtown Theaters. Hollyw
Louis Linker Buried
Also set
on
the
deal
throug
h
which
Warner
Bridgeton, N. J. — Services were
held over the week-end for Louis theaters can take their pick of ReLinker, 55, owner of two theaters
public product are "Sitting on the
here and one in Philadelphia, who Moon," for Sept. 16, and "Follow
died of a heart attack on Friday, in Your Heart," Oct. 7
one of his local houses, the Criterion. His widow and four daughters
No E. M. Loew Settlement
survive. The Majestic here and the
Lenox in Philadelphia were his other
Efforts to settle out of court the
houses
anti-trust actions brought by E. M.
Loew, New England theater operator, against Paramount up to the
M-G-M
Gets
"Laughter"
M-G-M has concluded negotiations present time are understood to have
for the purchase of Fanny Hurst's proven unsuccessful. Loew has 11
story, "Great Laughter," which will suits, charging inabilitv to get product, pending in the Federal Court at
be added to the company's list of Boston.
new season story properties.

on the River," Bobby Breen vehicle
for RKO; George Hirliman will next
make "Sam Houston, Pioneer," starring George O'Brien, for RKO, followed by "Grand Canyon," color feature, for Grand National.

Prize for French Film
"La Kermesse Heroique," French
prize film which opens Sept. 22 at
the Filmarte Theater, has been
awarded the Gold Medal for the
"best direction of the year" at the
Venice International Exposition of
Cinematography. Jacques Feyder directed the picture.
167

Under Warner Contract

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warner-First National
contract roster is now the largest in
the history of the studio. The list
totals 167, including 21 stars, 60 featured players, 17 directors, 6 dialogue
directors,
producers. 56 writers and 7 associate
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PIC

COSMOPOLITAN

PRODUCTION

•

DIRECTED

BY

ARCHIE

L.

MAYO

• Warner Bros. Pictures and Cosmopolitan Corporation
Announce the National Release on September 26th of the
Picture Every Woman Will Want Some Man To See . . .

Miss KAY FRANCIS
GIVE ME YOUR HEART
With GEORGE
KNOWLES

• HENRY

BRENT-

rolanu young • patric

STEPHENSON

• FRIEDA

INESCORT

© Already sold to 50 million moviegoers by the second of
Warner Bros.' comprehensive national magazine advertising
campaigns— on newsstands now.
To be supported in 22 key city newspapers by a series of
13 large-size advertisements, approximating 8500 lines in
each paper and appearing concurrently with first-run playdates.
Opening a special pre-release engagement beginning
September 16th as the inaugural attraction at New York's
magnificent new Criterion Theatre.
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THEATER OPENINGS
SHOW GAIN AGAIN
(Continued from Page

(Continued

Films

In Class "A'
(Continued from Page 1)
studios

playing a part in the advancement, said Sears.
Warner-First National's forthcoming contributions to the upswing,
as cited by Sears, will include
"Stage Struck," "Give Me Your
Heart," "Green Light," "Three Men
on a Horse," "Gold Diggers of
1937," "Black Legion," "God's Country and the Woman," "Stolen Holiday," "Charge of the Light Brigade" and others.

NEW

EQUITY URGES FILMS
TO PROVIDE TRAINING

11

particularly active, with the Boston
Film Board of Trade reporting 17
openings against only 7 closings. In
Oklahoma there were 12 new theaters. Pittsburgh area reported 10
openings, while Detroit reported 9,
including 2 new theaters. There
wore six openings in the Cincinnati
region, 5 around Albany, and varying numbers in other localities.

Sears Sees Record
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ORLEANS

Sidney Ham who has the Grand
theaters in Thibodeaux and Donaldsonville, La., is to build another
house in the former town to take
care of the added trade. Tent theaters have been jumping in and out
of Thibodeaux and giving sporadic
competition.
Film row visitors: C. Lampo of
Patterson, La.; Claude D'Arcy of
the Morgan Citv Opera House; Sam
McNeil of Quitman, La.; W. A. Toler of Wisner; George Elen of
Wimms, La.
Homer Heise, Grand National
manager, is taking the road regularly to sell.
One set of lawyers is scheduled
to defend the seven major distributors and one of the individual defendants against the "conspiracy"
charges filed by George E. Fuller,
Florida and Alabama exhibitor, in
federal court here, it is reliably
learned. It's the legal firm of Rosen,
Kammer, Wolff and Farrar.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
"Deeds" has gone into an 18th
week of a record run at the Blue
Mouse, Portland.
L. R. Bock of Denver, representing
Bank Night, was a visitor last week
hi Seattle.
Paul Schultz has been named
salesman for Grand National in
Eastern Washington, while Ed Kennedy has been anpointed for this
company in the Western region of
the state.
The remodeled State Theater of
Seattle has been reopened with 30
pals for burlesque along with subsequent screen fare.
E. Pollock of the Lincoln Theater
of Mt. Vernon was on Seattle's film
row last week.

T
T
T
• • • THOSE FILMS that deal with Civil War days and
the Old South are treading on dangerous ground
the
average Northerner of today has no deep-rooted convictions
about what happened during the hectic period of the civil strife
but not so the average Southerner . .and so certain Southern groups are up in arms against "The Gorgeous
Hussy"
.
T
T
T
• • • WE QUOTE from the publicity release of the
Capitol theater which is showing the Metro production screened
from Samuel Hopkins Adams' novel
which admits certain Southern groups are demanding
the suppression
of the
film
claiming among other things that rile a Southerner
the fact that Barrymore interprets General Jackson as a rough,
uncouth figure
that Beulah Bondi's portrayal of Mrs.
Andrew Jackson as a pipe-smoking shrew is unfair and historically incorrect
and the great-grandduaghter of "Old
Hickory" declares that Mrs- Jackson didn't even know "the
hussy," much
less sponsor her socially and so The
Ladies' Hermitage Association of Nashville, Tennessee, which
includes kin of the Jacksons, is leading the rebellion against
"The Gorgeous
Hussy"
this organization
declares it
will agitate for an historical-censorship in Hollywood, as well
as for books and plays
T
T
T
• • • AND IF they go through with their censorship plan,
everything will be just jake
for then that current bestseller "Gone with the Wind" will be banned from stage and
screen
written by a Southerner, it is filled with cockeyed statements and blatant inaccuracies concerning the struggle between the North and the South
. .and of course all
the factual errors are unfavorable to the Northerners
so
this puts the indignant ladies of the South in an embarrassing
position if they squawk against "The Gorgeous Hussy,"
how can they uphold "Gone with the Wind" which has five historical inaccuracies to every one in the novel of Samuel Hopkins Adams? mebbe it's all good controversial propaganda for the public to absorb. .
as the Capitol theater
publicity seems to think
but anyone who knows the
South, won't agree with 'em
you can't monkey with sectional strife and bitterness in films any more than you can with
religion
T
▼
T
• • • THE AMPA boys are invited to join with the
Cheese Club today
in honoring our mutual pal Harry
Hershfield and by way of celebrating the return of his
famous cartoon strip, "Abie the Agent" to the public prints
it now is appearing in the Daily Mirror
other
honor guests at the luncheon will be Beryl Markham, the
English lady who just flew the Atlantic
Jonah J. Goldstein, Judge of General Sessions
and Donald Flamm of
WMCA
turn out, Ampaites, for the gent who has always done a turn for you when asked
Harry Hershfield
should be greeted with an OVERFLOW at the Hotel Astor irf
the College Room
be there at 12:30 sharp
LastMinute Bulletin
Added starters to honor guests
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Howard, Jefferson Machamer, Bugs Baer,
Leo Carrillo, Bill Gargan, Benny Leonard, Joe E. Howard, Dr.
Carlos D'Avilla, former President of Peru
▼
T
T
• • • THE LITTLE Theater Players, a semi-professional
group organized to present new plays by unknown authors and
give opportunities to stage aspirants, will present "Cut Rate
Crime" by John S. Brown on Oct. 16 at 307 W. 54th St. . . .
• Seen at the Cinema Club at recent luncheon were Austin
Keough, Louis Phillips, Harry Buckley, Charles Payne, Fred
Waller, Dave Palfreyman, Walter Trumbull ...» Nino Martini
will start his fourth ether season over the Columbia network
on Sept. 30 with three numbers from his Pickford-Lasky pix,
"The Gay Desperado" ...» Page-spread breaks were scored by
"Anthony Adverse" after the Chi opening, in the Daily News
and the American . . . • Production of "Natalka Poltavka,"
first of a series of musicals in the Ukrainian tongue, planned by
Azra Menko Film Productions, 747 Broadway, gets underway
this week at the Biograph studios
Roman Rebush will
handle distribution
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and sinew has been drawn from the
legitimate theater. For 15 years or
more, and especially since the advent
of talking pictures, the men and women who have gained experience in
the legitimate theater have been
more and more in demand.
"But of late years this legitimate
field, where these actors gain needed
experience, has been gradually narrowed. Nearly all the great tryingout grounds have disappeared — the
road, stock, tents, reps and Chautauqua. This poses the question — where
is the motion picture actor of tomorrow coming from?
"The motion picture industry controls thousands of theaters which
may house legitimate drama, either
exclusively or one or more days a
week. Opening these houses to legitimate drama will open up a nationwide school for actors and a new incentive to would also
be dramatists."
The editorial
points out that
scores of stage-trained dramatists
are in Hollywood, and asks whether
Hollywood gives the training a
dramatist -gets when his play is
produced
in the legitimate.

Predicts Television
Will Boom Producers
(Continued

from

Page
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the Securities and Exchange Commission at hearings on his coming.
pany's application to register a million shares of stock for underwritThe larger theaters will not be
hurt by television, although the
smaller ones may suffer, in the
opinion of Priess. Pictures for
broadcasting can be produced at
much less cost than the present
films, he said, because it would not
be necessary to make them so elaborate in order to have effective
images at the receiving end. The
legitimate stage also will benefit by
television, he stated, because stage
productions and settings are very
adaptable to visual broadcasting.

NEWARK
George Ste'ner has been assigned
to the Branford Theater as managing director to succeed Saul J. Ullman, who resigned to join the Fabian enterprises in Brooklyn. Steiner
was formerly manager of the De
Witt in Bayonne. He will be succeeded there by Jack Roth.
Sigmund Solomon, manager of
the Castle, Irvington, is being transferred to the Sanford, same city,
where he replaces Charles Bechtold,
who will take charge of the Millburn Theater in Millburn, while
Sidney Bratter, former manager
there, will succeed Solomon at the
Castle.
All are Warner houses.
S'dney Franklin, manager of the
Little, is spending ten days with his
family in Atlantic City.
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REVIEWS

«

"LADY
with

»

Chesterfield

Bakewell,

62 m ins.

MILDLY ENTERTAINING RUN-OF-THEMILL STORY SUITABLE FOR THE SECONDARY LOCATIONS.
Familiar ingredients, written up with no
particular freshness or ingenuity, hold this
production to the routine class, relegated
to the lower-bracket stands. The plot
involves a manicurist who has a sweepstakes ticket and a circle of admirers
including a society phony, a newfpaper
reporter and a night club operator. Though
she thinks she has the winning ticket, it
develops that somebody else has the lucky
number, so the heroine enters intc an arrangement whereby she gets the spotlight
while the latter party gets the prize money.
Just as the heroine is all het up over the
idea of marrying the society man, he;applecart is upset by a murder, with the
reporter stepping in and helping to uncover
the guilty party. The incident makes the
girl wake up to the fact that it's the
reporter she really loves, and so to the
happy conclusion. The picture has a capable
cast and has been adequately handled from
a production standpoint.
Cast: William Bakewell, Patricia Farr,
Duncan Renaldo, Iris Adrian, Lulu McConnell, Jameson Thomas, Vivian Oakland,
Claude Allister, Arthur Hoyt, Lew Kelly,
John Kelly, Joe Barton, Lupe Lupien.
Producer, George R. Batcheller; Director,
Charles Lamont; Authors, Stuart and Dorrell McGowan; Screenplay, John Krafft;
Cameraman, M A, Andersen; Editor, Roland
Reed.
Good.

of the DAY

LUCK"

Patricia Farr, William
Duncan Renaldo

Direction,

NEWS

«

Photography,

Good.

FOREIGN
"CIBOULETTE," in French; produced by
Cipar; with Simone Berriau, M. Dranen, et
al.; directed by Claude Lara; at the Cinema
de Paris.
Generally entertaining operatta, v/ith
tuneful music, plenty of comedy and a
co'orfui costume
background.
"WEIBERREGIMENT" ("Regiment of
Women"), in German; produced by UfaTonfilm; directed by Fritz Koch; with Hely
Finkenzeller, Erika v. Thellmann, et al. At
the Garden Theater.
Good comedy-romance containing plenty
of liveliness and fun in interesting Tyrolean
setting.
"MEIN LIEBSTER IS EIN JAGGERMANN," in German; produced in Austria
by Steiner; directed by Walter Kolm; with
Karl Ehmann, George Alexander, et al; at
the Casino Theater.
Handsomely produced romantic drama
dealing with a supposed episode at the
Austrian court.

Gordon-Goetz May Do 6

As many as six plays may be
produced on Broadway and filmed
later by Max Gordon and Harry
Goetz, who are now forming a new
company. Two are definitely set,
"The Women," by Clare Booth
Brokaw, and a new Sidney Kingsley
play, as yet nameless.

and
Greeley,
Colo., and
Lincoln,
LaFayette, Ala. — C. E. Rhodes is Neb.
the new manager of the LaFayette
Theater.
Akron, isO.swelled
— Akron's
family
of
theaters
with the
formal
Atmore, Ala. — ■ Cecil Hudson is
opening
of
the
Circle
in
Aster
Ave.
manoger
of the new Martin The- The theater, formerly known as the
ater.
Aster, had been closed three years.
Gainesville, Ga.— The Royal TheCanton, 0. — Proposed increase in
ater, recently demolished by a admission
prices here has been
cyclone, is being rebuilt.
postponed indefinitely following refusal of Loew's to join with eight
Memphis — J. W. Greenleaf will other film houses on a general 5represent Grand National as sales- cent boost. Reason given by Loew's
man in Tennessee and North Geor- was that new policy recently inaugurated at the house has been
clicking big and that a price increase would tend to lessen interest
gia.
Cisco, Tex. — C. J. Stevens is re- in the policy switch. New policy
building his Texas Theater, recent- is first-run double features running
a full week.
ly damaged by fire.
Shattuck, Okla. — A new theater
is being built by Joe McDonald
here.
Lisbon, O. — The new Rex Theater,
being constructed in downtown Lisbon by George Manos, is nearing
completion and will be ready for
opening late this month.

DATE BOOK

Sept. 16-17: Annual convention of Independent
Theaters Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan, Plankington Hotel, Milwaukee.
sept. 17: Minneapolis Variety Club Golf Tournament, Minneapolis Golf Club, Minneapolis.
Sept. 28-Oct. 2: Annual Atlantic Coast Premium Exposition, Hotel Astor, New York.
Oct. 2: The Exhibitor of Philadelphia-Variety
Club Golf Tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.
Oct. 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
Sagamore, Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 19-20: Annual convention of M. P. T. 0.
of W. Penna., Pittsburgh.
Oct. 25: Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Nov. 27: Buffalo Variety Club annual movie
ball, Buffalo.
Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia.

ARE
UNCOMFORTABLE
MAKING
A SOLITAIRE
OUT

CHAIRS
PLAYER
ASHIER?

Atlantic City— Frank P. Gravatt
of Steel Pier and Frank Elliott of
Steel Pier Minstrels were Kings at
the fall meeting of the Variety
Club of Philadelphia held last
week at the Madison Hotel here.
The beauties of the Showman's Variety Jubilee, and prominent city
officials were among the guests.
Bob Hall was toastmaster. Eddy
White was master of ceremonies.
Among the guests were President
Lee Newbury of the N. J. Allied,
Eddie Sherman, Frank Fiore, Herbert Copeland, Harvey Anderson,
and others.
London, O. — Price Critchfield
Amusement Co. is planning to build
a new theater here.
Toledo — Twentieth Century-Fox
is understood planning to sell away
from the two Paramount houses
here, following differences over a
film buy. Theaters are the Princess
and the Paramount. All 20th Century-Fox film deals with Paramount
houses have been closed, with this
exception.

Reseat with American Comfort Chairs
and patronage increase will KEEP HER
BUSY. It has for others; it will for you.

Hillsboro, O. — Donald Evans,
owner of Bell's Theater here, was
severly injured recently in an automobile accident near Greenfield. He
was taken to the Greenfield hospital for treatment.
Denver — Westland Theaters, Inc.,
has signed a two-year exclusive
agreement with Alexander Film Co.
of Colorado Springs for the screening of commercial briefs. The deal
includes 11 theaters in Colorado
Springs,
Pueblo,
Grand
Junction

Ask Us
"How can I reseat and pay for new chairs conveniently?"

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable Seating for
Theatres and Auditoriums

COMFORT
The Crtatat Star of Them .All.'

BRANCHES

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
ALL

»

PRINCIPAL

CITIES
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ADMISSION HIKE PLAN
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DENVER
L. L. Dent, Westland Theaters,
Inc. president, was here a few days
ence with T. B. Noble, genin confer
eral manager.
J. T. Sheffield, owner of the Republic distribution franchise here
and other western cities, is planning to erect two exchange building one himings in Denver, occupy
self and leasing the other to a
ny. Wrecking operamajor compa
tions on both buildings have begun.
Gene Gerbase, manager of the
Sheffield-Republic exchange, spent
some time on a business trip to Dallas. While there he contracted with
the Interstate and Griffith circuits
for the use of the Republic product
in their houses. Coming back to
Denver, Gerbase called on the trade
in New Mexico and southern Colorado.
Competition for the local theaters
is seen in the announcement by A.
M. Oberfelder of the shows he has
booked for the winter: George
White's Scandals for Oct. 6; "Boy
Meets Girl" in December; "The
Great Waltz," Jan. 29; and "First
Lady," booked tentatively for January.
Charles Bumstead will devote all
his time to his portable circuit now.
having resigned from the Broadway
theater as operator.
Griffith circuit has taken over the
Princess, Deming, N. M., from F. L.
Nordhaus.
Douglas Pratt, Columbia exchange
auditor, will be at the Denver exchange for a few weeks.

■

NEW INSURANCE PLAN
UNDER CONSIDERATION

By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from Page
I)
exhibitors YV/ITH Grant Withers selected to
shaped by independent
** play the hero of Alex Raythis seae
ializ
mater
are expected to
mond's newspaper strip, "Jungle
son- , . ,
•
t^
this Universal serial will get
Success of the higher prices tor Jim,"
under way today at Universal City.
led the The leading lady is Betty Jane
has
Adverse"
"Anthony
continuon
decide
Rhodes and the cast includes RayWarner circuit to
Ziegfeld
"Great
mond Hatton, Bryant Washburn,
policy e for
ing thetri-stat
y.
territor
in the
Frank Mayo, J. P. McGowan,
Charles Murphy, Paul Sutton, Robert Kortman, Miles Clark and
H
Marianne Edwards.
PITTSBURG
Dick Brown, manager of theonRowva, is
land and Regal Theaters
cation. . , „
■
of Harm
Mary Eleanor Harris this
week.
Amusement Co. married
Park Theater in Erie has been
closed.
.. . .Next roadshow attraction at the
Nixon will be Warner's "Charge of
de."
the LightSt. Briga
Martin, formerly ot the
Dick
joined the Casino Theater,
Variety,reope
ns today.
which
KaThe Harris-Alvin is holding gives
mona" a second week. This
the downtown district five holdovers
the same week for the first time in
local history.
Visitors on Film Row: George
Jaffe, Jack Rainey, Jim Balmer, Sid.
Pink George Otte and Bill Skirball

Monday, Sept. 14,1936

T

T

The new Shirley Temple picture
will be released under the title
"Dimples." It had been produced
at 20th Century-Fox under the title
"The Bowery Princess."
T

T

T

Milt Gross and Charles Sherman
are in Hollywood conferring with
Darryl F. Zanuck, production chief
at 20th Century-Fox, on the production of a film based on their

WILK
(Continued from Page 1)
Eastern tennis experts have given
much space to the beauty of Kay
cost, the theater owners can obtain
Stammers and Alice Marble, rac"stop loss" insurance so that, irquet artists, but the (there
Coast's goes
choicea
respective of claim experience, their
for pulchritudinous
cost cannot in any event exceed their
"Six Syllable" Mike Simmons' word) present expenditures.
honors is Jinx Falkenberg, who was
The fake claim situation has been
runner-up in the Motion Picture
Tennis tournament. She appeared a thorn in the side of the theater
owners for some time, exhibitors
in "Strike Me Pink."
pointing out that even when clearly
established that there has been no
Republic has completed "Ghost negligence on the part of the theater
Town Gold," second of the "Three operator, the claimant and his lawMesquiteers" series which feature
yer rely upon some nuisance value
Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan and settlements from the insurance comMax Terhune. Joe Kane directed
panies. The new insurance idea is
with Sol Siegel producing. Kay looked upon as a step toward the
Hughes
played the feminine
lead. elimination of this evil, as well as
an opportunity to reduce operating
▼
t
▼
A. W. Hackel has started pro- costs. Sponsors of the "self-insurduction of the second Bob Steele
ance," the Elplan Service Co., recently set up headquarters in Rockewestern for Republic release, "The
feller Plaza.
Gun Ranger." Playing opposite
Steele is Eleanor Stewart. Robert
Bradbury is directing.

▼

▼

▼

ST. LOUIS

play, "But This Is My Town."
Superior Judge Douglas L. EdRights to the play had been purmonds of Los Angeles County has
chased by the studio some time ago.
Police have been unable to locate
▼
T
T
approved
Lee Parsons'
con- the lone bandit who held up the Amtract withPatsy
Lou Irwin,
Inc. Patsy
bassador Theater and escaped with
Warners will produce "Stonewall Lee is the 5-year-old whom R-K-0
Jackson" as one of their series of has
$2,935,
the
day's receipts
for
engaged
to
appear
in
the
Joe
the house in best
18 months.
The holdup
Technicolor historical featurettes.
Penner-Victor Moore picture, "Roundj man held several employes, includT
T
T
ing Robert E. Hicks, manager, and
Dan Jarrett, who recently com▼
▼
T
Clyde Brown, assistant manager, at
Town."
pleted a two-year writing contract theNana
Bryant has been assigned to the point of a gun.
with Sol Lesser's Principal Produc- "Pennies from Heaven," starring
tions, has been re-signed by Lesser Bing Crosby. At the same time
Harry C. Arthur Jr., general manand assigned to do the screen play
ager of Fanchon & Marco, is back
Columbia also engaged Mickey Dan- in town.
of Harold Bell Wright's "Valley
ielsacterandparts.
Nick Copeland for charFreddie Mack, who had a long run
Range," in which Richard Arlen is
to star. Adaptation of the story is
as master of ceremonies and orches▼ ▼
▼
credited to Gilbert Wright, son of
tra conductor at the Roxy in New
the novelist, and Joseph Franklin
Charles Foy has been added to York, is guest conductor at the St.
Poland. Howard Bretherton will
the cast
for Two,"
mu- Louis
direct.
house. Theater, Fanchon & Marco
sical filmof
now"Melody
in production
at First
National.
T
T
T
▼ ▼
▼
Lon Chaney, Jr., Alma Chester
BOSTON
Supporting
Henry
Wilcoxon
and
and Henry Brandon have been enBetty
Furness
in
the
leading
roles
gaged for "Killer at Large," Carl
Clausen's story which Columbia is of "The President's Mystery," ReSupreme Amusement Co. of New
bringing to the screen under the
public's picturization of the novel
direction of David Selman.
has established headquarsuggested by President Roosevelt England
ters in Boston.
▼ ▼
»
and written by six prominent auJohn Boles will appear in person
Tom Kennedy has been cast in
thors, are Sidney Blackmer, Evelyn
"No Hard Feelings," comedy now in Brent, Orrin Burke: Frederick at the Metropolitan Theater the
production at Warners.
Lewis, George Pauncefort, Bennett week of Sept. 25.
Julian S. Rifkin, son of Branch
Parker, Mel Ruick, Wade Boteler,
▼ ▼ ▼
"The Lbst Nancy Steele," based John Wray, Guy Usher, Robert E. Manager Herman Rifkin of RepubHomans, Henry Antrim, Si Jenks
upon Charles Francis Coe's novel, and Jean Maddox. Phil Rosen is
lic, is joining his father's staff.
"Ransom," will go into production
Holdovers: "Ecstasy," at the
from the screen play by
shortly at 20th Century-Fox. Hal directing
20thArts,
week;
at
King and Gene Fowler adapted the Lester Cole and Nathaniel West. Park,
the Fine
13th "Cloistered,"
week; in their
story and wrote the screen play. Albert E. Levoy is executive prosecond
week
are
"Romeo
and
Juliet"
ducer, with Burt Kelly as associate.
Nunnally Johnson is associate proat the Colonial, "Swing Time" at
ducer.
▼ ▼
▼
the Keith Memorial, and "Walking
▼ ▼ ▼
Jack Cunningham will produce on Air" at the R-K-0 Boston.
Michael Whalen and Walter BrenA two-alarm firm at the Uptown
nan will have featured roles in "Our Miss Keane" for Paramount. Theater in Lynn caused damage of
The picture will feature Para"Banjo on My Knee," the 20th Cen- mount's six juvenile stars, Virginia
Harry Zeitz of New Bedford was
tury-Fox picture co-starring Joel Weidler, Bennie Bartlett, Ra Hould,
McCrea and Barbara Stanwyck. Billy Lee, Jackie Moran and David $10,000.
in
town the other day doing his
booking.
Holt.
Brennan was borrowed from Samuel
Goldwyn.
Jack Goldstein has returned from
▼ ▼
▼
▼ ▼ ▼
A. W. Hackel has started pro- a business trip to New York.
duction of the second Bob Steele
Teddy Hart will have an imporHarry Browning, M. & P. publictant comedy role with Ruby Keeler
western
for
Republic
release,
"The
ity head,tois Hollywood
escorting Boston's
movie
critics
as guests
of
and Ross Alexander in the forth- Gun Ranger." Playing opposite
Paramount and Frank Lloyd to see
coming Warner musical, "Ready, Steele is Eleanor Stewart. Robert
Bradbury is directing.
the preview of "Maid of Salem."
Willing and Able."
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120 Days After Signing-Schenck

IRVING JDHALBERG dM SUDDENLY JN COAST
May

Ask

Injunction Against

I Irving Thalberg I
IRVING THALBERG has passed
on. Yesterday afternoon, as the
news of his untimely death reached
Broadway, a shadow cast itself
across the great motion picture industry in which he, one of its
youngest pioneers, had played so
important a part. As the sad news
spread from office to office his
passing revealed the eternal truth
that even in this swiftly changing
and highly competitive industry the
human relationships of its executives are built upon deep and precious emotions. Irving Thalberg
was loved by everyone who knew
him.

Theaters
Not
Involved
Strike Call Pickets

in motion pictures has done more to merit
his achievements a lasting and permanent record to be carved upon the marble
walls of cinema memory, but, when final
word has been passed, a man's influence
upon his industry, his company and his
associates, his honesty and integrity, his
unfailing courtesy, kindness and consideration for those about him must be the lasting measure by which he will be honored
and remembered.

JACK ALICOATE.

Union

in

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Irving G. Thalberg,
M-G-M producer and one of the industry's leaders in his field, died suddenly of pneumonia yesterday morning at 10:15 o'clock. Thalberg, who
was 37 years old, went to bed with
a cold at his Santa Monica home.
707 Ocean Front Ave., last Thursday, following a visit to Del Monte.
By Sunday night his temperature
took a dition
sudden
rise and, asdesperate,
his conbecame increasingly

PARAMOUNT SALES
AT FIVE-YEAR HIGH

he slipped into a coma five hours
before the end came.
At the bedside were his wife,
Norma
Shearer;
his parents, Wil(Continued
on Page 6)

CRITERION THEATER
IS FORMALLY OPENED
At a press preview last night,
the new Criterion Theater in Times
Square was formally opened with
"Give Me Your Heart", Warner production starring Kay Francis, as
the opening feature. Another invitation performance for celebrities
will be given tonight, and tomorrow
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Ratification of GB Deal is Assured,
Declares Joseph M. Schenck on Return
The GB-Loew-20th Century-Fox
deal is all set with only the formality of ratification by the boards of
directors of the three companies necRecommendation that the motion
essary to complete the transaction
picture industry urge the U. S. to and this is assured because the directors are fully acquainted with
join the Berne Copyright Convention if the member-nations consent the terms of the deal, it was said

Kilroe Recommends Joining
Berne Copyright Convention

(.Continued on Page 4)

Picketing

Thalberg at Sudden
Industry Shocked
Passing
of Irving

Unjustified
Local circuits
are studying the
possibility of obtaining an injunction to restrain musicians from picketing theaters where they are not on
strike. One executive likened the
musicians picketing of theaters to
obtain rehiring of orchestras to a
manufacturer of horse carriages
picketing the plant of an auto firm
which drove the carriage man out
of business.

A five-year high in sales has been
established in the 1936 "Paramount
Week", it is announced by Neil Agnew, vice-president in charge of
It was our good fortune to have sales. Film rental grosses were 35
known him intimately for many per cent ahead of figures for the
years. His kindliness, humanness same period last year, Agnew's field
and constructive influence we felt reports showed.
back in our early days when he
Griffith Circuit Adds 3;
was secretary to Carl Laemmle.
As milestones were passed out,
Going Dual Bill in Okla.
talks were frequent and intimate.
Oklahoma City — Griffith AmuseBut recently, in Hollywood, when
ment Co. has taken over the Midwest, Rex and Cleveland theaters
he told us of "Romeo and Juliet," at Drumright, Okla.
with twinkling eye and deep modThe circuit is changing from sinesty, we seemed as happy as he.
gle bills to double features in OklaHis enthusiasm and earnestness carried
homa, according to C. 0. Fulgham,
with it an almost divine sense of sincerity. division manager.
The great beauty of human existence
lies in character. Probably no executive

Music

(Continued on Page 4)

SPECIAL PLANE TAKES
M-G-M PARTY WEST
Immediately on receipt of news
that Irving Thalberg had died, Nicholas M. Schenck, M-G-M president,
together with other executives of the
company, prepared to leave Newark
Airport yesterday for Los Angeles
on a specially chartered plane of
Transcontinental Western Air.
Aboard the plane with Schenck when
it took off(Continued
at 8 o'clock
last evening
on Page 4)

Schine is Reported After
Kentucky Circuit Houses
Cincinnati — Meyer and Louis
Schine, circuit owners with headquarters in Gloversville, N. Y., are
reported negotiating with John B.
Elliott and Annabelle Ward of Phoe(Continued on Page 4)

Shorts Issue Postponed
In deference to the sudden death
yesterday of Irving G. Thalberg, publication of Film Daily's Short Subjects
Quarterly has been postponed from today until tomorrow.
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Brown

Robert T. Kane
Gasnier

who

recently finished her

JEAN HENDERSON, Jacksonville film critic,
is in New
York on vacation.
MRS. S. L. ROTHAFEL arrives in New York
today on the Aquitania from abroad FRANCES
MADDUX,
vaude
headliner,
also is aboard.
BOB TURNER, assistant director of "Killers
of the Sea," has left Hollywood for Pensacola,
rla., to join Raymond Friedgen, who is prouuc.ng the feature for Grand
National.
in

OLIVER HINSDELL,
Dallas for a short

M-G-M
visit.

talent coach, is

DOROTHY LAMOUR, under contract to Paramount, f.ew to Dallas over the week-end to
husband, Herbie Kay, orchestra
leader.

SOPHIE TUCKER, who has just returned to
New York from Detroit sails tomorrow on the
Noimand.e.
JOSEPH MANKIEWICZ, M-G-M producer,
who last made "Gorgeous Hussy" and is now
doing "Lcve on the Run," is in New York for
several days from
the coast.
RAPHAELSON

is in New

jttend

rehearsals of his new

LowSYLVIA
Road." SIDNEY and JIMMY DURANTE, who
have been appearing in GB pictures in England,
return to New York on Thursday aboard the
Conte di Savoia.
J. J. MILSTEIN, Republic sales chief, has
left for Dallas to participate in starting production of "The Big Show," Gene Autry picture
with
Texas
Centennial
as its background.
MITCHELL LEISEN, Paramount director, leaves
Hollywood shortly for Havana and Panama,
where "Morning, Noon and Night," new Carole
Lombard
vehicle, will have its setting.
HEATHER THATCHER left New York yesterday for Los Ange.es to visit Douglas Fairbanks and his wife.

FRED
Dallas.

JACK

has

arrived

in

New

GENEVIEVE TOBIN, arrived yesterday on
wood.
the Normandie, and .eft soon after for Hollytoday.
MAX

York to

piay, "White
York

from

For Local 802 Election

RICARDO CORTEZ sails tomorrow on the
Normandie for England, where he is to appear in a picture for British & Dominions
on loan from Warners. Mrs. Cortez will accompany him. SALLY EILERS also is sailing
to appear in the same picture, "I'll Take the

vis.t her

for

REINHARDT

E. BEDDINGTON
Hollywood.

DWIGHT
DEERE
ii the Normandie.

will leave for the coast
BEHRENS
WIMAN

left yesterday

arrived

yesterday

Man."

Mulvey and Rose Elected
Goldwyn Vice-Presidents
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — James Mulvey has
been elected a vice-president of Samuei Goldwyn Productions and its
subsidiary companies. He also was
re-elected to the board of directors.
David Rose was elected a vice-president and member of the board.

Wohl Making 6 for Century
West

—
—

A. N. Goldsmith
Louis

Net
Chg.

Close

JEWELL,

.tie with Mae West in "Go West Young Man,"
is on an eastern visit before starting work
in "Career
Woman"
for 20th Century-Fox.
HERBERT EBENSTEIN has arrived in New
York from the Coast.

SAMSCN

MARKET
Low

ISABELL

and Going

Cua.t

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

St. Louis Season Opens Big
With 3 Bills Holding Over
St. Louis — Despite a 10-cent advance in scale to 65 cents top, "Great
Ziegfeld" had a smash week at
Loew's and is holding over. The
Ambassador also held over "My
Man Godfrey" and "Man from
Louisiana", while "Swing Time" and
"Shake Down," after a big week at
the Fox, moved downtown to the Orpheum. As the opening guns of the
new season, the week's bills and
their response have caused much optimism over the outlook.

Hollywood — H. A. Wohl will be in
charge of production of six actionadventure pictures starring Yancey
Lane with eight-year-old Dickie
Metro Opening Rio House
Jones for release by Century PicRio de Janeiro — The Cine Metro,
tures, of which M. M. Landres is
head. Spanish versions will be made first theater here to have an air conditioning plant and the first one to
for distribution through a major
firm.
have upholstered seats, will be opened the last week in September by MG-M. A gala premiere is planned,
Another Roxy Record
and "Mutiny on the Bounty" will be
For the second time in three the
opening film.
weeks, the Roxy has set a new threeday attendance record, the latest beFilmack Gets Music Library
ing with 20th Century-Fox's "Sing,
Baby, Sing", plus Leo Carrillo in
Chicago — Filmack Trailer Co's
person, playing to 75,397 admissions music
facilities have been greatly
over the week-end.
enlarged as the result of negotiations just closed between Irving
Date First G. N. Releases
Mack and Sam Fox Publishing Co.,
New York, whereby Filmack will use
Grand National's first release, "In the Fox library of music.
His Steps", with Eric Linden and
ilia Parker, has been set for national distribution Sept. 22. "Devil
Sol Scoppa Elected
on Horseback" follows on Sept. 29 .
Sol J. Scoppa was elected president of Local 52, studio mechanics,
16mm. Luncheon
at a meeting Sunday. John W. MurThe 16mm. Get-Together Club
phy was elected business agent and
meets for luncheon today in the Ho- Jas. A. Delaney was chosen secretel Victoria grill.
tary-treasurer.

For the first time in the history of
the New York musicians' union, Local 802, the office of president will
De occupied by a man voted in by
the members themselves, and not
appointed as heretofore. This situation has brought about a keen interest in the offices to be filled, resulting in signs which point to a hotly
contested election this coming December.
Nominees on the three tickets
slated to provide the fireworks are:
administration ticket headed by
Jack Rosenberg, present secretary,
and supported by William Feinberg,
present vice-president; a Fusion
ticket which has officially named
only one nominee, Harold Basch, for
secretary, and is supported by Selig
S. Liese and Billy Van, and a third
ticket headed by Edw. Canavan,
present president and supported by
Louis Weissman.
Latest reports have it that Fusion
leaders have also designated Jimmy
Casseday as treasurer and, among
others, the following for the board:
Sherman Brande, Henry Wolsky,
Joe Jordan, Alex Kudisch, Pietro
Capodiferro,
Dave
Klein. Victor O. Geoffrion and

Charter New Laboratory
Albany — Equity Capital Corp.,
New York, has been chartered to operate a film laboratory. Alexander
Cooper, Harold J. Sherman and Martha Harris are the directors. Fitelson & Mayers are the attorneys.
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9 U. A. RELEASES
ALREADY FINISHED
Nine productions on United Artists' release schedule for 1936-37
have already been completed, and it
\pected that 21 will be finished
by the first of the year. Samuel
Goldwyn has completed "Dodsworth"
and "Come and Get It". Selznick
has finished "Garden of Allah".
Pickford-Lasky recently completed
"Gay Desperado". Alexander Korda is through on "Rembrandt", "The
Man Who Could Work Miracles" and
"Elephant Boy", while Criterion
Films has finished "Accused". Reliance's "Last of the Mohicans" already is in release.
Now in production are the Elisabeth Bergner picture, "Dreaming
Lips"; the Erich Pommer production for London Films, "Fire Over
England"; a second Criterion film,
"High Treason," starring Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr.; Korda's "Knight
Without Armor," starring Marlene
Dietrich; Samuel Goldwyn's "Love
Under Fire," a Merle Oberon vehicle, and "Triangle," a London Film
production starring Miriam Hopkins. Work has also started on "I,
Claudius," which Korda will direct,
with Charles Laughton in the title
™le; and "You Only Live Once",
W anger's first picture for United
Artists, co-starring Sylvia Sidney
and Henry Fonda.
Selznick International has "The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer" in
preparation, and is casting for the
screen version of Margaret Mitchell's
best-seller. "Gone With the Wind."
Walter Wanger is readying the
screen plays of both Vincent Sheean's "Personal History" and the
Bronte classic, "Wuthering Heights".
On the schedule for production before the first of the year are also
Samuel Goldwyn's "Shake Hands
With Murder" and Wanger's "History is Made at Night."

Special Plane Takes
M-G-M Party West
(Continued from Page 1)

were J. Robert Rubin, vice-president;
Edward B. Hatrick, general manager of Hearst Metrotone News;
Howard Dietz, director of advertising-publicity-exploitation; JoeMankiewicz, Metro producer; Douglas
Shearer, brother of Mrs. Irving
Thalberg; and B. Nayfack, nephew
of Nicholas Schenck.

Schine is Reported After
Kentucky Circuit Houses
(Continued from Page

1)

nix Amusement Co., Lexington, Ky.,
to take over the Phoenix interests
in Lexington, Richmond and Paris,
Ky. Elliott and Miss Ward would
retain Somerset, Georgetown, Vera and Mt. Sterling, Ky., the latecently acquired from P. N.
Hooven, it is said.

G6 DEAL RATIFICATION
ASSURED--SCHENCK
(Continued from Page

•
•
• IT WAS Harry HershFIELD DAY at the season's
opening luncheon of the Cheese Club
President Harry
Hershfield was the guest of honor
Toastmaster Hershfield
presented the President
Master of Ceremonies Hershfield
introduced the various guests of honor
the guests of honor got a plug in for Cartoonist Hershfield, creator of "Abie
Kabibble"
and finally Cartoonist Hershfield himself turned
up as a Surprise Honor Guest and almost stole the luncheon
from that charming and courageous lady of the Atlantic Ocean
who did a solo flight, Mrs. Beryl Markham
•
•
• IT WAS one of the most cleverly handled ballyhoos we ever witnessed
celebs of society, the stage, screen,
radio, leaders of political life, writers, newspaper men, jurists,
diplomats, funny men, sportswriters, prizefighters, musicians
all were there on the dais, which had to be stretched out
to accommodate 'em
the trick was that nobody knew just
who the ballyhoo was for till the affair was almost over
then the Avalanche came
one speaker after another started
plugging Cartoonist Hershfield, creator of Abie Kabibble
it seems that this famous cartoon is back in circulation with
King Features and the Daily Mirror
and was Harry Hershfield surprised as his namesake stole the thunder and showers
of adulation from him
he was simply mortified with happiness never saw him embarrassed before
the mug
stuck the lighted end of his cigar in his mouth, he was that
overcome
• • • FOR A time it looked as if the affair was going to
turn into a political rally for Judge Jonah J. Goldstein, who is
running for reappointment to the Court of General Sessions
but the judge won a bunch of votes by adroitly and graciously passing the bows to Mrs. Markham and Mister Hershfield.
•
•
• THE LUNCHEON
had used up almost half the
speakers on the dais
and nobody had said a damn word
about Cartoonist Hershfield and his Abie Kabibble
Toastmaster Hershfield looked worried
then Joseph Israels was
called upon by the prexy of the Cheese Club, and went into a
long and loud blast of praise for the cartoonist and his Abie
as he sat down, Hershfield jumped up relieved and yelled
"At last we put it over!"
from then on he was the
happiest guy in New York
•
•
• THE LIST of speakers led off with Donald Flamm,
the radio impresario
Cornelius Vanderbilt injected a sober
note on war-torn Europe which he has just visited
then
came Alfred J. McCosker. ... Joseph Connolly of King Features made a witty address then came the Guest of Honor
Beryl Markham
and the English lady got a tremendous ovation as she finished a very modest little speech
•
•
• THEN
CAME
JUDGE
JONAH
J. GOLDSTEIN,
who tied the political issue up very neatly with an allusion to
Abie as an enrolled Democrat
Leslie Howard, coming in
late with Mrs. Howard, made one of his charming informal
talks Jack Pearl spoke
Gabriel Heatter was witty,
as usual Dr. Carlos D'Avilla, former president of Chile,
was brilliant Nick Kenny recited an original poem
Benny Leonard followed
and Gordon White on behalf of
AMPA wished Cartoonist Hershfield all the luck in the world
it must be grand to have so many sincere friends as
Harry Hershfield possesses
and Harry is also lucky in
having a ballyhoo manager like George Luddington
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yesterday by Joseph M. Schenck,
chairman of the 20th Century-Fox
board, on his arrival from abroad.
Schenck said the deal would not become effective until 120 days after
final ratification.
The GB local distributing organization will be given up after next
season, though this matter will be
finally decided by the board of the
new GB company, Schenck declared.
In this new company, Loew and 20th
Century-Fox will each have about
a 20 per cent interest.
Present plans are for M-G-M and
20th Century-Fox each to distribute
five GB pictures here next season.
This number may be increased if
there are more good pictures suitable for U. S. distribution.
GB will produce 40 pictures next
season, compared to 24 this current
season, Schenck said.
Schenck had been ill on the voyage from Europe and was not well
when he left the ship. He was met
by his brother, Nicholas M. Schenck,
and C. C. Moskowitz.

Kilroe Recommends Joining
Berne Copyright Convention
(Continued from Page

1)

to several changes in the Berne
agreement will be made by Edwin
P. Kilroe, chairman of the copyright
committee of the film industry, who
returned yesterday from a survey of
copyright conditions abroad, he indicated to Film Daily. Joining the
Berne convention would give the U.
S.
said.copyright protection abroad, he
The chief change sought by the
movie companies is one that would
permit companies to change works
of authors purchased by them according to the contract made with
the authors. The Berne pact permits no change to be made in an author's work after it is purchased
even roewith
said. the author's consent, KilKilroe visited Ireland, England,
London, France, Austria, Switzerland and Rome during his stay
abroad and conferred with the heads
countries.
of the authors'v societies in those
The meeting of the Berne signatories, scheduled to have been held
Sept. 7 in Brussels, has been postto call reasons
at six months'
notice, poned
forsubject
several
one of
which is that an attempt will be
made to have the countries of North
and South America join in the Berne
agreement. Another reason is the
unsettled European political condition.

Mrs. Clinton M. White Buried
Funeral services were held yesterday in Glen Ridge, N. J., for Marion R. White, wife of Clinton M.
White, GB Assistant sales manager.
She died Friday, following a prolonged illness.
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Thalberg Shocks
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Ham and Henrietta Thalberg, Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Weingarten,
brother-in-law and sister; and Mrs.
Edith Shearer, his mother-in-law,
Louis B. Mayer, Edward Mannix,
and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hyman.
In attendance were Dr. Philip Newmark and consultant, Dr. F. Groedel,
who flew to the coast from New
York.
In addition to his parents, wife
and sister, two children, Irving Jr.,
aged six, and Katharine, aged one,
survive.
Thalberg's passing was a profound shock to the entire motion
picture world. Top-line executives
of the industry expressed their grief,
both in personal messages to the
Thalberg family and in public statements.
The Thalberg chapter of motion
picture industry history reads like
a Horatio Alger story. It traces the
career which took him from a brownstone house in Brooklyn to one of
the most important production posts
in the film industry. It made him a
vital factor in the success of a great
motion picture company, M-G-M.
Irving Grant Thalberg was born
May 30, 1899, at 1303 Bushwick Ave.
in Brooklyn, his father a lace importer on a very small scale. After
attending Public School No. 85 in
that city, he was graduated from
Boys' High School in the same borough. Later he supplemented his
education by cour.-es at a business
school and New Ycik University.
With this background he set out to
become an expert stenographer.
A meeting with Carl Laemmle
while visiting his grandmother at
Edgmere, Long Island, failed to
change the career Thalberg had
mapped out for himself. The then
president of Universal Pictures,
struck by the boy's manner and personality, offered him a job in his
New York offices but he turned it
down as he wanted to remain with
a small exporting company for
which he was working as assistant
manager.
However, time passed and one day
Thalberg, as he passed the offices of
Universal, changed his mind and
went in and got a job as secretary
at
per week.
He hadn't
for $35
Laemmle.
Eventually
the asked
chief
of the Universl organization discovered the young fellow who had
spurned his office and he made him
his private secretary.
Thalberg's standing in the Universal fold grew with leaps and bounds
and finally, when Laemmle made a
trip abroad, the young man was left
in charge of the studio management
Later came his appointment as general manager of the plant. There
was an awkward situation to be handled, however. Thalberg was under
21 years of age and couldn't, therefore, legally sign checks.
Thalberg injected many new ideas
into Universal's production. He was
responsible for the making of such
outstanding attractions as "Outside
the Law," "Merry-Go-Round"
and

A Producer Personality
Although the producers of films for the most part are unknown to the public, Irving
Thalberg was one of the few producing executives who had become a "personality"
comparable to stars and some directors and authors. The unusual artistic and boxoffice quality of his pictures over a long period of time, plus his personal traits, had
made him "news"
that was eagerly sought by newspapers and magazines.
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Film Industry
tainment.
He was
death is a terrible
M.

a true
shock.

H. AYLESWORTH,
Board, RKO:

genius,
Chairman

and

his

of

the

The passing of Irving Thalberg, the great
genius of the Motion Picture Industry, is
a great loss to every man and woman engaged in making, distributing, and exhibiting
motion pictures. While a young man he was
who always gave his best, he had the vision an inspiration to every producer, and to
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame." and the genius which made him a leader in young and old alike, no matter in what
His sensational rise in the produc- the industry's constant progress toward the field of motion picture endeavor. His integrity, vision and ability made him the
tion field brought him such titles as highest levels of art and entertainment. It is
a tragedy that he should be taken from us spear-head of all motion picture productions
"the boy wizard" and the "boy Na- in the very fullness of his youth. For one throughout the world.
of his abilities, life offered so much more
Irving Thalberg's modesty, kindly spirit
and great achievements erased the barriers of
Louis B. Mayer, at that time an to do.
competition. In his great field he was a
independent
Coast producer in partSuch productions as "The Big Parade", leader for the entire Motion Picture Industry.
poleon."
nership with J. Robert Rubin, noted "The Barretts of Wimpole Street", "Mutiny The young men in our industry, and those
on
and "Romeo
Juliet" will
the Thalberg performance and in standthe asBounty"
monuments
to IrvingandThalberg,
but to come, have ben bequeathed a fine heritage
in the life and accomplishments of our friend
April, 1924, when the consolidation he was destined for ever finer things.
and associate.
His will be a living memory. He had
of Metro-Goldwyn and Mayer took
the highest esteem and the deepst affection
place, made Thalberg vice-president of
President,
Paramount : BALABAN,
in the industry. Through his BARNEY
and a producing chief at the big deatheveryone
the industry has lost one of its foreCulver City studios.
most figures and I have lost a friend.
Irving Thalberg's death is the greatest loss
"Ben Hur" and "The Big Parade" LOUIS B. MAYER, Production Chief, the motion picture industry could suffer.
marked the inauguration of ThalNED Radio:
E. DEPINET,
Vice-President,
RKO
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios:
berg's preeminence as a big-story
I have lost my associate of the past fourteen
producer. He also sponsored such years
The motion picture industry has lost one
and the finest friend a man could ever
There is so much to be said about of its greatest figures in the death of Irving
attractions as "The Scarlet Letter" have.
Irving Thalberg but so few words with which Thalberg. His unique position as a sucand "He Who Gets Slapped."
it and the shock is too great. He was
cessful producer will forever be unchallenged,
Cognizant of the value of stars, toa say
guiding inspiration behind the artistic and his name will always be revered by
the young executive devoted much progress of the screen. His brilliant leader- those of us who have had the pleasure of
ship, his idealism, his warm human qualities
of his energies to the development
a foremost figure in the advance- knowing him.of marquee names and John Gilbert, made menthim
of high standards and appreciation that HARRY tureCOHN,
s:
President of Columbia Picnow deceased, was one of his earliest has marked
a milestone in the cinema indusacting discoveries. Other players
try. He was a creator, a man with vision
In the passing of Thalberg the industry has
sincerely in the mission of mo- suffered a great loss from which it will not
developed under the Thalberg lead- who believed
tion pictures, a man to whom no effort or soon recover. It has lost its staunchest friend
ership included Norma Shearer, sacrifice
was too great when it served the and its greatest idealist.
Greta Garbo, Ramon Novarro, Lon purpose for attainment of an artistic achieveMy heart goes out in this sorrow to ABE MONTAGUE, General Sales Manager,
Chaney, Marie Dressier, Joan Craw- his fine,ment.gifted
Columbia Pictures:
wife, Norma Shearer, whose
ford and Wallace Beery and later unfailing devotion
and courage knew no
The greatness of a man lives after him;
Robert Montgomery, Jean Harlow, bounds. Irving Thalberg was a simple man,
greatness of Irving Thalberg as a man
whose greatest tribute is having won The as
Myrna Loy, Clark Gable, Jackie Coo- ain man
a genius will live on forever in the
so short a span of life so towering a and
per, Nelson Eddy, Robert Taylor monument
memories
of all connected
with the industry.
of affection and respect.
and various others.
LEO SPITZ, President RKO Radio Pictures:
ZUKOR, Chairman of Paramount
A young actress doing bits in pic- ADOLPH
With the passing of Irving Thalberg the
board :
tures in New York, joined the M-GM roster. Her name was Norma
I am so shocked I hardly know what to industry has suffered an irreparable loss. No
man has contributed more to the outstanding
Shearer. In 1927, she and Thalberg say. Irving Thalberg was the most brilliant success that this industry has achieved. As
young man in the motion picture business. long as there are motion pictures his name
were married.
His loss is an irreparable one to the motion will be remembered.
Thalberg retained his mastery of picture industry.
film production technique even when
HOWARD
S. CULLMAN:
M. WARNER, President Warner-First
The death of Irving G. Thalberg is an
sound came roaring into the indus- H. National
:
loss to the motion picture industry.
The death of Irving Thalberg comes as irreparable
try. His first dialogue picture, "The
He contributed more to its upbuilding and
Broadway Melody," was a record- a shock to everyone connected with the respect for the industry than any other inbreaker. Later produced under his motion picture industry, and as a keen sordividual associated therewith. His loss will
row to all who knew him personally. This
supervision were such films as
felt by all those who rose to brilbrilliant young man seemed to have many be keenly
liant
heights under his guidance.
"Grand Hotel," "Smilin' Through," years of usefulness and outstanding achieveI
extend
my deepest sympathy to his family
ment ahead of him. He was gifted with one and his confreres.
"Barrets of Wimpole Street," "The
of the finest minds ever placed at the service
Merry Widow," "What Every Wo- of
picture production, and also he ARTHUR
A. LEE, Vice-President and Genman Knows," "A Night at the Op- had motion
a personality that commanded respect
eral Manager, G-B :
era," "No More Ladies," "China and won
affection. The industry will miss
The film industry indeed suffers a great
Seas," "Mutiny on the Bounty" and him, for his ability was an asset to all of us. loss in the untimely death of one of its
most brilliant craftsmen. His name will go
recently
"Romeo
and Juliet." a group
Thalberg
was supervising
down in the annals of motion picture history
MAJOR
ALBERT WARNER:
as
one whose vision and courage brought
It is difficult for me to express adequately
of eight productions for the current
pictures
into the greatness they enjoy today.
my sorrow at learning of the death of Irving
season. They included 'The Good Thalberg. He was my friend, and like all
Earth" and "Camille," both of who knew him I felt not merely respect and GEORGE W. WEEKS, General Sales Manwhich have been completed.
admiration for his altogether exceptional ability
and sterling character, but an attachment for
The sudden passing of Irving Thalberg is
the man himself that will always remain with indeed a grievous
loss to the motion picture
ager, G-B:
TRIBUTES POUR IN
me. He had a creative brain, a vision that industry. His foresight was the keystone
was
far-reaching
and
prophetic,
and
the
pracupon
which
motion
pictures have become
Tributes to Irving Thalberg began
capacity to make his visions come true. a great art and entertainment. His loss is
to pour in immediately after the To histicalwife
and family I can only offer my an irreparable one.
news of his death spread around yes- heartfelt sympathy, and to the great producing company with which he was associated A. P. WAXMAN, Advertising Counsel, G-B:
terday afternoon. Among the hunIrving Thalberg was synonymous with the
lowing: dreds of expressions were the fol- I extend the sincere regrets of an industry finest
and best in motion picture art and
that will miss Irving Thalberg's talent and
entertainment.
His passing is a distinct loss
constructive
genius.
WILL
H. HAYS,
President of the Motion
to
the
industry.
Picture
Producers
and
Distributors
of
SIDNEY
America:
Fox: R. KENT, President 20th Century- WILLIAM
J. GERMAN,
Vice-President,
In
the death of Irving Thalberg, the motion
The death of Irving Thalberg
is an irreJ.
E.
Brulatour,
Inc.:
I am deeply shocked and grieved to loam
parable loss to the motion picture industry. picture industry has lost one of its greatest
the untimely passing of Mr. Thalberg. The
No one can take his place, though others production minds, but more than the industry of
industry has suffered a very great loss in the
may come to do his work.
suffers, because he made the whole world
(Continuing on Following Page)
Brilliant, courageous,
a careful workman, richer by giving it the highest type of enter-
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(Continued from Preceding Page)
death of one of its finest characters as well
as one of its most able producers. His place
in the world will be difficult to fill. My
sincerest sympathy goes out to his family
and to his organization.
DARRYL
F. ZANUCK,
Vice-President
in
charge of production,
20th Century-Fox
studios :
The loss of Irving Thalberg to the motion
picture industry is irreplaceable.
More than
any other man, he raised motion pictures to
their present world prestige.
I am sad at
the thought of losing him as a friend, but
am proud that the industry in which I belong
has produced a man of such notable stature.
SAM

GOLDWYN,
President, Samuel Goldwyn, Inc. :
I cannot express the terrible grief I feel
at the passing of my dearest friend, Irving
Thalberg. We, his close friends, have suffered an irreplaceable loss but my heart goes
out to Mrs. Thalberg and their children. They
have lost a great husband and a great father.
Not only was he the foremost figure in the
motion picture industry, but beyond that he
was a man of great character and personal
integrity and an inspiration to all of us who
came in contact with him. I loved that boy
and feel that his passing is the greatest
blow ever suffered by the motion picture industry.
DAVID O. SELZNICK. President of Selznick International Pictures :
Irving Thalberg was beyond any question
the greatest individual force for fine pictures
that we haveTheever
known —ofthehisworld's
greatest
producer.
influence
fine mind
and
spirit extended far beyond the pictures he
made. He will be sorely missed for a long
time by the industry he benefited and by millions throughout the world to whom he gave
beautiful things and most of all by his intimates among whom I was happy to count
myself. He was a beloved friend and counsellor.
NICHOLAS
M. SCHENCK,
President of
Loev/s, Inc. :
Thalberg was the most important man in
the production end of the motion picture industry. He was important personally even
more than officially. We all loved him. It
is difficult to bear such a blow.
CARL

E. MILLIKEN,
Secretary,
Motion
Picture
Producers
and
Distributors
of
America :
Irving Thalberg was a creative genius and
his loss will be grievously felt by all in the
motion picture industry.
He was a charming, lovable character, and the news of his
death comes as a great shock to me.
E. W. HAMMONS, President, Educational
Pictures :
Having known Irving Thalberg since as a
youth he began his remarkable career in a
job with Universal, I have watched with the
greatest interest and admiration his spectacular achievements, and it is a great shock
to hear of the sudden close of his life and
work. He was of course one of the really
great men of the industry and his loss will
be sorely felt.
R. H. COCHRANE, President, Universal
Pictures Corp. :
Irving Thalberg's death is a terrific blow
to the moving picture industry. The company
he did so much for will miss him greatly.
Our sorrow at Universal is a deep and personal one too. He was loved by hundreds of
people who worked with him here who will
never forget his charm, his great ability and
his unfailing loyalty to his friends.
JULES

LEVY, Vice-President, RKO Distributing Corp. :
The death of Irving Thalberg is not only
a loss to Metro but to the entire industry. Thalberg was unique as the greatest young executive in the history of our business. We
all feel a personal loss.
EDWARD L. ALPERSON,
National :
Irving Thalberg's death
loss. His accomplishments
twenties established him as
progressive
personalities

West

Tribute

Thalberg's
Coast Bureau Funeral
of THE Tomorrow
FILM
DAILY

showman in the theatrical trade. I consider
his passing not only a great loss to the
entire motion picture industry but to the
millions of picture goes as well.
NEIL AGNEW,
Vice-President in charge of
sales, Paramount Pictures :
In the motion picture industry there was
no man
more gifted than Thalberg.
His
death is a great loss.
GEORGE
J. SCHAEFER,
Vice-President
and General Manager, United Artists:
Mr. Thalberg's death comes as a severe
blow to those of us who were fortunate
enough to know him as a business associate
and as a friend. Aside from the inspirational
qualities which he contributed to motion pictures through the films he created, important
as this was, of even more importance were
his personal attributes, his exemplary family
life. In both these respects — as a fine executive and as a family man, he has endowed
the industry with qualities that are irreplaceable.
SOL

M. WURTZEL,
ecutive Producer:

20th Century-Fox Ex-

We who knew Thalberg as a brother worker in the motion picture industry are shocked
and saddened by his untimely death. He
was a person of high ideals in the finest
sense of the word and he applied these ideals
not only to his personal life but to his business career.
FRANK CAPRA, President of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and. Science:
Irving Thalberg was one man whom
everyboy trusted that knew him. He was
always motivated by idealism. He was our
industry's
ideas and greatest
ideals be uplifting
forever force.
with us. May his
WM. LEBARON, Production Manager,
Paramount studios:
The death of a great friend, Irving Thalberg, is too sudden to realize since his position in the motion picture industry was one
that will be impossible to fill and this fact
will be realized throughout the industry. My
deepest sympathy in their bereavement goes
out to Irving Thalberg's family.
SAM BRISKIN, Vice-President in charge
of production, RKO studios:
The unfortunate death of Thalberg at the
height of his career is one of the most severe
blows that we of the film industry have suffered in many years. A fine person and
a great creative genius, he will be sadly missed
by all who knew and admired
him.
DAVID
LOEW:
The untimely passing of Thalberg is a
major loss to the industry he loved so well
and served so faithfully.
HUNT
STROMBERG:
He was my best and truest friend. I shall
forever treasure the memory of his friendship
and the greatest of all picture minds.
SAM
KATZ:
I cannot believe that this true friend and
great leader has been taken away. His passing will bring the greatest loss the motion
picture industry has ever suffered. His accomplishments in the past, however, will live
long after him and his ideals will continue to
lift the motion picture industry to new and
exalted standards.
CHARLEStion Chief:
R. ROGERS, Universal ProducI have lost a great friend and the film industry has lost a great figure. Words fail
me when I try to express my admiration for
Thalberg the man and Thalberg the producer.
Both were truly great.
J. R. GRAINGER,
General Manager of Distribution, Universal:
Few people realize how important
Irving
Thalberg was to this industry.
He worked
so smoothly and so unobtrusively that he did

not seem to be working. But it was that
intense concentration that wore down one of
the greatest producers this business ever developed. His place will be hard to fill, but
in memory he will be a milestone of progress.
I shall feel his loss personally and deeply.
CARL M. LESERMAN, Vice-President,
Grand National :
It was a decided shock to me to learn of
Irving Thalberg's death. I have always
had the greatest admiration for this brilliant
young motion picture executive to whose
credit are many of the outstanding motion
picture hits of all time. I have known him
since the days he first started in this business and remember the brilliance and great
promise he showed as a lad of twenty when
he was general manager in charge of production for Universal. The loss suffered
by the motion picture industry as a result
of his death will never be known.
J. CHEEVER
COWDIN,
Chairman of the
Board, Universal:
Much of the magic of modern big production technique was given to the movies
by Irving Thalberg. He was a credit to
this industry and one of its proudest legends
of success.
He will be greatly missed.
E. H.

GOLDSTEIN, Vice-President, Republic Pictures :
The world at large as well as the motion
picture industry are bowed in grief at the
untimely death of one of its most important
figures. Irving Thalberg's contributions to
the enjoyment of millions of persons in all
parts of the world constitute a monument
which few men are privileged to possess.
His ofloss
all
us. is a shock of the first magnitude to
Films :H. THOMAS,
HARRY

Producer

He set new and finer standards of screen entertainment; he was a builder and a pioneer.
We all have a share in the sorrow of those
who were nearest and dearest to him.

Hollywood — The funeral
of Irving G. Thalberg
will be held here tomorrow.
The
motion picture industry here will cease all activities for five minutes at the time of
the funeral as a mark of its respect for the man and his achievements for the industry,
while the M-G-M studios will remain closed all day.

President, Grand
is an irreparable
even in his early
one of the most
and
outstanding

to M-G-M

President, Mutual

I feel in the demise of Irving Thalberg the
motion picture industry has lost its greatest
luminary.
To his wife, his children, his parents and
his sister, I wish to extend my heartfelt
sympathy. To replace one possessed of such
personal integrity and business capabilities
will be an impossibility. His rapid strides
to the top so early in life, and the uplifting
influence of his personality should serve as
a beacon light illuminating the path of those
in the industry who shall come after.
A. W. SMITH, JR.:
Thalberg was a real production genius, a
creator of some of the finest pictures the
industry lias ever made. Not only is his loss
a great one from the standpoint of his personal friends but the industry itself suffers
an untold loss.
It cannot replace him.
JACK

COHN,
Vice-President,
Columbia
Pictures :
Irving Thalberg's death is an unutterable
and irreparable loss in a great industry.
A. JULIAN
BRYLAWSKI,
Washington:
In the passing of Irving Thalberg I have
not only lost a personal friend but the industry has lost one of its greatest geniuses.
To his bereaved family I can only join with
the rest of the film world in extending my
deep-felt sympathy
and sorrow.
J. J. MILSTEIN,
Vice-President in charge
of sales, Republic Pictures:
The news of the untimely death of Irving
Thalberg comes as a severe blow to all of us
in the industry who admired
his genius and
GRADWELL
L. SEARS,
General
Sales
Manager,
Warner- First National:
All of us who are associated in any capacity with the motion picture industry must
feel that the death of Irving Thalberg is
one of the greatest losses that the industry
could possibly sustain. It is irreparable, for
men of that calibre are very rare. He did
as much as any single individual to put motion pictures in the position they hold today.

respected his worth as a man. His loss to
the cause of better pictures is irreparable.
A production executive without a peer, a
shrewd showman and a devoted husband, his
sudden departure leaves vacant an important
niche in the Motion Picture Hall of Fame
that will not readily be filled.
H. WILLIAM FITELSON, Attorney:
The industry can ill afford to lose a production executive of Thalberg's calibre. His
passing is a severe shock which must, of
necessity, reverberate through the business.
SAM

DEMBOW,
Gen. Manager,

JR., Vice-President
and
National Screen Service:

Irving Thalberg's
death is a sad blow to
all of us.
He was a great force for good
in the motion picture industry.
B.

S. MOSS:
I am deeply shocked to hear of the passing
of Irving Thalberg. The Motion Picture
Industry has suffered an irreparable loss.

HARRY

L. CHARNAS:

I am terribly grieved to learn of the death
of Irving Thalberg. The loss of this man to
the Motion Picture Industry cannot be measured in words.
GEORGE
R. BATCHELLER,
JR., Treasurer, Chesterfield-Invincible:
Irving Thalberg's death was a very great
shock to me. I was privileged to count him
among my friends. His loss, however, comes
as even a greater shock to the entire motion
picture industry. He possessed both personal and business genius which can never
be replaced.
HARRY D. BUCKLEY, Vice-President of
United Artists:
One of the greatest tragedies the motion
picture industry has ever experienced is the
untimely death of Irving Thalberg. His contributions as a producer were countless, his
influence as a man unparalleled. The entire
entertainment world mourns this great leader.
BERT
MAYERS, Attorney:
An irreparable loss to the film industry
perhaps its greatest genius.

of

WILLIAM

PIZOR,
tributing Corp. : President, Imperial DisIn the passing of Irving Thalberg this
industry loses its best friend and its greatest
teacher.
No one within my memory combined his
quality of showmanship and good taste in
the same degree of imminence.
M.

D. SIKAWITT,
President, Guaranteed
Pictures:
Words fail to express the shock I received
at the news of the death of Irving Thalberg.
RALPH

I. POUCHER, Vice-President Consolidated Film Industries:
The world has lost a gentleman who unqualifiedly proved his ability to do things
well — well worth doing. I mourn his passing but rejoice and give thanks that he lived.
He contributed more than his share to the
well-being of mankind, and the motion picture industry is smaller today in the loss
of a great man who did so much to widen
its horizon.

U. A. Spanish Film Opening
American premiere of "Incertidumbre" ("Uncertainty"), Spanishmade picture which United Artists
is releasing, will take place Sept. 18
at
the Cervantes Theater in New
York.

"Adverse" Fourth Week
Warner's "Anthony Adverse" goes
into its fourth week starting tomorStrand.
row morning at the New York
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NIGHT"

Robert
Young,
Florence
Rice, Ted
Healy, Julie Haydon
and Catharine
Doucet
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

M-G-M
50 mins.
COMEDY MYSTERY THAT GETS OVER
WITH CLEVER DIALOGUE AND NICE
WORK BY SEVERAL MEMBERS OF CAST.
Combining clever dialogue and good acting by Ted Healy and Sidney Toler, this
comedy mystery-melodrama should fit nicely on the average bill. That the story
is confused makes little difference since
the satire furnishes plenty of entertainment. A gang of thieves dispose of stolen
goods to the department slore owned by
playboy Robert Young. In the gang are
Stanley Fenton, son of Janet Beecher who
is a trusted employee, and his girl friend,
Julie Haydon, also employed at the store.
Soon after Fenton confesses to his mother,
she is found dead. The police arrive and
start to grill Fenton. He is murdered
just as he starts to name the members
of the gang. Haydon disappears and a
search of the store is started. More
police are called but they prove to be members of the gang in disguise. Florence
Rice saves the day by melting a firesprinkler which brings the police as well
as the fire department. Errol Taggart's
direction manages to forget the story and
as a result stresses comedy much to the
benefit of all concerned. Adequately
mounted, the picture is capably produced
by Lucien Hubbard and Sam Marx, from a
screen play by Robert Andrews that is
loaded with comedy.
Cast: Robert Ycung, Florence Rice, Ted
Healy, Julie Haydon, Catharine Doucet,
Janet Beecher, Leslie Fenton, Sidney Tcler,
Paul Stanton, Etienne Girardot, Tommy
Bupp, Samuel S. Hinds, Minor Watson, Kitty
McHugh, Olin Howland, Gertrude Sutton,
John Hyams
Producers, Lucien Hubbard, Samuel Marx;
Director, Errol Taggart; Author, Cortland
Fitzsmmcns; Screenplay, Robert Andrews;
Cameraman, Lester White; Editor, Robert
J Kern
Direction, Good
Photography, Good.

FOREIGN
"One Hundred Days of Napoleon"
'"Campo di Maggio"), in Italian, with
English titles; produced by Tirrenia; directed by Giovacchino Forzano; with Corrado Racco, Pino Locchi, et al; distributed
by Nuovo Mondo; at the Cine-Roma.
Excellent historical picture produced with
German-Italian cooperation ranks with leading pictures of its kind.

"Adverse" Big in Seattle

Seattle — Warner's "Anthony Adverse," which had its local premiere
Thursday at the Fifth Avenue Theater, broke all attendance and boxoffice records at the house for opening day's business.
Movie Day at Texas Expo
Dallas — Today will be Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Day at the Texas Centennial
Exposition. Hollywood personalties, as
well as theater men and exchange officials from Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana
and Arkansas, will attend. The evening's
program
will be broadcast nationally.
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A "£MU" pW "Mi

By RALPH WILK
Madge Bellamy will appear in
HOLLYWOOD
"Under Your Spell." Lawrence TibQENE
LOCKHART
will play a bett vehicle for 20th-Fox. The
featured role in "Career
Wo- studio also has given Dixie Dunbar
man" for 20th-Fox.
The picture a new contract. She is now in "Pigwill be directed by Lew Seiler.
skin Parade" and will appear next
▼
T
T
T
T
Jean Harlow will appear with in "One in a»Million."
Wallace Beery, Spencer Tracy and
Ann Dvorak has been borrowed
James Stewart in M-G-M's "The by RKO from Warners for the femT
T
inine lead in "All Scarlet", with
Foundry." T
Smith Ballew and Harry Carey.
Rudyard Kipling's "Wee Willjie
▼
T
T
Winkie" will be the basis of a ShirRKO Radio has assigned four diley Temple film at 20th CenturyFox. Howard Ellis Smith and Julian
rectors: Rowland V. Lee to "Robber
Josephson are adapting it under Barons," Christy Cabanne to "OutGene Markey as associate producer.
casts of Poker Flat," Edward Killy
to "General Delivery" and Wallace
Jean Arthur will appear opposite Fox to "All Scarlet."
T
Y
Y
Charles Boyer in "History is Made
at Night,"
Walter
Wanger
producParamount
casting:
Michael
Visation for United Artists. Frank
roff for "Champagne Waltz," Fred
Borzage will direct.
Mac Murray - Gladys Swarthout
y
y
t
Lloyd Nolan has been signed to starred; Etinne Giradot for "College
with Jack Benny, Mary
a long-term Paramount contract Holiday,"
Boland, George Burns and Gracie
following his work in "Texas Rang- Allen; Lu Miller, Saundra Meazel,
ers." He will
roles.
t be t givenr sympathetic Eddie Phillips and Jack Garner for
in Your Lap," in which
June Lang will appear opposite "Right
Marsha Hunt, John Howard and
Warner Baxter in 20th-Fox's "White Eugene Pallette are featured.
Hunter." She replaces Simone SiY
Y
Y
mon, who was stricken by influenza
while on location.
"Pick a Star" is the tentative
T
▼
T
title selected for Jack Haley's next
Katharine Hepburn will have feature
comedy for Hal Roach. EdFranchot Tone as leading man in
ward Sedgwick will direct and
handle the production.
RKO Radio's "Quality Street."
▼

y

from

Boston — "Ecstasy" at the Park
Theater has broken all records of
attendance and runs in local history
by going into its sixth month. Business is getting stronger as weather
improves, says Max Michaels, manager.

Atlanta — Republic exchange has
closed a product deal with the Manning & Wink Circuit.
Childress, Tex.— The Palace Theater was destroyed by fire last
week.
Loss was estimated at $60,000.
Springfield, Vt.— The Avon Theater here is being reopened by JoIdeal. seph Mathieu. who also operates the

t

Criterion Theater
Is Formally Opened
(Continued

HERE & THERE

Page

1)

morning the theater will start on its
continuous policy.
The new house, built exclusively
for talkies on the site of the former
Loew's New York and in the same
block as the old Criterion, legit and
film landmark, is the last word in
scientific, acoustic and artistic skill.
It seats 1,700 including 1,250 orchestra, 200 loge and 200 mezzanine
seats, and all seats are several
inches wider than the average.
Policy will be exclusive first-run
features, with extended engagements.
House will open week-days at 8
A.M. and close at 2 A.M. On Saturdays itwill run until 5 A.M. Prices
will be 25 cents to 1 P.M., 55 cents
to 6 P.M. and 75 cents after 6 P.M.
The 200 loge seats will be priced
slightly higher.
The Criterion will be under the
direction of Harry L. Charnas in
conjunction with B. S. Moss. Milton
Marion is house manager, with Arthur Jeffrey as advertising and publicity director, Phil Laufer as Jeffrey's assistant, Max Feinberg as
chief projectionist and John Hemmer as chief electrician.
Helen Gleason will sing "The Star
Spangled Banner" at tonight's invitation opening. Grover A. Whalen
will introduce the celebrities, who
will include the creamy of society,
stage, screen, opera and other fields.

Mobile Mirrophonic Unit
Is Launched by E R P.I
The most powerful high quality
mobile sound reproduction unit ever
constructed was officially introduced
to the members attending the N. J.
Allied Convention at Atlantic City
last week. The unit, consisting of
a special automobile trailer housing
a standard large sized Mirrophonic
Sound System, forms one item in the
special exploitation campaign which
Electrical Research Products Inc. is
employing as a part of its advertising, designed to publicize theaters
opening with the new sound equipment. The mobile unit was operated
outside the Traymore Hotel in Atlantic City where the conventioneers were assembled.
Following the convention, Philadelphia's film row was treated to a
demonstration of Mirrophonic, after
which the portable unit was used to
officially introduce the new sound at
Erny & Nolan's Erlan Theater, Philadelphia. It was then transferred
to Jay Emanuel's Park Theater,
Reading, to repeat the performance
before capacity crowds.
Frank Walker, general manager
of Comerford theaters, following the
response at the opening of his
Strand Theater, Scranton, anticipates installing Mirrophonic
throughout the Comerford Circuit.

Worcester, Mass. — The Front
Street Theater here will reopen late
tions.
this Fall after extensive alteraGreenville, N. H. — The Sawyer
Theater here has reopened.
Nashua, N. H. — The Park Theater here, operated by the Morse
circuit, will close this month.

Will Hays Takes Issue
With Shaw Statement
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood, Calif., Sept. 14th— The
following statement was issued today by Will H. Hays, President of
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America:
"George Bernard Shaw in a letter to The
New York Times published this morning relaproposed motion picture version
errors tiveofto a fact.
of his play, 'St. Joan,' has committed several
"No motion picture treatment of the play
has been received by the Associatio
n and
consequently no opinion as to such treatment
has been rendered.
"With respect to Mr. Shaw's statement
that 'the censorship of the Hays Organization includes that of a body called the Catholic

"In the first place, the functions of the
Association's Production Code Administra
are not censorship. They provide a tion
selfAction':
regulation
which is wholly cooperative on the
part of those participating in its activities.
"Furthermore, our Production Code Administration functions entirely independently
of any other organization. It is, of course,
responsible to the public for the character
of the motion pictures it approves. In this
•sense, the views of any responsible public
agency are weighed by the Production Code
Administration for their proper
value. But
no outside agency of any character controls
or determines the judgments or opinions of
the Production Code Administration.
"We have no knowledge whatsoever concerning the advices given to Mr. Shaw relative to the changes and deletions in his play
which he says were suggested.
"There is no organization in the United
States known as the 'Catholic Action'."

Movies Better, Pope Told
Vatican City — Motion pictures are
now 40 per cent better than last year,
Pope Pius was told by Giuseppe Cassinis,
his official representative, on the tatter's return from the International
Cinema Exposition at Venice. It was
the first time the Holy See had sent
an official observer to the exhibition.
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2-REEL¥TPUT in SHORTS CUT DOWNT0 18%
RKO

Circuit Biz Up (or Fourth

"Swing Time" National Gross
is Expected to Exceed
"Top Hat" Take

Fabian

Ups in Albany

Albany — Fabian's Grand Theater, playing double features, has advanced its
top to 35 cents as a new fall policy.
Scale formerly was 25 cents top.

RKO theater business is well up
above that of last fall, Film Daily
learns. In the past four years RKO
box-office receipts have increased
each year over the preceding one.
"Swing Time" RKO Radio picture
starring Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers, appears likely to equal and
perhaps beat the national gross of
With a total of $7,542 in
"Top Hat," which had the largest freeDenver—
cash and merchandise at theaters
gross of any picture ever turned out
by the company, it was stated yes- this week, a new high for giveaways
terday.
has been reached. The Huffman theaters, which just recently started
the cash nights, have what it called
Triple Cash Night. One hundred
dollars is given to someone every
week, but only one number is drawn

SET GIVEAWAY RECORD
WITH $7,542 IN WEEK

TELLS WIS. EXHIBS
ASCAP IS A RACKET

(Continued

on Page

26)

Will Hear Arguments
Milwaukee — Labeled a legal rackOn 2 Per Cent City Tax

et, Ascap was charged with exacting
double taxes from exhibitors by
Congressman T. J. O'Malley in his
address before the opening session
of the Independent Theater Owners'
Protective Ass'n at the Plankinton
Hotel here yesterday. O'Malley declared that exhibitors are paying
(Continued

on Page

27)

Fabian Pool in Brooklyn
Takes Effect on Sept. 18
New pool arrangement of the
Brooklyn Paramount, Warner's
Strand and Fabian's Fox under the
direction of Si Fabian takes effect
Sept. 18. The Paramount becomes
the long run house, playing Paramount specials and "A" product. Columbia specials will probably
be
(Continued

on Page

27)

Invasion
Albany — RKO Proctor Theater over in
Troy has invaded Albany for trade.
The house carried a theatrical ad in
the Albany papers on Sunday. Both
RKO Proctor's in Troy and Schenectady
are listed in the Albany exchange book.

Successive Year

More Major Companies Now Confining Shorts to
One-Reelers — Independents Also Fall in
Line With Trend Due to Dual Bills
As a result of the
by the prevalence of
this season announce
ers, compared with

swing away from two-reel shorts induced
double-feature programs, major companies
only 164 two-reelers against 576 one-reel240 two-reel subjects and 519 one-reelers

"EARLY BIRD" PRICES
MOSTLY ELIMINATED
Virtually 100 per cent of the theaters in the New York territory outside of Broadway have now eliminated "early bird" matinee prices,
according to a spokesman for the
general exhibitor committee yesterday. The Broadway houses have

M-G-M Studios, Offices Will Close
For Irving Thalberg Funeral Today

"Flaming Barriers", by James
Oliver Curwood; "The Hoosier
Schoolboy", by Edward Eggleston,
and Victor Thome's novel, "Anne
Against the World," have been acquired by W. Ray Johnston of MonCgram
for production
during the
(Continued

on

Page

26)

(Continued

on Page

26)

(Continued on Page 26)

Arguments on the appeal of United
Artists from the New York City 8,500 Contracts to Date
Closed on RKO Product
2 per cent sales tax, as assessed by
the city comptroller, will be made in
the Court of Appeals at Albany
RKO Radio has sold 8,500 contracts to date, counting circuits
either late in October or early in
where deals have been practically
November. The plaintiff's records agreed upon, it was stated yesterday.
have been printed. O'Brien, Dris- These contracts include all important
coll & Raftery is counsel for United
Artists.
circuits in the country.

3 More Stories Acquired
For Monogram Program

last season, which means that tworeel production had been cut to 18
per cent of the total shorts output
against 29 per cent last year, an
analysis of programs reveals. Independent producers and distributors of shorts also have fallen in
line with the trend of the major
companies.
Following the action of Paramount, two seasons ago, in confining itself to single-reel subjects for
its shorts program, Universal also
is now out of the two-reel field. The

West Coast Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Funeral services for
Irving G. Thalberg will be held at
10 o'clock this morning, Pacific Time,
at Temple B'nai B'rith, with Rabbi
Edgar F. Magnin officiating. The
services will be strictly private, with
only Thalberg's family and immediate friends attending. Interment
will
Park. be in Forest Lawn Memorial
The M-G-M studios will be closed
(Continued

on

Page

4)

67 MUSICIANS' LOCALS
IN CLOSED SHOP DEAL
Sixty-seven musicians' locals in the
U. S. and Canada have entered into
closed shop working agreements with
the American Federation of Actors,
it was learned yesterday. As soon
as final details are completed, all
variety actors playing in cities where
these working agreements are in effect will be obliged to present their
paid-up cards in the AFA. A condition of the agreement is that AFA
members be instructed to appear only
with union musicians.

Joe Schenck

in Hospital

Joseph M. Sd.jnck yesterday was a
patient at Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York
City, which he entered following his
return to New York Monday on the
Normandie from London. Condition of
the 20th Century-Fox executive, who,
it is stated, entered the institution for
observation last night was reported as
"fairl

eo .'fortable".
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CHARLES LAUGHTON has gone to Rome
from London to do some research for his forthcoming Korda-United Artists release, "I, Clau-

.".

1879

JANE WYATT, having finished her role in
Universal's "Luckiest Girl in the World," has
left Hollywood
for a two-week
vacation.
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RUTH RICH, Gus S. Eyssell's secretary at
Radio City Music Hall, leaves Saturday for an
18-day vacation in Mexico City, Vera Cruz and
Havana.
dius."
EDWARD C. RAFTERY has returned to New
York following a vacation at Watch
Hill, R. 1.
on
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From Atlantic City, the peripatetic "Hap" Hadley. who is always on the job when anything
important is doing, sent us the above pen-and-ink likeness of 22-year-old Rose Coyle, who was
crowned Miss America on Saturday night and is now on her way to Hollywood for a Warner
studio screen test. "Hap" was one of the appraisers of pulchritude who helped pick Miss Coyle.
Other judges included Vincent Trotta, James Montgomery Flagg, Russell Patterson, George Petty,
and a few more. The 1936 Miss America was Miss Philadelphia in the beauty contest sponsored
by the Showmen's Variety Jubilee put on by the Philadelphia
Variety Club

Fight Proposed Boston Law
Against 2,000-Foot Reels

Hearing is Postponed
In N. O. Conspiracy Suit

Confronted by an attempt to prohibit use of 2,000-foot reels in Massachuset s, adelegation representing
major distributors goes to Boston
on Sept. 22 to protest against a proposed law at a hearing to be held
by the Commissioner of Public Safety. The committee will include Arthur Dickinson of the Hays organization.
So far use of the larger reels has
made but little progress, it is reported. According to records now
available, only picture put into distribution in a 2,000-foot length is
"LaH of the Mohicans."

New Orleans — Hearing in George
S. Fuller's conspiracy suit against
seven majors and two Saenger executives probably will not be held before November, The Film Daily
learns reliably as lawyers amicably
agree to postponement past Sept. 23,
when summonses are returnable.
Three majors, and two individuals
yesterday asked the court not to
compel them to answer the inter^gatories since the questions therein compelled them to testify against
themselves The majors are: Fox, MG-M and Vitagraph; the individuals,
Harold Wilkes, Gaston Dureau, Jr.
Vitagraph manager Lucas Conner,
M-G-M's Jimmie Briant, Fox's Ernest Landaiche also pleaded excuse in
answering the interrogatories since
they are not officers of the companies involved or parties to the suit.

French Newsreel Debut
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HERBERT J. YATES is due back in New
Sunday from the South.

JOHN EBERSON leaves tonight for Amsterdam, N. Y., to attend the opening of the
Theater,
which
he
reconditioned.

FINANCIAL
YORK

sails today on the Normandie
Hurel accompanies
him.

GENEVIEVE TOBIN, recently back from
abroad, is at the St. Regis for a few days
before
leaving for the coast.
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Universal
by plane

BILL GARGAN left yesterday by plane for
the Coast to work in a forthcoming Wangcr
production.

JOHN W. ALICOATE

at

COWDIN,
York today

HERBERT GIVEN was
day from Philadelphia.
JIMMY
Chicago.

SAVO

in New

leaves New

REG WILSON of GB left New
for Kansas City.
FREDDIE KOHLMAR
from Hollywood.
for

York yester-

York

today for

York yesterday

has arrived in New

HERMAN SHUMLIN
Hollywood.

MAURICE COWAN
arrived in New
York

Tex., theater

York

left by plane yesterday
and MRS. COWAN
from
Europe.

MRS. EDGAR SELWYN
night for the coast.

have

left by plane last

New "Phantom" Prints
West
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Bureau

of
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Hollywood — Burroughs-Tarzan
Pictures has recalled all prints on
"Phantom of Santa Fe" and will
issue new ones. As the picture was
about to be nationally released, it
was discovered that the color chemical had dulled the sound track. This
is
now
corrected. Meanwhile
"Tundra"being
is being released.
Burroughs-Tarzan recently appointed Olmstead-Stubbins as its
franchise holder in California, Arizona, Nevada and the Hawaiia.

American premiere of Movie-News
of Europe, the French-Gaumont
newsreel to be distributed in this
"Ramona" for Criterion
country by French Motion Picture
Corp., will take place Sept. 23 at the
"Ramona", 20th Century-Fox pic"Devil is Sissy" Premiere
Newsreel Theater. The reel also has
ture in Technicolor, will be the secM-G-M's
"The
Devil
is
a
Sissy",
been booked already in Los Angeles, with Freddie Bartholomew, Mickey
ond attraction at the new Criterion,
San Francisco, Minneapolis, St.
"Give Me Your Heart,"
Paul, Baltimore and Pittsburgh, ac- Rooney and Jackie Cooper, has its following
premiere Friday evening at the Ohio which opens this morning.
cording to John S. Tapernoux.
Theater. Columbus. It follows "Great
Ziegfeld" into the Capitol, New York.

Carrington

North

Resigns

f'ai rington North, who has been in
charge of fiction in the Columbia
Henartment at the company's
homi Th c, has resigned and has
been succeeded by Michael Kraike,
who re ' ntly joined the organization
as story scout.

Closes Warrington House
Warrington, Fla. — George Fuller,
exhibitor who is suing for injunction
against seven major companies and
two Saenger circuit officials charging conspiracy to deprive him of
product, is closing his theater here.

IT'S UNITED TO CHICAGO
United
offers
short,
fast,
frequent
commuter
schedules
...
10 planes
daily to Chicaero.
Service backed by
100 million miles of flying1.
Tickets: 58 E. 42nd St., MU

UNITED

AIR

2-7300

LINES

Wednesday. Sept. I^j936

SIX PARA. PICTURES
START IN TWO WEEKS
ll'.si Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

THALBERG SERVICES
STRICTLY PRIVATE
(Continued

DAILY

Hollywood — Six new productions
are scheduled to go in work at
Paramount within two weeks. They
are "One Man's Bonus," with Edward Everett Horton; "College Holiday," with Jack Benny, Burns and
Allan and Martha Raye; "You and
Me," with George Raft; "Exclusive,"
with Carole Lombard; "Maid of
Salem," with Claudette Colbert, and
"Stairs of Sand."
The studio now has "Champagne
Waltz," "The Plainsman," "Hideaway Girl." "Jungle Princess,"
"Right in Your Lap" and "Rose
Bowl" before the cameras, while six
others are being edited for release.

for "General"

Week
Third
Paramount's "The General Died
at Dawn" goes into a third and final
week today at the New York Paramount. "Texas Rangers" follows.

SEATTLE
"San Francisco" has gone into an
11th week at the Blue Mouse.
In Seattle and Spokane over the
week-end arranging for opening of
"Anthony
Adverse" was Arnold Albert of Warners.
The Circle of 411 Second Ave.
South, has reopened under new management.
Chuck Charles of the Roxy at
Everett
was Ditto
recently
on Seattle's
film rialto.
the Wenatcheean
exhibitors, Charles Greime and
George Gasken.
"Last of the Mohicans" has been
moved for a second week to the Music Box.

DENVER
Andy Floor, owner of theaters in
Salt Lake City, was here several
days on business.
Ben Fish, western sales manager
for United Artists, was in Denver
a couple of weeks conferring with Al
Hoffman, local manager.
Nat Saland of the Mercury Film
Lab., New York, was in Denver a
week on business.
Bernard Newman of Mercury Film
exchanges is in Salt Lake City. C.
C. McDermond, manager of the exchange in Salt Lake City, is takin"a business trip in the northern part
of the territory.

PITTSBURGH
Over a dozen houses in this territory have added amateur shows
within the last week. Cooler weather
is expected to increase the list.
George S. Harrison, treasurer of
Harris Amusement Co., is in the
ital recuperating from an appendix operation.
The Point Marion (Pa.) News is
usii • all its theater ads on the
front page.

• • • IF YOU will step this way along the Rialto, folks,
we will be charmed and honored to give you a flash of as neat
and novel a two-reeler as you will lamp in a season of shorts
sight-seeing . . not that you want to spend a season looking
at shorts but if you have a yen for the bright and the light
touch in airy persiflage
and if you go in for the spoofing
note in comedy business
AND Gals
and WHAT Gals!
..then lookee we give you, as the luncheon orators
say without actually giving you anything just a figure of
speech
we give you Jefferson Machamer
and his "Gags
and Gals"
an Educational example of entertainment that
knocks you right out of
doldrums
Tthe fed-up-on-films
T
▼
• •
• DON'T ASK us to analyze the ingredients
it can't be done
you can see for yourself it's just one gent's
conception of what screen entertainment should be in the light
and spoofing division done with trimmings of Gorgeous Girlies
but this lad Jeff Machamer who turns out those swell
cartoons for the comics certainly has an original conception
the trick is for him to keep the refreshing innovation going for a series
but as you will probably agree as Jeff's
Gags and Gals flash before your charmed orbs, any gent who
can lay down a line of novelty slants WITH bubbling humor
like this opening stanza, can probably keep going for the full
distance right through the season
and say, Jeff, where did
you pick that unnamed model who comes on for one bit and
leaves you biting your fingernails hoping and praying she comes
back again
which she doesn't
whazzizit?
an
appetizer for more in a later edition of Gags and Gals ?
o-oh
she's gor-gee-ous
T
T
T
• •
• SO WE stroll along the Rialto again
and bump
into another beauty contest getting under way
the Welfit
firm with their "Beauty Winner" foundation garments (which to
you males means the clothes closest to the cutie's cuticle) are
having Norman D. Waters and Associates handle the nationwide contest in conjunction with local picture houses
runs from Oct. 1 to March 1 with prizes 'n everythin'
for
ONE winning beauty
tut, tut
and so many runnersup left over for the next beauty contest
▼
TV
• • • WE ARE now passing the G-B home offices as the
execs and staff line up ceremoniously as the guard of honor
carry the first prints of "The Man Who Lived Again" and "East
Meets West" into the vaults
tea will be served in a moment in Arthur Lee's T
office
▼but let's
▼ hurry along
• •
• WHAT IS this riot over at the WOR studio?
just a squad of Bill Corum's football buddies watching him sign
on the dotted line for a Kellogg broadcast every Friday nite on
football right through the season
and can Bill deliver!
T
▼
▼
• •
• WE HATE to rush you, folks
but you can't
expect us to spend the day with you just because you hang
around this column as if it was the corner saloon ...
• lookit
Deputy Commish Bert Adler in the reviewing stand with
the Mayor's
party at the Coney Island Mardi Gras . . .
• Richard Cromwell and Bert Wheeler on Buddy Cantor's hour
at WMCA from the Grand Central Palace at the Nat'l Radio
Show ... • while Beatrice Lillie and Sheila Barrett are readying to go on Rudy Vallee's program tomorrow nite ... • Over
at the Warner home office the Contest Dep't on the $1,000 "Bengal Tiger" exploitation campaign are up to their necks in entrants seven cash prizes, no less ...
• And as we pass
the Globe theater we note that Charles Farrell will be seen here
starting Saturday in "Trouble Ahead" ... • And that noise
in the Paramount building is the first rumbling of the Pep Club
getting ready to elect officers on Tuesday, with Charles L. Gartner unopposed for the presidency
thank gawd something
is going through Paramount unopposed ...
• What have we
run into?
a snowstorm in Sept.?
naw . . . just a
carload of release sheets showered down on Broadway from
Warners, stating that "The Charge of the Light Brigade" will
be released this fall at pop prices
tut, tut
don't
those Warner pub lads ever stop grinding out the blurbs ?

from
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all day as a tribute to the producer,
who died suddenly on Monday. The
New York offices of Metro and
Loew's will close at 1 P. M., while
all exchanges throughout the country will Time.
close for an hour at 10 A.M.
Pacific

CONNECTICUT
Warner's have increased balcony
prices at the Cameo, Bridgeport
and State, Waterbury, as the first
of contemplated higher price tryouts.
Independent MPTO of Connecticut
will be addressed at its first fall
meeting on Sept. 22 by Maurice
Shulman, Hartford exhib who attended the Allied Convention and
will reports its highlights.
Academy Pictures has sold,
through its recently established
New Haven exchange, Interstate
Theaters, Strand Amusement, Middlesex Enterprises, Jadams Amusement, the Hadelman circuit and
others, with release of product beginning the end of September.
Harris Brothers have now closed
with Paramount, Columbia and GB
for the State, Hartford. No definite
policy or opening date has as yet
been determined.
Adolph G. Johnson has been made
Connecticut representative for Irving Zussman's Metro Premium Co.,
formerly distributing out of Boston.
Sound View theaters, the Colony
and Strand, are running one-night
schedules and will be closed Oct. 1.
George Smith is reported to be
keeping the Tower, Walnut Beach,
open this winter, closing the Colonial.
A building permit has been issued
to a newcomer in the industry for
the construction of a theater on
King's Highway, half-way between
the Community, Fairfield, and the
Black Rock, Bridgeport.
After general
repainting,
Loew'sto
reopened
the Palace,
Hartford,
alternate for two-week periods
with the WPA drama group. A
similar arrangement is being considered for Loew's-Poli, Meriden,
now closed.

FLORIDA
George Baldwin, manager of the
Regent, Miami, is inaugurating a
new policy of midnight shows.
Earle M. Fain, manager of the
Palace, Lees-burg, is reopening the
house after remodeling.
The Paramount, Miami, brought
^nck "His Brother's Wife" for a return run.
Delay in delivery of equipment
postponed the opening of the Beacham Theater, Orlando.
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SHORT

SUBJECT SCHEDULES
for 1936-37
Musii als,

Tot
Short.

OneReclers

TwoReelers

Reelers

30

22

6

Three2

Amkino
Burroughs-Tarzan
Celebrity
Columbia

12
l_,j

12
gj

26

S)
8
23
43
26
3
32

43

42

3
24
3e
26
3
12

8
92
3
113
87

(*)

Cartoons
124

Comedies

Travelogues

viile
Vaut e-

shorts are

released

104

970

735

through

20th

25
42

124

1
1

:_4
134

3
1
3

12

6
6

218

17

523
210

13
109

34

SUBJECT

57

13
233

115
45

•

Van Beuren
Van Beuren
Vitaphone
Vitaphone
Vitaphone
Mentone

Cross and
Dunn
Vitaphone
Denny,
Jack
Vitaphone
Dr. Rockwell
Mentone
Dorsay,
Fifi
Vitaphone
Downey, Morton
Vitaphone
Dunn,
Josephine. .. .Educational
Froos, Sylvia
Educational
Goodelle. Nilla . . . .Educational
Green, Johnnie
Vitaphone
Gribbon, Harry
Educational
Harris,
Phil
Vitaphone
Holtz, Lou
Vitaphone
Hope,
Bob
Vitaphone

Howard,
Shemp
Howard. Tom
Educational
Hope, Bob
Vitaphone
Janey, Leon
Vitaphone
Keaton,
Buster
....Educational
Lahr,
Bert
Educational
Law, Vera
Vitaphone
LeRoy,
Hal
Vitaphone
Lopez, Vincent
Vitaphone
Lucas, Nick
Vitaphone
MacKinney, Nina Mae Vitaphone
Machamer, Jefferson
Educational

•

•

•

• DIRECTORS
Hollywood

Smith. Cliff
Universal
Staub, Ralph
Warner
Bros.
Taylor. Ray
Republic
Terhune.
William
Hal Roach
Tourneur.
Jacques
M-G-M
White, Sam
RKO
Radio

White, Jules
Columbia
Wright, Mack
Republic
Yarborough, Jean... RKO
Radio
Beebe, Ford
Universal
Boasberg, Al
RKO Radio
Cahn, Edward
M-G-M

Charles,
Roger
Cummings,
Jack
Gordon, Douglas
Eason, Reeves
Feist, Felix F., Jr
Goodwin,
Les

Blake.

French,

Henabery,

May, Patty Doris
Hal Roach
Merton,
John
Republic
Murray,
Charlie
Columbia
Osborne,
Bud
Republic
Post, Guy Bates
Universal
Radio Rogues
Columbia
Roberti. Lyda
Hal Ro'ch
Rogers, Jean
Universal
Stevens, Landers. . .RKO
Radio
Murray,
Ken
Vitaphone
Nie^en,
Gertrude
Vitaphone
Norton. Robert
Vitaphone
O'Connell,
Charles. . . .Vitaphone
Patricola, Tom
...Educational
Phalon. Beverly
Vitaphone
Price,
Georgie
Vitaphone
Novis, Donald
Vitaphone
Reed, Janet
Vitaphone
Roberts, Eddie
Educational
Robinson,
Bill
Vitaphone
Rooney.
Pat. Jr.. . .Educational
Sasafrass
Vitaphone

•

•

Home, James
Hal Roach
Hoyt,
Vance
M-G-M
Kane, Josenh
Republic
Le
Borg.
Reginald
M-G-M
McCollum.
Hugh
Columbia
McGowan,
Robert... Hal Roach

Hal

Roach
Hal M-G-M
Roach
Republic
M-G-M
RKO
Radio

Don

Van

Beuren

Mack,

•
Adler, Felix
Hal Roach
Bell. Thomas
Hal Roach
Black, Preston
Columbia
Boasberg, Al
RKO
Radio
Charles, Roger
Hal Roach
Collins, Monte
RKO
Radio
Cunningham,
Joe... RKO
Radio
Douglas, Gordon
Hal Roach
Duquette,
Arthur. .. .Hal Roach
Fields. Joe
RKO
Radio
Ennis, Bert
Freeman,
Dave
Froman,
Eddie

Paramount
....Educational
Vitaphone

Flournoy,
Richard. . .Hal Roach
Frickett, C. J...
Hal Roach
Geraghty,
Maurice
...Republic
Goldstone, Richard
M-G-M
Goodwin,
Les
RKO
Radio
Grey, Johnnie
RKO
Radio
Guedel, John
Hal Roach
Hall, Charles
Hal Roach
Home, James
Hal Roach

Joseph

Roy

...Vitaphone

Nathan, Adele Gutman,
Paramount

Vitaphone

• WRITERS
Hollywood

Jevne.
Jones,

1

•

Jack
Arthur

Hal Roach
Vernon Hal Roach
Knight, Tracy
Republic
Law. Hal
Hal Roach
McCoy,
Harry
Hal Roach
Meins, Gus
Hal Roach
Miller, Dave
M-G-M
Moffitt, Jefferson
Hal Roach

Switzer,

Carl

(Alfalfa)
Hal

Taylor, Al
Thomas,
(Buckwheat)

Roach
Republic
Wm.
Hal Roach

Three Stooges
Warwick.
Lois
Wdde.
Lois
Wing. Toby

Columbia
Republic
Republic
Hal Roach

Shelton.
George
Educational
Spaeth. Dr. Sigmund. .Vitaphone
Tim
and
Irene
Educational
Timbers',
Herman.
Jr..
Educational
Truex, Ernest
Educational
Van, Vera
Vitaphone
Waters, Ethel
Vitaphone
West, Buster
Educational
Yacht Club Boys
Vitaphone
Yorke and King. .. .Educational

•

New York
Vitaphone

68

•

New York

Hancock,

39

PERSONALITIES

• PLAYERS
Hollywood

Ace, Goodman
Ace, Jane
Apolon. Dave
Ates, Rosco
Armetta
Barton, James
Berks, Johnny
Bordoni.
Irene
Cabin Kids
Claire, Bernice
Collins, Monty
Cook, Joe
Courtney.
Inez

Educational

12

151

Century-Fox.

Lloyd

12
12

13

18
23

16

•

6

13

10

King, John
Universal
Lake, Florence
RKO Radio
Langdon,
Harry
Columbia
Laurel, Stan
Hal Roach
Laurence, Rosina
Hal Roach
Layne, Tracy
Republic
Lee, Eugene (Porky) . Hal Roach
Lindsey, Lots
RKO Radio
McFarland,
Spanky..Hal
Roach
Livingston,
Bob
Republic

Columbia

13
13

28
2
26
126

13

13

4
2
7

7

37

111

36
2

13

3
14
26

12

12

3

14
Miscel-

23

7
12
13

12
33
18

i:4

Erroll, Leon.. RKO
& Columbia
Farnum,
William
Republic
Fine, Larry
Columbia
Hardy,
Oliver
Hal Roach
Hood,
Darla
Hal Roach
Howard, Moe
Columbia
Howard. Jerry
Columbia
Hughes,
Kay
Republic
Kelly. Patsy
Hal Roach
Kennedy,
Edgar.... RKO
Radio

Al

13

43
10
8

10

13

Hal Roach
Republic
Hal Roach
Universal
RKO
Radio
Universal
Columbia
Falcon
Republic
....Republic

Vitaphone
Educational
Vitaphone
...Meyer Davis
Educational
Vitaphone

12
...

16

Beard, "Stymie"
Beatty,
Clyde
Beckett, Scott
Beery, Noah,
Tr
Catlett, Walter
Chaney, Lon, Jr
Clyde, Andy
Cody, Bill. Jr
Corrigan, Ray
Dermond.
William

Christie.

laneous
N.velties

9

•

K

12

12
18

2
12
1
1
43

12
12
18
65

140
12

32
23

20

SHORT

B.

lagszine
Subjects

Sports

4
4

5
80
2
112
39

12
24
18
65

TOTALS
* Educational

Newsreels

2

Educational (*)
Guaranteed
J. H. Hoffberg
Ideal
Imperial
Jay Dee Kay
Kinofrade
Ray
Kirkwood
Lenauer-International
M-G-M
Metropolis
Paramount
RKO
Radio
Republic
Screen Attractions
Stage & Screen
20th Century-Fox
Ufa
United Artists
Universal
Victory
Warner
Bros
World

Serials

Meins, Gus
Miller. Dave
Parrott, James

Hal

Roach
M-G-M
Hal Roach

Ripley, Arthur
Sidney, George

M-G-M
M-G-M

Schwarzwald.
Milton ..Mentone
Waller. Fred
Paramount
Watson.
William. . . .Educational

•
Parrott, James
Parsons, Harriett
Randall, George
Rathnell, John
Riggs, George
Rauh, Stan

Hal Roach
Columbia
RKO Radio
Republic
Hal Roach
RKO Radio

Ripley,
Roberts,
Rogers,

RKO
Hal

Arthur
Charles
Charles

M-G-M
Radio
Roach

Swabacker,
Leslie
Republic
Terry
I
. . . .Hal Roach
Tobo ,
....... Columbia
Townley, Jack
RKO Radio
Traver, Lee
Hal Roach
Treynor, Albert
Hal Roach
Smith.
IVte
M-G-M
White,
Jules
Columbia
Y i, Hal
Hal Roach

New York
Genet, Ira
Henley, Jack
Herman,
Justin
Hershey,
Burnett

Vitaphone
Vitaphone
Paramount
....Vitaphone

Hocky, Milton
Paramount
Jarrett, Arthur. Sr. . Educational
Klauber, Marcy .... Educational
MacDonald,
Ballard ...Mentone

Mach timer,
Otvos.
Rath,

Jefferson

Dorian
Fred

Educational
Vitaphone
Paramount

W.i'soi'.

William. . . .Educational

V illiams,
Charles
Wood. Cyrus

Vitaphone
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Shorts Make
24 SHORTS FINISHED
BY RKO RADIO STUD 0

fr* in Technical End
Rapid ?%
Strides

New High Level in Quality of Subjects is Ir Jicated
for 1936-37 Programs
By GEORGE H. MORRIS
Film Daily Editorial Staff

ter appreciation today than ever of
T3UILDING on rapid technical
strides made by the industry what the public wants in short
Hollywood — RKO Radio set a gen< ally during the past few years, films. Consequently plenty of human interest is being injected, the
quota of 36 short subjects for this short subject production for 1936-37
season, but has already completed indicates a new high level of qual- imaginative stressed, novelty heavity will be attained in this field.
ily accented, together with beauty,
•_'4 and has the other 12 listed for
spite inroads made on potential humor and a basically good enterthe production schedule.
oi
bookings
by
double
feature
tainment idea.
There are 12 musicals, including
six two-reelers with the Hall John- S'rograms, bank night, screen prizeSingularly successful are the
son Choir of 60 voices. The other games, extensive showing of forthcoming attraction trailers and other screen versions of newspaper synmusicals are included under the
HeadHner Series and include films time-consuming factors, both major
dicate comics. Here the short proshort producers anducer takes advantage of a pre'name" bands, musical per- and independent
ticipate a growing public enthusi- created public interest and animates
sonalities, and musical novelties, inasm for tabloid films.
the action and adventures of favcluding afilm with Buddy Doyle, the
orite cartoon characters. Such
well-known impersonator, in his imiOptimism is based on belief that shorts, because of patron familiarity
tation of the singing stars.
patron appetite for short product
Six Edgar Kennedy comedies are will increase with recession of with the make-believe actors and
the national publicity they receive
included
in thecomedies
season's divided
quota, into
be- double feature policy which will from the press in virtually all secsides 18 other
give the public a chance to see
tions of the country, have proved
three series, namely: situation com- more worthwhile shorts. Wide- their worth at the box-office.
farce, and slapstick. All the
spread agitation for admission
films in the quota are two-reelers.
price-hiking is bound to react in
One of the most important of the
The RKO Radio short subjects favor of re-adoption by many the- elements
being employed by tabloid
are under the supervision of Bert
aters of the former type of two- film producers on an increasingly
Gilroy, who succeeded to the post hour show consisting of newsreel,
scale is color. Short-makers
when Lee Marcus, for years in shorts and single feature, short larger
in the cartoon field have been quick
charge of the short-subject output, producers argue. With double fea- to grasp the fact that color and
became assistant to S. J. Briskin,
ture bills taken out of the "bargain" comics are naturally allied. They
vice-president in charge of produc- class, they feel public will give pa- have been for many years in the
tion.
tronage to houses showing better newspapers, especially in Sunday
balanced programs.
supplements which are both widely
Opportunity and tendency to and leisurely read by American
As a result, the color carMickey Cartoon Holds Over make better short product than ever families.
toon has contributed greatly to
this year is apparent. Skillful adapDallas — "Mickey's Circus," Walt
tation of music, creation of better bringing kid patrons into the theDisney cartoon distributed by Unit- atmosphere, improved delineation in
aters, as well as their elders. Aped Artists, made such a hit at the cartoon making, clearer sound,
plication of color to other types of
Palace that Manager Fred Patter- elimination of crudeness, and pho- shorts is also on the up-grade in
son has held it over for a second
tographic advancements can be the carefully planned battle being
week.
counted on the technical side to waged to bring the tab film to the
raise short quality. Equally, if not important place its advocates feel
more important, are creative and it should occupy on the nation's
screens.
psychological factors.
There is bet•' THE
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PARAMOUNT PROGRAM
40 PER CENT FINISHED
Paramount already has completed
40 per cent of its short subject production schedule for 1936-37, it is
estimated by Lou Diamond's office.
This percentage deals with 103
shorts, exclusive of the 104 issues
of Paramount News, which will be
released during the new year.
From August through September
the subjects completed include:
Paramount Headliners: "Gypsy
Revels," "Music Over Broadway";
"Knock, Knock, Who's There";
Grantland Rice Sportlight: "Neptune's Scholars," "Lucky Spills";
Paramount
Paragraphics:
"Lulu's
L o v e," "Broadway
Highlights,"
"Straight as an Arrow"; Betty
Boop: "Happy You and Merry Me,"
"Training Pigeons"; Popeye the
Sailor: "Never Kick a Woman,"
"Little Swee' Pea"; Color Classic:
"Hawaiian Birds"; Popular Science:
"Popular Science"; Musical Romance: "Lovers' Paradise"; Screen
Song:
"I
EscapetwoFrom
You";
Paramount Can't
Pictorial:
issues.
October releases, all of which are
in final editing stages, include:
Grantland Rice Sportlight: "Fighting Marlin"; Paramount Paragraphics: "Sailor Shorty," "It's a
Good Stunt"; Paramount Headliner:
"Musical Charmers," "Music Everywhere"; an untitled Pictorial Revue, Betty Boop: "Grampy's Indoor Outing"; Color Classic: "Plav
Safe"; Popeye the Sailor, "Hold
the Wire"; Popular Science: "Popular Science."

Biggest Year for Short Subjects
Seen by Fred Quimby of M-G-M
"We will have the greatest year
in the history of M-G-M short subjects," stated Fred C. Quimby, Metro
shorts head, upon his return from an
inspection of new season production
activity at the Culver City studios.

An

effectr

use of
stock

a famous
one-sheet.

personality

for

Quimby

found five Happy Harmonies in Technicolor being readied
for early Fall release. In the art
and camera rooms were four others
also in work. Quimby also visited
the Hal Roach lot where he found
With a 100 per cent increase in the second in the series of 12 onepersonnel, the shorts department, reel Our Gang Comedies coming
under Jack Chertok, producer, has from the printing machines.
already completed 17 subjects, while
As a result of his studio checkfive are in work, eight are in the
up, Quimby declared, "if these piccutting room, scripts are prepared
tures are samples of what v > may
and ready to shoot on nine others, expect throughout the yeai , the
and the 1936-37 program is already coming season will be the mos. sig35 per cent completed.
nificant one in the entire history of
At the Harman-Ising laboratories,
short subjects."

One-sheet

used
reel

in

Vitaphone*s

"Pictorial

series

Reviews."
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Genuine 'Warner Musical' scope
in two reels — plus the big-star
laugh - getters of radio, stage
and feature films!

Odd-spots of the world — filmed
in FULL COLOR by E. M. New-

Tkti IVcc/c

Tkii Week

"THE CHOKE'S

ON YOU"

starring JOE PALOOKA

^ 1

i

man, with narration by radio's
ace commentators!

"PEARL OF THE PACIFIC"

The nation's favorite 'swing'
bands and 'sweet' bands presenting all their celebrated song
and dance specialties!

Tkii Week
CLYDE LUCAS
AND ORCHESTRA

-

t
JSSfflB7! f]
■

BIG TIK IE

You can tell 'em vaude's back!
Headline names and big-time
acts in the original varietypacked manner!

Tkii W<kk
Pep;-

-, The

DeLongs,

surprise in every reel . . . perfect on any program!

7kU Weak

'VITAPHONE
GAYETIES
featuring
Jack

Exclusively different entertainment features with a unique

others

"LOGGING

ALONG"
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Screen Short Story Returning, Says jack Cohn
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By JACK COHN
Vice-President, Columbia Pictures

DAILY

Hollywood — All but one of Universal's serials for the current year
are either completed or in work.
This week "Jungle Jim" started
with Grant Withers in the title role
of the newspaper strip by Alex
Raymond. The cast includes Betty
Jane Rhodes, Raymond Hatton, Bryant Washburn. Frank Mayo, J. P.
McGowan and Charles Murphy.
"The Phantom Rider," Buck Jones
serial, opened the Universal serial
season. The second "Ace Drummond" has just been completed.
"Ace Drummond" is also a famous
newspaper strip, written by Captain Eddie Rickenbacker and founded largely upon his own experiences.
Cast includes John King, Jean Rogers, Russell Wade, Noah Beery, Jr.,
Jackie Morrow, Selmer Jackson and
Lon Chaney, Jr.
"Secret Agent X-9," another Universal serial, was recently purchased from King Features. The
author of this mystery is Charles
Flanders. "Secret Agent X-9" is
running in over 200 newspapers and
has already had an exciting life on
the radio over 26 stations.

Editor of Pathe Topics
Turns Announcer in Pinch
An amusing incident has come
to light in connection with the production of Pathe Topics No. 7, "The
Harvard Special," just released.
Dealing with the history of Harvard
College, the editor, Thomas Chalmers, prepared and wrote the talk
strip to accompany the pictures
with great care, and to make assurance doubly sure submitted it
before recording to the Harvard authorities to make certain he had
committed no historical errors which
would be pounced on later by Harvard graduates. But the best laid
plans can go astray. At the first
preview one mistake was discovered by an alumnus. The error had
to be corrected at once and, as the
release deadline was at hand, there
was no time to call back the regular announcer, so Chalmers had to
take over the microphone and make
the corrected off-screen talk himself. His delivery of the narrative
has already been the subject of much
favorable comment.
Chalmers can hardly be considered an amateur in the use of his
voice and the delivery of lines, as he
was a leading baritone with the
Metropolitan Opera and a wellknown Broadway actor before entering the picture business.

Brief ToHuman
Interest
Stay
Subjects Coming Back

J{ current
SIGNIFICANT
in
motion development
picture history
is the screen's return to the short
story. Photoplays have so long
been the screen equivalent of the
novel and the stage play that most
of us have forgotten that motion
pictures started as short stories.
The

latest and

Brooklyn

most

mpdernly equipped sound stage at the Brooklyn
dedicated last week with appropriate ceremonies.

Home

of Vitaphone

Boast

Largest

"W7ITH appropriate ceremonies
last week, Warners dedicated
and put into commission the largest and the most modernly equipped
sound stage in the east, latest unit
of the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios.
This building covers an area of
26,000 square feet, and is 100 per
cent fireproof throughout. The interior walls and ceiling are soundproof with rock wool material, of
which it took 40 tons. The stage
portion covers an area of 16,000 feet,
and the height from stage floor to
ceiling is over 50 feet. There are
three tiers of dressing rooms at one
end of the building and space is provided for camera and lamp storage,
with monitor and preview rooms,
etc. Around the four walls of the
stage are balconies with special pits
for locating lamps and apparatus.
Over the entire stage, under the
roof, are catwalks forming a working gridiron from which a camera
can be set at any part of the stage
desired for overhead shots. A large
pool of re-inforced concrete has been
constructed under the stage floor
which, when filled, will hold over
100,000 gallons of water. When the
pool is not being used, it becomes
part of the stage floor. A pit has
also been built under the stage floor.
This pit, which is 20 feet deep, will
have traps, lifts and other equipment installed. An elaborate system
of air-conditioninu has been installed, which will distribute cooled
air when the temperature
is high

Vitaphone

Studios,

Shorts

Sound

Stage

in

East

outside and warm air throughout
j
during the winter months.
The studio is supplied by three
separate services from the Brooklyn
Edison Company's network system.
Each service is capable of delivering nearly 5,000 amperes to the
studio. The total capacity of the
three services is equivalent to the
services which would be required by
1,500 single family houses.
Over 100,000 feet of copper conductors were used in this building.
There are forty-eight 200 Ampere
A.C. studio pockets, each automatically controlled by a contactor with
remote control. There are eight 200
Ampere D.C. pockets supplied by direct current from our private plant.
The remote control system is arranged so that the controls can be
separated for four separate stages
from four separate locations, if
necessary, or all grouped throughout
for operating as one stage from a
single location.
Microphones, cameras and motors
are all inter-connected by a complicated system of wiring to the monitor room overlooking the new stage
and from there connected through
a new tunnel running under 14th
Street to the recording building. The
new stage is arranged with a new
idea for studio lamp balconies,
thereby eliminating the expense of
erecting temporary scaffolds usually
required for supporting lamps.
The foregoing facts are just a
summary of the largest and bestequipped studio in the East.

Back in the pre-"colossal," pre"spectacle" days it was short
dramas like the one-reel "Great
Train Robbery" and "Raffles" that
packed in audiences. They were
productions with quick-moving action, fast on the trigger and zoomquicklyimproving
to a hair-raising
climax.'
But ingwith
technique
and
characterization, the flickering infant grew arty, expanded into full
length features and abandoned the
one-reel drama by the wayside. Innumerable attempts were made to
revive it in the ensuing years, but
they were usually short-lived.
A year ago, however, Columbia
Pictures, cognizant of the tremendous popularity the short story enjoyed in the literary field, felt that
there was a place and need for it
in the movies. Setting aside a record allowance for its shorts budget,
the company undertook an ambitious program to establish the short
story on the screen. Last year it
produced "Voice of Experience" series, and encouraged by their success, this year it is again bringing
out a series of "true" dramas, "The
Court of Human Relations." The
latter is patterned after the popular radio program which has been
running on nationwide networks for
more than eight years. The 1937
short story -of the screen, however,
is a far cry from its "Great Train
Robbery" ancestor. Not only is the
drama heightened by confining a
human interest story to a 10-minute
reel, but the new shorts are made
with the same scrupulous technique
used in full-length productions. The
musical background, which is all
important in setting the emotional
tone of a motion picture is scored
with a 20-piece orchestra. The action, unlike that in most one-reelers,
is built around a multitude of sets
to give it greater movement and
I think the screen short story is
here to stay this time. The mistake
in the past was treating it as just
pace.
another short to be dashed off as
a filler. With an adequate budget
enabling us to fully develop its dramatic interest, however, it cannot
fail to become an essential part of
every pro :• am.
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Short Subjects Survive Depression and Duals
Lou

Diamond

Finds All Paramount Series on
Black Side of the Ledger

the

By LOU DIAMOND
Chief of Paramount Short Subjects .
TT can now be said with all the tures rep< rts that during that time
certainty that the black side of the readers of this cartoon have
the ledger provides, that short sub- jumped to 75,000,000.
jects have turned two corners. They
"Headliners," which feature evhave definitely weathered the deery band leader of national consepression and they have found the
"Popular
Science,"
means of combatting the bugaboo of which arequence,
in andcolor
and deal
with
dualism.
unusual occurrences in the laboratory and scientific world, are other
Through five years of intensive
double featuring, short subjects examples of series of shorts born
have held on until today, looking during the double feature and deover the books of Paramount, I find
pression era of the film business,
that all series of short subjects pro- and now flourishing in profits for
Paramount
and exhibitors.
duced and released by this company
during 1935-36 were in the black.
Exhibitors, I have had occasion
Double featuring is no longer the to note, are also benefiting as dualism takes on age. Many of them
hazard to the short subjects field
that it was, or that many people in are finding that two features are
the film industry still think it to be. not adequate entertainment for
Let me say from experience in their audiences. Program variety
its need more stronghandling shorts and contacting ex- has ly,manifested
and theater owners are finding
' hibitors that short subjects, as a lightening
or heightening of their
matter of fact, have derived a definite value from the double feature programs in the staunch support of
threat.
good, well executed, cast and pro- Cne-sheet used on Vitaphone's series of onereel "Melody
Master"
band
shorts.
duced short subjects.
The very gesture by doubles to
I am referring, of course, to those
eliminate shorts put wary short sub- exhibitors who are double featuring
jects producers on their guard. I and yet find space in their running
for one set about studying audi- time for good short subjects. Acences, determining their likes and
cording to latest figures the numdislikes.
ber of theaters dualing today is
For instance, "Popeye" was intro- about 6,000. That leaves 8,000 theduced four years ago when the deaters in the United States that are
pression was at its height and
not
doubling,
and are literally dedouble featuring was beginning to
pendent upon short subjects for a
pick up real momentum. To- full show.
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
day this Max Fleischer cartoon is
Hollywood — New season plans at
So, I say, don't let anybody tell
doing twice the business that it did anybody
that short subjects are on
when it started. Each year it is add- the way out; that they are licked the M-G-M Studios call for greater
attention to short subject producing theaters to its bookings and and can't come back.
tion than ever before, with the enthousands of film fans.
King FeaI say right now, with my hand on
tire technical resources and personParamount's books, that good short
subjects will always make money
nel placed at the shorts department's disposal.
for producer and exhibitor; that
Chief among the aims of the new
good short subjects will always live
as long as there is such a place as season short program will be the
a motion picture theater.
development of new talent. Metro's
junior contract players will be assigned to shorts in the hope of disFirst of New Pathe Topics
covering more stars such as Robert
Will Disclose Mt. McKinley Taylor and Irene Hervey, who rose
to feature prominence through beginnings made in M-G-M shorts.
Pathe Topics finished the season
Likewise, Metro's new crop of
with its "Harvard Special," com- writers and composers will receive
memorating the 300th anniversary their first opportunities in shorts
of our oldest university.
production. Shorts will also be used
The new season's schedule is in
for new direcwork and the first release, Sept. 25, as a training
torial talent. ground
will feature pictures made last
Now one of the most active and
month on the National Geographic
important units of the Studio, the
Society's flight around Mt. Kinley. M-G-M shorts department functions
These pictures of the highest peek
Jack Chertok,
on the North American continent under the guidance of
Directors curare said to show faces of this mag- production head. shorts
production
rently assigned to
nificent mountain mass never before
include Felix Feist, former test diphotographer, describes the flight,
director of the expedition and its
rector; David Miller, ex -utter;
Maurice
photographer
describes the flight. Jacques Tourneur, son of of
silent
famous director
Tourneur,
''
PICTURE
COLUMBIA
In the new season's series will be
several popular science subjects of days; Edward Cahn, Reginal 1 Le
timely interest and some unusual Borg, Kurt Neumann, George SidTypical
one-sheet
on a new series that is at- travel and
ney and Joe Sherman, former script
>medy clips.
writer.
tracting considerable interest.

ALL STUDIO RESOURCES
BEHIND METRO SHORTS

MAD MONEY

2 NEW SHORTS SERIES
ON VITAPHONE LINEUP
Two new series of one-reel short
subjects are included in the Vitaphone lineup for the 1936-37 season.
They are "Vitaphone Pictorial Revues" and E. M. Newman's "Colortour Adventures."
Based on a "magazine of the
screen" idea, the Vitaphone Pictorial
Revues are aimed directly at the
feminine trade. Each film will include sequences of recipes of the
Hollywood stars: famous women in
the world of sports, unusual and
interesting , jobs of women, internationally known women in the public
eye,
and
the latest
in milady's
fashions presented
in natural
color.
The first short in this series is already completed and presents Oscar,
famed chef of the Waldorf, demonstrating one of his favorite recipes;
a ladies' tap dancing class in action;
a ski-jumping sequence and a parade of mannequins displaying the
newest in fur coats in color.
The success of the E. M. Newman
"Our Own United States" shorts
has prompted Vitaphone to enlarge
the scope of the series to include
unusual places and customs throughout the world, filmed in natural
color. R. W. Roos and Gerald Marfleet, who are now on a trip around
the world, have already filmed a
number
of the world's high spots
for the series.
Completed are "Pearl of the Pacific," afilm about Hawaii; "Colorfultions
Occupations,"
unusual
occupathroughout the
country,
and
"Flower Reel," showing flowers in
natural color in every part of the
world. In preparation are subjects
showing the Mediterranean, the
North Cape, the West Indies, Switzerland, Holland, etc. Off -screen narration will be handled by such popular radio commentators as David
Ross, Howard Claney, Milton J.
Cross, Kenneth Roberts and Paul
Douglas.
Vitaphone Historical Series
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — An innovation in Vitaphone short subject entertainment is
plannedner's
for
the studio.
coming Following
year at WarBurbank
the
nation-wide acclaim accorded "The
Song
of a Nation,"
Technicolor
based on athetwo-reel
life of film
Francisin
Scott Key, composer of "The Star Spangled Banner," the studio has planned
an entire series of two-reel films in
Technicolor based on the lives of famous Americans. The first one, just
completed at Burbank, is "Give Me
Liberty." based on the life of Patrick
Henry, and featuring John Litel and
Nedda Harrigan. The studio intends to
follow this with a film dealing with the
exploits of Stonewall Jackson, famous
Civil

War

general.
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Educational is Placing Emphasis on Two-Reelers
MENTONE FINISHES 2,
THIRD NOW IN WORK

Will

Not Fall in Line With Trend Toward Single
Reels — Condition Believed Temporary

By J. H. SKIRBALL
Sales Manager, Educational Pictures
CHORT subjects will stand or fall putting special emphasis on the proon their quality. Double features
duction of these pictures, endeavorand other trade practices may be
ing to putmanshipinto
possible.them all the showa handicap, but in the last analysis
this remains a fact: that the short
Already we begin to feel in our
subject itself must control its own
the theater's need for this
destiny. And it is essential that it bookings
type of picture. It may be that
make
now. its stand very definitely right extra effort and extra investments
put into the two-reel comedy may
After all, better and better show- not immediately return a profit, but
in the long run we are sure that
is the short's
answer
to doublemanshipfeatures
and best
to all
the this investment in showmanship will
other uneconomical habits that have pay. And in the meantime exhibitors who have learned to rely on
grown up during the lean years just
past. And any showman must see Educational's specialized service
will not be disappointed.
A special poster in an easel used in lobby of in it an effective answer, an answer
the Palace Theater,
New York.
to which he must pay heed. John P.
It is the policy of better showmanship which has gradually
Goring, Pittsburgh showman, expressed this thought forcefully a brought more and more of Educafew days ago in a letter describing
tional's production to the east,
the audience reaction to the Bert where it is entirely concentrated
Lahr comedy, "Boy, Oh Boy!" when this year. Two-reel comedies need
he said. "Two-reel comedies like this names — big names — and because we
will do more to discourage double are able to get more of these big
feature programs than all the meet- names into our pictures through
ings and discussions that are going eastern production, we have centered all activity in New York. It
By HARRY MICHALSON,
When E. W. Hammons organized is thus that we are able to present
Short Subjects Sales Manager,
this company he established it to such a novelty as the famous artist,
RKO
Distributing
Corp.
perform a specialized service to ex- Jefferson Machamer and his "Gags
CHORT subjects today must be
hibitors, and exhibitors have come and Gals" or such a popular stage
definite sales aids in order to to rely on it for this specialized and radio favorite as Bert Lahr, beBecause this is our busisides giving the exhibitor old favofurther continue their progress in service.
rites like Buster Keaton and the
ness. Educational will not curtail its
maintaining their position on any service because of conditions over Buster West-Tom Patricola team.
on."it has no control. It does
Pathe News Retaining
which
Short subjects will stand or fall
program.
Two Popular Features
not
believe in abandoning two-reel on their own quality — and it is our
This applies to newsreels as well.
comedies or any other needed type firm resolve that they shall stand
Pathe News acquired the exclusive
Two of the most popular special short subject and newsreel rights of short subject product because of on better quality and better showmanship than they have ever shown
features of Pathe News, the Dionne to the Dionne Quintuplets immedi- the temporary hardships of the
times. And just because there is a before.
Quintuplets and the Bob Bartlett
ately after the birth of these young- curtailment of two-reel comedies
explorations into Greenland, are
sters. Their appearance in Pathe
promised exhibitors again for the News four or five times annually is elsewhere, Educational is this year
new season, it is announced by Jack credited by many of our important
Connolly, general manager of Pathe exhibitors throughout the country
News. Under exclusive newsreel with more than paying the cost of
and shorts contract, the Dionnes this news service.
will make regular appearances beMarch of Time has made big
fore the Pathe camera several times
a year, so that film audiences may strides this year in its development
a consistent ticket-selling short
follow their growth and develop- as
subject. Each release contains
ment.
story which definitely brings
Bartlett makes a trip to Green- some
Of the 18 Walt Disney Mickey
the theaters additional admisland for scientific purposes every to
sions.
Mouse and Silly Symphony producyear, will
and bethedisclosed
result ofin this
tions for the fourth series to be reFrom the regular lineup, many of
tour
the year's
Pathe
newsreels.
the RKO Radio subjects have proven
leased by United Artists, five
both interesting and timely, particu- Mickey Mouse and one Silly Symlarly the Bill Corum Sport Reels
phony pictures have been delivered
from Van Beuren, which this season
Two 20th -Fox Series
were increased from seven to 13. to date.
Twentieth Century-Fox, whose MovieIn the two-reel lineup, in addition
tine News has taken a torward stride
"Mickey's Moving Day" and
to the old standbys, we have added "Mickey's Rival" have been released
by introducing colored clips, has confined its production of shorts this year
the Hall Johnson Choir, noted choral so far. Others available are
to six each of the "Adventures of a
group. We have already received
Newsreel Cameraman" and "Magic Carour first subject in this series and "Mickey's Circus," "Alpine Climbpet" series. One of each has already
it will be released to the trade on
been released, two of each are in proers," "Donald and Pluto" and the
Oct. 9.
duction, and the balance are yet to
come. The "Adventures" series reSilly
Symphony,
"Toby Tortoise ReTo further strengthen our posiviews the highlights of newsreel coverturns." The fourth series, comage over i period of months. The
tion in the short subject field, we
prised of 18 productions, has no
will have product from the Disney
"Magic Carpet" reels are black-andwhite travel pictures.
Studios commencing with the 1936- qualification as to the amount of A Pop-eye one-sheet, like the above example,
37 season.
Mickeys or Sillies.

Of the 13 Mentone musicals which
Universal is releasing this season,
two are already completed and one
is being shot this week. Because
of the growing prevalence of double
features, Universal has virtually
cut out two-reel subjects this season. Its Mentone musicals, which
last year were released in tworeelers, have been compressed this
year into one with the idea of conserving theater time and compressing a two-reel entertainment into
one snappy, fast-moving, thoroughly entertaining release.
Milton Schwarzwald, who directs
the Mentone musicals, has completed
Gus Van's "Garden Party" and
"Musical Airways." In the "Garden
Party" the following players are
featured: Gus Van, Miller and Massey, "Eight Lovely Ladies" and Bill
Power's Pavilion Royal Girls.
The cast of "Musical Airways"
includes Sybil Bowan, Cappy Barra's
Harmonica Swing Ensemble, Audrey and Wesley Catri and The
Four Eton Boys.
"Two in a Fire House" is the subject which will go into production
this week.
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Vh n short subjects give this
kind of satisfaction to audience!
they are giving equal satisfactioi
to the box-office. Educational
'if
are doing both-witi
ictuses
the greatest line of star-studdei
shorts entertainment
ana
di

name business builders in years.
And

that's why

the

operate the.e - and many
other-grea it circuits have al-

who

idy signed up for the new

Educational Pictures.

Sty,
BERT LAHR ♦ BUSTER KEATON • BUSTER WEST -TOM

PATRICOLA

TIM and IRENE • JEFFERSON MACHAMER and his "Gags and Gals"
PAT ROONEY Jr. • HERMAN TIMBERG Jr. • NIELA GOODELLE
THE CABIN KIDS • KIKO THE KANGAROO in the New Tei y- oons.
CENTURY-FOX

FILM CORPORATION
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Fast Start

The
screen
cake.
Terry
comic

Pictures
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SUM**"

J. Edgar Hoover, chief of the nation's G-Men,
has put the official stamp
of approval
on M-G-M's
Crime
Does Not
Despite
his reputation
for never giving endorsements,
Hoover
in a letter addressed
to Fred C. Quimby,
lauded
the series for "performing a most worthwhile purpose in helping to curb crime."

Making unusually fast time on
start-of-the-season activity at its
studios on both coasts, Columbia already has completed six two-reel
and 16 single-reel short subjects of
its 1936-37 line-up.
In addition to its announced schedule, Columbia is releasing a version
of "Robinson Crusoe," filmed on the
original
island
made
famous
by
Dean

Anti Crime

w*s^*24'

Sett*" *

No less a personage than
Pay series of fwo-reclcrs.

Lauds

■ I

of Cartoons

oldest cartoon character on the
will soon be cutting a birthday
Twenty years ago this fall Paui
created his Farmer Al Falfa, the
hayseed who has appeared frequently in the Terry cartoon creations
ever since. In celebration of the event
Terry now has in production a picture
titled "Farmer Al Falfa's Twentieth
Birthday" for the Terry-Toons series
he is making for Educational, and in
which Al Falfa appears occasionally in
company wi'h the new cartoon star,
Kiko the Kangaroo.

is Made

on

Columbia

Daniel Defoe, as a special children's
short feature. This is a three-reeler
featuring radio's Uncle Don.
Columbia's program of 126 shorts,
the most extensive in its history, is
comprised of eight series of singlereelers and 26 two-reel comedies.
The two-reelers star such leading
funsters as The Three Stooges (Moe
Howard, Jerry Howard and Larry
Fine), Andy Clyde, Polly Moran, El
Brendel, Louis Prima, Guinn "Big
Boy" Williams,
and as
other
names
to be added
the comedy
season
progresses, especially in the new
group of musical shorts.
Stanley Blystone and Beatrice
Blinn appear with The Three
Stooges in "False Alarms," a recently released fire-fighting comedy,
and Vernon Dent supports them in
the forthcoming "Slippery Silks,"
wherein the Stooges become couturiers. Mary Lou Dix and Beatrice
Blinn join the comics in the pioneer
comedy just released, "Whoops, I'm
an Indian." Preston Black and Del
Lord share direction of the Stooge
comedies.
Andy Clyde is supported by Arthur Houseman in his first comedy
of the new season, "Am I Having
Fun," directed by Preston Black.
The first Polly Moran comedy,
now in preparation, will feature
Vernon Dent and Mary Blake.
Charles Lamont will direct.
Heading the one-reel attractions
are the new true stories of the
screen, "The Court of Human Rela-

Output

tions," adapted from the famous national radio program and based on
stories appearing in True Story
Magazine. The series are directed
by Ben K. Blake, who also directed
last season's "Voice of Experience"
series. Big stage and screen names
have been recruited for these
dramas. William Harrigan, Alexander Kirkland and Robert T.
Haines are among those appearing
in the first reels. "Mad Money,"
the first in the series, has been released, andgroup,
"Boughtis Husband,"
ond in the
completed. sec"Screen Snapshots," dean of short
subjects, enters its 17th year as
the fan magazine of the screen, now
under the guidance of Harriet Parsons.
In the cartoon series, "Merry
Mutineers," "In My Gondola," "The
Little Match Girl" and "Let's Go"
are the first of the Color Rhapsodies. "Looney Balloonists" is the
first Scrappy. The Charles Mintz
studios also are working on the
Krazy Kat group.
"Hold 'Em Cowboy" is the first of
the "News World of Sports" series,
which cover interesting highlights
in the sports field.
Two new series are Columbia Featurettes, featuring new songs, stars
and surprises, and "Co! imbia
Tours," presenting a new 1 :avel
idea in natural colors. "W< der
Spots of America" and "Star Gazhave been completed for the
latter ers"
group.
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TERRY SEES FURTHER
CARTOON NOVELTIES
Although already voted by many
exhibitors the most popular of short
subjects, the cartoon has by no
means reached its ultimate attainments, according to Paul Terry, creator of the Terry-Toons for Educational. After long experimentation with new and novel forms of
cartoon construction, Terry predicts
that the next few years will bring
cartoon innovations as impressive as
any of those which have carried the
animated subject to its present wide
popularity.
"The cartoon is the one specialized form of screen entertainment
that seems sure of going on and on
without limit," said Terry. "There
being no limit to the cartoon except
the limit of the imagination of its
creators, it is the screen's freest
form of expression, and is therefore
possessed of a perpetual youth
which always leaves still bigger
achievements ahead. Neither double
features nor any other trade practice can affect its growth, because
its peculiar appeal makes it the one
picture which all the people want
to see.
"Another important factor in the
continued growth of the cartoon
lies in the personnel making it. Men
are not trained in cartoon work
for graduation into feature fields.
They are trained in a field which
keeps them permanently, and thus
as new and talented cartoon workers are found or developed, they
add to the brain power that is the
sole source of the c a r t o o n's
As exhibitors realize the certain
future
growth of the cartoon, Terry
strength."
believes, they will make bigger and
better use of it in their publicity
and exploitation. The continuity of
the cartoon series . . . the kind of
continuity that builds the fame of
continued newspaper features, and
of the most popular radio features
. . . gives this short subject a business building value to theaters that
will be more and more reflected in
their advertising.

Corum's Slant on Football
A new angle for a football sports
picture is being incorporated in a
forthcoming
Bill Corum"
subject, which"Sports
is beingWith
produced
by the
Van Beuren Corp. for RKO Radio release, timed to reach the screen at the
start of the coming football season.
Important plays and coaching systems
will be reviewed with leading football
personalities interviewed by Corum and
acting out their roles on the screen.
Throughout the reel special attention
will be given to pointing out the difference in the tactics employed in professional and college football. Various
teams that have already started training, including the professional New
New York Giants, have been photographed, and as other leading teams of
the east and west start their new season's activities the outstanding plays
and players will be recorded for the
screen. The Van Beuren shorts are
supervised

by

Don

Hancock.

VAST ARRAY OF STARS
SIGNED BY VITAPHONE
Vitaphone's increased production
schedule for the season of 1936-37
has also seen the signing of one of
the greatest aggregation of star
names ever presented in a Vitaphone
shorts line-up for a single year.
Sam Sax, Brooklyn Studio production chief, has scoured the night
clubs, radio, stage and screen for
his talent, and has signed outstanding entertainers in each field.
For the two-reel "Broadway Brevities" musicals, the following artists have been engaged: Georgie
Price, Bernice Claire, Lou Holtz,
Regis Toomey, Hal LeRoy, Georges
Metaxa, Donald Novis, The Preisser
Sisters, Fifi D'Orsay, George Tapps,
Irene Delroy, Countess Olga Albani,
Loretta Lee, The Radio Ramblers,
Billy and Beverly Bemis, Jean Sargent, Irene Bordoni, George Campo,
Rodney McLennon, Dan Healy, Al
White, Jr., Evan Evans, John Fogarty, Dale Winthrop, Florence and
Bob Robinson, Joe Kinney, Stanley
Brothers, Marcia Wayne, Buster
West, Lucille Page, Selma Marlowe,
Staines and Annavan, Georgetti
Brothers, Three Taka Sisters, Marley and Elsa, Diane Denis, Lois and
Jean Sterner, Aarans and Broderick,
Four Comets, Virginia Verrill, Frank
Libuse, Bartlett Simmons, Brown,
Rich and Hall, Alphonse Berg, Geraldine and Joe, Nina Olivette and
Boys, Jerry Goff and Jack Kerr, and
the Berkes County Boys, featuring
Paul Robinson.
In the two-reel "Broadway Brevities" comedies, Ken Murray and
Oswald, the noted radio team, are
starred, assisted by Elaine Arden,
dialect comedienne, known as "Minniapolis of the Air." In the "Joe
Palooka" series, Shemp Howard,
Robert
Norton,
Beverly
Phalon,
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The

firm of Gruen, makers

"MARCH OF TIME"
IN 8,906 HOUSES

of fine

watches, have completed a national tieup with "March of Time" for an exclusive window display, now available
to all jewelers. Space is provided in
the display for two pictures from the
latest

"Time"

"The March of Time," which enters the new season with a domestic production schedule calling for a
release every four weeks, or one
more than last season, is now beingshown by 6,728 theaters in the U.
S., in addition to 951 in the British
Isles, 678 in Australia and 549 in
other parts of the world, making a
grand total of 8,906. Production
of "Time" in England also was
stepped up from the original eight
yearly
to 12. move in this extensive
The first

release.

Cv

Animated Cartoons Maintain Position
By WALT
A LTHOUGH short subjects, as a
class, have suffered through the
widespread use of double features,
the animated cartoon has retained
its position because of its brevity
and, what is probably more important, its novelty and quality. The
animated cartoon has made rapid
and far-reaching strides during the
past
few isyears.
Today's
accepted
standard
far ahead
of that
of a
few years ago.
Sound and color have proven valuable adjuncts, but the advances
made in the technique of animation
is considered of equal importance.
A few years ago there was a
great scarcity of artists capable of
producing good animation — men
competent to give the characters
specific personality and able to properly secure dramatic value through
the art of animation. During the
last few years, our studio has
spared no effort in the discovery and
training
of additional
manpower.

DISNEY
We have scoured the country for
likely young artists and, when
found, we have given them the most
thorough training in the technique
of cartoon animation. The result
of all of this effort and expense is
now beginning to show on the
screen. A good story can now be
well told and well acted from every
angle.

Johnnie Berkes, and Leo Weber have
been signed.
For the one-reel "Melody Master"
band shorts the following internationally renowned bands have been
signed: Clyde Lucas, Harry Reser,
Nick Lucas, Jack Denny, Dave Apollon, Jimmy Lunceford, Jacques Fray,
George Hall, Jan Rubini, Phil Spitalny, Tommy Dorsey, Henry King,
Cab Calloway, Jan1 Garber, Abe
Lyman, Don Bestor, Al Goodman,
Dave Rubinoff, Louisiana Kings and
Peter Van Steeden.
Famous radio announcers will
handle the off-screen dialogue for
the one-reel E. M. Newman "Colortour Adventures."
Those already

signed are Kenneth Roberts, Milton
J. Cross, Paul Douglas, Howard
Claney, Davis Ross, John S. Young,
and Don Wilson.

In our estimation, there are no
limits to the possibilities of the animated cartoon. We believe that the
cartoon of the future will be able
to develop and maintain all of the
entertainment and production value
possessed by any kind of motion
picture. This confidence in the future of the animated cartoon,
coupled with full confidence in the
ability of our organization, has
caused us to undertake our most
ambitious venture, namely, the production of a feature motion picture
cartoon. We have reason to be confident of successful results.

In the one-reel "Vitaphone Novelties," the following entertainers
will appear: Edgar Bergen, Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Crawford, George Jessel,
The Radio Ramblers and Louis
Zingone.
The "Big Time Vaudeville" series
will include Jack Pepper, Allen and
Kent, Will Morris and Bobby, the
De Longs, Ming and Toy, The
Berkes County Boys and Paul Robinson, Holtz and Lee, and The Three
Rayes ville
andheadliners.
other well-known vaude-

program abroad was the incorporation of the March of Time, Ltd., an
English production and exploitation
unit with headquarters in Dean
House in London. Heading the foreign staff is Richard de Rochemont
as managing director, whose staff of
15 includes Edgar Anstey, assistant
producer; Bernard Green, publicity
and exploitation; Herbert Lancaster,
editorial research; H. E. Siebert,
comptroller, and two camera crews.
The March of Time, Ltd., was fortunate in obtaining as editorial adviser John Grierson, recognized authority on English documentary
films.
In addition the March of Time is
maintaining its Paris office, where
camera crews are on constant call
for last-minute assignments to cross
any of the restless, threatening
frontiers
making Europe's
most vitalthat
newsaretoday.
Julien Bryan, who photographed
the episodes on Japan, Russia and
Manchukuo, is now at work in Turkey and the Near East, and Charles
Herbert, who several months ago set
out with a crew for an extended
trip through the Far East, was last
heard from in England.

One-sheet new pes'::kfferson
on "Gags
and Gals,"
tional's
Machamer
series, Educaprepared by the famous artist himself.

Out in MEW Shorts
13 MEANY, MINY, MOE
CARTOONS . . .
Meanyf Miny and Moe— the biggest laugh
in your show! And absolutely the newest
thing on the screen! By Walter Lantz.

13 OSWALD

CARTOONS

Read exhibitors' reports, if you want to know
how good they are. A swell short to swell
your grosses !

13 GOING

PLACES

One-reel visits to the most fascinating,
most unheard of places in the world,
guided by a voice that's popular with
millions, LOWELL THOMAS !

13 STRANGER
FICTION,..

THAN

Freaks, facts and fancies to amaze

your

■HH«MHHH

reES"***'

tl^

audiences! An outstanding one - reeler
worth 10 times what you pay for it!

FULL SPEED AHEAD WITH THE

iron the NEW Universal
13 MENTONE

MUSICALS

The biggest stage, radio, vaudeville and night
club stari concentrated into one-reel shorts to
fit your programs! The only one-reel musicals
on the market!

104

NEWSREELS

The most talked-about newsreel! Because
of its records of scoops and exclusives,
because of its entertaining presentation, and
GRAHAM McNAMEE as the talking reporter.

"YOU

CAN'T
GET
AWAY
IT"...
WITH
The TWO-REEL

SPECIAL showing Uncle

Sam's crook-catchers and gang-busters
in Action! An amazing revelation, greater
than "Camera Thrills" and by the
producer, Charles E. Ford!

new

UNIVERSALE

SHORTS !

THE
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PARADISE FOR SHORTS
IN SPORT FIELD
By JACK EATON
Producer of Grantland Rice Sportlights

D ROUGHTS

are more common

Speed is First to the Newsreel
Editor-,

AL RICHARD
,hief of Paramount

gPEED is first and foremost to the
newsreel of today, and transportation is virtually a problem
equal
in to the get rig of news pictures. For

News

time in particular, for nothing gets
stale so quickly as new-. What matter if the cameranan gets to
Madrid and films the bloodiest battle of history, if the pictures are a
week late getting to the screen. So
many things happen meanwhile that
the bloody battle has become history
and new events have focused the
public eye.
Airplanes are the salvation of the
newsreel for this reason. The advancement in aviation in the last
ten years has enabled the newsreel
to move almost hand in hand with
the news in bringing the news in
pictures before the public. A TransAtlantic flight cracks up in Nova
Scotia after a thrilling 24-hour battle against storms and headwinds
over the North Atlantic. The nation
anxiously waits to see the courageous flyer who single-handed and
alone accomplished this perilous
feat.

IJinsta,KV
It: is
rsday in Paris!
Across
Ithe Pv
ies» 800 m^s
away, re
volt has clutched its clammy fingers
around Madrid. The Europa is
sailing from Cherbourg on Friday,
the fastest liner available for the
3,000-mile dash across the Atlantic
to New York, where the home offices
of the newsreels are clamoring madYet there is a veritable paradise
ly for the first pictures of the Spanfor entertainment industrialists —
ish rebellion.
the world of sports, where screen
Can
it be done? Can you get a
stories are so plentiful and stars so
numerous that a film producer is cameraman across the war-torn
able to make use of only a fraction borders, with rail service halted,
roads blocked, air lines grounded,
of this material.
and back to Cherbourg in time to
Only a few producers have found
access to this land of entertainment catch the Europa? It is a matter
bounty, and of these Grantland Rice of hours and minutes, but it must
is conspicuous. Rice has always be done. Despite armed barriers,
shattered services, and the snowbeen an authority on sports. FifAgain the newsreel is on the job.
capped Pyrennes, it must be done.
teen years ago he decided he could
Anticipating such an end to the
augment his writings with motion To miss the Europa is to miss the treacherous trip, the newsreel has a
picture production. So some 300 outstanding picture break of the plane and cameraman waiting in
year. And there is no excuse for
films subsequently have been the failure.
Nova Scotia, for such a possibility.
result of Rice's decision to merge
A chartered airplane an instant No sooner had word of the crackhis own typewriter with a camera.
up reached out from the swamp than
Today Rice is confronted with later warms up at LeBourget, while had the pilot and cameraman taken
a
cameraman
races
through
the
none of the worries so peculiar to
off for the scene. Air views of the
streets of Paris to the airport. There
film men of New York and Holly- is no time to wait for passports, damaged plane in the slough, closewood. He has no talent men chasups of the intrepid pilot, scenes of
ing about the country looking for visas, or credentials of any sort. It the rescuers, all are on their way
Coopers, Dietrichs and Colberts. is solely up to the pilot and pic- almost before the outside world
ture-maker to pit their skill and
Story buyers rushing to publishers
wits against the disorganized forces learns of the end to the flight, and
to get advance proofs of some prompictures of the flight's ending
ising book are unknown to Rice. of strife-torn Spain. They must get the
in and out again with their precious reach New York even before the
Neither is he commercially interestluckless
flyer. Here again it is
not only the obed in the prospects of an unproduced pictures, staclesfighting
of rebellion but the even speed that counts.
play, and how it might lend itself to
more relentless foe, Time.
In Washington, the president dethe screen.
livers an important message to conThey take off, fully cognizant of
For his cameras Rice can get
gress or addresses the nation on
stories and stars any day or night the fact that either side of the war- the radio in an evening fireside chat.
ring Spanish factions may mistake
of the year. The lovely forms of
their plane for an enemy craft when The radio brings you his voice, the
champion swimmers, the tragic exthey
reach Madrid, but off they go — newspaper brings you his picture.
pressions of some bridge authori- full speed
But the newsreel, on the screen next
. . .
ties and the lightning-like moveday,
the actual living
This, then, is essentially — in more event re-creates
ments of huge fish far out in the
and you both see and hear
ocean are together but a fraction dramatic fashion, possibly — the the history in the making. Once
of the talent which a film producer every day story of the newsreel of
again it is speed as planes rush the
of sports may photograph without today, fighting eternally and always films to New York for processing
dickering, training, lawyers, and against time and circumstance, but and editing and back again by plane
temperament.
to all sections of the country.
The sports film producer is not
Day and night, every 24 hours,
wholly without problems, however.
Football Subjects in Season
the newsreel operates at topmost
He must realize that only a few milOpening of the football season speed, their goal being to get the
lion people in the United States play
golf and that a lesser number, fish- brought a quick revival of interest pictures on the screen while the
The tremendous followings enjoyed in Educational's one-reel sports sub- news is uppermost in the topics of
by football and baseball are not so
ject, "Hold That Line," which was the day . . . speed!
largely represented in motion pic- released late in the last pigskin
period, and which is now again in
ture theaters.
Therefore, observes Rice, the such demand as to use up all availEducational
Gets B'way Play
able prints.
sports producer in the final analyEducational has been setting an
sis must have the heart of a showexceptional
record
for Broadway
Even before last week's smashing
man. He must veer away from any- victory for the New York Giants, bookings on its new season short
thing in his productions which professional team featured in this subjects, with the Roxy giving spemight impress as pedagogic or in- Treasure Chest production, there
cial emphasis to the two-reel comstructional. He must feature the was a lush of bookings, and this has
edies. Following runs of 'Boy, Oh
thrill and highlight of each sport increased since then. "Hold That Boy!" with Bert Lahr, and "Happy
to the point where a man, who has Line," in which Thornton Fisher Heels," with Buster West and Tom
never felt a rod in his hand, will be gives a brief outline of the history Patricola, the Roxy is now playing
held to his theater chair by the of football and then shows graphicBuster Keaton's "Blue Blazes," as
vicious leaps of a swordfish. He
ally the principal differences be- well as an Educational one-reel subtween
amateur
and
professional
must ma1 ■■'■ women like baseball and
"Bosom Friends." "Happy
interest children in the audience in football, will be on Broadway again Heels" ject,
circuit. opens a run on the RKO
fast tennis serves.
this week, playing the Trans-Lux.

picture business
they theare motion
in mid-western
corn than
and
wheat belts. Film producers are continually turning- gray over what
seems to be never-ending- dearths
of story material and screen talent,
which remain a plague in the celluloid world through winter, as well
as summer.

iept. 16, 1936

NEW POSSIBILITIES
FOR SHORTS
By BERT GILROY
In Charge of RKO
Radio Short Subjects
Production

'pHE
short subject
has far Withfrom
exhausted
its possibilities.
in this season and the next, I believe exhibitors will see increased
versatility of material and the introduction of new
subjects.
The two-reelers, we should remember, are capable of replacing
the weak feature on the double bill.
Development of the short is a potentiality that can strengthen prooffice appeal.
grams and even have a worthy box-

Two-reel musicals remain the
most successful; they have the most
universal appeal. Treated right,
they are a combination of comedy
and music; and that combination
well handled is hard to beat.
Exhibitors and others to whom I
have spoken prefer the short subject, if it'sEspecially
a good one, to a second
feature.
are they in
favor of the musicals. They believe,
as indeed do we, that there should
be more exploitation of shorts— the
subjects and the players.
We must remember that a great
many of the screen's most talented
people came from the two-reelers.
It's logical that more will continue
to come. Exploitation of the people now will help not only the shorts
but the entire screen in the end.
Shorts should be the school and
the laboratory. The school for the
players and the laboratory for the
material. The two-reel field is a
testing ground. It introduces audiences to the new material that the
features will later use. But the
short
manner.could serve even more in this
The topical film especially is suitable for the short subjects. Topical
musicals are popular. Here at RKO
Radio we have had "Preferred List"
and "Spirit of 1976," and we have
more coming in this season's quota.
Comedy, of course, is most important. But comedy has changed.
Comedy to be successful now has to
be smarter. It has to be situation
comedy that unfolds without straining, and never reveals "the gag for
the gag's sake." Comedy must not
appear to be manufactured.
Perhaps this explains the success
of two-reel musical comedies. The
comedy is part of the combination;
it is strengthened by the addition
naturally.
of music, and the situation comes
There can be many variations of
comedy and music. The source is
unlimited. Again, the short subject
has unlimited possibilities.

Mickey's Birthday Song
Wayne King: has recorded the
new Mickey Mouse eighth birthday
song for Victor Records. It was
specially composed with the aid of
Irving Berlin for the celebration of
Mickey Mouse's eighth birthday
party, which is to be celebrated
Sept. 25-Oct. 1.
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FEATURE FORMULA
IN MAKING SHORTS

'ALSOSHORTSUBJECTS
DRAWS NO TRADE

By FRED WALLER
Eastern Producer of Paramount Shorts

By M. J. WEISFELDT
Short Subject Sales Supervisor,
Columbia Pictures

CHORTS are audience getters, too.
Yet many a short is booked to
go unseen because nobody knows it's
playing. The marquee might say
"also short subjects," but the prospective customer saw "also short
subjects" last week. It's the same
as saying "also features." The
words don't sell anything. They
might just as well have been left off.
Every short subject on the program has a separate drawing appeal
and should get its separate promotion. Shorts should be treated as
house fillers, not |;rogram fillers, because every series has a following.
In many cases a short subject will
attract people that might otherwise
pass the feature by — but only if
they know that that "certain" short
is playing.
Most of Columbia's short subjects are promoted with far-reaching
publicity and exploitation campaigns that prepare a waiting audience for them.
For instance, the Scrappy-Pillsbury Farina tie-up, which breaks
this month, sells Scrappy to the public through 150,000 grocery stores,
plus the radio, magazine and newspaper advertising program of the
Pillsbury company.
The "Court of Human Relations"
tie-up with Macfadden Publications
enliststire the
publishing
ensales force
in thecompany's
sale of the
shorts series to the public, including local promotion by its 73,000
boy magazine distributors.
In New York City we get incessant phone calls from people asking
us what theaters are showing these
well advertised shorts of ours.
Friends have told me that often
they want to see our "Three
Stooges" comedies, the "Screen
Snapshots," the "News World of
Sports" and others made popular by
our never-ceasing publicity efforts,
but can not find out where they are
playing. A one-sheet in the lobby
or a line in a newspaper ad announcing the names of these shorts
would bring them in. In many cases
where the public might be undecided
about the feature, the short may be
the deciding factor.
Why certain exhibitors underestimate the "shorts" is one of the most
baffling mysteries of our industry.
Some managers actually keep short
bookings a secret from the audience.
The folly of this becomes even
greater when one realizes that the
short subject is the easiest and least
costly type of picture to advertise.
In 99 per cent of the cases an inexpensive one-sheet in the lobby and
program mention is sufficient.
The theater sells a variety of entertainment merchandise not unlike
a department store. It should follow
the same principle of advertising
very item — the big as well as the
small.

ASED

upon many years of experience in producing short subjects for Paramount, I find that
the conscientious producer of short
subjects is confronted by the same
problems and responsibilities that
are met in the production of feature
The Embassy
Theater,
New
York, gives large display on its marquee
to "Coral
Isle of
the Atlantic," one of the Struggleforto RKO
Live Radio
series produced
by the Van Beuren Corporation
release.

VITAPHONE PROGRAM M-G-M TRAINING
ONE-THIRD FINISHED! SHORTS DIRECTORS
With the 1936-37 season barely
two weeks old, Sam Sax, production
chief of the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, announces that the company
has already completed production on
43 of the 140 short subject films
on the release schedule, representing one-third of the season's output.
Completed shorts for the current
season include 12 in a series of 32
two-reel "Broadway Brevities"; 3
in a series of 18 one-reel "Merrie
Melody" cartoons in Technicolor; 3
in a series of 13 one-reel E. M. Newman "Colortour Adventures"; 2 in
a series of 13 one-reel "Pictorial
Revues"; 5 in a series of 18 onereel "Melody Master" band shorts;
3 in a series of 13 one-reel "Big
Time Vaudeville" films; 12 in a series of 13 one-reel "Vitaphone Novelties"; and 3 in a series of 16 onereel "Looney
Tunes"
cartoons.

"Heart of Sierras" Completed
"Heart of the Sierras," the third
release in the World on Parade
Series released through RKO Radio,
has been completed. It deals with
Yosemite National Park. The recreation centers, museums, groves of
giant sequoia trees, beautiful water
falls and the fantastic rock formation sculptored by wind and time are
reproduced by the camera and
graphically
described by Alois Havrilla.

Olympic Swimmer

in Short

Helen Stephens, 18 years old, one
of the world's greatest women athletes and winner of the 100 meter
event at the recent Olympic Games,

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The school of experience and not the stage will furnish future Hollywood screen directors, if experiments now being conducted at M-G-M studios work out
as well as present progress seems to
indicate.
The short subjects department of
the studios, faced with the task of
producing 64 pictures in the coming
twelve months, is training its own
directors. Already five of its proteges have demonstrated the efficacy of the idea.
Believing experience in other
branches of motion picture production is of more importance to the
embryo screen director than directorial experience on the stage, the
department has promoted five men
from the technical ranks to directorships within the past year. They
are: Dave Miller, formerly a cutter;
Jacques Tourneur, recently a cameraman; Felix E. Feist, previously
in charge of tests; Reginald Le
Borg, recruited from the music department, where formerly he staged
musical and operatic numbers, and
Joseph Sherman, who came to the
motion picture industry from the
editorial rooms of a newspaper.
Sherman was a member of M-G-M's
publicity department until he became a screen writer four years ago.
His first production as a director is
"Annie Laurie," a two-reel dramatic miniature, based on the romance
between William Douglas and Annie
Laurie which inspired the famous
song.
Jack Chertok is head of the
studio's short subjects department.

Booked for Music Hall

Booking contract just concluded
will appear in a forthcoming "News puts the J. H. Hoffberg short, "Caof the World," Columbia's series of
rillon Makers," into Radio City Mutwo-reel features devoted to current
sic Hall on next change of program
at that house.
sporting events.

pictures.
In the making of "Paramount
Headliners," for example, the idea
or scenario is first completed by the
writers; then the selection of the
well known orchestra leaders and
supporting players to appear in the
short is effected by the casting department in conjunction with the director. This compares to the selection of stars and a supporting cast
for a feature. This having been
done, the idea must be adapted to
suit the cast selected and the details of the production worked out.
Then the shooting continuity is
written. The continuity contains all
of the details of the production —
the camera angles, costumes, selection of musical numbers to be used,
dialogue and suggestions for the art
department as to the kind of sets
needed for the production. This continuity must then be approved by
the Hays office and the music department clears the rights of the
numbers to be used. Then a set is
designed, plans passed on by the
director, and sets are constructed.
The same care is taken in the design of the set, in the selection of
costumes and in the quality and
thoroughness of set construction as
is done for feature pictures, the only
difference being that for short subject production the number of sets
used is proportionately less. Before
the day of shooting complete rehearsals are held in which the numbers to be recorded and dialogue are
checked for recording and photographic quality and are carefully
timed.
In many of. the Paramount short
subjects special processes or trick
work is used and we maintain a separate department for this work. For
several years I did all of the trick
work in features in the East and
have brought to the short subjects
the optical printers and equipment
designed particularly for this work.

Form Far East 16mm. Firm
Amerasia Agencies, Ltd., has
been formed by Slem Samuels and
J. H. Hoffberg with offices in New
York and Batavia, Dutch East Indies, for the purpose of developing
the 16 mm. business in the Far
East. Samuels, who is in New
York on a short visit, up to recentlyucthandled
United
in the the
Dutch
East Artists
Indies.prodHe
will return in two weeks taking
with him 16mm. films and equipment, as well as newly acquired
agencies of novelties.
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BIG EFFORT BEHIND
HUMAN COURT SERIES

The three-way tie-up between Columbia's Court of Human Relations
short subjects series, the Macfadden
Publications and the publishing- company's 27 station radio program has
left no exploitation stone unturned.
All the Macfadden newsboys in
every district will distribute heralds
for every exhibitor showing- these
pictures. And, of importance,
Macfadden has 73,000 newsboys in
key cities under the local control
of 700 district managers.
Advertising- and publicity appears
regularly every month in the 15,000,000 copies of the various Macfadden magazines. One hundred
thousand newsdealers receive monthly display material, and 6,300
trucks cany flash banners with theater imprints. Millions of radio
listeners, following the Court of
Human Relations program every
week, get the news of every new issue in the motion picture series.
The entire Columbia exploitation
staff has been ordered to get behind
the series, to push this tremendous
tie-up to the limit, and they are
working hand in hand with the
Macfadden field force. Every newsdealer is fast being put in touch
with his local theater playing the
Court of Human Relations. In
many cases Macfadden magazines
are placed on sale in the lobby as
part of the advertising display. The
cooperative campaign in every case
is promoting sales for both parties.
The Court of Human Relations
shorts are directed by B. K. Blake.

Popeye C

s Increase to 300 in Year

Popeye Clubs are having a l jnniversary. In slightly over a year the1 have multiplied t'om one to 300. Memb rship in the clubs fluctuates between 300 and 1,500
youngsu rs The kiddies are taking their memberships seriously, according to reports
from exhibitors. They report en masse to the theater on days when the Sailor Man
is on the screen.

80 RADIO STATIONS
150,000 GROCERS AID
IN TIEUP ON iCIKO SCRAPPY PROMOTION
As part of the campaign to popularize the new Terry-Toons chai-acter, "Kiko the Kangaroo," more than
80 radio stations throughout the
country are broadcasting Paul Terry's offer to send a photograph of
Kiko to everyone who sends in a
request for this novelty. Each picture is being prepared especially for
the individual receiving it, and will
carry his name. While the offer is
directed especially at the youngsters, requests for the picture are
welcome from anyone of any age.
Besides the drawing of Kiko, the
picture includes a couple of lines
of the Kiko song written by Philip
A. Scheib, Terry-Toons musical director, with words of greeting fitted
to the music.

Scrappy, the cartoon character,
goes on the counters of 150,000
grocers this month to help sell
Pillsbury's Farina in one of the most
expensive tie-ups ever effected for
a short subject. Scrappy will be
featured on one-sheets in all grocery
windows, and plugged on 36 stations
during Pillsbury's morning radio
program "Today's Children." He is
being promoted in Pillsbury's newstising.
paper, magazine and trade adver-

The Pillsbury Company is offering a complete Scrappy Puppet theater to every purchaser of two boxes
of its farina. It is a colorful simple toy which any child can work
from the start. A campaign plan
tying up every interested exhibitor
in the country with his local grocers
has
mapped provides
out. All Pillsbury's
salesbeen
material
space for
Mickey Celebrations
theater imprints. The company
Coincident with the eighth birth- offers 25 free puppet theaters to
day of Mickey Mouse, Sept. 28, ex- be used as prizes in every theater
hibitors have swell opportunities to
stage Mickey celebrations any time running a special Scrappy matinee.
during the week of Sept. 25-Oct. 1.
Edith chievous
Fellows,
misstarlet, andColumbia's
Scrappy, have
United Artists, distributing the
Disney shorts, has prepared the made a one-minute trailer announcing the matinee and showing how
necessary trailers, slides, mats and
other accessories to help exhibitors to work the puppets. The Essaness
Circuit in Chicago, the first to see
in making the most of the event.
the trailer, jumped for it on sight.
They took it for all their 25 theaShort Sales Aids
ters and will run it at every performance for a week before the special Scrappy matinees.
In line with M-G-M's polThis tie-up marks a new high in
icy of backing up shcrt subColumbia's drive to sell Scrappy
jects with feature - calibre by building him into the life of juvenile audiences everywhere. With its
publicity support, a press
tremendous number of merchandise
sheet is issued for each individual subject. Each press
sheet offers a concise yet
complete guide to exploita-

*

*

Exploiting tl e Short Subjects

NOVEL ACCESSORIES
SELL PARA. SHORTS

Each of the ten individual series
of Paramount short subjects listed
on the new season's program is well
equipped with many novel merchandising accessories geared to aid
showmen in putting over their short
subject programs.
Heading the list of accessories on
shorts are the Max Fleischer series
consisting of Betty Boop, Popeye,
Color Classics and Screen Songs. The
Popeye short subject cartoons are
backed by an aggressive line-up of
exploitation material consisting of
both an individual and stock onesheet, balloons, blow-ups, door-knob
hangers, pennants, novelty pipes,
records, song reels, stills and slides
as well as standees and window
cards.

Accessories available on the Betty
Boop cartoons consist of a one-sheet,
Betty Boop enamel pins and a series
of attractive ad slugs. The two
other Fleischer series, Color Classics and Screen Songs, are supplied
with one-sheets ideally suited for
lobby posting.
For the Headliner series, featuring popular orchestra leaders, special one-sheets are available at all
Paramount Exchanges. The Grantland Rice Sportlights have a stock
one-sheet graphically illustrated.
The four other series of short subjects included in the Paramount
line-up, Pictorial, Popular Science,
Paragraphics and Musical Romances,
are
all supplied with attractive onesheets.

JDvast^ '■limmii^ QwtfA;

licensees,of itchildren
is Columbia's
boast wear,
that
armies
eat, sleep,
and live Scrappy in a 24-hour a day
promotion that never ends. It is altie up. ways there for every exhibitor to

tion values applying to that
particular subject, publicity
stories, and reproductions of

Machamer Designs Posters

posters, stills, ad mats and

The art work of Jefferson Machamer,familiar
whose "Gagsto millions,
and Gals"is
sketches are
now available to exhibitors for exploitation. When the first of his
new two-reel musical comedies went
into work, Educational arranged
with Machamer to prepare poster,
lobby displays and ads. ".rilliantly
colored one-sheet posters and lobby
display cards designed by Machamer
are now available in the 2>)th Century-Fox exchanges.

ether accessories that are
supplied. Here

illustrated

are sheets on

"How

to

Vote," "Killer Dog," "New
Shoes," "Swing Banditry,"
"Sunkisf Stars," "Behind the
Headlines" and "Violets in

Spring."

X
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Picture

beingon used
Kiko in theEducational's
Kangaroo.
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"RAMONA"
with Loretta
Young,
Don
Amech.
Kent
Taylor,
Pauline
Frederick,
Jane
Darwell,
Katherine De Mille, John Carradine.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
20th Century-Fox
90 mins.
REVIVAL IN FULL TECHNICOLOR OF
FAMOUS ROMANTIC STORY, BOUND TO
PLEASE PATRONS WHO ENJOY SUPERIOR
SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT.
For sheer beauty alone, "Ramona" should
win a blue ribbon. Technicolor throughout,
photography by William V. Ska II , it contains
scenes that are breath-taking in color and
composition, living paintings which accentuate the charm and flow of the story. But
"Ramona" has everything besides — romance,
tragedy, comedy, a flawless cast, direction
par excellence by Henry King from the
smooth and beautifully-developed screen
play by Lamar Trotti. And in the production hands of Sol Wurtzel and John Stone,
the picture achieves an unsurpassed standard of artistry. The story is the Helen
Hunt Jackson romance of early California.
Its heroine is Ramona, a part-Indian girl,
brought up in the proud house of the
Morenos. The secret of her past and parentage, unknown even to herself, is kept
close by Senora Moreno and two old servants. To thwart her son's love for Ramona, the Senora reveals the bitter truth
that the girl is the offspring of an Indian
squaw and the rejected fiance of the
Senora's sister. The realization that she is
of his race, makes right Ramona's love for
Don Ameche, the sheep-shearer. The happiness of their run-away marriage is shortlived; tragedy stalks their path. The picture ends on a sad but hopeful note for
Ramona and her child. Loretta Young, as
Ramona, never looked more beautiful nor
acted more superbly. Don Ameche gives
a noble performance in the role of Alessandro, the Indian. Kent Taylor, the other
male lead, Pauline Frederick, Jane Darwell,
and the rest of the cast render splendid
characterizations. A surprising bit of
hilarious comedy is effected by Pedro de
Cordoba. Gorgeous costumes by Gwen
the setting. "Ramona"
Wakeling enhancesuccess
for all exhibitors.
spells box-office
It has universal audience appeal.
Cast: Loretta Young, Don Ameche, Kent
Taylor, Pauline Frederick, Jane Darwell,
Katherine De Mille, John Carradine, Pedro
De Cordoba, J. Carroll Naish, Victor Kilian,
Charles Waldron, Claire Du Brey, Russell
Simpson, William Benedict, Robert Spindola,
Chief Thunder Cloud.

Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Associate Producer, John Stone; Director, Henry King;
Author, Helen Hunt Jackson; Screenplay,
Lamar Trotti; Cameramen, William Skall,
Chester Lyons; Editor, Alfred De Gatenc.
Direction,

Excellent

"THE GIRL FROM

Photography,

A-l.

be a clever farce concerning gay doings
in Paris in the early nineties. Acted by
an English cast, they all go through their
parts with a great deal of over-emphasis,
and the material is so colorless and lacking
in humor that it dwindles rapidly into the
classification of just a plain boresome film
without any excuse for being released. It
is all about a young surgeon spending an
evening in Paris with a pal, and he meets
a giddy gril at a night resort called Maxim's. This girl, the Shrimp as she is nicknamed, is mistaken for the young surgeon's
wife by his rich uncle, the General, and he
is forced to take her to a reception at the
General's home. Meanwhile his elderly
wife shows up, and there is the devil to
pay as he tries to avoid both female liabilities. The entire party winds up again at
Maxim's
of
tangles.for the straightening out of a lot
Cast: Frances Day; Lady Tree, Leslie
Henson, George Grossmith, Desmond Jeans,
Evan Thomas, Sterling Holloway, Gertrude
Musgrove.
Director, Alexander Kcrda; Adaptor,
Harry Graham; Dialogue, Same; Cameraman,
Georges Pennal.
Direction, Weak.
Photography,
Fair.

SHORTS

Jefferson Machamer in
"Gags and Gals" 20 mins.
Educational
Gorgeous
A real novelty composed of pretgirls and they
gagsarethat
gag
you tybecause
donedon't
without
slapstick and in good taste and with
a delightful air of spoofing. Jefferson Machamer, the famous cartoonist and creator of the popular "Gags
and Gals," appears as the principal
player. He is the artist for an advertising agency, and is striving to
find the girl in real life who will
approach in charm and beauty the
girl he is drawing for the big advertising account. The girl he has
sketched comes to life on the easel,
and he takes her to a night spot
where the boss of the agency has
gone
with Machamer
a bunch ofworks
the artist's
models.
in a
bunch of his tricky and funny little
gadgets that distinguish his cartoon
work. Here is a short that is the
first of a new series that should
catch on with the cash customers,
for it has delightful charm and pep
and is a mile away from the usual
gaggy-girlie shorts that are all
jelled from the same studio jam.
This one is refreshingly different.
Jefferson Machamer wrote the material, which was cleverly directed
by Raymond Kane. Photographed
by George Webber. The leading girl
is Prudence Hayes.

MAXIMS"

67 mins.
J. G. Hoffberg
BRITISH FILM OF GAY NINETIES IN
PARIS LOOKS AS IF IT HAD BEEN MADE
DAYS.
IN THOSE
If this production, made years ago, had
been intended as a burlesque of a serious
drama of early vintage you might laugh
at it, but you laugh at it anyway because
it is so unbelievably bad and attempts to

"Rush Hour Rhapsody"
(Broadway Brevity)
Vitaphone
20 mins.
Imaginative Musical
With new bus lines taking passengers away from a subway line,
the board of directors decides to
make the railway more comfortable
so people will enjoy riding on it.

So they install
and station
entertainment on the diners
trains and
platforms, including everything
from uniformed station announcers
to Harlem hot-cha bands. Among
the entertainers are Jean Sargent,
Billy Reed, Louise Mele, Ber Prival,
Johnny Hale, the Melva Sisters and
Toos
and Al. Directed by Joseph
Henabery.
"Toy
Town
Hall'
(Merrie
Melody)
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Amusing
Cartoon
When Junior is unwillingly put
to bed when he wanted to listen to
a radio program his various toys
came to life and put on the show.
With a jack-in-the-box caricature of
Fred Allen as the M.C. the playthings imitate many of the radio
favorites. Produced by Leon Schlesinger.
"Leon Navara and Orchestra"
with Bill Brady, Vicki Joyce and
Chester Fredericks
(Melody
Master)
Vitaphone
11 mins.
Good Musical
Starting off with songs by Bill
Brady and Vicki Joyce and a dance
by Chester
Fredericks,
this one
reaches a good climax when Navara
and his orchestra play a popular
piece
in various
music
styles!
Styles include the bolero, Cuban,
band and swing time with the boys
putting each one over in good shape.
Direction by Joseph Henabery.

boss and his wife arrive they almost
drive them out of their minds with
the goofy things they do to them.
Winds up by the boss hiring Irene
as his sales manager, because she is
so forceful and domineering. All
done in a spirit of good clean fun
but nutty
as a squirrel's
rected by William
Watson. nest. Di"Musical
Airways"
Diverting
Universal
10 mins.
Lively short studded with novelty.
Sybil Bowan takes role of publicity
director for transatlantic dirigible
company, inviting Marlene Dietrich,
Greta Garbo, Beatrice Lillie and
Mae
West to program.
appear onWhen
airship's
entertainment
they
decline, Sybil pinch-hits for them,
impersonating each. She also acts
as M.C. for three groups of entertainers, Cappy Barra's Harmonica
Swing Ensemble; Audrey and Wesley Catri, youthful dancers; and
Four Eton Boys, a smooth pop
quartette.
It's diverting stuff.
Treasure
Chest
"Sports
in the
Alps"
Educational
10 mins.

Grand outdoor winter
One of the finest
sportsreels ever assembled. Ed
Thorgersen handles the narration.
The photography is the last word
in expert sports shooting. The cameraman gets up close on some dangerous shots, and the athletes risking their lives in dangerous feats
sometimes appear to be coming
right at the camera. All the winter
"Gus Van's Garden
Party"
Universal
10 mins. sports are here, and some new ones
that are just coming into vogue.
Clicks
Mellow-voiced Gus Van gives The most spectacular and exciting
charm to this subject with fine ren- are the ski shots, taken against the
dition of two sparkling character Alpine background and showing experts in a series of daring dashes
scngs. As M.C, he presents a trio down mountainsides.
of top-notch acts that include Miller and Massey, tap dancers, who
perform in swing rhythm; the
"Vitaphone Pictorial Revue"
Eight Lovely Ladies, capable and
(No. 1)
personable songstresses; and Bill Vitaphone
11 mins.
Power's Pavilion Royal Girls,
Good
The first of the magazine type
whose military chorus work adds
dash and fervor to the finale done subjects departmentalized as in the
by the entire company to the lilting printed magazines should prove
tune "I Love a Parade." Short popular with the audiences. The
clicks under direction of Milton subject was well produced and inSchwarzwald and is pleasing audicludes a tap dancing lesson; some of
ence fare.
the elementary movements in skiing; Oscar of the Waldorf and his
Tim and Irene in
chef demonstrating a recipe for
lamb stew and a color sequence
"The Wacky Family"
(Mirthquake
Comedy)
showing
the new fur fashions modeled by mannequins.
Educational
20 mins.
Dizzy Laffs
All about dizzy Irene's Wacky
"Porky's Poultry Plant"
Family, consisting of pa, ma and
(Looney Tune)
brother, who make
life miserable Vitaphone
7 mins.
for hubby Tim.
The latter has just
Good
Cartoon
been promoted to sales manager by
Plenty of action develops when
his boss, who says he will be out to
hawk grabs
chick from
visit Tim and Irene in their new aPoultry
Farm. a Porky
takesPorky's
off in
country home to find out how his his airplane and after a lot of swell
hired help lives.
But the Wacky
on airplane "dog fighting"
Family
have converted
the home takeoffs
disperses the flock of hawks. Prointo a ga-ga hotel, and when the duccMl bj Leon Schlesinger.
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OUTPUT OF 2-REELERS
DOWN TO 18 PER CENT

Wednesday, S )t. 16,1936

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

SET GIVEAWAY RECORD
WITH $7,542 IN WEEK

By ; -[AHLES ALICOATE
Al Christie, producing and di(Continued from Page 1 )
A [ILTON SCHWARZWALD startrecting for Educational, started
ed work yesterday at the Bio- work at the General Service studio for each of the two larger amounts,
United Artists releases of Walt Disney subjects also are all one-reelers, graph studio on a comedy short on a two-reel comedy featuring which at the next drawing will be
"Fun in a Fire House." Smith Buster Keaton.
$1,000 and $400. Huffman adds
while 20th Century-Fox is making titled
no two-reelers on its own account and Dale. Virginia Verrill, Ferry
•
from $200 to $300 in case a winner
although it handles the physical end Corwey, Jeanne McCully and Chico
A
vaudeville short featuring is not present. Added this week is
the Horse are featured in the pica round trip to Chicago. The other
of Educational's output.
ture, which is being released by Johnny Perkins, the Maxellos, Four
The ratio of two-reelers planned Universal. Larry Williams is doing Creedon Girls and Joe and Jane Mc- Harry Huffman attraction is the
Weekly Ford giveaway which has
for release by independents is about the camera work.
Kenna got under way yesterday at been going on for 125 Fords now.
30 per cent, a little higher than the
the Warner picture plant under the
Lucky 7, the other giveaway
major average, but still under predirection of Roy Mack.
vious years.
group, is under three ownerships but
•
Lloyd
French,
completed
work
yesall combine for the bi-weekly cash
An interesting development in
terday at the Warner Brooklyn plant
Ben K. Blake has completed the
shorts production is the increase in on a Ken
Murray comedy from the second of the "Court of Human Re- nights. Bank nights this week will
cartoons and novelties, which this
be $1,200 one night and $1,800 the
lations" series of shorts for Colum- other, a total of $3,000. This group
season will total more than 200 and story by Jack Henley and Eddie
bia release. Work was done at the
For man. Supporting Murray are
210, respectively, while comedies are "Oswald" and Elaine Arden.
also gave away automobiles until
Biograph studio in teh Bronx.
down to about 150 and travelogues
several months ago, but they have
•
•
around 105.
used Bank Nights since.
Ray Foster, chief cameraman at
Benny Rubin, stage, screen and
Civic Theaters have three drawradio star, who at the present time the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, still
ings weekly, and there are various
has many tales to relate after eight ethers.
Two first-runs, the Orpheum
M. C's the WOR Feen-a-Mint na"Early Bird" Prices
iveeks on the coast visiting studios and Center, and nine subsequent
tional
amateur
night
program,
is
Are Mostly Eliminated
directing a series of talent tests for and inspecting new• equipment.
runs have kept out of giveaways.
(Continued from Page 1)
Republic Pictures at the Biograph
Eddie Forman and Jack Henley
Sam Fisher is assisting on
not joined the move up to the pres- studios.
of the Vitaphone scenario staff have 3 More Stories Acquired
ent time and the committee plans to the direction.
completed the story for the next of
contact their managements on the
For Monogram
Program
the Joe Palooka series titled "The
matter soon. The next meeting of
Bernice
Claire
will
be
featured
in
Blond Boomer" and featuring Rob(Continued from Page 1)
the committee will not be held until
a Warner short with work scheduled
ert Norton and Shemp Howard.
next week owing to the death of Irv- to get under way tomorrow at the Lloyd French is directing the series. 1937-38 season, the latter to be reing Thalberg.
•
Brooklyn Studio. Nina Olivette and
leased under the title, "Road's End".
Miss
Willie
Weil,
formerly from This makes six new vehicles anBoys, three Byrnes Sisters, Adrina
nounced by Monogram within the
Otera, Spanish dancer, and Stanley the coast, has joined the scenario
Smith will support Miss Claire in staff at the Warner Vitaphone stu- past week. Production activity will
start in March on the coast, with
lhe two-reeler which will be directed cals. dio and has been assigned to musiH. M. Richey, general manager
three or four unit producers conof Michigan Allied, has called a by Joe Henabery.
tributing to the program.
special rally of exhibitors for Sept.
22.
Ray Branch will shortly reopen
the Barry Theater, Hastings, after
The Poli Theater, Springfield, is
Rafael Calderon, distributor, exremodeling.
Co-Operative Sound Service Suphibitor and producer of Chihuahua,
ply Co. has been incorporated by
Harlan Starr, GB manager, has holding "The Great Ziegfeld" for
another
week.
El
Paso
and
Mexico
City,
made
his
Clyde Weston, Vera West, Catherine
closed product deals with the Fox
Cook
and Henry Dunca.
and Adams theaters, Cooperative
Springfield theaters reported a headquarters at the Latin-American
Exchange during his recent
Wayne Daillard, former manager
Theaters of Mich, and the Butter- gain of more than 10 per cent for Film
visit here.
of the St. Louis Theater, will be
field circuit.
Labor Day this year over previous
J. J. Jimenez is back from a bus- general manager of a big exposiM. J. Kandel of Olympic Pictures,
tion to be staged in Paris, France,
iness trip to Laredo.
years.
New York, was a recent visitor.
Old Silver Beach Theater and the
next year.
Manager
Lee
Aronstein
of
the
The Garrick has reopened with
Jack Thompson has been pro- Breakers club at Falmouth were destroyed in a $25,000 fire.
moted from the poster department
Palace is bringing back "San Fran- burlesque.
cisco" to his theater for a repeat*
to booker in the Paramount exJohn B. Price, pioneer Missouri
The Park theater, Westfield, in- run.
change, succeeding Gus Einback.
exhibitor, died a few days ago in
creased prices for "His Brother's
Paramount exchange has delayed Hannibal.
Operating unit for the Rogers
getting its new 2,000-foot reels unTheater has been reorganized with
Ambassador Theater stai'ts its
A two-alarm fire swept the UpArthur C. Robinson of Price Thetil after Oct. 1, William KroegeiJ touring band policy on Oct. 2. Paul
town Theater, Lynn, last week, and states.
Wife."
ater Premiums and Julius Fischer caused $10,000 damage. Morris
Ash will wield the baton the first
week.
as partners.
Standard, son of the owner, sounded
Annex Theater, Gardenville, has
Richard J>. Leahy has reopened the alarm.
been reopened by John Murphy, who
the Washington Theater, Bay City,
also operates the Merry Widow in
with films and vaudeville, after reGovernor James E. Berry of Okla- St. Louis.
modeling.
homa honored L. C. Griffith and C.
David F. Barrett, trade paper reGeorge McCoy, Columbia sales-,
B. Akers, executives of Griffith
man, lost his father recently.
porter and publicity counsel, has
Charles Schlaifer, advertising Amusement Co., by commissioning
been re-elected president of the Real
manager for Tri-States theaters in both Colonels on his staff.
Saul Zimmerman of New York is Estate Building & Loan Ass'n.
Omaha, and his wife, plan a threeweeks sojourn on the west coast.
here relieving Jimmie Garst as assistant treasurer of Standard TheBruce Shelton, former assistant
Bill Gordon, manager if the Vitaaters while Jimmie is vacationing
graph office, is back from a South- manager of the Broadway in Coun- in New York.
cil Bluffs, la., has accepted a similar
ern Utah tour.
Latin-American Film Exchange
post with the Paramount in Des
C. A. (Dewey) Gibbs, b.m. at Co- has acquired the English version of
Joe Madsen, United Artists manMoines under Bob Fulton, his forlumbia, is in New York.
has returned from vacation.
"Maria Elena," first Mexican-made
mer boss.
Visiting exhibitors: A. M. Avery, picture with English
First big stage attraction of the
dialogue.
Visiting the local film exchanges
Keith Wilson, World-Herald film Blackweli; Moody Avery, Sentinel;
new season here, Leon Erroll's "Hollywood Follies," has been booked to critic, who recently married Bette Homer Jones, Alva; C. D. Burton, and theaters recently were Edward
rtly at the Paramount, ac- Lewis, is expected back at his desk Cordell; W. R. Barringer, Geary; O. H. Rowley of the R. & R. Circuit,
cording to Harry David, general today following a two-week honey- K. Woodall, Hennessey, and G. E. Dallas, and David Young, exhibitor
Orton,
Hominy.
manager of Intermountain Theaters. moon.
of Brownsville.
(Continued from Page \)
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TELLS WIS. EXHIBS
\j
ASCAP IS A RACKET
(Continued

from

Pat/e

1)

producers' costs as well as their seat
tax. He declared that Ascap has a
powerful lobby and that the only
way for independent exhibitors to
get relief is by presenting a united
front at Washington. Aaron Saperstein of Chicago, president of Allied
Theaters of Illinois, advocated a
strong independent organization to
combat chain encroachment.

CLEVELAND
"Anthony Adverse" broke all Sunday records at Warners' Hippodrome, following a tremendous
Saturday opening. Manager Eddie
Miller opened the run with a midnight Friday performance, ran a 9
o'clock Saturday morning show, a
Saturday midnight show and, because of standees, was forced to
play a Sunday midnight show. The
picture is being held over.
Under the direction of M-G-M exploiteer C. C. Deardourff and his
assistant, Mrs. Georgia Moffett,
"Romeo and Juliet" got away to a
big start sponsored by 50 of the
city's leading citizens.
E. E. Bair has taken over the
Ritz at Newcomerstown. His other
houses are the Ohio and State at
Uhrichsville, and the Palace at Dennison.
Pete Worthington is now manager
of the Bluffton Theater at Bluffton.
Paul Rader is building a new
house in Newark, Ohio.
Harry L. Ames last week opened
his new Oak Theater, Columbus.
This is a 322-seat downtown subsequent run house, with a 15-cent
admission.
Paul Gusdanovic has closed a 100
per cent product deal with Frank
Drew, local M-G-M branch manager,
for all of his seven theaters. This
includes the new house in Parma
which will open late this month.
Abe Kramer of Associated Theaters, his wife and twin daughters
are back from New York and Atlantic City.
Martin Printz is modernizing his
Alhambra. Art Guild Studios is
doing the work in a new type of
material that looks like marble.
The Grand, Ironton, closed for the
past five or six years, has been reopened by Miss Sexton.
"Gorgeous Hussy" moved to the
Stillman for a second week downtown, following a near-record engagement at Loew's State.
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager,
who held a meeting of southern
Ohio managers in Columbus last
week, will hold a northern Ohio
managers meeting in Cleveland today and tomorrow to discuss new
product.
Louis Frisch, who owns the Palace Theater at Hubbard, is reported
having plans drawn for a new house
in the same town.

"JUUU" pi&n "Ms"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD his debut as director with this picture. Bob Livingston will be starred.
JACQUES TOURNEUR has com- Al LeVoy, executive producer, asJ pleted "The Chinese Drama," a
short, to M-G-M. His "Master eraman. signed Alvin WyckofF as chief camWill Shaki speare" attracted much
T
r
T
attention. Other subjects he has
Don Alvarado has been added to
made for the Culver City studio inthe cast Hal Roach is assembling
clude "Jonker Diamond," "The
Killer-Dog" and "Harnessed to give Patsy Kelly and Lyda
Roberti a big send-off in their initial feature comedy, "Nobody's
Rhythm."
Baby."
Lawrence Lynne
and the Overman,
Avalon FourRosina
have
Jack Chertok's battery of direc- already been given assignments,
tors at M-G-M include Edward Cahn,
David Miller and Reginald LeBorg. with production scheduled to start
21 under the direction of Gus
LeBorg specializes in directing mu- Sept.
sical shorts, while Miller handles Meins.
T
T
T
novelties and Cahn dramatic subjects. George Sidney is also a mem"They're at the barrier!" This
ber of the directorial force, as is familiar clarion call at M-G-M last
Felix Feist, Jr.
week just before the Marx Brothers
T
T
T
went to the post for "A Day At The
Recent graduates from the short Races" with Director Sam Wood in
field are Nick Grinde, Del Lord and the saddle. This is the same combination which proved the winning
Ralph Staub, who are directing features. Grinde directed "How to entries in "A Night At The Opera."
Sleep" and is now with Warner Bros. Alan Jones and Margaret Dumont,
Lord is with Columbia, while Staub who contributed heavily to the success of this latter event, are also
directed "Sitting on the Moon" for
Republic.
again listed.
▼

T

T

r

t

▼

Pete Smith is very busy at
All thoughts which Richard Dix
M-G-M with his "Audioscopiks" and might have had about returning to
"Sports Parade." Carey Wilson will the Broadway stage are now comalso be represented in the short subpletely removed. The recent announcement that he was seriously
ject field.
T
T
T
considering the starring role in W.
Jules White, long a director at
P. Lipscomb's play, "The Birth of
Educational, heads Columbia's com- the Navy," which the British playedy department. Les Goodwin, Jean
wright-scenarist intends to produce
Yaibrough are among the directors in either New York or London next
at RKO Radio, while Gus Meins, March, brought forth bids for the
Gordon Douglas, William Terhune
future services from pracand James Parrot handle the mega- film star's
tically every major organization in
phones on the Hal Roach shorts.
Hollywood. In addition, four temptT
▼
T
ing offers were cabled Dix by producers in England, while Joe Sachs,
Louis Lewyn is producing musical
revues, in color, which are being re- prominent London stage maestro,
leased by M-G-M. Robert C. Bruce telephoned, urging that he not commit himself until he could read a
is making a series of musical romances, in Technicolor, which will new play recently purchased. Dix
be released by Paramount, while is at present under contract to
Jerry Fairbanks and Robert Carlisle Columbia and his consideration of
are the producers of the "Popular any offers would have been continScience" shorts, in Cinecolor. Paragent upon receiving permission from
mount is the distributor.
the
company's
T
T
T
ecutive, Harry chief
Cohn. production exConstance Collier, in England on
T
T
T
a vacation, has been signed to play
Lawrence
Tibbett's
sons,
the Duchess to Nigel Bruce's Duke Richard and Lawrence,twin
Jr., will
in "Thunder in the City" at Atlantic Films. This is Edward G. Rob- make their screen debuts in "Under
Your Spell," the 20th Century-Fox
inson's starring picture.
musical starring their father. The
T
T
T
boys joined several hundred regular
Judy Garland, 13-year-old player, extras to form an audience for
was signed to a new long term contract by M-G-M. She made her first scenes from the opera "Faust," in
their father sings the Meappearance in a one-reel musical, which
phistopheles role as part of the film.
"Every Sunday," in which she sang
T
T
▼
and danced in the featured role.
T
T
T
Robert Carson, screen writer who
Darryl F. Zanuck has signed is collaborating with William A.
Frances Drake to a long term con- Wellman on David O. Selznick's "It
tract with 20th Century-Fox.
Happened in Hollywood," has completed "Revels Are Ended," which
▼
T
T
will
by DoubledayRepublic's first all-color picture is Doran beon published
Oct. 9.
announced by President Nat Levine,
T
▼
T
as scheduled to go into production
Richard Dix has resumed work beSept. 15. Wells Root, scenarist who
has been writing (he story, makes
fore the camera as the star in "The

FABIAN B'KLYN POOL
EFFECTIVE SEPT. 18
(Continued from

Page

1)

shifted from the Fox to the Paramount.
Fabian's staff has been rearranged
in part. Al Reid remains as genera;
field division manager, Joe Lee, managing director of the Brooklyn Paramount, becomes publicity director for
he three Brooklyn houses, with Sonny
Schlenger, Teddy Trust and Ruth
Leighton as his assistants. All advertising will be pooled and handled
through the Lord & Thomas agency,
with Maurice Bergman supervising.
Larry Cowan has been shifted
from the Fox to exploitation director of the Grand and Leland in Albany. William McLaughlin remains
as
Fox.managing director of the Strand,
and Charles Dow as manager of the
A slight increase in prices is being made at the Paramount and Fox.
At the Strand, the evening scale will
start an hour earlier.

Two More "U" Product Deals

Universal has closed product deals
with E. M. Loew circuit in New
England and Tri-State Theaters operating in Iowa, Illinois and Nebraska.
Depths Below," which Columbia is
producing. Due to the illness of
Dolores Del Rio, who shares honors
with Dix, production was postponed
for two weeks.

▼

▼

»

V

T

»

W. P. Lipscomb, British playwright-scenarist, has joined the
Paramount organization, having
been signed by producer Arthur
Hornblow, Jr., to write the screenplaycomb
for "National
Velvet."
recently completed
the Lipsfilm
version for "Phantom of the Opera,"
a Universal
production.
Clarence Brown, with another successful box-office attraction in "The
Gorgeous
Hussy" added
to his long
list
of directorial
achievements,
has
started a search for a story for his
next M-G-M assignment. The director is seriously considering a recently completed novel.
T

T

T

The value of an occasional personal appearance tour is manifest in
the greatly increased amount of fan
mail which John Boles has been receiving from those communities in
which he appeared in person. Boles
is now fulfilling an itinerary which
will end in Canada without four
weeks. »
»
»
Sidney Lanfield will direct "One
in a Million," with Sonia Henie for
20th Century-Fox. Adolphe Menjou
has the male lead. The story was
written especially for Miss Henie
by Mark Kelly, and Leonard Prasof tuneful
melodies
have been
written "swing"
by Lew
kins. A number
Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell.

▼

▼

▼

Universal today bought "The Private Life of Sarah Bernhardt," a
novel bv Bnsil Woon. It will be directed by Anatol Litvak.
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Final Tribute Paid to Irving Thalberg at Coast Services
Public
Offering
is Set for
Monogram
COWDIM
SAYS".
PROGRAM,
EXPAND
UNIVERSALWILL

$2,000,000

W. Ray Johnston Says Stock
Will First Be Listed
on N. Y. Curb
Negotiations are nearly concluded
with a downtown investment firm
which intends to offer a $2,000,000
stock issue to the public on behalf
of the revived Monogram producing
and distributing organization, it was
said yesterday by W. Ray Johnston.
Final terms remain to be set. The
stock will first be placed on the Curb
Market.

90% OF N. Y. HOUSES
INSTALL KID SECTIONS
Approximately 450 houses out of
500 theaters operating in the city of
New York have now installed special sections for children under the
so-called La Guardia law, it was estimated by official sources yesterday. Theaters which have not taken
out a license under the ordinance
include Broadway theaters, whose
patrons principally comprise adults.

20th-Fox Closes Deals
With Loew and Skouras
Product deals covering 1936-37
have been worked out by 20th Century-Fox with Loew's and Skouras
for their New York territory houses,
with Harry Buxbaum handling the
sales for the distributor. The Skouras deal was made under terms of
a franchise arrangement.
Buxbaum has also closed deals
with the Century, Isle, Walter Reade
and Leff & Meyer circuits. Under a
contract just concluded, the Albee,
Brooklyn, will play 100 per cent of
20th Century-Fox product, instead
of 50 per cent as during the past
year.

EQUIPMENT BUSINESS WIS. EXHIBITORS HEAR
IS BEST SINGE 1929 PROBLEMS DISCUSSED
Pittsburgh — Local theater equipmet dealers report the best business since 1929 and 100 per cent increase in remodeling and repair
work in the tri-state territory during July and August over the same
period last year.
Not counting the equipment sold
to over 20 new houses in Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia
which have been under construction
since May, leading supply dealers
estimate over $600,000 has been
spent in remodeling work by circuits
(Continued

on Page

6)

William LeBaron to Confer
At Paramount Home Office

Milwaukee — Congi'ess is primarily
interested in the public welfare in
its consideration of the Neely-Pettengill bill and not in the producer
or exhibitor, Congressman Harry
Sauthoff of Wisconsin declared in
speaking before the Independent
Theaters Protection Ass'n of Wisconsin during the second day of its
convention at the Plankington Hotel.
He declared that when the public
is sufficiently educated as to the provisions and purposes of the bill the
independent exhibitor will get results and not before. Whatever reform in the industry that is necessary should be effected by the producer and should come from intelligent people within the industry
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Conferences with Barney Balaban N. J. Allied to Discuss
and other Paramount home office
Advertising in Films
executives will be held by William
LeBaron, managing director of proAlleged inclusion of advertising in
duction, following his arrival in
New York next week from Holly- features and newsreels will be discussed by Allied Theaters of New
wood. York
Adolph Zukor's
from New
en routedeparture
to the Jersey at its next meeting tentatively planned for Sept. 29 at the
coast has been delayed until tomor- Hotel Lincoln.
Exhibitor members
row. John Byram, Eastern story
will be urged to delete such scenes.
editor, leaves the same day.

Pres. Roosevelt Among

Thousands

Says

Progress Made
Under
New Setup is Ahead of
Expectations

As a result of the fast progress
made by the
company's
new administration,
Universal is revising
and
expanding its production program, it
was stated yesterday by J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman of the board, following his return from studio conferences in which R. H. Cochrane,
Charles R. Rogers, William Koenig
and James R. Grainger participated.
"We have accomplished more in
the first six months of operation
than we had hoped to accomplish in
nine," said Cowdin. adding that the
progress included the domestic and
foreign sales departments as well
as the studio.
To meet the talent supply prob(Continued

RCA and RKO Give Dinner
For Italian Studio Chiefs

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood - — Thousands of messages of condolence from prominent
persons in all parts of the world,
Carlo Roncoroni, head of the Ital- including one from President Franklin D. Roosevelt, have been received
ian government's Cinema City project, and Hans Bittman, chief tech- by Norma Shearer, widow of Irving
nician, who has been accompanying G. Thalberg, to whom the industry
him on a visit to this country, were and the public paid a last tribute
guests of honor at a dinner given yesterday. Although the funeral
them last night by RCA and RKO at services yesterday morning were
the Metropolitan Club. Among those private, thousands were lined up
(Continued

on Page

6)

(Continued

on Page

6)

7)

CHARLES SCHWARTZ
ON COLUMBIA BOARD
Charles Schwartz, Columbia counsel, was yesterday elected a member
of the Columbia board of directors
at the annual stockholders meeting
to succeed the late Nathan Burkan.
All other directors were re-elected,
including Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn,
Abe Schneider, Sol Bornstein, Jack
Kerner and Leo M. Blancke.
In response to a query, Jack Cohn
(Continued

Mourning Death of Irving Thalberg

on Page

on

Page

7)

Warner-F. N. Release Dates
Are Set Into November
Warner-First National have set
feature release dates up to early November. Schedule is as follows: Sept.
19, "Down the Stretch"; Sept. 26,
"Give Me Your Heart"; Oct. 3, "A
Midsummer Night's Dream"; Oct.
10, "Isle of Fury"; Oct. 17, "Cain
and Mabel"; Oct. 24, "The Tattler"
(temporary title) ; Oct. 31, "The
Captain's Kid"; Nov. 7, "Charge of
the Light Brigade".

Form New Publicity Firm
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F. H. Richardson to be Feted

As the first in a series of events
Walter Fleishman, formerly associated with the Blackstone Co. and marking his 70th birthday, F. H.
Hal Home, has joined forces with Richardson, technical writer, will be
by the American ProjecHarry D. Davies, formerly with M- banqueted
tion Sociey Oct. 24 in the Hotel
G-M, in the establishment of a new
firm to be known as Davies-Fleish- Pennsylvania. International Projector and National Theater Supply
man. At the start, they will handle
publicity for Oscar Hammerstein, will give a luncheon to Richardson
Boris Petroff, Sol Lesser, George on Oct. 27, and the Quigley Publications staff will follow later in the
Hirliman and several industrial accounts. Fleishman and Davies have week with a luncheon in Richardalso m: de a coast tieup with Tom
son's honor. Other activities also
Kelley, Erman Pessis and Marion are being planned for "Richardson
Baldwin.
Offices of the firm are temporarily
located at 221 West 57th St.
Week".
2,000-Ft. Reel Film Scale

Universal

Foreign Changes

Clifford Eskell, former New Zealand head for Universal, has been
selected by Here Mclntyre, general
manager in Australia, to succeed Alf
Daff as manager of the Victorian
branch. Daff is taking charge of
the Tokio office. W. A. Hislop, traveling representative in the New Zeaoffice, takes over Eskell's formerlandpost.

A film scale for the 2,000-ft. reel
is being placed on the market by
Rosco Laboratories of Brooklyn. The
new scale is similar to the one formerly sold for the 1,000-ft. reel, but
altered to take care of the new 2,000-ft. reel which has a 4-inch hub
and an outside diameter of 14l/i inches. Along the left side of the scale
is shown the footage, and on the
right side is shown the running time
of 45 ft. per half minute.

G. N. Release Set Back

Filmarte $2 Opening

"White Legion", a B. F. Zeidman
production, has been set for release
by Grand National for late in
October. The picture was originally
scheduled for release Sept. 29. Tala
Birell and Ian Keith have the leading roles.
Another G. N. release, "In His
Steps", with Eric Linden and Cecilia
Parker, will be given a special trade
screening in New York at 11 A.M.
on Monday in the Astor Theater.

Tickets will be scaled at $1 and $2
for the opening Tuesday night of the
Filmarte Theater at which the initial U. S. performance of "La Kermesse Heroique," French prize film,
will be given for the benefit of the
Federation of French Veterans.
Count Henri De LaBoulaye, French
Ambassador to the U. S., heads the
list of patrons for the benefit which
will be marked by a gala turnout.

Fielding in Sales Promotion

Franklin R. Fielding, who for the
past three years, has been contacting
schools and organizations in several
eastern territories in the interests
nf RKO Radio, has been assigned to
the sales promotion department under the direction of Leon J. Bamberger.

Schenck Leaving Hospital

Interstate Buys GB Program

Coming and Going
SIDNEY M. BIDDELL, head of the story and
talent departments for Grand National Films,
is back in New York from Hollywood.
LAWRENCE TIBBETT, who recently finished
York.
his role in 20th Century-Fox's "Under Your
Spell," leaves the coast tomorrow for New
GAR O'NEILL, in charge of publications for
Erpi, is
back from a series of key city presound
system.
mieres of the new Western Electric Mirrophonic
WALTER ABEL is back in New York after a
session in Hollywood, where he appeared in
RKO Radio, Paramount and M-G-M pictures.
He is under contract to RKO.
THE YACHT CLUB BOYS, having completed
coast.
their scenes for "Pigskin Parade," 20th Century-Fox picture, have returned east from the
WILLIAM J. CLARK, Movietone News and
shorts subjects sales manager, is back in the
city after a tour of 20th Century-Fox's western
branches in conjunction with the short subjects phase of the annual Kent drive.
CONSTANCE BENNETT is expected in New
York within
the week
from the coast..
JOAN

MARSH

is in town at the Ambassador.

MARC CONNELLY, just back from Europe,
returns to London next week to become a theatrical producer there.
SYLVIA SIDNEY, returning from abroad today on the Conte di Savoia, leaves immediately
for Hollywood to appear in Walter Wanger's
"You
Live Only Once,"
U. A. release.
HENRY FONDA also leaves New York in a
few days for the coast to appear in the Walter
Wanger picture.
JAMES E. FRANCIS, RCA
manager, has returned to the
lywood office after attending
sales convention in Camden, N.

western division
Photophone Holthe Photophone
J.

MR. and MRS. MAURICE COWAN leave New
York on Monday for Hollywood and later return to England.
FRANK and RALPH MORGAN are in Greenwich, Conn., from the coast, having come east
suddenly by plane due to the serious illness
of their mother.

George W. Weeks, GB general
sales manager, announces the closing of a deal with the Interstate
Circuit in Texas for GB's 1936-37
program. The deal was negotiated
by John Franconi, Dallas branch
manager,
and of
R. Interstate.
J. O'Donnell, general manager

RANDOLPH SCOTT, just signed to a new
Paramount contract, left the coast yesterday
on an extended vacation in the east following

Skouras Suit Up in October

HERB MaclNTYRE, RKO Radio southern district sales manager, and SOL SACHS, Dallas
ferences.
branch manager, are in New York for con-

Josenh M. Schenck. resting at Mt.
Trial of the Skouras action, seekSinai Hospital, New York, is expecting an injunction to restrain played to leave that institution tomorrow
ing of 20th Century-Fox pictures by
or Saturday, it was stated at 20th RKO's 81st St. theater day and date
Century-Fox yesterday. He has been with its houses in the same neighborsuffering from complications due to
hood, is now scheduled for October
a severe cold.
in the State Supreme Court. Several
efforts to settle the case out of court
have not so far proved successful.
20th-Fox Signs Newcomer
Ellen Prescott, 18-year-old bru"White Gods" Soon Ready
nette who was picked as the outstanding product of the American
Cyril Von Baumann, who has arAcademy of Dramatic Art last year,
rived in New York from Ecuador,
has been eiven a long term contract
soon starts cutting "White Gods,"
by 20th Century-Fox.
which he is producing in that country with Andre Roosevelt. Fitelson
& Mayers, attorneys, are handling
Educational Filming Fair
Arrangements have been made distribution arrangements.
with Educational Pictures to make
"U" Buffalo Deal
a short on the grounds of the New
•Tersey State Fair, which opens Sept.
F. J. A. McCarthy, eastern sales
27, in Trenton.
manager for Universal, and Nate
Sauber, Buffalo exchange manager,
closed
deal for "U" product to play
Wayne
Pierson's
Father
Wayne Pierson
left New
York Dies
yes- houses in Buffalo and Niagara Falls
terday for Baltimore due to the death operated
by Charles Hayman circuit.
of his father in that city.

completion of his assignment in Mae West's
"Go West, Young Man." On his return to
Hollywood he probably will play opposite
Irene

Dunne

ALFREDO
York.

in

"High,

Wide

and

Handsome."

RODE, London producer, is in New

RENEE CARROLL has returned to New
from
the coast via boat.
CYRIL VON BAUMANN
York
from
Eucador.
WILLIAM
next

week

LE BARON
from

has returned to New
is due in New

York

Hollywood.

ADOLPH ZUKOR
row for the coast.
LESLIE FENTON
Hollywood.

York

leaves New

York

tomor-

left by plane last night for

V. VERLINSKY, Amkino president, and N.
NAPOLI leave Saturday on a two-week sales
trip that will take them into the middle west.

Film

Biz Good

in South

Film business in the south is firstrate, and exhibitors look forward to a
splendid
year, according
Herb
MacIntyre, southern
district to
sales
manager
for RKO, who is in New York for a
conference. He said sales are 35 per
cent beyond those of the same period
last year. Maclntyre was accompanied
north by Sol Sachs Dallas manager flying

The personnel of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation expresses its deepest
sympathy to the family and associates of Irving Thalberg, in whose passing this
industry loses one of its most brilliant and best-loved leaders. His great abilities
will forever be an inspiration, and the fine qualities of the man himself wil!
forever be remembered.

FULL
STEAM
AHEAD
FOR THE
NEW
SEASON!
Sweeping on to new and bigger triumphs M-G-M reveals below
very briefly
the line-up of releases from now until New Years. IT'S GORGEOUS!
28th— THE GORGEOUS
HUSSY^
Joan Crawford, Robert Taylor. Lionel Barrymore,
Franchot Tone.

OCT. 23rd— LOVE
ON
THE
RUN-Joan
Crawford, Clark Gable, Franchot Tone. (A/so Oct.
23rd— APRIL BLOSSOMS, Richard Tauber.)

SEPT. 4th— THE GREAT ZIEGFELD-Williarr
Powell, Myrna Loy, Luise Rainer, Frank Morgan,
' 3 in ia Bruce^ u ^^^m

OCT. 30th -MISTER CINDERELLA-Jack Haley,
Betty Furness, Arthur Treacher, Raymond Walburn.

-SWORN
ENEMY-Robert
Florence Rice, Joseph Calleia, Lewis Stone.

Young,

SEPT 18th-THE DEVIL IS A SISSY-Freddie
Bartholomew, Jackie Cooper, Mickey Rooney
,
Katherine Alexander.

SEPT. 25th- OLD HUTCH-Wallace
Cecilia Parker, Eric Linden.

Beery.

OCT. 2nd_THE LONGEST NIGHTRobert
Young, Florence Rice, Reginald Owen, Ted Healy.
OCT. 9th_HBELED LADY- Jean
Harlow,
William Powell, Myrna Loy, Spencer Tracy.
OCT.16th-ALL AMERICAN CHUMP-St
uart
Erwin, Robf. Armstrong, Betty Furness.

MYRNA
LOY

SPF.NCER
TRACY.

NOTE: The releases on this page, great as they are,
reflect only a small part of the Star, Story and Production resources of M-G-M's Greatest Year,

WALLACE
BEERY

FREDDIE
BARTHOLOMEW

NOV. 6th— THE WHITE DRAGON
Elissa Landi, ZaSu Pitts, Edmund Lowe.

CLARK
GABLE

ftp)—

NOV. 13th-BORN TO DANCE-Eleanor
Powell, Una Merkel, Frances Langford, Buddy Ebsen,
Virginia Bruce.

GRETA
GARBO

NOV. 20th— OUR RELATIONS-Stan Laurel,
Oliver Hardy, Daphne Pollard, James Finlayson.

NOV. 27th— CAMILLE-Greta
Taylor.
William AFTER
Powell, Myrna THE
JEC4Loy. '41 :THIN

DEC.later)
Tlth-S.
cast

S. VAN

DINE

Garbo, Robert

MAN-

story

WILLIAM
POWELL

(title,

DEC. I8th-TARZAN ESCAPES
-Johnny
Weissmuller, Maureen O'Sullivan.

o #

DEC. 25th
Nelson Eddy.-MAYTIME-Jeanette

JOHNNY
WEISSMULLER

ELEANOR
POWELL

MacDonald,

NELSON
EDDY

JEANETTE
MacDONALD

LAUREL
HARDY &

ff&£!

oh!

THE
DAILV

WIS. EXHIBITORS HEAR
PROBLEMS DISCUSSED
11

rather than from outside snoopers,
Sauthoff declared. "Clean your
business or you're going to have
censorship," he warned.
The independent producer and distributor are coming back into their
own. E. A. Golden, general sales
manager of Chesterfield-Invincible,
declared.
Unless a real honest attempt is
made on the part of independent exhibitors to stop chain expansion
there will be virtually no independxhibitors operating within next
five years, Col. H. A. Cole, president
of Allied Theater Owners of Texas,
declared speaking on the menace of
chain expansion. Success of the
national defense committee in its
work was outlined by Al Steffes of
Minneapolis who declared that
chains have been doing everything
possible to put the independent out
of business and that Allied's plan to
seek the separation of the producer
and exhibitor has been found legal
and workable.
Major producers are going back
into the exhibition business with renewed vigor, H. M. Richey warned
the exhibitors, advising them to purchase independent product in greater quantities as a means of combating the circuits. Ray Tesch, business manager of the Wisconsin association speaking on our territorial
situation pointed to the increasing
spread of chains in Wisconsin and to
the fact that there are still six independent exhibitors to each circuit
house in Wisconsin and that an active independent organization is imperative.

Equipment

Business

Is Best Since 1929

(Continued

from

Page

1)

and independents in those territories.
Much of the work has been delayed
for years due to lack of funds. The
present time has given the theater
operators the first opportunity to
invest some money in repair and
modernization work.

RCA and RKO Give Dinner
For Italian Studio Chiefs

A "£MU" fun* "JUAs"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD i from
in FirsttheNational's
Galahad,"
Saturday "Kid
Evening
Post
serial.
Pat
O'Brien,
Barton
Sey- Lane and Ross Alexander also MacColton,
John
writers,
THREE
will
mour Robinson and S i a Warbe in it. Seton I. Miller adapted the
shawskv, have been assigned to story.
script forthcoming RKO Radio
T
T
T
stories. Colton will adapt Kipling's
"Gunga Din ' for production by EdFerdinand Reyher, former war
ward Small; Robinson has drawn correspondent and well known magazine writer, has been signed by
the screen play of "Take a Number," which Sid Rogell will pro- Walter Wanger to adapt Vincent
duce, while Warshawsky's task will Sheean's "Personal
History."
be the adaptation of "Wings of
T
T
T
Mercy,"
the
producer
of
which
will
be William Sistrom.
"Woman with Wings," Genevieve
Haugan's book, will be the basis of
T
T
T
a new 20th Century-Fox film, with
Kathleen Lockhart and Eric Lin- Gene Markey as associate producer.
den are further assignments to imT
T
T
portant roles in "Career Woman" at
20th Century-Fox. Linden will play
Joe Penner's first starring picopposite Isabel Jewell. Claire Treture for RKO Radio, "Roaming
vor and Edmund Lowe have the top Around,"
has been given over to the
productional supervision of Hal
parts.
Home. The film originally was
T
T
T
More casting notes from 20th planned by Lew Brown, who wrote
Century-Fox: Jean Hersholt for the music for it, but he was called
"One in a Million"; Walter Catlett away on other commitments.
T
T
T
for "Banjo on My Knee"; Edward
Although not a musical picture,
S. Brophy and Guinn "Big Boy"
Williams for "Career Woman."
"Banjo On My Knee" will have a
series of ballads and dance numbers
T
T
T
music
for which has been written
RKO Radio has added Irene
Franklin, Bryant Washburn, Pat by James McHugh and Harold
Adamson. The cast of the 20th CenO'Malley, Dot Farley, Frank Thomtury-Fox picture is headed by Joel
as, Jane Hamilton, Patricia Wilder
Barbara Stanwyck. Reand Alan Curtis to the cast of "Gen- McCreacentand
additions are Cecil Weston,
eral Delivery." Gloria Stuart has Louis Mason, Margaret Hamilton,
the feminine lead. Harry Jans and
Spencer Charters and George HumBarbara Pepper also are in it. Cliff bert.
Reid will produce, with Edward
T
T
T
Killy directing.
T
T
T
"Smart Set No. 3," last in a series
"Take it Easy," an original ro- of three short subjects, has gone
mantic comedy by Francis and Mari- into production at RKO Radio, with
on Cockrell, has been purchased by Jean Yarbrough directing and Bert
RKO Radio. It will be produced by Gilroy producing. The cast includes
Al Lewis.
Robert Emmett Keane, Kitty McT
▼
T
Hugh, Harry Bowen and Bud FlanaUniversal has bought the new
T
T
T
Faith Baldwin novel, "24 Hours a
Hinton Smith, who has finished
Day," still in manuscript form. The gan.
story will appear first as a serial in her assignment on an original for
Ladies Home Journal and then in Walter Wanger, has been signed by
book form.
B. F. Zeidman to write the screen
t
▼
»
play for his next Grand National
Paramount has bought "Fly by picture, "St. Elmo."
Night," original by Eric Hatch, as
a probable Bing Crosby vehicle.
Indicating the care with which
▼
▼
T
Hirliman has filmed "Daniel
Tala Birell has returned to Uni- George
Boone," the first George O'Brien
versal under term contract and will feature
for RKO Radio release, production has been completed on the
star in "Blonde Adventure," by
Lionel Houser and Murray Roth, 42-day shooting schedule. This is
with E. M. Asher as producer.
more than twice the length of shootfilms.ing schedules for previous O'Brien
Paramount casting notes: Frank
T
T
T
Albertson and Francis Ford for
Roy Del Ruth has directed to date
"The Plainsman"; June Martel for
"Arizona Mahoney," Joe Cook com- approximately 500 dancers — both
and girls — for the spectacular
ery formerly titled "Stairs of Sand." boys
"Hollywood" number in "Born to
T
T
T
Dance." This is said to be the
Dick Powell will be starred by largest number of dancers ever used
Warners with Jeanne Madden in in any single spectacle for any
musical.
"Hollywood
radio hour ofHotel,"
the samebased
name.on the
r

(Continued

from

Page
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at were M. H. Aylesworth and
Ned E. Depinet of RKO, and Van
Ness Philip, Frank R. Deakins, Max
I and Ralph Austrian of RCA
Photophone.
Earlier in the day, Roncoroni and
Bittman went through the RCA plant
in Camden. The Italian studios have
bought seven of the Photophone ultra-violet ray recording channels.
;wi<rBittman are sailing at the end of the week on their
return to Rome.
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Edward G. Robinson, on his return from England, will be starred

r

T

T

RKO Radio has signed Efrnest
Pagano to work as special comedy
constructionist
with Director Mark

FINAL TRIBUTE PAID
TO IRVING THALBERG
(Continued from Page

1)

near the Temple B'nai B'rith, where
ivaobi Edgar F. Magnin intoned the
Hebrew service and delivered a short
eulogy.
Cards of admission were
Temple.
ooue^ to 1,500, the capacity of the
Rabbi Magnin extolled Thalberg,
stressing the fact that although fran
he gave much of his time and energy
to civic affairs. He lauded his domestic life as fine and exemplary.
Honorary ushers were Clark Gable,
Fredric March, Douglas Fairbanks
Carey Wilson, Sam Wood, Cedric
Gibbons, Joe Cohn, Robert Leonard,
Moss Hart, Sidney Franklin, Lucien
Hubbard and W. S. VanDyke.
At the New York end, in final
honor to Irving Thalberg, Station
WHN broadcast a half-hour tribute,
with speakers including Nathan
Strauss, chairman of the United Palestine Appeal; Jack Alicoate, publisher of The Film Daily, and Leslie Howard, screen and stage star.
There was also a reading of expressions from Nicholas M. Schenck,
Louis B. Mayer, E. J. Mannix, David Bernstein, President Roosevelt,
C. C. Moskowitz, Sam Katz, Hunt
Stromberg, Adolph Zukor, S. R.
Kent, Harry M. Warner, J. Robert
Rubin, David O. Selznick, Dr. A.
H. Giannini, and others.
The 20th Century-Fox home offices ceased activity from 2 to 2:30
P.M., E.S.T., as a mark of respect
during the Thalberg funeral.

M-G-M

Acquires Plays

"Spring Tide", comedy by George
Billam and Peter Goldsmith, produced in London last July, has been
acquired by M-G-M. The company
also recently bought Phillip Barry's
"Spring Dance".

Sennett's Mother Dies
Tingwick, Que. — Mrs. John Sinnott, 91, mother of Mack Sennett,
died at her home here this week.

"Sing, Baby" Holds Over

"Sing, Baby, Sing", 20th CenturyFox release, is holding over at the
Roxy starting tomorrow.
"Der Kampf" ("The Struggle"),
Amkino
film, holds over at the
Cameo.

Brings
Alfred
Rode,British
LondonFilms
producer,
has arrived in New York to arrange
distribution on two features. He
plans to remain in the city two
weeks.
Sandrich during the filming of the
next Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers
musical picture,
"Stepping
Toes."
T
▼
T
"King of the Khyber Rifles"
and "Four Men and a Prayer," two
of the leading dramatic films on the
ly.
20th Century-Fox schedule, are being prepared for production short-
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said that admission prices were
ing up throughout the country,
attendance was increasing and
business at the theaters was
good.

Two Columbia Pictures
For Radio City Music Hall
Two Columbia pictures, "Craig's
Wife" and "Pennies from Heaven"
have been booked into the Music
Hall. "Craig's Wife" will follow
"My Man Godfrey," booked for two
weeks. "Pennies from Heaven" will
probably follow "Garden of Allah."

More Maj. Bowes Shorts

Following completion of the final
short in a Major Bowes Amateur
Hour series for RKO release, Biograph plans to begin work shortly
after Jan. 1 on another group of
these subjects. Last picture completed was a single reeler. Six doubles and six single reels have been
produced by William Saal and his
associates.

BOSTON
Eddie Hosmer of Independent
Theater Supply Corp. has returned
from the White Mountains.
Walter Young of Farmington, N.
H., is reopening the Milton Theater,
Milton, N. H.
Harry Safner and Maurice
Blanchard, heads of the Safner &
Blanchard circuit, Woonsocket, R.
I., have returned from Maine.
Mrs. Howard Smiley, Pastime
Theater, Madison, Me., has recovered from a serious illness.
M. & P. have taken over the
Opera House, Presque Isle, Me.,
from Wendell Hone.
Alton Bragg, owner of the State
Theater, Farmington, N. H., died
last week as the result of injuries
received in a motorboat accident.
Harry Asher of American Film
Co. is visiting New York.
Jack Goldstein has added the
publicity work for the Coulon hotels
to his account.
Henry Tobin, manager of the
Olympia in Olneyville, lost his
mother last week.
Louis Rosensweig of the Victoria
in Springfield was a visitor to the
film district.
Tony Russo will be married in
October at Littleton, N. H. He is
manager of the Littleton Theater
and other New Hampshire houses.
Lou Wechsler visited the U. A.
offices this past week-end. He is
the U. A. manager for the New
Haven district.
Fred Mason, former owner of the
Acme Theater, is playing the towns
in and around Kennebunkport, using a portable.

1)

lem being experienced generally in
Hollywood,
saidyoung
that Universal now hasCowdin
over 40
players

gothat
that
very
• • • AS YOU start on this daily tour along the Rialto
we realize that all the sights we point out may not interest
you
so just tilt your nose snootily and pass on to another
item . . as a matter of fact there is a good percentage of the
junk that we don't care for ourself but you know how 'tis
we have to call attention to the exhibits as we pass down
the line
because every gent thinks his exhibit is Important
it's all according to your Point of View
T
T
▼
• • • AS WE pass the United Artists home office there
is advertising chief Monroe Greenthal waving both arms with
his fists full of pages from tabloids
if you will look
through these field glasses you will see that they are three
pages from the coloroto covers of the tabs
representing
three Sunday breaks in a row in the News and Mirror with portraits of femme stars in "Dodsworth" and "Come And Get It"
great work, Monroe
some gent on the staff must
have grabbed himself a raise
or it is rise ?
▼
T
▼
• •
• THIS GENT dashing out of the same building at
729 has a message for us
pardon us a moment
(business of excited whispering as Arnold Van Leer bubbles in
our ear and shoves a handsome and gay book in our mitt)
well, folks, here is the very first copy off the press — the Souvenir
Album on the Pickford-Lasky "Gay Caballero" starring Nino
Martini . .... .a novelty loose-leaf conceit with play scenes in
tints, a four-color process board cover with the Mexican motif
done by the celebrated artist, Nat Karson
tricky the
exhib can take out the loose leaves in the book and hang them
in his lobby or use them for ritzy window displays being
sent to 10,000 exhibitors
and Eastern Representative Emil
C. Jensen is the originator of this novelty
▼
T
T
•

• • AND SO we approach that new Broadway landmark the New Criterion that just opened its doors to the
public
let's step out in the street to get around the milling
mob
been going on like that all day
started at 7:30
in the morn
had to open the doors at 8 and the first performance ahalf hour later. . . Warners' "Give Me Your Heart"
is the screen attrack

▼

TV

• •
• NOW WE dash up to the Republic offices .....to
find Al Adams' ad and pub lads working under pressure
to
get all accessories and pressbook out to meet the advanced release date of Oct. 1 on "The President's Mystery" the Liberty mag novel suggested by F. D. R. himself original story
was penned by a platoon of big authors, Rupert Hughes, S. S.
Van Dine, Rita Weiman, John Erskine, Anthony
Abbott and
Samuel Hopkins Adams
a staff of special artists has been
brot in on this job, including Rodney De Sarro, celebrated artist
whose work is current in Esquire, Satevepost and Colliers

▼

▼

▼

• • • AND SO back to the desk to find bulletins posted
on items such as these ... • Wallace Munroe has been placed
in
charge
of publicity
for the D'Oyly
Opera Company,
Mark
Luescher
is convalescing
from Carte
a protracted
illness . .as .
• Fanchon and Marco have started work on a new stage unit
titled "Russell Patterson's Living Models," the show to be produced by Jack Partington and Arthur Knorr
the show will
feature 18 famous artists' models ... • Mayor La Guardia
will be the chief speaker at a second mass meeting: of Local 802
as the musicians seek to return their members to the picture
houses ... • The Chi crits went into raves 100 per cent strong
over RKO Radio's "Mary of Scotland," agreeing that Katharine
Hepburn did her best work in it . . . • Carole Lombard will be
interviewed over WJZ Sunday noon in connection with her pix,
"My Man Godfrey" ... • And "Sing, Baby, Sing" the theme
song of the 20th Century-Fox pix, heads the list of most frequently broadcast songs over the networks this week

«

«

«

»

»

»

being groomed.
Cowdin also declared that the releasing schedule announced to exhibitors would be definitely maintained.

Bette Davis Loses Point
London (By Cable) — A continuance of Warner's injunction against
Bette Davis, restraining her from
appearing in films for any other
company during the term of her
Warner contract, was granted yesterday in court here. Justice Lewis
ordered a speedy trial.

Giegerich Opens Office

Charles J. Giegerich has opened
his own distribution office at 723
Seventh Ave. to handle product both
in this country and abroad.

CHARLOTTE
At the semi-annual conference of
35 of the theater managers and executives of the Carolina Theaters,
Inc., installation of new equipment
and improvements in several of the
theaters in the Carolinas were discussed in detail. Roy L. Smart of
Charlotte, district manager, presided at the meeting. Brief talks
were made by H. F. Kincey of
Charlotte, general manager of
North Carolina Theaters, Inc., and
R. B. Wilby of Atlanta, vice-president of the firm.
C. M. Haney has taken over the
Gibsonville Theater at Gibsonville
from C. J. Ross. The name was
changed
to State.
In Durham
the Russell Theater
will open today. It was formerly
known as the New Theater.
L. C. Sipe, president of the Jesters' Club, has announced that the
club will have a charity ball Sept.
21 at the Armory Auditorium to
raise funds for the club's various
charities.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Edwin F. James of Grand Coulee
plans early construction of a new
600-seat house in the original town
site of Grand Coulee, where the
$150,000,000 dam is under way.
John Hamrick recently returned
to his Seattle home and headquarters after a visit to Los Angeles.
Fox Portland Theaters of Portland have changed the name of their
corporation to Parker Service Corp.
Capitalization also was reduced.
"Texas Rangers" is in a second
week atland's
Seattle's
Paramount.Orpheum and PortAl Gillespie and Harry Ulsh arc
taking over the Paramount, Okanogan; Caribou, Brewster; Liberty,
Tonasket, and Liberty, Oroville.
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« REVIEWS
"THANK

»

with Arthur Treacher. David Niven, Virginia
Field. Lester Matthews
20th

NEWS

of the DAY

YOU, JEEVES"

Century-Fox
57 mins.
AMUSING BRITISH-FLAVORED

FAIRLY

'S
TREACHER
WITHHIGHLIGH
COMEDY
T.
ANCE AS THE

PERFORM-

Except for Arthur Treacher as the valet,
the writers of this screenplay did not take
much from P. G. Wodehouse, creator of
Jeeves, but instead attempted to turn out
a comedy of general appeal with enough
British flavor to preserve the identity of
aforiginal. The result is a rather mixed
fair, with Treacher doing a swell job as
Jeeves, David Niven acquitting himself
commendably as the master, and other players working conscientiously but, like the
director, being somewhat at a disadvantage
by reason of their material. Locale isa
British and the action is motivated by
guarded aeronauplot involving a carefully
tical invention being sought by a gang of
holds half of
Field
crooks, while Virginia
the
the blueprint and Lester Matthews has
other half. Getting mixed up in the works,
Treacher makes a boner by taking the
crooks to be government agents and thus
placing the girl in jeopardy. But he comes
through at the finish in a fist fight wherein
Treacher knocks out the whole crook band,
one after another, for a howling finish.
Story is kept moving at a rather lively pace
throughout.
Cast: Arthur Treacher, Virginia Field,
David Niven, Lester Matthews, Cclin Tapley John Graham Spacey, Ernie Stanton,
Gene Reynolds, Douglas Walton, Willie
Best.
Producer, Sol Wurtzel; Director, Arthur
Greville Collins; Author, P. G Wodehouse;
Screenplay, Joseph Hoffman. Stephen Gross;
Cameraman, Barney. McGill; Editor, Nick
De Maggio.
Direction, Handicapped Photography,
Good.

Joe Palooka in

"The Choke's On You"

with Robert Norton, Shemp Howard,
Beverly Phalon, Johnnie Berkes
and Lee Weber
(Broadway Brevity)
21 mins.
Vitaphone
Slapstick
A lot of slapstick laughs result
in this Joe Palooka subject which
shows how Joe battles a wrestler
after a brawl at their adjoining
training quarters. The fighter and
the wrestler fight it out with Joe
wrestusing boxing tactics and the method
ler his catch-as-catch-can
with Joe coming out the eventual
winner.
Directed by Lloyd French.
"Music Hath Charms"
(Oswald
Rabbit Cartoon)
Universal
8 mins.
Lot of Fun
Humorous and well conceived, this
is one of best of series starring that
personality-filled young gent, Oswald Rabbit. It's harvest time, and
Oswald is blowing melodiously on
h's saxophone
livelymusicians
tempo. His
fellow
farm andin field
try
to keep the locust swarms at bay

Canton, O.— E. C. Colvin, for the
past several years identified with
the staff of Loew's here, has resigned.

Sandstone, Minn. — The Sandstone,
remodeled, is open again.
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DATE BOOK

Today: Annual convention of Independent
Theaters
waukee. Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan, Plankington Hotel, MilToday:

Park Rapids — A group of businessmen from Thief River Falls,
Alliance, O. — The Columbia, man- Minn., have taken an option on property belonging to Dr. Harry Kerr,
aged by Ray Wallace, one of the Tri
Theaters' houses, has reopened af- and contemplate building a new
ter extensive alterations. Same theater here.
policv will be retained, straight
Mountain Lake, Minn. — The State,
films* theand
firstunit
half shows
of the with
week, films
and operated by G. G. Schroeder, has
tabloid
reopened.
the last half.
Canton, O. — A lone bandit folInternational Falls, Minn. — J. R.
lowed Neil Palsgrove, assistant
McKinley, whose Grand was de- manager at Loew's, into the office,
stroyed in a $25,000 fire recently, is
a gun into his back and comtaking bids on a new house designed poked pelled
him to open the safe and hand
over between $1,500 and $2,000.
by
Perry
Crosier,
Minneapolis
architect.
Palsgrove was formerly identified
with Loew's Ohio in Columbus. He
Waconia, Minn. — E. C. Jackson, was recently assigned to Loew's
assistant manager, replacformerly of Mitchell, S. D., has pur- here ingas
E. C. Colvin, resigned.
chased the Lyric from E. A. Schultz.
Youngstown, O. — Princess, only
Mitchell, S. D.— Work is under
theater, reopens toway on the Mitchell, leased by Baron dark downtown
morrow with independent burlesBrothers from Minnesota Amuseque. Larry Nathan of New York
ment Co., Minneapolis.
will manage.
Aitkin, Minn. — Charley Lyons is
taking bids on a new theater.
East Liverpool, O. — The Ceramic
will return to a stage-film policy
Waseca, Minn. — Work has started after a summer of straight pictures,
on the $6,000 remodeling program of William C. Tallman, manager, anthe Waseca, operated by Elmer Nel- nounced.

»

Minneapolis Variety Club Golf Tournament, Minneapolis Golf Club, Minneapolis.

Sept. 28-0ct. 2: Annual Atlantic Coast Premium Exposition, Hotel Astor, New York.
Oct. 2: The Exhibitor of Philadelphia-Variety
Club Golf Tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.
Oct. 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
Sagamore, Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 19-20: Annual convention of M. P. T. O.
of W. Penna., Pittsburgh.
Oct. 25: Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Nov. 27: Buffalo Variety Club annual movie
ball, Buffalo.
Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia.

CINCINNATI
Ross Spencer is Paramount's new
W. Va. rep, • replacing Ross Williams, resigned. William Kramer
moves up in the ranks to replace
Spencer. William Meier, formerly
of the ad-sales department, takes
Kramer's place as cashier.

Breckenridge, Minn. — The Grand
will be closed for several weeks,
while
undergoing repairs and remodeling.

"Swing Time" broke all attendance records in the history of the
RKO Albee, Cincy; also at Keith's,
Dayton, and the Palace, Columbus.
Canton, O. — Harry Reinhart of
Jean Burkhardt, daughter of
the Mozart,
McKinley
aters is back
at his and
deskState
afterthe-a Fox's W. Va. rep, Ed Burkhardt, has
been added to the RKO Radio staff.
sojourn in California.

Stanley,
completed
wood at a
now seats

Steubenville, O. — John Papulias,
owner of the Olympia, is back from
a three-month visit to Greece, where
he settled an estate.

Wis. — Jack Haywood has
remodeling of the Haycost of $20,000. The house
500.

classical tunes and upby playing
braid sincere little jazz-loving Oswald for blowing pop stuff on the
sax. But swing-tempo is what is
soothing to the locust breast, and
Oswald triumphs when his melodies
save the crops and foliage of the
countryside.
A lot of fun.
E. M. Newman's
(Colortour Adventure)
in Cinecolor
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Good Novelty
A variety of subjects are covered
in an interesting manner in this
subject. Among the occupations
picturized are a woman who decorates gardens with figures from
fairy tale characters; a man who
carves heads from cocoanut shells; a
woman who raises rare Siamese
cats; a man who raises lady bugs
to fight orange pests; decorating
toy balloons; a man who molds figures for magazine covers; and a
woman who makes pictures out of
preserved leaves and flowers.

"Colorful Occupations"

DETROIT
Jacob Schreiber circuit has reopened the Blackstone Theater No. 2.
Sol Krim is due back from Germany next week.
Free lunch is drawing a big crowd
of exhibitors to the Allied Theaters
meeting in the Detroit Leland Hotel on Tuesday. Purpose of the
meeting has not been disclosed by
H. M. Richey.
E. V. Smith, formerly of National
Theater Supply, has joined the RCA
Photophone sales staff.
American Theater Science Inc. has
been set as the name of the new upstate booking combine. General Manager Frank Stuart will open offices
in the Fox Theater Bldg.
H. R. Byerly, former manager
of the Loop Theater for Associated
circuit, has been appointed manager
of the Colonial, Jacob Schreiber's ace
house, succeeding Mac Behrendt,
who resigned because of ill health.
Don Widlund of Jam Handy recently returned from St. Louis and
points west.

It is rumored that the Chesbrough Circuit and the Elaness Circuit are both dickering for Mrs.
Phillip Semelroth's houses, comprising the Wayne, Sigma, Federation,
Riverdale, the Ohio at Franklyn
and the People's at Dayton.
Nat Saland of Mercury Film Laboratories visited Cincy last week.
Fred Dolle of Louisville was
rushed to the hospital for an emergency appendectomy. His circuit recently took over the Brown Theater.
The Schine Circuit is remodeling
the old Gem Theater at Sydney for
reopening.
Fox's Jim Neff is confined to his
home by illness.
"Anthony Adverse" has been set
for Sept. 18 at the RKO Shubert
Theater, which has not resumed its
vaude-film policy and is showing
super productions only.
GB's "Nine Days a Queen" has
been booked for the Mayfair, week
of Sept. 21.
Fox's J. J. Grady is organizing
bowling teams among men and
women employees of Film Row and
associated industries.
R. Carr, Warner auditor, is here
from New York.
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Office Radio Survey to Start Soon

holdovers; are setting new all-time record
Nebraska Has Best Summer
Exhibitors
Are
Over Unusually
Business

Surprised
Good

Omaha — Despite drouth, recordbreaking heat and a rainy climax
to the season, Nebraska theater owners enjoyed the best summer in years
and perhaps in history, according to
Regina Molseed, secretary of the
Omaha Film Board of Trade, covering Nebraska and western Iowa.
"Business was so good," said Miss
i, "that many owners wondered where all the money was coming from. The fact that many theaters had cooling plants for the first
time helped considerably, but it was
easy to see that show business is on
the comeback."

GERMAN ATTENDANCE
IS 6,000,000 WEEKLY
Berlin — Attendance at German
movie theaters is now running at
the rate of about 6,000,00 weekly, a
survey discloses. Latest statistics
also show that there are 5,271 houses
in Germany equipped for talkies.
Capital invested in these cinemas
amounts to $180,000,000.
An output of 150 features is looked for in 1936-37 production activity. Ufa will make about 27 and
will also dub or make French pictures. Tobis, cooperating with Rota,
will make 23; Syndikat Film, 20;
Tobis-Europa, 18; Bavaria, 16, and
Terra, 14. Some of the Bavarian
films will be distributed by United
Artists.

Hoefler to Film 13 Shorts
In Africa for Vitaphone

in Years Despite Drouth

66 Films Banned by Germany in 3 Months
Berlin — Reflecting the close restrictions on type of screen fare permitted to be shown
to the youth of Germany, 66 films were suppressed in the first quarter of this year.
The banned features included 13 German pictures, 9 American and 12 European. Shorts
barred included 21 German and 10 American.

Extended
Run Engagements
Exceed
All Past
Records

Number and extent of holdovers
in recent weeks has set an all-time
record, a checkup of the situation
discloses. Pictures chiefly responsible for the unprecedented extended
runs
include
Time", which
has been
held"Swing
in practically
every
one of its first-run openings to date;
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY "Anthony Adverse", another big
Hollywood — Number of players holdover number; "My Man God"Last of the"Sing,
Mohicans",
now working in two and three pic- "Girls' frey",
Dormitory",
Baby,
tures simultaneously is said to mark
Sing",
"The
General
Died
at
Down",
a new record. High production ac- "The Great Ziegfeld", "The Gorgeous
tivity and numerous big-cast films
are the cause. With studio schedules Hussy", "Texas Rangers", "Road to
indicating continued high rate of Glory", "San Francisco", "His
Wife", on"Piccadilly
Jim"
operations, producers see the talent Brother's(Continued
Page 5)
shortage approaching an acute stage.

NAME EDWARD MAETZ COST TALENT NEEDS
PREXY OF WIS. UNIT
NEAR ACUTE STAGE
Milwaukee — Edward Maetz of
Milwaukee was elected president of
the Independent Theaters' Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin at the closing meeting of its annual session at
the Plankington Hotel here yesterday. Other officers were elected
as follows: Will Copeland of Jefferson, vice-president; August Berk(Continued

on

Page

7)

Arthur Lee to Conduct
GB Boston Sales Confab
Arthur Lee, GB vice-president, arrives in Boston tomorrow for a meeting with the GB sales staffs in Albany, New Haven and Boston. The
meeting will be attended by John
Scully, New England district manager: Marcel Mekelburg, Ben Rogers, Nathan Ross, Boston; Carl Goe,
Albany, and Philip Sherman, New
Haven.
In the evening a screening will be
held of two new GB productions,
"East Meets West" and "The Man
Who Lived Again".

Fox Intermountain Circuit
Makes Managerial Changes
Denver — ■ Several managerial
changes in the intermountain division of Fox have been announced by
Rick Ricketson, manager. John TayW goes to Salt Lake City, where
he will manage the Orpheum and
Studio, recently acquired bv Fox.
Taylor will be replaced at the Fox
in McCook, Neb., by Vern Austin
from the Mayan, Denver. Paul
'■Trier, who has been on sick leave
for several months, is back on the
(Continued

on

Pane

7)

Hays Survey of Radio Competition
Will Be Sifted in Near Future

ADMISSION BOOSTING
SPREADS IN DETROIT
Detroit — A five-cent admission increase is to go in effect tomorrow in
the Crystal, Kramer, Senate, Imperial, Chopin, Graystone, West End
and Granada theaters. Another
neighborhood spot, the Hollywood,
has lifted its balcony price 10 cents
on Saturdays and Sundays. The
Center, also a neighborhood, and the
Loop, downtown house, both in the
Associated Theaters circuit, likewise
will raise their scales.

Warner Circuit Erecting
New Pittsburgh House

Grand National to Build
Contract Player Roster

Analysis of the results of the raPittsburgh — Warners are building
dio competition survey made by the
a
1,000-seat first-run house on ForHays
association
through
the
coopMaterial for a series of 13 Vitaward Ave., Squirrel Hill district.
eration of theaters in 20 key cities
A roster of players, who will be
nhone shorts, as well as a Warner
The theater will be rushed to comfeature, will be filmed in Africa by under contract to the parent com- will start shortly. The three-months'
pletion for an early opening. Warcompleted, will be subpany for loaning out to unit produc- digest, when
Paul L. Hoefler, who sails next Wedners are now operating the Manor
mitted to Will H. Hays, who is due
ers as needed, is to be built up by
Theater
in that district. The circuit
nesday on the Queen Mary after beburg.
ing back in New York less than a Grand National, it is announced by back in New York Monday or Tuesrecently
added the Regal in Wilkins(Continued
on
Page
8)
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 8)
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High

Low

NEW

YORK

BOND

Keith
A-0
6s46
Loew
6s 41 ww
Par.
B'way
3s55
Paramount
Picts. 6s55
RKO
6s41

95'2
99
60 '8
94'/4

Net
Chg.

Close

Am.
Seat
2458
2458
245'8
Columbia
Picts.
vtc 37'2
3738
3738
Columbia
Picts.
pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
4%
4Vi
4V4
18
18
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd. 18
East.
Kodak
1725 g 172l/2 172V2
do pfd.
.
Gen.
Th.
Eq
24
23 3 g 24
5934
5938
59V2
Loew's,
Inc.
UV8
do pfd
10' i 11
Paramount
8734
Paramount
1st pfd.
871/2
838 84'2
12'8
7',
1138 12'8
Paramount
2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
81/4 8'/4
RKO
7
7i/g
305ft
303 8 305/g
20th Century-Fox
38 3 g 38 34
20th Century-Fox pfd 383,
HI13% 1 1 0 1 2 HI
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
13'/g 13'/2
do pfd.

+
—

1

l/4

—
+
—

y8
Vs
l'/i

—
+

!/„
Va

+

Vi

4- 31/2
+
V4
—
Vs
+
Va
-f
%
4Va
4- 1
4%

MARKET
95'/2
983;,
60
935/g

95'/2
99
60
94l/4

4-

Vi

Warner's 6s39
9634 96 Vi 96 Vi —
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Grand
Natl
Films
4'8
4
4'/g 4Sonotone
Corp.
2'/i
2 Vi
2Vi
Technicolor
27
27
27
—
Trans-Lux

Vi

\i,/A
-V-

In the face of wars and threats
of wars, improving economic conditions in Europe are substantially
benefitting the motion picture industry then said Louis Nizer, attorney, as he arrived in New York yesterday on the Conte di Savoia.
Nizer had conferred with Max
Reinhardt and Jack Warner at the
former's castle in Salzburg in connection with "Danton," which Reinhardt will next produce for Warners.
He also visited Geneva and the Lido
during his seven-week trip.
Jules Brulatour and his wife, the
former Hope Hampton, also were
passengers on the Conte di Savoia,
returning from a vacation in Italy
and the south of France.
Other returning travelers were:
Sylvia Sidney, who has been working
in "The Hidden Power" for GB and
who leaves for Hollywood over the
week-end; Joseph Hazen, the former Warner Bros, attorney, and Mrs.
Hazen returning from a wedding
trip to Austria and the Lido, and
Jimmie Durante, who has been working in a GB production at London
and who now goes into "Red, Hot
and Blue," Freedly musical opening
at the Alvin on Oct. 21.

Vg
Vi

Stan Laurel to Take Rest
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Greta
Helen
Edward
C

Gardner

18
Garbo
Vinson
Rosenberg
Sullivan

First Releasing Schedule
Revised by Grand Nat'l

Under a revision of the initial releasing program of Grand National,
"In His Steps," B. F. Zeidman picture, goes into national distribution
Sept. 29, after which will come the
following: Oct. 6, "Devil on Horseback"; Oct. 13, "White Legion" Oct.
20, "Yellow Cargo"; Oct. 27, "Captain Calamity"; Nov. 4, "Song of
the Gringo"; Nov. 10, "We're in the
Legion"; Nov. 17, "Five Little Peppers"; Nov. 24, "Great Guy"; Dec.
3, "Hats Off"; Dec. 7, "23^ Hours
Leave"; Dec. 10, "Navy Spy"; Dec.
17, "Ride, Ranger, Ride"; Dec. 24,
"Snow Covered Wagons"; Jan. 1,
"China"; Jan. 8, "Grand Canyon".
"Murder with Music", musical, has
been taken off the schedule, for the
time being, at least.

New

Bernice Claire Short

Bernice Claire is starred in a tworeel Vitaphone musical, "Imitation
Of A Lady", now in production at
the Brooklyn studios. Supporting
cast is composed of many wellknown Broadway entertainers, including Bruce McFarlane, Nina Olivette and Boys, Stanley Smith, Three
Byrnes Sisters, Wyn Cahoon, Frank
Marino, Adrina Otero, George Courtney, Eve March, George Lewis and
Loui^ Russell. The film is being
directed by Joseph Henabery.

Hollywood — Stan Laurel yesterday announced that he would take
Gets Sophie Tucker Film
a long rest following the completion West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of his untitled western feature comHollywood — Four Star Pictures,!
edy. The production completes his Inc., with offices in Los Angeles and
three-picture contract with Hal San Francisco, has acquired the
Roach. Upon Laurel's return, Roach Northern and Southern California
will
vices. have first call upon his ser- rights to "Gay Love", starring Sophie Tucker and featuring Florence
Desmond. Four Star also has the
rights for Arizona. Nevada, HawaiiNewt Levi Dies
an Islands, Washington, Oregon,
West
Coast
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Northern Idaho, Texas, Oklahoma,
Los Angeles — Newt Levi, Warner Arkansas and Alaska.
exchange manager here, died yesterday of heart failure in Phoenix,
Book Exploration Film
Ariz. He was a veteran in the distributing field.
"The Human Adventure", archaeological feature produced under the
auspices of the Oriental Institute of
Gene Raymond Opposite Pons the University of Chicago, has been
booked to play next month at the
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Gene Raymond will Plaza Theater," East 58th St. house.
have the male lead opposite Lily
Film Center Has Loss
Pon« in the operatic star's next RKO
Film Center Bldg. reports net loss
Radio picture, "Manhattan Girl".
Jack Oakie, Lucille Ball and Patri- of $17,481 after all charges for the
cia Wilder also will be in it, with vear 1935. compared with loss of
Leigh Jason directing.
$25,344 in 1934.

"Barbier de Seville" Opening

SEPTEMBER
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More Stories for Monogram

"Paradise Isle", an original by
American premiere of "Le Bar- Sidnev
Brentwood, has been acquired
bier de Seville", French musical picture produced by Hakim Films, takes by Monogram for 1937-38 production. Another acauisition is an orignlace Sept. 22 at the Cinema de Painal bv Gerald Hickson called "The
Marines Are Here".

Warners Sign Joe May
Bureau

of Tfll:

II! M

DAILY

Hollywood — Joe May,
prominent
German director, ha= been signed by
Warners.
Richard Heymann, comalso has been added to the
Warner
roster.

Coming and Going
JULES BRULATOUR and MRS. BRULATOUR
(Hope terday
Hampton)
to New York yeson the Contereturned
di Savoia.
MR. and MRS. JOSEPH HAZEN arrived in
New York yesterday on the Conte di Savoia
following
a honeymoon
in Europe.
LOUISterday NIZER
returned to New
from abroad.
Boston
today.
ARTHUR LEE, GB

York yes-

vice-president, goes to'

PAUL L. HOEFLER returned to New York
yesterday from India, where he spent almost
a year filming "Voice
days here, making his
plorers Club, Hoefler
Queen Mary to make
in Africa for Warners.

of India." After a few
headquarters at the Exsails Wednesday on the
a feature and 13 shorts

JOHN Q.
of with
Paramount'-,
play department BYRAM
left yesterday
Mrs. Byram
for
Hollywood.
ANITA BARWELL has returned east from a
flying trip to Hollywood where she made a
test at Paramount for "Barely a Lady."
FRED FOOTMAN, operator of the Liberty
Theater Colorado Springs, will spend a few
days of his vacation in New York before continuing to Mexico City.
GEORGE T. BURGESS, president of General
Service studio with headquarters in Astoria,
is on his way to the coast, where he will
supervise the construction of a new stage
the company
is adding to its coast plant.
HEATHER THATCHER, English stage and
film comedienne, has left New York for Santa
Monica, Cal., where she will be the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks. While in
California, Miss Thatcher plans to produce and
appear in "The Full House," the Ivor Novello
comedyinine in
which
she played the leading femrole in
London.
WESLEY RUGGLES, Paramount director, plans
to leave the coast within a week for England
to confer with a prominent novelist for film
rights to his latest book, which has not yet
reached
this country.
JANE WINTON is scheduled to return to
New
York Sept. 28 from a European vacation.
TAUL O'BRIEN, attorney, has gone to Colorado for a vacation.
LEWIS M. CLEMENT, RCA vice-president of
engineering aind research, has returned to
fhotophone's Camden headquarters from the
company's Hollywood studios, where he spent
six weeks supervising the expansion of Photophone's technical facilities and engineering
personnel
licensees. for handling the requirements of new
G. L. DIMMICK, Photophone expert on the
ultra violet recording process, and A. C. BLANEY, Photophone film processing expert, are
still on the coast cooperating with the sound
engineering departments of 20th Century-Fox,
Warner
and Columbia.
TED

CURTIS

of Eastman

Films

is in town.

ARTHUR KOBER has taken an apartment at
the Lombardy
for the Winter.
WINFIELD R. SHEEHAN
York from the coast.

has arrived in New

JOHN BLYSTONE has returned to Hollywood
from New
York.
Texas.
EDWARD ROWLEY is in New York from
fromHAROLD
Texas. ROBB

is due in New York next week

WILL H. HAYS returns to New York on
Monday or Tuesday following a protracted
coast visit.
J. J. MCCARTHY leaves New
day for a stay at Hollywood.

York on Thurs-

Blystone to Direct Cagney
We i Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollvwood — John Blystone has
been siened bv Douglas MacLean
Productions to direct James Cagnev
in "Great Guv" for Grand National
release.
Shooting starts Oct. 15.

Boston — "The
opens
Boston
HikesGreat
on Ziegfeld"
"Ziegfeld"
this week at Loew's State and Orpheum
with a 10-cent
admission
increase.

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

CHARGING TO THE SCREEN from coast cutting chambers comes 'The Charge of the
Light Brigade', set for nationwide release at popular prices on November 7th, with dashing Errol Flynn, talented Olivia de Havilland, newcomer Patric Knowles in top spots.*
SING-OPATION

SPECIAL

will be forthcoming 'Holly-

wood Hotel', musicalaff hit based on Dick Powell's nationwide radio program, starring sensational new love team
of 'Stage Struck", Dick and
HELD

BY REQUEST!

youngstar Jeanne Madden.0

Continued capacity business at N. Y.

Strand necessitates 4th week for 'Anthony Adverse' (below),
with huge crowds demanding even more time. Pittsburgh,
Newark, Cleveland echo box-office boom

TRAFFIC-JAMMING

THRONGS

watch celebrities turn out for preMe

view premiere of Kay Francis' 'Give
Your Heart' as inaugural attraction at N. Y.'s new Criterion

Theatre. Film, hailed as 'Kay's
best', will be released Sept. 26th. t
PULLING

NO

PUNCHERS,

Warners announce casting of EdWard G. Robinson (left) in fourth
he-man spot of 'Kid Galahad',
widely-read Safeveposf ring serial.
Chin-clipping stars already set to
thrill fisticuffans are Pat O'Brien,
Barton MacLane, Ross Alexander.
*A Warnar

Bros. Picture

°,A First Notional Picture

fA Cosmopolitan

Production

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

for Warner

hit.
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REVIEWS
"BULLDOG

EDITION'

with Ray Walker, Evalyn Knapp, Regis
Toomey.
Cy Kendall. Billy Newell
Republic
57 mins.
PROGRAM ENTERTAINMENT WITH
NEWSPAPER-GANGLAND THEME THAT
MOVES TO EXCITING BUT FAMILIAR
CLIMAX.
Although built for the most part on the
oft-used theme of newspaper crusading
against racketeers, this feature offers
enough well-conceived twists to take it
out of the class of the ordinary pop story
of its type. There is some rapid action
through which a love triangle moves, consisting of two editors and a girl newscartoonist who works on the paper with
them. At war with a rival sheet to gain
circulation, the managing editor and the
girl launch a bitter campaign against a
local band of racketeers. To fight exposure of their rackets, the gang leader
allies himself with the rival paper. His
henchmen attack newsdealers and destroy
newsstands to prevent the crusading paper
from reaching its readers. They trap
the managing editor and the girl, and are
about to force them into what will appear
to be a dual suicide-pact when the rival
newspaper's editor tips off the police.
The lovers are rescued and the gang wiped
out.
Cast: Ray
Tcomey, Cy
Apfel, Betty
Ivan Miller,
Frank Puglia,

Walker, Evalyn Knapp, Regis
Kendall, Billy Newell, Oscar
Compson, Robert Warwick,
Matty Fain, George Lloyd,
Ruth Gillette, Ed Le Saint.

Producer, Nat Levine; Associate Producer, Scl C Siegel, Supervisor, William Berke;
Author, Richard English; Screenplay, Richard
English, Karen DeWolf; Cameraman, Jack
Marta; Editor, Charles Craft.
Direction,

Peppy.

HERE & THERE

Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"Memories of Spain"
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
20th Century-Fox
9 mins.
Timely and topical subject that
treats of Spain in the days of peace
just before the present trouble
started. All the localities where
fighting has
placeandare charm
covere"d,
showing
the taken
beauties
of
these places now torn by strife.
Beautiful photography. Produced
by Truman Talley. Edited by Lew
Lehr.
Narrated by Lowell Thomas.

"Nature's Songsters"

(Treasure Chest)
Educational
8 mins.
Very Fine
Lovers of bird life will go for
this one. Taken under the personal
supervision of Dr. Arthur Allen and
Albert Brand of Cornell University,
it shows the intimate life of birds
of all species in all parts of the
United States, taken over a long
period of time. What makes this
reel unique is a special sound equipment used for the first time, which
greatly amplifies the notes of the

I am tired of chasing around seekonly landmarks in ray career
fun. I want to cook for a man,
I recognize are the pictures I take ingcare
of him — but he must be
make.— SAMUEL
GOLDWYN.
tall, clean-cut and tweedy, with
laughter in his eyes and sunlight in
I believe the speech of the actors his hair.— IDA LUPINO.
is more natural and appealing if
they RYdoKING.
not attempt accents. — HENI am positive that scientific inpHE
vestigation will prove that the
Writing for the screen is a great dancer burns more energy in her
incentive, and one of these fine days work
RUTH. than any athlete. — ROY DEL
a melody or story written directly
for a film production will suddenly
reveal itself as the basis for that
The perfect Sunday is a late
great American drama, either musi- breakfast, a half dozen sets of tencal or literary, for which this counnis, tea at lour and a movie in the
try has long waited. — LEW POL- evening.— CAROLE LOMBARD.
LACK and SIDNEY MITCHELL.

DETROIT

PITTSBURGH

Allied Theaters of Michigan convention will be held early in Novemoer, with Grand Rapids and Flint as
candidates for the location.
Associated Theaters will operate
the Highland Park Theater, recently acquired, but Wisper & Wetsman
circuit will book the pictures under
a joint arrangement.
Allan Dowzer of New York has
been appointed booker for Cooperative Theaters of Michigan, succeeding Emil Beck, who resigned to join
the new upstate cooperative, American Theater Science Inc.
Art Koski of the Butterfield offices
here has been made assistant to Walids. ter Norris, manager in Grand RapHarry Remington, former Minneapolis film critic, is now assistant
Publicity director for the Fox Theater.
Leonard Brooks has been made
manager of the Loop Theater, Associated house, succeeding H. R. Byerly, who is now managing Jacob
Schreiber's Colonial.
Fred Ringer, owner of the Wolverine Theater, and Mrs. Ringer
will spend two months traveling in
Europe with Clyde Beatty.

Final details of the annual MPTO
of W. Pa. convention to be held
nere Oct. 19 and 20 will be shaped
at a meeting of the association at
the Hotel Schenley on Monday.
The Fulton is holding over "My
Man Godfrey" for a third week. Picture has already played to 75,000
persons, a record for this house.
Harold Cohen, Post-Gazette movie
editor now honeymooning on the
coast, is extending his vacation to
attend
the Dick Powell-Joan Blondell
wedding.
The Variety Club has reopened
Way.
its headquarters on William Penn

Garrett Payne in from Detroit to
succeed Dave Mulne as main line
salesman for RKO here. Mulne is
now
holding Payne's job with RKO
in Detroit.
J. D. Kendis, Hollywood producer,
was a business visitor on Film Row.
The
Browarsky
Brothers
have
named their new house on the North
Side the Beaver Theater.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lund, Daisytown and Marrianna exhibitors, are
back from Finland.
Al Barnett, Universal branch manager, has been on the sick list.
Nathan Foreman, operator of the
Pearl Theater, lost her father.
birds. The chap at the distant conGeorge Tyson, managing director
trol board adjusts the volume until of the Harris-Alvin who handled
the sound comes through perfectly. the Showmen's Variety Jubilee in AtThe bird studies are close-ups and
lantic City all summer, is resuming
very entertaining. A job done by his local post next week.
experts who know their special subJim Baker of the Atlantic Screen
Service
has gone to New York on
business.
ject.
Harris Amusement Co. is adding
"A Bully Frog"
Movie Sweepstakes here Oct. 7.
(Terry-Toons)
Snappy
Harry A. Flarity has been named
Educational
7 mins. district representative of a national
theater premium company.
The gay adventures of the Big
Bill Clark has been named manFrog in the small pond who gets
ager of Warner's Regal Theater.
tired of it all and journeys to a Big
Pond. There he finds the company
is too fast for him when he horns
Oppose Prison Parole Film
in and takes a girl away from a
Columbus — Ohio censor board has
tough guy. The latter throws him
out of the place, and Bully Frog is 'Em
expressed
opposition
Turn
Loose",
believingto it"Don't
may cause
happy to return to his small pond moviegoers to think the orison and
where his old pals welcome him. parole conditions depicted in the film
Mannie Davis and George Gordon actually
exist in this state. The
handled the art work.
picture may be barred in Ohio.

Ripley, W. Va. — Alpine Theater
Circuit, Western Pennsylvania and
West ing aVirginia
organization,
is opennew theater
here.
Springdale, Pa. — Elmer Dattola,
operator of the Happy Hour Theater, is erecting a new house.
Glenwood. la. — H. V. Mullens,
formerly a hotel man at Glenwood,
la.,
into is
a remodeling
theater here.a store building
Buffalo — John Cosentino, special
representative for Spectrum Pictures, completed negotiations with
J. Sitter ly, head of Pyramid Film
Exchanges, for distribution rights
in the Buffalo territory to Spectrum's series of six musical westerns starring Fred Scott.
Philadelphia — Jam Handy commercial reels are receiving wide circulation in local houses, even in the
de luxe downtown theaters. The demand for the commercial reels is
so great that the prints are booked
solid.
Atmore, Ala. — Martin Theaters
will start construction about Oct.
1 on a new house here seating 600
and at a cost of approximately $25,000. The house will be built on the
site of the Strand.
Fertile, Minn. — Ray S. Hanson
will open his new 400-seat theater
on Oct. 5.
Minneapolis — Grand National
opened its new exchange at 1111
Currie Ave. with Bob Woods, b.m.;
Howard Chisholm, head booker, and
Harold Klingman, salesman.
Washington — GB's "Nine Days a
Queen" starts a first-run engagemorrow.
ment at Warner's Earle Theater to-

Onawa, la. — Construction work on
a new theater building to cost between $25,000 and $30,000 will be
started soon by Mrs. Muriel Frandsen and R. A. Oliver, who operate
the Onawa.

LINCOLN
Leland Mischnick, house manager
of the Kiva, will marry Oct. 10.
W. N. Youngclaus, president of
the Western Theaters Enterprises,
Grand Island, denies that he intends
to dissolve the circuit which recently had five houses. Sales in Newman
Grove, Shelton, Central City, and
litigation over a lease in Ravenna,
reduced the holdings to the lone Empress in Grand Island.
A. E. Thacker, who operates the
Soo, South Sioux City, has leased
the rio
Pender,
Freed. Pender, from Mrs. Ma-
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HAYS RADIO SURVEY
TO BE SIFTED SOON

HOLDOVERS SETTING
ALL-TIME RECORDS
(.Continued from

Page

and others. A few independent releases also are sharing in the longrun boom.
Among the phenomenal runs is the
19 weeks already chalked up by "Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town" in Portland,
Ore., with no end to the engagement
m sight yet. "San Francisco" also
has gone into a 12th week there.

DENVER
New salesman at the United Artists exchange is Earl Collins, from
the west coast.
"Anthony Adverse" is in its third
week here. "My Man Godfrey" and
"Swing
Time" are being held a second week.
H. P. Wolf burg, district manager
lor M-G-M, is in town.
Rick Ricketson, intermountain division manager for Fox, has just returned from Salt Lake City, where
he went for conferences followingacquisition of the Orpheum and Studio theaters by Fox. Bill Steege,
manager of the Montana division,
completed the deal for Fox.
Gerald Whitney, city manager for
Fox, is in Presbyterain hospital. He
will be there for some time.
J. T. Sheffield is here from his
Seattle headquarters, and will remain until the building operations
on his two new exchange buildings
are all set. Sheffield will occupy one
of the buildings with his SheffieldRepublic exchange, while Fox is expected to lease the other.
The Lyric at Torrington, Wyo.,
has been reopened after remodeling.
Westland Theaters has reopened
the Rialto at Pueblo, Colo.
G. H. Cary of Minatare, Neb., was
in Denver on a buying trip.
Mercury Film Exchange is booking Lareina La Rule, who puts on a
psychic act, and who was at the
United Artists theater in Los Angeles for three weeks.

NEW

(Continued

1)

MEET THE Daddy of the 16 mm. camera and projector A. F. Victor of the Victor Animatograph Corp.
this is the man who invented the first commercial 16 mm. machine away back in 1923
and Mister Victor proudly cherishes the first item ever published on the small projection outfit
for the home, which appeared in a newspaper in Davenport.
Iowa
where the company factory is located
•

•

•

•
•
• THIS ORGANIZATION supplies a big percentage
of the world's output on 16 mm. sound projectors
Victor
is credited with the invention of the first machine for reducing
35 mm. to 16
he did not patent it, but gave it to the 16
mm. field to spur its development and advancement
greatly through his efforts service has been established on the
steamship lines, with Paramount, Universal and Gaumont-British supplying the films through Films, Inc., who practically do
all the servicing to the various lines
right now Mister Victor is working with the railroads in developing a recreation car
completely equipped with 16 mm
he is also designing a
special model for installation on airplanes
which service
will soon be enjoyed by the air traveller
•
•
• A NEW adventure fiction pulp monthly is put out
by Dell Publications titled Buck Jones Western Stories
first issue contains a fictionization of Buck Jones' latest Universal film, "Boss Rider of Gun Creek"
a personal message
from Buck, and a short biog
• • • AND NOW Julius Cohen, picture ed of the Journal
of Commerce, has changed his by-line to the somewhat frisky
Julius Colt
Clark Robinson, of the typewriter Robinsons
and not the scenic artists set, has sold his first novel, "Under
Dusk," which will be brought out early next Spring by Hillman-Curl

•
•
• FOR
THE
8th Birthday
celebration
of Mickey
Mouse, a 25-page bulletin has been issued crammed with
stunts to help the exhib put over the gala week
. .which will
be that of Sept. 25 to Oct. 1
the official birthday cake will
of course be cheese cake

HAVEN
•

"Anthony Adverse", "Ziegfeld",
"Girls' Dormitory" and "General
Died at Dawn" all held over here.
Harry Shaw, Loew division manager, reports fine business at the
t, with "trucking"
Bridgepor
Globe,
as
the latest
contest.
All Loew-Poli circuit houses will
give special 10 A.M. kid shows on
26 in honor of Mickey Mouse's
Sept.
jirthday.
The 4,000-seat State, Hartford,
Harris Bros, house, reopens Sept.
26 after de luxe improvements. Other
Hartford houses undergoing renovations include the Crown, operated by
Charles Repass; the Princess, run
by Martin Keleher, and Maurice
Shulman's Rivoli.
Independent M. P. T. 0. of Conn.
opens its bi-weekly meeting season
with a session Tuesday in the Kilfeather offices. Maurice Shulman
will report on the Allied convention.

from Page

1)

day after a prolonged Hollywood
visit.
^

•

• OUR RECENT comment on the advisability of systematic filing of important film data for future generations,
brought an interesting letter from James Van De Mark, Director of the Pacific Audit and Research Bureau
at Berkeley,
California
this organization has kept files since 1932 of
important press books of the major companies other printed
matter systematically filed by the Bureau includes studio special
announcements, year books and posters
they plan to file
the complete history of feature releases, such as all the paper,
photographs, music copies, all printed reviews, and countless
data in all departments , . . such a service will be of inestimable
value to the industry in years to come

• • • A SILENT 16 mm. film called "Idle Hands" has
been taken by Stark Films of Baltimore for the Maryland Commission on Prison Labor, to help solve the problem of 2,000 idle
inmates in that state ... • Electra Wagner Bowman, sculptress and socialite of Texas, arrives in New York today with a
bust of Victor McLaglen as "The Magnificent Brute," just completed at the Universal studio

«

«

«

»

»

»

David Palfreyman, circuit contact
for the association, is supervising
the analysis. Whether or not an
accurate picture of the situation can
be obtained through a survey is causing some speculation. The move was
started following exhibitor complaints that appearance of picture
stars on radio programs is having
an injurious effect upon box-office
grosses.
Hays is expected to confer with
major radio executives as to a possible plan of cooperation which would
curtail or eliminate the reported
competition, as exclusively printed
in The Film Daily of Sept. 1.

KANSAS

CITY

Home offices of the Glenn W. Dickinson circuit, formerly in Lawrence,
Kans., are now located here. Booking offices were opened here last
month in the Davidson Bldg. with
Gus Diamond in charge.
Variety Club's fall social season
Saturday.
begins with a party and dance on
R. H. Cochrane and J. R. Grainger
of Universal stopped off here recently on their way west. Charles
Reagan of Paramount was another
visitor, with William Gehring and
W. J.week.
Kupper of 20th-Fox expected
this
Mike Roth, Columbia exploiteer, is
out of town on a brief business trip.
Emanuel Rolsky recently sold his
St. John Theater to Albert Charon,
while S. E. Wilhoit, operator of the
Strand, Mt. Vernon, Mo., and Princess, Springfield, has bought the Opera House, Eldorado Springs, Mo.,
from A. J. Simmons.
"Gorgeous Hussy" has held over
at the Midland.
Russell Borg, Grand National
manager, has leased exchange space
in the Warner Bldg. His staff includes Rube Melchor, Erwin Dodson and Pat Pinnell, salesmen; Bill
secretary.
Kubitzki, head booker; Mabel Fisk,

NEW

ORLEANS

"Swing Time" and "The Gorgeous
Hussy" both rated a second week at
their respective theaters here.
A reissue of "The Big House" is
proving a sensational draw for a
commercial area house here.
The Orpheum will have all United
Artists product not accounted for in
the franchise U. A. has with Loew,
according to reliable reports here.
The Liberty, which is the subject
it
of film talk on whether Mort Singer
is to lease it or not, re-booked "Dinner at Eight" and is doing well with
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A "JUttU" £wn Hollywood "Ms
Bj RALPH

WILK

PRODUCTION on "Sam Houston.
Pioneer" has been deferred by
George Hirliman, and in its stead
"Park Avenue Logger" will start
the last week in September, with
George O'Brien starred. The picture will be released by RKO Radio.

Mervyn LeRoy's

Mervyn LeRoy's first screen offering as
"The King and the Chorus Girl," which
This is the picture previously announced as
Gravet.

Louis Friedlander). The same studio
has assigned Patricia Wilder, Alan
Curtis and Dot Farley to "General

Callender, Ontario, where Taurog
has been directing five stars — the
Dionne
Quintuplets— in "Reunion."
aFirst
producer,
for release by Warners will be
as Producer
Other 20th
Century-Fox passengers
will go into production within a fortnight.
were E. I. Sponable, of the technical
research department, and Franklin
"The Grand Passion."
It will star Ferdinand
S. Irby, of the legal department.
T
▼
T
Universal has signed Arthur
Million," 20th Century-Fox musical, Caesar to write the screen play
of
introducing Sonja Henie to the nery.
screen.
"London Bridge is Falling Down,"
an original by Mary and W. E. FlanY
T
T
Helen Lynd, Broadway musical
▼
T
T
star, has been signed to play a leadScreen rights to "Heidi," novel
ing role in "Hats Off" by Grand National. Robert Randall, another by Johanna Spyri, have been purchased by Darryl F. Zanuck for 20th
stage star, has been recruited for
the male lead opposite Mae Clarke Century-Fox.
Others in the cast include Richard
▼
T
▼
"Skeets" Gallagher and Florence
Lake.
Our Passing Show: Norman Taurog being interviewed at Kansas
City by a local reporter; Clay CleGordon Kahn, formerly a member
ment of "The Reflected Glory" company, changing trains in Chicago,
of the editorial staff of the New
York Mirror, has signed a term for
New
Joe E. Brown's dog,
"Winchie,
"York;
bought in
England, and
contract as writer at Republic. He
will work on the screen treatment Franklin S. Irby's "Bos'n" attracttions.ing much attention at various staof "The Gangs of New York," Herbert Asbury 's novel.

Allan Vaughn Elston, magazine
writer, and Marion Orth have been
assigned to the screen treatment of Delivery."
T
T
T
Gene Stratton - Porter's novel,
Columbia has added Henry Kol"Michael O'Halloran." which Republic will produce.
ker and William Benedict to "Theodora Goes Wild," and Albert J.
Smith, Arthur Loft and Edward
Lon Young has joined Republic Keane to "Legion of Terror."
▼
T
T
as story supervisor, his first assignof the Damned,"
ment beingDu"Legion
Mary Maguire, Australian screen
by Robert
Soe.
star who arrived in California ten
▼
T
▼
days ago, has been signed by Warners to a long-term
contract.
John F. Meehan. general manager
T
T
T
of the Talisman Studios, has completed the redecorating of all the
Ellery
Queen's
"The
Chinese Oroffices in the administration building,
ange Mystery" has been placed in
and has now started on the back the hands
of Cortlandt Fitzsimmons
lot.
and Herman Ruby, who will provide
the screen treatment of the novel
▼
Y
T
E. B. Derr of Crescent Pictures which Republic will produce.
William A. Seiter, has been as▼ ▼
▼
is preparing the script on "Drums
signed by 20th Century-Fox to diof Destiny," his third of the Tom
"The French Quarter," by HerShirley Temple's next picture,
bert Asbury, was purchased by M- "The rect
Keene series, to be produced at TalStowaway."
isman in about two weeks.
G-M and will be given a production
T
T
T
as important as the company's re- 1 Frances
Drake
has
been placed
cent "San Francisco." Alfred Knopf |
under contract by 20th CenturyMaurice Conn is expected to re- will publish "The French Quarter" Fox.
turn from New York in a few days, this fall.
at which time he will immediately
▼
T
T
»
T
▼
start production on "Wild Horse
Irene Franklin, Patricia Wilder,
Director John Blystone, while
Roundup," starring Kermit May- Alan Curtis and Dot Farley have motoring through the east on his
nard. It will be made on the Talis- been signed for roles in "General first
vacation in 17 years of film
man lot, and is to be directed by
Delivery," RKO Radio production activity, signed up Gloria Marshall,
Allan James.
which Edward Killy is directing 18-year-old Federal Theater actress,
»
T
T
and Cliff Reid producing. Gloria to a personal contract
and is sendStuart and Lee Tracy are coRobert Emmett Keane has been starred.
ing her to California with the intention of giving the young lady her
added to the cast of Republic's "The
T
▼
T
first screen role in his next producPresident's Mystery."
Charles Quigley, screen and stage
tion. Miss Marshall attracted the
V
T
T
actor, has been given the male lead director's attention when he and
Supporting Bob Steele in "The opposite Mary Astor for Ben Grau- his wife attended a production of
Gun Ranger," his second western man Kohn's story, "Lady from No- "Seventh Heaven" in Boston.
for Republic release, will be Eleanor
on which screening will
Stewart, John Merton, Ernie Adams, shortly bewhere,"
started at Columbia under
Earl Dwire, Charles French, Lew the direction of Gordon Wiles.
Definite plans to establish a trainMeehan, Bud Buster, Wally Wales
»
T
T
ing school for about 40 young conand Horace Murphy.
With the assignment of Peter
tract players have been set by
»
»
V
President
Nat Levine of Republic.
Lorre and Brian Donlevy to leadMona Barrie has been assigned
Ned
Dobson,
studio talent scout, will
ing roles, the cast of "Crack-Up" have charge of
to the role previously assigned by is taking
the venture.
shape at 20th CenturyFirst National to Frieda Inescort in Fox. Mai St.
Clair will direct from
T
T
T
"Mountain Justice," now in produc- a screen play by Sam Mintz. OrMrs.
Jack
Weiner
of
Hollywood,
tion with Josephine Hutchinson and
iginal story is by John F. Goodrich.
joined Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Brown
▼
T
»
George Brent. The change is the
them.
result of the fact that it has been
William Faulkner, novelist now in Chicago, and travelled West with
decided to put "Another Dawn" in- on the writing staff at 20th Cen▼
T
T
to production next week, with Miss
tury-Fox, iswriting the screen play
Inescort playing one of the most
Joe
Lehman
of
New
York, oneFleet."
important parts in that picture in for "The Splinter
time owner of the old Lyric in New
V
▼
T
support of Kay Francis, Errol Flynn
13-year-old actress Marcia Orleans, but now in the textile busiand Ian Hunter. "Another Dawn" MaeTheJones,
ness, is visiting in Hollywood.
who scored quite a hit
will be directed by William Dieterle.
T
T
T
recently in "These Three," has been
signed
by
First
National
for
"MounThe west-bound "Chief" last SatRKO Radio has teamed Margot tain Justice.
urday resembled a 20th Century»
T
T
Grahame and Vinton Haworth for
Fox special. Aboard were Norman
Una Merlrel has been assigned a Taurog, Joe Moskowitz, Jack Mintz
"NightLanders
Waitress,"
to be directed
by
Lew
(formerly
known
as leading comedy
returning from
role in "One in a and Jack Leonard

Paramount's six juvenile stars, all
under contract to the studio, are
slated to appear shortly in a story
now ready for early screening:
"Our Miss Keane," by Grace Sartwell Mason, Saturday Evening Post
writer. The youngsters are Virginia Weidler, Bennie Bartlett, Ra
Hould, Billy Lee, Jackie Moran and
David Holt. Jack Cunningham will
produce.
▼
T
T
John Gallaudet, Gene Morgan and
Arthur Rankin, Columbia contract
players, have been assigned to
"Come Closer Folks."
Y

Y

Y

Douglas Scott, 10-year-old actor,
has been given a long-term contract
by 20th CenturyFox as a result of
h;s work in early scenes of "Lloyds
of London," now in production.
Douglas and Freddie Bartholomew
shared several scenes in the openingsequences. Tyrone Power, Jr., Virginia Field and Sir Guy Standing
those in leading roles.
are among
T

T

T

"The Garden of Allah," Selznick
International technicolor production,
co-starring Marlene Dietrich and
Charles Boyer, has passed through
the final stages of editing, and will
be ready for release by United
Artists within the next three weeks.
The supporting cast includes Basil
Rathbone, C. Aubrey Smith, Joseph
Schildkraut, Tilly Losch and others.
tor.
Richard Boleslawski was the direcT

T

T

When "The Chief" stopped at
Fort Madison, la., Joe E. Brown
greeted a boy standing on the station platform. As the train pulled
out, the boy shouted to the star,
"See you in the movies."
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holtz of West Bend, secretary;
Max Krosta of Milwaukee, treasurer. Composing the board of directors are the officers and L. F. Thurwachter of Waukesha who is named
chairman.
Regional districts are to be set
up in the state from which the board
will select vice-presidents. Ray
Tesch continues as business manager of the unit.
Public opinion, seeking to bring
about a reform in the motion picture business, is now turning to
Allied, Abram F. Myers, general
counsel of Allied, told the convention. With the aid of public opinion,
litigation and the work of the national defense committee the association will successfully combat circuit invasion, Myers declared.

BUFFALO
"His Brother's Wife," seen in
mid-August at the Buffalo, gets a
second downtown week at the Hippodrome.at"The least
Great two
Ziegfeld"
looks set for
weeks
at the Great Lakes. Some observers
figure
"Anthony
two weeks
at the Adverse"
Buffalo. will do

Remake of "Hunchback" Planned

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Hollywood — Universal
plans to remake "The Hunchback
silent days.
Preparations for scripting and casting will
the executive supervision of Charles
R. Rogers.

BOSTON
"Cloistered" is in its 14th and
final week at the Fine Arts. On
Sept. open.
23 the British film "Loyalties"
will
The Rivoli in the South End of
Boston was held up Sunday evening
and two masked men made away
with week-end receipts of $1600.
"Romeo and Juliet" will run here
for five weeks, according to publicity director Bert McKenzie of M-GM. It is about to go into its third
week at the Colonial.
Fred Markey has returned to his
Ioka Theater, Exeter, N. H., from
a trip to Chicago.
Harry Ragovan, Columbia branch
manager from New Haven, was in
town over the week end.
Abe Garbose, who runs the New
York Theater in Athol, was in New
York over the week end on business.
I. H. Robbins, formerly exhibiting
at the Elizabeth Theater, Falmouth,
has gone into the restaurant business.
Julius Jolson, exhibitor in Somerville, is spending his vacation in
West Falmouth. He is now operating the Elizabeth Theater there.
John Scully, district manager for
GB, has returned from Scranton,
where he completed a deal with the
Comerford
circuit.

Mitchell Fitzer and Al Gilbert,
Eddie Ruff, Paramount'® New Haven manager, was in town over the
Syracuse exhibitors, were here early
week
end.
this week arranging bookings.
Melvin Schwartz of the Jubilee
Manager George Kraska of the
and his wife are home from Canada. Fine Arts Theater is expected back
Sydney Samson of 20th Century- from Europe on Oct. 15. "Loyalties",
Fox and Murray Whiteman have « British film, will open at the Fine
been appointed by Chief Barker Arts on Sept. 22, to be followed by
Jacob Lavene as co-chairmen for "Nine Days a Queen", according to
acting manager Leonard Kraska.
the
Variety
Club's
for Hotel
Statler
on ball
Nov. scheduled
27. Plans
Phil Berler of E. M Loew Theaters
also are being made for formation has returned from Nova Scotia.
of a women's auxiliary.
Jack Markle. manager of LevenExhibitors have united in opposition to a city ordinance barring son's Coolidge Corner Theater, has
standing room. A similar proposal been summering on the Cape.
Reopening: Broadway. Chelsea;
was scotched last spring. Also
under discussion is a suggested city Columbia, Bath, Me.; Community,
law relative to attendance of chil- Blue Hill, Me.: Sawyer's. Greenville.
dren at film houses, and modelled N. H.; Columbia, Providence.
after that now operative in New
Joe Wolf. Columbia booker, is
York City. It will be debated at a back from Rockport, Me.
public hearing.
Herschel Stuart, formerly general manager for RKO. is in town
representing Imperial Pictures.
DALLAS
Colby Robbinson has opened the
'Wnic. Westbrook, Me.
Film folk from all sections of the
Bill Scully. M-G-M district mansouth and southwest participated in
ager, was in town.
Fire in the Strand Theater caused
Motion Pictures Exhibitors' Day at
the Texas Centennial Exposition in $15,000 damage.
Thp Carlton, Providence, has been
Dallas yesterday. R. J. O'Donnell
of Interstate Circuit was general closed.
chairman for the day. Henry ArVisiting exhibitors: Bert Coughmetta, Andy Devine, and Gene 'in. Maynard: Sammv Haas: George
Autry
were film stars present.
Landers. Hartford. Conn.: Bernard
Abe Frankel, general manager of Payne. North Adams: Nat HochFamous Music Corp., stopped here hercr. Situate: Joe Mathieu. Springfor a few days before returning to
field. Vt.; and Bill McLaughlin,
Stoneham.
Hollywood for the winter.
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job as manager of the Valencia at
Walsenburg, Colo., replacing Lew
Carl Reese, Omaha manager of Williams, who goes to the Mayan,
Grand National, bought two cars Denver. Lee Crawford, Mayon manager, will now be city manager of
within a week. The first was wreckColo. America and Rialto at Sterling,
ed in a crash when it had less than the
200 miles on the speedometer.
Bob Ringler, Republic manager,
has gone to Des Moines to meet F.
SAN ANTONIO
C. Judd, manager there, and drive
to the conference of Commonwealth
Theatei's and exchange managers at
Bill O'Donnell, Aztec Theater manthe Lake of the Ozarks in Southern
ager now in New York on vacation,
Missouri.
will bring back the missus when he
Bill Haarmann, Para, booker, has returns Sept. 25.
gone to Los Angeles by auto on a
William Blumberg spent the past
two-week vacation.
two weeks in this city. He is on
Variety Club will hold its seventh a tour of Southwest Texas towns
annual golf tournament and buffet selling Warner-First National films.
lunch at the Field Club on Monday.
Mrs. Eph Charninsky whose husAt least one outstate Nebraska
band runs the Palace, State and
house is reported contemplating a three suburban theaters, is on the
price raise soon.
mend after a brief illness.
Ralph D. Goldberg, owner of the
Town, Avenue, Arbor and Military,
The Prince Theater is now showhas departed with Mrs. Goldberg
ig both first and subsequent runs.
for an extended west coast vacation. Leon Oppenheimer is the manager.

f MARY*

ONES

have discovered
truly Continental

atmosphere

view of Central Park,
service,

invitingly

—

superior

inexpensive

rates. (Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)
The

popular
only
GRILL, the CAFE

CONTINENTAL
de la PAIX and

America's
RUMPELMAYER'S
• smart, meaning the clever, the knowing and, of course, the fashionable.

MORITZ - ON - THE - PARK
50 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH, NEW YORK

Direction: S. GREGORY
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HOEFLER WILL FILM
13 AFRICAN SHORTS

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

\)

week from his expedition to India,
where he filmed "Voice of India".
The latter feature, sound film with
all the sound and filming: done in India, will shortly have its premiere
or. Broadwav.

WISCONSIN
Dave Feinburg. 49, early Milwaukee exhibitor and from 1907 to 1924
general manager of Saxe Bros, theaters in Wisconsin, died in a Milwaukee hospital last week.
Arthur J. Palmer has resigned as
director of the beverage tax division
of the state treasury department to
become associated with General
Theaters Equipment Corp. of New
York.
The Diana Theater at Neguanee,
Mich., is being dismantled.
W. R. Vincent is the new operator of the Denmark Theater at Denmark.
The name of the Mission theater
at Wisconsin Rapids has been
changed to the Dells.
The remodeled Majestic at La
Crosse reopened Sept. 19 as the
Wisconsin. House is operated by
the La Crosse Theaters Co.
The Embassy at Neenah will be
remodeled shortly and is expected
to reopen early in October. Gilbert Courshon is manager of the
house.

WESTERN

G.N.TOBUILDUP
CONTRACT PLAYERS

The Foreign Field
+

(Continued from Page
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MASS.

Royal theater, Holyoke, has been
reopened under the management of
Wilfred Cadorette.
Court Square Theater, Springfield,
reopens Sept. 24.
Paramount, Springfield, is putting
on a stage show in connection with
films.
Broadway Theater, Springfield,
closed during the summer, reopens
Thursday.
The one day a week stage show at
the Strand, Westfield, is doubling
attendance records, according to
William Powell.
Capitol Theater, Springfield, is
holding
"SwingNorthampton,
Time."
Calvin over
Theater,
is
now changing twice weekly. Walton B. Howe is manager.
Western Massachusetts Theaters
opened the Broadway Springfield
with "The General Died at Dawn"
transferring the picture from the
Paramount, where it had a successful week.
Plans are under way for a new
second run theater in the Winchester Square section of Springfield.

In Argentine Premiere
Buenos Aires — "Radio Bar," a
Spanish musical feature produced in
Buenos Aires, by Soc. A.I. A. for
Paramount release in air Spanishspeaking countries, was officially
released in the Argentine capital
last week.

Rock Studio Plans Eight

$3,375,000 on 15 Films

London — Associated Artists, reLondon — Rock Studios, Ltd., forformed by Leslie Howard,
med by John lies and Joe Rock Dudley cently
Murphy and Hugh Walpole.
with
an initial
capital
of $1,- the novelist,
plans a schedule of 15
100. plans eight pictures for
pictures for the next two years at
1936-37.
a total cost of $3,375,000. Howard
will star in one production a year.
Czech Cartoon Gets Award
Walpole will write exclusively for
Prague — The first Czechoslovakian the company and will be its scenario
artoon ever made was given a prize editor. The first production will be
at the recent International Cinema
"Riviera" by Franz Molnar and will
Exposition in Venice.
star Leslie Howard. Robert E. Sherwood, American playwright, is preFrench Films in Canada
paring the script.
Quebec — A recent survey shows
that the number of French films be- British Awards at Venice
ing shown in Canada is on the inVenice — Three British feature
crease. From Sept. 1, 1935 to July
1936. 85 feature-length French pro- productions received awards at the
ductions were shown in the region Venice film festival — Hagen's
of Quebec — a record for French ex- "Scrooge," Concordia's "Robbery
ports to Canada.
Symphony"
GB's the
"Tudor
Rose".
Paul
Muni and
received
award
for
French Receipts Decline
the best acting for his work in "The
Paris — Paris amusement statistics Story of Louis Pasteur", and Annafor 1935, published by the adminis- bella. among actresses, for her work
tration of 1'Assistance publique, in "Veille d'Armes".
show a drop in receipts from all
sorts of amusements. Total receipts U. S. Musicals in Vienna
;n thp entire field amounted to 507,Vienna — While Lawrence Tibbett's
700.000 francs, 16.700,000 francs less "Metropolitan"
was playing at two
*han in 1934, a drop of 52,000.000
francs from 1933 and 34.000.000 theaters here recently, Al Jolson's
f»-om 1032. Total receipts from the- "Singing Kid" was showing at another house and Jan Kiepura's "Opaters for 1935 wpvp 98.700.000
era Ring" in five theaters, giving
francs. a dron of 16.500.000 francs
from 1934. Cinema theater receints the city a surfeit of musical productions. "Emperor Jones" was
ire given as 313. 700. 000 francs for showing at the
<ame time.
1935. a drop of 6.500,000 francs
'rom 1934.

Hollywood at Teddington
London — Teddington studio nroduction plans for the Wa<-ner-Fir«t
National unit for 1936-37 r-all for
the appearance at Teddington of the
following Hollvwood players: ZaSu
Pitts. Glenda Farrell, George Brent.
Hugh Herbert, Joan Blondell. June
Travis. Anita Louise. Ross Alexander. Jean Muir and Ian Huntpr. according to a statement from Trvine
Asher and Sam Morris. Three Burhank directors will also be imnorted.
the fir.°t of whom will probably be
Lloyd Bacop. Twentv pictures are
scheduled for production durinp the
coming year. Three stages will be
in operation. A special effort will
be made in developing new talent.

COLUMBUS
Donald Evans, owner and operator of Bell's Theater in Hillsboro,
O., injured recently in a auto afcident near Greenfield, is recovering
nicely.
The Hartman Theater, closed all
jummer, will open Sept. 29 with the
stage produftion
of "Mulatto",
according to Manager
Robert Boda.
House will continue its last season
policy of alternating between stage
and sewn features.

(Continued
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Page
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Edward L. Alperson, president. Sidney M. Biddell, eastern story editor,
will have charge of the talent scouting: activities, which will be conducted in the legit, radio, night club and
vaudeville fields here and abroad.
G. N. already has signed Robert
Randall and Helen Lynd from the
^roadway stage to apnear with M*ae
Clarke in "Hat's Off", musical to
be made by Boris Petroff. Marjorie
Ravmond, San Francisco night club
dancer, is another recently signed.
Tpv Ritter was contracted some
weeks ago from the radio field to
star in the western series being made
by Ed Finney.

INDIANAPOLIS
W. A. Finney of Columbus, western district manager of Loew's, was
in the city last week on business.
"My Man Godfrey," breaking recover. ords at the Apollo, is being held
Louis Golden, operator of the
Tower here and the Paramount,
Kokomo, was injured in an auto
wreck.

"Swing Time" is making box
office records at the Circle.
Maxine Ellis, Universal exchange,
will be married Sept. 20.
Dudley Williston, Indianapolis
operator, has accmired the Grand
and Palace, Louisville, from the
Jack Schwartz circuit. The houses
will be remodeled immediately.
P. J. Fortune succeeds Hal Hull
Rene Ray Onnosite Doug. Jr.
as
city salesman for Universal. Sam
London — Rene Ray. Criterion Perk,
assistant booker, is now head
star, will be leading lady opposite booker,
assisted by Carl Kemp.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "High
The new series of ComiColor
Treason," Criterion picture of Scot- Cartoons will be distributed by Big
tish border warfare for U. A. release which Tay Garnett is direct- Feature Rights exchange.
ing. Miss Ray was married last
Mrs. G. Brook has closed the Hipweek to Georgp Posford, composer
podrome, Louisville, for repairs.
of "Goodnieht Vienna." Alan Hale
Visitors: Jane Green, Newcastle;
has joined the cast.
Walter Easley, Greensburg; Joe
Brokar, Angola; Stanley Cooper,
Brazil; Frank Carey, Lebanon, and
Grossmith — Miriam Hopkins
London — Lawrence Grossmith, Dallas Cannon, Kentland.
noted British actor, has been added
to the cast of "Triangle," Walter
Reisch production for London Films,
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
starring Miriam Hopkins. "Triangle"
will
be
released
through
United Artists.
Almost permanent for Portland,
"Mr. Deeds" has gone into a 19th
CLEVELAND
week at the Blue Mouse.
Herman Wobber, coast distribution head of the 20th-century Fox,
Robert Long, brother of Loew and W. J Kupper, western division
Division Manager Harry E. Long, manager, were recent visitors in
is here from Washington, working Seattle.
for the local M-G-M exchange.
The Iris Theater Building of
The Cleveland Variety Club will
open its club rooms in the Statler Northport, Wash., has been sold to
Hotel this week for its regular sea- C. E. Allison.
son of events. The first affair on
The Mayfair, Portland, has held
the calendar is a dinner dance. S. "San Francisco" for its twelfth conA. Gerson, Columbia salesman, is in
secutive week.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Shearer have
charge of all arrangements, includreturned to Portland from Seattle.
ing setting the date.
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Equity Warns 25 Players to Join Screen Actors' Guild

ESTIMAtTOVER $ 1,0007000 PARA. QUARTER NET

Longer Grind Hours Being Adopted
Increase is Noted in Early
Openings Among Key
City Theaters
Partly due to returning prosperity and partly on account of a greater number of special box-office attractions, atendency to open theaters earlier in the morning and
grind later into the night is noted
in a number of key cities.
Along Broadway there are now
two houses, the new Criterion and
Loew's Mayfair, admitting patrons
shortly after 8 A. M. The Capitol
started shows at 9 A. M. yesterday
for "Great Ziegfeld," which opened
its popular-price run at the house,
while the Music Hall is opening at
10 A. M., against the more customary 11:30; the Strand, 9:30; Loew's
State, 9:30; Palace, 9; Rialto and
Rivoli, 10.
The Roxy also has gone in for
earlier openings on occasions, while
the Paramount is more frequently
adopting "breakfast hour" starting
time in the first week of special
attraction runs.

by Many Houses

UNITED ARTISTS SETS HAWKS URGES STUDY
RECORD ON DELIVERIES OF COLOR TECHNIQUE
With seven pictures to be released
between the present time and the
first of 1937, United Artists is establishing a new record for deliveries, stated George J. Schaefer, general manager, yesterday. In addition to "Last of the Mohicans,"
which has just gone into distribution nationally, other pictures and
their dates are as follows: Sept. 23,
"Dodsworth"; Oct. 15, "Gay Desperado"; Oct. 30, "Come and Get
It"; Nov. 7, "Garden of Allah";
Nov. 15, "Rembrandt", and Nov. 22,
"We Live Only Once."

10 Radio Programs in Tieup
On Mickey Mouse's Birthday

Hookups with 10 nationwide radio
programs already have been arranged in connection with the eighth
birthday of Mickey Mouse to be celebrated the week of Sept. 25. Programs include Guy Lombardo and
other orchestras on WABC, WEAF
and WJZ, as well as Kate Smith,
Burns and Allen and other popular
radio attractions. Walt Disney, producer of the cartoons for United
Detroit — Two newly-built houses
are expected to be ready for open- Artists release, also will be interviewed by Cecil B. DeMille on the
ing by the Butterfield circuit about
the middle of next month. One is Lux hour next Monday.
Irving Ber(Continued on Page 4)
the Eastown, Grand Rapids, and the
other is in Bay City.
Butterfield recently reopened the
rebuilt Capitol, Lansing. The circuit
also has taken over the Riviera, at
Niles, with owner Gerald Kern remaining as manager.

BUTTERFIELD TO OPEN
2 NEW HOUSES IN OCT.

Producers and directors have a lot
to learn about the technique of handling color before it becomes a permanent and definite asset to the
screen, declared Howard Hawks, director, when interviewed in New
York yesterday. Studios moist get
the knack of using color without distracting from performances or story,
said Hawks, instead of applying it
so that it destroys audience focus
on secreen events.
Hawks has arrived in New York
from the coast to confer with Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur on
"Gunga Din," his next directorial
effort for RKO. Before coming East
he worked on "Come and Get It" for
Samuel Goldwyn and previously
made "Road to Glory" for 20th Century-Fox.

Three New Warner Features
Go In Productoin Next Week
Hollywood — ■ Three new features
will be placed in production by Warner-First National next week. First
will be "Another Dawn", with Kay
Francis and Errol Flynn, followed
by "San Quentin", with Pat O'Brien,
and "Ready, Willing and Able",
with
der. Ruby Keeler and Ross Alexan-

25 Players Face Ejection from Equity

CBS Acquires Property
For Hollywood Station
Hollywood — It is reported that the
Columbia Broadcasting System has
bought the property on Sunset, near
Gower, formerly occupied by the
Christie studios, and will erect a
modern broadcasting station.
CBS
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Unless They Join Screen Actors' Guild

Sharp

Upturn
is Seen
Operations
of
Paramount

in

As a result of improved conditions, both at the studios and over
its large circuit of theaters, Paramount is expected to be back in the
black to the tune of more than $1,000,000 for the third quarter of this
year, according to Wall St. estimates.
This showing is figured despite the
fact that the third quarter includes
the hot months which ordinarily
mean poor business.
The upturn has taken place particularly in the theater field. Normal earning power of the circuit is
put at $5,000,000 to $6,000,000 annually, and current operations are
said to be running close to this rate.
Management at the studio end also
is reported running smoothly now,
with pictures
beingon held
bud(Continued
Page within
4)

FRIEDL TAKES OVER 2
IN CIRCUIT EXPANSION
Minneapolis — Minnesota Amusement Co. took over two theaters
yesterday, in line with the expansion program anounced recently by
John Friedl, president. One house
is the Strand, St. Paul, owned by
by Joe Friedman, independent operator. Other is the State, Watertown, S. D. Strand is a seconoT-run
downtown house, while the state is
a first-run, owned by P. H. Knutson. It is understood here the deal
is a partnership affair. No change
in present policy is contemplated.

Film Shipments by Air
Increase 130 Per Cent

Twenty-five screen players, includAccounting of Profits
John and Lionel Barrymore,
Shipment of motion picture and
Ordered in Patent Suit Alice ingBrady,
Lionel Atwill and Jack
Oakie, were warned yesterday by newsreel negatives and prints by
General Talking Pictures is ordered to produce an accounting of profits from DeForest Phono Film sound
equipment operations, as well as to
surrender all of the infringing prod(Continued

on Page

4)

Frank Gillmore, president of Actors
Equity Ass'n, that unless they join
the Screen Actors' Guild within the
next four weeks they would be automatically ejected from Equity and
(Continued

on

Page

4)

air in the first six months of this
year increased 130 per cent over the
corresponding period last year, according to a report just issued by
the Air Express Division of Railway Express
Agency. In July alone,
(Continued on Page 4)
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• • • A NEAT and impressive piece of sales literature
turned
out booklet
by Unitedis Artists
. . .the
modest onin Samuel
size andGoldwyn's
confines "Dodsworth"
itself to a
dignified presentation in keeping with the importance of
the original novel
and stresses these points
written
by Nobel Prize Winner Sinclair Lewis
adapted by Pulitzer
Prize Winer Sidney Howard. .
featuring Walter Huston who
scored such a triumph in the stage version
T
T
▼
• • • FROM SUCH widely separated places as Berlin
and Sidney, Australia, comes news of the continued international success of Metro's "San Francisco"
new records for
gross intake will pi'obably be made with the feature both in
Sidney and Melbourne
T
T
T
• • • IT MAY be that some of you producers are overlooking some valuable dope on picture material possibilities
'/4
the M. P. Bibliography Division of the Federal Writers'
Project, WPA, has read, synopsized, outlined and evaluated more
than 200 books and the catalog division has listed and compiled complete information on 7,000 titles
T
T
T
• •
• THE STAGE debut of Madeline Holmes will take
place as a member of the cast of "Reflected Glory"
the
George
Kelly play starring Tallulah Bankhead
Miss
Holmes is the daughter of Taylor Holmes, and the sister of
Phillips Holmes, both actors of renown ... • Lawrence Tibbett arrives from the Coast after finishing work on the 20th
Century-Fox musical, "Under Your Spell,"
being a passenger on the first trip of the new sleeper service inaugurated
by
American
occupying the "sky room" de luxe
aerial
cabin Airlines

Katzman

Starts Another

U. A. Completes Circuit Deals

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
United Artists has closed 1936-37
Hollywood— Sam Katzman of Vic- product deals with Loew's Poli circuit and all Loew houses in greater
tory Pictures has completed "Rip
Roaring Buckaroo" and started work New York as well as Loew theaters
on "Phantom Of The Range". Tom in Pittsburgh, Columbus, Louisville
Tyler is starred in both pictures. and Baltimore. Other deals concludSammy Cohen has been signed for
ed are with the Sparks circuit in
an important role.
Florida and Vincent McFaul at Buf"Shadow Of Chinatown", a 15falo. With the Balaban & Katz-U.
chapter serial, with a feature ver- A. deal completed some time ago,
sion, was completed recently. Bela
have virtually finLugosi, Herman Brix, Joan Barclay United ished Artists
its circuit selling.
and Luana Walters headed the cast.
Brix. a former Olympic champion,
has been 'signed to a long term contra-t to star in a series of Sport
"Godfrey" in 5th Week
Action pictures. The initial subject
will be "Two Minutes To Play", a
Universale "My Man Godfrey','
•"ootball story. It will be followed has gone five weeks at the Orpheum,
San
Francisco. The picture also
by "Silks And Saddles",. "Flying
already piled up three weeks
Fists", "Flashing Mallets", "Roar- has
in Pittsburgh and Los Angeles,
ing Motors" and "The Winning while
at the Radio City Music Hall
it opened Thursday to one of the
Stroke".
biggest opening day grosses in the
Schlesinger on New Lineup
history of the house.
Hollywood — Leon Schlesinger has
started production on the first of his
1936-1937 program for Warner release. A Merry Melodies subject,
Criterion Films Moves
titled "Boulevardier From the
London — Criterion Film ProducBronx", and a Looney Tune called
tions, headed by Marcel Hellman and
"Milk and Money", are in produc- Douglas
Fairbanks Jr., has moved
tion.
into its new quarters at the Worton
Hall Studios. Criterion recently
RCA Raises Wages
completed "Accused", starring Fairbanks Jr. and Dolores Del Rio, and
Camden.
N. J. — RCA
employees
working
on an hourly basis have is now making "High Treason," also
been granted wage increases of 5 starring Fairbanks, both for release
to 10 per cent.
through United Artists.

SYLVIA SIDNEY, who returned this week
from England, has delayed her departure for
the coast until Monday. She next starts work
in Walter Wanger's "You Only Live Once," for
U. A. release.
CHARLES BOYER and his wife, PAT PATTERSON, arrive Monday on the Queen Mary from
abroad. They are en route to Hollywood, where
Boyer
is to appear
in a Wanger
production.
JEAN HENDERSON, Jacksonville Times-Union
film critic, returns to Florida from New York
over the week-end.
MARLENE DIETRICH, now in England appearing in Alexander Korda's "Knight Without
Armor,"
hasDecember.
postponed her return to Hollywood until
HAWKS
fromHOWARD
Hollywood.

has arrived in New

JAMES MULVEY returns to New
this month
from
the coast.

York

York late

GRANT MITCHELL sails today from
York on the Virginia for California.

New

HERMAN SHUMLIN returns to New York
on Monday from the cosat, where he went
to line up players for the new Ben Hecht play,
"To Quito and Back."
OWEN DAVIS has arrived in New York from
Maine with part of the script of a new play.
HARRY COHN is expected to come east next
wesk
in company
with Jack Cohn.
MARY ASTOR may come to New York for
the opening of "Dodsworth" at the Rivoli on
Wednesday,
if she can get permission from the
Columbia studio.
BILL GREEN, drum-beater for Rubinoff departs today for Kansas City, to announce the
violinist's appearance in that city in connection with the "Jubilesta."
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER makes a Coast trip
from New York in November.
MARY DORAN arrived in New
day from the Coast to do a play.
LEO
CARRILLO
from
New
York.

has

gone

to

York yesterPhiladelphia

A. H. GIANNINI is expected in New York
from
the coast within
two
weeks.
BORRAH MINNEVITCH left by plane yester-

day for the Coast.
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
terday for Hollywood.

left by plane yes-

COLE PORTER and TED VETTER left by
plane
yesterday
for Indianapolis.
D. PARKER of Pioneer Pictures leaves by
plane tomorrow
for Hollywood.

Henry F. Eger Dead

Columbus, O. — Henry F. Eger, 54,
former manager of the old James
Theater, now Loew's Broad, is dead
following injuries received in an automobile accident while on a vacation in Indiana. Eger was associated
with Willam "Billy" James for many
years.
Pawnee Bill's Wife Dies
Pawnee, Okla. — Mrs. May Lillie,
wife of Major Gordon W. Lillie
(Pawnee Bill), died Thursday of incident. juries received in a recent auto acBand Leaders Back Drive
Leading band leaders including Erno
Rapee, Richard Himber, Shep Fields,
Enoch Light and others met yesterday
at the offices of Local 802, musicians
union, and endorsed the drive of the
union
to return musicians
to theaters.
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Jlwiews ($ tke> View films
Edmund

"DODSWORTH"
With Walter Huston, Ruth Chatterton, Paul
Lukas, Mary Astor, David Niven
United Artists
90 mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
FINE "A" PRODUCTION HOLDING ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL TYPES OF AUDIENCES.
Here is a Class A picture that should do
excellent business at every box-office. It
has ingredients that will appeal to all types
of audiences and ranks with the best of
the Samuel Goldwyn offerings. The picture follows the play faithfully and the
screenplay is by Sidney Howard, who dramatized Sinclair Lewis' famous novel. William Wyler, who showed his directorial
skill in handling powerful climaxes in "These
Three", again demonstrates his ability as
a leading director. Walter Huston, who
created the title role on the stage, gives
a finished performance, while Ruth Chatterton's work as his wife is her best in a
long time. Mary Astor is excellent. David
Niven, Mme. Maria Ouspenskaya and Gregory Gaye turn in fine characterizations.
After 20 years of business and married life,
Huston and Ruth sail for a holiday in Europe. She is afraid to face old age and
wants another fling. Aboard ship, she accepts Niven's attentions. In Paris, she
meets Lukas. They go to his castle, and
Huston returns to Zenith, in the good old
U. S. A. Not wanting to lose his wife,
Huston returns to Europe and learns that
she and Lukas have been together at Biarrit. A little later, Gaye proposed to Ruth,
but his mother kills the match. Huston
and Ruth try a reconciliation, but her intolerance and selfishness cause him to
hurry to Mary Astor, who is in Naples.
Cast, Walter Huston, Ruth Chatterton,
Paul Lukas, Mary Astor, David Niven, Gregory Gaye, Mme. Maria Ouspenskaya, Odette
Myrtil, Kathryn Marlowe, John Payne,
Spring Byingtcn, Harlan Briggs.
Producer, Samuel Goldwyn; Associate
Producer, Merritt Hulburd; Director, William Wyler; Author, Sinclair Lewis; Screenplay, Sidney Howard; Cameraman, Rudolph
Mate; Editor, Daniel Mandell.
Direction, Tops
Photography, Fine.

"BRILLIANT MARRIAGE"
with Joan Marsh, Ray Walker, Inez Courtney
Invincible
62 mins.
LIGHT ROMANTIC YARN IN POPULAR VEIN FOR THE NOT TOO FINICKY
NEIGHBORHOOD TRADE.
Authored by Ursula Parrott, who has
something of a name as a writer for the
lower masses, and adapted in workmanlike
routine fashion by Paul Perez, this mixture
of young love and a little drama will do all
right in the secondary neighborhood spots.
Joan Marsh, who was adopted by some rich
people, and John Marlowe of the society
class are in love. But in Joan's background
is a mother with a prison record. So when
Joan finds out about her past, she splits
with John and becomes friendly with Ray
Walker, a newspaper reporter. Ray happens to be the boy friend of Inez Courtney, a sob sister who doesn't want to lose
him, and Inez retaliates by writing a story
about Joan's antecedents. Suspecting that
she was double-crossed by Ray, Joan goes

Lowe

and

Gloria

Stuart

in

"THE GIRL ON THE FRONT
With

Reginald

Owen,
Spring
Gilbert Emery

Byington,

Universal
72 mins.
(HOLLYWOODPAGE"
PREVIEW)
WELL-HANDLED
WITH FINE CAST
B. 0. OFFERING.

COMEDY-MYSTERY
MAKE THIS GOOD

Comedy, mystery and romance are here
combined in such a manner as to make
very enjoyable program entertainment. The
dialogue is especially bright and a well
chosen cast delivers it in grand style. Edmund Lowe comes through with one of
his best performances in a long time, and
Reginald Owen's work as the comic blackmailing butler stands out. His acting in
the novel pain-inflicting tickling scene is
a marvelous job that will not quickly be
forgotten. Gloria Stuart carries her large
assignment in nice style, and Spring Byington has a meaty role. She and Owen do a
rhumba that will get a lot of howls. To
Austin Parker, Albert R. Perkins and Alice
D. G. Miller should go a lot of credit for
a screenplay loaded with clever lines. Roy
and Marjorie Chanslor's original furnished
many well contrived situations. Under
Harry Beaumont's direction the laugh situations are stressed while a fast tempo is
maintained. Robert Presnell, as associate
producer, turned out a show that Universal
can proudly include in its regular line-up.
Gloria Stuart is willed a metropolitan newspaper, of which Edmund Lowe is managing
editor. Believing her to be a spoiled society girl, Lowe will not have her around
the office. Disguised as an ugly duckling,
she gets on the sheet, and in the course
of time Edmund discovers her identity. A
situation arises, in which Miss Stuart presents her butler, Reginald Owen, as an English nobleman. A gang uses this fact to
try to blackmail her. On investigating,
Edmund learns that Owen is the leader of
the outfit. He also finds that he is in love
with Gloria.
Cast, Edmund Lowe, Gloria Stuart. Reginald Owen, Spring Byingtcn, Gilbert
Emery, David Oliver, Robert Gleckler, Clifford Jones, Maxine Reiner.
Producer. Charles R Rogers; Associate
Producer, Robert Presnell; Director, Harry
Beaumcnt; Authors, Roy and Marjorie
Chanslor; Screenplay, Austin Parker, Albert
R Perkins, Alice D G Miller; Cameraman,
Milton Krasner; Editor, Philip Cahn.
Direction, Snappy.

Photography, A-l.

back to John, but- parental opposition now
arises at that end, and Joan is about to run
off with Ray when Inez and John get together, shanghai Ray, and Joan finds John
substituted as her traveling companion.
Cast: Jean Marsh, Lawson Trent, Ray
Walker. Inez Courtney, Ann Codee. Doris
Lloyd, Olive Tell, Holmes Herbert, Barbara
Bedford, Robert Adair, Victor Wong, Kathryn Sheldon, Dick Elliott, George Cleveland.
Producer, Maury M Cohen; Supervisor,
Lon Young; Director, Phil Rosen; Author,
Ursula Parrott; Screenplay, Paul Perez;
Cameraman, M. A. Andersen; Editor, Roland
Reed.
Direction, Satisfactory

Photography, Okay

"YELLOWSTONE"
with Henry Hunter,
Judith Barrett, Ralph
Morgan, Alan Hale, Andy Devine, Raymond
Hatton, Monroe Owsley
Universal
63 mins.
FINE YELLOWSTONE PARK BACKGROUND IS ENJOYABLE HIGHLIGHT OF
FAIRLY GOOD
MELODRAMA.
Best selling point of this attraction, and
the one that will provide audiences with
the most satisfaction in the way of entertainment, isthe Yellowstone Park scenery.
Never before has a feature made such good
use of the scenic beauties of this national
park, and in this connection Milton Krasner's handling of the camera rates high
praise. The story itself is one of those
familiar melodramatic affairs, dealing with
a gold cache hidden in the park years go
by a gang of bad men. Coming back to look
for the gold many years later, after doing
a jail stretch, Ralph Morgan finds he has
rivals in the search, the latter being a former pal who has gone a bit daffy and the
son of a third pal who was bumped off at
the time the stolen gold was put away.
Then follows the familiar melodramatic complications, with the gold-seekers being mysteriously killed in turn. Romance is supplied by Judith Barrett, daughter of Morgan, and Henry Hunter, a ranger. Andy
Devine and Raymond Hatton inject some
comedy, and there is a bit of vocal work
by Michael
Loring.
Cast: Henry Hunter, Judith Barrett, Ralph
Morgan, Alan Hale, Andy Devine, Monroe
Owsley, Michael Loring, Paul Fix, Rollo
I loyd, Paul Harvey, Raymond Hatton, Diana
Gibson, Mary Gordon, Claude Allister.
Producer, Val Paul; Director, Arthur Lubin; Author, Arthur Phillips; Screenplay,
Jefferson Parker; Cameraman, Milton Krasner; Editor, Maurice Wright.
Direction, Good
Photography, Exceptional.
George

Arliss

in

"EAST MEETS WEST"
G-B
76 mins.
GEORGE ARLISS GOES MELODRAMA IN
ORIENTAL THRILLER FILLED WITH
NOISY EXCITEMENT.
Playing his part with toungue-in-cheek,
George Arliss seems to be getting a lot of
fun out of this extravagant extravaganza
of the East, for even in the most heartbreaking scenes, the smug smirk never
leaves his oily countenance. Off-hand, we
would say this production will prove great
fun for the kiddies, but it is hardly to be
taken seriously as enlightened fare for
grown-ups. It is all quite involved with
the diplomatic problems involved in the
plot, and the Rajah of Rungay (Arliss) sitting pretty as he toys with the British representative and the representative of an
Eastern power who both want to negotiate
a seaport treaty. But the real drama revolves around the European wife of the
English customs official, who becomes involved with the Oxford college son of the
Rajah. The British official is smuggling
rum to the natives, and when caught is
condemned by the Rajah to be hanged. Then
a great fuss to save him by the British
ambassador, and all sorts of complications
with the sultan's son egging the mob on
to the hanging so he can marry the wife.
Works up to a grand crescendo of noise
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SHORTS

"Men and Machines"

("Let's Go America!' Series)
Audio Productions
10 mins.
Highly Interesting
Answers in convincing and
dramatic fashion the much-debated
question whether the machine age
reduces or increases employment
and opportunity. Lowell Thomas,
discussing point with a friend, relates story of a retired machine shop
foreman. Sequences then show foreman at home who in turn tells his
experiences and views to his son
and a companion. Illustrating this
narrative are vivid camera shots
depicting the benefits of machine
age over the pre-industrial days.
Subject will strike responsive chord
in all types of audiences. It is
highly interesting material of the
pop variety.

"Steel"

Audio Productions
10 mins.
Splendid Industrial
Theater patrons will find entertainment plus in this splendidly produced industrial short which tells
romantic story of how steel is fabricated. Film is studded with unusual camera shots of shipment of
ore and limestone for the great
blast furnaces, reduction of coal to
coke, the massive equipment and
amazing operations employed in the
mills, and finally the uses to which
steel is put. Fine music score makes
satisfying.
this
already enjoyable short more

"America Yesterday, Today and
("Let's Go America!" Series)
Audio Productions
10 mins.
Unusual
Contrasting
theow"hardships in
Tomorr
American life only a few decades
ago with the comforts and luxuries
of the present day, this short is
both unusual and diverting. It relates the successful struggle of
modern industry to supply the pres>sent generation with the myriad
mechanical marvels that have raised
living standards in this country to
a higher plane than mankind has
ever before enjoyed. In addition to
being pleasing screen fare, it is inspiring material. The photography
by Don Malkames and the narration
by John S. Young are outstanding.
and rabble-rousing. We enjoyed it as much
as did George Arliss, who has a fine sense
of humor. Anyone with a sense of humor
will get a great kick out of it.
Cast: Gecrge Arliss, Lucie Mannheim,
Godfrey Tearle, Rcmney Brent, Bellard
Berkeley, Ronald Ward, Norma Varden,
John Laurie. 0 B Clarence, Campbell Gullan, Eliot Makeham Peter Cawthorne, Raich
Truman, Pat Barr, Peter Crcft, Stella Mcya.
Director, Herbert Mason; Author, E.
Greenwood; Adaptor, Maude Howell;
Screenplay, Edwin Greenwood; Editor, C
Frend; Cameraman, B. Knowles.
Direction, Good
Photography, Very Good

25 SCREEN ACTORS
\j
WARNED BY EQUITY **

"mu" $>**» "jms
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD in the Walter Wanger production,
"You Only Live Once," co-starring
thus be unable to appear again on JEAN JOHNSON, 19 - year - old Sylvia
Sidney and Henry
the legitimate stage. Gillmore wrote J daughter of Chic Johnson of the Gargan is now under long termFonda.
contract to Wanger.
to each of the actors after officers vaudeville team of Olsen and Johnson, makes her motion picture debut
of the Screen Actors' Guild had
▼
T
T
notified him of the refusal of the in Republic's "The President's MysPaul Perez has joined Republic's
players to abide by the reciprocal
tery," featuring Henry Wilcoxon
agreement under which players I and Betty Furness. Olsen and John- writing staff to prepare the screenfrom one organization appearing in ' son, who are under a long term conplay of "The
Devil
Command
tract to Republic, will start in a from the
the jurisdiction of the other must
story by
Robert
Du s,"
Soe.
join that organization.
few days on their first feature, "The Lon
tion. Young will supervise producBesides those mentioned, the play- Country Gentlemen."
▼
T
T
ers notified include, among others,
William Dugan has been signed
Eric Linden, Dorothy Lee, Lucien [ by Douglas MacLean Prods., to colAs part of the national celebraLittlefield. Cecil Cunningham, Roy j
laborate with Henry McCarthy on
tion of Mickey Mouse's Eighth
D'Arcy. Al Hill, Arthur Hoyt, Harry
Worth, Harvey Clark and James the dialogue for "Twenty-three and Birthday, Walt Disney will be interOne-Half
viewed by Cecil B. De Mille over
Hours
Leave,"
Buris.
production will start Oct.on1.which
The
The future appearance of these picture will be released bv Grand the national CBS network during
the Lux program Monday evening.
players on the screen, in the event National.
T
Y
T
they refuse to heed Equity, will de_Referri
, ng ▼
T
T
pend on the strength of the Screen
Samuel Goldwyn's production of
to his stay in England,
Actors' Guild in enforcing a closed Arthur Caesar declares he had to Edna Ferber's "Come and Get It" has
shop.
struggle to retain his accent, while passed through its final stages of
his English friends also struggled editing, after eight months of work.
to keep theirs.
▼
▼
T
CBS Acquires Property
▼
T
T
Madeleine Carroll has been asFor Hollywood Station
Our Passing Show: Walter Wanger, Adolphe Menjou, Kay Francis,
signed the feminine lead in "Lloyds
(Continued from Page 1)
Delmar Daves. George Gerhardt, of London," in production at 20th
has opened an artist bureau at its Harold B. Franklin, Charles K. Feld- Century-Fox.
local station, KNX, with Peter de man, Paul Kohner, Frank and Wal▼
t
▼
Lima in charge. Benny Fields, Gerter Seltzer at preview of "DodsTony Martin and Michael Whalen
trude Niesen and Tito Guizar are worth"; Edward Arnold, Mr.
and have swapped places again at the
now on the Coast for picture work, Mrs. Joseph Moncure March, Jack 20th Century-Fox lot. Origina
lly
placed through the bureau. While Hess, L. Wolfe Gilbert, George
in the cast of "Banjo On My Knee "
here they are also doing radio work. Burns at the Brown Derby.
Martin
was shifted to another pic▼ ▼
▼
Morton Downey is expected shortly.
ture, and replaced by Michael WhalHarry Cohen, formerly of the Los
Ralph Wonders, of the New York
en. The other day, studio officials
office, is in Hollywood and will re- Angeles Examiner, has been made
director of publicity by Eckels & put him back into "Banjo On My
main for about three weeks.
Knee," and sent Michael Whalen to
Ford, Inc., which agency handles another
film. Joel McCrea and Baring.
publicit
y, exploitation ad advertisbara Stanwyck are co-starred.
Accounting of Profits
(Continued from Page

I)

Ordered in Patent Suit

T

T

T

▼

▼

▼

Dick Powell and Joan Blondell are
to be married today aboard the San(Continued from Page 1)
ta Paula a few hours
ucts it has and to pay the costs of ship sails for New York. before the
the litigation started in 1931, under
▼ ▼
▼
the permanent injunction signed
Greta Garbo has bought a 1,000this week by Federal Judge Morti- acre estate at Harby, near Stockmer W. Byers. The infringement
holm, Sweden.
action was brought by A. T. & T.,
▼
▼
T
Western Electric and Erpi.
Alice Brady and William Gargan
have been signed for principal roles

George O'Brien wants to visit
Spain with a former college pal before starting his next picture for
RKO Radio under the production
banner of George Hirliman. But
Hirliman doesn't want to let his star
visit the hot-spot of Europe at this
time, and he threatens to file an injunction
O'Brien unless the
latter changesagainsthis plans. So the
report goes.

DETROIT
Greenwich, Conn. — Mrs. Josephine
Wright Wupperman, president of
the Angostura-Wupperman Corp.
and mother of Ralph and Frank
Theater Sound Engineering has
Morgan, screen and stage actors, been formed at 1155 Fort Park, Lindied Thursday night at her home
coln Park, by John Magocs to manhere. The two sons were at her
ufacture and install sound equipment Radio & Sound Equipment
bedside, coming from the coast by
plane.
Lo. also has been formed by L. Germain at 5650 West Grand River Ave.
The Empire, west side house
NEW JERSEY
formerly operated by I. S. Katcher,
has been reopened by Julius Baumstark.
Garden Theater, Paterson has reCinema Theater has reopened
opened after extensive alterations.
"Anthony Adverse" has broken with "Cloistered."
records at the Branford in Newark
Ground was broken
and is being held over for a third ago for the theater to abefew davs
in
week.
Chevrolet Park, Flint, for built
Lester
The Hindenburg at Irvington, Matt. House will seat 1,200 and
showing German pictures, has re- cost
00. George Bachman of
Hint $80,0
is the archit
ect.
opened with "Gold."

LINCOLN

Mrs. Wupperman

Dead

Cal Bard is now selling film in the
territory for Max Weintraub.
Columbia Pictures now has three
men in the section around here, Joe
er.
Rosenberg, Iz Weiner and Bill BarkTheularOrpheum
has opened its regvaude season.

OKLAHOMA

CITY

C. W. (Dewey) Gibbs, b.m. for
Columbia, has returned from a business trip to New York.
R. E. Griffith, Horace Falls and
H. J. Griffith, big shots of
Amusement Co., have returnedGriffith
from
an extended visit to New York.
Carl Burton has opened his new
theater in Cordell, Okla.

ESTIMATE $1,300,000
PARA. NETIN QUARTER
(Continued from Page

1)

gets, whereas last year the casts
were far exceeding advance plans.
Paramount's cash position currently isstrong, the company having
started the year with about $18,000,000 working capital on hand.

10 Radio Programs in Tieup
On Mickey Mouse's Birthday
;
(Continued from Page 1)
lins
song,
"Mickey Mouse's Birthday', written specially for the occasion
will
be
heard on the Gillette
up.
Community Sing program tomorrow
night, with 104 stations in the hook-

Film Shipments by Air
Increase 130 Per
(Continued from Page 1) Cent
more than 6,500 film shipments were
handled. An increasing number of
theaters are receiving their newsreel prints by air express in order
to give their patrons the pictorial
news as fast
as possible.

Claim Chaplin Film Infringes
French Tobis

Co. has asserted a
claim that Charles Chaplin's "Modern Tmies" is an infringement of
the Rene Clair production "A Nous
La Liberte." Schwartz & Froehlich
counsel for
Chaplin, deny there is
anything to the claim. The Tobis
Co. is threatening to sue.

2 New Houses for South

Starkville, Miss.— A new $25,000
theater is nearing completion here
and will be named the State in honor
of the Mississippi State College. It
is being built by Goodman Brothers.
Cotton Plant, Ark.— A theater
seating 400 is under construction
here for John Crabtree, Jr., of Clarendon.

British Producers Plan 2

Two features are planned by Alfredo Rode and G. C. Winter, English producers, who are now in New
York arranging distribution on their
feature, "Gypsy Melody", musical
starring Lupe Velez. They will put
"Hamid Pasha" into work at a London studio in March.

PITTSBURGH
Ed Elder is working the West
Virginia territory for Monarch Pictures.
The Barry Theater is operating
with a revival picture policy.
Al Barnett, Universal Exchange
manager, is seriously ill in Montefiore Hospital.
Film Row visitors: Elmer Dattola
of Springdale, George Panagatocas
of Johnstown; C. E. Gable, uncle
of Clark Gable, of Sharpsville;
Hayes Garbanno of Cadegan, Hueh
Murray of Cambridge Springs, H
R Wood of Apollo and John Lund
of Daisytown.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Jack Springer, N. Y. Circuit Operator, Dies Suddenly

NO OVERRATING IN U. S. IS LIKELY H YEARS
British Producers Seen Facing Test in Next Six Months
Most

Ambitious
Films Are
Now
Under Way
in
English Studios

During the next six months, British production will face the greatest test in its history, as currently
in work are the biggest pictures
ever undertaken by English studios,
said Lore Leni, writer for British
producers, in New York on Saturday, following her recent arrival
from London with her husband,
Maurice Cowan, journalist.
"There can be no excuses offered,
because England is borrowing the
(Continued

on Page

6)

LAEMMLE JR. SIGNING
TALENT FOR NEW UNIT
London — Carl Laemmle, Jr., who
sails Sept. 30 on the Queen Mary
for New York after a four-month
sojourn on the continent and in
England, is understood to have already acquifed a quantity of story
material and more talent, with other
deals to be closed before sailing, as
the nucleus of the new company he
plans to form on his return to
Hollywood. Laemmle Jr. plans to
spend about two weeks in New York
conferring with home office film
heads before flying to California.

60 Day-and-Dare Openings
Planned for "Dodsworth"
d-date "Dodsworth"
Sixty
gs day-an
on Sept. 25 are planned by
openin
The Samuel Golds.
United Artist
a double prewyn picture will get
miere at Los Angeles on Sept. 30 at
the Downtown and Hollywood theaters. It is also set to open at the
Aldine, Philadelphia, Sept. 23. On
Broadway, "Dodsworth" goes into
the Rivoli this Wednesday.
United Artists has also booked
"Gay Desperado" into the Music
Hall on Oct. 8, instead of the previously reported earlier date.

Preservative Processes Being Field-Tested
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A series of comprehensive field tests of the various film preservative
processes will be conducted by the Research Council Film Preservative Committee of
the Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences. A test reel containing several 150-ft. sections
of film, each section treated by one different process, will be taken into each of about
ISO theaters and projected from three to six times in each house in order to determine
the actual and comparative effects of field service on film treated by the respective
processes.
Harris Ensign is chairman of the committee handling the tests.

Demolition of Outmoded
Theaters Keeps Pace
With New Houses

Fears of a new overseating problem arising as a result of the renewed activity in theater construction are dissipated by an analysis
of theater activities in the first nine
months of this year, which shows
that the demolition of old and outmoded theaters has kept a fairly
good pace with the opening of new
houses. Although there has been
a gain in theaters put into operation, the figure is moderate and in
THE FILM DAILY
keeping with the increase in attendance over the period.
Justice," with Josephine Hutchinson,
George Brent, Guy Kibbee, Robert
Openings
have on averaged
some(Continued
Page 6)
Barrat and Frieda Inescort, directed
by Michael Curtiz; "No Hard Feelings," with Glenda Farrell, Barton
MacLane and Winifred Shaw, directed by Frank McDonald; "Melody for Two," with James Melton
and Patricia Ellis, directed by Louis

16 Productions Currently Under Way
At the Warner-First National Studios
West

Coast

Bureau

of

Hollywood — With the first four
months' release schedule for the
1936-37 season practically completed, the Warner-First National
studios at Burbank are continuing
their rapid production pace with 16
features currently in work. Of these,
nine are before the cameras and
seven are_jn preparation.
The nine shooting are: "Mountain

(Continued

on Page

6)

ROBERT WELSH FORMS
INDEP'T COMPANY

General Pictures, new independent company, has been formed by
Robert E. Welsh, with Fenn Kimsociation with Paramount, has now
Due to the recent developments
ball as president and Welsh as vicein the field of color, this subject will perfected the Keller-Dorian process president in charge of production.
for
use
on
35
mm.
film,
as
exclusiveThe
unit plans 24 pictures, the first
play an important part in the Fall
ly reported in The Film Daily of to be delivered about Nov. 20, and
convention of the S. M. P. E., which
takes place at the Sagamore Hotel, Sept. 10. Dr. Mees will deliver contemplates opening its own exchanges in principal key cities and
Rochester, Oct. 12-15. Attention papers on the topics, "Color Photography," the Kodak Research Lab- assigning franchises elsewhere.
will be principally focused on Dr.
oratories and "The Development of
Welsh, who formerly was execuC. E. Kenneth Mees, vice-president the Art and
Science of Photography
and director of research of the
tive (Continued
producer aton Monogram
and
Page 6)
Eastman Kodak Co., which, in as- in the Twentieth Century."

Color to be a Major Topic at the SMPE

Meeting

Sudden
Death of Jack Springer
Caused by Cerebral Hemorrhage

Six Future Bookings Set
For Radio City Music Hall

Radio City Music Hall has six
future bookings set to follow the
morrow morning at Mamaroneck, current "My Man Godfrey," UniJack Springer, partner of Sam
versal film, which is in for two
Y.,
where
Springer had his resiCocalis in a large circui* of houses N.
dence.
Next offering will be Coweeks.
in the metropolitan area and operalumbia's "Craig's Wife," followed
The Springer-Cocalis circuit is
tor of a group of theaters of his
own, died suddenly on Saturday in one of the most important groups by "The Gay Desperado," PickfordArtists release; Cothe Polyclinic Hospital. Death was in the New York metropolitan area. Lasky-United
lumbia's "Adventure in Manhatdue to cerebral hemorrhage. Spring- Expansion activities have been carried on for the past several months.
tan"; RKO Radio's "The Plough and
er was taken sick Thursday night
and was removed to the hospital.
Houses in the Springer-Cocalis the Stars" and "Winterset," and a
third Columbia picture, "Lost HoriFuneral services will be held to- group now number around 40.
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♦ TWO
Romeo

and

Juliet

Palace
Palace

A DAY RUN

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 5th

♦ FOREIGN

♦

week

LANGUAGE

Astor

PICTURES

Der Kampf
(Amkino) — 2nd week
Ciboulette (in French) — 2nd week
Campo

del Maggio (Nuovo Mondo) — 2nd week

4 FUTURE

(b) Subsequent run.

Cameo
de Paris
Cine Roma

OPENINGS

♦

Le Barbier de Seville (French picture) — Sept. 22
La Kermess Heroique (French picture) — Sept. 22
Texas
Rangers
(Paramount
Pictures) — Sept. 23
Dodsworth
(U. A.-Goldwyn)— Sept. 23
Don't Turn 'Em Loose
(RKO Radio) — Sept. 25
Ginevra degli Aimieri (Nuovo Mondo) — Sept. 26
Midsummer Night's Dream (Warner Bros, (b) — Oct. 3
The Gay Desperado
(Pickford-Lasky-U. A. — Oct. 8
Nine Days a Queen
(GB Pictures)
(c)
Stage
Struck
(First National)
Ramona
(20th Century-Fox)
(c)
The Devil Is a Sissy (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
Craig's Wife
(Columbia
Pictures)
(c)
(a) Dual bill,

♦
Cinema

Cinema de Paris
Filmarte
Paramount
Rivoli
Rialto
Cine Roma
Strand
Music
Hall
R0xy
Strand
New Criterion
Capitol
Music
Hall

(c) Follows present bill.

Sabath Comm. to Reopen
Paramount Situation
Action against some of the
bankers and others involved in the
recent Paramount reorganization is
expected to be taken this week by
the Sabath Congressional Committee which has been investigating receiverships, bankruptcies and reorganizations, The Film Daily
learned Saturday. The committee
for nearly a year has been probing
the company's corporate affairs dating back to the John D. Hertz regime. In addition to the Sabath
group's own investigation, the recent report on Paramount made by
Joseph P. Kennedy is understood to
have exerted some influence in the
action contemplated for this week.

"Allah" Preview on Plane

"Ziegfeld" Scale Boosted
For New Orleans Pop Run
New Orleans — With the return of
"The Great Ziegfeld" for a popular
run, Loew's State has raised its
prices to 56 cents top at nights and
36 cents day top. This makes
the second important development
"Ziegfeld" has had on theaters here.
The first came about when M-G-M
wanted to roadshow it into Loew's
State, owned by Canal Realty Corp.,
which at the time consisted of
Loew, Erlanger and Saenger, each
owning one-third. Saenger is understood to have objected to roadshow
prices, so the film went to the Liberty and Loew quietly bought out
the Erlanger interests, giving it
control of the Canal Corp.

Services for Bernard Cassidy

Funeral services will be held at
10 o'clock this morning in the St.
Hollywood — A sneak preview of Joan of Arc Church, 82nd St. and
"Garden of Allah," David O. Selz- Park Ave., Jackson Heights, for
nick production for United Artists Bernard F. Cassidy, father of John
release, will be held in a new Doug- A. Cassidy of the RKO press delas airplane of the American Air
partment, he died Friday morning
Lines on a Los Angeles-San Fran- in Flower Hospital, at the age of
weeks. cisco trip within the next two 58. Cassidy was engineer at the
RKO Jefferson Theater up to the
time of his death, and has previously been at the Hippodrome.
West Coast Bureau of THE

Paul Muni
Victor Seastrom
Frank Strayer

Roxy
Strand
Rialto
Globe

Girls' Dormitory
(20th
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Love Begins at 20 (First National)
(a)

FILM

DAILY

Eastbound for Material
Coatt Bureau of THE

FILM
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Coming and Going

H

Theater
Capitol
Music Hall
Paramount
Rivoli
Criterion

Distributor

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Ziegfeld
The Great
(Universal Pictures)
My Man Godfrey
(Paramount)— 3rd week
The General Died at Dawn
A.)— 3rd week
(Reliance-U.
The Last of the Mohicans
(Warner Bros.)— 2nd week
Give Me Your Heart
Sing, Baby, Sing (20th Century-Fox)— 2nd week
Anthony Adverse
(Warner
Bros.)— 4th week
Hollywood
Boulevard
( Paramount
Pictures)
Trouble
Ahead
(Times)

....
+
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Allen Benn at Mt. Clemens

Hollywood — Myrt Blum, agent,
accompanied by Nan Blair, head of
Philadelphia — Allen M. Benn of
his story department, left Friday the Belmont Theater has left for an
for New York to confer with au- indefinite stay at Mt. Clemens,
Mich.
It will be his vacation.
thors and to get story material.

TED TODDY arrives in New York today from
Hollywood with the master print of the first
production
completed
by Unusual
Pictures.
CARL LAEMMLE, JR., is scheduled to sail
Sept. 30 from abroad on the Queen Mary for
New York, where he will spend about a fortforming nighthisbeforenew
company.to Hollywood to start
returning
on

NICHOLAS
his return

M. SCHENCK has left the coast
to New York.

EMLYN WILLIAMS, co-star with Dolly Haas
in "Broken Blossoms," Imperial Pictures release, is en route from England to New York
to make preparation for the production of his
play, "Night Must Fall," to be presented at
the Ethel Barymore Theater early in October.
DAMON RUNYON, following the World Series, moves to Hollywood to become a writer
at Paramount.
in

MYRT BLUM and NAN BLAIR
New York from the coast.

have arrived

HAROLD HOPPER, president of the Cinema
Mercantile Corp., Hollywood, will sail from
rope.
New York on Wednesday for London aboard the
Queen Mary. He will spend a month in EuGEORGE RAFT, WESLEY RUGGLES and ROSCOE KARNS arrive in New York this week from
the coast with WILLIAM LeBARON. All will
attend the World's Series.
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON arrives in New
York on Wednesday from England en route to
the Universal
studios.
WILLIAM F. RODGERS returns to New York
on Wednesday or Thursday from Chicago.
CHICK ENDOR and CHARLES FARRELL are
en route to New York from Europe on the
President
Roosevelt.
AL JOLSON is due in New York on Wednesday by plane from the coast, coming east for
the World's Series.
BILLY and BOBBY MAUCH. twins under contract to Warner-First National, are back in
Hollywood from New

York to appear in "Prince

andGEO.
the W.
Pauper."
WEEKS, GB general sales manager,
leaves today on a trip through the middle west
and south, visiting branch offices in Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
Dallas, New Orleans Memphis and Atlanta.
ARTHUR LEE, who has just returned from
GB sales confabs with several eastern branches,
will leave in a few days for other eastern offices, joining George Weeks in the south toward the end of the month.
J. ROBERT RUBIN is due back in New
today or tomorrow
from the coast.
GEORGE HIRLIMAN has arrived in New

York
York

from Hollywood with a print of "Daniel Boone."

New

Incorporations

NEW YORK
L-Mar, Inc.. New York. Theatrical and film
business; capital, $20,000. Stockholders: Hyman Bernstein, Norma Solomon and Angel
Banos, New York.
Kirkland
Grisman,
Inc., New
York.
Theatrical and& motion
pictures;
capital,
$20,000.
Stockholders: Norman M. Markwell. Michael
Goldreyer and Ralph Marcus,
New York.
Picture Rental, Ltd., New York. Motion pictures: capital, $20,000. Stockholders: Samuel
M. Sprafkin,
del,
Brooklyn. Lester E. Benioff and Sylvia BreinEighty-sixth Street
Theatrical business;
stock. Shareholders:
Bernhardt and I. D.

Garden Corp., New York.
capital, 200 shares of
Walter Schramm, Maurice
Hauser,
New York City.

Harkan, Inc., New York. Theatrical and motion pictures; capital, $1,000. Stockholders:
Brooklyn.
Freda Jaret, Bertha Reich and Vera C. Poggle,
Raytone Safety Film Corp. New York. Motion pictures; capital. 100 shares of stock.
Shareholders: H. Kerr, C. Bernert and J. Schleir,
New York.
The Fifty-fifth Street Play House, Inc., New
York. Motion pictures; capital, 100 shares
of stock. Shareholders: Irving E. Meller, BerYork. nard L. Neumark and Rose Richmond, New
Phoenix Strand, Inc., Syracuse, N. Y. Theatrical and motion pictures; capital, 200 shares
N. Y.
of
stock. Shareholders: George E. Smith, Albert G. Larkin and Robert W. Case, Syracuse.
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VALIANT IS THE WORD
Gladys George
* Arline Judge

FOR CARRIE"
• John Howard

Dudley Digge* • Harry Carey • Isabel Jewell • A Paramount Picture From Barry
Benefit's Best Seller

• Produced and Directed Ly WESLEY

RUGGLES

There's one sure way that you'll be able
To dress the darlin' in ermine and sable

- For the Warner line-up 'phone, wire or cable
'Cause right after 'A
\

Comes 'Cain a

MARION DAYIES

CAIN AND

With ALLEN
WALTER

CATLETT.

JENKINS
DAVID

CARLYLE

Directed by LLOYD BACON • Music and
Dance
Creations
by Bobby
Connolly

HOBART

CAVANAUGH

Lyrics by Harry Warren & Al Dubin
A Cosmopolitan Production

ALL THIS GIGANTIC PROMOTION!
ADVERTISED TO 70,000,000 MAGAZINE READERS!
It's Step No. 3 in the sweeping series boosting current Warner
hits with full-page ads in every important national magazine!

ADVERTISED TO 24,000,000 NEWSPAPER READERS!
A blazing 165,000-line day-and-date newspaper

campaign will

cover the country's key-market areas for from 8 to 12 solid days!

ADVERTISED TO THE NATION'S RADIO LISTENERS!
The

stunning

new

everywhere — and
"CONEY

every

ISLAND"

"I'LL SING
he was
CAIN—
awfully able!

Warren

YOU

A

& Dubin tunes are taking the air

broadcast is an

ad for the

• "HERE COMES

CHIQUITA"

THOUSAND

AH Set Up For Simultaneous
Release Oct. 19th by m §

LOVE

show!

SONGS"

Nation-wide
a ^w*.
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NO U. S. OVERSEATNIG
IS LIKELY FOR YEARS

BRITISH PRODUCERS
SEEN FACING TEST

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

best artists, best directors and best
technicians in the industry," declared Miss Leni. "The standard of
British productions is making London almost a suburb of Hollywood."
"Take, for example, productions
in work at the moment. Never before has one independent producer
had three pictures on the floor at
the same time with the guarantee
of American distribution. Max
Schach, who has achieved a great
continental reputation, has in production "Dreaming Lips," in which
Elisabeth Bergner is supported by
Raymond Massey and George Brent,
"Love from a Stranger," starring
Ann Harding and Basil Rathbone,
with Rowland Lee directing and
"Pagliacci," with Richard Tauber
and Steffi Duna, with Karl Grune as
director. In addition to these three
pictures, Schach has seven other
features on his year's schedule.
"From other companies will come
"Rembrandt," the Alexander Korda
production with Charles Laughton,
"Fire Over England," Erich Pommer picture directed by William K.
Howard and with James Wong
Howe as camerman, the Miriam
Hopkins G.
picture,
"Triangle,"
an
Edward
Robinson
production,
"Wings Over the Morning," in Technicolor with Henry Fonda and
Annabella. "Dark Journey," with
Conrad Veidt and Vivien Leigh, a
Paderewski picture and Marlene
Dietrich in "Knight Without ArFrances
Marion."
Miss mour,"
Leniscripted
andby her
husband
left
New York yesterday for Hollywood,
where he will look over the writer
market in behalf of Max Schach.

20th Century-Fox'sand"Ramona"
ARE touting
• THEYColor
• greatest
• the
claiming
Epic ever produced
as
that for the first time the color camera is free of all restrictions
it's Technicolor, of course
the theme of this
classic romance is certainly ideal for the new perfected Technicolor Old California in all ts rainbow beauty of Mission
Days
feasts, fiestas
mission bells and stolen
kisses
a perfect outdoor subject for color technique.
•

•

Independent Company
1)

lately has been with M-G-M, was
granted a release from his contract
by E. J. Mannix and Harry Rapf,
Metro producers, to undertake his
new venture.
Production will be at the RKO
Pathe studios in Hollywood, and a
temporary eastern office will shortly
be opened in the RKO Building. Financing for the venture is understood to be all set.

Nebraska Labor Resolutions
Lincoln, Neb. — At the meeting of
the Nebraska Federation of Labor
three resolutions were passed affecting theater labor, the most important being advocacy of the twoman booth for all houses of more
than 600 seats. The other two resolutions asked complete lavatory facilities be ordered by law for all
booths, and that the federation lend
heavy moral support to use of living orchestras in theaters and public places, and discourage the use
of canned or "machine" music.

16 Films Under Way
At Warner-F.N. Studio
(Continued

fiom

Page

1)

• TWO UNUSUAL shorts produced by Audio Productions in the "Let's Go, America!" series
two 10minute subjects titled "America Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow" and "Men and Machines"
the first presents the
pageant of American progress reflected in marvelous
inventions, with John S. Young narrating
the second answers
the question as to whether the machine destroys jobs or creates
new ones, with Lowell Thomas
the commentator
the
National Industrial Council is sponsoring the reels, that carry
no private industry advertising
all they cost the exhib
is the shipping charges

King; "Once a Doctor," with Donald
Woods and Jean Muir, directed by
William Clemens; "Another Dawn,"
co-starring Kay Francis and Errol
Flynn, directed by William Dieterle;
"San Quentin," with Pat O'Brien,
directed by Lloyd Bacon; "Ready,
Willing
and Able,"
with directed
Ruby Keeler
and Ross
Alexander,
by

•
•
• A NEW
idea in the legit theatrical field
American Plays Association
a subscribing patron proposition costs $2.50 to join up
each patron gets a
ticket entitling him to preview of the first play the company
will produce
plus an opportunity to share in 14 awards
ranging up to 10 per cent interest in all profits accruing from
the play
the first play offered by the Association has
distinct possibilities as a screen play
and will be directed
by George F. Marion, who is coming on from the Coast to handle it shortly
if successful in New York, the associationsubscription plan will be extended to key cities, with roadshow
companies formed
there is an "American" movement in
back of it all that has impressive possibilities
with a big
patriotic organization interested in getting in on the ground
floor and sponsoring it officially
this is the first printed
announcement of the movement, which has been carefully nursed
without any fanfare

In preparation are: "Desert
Song," in Technicolor, with Frank
McHugh; "Danton," probably starring Charles Laughton, Spencer
Tracy and Claude Rains, directed by
Max Reinhardt; "Kid Galahad," with
Edward G. Robinson, Pat O'Brien,
Barton MacLane and Ross Alexander; "Lords of the Land," with Jean
Muir, Barton MacLane and Robert
Barrat;
Husband's
Secretary,"
featuring"My
Margaret
Lindsay,
Anita

Robert Welsh Forms
(Continued front Page

thing over 100 a month, while closings and houses dismantled have
been under half of that figure, since
the business revival got under way
more than two years ago.
Some isolated localities are about
to have an overseating situation due
to excessive new building, but no
general trend in this direction is
likely, according to the survey.

• •
• AFTER CLOSING his personal at the Roxy last
week
Leo Carrillo is now at the Earle in Philly
then moves to the Earle at Washington
booking handled
by the Leo Morrison agency
which has also set Chick
Endor and Charles Farrell for the Mon Paree opening Oct. 1
Endor and Farrell are now en route to New York on
the President Roosevelt

T

T

• • • SOME GENTS have
your kolyumist and that dizzy
the top of the Rialto
we
came down one morn to find her
of the kolyum
the Boss
bothering to introduce the dame
symbolical of the kolyum
in a ing
nice way, but when it's all

▼

T

been passing wisecracks about
wren who accompanies him at
can explain everything
parked alongside us at the top
wished her on us without even
at that, she's probably
easy on the eyes, encouraging
over she's still just — encourag-

▼

«

«

»

Louise and George Brent; "Man in
Exile," featuring Humphrey Bogart
and Margaret Lindsay, and "Merchant of Venus,"
and Marie
Wilson.with Carol Hughes

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
"Ziegfeld," a road show for three
weeks in Portland, has gone into a
third week of its return engagement
at the United Artists of Portland.
Sam Tishman, Chicago exhibitor,
has been visiting in Seattle, prior to
going to Hollywood to visit his
brother, Irving, stage producer who
recently returned from Australia.
James O'Neal of Seatle is sporting a new motor-car.

DETROIT

T

• •
• TRADE
SHOWING
of Grand National's "In His
Steps" at the Astor Theater this morn at 10:45
this is
the leadoff pix for the new organization
Joe Penner,
now in Hollywood making his first picture for RKO Radio, will
be back on the Columbia network Oct. 4
broadcasting
from Hollywood while he works on the new pix, "Roaming
Around"

«

Ray Enright; "Black Legion," with
Humphrey Bogart, Dick Foran and
Ann Sheridan, directed by Archie L.
Mayo, Dick
and "Gold
Diggers
1937,"
with
Powell,
Joan of
Blondell,
Glenda Farrell, Osgood Perkins and
con.
Victor Moore, directed by Lloyd Ba-

»

»

Sam Gruber is house manager of
the Cinema Theater, opened last
week policy.
by Ira Kaplan with a foreign
film
Jack Susami, Universal exchange
booker, has been ill.
Frank Smith, editor of Michigan
Film Review, has returned to his office after an illness.
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TIMELYJOPICS
Little Chance for Youngsters
To Learn Screen Acting
rOUNGSTERS of today have
to train.
( opportunity
Ylittle
Vaudeville
and road shows,
which acted a> springboards for
many of the old players, scarcely exist any more; anyway, there
are so few of them that they
don't count. A few little theaters, with plenty of youngsters
waiting to work for nothing, offer their only training field —
unless they dig down in their
pockets and pay.
I know plenty of kids who
have had the heart beaten out
of them trying to crash studio
grates.
Ethel Clayton, who works with
me in "Hollywood Boulevard,"
dickered for weeks before she'd
consent to go into motion pictures, and only capitulated when
twiceon the
she got
been
offered
the salary
stage. she'd
Franch X. Bushman, Maurice Costello and others had to
be iapproached many times before they gave in.
And then what happened?
They got salaries ten times as
large as thev ever got before.
They had little to learn because
the industry was a baby, and
producers were experimenting
with it.
Contrast that to the break today's aspiring nlayers get. Motion picture technique, tradition,
development, all are 30 years
old. Inexnerience must buck
this terrific hurdle before getting to first base.
— Marsha Hunt.

Jack of All Trades
At Home in Films
picture business
T HEis onemotion
industry in which the

jack-of -all-trades comes into his
own provided he has managed to
pick up some knowledge of the
jobs that have gone before. Writer, comedian, stooge, dancer and
singer — I've taken a crack at
them all — and now I'm swinging at this producing and directan eduing business. It's been
cation, traveling from the
ground up. Give a chap a background of contact with everyday people and let him learn
what they do, what they like and
thev go and he's cleared
where
the first hurdle toward a motion
picture career.
— Eddie Buzzell.

Soviet Documentaries

Moscow — The Soviet Technical
Film Trust is making a series of
at the Inshort subjects for showing Paris
next
ternational Exhibition in
year. Among the projected subjects
are the genetics experiments of the
famous scientist, I. P. Pavlov, another will ('eal with the work of the
Institute of Experimental Medicine,
a third with motherhood and childhood in Russia.

m

jg^S

EXPLOITETTES

The Foreign Field
+

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

European Cartoon Shows
Paris —

To mark the 30th anniversary of the invention of the
animated cartoon, national committees have been formed in various'
European countries to prepare a
series of cartoon shows. In several
capitals — Paris, Rome, Berlin, etc.
I — an exhibition of cartoons will be
held and will include examples of
the work of Emile Cohn, Winsor
McKay, Fisher, Fleischer, Disney,
UB Iwerks, Leontina, Indelli, Evenmenko, Myller and Liausu. An organization under the name of Dessin Animes Europeens, recently
formed in Paris, whose producers
include artists from several European countries (France, Russia,
Italy and Spain) may pave the way
for the organization into one international group of the European
producers of cartoon films, which
has been much
agitated of late.

Vienna's New Premiere House

♦

♦

circuit will result from the management tie-up, it is stated. Many
operation economies are expected to
result from the new setup.

Special British "U" Agent

London, — J. R. Ranee, recently appointed special Universal representative in the British Isles, has taken
offices at 63-39 New Oxford Street.
He has resigned his previous Universal offices, including that of director of Universal-Wainwright Studios, to devote all his time to his
new duties.

Tudor Films Changes
London — Dudley Sangster has resigned as managing director of Tudor Films. The Marquis of Ely and
T. Campbell Black are now joint
managing directors of the firm.
Other members of the board are
Lord Walpole, Hubert Woodward
and Ronald H. Riley. The latter
has been appointed joint producer
and will take charge of production
in conjunction with Lord Ely.

Vienna — This city, whose biggest
cinema seats but 800, is to have a
new premiere theater which will seat
1,200. It will be built at the Freihaus-Grund and the extension of
Kaertnerstrasse. It is being sponsored by German production-exhibiting interests, and will be ready for
the season of 1937-38. Two new producing companies have been formed
here, Germania and Olympia. Dr.
Schurff. former Minister, is interested in the former, and the theatrical producer, Will Riethof in the
Olympia.

London — A new major theater
group is being formed with an objective of 200 theaters in the circuit.
Two of the prime movers in the project are Lord Portal and J. Arthur
Rank. Two circuits of houses in the
Essex regions have already been acquired, itis stated, and negotiations
pre in progress to acquire five more
from an independent Midland operator. Other deals are pending.

2-Language Films in Budapest

Korda's Fashion Service

New British Circuit

Budapest — An accord has been
London — A new departure in
reached between directors of Hunhas been inaugurgarian studios and Austrian produc- screenated atcostuming
the Alexander Korda studios
ers whereby Austrian pictures will
at
Denham,
where
Rene Hubert,
be made in this city. They will be
London Films designer, has initiated
made in both Hungarian and Ger- a fashion service that will make
man. Horns Films, Atlantis and
for the dress trade in EngStella will produce 10 pictures in available
land and America his research into
each language.
historical costumes. Advance ideas
and fashion hints abound in such
Kordn's "Triangle" Starts
costumes, Mr. Hubert says. His serLondon — With both "Rembrandt"
vice will not only furnish the origand "Fire Over England" completed
inal designs for these costumes, but
at the London Film studios at Den- will offer hints for their adaptabilham, Walter Reisch is at work on
ity to modern dress.
the production starring Miriam Hopkins. "Triangle", with actual pho- Bank Giving Free Films
tography scheduled to begin next
Sydney — The Rural Bank of New
week. Reisch is both producer and
South Wales plans to show free films
director
of
this
United
Artists
release.
to boost its business. It already has
one film ready, "Conquest", depicting the life of a man on the land. It
Variety for Union-Para.
is
proposed
to show this film in
London — Following the recent America as well
as in Australia.
management amalgamation between
Union Cinemas and Paramount theaters in Greqt Britain, and due Janan Likes "Mr. Deeds"
Tokio — Columbia's "Mr. Deeds
to the difficulty of obtaining outstanding films, variety turns will be Goes to Town" has been awarded
booked into both circuits by the first prize in the contest recently
variety agency of Montagu Lyon. run by the newspaper, Kyushu NipLtd.. of which Fred Bernhard, chief po, a silver cup, for being the best
of Union Cinemas, is managing di- foreign picture released in Japan
rector. No loss of identity of either during the current year.

R. A. Kuehn's
"SwingCity
Time"
Campaign
in Jersey

'THE Stanley Theater, Jersey
City, started far ahead on
its exploitation campaign for
"Swing Time." Besides an unusually large amount of local
newspaper space, and also getting benefit of the publicity
breaks in New York papers, R.
A. Kuehn, manager, and Bob
D i e t c h, assistant manager,
worked out an unusually eiaDorate lobby display. As Kuehn
explains it: "This unusually
large art display measured over
20 ft. in height and over 14
ft. in width. It was made in a
triangle fashion and was hung
in our grand lobby underneath
the arch. A motor and gear arrangement was set up and this
made
the entire
display "swing"
in circular
fashion.
It was
made of cloth and the figures
were painted by our artist as
well as the cutout letters. On
the grand mezzanine we played
the hit tunes from "Swing
Time" and this made the entire
display more effective. It created a lot of talk from our patrons and was a real box-office
display. In addition to the above
on the outside we hung a 75
ft. banner across the front of
the theater with cutout figures
(from cloth) of Astaire and
Rogers. Other exploitation in
elude Window tie-ups with song
stores, plugs over the local
radio stations, 1-sheets in the
Hudson and Manhattan Tube
stations and 30 pictorial 24
— Stanley,

Jersey

City.

sheets."
"Mohicans"
Campaign
Duffy Cornell's
"QUFFY
CORNELL
of San
the
United Artists
Theater,
Francisco, got some swell
breaks in the newspapers in
his campaign on "The Last of
the Mohicans." He planted the
serialization and a full-page cooperative ad in the News, and
several feature stories and roto
stills in the Chronicle. The
News also- carried a contest for
three weeks. The Call-Bulletin
ran a special story and art on
Binnie Barnes in connection
with "Mohican Red." The Parent-Teachers Ass'n Journal,
with a circularization of 250,000, carried the front cover and
a full-page story on the picture, while
theseveral
organization
distributed
hundred study
guides and erected a smi
"Mohican" still display at its
headquarters. Magnin's, leading fashion shop, filled a window with gowns worn by Binnie Barnes and Heather Angel,
and several other women's
stores featured
Cornell
likewise "Mohican
made some Red."
very
effective tieups with the men's
stores on lighters, electric razors and sporting goods.
1. Theater, 'Frisco.

RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL
IN OCTOBER
loncocted with the blend of
originality, comedy, romance,
farcical intrigue and novelty
that made it Happened One
Night' a refreshing and entertaining cocktail which intoxicated the box-office with its
^■^M

FE'

WI
CRAIG'S RADIO
OPENS
CITY MUSIC HALL
SEPTEMBER

24th

results, 'Adventure in Manhattan' should prove a delight to
he s ison's a\ iiences!"
— Mc

m Picture Daily

and here's ho
Columbia's newest smash

hit

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, April 17 to Sept. 19
TITLE

REVIEWED

Aces and Eights-PUR..
8-8-36
All-American
Chump
MGM. .8-29-36
Alle Tage ist Kein Sonntag
XX.. 7-16-36

Alpine
Love-NUO
6-9-36
Alte
Kameraden-GER . . . 4-29-36
Amateur
Gentleman
UA.. 4-27-36
Amo Te Sola-NU
7-22-36
Anna-AM
7-18-36
And So They
Were
Married
COL 5-14-36
And Sudden Death-PAR. .6-6-36
Anthony Adverse-WA . . . 5-1 2-36
Arizona Raiders, The
PAR.. 6-30-36
August Week-End-CHE.. 7-18-36
Avenging
Waters-COL. . .7-8-36
Back to Nature-F
8-14-36
Below the Deadline-CHE. .6-6-36
Bengal
Tiger-WA
7-7-36
Big Brown
Eyes-PAR
5-2-36
Big Noise, The-WA
4-20-36
Blackmailer-COL
7-23-36
Border
Caballero-PU R . . . 5-26-36
Border Patrolman, The-F. 6-20-36
Born to Fight-CON
4-27-36
Bride Walks
Out, The
RKO.. 7-1-36
Bridge
of Sighs-INV
5-1-36
Brilliant Marriage-INV
.9-19-36
Bulldog
Edition-REP
9-18-36
Bullets or Ballots-FN. . .5-18-36
Burning
Gold-REP
5-22-36
Canzone del Sole-NU
5-7-36
Captain
Calamity-REG. . .4-17-36
Case Against Mrs. Ames
PAR.. 5-5-36
Case of the Velvet Claws
WA. .8-29-36
Cattle Thief, The-COL. . .5-26-36
Celos-XX
4-18-36
Charlie Chan at the Race
Track-F
7-14-36
China
Clipper-FN
8-12-36
Champagne
Charlie-F .... 5-7-36
Ciiboulette-XX
9-14-36
Cloistered-BES
5-20-36
Counterfeit-COL
6-5-36
Cowboy and the Kid, Their . .6-2-36
Crash Donovan-U
8-11-36
Crime of Dr. Forbes, The
F.. 6-16-36
Crime Patrol, The-EMP. 5-13-36
Crouching
Beast, The
OLY.. 8-22-36
Dancing
Pirate-RKO
5-8-36
Dark Hour, The-CHE
8-1-36
Der
Kampf-AMK
9-1 1-36
Desaparacido,
El-XX
6-3-36
Desert
Gold-PAR
5-8-36
Desert Justice-AT
4-21-36
Devil Doll, The-MGM
7-7-36
Devil is a Sissy, The
MGM.. 9-9-36
Devil's Squadron-COL ..5-12-36
Die Fahrt in Die Jugend
XX.. 9-1-36
Dizzy Dames-LIB
7-18-36
Dodsworth-UA
9-19-36
Don Bosco-NU
5-28-36
Down
to the Sea- REP. .6-30-36
Drtecula's
Daughter-U. . .5-16-36
Dragnet,
The-BUT
5-13-36
Early to Bed- PAR
5-25-36
Earthworm
Tractors-FN. 6-1 6-36
East Meets West-GB
9-19-36
Easy
Money-INV
7-11-36
Educating Father-F
5-23-36
Ein Auto und Kein GeldXX 8-11-36
Eine Frau die Weiss Was
Sie

Erbe

Will-TO

in Pretoria,

Das

7-20-36

XX.. 4-21-36

Everyman's
Law-SU
7-2 1 -36
Ex-Mrs.
Bradford, The
RKO.. 4-23-36.
Fahrt ins Gruene,
DieXX.. 5-25-36
Familia Dressel, La
COL.. 5-5-36
Fatal Lady-PAR
5-19-36
Feud of the West-DIV. .5-19-36
Fiat Voluntas
Del-NU ... 7-7-36
Final Hour, The-COL
8-1-36
Florida Special-PAR
4-21-36

TITLE
AC — Academy
AJA— Ajax
ALL — Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ARC — Arcturus Pictures
ARN— Tom Arnold
AT— Atlantic
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA — Beacon Productions
BEA — Beaumont Pictures
BER— William
Berke
BES— Best Film Co.
BLI— Samuel Blitz
BOS — Boston Films
BUT — Burroughs-tarzan
CEL— Celebrity
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN— Cinexport Distributing
CLY — Colony Pictures
COL — Columbia
CON— Conn Pictures
COR — Corona
CRE— Crescent
CR I— Criterion Films
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DEL— Delta
DIV — Diversion
DU— DuWorld
EMP — Empire Film Distributor!
F— 20th Cent.-Fox
FD— First Division
FN— First National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
FRA — Franco-American Films
FRO— Carl Froelich

TITLE

REVIEWED

F-Man-PAR
5-5-36
Follow Your Heart-REP. 8-1 1-36
Forbidden
Heaven-REP. .8-29-36
Forgotten
Faces-PA R
4-23-36
Forgotten
Women-IMP. 5-13-36
For Buen Camino-XX
7-7-36
For
the Service-U
5-19-36
Fury-MGM
5-22-36
Gay Love-MAR
6-10-36
General Died at Dawn
PAR.. 9-3-36
Gentleman from Louisiana, The
REP.. 8-1 5-36
Ghost Patrol-PUR
9-10-36
Girl from Maxim's,
The
HOF.. 9-16-36
Girl of the Ozarks- PAR. . .6-1-36
Girl on Front Page-U .. .9-19-36
Girls' Dormitory-F
8-29-36
Glory Trail, The-CRE
7-10-36
Golden Arrow, The-FN. . .5-4-36
Gorgeous
Hussy-MGM
9-1-36
Grand
Jury-RKO
8-1-36
Green Pastures, The
WA.. 5-19-36
Gypsies-AM
7-30-36
Half Angel-F
5-4-36
Harvester, The-REP
4-18-36
Heart of the West
PAR.. 7-7-36
Hearts Divided-WA
6-9-36
Hearts in Bondage-REP. .5-26-36
Heroes of the Range
COL. .8-18-36
High
Tension-F
6-16-36
His Brother's Wife-MGM. .8-1-36
His Majesty, Bunker, Bean.
RKO... 5-25-36
Hold that River-H-C
7-1-36
Hollywood
BoulevardPAR
8-4-36
Hot Money- WA
7-25-36
Hoy
Comienza
La Vida
XX.. 6-30-36
Human Cargo-F
4-21-36
I Give My Heart- WA.... 7-14-36
I Cover Chinatown
STE.. 8-25-36
I'd Give My Life-PAR. .7-28-36
II Serpente a Sonagli
NU.. 8-18-36
I Stand Condemned- U A. .6-9-36
I Was a Captive of Nazi
Germany-MAL
8-4-36
Ich Sehne Mich Nach Dir
XX.. 9-9-36
Idaho Kid-GRA
8-6-36
It Couldn't Have Happened
INV.. 9-11-36
It's Love
Again-GB
5-12-36
Jailbreak- WA
5-8-36
Jana, das Maedchen
aus dem
Boehmerwald-X X
6-23-36
Janosik-TAP
5-21-36

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
GB — Gaumont-British
GER — Germania Film
GFS — General Foreign Films
GLO — Globe Pictures
GRA— Grand National
GUA — Guaranteed Pictures
H -C — Hooper-Connell
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film Ex.
HUN— Hunnia
ID— Ideal

REVIEWED

Kelly of the Secret
Service-PRI
Kelly the Second-MGM
King Steps Out, The

Casanova,
Der
XX. .8-25-36
Second
Wife-RKO
8-14-36
Secret Agent-GB
6-13-36
Secret Patrol-COL
6-3-36
Seven Brave Men-AM .. .6-18-36
Seven Sinners-GB
7-31-36
Shadow,
The-GLO
6-27-36
Shakedown-COL
8-18-36
She-Devil
Island-GN
...8-29-36

SC — Scandinavian
SG— S. 6 G. Films
SL—
& L. Films
SO — S.
Sopra

MAS— Mascot Pictures
MET — Metropolis
MOS— Mosfilm
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn - M ay er
MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films
NU — Nuovo Mondo
OLY— Olympic Pictures
PAC— Pacific
PAR — Paramount
PER— Peerless
PRI— Principal
PRO— Projektograph

Showboat-U

Singing

UA— United Artists
UFA— Ufa
UN— United Picture Co.
VIC— Victory Pictures
WA— Warner Bros.
WEB— Webb-Ray
WO— World Pictures
WOH— Herman Wohl
XX— No distributor set

Special
Investigator
V
REL.. 5-15-36
RKO.. 4-27-36
4-29-36
GM
Speed-MReporter,
Speed
The
REVIEWED

COL.. 5-18-36
Koenigin der Liebe-UFA. .5-5-36
L'Homme
des Folies Bergere
XX.. 4-21-36
La Cieca di Sorrento-NU. .8-4-36
Lady Luck-CHE
9-14-36
Last Assignment,
The

Old Spanish Custom, XX..
An 5-7-36
One Hundred
Days of
Napoleon-NU
9-15-36
One Rainy Afternoon-U A. 4-27-36
Oregon Trail, The-REP. .6-16-36
Our Relations-MGM
7-14-36
Paa
Solsidan-SC
8-31-36
Palm
Springs-PAR
6-20-36
Panic on the Air-COL. . 4-23-36
Pappi-XX
5-18-36
Paradiso Recobrado,
El

UA.. 8-12-36
Last of the Warrens-SU. .7-2-36
Last Outlaw, The-RKO. . .6-3-36
Law in Her Hands, TheFN... 6-5-36
Let's Sing Again-PRI. . .4-18-36
Lightnin' Bill Carson
PUR... .8-25-36
6-9-36
Lion's Den, The-PUR.
Little Red School House
CHE.. 5-15-36
Longest Night, The
MGM.. 9-15-36
at TwentyFN... 5-23-36
Luci Sommerse-NU .... 6-23-36
Luck of the Irish-GUA ... 6-2-36
Madres del Mundo-XX. .8-18-36
Maedchenraeuber-XX
...8-17-36
Malditas Sean La Mujeres

Love

Mary
Mater
Meet
Mein

Begins

XX.. 8-31-36
of Scotland-RKO. .7-24-36
Nostra-X X
9-10-36
Nero Wolfe-COL. .7-16-36
Liebster ist Ein

XX.. 4-30-36
Parole !-U
6-9-36
Passaporto
Rosso-XX
9-3-36
Passing of Third Floor Back

Pension

GB.. 4-30-36
Mimosas-FRA .... 5-7-36

Pepper-F
8-8-36
Piccadilly Jim-MGM
8-6-36
Poor Little Rich Girl-F. . .6-6-36
Poppy-PAR de Pain, La
6-9-36
Porteuse
LEN.. 7-2-36
Postal
9-1-36
Pride ofInspector-U
the Marines
Princess

Comes

COL.. 4-28-36
Across

Prison Shadows-VIC PAR..
. . 5-12-36
7-18-36
Private Nuraber-F
6-12-36
Public Enemy's
Wife
WA..

Jaggermann-XX
9-14-36
Milizia Territoriale-NU
4-7-36
Mine with the Iron Door-

Revolt

PAR.. 6-18-36
of the Zombies-

Rhythm

on the RangeAC... 6-5-36

COL 7-11-36
Mister Cinderella-MGM.. 7-11-36
M'Liss-RKO
7-8-36
Mujer del Puerto, La
XX.. 8-25-36
Murder by an Aristocrat

PAR.. 7-18-36
Avenger.TheDIV.. 7-14-36
Rio Grande Romance-VIC. 5-1-36
Road to Glory, The-F
6-2-36
Roamin'
Lady-COL
5-2-36
Roamin'
Wild-REL
4-29-36
Roarin'
Guns-PUR
7-7-36
Rogue of the Range-SU. 5-12-36
Rogues' Tavern, The-PUR. 6-4-36
Romeo and Juliet-MGM. .7-16-36
Rosario-XX
4-21-36
Royal Waltz-UFA
4-11-36
San Francisco-MGM
6-26-36
Satan Met a Lady- WA. . .7-23-36
Schlussakkord-XX
9-9-36

Murder in the Red FN..
Barn 6-13-36
OLY.. 8-19-36
Murder on the Set-GLO. 8-2 1-36
My American Wife
PAR.. 7-21-36
My Man
Godfrey-U
6-16-36
Navy
Born-REP
6-2-36
Neighborhood
House
MGM-R.. 5-19-36
News of the USSR.
AM. .6-27-36

Spendthrift-PAR
Stimme Struckder FN
Liebe,
Stage
Star for a Night-F

Straight from
Suzy-MGM

™*

7-23-36
^^
8-11-36
8-14-36

the Shoulderl'\i'\i

They

Met in a Tax^
99^
8-26-36
RKO
Thi
Swing
ngs Timeto Com
e
^^
42o
36
7-7-36
Enemy-M GM
Sworn
5-25-36
Tanzmusik-LEN
s, The-PAR. 8-22-36
Texas
Thirteen Ranger
Hours
by^Ajr ^ ^ ^

Three
Cheers for pLove
36 Hours to Kill-F
k
Than You, Jeeves-F. ..
...
the Land-XX.eThis isWise
Three
Guy^Th

g8-13^ 36
^
.9-17-36
7-11-36
&^ ^

-36
Three of a Kind-INV. .. .6-24
oy . 6-25-36
e Televi
Playb
Squar
Timesetd to
-REP
Trappe
dise
by Para
sion^
Tick
^^
. -7-21-36
To Mary— With Love-F
.5-1-36
Beef-GRA WA. 6-6-36
Too Much Rides
Treachery
tbe^ng*^
Two-Fisted GentlemanL
g^

Tundra-BUT •••••,V,-8 6
Two
Against
the World- ..6-1-36
^^
for Two-MGM.
Trouble

6-23-3 6

Racing
Blood-CON
8-13-36
Raggen-Det ar Jag DetXX... 9-16-36
5-25-36
Ramona-F
Return of Sophie Lang, The

Riding

Vagabond, REP..
The 5-d 3-36

REP.. 9-11-36
Son Comes Home, A-PAR 8-8-36
5-26-36
Song of China-MAC
1
XX.. 6-9-36
Song of the Saddle-FN. .4-29-36
4-29-36
Sons O' Guns-WA
Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz

Nine Days a Queen-GB. 6-26-36
Nobody's
Fool-U
Oberwachtmeister
Schwenke 6-5-36

VIC. 5-1-36
Journey-AT
4-27-36
of the Mohicans,
The

8-4-36

REP.. 5-12-36
7-23-36
of Man-F
Sins
Sitting on the Moon

7-22-36
. .4-21-36

Last
Last

4-30-3O

Sing-F
Sing, Baby,
Singing
Cowboy,
The

SPE — Spectrum
STA — J. S. Starczewski
STE-MYilliam Stelner
SU — Supreme Pictures
SUP — Superior Films
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAM — Tapernoux- Metropolis
TAP— John
S. Tapernoux
Trans. Ocean Film Export
UTO
— —Universal

TITLE

REVIEWED

Schuechterne

RKO— RKO-Radio Pictures
R.MEX— Reglo-Mex
RO — Roma Films
ROY — Fanchon Royer
— Rowland-Wanger
SR-W
— Seiden

IMP— Imperial Dist.
INV— Invincible Pictures
KOL— Kolorfilm
KOV— Kovaes EmU Cr Co.
KRE— S. S. Krellberg
LEN — Lenaeur International
LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAC — Douglas MacLean
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAL —
— Marcy
Malvina Pictures
MAR

TITLE

PUR— Puritan
REG— Regal Pictures
REI— Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld
REL— Reliable
REP — Republic Pictures
RES — Resolute
RIE — Jack Rieger
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BOARDS OF TRADE

THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM
ALABAMA
Change in Ownership

Openings

ABBEVILLE— Abbey, transferred to W. J.
Brackin by Holland Wood & Owens. SCOTTSBORO — Bocaruto,
transferred
to Mrs.
T.
Snodgrass by C. T. Bobo.

Openings

ELBA— Peoples.

— Grafton Airdome.
GRAFTON
Strand.
WAY—
CHICAGO

-West

CHENOA

-Ritz. DEPUE— Liberty. MIDLOTHIAN-Midlothian.

New

Closings

ARIZONA
Change in Ownership
New

JEROME—

Theaters

Ritz.

ARKANSAS
New Theaters
LAKE

VILLAGE— New.

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

OCEAN BEACH— Strand, transferred to
Keogh by F. J. timber. PASADENA
— F3iroaks, transferred to Ray Peterson by
California Amus. Co. SAWTELLE— Nuart,
transferred to Harris Anderson by Bourke &
Bayles. SAN FRANCISCO— Temple, transferred to Paul Aglietti by Lena Lavitt &
L. R. Ruggles. TEHACHAPI — Beekay
(formerly Tehachapi). transferred to Bungart & Kanstein by H. J. Beauford.

Openings
SAN
Unique.

DIEGO— Hollywood.
SAN
FRANCISCO— United Artists.
SANTA
CRUZ—
SANTA
MARIA— Gaiety.

Closings

CARLSBAD— Carlsbad. SAN
DINO—Columbus.

New

BERNAR-

Theaters

FORD CITY— Roxie. LOS ANGELES —
Franklin. QUINCY— Townhall. SANTA
CRUZ— Theater Del Mar. SHAFTER —
Shafter.
TULE
LAKE— Marcha.

COLORADO
Openings

ANTONITO— Rialto.
Tioneer.

CENTRAL

CITY

COLUMBUS JUNCTION— Lyric, transferred to I.ndv Boston by D. W. Oakes.
GARDEN GROVE — Metro, transferred to
P. C. Koch by J. L. Douthert. HUBBARD—
Hubbard, transferred to F. L. Bush by C.
L. Spencer KEOKUK — Grand, transferred
to Frisina Amus Co. by Baker Amus. Co.;
Regent, transferred to Frisina Amus. Co.
by Baker Amus. Co. NEW SHARON—
Sharon, transferred to C. A. Barsted by
Mnmm & Newcomb. OGDEN— State, transferred to H. O. Huddleston by L. Lepovitz.
PELI.A — Pclla. transferred to D. F. Smith bv
Parish & Smith. PIERSON— Lyric, transferred to Elwood M. Buttery by B. H. Frieden. WALNUT — Dreamland, transferred to
Byron Beard by Roy Gould (estate).

KANSAS
Change in Ownership
CAWKER
CITY— Rialto, transferred
to
M. Cowger by Noihert Slipke. GRENOLA—
Community,
transferred
to Strickland
&
Warden
by Roy Berry.

Closings

BURLINGAME— Turner, Rex.
—Canton.
ULYSSES— Ulysses.

CENTURY— Century,
transferred
to W.
A. Brown. MELBOURNE — Van Croix,
transferred to E. J. Sparks by S. E. Van
Crcjx. NEW SMYRNA— Palace, itransferred to E. J. Sparks by Wm. B. Small;
Victoria, transferred to E. J. Sparks by Wm.
B. Small. PUNTA GORDA— New, transfered to F. O. Mullen by W. C. House.
PENFAIR-

GEORGIA
Change in Ownership
ACVVORTH— Acworth, transferred to V.
S. Golden by Walter L. Brandenburg. ATLANTA— Empire, transferred to Lucas &
Jenkins by Empire Operating Co. COLUMBUS— Dixie, transferred to P. L. Taylor
by S. S. Stephens. COMMERCE— Ritz
(formerly Cinderella), transferred to Mrs.
P. If. Wise by Mrs. Violet Edwards.

Openings
ATHENS— Georgia.

IDAHO
New Theaters

WEISER— Mayfair.

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership

ALTON— Gem, transferred to Jos. Goldfarb by J. Desberger. BROOKFIELD —
Strand, transferred to Suburban Thea. Corp.
by Berwin Store Office & Auditorium Co.
CANTON— Garden, transferred to Central
Thea. Cir. by Hainline & House. CHICAGO—
— Emmett, transferred to Van Nomikos Thea.
Cir. by Mrs. Mary Rudolph; Joy (formerly
International), transferred to Harry Balaban Thea. Cir. by Stephen Oelnick; Panorama, transferred to Auerbach Bros, by Panor
Thea. Co.-H. Kroon. DUPO— Hall, transferred to J. N. Weber & Geo. Jerstenacker by
Frank Italiano. EAST ALTON— Ritz, transferred to Jos. Goldfarb & A. Boemler by A.
Boemler & J. Desberger. HARVEY— Era,
transferred to Ed. Austerlade by Harvey
Thea. Corp. LEROY — Princess, transferred
to John L. Frieburg by John R. Wood.

New

MORGANFIELD—

Theaters

NEW ORLEANS— Rex (Ferrito's Dream),
trans, to W. H. Castay.

Openings
SIMSPORT— New.
Closings
(formerly Fer-

MAINE
Change in Ownership

PORTLAND — Colonial, transferred to
Russell Mack by Jack Mack. PRESQUE
ISLE — Opera House, transferred to Harry
Pane by Wendell Holmes.

Openings

ANDOVER— McAllister. BATH— Columbia. BLUE HILL — Community. McKINLEY— Neptune.
WESTBROOK— Scenic.

Closings

New

Midstate.
DETROIT— Varsity. WEST

BRANCH—

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

Openings

FINGAL— Community. LANCASTER
Legion.
Closings

—

Theaters

KENNEDY— Movies.

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

COLUMBUS— Princess, transferred to E.
V. Richards & M. A. Lightman, (known as
R & L Theaters, Inc.) by Ed. Kuykendall;
Dixie, transferred to R & L Theaters Inc.
by Ed. Kuykendall. TUPELO — Lyric, transferred to R & L Theaters Inc. by J. T. Sanford Enterprises. WEST POINT — Ritz,
transferred to R & L Theaters by J. T. Sanford Enterprises. Closings

CLARENCE— Cozy, transferred to Mrs. R.
M. Hunter by F. M. Mertz. CUBA— Cuba,
transferred to Wilmer Ashe by Mrs. R. M.
Hunter. ELDORADO
SPRINGS— Plaza,
transferred to S E. Wilhoit by A. J. Simmons. GAR DEN VILLE— Annex (formerly
Garden), transferred to J. P. Murphy by E.
Weiser. LEE'S SUMMIT— Lee (formerly
Douglass), transferred to Wayne Jenkins by
C. M. Norfleet. ST. LOUIS— Circle (formerly Easton), transferred to Clarence Kaimann
by W. K. Pappas. VAN BUREN — Van
Buren, transferred to K. H. Wilkinson by
W. T. Bollinger.

Openings

CLARENCE— Cozy
CUBA— Cuba.
GARDENVILLE — Annex
(formerly
Garden).
VAN
BUREN— Van
Buren.
Closings

BALTIMORE— Bridge, transferred to C.
W. Hicks by Edmundson Amus. Co.; Realart,
Levine.transferred to Richard Shamis by I.

MONTANA
Change in Ownership

Openings

BALTIMORE — Rainbow, Lord Calvert.
EASTON— Music Hall.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership
PITTSFIELD— Tyler, transferred
F. Shea by G. M. Briggs.

to

W.

Openings

BOSTON— Repertory. BRYANTVILLE—
Mayflower Grove. CHELSEA — Broadway.
HOLYOKE— Mt. Pleasant, Suffolk, Victory.
WEST KOXBURY — Bellevue Community.
WORCESTER— Worcester.

Closings

NORTH
Upton.

KASTON— Easton. UPTON

—

CULBERTSON — Lyric (formerly Nile),
transferred to E. E. Donebright by Sterling
McKenzie. DEER LODGE— Rialto, transferred to W. A. Simons Amus. Co. LIVINGSTON—Strand, transferred to W. A.
Simons Amus. Co.; Park (formerly State),
transferred to W A. Simons Amus. Co.
ROUNDUP — American, transferred to W.
A. Simons Amus. Co.; Park (formerly State),
transferred to W. A. Simons Amus.
Co.

New

Theaters

ANACONDA— Washoe.

Openings
FAIRMONT— FairClosings

CREEK— Elm.

HILDRETH— Star. MERRI M AN— Community. OTOE— Moon.
OVERTON— Pal-

NEW

HAMPSHIRE
Closings
Openings

GREENVILLE— Sawyer's.
NASHUA— Park.

HAWLEY — Roxy (formerly Garrick),
transferred to Wm. T. McCarthy by J. H.
Helsing. LANCASTER— Legion, transferred
to Simon Ellerson by H. Sunderman. THIEF
RIVER FALLS — Avalon, transferred to
Baehr Bros, by Anderson Bros. TWO HARBORS—State, transferred to Wm. Miller
by C. W. S. Co.

MARYLAND
Change in Ownership

POLAND— Summit.

ELM
mont.

Theaters

LEE'S SUMMIT — Lee (formerly Douglass). ST. LOUIS— Circle (formerly Easton)
VALLEY
PARK— Park.
New Theaters
inson).
MARCELINE— Cantwell (formerly Dick-

NAPLES— Casino.

zal; FAIRMONT— Fairmont, transferred to
E. W. Thuernagle by Francis Waldren;
LYNCH— Lynch, transferred to Stuart &
Keller by J. W. Blair. NEWMAN GROVE—
Strand, transferred to C. W. Johnson by W.
M. Youngclaus. OMAHA — Gem, transferred
to Dave Frank. SHELTON— Roxie, transferred to E. L. Tonson by W. N. Youngclaus.
STUART— Stuart, transferred to Paul Tramp
by
Geo.
J. Criss. VERDIGREE— Empress,
Bruce.
transferred
to A. V. Jaciminek by H. C.

SPRINGS— Lyric.
SAGINAW
WEST
BRANCH— Ogeman.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership

NEW ORLEANS— Rex,
rito's Dream).

HARBOR
— Gennessee.

BATESVILLE— Batesville.

MORGANFIELD— Morgan.

BASILE— Rex.

Openings
BAY CITY— Washington. DETROIT —
Ritz (formerly Art), Cinema (formerly
Europa), Columbia, Lyric, Blackstone. PORT
AUSTIN — Liberty Closings
(formerly Community).

New

LIBERTY — Allen, transferred to Cecil
Baker by M. Mullins. MT. STERLING—
Trimble, transferred to Phoenix Amus. Co.A. B. Ward by P. M. Hooven. STANFORD
— Lincoln, transferred to Lincoln Thea. Co.Chas. Behle by A. Otto VERSAILLES —
Lyric, transferred to Phoenix Amus. Co.A. B. Ward, by J. W. Fisher.

MT. OLIVET— Gem.
Princess.

CHESENING — Crystal, transferred to R.
Asham by Fred A. Graham. DETROIT —
Empire, transferred to Julius S. Baumstart;
Jefferson, transferred to Tom Moule & David
Newman; Highland Park, transferred to Associated Theas. by Woodward Gerald Co.
EATON RAPIDS— Capitol, transferred to
C. R. Beechler by F. Z. Lewis. HUDSON
— Montauk, transferred to Wm. Schulte by
E. D. Dodge.

CLINTON— Clinton. INTERNATIONAL
FALLS— New Grand.

LIBERTY— Allen

FLORIDA
Change in Ownership

Openings

CANTON

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

VISTA— Orpheum.

PENSACOLA
BEACH— Airdome.
SACOLA— Isis, Saenger, Warrenton.
HOPE— The Ritz.

Theaters

Openings
WARSAW— Globe.
Closings

Closings
BUENA

Englewood.

IOWA
Change in Ownership

COLUMBIANA— Roxy.
McNARY— Apache.

RIDGE-

Closings

MICHIGAN
Change in Ownership

SHELBY— Or<

NEBRASKA
pheum
Change in Ownership
BUTTE — Alladin (formerly Butte), transferred to D. V. Fuller; ELM CREEK— Elm,
transferred to Wm.
Dolezal by Emul
Dole-

NEW JERSEY
Change in Ownership

HADDONFIELD— Little, transferred to
L. Fineman & Samuel Verbalow by Morris
L. Fineman. NEWARK — American, 459
Clinton Ave., transferred to Pictures Playhouse, Inc., by Amcam Corp.; Cameo, 83
Elizabeth Ave., transferred to Pictures Playhouse, Inc., by Amcam Corp.; Elwis (formerly Lewis), 191 Bloomfield Ave., transferred
to D. & S. Theater, Inc., by M. Amusement
Co. SO. PLAINFIELD— Park, transferred
to Anthony DiSabato & Anthony Jankowski
by 'Moon Corp.

New
NEW

Theaters

BRUNSWICK— Albany.

NEW YORK
Change in Ownership
CHERRY VALLEY— Cherry Valley, transferred to Mrs. L. I. Homadieux by H. E.
Edick. COLD SPRING— Cold Spring, transferred to Sol Coleman by J. Alexander &
R. Pape. FREEPORT, L. I.— Plaza, transferred to Century Circuit, Inc., by Nottingham Operating Corp. HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON — Hastings, transferred to Hastings Theater Corp. by Irving Sherman. MT. VERNON— Embassy, transferred to SpringerCocalis Cir., Inc., by Mt. Vernon Theater
Corp.; Plaza, transferred to Symphony Theater, Inc., by Ross Theater Corp. NEW
YORK CITY— Glory (formerly Cannon), 112
Cannon St., transferred to Nannoc Amus.
Corp. by A. J. & M. Amus. Corp.; Grand
Opera House,
23rd Film
St. andBooking
8th Ave.,
transferred to R.K.O.
Corp.
by
Harris Amus. Co., Inc.; Greenwich, 93 I
Greenwich Ave., transferred to Springer-Cocalis Cir., Inc., by Grenvil Theater Corp.
SCOTIA — Ritz, transferred to Sam Silverman by Charles Finberg. WEST WINFIELD
— Bisby Hill, transferred to Gordon
Moore. ROCHESTER— Lyric, 685 Clinton,
transferred to Lyric Thea. Corp., H. W.
cuit).
Thompson. KENMORE — Kenmore, transferred to Del-Ken Theas. Corp. (Shea Cir-

Openings

AMSTERDAM— Regent. BERLIN — I.O
OF. Hall. FT. EDWARD— Bradley O.H.
SHARON SPRINGS— Sharon. SCHENECTADY—Palace. TROY— Lincoln. MANCHESTER—Rivoli. FAIRPORT — Fairport
(formerly Rivoli).Closings
SYRACUSE— Eckel.
ELIZABETH— State, 510 Elizabeth Ave.,
HAINES FALLS— St. Mary's. LOWVILLE
—Opera House. NIAGARA FALLS— State
(formerly Falls). ROCHESTER — Family.
SYRACUSE— Acme.

NORTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

GASTONIA — Lyric, transferred to Southern Ent., Inc., by J. E. Simpson; Temple,
transferred to Southern Ent., Inc., by J. E.
Simpson. GIBSONVILLE— State (formerly
Gibsonville), transferred to C. M. Hamie by
C.
J. Hamietransferred
by C. J. toRoss.
Hollywood,
F. F.MEBANE—
Barker by
J. W. Denny. SELMA — Carolina, transferred
to W. C. Ormand by H. C. Cooke. WEN
DELL— Wendell, transferred to W. C. Ormand by H. C. Cooke.

NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

VERONA — Verona, transferred to H. L.
Cole by (Continued
W. C. Taylor.
on Following Page)
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EDUCATIONAL KEEPS UP
FAST STUDIO ACTIVITY

THALBERG'S GENIUS
MANIFESTED EARLY

Theater Changes
Reported by Film Boards of Trade
3

With Buster Keaton shooting his
second comedy of the season at Astoria this week, Educational is keeping up the intensive production
schedule it began several weeks ago
and which will continue right
through the fall months.
Two comedy subjects have just
been delivered — Tim and Irene in
"The Wacky Family" and "Gags
and Gals," the first of the musical
comedies written by and featuring
the artist, Jefferson Machamer, with
his beautiful models. Five other
pictures are being edited, exclusive
of the Terry-Toons, which are keeping up to their schedule of a new
cartoon every other week.
Of the five subjects in the editor's
hands, two are two-reel comedies,
"Diamonds in the Rough," with Diamond Brothers, and "The Three
Reasons," and Bert Lahr's "Whose
Baby Are You?"
Three single-reelers nearing completion include "Sports in the Alps,"
a sports thriller showing highlights
of snow and ice sports against a
majestic Alpine background, and
with a stirring narration by Ed
Thorgersen; "Pink Lemonade," featuring The Cabin Kids, and "KraziInventions," the first of Miss Juliet
Lowell's funny presentation of
goofy inventions actually patented
in Washington.
While Al Christie shoots the
Keaton comedy, sets are being constructed at Astoria for a Niela
Goodelle musical comedy, which will
be next to go into production. This
will be followed by a comedy featuring Pat Rooney, Jr., and Herman
Timberg, Jr., whose option was recently taken up by Educational, the
third of the season's Buster WestTom Patricola comedies, and then
another Keaton opus.

NEW

ORLEANS

A. 0. Ott is to build a new house
at Kentwood, La., seating about 550
and costing around $25,000. Should
be ready Dec. 1.
United Theaters is ready to reopen its remodeled Rivoli. The circuit apparently is undertaking a
gradual renovating
program.
Frank A. Soule, traveling auditor
for Republic working out of New
York, is inspecting the New Orleans
exchange.
Film row visitors: Morris Melz of
Ferriday, La.; Mrs. M. G. Nasif of
Jonesville, H. B. (Dusty) Rhodes of
the Martin Circuit. Martin is to
build in Evergreen, Ala.

Cortez' British Picture

London — Ricardo Cortez has arrived here for the British & Dominion production of "A Man with Your
Voice" in which he will be starred.
Sally Eilers has the feminine lead
and Carol Reed will direct. It will
be the first production to be made at
B. & D's Pinewood studios.

Openings

(Continued from Previous Page)

BRADLEY
Met.

Openings
Closings

SHARON— Sharon.

OBERON— Community. SHELDON— Community.

OHIO
Change in Ownership
ADD YSTON'— Macks (formerly Pastime),
transferred to Virgil McGaha by Roy Hay.
COVINGTON— Cove (formerly Favorite),
transferred to Ruby F. Lee by Herman
Bayer. NEWCOMERSTOWN— Ritz, transferred to E. E. Blair by Ortt Bros. TIFFIN— Lyric, transferred to Fred Sommers.

Openings

ADDYSTON— Macks (formerly Pastime).
CINCINNATI— Mayfairv CINCINNATI—
Shuberts. CLEVELAND— U. S. COVINGTON—Cove (formerly Favorite). DILLONVALE— Rex (formerly Palace).

Closings

DAYTON— Mills.

New Theaters

CLEVELAND— Mayfield Center. MONTPELIER— Paramount.

OKLAHOMA
Closings
New Theaters

CARNEGIE— New. CHEROKEE— New.
DRUMRIGHT— New. DRUMRIGHT —
New. KINFISHER — New. KINGFISHER
—New. NOWATA— New. NOWATA —
New. MT. PAR— New. SHATTUCK New.
TULSA— Rex.

OREGON
Change in Ownership
W.

A.

Openings
Closings

ARLINGTON— Arlington.

PORTLAND— Star-Hawthorne.

PENNSYLVANIA
Change in Ownership
ALIQUIPPA— Rialto, transferred to Altoona Publix Theas., Inc., by Aliquippa
Co.; State (formerly Queen), transferred to Altoona Publix Theas., Inc., by
Aliquippa Amus. Co.; Strand, transferred to
Altoona Publix Theas., Inc., by Aliquippa
Amus. Co. KANE — Temple, transferred to
Monessen Amus. Co. by C. S. Brown. PHILADELPHIA — Ambassador, transferred to
Ambasador Thea. Co., Wm. I. Greenfield,
by Earle M. Forte & Joseph Forte; Fox,
transferred to Warner Bros. (Cir.), C. E.
Amus.

Bond,
A. R.
Boyd transferred
Ent., Inc.; to
Nixons'
Grand by
Opera
House,
Tom
Amusement Co., Thomas Burns; Lorraine,
transferred to Samuel Waldman by Lorraine
Thea. Amus. Co., Mayer Milgrim; Susquehanna, transferred to Raymond Schwartz &
Michael Felt by Raymond Schwartz. TROY—
Band Box (formerly Roxy, transferred to
M. I. Friedman. WILKINSBURG— Regal,
transferred to Warner
Bros, by S. Descalos.

Openings

ALIQUIPPA— State (formerly Queen),
Strand. ERIE— Vienna. NEW CASTLE—
Penn. PHILADELPHIA— Nixon's Grand
Opera House. PITTSBURGH— Art-Cinema,
Barry, Casino. SANDY LAKE— Penn-Lake.
TROY— Band Box (formerly Roxy). VESTABURG— American.

Closings

McKEESPORT— Lyric. TARENTUM
Harris.

—

RHODE ISLAND
Openings

ARCTIC— Gem. PROVIDENCE — Columbia.
PROVIDENCE— RKO
Albee.

Closings

PROVIDENCE— Carlton.
DENCE—Rialto.

Bradley. FREEMAN

—

TENNESSEE
Change in Ownership
ERW1N — Capital, transferred to Cherokee Amus. Co., Inc., by Earl Hendren. ERWIN — Lyric, transferred to Cherokee Amus.
Co.. Inc., by Mrs. F. E. Perryman. GREENVILLE— Palace, transferred to Crescent
Amus. Co. by Hendren Amus. Co., GREENVILLE— Princess, transferred to Cresecnt
Amus. Co. by Hendren Amus Co. LA
FOLLETTE— Capitol, transferred to Cherokee Amus. Co.. Inc.. by Parrott & Ausmus. LENOIR CITY— Grand, transferred
to Cherokee Amus. Co., Inc., by Hendren
Amus. Co. MARYVILLE— Park, transferred to Crescent Amus. Co. by Hendren
Amus. Co. MOUNTAIN CITY— Strand,
transferred to Philip E. Juboor by Mrs.
R. W. Sherrill. SWEETWATER— Gay,
transferred to Cherokee Amus. Co., Inc., by
Hendren Amus.
Co.
HALLS— New

Openings

TEXAS
Change in Ownership

TECUMSEH— Ace.

TAFT — Lincoln,
transferred
to
McKevitt by George Buckmiller.

—

PROVI-

SOUTH CAROLINA
New Theaters

Closings

CISCO — Texas. DALLAS — Uptown.
HONEY GROVE— Lincoln. Topic. HOUSTON — Royal. JOSEPHINE — Paramount.
KIRKLAND— Kirkland. LAREDO— Empire
LEAKEY— Price's. LLANO— Opera House.
LONDON— Majestic. MANNING— Manning.
MARATHON— Marathon. MILLERS VIEW
—Gem. MINEOLA— Alamo. MT CALM—
Ritz. OVALDO— Lone Star. SEADRIFT—
Palace.

New Theaters
COOPER— Delta. DUMAS— Star. HARGILL — Hargill. LUEDERS — Strand.
PITTSBLTRGH— State. ROYALTY — Palace.

VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership
ALTA VISTA— Vista (formerly Liberty),
transferred to English Th. Co., E. R. English by Corcoran Pict., Inc. FRONT ROYAL— Warren Park, transferred to Benj. Pitts
by Pearl Parson. MARTINSVILLE— Rex
(formerly Baldwin), transferred to Bernard
Depkin, Jr., by D. Baldwin. PETERSBURG
— Cockade, transferred to G. F. Finck by
Blue Bird Thea. Co. of Petersburg. SALEM
— Grand,
transferred
to Roy J. Poff by Bernard Depkin,
Jr.

Closings
WILLIAMSBURG— Apollo.

WASHINGTON
Change in Ownership

PAGELAND— Radio.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

BRYANT— Strand, transferred to H.
Borah by Joe Mulcrone.

DENISON — Superba. transferred to Gene
Legg. DALHART — Mission, transferred to
J. C. Parker. FRANKLIN— Franklin,
transferred to J. T. Higgins. FREER— Rio
& Rialto, transferred to Jack Pickens. GONZALES—Crystal, transferred to R. E. Griffifth Theas. HONEY GROVE — Strand,
transferred to G. Preston Tate & C. V.
Caver. JAYTON' — Palace, transferred to E.
L. Draper. KEMP — Kemp, transferred to
C. D. Price. LOCKHART— Baker, transferred to R. E. Griffith Theas. LULTNG—
Princess, transferred to R. E. Griffith Theas.
MERIDIAN— Capitol, transferred to H R
Harwell. POTEET— Avon (formerly Robinson's), transferred to Gidney Tally. ROCHESTER — Rex (formerly Rochester),
transferred to Burt Davis. ROSCOE —
Strand, transferred to J Costephen. SAN
ANTONIO — Leon. transferred to Leon
Theas., Inc.. U. Martini & Alfred & Lester
Sachs. SEALEY— Texas, transferred to F.
J. Krampitz. SMITHVILLE— Texas, transferred to H. O. Everts. WEIMAR— Palace,
transferred to F. F. Sparks— WINNSBOROAmusu, transferred to Roy Cain.

P.

CUSICK— Cusick. transferred to Hay &
Lee by R. O. Logston. SPOKANE— Diluf.
transferred to H. C. Luft by Dillingham &
Luft. SPRAGUE— Rex, transferred to Hay
& Lee by H. O. Logston.
WASHTUCNA—

Frank A. Garbutt, writing in the
Los Angeles Times, tells of an incident in the early years of Irving
Thalberg in the film business which,
even at his then age of 20, indicated
his genius for getting at the heart
of any problem.
Says Mr. Garbutt:
Seventeen years ago I attended a
meeting of the Motion-Picture Producers' Association of which I was
treasurer. Present were accredited
representatives of every western
producer. We had some knotty
problems before use, also a weighty
question of general policy to be
discussed.
The debates had been long and
our opinions none too harmonious.
Individual interests apparently did
not always coincide.
Toward the close of a hard afternoon, a boyish-faced representative
of the Universal studio, who had
been an attentive listener, but who
had not hitherto spoken, rose with
deliberation and received recognition from the chair.
In a few well-chosen sentences he
dispassionately summed up the situation succinctly, logically and convincingly, pledged his organization
to a broad policy — and sat down.
The atmosphere was clarified — the
vote unanimous — the meeting adjourned.
That the
youth
washadIrving
Thalberg.
After
others
drifted
out he '
and I sat chatting. His boyish face
was plainly tired. "Irving," I asked,
"how old are you?" He looked up,
blushing, and answered, "If you will
not tell anybody, I am 20 — why do
you ask — did I talk foolishly?"
"On the contrary," I said, "when
you talk, men can afford to listen.
You will go far." He blushed again
— we have lost a lovable genius.
Washtucna, transferred
O. Logston.

to Hay

Openings

EPHRATA— Kam.
GRAND
Grand Coulee.
Closings

& Lee

by

COULEE

R.
—

FERNDALE— Ferndale.

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

BRADSHAW — Bradshaw, transferred to
Buslea by R. Kennesy. ESKDALE— Eskdale (formerly Wilson), transferred to Robt.
Wilson by J. L. Ruthzen. GUYANDOTTE
— Dixie, transferred to Mrs. John Walter by
F. D. McQuade. MT. PLEASANT— Alpine,
transferred to Aloie Thr. Co.-F.L. Weitzel,
Mgr., by Urling & Anderson. MOUNDS
VILLE — Grand, transferred to Ulrling &
Davis.

Openings
Closings
PARKERSBURG—
Palace.
HUNTINGTON— Fox.
Northern.

WHEELING

—

WISCONSIN

ChangeDenmark,
in Ownership
DENMARK—
transferred to W.
R. Vincent.
CUBA
CITY— Openings
Cuba. IRON
MOUNTAIN
—Colonial.
WISCONSIN
Closings RAPIDS— Palace.
Diana.
DENMARK— Denmark.

NEGAUNKEE—

New Theaters
MONROE

New
Monroe.
WYOMING

Openings

ROCK

RIVER— V.F.W.

Hall.

■g
TWC

em
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B] RALPH
WILK
A L JOLSON and Ruby Keeler are
celebrating today the eighth anniversary of their marriage. Tomor oAI
w ' towill
plane part
for
New York
taketake
the astellar
and
program
in a special broadcast
also to see the world baseball series.
Either tomorrow or Wednesday,
Rubv will start work at the Warner 'studios in her new musical picture, "Readv. Willing and Able," in
which she will be teamed with Ross
Alexander.
▼

T

T

Universal has bought two
stories from William Rankin for
earlv production. They are "Free
Wheeling" and 'Mightier Than the
Sword."
T
T
»
Estelle Winwood and Helena
Grant, well known stage players,
have been signed by RKO Radio for
in "Quality Street,"
featured roles vehicle
for Katharine
next starring
Hepburn. Cast will also have Eric
Blore, Helen Broderick and Harry
Jans.
T

T

T

Richard Whiting, composer,
Johnny Mercer, lyric-writer,
been signed by Warner-First
tional to work together for the
time as a song-writing team.
T

T

and
have
Nafirst

T

Harry Clark has been assigned
by Universal to adapt and dialogue
Harry Leon Wilson's novel, "Oh,
Doctor," to be used as a starring
vehicle for Edward Everett Horton.
T

T

T

Kubec Glasmon has been assigned
to adapt "West Side Miracle," Quentin Reynolds' story from Colliers.
Universal bought it before it was
published.
T

T

T

Herman Bing, comedian, has been
borrowed from Columbia by RKO
Radio for the second Lily Pons feature, the title of which has not as
yet been selected.
T

T

T

Lee Dixon, the dancer who has so
impressed First National by his
work
in the recently
completed

BIG, mM
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John Boles Returning to Universal

John Boles is returning to Universal as soon as his present commitments to other
companies are accomplished. This will be in time for him to make one picture for
Universal during the current season. The picture will probably be "Madame
in which he will play opposite Irene Dunne.

Curie,"

cialty act of Billie, Jack and Donald
"Gold Diggers of 1937," will be fea- O'Connor. Louis King is
directing.
tured in another big-scale musical
The musical score has been contribpicture,
"The
Singing
Marine,"
in
uted
by
two
crack
song-writing
which Dick Powell will be starred.
teams, those of Harry Warren and
"The Singing Marine," however, will Al Dubin and M. K. Jerome and
not go into production until Powell Jack Scholl.
comes back from his honeymoon
with Joan Blondell.
T
▼
T
Another young player comes to
the fore in Diana Gibson, who has
Lew Collins has been selected by
signed to a long term conUniversal to direct Albert Payson just been
tract by RKO Radio, following a
Terhune's novel, "Treve." Noah series
versal. of initial pictures with UniBeery, Jr., will be starred in it. Production will get under way in a
T
T
T
week from a script by Marcus
Scheduled for strong roles in supGoodrich.
port of James Gleason and ZaSu
Pitts, eight players have been addGeorge Chandler, Arthur Hoyt
ed to the cast of "The Riddle of
and Frank Darien were engaged last the Dancing Pearl," which has gone
before
cameras at RKO Radio with
week by Columbia for "Pennies
from Heaven," the Emanuel Cohen Ben Holmes directing. William Sisproduction in which Bing Crosby is trom is the producer. The eight
starred, with Madge Evans as lead- additions are Louise Latimer, Owen
ing lady and which features Edith Davis, Jr., Gordon Jones, Spencer
Fellows, child actress.
Charters, Oscar Apfel, Bodil Rosing,
Margaret Armstrong and William Corson.
Bodil Rosing is added to the cast
T
T
T
of Paramount's "Rose Bowl," curBerton
Churchill
has
been signed
rent football comedy romance, in
which William Frawley, Eleanore for a role in "All Scarlet," the Damon Runyon story which has just
Whitney, Tom Brown, Larry Crabbe
and Benny Baker are featured. gone into production at RKO Radio
with Ann Dvorak, Smith Ballew and
Charles Barton is directing.
Hary Carey featured. William Sistrom
is producing, with Wallace
Fox directing.
Mary McLaren, and Robert Greig
are recent additions to Columbia's
"Theodora Goes Wild."
John 0. Aalbeig has been appointed to represent RKO Radio on
Mary Maguire, the beautiful the Academy Research Council in
young Australian screen star who place of Carl Dreher, who recently
resigned
as director of sound for
has just been signed by Warner- that
company.
First National, will probably make
her American screen debut in the
forthcoming production of Mark
George H. Callaghan and Jed
Twain's "The Prince and the Pau- Buell, producers of Spectrum Picper," in which the Mauch twins,
tures musical westerns, have purBilly and Bobby, will play the two
chased two original song numbers,
title roles.
"Cobwebs Round My Saddle" and
"Frankly Speaking" from Fred
Marsha Hunt gets her seventh Stryker and John Lange for Fred
successive leading role at Para- Scott's next starring vehicle, "The
mount when she steps into the top Singing Buckaroo."
romantic spot in "College Holiday,"
all-star musical comedy soon to go
Ed Woodall, husband of ZaSu
into production under the direction
Pitts, Harry McKee, Solly Baino,
of Frank Tuttle.
Dale Issenhuth and Martin Cornica,
who played in the Motion Picture
Tennis tournament, are entrants in
Eddie Kane has been added to the the Pacific Southwest
tournament.
cast of "Melody for Two," the musical film now in production at First
Al Wilson, who was production
National's West Coast studios, with
James Melton and Patricia Ellis
manager
on "The President's Mysheading the cast. Other principals
tery," at Republic, is serving in the
are Dick Purcell, Fred Keating, same capacity on "The Country GenCharles Foy, Craig Reynolds, Marie son.
tleman," starring Olsen and JohnWilson, Winifred Shaw and the spe-

Patsy Kelly, Lyda Roberti and
Rosina Lawrence have been added
to the cast of "Pick a Star," which
will be headed by Jack Haley. EdwardtheSedgwick
willfor
produce
and direct
feature
the Hal
E.
Roach studios.

Richard Purcell, who has been
with Warner Bros, for the past
year, has had his option renewed.
He attracted much attention by his
work in "Jail Break."
Lawrence Tibbett surprised his
director, Dr. Otto Ludwig Preminger, and fellow actors, when he
showed an intimate knowledge of
every nook and cranny of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic auditorium,
where his unit was shooting an elaborate opera sequence for "Under
Your
latest singing
romance
to
starSpell,"
the baritone.
He knew
how
best to seat the "dress-extras" who
were to listen to him as Mephistopheles in "Faust." "I ought to know
this place," Tibbett explained laughing. "I Iushered
heregreat
for singing,
years —
and here
first heard
2nd decided to do some myself some
day, if possible."
Bryant Washburn, Jr., has been
added to the cast of "Born to
Dance," which Roy Del Ruth is directing. Other sons of famous
fathers, who are in the cast are
Francis X. Bushman, Jr., and John
Boyle, Jr., son of the former Broadway dancing favorite.
Revival of plans by GB has to film
Kipling's "Soldiers Three" will again
take Charles Bickford to England
to portray the role of Terrance Mulvaney, if he can complete his role
in Cecil B. DeMille's "The Plainsman" in ample time. Bickford is
wanted for the i*ole not only because of his physical qualifications
for the virile part but also because
of his popularity in England since
he starred in "Red Wagon" for British International. "Soldiers Three"
was contemplated for production almost a year ago, but was dropped
at that time because of casting
problems.
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Joe Schenck Still Hopeful CB Deal Will Co Throusri
20th

Century-Fox
Chairman
Declares Isidore Ostrer
Favors Arrangement

Asks Probe of New Deal Films
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A demand that the special Senatorial committee to investigate campaign
expenditures under Senator Lonergan, Connecticut, chairman, conduct a thorough investigation of funds spent for new deal propaganda movies such as WPA and RA films, as well
as a full probe of all campaign expenses in Pennsylvania, will be made by Senator
James J. Davis, Republican, Pennsylvania, at Monday's meeting of committee. Senator
Davis is a strong critic of WPA and its films.

"In the long run, I believe that the
GB deal will go through all right,"
said Joseph M. Schenck yesterday,
speaking from his room at Mt.
Sinai Hospital, where he is a patient.
"Isidore Ostrer wants to make the
deal," declared Schenck. "It's a good
deal for everybody."
Schenck stated that 20th CenturyFox, which, with Loew's, would acquire a substantial interest in the
More than 30 per cent of VitaBritish company, "is going to stick
phone's 1936-37 schedule of 140 short
to its agreement." At the present subject
releases has already been
moment, Schenck admitted, the deal
has not been ratified by the boards completed. The program consists of
36 two-reelers and 104 one-reelers.
(Continued on Page 3)
Finished subjects include a dozen
Vitaphone Novelties, about the isame
number of Broadway Brevities, half
a dozen Melody Masters, two BigTime Vaudeville reels, three Looney
Tunes, three Merrie Melodies, five
Melody Masters and two Colortour
Adventures.

Third
Quarter
Profits
of
RKO Figures 33% Over
Previous Period
RKO and (subsidiaries will show a
profit of over $1,000,000 at the end of
the third quarter on Sept. 30, Film
Daily was advised yesterday. The
company showed a profit of $750,000
for the first six months of the year.

VITAPHONE LINEUP
COLUMBIA OFFICERS
IS 30% COMPLETED ARE ALL RE-ELECTED DARRYL ZANUGK GETS
Harry Cohn, president of Columbia Pictures, and all other officers, PRODUCER ASS'N POST
were re-elected yesterday at a meet-

BUFFALO HOUSES BEGIN
BOOSTING ADMISSIONS

Buffalo— First step in the boosting of admission prices here was Several Hundred Attend
taken when both the Lafayette and
Funeral of Jack Springer
Shea's Century, heretofore charging
25 cents for adults at all times,
Several hundred persons, includupped the price a dime for Sundays
ing a large delegation from the film
and Holidays. At least two of the
community houses also are tilting a industry, attended the funeral of
nickel.
Jack Springer yesterday, with services held at St. Thomas' Protestant

Film Carriers to Meet
Oct. 19-21 in Chicago
Annual convention of the National
Film Carriers, Inc., is scheduled for
Oct. 19, 20 and 21 at the Palmer
House, Chicago. James Clark of
Philadelphia is president of the organization.
Loan Ass'n to Pay 15%

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Preferred stockholders of
Guaranty Building & Loan Ass'n, which
was wrecked by embezzlements in 1930,
will get 15 per cent as their first
liquidating dividend. Many film people
had money
in the venture.

(Continued on Page 3)

ing of the Columbia board of directors. The other officers are Jack
Cohn, vice president; A. Schneider,
treasurer; Charles Schwartz, secretary, and L. J. Barbano, assistant
treasurer.

Rapf & Ruden, Arthur Mayer
Get Site for New Theater

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th Century-Fox production chief,
yesterday was elected chairman of
the executive committee of the Motion Picture
Producers'
Zanuck
succeeds
the lateAssociation.
Irving G.
Thalberg in the post.

Cohn Sees Advantages
In Foreign Interchange

Rapf & Ruden, independent circuit
Hollywood stars have much to
operators, in association with Arthur
projected plans for exL. Mayer, managing director of the gain through
change of talent across the sea, and
Rialto, have bought property on the
in employing'
the many fineavailable
stories
northwest corner of Lexington Ave. and
rich backgrounds
and 23rd St., where they plan to
abroad
both
the
stars
and
the
proerect a modern 600-seat theater. Deducers should gain in the way of
molition of the present structure
starts immediately.
bigger tige,productions
andyesterday
added presit was stated
by

70% of U.S. Houses Air -Conditioned;
Dealers Expect 10% Jump in Year Ahead

Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-president,
who sails today with Mrs. Cohn on
the Queen Mary for his annual trip
to look over the European situation.
Cohn feels that close cooperation
with the European
studios is in(Continued on Page 3)

Approximately 1,500 theaters in

"The Three Legionaires" Set the country are now equipped with
air-conditioning and cooling
As General Pictures' First regular
systems, the increase during the

Robert E. Welsh, vice-president
and productoin chief for the newly
formed General Pictures, left New
York yesterday by train for the coast
to start work on the company's first
release, "The Three Legionaires", a
foreign legion story.

past year amounting to four per
cent, a checkup shows. This is
roughly 10 per cent of the active
theaters.
Dealers in cooling systems expect
that during the year ahead, installa(Continued on Page 3)

Escape Storm

Damage

Charlotte, N. C. — Practically no damage to theaters in seaboard communities
resulted from the recent hurricane that
swept the coast, according to advices
reaching the local headquarters of the
Carolina Theater Owners Ass'n and the
National Theaters Supply offices. Attendance was hit for a day or two
last week, but there was no real physical damage to houses.
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YORK

Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc .
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.
Paramount
2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW

YORK

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew
6s 41 ww
Par. B'way 3s 55 . . . .
Paramount Picts. 6s55
RKO
6s41
Warner's 6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
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vtc
Grand
Nafl
Films..
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
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left New

ROBERT E. WELSH
the coast.

York yesterday

BERT WHEELER of RKO Radio's comedy team,
Wheeler and Woolsey, is at the Hotel Warwick
for a few weeks.
CHARLIE RUGGLES has joined the Paramount
party which arrives in New York today by plane
from the coast to attend the world series.
WESLEY RUGGLES and WILLIAM LEBARON
also are in the group, with GEORGE RAFT
and WILLIAM FRAWLEY also announced for
the eastern jaunt.
COHN, Columbia vice-president, accompanied by his wife, is booked to sail from
New York today on the Queen Mary for England.
JACK

PHILIP MERIVALE, stage player, is back from
a vacation in England.
MARGALO
coast.

GILLMORE

returns today from the

SALLY O'NEIL is scheduled to leave Hollywood by plane tomorrow for New York en route

1

SEPTEMBER
Albert
M.

Van

23

on

the

script

of

Miss

Dietrich's

film.

THE YACHT CLUB BOYS sail Oct. 7 on the
Queen Mary to play a cafe date in London.
HAROLD
coast.

HOPPER

is in New

York from the

JOHN W. HICKS, JR., Paramount vice-president in charge of the foreign department, sails
today on the Queen Mary for his semi-annual
business survey of Europe. He proceeds to
London first and expects to be away about five
weeks.
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER and HASKELL MASTERS
leave today for Canada to close product deals
on behalf of United
Artists.
on

EDWARD
a brief

J. RAFTERY goes to Toronto today
business
trip.

S. BARRET
coast.

JOHN BLYSTONE, who has been on a motor
trip to the east, is speeding back to Hollywood
to start work under his newly signed contract to

for

DOROTHY FIELDS
Hollywood.

direct James Cagney in "Great Guy", his first
picture for Grand National.

the

BERT HANLON
coast.

RODNEY BUSH, has arrived in New York
from Hollywood to open offices as Walter
Wanger's
eastern
representative.

GAR O'NEILL, director of publicity for Erpi.
left New York yesterday for Boston where he
remains until Friday.

GREGORY DICKSON, advertising manager of
United Artists for the past two years, is leaving for Hollywood on Friday to join the publicity
staff of the RKO Studios in charge of trailers
under Howard Benedict, studio publicity chief.

HARRY COHN, president of Columbia, leaves
Hollywood this week-end for an indefinite stay
at the home office in New York.

OSCAR HANSON
from Toronto.

has arrived in New

York

JERRY SAFRON
from
Hollywood.

has arrived in New

York

PHIL DUNAS. Columbia district manager headquartering at Chicago, is in New York.
ERNST

LUBITSCH,

Paramount

producer-

McCORMICK

is back from

leaves tomorrow

the

by plane

leaves Saturday by plane for

SIG WITTMAN. Universal eastern district
manager, arrived in New York yesterday from
Pittsburgh.
F. J. A. MCCARTHY, eastern sales manager
for Universal, arrived in Cleveland yesterday

GENEVIEVE
coast.

TOB1N

leaves tomorrow

Memorial services for Murray Ro'enbluh, late president of National
Studios who died in 1935, will be conducted at the family plot in Temple
Tsrael cemetery on Sunday, following
the unveiling at 3 o'clock. Rev. Dr.
William F. Rosenbloom of Temple
Tsrael will officiate.

First Mirrophonic on Coast

"Carrie" Opening Oct. 7

San Diego, Cal. — World premiere
of "The Magnificent Brute", Universale Victor McLaglen production,
will take place at the Spreckles Theater on Sept. 30. The Roxy Theater
in New York has booked the film
for early showing.

"King of the Royal Mounted,"
20th Century-Fox release with Robert Kent, Rosalind Keith and Alan
Dinehart, will have its Broadway
first-run
the
Globe.starting Saturday night at

Herman Rubin Heads Firm

ADVERTISING
EXECUTIVE
WANTED

Weiser Resuming Classes

Jacob A. Weiser soon resumes his
Seattle— The Liberty Theater will evening courses in dramatics and
he the first house on the west coasl playwriting at Citv College. The sessions on dramatics take place on
to install Erpi's new Mirrophonic
'■oun'l equipment. The house plays Wednesday evenings and on nlavwriting tration
onis now
Thursday
-ingle features for extended runs.
open. nights. Regis-

Paramount's "Valiant is the Word
for Carri'". with Gladys George,
opens Ort. 7 at the New York Paramount Theater.

"Magnificent Brute" Premiere

Petersburgh, Va. — Herman Rubin,
operator of the Century and Palace,
is listed as president of Petersburg
Edward Salisbury Field Dead Theaters, Inc., a $100,000 local corporation just chartered. Mrs. Ida
Santa Barbara, Calif. — Edward
Salisbury Field, 56, playwright, Rubin and J. H. Lavenstein are dinovelist and poet, died Sunday at rectors.
his mountain retreat, Zaco Lake, up
in the Figueroa Mountains. Many
of his works had been filmed.

Lcwin
Praag

Before a distinguished audience
that included M. Andre de Laboulaye, French ambassador to the
United States, and other notables,
the Filmarte Theater on West 58th
St. near Seventh Ave. opened last
night with the American premiere
of "La Kermesse Heroique" ("The
Carnival of Flanders"), French
prize film directed by Jacques Feyder. Picture is being handled in
the U. S. by American Tobis Corp.

20th-Fox Film for Globe

Rosenbluh Memorial Service

New CoastJames
'U'
Bureau Whale
of THE Pact
FILM at
DAILY

Filmarte Theater Opens
With French Prize Film

for the

Johnston Adds 3 Stories

%

Bookings of Warner-First National releases for the New York Strand
have been set through the month of
October. Next attraction, opening
Saturday, will be "Stage Struck",
with Dick Powell, Joan Blondell,
Frank McHugh and Jean Madden.
This will be followed by the first
popular-price Broadway showing of
"A Midsummer Night's Dream".
Then comes "Cain and Mabel", with
Marion Davies and Clark Gable.

to negotiate
booking deals for company's product in that territory.

"Shadow Men," a G-Man story,
will be produced by W. Ray Johnston
on next season's Monogram program.
"Night Alarm", a fireman story, and
"The .Silent Hero", a Klondike story,
with a dog as the hero, also have
been put on the schedule. All are
originals.

Hollywood — James Whale has
signed a new long-term contract
with Universal. He may direct the
new version of "Hunchback of Notre
Dame" and "The Road Back".

*

director, who will be in charge of Marlene
Dietrich's next picture when she returns from
England in November, is en route to New
York by train. He will arrive tomorrow and
will remain for an extended time, conferring

to London
appear in "Kathleen Mavourneen"
for
British to
International.

West

■-i'r'l

Bookings Through October
Set for New York Strand

I. T. O. A. Meets Today
The film
ture bills
I. T. O. A.
afternoon

situation and double feawill be discussed by the
at a regular meeting this
at the Hotel Astor.

Major

motion

has an opening

picture
for an

distributor

experienced,

energetic, creative-minded advertising manager. State qualifications
and

salary

desired.
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1,500 HOUSES IN U.S.
NOW AIR-CONDITIONED

SCHENGK STILL HOPES
GB DEAL WILL GO THRU
(Continued from Page

of the companies involved. He reiterated his statement that 20th Century-Fox is"not going to sell its interests in GB."
With the exception of Schenck, top
executives of the three organizations
concerned in the deal remained silent
on the situation and several, stipulating that their names be withheld
from publication, persisted in the
opinion that the deal is definitely
off. According to authoritative
sources, a major reason for the development was dissatisfaction of the
British government with the control
setup under the plan.

Cohn Sees Advantages
In Foreign Interchange
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

1)

creasingly important to the industry
because of the international perspective which all amusement is assuming. While in London he will
concern himself with distribution as
well as production. "Thunder in the
City", with Edward G. Robinson,
and "The Beloved Vagabond", with
Maurice Chevalier, have already been
announced as part of Columbia's
British production activities.

Modern Art Film Library
Receives 29 Foreign Pix
Arrival of a group of 29 old foreign picture^ from abroad for addition to the Modern Art Film Library
is announced by John Hay Whitney,
president of the museum. The new
negatives include "Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari," "Last Laugh," "Love of
Jeanne Ney", "Ann Boleyn", "The
Golem", "Destiny", "Dr. Mabuse",
"Siegfried", "Variety", "Tartuffe",
"Metropolis", "Faust", "Emil und
die Detektive", "Der Hitler junge
Quex", "The Camera Goes Along",
"Mon Chien Rapporte," "Aerial
War of the Future", "Nero and the
Empress Octavia", and a number of
primitive films made in Germany by
Skladanowsky from 1898 to 1905.
Other foreign pictures recently acquired by the library in New York
include "Carmen", "The Little Chimney Sweep", "The Treasure" and
"World Melody".
Additional shipments from foreign
countries to the museum are on the
way.

George Hall in Vita. Short
George Hall and His Orchestra,
currently featured at the Hotel Taft,
start work today in a one-reel Vitaphone musical film at the company's
Brooklyn istudios. In the supporting cast are Dolly Dawn and Johnny
McKeever, singers; George Herman,
who does a novel skeleton dance, and
Eddie Foy, Jr., of the famous Foy
family. The short is being directed
by Roy Mack.

tions will jump 10 per cent due to
improved general business conditions. Installations made during the
the past 12-month period were principally in the east.
•
•
• YOU'LL NEVER
guess who the biggest moneymaker in show biz is
a li'l gal named Gracie Fields
the Charlie Chaplin of England
a Lancastershire lass
she's
been
going
strong
for
five
years
pix of thewhich
never
show outside the British Isles
andin most
Britishers
outside of Lancaster can't understand her dialect, either
but to Britishers she symbolizes a character that typifies their
race
at least the common peepul
and seeing that
there are more common peepul in Hingland than the better sort,
even as in these glorious United States, Gracie has one helluva
following
which is attested by the fact that she gets 50
thousand
pounds sterling for each picture
250 grand in our
coin

•
•
• NONE
OF Grade's pix have brought less than
$750,000
her back
producers
go right
on churning
'em hall
out
..... when sheso goes
to where
she started
as a music
artist, and plays at the Holborn Empire theater in Lunnon
Gracie knocks down a paltry 20 grand a week
guaranteed
...... her hubby is Archie Pitt Lee, a theatrical producer
Gracie's pictures are made by the Associated Talking Pictures,
Ltd
Basil Dean is the production head
Basil is married to Victoria Hopper, who stars in arty pix that Basil makes
and which sometimes turn out to be artistic flops
but
Gracie Fields' roughhouse slapsticks more than make up for
'em
so Basil
is sitting
prettyofwhat
ho and
whatt'ell
Gracie toured
in the
Provinces
Merrie
England
for eight
years before Lunnon heard about her
six years ago she
was over here at the Palace on Broadway
and went over
with a terrific thud like thousands of other hams
but they
like her in dear ole Hingland
and there is no star in Hollywood or anywhere
so what
is success, else
afterwhoall?can match her personal "take"
•
•
• ONE OF the quickest jobs ever turned out by a
lab
that film which Mercury
Lab took of the Tuesday
opening nite of the New Criterion on Broadway
caught
the celebs arriving in the lobby, and the mobs outside
and
the film was shown to the audience before the show was over
1200 feet of it
SOME developing and printing stunt
incidentally, the Criterion management claim that there
has not been a vacant seat at any performance during the last
three days
•
•
• TODAY BRINGS quite a change at the Rivoli
the cashier has to get up at daybreak to open the window at
8:30
Manager John Wright anticipates such terrific biz
with
Sam
Goldwyn's
"Dodsworth" that he's squeezing in extra
shows
even at midnite
• • • NOT SO long ago when Matty Radin was running
the Acme theater on Fourteenth Street, specializing in Russian
films
he was also associated with the Cameo on Fortysecond Street as now
Matty had rebate tickets working at
the Acme
one afternoon a guy rushed up to him in the
Cameo lobby very sore because the cashier would not honor a
rebate ticket given at the downtown house
"Comrade,"
explained Matty, "the Acme is run for the proletariat, but this
is a bourgeoise house"
saying which, Mister Radin beat
it to his penthouse on Park Avenue
and sat down and tried
to figure out how he could open a house on upper Broadway for
the privileged classes showing the same Russian pictures
• • • AS PART of the Mickey Mouse Birthday festivities,
Walt Disney will appear on WABC on Friday eve, Sept. 25 ... .
"Three Little Pigs" will be revived at the Rivoli starting today.
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Several Hundred Attend
Funeral of Jack Springer
(Continued from Page

1)

Episcopal Church, Mamoroneck, N.
Y. Interment took place in Kensico
Cemetery. Those at the services included: A. W. Smith Jr., Edward Alperson, Harry Buxbaum, Joe Lee,
Milton Kussell, Joe Unger, Charles
Rosenzweig, Charles L. O'Reilly, Sam
Cocalis, Ben Knoble, Matty Kutinsky, Ben Sherman, Leo Brecher, William Sussman, Spyros and George
Skouras, Lou Frisch, Charles Moses,
Harry Shiffman, Harry Brandt,
Herman Glucksman and others.

Mexican Studio Seeking
More Laboratory Facilities
Extension of the laboratory of
Cinematografico Latino - Americano
at Mexico City to turn out 15,000,000 feet of film annually instead of
the current output of 5,000,000 feet
is the object of the visit here of
Alberto Pani, head of the company.
Pani is conferring with Consolidated
Film Industries about the loan of
the services of an expert to facilitate
the plant enlargement, it was said
yesterday by Pani's associate at the
Savoy-Plaza Hotel.
Pani plans to produce 14 pictures
in Spanish and English at his stustated.dio starting in January, it was

Teaser
Trailer
on "Brigade"
As part of
the promotion
campaign
planned by Warners for its forthcoming release of "The Charge of
the Light Brigade", starring Errol
Flynn, the company has prepared a
special teaser type trailer, to be used
about two weeks in advance of the
regular trailer on the feature, stressof the production
and ingitsthe importance
star.
Hike Scale in Hastings
Hastings, Neb. — Increase from 15
to 20 cents in evening price at the
Strand has been announced by E.
R. Cummings, Tri-States district
manager.
Matinees remain at 15
cents.

"Godfrey" in Fourth Week
Pittsburgh— "My Man Godfrey"
opens a fourth week at the Fulton
Theater today, marking the longest
run of any picture to play that house
since "Count of Monte Cristo." The
house raised its early-bird matinee
price from 15 to 25 cents.
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« REVIEWS
TROUBLE

»

AHEAD"

w.fh Charles Farrell, Gregory Ratoff. Margot
Grahame
Times

iPathe>

MILDLY

ENTERTAINING

74 mins.

BRITISH

IN CAST

BUT

WEAK

STORY.

Effort was made to give this production
transatlantic appeal by employing some
American-known names to head the cast
and giving the story a Hollywood-London tieup. but the result falls under the passing
mark. Fault lies chiefly with the story,
which is too much along makeshift lines
and has not been vested with enough original twists. Thus handicapped, the cast does
not give a very brilliant account of itself,
with the possible exception of Gregory
Ratotf in one of his familiar blustering roles.
Charles Farrell is a big Hollywood movie
star hired to make a picture in Englnd
opposite Margot Grahame. Chrlie's manager, Ratoff, stages a publicity campaign in
the form of a supposed contest to pick a
leading lady for Charlie, athough it is alredy set that he is to have Margot with
him in the picture. Charlie balks, goes off
by himself, and meets a sweet young thing,
Mary Lawson, for whom he falls in a big
way. The rest is obv'ous, with Charlie
swinging Mary into the leading lady spot
in his picture and in his real life as well.
Cast: Charles Farrell, Margot Grahame,
Gregory Ratoff, Mary Lawson, H. F. Maltby,
Diana Napier, Catherine Nesbit, Pat
Ahearne, Sally Stewart, Mcnte Banks.
Producer , Atlantic Pictures Director,
Monte Banks; Authors, Lee Lceb, E. Bard,
A
Hyman; Screenplay, Fred Thompson,
John Paddy Carstairs.
Direction,

Fd -

Photography,

Fair.

FOREIGN
'AZ

UJ FOELDESUR"

("The

New

Land-

lord"), in Hungarian; produced by Hunnia;
directed by Bela Gaal; with Julius Csortos,
Paul Javor, et al.
house.

At

the Modern

of "The Texas Rangers" a comesee in the
exhibitors
Pittsburgh—
picture has been playing to good business
The strength
class houses.
in the
back for westernsLocal
at the Loew's Penn local ace house which was afraid to show the picture because
Penn better than average
of its western atmosphere. "Rangers" has been giving the westerns.
business and is attracting a trade which seldom patronizes

IOWA

OMAHA

PRO-

DUCTION WITH AMERICAN-KNOWN
NAMES

Comeback for Westerns in DeLuxers

Play-

Semi-historical production with war background and a rural drama as the main theme.

Henry Fonda and his bride visited his sisters here last week before
continuing to Hollywood by plane.
In Sioux City managerial changes,
Warren Butler of the Rialto and
Harold McKenna of the Granada
have traded jobs by orders of TriStates District Manager E. R. Cummings.
Marion H. Bray has bought the
Isis at Mason City, Neb., from O. E.
Ansberry.
The Model Theater at Bancroft,
Neb., has reopened with 325 new
seats, new projectors, screen, lighting and lobby.
The Roxy at LaVerne, la., has
been acquired by Gail Pettit, owner
of the State at Algona, la.
Sam Marino has reopened the
Maryland, a neighborhood Omaha
house. He bought 500 new seats
and erected a new canopy.
The Fairmont at Fairmont, Neb.,
has been closed by C. C. Thuernagle.
The Grand at Hurley, S. D., has
been sold to John W. Payne by B.
C. Yates.
E. M. Butterick has purchased the
Lyric at Pierson, la., from B. H.
Friedman.

"Voice of India"

Delayed

Extended runs of current features
on Broadway have delayed temporarily definite setting of date for New
York premiere of "Voice Of India",
the Paul Hoeffler production on release schedule of J. H. Hoffberg.
Hoeffler, who made the film on recent trek through southern Aisia,
sails for Europe today aboard the
Queen Mary. His destination is Africa, where he will film a feature,
"Black Empire," and 13 animal
shorts for Warners.

Al Barnett Gravely III

Pittsburgh — Al Barnett, manager
of Universal exchange here, is reHirliman's Next for RKO
II est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ported in critical condition at the
Montefiore Hospital. Several blood
Hollywood — "Bristol the Blunderer" will be the next picture to be transfusions have been given in efmade by George Hirliman and Max
fort by physicians to fight streptococcus infection from which Barnett
Factor in their series of six features
for RKO release. Production begins is suffering.
in two weeks. Other titles set in
the group are "Park Avenue Logger"
2 Olympic Releases Ready
and "Sam Houston".
Two new Olympic pictures, "Emil
and the Detectives" and "The Crime
of Stephen Hawke," are ready for
"Godfrey" Second Week
release, Morris Kandel announces.
"My Man Godfrey", Universal re- Former film is for art theaters and
lease, goes into its second week to- latter for general distribution.
morrow at the Radio City Music
Hall.

Lifton Joining Monogram
Lou Lifton leaves the Republic
publicity department Saturday to
join W. Ray Johnston as eastern
story editor for Monogram.

"Swing Time" Upsets Reading
Reading, Pa. — "Swing Time",
RKO Radio's Astaire-Rogers musical, has upset this town by going
into a third week, the first threeweek run in local history.

« DATE BOOK »>
Today:

Meeting of Atlantic Section ot Society of Motion Picture Engineers, preceded

by
dinnerHotel
and get-together
secretary's
office,
Pennsylvania, atNew
York,
5

P. M.
Sept. 28-Oct. 2: Annual Atlantic Coast Premium Exposition, Hotel Astor, New
York.
Sept. 29: Testimonial diner to William F.
Rodgers, M-G-M general sales manager,
Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria,
New
York.

L. M. McKechneay, Tri-States
treasurer, is the father of a new
son, the second.
Oct. 2: The Exhibitor of Philadelphia-Variety
G. W. Hartley, GB branch manClub Golf Tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.
ager in Des Moines, has returned
from Detroit, Mich., called there by Oct. 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
the death of his father.
Sagamore, Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 16: Annual convention of M.P.T.O. of
Onawa's new $30,000 deluxe King
Washington,
Hotel
Washington,
Seattle.
Theater has opened.
Oct. 19-20: Annual convention of M. P. T. O.
Elmer Klatt is installing sound
of W. Penna., Pittsburgh.
equipment in the Masonic building, Oct. 19-21: Annual convention of National Film
in Fredericksburg, la., for a motion Carriers, Inc., Palmer House, Chicago.
picture theater to open soon.
Oct. 25:
Pittsburgh
Variety
Club annual
banquet, William Penn
Hotel,
Pittsburgh.
The Des Moines branch of 20th
27: Buffalo Variety Club Ball. Hotel
Century-Fox is planning a banquet Nov. Statler,
Buffalo.
around Oct. 1 preceeding the opening of their new building nearing Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
completion.
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Warner's Chicago office has appointed Charles Isaacs of Des
Moines to represent them in their
theater interests in the Central Iowa
Sign French-Gaumont Reel
territory.
Trans-Lux circuit of newsreel theaters, including two houses in New
York and one in Philadelphia, has
"God's
West Cutting
Coast Bureau
of THE Country"
FILM DAILY contracted to show French-GauHollywood — God's Country and mont's Movie-News of Europe, acthe Woman,"
National's
cording to a statement by John S.
nicolor versionFirst
of the
famous Technovel
by the late James Oliver Curwood, is Tapernoux, president of French Mobeing edited and cut at the Burbank
tion Pictures Corp. The Embassy
studios. Reports from those who reel.
newsreel theater also will show the
have seen rough cuts of the film indicate that this picture will be
startling in its revelation of the
beauty now attainable in color
BUFFALO
photography. The picture was directed by William Keighley. Norman Reilly Raine is the author of the
Vincent R. McFaul of the Shea
screen play. The two leading roles
are played by George Brent and circuit, A. C. Hayman of the LafayBeverly Roberts, and among the
ette, Nicholas J. Basil of the Basil
supporting principals are Robert Brothers circuit, George J. Gammel
Barrat, Alan Hale, Barton MacLane, Joseph King, Billy Bevan, of Gammel-Ensminger Theaters, and
Bert Roach, Roscoe Ates and Eily Jacob Lavene of the Academy all
Malyon.
were quoted as seeing improvement
in theater business ranging from 5
to 20 per cent, in a lengthy article
Song
West Sing
Coast McCormack's
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY written by Leonard Feldman, financial editor of The Courier-Express.
Hollywood
The song "Macushla,"
which
John — McCormack
made faHayman,
who spoke also for his Niamous, will be sung by James Melton
gara Falls theaters, remarked that
in "Melody for Two," the musicai
picture which is nearing completion the film-going public today is "better educated" about film values than
at the First National studios. Patricia Ellis has the feminine lead in at any other time in his lengthy experience. All remarked that night
"Melody for Two." The score of
business
was
up and matinee busithe
picture,
in which
"Macushla"
ness down, as far as male patrons
will be
interpreted,
has been
written
were
concerned,
indicating that men
by two song-writing teams, that of steadily are finding
jobs.
Harry Warren and Al Dubin and
that of M. K. Jerome and Jack
"My Man Godfrey" broke the
Scholl.
Louis King is directing.
opening day record for seven years
at the otherLafayette.
It is in for anweek.
Aberdeen Newsreel Theater
George Warren Mason, infant son
Aberdeen — The Topical News
Theater, in Diamond Street, has of George C. Mason, manager of the
been opened and is the first news- Great Lakes, is dead of leukemia.
reel theater in Northeast Scotland.
Arthur Michaels, who operates the
It seats 312 persons. Arrangements Allendale, midtown community
for films have been made with GB,
house, is in Buffalo General HosUniversal and Pathe.
pital.
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greatest
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ropes them with
sincerity !
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Slie slays lliem with sighs!
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CWELL!"
rejoiced the trade when
they heard the title. Then cheers when
they heard Janet Gaynor, Loretta Young,
Constance Bennett, Simone Simon headed
they gasped, "what
"Boy!"
the cast.
SHOWMANSHIP!!!"
And then to
top it all ... a grand story, a hig story . . .
so hig that every one of these four great
stars has a full-size role to troupe the stuff
that made her famous. Don't pinch yourself! You're not dreaming! You'll actually
play this show (IF you're a 20th Centu
Fox exhihitor)!
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GAYNOR YOUNG • BENNETT

SIMONE SIMON
DON
AMECHE
• PAUL LUKAS
TYRONE POWER, Jr. • alan mowbray
Directed by Edward

H. Griffith

Associate Producer B. G. DeSylva
Screen play by Melville Baker
Based on the play by Ladislaus Bus-Fekete

She t»t*ts llieni l>y asking!
^>ne e<

Dorryl F. Zanuck
in Charge

of Production

YOU'LL WISH
YOUR THEATRE
WERE TWICE AS BIG
when

you

show

0
*

I
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CONSTANCY
BENNET

JANET
GAYNOR

EORETTA
YOUNG

THE KEYSTOr
OF YOUR FUTl

SIMONE
SIMON

fjg^S
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role is expected to be in the forthcoming
"Happiness
Preferred,"
which will co-star
Warren
William
and
Karen
Morley
for
Paramount
release.

(^.EORGE BANCROFT, recently
On Again, Off Again — The Old Title Game
^ placed under contract by CoThe newest Perry Mason mystery thriller, with Ricardo Cortez as Mason, was
lumbia following his performance in
originally announced as "The Case of the Caretaker's Cat." This was presently
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," will be
altered to "The Case of the Black Cat." Now, with the picture edited and cut
T
T
»
and almost ready for release. First National has decided to go back to the original
featured in two of the company's
Robert Cummings has been set
forthcoming productions. His next
name,
so it will definitely
be "The
Case of the Caretaker's
Cat."
for the romantic lead in the forthpicture will be "Racketeers in
coming Joe Cook comedy, "Arizona
tour
in
the
East
in
order
to
speed
Exile," based on a story by Harry
Spring Byington will be in WarSauber. This week he was assigned
Mahoney,"
whichin James
will
direct.
Others
the castHogan
are June
the
start
of
filming
on
"Riviera."
ner's
forthcoming
production
of
T
T
T
to the male lead in "Heart Flush" "Pernod and Sam," by Booth TarkMartel,
Larry
Crabbe
and
Dave
by William R. Lipman and Houston ington. Young Billy Mauch (the
Phylis Dobson, who was Miss Cal- Chasen.
Branch. The screenplay is now beifornia and runner-up in the recent
T
T
T
ing prepared by Malcolm Stuart youthful Anthony of "Anthony AdAtlantic City Beauty Pageant, has
verse") will play Penrod.
Boylan.
Long, one of New York's
been signed by Universal on a long bestLois
- known smart - chat writers,
term contract. Her first picture will formerly
From a test in New York to the
on the staff of the New
The American Society of Histor- be "Top of the Town" musical, Yorker for which she wrote under
Hollywood studio in four days is
ical Research has extended an in- which starts next week.
the speed record set by Fay Bainter,
vitation to Clarence Brown to be
the by-line "Lipstick," has arrived
▼
T
T
stage star, who was frantically their guest in Washington while on
to join
pressed into service by RKO Radio his forthcoming plane trip, as the
staffHollywood
of scenarists.
Her Paramount's
first assignEsme Percy, one of England's in
ment will be on dialogue for a Harto play the role of Katharine Hep- result of his direction of "The Gor- finest character actors, is understood to be wanted by Hollywood.
old Hurley production, tentatively
burn's older sister in the picturizathe M-G-M
tion geous
of theHussy,"
Jacksonian
era. produc- Percy distinguished himself in "Abtion of Sir James Barrie's "Qualdul the Damned," "The Amateur titled "Parade."
T
T
T
ity Street." Miss Bainter arrived
Gentleman," "Invitation to the
yesterday morning in Los Angeles.
tions.
Ray
Mayer,
character
actor under
Character roles in Columbia's Waltz" and other British produc- contract to RKO Radio, has joined
comedy-drama "Killer At Large"
T
T
T
the cast
of "Allis Scarlet,"
Frank McHugh, star of the forth- were
assigned to Ed Le Saint, Bob
liam Sistrom
producing which
with WilAnn
Thorn and Carl Faulkner last week.
coming
"Three
Men
On
A
Horse",
Postponed a week by Henry Fon- Dvorak, Smith Ballew and Harry
will next be presented by Warners Mary Brian and Russell Hardie
Carey featured. Wallace Fox is the
da's recent marriage, and Sylvia director.
in "Larger Than Life," based on a have the leading roles, while Betty
play written for the stage by Jo- Compson, George McKay, Thurston Sidney's delay in arriving from
Europe, Walter Wanger's "You
seph Schrank, co-author with Phil- Hall, Henry Brandon, Harry Hay- Only
Live Once," which
Fred Santley, George Lollier,
lip Dunning of "Page Miss Glory." den, Boyd Irwin, Lee Shumway and four months in preparation,haswillbeen
go Stanley Blystone and Arthur Hoyt
▼
T
T
William Arnold are in the support- before the cameras on Monday for have
been signed for parts in
ing cast. David Selman is direct- United Artists release. Based on an "Smartest Girl in Town," now in
Universal yesterday assigned Anoriginal
Gene
Towne-G
Baker
raham
ing from Harold Shumate's screen Lang.
atol Litwak to direct Basil Woon's
at RKO Radio, with Gene
story, it will be directed by Fritz production
"Private Life of Sarah Bernhardt." play of Carl Clausen's story.
Raymond and Ann Sothern heading
a cast that also includes Helen BrodT
Y
T
Eric Blore and Erik Rhodes.
John Blystone, director, while
Wesley Ruggles, Paramount proParamount turned its attention erick,
Edward Kaufman is producing, with
ducer-director has added another combining business with pleasure
name to his list of stars who zoomed as he motored across the continent to titles this week, with the result Joseph Santley directing.
to those dizzy heights thanks to his on his first vacation in 17 years of that "Happiness Preferred" has
definitely set for the forthcomkeen perspective. After the recent film activity, investigated the pos- been ing
Emanuel Cohen independently
With Edward Gross, associate prosibilities of organizing a company
preview showing of Ruggles' last
ducer, looking over kiddies for roles
produced film in which Warren Wilproduction, "Valiant Is the Word to produce special 16 mm. films exliam will be starred, and "Arizona in Sol Lesser's "Rainbow on the
clusively for use in schools, churches
for Carrie," the audience cards on
Mahoney" has been definitely set River," and Charles Richards, castwhich are manifest reactions, ac- and home. Among the facts with as
ing director of Selznick Internationthe title for the production formclaimed Gladys George, Broadway Blystone has uncovered, and which
al, seeking a child to play Tom Sawerly known as "Stairs of Sand" feastage star, as a new film star, thus leads him to place unusual commeryer in the picture of that name,
turing Joe Cook, Larry Crabbe, Raycial possibilities on the idea, are
confirming the producer-director's
mond Hatton and Dave Chasen. Al- Pathe studios has been stormed by
predictions. Approximately a some astounding figures. For inchildren. Up to date over 17,000
so "Love and Laughter" will hence- children
stance, there are 21 times as many
year ago Miss George, after a short
have been interviewed by
forth be known as "Along Came
fling on the screen, returned to New schools as theaters in America, all
the two companies, and Richards
producRichard Rowland
York to score in "Personal Appear- of which are potential customers Love,"tion afor Paramou
nt release which and Gross are still looking them
ance," stage hit. Ruggles saw her for the small movie. According to
over.
in this play and immediately after information furnished the director Bert Lytell is directing with Irene
V
▼
T
Chax-les Starrett and Doris
the performance sold her on the by the American Council on Educa- Hervey,
cast.
the
in
Kenyon
tion, funds can be secured to install
Buddy Ebsen, dancer, has been
idea of returning to the screen.
T
T
T
assigned a featured dance role in
Paradoxically, Miss George is under projection equipment in these
schools where it is not already
contract to M-G-M.
Roland Reed today has been "Banjo On My Knee," which will
available, if a definite program of signed by George R. Batcheller of start production at 20th Century▼
T
T
worthwhile special films can be as- Chesterfield to direct "House of in
Foxa under
Director John Cromwell
few days.
The Three Radio Rogues, Eddie sured.
Secrets,"
which
goes
into
producJames
Bartell, Henry Taylor and
v
T
T
tion Thursday at Republic studios.
▼
TV
Hollywood, top-notch singing, miV
V
T
John
Boles,
in
signing
a
contract
micking funsters of stage, screen
Abe
Meyer
has
been
signed
by
to
star
in
two
pictures
for
UniFrank Lloyd's "Maid of Salem"
and radio, were signed by Boris Petversal, plans to round out his 1936 Sabin Carr to supervise the music company of 60 cast players and a
roff for "Hats Off," the first of a activities
with
the
completion
of
working
crew of almost 200, refor
a
series
of
short
subjects
in
diseries of musicals produced and
turned to Hollywood a few days ago
first of the duo. Pre- color. The first, a scenic in color, after a two-week location in Santa
rected by Petroff for Grand Nation- "Riviera,"
viously signed contracts indicate an
al. Laid in Texas, the story by
just completed, is "In Old Monte- Cruz, where a huge Salem Village
Sam Fuller and Edmund Joseph is unusually busy year to come for this
setting was constructed. Practically
T
T
V
between
battle
present
the
star, inasmuch as commitments albased on
all of the balance of the elaborate
ready call for his appearance in
Fort Worth and Dallas Centennial
Adding
the
name
of
another
one picture for RKO Radio and one
production, which will be before the
Expositions. The Three Radio for
Paramount in addition to the screen "find" to the "rowing list of cameras for several more weeks,
Rogues will do their stuff on some second Universal production. Boles, young
players on the Major Picof the five hit songs authored by
be filmed within Paramount's
rey." tures roster, Emanuel Cohen has will
Herb Magidson and Ben Oakland who recently completed "Craig's signed
Hollywood studio. Claudette ColLloyd
Crane
of
Fresno
to
a
bert
and Fred MacMurray head the
cast.
Wife"
for
Columbia,
will
cut
short
which will be published by the Fa- his present
personal
appearance long term contract.
mous Music Co.
Crane's first
T

t
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EXPLOITETTES
Keith's Syracuse Stages
Extensile "Adverse? Campaign
IXE of the most effective
campaigns for Warner
Bros.' "Anthony Adverse" was
that recently turned' in by Gus
Lampe and Jay Golden of
Keith's Syracuse Theater. They
scored a neat scoop when they
got Hervey Allen, author of the
novel to attend a private preview of the picture at the theater, along with a large group
of newspapermen. The preview
was extensively covered in the
local press, with the wire services picking up the story and
g celebof the attendin
pictures rities.
Following the preview,
which was held a week in advance of opening, a contest was
run in the Syracuse Herald for
the best fan review of the picture, the prize being a copy of
the novel, signed by Hervey Allen. Pictures of the autographing of the book and daily stories
on the contest's progress broke
in the local papers. Prior to
the opening of the film the theater gave a dinner to Mr. and
Mrs. Allen, with pictures of the
event breaking in the papers.
For the premiere, Mr. Allen
sent out personal invitations to
attend the first showing, and
on the opening night he autographed copies of the book for
the patrons who jammed the
theater. General publicity and
exploitation by the theater included having the ushers wear
sashes plugging the film, placing window displays in 13 of the
most important shops in town,
sending out 2,000 book marks,
imprinting menus of a leading
downtown restaurant, distributing cards with suitable copy in
hotels, restaurants, etc., stringing a 40-foot banner across the
street, building a special front
with huge photo enlargements
of the book, obtaining two-full
pages in the Syracuse Herald,
of which the theater distributed
5000 copies. Sears-Roebuck donated a carpet which was placed
in front of the box office took
a large co-op ad in the local
papers.
— Keith's Syracuse,
Syracuse, N. Y.

o:

Sun gave a quarter page endorsement of the film. Over
station 2FC the A.B.C. Hollywood Reporter interviewed
Tempe Piggott on the production of "The White Angel." A
large local department store
carried streamers across every
ad announcing the White Angel
Ball and tying in with the picture. A private showing was
given to Lady Gowrie, the wife
of the Governor-General in the
ballroom of the Federal Government House. The Freeman's
Journal and the Crusader, the
official papers of the Catholic
Church, recommended the film
to all of their readers. The Sydney Morning Herald's "Women's Supplement" ran a special interview with Tempe Piggott. Station 2UE gave radio
space to the film several times
a day for two weeks in advance.
— Town Hull, Sydney.

France Honors Tauber
Paris — The French government
has awarded to Richard Tauber the
ribbon of the Legion of Honor for
his contribution to art and music.

Legion Lends Support

"White Angel" Campaign
At Sydney Premiere
"T\OROTHY
FLUKES
of the
Warner
branch
office in
Sydney, Australia put over a
very
effective
campaign
for

FILM

TOPICS
-

"The White Angel" when it
played at the Sydney Town
Hall. Parke, Davis & Co., printed 600 counter cards carrying
.scenes from the picture for distribution to all drug stores. The
trolley cars carried a card on
the front of each car for a
month in advance advertising
the White Angel Ball and tying
in the picture with appropriate
copy and pictorial matter.
Through the Nurses Christian
Movement a special Florence
Nightingale service was held at
St. Andrew's Church attended
by 800 nurses in full uniform.
Archbishop Mowll gave a special sermon on Florence Nightingale. The Sidney Truth gave
a three column interview with
Tenrpe Piggott, who plays an
important role in the picture
and the critic in the Sydney
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Hollywood — The American Legion
is lending its support to Douglas
MacLean in enlisting five Legion
eons for roles in the forthcoming
romantic war comedy, "Twentythree and a Half Hours Leave" for
Grand National.

U. S. Films Blanket
World, Says Forbes

A MERICA has excelled in such
modern products as the telephone, typewriters, air-contioning, adding machines, domestic refrigeration, harvesting
machinery, phonographs, washing machines, mechanical dishwashers, aviation, the radio,
the automobile, tractors.
But in no field has it attained
such complete blanketing of the
world as in motion pictures.
Americans visiting London
sometimes imagine themselves
back home, so numerous are
displays in front of theaters and
elsewhere featuring nothing but
American films and American
stars. The names of Hollywood
actors and actresses are as familiar in South Africa, in Japan, in Australia, in South
America, in Canada, the Far
East as they are in every city
and hamlet in our own land.
Within a phenomenally short
space of time moving pictures
have blosisomed from the initial
nickelodeon stage into a towering American industry, with annual production costs of $120,000,000, world-wide in ramifications, employing 270,000 persons, paying salaries beyond
anything ever before known,
yielding income to many thousands of investors, bringing a
constant stream of wealth into
this country, and affording entertainment for some 80,000,000
people every week in the United
States alone.
Who have been chiefly responsible for achieving this
modern miracle?
Most of the stalwarts who
have built up the motion picture
industry were of humble birth,
limited education and lacked
family wealth — they belonged
not to the "over-privileged," but
to the "under-privileged."
Take, for example, Nicholas
and Joseph Schenck. They were
operating a merry-go-round before they were attracted by the
possibilities of the fledgling
nickelodeon.
in Adolph
Chicago. Zukor was a furrier
Carl Laemmle was a thrifty
drygoods clerk in a country
store, saved a little money, visited Chicago, noted crowds
patronizing five-cent picture
shows, rented a store, hired
chairs from an undertaker,
started tered
"exhibiting,"
encounobstacles galore,
but
fought tenaciously and finally
triumphed.
Harry
Warner
brothers have
earnedandan hisenviable
reputation for fair dealing all

mits.
through their rise to the sum
Do the giants of this industry
and of other industries that
have contributed powerfully to
the enrichment of America, and
afforded millions of jobs and
executive opportunities, deserve to be berated by bureaucrats, pictured as public
enemies meriting nothing but
the hatred of tne class from
wnien they themselves
— B. C. sprang?
Forbes.

D0%
Actor's
Career
Luck, ofSays
Menjou
T'LL never again sign a long
term contract. I've been a free
agent for six years now, making six pictures a year. That
means thirty weeks' work, which
is plenty. It also means that I
can select my roles and generally name my own figure.
In ered
picking
parts, I've
discovone indisputable
fact.
No
matter what the role may be, it
must be one that eventually
gains the audience's sympathy.
They've got to feel kindly toyou. Even
you're
villain,wardyou
must if
make
ther
leave the theater saving, "He's
not such a bad guy after all."
Ninetyis dependent
per cent ofonanluck.
actor'sIf
career
you diversify your characterizations you stand just that much
more chance of being lucky.
My own good fortune came
when I started free lancing.
Louis Wolheim was taken ill
on
the free,
set ofI
I was
Perkins who
boiled Walter

"The
Page".
looked Front
like Osgood
played the hard
Burns role on the

stage, playing
so I gotcomedy
the part
I've
been
of and
one sort
or another ever since.
newComedy,
to me. incidentally,
I started outwasn't
as a
comedian until another comedian named Charlie Chaplin
(perhaps you've heard of him)
made me a sophisticated scounin "A Woman
of hardest
Paris."
The drel
maddest
and the
part to date is in "Sing, Baby,
Sing." Censorship restricted my
playing an inebriate. I had to
create the impression in the beginning and then play it the rest
of
the
way
as me,
a sort
Zioncheck. Believe
I gotof plenty
of inspiration from the Ritz
Brothers, Ted Healy, Gregory
Ratoff and Patsy Kelly. We had
a lot of fun making the picture. I only hope audiences
have as much— Adolphe
fun seeingMenjou.
it.

See inside the refined RCA
Photophone Rotary Stabilizer Soundhead. Note
constant-speed and takeup sprockets, both vital to
smooth motion and High
Fidelity reproduction.

5 PROOFS

OF SUPERIORITY

1 Every RCA Photophone installation has a de luxe
Rotary Stabilizer Soundhead!
2 Only the Rotary Stabilizer gives constant speed — steady
film movement — and extremely quiet operation.
3 Cushioned motor and sound parts eliminate distortion
produced by vibration!
4 Quality of materials and workmanship consistent with
that of the projector with which it is mounted.
5 Proved by 3 years of use in thousands of theatres!
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CLEVELAND
Cleveland Variety Club will get
into its social stride on Oct. 10, witn
a dinner dance. S. A. Gerson of Columbia is chairman in charge of arrangement.-.
Nate Schultz, president of Selected
"Tundra", a
Pictures, has acquired
Burroughs-Tarzan production, for
northern Ohio.
Howard Feigley broke an all-time
,
policy record at the Rivoli, Toledo
when he held "My Man Godfrey
T
over for a second week.
1.
Martin Smith, president of the
there
T 0 of Ohio, states although
raise adis' no concerted action tosever
exmission prices in Toledo, s 5 alcents
.
hibitors have boosted price
and
l
Two of his houses, the Roya
a
Eastwood, have advanced prices
Ohio
s
nell'
O'Con
Jackup.
Alsogone
nickel.
er has
theat
of WarJulius Lamm, manager
t
ner's Uptown Theater and pres, iden
was
Club
of the Cleveland Warner
a
in New York last week to attend
all
of
ves
tati
esen
repr
g of.
erinclubs
gather
Warn
The new Berea Theater, at Berea,
e
is all set to open Saturday. Hous
Dan
was built by P. E. Essick
neger of CleveStearns, Henry yFicke
.
land and Harr Flynn of Berea
er,
Flvnn will manage the oftheat
three
which will have a policy
weekly changes.
The Penn Square Theater after
pica summer of English speaking
to its foreign film poltures, returnsay.
icy next Sund

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

The Foreign Field
*

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Educating Chinese By Films

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
The coonskin craze, started in Hollywood with the production of "Daniel
Boone," in which George O'Brien is
starred, has spread to such proportions
that O'Brien, its innocent sponsor, has
had to call a halt.— DAVE A. EPSTEIN.

♦

Robinson. A. E. Mathews, Arthur
Wonter, Nancy Burne and Elizabeth
Inglis have also been signed by Producer Alexander Esway. Luli Hohenberg, Viennese stage and screen
star appearing in the picture has
changed her name to Luli Deste.

Shanghai — The Chinese Ministry
of Education has recently appointed
a special committee to study the
use of films in educating the masses,
convinced that movies with light
and sound effects will appeal more
readily to the Chinese public than
books and pictures. This commit- Dela Completes First
tee will first undertake the educaLondon — Dela-Films British Protion of a personnel to produce the
ductions Co. has completed its inieducational films. It also plans the
tial
production,
in the
purchase of a large number of pro- Stalls," in the cast"Murder
of which Amerjection machines for distribution to
ican
players
predominate.
Stars
of
various provinces and cities. The the picture are Bebe Daniels, Ben
proposed films will deal with his- Lyon, Charles Farrell and Hay
tory, industry, agriculture, sanita- Petrie with Emil Reinert directing.
tion, etc.

Athens Attendance Up 25%

Criterion Retitles Film

Athens — Attendance at the six
leading cinema theaters in this city,
from Oct. 1, 1935 to May 30, 1936,
averaged nearly 25 per cent higher
than for the same months during
the preceding season. The increase
is believed due mainly to the reduction of two drachmas in the price
of balcony and orchestra seats, the
admission fee that was in force
prior to 1934-35. Generally higher
quality of the films shown was another factor in the increased attendance.

London — Criterion's tentatively
titled production, "The Thousand
Windows," has been given a new
title, "Crime Over London." Stars
of the picture are Margot Grahame,
Rene Ray, Basil Sydney, Joseph
Cawthorn and Paul Cavanagh. Also
in the cast are Dave Burns, Edmond Ryan and John Darrow who
recently arrived in England with
Sydney. Marcel Hellman is producing with Alfred Zeisler directing.
United Artists will release the film.

Band Shows for Odeon

In "King Solomon's Mines"

London — Oscar Deutsch has
placed Jack Payne under long-term
List
m's
contract to organize the booking of
New British Fir
London— Associated Artists, Ltd., bands for appearance in the Odeon
by
ed
form
circuit of theaters. His own band
the new producing firm
Leslie Howard, Dudley Murphy and will play each house in the circuit.
announced fif- A new company has been formed to
Hugh Walpole, has
teen productions for the next two handle the booking of bands. It will
major pro- be known as Jack Payne (Odeon),
years. Included are two than
$400,- Ltd. Payne is managing director
ductions to cost more
000 each— "Riviera" by Ferenc with Deutsch and Stanley Bates as
E. Sher- co-directors.
Molnar for which Robertscrip
t, and
wood is preparing the
to be made Vienna Bans German Film
"Bonnie Prince Charlie"
in Technicolor, with Hugh Walpole
Vienna — Austrian censors have
Murphy wil
preparing the script.Lesli
rd
Howa
e
banned
the German war film, "Verdirect the latter and
smaller pro- boten." They have lifted entirely
will star in both. dTwo
ductions announce are King tor a the ban against M-G-M's "A Tale
Day" by Dashiell Hammett anu of Two Cities," which will be released here under the title, "Guillo"The Martyr" by Liam O'Flaherty.
tine." It is now listed under the
"culturally worthy" films.

BIG

♦

Ned Clarke, RKO auditor, was
row.
welcomed last week to Seattle's film

London — "King Solomon's Mines"
is in production at Shepherd's Bush
with a cast containing many Hollywood players. Leading players are
Sir Cedric Harwicke, Anna Lee,
Paul Robeson, Roland Young and
John Loder.

A.B.C's 284th Theater

The Fox of Spokane is celebrating J
its
fifth anniversary. E. W. Baker |
is manager.
Theodore Rockwell of the Circle,
Portland, has been signing product
in Seattle.
Meath, 25 miles from Dublin, which
have not been in use since the war.
They plan, if successful in negotiations, to render the hangars soundproof and to equip them with first
class production apparatus. Hurst
will begin his first film for the venture next spring, after completing
his B.I. P. contract, it is stated. It
will deal with the Easter Week rising in 1916 and will cost $250,000
or more, according to Lord Killanin.
He also stated that Hollywood players would be imported for the stellar roles. Several stories on Irish
life have been lined up.

Noel
Coward
"Triangle"
London
— Noel in
Coward
has joined
Charles Laughton and Marlene Dietrich in the distinguished volunteer
cast assisting Miriam Hopkins in
the
star's
latestReisch
vehicle,is "Triangle,"
which
Walter
producing
and directing
at Alexander
Denham
studios.
GertrudeKorda's
Lawrence, Sebastian Shaw and A. E.
Matthews are in the cast. United
Artists will release it.

Ulster Free Shows
Ulster — The Religious Film Society is planning to invade Northern
Ireland with films of a religious
nature at an admission fee of a
penny or two, or even to give them
free, supplying
and operator. Offer of apparatus
film demonstrations

have been made to the Baptist, Congregational and Presbyterian
London — With the opening of the
2,500-seat Regal at Hammersmith, churches in North Ireland. In addition to this, chocolate makers,
the A.B.C. circuit now has 284 theaters. The Regal ranks among the motor car manufacturers and other
foremost supers in Great Britain. commercial firms are offering to
A. B. C. plans the erection of two supply clubs and adult organizations
more houses, one at Teddington and with free shows, including comedy
another at Cheltenham. Its new and dramatic subjects with one advertising feature. Exhibitors are
super at Lincoln is expected to be
planning to combat the overrunning
ready for opening soon.
of the territory with these free film
shows. Action by the government
Tauber's Two Pictures
may -be invoked.
London — Richard Tauber has completed his Capitol musical, "Land
$50,000,000 Odeon Program
Without Music," in which Diana
London — Speaking at the recent Napier, "Schnozzle" Durante and
opening of a new house in the Odeon June Clyde are co-stars, and is at
circuit of theaters at Ipswich, Stan- work on "Pagliacci" in which Steffi
ley Bates stated that a program in- Duna plays opposite him.
volving an expenditure of $50,000,000 was contemplated. He stated For an Irish Film Colony
that the company proposes to douDublin — Lord Killanin and Desble its building program each year
mond Hurst are to establish an Irish
and that now 100 theaters a year,
film colony, according to a recent
instead of 50, was in view.
announcement by Lord Killanin.
Two companies, he said, are now beWatch
tor dirt in the out of the
formed, one to own the other.
Atlantic
H'woodCollier
Stars and The ing
London Signs
— Constance
promoters are negotiating with
way corners
of your theater.
Nigel Bruce have been signed for the Irish Free State government to
hangars
on
the
aeroleading roles in Atlantic's "Thunder rent giant
drome at Germantown,
County
in the City," starring Edward
G.
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Broadway First-Run Film Needs Rise to 400 a

Year

ONLY 6J0REIGN COUNTRIES PLAYING DUAL BILLS
Sam
Cocalis to Take Over Jack Springer's
Theaters
Houses Operated as Separate
75 Per Cent of Countries
Group Will be Added
to Circuit

How

They

Sam Cocalis, associated with the
late Jack Springer in the operation
of a number of metropolitan area
theaters, is understood to be set to
take over the theaters which Springer had been operating as his own
circuit. A deal setting up this plan
is reported to have been ready for
(Continued

on

Page

Started

Paris — Only six out of 24 European countries are playing double
feature bills, it is revealed by a
survey. They include France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland,
Spain and Catalonia. A few provinces in Germany also are showing
dual?, although the policy is banned
in the major part of that country.
Of 24,585 theaters, 9,440 offer double features.
Owing to the dual bills, France
consumes more fims than any other
European country. Approximately
4,600 meters of film is used in the

. t: ;::; : ;.:>;:^1

6)

COLUMBIA 1,100 AHEAD
ON SEASON ACCOUNTS

(Continued

on

Parte

RKO Houses Drop Duals
RKO's Palace on Broadway and
various other houses in the metropolitan area where double features
are the regular policy will change
to a single bill for the engagement
of "Swing Time," starting tomorrow. RKO Albee Theater in Brooklyn, where the picture opened yesterday, also has adopted the single
plan.
4 Broadway

Holdovers

With "Sing, Baby, Sing" going into
a third week at the Roxy, the Broadway
sector will have four first-run holdovers
for the coming week. "My Man Godfrey" is remaining a second week at
the Music Hall, "Great Ziegfeld" starts
its second week at the Capitol tomorrow and "Give Me Your Heart" has
begun the second week of an extended
run at the new
Criterion.

Page
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12)

For "Swing Time" Showing

on

6)

HARRY SHERMAN TO DO
12 MORE FOR PARA.

Columbia to date has sold 1,100
more accounts as compared with the
same period last year, it was stated
yesterday by A. Montague, sales
manager. A contract with Warners
for the 1936-37 season on much better conditions than last year has
(Continued

Abroad
on
Single
Feature Plan

The distinguished personality pictured here today is William LeBaron, managing director of production for Paramount. After showing a flair for story selection as editor of Collier's Weekly,
LeBaron entered film biz in 1919 as general manager of Cosmopolitan Film Productions. With
five years of that post under his belt, he joined Famous Players-Lasky as an associate producer in the East, and three years later became an FBO producer in Hollywood. When FBO
was absorbed by RKO Radio Pictures, LeBaron was made vice-president in charge of production.
He left there in 1931, joined Paramount as an associate producer in 1932, and was appointed
tc his present post this year.
By-line for the art work goes, as before, to "Hap" Hadley

10 Broadway Theaters Consuming
400 First-Run Pictures Annually
Product needs of Broadway grind
10 Cities Get Special Sound
first-run houses has reached a new
For "Romeo and Juliet" Run high with the theaters now requirWest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Theaters in ten key
cities were equipped with new sound
reproduction, including the double
track
heads
and
Metro-Modified
(Continued

on

Page

6)

ing an aggregate of about 400 features a year, a checkup of the situation yestarday disclosed. Ten
houses figure in the survey.
In addition to the Music Hall,
(Continued on Page

12)
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Hollywood — Harry Sherman, producer of the "Hopalong Cassidy" series,tract
has with
signed
a new calling
two-yearfor conParamount
six
pictures a year based on the Clarence E. Mulford books. Budget will
be increased over the initial series
(Continued on Page

12)

Koplar Gets $32,487 Bill
For St. Louis Litigation
St. Louis — Circuit Clerk H. Sam
Priest has sent a fee bill of $32,487.60 to Harry Koplar, veteran local exhibitor and former associate of
Skouras Bros, and later of Fanchon
& Marco, (Continued
for accumulated
court costs
on Page 6)

Rodgers Dinner Informal

Testimonial dinner to be given Sept.
29 at the Waldorf-Astoria to William F.
Rodgers,
manager
MG-M,
willgeneral
be an sales
informal
affair.of This
will permit the boys to enjoy the affair
in comfort
and relaxation.
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High
Am. Seat
25 Va
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 38'/4
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con.
Con.
East.

Fm. Ind
Fm.
Ind.
Kodak

pfd.

43/4
18
172

Net
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Chg.
24 Vi +
Va
38% +
Vi
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Vi
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Vi
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163'/2 163'/2 163'/2 + 2'/2
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Paramount
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Paramount
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......
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Paramount
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RKO
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3%
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27
3%

33/4 —
2%
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—
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ITOA Committee to Act
On Film-Radio Situation
Acting on information that such
competition is cutting into theater
grosses, the I. T. O. A., at a meeting yesterday at the Hotel Astor,
appointed a committee to take up the
matter of picture stars appearing on
radio programs. In addition to
President Harry Brandt the committee consists of Bernard Barr,
Jack Haddem and John Benas. It
meets this afternoon, probably at
the office of Harry Brandt, to formulate a plan of action.

Philly Exhibitor Unit
Will Work for Harmony

MARKET
Low
24 1/2
38V8

Bairn Becomes
Chester B Bahn for many years motion picture editor and critic of the Syracuse
'as one of the country's leading cinema journalists, has joined The
known
and
Herald
Film Daily as managing editor, succeeding Don Carle Gillette, who is leaving after
seven years to engage in Broadway production with a play of his own authorship,
"In the Bag," as the initial offering. Bahn has been in the newspaper game for 24
years as reporter, dramatic critic, editor and syndicate correspondent, and already is
widely known in the film trade field as a result of his movie articles and activities
while on the Syracuse Herald. He founded the Cinema Critics Club in 1926 and the
Radio Movie Club in 1927, and was the first critic to conduct a local "Ten Best"
three
and has
married
He isthe
poll. with
national
poll in conjunction
fortunes
precarious
can gamble
feels he
single, yearly
still Daily's
being Film
Gillette, with
children.
JACK ALICOATE.
of Broadway producing.

%

5/s
1%

%
%
Va

Philadelphia— "The U. M. P. T.
O. E. of Pa. will be an organization
void of all political, personal and
antagonistic feeling," declared Lewen
Pizor, president, in a statement just
issued to exhibitors operating in the
territory.
"Large theater owners and small
theater owners will henceforth gird
themselves to onslaught on all forces
which attempt any unjust, inequitable and burdensome practices upon
the exhibitor. Distributors will no
longer be immune when they decide
upon arrogant policies in the thought
that exhibitor strength in this terri-

Hanson Adding 3 Houses
Winfieid
Julia

R.

Shcehan
Faye

A. L. Rockett
Harvey

B.

Day

Addition of three houses to Hanson Theaters Corp., is contemplated,
said Oscar R. Hanson in New York
vesterday. He leaves today on his
return to Toronto, where he headquarters.
The company is building a 1,200seat theater at Timmins, Ontario.
Two other houses are also planned.

JOE CLEMENCE and JULIUS GORDON leave
New
York late this week
returning South
South.
MIKE KINCEY is in New York from the
OSCAR R. HANSON
returning
to Toronto.

leaves New

York today

Eastern Talent Dep't

HAROLD WINSTON. Columbia studio casting
director, is in New
York.

Harold Winston, Columbia studio
casting director, has arrived in New
York to organize a talent department for that company. He will
remain East three or four months
getting the department into working
shape.

and MRS. HENRY ARMETTA have arrived in New York from the coast and are
stopping
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
MAX FACTOR, who is in New York from
Hollywood,
remains
East one week.

Prize Drawings Illegal,
S. C. Attorney Declares

pear in "Souls at Sea."
MARY PICKFORD and her niece, GWYNNE
PICKFORD, leave the coast for New York in
about a week. After the premiere of Pickford-Lasky's "Gay Desperado" at the Radio
City Music
Hall they will sail for Europe.

Charleston, S. C. — Theater jackpots and prize drawings "appear to
be in violation of the lottery laws,"
said John M. Daniel, attorney general of South Carolina, in reply to
a letter from a county official asking
about the legality of a plan by which
a theater gave caish prizes.
York, S. C. — The town council outlawed jackpots, bank nights and
other pay-off schemes by a three to
two vote. Theaters operating bank
nights were given a week to do away
with them.

Tobis Theater Opens Today

"Dodsworth" Opens Strong

Eugene Zukor is due to leave New
York today for Hollywood to join
the Paramount studio production department. He has sold his Scarsdale
home to Lilly Richman Clark, former screen player.

York

EUGENE ZUKOR is scheduled to leave New
York
today
for Hollywood.

Columbia Organizing

The Tobis, little cinema on First
Avenue at 78th Street, begins its
new season today with the American premiere of a cinematic memento of pre-Hitler Germany, "Ein
tory is divided."
Lied Geht Urn Die Welt" ("A Song
Goes Around the World").
"Ein Lied Fur Dich" ("A Song
RKO Signs Adolph Walbruck
a German musical comAdolph Walbruck, Viennese star, for You"),
edy, with Louis Graveure, former
has been signed by S. J. Briskin to Metropolitan Opera star, in the
a long term contract under the RKO leading role, will have its American
Radio banner. Walbruck's first
work in American films will be the premiere at the 86th Street Casino
Picture is disstarring role in the Pandro S. Ber- Theater, tomorrow.
tributed by the Casino Film Exman production, "Michael Strogoff". change.
Walbruck is due in Hollywood the
middle of October.

Eugene Zukor to Coast

JOSEPH MOSKOWITZ returned to New
yesterday from the coast.

"Dodsworth" receipts for the opening day yesterday at the Rivoli surpassed the last two Goldwyn pictures, "Dark Angel" and "These
Three", by a considerable amount,
according to figures received at the
United Artists home office. Afternoon crowds continued to swell with
each performance.

Gillham on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Robert A. Gillham, director of publicity and advertising
for Paramount Pictures, is in Hollywood to confer with studio executives on sales and advertising campaigns for the several top-bracket
productions now either editing or before the cameras.

MR.

GARY COOPER, on completion of
in Paramount's "The Plainsman," flies
York from the coast on a business and
trip. On his return to Hollywood he

his role
to New
pleasure
will ap-

GREGORY RATOFF, who came east on a hurried trip and incidentally made a couple of
personal appearances at the Roxy in conjunction with his 20th-Fox film, "Sing, Baby, Sing,"
leaves this evening by plane on his return to
the coast.
GUSTAVE MACHATY. stage director for MG-M, arrives in New York today on the Paris.
CLIFFORD M. PENNEY and WALTER A.
BLUNT are accompanying PAUL HOEFLER, who
sailed yesterday on the Queen Mary for
Africa to make a feature and some shorts for
Warners.
has

BERT LAHR is at the Warwick, where he
taken
an apartment
for the Winter.

MAJOR NATHAN LEVINSON of Warners has
RAD.
taken an apartment at the Warwick for the
Winter, as have LEW BROWN and CON CONDORIS NOLAN, accompanied by her sister
Gladys, leaves New York tomorrow for Universal City to play a lead role in "Top of
the Town." She has been appearing in the
Broadway
stage play, "Arrest
that Woman."
JOHN DAWSON, Universal contract player,
left New
York
yesterday
for Hollywood.
JAMES R. GRAINGER, general sales manager for Universal, leaves Los Angeles today
for Dallas, where he will confer on booking
deals in southwest territory and attend the
centennial exposition. He returns to home
office early next week.
EDWARD GOLDEN, general sales manager of
Chesterfield-Invincible, returned to New York
yesterday
from
Detroit.
BETTY FURNESS and her mother, MRS.
FLORENCE
FURNESS,
are at the Lombardy.
ANDRE

KOSTELANETZ
morrow for Hollywood.

leaves by plane to-

F. KOLK of Universal left by plane yesterday for Hollywood.
MRS. IRVING
Hollywood.

BERLIN

leaves Sunday

for

EDWARD ALPERSON leaves New York Saturday for the coast.
MRS. EDWARD ALPERSON returns to New
York Oct. 12 on the Normandie.
MARC

CONNELLY

sailed yesterday on

the

Queen
Mary
for England.
CHARLES GRIBBON of Lloyds Film Storage
is back from abroad.

•••••••••*•*••*•••*
6 PLANES

TO

CALIFORNIA

United— Fastest, Shortest from the
East to most Pacific Coast cities —
Now offers 6 departures daily, including- the OVERNIGHTER to Los
Angeles — 58
SanE. Francisco.
Tickets:
42nd St., MU 2-7300
U N I TED
AIR
LINES

***•••*•**•*•*•••*•
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Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer

has rolled another NATURAL!

WE LET THE BOX-OFFICE
PROVE IT FIRST! THE
DEVIL IS A SISSY IS GREAT!
Rushing you the Actual Campaign used by the Ohio Theatre, Columbus. You, too,
practical ticket-selling suggestions!
will do swell business by following these
ADVERTISING

PLAN:

To get across to the public the fact that this great M-G-M
attraction is highly dramatic adult entertainment played by
an all 'round excellent cast with equal pictorial emphasis
for all characters, juvenile and adult. (See ad on opposite
page.) To publicize the attraction as one of the important
productions of this year. Those who have seen the picture
will agree that the most enthusiastic promotion is fully
justified.

ADVANCE

WORK:

This picture will return abundant profits to those showmen
who realize the merit W the attraction and establish it far
in advance by an early and constant plugging. Plant stories
far in advance. Use the teaser trailer two weeks ahead,
followed by the regular trailer. Put a sincere notice in your
lobby. Use the radio for announcements. Every form o(
advance work will repay you handsomely.

SPECIAL SCREENING:
On Tuesday prior to Friday opening a special projection
room screening was held for Governor Davey, Mayor
Gesseman, Domestic Relations Judge and staff, heads of
parent and teachers groups, representative ministers, radio
commentators and critics. The value of the advance screening for this picture is incalculable and should definitely be
part o{ your campaign. It affords opportunity for the news
to get about and even those who ordinarily prefer to have
the critics in the theatre will be safe in making an exception. The picture speaks for itself.

GIANT

INVITATION:

On opposite page is reproduction of the world's largest
invitation (8 by 15 feet). It was carried by eight Postal
Telegraph boys through downtown section to the Mayor's
office. In addition to attention from pedestrians, it was
photographed by newspapers.

PUBLICITY:
Recognizing the importance of newspaper attention the
Ohio Theatre sought and received special press cooperation. Plenty of art and photos; special stories; 8-coIumn
streamers were obtained for review pages; art on Cooper
appeared in Junior Aviation sections; an original feature by
local writer on the development of the three boys with this
picture marking a turning point in their dramatic screen
careers; feature story on W. S. Van Dyke and his amazing
succession of hit pictures; interview with head of Domestic
Relations Court, etc.

ACTIVITY:
Contests: Columbus Citizen used three day classified contest with art. Preceded by teaser ad. Readers asked to
match up characters the three boys played with the pictures
they appear in. Cash awards and guest tickets. Contest
plugged also via telephone by girl ad solicitors. Columbus
Journal also ran classified ad contest.
Comment Cards: Distributed at theatre and comments
of patrons used for publicity stories and as ad quotes.
Sermons: Ministers and rabbi based Sunday sermon on
picture. One used title of picture and announced it through
mails.
Cartoonist: Harry Keyes of Citizen, used title and idea
of picture in "Passing Show" section.
Co-op ads: Insurance Company tie-up 3 cols. full.
STUNTS:
Bannered sound truck eight hours daily week in advance.
30-second announcements between musical numbers. Covered Columbus and suburbs.
Stilt walker in downtown streets.
Book marks in public libraries and schools.
Imprinted aprons on downtown newsboys.
Distributed 15,000 imprinted napkins to restaurants, soda
fountains, etc.
Rubber-stamped restaurant menus.
Covered town with window tie-ups, stills, etc.
10,000 teaser cards distributed in hotels and downtown
section.
10,000 stickers placed on good downtown locations, in
neighborhoods, by leading food markets, etc.
Special banners on 6 trucks of Peck News Agency.

RADIO:
Spot flash announcements 5 times daily on four stations
for full week. Advance preview on WHKC and WOSU.
Plugged on commercial over WBNS.
Contest over title used by WCOL.

TRAILERS:
Teaser trailer used week in advance and regular trailer
shown full week at both Ohio and Broad Theatre.

AD CAMPAIGN:
Started with teaser on title, worked into big space ads, one
of which is reproduced on opposite page.
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6 FOREIGN COUNTRIES
PLAYING DUAL BILLS

COCALIS TO TAKE OVER
JACK SPRINGER HOUSES

(Continued from
m Page 1)

signing
just occurred
prior
tolast Springer's
death, which
Saturday
at
the
Polyclinic
Hospital,
NewYork.

10 Cities Get Special Sound
For "Romeo and Juliet" Run
nimued from Page 1)

sound horns of the Douglas Shearer
Sound System, as a result of the
eastern trip of Douglas Shearer,
sound head at the M-G-M Studios.
All were installed under the supervision of Shearer or his associates
for
showings
of "Romeo
Juliet".
Cities in which
the new and
equipment
was installed include Montreal, Boston, Pittsburgh, Washington, D. C,
Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo and St. Louis.

Filmack Trailer Raises Pay
Chicago — Salary increases running from 10 to 15 per cent have
been given by Filmack Trailer Co.
This marks the second raise in pay
this year. Irving Mack, president
of the firm, says business has been
running well ahead of 1935 and indications are for continued improvement as exhibitors are becoming
more exploitation minded than ever
before.

• •
• THE PUBLISHER of this estimable paper gave a
coming-out party and a going-away party at one and the same
time
no doubt being influenced by that celebrated Coming
and Going dep't in the industry's indispensable gazette that you
peruse avidly daily we hope
it was a luncheon at
the Cinema Club
by way of farewell to Don Carle Gillette,
the present editor . .and welcoming Chester Bahn, his successor
T
▼
T
• •
• THE LUNCHEON was strictly a family affair for
the staff of the paper
and everybody sat around politely
and waited till the publisher made the Coming and Going announcement and then everybody said "A-a-h!" in great
surprise just as if they hadn't known about it for the past several weeks
Showmen to the last, every one of 'em
• • • IT SEEMS that Don Gillette has got a stage play
off his system. ... and what's more to the point, he got Capitalists to back his play and put the dough up in the bank
so he automatically becomes a Playwright-Producer, and Big
Business Exec all with one sweep of his typewriter
after
his play goes over as a big Broadway hit it is quite possible
that he might organize a producing company to handle the
screen play. ... and give a lot of you guys jobs
stranger
things have happened in the film biz
but it's a grand break
for Don
and everybody is wishing him the success that
should go with being a grand guy with exceptional ability but so
often doesn't in this dizzy biz

Warner Club Golf Tourney
Second annual golf tournament of
the Warner Club will take place Oct.
10 at the Rivervale Country Club,
Rivervale, N. J. A committee composed of Harold S. Bareford, Louis
Aldrich, Jerry Keyser, Ernie Ullberg and E. J. Werner is handling
the details of the affair.

Charles Gribbon Returns
Charles Gribbon of Lloyds Film
Storage and Progress Films has returned to New York after three
months in England looking over the
film situation and completing arrangements for the handling of all
rights toon thethecompany's
shorts
continent.features and

WESTERN

MASS.

Academy of Music, Northampton,
reopens Sunday after a summer
shutdown.
William Powell, advertising director of Western Massachusetts Theaters, presided at a meeting of the
circuit's managers in Springfield.
George P. Barber, Garden Theater, Greenfield, and Katherine A.
Bellows, Enterprise Accessories,
were married Tuesday.
The Capitol, Monson, has reopened after alterations.
Herman C. Bamberger is managing the Victory, Holyoke, having
been transferred from the Paramount, North Adams.
The New Majestic, West Springfield, has inaugurated a special after-school matinee on Wednesdays
at 2:30.

Page

\)

average performance. This is 1,000
Italy.
meters more than either Germany or

• •
• AS FOR
Chester Bahn, the incoming editor, he
needs no introduction
for years he has been the motion
picture editor of the Syracuse Herald
a cinema expert who
has always displayed a keen and intelligent interest in and
knowledge of the trade side of the motion picture
a writer
who has championed the industry instead of picking flaws and
acting superior about it as so many film editors do
Chester Bahn was the first newspaper editor to adopt the Film
Daily annual Ten Best poll, and build it up as a local feature
he is personally known to scores of film execs in all departments of the industry
pardon all this family gossip
but after all, a Coming and Going squib about Editors
IS important
T
T
T
• •
• AND WAS Joe Moskowitz brimming over
thu-siasm yesterday
as he returned to New
heated up over the Quintuplets pix being made by 20th
Fox at the coast . . .Mister Moskowitz has been with
working with the famous babes at Callendar, Ontario

with enYork all
Centurythe unit

• •
• THAT FOG that enveloped New York yesterday
was nothing but a publicity stunt for "Lost Horizon"
as Jack Cohn sailed away on the Queen Mary
and we hope
the guy who left this item on our desk didn't mean that Jack
sailed away in a fog about the production
for according
to all the scouts it is in the clear as a b.o. smash

T
•

T

T

•

• A PROUD daddy is Sigmund S. Maitles of the editorial dep't of National Screen Service, with Robert Harold
arriving Sept. 20 at the Peck Memorial Hospital in Brooklyn . . .
• The first television test ever tried on an airliner, with Baird
Television installing a televisor on the Royal Dutch airliner
flying over London
the apparatus picked up a G-B newsreel and portions of three motion pix featuring Jessie Matthews
... • Mickey Mouse's birthday will be celebrated with two
programs over NBC short wave station on Sept. 28. .... .

«

«

«

»

»

»

The International Film Congress
has declared itself in favor of the
single feature program and will ento work
end. toward accomplishment ofdeavorthis

Koplar Gets $32,487 Bill
For St. Louis Litigation
(Continued from Page

1)

in connection with suits filed in 1931
by Koplar and others seeking appointment ofa receiver for Skouras
Bros. Enterprises, at that time controlled by Warners.

Patent Ruling Upsets
Indep't Sound Firms
Federal court ruling upholding
Erpi and Western Electric contention that General Talking Pictures
has infringed amplifier patents
owned by those companies is causing alarm to independent projection
machine manufacturers who fear action may be taken against them.

New House for Charleston
Charleston, S. C. — The Academy
of Music is to be wrecked and it is
probable that a new theater will be
erected on its site by Pastime
Amusement Co. Albert Sottile, president of the company, has been in
conference with local architects and
contractors regarding the proposed
change, it is reported.

ST. LOUIS
"The Great Ziegfeld" has gone
into a third week at Loew's Theater,
which raised prices to 36-65 cents
for this attraction. "Swing Time"
also is a holdover at the Orpheum.
Bill Griffin, former manager of
the Rodgers Theater, Cairo, 111., was
recently promoted to general circuit
film booker for the Rodgers circuit,
managed by Carson W. Rodgers.
Charles T. Lehning succeeds Griffin
at the Cairo house.
Jame.i Winn, Grand National divisitor. vision sales manager, was a recent
William Schneider, formerly of
New York, has joined the Fanchon
& Marco organization here.
American Theater opens its new
season Sept. 27 with a roadshowing
of "Romeo and Juliet."
Al Thompson, former assistant to
"Roxy" at the Capitol, New York,
will manage the Club Lotus in the
old Victoria Theater building.
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JVLillions nave read this phenomenal best-seller!
1 lie play ran lor 16 M.ONTHS

on .Broadway, witn capacity nouses to the very end

. . . sale ol tickets liad to be stopped to give members

ol tne cast a mucli needed rest . . .

tnen tne stage producer was deluged witn requests to re -open it and tne play ran lor an
ADDITIONAL

6 MONTHS... a total of 22 MONTHS

THEN IT PLAYED TO RECORD

or nearly TWO

YEARS!

BUSINESS IN 37 KEY CITIES/

Philadelphia

Buffalo

JDes JVloines

Austin

Atlanta

Baltimore

.Rochester

.Denver

Jvnoxville

W ashington

oacramento

Boston

Cleveland
Chicago

Ft. Worth
Oklahoma City

Oan Jrancisco

1 ulsa

.N ashville

Pittsburgh

Cincinnati

-Los Angeles

Little Rock

Indianapolis

1 oronto

-Milwaukee

Oan Antonio

iVlemphis

Detroit

JVan.sas City

.Houston

Birmingham

Columbia

New

XTaven

Louisville

Ot. Louis
Toledo

BUT!
Ine picture will be an even greater box-oliice factor than the play!
because

. . . the star, W alter Huston has a perlect co-star

because

in Xvuth

Chatterton, ana a strong

Oinclair Lewis and Oidney Howard

supporting cast in Paul

. . . tne

same

combination . . . Oatnuel

gave you tne unlorget-

Lukas and JVlary Astor.

table box-oliice success

because

because. . .WiHiamWyle^wno directed" Tnese Three",
one ol the outstanding pictures of the year . . . will score

. . . ihe production values that Oamuel Ooldwyn

has given the picture far exceed those ol the play.

again with
because

Dodsworth

Arrowsmitn

(jroldwyn,

.

.

. . . the screen gives a broader range and scope to

the vast canvas painted by America s loremost novelist,

because . . . with every company in the business bidding

XNobel Prize Winner

lor it, oamuel Ooldwyn

Oinclair .Lewis . . . and because the

Pulitzer Prize Winner,

Oidney Howard,

transcends the

paid the highest price in recent

years lor this valuable literary property.

limitations ol the stage in his screen adaptation.

because.
because

. . . tbe name ol Oinclair .Lewis has blazed across

the front pages
It

ol

V^an t Happen

known

the world
Here

with

his startling

. . . making

to untold millions.

¥

him

new novel

a personality

. . no picture has ever received the mighty

box-ojjice build-up that this picture has received...
your audiences are waiting for it eagerly. It is one
of the most
ever make.

W

certain box-office investments you

will

HERE IS A PICTURE MARKED FOR GREATNESS!

RUTH CHATTERTON
PAUL LUKAS • MARY ASTOR
DAVID NIVEN

SCREEN

PLAY

BY S 1 J U t "j

DIRECTED BY WILLIAM
Released

HoWClrd
WYLER

thru

sified Sinclair Lewis' worldfamous story in every shade
and force of the startling
original which took the
country by storm over the
past seven years! Its gripping realism, its universal
appeal ... all that made
millions cheer it as a book
and a play will bring a new
thrillscreen
as it! sweeps across
the
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Reviews o% the, Hew T-UUn^
'DON'T

PRESENT"

with Joan
Bennett,
Cary Grant, George
Bancroft, Conrad
Nagel, Gene
Lockhart
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Paramount
80 mins.
COMEDY LOADED WITH LAUGHS
SHOULD PLEASE ALL TYPES OF AUDIENCES.
As a laugh-loaded gay piece of lunacy,
B. P. Schulberg's comedy should be swell
entertainment for any regular audience. The
start may be slow, but proceedings pick up
quickly and once started move at a mad
pace with plenty of goofy happenings, but
it's all very enjoyable. Joan Bennett and
Cary Grant do some grand trouping aad
with such ace comedians as Gene Lockhart,
Edward Brophy, and William Demarest, it's
all a lot of fun. Other important characters
are George Bancroft, Conrad Nagel, Inez
Pratt. Paul Gallico's
Courtney and Purnell hilarious
situations and
original is filled with
bright. Although
and
flip
is
(he dialogue
the story is another newspaper yarn and
one can well foresee the outcome, the gags
and the novel manner of handling make it
such enjoyable entertainment. Much credit
should go to Richard Wallace, the director,
for his handling of this fast and furious,
somewhat nutty farce. Joan and Cary, a
couple of ace reporters full of the devil,
are at the marriage license bureau. Cary
pulls one of his gags and in the meantime
the office closes. Joan realizes that Cary
has no sense of responsibility, and they
continue on as real good pals. Their screwy
antics cause George Bancroft, the editor, to
resign and Cary replaces him. In his new
job, he does an about face, and Joan walks
out. Cary can't stand the humdrum of
regular living, especially without Joan and
he follows her to New York. She is engaged to Conrad Nagel, a writer of success
stories, and Cary tries to convince her such
a marriage would be a mistake. With the
help of William Demarest, who wishes to
be of service to repay Cary for having saved
him from drowning, Cary gets the fire department, the police, ambulances and whatnot to come to a supposed fire. The fire
bell brings Joan to the realization that it
is Cary that she really loves.
Cast: Joan Bennett, Cary Grant, George
Bancroft, Conrad Nagel, Gene Lockhart,
William Demarest, Inez Courtney, Edward
Brcphy, Purnell Pratt, Douglas Wood, George
Meeker, John Henry Allen, George Offerman Jr. Damon Ford, Heine Conklm, Billy
Engel Ray Hansen, Jack Mulhall, Cy Ring,
Charles Williams, Marshall Ruth, Eddie
Phillips, Allen Fox.

Producer, B P. Schulberg; Director, Richard Wallace; Author, Paul Gallico; Screenplay, Joseph Anthony; Cameraman, Leon
Shamroy; Editor, Robert Bischoff; Recording
Engineer, Jack Goodrich; Art Directors,
Hans Drier and Earl Hedrick; Assistant Director, Ray Lissner.
Photography, Excellent
Direction, Speedy

Hungarian

ft n

Film

Holds

"Az Uj Foldesur" ("The New
Landlord"), Hungarian historical
romance, is being held over for another week at the newly opened Modern Playhouse, Third Avenue and
81st St.

with
RKO

TURN

Lewis

EM

Stone, James
Bruce Cabot

LOOSE"
Gleason,

Radio

67

mins.

STRONG GANGSTER PICTURE HITTING PAROLE SYSTEM CARRIES SUSPENSE AND PUNCH FOR ACTION FANS.
This is a natural for the houses that cater
to the action fans. It is crammed with
shock surprises and thrill situations. It
makes Bruce Cabot as the gangster a very
cold-blooded killer, but gets over the point
that the parole system is abused and the
public imperilled by letting killers out to
repeat their crimes. Lewis Stone plays the
part of the influential citizen who is appointed head of the local parole board, not
knowing that his son who leads a sort of
Jekyll and Hyde life has just been sent up
for a robbery under an assumed name.
Bruce Cabot, the son, has one of
his gang cover his prison absence by sending postcards from abroad to his folks.
James Gleason is the hardboiled plainclothes man who keeps on the trail of
Cabot, knowing he is the wanted killer
if he can ever pin one of a series of murders
on him. Finally Cabot comes up for parole,
and is brought before the board which consists of a group of idealists who want to

"LA

KERMESSE

HEROIQUE"

("Carnival In Flanders")
(In French with English Titles)
American Tcbis
95 mins.
HILARIOUS FRENCH FARCE STUDDED
WITH TOP-FLIGHT ACTING AND DIRECTION THAT WILL SCORE WITH
AMERICAN
AUDIENCES.
Packed with clever acting by principals
and supporting cast, hilarious comedy and
sparkling French dialogue that flashes in
crisply translated English titles, this feature that won Grand Prize of the French
Cinema and the gold medal of the Venice
International Exposition of Cinematography
is an outstanding photoplay that will delight
American audiences. Equipped with straightforward story, expert direction, costuming
and settings, it deals with happening in
Belgian town of Boom during early 17th
century. The mayor, although his daughter loves a young artist, betrothes her to
a local butcher. Then come the dreaded

Spaniards under their Duke to Boom. Townfok, especially the mayor and his henchmen, are panic-stricken fearing atrocities.
To prevent outrages and pillage, the frightened mayor feigns death, hoping the ruse will
stay the lust and fury of the approaching
soldiers. His heroic wife organizes the
women of Boom and they give the Spaniards such hospitable welcome that the Duke
grant it. Stone opposes it. Then the prisoner is brought in, and Stone realizes his and they are delighted. While the mayor
own son has brought the parole problem is unsuccessfully carrying out the death
home to him tragically. He is forced to hoax, his wife vamps the Duke and fixes
agree, as the prisoner threatens to dis- matters so daughter weds the artist. Jacques
grace the family by an expose. The climax Feyder's direction is brilliant, as are the
hits with gaspy thrills as the father kills performances of the stars in this fast-moving, fascinating farce that is easily the best
his own son to prevent him killing Gleason, the detective who has trapped him in screen entertainment that has come out of
another attempted murder while on parole. foreign studios in many a moon.
Cast: Francoise Rosay, Alerme, Jean
Cast: Lewis Stone, James Gleascn, Bruce
Cabot, Lcuise Latimer, Betty Grable, John Murat, Louis Jouvet, Lynne Clevers, Micheline Cheirel, Maryse Wendling, Ginette
Arledge, Frank M Thomas, Grace Bradley,
Gordon Jones, Harry Jans, Nella Walker, Gaubert, Marguerite Duccuret, Bernard
Lancret, Alfred Adam, Pierre Labry, Arthur
Maxine Jennings, Addison Randall.
Devere, Marcel Carpentier, Alexander
Producer, Robert Sisk; Director, Ben
D'Arcy, Claude Saint Val, Delphin.
Stoloff; Author, Ferdinand Reyher; ScreenDirector, Jacques Feyder; Story, Charles
play, Harry Segal I; Editor, William Morgan;
Spaak;
Screenplay, Bernard Zimmer; CamCameraman, Jack MacKenzie.
eraman, Harry Stradling; Editor, Martin
Lewis.
Direction, Very Good Photography, The
Direction, Brilliant. Photography, Good
Best.

PITTSBURGH
George Tyson is back on the job
managing the Harris-Alvin, following a summer's leave of absence.
The Liberty Theater switched to a
first-run policy this week.
Harry Bernstein of the Columbia
exploitation staff is in town doing
advance work on "Craig's Wife."
C. J. Latta, Warner's district manager, is back from New York where
he served as delegate at the annual
convention of the Warner Club.
Blood transfusions were given to
fhe ailinsr Al Barnett, manager of
"hiefs.
Universal here, by several exchange
•ti-o \lvin returns to single bills
on Friday.

Joe E. Brown in

Francoise Rosay, Alerme, Jean Murat, Louis
Jouvet in

LINCOLN
Martin Coopersmith, ad handyman with Lincoln Theaters Corp.
and nephew of its owner, J. H.
Cooper, is back on the job after six
weeks spent with his parents at
Milford, Del.

"POLO

with

JOE"

Carol

Hughes,
Richard "Skeets" Gallagher, Joseph King, George
E. Stone
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

Warner Bros.
WRITTEN

AND

DIRECTED

THE
BROWN
FANS,
THROUGHOUT.

HITS

62 mins.
TO

PLEASE

THE

MARK

This will have no trouble pleasing the
Joe E. Brown fans. This time Joe poses
as a polo expert — in
His aunt, Fay Holden,
welcomes him to her
he falls in love with

fact, a 10-goal man.
an Alice Brady type,
country club set, and
Carol Hughes, a polo

enthusiast. Carol's sweetheart, Gordon Elliott, is the villain in the case and is convinced that Joe is bluffing as to his playing. Carol's father, Joseph King, insists
that Joe play on his team — and Joe has
himself "kidnaped" on the day of the big
game. However, he is found by King and
rushed to the polo field. His trusty aide,
Skeets Gallagher, has him equipped with an
inflated auto tube, and astride his horse,
Joe bounces to victory. Of course, he also
wins Carol. William McGann has handled
the comedy well. Peter Milne and Hugh
Cummings, who did the screenplay, concocted some good gags.
Cast: Joe E Brown, Carol Hughes, Richard "Skeets" Gallagher, Jcseph King, Gordon Elliott, Fay Holden, George E. Stone,
Olive Tell, David Newell. Milton Kibbee,
Frank Orth, John Kelly, Charles Foy.
Director, William McGann; Screenplay,
Peter Milne, Hugh Cummings; Cameraman,
L William O'Connell; Editor, Clarence
Kolster.
Direction, Good
Photography, Go:d

FOREIGN
"LE BARBIER DE SEVILLE" ("The Barber of Seville"), in French; produced by
Hakim; directed by Jean Kemm; with Andre
Bauge, Jean Galland, et al.; at the Cinema
de Paris.
In addition to Rossini's "Barber of Seville", this musical production embraces
Mozart's "Marriage of Figaro", the combination making an enjoyable bill for music
lovers.
Production is creditable all around.

More Expedition Films
Contingent upon success of its
"urrent picture, "The Human Adventure," the Oriental Institute of
the University of Chicago is said to
be planning further films based on
romantic scientific findings by their
several archaeological expeditions
now operating in the Near East. At
present, the Institute is maintaining
no sound camera crews in the field,

Vaude is in now at the Orpheum
for the remainder of the season for
three days a week.
E. A. Patchen has worked out a
gag with the Sunday Journal and limiting present activities to shootStar here conducting a movie ques- :ng still-photos to form basis for fution box in the lobby. Patrons drop
the questions in the box when they ure production topics and locales.
attend the theater and they're an- The film has brought from its theswered in the next week's issue of
atrical and non-theatrical bookings
the paper.
to date a total of some $30,000.

THE
12

BROADWAY 1ST-RUNS
USE 400 FILMS A YEAR
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A "JUttU" fun* "Ms"

By RALPH WILK
ing in Little Theaters in Iowa and
HOLLYWOOD
{.Continued from Page 1)
Texas, and then had done some ra/^HARLES
LAMONT
directed
Redio singing in Chicago.
Capitol, Rivoli, Strand, Rialto, Roxy,
^ public's "Bulldog Edition." His
Paramount and the newly opened name
▼
T
V
was inadvertently omitted
Criterion, the Palace plays a week- from the recent review of the picCora Witherspoon has been borrowed by RKO Radio from M-G-M
ly first-run in conjunction •with a ture.
»
T
T
subsequent run picture, with occato play the role of Patty in Sir
sional temporary changes of rouWith production getting under James Barries "Quality Street" now
tine, while the Globe on Broadway
way
on the new First National pic- getting under way with Katharine
also plays major and independent
ture, "Another Dawn," Herbert Hepburn starred.
first-runs on a weekly change basis.
T
T
T
Mundin
has been given an imporHouses playing foreign-language
tant role in the film.
Edward
Gross,
associate
producpictures are not counted in.
T
T
T
er on Sol Lesser's "Rainbow on the
Ray McCarey, Paramount con- River," has left by plane for Imperial Valley, where he will make a
tract director, has been assigned to
Harry Sherman To Do
flying trip over the valley seeking
guide production on "Coast to location
spots for the picture. Gross
12 More For Para. Coast," by Fred Knudtsen. William
be back at his RKO-Pathe
Lackey will produce. George Wagg- will
studios office on Thursday,
(Continued from Page 1)
ner is writing the screen play.
Y
T
▼
which began last year. William Boyd
Bertram Millhauser and Louis
is starred in the series. Sherman
George R. Batcheller of Chesterup a cast of important
has just completed "Hopalong Cas- Borell have been added to the M- namesfield is lining
for his current production,
G-M roster of scenarists. The formsidy
Returns",
first
in
the
new
group
of releases.
er will adapt an S. S. Van Dine "House of Secrets." Batcheller has
story, title to be announced
later. just signed Leslie Fenton to star
in the picture, and Muriel Evans
T
T
T
CONNECTICUT
will be seen opposite him. Miss
"Exposure," an original story
with a medical angle by Dr. Frank Evans just completed the feminine
The meeting of the Independent J. Clancy and William J. Murphy, lead in Batcbeller's recent production, "Missing Girls," which starred
has been purchased for pictures by
M. P. T. 0. group has been post- Metro.
Roger Pryor.
poned until next Tuesday.
▼
Y
▼
▼
▼
T
Harry Shaw, Loew-Poli division
Sara Haden and Maude Eburne
manager, has appointed Edward
Following completion of five fea- have been added to the cast of "ReDolan, former Lyric, Bridgeport
ture pictures, Douglas MacLean Prounion," the Dionne Quintuplets' secductions will transfer activities to
manager, to the post of College,
ond starring picture for 20th CenNew Haven, assistant. The Lyric,
tury-Fox.
the
Orient
where
the
film,
"China,"
Y
Y
Y
usually reopened by Loew's during will be made.
September, is still dark, and may
t
t
v
Arthur Treacher, Julius Tannen
remain so until the roadshow enJeannette MacDonald and Allan and Paul McVey have been assigned
Jones, who both contributed to the by 20th Century-Fox to featured
"Romeo and Juliet."
Broadway,gagement ofNorwich, Warner Bros,
appeal of "Rose Marie," are roles in Shirley Temple's "Stowhouse, closed for the summer, has vocal
announced by M-G-M for roles in
reopened.
T
T
T
Firefly," the Friml musical
Harris Bros, have again post- "The
romance which is on the list of new
His
term
starring
contract
with
poned opening date of the State season productions.
Paramount
signed and sealed, Bob
away."
Theater, Hartford, from Sept. 26.
T
T
T
Burns is set for a stellar role with
The Moosup Theater, running on
Billie Burke, Edmund Gwenn and Bing Crosby in the latter's next
a full-week schedule during the
"Waikiki Wedding,"
summer, has been reduced to four Brandon Tynan have been named production
which A. Edward Sutherland will
for featured roles in "Parnell," direct.
days a week.
adaptation of the play of the same
Arthur L o c k w o o d's Middlesex
Y
Y
Y
Theater, Middletown, will reopen name which Metro will place in
Two new stories are in preparaproduction in the near future with
Sunday.
Clark Gable and Joan Crawford cotion for Edward Finney's next Westerns for Grand National, starring
starred.
Tex
Ritter. Sherman Lowe is writT
T
T
FORT WORTH
ing "Call Me Arizona" which goes
Starting date of Douglas MacLean's "Twenty-three and a Half into production in three weeks, and
The Palace, Interstate first-run
Leave," has been deferred Robert Emmett is preparing an ortheater which has been closed since Hours
until Nov. 1. Originally intended
iginal entitled "Heading for the Rio
June being remodeled at a cost of as the first picture in the current
Y
Y
Y
about $20,000, has its formal open- schedule for Grand National release,
Casting of twelve important roles
ing tomorrow night. The new theater shooting will follow the James Cag- Grande."
is only one in town with cold drink ney vehicle "Great Guy," with John in Republic's first all-color picture
stand, also only one here with air- Blystone directing. MacLean ex- are announced. They are: Sig Ruconditioned box-office. Theater now
plained that the delay was due to mann, Ferdinand Munier, Slim Whitseats 1,500. Prices will be 15 and his desire to further develop a mu- aker, Charles Stevens, Chris King
25 cents matinees and 25 and 35
sical novelty arrangement in the Martin, Carlos de Valdez, Yakima
cents at night, a slight increase over romantic war comedy. Sammy Canutt, Pascale Perry, Jack Kirke,
Stept and Ted Koehler are writing Vinegar Roan, George Flues and
former prices. Harry Gould is man- the
songs.
Henry Morris. Heather Angel and
ager.
Bob Livingston have the leading
Barry Burke, formerly manager
T
T
T
of the Palace and now in charge of
Kay Marlow, the youthful singer roles, and Wells Root will direct.
Y
Y
Y
a group of theaters in Minneapolis, and actress who made her screen
Raymond Friedgen has started
is spending part of his vacation debut as the daughter in "Dodshere this week.
worth," has been signed to a long production in Pensacola, Fla., on his
Pierre C. Levy, city manager of term contract by RKO Radio. Only first Grand National picture, "Killthe five Interstate theaters here, six months ago a screen career was
ers of the Sea," starring Captain
has moved his office to the Palace far away from Miss Marlow. She Wallace Caswell. Several weeks will
Theater.
be
spent
in Florida waters filming
had received some dramatic
trainr

t

▼

COLUMBIA 1,100 AHEAD
ON SEASON ACCOUNTS
{Continued

from

Page

1)

been signed, according to Montague.
Columbita has now closed with all
the major circuits.
Columbia expects to garner 9,000
contracts this season.

SEATTLE
Imperial Pictures Co. is a new
corporation formed here to deal in
motion pictures. It is capitalized
at $50,000 and Robert B. Walkinshaw, E. H. Shanstrom and Lewis
L. Steadman are the incorporators.
James Hone has returned to his
Seattle offices after a trip into East
Washington. Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Cochrane of the Brook Theater,
Snoqualmie,
were on Seattle's film
rialto
this week.
"My Man Godfrey" has gone a
third week at the Music Box.

fights with sharks and sword-fish,
which is Caswell's specialty. The
other members of the cast will be
signed in New York, together with
a crew of a schooner which will
cruise the Florida reefs.
Y

Y

Y

▼

T

T

Joyce Compton has been cast for
an important comedy role in "The
Country Gentlemen," the Olsen and
Johnson
feature comedy which is
now before the cameras. Ivan Miller, Olin Howland and Wade Boteler
are prominently cast in this feature.
Ralph Staub is directing.
Herbert Rawlinson has been cast
in "Robinson Crusoe of Clipper
Island," a serial and feature picture which co-stars Mala and Mamc.
Other additions to the cast were
Ralph McCollough, Harry Strang
and Lloyd Whitlock.
George Hassell and Alison Skipworth have been▼ selected
as the
T
T
■r,
comedy team for "White Hunter,"
now in production by 20th CenturyFox with Warner Baxter and June
Lang in the leading roles.
▼

▼

T

▼

▼

T

▼

t

▼

Pleased at the response of three
preview audiences to the showing
of his production for Paramount,
"Valiant Is the Word for Carrie,"
Wesley Ruggles has ordered his
latest directorial achievement
shipped to New York without making one alteration in the picture.
When
himself
in New
joined
Boles,
Ruggles

George Raft starts yelling
hoarse at the World's Series
York next week, he will be
by such cohorts as John
William LeBaron, Wesley
and Charles Bickford. Following the Series, Raft will start
on a personal appearance tour.
Charles R. Rogers, executive vicepresident of Universal in charge of
production, has assigned Isabel
Dawn and Boyce DeGaw to adapt
"Wings Over Honolulu," based on
Mildred Cram's forthcoming novel.
E. M. Asher will produce it.
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Upholds Musicians9 Right to Picket Theaters

AYLESWlRTH WILL DEVOTE ENTIRE TIME TO RKO
Theater Building Activity is Booming in Gulf Region
New

Houses
for Alabama,
Mississippi and
Louisiana

New Orleans — With two new
houses open, another about to open,
two more started and four additional planned, a minor building
boom is on in Mississippi, Alabama
and Louisiana.
Newly opened: Martin Circuit's
$40,000 Ritz at Brewton, Ala.;
Solomon Brothers' house at Columbia, Miss.

Donald Romain's
shortly: La.
Opening
at Jackson,
house
Started: Martin Circuit's theater
(Continued

on

Page

7)

NEW SALES RECORD
FOR EDUCATIONAL
Number of accounts already sold
on its 1936-37 program indicates
that Educational will set a new sales
mark this year, said E. W. Hamyesterday. Hampresident,
mons, stated
mons
that his new series,
"Gags and Gals," is going big.

Release Dates Are Set
On Six GB Productions
National release dates have been
se ton six new GB productions, as
follows: Oct. 1, "Everything Is
Thunder," co-starring Constance
Bennett, Douglass Montgomery,
Oscar Homolka; Oct. 15, "East
Meets West," starring George Arliss; Nov. 1, "The Man Who Lived
Again," with Boris Karloff; Nov.
Clive1,
withDec.
Exile,"
15, "Love
Vinson;
Helen
and In
Brook
"Everybody Dance," a Chuck Reisner musical production with songs
by Gordon and Revel; Dec. 15,
"Strangers on a Honeymoon," costarring Constance Cummings and
Hugh Sinclair.

MICHIGAN ALLIED UNIT M.P.T.O.A. TO RESUME
WILL MEET NOV. 4-5 TRADE PRACTICE TALKS
Detroit — Annual convention of
Allied Theaters of Michigan has
been set for Nov. 4-5 at the Hotel
Statler, it is announced by H. M.
Richey, general manager.

Hays Executive Meeting
Scheduled for Wednesday
Following arrival of Will H. Hays
in New York yesterday from the
coast, it was stated that the executive committee of the producer-distributor association will meet Wednesday to act on a program of routine business. The quarterly meeting of the board may not be held,
according to statement yesterday.
Hays spent part of day at a staff
meeting, his first in several months.

Resumption of talks with general
sales managers on the M. P. T. O. A.
trade pi-actices proposals is planned
by Ed Kuykendall, president of the
exhibitor association, when he arrives in New York late next week
from his home at Columbus, Miss.
Major distributor executives have
tentatively agreed to a number of
demands, including establishment of
local boards in each territory and
generally a 10 per cent cancellation
privilege, minus restrictions.

Robert A. Creier Named
20th-Fox Head in Germany
Robert A. Creier has been appointed 20th Century-Fox manager
in Germany, succeeding P. A.
Brinch, who has resigned. Creier is
in Berlin now.

Right of Musicians to Picket Houses
Is Upheld by Court in Test Action
pressed this view after Assistant
Right of Local 802, musicians'
union, to picket theaters in connec- District Attorney Irving Mendelson
pointed out that the picketing
tion with its drive to restore or- had
at the Capitol was not the usual
chestras in houses which formerly type of picketing, because the union
used them, even though the union was not on strike and that property
rights involving millions of dollars
is not on strike at the theaters, was were
effected.
upheld yesterday in West Side Court
The
prosecuting attorney said that
in two test cases involving the if the picketing
was upheld it might
Capitol and Criterion theaters. Re- lead to a situation where blacksmiths would begin picketing the
ports are that the theaters will aptheater. He intimated that the
peal from the decisions.
eering.
Magistrate McKinney, in dismiss- picketing smacked of labor racketing the cases against the pickets,
Magistrate McKinney observed
held that there "was something that musicians formerly had been
greater than property rights and employed at the theater and that
that was the right of organized they have a right to petition the
labor to picket."
The court ex- public on the matter.

M.

H. Aylesworth Gives
NBC Posts to Devote
Time to RKO

Up

M. H. Aylesworth has resigned as
vice-president and member of the
board of directors of National
Broadcasting Co., to devote his entire time to the duties of chairman
of RKO and its subsidiaries, RKO
Radio Pictures, Keith-Albee-Orpheum, and other units. The approaching reorganization of RKO
induced the move, said Aylesworth
in a statement yesterday.
Aylesworth resigned as president
of NBC last January to give his attention to the RKO chairmanship.
At the request of David Sarnoff,
president of RCA, the parent company of NBC, Aylesworth agreed
to serve temporarily as vice-chairman and a director of NBC, acting
in an advisory capacity on policies
of the broadcasting company.
The move whereby Aylesworth
becomes additionally active in the
RKO organization is interpreted in
some
quarters
as indicating that
(Continued on Page 7)

SOL EDWARDS JOINS
GRAND NAT'L STAFF
Appointment of Sol Edwards as
eastern sales manager for Grand
National was announced yesterday
by Carl M. Leserman, general sales
manager. Edwards resigned as a
sales executive at Educational to
assume his new post. He also was
at
one time with United Artists and
Universal.

Saenger Circuit Increases
Admissions in Meridian
Meridian, Miss. — The Saenger
Circuit, which recently acquired Al
Yoeman's local houses, has advanced
the Temple's scale to 44 cents, with
26 cents the new top in all others.
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vtc
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Low

• •issue• NEW
MOVIE
mag
Loew's Moviegoer
first
appears Oct. 1 in fifteen theaters of the Loew New
York circuit Oscar Doob's office figures that within a year
the mag will have a circulation
of 2,000,000
issued monthly,
it
will
not
supplant
Loew's
Weekly,
now
enjoying
1,000 000
circulation in its 25th year
▼
T
T

24
37%

4%
pfd.
17%
168

23%
37

• •
• THE NEW management of the 55th St. Playhouse
starts operations Oct. 1 headed by Martin J. Lewis
the
first attrack will be a return engagement of "La Maternelle"
... • Filmusic, Inc., rendering a comprehensive service to
producers in the preparation and adaptation of music to films,
is fortunate in securing Winston Sharpies to take charge of all
synchronization and recording
Winnie is aces in his line
as
he
proved
while
musical
director
for Van Beuren
. .'
• Charlie Collins begins a return engagement
Oct. Corp.
2 at .the
Roxy . . • Paul L. Hoefler, aboard the Queen Mary en route
to Africa to make pix for Warners, will present his "Voice of
India" to such celebrated passengers as Jack Cohn, John Hicks
of Paramount, John Masefield, poet laureate of England, and
Beryl Markham, the aviatrix ... • Nine radio broadcasting
factories put the air conditioning on "Nine Days a
last
nite throughout the South, with Modern Screen mag Queen"
sponsoring
and G-B not objecting even a li'l bit . . . • The Circus Saints
and Sinners Club holds its first luncheon of the season at the
Hotel Commodore on Sept. 29
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Sues Over "Scoundrel"

Trem Carr Buys Story

Saul Rogers, attorney, will insti- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Trem Carr has bought
tute suit in Supreme Sourt on behalf of Siegfried Cohen, author, rights to Ben Ames Williams' Satagainst Ben Hecht, Charles Macurday Evening Post serial, "Adventure's End," which will serve as
Arthur, Paramount and Brandt &
Brandt within the next few days John Wayne's third starring vehicle
by Carr for Universal release.
based on the contention that "The produced
Scoundrel," written by Hecht and
MacArthur, is a plagiarization of
Bead Joins Fawcett
Cohen's play "Wer Weint Un JuckHarry Hammond Beall has been
Brandt & Brandt are charged with appointed managing editor of Fawenack." induced Cohen to sell the cett
having
screen magazines, which include Motion Picture, Movie Classic,
movie rights to the play knowing
that Hecht and MacArthur had used Hollywood, Screen Book and Screen
it in "The Scoundrel." Setting aside Play. Beall has assumed charge of
of this transfer and an accounting the Hollywood office of the comof
the profits from "The Scoundrel" pany.
is asked.

Educational Election

SEPTEMBER

26

Antonio Moreno
Edmund
SEPTEMBER
Edmund
Gaston

Gwenn
27
Burns
Wyler

Re-election of President E. W.
Richard Halliday Promoted
Richard Halliday, who has been Hammons and all officers of Educational is slated to occur at the anfiction editor for Paramount in New
nual meeting of its stockholders
York, has been promoted to general
manager of the story department. Tuesday at 2.30 p. m. at the company's
headquarters in the ParaJohn Byram, now at the Coast, is
mount
building.
story editor in the East.

M-G-M Signs Gloria Swanson
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

West

Hollywood — Gloria Swanson has
signed an M-G-M contract to star
in three pictures to be made under
the
Jr. supervision of John Considine,

Coming and Going

MM3L

T
T
T
• • • NEW SERVICE inaugurated by Paramount's studio
...... handy handbooks of general information on their productions these are sent out to editors well in advance of release date
they are crammed with interesting data and
answer all the production questions a motion picture editor can
ask
on such topics as story, research, production, locations, sets, thumbnail biogs of the players
two of these
handbooks have been issued
on DeMille's "The Plainsman" and Frank Lloyd's "Maid of Salem"
▼
▼
T

FINANCIAL
NEW

tmiWsj&t*}
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Century Circuit Adding

Century Circuit, headed by A. H.
Schwartz, is understood taking over
the Lynbrook at Lynbrook and the
Valley at Valley Stream, both Long
Island houses. Theaters have been
operated by Skouras.

JACK CONNOLLY, vice president and general
manager of Pathe News, MRS. AD SCHULBERG
Theatrical agent and STUART SCHULBERG Los'
Angeles, are
the Paris today.among the outward bound on
FRED and PAULA STONE arrived in New York
Friday from Detroit for a family reunion.
REGIS TOOMEY in Pittsburgh today to see
Pitt, his alma mater, open the grid season.
GERTRUDE MICHAEL is in New York preparatory to sailing Wednesday on the Normandre.
She II do a film for British International.
ANITA COLBY, RKO Radio contract player
vacation.
leaves for Hollywood today, ending a New York
ANNE SHIRLEY arrives in New York tomorrow
from Hollywood on her first vacation.
has arrived
in
GLADYS
COOPER,
actress,
New

York

from

England.

RAY HENDERSON, composer, arrives in New
York
on Monday
aboard
the Normandie.
KEN HODKINSON, assistant to George W.
Weeks, GB general sales manager, traveling
through the west, has arrived in Denver. His
next stop is GB's San Francisco exchange.
ARTHUR LEE, GB vice president, leaves tomorrow by plane for Dallas on a sales trip
which will also take him to Atlanta, New
Orleans and Oklahoma
City.
SAM DEMBOW. general director of National
Screen Service, is back in New York from
Detroit and other mid-west cities.
BENNY FIELDS arrives in New York tomorrow night from Hollywood to conclude negotiations for Broadway stage appearance.
GERTRUDE ELLIOTT arrived in New York yesterday to begin rehearsals with Leslie Howard
in "Hamlet."
FRED NIBLO, director, is spending a few days
in New York.
ARLENE BORG, French motion picture actress
who arrived in New York this week, is enroute to Hollywood.
MORTON VAN PRAAG. sales manager for
National Screen Service, leaves New York early
next week for an extended business trip to
the west and southwest.
F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universal eastern sales
manager, and SIG WITTMAN, eastern district
nett.
manager, leave New York this morning for
PITTSBURGH to attend the funeral of Al BarARTHUR ISRAEL left New York last night
for 3 brief trip to Raleigh, returning Monday.
WESLEY RUGGLES, who is in New York from
Hollywood, remains East until after Oct. 7
when his latest picture, "Valiant is the Word
for Carrie," opens at the Paramount.
WILL H. HAYS returned to New York yesterday from the coast.
HENRY ARMETTA leaves New York today
for Hollywood to co-star with Charles Winninger in Universal'? "Music in the Park,"
which
George
Jessel wrote
and will direct.
ARTHUR LOEW sails today from Quebec for
London aboard the Empress of Britain.
JOHN BLYSTONE is in town from the coast.
Chicago. DOWNEY left by plane yesterday
for MORTON
wood.
MR. and MRS. F. MARTIN of the Wm. Morris Agency leave by plane Monday for HollyANDRE KOSTELANETZ
day for Hollywood.

left by plane yester-

Al Barnetr Dies
Pittsburgh— Al Barnett, 39, Universal exchange manager here for the last
two years, died at Montefiore Hospital
yesterday morning from toxic infection.
He came here from Buffalo, where he
served as a Universal salesman, and
was one of the most prominent figures
on film row. His wife survives him.
Funeral services take place tomorrow
or Monday, with home office and other
branch executives attending, including
F. J. A. McCarthy, Sig Wittman, Dave
Miller of Cleveland, Nate Sauber of
others.
Buffalo, Pete Dana of Albany and

HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION
THEATRE patrons desire enough
supplementary lighting for comfortable vision from the moment of
entrance. They are annoyed when
a dark theatre compels them to
stumble and grope blindly for their
seats.
High Intensity Projection permits
ample side lighting for a comfortable
level of general illumination. It improves the quality of black and
white projection and brings out the
full beauty and realism of color
productions.
INSTALL

•

HIGH

INTENSITY

IN YOUR

LAMPS

THEATRE

They Insure Sustained Patronage

NATIONAL HIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTOR CARBON COMBINATIONS

There is a High Intensity Lamp,
A.C. or D.C., for every theatre,
large or small.
There is a
National Projector Carbon
for every Projection Lamp.

D.C, High Intensity Lamps — Condenser Type
Positive Carbon
Negative Carbon
Amperes
120-130
%"or
A"x 9" National
13.6 mm. x 22" National High
Orotip Cored Projector
Intensity White Flame
140-160
^s" x 9" Extra Heavy Coated,
16 mm. x 20" National High
National Orotip Cored
Intensity White Flame
Projector
D.C, "High-Low,"
60-85

Reflector Arc Lamps

9 mm. x 20" National
"High-Low" White Flame

D.C, High Intensity Lamps
42-50
56-65

^"x 6" or 9" National
Orotip Cored Projector

with Non-rotating Positives

7 mm. x 12" SUPREX
8 mm. x 12" SUPREX

Cored
Cored

6 mm. x 9" SUPREX Cored
6.5 or 7 mm. x 9" SUPREX
Cored

A.C, High Intensity Lamps
60-65
75-80

7 mm. x 12" National Copper Coated A.C. High Intensity
8 mm. x 12" National Copper Coated A.C. High Intensity

PROJECTOR

CARBONS
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio
Unit of Union Carbide QJjj and Carbon Corporation
Branch Sales Offices
New York

•:-

Pittsburgh
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Chicago

*

San Francisco
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» « THEATER

IMPROVEMENT

Atlanta — Increased new construction and remodelling of theaters
throughout the Southeast indicates
the manner in which motion picture
theater interests in the section are
taking advantage of improved business conditions to expand and improve their properties. In Georgia,
the Ideal Theater at Ashburn is to
be completely remodeled to include
Vitaphone equipment, seats, a new
screen, air conditioning and ventilating and steam heating. The Palace, one of the Lucas and Jenkins
chain in Athens, Ga., is to make extensive alterations in both the exterior and interior of the building.
Pittsburgh — M. N. Shapiro completely reseated and recarpeted his
Hazehvood Theater here. The house
has recently been newly redecorated
and a new marquee has been installed.
Dallas— The Knox Street Theater,
Sam Lewis manager, is being remodeled to carry out a Spanish
motif throughout the house.
Detroit — Bennett and Straight,
theatrical architects, are installing
a new macotta front, new heating
and ventilating system, and doing
general remodeling for Julius London at the Booth Theater. Other
jobs in progress include: Remodeling of a building at Utica, Mich.,
to be named the Capitol when converted from a store building into
INCREASE

"BO"

10%

(Of course, we mean Box Office)
Attracting deafened to your talkies increases
I potential andience
10%*! In"' stall
Aeousticon
Theatrephones. Leading
system. Nationally advertised.
Endorsed by key showmen.
full details, and ex7 Write for ploitation
data.

DEAF

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.
580 Fifth Ave., New York
Aeousticon

TICKETS
ARE

MONEY'

Don't take a chance on
losses — through resale
and

NOTES

« «

a theater. F. R. Spangle, who now
operates the old Capitol Theater at
Utica, will be the owner. Another
job in progress is the Nortown Theater, for John Tatu, which will be
ready for opening about October 15,
in north Detroit.
Minneapolis — The Arion, recently
closed, is being remodeled and modernized, and expected to be reopened
about October 1st.
Washington, D. C. — The new
1,500-seat Warner Bros. Uptown
Theater, now nearing completion, is
expected to be ready for opening in
about three weeks.
Bridgeport — The Rialto, operated
by Strand Amusement Co., is building a new entrance, remodeling
front and lobby, and redecorating
interior.
installed in the Ellinwood by Manager Warren L. Weber.
Indianola, la. — The remodeled
Empress will reopen about Oct. 15.
Petaluna, Cal. — New seats, furnishings and ventilation system will
be installed in the Mystic here.
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EQUII
Giving "Atmosphere
QNE of the greatest assets of a theater is that intangible somerhinj
^-/ known as "atmosphere" which gives it a distinction, often a charn.
that sets it apart from other theaters. Many of the older generation o
theatergoers will remember it as being associated with the "legitimate'
theater, not only in the big cities but in smaller towns. The type ot
production had much to do with it, of course, but there were physica
elements that bore decisively on it.
Motion picture theaters, particularly those in the small towns and
the neighborhood
through hasty and
erected for some
carelessness. But

houses, have definitely lacked "atmosphere," mainly
skimpy construction, the conversion of an old building
other purpose into a theater, through ignorance and
now that there are several picture houses in cities of

but moderate size, when patrons are "shopping" not only for pictures
Lincoln — City Manager Milton but for theaters that exercise some special distinctive attraction for them,
Overman, for Westland Theaters,
the matter of creating an "atmosphere" that will draw patrons to the
Inc., here, said this week 200 new theater
is becoming increasingly important.
seats are going to be installed in
the second balcony of the Varsity.
The type and quality of pictures shown gives an atmosphere to a
That's business optimism.
cinema, when the exhibitor is able to pick and choose the fare he offers
Pontotoc, Miss. — Seating capacity his patrons, but in these days of duals, premiums, cash and auto giveof the Joy will be doubled by the
aways, the atmosphere lent by type of picture is almost lost in smaller
installation of 500 more seats. A
new front is being built.
cities. The exhibitor must have recourse to other elements to gain that
elusive, compelling quality.
Ellinwood, Kan. — New ticket
booth, balcony drapes, new carpets
The physical aspect of his theater is a most important characteristic.
and air supply system have been
Does it charm the eye on beholding its exterior? Has it beauty of line
(Continued on Page 6)
and material? Has it been designed by a man who knows the intricacies
of designing and building or has it just been thrown together by a
contractor whose only interest is in getting the job done and getting his
EXPERT DUBBINGRECORDING
pay for it? Has color been employed to add attractiveness to the
Cutting
Kooms — Projection
Room
exterior? Has the lighting of the front been studied so that it will
VARIABLE
AREA NOISELESS
RECORDING
accentuate the attractive features and obscure blemishes that repel?

Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc.
Tel. MEd. 8-3848
733 — 7th AVE.
NEW YORK

CITY

The exhibitor himself, unless he has a wide knowledge of architecture, of building materials, of color and the science of lighting, is most
a,pt to go wrong in planning his own theater.
It requires the knowledge

misappropriation.

Keep your tickets under
lock and key in a modern
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EQUIPMENT

FIELD NOTES

Detroit — A new changeable theater marquee sign has been developed by Outdoor Neon Corp. of
which M. S. Benaderet is manager.
Made of cast aluminum with beveled edges it is illuminated on all
four sides, eliminating shadows and
suspending wires. First installation
is being made for William Kimmel's
Baldwin Theater — to be renamed the
Wilmington
end
suburb. — in Royal Oak, north

New York — Winter S. Read has
succeeded Harold G. Cashmore as
and experience of an architect who has devoted study to the subject to credit manager of the local branch
give the charm and appeal meant by "atmosphere" to the front of a of the Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co.
theater.
Milwaukee — A new ten-inch size
A squat, shallow or cluttered-up lobby can overcome the appeal of in changeable aluminum silhouette
letters that is said to have a sharp
an attractive theater front. The lobby need not necessarily be large to black-on-white contrast, assuring
give that feeling of comfort and ease which lends so much to "atmos- exhibitors of maximum long-range
visibility day and night, has been
phere," but it should be well proportioned, attractively
and announced by the Everbrite Electric
lighted. Bare ceilings, bare walls give a barn-like effect decorated
which is dis- this
Signs,
city.Inc., with headquarters in
enchanting— and your theater should be enchanting to your patrons.
Bare and dirty walls in the orchestra and balcony, walls that have
Kansas City — Local branch of
no character, nothing to attract and gratify the eye, have a deadening the National Theater Supply Co. reports the best business in several
effect on imagination of patrons in it— and the object of your theater years in
the Kansas City territory,
<s to excite the imaginaion of patrons, get them into a pleasant and as exhibitors have been replacing
receptive frame of mind so that features of your screen fare which do badly worn apparatus of various
sorts. Walter Shreve, local mannot appeal to them — and no picture can please every patron alike — will
ager for the firm, reports an innot dampen their appreciation of its good qualities. Wall and ceiling
decorations, balcony line and pitch, all add their bit to the intangibles
which create "atmosphere."
Neatly garbed, pleasant and courteous attendants, without obse-

crease
per
over a of
year33 ago.

»
cent

in business

Chicago — Leslie R. Abbott is the
new general sales manager for Motiograph, having succeeded Walter
H. Hirschfield, resigned. Abbott
has been in the projection installation and sales end of the business
for many years.
East Palestine, O. — Cleveland
branch of National Theater Supply
has installed a Sirocco blower,
Simplex projectors, Peerless Marnarc lamps, and Aerofin heating apparatus in Abe Cohen's New Grand.
Omaha — Quality Theater Supply
installed Mogul arc lamps and
strong copper oxide rectifiers in the
Broadway, Council Bluffs, la.
New York— Business of the S.O.S.
Corp. is at the highest level in the
history of(Continued
the company,
it was said
on Page 6)
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Recording

Recording
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Equipment
ALL
WORK
GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway
MEd. 3-1270 New
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quiousness, add their share to the "atmosphere" of a theater, as do the
comfort and good appearance of the seats, an attractive proscenium, good
carpets, drapes that are pleasant to behold in material, color and arrangement. Interior lighting, in color, degree of brightness, and skilful
arrangement lend a very appreciable share to the atmospheric quality of
3 theater.
Cleanness, the absence of ail unpleasant musty odors, old and
deadened air, draughts, sudden increasing or decreasing of warmth in
cold weather, of sudden variations in temperature of air-conditioned

houses — should be guarded against as an army of enemies of "atmosphere"— of the charm and beauty that bring patrons into your theater
and keep them in an anticipatory frame of mind to be pleased by the
entertainment you offer them.

FO

R.
SERVICE

QUALITY
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THEATRE

SUPPLY

"THE

GARDEN

OF ALLAH"

Alexander Smith Carpets are as
beautiful as the lovely Dietrich,
and many of them as Oriental as
the Garden of Allah. See the
new designs, and you'll understand why these carpets are used
in the majority of the country's
most successful theatres.

COMPANY

ALEXANDER

»

SMITH

CARPET

York

SUPREME
SUPER

X Panchromatic Negative delivers

surpassing photographic quality to the
screen. Nothing else could have won the
unparalleled acceptance which Super X enjoys in the industry. It stands as the supreme film medium

for interpreting the

art of the motion picture to a world public.
Eastman

Kodak

Company,

Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
Fort Lee, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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First Dividend of $1 Declared on 20th-Fox

Common

GOLDWYNAND PIONEER JOIN HAYS ORGANIZATION
S. R. Kent Will Try to Straighten Out GB
Joseph Schenck
Says U.
Interests Are Sticking
by the Deal

S.

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
Century-Fox, who sails today for
London, will endeavor to straighten
out the GB deal, which now appears
to be definitely off, it was said yesterday by Joseph M. Schenck, 20th
Century-Fox chairman, before departing for the coast.
Schenck said that he was sticking
by the deal though the Ostrers appear to have had a change of heart.
Schenck expects to remain on the
coast until the first of the year. He
said he was feeling fine.

MANOS CIRCUIT AFTER
15 ADDITIONAL HOUSES
Manos, opGreensburg, Pa.— Mike Enterpr
ises
erator of the Manos
which now include 15 houses, is planning further expansion in the Western Pennsylvania territory. Reports
have it that his new expansion proincludes .an addition of angram15 theaters
other

20th-Fox is Starting
Five New Productions
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Partisans' Fervor Forces Newsreel Deletions
Pittsburgh — With the political campaign reaching a boiling point in this territory,
a number of theater managers have been forced to scissor out the presidential shots from
their newsreels to maintain order in their houses. Boos and cheers for either Landon or
Roosevelt have been creating so many disturbances that house operators have thought
it best to eliminate their pictuies altogether.

WM. LEBARON FAVORS WM. RODGERS DINNER
SOME EASTERN OUTPUT
A BRILLIANT AFFAIR
William LeBaron, general manager of production for Paramount,
now in New York on a visit from
Hollywood, advocates the production
of "certain types" of pictures in the
East, he said at a party in his honor
at the Hotel Plaza yesterday.
LeBaron, who described himself
as the "last bulwark of production
in the East on a large scale" — he
was formerly in charge of Paramount's Long
Island
studios
— cited
(Continued
on Page
3)

Attended by a turnout of industry leaders numbering about 1,200,
the testimonial dinner tendered at
the Waldorf-Astoria last night to
William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager of M-G-M, was one of the
most brilliant events of its kind ever
staged. Held in the grand ballroom
of the hotel, with Howard Dietz as
toastmaster, the occasion brought
out such personalities as Gov. Milliken, Milton C. Weisman, Harry
Brandt, L. E. Thompson, David
Bernstein,
Martin
Quigley,
Jack
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Conn. Unit Votes Oct. 13
On Affiliation With Allied Texas Tax Bill Affects
Tickets Above 51 Cents
New Haven — The Independent

Motion Picture Theater Owners of
Austin, Tex. — A 10 per cent tax
Connecticut, at a meeting yesterday,
set Oct. 13 as the date for voting on on admissions priced over 51 cents
is included in a new revenue measaffiliation with Allied States Ass'n.
ure introduced in the state legislaSentiment at the confab yesterday
yesterday by Representative
was in favor of aligning with the Jesse ture
James of Cameron.
national unit.

20th Century-Fox Declares $1 Cash
As Initial Dividend on Common Stock

Hollywood — In addition to eight
productions shooting, five more are
in preparation to go before the cameras at an early date at 20th Century-Fox.
"Two musicals, "Pigskin Parade"
Common stock of 20th Centuryand Sonja Henie's debut picture. Grand National Closes
Fox was placed on a dividend basis
"One in a Million," are among those
First Big-Circuit Deal yesterday by the declaration of an
now in production. The others are
"Reunion," starring the Dionne
Initial big-circuit deal closed by initial cash dividend of $1, payable
Quintuplets, "Lloyds of London," Grand National is with Central Oct. 23 to stockholders of record Oct.
"White Hunter," "Banjo on My
Knee," "Charlie Chan at the Op- States, operating 50 houses in the 16. Earnings of the company this
Des Moines territory. Carl M. Les- year have been the highest since the
era" and "Career Woman."
sales manager, han- new setup with Sidney R. Kent as
Irving Berlin's musical, "On the erman,dled thegeneral
deal for the distributor.
president was put into effect. For
Avenue," Shirley Temple's "StowLeserman is now talking 1936-37 the first six months of the current
away,"(Continued
"The Last onSlaver",
"Living product
(Continued on Page 4)
Page 3)
to two national circuits.

Situation

Samuel Goldwyn and Pioneer
Pictures Become Members
of Hays Association

Election of Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,
and Pioneer Pictures, Inc., to membership in the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America
was announced yesterday by Will H.
meeting.
Hays, tors'
president,
following a direcSamuel Goldwyn, president, was
designated as the representative of
his company in the association, and
Merian C. Cooper, vice-president in
charge of production, will serve as
the representative of Pioneer.

PARAMOUNT ACQUIRES
17 STORIES IN MONTH
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Paramount has purchased 17 stories within the past
month, including- seven originals
written especially for the screen.
Latest of the negotiations concerns
"To Have And To Hold," a novel by
Mary Johnson. The studio has secured dialogue rights on the production, which was a Paramount hit as
a silent picture.
Although Jeff Lazarus, head of
the Paramount story department,
states that the large accumulation
marks the meeting of the needs for
the 1936-37 season, "To Have And
To Hold" augurs the beginning of
{Continued

on Page

4)

M-G-M is Experimenting
With Its Own Checkers
M-G-M is "experimenting" with
its own checkers in the Boston territory but, at the moment, has no
plans for changing its present na^
tional system of checking theaters,
a spokesman for the company said
yesterday in New York. Checking
in behalf of major distributors is
generally
handledwhich
by thealso
Ross serves
FedM-G-M.eral Service,
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"Adverse" Held Over

Tickets: 58 E. 42nd St., Mil 2-7300

UNITED

AIR

LINES
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York

next

LOUIS LESSER, formerly associated with Century Pictures, is spending several days in New
York lining-up independent product for his
new releasing organization in Boston.

W. BENTONELLI left by plane yesterday
coast studios.
for the Republic
MRS. SIME SILVERMAN
plane for the coast.
KING

CHARNEY

returns

leaves tomorrow
today

to the

by

coast.

Imperial's Coast Premiere

Oct. 10: Warner Club's second annual golf
tournament, Rivervale Country Club, Rivervale, N. J.
Oct. 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
Rochester, N. Y.
Sagamore,
Oct. 16: Annual convention of M.P.T O of
Washington,
Hotel
Washington,
Seattle.

MARCEL VILLAIN and AUGUST POINDERFERT,from
of the
here
Paris.Syndicat of French Musicians, are

Dec 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia.

HARRY
the coast

KENT

sails

today

for

EBERSON left New York
en route to St. Louis.

London.
by plane

COHN delayed his departure from
and arrives today.

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
day for Hollywood.

leaves by plane Fri-

G. BEULER of the Fanchon &
left by plane yesterday
for St.

Marco
Louis.

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD, returned from England on the Berengaria
yesterday.

French Musicians Studying
N. Y. Picketing Campaign

Photophone Executives
Auguste Poinderfert and Marcel
Attend Sarnoff Dinner Villain, representatives of the Syn-

RKO Radio plans to establish its
own offices in France if the political
situation there quiets down shortly,
it was said yesterday by Phil Reisman, foreign sales head, just back
from
abroad.a two and a half month stay

Seattle — Premiere of "She Shall
Have Music," an Imperial Picture,
at the Palamor Theater, celebrates
the opening of Imperial's Distributing Corporation's new offices here.
The production marks the film debut
of Jack Ilylton, and his music. June
Clyde has the leading feminine role.

Oct. 2: The Exhibitor of Philadelphia-Variety
Club Golf Tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

office,

JOHN
yesterday

R.

William Berry, in charge of GB's
Visual Educational and Non-Theatrical Department, reports an in%
crease in business done by this de-?
partment of one hundred per cent
over last year.
Miss Irena Schiller has been added
to the staff of the Department and
will
home make
office.her headquarters at GB's

Alberto Pani to Produce
Spanish Pix for Columbia

Sept. 28-Oct. 2: Annual Atlantic Coast Premium Exposition, Hotel Astor, New
York.

Oct. 19-20: Annual convention of M. P. T. O
of W. Penna.,
Hotel Schenley,
Pittsburgh.
Oct. 19-21: Annual convention of National Film
Carriers, Inc., Palmer
House,
Chicago.
Oct. 25: Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banPittsburgh.
Hotel,
quet, William Penn
Nov. 4-5: Allied Theaters of Michigan annual convention, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
Nov. 27: Buffalo Variety Club Ball. Hotel
Statler, Buffalo.

SIDNEY

RKO Plans French Offices
If Political Tension Eases

St. Louis — Warner's "Anthony
Adverse" has been held over for a
Alberto Pani, head of the Clasa
second week at the Rex. The first Studios of Mexico City, said yesterweek's business topped that done
day that he expected to close a deal
by "The Green Pastures" and shortly to produce six to eight Spanish features for Columbia Pictures.
"China
Clipper,"
ers
for the
house. previous big grossPani is at the Savoy-Plaza.

LOS ANGELES -SAN FRANCISCO
II you travel UNITED you can visit
both cities at no extra fare . . .
No lost time. 6 flights daily to the
West, all via Chicago.

to

RCA Photophone executives from
RCA Photophone's optical reduc- the Camden and New York offices
tion printer apparatus for the pro- will attend the testimonial dinner
duction of 16 mm. sound prints from
standard'/4 negative has been installed being tendered this evening at the
in 15 of the principal film processing Ritz-Carlton Hotel to David Sarnoff,
laboratories within the past year, president of the Radio Corp. of
according to Edwin M. Hartley America, in honor of his 30 years
Photophone head. The most recent of service and leadership in the radio art and industry.
installations, ju&t completed, are in
The Photophone contingent will be
Pathe's Bound Brook, N. J., laboraby Edwin M. Hartley and intory; the Consolidated Film Labora- headed cludes
Ralph B. Austrian, Edward
tories at Fort Lee, N. J., and Producers Laboratories, Inc., at 1600 Auger, Bernard Sholtz, Barton
Kreuzer and David J. Finn, PhotoBroadway, New York.
phone's new advertising space head.
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Businesss abroad is much better
than last year, Reisman said. The
reason is better product, he averred.

Fifth Week for "Godfrey"
Equals Pittsburgh House Mark
Pittsburgh— "My Man Godfrey,"
the local sensation of the new season, opens a fifth week at the Fulton
Theater today, equaling the recordrun of "Count of Monte Cristo" and
assuring the house of a new box-office and attendance record at the
end of the current week.

dicate of French Musicians, are in
New York from Paris to study how
problems of organization and unemfederation ployment
here.
are met by the musicians'
Villain and Poinderfert conferred
yesterday with officials of Local 802,
musicians' union, on the picketing
campaign undertaken by the union
to obtain restoration of orchestras
in theaters which formerly used
them.

"Heart" in Third Week
"Give Me Your Heart," the Warner release starring Kay Francis,
goes into its third holdover week
today at the new Criterion Theater.

French "Miserables" Opening

French version of "Les Miserwill open shortly at the Cinema deables"
Paris.

THEKE IS
ONLY ONE

YEAH
BOOK
IN THE INDUSTRY
AND

Scale
PittsburUp
gh —for
The"Swing
Warner Time"
Theater
raised its admission scale for "Swing
Time". Matinee price upped from
26c52c.
to 37c and evenings from 42c
to
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WM. LEBARON FAVORS
SOME EASTERN OUTPUT

WM. RODGERS DINNER
A BRILLIANT AFFAIR
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

Alicoate, George J. Schaefer, Ned
E. Depinet, Jules Brulatour, Harry
M. Warner, Frank C. Walker, Major
Albert Warner among those who
were on the dais.
Other prominent industry men on
hand, some of them coming from
Dallas, Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston, Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh, Albany, Buffalo, New
Haven, Washington and other cities,
including Haston Sherwood, Harold
Robb, Ed Rowley, Louis Schine,
Arthur M. Frudenfeld, Abe Hyman, John and Jim Schwalm, Max
Matz, Frank Drew, M. B. Horwitz,
Jules Schwartz, Jack Shulman, E.
C. Flanigon, Harry Horwitz, Jim
Scoville, Howard Reif, Paul Gusdanovic, Bill and Ed Biggio, Harry
Nolan, Eddie Booth, J. Meyer
Schine.
In an international broadcast
over the Loew station WHN,
through an arrangement with the
British Broadcasting Co., Sam Eckman, Jr., addressed the gathering
from London, while Pierre Dupre,
a Paris exhibitor, spoke from Paris
and Louis B. Mayer from the MG-M studios in Culver City, Calif.
Mayer congratulated Al Lichtman
upon the appointment of Rodgers
as general sales manager and said
that the testimonial dinner showed
a sympathetic understanding between exhibitors and distributors.
Eckman spoke of "hands across the
desk" and told his hearers that this
occasion was the second time within a few weeks that the B.B.C. departing from its custom, had placed
its facilities at the service of a
private individual. Jack Miller,
Chicago exhibitor, gave a gag
broadcast that pleased his hearers.
The personnel of the M-G-M exchanges in Boston and Buffalo attended the affair in a body to tender
their respects to their new sales
chief.
Telegrams paying tribute to Rodgers were
read from Sidney R. Kent, Ike Libson, David
Loew, Joseph M. Schenck, Nicholas M.
Schenck, J. Robert Rubin, Herbert J. Yates,
Sam Cocalis and others. A burlesque life
story of Rodgers, with running commentary,
was thrown upon the screen, and a song,
written by Si Seadler, "Sing a Song of
Rodgers," was a feature of the program.
Jay C. Flippen was master of ceremonies
for the stage entertainment, in which the
artists were Joe Martin, Ethel Shepard,
Benny Rubin, Al Shean and Stuart and Martin.
Al Lichtman, the first speaker, called the
testimonial a "splendid thing for a splendid
man." Harry M. Warner paid a tribute to
the guest of honor and the fine standard set
by M-G-M. Milton C. Weisman said the
dinner was a fine demonstration of co-operation between buyer and seller. He then read
a testimonial from Will H. Hays in which
stress was laid upon Rodgers as a human
lieing. Other speakers were Sam Dembow,
Frank C. Walker and Harry Brandt.
Jimmy
"Schnozzle"
Durante also paid a
tribute
to the
guest of honor.
Nicholas M. Schenck wired his regrets at
being unable to be present from Chicago
and said some very fine things of his general
;:ales manager.
Pictures of the arriving guests were thrown
upon the screen before the assemblage adjourned at a late hour.

•
•
• IT IS easily the most delightfully dizzy picture to
come to the screen in seven seasons Universal's "My Man
Godfrey"
spoofing satire served with Class the Boss
of this admirable trade gazette has seen so many pictures in the
past 20 years that he looks at 'em with a more or less jaundiced
eye
but he went ga-ga over this one
so we made up
our minds to see it, too
it only having been at the Music
Hall for a week and more
we said to ourself that the Boss
having a swell sense of humor
(he having paid us for
years to write this kolyum) this "Godfrey" must be good
to set him raving
so we went over to the Music Hall
and we were so vastly entertained and delightfully amused for
over an hour that at the end of the picture we slapped a Park
Avenue dowager on the back as she sat next to us
and she
slapped us right back
she wasn't a bit snooty
which
shows you that Park Avenue dowagers are human after all,
and snooty
can take
the
set a nojoke
end on themselves for "Godfrey" spoofs

possibly helping a good film, but unable to change a poor one for the
better.

20th-Fox is Starting
Five New Productions
(Continued from Page

• • • AND WHAT we say is that any picture that can
bring the upper crust of Park Avenue and the just plain crust
like us newspaper fellers to slapping each other on the back
right in public
such a picture is a gawdsend to the nation
William Powell as the butler, Carole Lombard as the
dizzy daughter of the rich, Alice Brady as the giddy mother
here are three precious characterizations that cannot be
topped by any other trio in any picture you care to mention
Director Gregory La Cava steps up near the head of the
class with this one

•
•
• THE OLD round-table will be revived at the Cinema
Club
Grover Whalen,
head of the
York World's
Fair of 1939when
is entertained
at a luncheon
on New
Wednesday,
Oct. 7
there will be no speechmaking just an informal gettogether with Whalen,
who numbers
many
personal friends
among members of the Club
• • • AFTER BEING a Paramount screen player, Jack
Benny returns to the airwaves next Sunday over WEAF, and
will be back in Hollywood soon for a part in "College Holiday"
at the Para, studio ... • "Anthony Adverse" has broken the
records established at the Brooklyn Paramount by "Captain
Blood" and goes into its third week thei-e ... • Bert Wheeler
will be the guest of Buddy Cantor on WMCA tonite at 8:30 ....
• • • A SUDDEN cocktail party was thrown by William
LeBaron at the Plaza yesterday afternoon which we were
forced to miss because we heard about it when it was all over
which helps explain why trade press guys grow Cynical
... •forCole
for air
Metro's
"Bornover
to Dance"
heard
the Porter's
first timescore
on the
last nite
WABC .was
. .

1)

the availability of Broadway players
and the fact that they could be obtained on more economical terms for
Eastern studio work, as major reasons for Eastern production. Such
production, he added, would cut costs
of screen tests.
Color's use, LeBaron said, still
found Hollywood producers differing as to advisability. He expressed
the opinion that it was only a touch,

1)

Dangerously"
and "Crack-Up"
are
the pictures in preparation.
Due to the heavy call on the facilities of the wardrobe department
at the studio, construction of an ana day.nex is being rushed. Meanwhile,
the department is working 24 hours

Defendants Win First Point
In Southern Film Action
New Orleans — Defendants in the
"conspiracy" suit filed by George
Fuller, Florida and Alabama exhibitor, against seven majors and two
Saenger executives, won the first
point as Federal Judge Wayne G.
Borah ordered Fuller to post court
cost
of $150 for each of seven defendants.
Paramount and Universal will
take exception to inclusion in the
suit and did not ask for costs al
Judge Borah ordered costs posted
present.
withinney said
15 his
daysclient
after would
Fuller'shave
attorto
mortgage his home to meet the bonding company requirements.

• Judge Morris Koenig, who sentenced Martin Mooney to jail
for refusing to divulge his newspaper source of information,
was the guest at a special showing of the Chesterfield picture,
"Missing Girls," written by Mooney

T

▼

T

• •
• OVER AT RKO Radio the publicity dep't has been
on the jump the last few days
meeting arrivals of its
stellar players hitting New York
Fred Stone, the missus
and Paula last Friday
Anita Colby left for Hollywood
Anne Shirley came on for a brief visit
Gertrude Michael
landed at the Newark airport en route to Europe
Robert
Woolsey arrived on the Normandie
so the contact boys
were what you might call fairly busy
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PARAMOUNT ACQUIRES
17 STORIES IN MONTH
unued from Pagt
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purchases for the 1987-88 reason. At
the same time, the studio will buy
any and all stories which have a
special appeal and timely elements
for immediate filming.
Purchases of the past month for
1936-37 production include "Show
Business," an original by Lew Lipton; "Crime Woman", an original by
nan Burnstine; "Tablecloth Millionaire," by Don Marquis, a magazine story; "Hollywood Conference," by Patterson
ver Jone,
Nunnally McNutt,
Johnson Groand
Gene Fowler, a magazine story;
"Glorious Mixup," by Melba Gray,
sun original; "Beyond the Sound of
Machine Guns," by Llewelyn
Hughes, a short story; "The Other
Passport," by Harold MacGrath, a
novel ; "American Plan," by Manuel
Seff and Milton Lazarus, a play; an
untitled orig;nal by Grover Jones
for Harold Lloyd; "Too Young To
Die," bv Lewis R. Foster, an original: "Gold Bullets," by Charles G.
Booth, a novel.
Booth, who sold Paramount "The
General Died At Dawn." also has
sold "Caviar For His Excellency,"
an original story. Other purchases
include "Murder Goes To College,"
by Kurt Steel, a novel; "Mountain
Music," by McKinlay Kantor, a
magazine story; and an untitled
original story by Helen Meinhardi.

Hays Association Adopts
Resolution on Thalberg
The following resolutions were
unanimously adopted yesterday at a
meeting of the Directors of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America:
"Whereas, the members of the
Board of Directors of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America are profoundly grieved at
the death of Iving Grant Thalberg,
a leader of the motion picture industry who held the respect, admiration
and affection of all. and
"Whereas, through his energy,
vision and ab'lity, he rendered incalculable servi"e to the art of universal entertainment, and
"Whereas, the tremendous influence he exerted was truly earned by
his brilliance, courage, integrity, belief in his work and adherence to
his ideals, and
"Whereas, his warm, human dualities and his incomparable achievements will remain as a heritage to
all,
"Now, therefore, be it resolved
that the Board of Directors of Motion Pi-ture Producers and Distributors of America does herebv record
its lasting sorrow at the death of one
so universallv mourned, whose memorv will endlessly live, and
"Be it further resolved that these
re-olutions be inscribed in the records of this Association and copies
th'T^f sent to the family of our
friend."

NEWS

of the DAY

North Mankato, Minn. — The new
800-seat Urban, which has been
leased by its builder, Harry E. Gilbert, to Phil Gillman of Minneapolis,
opens Oct. 15.
Ainsworth,
Neb. — Botsford Bros,
have sold the Royal to R. R. Bailey.
Lakeview, la. — The Lakeview has
been sold by W. 0. Galloway to Harold Schroeder.

ly
transferred that house to Wilmer
Ashe.
Valley Park, Mo.— The Park Theater here has closed, the summer
vacation season on the Meramec
River at an end.
Van Buren, Mo. — The Van Buren
Theater has reopened with K. H.
Wilkinson as operator.

Wilsonville,
Neb. — Joseph
F.
Lloyd has reopened
the Rainbow.

Lee's Summit, Mo. — The Lee Theater, formerly known as the Douglass, has been reopened by Wayne
Jenkins.

Fairmont, Neb. — The Fairmont
has been purchased from E. W.
Thuernagle by Jack McCarty, operator of houses at Gretna and Louisville, Neb.

Ridgeway, 111.— The Strand Theater reopened recently.

Omaha, Neb. — Western Theater
Supply Co., will let contracts for
erection of a new Grand theater
at Grand Island, Neb., and install
equipment. Harry Schiller, Grand's
owner, closes his house Oct. 1. Razing of the 450-seat structure and
another store building next door begins immediately to make room for
the new 850-seat Grand, which will
cost an estimated $85,000.
Meadville, Pa. — John Newman
withdrew from the operation of the
local Victor Theater, transferring
his interests to his partner, Charles
Freeman, and his son, Don.
New Kensington, Pa. — Mr. and
Mrs. Bart Dattola, operators of the
Paramount and Dattola Theaters
here, have returned from Italy.

Springfield, 111. — Among the new
theaters in North Central Illinois
are the Ritz at Chenoa and the Liberty at Depue.
Alton, 111. — Joe Goldfarb, who has
the new Uptown Theater here, has
also taken over the Gem Theater,
formerly operated by Joseph. Desberger, and he has also taken over
Desberger's interest in the Ritz
Theater at East Alton. A. Boemler
is also interested in the Ritz.
Leory, 111. — John R. Wood recently sold the Princess Theater here
to John Frieburg.
Canton, HI.— The Central Theater
Circuit has added the Garden Theater here to its holdings. The house
formerly was operated by Hainline
& House.
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FIRST DIVIDEND OF $1
DECLAREDBY20TH-F0)1
(Continued from Page 1)

year the net profit amounted to
about $1.40 a share, and at the pres
ent rate of business this figure i<
expected to be topped in the second
halt of the year.

Warners
Set 54 Pop Price
"Dream"
Dates for Oct. 3
Warner's "A Midsummer Night's!
Dream" begins its popular price engagements, with 54 such dates set
for the week of Oct. 3, as followsVictory, Dayton; Virginia, Charleston; Sherman, Chillicothe; Aladdin, Denver; Franklin, Saginaw
Strand, Altoona; Mayfair, Portla
Elsinore, Salem, Ore.; Uptown, nd1
Columbia; Capitol, Sacramento; Oakland, Oakland; Warner, Fresno;
State, Stockton; Empress, Owensboro; Strand, New York; Stahley
Utica; Troy, Troy; Lucas, Savannah; Grand, Columbus; Century,
Rochester; Broadway, Charlotte;
Carolina, Durham; Regent, Springfield, Ohio; Columbus, Portsmouth;
Ohio, Lima; Hippodrome, Cleveland;
Strand, Akron; Warner, Youngstown; Ohio, Clinton; Chief, Colorado
Springs; Boulder, Boulder; United
Artists, Detroit; Majestic, Grand
Rapids; Gladmere, Lansing: Capitol, Kalamazoo; Apollo, Indianapolis; Grand, Topeka; Midland, Pittsburgh, Kansas; Sasna, Manhattan,
Kansas; Warner, Memphis; Park,
Waukesha; Capitol, Madison; State,
Beloit; Jeffrey, Hanesville; Em-'
nress, Danbury; Stewart, Lincoln;
Boyd, Philadelphia; Aldine, Wilmington; State, Harrisburg; Embassy, Easton: Hollywood, Pottsville;
Criterion, Medford, Ore.; Mission,
San Jose; and Majestic, Reno. ids

Harvey, 111. — Ed Austerlade is the
Mt. Pleasant, W. Va.— Frank L.
Weitzel, former RKO booker in new owner of the Era Theater for- Portable Film Equipment
Pittsburgh, was named manager of
atermerly
Corp. operated by the Harvey TheIn Mississippi School
the Aloie Theater, the local Urling
and Anderson Circuit house.
Jackson, Miss. — "Visual educaDupo, 111.— The Hall Theater has
tion" by means of portable sound
changed
hands
once
more.
Frank
Guyandotte,
W. Va.— F. D. Mc- Italiano recently disposed of the and film equipment is a reality in
Quade
transferred
his Dixie Thehouse to George Jerstenacker and J. Mississippi public schools as a reater here to Mrs. John Walter.
sult of the latest project of the MisN. Weber.
sissippi Planning Commission, it is
revealed here. The Commission is
Clarence, Mo. — The Cozy Theater
Brookfield, 111.— The Strand Theahas been reopened under the man- ater has been opened by the subur- ready to place two sound and proagement of Mrs. R. M. Hunter. Mrs
ban Theater Corp. It formerly was
jector sets in each of the state's 84
Hunter, who formerly operated the owned by the Berwin Store, Office "ounties, the sets to be used principally for educational purposes and
Cuba Theater in Cuba, Mo., recent- and Auditorium Co.
to be oner a ted by the schools which
are to receive the equiDment free but
which have to furnish their own
GB-RKO Product Deal
Theater Collection Guide
screens. As soon as 100 machines
After protracted negotiations, deal
An international theater handbook are installed, a librarv of educa-j
is practically set under which RKO
invaluable to motion picture produc- t:onal films will be installed at Jack- 1
will play GB pictures in the met°on. The Commission operates with
ers, designers, and technicians has WPA
funds.
ropolitan district, Film Daily is adiust been published by Theater Arts
vised. RKO has declined to take GB
pictures after playing them last sea- Inc. under the title of "Theater ColWanger Signs Jean Dixon
son unless GB abandoned a contract
lections in Libraries and Museums".
Jean D;xon has been signed by
with Skouras Theaters under which This unique, comprehensive survey Walter Wanger to play the part of
: '• nroduct was to go into the Riv- has been written by Rosamond GilSvlvia Sidney's sister in "You
erside Theater. It is understood that
der and George Freedley. This Only Live Once," the Gene TowneGB is assured that Skouras Theaters
Graham
Baker story. Wanger has
will Kivo up this contract. RKO has volume gives detailed descriptions also borrowed Barton MacLane from
already dated one of the GB pic- of all the important collections Warners to play the role of the
tures over the local circuit.
throughout the world.
public defender in the picture.

rHE KIND OF CAST 20r IS FAMOUS FOR
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CHALK UP ANOTHER

"FIRST

FOF 20th CENTURY-FOX!
20th's studio of happy surprises has done itself proud
again . . . with this master-stroke of showmanship ... a
"must" for every maid and matron . . . combining the
glamorous talents of four great stars at their most romantic... in a story gay with the intrigues of girls on a manhunt .. . topped with the season's ace box-office title!

u&ttce,

BENNETT

GAYNOR • YOUNG
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WITH

SIMONE
DON AMECHE

SIMON
• PAUL LUKAS

TYRONE POWER, Jr. * Alan Mowbray
Directed by Edward H. Griffith
Associate Producer B. G. DeSylva
Screen play by Melville Baker
Based on the play by ladislaus Bus-Fekete
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"THE DEVIL ON HORSEBACK"

with Lili Damita, Fred Keating, Del Campo
Grand National
67 mins.
A MUSICAL MELLER WITH WIDE
VARIETY OF INGREDIENTS AIMED AT
POPULAR APPEAL.

This musical extravaganza has practically
everything that ever went into screen entertainment. Lili Damita is an American
picture star on a personal appearance tour
m South America with her boy friend, Fred
Keating, son of a rich coffee planter. Del
Campo is the colorful bandit living in the
mountain wilds who has fallen in love with
the star after viewing her pictures for
/ears. So when the train goes through his
territory, he kidnaps the party, and keeps
them on his hacienda-ranch for a week.
There all sorts of excitement occurs that
will satisfy the most jaded appetite. Both
lads are in love with the Hollywood queen,
}ut they are real nice about it, and neither
acts rough with the lady. She has a perfectly gorgeous time flirting around as the
bandit sings romantically to her. The one
discordant note is when Juan Torena, the
jealous sweetie of the bandit, tries to attach a dagger to Lili's fair skin. Lots of
excitement when the authorities send the
troops to fetch the bandit back for a sure
session with a firing squad for kidnaping a
fair daughter of a friendly nation. But
the heroine saves the romantic bandit by
claiming she just loved to be kidnapped.
It is all done with artless abandon and
zest, and much wild excitement on the
part of the followers of the bandit. The
production is done in Hirlicolor, the producer's color process.
Cast: Lili Damita, Fred Keating, Del Camso, Jean Chatburn, Tiffany Thayer, Renee
Torres, Juan Torena, Blanca Vischer.
Producer, George A. Hirliman; Director,
Crane Wilbur; Author, same; Screenplay,
same; Cameraman, Mack Stengler.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Fair.

Theater Trailer Co.
Adds to Sales Force

FOREIGN

"IL CAPPELLO A TRE PUNTE" ("The
Three-Cornered Hat"), in Italian, produced
by Lido, direcoed by Mario Camerini, with
Leda Gloria, Eduardo de Filippo et al. Distributed by Nuovo Mondo. At the CineRoma.

&

#

business about the comedian being
kidded into thinking he is a great
singer. Produced by Lee Marcus.
Story by Elisabeth Holding. In the
cast are Vivian Oakland, Jan Dugler.
gan, Junior Coughlan, Rosita But-

"Washington In Virginia"
(World On Parade)
RKO Radio
9 mins.
Historical

Consolidated Film Plan
Gets Favorable Response

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

A very interesting highlighting of
the life of George Washington, with
the camera tracing his life through
The Hall Johnson
Choir in
A merry musical comedy of marital misboyhood to the events that climaxed
takes.
his career. The mansion where he
RKO Radio
born — the farm near Fredericks"Camp
Swell Meetin'
Singing " 10 mins. was
ourg where he spent many happy
SHORTS
Good Southern darkey atmos1 boyhood days — the College of Wil"Milk and Money"
liam and Mary where he studied to
phere with the Hall Johnson Choir
(Looney Tune Cartoon)
Vitaphone
7 mins. members acting in the roles of a be a surveyor — Poplar Grove, the
church congregation in the deep picturesque mansion in which he
Good Animated
A generally entertaining cartoon South. They hold an open air meet- first met his wife — and so on
ing to raise funds to send their pas- through many more spots that are
comedy from the Leon Schlesinger
tor to a conference in Birmingham. important landmarks in the first
shops. It is a very lively affair and
Lots
of typical darkey character
president's career. Narrated by
well sprinkled with humorous gags.
Alois Havrilla. Produced by Van
Action revolves around the adven- work is injected, but it is the sing- Beuren.
ing of the spirituals that puts the
tures of Porky as a milkman, with
a horse that shifts from plodding reel over. Directed by Leslie Goodwins. Produced by Bert Gilroy.
to a lightning pace when bitten by
& horsefly, which enables the nag
"Pardon My Spray"
Pathe Topics
to win a race which it entered by
accident.
(Sports With
Bill Corum)
(No. 1)
Exciting
RKO Radio
8 mins. RKO
Radio
10 mins.
Edgar Kennedy in
Very Good
"Vocalizing"
Three highly interesting and diRKO Radio
20 mins.
Nicely balanced featurette of
versified subjects, that starts this
Swell Laffs
series off with a wallop. The first yachting and outboard racing, taken
at recent regattas on Long Island
One of Edgar Kennedy's best com- is a graphic picturization of the Na- Sound,
with Bill Corum, the sports
edies, showing him in a series of
tional Geographic Society's survey specialist, doing the narration. First
side-busting situations. He starts from the air of Mt. McKinley, phooff with seeing a visitor to the troltographed and described by Brad- .s seen the yacht races at Larchford Washburn. The shots of the mont Yacht Club, with youngsters
ley car, and winds up by taking the
car all the way home with the elder- peak of the mountain taken from of both sexes competing with all
ly dame. There he is forced to see all sides are magnificent. The sec- sorts of craft, some of which were
the young girl home who has been
ond subject shows a novelty, the built by themsleves. Some beautiful shots as the graceful sailboats
minding the house while the woman first motion picture projector, built
went visiting. After taking the kid and used about 1750. The final sub- jockey and turn, ending in an exciting finish with two boats almost
home, he is wangled into taking an
ject shows a bird dog training
old lady home who gets potted on school in Scotland, with the dogs do- even. The last half shows exciting
scenes
with outboard racers as they
home-made wine. Winds up with
ing their stunts across the moors. A
Kennedy hoofing it home with the great subject for all dog-lovers. do suicidal stunts making the sharp
turns around the markers.
milkman.
There is a lot of funny i Edited by Thomas Chalmers.

TEXAS

E. A. Kelley has closed his Roxie,
Theater Trailer Co. has added six Round Rock, and is now exhibiting
men to its sales force and now has 80
Liberty Hill and Pflugerville inper cent of the country covered, it at
stead.
was said yesterday by Walter
Edward E. Collins of Houston has
Freudenberger, sales manager. More
additions to the sales force will be succeeded Al Lever as manager at
made.
the Majestic, San Antonio. Lever
The new men include Ed Wheeler, is now city manager for Interstate
assigned to the Baltimore-Washing- Circuit in Houston.
ton territory, Chas. E. Goodman,
Ben Hutchins, Texas tent-showBuffalo; F. M. Sanford, Dallas; F.
man, was in San Antonio last week
F. Goodrow, New Orleans; Fred buying supplies from the independent film exchange.
Young, district manager, CharlotteAtlanta, and Max Landow, assigned
to the production department.
OMAHA
Theater Trailer Co. now has a
force of 18.
Para. Booker Bill Haarmann has
ST. LOUIS
returned from a Hollywood vacation.
E. H. Robertson, who has the
The American, redecorated at a Scribner at Scribner, Neb., is mournunder
reopened
has
cost of $10,000,
ing the recent death of his father.
management of Paul Beisman.
J. J. Hoffman of the Plainview
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., vice presi- at Plainview, Neb., is seriously ill
dent and general manager of Fan- at home.
chon & Marco, willrs make his perC. E. Williams, president of M. P.
manent headquarte here.
The Ambassador opens its pit T. O. for Nebraska and western
Iowa, is ill.
band policy on Oct. 2.

F. C. Weskill, operator of houses
Consolidated Film Industries is at Colfax, Wash., and Sandpoint,
receiving a favorable response to its Ida., plans construction of a new
proposed recapitalization plan on $150,000 theater in Spokane. He
which stockholders will vote Oct. 9, has plans drawn for a site at Monday.
Film Da'LY was informed yesterroe and Indiana on Spokane's expanding North Side.
Charles Beale, manager of the
PITTSBURGH
Coliseum Theater at Juneau, Alaska, and Mrs. Beale, were visitors
In its fourth week, "My Man last week on Seattle's Film Row.
"My Man Godfrey" has gone into
Godfrey" exceeded its first week's
gross at the Fulton.
week at Parker's .Broadway
Portland.
Funeral services for Al Barnett, aof third
the Universal Exchange manager
C. C. Chellew is the new manager
who died Friday, were held yester- of Seattle's Liberty.
day, with Variety Club members
serving as honorary pallbearers.
Visiting Seattle in a new motorHis body was cremated.
car is Morris Siegel of Spokane.
Ben Jaffe, manager of the Casino
Joseph Comer, recently from Salt
Theater, is ill.
Donn Wermuth and Joe Feldman Lake City, has been appointed office
for M-G-M in Seattle by
of the local Warner publicity office manager
Butch Wingham.
will handle the exploitation camHarold McDonald recently purpaigns for "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" in Johnstown, Pa., Charleschased the Empire and the Paramount theaters at Anacortes, Wash.,
town,
W. Va., and other major tristate towns.
formerly owned by Bud Benson.
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Three Syracuse Dailies
Restrict Film Writers
racnse — Radical changes in the
treatment of film news in daily columns and in the Sunday pages arc
understood to reflect an agreement
between the publishers of the three
dailies — Herald, Journal-American
and Post Standard. Sunday layouts
on current attractions are out, matter on current bills is cut, and den of film company names is emphasized. Daily space has been reduced to one column, with columnists
directed to find something non-controversial and non-publicity for
leads. Exception is made on Thursdays when layouts are carried on
incoming films. Reviewing is also affected, with notices on RKO-Schine
houses ordered consolidated. Policy
change came as a surprise, for editorial policy heretofore had recognized circulation strength in film departments.

New Stereoscopic Invention
Stereoscopy and X-Rays are the
subjects of two interesting technical developments that are reported
from Vienna and Lausanne.
Two Austrian technicians, Eduard
Bankl, Sr., and Jr., have produced
a stereoscopic system involving the
projection on the screen of two images, one larger than the other.
Some kind of spectacles — but not
colored ones — are necessary for
this system, for which remarkably
fine three-dimensional quality is
claimed.
The brilliant Belgian Radiologist,
Dr. M. Van de Maele, has built an
apparatus which will link up X-rays
and ordinary film photography.
The discovery is regarded by doctors as of outstanding importance.
The final result has come after
Dr. Van de Maele's effort in the
realm of Radio films during the past
25 years. Finally he worked on a
research subsidy granted to him by
the Belgian National Scientific Research Fund.
The film used is sensitised on both
sides, and produces two super-imposed pictures of the same subject.
The camera takes 16 photographs
every second. Each picture measures 4% ins. by 7 ins. To protect
the patient from over-exposure of
the X-rays, a shutter whose movement is synchronised with the camera is interposed between the camera and the patient. Sixteen times
in a second the shutter moves down
and sixteen times a second the patient is automatically released from
the influence of the rays.

New Officers Elected
By Warner Club, Inc.

The Foreign Field
+

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

press", and later played the lead in
two B. I. P. productions, "Ourselves
Portsmouth, Eng. — Capital and
and "The Tenth Man", has
Provincial News Theaters, Ltd., has Alone"
been given a new B. I. P. contract
opened its first provincial Cinenews to star in a series of pictures. The
here, the first of its projected cir- first will be "Sensation" from the
cuit outside London. It has a seating capacity of 464. The ground stage play, "Murder Gang". Since
the trade show of "The Tenth Man",
floor, instead of sloping down to the Lodge
is being hailed in England as
screen, slopes up to it. Norman J. the greatest screen find since Clark
Gable.
Hulbert, M. P., is chairman of the
board of the sponsoring firm.

Open Cinenews, Portsmouth

Financing Dixey's Scheme

London — The proposed producerdistributor scheme for independents
in Great Britain, recently put forth
by Captain A. C. N. Dixey, has met
with the approval of more than 200
exhibitors, it is reported, and financial backing to the extent of $1,500,000 will be forthcoming provided the exhibitors contribute their
quota.
Firstwould
year's
of and
the
association
be program
between 15
20 pictures, Captain Dixey stated.

"Adverse" European Premiere

London — European premiere of
"Anthony Adverse" took place last
week at the Tivoli, Strand.

Heads Scots Film Guild
Edinburgh — John Buchan, the
Scottish novelist whose books have
been adapted to the screen — notably
"The 39 Steps"— now Lord Tweedmuir, Governor-General of Canada;
has accepted the honorary presidency of the Scottish Churches Film
Guild. He is also honorary president of th Scottish Film Council.

H. B. Warner with Wilcox
London — Herbert Wilcox has
signed the American actor, H. B.
Warner, to play the role of English
consul in "The Navy Eternal", the
spectacular sea production he is
making with the co-operation of the
British Admiralty.

French Production Held Up
Paris — Production in French studios is being delayed due to trouble
with the studio unions over the demand for an eight-hour day, and the
lack of harmony among the studio
workers in the matter.

Walter Futter with Capitol
London — Capitol Films has signed
Walter Futter, producer of "Africa
Speak;",
make
a spectacular
ture withtothe
Sahara
desert as feathe
background and with the American
Negro singer-actor, Paul Robeson,
as the star.

Yugoslavia Film Imports
Belgrade — Official report of foreign films imported into Yugoslavia
during 1935 gives the amount imported from the United States at 1,■> 1,377 feet, from Germany 500,000
feet and from England 103,915 feet.
Slightly over 75,000 feet of native
film was registered for the year.

British "Time" Exploitation

Asher Borrows Geo. E. Stone
London — George E. Stone has been
borrowed from Warner Bros. Hollywood studios by Irving Asher for
an important role in Max Miller's
"Don't Get Me Wrong" now in work
at the Teddington studios.

Home Size Television Sets

New officers of the Warner Club
Inc., composed of employes of Warners and subsidiaries in the U. S
and Canada, have been elected bv
delegates and the Board of Governors as follows:
Alex McBeath, President; Sam
Schneider, Chairman of the Finance
Committee; Edward E. Hinchy
Vice-President in charge of Membership; Ruth Weisberg, VicePresident in charge of WelfareHarry Mayer, Vice-President in
charge of Entertainment; Frank L.
Gates, Vice-President in charge of
Claims; John Holmes, Treasurer;
and Stuart H. Aarons, Secretary.
The following were elected as the
Board of Governors:

Stuart H. Aarons, Louis S. Aldrich, Eli
H. Arkin, Max B. Blackman, Charles Bowers
W. V. Brooks, R. W. Budd, William Cannon, H. M. Doherty, J. P. Faughnan, F L
Gates, Sud Goldberg, L. B. Griffin, Charles
V. Grimes, J. T. Holmes, E. E. Hinchy F
J. Kiernan VV. R. Koppe, C. J. Latta, Jules
Levey, S. Lefkowitz, Jules Lamm, Ann Martin, Harry Mayer, Alex McBeath, W. S.
McDonald R. A. McGuire, Raymond Meyers
C. A. Nichols, H. F. O'Donnell, George
O'Keefe, Etty Phillips, Elkan Reiner, Sol
Reiner, Marion Roberts, Harold Rodner
Sachson,A. W.W. Schilling.
Arthur
Madeline
SchwalberS.
R. Salomons,
g, Schneider',
Schorr, Steve Trilling, Isabel Turner, Ruth
J. Wuhrman.
Weisberg.

Elected
tee were: to the Executive Commit-

Stuart A. Aarons, Louis S. Aldrich, Max
B. Blackman, W. V. Brooks, R, W. Budd,
William Cannon, H. M. Doherty, F. L. Gates
E. E. Hinchey, J. T. Holmes, S. Lefkowitz,
Jules Levey, Harry Mayer, Alex McBeath,
V\. S. McDonald, R. A. Maguire, C. A.
Nichols, George O'Keefe, Elkan Reiner,
Harold Rodner, Arthur Sachson, Robert Salomons, S. Schneider. A. W. Schwalberg, Steve
Trilling,
Ruth
Weisberg.

Republicans Nominate May
Albany — John A. May
ville, an executive of
Theatrical Enterprises,
mously nominated for
at the Republican state

of Glovers
the Schine
was unaniComptroller
convention.

West
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Coast Bureau

of

THE
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London — Sir Maurice Bonham
Hollywoodged
— Dorothy
Appleby
e" and
for "Nom
Carter, chairman of Scophony, Ltd., John Enga
Miljan, who were seen toin announcing that that concern exgether last season in "Charlie Chan
pects to increase its capital to take in Paris,"
have been engaged for
care of television problems of the
roles in "North of Nome,"
immediate future also stated that feature
which Columbia has placed in prohome size television sets would be
duction under the guidance of Willady.
available by Christmas. He also said
liam Nigh. Jack Holt is the star,
that he hoped, in time, to have these with Evelyn Venable as his leading
home sets as cheaply priced as are
radio sets.

PITTSBURGH

RKO Goes to Paris
Paris — RKO Radio Pictures International has moved its headquarters
from London to this city. Jack de
Wall has been appointed secretary
of the board of directors.

A boyCurry.
was born to Mr. and Mrs
George
Jack George, former manager of
Paramount in Latrobe, has been
transferred to the Richelieu Theater
in Blairsville. E. M. Dock of Vandergrift post.
has been promoted to the
Latrobe

London — The recently formed
British "March of Time" unit has
inaugurated a sales promotion and To Preserve Noted Films
exploitation department to get beJohn Kallstein has been appointV.est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Paris — La Cinematique Francaise
hind each issue with a comprehenhas been formed by persons promi- ater.ed manager of the Metropolitan Thesive promotional campaign.
Hollywood — Madeleine Carroll, alnent in French motion picture cirready on loan from Walter Wanger
Charles Rich, Warner exchange
cles for the purpose of preserving
to 20th Century-Fox for a leading B.I.P. Signs John Lodge
masterpieces
of
the
film
art
for
fumanager,
is back on the job followrole in '"Lloyds of London," will
London — John Lodge, the British
i < main at that studio to be coing a rest cure at the Montefiore
ture generations. Among the Amer- Hospital.
ed with Dick Powell in "On the lawyer who took a screen test in
ican pictures will be "The Birth of
Charlotte Scheffler and Edgar
Avenue," by Irving Berlin. Roy Hollywood and played opposite Mar- a Nation" and "The Phantom of the Connor
joined the Metro Exchange.
Del Ruth will direct.
lene Dietrich in "The Scarlet Em-
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Pictures

Opera".
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A hit so outstanding in entertainment
qualities that it sets the world talking.
"It Happened One Night".. ."TheThin Man"...
"One Night of Love". ..all burst unceremoniously on the screen to thrill millions. This
year's surprise hit is "The Gay Desperado"
...a grand, thrilling musical adventure., .set
to unforgettable, golden melodies... brought
to you by one of the world's greatest voices.
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A "JUHte" fcot» Hollywood "£ots
By RALPH WILK
p. LLOYD SHELDON has joined
the David 0. Selznick organization as a producer. His first assignment under the Selznick International Pictures banner, for United
Artists release, will be "The Man
With award Young
Wife," starring EdArnold.
▼

▼

T

t

▼

S. J. Briskin, David O. Selznick,
Darryl Znniick, Lionel Atwill, Clark
Gable, DeWitt C. Jennings, Frank
Capra, Cecil B. DeMille, Frank
Lloyd, Graham Baker, Edwin
Burke. Waldemar Young, John Arnold. Nathan Levinson and Van Nest
Polglase have been elected to the
board of governors of the Academy
of M. P. Arts & Sciences.
T

George Brent has been engaged
by Columbia for the male lead opposite Jean Arthur in "Safari in
Paradise."
▼

T

T

M-G-M has signed a new longterm contract with Freddie Bartholomew, who is soon to be seen in
"The Devil Is
a Sissy."
»
T
▼
Sammy McKim, 11-year-old, was
signed to a featured spot in "The
Country Gentlemen" and is being
directed by RalDh Staub. Others
added include Lila Lee and Donald
Kirke.
T

T

T

Art S'teman, production manager
on Republic's action pictures, passed
cigars around the lot last week. His
first born is a seven-pound boy.
t

▼

▼

"Weening
Is for Women,"
bv
Donald Barr Ch'dsev, h«s been purchased by M-G-M studios for early
production.
The "After the Thin Man" company has returned to the studio
from San Franc'sco, where they
have been shooting. New additions
to the cast include Nick Coneland,
Fred SantleyAAA
and Mabel Colcord.
In order to make theaters in time
for the world series, Leon Schlesinger is rushing "Boulevardier from
the Bronx," a Merry Melodies subject, to New York. The cartoon is
a satire on baseball.
T

T

T

Sidney Blackmer has been signed
by George R. Batcheller to play one
9f the featured roles in "House of
Secrets," which Batcheller is now
producing for Chesterfield. Leslie
Fenton is starring in this production, with Muriel Evans playing opposite him.
▼

T

T

Luci Ward, Warner Bros., is the
author of "Cargo De Luxe," a short
story, appearing in October's Cosmopolitan. Her original story,
"Mountain Justice" is in production,
with Michael Curtiz directing.
T

T

T

Trem Carr, who is producing the
John Wayne series for Universal release, is in St. Louis, conferring

Goldwyn Signs Edward Ludwig

Edward Ludwig has been signed by Samuel Goldwyn to direct the forthcoming Miriam
Hopkins vehicle, now titled "The Woman's Touch," from the screen play by Sam and
Bella Spewack. "The Woman's Touch" has gone through several changes of title.
It was originally "The Princess and the Pauper," was changed to "Women Can Be
Wrong," Kober.
and then to the present title. The screen adaptation is in the hands of
Arthur

with his brother regarding details
of their father's estate. Carr will
return to Hollywood the end of next
week.

Hugh O'Connell has been added to
the cast of "Ready, Willing and
Able," the new Warner picture with
Ruby Keeler, Ross Alexander,
Louise Fazenda, Allen Jenkins, Teddy Hart, Wini Shaw and Carol
Hughes. Ray Enright is directing
the dialogue and Bobby Connolly
the musical numbers.
▼
▼
T
Lloyd
Crane,
Major
Pictures'
latest contract addition, gets
his first
featured role in "Mind Your Own
Business," which will star Charlie
Ruggles, it was announced by
Emanuel Cohen, president of the
company. Lyle Talbot, has also
has been added to the cast. Norman McLeod will direct.

RKO classified as an "A" picture
and shortly to be released to first-run
theaters, George O'Brien is scouting
the story mart for additional ideas
based on the early romantic periods
▼ ▼
Pete Smith is tapping out his M- of American life. O'Brien recently
G-M comments this week with the approved for purchase an original
fingers of his left hand. His right story by George Snively based on
arm is stiff from wrist to shoulder, the Lewis-Clark expedition to the
the result of too much horseshoe. Columbia River during the period
He got the "bug" from watching 1803-1806. This story will in all
probability follow the productions, leading
Ja<"k LaroleRue,
- ^o •■—
•
r'famous
H ■>
in Mae
West's
Vyrl Jackson toss the horses' footwear in his "rehearsal" for the act "Park Avenue Logger" and "Sam- stage hit, "Diamond Lil," will make
his first screen apperance with the
he will put on in Pete's new "Sport
T
»
uel Houston."T
Parade Specialty," "Dexterity,"
"Go West
Young
Abe Meyer, supervisor of music star
which Smith has in production unmanuelin Cohen,
president
of Man."
Major
der the direction of Dave Miller.
for Sol Lesser's "Rainbow on the Pictures, is producing the new ve»
V
»
hicle for Paramount release.
River," predicts that the next trend
Harry Fischbeck will photograph in musicals will be in pantomime
▼ ▼
»
ballet based on popular classics.
Due to setting back for two
B. P. Schulberg's production, "A The ballet is as old as music itself,
Man and
a Woman,"
starring
Ed- and its success at the Hollywood weeks the starting date of "Coast
ward Arnold
with Gladys
George
to Coast," Ray McCarey, who was
and George Bancroft, Richard Wal- Bowl testifies to the modern popu- to have directed that production, inlarity of this type of entertainment,
lace directing.
will directOct.
"One1 Man's
Bonus,"
»
T
T
Meyer believes.
set tostead start
with Edward
T
T
T
Everett Horton, Margaret Seddon
The Walter Wanger writing team
Universal will star Louis Hay- and Margaret McWade featured in
of Gene Towne and Graham Baker
returned to the United Artists stu- ward and Wendy Barrie in "Class the cast.
dios yesterday from a trip to San Prophesy." That is, if Hayward
recovers rapidly enough from the
Owen Murphy has been assigned
Francisco, where they sought back- illness which took him out of the
by Universal to adapt William
ground material for their latest picof "Three Smart Girls." He Pierce's story "Night Key" to the
ture, "You Only Live Once," co- cast replaced
in this cast by Ray requirements of a Boris Karloff
starring Henry Fonda and Sylvia was
Milland.
starring picture.
Sidney. The picture is scheduled
T
T
▼
to go before the cameras today.
»
T
T
▼
»
T
Michael Whalen has been assignWith completion of the last dance
ed the male lead opposite Claire
sequence, which will run on the
During the filming of "Daniel
in "Career Woman," while
Boone," his first starring production Trevor
Kay Linaker and Helen Wood have screen for over fifteen minutes, director Roy Del Ruth is now headed
for Hirliman-RKO, George O'Brien been assigned to the cast of "Cracklost approximately 15 pounds. Endown the home stretch with M-GUp,"
at
20th
Century-Fox.
The
latgaging in thrilling fights with
ter picture is being directed by Mai M's "Born to Dance." Approximatescreen "heavies," jumping over St. Clair, with Peter Lorre and
ly $2,000,000 is said to be invested
boulders and diving into rivers are Brian Donlevy in the male leads.
in this musical picture starring
great
Eleanor
Powell.
O'Brien.weight reducers, according to
T
T
T
▼
▼
T
First National has bestowed a
T
T
T
Production will begin this week
new title upon the picture hitherto
John Miljan is truly Hollywood's
at the First National studios on a
leading cinema traveler. In the in- known as "Loudspeaker Lowdown" new "Western" thriller entitled
terests of his last four pictures he and also as "The Tattler," and featuring Ross Alexander, Ann Nagel, "Bad Man's Territory." Dick Foran
was a California '49'r for "Sutter's Glenda Farrell, Craig Reynolds, will be the hero, with Linda
Perry
Gold," a man of the south for "The Norman Willis, John Sheehan, as his heroine. Breezy Eason will
direct.
Gentleman from Louisiana," a pio- George E. Stone and other favorites.
neer of the western plains for "The
Y
▼
Y
Plainsman" and an Alaskan for The new title is "Here Comes CarDirector
Dave
Howard
is now in
"North of Nome."
T
T
T
T
T
T
San
Francisco
seeking
out
locations
Henry Wilcoxon, featured in the
Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell,
for "Adventure's End," which will
song writing team for 20th Century- Reliance-U. A. production, "The star John Wayne for Universal, and
Fox, were lunch guests recently of Last of the Mohicans," flew by which Howard will direct. The
a prominent city official who escort- plane from Los Angeles to address story is by Ben Ames Williams.
ed them through the city hall. As a luncheon meeting of prominent
y
v
v
men and women in that city,
a result the team has promised to clubter."
Abe Meyer has been signed by
under the sponsorship of Mrs. Hulwrite a song called "Working for da McGinn, head of the California Sabin Carr to supervise the music
for a series of one-reel travelogues
T
T
the City." T
in color. The first, just completed,
▼
T
T
David Howard, director, is back Theaters Ass'n.
Continuing his plans to develop is "In Old Monterey."
from Sonora, where he has been
T
T
T
working on the John Wayne star- a young talent school, President Nat
Levine of Republic Productions has
Rodney deSarro, magazine carring picture,W "The9 Showdown."
V
engaged Miss Lillian Burns as dratoonist and illustrator, has been appointed art director for Republic
With "Daniel Boone," his initial Monday. matic coach. She started work
Pictures.
starring production
for Hirlimant

▼

▼
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to Kentucky
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with the most famous Indian

fightet of them all! . . . The screen's ace adventure
star as the mighty scout whose

rifle wrote a flam-

ing chapter in the heroic history of the conquest
of the wilderness !
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'(Godfrey" Script Posted
In Lobby for Laugh Missers

A T the anxious
request of
numerous patrons who missed
many of the Hilarious gag lines
in "My Man Godfrey" because
of the
continued
uproarious
laughter of the audience, J. L.
Schanberger, frantically
Keith's wired
Theater,
Baltimore,
the
Universal home office for a copy
of the shooting script.
Immediately, on its arrival, he put his
house artist to work and unveiled as new and novel a stunt
as the motion picture industry
has seen in a long time. Patrons
only had to consult the script,
which was placed in the outer
lobby together with lobby card
explaining its purpose. The idea
created
quite
a hulla-balloo
among
passers-by as well as
patrons.
Schanberger promoted
considerable free title plugging
through a tie-up with Liberty
Magazine.
The local distributor
bannered
his entire fleet of
trucks and inserted accessory
roto heralds in the magazine.
Tie-up was based on Liberty's
weekiy movie review feature and
the fact that "My Man Godfrey" was adapted from a Liberty story. Banner on trucks
played up title, cast, theater and
play dates. A flashy, new model
Chrysler
automobile
ballyhoo,
theme of the picture.
The car
nicely plugged
the title and
was promoted from an agency in
return for credit sign on car and
in lobby.
A young man and
pretty girl were driven around
the streets in the car, sitting
on the top of the back seat to
attract the most attention. Banner on car read: "What Fun!
What
Fun!
I am a Society
'Deb' and I'm Going to Tnke My
Man Godfrev
To See William
Powell and Carole Lombard at
the Keith's Theater."
Sylvan
Left* of the Universal home office assisted.
— Keith's, Baltimore

"Dodsworth"
AExploi
t Newting
York Rivoli
gAMUEL GOLDWYN'S
"Dodsworth" was ushered into
the
Rivoli, New York, with a great
fanfare of publicity and exploitation arranged bv the theater
staff in conjunction with the
United Artists home office. As
one of the highlights, the Daily
Mirror ran a 5-column daily
serialization strip for 14 davs.
Special promotional
.'500
posters
carried on ads
the and
Mirror
and American delivery trucks
built up advan-e interest. The
News and Mirror devoted the
front page of their Sunday coloroto editions to heads of Mary
t and Ruth Chatterton giv-

Cwxe*tt

ing the puture prominent billing. The News also gave the film
a good
the men's
fashion break
columns. in The
New
York
Woman devoted a full page to
special layouts.
Macy's tied in
with the film from several angles, using newspaper ads, store
windows for a full week, radio
mention
over WOR
on three
consecutive
mornings,
fashion
publicity and special displays on
Hartmann trunks, men's coats,
women's hats and dresses. Gimbel's contributed a double window. Lektrolite and Lektroshaver
dealers
all over
the
metropolitan area featured stills
of Nivin and Lukas in connection with the picture.
The
D a v e g a chain
concentrated
heavily on this tie-up.
Billy
Taub,
fashion
shop,
gave
a
full window display to a coat
tie-up using ads in all papers
to give the production prominent
mention.
Bigelow-Sanford Carpets turned over its Fifth Avenue window. Grosset & Dunlap
editions of the book were placed
on display in the Pennsylvania
Drug chain, Radio City stores
and other key locations. Special
ornate window cards were distributed instrategic spot= in the
shopping area. Bigelow Weavers
described several scenes in an
advance broadcast over the Mutual Broadcasting System, and
transcriptions were planted on
the smaller stations.
— Rivoli, New York.

Great "Romeo and Juliet"
Exhibit in L. A. Store
THE

DAILY

biggest piece of exploitation ever staged in cooperation with Bullock's, first ranking
store of Los Angeles, was
worked out for M-G-M's "Romeo
and Juliet." Five thousand
square feet of space on the third
floor of the store were given
over to a "Romeo and Juliet
Museum." This featured costumes, properties used in the
film, copies of the original Huntington Library Shakespeare
folio. This disnlay will be kept
in the store until after the picture opens at the Carthay Circle. In addition, the store windows were dressed with Gilbert
Adrian M-G-M gowns from the
production, also costumes from
"The Gorgeous Hussy." So tremendous was the interest in this
display, planned originally for
only three days, that it. was held
for ten days. The store itself
spent several thousand dollars
in preparing and advertising the
d'irolay. The estimate of store
officials was that more than
1.000,000 persons will see both
the window display and the display inside the store.
All Bul-

lock's employees were circularized with notices stressing the
unusual features of the two exhibits. Up to the present time
more than twenty telegraphic
requests have been received from
leading stores in other cities,
asking for a transfer of the display there. The American Merchandisers' Association has
agreed to bear the expense of
boxing and shipping to the seventeen cities where Association
stores are located.
— Metro-Glodwyn-Mayer.

George Henger Covers
Schools for "Mohicans"
A

HUGE open book, seven
feet high and five feet
wide, with six-foot tinted blowups of Randolph Scott and Binnie Barnes on either side, was
planted a week in advance on
the lawn of the public library
as one of the highlights of
George Henger's campaign on
"The Last of the Mohicans"
at the Criterion, Oklahoma
City. As a ballyhoo, Henger
cut out a 24-sheet, placed the
art on either side of a truck
and gathered plenty of attention in the Labor Day parade.
The driver was in Indian costume and was accompanied by a
man dressed in frontier style.
After the parade the truck
stopped at all the other theaters, schools and principal intersections. The picture got a
big play from the leading merchants, particularly the dress
and fashion shops which featured "Mohican Red." Book
stores and men's sporting shops
gave considerable window space
to the various angles. Plugs
were plentiful over the local
radio stations. Cashing in on
this advance notice, Henger
covered the schools completely
inviting teachers and other officials to a special screening and
having them recommend the
picture to the pupils. Tne press
gave the film several fine
breaks. The restaurants and
hotels used special tinted
standees. Henger covered the
ball games, prize fights and
other sporting events in great
style.
— Criterion, Oklahoma City.

Packard and RKO
In Big Tie-up
'THE
" in
chain
midst

Packard Motor Car Co.,
cooperation with the RKO
of theaters, is now in the
of one of the largest campaigns ever staged. Attention
is focused on the new Packard
Six, the motor car company's
new radio show starring Fred
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Astaire, and "Swing Time,"
RKO Radio's new picture starring Astaire and Ginger Rogers. Film trailers show the new
Packard Six on the screen of all
RKO's theaters showing "Swing
Time," and patrons are invited
to join in the contest for one of
the twelve new Sixes to be
awarded as prizes. RKO further cooperates by distributing
entry blanks to the contest,
tune-in slips for the radio program, and, where possible, display a new Packard Six in the
lobby. Packar
s "Swing
Time" music d onfeature
the air and
posdealersters onshow
the "Swing
windowsTime"
of their
showrooms and service stations.
The contest, which is open to all
patrons of RKO theaters showing "Swing Time," is based on
the writing of a twenty-five
word (or less) statement on
"What I like best about the new
Packard Six." Awards will be
made to the twelve contestants
writing the best answer to this
question. The contest will run
for a period of eight weeks.
The winners will be announced
over the Packard Radio Hour
Tuesday, November 24 and the
twelve new Sixes will be delivered to the winners on Thanksgiving morning. —RKO Radio.

"March of Time"
Offers Accessory Novelty
'THE March of Time promises
something new in the way
of accessories when it offers to
exhibitors a rubber balloon to
appeal to the younger trade. A
rubber balloon doesn't sound
new, but this one is. When
blown up the balloon inflates to
a perfectly proportioned globe,
and a geographically correct
world map covers the face. The
printing is legible and the rubber globe will be of real value
to students.
—"March of Time."

Unique Newspaper Contest
On "Nine Days a Queen"

'THE New York Daily Mirror
is running a nine-day contest in conjunction with the
New York premiere of GB's
"Nine Days a Queen" at the
Roxy Theater. The picture
opens Friday, October 2. Prizes
totaling $50, as well as 50 pairs
of tickets to the Roxy, will be
awarded daily to writers of the
best letters on "What I Would
Do If I Were Queen For Nine
— G B Pictures.

Days."
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British Viewpoint
On Films for Children
'T'HE censorship system, in the
■*■ opinion of many psychologists and doctors, not to mention parents and teachers endowed with ordinary commonsense, has shown itself a
peculiarly poor friend of the
children by its adult obsession
with moral matters, that children, because they are children,
do not notice, and by its failure
to protect them from the things
which do harm them. A sudden
burst of physical violence in
close-up, even although it may
be entirely "right," an enlarged
picture of a villainous spider in
a riotously funny Disney cartoon, a love scene, perfectly
itself, or the repreproper, in sentation
of a child effecting,
by its own misery, a reconciliation between its parents, may
disturb children far more than
Mae West or Greta Garbo in a
rather "doubtful" role. But all
of the incidents quoted can be
found and paralleled a dozen
times in "U" films. On the other
hand, while most "U" films are
entirely free from anything
that could harm any child, they
are, from a positive point of
view, unsuitable for children because they are boring and uninteresting to them. The plot may
be too complicated, the development of the story may depend
on the dialogue, the whole
treatment may be too sophisticated for them. But this is
not the fault of the censorship
system. Its function is negative and preventative, and however successfully it functions it
cannot solve the real problem,
which is, how to provide firstclass entertainment for children
at the cinema.
They like adventure, excitement and suspense, a story with
plenty of movement actually
portrayed on the screen, knockabout comedy (no subtle humor
or rasping wise-cracks for
them), stories that take them
miles away to strange countries
and strange peoples, and stories
that show them places and people they can recognize, stories
based on books they have read
and historical characters, films
of animals, aeroplanes, trains,
ships and racing motorcars. The
hero must be heroic, the villain
villainous, and right and courage must, in the end, conquer
wrong, but they do not care
very much who marries the
heroine. But while these likes
should be satisfied (and, so
long as they are, the children
are satisfied), parents and
teachers, and the film industry
itself have a further responsibility. Children may be excited,
but they should not be frightened, even if they like it. The
hero
should
not achieve
his
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ends by excessive use of his
fists, even if it does help the
story. Foreigners should not
be represented as an inferior or
comic race. Comedy should not
be sought in physical or mental
deformity or at the expense of
people and institutions which at
school or in their daily lives
children are taught to respect.
Children, like most of their parents, accept what they see on
the screen as real. Every effort
should be made, therefore, to
ensure that, during the formative years of childhood, ideas
and attitudes should not be presented to them on the screen
which may prejudice their ideas
and attitudes about the world
and the people with whom they
will have to live and work in
the future.
— William Farr,
Af;st. Gen. Mgr., British Film
Institute in Cinematographic
Times.

Walter Huston on How
To Become Screen Actor
"pIRST
Run a away
and —join
troupefrom
of home
traveling entertainers. This will
prepare you for a role in "Hamlet," which prominently features
a group of peripatetic players.
(2) Get stranded, but make
your way to New York. This
will fix you up for "King Lear."
(3) Put your knowledge and
skill of ice-skating to use — become a professional ice-hockey
player. The significance in this
one is elusive, as in No. 2, but
nevertheless it's a good way to
have
enough
beans until
crashed
the Golden
Gate.you've
(4)
Go into vaudeville as a walk-on,
and after fifteen years emerge
as a headliner. In your obscure
period you will acquire a lean
and hungry look that will make
you an ideal Cassius. (5) Be
chosen for one of the leading
roles in a Eugene O'Neill play
("Desire Under the Elms"). Or
a George Bernard Shaw play or
a Noel Coward play or a Moliere play. This comes under
the heading of First Big Break.
(6) Get the critics to rave about
you. This may be a little difficult if you don't happen to be
so good. (7) Play the starring
roles in such plays as "The
Barker" and "Elmer the Great."
These will give you a groundwork for the roles of Pander
and Falstaff, respectively. (8)
Be drafted by the movie producers and play any kind of part
they may see fit to cast you in.
You won't like this very much,
but the slings and arrows of outraged fortune will make you a
real trouper. (9) Be fortunate
enough to have Sidnev Howard
write a nlay ("Dodsworth") especially for you. and then be invited by Samuel Goldwyn to play
the same
part
in a movie

«
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mediocre picture ahead of
schedule. And, certainly, they
are among the directorial mainstays of this industry.
The Bugaboo of Time has
frightened the film industry so
much of late that shooting
schedules are growing shorter
and shorter. Personally, as a
new associate producer, I am
heartily in favor of schedules
sufficiently long to permit the
director to get on the screen
every possibility of box-office
and entertainment value offered
by the story.
—Howard Estabrook.

("Dodsworth") based on the
same play
and
written
by ("Dodsworth")
the same author
(Howard). (10) Wow them
with your performance.
— Walter Huston
in N. Y. Times.

Making Good Picture,
Better Than Saving Time
'TIME-SAVING on the set by
a director does not necessarily reflect credit upon that director. Too frequently, when a
director brings in his picture
several days under schedule, the
picture suffers at the box-office.
It is usually more advisable for
a director to spend judiciously
all his available time making a
picture that will make money
for the exhibitor, instead of
one that saves it on the set.
Clarence Brown, Roy Del
Ruth, Sam Wood, Frank Capra,
Richard Boleslawski, Frank
Lloyd and Lewis Milestone, to
name a few, are men who do not
hesitate to face criticism for
running over schedule when they
find it necessary in order to
bring in a successful picture,
rather than to try to seek personal praise by finishing
a

Films' Greatest Improvement
Shown in Past Two Years
TW'HAT

are the positive contributions which the cinema might be expected to make
to the nation's welfare? First
and foremost, we must bring
about a steady improvement in
the taste of the public for the
kind of films they wish to see.
Second, and scarcely less important, we must induce more
people to avail themselves of
the fare and the facilities which
we lavish so unsparingly
for
(Continued
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have discovered
truly Continental
viewv of Central
service,

atmosphere
Park,

invitingly,

—

superior

inexpensive

rates. (Single, &3.50-&5; Double, $5-$7)

only
popular
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* smart, meaning the clever, the knowing and, of course, the fashionable.
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DETROIT
United Detroit Theaters is installing Mirrophonie sound equipment in
the Madison Theater in prepai
for its shift to a first -run policy on
Oct
With addition of Harry Remingthe Minneapton, late film critic of publici
ty start
olis Tribune to the
of the Fox Theater, the department
has been reorganized, with Remingconton handling the newspaperspecial
tacts. George Mitchell on
office
exploitation, and Jack Efrusy,
detail.
Suit of Ira Kaplan of the Cinema
Theater to restrain the city from
interfering with showing of the Russian film "Three Women" was given
by Fedan indefinite postponement
eral Judge Edward J. Moinet.
The RKO Downtown Theater will
r
reopen about Oct. 15. A manage
will be selected and policy decided
this week.
Business at the Fox has taken a
jump of about 100 per cent the past
three %veeks, following reopening of
•ward
Avenue,
closed
for
months.
The Jefferson Amusement Co. has
been incorporated this week by
Thomas D. Moule and David Newman, with a capitalization of $1,800,
ng company for the Jefas operati
ferson Theater which they recently
acquired from Albert Oppenheim.

Hollywood — the fault of these mod- terprises.
J. E. Sc-hoonover, Aurora, Neb.,
ern jerky dances.— LeROY PRINZ. has opened the completely remodparts I've discovered
picking
TN
elled and re-equipped Mazda.
A that, no matter what the role
Television cannot at any time
After more than a year of planmay be. it must be one that eventu- compete with the cinema as a medium of entertainment. — J. K.
ning, Harry Schiller's Grand, Grand
gains the MENJOU.
audience's sympathy.
—allv
ADOLPHE
Island, is now closed and the buildHUTCHINSON, British exhibitor.
ing next to it being tourn down. On
Pictures are fine. Undoubtedly
In no field has America attained the site will be erected a new thethe screen is the ultimate in modern
ater seating 750.
such
complete blanketing of the
entertainment, but I wanted new
Wilbur Cushman vaudeville is goworld
as
in
motion
pictures.
—
B.
C.
ing in the Rivoli, Falls City, Neb.,
fields to conquer. — RICHARD FORBES.
BARTHELMESS.
one day each week from now on.
Marian H. Bray, former owner of
Be drafted by the movie produc- the I is. 250-seater in Mason City,
It gets tiresome always being
ers
and
play
any
kind
of
part
they
known as the man people love to
has sold the place to O. E. Ansberry.
hate.— RICARDO
CORTEZ.
see fit
cast much,
you in.
won't
like
thisto very
but You
the slings
and arrows of outraged fortune will
You can't apply anything you
a real trouper. — WALT- Large Screen Television
learn in films to theatrical art. You makeER you
HUSTON.
Developed in Germany
can't strengthen your (stage) technique by film work because, for the
On every side, in every studio Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
technique: it's (photographic) experimentation is
it has
actress,
Washington — Television pictures
naturalism.—
IVORno NOVELLO.
going on. Any number of camera- on a screen 1 by 1.20 meters are
men are planning radical depart- said to be possible through a new
There is quite a scarcity of oldures.—JOHN ARNOLD.
invention of Telefunken Gesellschaft,
fashioned girls who can waltz in
in Germany,
here
yesterday. Film Daily learned
WORDS
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BUFFALO
Nate Sauber, Buffalo manager,
and Otto Siegel of the sales staff
were among those who went to Pittsburgh to attend the funeral of Al
Barnett, former Universal sales
chief here.
"Anthony Adverse," after a week
at Shea's Buffalo, was moved to the
Hippodrome for a second week downtown. "My Man Godfrey," after
breaking all but one opening day
record in seven years, was held over
for a second week at the Lafayette.
Arthur Michaels of the Allendale,
whose sudden illness caused him to
be removed to Buffalo General Hospital, has recovered enough to be
taken home.

Set for Bernie Air Program
Conrad Thibaut will be guest star
on the Ben Bernie radio program
Oct. 6 and Gertrude Berg will be
Kuest star on Oct. 13.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Are your newspaper
ads easy
or is the matter jammed
in?

City Manager Jerry Zigmond of
Lincoln Theaters is in Denver conferring with Louis J. Finske, division manager of J. H. Cooper en-

to

read
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the modest admission charge we
make. These two objectives are
not wholly independent. Better screen fare will usually be
responded to by increased attendances, and increased attendances can in general be secured
only by providing better screen
fare. But the description "better" in connection with screen
fare is ambiguous. The exhibitor grades the merits of films
exclusively by their success at
his own box-office. He usually
pretends he is not concerned
with the objective qualities of
the films he screens, provided
only they do not offend by being vulgar, indecent or seditious; he is a purveyor of the
kind of entertainment for which
the public for whom he caters
has shown unmistakable preference, tested by the agreeable
clink of coins in his box-office.
I do not believe that any exhibitor is really indifferent to
the spiritual, intellectual and
artistic qualities of the pictures
he exhibits. He would prefer
to show "Third Floor Back" to
pictures about the eternal triangle and women of easy virtue, if the public would only
respond. The lesson of the last
two or three years rings loudjy in my ears. In all my experience, extending now over 25
years, there has not been in any
other period of two or three
years as great an improvement
in intrinsic quality — not technically only but morally also —
as since the beginning of 1934.
It began, I think, with "Cavalcade" and "Henry the Eighth,"

TOPICS
and was followed by such pictures as "I Was a Fugitive",
"David Copperfield," "The House
of Rothschild," "The Barretts
of Wimpole Street," "The Bengal Lancer," "Mutiny on the
Bounty," "The Ghost Goes
West," "Rhodes," and many
other films of the same class.
All were striking departures
from the tradition of earlier
years. There is not one of these
which did not arouse some
measure of apprehension among
exhibitors, not on account of its
merits but because of its comparative high-browedness. All
of them encountered some resistance from our picture purveyors when first trade-shown.
That resistance was broken
down by intensive propaganda
and skillful salesmanship, and
the exhibitors pocketed their
profits without any very obvious display of the gratitude
they owed to the renters who
influenced them to show these
pictures. What interests me
most about this experience is
that it conclusively demonstrated that the public responded
magnificently to the improved
fare, and that producers, encouraged by their previous success, are unhesitatingly framing
their immediate programs with
a much higher content of what,
for want of a better term, I
may De permitted to call "intellectualism," than ever before.
It is in my judgment no accident, but rather the direct consequence of this new quality
element in our pictures, that
there has been an almost com
plete cessation of all that clam-

The advantage of the new development, itis said, is that the picture
thrown upon the screen can be
viewed by a large number of people
sitting even six and eight meters
away. The disadvantage, however,
appears that all the faults and
flaws are also enlarged.
According to Andrew W. Cruse,
chief of the Electrical Division of
the Department of Commerce, the
Witzleben transmitter, wliich has
been broadcasting 120 lines, plans
to increase this in August to 380
lines and this will probably improve
the sharpness of the pictures. During the Olympic games, Germany
employed a direct scanning method
for its broadcasting instead of the
intermediate film, but film will be
used for all normal broadcasts at
present.
orous hostility from so many
quarters about two years ago,
and of the creation of Decency
Leagues to protest against certain pictures which the various
censorship authorities ought to
have banned.
— Simon Rowson,
Cinematograph Times.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Imports of U. S. films by Batavia
increased from 48 per cent in fhe first
half of 1935 to 59 per cent in the first
half

of

this year.
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Duals Case Rehearing Up at Philadelphia on Monday

RKO AND PARA. SUBSIDIARIES TO PAY OUTPROFITS
New

Terms Likely in 20th Century-FWC

Negotiations for Bank's 58%
Interest Delayed by
Legal Matters
As a result of the upward trend
in earnings of Fox West Coast Theaters (National Theaters Corp.),
terms of the deal under which 20th
Century-Fox, which already holds a
42 per cent interest in the circuit,
would acquire the 58 per cent held
by the Chase National Bank, will
probably have to be revised, it was
(Continued

on

Page

8)

WOULD LIMIT HOURS
FOR STARS ON AIR
Control of hours on which picture
stars broadcast, rather than attempting to prohibit such radio performances, may be the solution of the
current situation which is causing
concern in some exhibitor quarters,
according to Allied Theaters of New
Jersey. The unit has named a committee to study
all onexhibitor
propos(Cemtinued
Page 8)

RCA Photophone Adds 20
To Coast Service Staff
IV est

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

on Page
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Order Filled
Holyoke, Mass. — Herman C Bamberger, manager of the Victory Theater had
a $50 joke played on him this week.
He asked a friend of his, the publicity
manager of the Texas exposition, for a
boulder to go with some promotion
work
for expected
the picture
"Texasmache
Ranger.''
He had
a papier
one
used for decoration. But he had to
pay out $50.37 for express charges for
a real 730-pound boulder that was sent
him by his friend in Texas.

RKO

and

Para.

Units

Will

Pay Dividends to Avert
Heavy Tax

RKO and Paramount subsidiaries
will shortly declare dividends out of
It will take another year of exPittsburgh — Boroughs and town- undistributed profits to avert payperimentation before television picships in 11 Pennsylvania Counties
ment of the heavy federal tax on
tures attain the clarity of home mov- will vote on Sunday movies during undeclared profits which goes into
ies, Film Daily was reliably in- the Nov. 3 election, it was learned effect Jan. 1, Film Daily is advised.
formed yesterday. At present RCA, here this week. Among the latest
Declaration of dividends by Parawhich is producing television images municipalities added on the list
mount subsidiaries will carry the
cf the highest definition, has devel- are Burgettstown, Centerville, Mc- Paramount third quarter earnings
oped pictures with 343 scanning
Donald, Finleyville and Cecil Town- well above $1,000,000, it is underlines. Television pictures of 450
ship in Washington County and Exstood. Film Daily learned authorilines will have to be produced to
port and Suterville in Westmoreland
tatively that some of the RKO subequal home movies in clarity.
County. A number of exhibitors opsidiaries will shortly declare diviIt is not possible at this time to
erating
in
blue
law
territories
are
dends
out of undistributed profits.
(.Continued on Page 8)
now working to put through a SunLoew's Inc., recently declared a
day movies referendum in time for 50-cent
extra quarterly dividend.
a general vote next month.
Improvement Is Shown
For the
past few
years ofLoew's
been
declaring
an extra
$1 at has
the

In Educational Earnings

William Fox on Stand

Despite the increased playing of
At Bankruptcy Hearing
double features, annual report of
Educational Pictures for the year
Atlantic City — Taking the stand
ended June 27, last, will show a considerable improvement over the pre- for the first time in his voluntary
vious year. The statement will be bankruptcy suit, William Fox testified that in January, 1930, he was
made public within a few days.
All officers of Educational Pic- "under the impression that I was
tures, including President E. W. worth $100,000,000, but I found out
Hammons, were re-elected at the an- soon afterward that I had estimated
I sold out for $15,nual stockholders' meeting Tuesday wrong because
(Continued on Page 8)
in New York.

'DAILY

Hollywood — Visit here of F. B.
Ostman, RCA Photophone service
manager, has resulted in the addition of more than 20 additional
skilled service engineers to the RCA
staff, and the establishment of a
training school to instruct the new
(Continued

YEAR OF EXPERIMENT SUNDAY SHOW ISSUE
SEEN FOR TELEVISION
UP IN 11 COUNTIES

Circuit Deal

Philadelphia Anti-Duals Test Case
Comes Up for Rehearing Monday
Re-hearing on the Perlman case,
involving the right of a distributor
to ban playing of his pictures on a
double feature program, is definitely
Francois B. de Valdes has organ- scheduled for Monday morning in
ized Hispano Films in Hollywood the Circuit Court of Appeals at
for production of three Spanish fea- Philadelphia. Paramount will be
tures and six one-reel snorts to be represented by Edwin L. Weisl,
distributed throughout the world by prominently identified with the Atlas group, and Louis Phillips, who
Roman Rebush of Kinotrade, Rebush said yesterday.
was one of the company's legal mainstays in the St. Louis trial last Fall.
De Valdes will produce and direct
the pictures which will be made at Morris Wolf is counsel for the four
distributors who are dethe International Studios, Holly- other major
fendants in the action.
(Continued on Page 9)

New Company to Produce
Spanish Films on Coast

end of the year. There is some likelihood that this extra will be increased this year, or the quarterly
50-cent extra may become a regular payment, making the common
dividend rate $4.00 annually instead
of $2 plus the $1 extra.

Conrow
as Erpi's
Gen'lNamed
Operating
Manager
L. W. Conrow, who until recently
has been General Manager of Electrical Research Products' Eastern
Division, has been made General Operating Manager, reporting to Whitford Drake, Executive Vice President, according to an announcement
from Erpi's
headquarters
office yes(Continued
on Page 81
B'way Doubling in Brass
An

epidemic
of is
author-actor
binations and cycles
hitting the comlegit

stage
this season.
on writing
talent Hollywood's
is ascribed monopoly
by some
Broadwayites as the reason so many
actors are writing or collaborating on
their own plays, the list including to
date Emlyn Williams in "Night Must
Fall," Frank Vosper in "Love From a
Stranger" and Lynn Root in "Stork
Mad." The cycle splurge includes three
dramas dealing with military schools,
two on Napoleon, two psychological
murder melodramas (to date) and two
revivals

of

"Hamlet"
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H. B. WARNER soils on the Berengaria today for London and an English film assignment.
RAYMOND FRIEDGEN left Pensacola. Fla.,
yesterday for the deep sea fishing grounds
where first scenes will be shot for Grand
National's
"Killers of the Sea."
JACK ISRAELSCN, of M-G-M's Boston poster
department,
is vacationing
here.
R H COCHRANE, president of Universal;
MRS. COCHRANE, and their daughter, MRS.
J. H. LAERI, will arrive by train from Hollywood on Saturday.
'4
F. B. /OSTMAN.
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ARTHUR
'/4 LEE, GB vice-president, and GEORGE
W. WEEKS, general sales manager, will wind
up a two-day sales confab today in New Orleans and will continue on to Atlanta, returning to the New York home office Monday.

':

'4

ANNE PARENTEAU of McNaught Syndicate
leaves New York today for Hollywood to
transact business in connection with syndicated motion picture
news.

•/«

ANITA '/ LOUISE
4

arrives

by

plane

from

the

l/g

next

Her

mother

will

is in New

ac-

Orleans

CHARLIE RUGGLES leaves New York Saturday on his return to the coast after broadcasting tonight on the Rudy
Vallee program.
for

NICK ERMOLIEFF ieaves Friday by
the RKO
coast studios.

TED HUSING
Chicago.

leaves by

plane

plane

today

for

JAMES R. GRAINGER, general sales manager for Universal who has been on coast for
several weeks on booking deals for the company, has cancelled his trip to Texas Centennial
and southern exchanges and returns to home
office
next
Thursday
via Chicago.
SIG WITTMAN, eastern district manager for
today.
Universal, returns to New York from : ittsburgh
F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universale eastern
sales
manager, is back in New York from
Pittsburgh.
BARONESS ELSA VON KOCZIAN arrived in
New York yesterday from Universal City to
confer with Charles Beahan, home office story
editor, before sailing for Europe to represent
story department
there.
RODNEY BUSH
from the coast.

has returned to New

York

MARGARET PERRY, under contract to Major
Pictures, is East from Hollywood for a vacation
at her Mount
Ivy farm home.
MR. and MRS. HARRY E. KALMINE are at
the Warwick.
BILL PINE
staff, arrived

of Cecil B. DeMille's production
yesterday
from the Coast.
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RCA

manager,
is winding
a three
weeks'
visit
to the West
Coast, andup returns
shortly
to New
York.

H
NEW

Wednesday.
company her.
Y. FRANK FREEMAN
from New
York.

York

BROOKS ATKINSON. New York Times drama
critic, and MRS. ATKINSON return from a
Russian
trip today on the Manhattan.
New

Coast

V.

J. W.

Alicoate.

CHARLES LA TORRE, having completed a
rele in M-G-M's new Greta Garbo picture,
"Camille," leaves the coast this week on
his return to New York. La Torre will drive
east with his wife and family.

Logan Appointed Production
Executive by Walter Wanger

Gertrude Michael Stricken;
European Trip is Postponed

Several hours before she was
Hollywood — Joshua Logan, New scheduled to sail on the Normandie,
York stage director, has heen signed en route to England, Gertrude Michto a long-term contract as producael, RKO Radio Pictures star, was
tion executive by Walter Wanger, it
taken to Doctor's Hospital, New
was announced yesterday. Logan York,
yesterday suffering from a
will begin work immediately on the toxic poisoning condition. Her European trip will be delayed at least
production Henry
of "YouFonda
Only Live
starring
and Once",
Sylvia 10 days.
Sidney.
Miss Michael, traveling by plane
from Hollywood, was supposed to
land at Newark Airport Sunday
Opening Dates Set for Two
night, but due to weather conditions
New Kansas Film Theaters the plane was grounded at Albuquerque, N. M. for 17 hours. It is believed that during the wait at AlWitchita, Kans. — The new Kansas
buquerque the film star caught cold,
houses are set to open shortly. First
and
in
her weakened state developed
to start will be the Civic, 1,000-seat toxic poisoning.
jtheater, in this city, while the new
, Anthony
at Anthony,
seating 700,
I will open about Nov. 1.
li est

Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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1
Alice

Jack

Joyce
Mersereau

Walter Reade, operator of the
Kauffman Succeeds Barnett
ircuit bearing his name, will entertain members of the trade press at
Pittsburgh — Joseph R. Kauffman,
Universal salesman here, has been a luncheon this noon at the Hotel
named manager of the local ex- Astor when he plans to make a
change, succeeding Al Barnett, who "special announcement". Deal under which A. W. Smith Jr., former
died last week. The appointment
was made by district manager Sig Warner Bros, division sales manWittman.
ager, would become an important
factor in the Reade setup, has not
been closed as yet and is still under
GB Program for Seattle Circuit discussion.
o. W. Weeks, general sales manager for GB, announces the closing
Goldwyn Buys Novel
of a deal with the Sterling Far West
Samuel Goldwyn has purchased
Circuit whereby GB's entire 1936-37
program inwillSeattle.
play in the circuit's 14 the Ferenc Molnar novel "Angel
theaters
Making Music."

Through excessive use and repetitious public performance by radio,
dance halls, sound trucks, etc., "the
popular songs of 1934 depreciated
80 per cent in the second year of
their life", it is revealed by a comparative analysis of radio programs
through 1934-1935, made public yesterday by E. C. Mills, general manager of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers.
"There is no such decline in the
standard or classical works, the depreciation in their second year being but 19 per cent," said Mills.
"Eighty-s
even leading popular songs
were broadcast 1,255,669 times during 1934 by the two major networks
the ASCAP analysis reveals; these
same songs received only 252,025
performances on the same networks
in 1935. Over 30,000 programs were
studied. These songs melted like the
'snows of yesteryear' and ASCAP's
living songwriters must create new
tunes to replace them. There is a
limit to the songs in a man's heart.
Early in the century the composer
and author produced two or three
big songs in a year. These songs
had a carryover value through several succeeding years as their melodies reached the far corners of the
land. Today these writers must create eight or ten hit songs each year,
and even then they do not earn approximately the same revenue that
the two or three hit songs produced.
Their songs are rendered stale by

Discuss
City Sales Tax
repetition
."
Situation created by refusal of
some New Jersey exhibitors to continue paying the New York City
sales tax as it applies to film rentals was discussed by major distributor attorneys at a meeting at
the Hays office yesterday. Another
session will be held early next week
when cided
a upon.
plan of action may be deFilm News

In Pictorial

Mid-Week Pictorial under its new
ownership will feature screen reviews and stories starting Oct. 13.

I. T. O. A. Meets Wednesday
The I. T. O. A. plans a regular
tor.
meeting Wednesday at the Hotel As-

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
Sonja Henie, skating champion now
starring in "One in a Million," escaped
with minor bruises when a hairpin
FOX.
caused
an accident during rehearsal
for one of the scenes. — 20th CENTURY-
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DEANNA

DURBIN

THE YOUNG STAR WITH
THE HEAVENLY VOICE !
Millions stop and marvel when they
hear her on the air! . . . These and
millions more will rush to fill your
theatres when they can SEE as
well as hear her on the screen — in
the NEW

UNIVERSALIS

SMART

GIRLS"

'THREE

and "TOP

OF

THE TOWN"!
% Next Sunday Night and Every
Sunday Night on the Texaco Hour!
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BY WILLIAM

AT

SHAKESPEARE

• MUSIC

BY

MENDELSSC

POPUL

curing JAMES
3 HAVILLAND

CAGNEY • JOE. E. BROWN • DICK POWELL • OLIVIA
• IAN HUNTER
• ANITA
LOUISE
• ROSS
ALEXANDER

jn Muir • Victor Jory • Verree Teasdale • Hugh Herbert • Frank McHugh • Mickey Rooney • Hobart Cavanaugh
ant Mitchell • Arranged for the screen by Charles Kenyon and Mary C. McCall, Jr. • Musical Arrangement by
ch Wolfang Korngold • Dances Directed by Nijinska • Costumes by Max Ree • Photography by Hal Mohr

PRODUCTION

OF

\R PRICES!
• DIRECTED

BY MAX

REINHARDT

&

WILLIAM

DIETERLE
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14 SHORTS UNDER WAY
AT M-G-M STUDIOS

NEW TERMS LIKELY
IN 20TH-FWC DEAL

West Coast Bureau of THE
(Continued from Page

1)

indicated yesterday. Completion of
the deal, though practically set, is
understood to have been held up by
legal matters.
Exclusive of earnings from the
theater subsidiary, 20th CenturyFox is expected to earn between $5,500,000 and $6,000,000 this year.
The companv this week declared a
cash dividend of $1 on the common
stock and is expected to vote another
dividend later in year.

Would Limit Hours
For Stars on Air
(Continued from Page

1)

als in connection with the problem.
Its membership consists of Max Cohen, chairman; Maurice Miller and
Dave Snaper.
Allied of New Jersey plans a luncheon at the Hotel Lincoln on Tuesday, with a screening of the first
Chesterfield - Invincible picture,
"Missing Girls," to follow. Members of the association are particuprolarly interested in seeing the
duction owing to the tieup between
Allied units and the producer-distributor.
Accumulation of other pressing
matters so far has prevented Will
from going into the situaH. Hays
tion which has developed from the
appearance of picture stars on radio
for the proprograms, a spokesman
ducer-distributor association said
conyesterday. As yet no plan for protrol of the situation has been
posed, it was stated.

William Fox on Stand
At Bankruptcy Hearing

T

RCA Photophone Adds 20
To Coast Service Staff
(Continued from Page 1)

personnel on the special features of
the Photophone equipment. At the
same time, the men have been familiarized with the competitive
equipment which they will be called
upon to service under the contract,
effective today, covering 300 Fox
Theaters.
Ostman, who returns to the RCA
headquarters at Camden, N. J., next
week, has been conferring with Spyros Skouras of the National Agency
Corporation, which operates the Fox
Theater circuits involved.

T

we would like to make
• JUST FOR the record
• •
a li'l forecast
to this effect
the day is coming when
for
an entirely new job will be created in the industry
want of a better name we will call the job that of Pre-Producevery studio will some day depend on this hightion Critic
even as the picture crits now tell
ly specialized expert
what is wrong with the production AFTER it is produced, the
Pre-Production Critic will put the finger on what is wrong with
the script BEFORE the first scene is shot
what's all this
shootin' for anyway, when so much of it turns out to be the
Wrong Treatment of the story?

T

•

▼

T

•

• AND THIS Pre-Production Critic will be as important as the Director
he will probably cost more
but he will save the industry millions annually
and make
some productions earn a million where under present methods
they earn thousands
if this statement
sounds fantastic,
we will endeavor to prove the point if urged by citing a dozen
big films that died with wrong treatment, and other modest
films that became big and smashed records with the right treatment take "Becky Sharp" as an illustration of the first,
and "The Thin Man" as illustrating the second
and you
can go on from there out of your own experience of films
the biz depends too much on the ad and pub depts to put the
B.O. Punch into pix
it should be put there before they
start to shoot the script
and the bankroll

T

T

T

▼

T

• • • THAT GLAMOROUS new personality being
groomed by Universal Doris Nolan
is being introduced to the trade and the public through a series of six very
attractive art folders
showing thru a cutout a photo art
study of the star in color tints
each folder carries a caption such as "Loveliness," "Glamour," etc
Joe Weil is responsible for this idea, one that is magnificently eye-arresting
... • Paramount execs, defying the rain, yesterday staged
their annual golf tournament at Adolph Zukor's course at New
City ... • Anita Louise arrives at the Newark airport from
the coast next Wednesday

▼

•

•

T

T

•

NIFTY BOOKLET turned out by Screenland Fashions showing Gloria Shea in seven fetching poses featuring the autumn modes for all occasions ... • Ruth Schwerin
of the Blackstone Agency garnered some backhanded publicity
thru rent
Edna Cosmopolitan
Ferber's Hollywood
story employs
"Blue Glasses"
in theof curMiss Ferber
a character
the
same name as Ruth's and makes her puppet a publicity gal of
such a type as does not reflect credit on the one so favorably
known to most of us . . . • Jack Cosman is back at his office
after suffering a leg injury ... • Several circuits are considering playing new musical show units being produced by Dan
Carroll, with "names" in each show

«

«

«

DAILY

In the cutting rooms are "Bar
Rac's Night Out," "The Hurling
Game," "Dare Deviltry," "Olympic
Ski Champions," "Dexterity," and
"Sports on Ice," Pete Smith Sports
Parade and Specialties; "How to Be
A Detective," starring Robert Benchley; "The Chinese Drama," Carey
Wilson's new "Milestones of the
Theater" subject; "No Place Like
Rome," and "Every Sunday," miniature Musical Comedies and "Hollywood Extra," a Miniature featuring the comments of Carey Wilson.

T

• • • THE LEGIT play tryout system has been adapted
in order to test the merits of an industrial film before actual
production
Emerson Yorke, producer of industrial films,
used the system successfully, and it occurs to us that the plan
might be used to advantage on a lot of the Hollywood short subjects Yorke dramatized
a series of six sales situations
for his client, a big grocery chain, and presented the sketches to
an audience of 2500 company employees from the company's
750 branch stores
utilizing regular stage equipment and
a cast of legit players including Doris Underwood, Howard Negley, Edna West, Gloria Palmer, Harry Fischer, Constance Gilchrist, Milton Francis and Mary Kay Roane
audience reaction was akin to that of a play preview audience which constitutes itself a seasoned critic, and from this critical attitude
there emerged definitely constructive suggestions which proved
invaluable from a technical standpoint in the preparation of
the final pix script

(Continued from Page 1)

000,000 in cash and $6,000,000 in
notes." It was in 1930 that Fox
formed the $7,000,000 All-Continent
Corp. and gave it to his wife.
Creditors have been trying to prove
that All-Continent is in reality controlled by Fox himself.

T

FILM

Hollywood — Fourteen shorts are
currently in the course of production or in editing stages at M-G-M
Studios. Before the cameras are
"Annie Laurie," with Joe Sherman
directing Stanley Morner and Ann
Rutherford; "The Giant Rake-Off ,"
with a cast of featured players
headed by Paul Stanton under the
direction of Errol Taggart, and the
Pete Smith Specialty. "Wanted, a
Master," featuring Kiwi, the dog.

»

»

»

Conrow
as Erpi's
Gen'lNamed
Operating
Manager
(Continued from Page

1)

terday. Mr. Conrow will be in full
charge of all installation and service east of the Rocky Mountains.
This will include the headquarter's
Operating Department divisions,
which will be combined with the
Eastern and
headquax'ter's
division,
the Central
latter being
thereby
abolished as separate entities. In
addition to the duties so outlined, he
will also have charge of the Merchandise Department.

Year of Experiment
Seen for Television
(Continued from Page

1)

fix a price for television sets because this is dependent, among other
factors, on the quantity of sets
turned out, Film Daily is advised.
It is possible to produce television
pictures almost of screen size but
they do not have much detail nor
is production of such pictures practicable.

"Heart" Big in Albany
Albany — Warner's "Give Me Your
Heart" is setting new records at the
Strand, where it opened Saturday
to the biggest business in the history of the house, topping both "G
Men" and "Shipmates Forever" by
a wide margin, according to the
management. Over the week-end the
picture chalked up additional records at this house and continued to
play to S.R.O. audiences on Monday
and Tuesday.
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VITAPHONE TO RELEASE
12 SHORTS IN OCTOBER
Vitaphone
will
release
twelve
I short subjects in October, it is announced by Norman H. Moray, executive in charge of shorts and
trailers.

NEWS

5 PARA. PICTURES
STARTING THIS MONTH

of the DAY

Canton, Miss. — Warners will rebuild their theater here, recently
damaged by fire.

has been taken over by the M. & P.
circuit from A. L. Goldsmith.

Randolph, Mass. — Stetson Hall has
Atlanta, Ga.— The United Art- reopened.
ists, Inc., has leased a two-story
The two-reelers are: "Say It With building at 158-60 Walton Street
Boston — New Grand National ofCandy," Broadway Brevity musical and will occupy it about Nov. 1 folfices will open on Nov. 1 at 56 PiedI with Virginia Verrill and John Fogmont St., formerly home of the
lowing remodelling. Present quararty. Oct. 3; Georges Metaxa in
ters of the company are at 183 Wal- American Film Company. Specialty
"Sheik
to Sheik,"
musical,
with
ton Street, N.W.
Films, Inc., will move to the pres: Johnny Berkes and Ann Barrie, Oct.
ent headquarters of Grand National
j 10; Ken Murray and Oswald in
Ga. — James F. Pent, at that time.
"Can't Think of It," a Broadway of Hogansville,
Warm Springs, Ga., was low bidBrevity comedy, Oct. 24; "The Sunder on the new theater building to
Huntington, W. Va.— Both the
[ in
dayTechnicolor,
Roundup," with
a Broadway
Brevity
be
constructed
here by the Lam Keith-Albee and Palace Theaters
Dick Foran and
Amusement
Company.
here will operate with stage shows
Linda Perry, Oct. 31.
this season.
The one-reelers are: "Milk and
Boston — Specialty Films, Inc., has
Money," a Looney Tune cartoon, been formed in Boston with a capiMoundsville, W. Va.— F. Stuart
Oct. 3; "Colorful Occupations" an
talization of$50,000 by Roy E. Heff- Markey of Parkersburg, operator
E. M. Newman Colortour Adventure,
ner, George A. Ryan and Miss Lil- of the Marshall Theater Company,
Oct. 3; "Pictorial Revue" No. 2, Oct.
lian Lester of Oklahoma City. acquired the Grand Theater here
10; "Boulevardier of the Bronx" a New company has purchased the and reopened it this week. House
Merrie Melody cartoon in Technicolor, Oct. 10; Emil Coleman and distribution rights for the Bur- will operate with a combination
Orchestra, a Melody Master band rough's Tarzan pictures formerly policy beginning Oct. 6.
handled by the American Film
short, Oct. 17; "Vitaphone Interna- Company. For the present, headtionals," a Big Time Vaudeville
quarters will be at 50 Piedmont 'Black Cat' Hallowe'en Release
short with the Berkes County Boys,
Warners have set "The Case of
Holtz and Lee, Ming and Toy, and Street now occupied by Bank Night.
the Black Cat", latest Perry Mason
Pallenberg's Bears, Oct. 17; Ray
Springfield, Mass. — The Western mystery, for Oct. 31 release, the feaGross" "An Ounce of Invention," a Massachusetts
Theaters have reture's title being considered a good
Vitaphone Novelty, Oct. 24; and
opened the Broadway.
het
for exploitation at Hallowe'en
"Northern Lights," an E. M. Newtime.
man Colortour Adventure, Oct. 3.
Orono, Me.— The Strand Theater

Sarnoff Gets Watch, Scroll
at Complimentary Dinner
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
was presented with an inscribed
platinum wrist watch and a commemorative scroll at a dinner tendered him last night at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel by employes of RCA and
its service companies, the event
marking Sarnoff's completion of 30
years in the radio industry. More
than 300 employes of RCA, NBC,
RCA Communications, RCA Manufacturing Company and Radiomarine Corporation of America attended, with the watch was their gift.
The scroll was presented by the Veteran Wireless Operators Association.
General James G. Harbord, chairman of RCA's board, nresided and
read many congratulatory messages,
among them one from Senatore Guglielmo Marconi. Entertainment features included numbers by Mme.
Kirsten Flagstad of the Met., Jessica Dragonette, and an NBC orchestra, Dr. Frank Black directing.

Cocktail

Party for Martini

Nino Martini, star of opera and
the recently completed PickfordLasky production "The Gay Desperado" scheduled to open at Radio City
Music Hall on October 8th, will be
tendered a reception and cocktail
party by the executives of United
Artists at the Trianon Room of the
Hotel Ambassador this afternoon
from 4:30 o'clock until 7.

New Company to Produce
Spanish Films on Coast
(Continued from Paiic 1)

wood. J. J. Martinez Casado has
been signed to a term contract by
Hispano Films and will star in "El
Cabalero Audaz," a story of old
California, which de Valdes will direct. "Danzon," the second picture,
will be a dancing musical with Havana as background to be directed
by De Valdes in English and Spanish versions. "Mestizo," a tale of
the Argentine Pampa with Roman
Peon directing will be the third
film.
The shorts include three one reel
musicals, "Gauchaso," "Tamborito"
and "Rumbero," and three travelogues "Cuba, Ethiopia and Guatemala. Miguel De Zarrag will be in
charge of the continuity dept.

Investigate Plane Crash
Fatal to Three Film Folk
Naperville, 111. — Investigation was
under way today to determine the
cause of the airplane crash which
brought death to four: Pilot Oscar
Hanold, 28; Howard Adams, 27, film
director; Ralph Biddy, 36, film cameraman, and Wilma Schuester, script
girl, all of Chicago. Accident occurred while the Chicago film unit
was in the air to photograph a
speeding streamline train. John
Sedivy, 27, assistant cameraman, escaped the same fate by being left
behind at the take-off. The plane
burned following the crash.

West Coast Bureau of THE
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Hollywood — Paramount is putting
five pictures before the cameras in
October, first to be "One Man's
Bonus," with Edward Everett Horton, due to start today. On Oct. 19
two will go before the cameras,
"Morning, Noon and Night," starring Carole Lombard, and "Souls at
Sea," with Gary Cooper, Henry
Hathaway to direct. On Oct. 26 production will start on "First Romance," to be produced by Harold
Hurley,duced and
"BettingGlazer.
Fever," proby Benjamin
Seven pictures are editing: "The
Big Broadcast of 1937," "Champagne
Waltz" with Gladys Swarthout and
Fred MacMurray, C. B. DeMille's
"The Plainsman," "Hideaway Girl,"
"Rose Bowl," "Easy to Take," and
"The Jungle Princess."
Pictures now filming are Frank
Lloyd's "Maid of Salem," with Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray,
"College Holiday" with an all-star
cast, and "Arizona Mahoney," with
Joe Cook.

French Film Holds Over
"La Kermesse Heroique," French
prize film, will be held over at the
Filmarte Theater for a third week.

CRITICS HAIL FRED SCOTT
IN SPECTRUM'S

NEW MUSICAL WESTERN
RIDES

HERE'S

WHAT

THEY

SAY!

Film
Dally —nicely produced musical western with enter
TAINING STORY AND INTERESTING ACTING AND ACTION . . . Audiences
liking clean-cut yarns of ranch life will enjoy this feature whose story gives
Fred Scott, singing western star, ample opportunity to show vocal, pugilistic
and riding skill.
Motion Picture Weffl/Cf- Scott has a good voice and an agreeable
personality, auguring well for favor* with western adherents, as this is the first
of a series of six productions starring him.
BOX Office — In addition to a pleasing romance, some fast riding and
several most realistic set-tos, this first western in a new series follows the
present popular trend by providing two spots for the handsome young star, Fred
Scott, to display his baritone voice to advantage.

Hollywood

Reporter — fr ed scott okay as western star . . .

He speaks his lines and rides a horse well and is a good mixer in the rough and
tumble fisticuffs which are an essential part of these opuses . . . This leads to
a goodly amount of six-shooting, fost riding, plenty of acrobatic fist fights,
plus a number of songs.

ShOUtttten'S Trade Review— Good performances by Scott, Morion
Shilling and Cliff Naxarro and some excellent baritone singing by Scott. Film
is paced swiftly and goes places in a hurry . . . Plenty of riding and shooting
and interesting horse "White King."
effective.
Motion Picture Daily — Scott's voice is good, the song numbers are
Film Curb — Plenty of fights, hard-riding, gunplay ond a bit of romance
Lj__L_____l__jng voice and there ore two rather catchy numbers.
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A "JUtiU" from UoMywood "£tis

Bv RALPH WILK
WICTOR McLAGLEN and Preston
Foster, who appeared
together
in "The Informer," the RKO Radio
picture
that
won
the
Academy
award
in 1935, are again teamed
Patrol,"
"Coast
in that on studio's
based
the lives of the U. S.
Story was written
Coast Guards.
bv Lt. Comm.
Frank
Wead
and
Ralph Graves, and will be under the
direction of James Flood.

With the historical opening of
the Panama Canal being commemorated in October, Grand National
"White Legion," dealrelease
will
ing with the construction of the
Canal, the same month. The film,
formerly titled "Angels in White,"
has Ian Keith and Tala Birell in the
leads. B. F. Zeidman produced it.
T

T

T

T

»

»

Portions of a diary kept by Sam
Houston, who led the Texans in
their struggle for independence
from Mexico, have been offered to
George A. Hirliman by a resident
of Dallas. Inasmuch as he is planning to produce "Sam Houston," to
star George O'Brien, Hirliman will
visit Dallas and inspect the manuscript.
Our Passing Show: Edwin L.
Marin, Marian Marsh, Elizabeth
Allan, Lou Hechtlinger, June Travis
at the Pacific Southwest tennis
matches; Edgar Mannix, Victor
Schertzinger, Fred Pelton, Harry
Beaumont, Lamar Trotti, Alfred
Santell. Lloyd Corrigan, Richard
Klein, Tommy Carr, Conrad Nagel,
Harold Tarshis watching the U.S.C.
football team trounce Oregon.
▼
T
▼
Aubrey Scotto, Hollywood's "flying director," had a narrow escape
when, in order to obtain local color
for a projected picture, he flew over
the forest fires raging in Southern
Oregon and Northern California
areas. A sudden shift of wind,
when the plane was flying low, enveloped itin a dense cloud of smoke,
to "fly blind."
forcing Scotto
▼
T
▼
Fanchon Rover's "Olympic
( hamp" is finished and is now in
the process of cutting in the International Film Laboratory. Edward Schroeder is film editor with
Sue Clark doing the negative cutting. The picture starred Herman
Brix and Joan Fontaine and was
directed by Lynn Shores.
▼
T
▼
Doris
Nolan
has arrived from
Schulberg Signs Pilot
B

P. Schulberg producing for Paramount, has beckoned a T. W. A. transport pilot right out of his plane and
handed him a seven-year screen contract The pilot is LaVerne Brown, who
has resigned from TWA to take a
fling at Hollywood. His name has been
changed to John Trent for screen purposes.

;

|

"Buddy" Rogers Gets Columbia Contract

Charles (Buddy) Rogers, recently signed by Columbia Pictures for the leading
role in "College Hero," based on "Campus Hero," a Saturday Evening Post story by
Corey Ford, was this week
placed under
long-term
contract
by the company.

New York to go into the lead in
|
Universal's production "Top of the
,
T
T
T
Town."
his doctor's
ty with Claren
In conformi
ce
ions, director
instruct
Brown has had a set of pulleys installed on stage No. 16 at the M-G-M
studios where he exercises his rapidly healing broken arm. Brown exfull use of the memto have
another two months.
berpectswithin
▼
T
T
First National has changed the
title of the new pictm-e with Pat
O'Brien, Sybil Jason, Humphrey
Bogart, Frieda Inescort, Ann Sheridan and others, known during its
production period as "The Making
of O'Malley," to "The Great O'Mal▼
T
T
Charles Kenyon is finding his
recent trip to the Hawaiian Islands
ley."
extremely
helpful in writing the
screenplay for J. P. Marquand's new
mystery serial, "Think Fast, Mr.
Moto," his current assignment for
20th Century-Fox, the background
for which is the Casino at Honolulu.
▼
T
T
Walter Wanger has purchased the
song, "A Thousand Dreams of You,"
by Paul Webster and Louis Alter,
to be used in the forthcoming production, "You Only Live Once," costarring
Sidney. Henry Fonda and Sylvia
T

T

T

T

T

T

Mary McLaren, silent star, has
been added to the cast of "Night
Waitress," which is now before the
cameras at RKO Radio with Margot
Grahame, Gordon Jones and Vinton
Haworth in leading roles. Miss McLaren has been making a steady
film "comeback" in character parts.
Following his policy of advancing workers within the studio ranks,
S. J. Briskin, vice president in
charge of RKO Radio production,
has promoted Edward Stevenson to
the position of head costume designer, recently vacated by Bernard
Newman.
T

T

T

Robert Middlemass, has

been

added
the Petroff
cast of is"Hats
Off","
which to
Boris
producing
and directing at Talisman Studios
for Grand National.
T

T

T

Frank M. Thomas, the coach of
"The Big Game," and Ray Mayer
have been added to the cast of
shooting.
RKO Radio's "All Scarlet," now
▼

t

▼

the Jack London story which John
Wayne has in production at Universal City as his second picture.
It was tentatively called "The
T

T

T

Showdown."
Eight players have been added
to
Lloyd's "Maid
of Salem"
castFrank
at Paramount
this week.
Claudette Colbert and Fred McMurray
are co-starred in the production.
Newcomers are Harold Entwhistle,
Harold Nelson, Hayden Stevenson,
Tom Brower, Edwin Mordant, HowLane.ard Davies, Ray Hanford and Wade
▼
T
T
Gail Patrick, on loan from Paramount, will have the second feminine lead in B. P. Schulberg's forthcoming drama for Paramount, "A
Man and a Woman," starring Edward Arnold with George Bancroft.
Richard Wallace directing. Production is scheduled to start early
next week.

Alice Brady will be teamed for
the first time with Charles Ruggles
in Paramount's forthcoming "Mind
Your Own Business," according to
an announcement by Emanuel Cohen,
president of Major Pictures, producing for Paramount release. The
film will be directed by Norman McLeod, Lloyd Crane, Major Pictures'
newest addition to its contract list,
also will be seen in a leading role.
T
T
▼
James Whale's first production
▼ ▼
▼
under his new contract with Uni-'
George Chesebro, who has just
versal was decided yesterday. He
a prominent part in "Code
will Marie
make Remarque.
"The Road Back" by completed
of the Range," starring Charles
Eric
Starrett, and John Webb Dillon,
T
T
T
has been added to the cast of
John Miljan, his role as Custer "Legion of Terror," the Columbia
in C. B. DeMille's "The Plainsman" production now in work with Marguerite Churchill, Bruce Cabot and
completed, has stepped into the Joe
Cook comedy-western, "Arizona Crawford Weaver as leads.
T
T
T
Mahoney," in which Paramount also
is featuring Larry Crabbe, June
Gaston Glass has turned from actMartel, Robert Cummings and Dave to production and has been engaged
Chasen. Others added to the cast by Boris Petroff to act as producare Marjory Gateson, Fred Kohler,
tionfour
manager
for "Hats
Off," Nathe
Sr., Richard Carle, Frank Mayo, first of
musicals
for Grand
James Mason, Jack Perrin, Charles recting. tional. Production has started at
Williams, Frank McGlynn, Jr., and Talisman Studios, with Petroff diTiny Newland. James Hogan is
T
T
T
directing, the troupe now being on
location at Big Bear.
Evelyn Brent has been selected
T
▼
T
UniversalLil toin play
the role play
of '
Shanghai
its chapter
Four one-time stars of the silent by
Jim,"
starring
Grant
screen have been cast in Samuel "Jungle
Withers.
Goldwyn's "Love Under Fire," story
v
▼
r
of the Irish rebellion starring Merle
Cortland Fitzsimmons and HerOberon. They are Jack Mulhall,
man Ruby have started work on the
Pat O'Malley, Tom Moore and
Wyndham Standing. The first screen play of "The Chinese Orange
three are cast as Irish patriots; Mystery," at Republic.
▼
T
T
Standing as a British official.
Marion
Talley,
Republic
contract
T
T
T
singer, will be heard on the NBC
Two of Hollywood's better-known
humorists this week drew Para- program October 17, as guest artist
mount writing assignments. John on Irvin S. Cobb's initial radio appearance. Cobb's program calls for
P. Medbury is contributing addi- the occasional
use of guest artists.
tional dialogue to the Edward EverT
T
T
Production has started at the Hal
ett Horton story, "One Man's
Bonus," while J. P. McEvoy, studio
contract writer, goes to work on aRoach
studios
on "Nobody's
Baby,"
feature
- length
comedy starring
the screen play for "The 20th Patsy Kelly and Lyda Roberti. Gus
Amendment," to be produced by Meins is the director.
Harlan Thompson. Fritz Feld and
Helen Hernandez will work with
A. M. Chapin on the screen play
Dual Idea in Football
for "Times So Unsettled Are," the
West Coast Bf., THE FILM DAILY
Tess Slesinger story. Stuart AnHollywood — Double bills seem to have
an effect on a local campus Coach
thony goes on an untitled original
Howard Jones of U.S.C. used two teams
for producer A. M. Botsford.
in his game with Oregon and plans to

Director Sam Wood has picked
another former gridiron "great" in
Eddie McKay, formerly of the University of Missouri. Wood has assigned the football hero to a small
bit part in "A Day at the Races,"
t
▼
T
the current Marx Brothers production instead of making the usual
Universal yesterday decided upon
"Conflict" as the releasing title of
test.

employ the double combination all season.
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Smash Premier Campaign
For "Devil is A Sissy"

A N intensive and varied exploitation campaign was
given M-G-M's "The Devil is a
Sissy," in its world premiere
at the Ohio, Columbus, 0., by
Manager Russell A. Bovim and
an M-G-M exploiteer. Judge
Rose of the Domestic Relations
Court, saw the picture on the
opening day, as did two hundred
probationed boys. This made
excellent space in the local
press. At a special screening
preceding the opening Governor
Davey, Mayor Gessaman, heads
of parents and teachers groups,
representative ministers, radio
commentators and critics were
invited. The "world's largest
invitation," measuring eight by
fifteen feet, was sent to the
Mayor. Uniform enthusiasm
prevailed and excellent unsolicited "quotes" were obtained.
The Rev. D. H. Tippett, a
Methodist cleryman, made
"The Devil is a Sissy" the topic
of his next Sunday's sermon, a
mimeographed announcement to
that effect going out to all members of his parish. A bannered
sound truck was used for eight
hours daily the week preceding
the opening, the truck announcer broadcasting 30-second announcements on the picture between musical numbers. A talking stilt-walker was also a popular attraction. He concentrated on school areas, especially during recess and end-of-theday periods. Unique book marks
went to the schools and libraries while imprinted aprons were
given the 'downtown newsboys,
and 15,000 imprinted napkins
distributed at the restaurants
and soda fountains. Restaurants menus were rubber
stamped, and novel paper stickers placed on all sacks going
out from Chapman's Food Market, de luxe grocery of the
North Side. Contests proved
highly effective. A three-day
classified contest, in which the
readers were asked to match up
characters the three stars
played with the pictures they
appeared in, attracted unusual
attention. Girl ad solicitors,
contacting an average of 400
persons daily, put in mention
of the picture with each call.
A "Knock, Knock" contest was
also run on the WCOL Dale
Farnsworth program, prizes
being awarded for the best
"Knocks" using the title of the
picture and the stars. Radio
was also utilized extensively.
— Ohio, Columbus, O.

"Swing Time" Campaign
By L. B. Mayer, K. C.

T . B. MAYER
of the Mainstreet, Kansas City, covered
every angle in exploiting RKO

Cucce*ti

Radio's "Swing Time." He built
his campaign around the RKOPackard tie-up in every display. The lobby was covered
with three modernistic illuminated displays with scenes from
the picture. An attractive valance was hung from the marquee with spotlights, giving it
plenty of attention. Another
phase of the Packard tie-up was
an automobile parade throughout the city of the new 1937
models, headed by a 1912 relic.
The downtown district had a
complete window in one of the
leading department stores devoted to fashions from the picture; two book store windows
were plastered with stills; the
Baltimore Hotel also carried announcement cards of the picture; two music store windows
had the sheet music well arranged, and the transients were
also attracted by a display in the
city's leading garage.
— Mainstreet, Kansas City.

stunts and displays for Warner
Bros. "Anthony Adverse", when
the picture played the Fifth
Avenue Theater, Seattle. One
of the highlights of their campaign was the obtaining of window display spaces at the Bon
Marche, with the store devoting its most important window
to a display of two of the actual costumes worn by Olivia de
Havilland and Anita Louise in
the picture,
current fashionstying
basedin onwith
designs

yiC B. GAUNTLETT
Edwin
Rivers
used andeffective

for the "Adverse" gowns. One
of the most important local book
stores devoted an entire window
to displays of the book, with a
large photo enlargement of the
novel, carrying appropriate
copy. In addition to these displays, an easel was placed in the
window of the Hudson Bay Co.
showing "Adverse" stars wearing late model furs, and for the
first week leading taxis in town
carried copy plugging the picture on their tire covers. Heavy
newspaper space, special radio
spot announcements, and 24sheet posting completed the
campaign. An extremely attractive front was used at the Fifth
Avenue
for the picture; blow-

BOSTON

MINNEAPOLIS

Seattle Fifth Avenue Sells
"Adverse" With Big Campaign

Joe Wolf, booker, and Katherine
Horace, both of the Columbia office,
are celebrating their birthdays on
Oct. 3rd.
Timothy O'Toole, Columbia manager, has moved from Dorchester
and established residence in Newton Highlands.
H. C. Hawley of Jeffersonville, Vt.
is seriously ill.
William Marsh, special M-G-M
auditor, and Joe Burke, 20th Century-Fox traveling auditor, are in
town.
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"The Great Ziegfeld" will go into
its third downtown house here.
First run as a road show at the Alvin, it was at the Minnesota last
week, and next week will go into the
State, Minnesota Amusement Company first run downtown house.
For the second time in three
months, the office of the Ritz, operated by Max Torodor, was broken
into and robbed.
Visitors to Film Row: John Filler, Valley City, N. D.; Ed Howe,
Eddie Hosmer of the Independent Jordan, Minn.; W. R. Hiller, Marshall, Minn.; Lowell Smoots, Little
Theater Supply has returned from
Ludlow, Vt.
Falls, Minn.; E. S. Noreen, Hutchville,
inson, Minn
J. D. Juvrud, BaudAbe Spitz, owner of several the- ette,
Minn. ; Billy
aters in and around Providence, R.
Denfield, GraceI., has entered a hospital because
Minn.
of eye trouble.
Exhibitors seen in the film district: Maurice Safner and Harry
FORT WORTH
Blanchett of Woonsocket, R. I.; Bill
Warr of Wareham and Onset; Maurice Pearlstein of Brockton; and
The Palace, which had its forMr. and Mrs. George Roberts of
mal reopening last week, will change
Vergennes, Vt.
programs on Saturdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays.
Manager Marsline K. Moore of
SEATTLE
the Hollywood Theater, is to bring
"My Man Godfrey" for another
"My Man Godfrey" has gone into back
showing in October. This is first
a fourth week at the Music Box.
time
a picture has been brought
Hugh Bruen of Seattle has acback so soon after first showing at
quired the Whittier, Wardman and local
theaters.
Scenic theaters of Whittier, Calif.,
and has left the South, following a
"The Great Ziegfeld", after showfarewell dinner at the Club Victor.
ing ot the Hollywood Theater several months ago at road show prices,
W. B. McDonald of Olympia has
was brought back to the house this
been visiting film row.
Baby, Mouse
Sing" has
moved week for a four-day engagement at
to "Sing,
the Blue
forbeen
a second
popular prices, and rated hold-over
week.
for three more days.

TUhtS

ups and photo-enlargements
illustrated the characters in the
book as they appear in the production.
— -Fifth Ave., Seattle.

Pa.
Governor's
At Mickey
MouseSonCelebration
CAM GILMAN staged a swell
campaign in celebration of
Mickey Mouse's Eighth Birthday here at Loew's, Harrisburg,
Pa. opening with a four-column
spread in the Telegraph and
continuing with several stories
and ads on the Saturday show,
the high spot was reached when
Governor Earle's small son,
whose birthday fell on September 26, was made guest of
honor at Loew's Mickey Mouse
Birthday
The Governor's
son, who show.
has recently
left the
hospital after a serious illness,
was overjoyed when he received
a telegram from Mickey congratulating him on the joint birthday celebration. Gilman arranged a very effective ballyhoo
by having a youngster dressed
as Mickey Mouse distribute
ing.
more than 3,000 8 x 10 advertisements on the special show— Loew's, Harrisburg, Pa.

"Mohicans"
Campaign
Martin
Burnett's
Loew's, Dayton, O., put on
C. BURNETT of
TIN
ind campaign for "The
aj^JAR
whirlw
Last of the Mohicans" that had
the whole town Indian-conscious
and gave the picture a big opening. One hundred and fifty Boy
Scouts, accompanied by a Bugle
and Dram Corps, a color Guard
and a troupe of Indians paraded
through the main streets to the
theater where they gave a demonstration ofIndian folk lore to
a large crowd. Both the Herald and the Journal ran a threeday contest calling upon readers
to rewrite the classified ads as
they might have been written
during Mohican days. The ads
placed in selected spots in each
paper totaled 2,016 lines, on one
day appearing on the back page.
The Labor Union, important
weekly sheet, likewise ran a classified contest giving guest tickets to readers who found their
names scattered through the
ads. Pictorial and publicity
breaks were as numerous as the
radio plugs. Burnett engineered
cooperative ads from all the
leading men's
sport,
and woshops special
in thety city
and
placed large blowups and window displays at important intersections. Banks, fashion departd special
storesi devote
timemen's
and
book and
ments, jewelry,
— Loew's, . Dayton, O.
space to the picture

■

^

^
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Berlin Attendance Down
Berlin

March of Time No.20 19"
KKOTheRadio
mins.
Topical
Opens with a militant note, that
of Labor vs. Labor, showing the
present status of the labor war now
in full swing between President
John L. Lewis of the United Mine
Workers of America, and President
William Green of the American
Federation of Labor. Both these
leaders are presented in close-ups
making characteristic speeches in
fighting moods. The second subject
is that of the Tithe War in England, relative to the traditional tax
i on behalf of the Church and
which falls heavily upon the farmers. They are shown up in arms as
the tax collectors try to levy on
property to make good the taxes.
At a public auction at a countrythe farmers refuse to bid in
the chattels and farm animals of
their unfortunate neighbors, so the
entire situation is at a stalemate.
The concluding subject is that of
Collegiate Football, and an attempt
is made to show the insidious influence that subsidizing the players
is having on what has come to be a
very profitable business. And now
that commercial sponsors are taking over the radio broadcasts of the
big games, the problem grows more
complicated.
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attendance here, on the decrease since January, dropped
to 4,660,960
in May a decline of 15 per cent compared with April. Stricter curtailment of imports principally American films, which are very popular, is ascribed in some quarters
as the chief reason for the drop.
Only 391 theaters are now open in the Berlin area.

Penn,

DATE BOOK

»

Movie

Pittsburgh, Reverts Patman Bill to Cite Film
to Loew Circuit Control
Exhibition as Retailing

Pittsburgh — The Penn Theater, an
independent house since early last
Loew's
revert back
will month.
month,
control next
The to
house
has
been in the hands of the Penn-Federal Corporation. It is also reported
that as soon as the chain acquires
the house, the former Loew and
Warner booking deal will be revived.
M. J. Cullen will continue as manager, with no change in policy contemplated.

Republic Closes Product
Deal With Simons Circuit
Republic Pictures Butte Exchange
has sold deals for their product to
be played over the W. A. Simons
Circuit in Montana and Idaho in the
following situations : American,
Roundup, Mont.; Strand, Livingston,
Mont.; Liberty, Wallace, Ida.; Liberty, Poison, Mont.; Park, Deer
Lodge, Mont., and Liberty, Kellogg,
Idaho.

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Speculation as to
whether the new Patman bill drafted for introduction in the next Congress would specially cite movies
was ended last night when Congressman Patman wired from Texarkana that his new bill when introduced the first of the year definitely would contain a provision
specially describing motion picture
exhibition as retailing.
"The new bill to divorce manufacturing from retailing describes
motion picture exhibition as retailing," Patman wired. Leading democrats pointed out Patman was acting on his own responsibility.

Two New Theaters Planned
by Tennessee Exhibitors

Sept. 28-Oct. 2: Annual Atlantic Coast Premium Exposition, Hotel Astor, New York.
Oct. 2: The Exhibitor of Philadelphia-Variety
Club Golf Tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.
Astor.
Oct.
7:
I.TO. A.
Regular
meeting. Hotel

Oct. 10: Warner Club's second annual golf
tournament, Rivervale Country Club Rivervale, N. J.
Oct Hotel,
Boston. Friars' Club
11 : Boston

frolic. Mayfair

Oct. 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
Rochester, N. Y.
Sagamore,
Oct. 16: Annual convention of M.P.T.O of
Washington,
Hotel
Washington,
Seattle.

Oct. 19-20:

Annual convention of M. P. T 0
Pittsburgh.
Hotel Schenley,
of W. Penna.,
Oct. 19-21: Annual convention of National Film
Carriers, Inc., Palmer House,
Chicago.
Oct. 25:

Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn
Hotel,
Pittsburgh.
Nov. 4-5: Allied Theaters of Michigan annual convention, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
Nov. 27: Buffalo Variety Club Ball. Hotel
Statler, Buffalo.

Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia.

Memphis, Tenn. — Erection of a Municipal Recreation Draw
$25,000 700-seat theater building in
At Expense of Exhibitors
West Memphis is contemplated by
Malco Theaters, Inc., according to
Lincoln, Neb. — Published reports
M. A. Lightman, president.
this week from the city supported
The Cumberland Amusement Comrecreation program during the sumpany, of Tullahoma, Tenn., is planmer months has exhibitors seeing
French
Film
Is
Revived
ning
the
construction
of
a
house
at
3 Educationals for Roxy
Pulaski.
red. The recreation facilities pro"La Maternelle" ("Children of
Three more Educational pictures
vided in floodlighted softball fields
have been booked into the Roxy. Montmarte"), French film, inaugurand hardball diamonds drew 366vates the new season at the 55th St.
263. From these crowds the city
Photoplay Book Editions
•'Sports In The Alps," a Treasure
Chest production, will play the week Playhouse today. After its run of
Grand National has completed collected gross revenue of $6,962, a
one
week,
the
house
will
go
first
beginning tomorrow. On Oct. 9 two
arrangements with A. L. Burt & Co., mere sion
drop
etc.the bucket, in concessales, in
run with foreign films.
and Grossett & Dunlap for two phoof Educational's shorts will open.
Intimate
Theaters,
Inc.,
formerly
These are Tim and Irene's two-reel
toplay editions of "In His Steps". B.
operating the 55th St. Playhouse,
comedy, "The Wacky Family," and
F. Zeidman produced "In His Steps"
another Treasure Chest single-reel opened new offices today in the RKO from
the book by Charles M. ShelG. N. Fills Omaha
Staff
Building, Rockefeller Center.
subject, "Nature's Songsters."
role. don. Cecilia Parker in the leading
Omaha, Neb. — Personnel of the
The November issue of Screen Ro- Omaha office of Grand National has
Lifton Joins Monogram
Monogram to Do Classic
mances carried a fictionization of been completed by Carl Reese with
Louis S. Lifton has resigned his
Bertha M. Clay's "Thorns and Grand National's "The Devil on appointment of Robert Riddle, bookpost as eastern story editor of Re- Orange Blossoms", has been added
er for Republic-Midwest here, as
public to join Monogram Pictures, to Monogram Pictures' program for Horseback", a George A. Hirliman salesman;
John Winn, connected
of which W. Ray Johnston is presi- 1937-38, it is announced by W. Ray production.
with the advertising department of
dent, as story editor.
Johnston, president of the company.
the local Warners exchange 12 years,
Angier Joins Boxoffice
"Strangers of the Night", original
as booker, and Julia Anderson, forpolice story by Harold Sturm, has
merly of Des Moines, as cashier.
Brad Angier, formerly a correalso been acquired.
Final Week for "Ziegfeld"
spondent for trade papers and lateReplacing Riddle at Republic"The Great Ziegfeld" starts the
ly doing free lance writing in New Midwest is Don Nelsen, who has
third and last week of its popularYork, has been named New England been second booker for that comprice engagement at the Capitol to- "Greater Promise" Premiere
editor for Boxoffice.
pany at Des Moines.
morrow. "The Devil is a Sissy" will
"Der Kampf", now in its fourth
follow.
and final week at the Cameo, will be
■
PITTSBURGH
succeeded Oct. 6 by the U. S. premiere of Amkino's "A Greater PromKen Hoel was named manager of
ise", first feature-length film to be
produced in the autonomous Repub- the Harris-Family, relieving John
-—
lic of Birobidjan.
Hooley who is now centering his
r i nTO
ABOUT
activities
at
the
Liberty.
IN
The Park, Erie, reopened this
"Life" Opening
week.
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New movie season opens
m theaters
everywhere.
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Elsie Valentine, local dancer, left
"I'd Give My Life", Richard A. for Hollywood and a screen test at
Rowland's production, opens at the
Hollywood Egyptian Theater, Oct. 7. the 20th-Fox studios.
The Harris-Alvin returns to double bills on Friday.
Boston Friars Club Frolic
The Rialto, Beaver Falls, returns
Boston— The Friars' Club will to stage shows today.
stage a frolic at the Mayfair on Oct.
Sig Wittman,
Universal's
district
11 according to Maurice Wolf of M- manager,
is serving
as temporary
manager at the local exchange.
G-M, president of the Club.

FILMS
•

9

w

Pennsylvania
was
the first state to
provide
for
official
state
censorship
of films.
It happened
in 1911.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Cuban Film Business Up 300 P. C. Over Last Year

READE COO BUILD IJHJJHEATERS IN 5 YEARS
40 N. J. Houses Suspend Films for F.D.R. Air Talk
Reade Circuit Houses Avoid
Attendance
Cut
by
Catching Broadcast

How

They

Started

Erection of seven theaters will
start within 30 days as part of the
ambitious project of American Community Theaters Corp., newly organized by Walter Reade and associates, to construct 100 theaters in
five years in communities of over
5,000 population throughout the
United States and Canada where
theaters are obsolete or non-existent.
American Community Theaters
will start with a paid-in capitalization of $500,000, will not issue stock
or bonds, and will fully finance all
construction itself, Reade said. Associated with Reade are L. N. Olmsted, vice president of the American
Seating Co.; Frank V. Storrs, banker; Carl E. Schuster, statistician;
Chas. J. Brvan and Walter Reade,

To prevent a threatened cut in
film attendance, 40 theaters of the
Walter Reade circuit in 19 cities
suspended their film performances
for an hour last night at 9 p.m.
while the audience listened to a radio broadcast of President Roosevelt's speech
from estimated
the stagesthat
of the
theaters.
Reade
his
attendance might have been cut in
half if he had not broadcast the
President's speech.
Reade explained that in some of
(.Continued

on Page

4)

INDEPENDENTOUTLOOK
BEST EVER--J0HNST0N
"Independent production has rarely enjoyed so favorable a position as
the present market offers", declared
W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram Pictures, which is preparing
to resume activity early next year.
"I look forward to a decided increase in the number and cost of
productions from this source within
the next few years — an increase that
will stimulate a wholesome rivalry,
the effect of which will undubtedly
be to raise the standards of this type
of product to new levels.
"I have always been convinced
'indie'
frequently maligned
that thecertain
advantages over the
enjoys
(Continued on Page 4)

20th-Fox, G. N. Stock Sales
Shown in S. E. C. Report
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sales of 20th Century-Fox stock aggregating 20,000
shares by Darryl F. Zanuck, leaving
him with a balance of 162,130 shares,
and the sale of 16,850 shares of
Grand National stock by Edward L.
Alperson, who still held 26,546 shares
after these transactions, are shown
in the Securities & Exchange Com(Continued

on

Page

4)

Reade
Community
Theaters
Project
Starts
With
7 Houses in 30 Days

that the4) idea for
(Continued
on Page
Jr. Reade explained

MINNEAPOLIS MEASURE
WOULD LIMIT HOUSES
Presenting today Philip 0. Cochrane, executive secretary of Universal Pictures and vice-president
of Universal Corp. with supervision over all advertising, publicity and exploitation. After doing
service in the newspaper and advertising fields, "P.D ." joined Universal back in 1914. To make
a long story short, he's been there ever since. Credit for the art work goes again to Col. "Hap"
Hadley

Cuban Exhibitors' Association Head
Says 300 p. c. Gain in Film Business

Minneapolis — An ordinance has
been introduced in the city council
here to limit number of theaters to
62, present number. It is not known
who is sponsoring the action, although one of strongest backers of
the ideanesota
is Theodore
Amusement Co.Hays of MinIncluded with the ordinance is a
provision requiring suburban houses
(Continued on Page

Hirsch Succeeds Leonard
As "U" Advertising Head
Effective Monday, J. Albert
Hirsch will succeed Charles Leonard as head of Universale advertising department, a post which the
latter is resigning. Hirsch, who has
served for the past six months as
(Continued

on

Page

11)

Cuban motion picture business is
300 per cent better this year than
last, it was said yesterday by Nestor
Lao, president of the Cuban Exhibitors' Ass'n., here on a buying trip
and to see J;he World Series.
There is much reconstruction and
remodeling of old theaters going on
in Cuba, Nestor said.
Six theaters
have been remodeled in the last year
(Continued

on Page

11)

11)

Stanley Hand Appointed
Erpi Ass't Sales Chief
Stanley W. Hand, until recently
in complete charge of all Erpi midwestsistant
activities,
has been
made with
AsGeneral Sales
Manager,
and Chiat New York
headquarters
cago, it was announced
yesterday
by
C. W. Bunn, General Sales Manager.
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3s55
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Paramount
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RKO
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.86
Warner's
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NEW
YORK
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Columbia
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1/3
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1 Vi

+
%
+
%
-4- 2%
—
%

vtc

Grand
Nat'l Films 3%
Sonotone
Corp
2%
Technicolor
26%
Trjns-Lux

3%
2
26%

York-bound.

ARTHUR WILLI, RKO Radio talent scout,
ens".
is
off for Baltimore and Washington to catch
the opening of new shows.
ROBERT
York from

BENCHLEY
the Coast.

is returning to

New

WALTER HUSTON, star of Samuel Goldwyn's
"Dodsworth," will arrive in New York tomorrow by train from Hollywood to begin rehearsals for his forthcoming Broadway appearance in "Othello."
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE, screen and stage
star, who recently completed her role in
Alexander Korda's "Rembrandt," leaves England on the Britannic today for New York
to appear in the Noel Coward production
"Tonight at 8:30."
returns to New York MonMary from London.

BOB O'DONNELL of the Interstate Circuit
will be in New York from Dallas to attend
the
game.
S. M. U-Fordham

Close

Am.
Scat.
Columbia Piers, vtc. 41Vi 40 Vi 41
Columbia
Picts.
pfd
Con. Fm. Ind.
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd.
'4Vi 173^
'43/8 173g
4Vi
173's
East. Kodak
170y8 169'/2 1691/z
do pfd.
Gen. Th.
Eq.
27
26i/2 26 V2
583s
5778
57%
Loew's.
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
13
1234 123/4
Paramount
1st pfd. 96
94S8 96
Paramount 2nd pfd.
1258 1238 1238
Pathe
Film
8
73/4
77/8
RKO
71/4 m
71/s
31' s 3034 30's
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd. 38i/2 38V4 381/2
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
3%"l3«/4" 13V4
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET

to New
at the

HARRY NOVAK, Warner Bros, managing director for the Argentine and Uruguay, is due
in New York in two weeks from Buenos Aires.

MARKET

High

route
stop

FRED
STONE
is returning
to the Coast, his
"family
reunion"
here cut to a scant week
by eirly production
of "Mother Carey's Chick-

SAM E. MORRIS
day on the Queen

FINANCIAL

is New

is en
will

3% —
2%
26% —

%
%

MMES

CHERRY,

District

Manager

of

Dallas

City Theaters, with SOL SACHS and
PETSETKI
motored to the world series.

DAVE

ARTHUR A. LEE and GEORGE W. WEEKS
return lo New York Monday from New Orleans and Atlanta.
his

JOHN BALABAN leaves New
return to Chicago.

JACK
Buffalo.

MILLER

left New

York today en

HARRY GOETZ returned to New York yesterday from Washington after attending a
showing
of "St. Helena"
with Max
Gordon.
DR. A. H. GIANNINI arrives in New York
tomorrow from Hollywood.
PHIL BARBANELL leaves New
row by boat for Panama.

York tomor-

MEL TUCKER is en route to the coast from
New York via boat.
NESTOR LAO, president of the Cuban Exhibitors Ass'n, and JOSE ALVAREZ, Cuban
are here on a visit.

exhibitor,

JOSEPH
SCHRANK,
Larger Than
Life,"

author of the stage play
in which
Frank
McHugh

and
Warnerlea„d'
Bros,has
studios
to for
screen
version.
workCalifornia
W'i the
FuayJbe
started
on the

EDWARD ALPERSON, president of Grand National Films, Inc and SIDNEY BIDDELL, story
ed.tor and head of the talent departme
nt
Grand National attorney, Philip Krasne,
regardthe
f0r "0"*™°°* to confer with
te ing t2T?ht
studio facilities.

First Picture Under Way
At New English Studio

Detroit Public Library
Selling Theater Tickets

London — Production of "Man
With Your Voice," featuring Sally
Eilers and Ricardo Cortez, was under way today at the new Pinewood
film studios at Iver Heath, Buckinghamshire, following an official opening luncheon attended by more than
1,000. Speaker at the exercises was
Leslie Burgin, parliamentary secretary of the Board of Trade.
Landlords, who will operate the
studios on a rental basis, are Lady
Yule, J. Arthur Rank and Charles
Boot. They have already closed for
space with Herbert Wilcox Productions, British National Films, Capitol Films and Paramount British
Films, assuring Pinewood's establishment as a new film center.
Studio setup includes a luxurious
clubhouse for players; Marlene
Dietrich is domiciled there while
making "Knight Without Armour"
at the nearby Korda Denham studios.

Detroit — Sam Gruber, resident
manager of the Cinema Theater,
artie house," working with Ira
Kaplan, proprietor, made a tieup
with the Detroit Public Library to
sponsor the showing of "Marie
Chapdelaine" opening Oct.
The
Library is guaranteeing the 6.
sale of
1,000 tickets in the Library, and in
return receives 10 per cent. Locally, this establishes a new technique
for theater tieups.

Selznick Signs March
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Expects Television Soon
Dallas — Prediction that the Federal Communications Commission
will assign definite practical operating frequencies for television transmission this fall was made by F. E.
Handy, communication manager of
the American Radio Relay League,
m an address before the amateur
radio clubs in Dallas. He also stated
that practical receivers will be on
the market at moderate prices soon.

Bank Night Test Saturday

Hollywood— David O. Selznick has
Detroit— Hearing of test suit on
signed Fredric March to appear in Bank Night before Judge Robert M.
the forthcoming Selznick Interna- Tomas has been postponed until
tional production in technicolor, "A next Saturday. Meanwhile most
houses are operating, it is reported
Star Is Born", formerly titled' "It in the state.
Happened in Hollywood."
C.
P.

W
A

Rita

Bunn
Parsons
LaRoy

Wisconsin Exhibitor Dead

Annual Atlantic Coast Premium
position, Hotel Astor, New York.

Ex-

Club
Golf Exhibir°r
Tournament,
Tcda£:,
u The
<=f Philadelphia-Variety
Whitemarsh CounAstor.try Club, Philadelphia.
7:
I.T.O.A.
Hotel
Regular
meeting.

Oct.

York today on

York last night for

JOHN D. CLARK leaves New
route to the coast.

BOOK

German Classic at Casino
New London, Wis.— Funeral ser"Liebesleute," German romance
vices were held this week for John
W. Hickey, Jr., 52, operator of the based on Goethe's "Herman
and
Grand and Mer Mac theaters here. Dorothea,"
with Gustav
ch
Mr. Hickey had been an exhibitor and Renate Mueller in the Froeli
leading
for 40 years and is survived hy his parts, opens today at the 86th Street
sister.
Casino Theater.

Oct. 10: Warner Club's second annual golf
tourname
vale,
N. nt,
J. Rivervale Country Club RiverHotel,
Boston.
0ct i'l iBoSofon Friars' Club rrolic- Mayfair
Oct. 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
Rochester, N. Y.
Sagamore,

Oct. 16: Annual convention of MP TO
of
Washington,
Hotel
Washington,
Seattle.

Oct. 19-20: Annual convention of M P T O
of W. Penna.,
Hotel Schenley,
Pittsburgh.
Oct. 19-21: Annual convention of National Film
Carriers, Inc., Falmer House,
Chicago.
quet, William Penn
0et- 25l l!!.V:bureh
Varie*y
annual banHotel.ClubPittsburgh.
Nov. 4-5: Allied Theaters of Michigan
nual convention, Hotel Statler, Detroit. anNov. 27: Buffalo Variety Club Ball.
Hotel
Statler, Buffalo.

Dec 13: Philadelphia Variety Club
annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratfor
d
Hotel, Philadelphia.

Grand Nat'l to Appoint
Foreign Department Head
Appointment of a foreign department head for Grand National will
be made by President Edward Alperson in about one week. The company has yet to arrange for handling of its pictures abroad outside of the British Isles, where it is
being represented by Associated
British Film Distributors. Canadian
distribution plans will be set up
within 10 days, it is expected.
Alperson plans to leave New York
tonight for the coast.

Siegel Moves to Rutherford
Arthur Siegel has moved- his theater headquarters from the Paramount building to the Rivoli Theater
at Rutherford, N. J.

Open New Brooklyn House

Century Circuit yesterday opened
the new Triangle, Kings Highway
and
Road, Brooklyn. House
500.
seats Quentin
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TO
A

photograph
of Gene
Autry
playing his famous
guitar will shortly be
seen
in the
Sears-Roebuck
catalogue
alongside
that
of
Bing
Crosby. — REPUBLIC PICTURES

MEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

QUEEN

UP IN ARMS of gorgeous 'Gold Diggers of 1937' is dancin
Lee Dixon, whose spectacular terpsichoring in new Warner
musical wins him tap spot in 'The Singing Marine', set as
Dick Powell's first after current honeymoon trip to New York."
HEADLINE

HUNTERS

returning from Europe

corner Prof. Max
and

HEARTS!

Beautiful Olivia de

Ferdinand Gravet, in 'The King and the Chorus
Girl', Parisian sensation's first for Mervyn LeRoy.*

Reinhardt (below),

Salzburg festival, with gues-

tions concerning distinguished director's plans for filming
of 'Danton',
'Everyman',
his next two
for Warner
Bros.

THERE'S A RAINBOW Room over
her shoulder and a Hollywood
leading role ahead for lovely Doris
Weston, who steps, hot from ritzy
night-club song-engagement,
choice

into

spot with Pat O'Brien,

Humphrey Bogart in 'San Quentin.'*
'BROADSIDE
OF LAUGHS . . .
action at madhouse pace . . . uproarious . . . money-getter' are
rave coast reviews for 'riotously
funny' 'Three Men on a Horse'.
Here's 'Oiwin' McHugh, himself,
and three men-aces: Teddy Hart,
Sam Levene, Allen Jenkins (right),
doping out Hollywood
*A Warner Bros. Picture

OF

Havilland is slated for role as song-and-dancer
who captures heart of royal romancer, debonair

°A First National Picture

hoorahs.*

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

■2
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DAILV

SHOWS SUSPENDED
FOR F.D.R, AIR TALK

Ems the i»ft

JUUL

READE GO. TO BUILD
100 NEW THEATERS
(.Continued

the cities where he opera,
is no morning pa]
who might ordinarily ha\^
until the following evening to
what President Roosevelt said would
stay at home to hear him broadcast.
Reade said that he proposed to interrupt
fa
■ at
any time there is a feature 01
air which the public
z ially
interested in and which migh;
them at home.
Reade has found that theater
business is most affected by radio
broadcasting on Sunday night.

Independent Outlook
Best Ever — Johnston
tinued from

Page

1)

major studios which have never been
fully exploited. Large-scale productions, often requiring a year or more
t<> make, have their definite appeal
to audiences and will doubtless continue to provide the bulk of cinema
production. But the independent can
utilize the flexibility and comparative rapidity of his production methods to keep in step with world developments much more efficiently
than the major studios with their
more cumbersome and deliberate
style of procedure.
"Topics of current interest are
logical sources of material and the
small-scale producer is in a position
to use them as the basis of his stories. Timeliness of theme in exploitable pictures give the independent
a real source of profit and supply to
the nation'.- screens subjects of vital,
immediate interest."

Individual Executives Out
As Ledirk Suit Defendants
Elimination of all producers and
individual executives, including
Adolph Zukor and Harry M. Warner, as defendants in the Ledirk
Amusement Company's anti-trust action against major companies has
been ordered through action of Judge
Clark of the U. S. District Court,
Newark, in granting a motion to
quash these complaints, as made by
Attorney Louis Nizer. As a result
of the ruling, only distributing companies remain as defendants in the
case, which is scheduled for trial in
December.

Finish Centennial Shooting
Dallas — Republic has finished
filming ''The Big Show," Gene
Autry feature with the Texas Centennial as a background. Nine days
were spent in production, with about
nine days to be devoted to closeups
in Hollywood. Autry will make a
personal appearance tour over the
Interstate circuit late in November.

Cameo, Ossining, Opens

Skoura.s circuit has reopened
Cameo at Ossining evenings.

its

Y

Y

▼

• • • AND NOW we have the history of Tin Pan Alley
in its heyday seen thru the eyes of a successful music
Edward B. Marks
publisher who began life as a song writer
here for the first time we have a chronological and authentic record of the changing fashions in pop entertainment
minstrel troupes music-hall stars
the rise of
burlesque vaude
musical comedy
the dance
craze .
the War, with its patriotic heart-throb songs
the movies, both silent and talkies and finally the radio
Y
Y
Y
• • • THIS MOST entertaining tome is titled "They All
Sang"
the sub-title is "From Tony Pastor to Rudy Vallee"
.... published by the Viking Press
here you will meet
such glamorous figures as Tony Pastor, Weber & Fields, J. W.
Kelly, Lillian Russell, Harrigan & Hart, George M. Cohan, Jim
Thornton, Paul Dresser, Cole & Johnson, Lottie Gilson, Young
Irving Berlin (the singing waiter), Little Jimmie Walker (who
once wrote songs), Eva Tanguay, and dozens of others
Ed
Marks knew them all, and tells stories about them that have
never before been published
▼
T
T
• •
• ALL THE metropolitan amateur critics will have
their fling next week
Arnold Van Leer, currently handling
the pressagenting of Nino Martini in Pickford-Lasky's
"Gay
Desperado" has pulled a nifty stunt for this pix
the Music Hall and United Artists are holding a series of special previews for high school students to see before they write
their reviews
the N. Y. Journal is receiving the entries. . . .
1,000 illustrated booklets on the picture, carrying Martini's
autograph, are to be given away
also daily cash prizes and
guest tickets for the winners the Journal is giving the
stunt a big play starting eight days before the opening
what you call a real Showman's
Stunt T
▼
T
• •
• AFTER
THREE
months hard work, Lou Rogers
has come through with "The Comeback"
featuring Max
Schmeling
the pix has a radio announcement
by Sam
Taub
and fight comments by Benny Leonard ... • Paramount is preparing a nifty advance campaign for the opening
of "Valiant Is the Word for Carrie," the Gladys George opus
which goes into the Paramount theater Oct. 7 . . . • On
Saturday morn the Strand will start "Midsummer Night's
Dream" on a pop price basis
T
T
T
• • • IN TOWN on a brief visit from Lunnon
Eddie
Klein in a reminiscent mood
recalled the time in 1921
when he was interested with William G. Smith who ran Fidelity
Films, a small state right distributing concern, in marketing a
feature called "The Married Virgin"
in the pix was an unknown but personable young player with a certain air about
him who looked good to Eddie and Bill
so they took a sixmonth's option on him and tried to sell him to some big producing outfit
the option expired, with all the producers turning
down their unknown lad as having nothing
then along
came "The Four Horsemen" and made history
also it shot
Rudolph Valentino to the heights
he was the young player that Eddie and Bill could not sell on the option
▼
T
▼
• • • A SWANKY reception at the Ambassador Hotel
in honor of Nino Martini and his current Pickford-Lasky feature, "The Gay Desperado" Among those present were
Bide Dudley, Sheriff William S. Brunner
of Queens, Emil Jensen, Bernard Walderman of Modern Merchandising, Clarke Harrington, composer and arranger for CBS, Emanuel Silverstone
of London Films
Lynn Farnol, Monte Proser, Larry Reid,
Rtgina Crewe, Roland Gield, Margaret Tazelaar, Fanny Fern
Fitzwater Moe Streimer, Jan Schinek, Hazel Flynn and
Donita Ferguson of the New York Woman
Martini enthralled the guests by his rendition of "The World is Mine
Tonight"
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the building program developed out
of the huge boom in movie business
and a trip throughout the country
undertaken by Olmsted during which
he visited 200 theaters in small communities and found most of them
obsolete.
Expanding on this idea, Reade
said that about 50 per cent of the
theaters in the country were obsolete, that they had hard, uncomfortable chairs; no heat, no ventilation,
lacked proper rest rooms, had poor
projection and poor sound. These
theaters are not delivering an adequate film performance, he declared.
Thomas Lamb will design all the
theaters for the new circuit. The
smallest will seat 600, the largest
1,000. The theaters, which will not
have stores in conjunction, will be
built entirely of steel and concrete,
without balconies. The walls are to
be treated with macoustic plaster to
insure first class sound, with projection booths wired to receive and
project
television.
In towns
of 5,000 houses seating
(500 will be built at an average cost
of $30,000, Reade said. In houses
of 10,000 and over houses seating
700 to 750 will be erected for between $40,000 and $50,000 and in
cities of 18,000 to 25,000 theaters
costing $75,000 will be erected.
The houses on which construction
starts within 30 days are within a
radius of 200 miles from New York.
To forestall any move against prohibiting national circuits from building theaters in a community, Reade
proposes to permit a local representative to participate in the profits of
operation
theater
to the extent of 50 ofperthecent,
he said.
Reade expects to complete from 20
to 25 theaters during the first year,
after which he said he may seek additional financing.

20th-Fox, G. N. Stock Sales
Shown in S. E. C. Report
(Continued from Page

1)

mission report of stock dealings for
the month of August.
Carl M. Leserman also sold 2,500
shares of G. N. stock, leaving him
with 2,900. John D. Clark bought
200 shares of 20th-Fox stock.

Five 20th-Fox Pictures
Set for Broadway Dates
Twentieth Century-Fox has set
Broadway runs on five of its new
releases. "As You Like It," produced in England, will open at the
Music Hall on Oct. 29, while "Dimples," Shirley Temple vehicle, goes
into the Roxy after its current atDays a Queen."
"Ramona," traction,
in "Nine
Technicolor,"
follows
the Kay Francis picture at the new
Criterion, "Ladies in Love" will succeed "Dodsworth" at the Rivoli, and
"15 Maiden Lane" has been booked
into the Globe.
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REPORTER
"IN HIS STEPS"

'IN HIS STEPS' EXCELLENT B.O.;
START FOR GRAND NAT'L
NICE
Linden, Parker

lywood Reporter

e to family
— M. P. Daily

Grab Cast Honors
"IN HIS STEPS"
(Grand National)
Producer

_

B. F

Direction

Zeidman

Karl

Story

Charles

Screenplay:
Smith.

Karl

M.

Brown

and

Brown
Sheldon
Hinton

Photography
Harry Jackson
Special Effects
Jack Cosgrove
Film
Editor
Edward
Schroeder
Music
Supervisor
Abe
Meyer
last:
Eric
Linden,
Cecilia
Parker,
Hairy
Beresford,
Clara
Blandick,
,[mhof,
Olive
Tell,
larles
Richman,

Henry
Robert

presents as its first
strong apence.
It

country for the couple and the newspapers are giving top play to the sensation. Not until Davidson is jailed
for withholding information do the
youngsters yield and return, the boy
to stand trial for criminal abduction
and the girl to stick faithfully to him
through the long trial to the happy
surprise outcome.
Eric Linden as the boy gives a
strongly appealing portrayal, his character transition as he awakens to the
inescapable moral values being convincingly shaded. Cecilia Parker as
the devoted girl is delightfully real
and likeable. Harry Beresford as the
spiritually-minded

Davidson

is excel-

lent, and Roger Imhof's rugged country parson is a splendid match for
him, while Clara Blandick movingly
rounds out the interesting trio as the
parson's gentle wife. Four stars of
other days fill out the main support
and give it dignity and vitality They

of na neighhighly

are Charles Richman as the girl's
father, Olive Tell as her mother, Hen-

book,

istian
inspiramorality
play
by Karl Brown and
It is close to the
heart; moralizes fully and frankly; is
unaffectedly sentimental, and will win
a widespread tribute of tears.
The central figures are a couple of
youngsters from rival millionaire families. With the connivance of the old

ry Kolker as the boy's father, and
Robert Warwick as the understanding
judge who tries the case.
Karl Brown's direction, while not
free from technical faults, is unrestrained in its frank emphasis on emotional values and gets the desired
results. Harry Jackson handles his
camera ably, and the production, for
which B. F. Zeidman deserves a warm
word of praise, is ample
partments.

in all de-

gardener, Davidson, who personifies
the Christ spirit, they elope and are
married and harbored by a fine old
farmer-parson. He lets them start
housekeeping from scratch in a shack
on his farm, where they are mothered
by his gentle-hearted

Grand National

%dependent

76 mens,

GETS OVER STRONG WITH EMOTIONAL DRAMA OF YOUNG LOVE WORKING
UP TO

Meanwhile the girl's father has
brought a kidnapping charge against
the boy; the police are combing the

II, was
like
it

Sheldon

with Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker

SMASH

CLIMAX

At the Astor theater where the trade
show was held, the women folks were
sniffling all over the house for twenty

EXHIBITORS

— =FI1M BULLETIN

minutes

There's dough in "In His Steps" . . .
START DIGGIN'!
Nothing satisfies the true showman mOi'e
than a film that is DIFFERENT . . . something off the beaten path of routine movies
. . into which he can dig his hands and
pull out a surprise package of extra dollars.
He has a "sleeper" just like that in Grand
National's first release— "IN HIS STEPS." ,
Yowsah, gents, here is something DIFFERENT! Adapted from a semi-spiricual
book that rates as the greatest best-seller of
all time. Over 20,000,000 copies of "IN
HIS STEPS" have been sold and it has bccji
translated into more than 20 foreign languages. It's merchandise,
then, that thouI sands and thousands of people will be waiting for, but it's also merchandise that MUST
BE SOLD to the new generation.
Let's get down some facts about this
story. It tells a powerfully dramatic, yet
tender, story of a boy and a girl, deeply in
love, who are frustrated in their quest for
real happiness by the selfish, unreasoning
! tactics of their wealthy p rents. Only
the friendship and guidance of a
Tthrough
HE whose life is moulded to follow in the
I man,
steps of Christ, do these unfortunate children eventually win their right to happi-

wife.

before the picture finished — and

were still sniffling as it closed. It's that
kind of a love story, and based on this
reception, it is hard to figure how it can
miss. Eric Linden and Cecilia Parker prove
a grand emotional team, and it is in their
scene before the judge near the close
where they plead for the right to love and
continue their marriage that the femmes in
the audience start to sniffle. Based on the
novel of several decades back which proved
to be one of the biggest best-sellers of all
time, it tells the tale of the son and daughter of two wealthy families who marry under ageisand
against their
consent.
There
a business
feud parents'
on between
the
heads of the families. The young couple
elope, and hide on the farm of the minister
who marries them, because the young man
faces a prison sentence of 10 years for
kidnapping the bride. The opposition of the
parents on both sides, the influence of a
family friend
and employee
the young
boy's
i father,
who greatly
influencesof the
man for good, are cleverly built up to a
tense climax at the end as the boy gives
himself up to face the charges. The way
the young couple overcome all parental opposition and win over the judge is done
with great dramatic skill, and yields one
of the most dramatically emotional plays of
the season, as well as one of the most clean
and wholesome.
Cast: Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker. Henry
Kolker, Charles Richman, Olive Tell. Harry
Beresford, Roger Imhof, Clara Blandick. Robert Warwick, Warner Richmond. Donald
Kirke, Stanley Adams.
Producer,

B. F

Zeidman.

Brown ; Author, Charles M
I play, Karl Brown,
Hinton
I Edward Schroeder. Duncan
eraman, Harry Jackson.
Direction, Very Good

Director,

Karl

Sheldon ; Screen Smith;
Editors,
Mansfield, Cam-

Photography, Fine
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APPEAL
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IN HIS STEPS, Grand NationaL
Karl Brown, director. Eric Linden, Cecelia Parker, Charles
Richman, Olive Teil, Harry
Beresford. Henry Kolker, Roger
Imhof, Clara Blandick. 72 minuses at preview. A faithful reproduction of the famous story.
B. F. Zeidman has done a very
good job on his initial effort for
Grand National. Here is a picture that should be vastly appreciated by all classes of film lovers.
It has been exceedingly well
played by a most competent cast .
and Karl Brown has done a right
good job of directing. The theatre man who books this picture'
need have no fear that his patrons
will not be satisfied. It seems
certain that the vast majority of
those who see it will praise it.—
Sept. 19. 1936.
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PITTSBURGH
WISCONSIN
Fred Brown, operator of the Plyl h Theater
in Plymouth,
has
been re-elected president of the asition of commerce there.
re being held every
■id and fourth Friday by Milwaukee County exhibitors of the
Independent
Th<
Protective
of Wisconsin. Herman Rausch
will address the Oct. 0 meeting, at
which permanent committees will be
named, on the Wisconsin unemployemnt insurance act.
Smashing off the combination
with an iron bar. burglars took $535
from the safe at the Parkway. Milwaukee neighborhood house, over
the week-end.

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Col. C. R. Zears, secretary of the
Film Board of Trade, is back on the
job
following
a sojourn inArk.
Veterans'
Hospital
in Fayetteville,
Datt for the annual session of the
M. P. T. 0. of Oklahoma City in
the Biitmore Hotel will be set by
referendum vote of the directors.
Harry Silverman, general manager of the Crescent Film Co. has recovered from an illness.
The Crescent Film exchange offices are undergoing remodeling.

MIDWEST
Charles Travis has opened his new
Star Theater at Sarcoxie, Mo. The
house seats 300.
The Missouri, St. Joseph, Mo.,
closed for the summer, has reopened.
Gail Pettit is the new skipper of
the Roxy, LaVerne, la.
Sam Marino has reopened the
Maryland, Omaha, after remodeling.
Marion H. Bray is the new skipper of the Isis at Mason City, Neb.
E. M. Butterick has taken over
the Lyric Theater at Pierson, la.

»

»

Words

Motion pictures have taken over
the popular demand for entertains facproblem
biggestr in
the directo
QNEinjrofthe
od
Hollywo
ment that the theater used to supis the fact that locally trained
ply. The gallery audience, the
not intoo frequen
are -minded
players
. Antlyextensiv
e backbone of the theater in years
;tional
past, now is going to the movies. —
S. BETTELHEIM.
engagement in an unfamiliar land EDWIN
is an invaluable asset. — W. P. LIPSCOMB.
There is an acute shortage of box
This curse of being humorous office names existent in Hollywood
ruined one of my most precious today, but there are plenty of new
ambitions — to sing in opera. There faces right on our front doorsteps.
is such a thins as being too funny. — By developing these, revealing their
HERMAN BING.
ability by casting them in parts —
not bits — opposite current box office
names we will be enabled to build
To appeal to an adult the "Our our stars of tomorrow — ROY DEL
Gang" stories must be so natural
and so true that they bring back RUTH.
the adult's own childhood. — GORDON DOUGLAS.
Six screen stars set fashion precedents which are copied not only by
I still think acting is a complete the women of the hinterlands but
mental rest but it's darn hard on by the gals in New York City and
the feet. Playing with Jane With- by couturiers all over the world.
ers is kind of like watching a game The six are Carole Lombard, Joan
of football: by the time we get Crawford, Norma Shearer, Marlerte
through a scene I'm as limp as a Dietrich, Kay Francis and Claudette
dishrag — perfectly willing to come Colbert.— KAY CAMPBELL.
back
to COBB.
the pure mental life. — IRVIN S.
The early days of sound brought
a timid handling of music. That
For the past ten years the movies era is gone forever. Fast and furihave been living by a series of
ous are the productions with music
shocks and their almost incredible
and lyric forming a base . . . alimprovement, year by year, has
most 50 per cent of the product of
come about while the industry has the studios.—
L. WOLFE GILBERT.
been going through one convulsion
after another.— GILBERT SELDES.
The past year was a red-letter
Audiences soon come to the point one for writers. Ratio of story material purchased shows original
of anticipating from the music what
is about to happen on the screen. screen stories leading the field three
That is as bad as being able to to one against combined stage
plays, novels and magazine stories.
guess the plot two reels ahead. — —BILL
SWIGART.
WERNER JANSSEN.

EXPLOITING

Vince McFall's Plugs
For "Adverse" in Buffalo
(")NE
of the accorded
most effective
campaigns
Warner Bros. "Anthony Adverse,"
was that put over by Vince McFall and his staff for Shea's
Buffalo. The campaign was
started a month prior to the
opening with a huge parade of
bannered cars in a tie-up with
the Warner Bros. -Pictorial Review child screen test contest.
Thousands of circulars were
passed out by the local Pictorial
Review dealer, complete with
picture and theater copy. Specila pictorial matter in newspapers, including a full page in
the Buffalo Times roto page,
heralded the coming of "Anthony Adverse." A coloring
contest was also planted in the
Times. A thirteen-day new season contest with pictures from
the photoplay was obtained in
the same paper and the Sunday

and Wisdom

THE

following the opening, the
Times also used an eight-column
strip of photos across its
dramatic page. On the front
and back of the fifty leading
taxicabs bumper strips and tire
covers also carried copy plugging the picture. Personal letters were sent out ten days
ahead of opening to school
principals, teachers, and heads
of clubs. Study guides were
sent to literary and art societies. A special half page coop ad was obtained through a
large local department store,
and other co-op ads were also
promoted. Numerous window
displays in the most important
shops in town were also obtained, with stills, posters, etc.,
augmenting the display. The
Mojud silk stocking tie-up on
the picture resulted in the theater getting many more window
and counter displays in town.
Postal Telegraph distributed 3,000 Postal slips with telegrams

CURRENT
sent out for more than six days.
In a tie-up with the Liberty
Magazine distributors, 6,000
door hangers were passed out
to purchasers of the magazine,
while 250 window strips were
used by Old Gold Cigarette distributors in leading tobacco
stores in all parts of town. In
return for a lobby display of
General Electric radios, the theater received free plugs on the
local General Electric radio
program. Principal restaurants
in the theatrical district imprinted theater and picture
copy on their menus, and 5,000
imprinted paper napkins were
used by F. W. Woolworth's Five
and Ten— Shea's
Cent stores.
Buffalo, Buffalo.

Grimes's Campaign
On "Nine Days A Queen"
J? ADIO played a big part in
the campaign
put over by

p*»

John H. Harris of the Harris
Amusement Co. is in New York
taking in the World Series.
George Tyson, managing director
of the Alvin Theater, is the personal manager for Bonnie Coyle,
"Miss America, 1936."
Neil Brenkert of the Brenkert
Light Projectio
n Co. was a business
visitor
here.
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell are
expected to spend a few days here
next week renewing old acquaintances. Dick was formerly master
of ceremonies at the Stanley Theater here.
The revival of "There's Always
Tomorrow" has given the Barry
Theater a new box-office and attendance records.
Harry Reiners, RKO exploitation
man, is here in the interest of Republic's "Follow Your Heart," which
will have its first-run engagement
at the Fulton.
Donn Wermuth, Warner publicity
man, is back from Johnstown.

DETROIT
Ciem Pope, former manager of
the RKO Downtown Theater, returns when the house reopens in
two weeks, under management of
the receiver, Joseph J. Cavanaugh.
The J. G. Portell Circuit is starting immediate alterations to the
Greenwood Theater.
Thomas E. Shiels, 74, former
manager of the Kramer Theater,
died recently. He is survived by his
widow, a daughter and two stepdaughters.
Personal appearances are being
made this week by Ken Maynard
at the Community Fund Exposition.

FILMS

it

Charles Grimes, manager of the
Earle, Washington, and Frank
La Falce, publicity manager,
for the opening of GB's "Nine
Days a Queen." A clever stunt
was worked over WJSV, the local station. Announcement was
made that invitations to the
opening of the picture would be
sent to the first 200 persons who
phoned in. Because of the tremendous response, invitations
were sent to 300 instead of the
promised 200. The invitations
were sent on double post cards,
on the second half of which
was a list of descriptive adjectives, including
"glamorous,"
"beautiful',,
"fascinating"
etc.,
with the request that the recipient designate her choice as
descriptive of Nova Pilbeam,
star of "Nine Days a Queen,"
mailing same to the theater.
— Earle, Washington.
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3'CRAIG'S WIFE"

with Rosalind Russell. John
Columbia
WELL-HANDLED
WITH

Friday, Oct. 2, 1936

CLASS

FIRST APPEAL
ININE AUDIENCES.

TO

Boles
75 mins.

PRODUCTION
ADULT

FEM-

George Kelly's Pulitzer Prize play of
1926. filmed silently by Pathe two years
later, emerges upon the sound-screen a
faithful translation of the original, its appeal necessarily to the adult audience, and
particularly at least one section of the
so-called feminine adult audience. Rosalind
Russell is Harriet Craig whose early romantic illusions, if any, were shattered by
disclosures of her father's unfaithfulness
and her mother's subsequent death from
j broken heart. Determined to escape such
a fate herself, she has married John Boles,
a romanticist, not for any affection borne
him. but because he can supply her a home,
symbol of security. Determinedly, shrewdly,
she strips him of his friends, curbs his
habits, spies upon him, leaves him little
more than another example of her taste in

been "milked", its cinematic effectiveness
is noteworthy. Excellent musical setting
paces the mood.
Cast: Rosalind Russell, John Boles, Bill ie
J.me Darwell, Dorothy Wilson, Alma
Kruger, Thomas Mitchell, Raymcnd Walburn,
rabeth Risdon, Nydia Westman, Kathleen Burke.
Producer: Columbia; Director, Dorothy
. Author, George Kelly; Screenplay,
Mary C McCall, Jr ; Cameraman, Lucian
Ballard; Film Editor, Viola Lawrence; Art
Director, Stephen Goosson; Musical Director,
Morris Stcloff.
Direction,

Capable

"THE THREE

Photography,

Good

MESQUITEERS"

with Ray Corrigan, Bob Livingston,
Max Terhune
Republic

61 mins.

STRONG ACTION STORY OF WAR
VETS IN WESTERN SETTING CARRIES
THRILLS AND
HUMAN
INTEREST.

This is much more than a routine western,
interior decorating. Alma Kruger as Boles'
aunt, finally determining to leave the Craig for there is a very original and graphic
home, attempts to convince her nephew story that is built up with fine characterization and plenty of human interest touches.
of the utter selfishness of his wife, but it
requires a chain of circumstances resulting Starts off with scenes in a war veterans'
from a murder and suicide to turn the hospital as some of the boys are leaving
and decide to go west and homestead on
trick. At the fadeout, Craig's wife is left
a crushed figure, alone, in the house. The a government proposition. Arrived in the
picture finds its sources of strength in the homesteading district, they encounter opposition from a local plugugly and his gang
well-tempered portrayal of Miss Russell,
who warn the vets against settling there.
Director Dorothy Arzner's understanding of
feminine psychology, forceful dialogue in They go ahead undaunted, having secured
key scenes and competent playing of lesser the support of two local cowboys who
roles.
While
the closing scene may have were their former buddies in the trenches.

Republic Talent School
Will Have 20 Enrolled

Film-Projection Exports
Show $2,479,000 Increase

West

Washington

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
new
talent
school— Republic
is under Studios'
way today
with Miss Lillian Burns, Chicago
and Hollywood dramatic coach, in
charge. The first four potential players are Mary Russell, Brace Durkin,
Christine Maple and Marc Kramer.
"We have definitely come to the
conclusion," states President Nat Levine in an announcement inaugurating the talent school, "that in order
to properly equip ourselves with star
material for our future pictures, it
is imperative for us to devele-p our
own. Shortly we will have under
contract approximately 20 personalities who will given collective instructions part of their day and individual attention the rest of the day by
Miss Lillian Burns. We have made
arrangements with vocal and dancing schools so that these sides of
their abilities shall also be fully developed."

Aliquippa House Reopens

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Export of photographic and projection goods by the
United States increased $2,479,000
worth during the eight months ending in August as compared to the
same period last year, according to
a report break-down on current
United States trade issue today by
the Department of Commerce.
The report shows that for the
eight months ending August, 1936
the United States exported $13,678,000 as compared with $11,199,000 total photographic projection exports
for first eight months of 1935.
The report further showed preliminary August figures giving $91,000 increase in this type of product over August, 1935, the comparative month's figures being $1,554,000 and $1,463,000.
Films were among types of merchandise where exports in August
were larger than in corresponding
month of any year since 1930.

Aliquippa, Pa.— The Strand TheaFrawley on Vallee Hour
ter reopens today under the manWilliam Frawley goes on the
agement of J. C. Lund, operator of
the State Theater here. House has Rudy Vallee radio hour next Thursday night, under arrangements
been completely remodeled and new
made b\ the Leo Morrison agency.
sound installed.

All sorts of "accidents" happen to the
homesteaders, as the gang tries to diecourage them and make them give up
and go back East. Lots of good incidental
business as various characters are developed,
building strong human interest into the
stcry. The climax gets down to some thriL'
action, as the three buddies go after the
head of the gang for the murder of one
of the homesteaders. The fight is taken
right into their stronghold in town, and
Ihey clean out the gang as the rest of
the buddies arrive and stage a pitched
battle just as they used to fight side by
side in the trenches.
Cajp Ray Corrigan, Bob Livingston,
Terhune, Marian Kay Hughes, J P
Gcwan, Al Bridges, Frank Yaccnelli,
Merton, Jean Marvey, Milburn Stone,
York, Nina Quartaro, Allan Connor.

Max
McJohn
Luke

Director, Ray Taylor; Author, Charles
Condon; Screenplay, Jack Nattefcrd; Cameraman, William P. Nobles.
Direction, Good
Photography, Okay

"ALIBI FOR MURDER"

with William Gargan, Marguerite
Columbia
WELL-PACED MURDER
WILL SCORE WITH
CRIME FILMS.

Churchill
59 mins.

*

#

to who killed the noted inventor, John J.
Foster, more unfathomable. Tom Van Dycke
has fashioned this screenplay deftly enough
to make the critical overlook the lack of
probability and accuracy cf the baffling
happenings. William Gargan is cast as a
young radio reporter who stumbles on the
killing, and makes the most of his opportunities to unravel the mystery, motivated
by his flare for detective work, devotion
to his radio listeners, and admiration for
the pretty secretary to the prominent victim. Marguerite Churchill plays the admired one appealingly. The plot deals with
sinister munitions makers and their henchmen who are seeking the dead man's secret
formula, but in the end the energetic radio
reporter sifts all the clues and, of course,
there is a big surprise finish with all the
thrills attending a breakneck auto chase,

gunplay and action that is crowned by
apprehension of the killer and the winning
of the girl's love by the reporter.
Cast: William Gargan, Marguerite Churchill, Gene Morgan, John Gallaudet, Romaine
Callender, Egon Brecher, Drue Leytcn, Wade
Bcteler, Dwight Frye, Raymond) Lawrence
Director, D Ross Lederman; Story and
Screenplay, Tern Van Dycke; Cameraman,
George
Meehan;
Editor, William A, Lyon
Direction, Peppy.
Photography, Good

MYSTERY THAT
DEVOTEES OF

FOREIGN
"AZ

For patrons who habitually or occasionally
like pictures dealing with murder, intrigue,
mystery and danger, this one is made both
well and frankly. Building firmly for its
climax scenes, it slows its pace only for
romantic interludes, comedy situations and
16
by-play designed to make the solution as

'Gold Diggers" Girls
Will Plane to 24 Cities
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

iDAILY

Hollywood — Sixteen of "the most
beautiful girls in Hollywood" are
soon to embark on the biggest adventure of their lives.
These 16, to be chosen from among
the 200 who compose the chorus of
Warners forthcoming "Gold Diggers
of 1937," will spend a period of
three weeks cruising between Hollywood and New York in an American
Airline passenger plane chartered
by the producers. During that period they will visit 24 cities and make
personal appearances at theaters
playing
The air"Gold
tour Diggers".
will start about Nov.

UJ FOLDESUR" ("The New Landlord'''), in Hungarian, produced and distributed byDanubia, directed by Bela Gaal,
with Paul Jevor, Gyula Csortos, Theodore
Uray, Maria Egry et al. At the Modern
Playhouse.
A romance against a background of
Austro-Hungarian animosity.

Dual "Allah" Previews
in London, Hollywood
West Coast Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— "The Garden of Allah," David O. Selznick's technicolor
production, starring Marlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer, will have
a preview in London, at the same
time that it will be first shown in
Hollywood prior to general release.
Mr. Selznick announced yesterday
that he has dispatched a print of
the color film to Miss Dietrich, who

is now appearing in "Knight Without Armor" in England, and will be
unable to return to Hollywood before December.
Maurice Silverstone, European
15,
bringing
the
"Gold
Diggers"
to
New York in December. So far as head of United Artists will arrange
records show, this will be the first for a showing of the picture in a
time a theatrical troupe has ever London theater. This, it is' believed, will be the first time an
toured by airplane.
American motion picture has been
seen abroad simultaneously with its

Jean Smith to Wed

Jean Dawn Smith of the Warner
home office advertising and publicity
department will be married on Nov.
8 at h'gh noon to Hy Blaustein, of
ment.
the company's Purchasing Depart-

preview here.

Joe Comer Tendered Dinner
Seattle— Butch Wingham of MG-M held a diner party at the Film
Club in honor of his new office manager, Joe Comer, who comes from
Salt Lake City.

THE

DAILY

CUBAN FILM BIZ
UP 300 PER GENT
{Continued from Page

A "£M*' fat* "JMs"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD are Dick Purcell, Fred Keating,
T EE TRACY has been signed by Craig Reynolds, Marie Wilson,
Winifred Shaw and Gordon Elliott.
X" RKO Radio to play the title Louis King is directing.
role in "Criminal Lawyer." With
T
T
▼
production under the aegis of Cliff
Reid, the film adaptation is being
Phyllis Dobson, who was Miss
written by Thomas Lennon and California and the runner-up in the
Gladys Atwater. The original story recent Atlantic City Beauty Pageis by Louis Stevens.
ant, has arrived from New York
T
T
T
William K. Howard has been for a role inT"Top▼ of Tthe Town."

1)

and 3 new ones are under construction. The Regina Theater in Havana, remodeled to seat 4,000, will
reopen soon and will be the largest
theater on the island.
Box-office prices are rising gradually, Exhibitors want to end dual
bills, but cannot do so because there
is no unanimity among them. If
U. S. exhibitors were to eliminate signed by Walter Wanger to didual bills, Cuba would probably fol"All Ladies
in
which rectJoan
BennettArewillWomen,"
be starred.
low, Lao said.
Jose Alvarez, Havana exhibitor, is The deal was made by transatlanhere with Lao.
tic telephone from London, where
Howard is now directing a production for Alexander Korda. Mr. Howard is expected to arrive in HollyHirsch Succeeds Leonard
wood on Nov. 17. Work on the picture, from the story, "Summer
As "U" Advertising Head Lightning,"
by Allene Corliss, will
begin two weeks later.
(Continued from Page 1)
Leonard's assistant, was a member
of Paramount's advertising department for nine years under A. M.
Botsford, and also acted on that company's eastern editorial board as coadvisor on the acquisition of story
properties. Leonard, it was announced at "U" home office yesterday, will not officially sever his connection for another week or two. He
has been Universal's advertising
head since 1934.

Sen. Robinson Not Joining
In New Patman Measure
Washington Bureau of THE

n

jg^S
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Washington — Although drafts of
a new Patman measure, designed to
separate manufacturing from retailFour"
a "Section
ing and containing
specifically
declaring
the exhibition
of a motion picture for a charge
shall be deemed a sale at retail,
have been handed to correspondents
here by interested retail groups, the
office of Senator Robinson, co-sponsor of the original Patman-Robinson
act, again discredits reports that
the new bill carries the endorsement
of the co-sponsor of the former
measure. Patman is said to have
drawn up the new bill in his Texarkana, Tex., office for submission
to the next Congress.
Government legal heads yesterday told Film Daily that the newest tentative Patman bill was in
danger of tangling with the copyright laws if Section 4 remains intact. Government motion pictures
attorneys say when a motion picture
producer releases a film he holds all
it. If "retail sale" is
copyrights
interpreted on
to mean sale of goods to
individuals, and consequent loss of
royalties, the section crosses the
existent copyright laws.
Meanwhile, producers' legal heads
here claimed the section "would not
Ijhold water," as it is impossible to
ijsell a non-tangible item as "retail,
wholesale, in lot, or in any way but
as entertainment."

t

▼

T

Bonita Granville, the troublesome
child of "These Three" and who has
recently completed an entirely different kind of role in "The Plough
and the Stars," has been signed by
RKO Radio to appear in support of
Katharine Hepburn in the film version of Sir James Barrie's "Quality Street." The picture, already in
the making, has a cast that includes Franchot Tone, Fay Bainter,
Eric Blore, Helene Grant, Cora
Witherspoon, Estelle Winwood, and
Florence Lake. George Stevens is
directing.
T

(Continued from Page

1)

to furnish parking space for patrons, and be located at least 1,200
feet from schools and churches. At
a hearing in council, W. E. MacGregor, attorney, described as reponly himself,
said:
"Is
there any resenting
reason
why the
theater
business should not be subject to
competition the same as any other

Hays replied that theaters have
become somewhat of a public utilbusiness?"
ity, and operators want "assurance
that someone isn't going to build
across
the street."
Alderman
E. I. Tludson, chairman
of the city and council legislation
committee, said the city has 54,000
T
T
T
theater seats, more than needed, conGeorge R. Batcheller of Chestersidering the city's
field pictures today signed Dan MilProponents
of thesize.measure say it
ner as film editor on "House of is an attempt to show cleaner and
Secrets," now in production. Milner
succeeds Roland Reed, who has been better movies by allowing existing
elevated to the post of director with operators to make a fair profit. Erthe Chesterfield company.
nest Zimmer, said to be representing 28 churches, said the ordinance
T
T
T
would raise the moral tone of picFive more players have been add- tures.
ed to the cast of "Bad Man's TerriIt is believed that, if the ordinance passes, it will be fought in
tory," which starts production Monday at the First National studios courts. Action comes before counon the West Coast. They are Frank
cil again Oct. 13.
Orth, Edmund Cobb, Henry Otho,
Harry Woods and Glenn Strange.
"Godfrey" Piling Up
The hero of "Bad Man's Territory"
will
Dickbeen
Foran,
and the to
heroine's
role behas
assigned
Linda
Series of Long Runs
Perry.
Breezy Eason will direct.

Republic Pictures has added
Paddy O'Flynn, Ed Cobb, Vic Lacardo, Dutch Hendrian and Harry
Geise to the cast of "Robinson
Crusoe of Clipper Island" which is
being made in both a serial and
feature version.

T

T

T

Phil Rosen started shooting
The Pat O'Briens have adopted a scenes for Invincible's "Ellis Island"
seven-weeks-old boy at the Cradle, today in space engaged at the Pathe
famed Evanston, 111., orphanage, and studios.
T
T
T
the youngster will be known as
Recalled from his New York trip,
Patrick Shawn O'Brien. Mrs. O'Brien currently is visiting Milwau- Henry Armetta is being teamed
kee relatives, and shortly will re- with Charles Winninger in George
turn here with the new son.
Jessel's first Universal production,
T
T
T
Syd Saylor has been signed by "Music in the Park," starting shortGeorge R. Batcheller of Chester- lyT
T
T
field, to play a comedy lead in
Columbia Pictures will shortly
"House of Secrets," in which Leslie Fenton has the leading role.
place in work a new production enT
T
▼
titled "Woman of Glamour" in
William Powell is paying for that which Melvyn Douglas, Virginia
Bruce
and
Reginald Denny will be
recent fishing trip with Richard
Barthelmess. His left eye suffering leads with Gordon Wiles directing.
from over-exposure to the sunlight,
Powell must spend 10 days in a
The important roles of Madames
darkened room.
"Wyatt"
and "Grant" and "GovT
T
T
ernor Wyatt" in "Theodora Goes
Mildred Law, one of First Na- Wild," starring Irene Dunne, were
tional's most recently signed and filled yesterday by Columbia Picmost promising young people, has
tures, when Mary Forbes, Laura
joined the cast of "Melody for Two," Treadwell and Frederick Burton rethe musical picture now in producspectively, were engaged for these
tion with James Melton and Patricia parts. This screenplay is based on
Ellis in the two leading roles. Others
McCarthy's story and is befeatured in the line-up of principals Marying directed
by Richard Boleslawski.
T

MINNEAPOLIS MEASURE
WOULD LIMIT HOUSES

T

t

▼

Universal's "My Man Godfrey",
piling up a series of unusual runs
throughout the country, yesterday
went into its fifth week at the Fulton, Pittsburgh, where Manager
John P. Goring looks for the picture
to go seven or eight weeks at least.
The same thing is happening at
the Orpheum, San Francisco, where
the
nite. run is now announced as indefiIn Minneapolis, after three weeks
of first run, "My Man Godfrey"
goes aterinto
smaller run.
World Thefor anthe
indefinite
The picture is playing its fourth
first-run week at the Music Box,
Seattle.

▼

English-Composed "Western" Songs in "Big Show"

West
Coast
Bureau of THE
FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Three
old-time
western songs, all of which,
incidentally,
were
composed
in England,
have been
purchased for "The
Big Show,"
Gene Autry's
musical
western
which
is currently
in production at Republic Studios.
The songs are "Ole Faithful,"
"Nobody's
Darlin',"
and "The
Martins
and the Coys."
Sammy
Stept
Ted picture.
Kohler
have written
one original, "I'm
Mad
About
You,"
especially
for thisand Autry

Meyer
Takes
Coast Bureau

West

of

New
THE

Quarters
DAILY

FILM

Hollywood — Abe Meyer has taken
a seven-year lease on the building
at 937 Noith Sycamore which he
will transform into headquarter* for
his music library and scoring department. Meyer leaves the General
service lot after seven years on the
lot. The new building will house
Meyer's complete music library,
stock shot library and sound effect
library, as well as the scoring, composing and arranging departments
and the music copyright clearance
department. Meyer represents over
40 music publishing houses in
United Stales and Europe.
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TOPICS
Picture Activities

Motion
Of the U. S. Government
AT

least fifteen agencies in
the Federal Government
make, distribute, use, or publicize motion pictures as part of
their regular functions. The
film work lies mainly in the
field of service to the farmer,
the teacher, the CCC camp educational adviser, and the motion picture producer who wants
to sell his films abroad.
By far the most extensive
picture services of any of the
Federal departments are carried on by the War and Navy
Departments, principally for entertainment and training purposes, and by the Interior and
Agi iculture Departments, principally for instructional purposes. As a rule, Government
films are available to responsible groups without cost, excepting transportation charges.
A small but well equipped
motion picture studio, laboratory, and office are maintained
by the Department of Agriculture. Films produced illustrate
how to raise and care for cattle, horses, swine, sheep, and
poultry; how to produce crops
of all kinds, combat injurious
insects and diseases of livestock
and plants; cope with engineering problems on the farm; build
roads and trails; and how to
care for the home and the family. They inform as to Federal
regulations concerning animals,
forests, crops, insects, rural engineering, and marketing. They
convey to the public in general,
and to rural dwellers in particular, the information and
discoveries emanating from the
scientific investigations of the
Department of Agriculture.
The Department's
film libraryof
numbers
about 300 subjects,
which some 4000 copies are being distributed by the Department. At least an equal number
of copies have been purchased
by organizations and state, federal, and foreign governmental
agencies interested in dissem-

SUNSHIN€
IN
THE
DAYS
NEWS

20)h
Century-Fox
upon common stock.

Initiates

dividend

OF

TIMELY

inating tainedthe
conin the information
films.
The film activities of the Department of the Interior are
not centralized as they are in
the Department of Agriculture,
but are carried on by various
bureaus within the Department.
The Bureau of Mines and the
National Park Service are the
most active.
The United States Bureau of
Mines of the Department of the
Interior has in its library of
motion picture films approximately 3,000 reels of silent pictures. These pictures are produced in cooperation with members of the minerals and allied
industries for the purpose of
disseminating information about
mining methods and practices.
Numerous subjects pertaining
to principles of safety and
first-aid are used for training
purposes.
During the fiscal year the
Bureau's films were shown on
61,010 occasions to an attendance of approximately 5,000,000 persons.
For many years the National
Park Service has taken films of
the parks, to record their natural beauties and encourage
travel. Last year this service
underwent considerable expansion by undertaking to circulate
educational films in the CCC
camps located in state or national parks. About 300 subjects were obtained from various sources mostly outside the
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Government, and an excellent
service was rendered to the
camps. About 30 reels have
been completed and are available on usual Government
terms.
The Bureau of Reclamation
has a number of silent films in
circulation. These films show
the engineering, agricultural,
and economic development of
the various Federal reclamation projects, and are used extensively in schools and colleges.
The United States Public
Health Service of the Treasury Department has made a
few films dealing with special
phases of public health work
which are used for exhibition
before medical societies and
other special audiences. The
Women's Bureau of the United
States Department of Labor has
produced and is circulating
four films dealing with employment conditions of wage-earnmg women. The Tennessee Valley Authority has produced four
films during the past year
which are available for general
distribution. These films depict the work being done in the
Tennessee Valley. The Federal Housing Administration has
had a number of films produced
for theatrical showings, which
are now being released for
school and club use. Two films
depicting the activities of relief
workers were produced in Los
Angeles last spring under the

Klein to Confer on Music
Eugene Zukor to Advise
On the Foreign Market
Picketing on Coast Trip
Dave Klein, fusion nominee for
delegate to the A.F.M. convention
and to the Executive Board of New
York musicians local 802, will leave
for Hollywood on Oct. 8. Klein en
route will unofficially confer with
business agents of various locals as
a means of getting reactions to the
present theater picketing situation
in New York.
Klein will spend considerable time
with his parents in Los Angeles
prior to his return to New York,
where he will continue campaigning
for Selig S. Liese and the Fusion
group for the 802 elections in December.

Three After Roxy
In addition to 20th Century-Fox,
which is understood to be interested
in taking over the Roxy theater, at
present being operated by Harry
Arthur under an arrangement witn
Howard S. Cullman as trustee in
bankruptcy, a proposition to take
over the house is reported to have
been mad' by Cullman on his own,
while B. S. Moss, who is running
the new C iterion with Harry Charnas, is also reported as likely to
put in a I d for the Roxy.

Eugene J. Zukor, who recently assumed an executive post at the Paramount coast studio after having been
connected with the company's foreign department at the home office
in New York, will advise the production department as to the needs of
the foreign market. He will assist
in the selection of story material.

Republic Product Deals
Republic's Seattle Exchange has
closed a product deal with the Fred
Mercy Circuit involving three theaters.
The Cincinnati Republic exchange
has sold the Chesbrough Circuit in
eight situations.
Republic's musical, "Sitting On
The Moon", has been booked for the
Alexander Theater, Gendale, Cal.,
which is that city's premiere first
run house.

"Adverse" Holds in Canada
Warner's "Anthony Adverse" has
been held over for a second week's
engagement at the Orpheum Theater, Vancouver, and the Imperial
Theater, Toronto. This is the first
time in the history of the Orpheum
that a picture has been held over
for a second week.

auspices of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration; and
this fall a Motion Picture
Record Division has been established by the Works Progress
Administration to record the
progress on public works proIn audition to the agencies
jects.
that actually produce and distribute motion pictures, a few
Federal agencies carry on other
motion picture activities. The
Motion Picture Section of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce exists for the
purpose of promoting and developing the motion picture
business in the United States
and abroad. It keeps in close
contact with the foreign departments of the individual producing and distributing companies;
with the various trade associations in the industry; and with
every possible source of reliable
information both at home and
overseas. Itformation
publishes
this and
inin bulletins
pamphlets, as a means of extending every possible
assistance in organizing,
developing,
and maintaining a profitable export business for American producers and distributors of entertainment films; manufacturers and sellers of motion picture equipment; and producers,
distributors, and exhibitors of
non-theatrical (industrial and
educational) films.
A service of altogether different type is being launched
by the Motion Picture and
Sound Recording Division of the
National Archives. This division is concerned with the acquisition, storage, maintenance,
and cataloguing of historical
activities of the United States.
It has also the responsibility of
arranging for recording important historical events upon
film or disk; and the reproduction and distribution of films
and recordings of historical
vaiue for the convenience of
Government departments and
educational agencies.
— C. M. Koon in
S.M.P.E. Journal.
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Bidding for Operation of the Roxy

Theater
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u

Ziegfeld ' and "Hussy" Hold Over in 90%
of Spots
Greater Number
of Theaters
San
,-rancisco"
is Rated
"Mr.

Biggest Grosser of
the Season

Ninety per cent of the engagements on "The Great Ziegfeld" and
"The Gorgeous Hussy" have resulted in holdovers, it was stated at MG-M yesterday. "San Francisco,"
rated by industry statisticians and
distribution heads as the greatest
box-office attraction of the current
season, will be the biggest grosser
in M-G-M history with the exception
of "The Big Parade" and "Ben
Hur", said a spokesman.

SIX FILMS TO START
AT RKO RADIO STUDIO
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Deeds"

Run

in Sixth

Month!

Portland, Ore. — "Mr. Deeds" has entered the sixth month of a record run at the
Blue Mouseweeks.
here, where the film's engagement is figured by months instead of the
customary

(DAILY

Number of U. S. theaters showing foreign-language films will set a
new high mark in 1936-37, a survey
indicates. New York, which sets the
pace along this line, now has more
foreign-policy houses than at any
time since the boom days. In the
Broadway sector alone there are the
new Filmarte, the Cine Roma, the
55th St. Playhouse and
London — With the completion of farther down the line the
In addition to film deals comeight pictures now in various stages Cinema de Paris and the Acme,
pleted with National circuits, M-Gproduction, the 1936-37 Gaumont while the Tobis, 86th St. Garden,
M has closed 80 per cent of its deals of
Modern Playhouse
British program will be more than Teatio Cervantes,
(Continued on Page 4)
with independent circuits, a spokes- 60 per cent completed.
man for the company said yesterday.
In the process of cutting and editIndications are that the organizaing are the following films: "The
tion's tribution
product record
willin attain
a
new
disconnection with Hidden Power," starring Sylvia
Sidney;
a George on Arliss
(Continued
Page 4) starring
the 1936-37 program, it was stated.
Unique contests — verses, "Knock Knocks," funniest experiences — devised by Manager Herb Scbottka have so stimulated widespread civic interest as to make "Mr.
Deeds" something of a Portland institution.

80% OF INDIE DEALS

CLOSED RY M-G-M

Hollywood — In addition to five
productions currently before the All-Star Cocktail Party
cameras, the RKO Radio studio has
For Paramount Celebs
six new pictures in preparation for
early filming. The sextette includes:
Paramount will open its social
"Mother Carey's Chickens," in
which Ginger Rogers will make her 5-eason Monday, with an "all-star"
party at the Waldorf-Asdebut as a star in her own right; cocktail toria.
Celebrities of the occasion
"Criminal Lawyer", with Lee Tracy; will be: William LeBaron, manag"They Wanted to Marry," a Zion
ing director of Paramount producMyers production; "We the Jury,"
tion ; Wesley Ruggles, producer-di"Coast Pawith Helen Broderick;
rector of "Valiant is the Word for
(Contiuucd
ou I'agc 4)
Carrie"; Ernst Lubitsch, producerdirector now preparing "The AnHarry Hershfield Joining
gel", (Continued
Marlene Dietrich
King
on Pagepicture;
4)

GB'S '36-37 PROGRAM
60 P.G, COMPLETED

MAJOR FIRMS REPORT
A STORY SHORTAGE

Chesterfield-Invincible Get
1,000 Allied Accounts to Date

Major company story departments
claim there is an acute dearth of
In connection with the tieup be- stories, according to Verne Porter,
tween Allied and Chesterfield-In- literary agent. Keenest interest is
vincible, approximately 1,000 accounts have been sold up to the in musicals and "front-page" stories, Porter said. Interest in muspresent time, said Edward Golden,
icals centers around produced shows.
general sales manager, in New
Smaller(Continued
major companies
on Page 4) are ofYork yesterday. He described the
results as "very satisfactory."
"We are not making pictures for Kuykendall to Recapitulate
Allied alone, however," Golden
Trade Practice Situation
pointed out. "We aim to serve all

Warner Studio As Writer

Harry Hershfield has signed a
writer's contract with Warners, and
will leave New York in the next fortnight for Hollywood to start on his
first assignment.
Hershfield will continue his cartoon career, drawing his popular
"Abie" on the West Coast.
King Sees "Our Relations"
London (By Cable) — At the request
of King Edward a print of "Our Relations", Hal Roach feature comedy, was
supplied for a private royal party at
Balmoral Castle. This was the world
premiere showing of the picture as
it has not been released as yet.

Showing Pictures in
Other Languages

theaters."

Bidding for Operation of Roxy

Pesident Ed Kuykendall of the
M. P. T. O. A., who arives in New
York this afternoon after a stopover at Philadelphia to attend The
(Continued

Now

on

Page

4)

Includes Six Participants

Ned Clarke Goes to Europe
as RKO Traveling Auditor
Ned Clarke, formerly RKO Home
Office Representative covering Denver, Los Angeles, Portland, Salt
Lake City, San Francisco and Seattle, has been promoted to the position of (Coutinued
Traveling on Auditor
in EuPage
4)

In addition to 20th Century-Fox,
Howard Cullman and B. S. Moss,
other entrants in the contest to obtain the Roxy Theater include Warners, Harry Brandt and Sam Cocalis, Film Daily is advised.
Hearing on the Roxy reorganization will take place Oct. 9 before
Federal Judge Caffey. Several reorganizations will probably be presented at that time.

Wangers "Big 6" FILM
Directors
DAILY

West Coast Bur.. THE

HolJywcod — With the signing of William K. Howard by Walter Wanger to
direct "All Ladies Are Women," starring Joan Bennett, the Wanger studios
can boast of six major directors under
contract to this independent producer.
With their assignments, the others
are: John Ford, "Desert Intrigue"; Fritz
Lang, "You Only Live Once"; Frank
Borzage, "History is Made at Night";
Lewis Milestone, "Personal History";
Anatole
Litvak, "Wuthering
Heights."
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is en route to New York

BUDDY CANTOR. WMCA Film City Reporter,
is off time
on a he
six will
weeks'
of absence, during
winch
visit leave
the Coast.
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WILLIAM THALBERG
from
Hollywood.

10 Cents

•
•
• A NOVEL motion picture venture titled "An
American
Adventure" arrived in New
York aboard the
motorliner Batory from Copenhagen it has a Polish cast
the action of the pix being divided between scenes in
Poland, on shipboard bound for America, and the balance will
be finished in New York City
in the production unit are
Adamo Didur, famous basso
Ryszard Ordynski, European
director, in charge of the production Eugene Bodo, Poland's most popular picture star
Sofia Nakoneczna,
the
Polish Garbo
• • • THREE OUT of the first five songs in the radio
popularity tabulations for last week were from 20th CenturyFox productions
two scoring from "Sing, Baby, Sing," and
one from "The Poor Little Rich Girl" ... • Buddy Cantor,
the WMCA Film City Reporter, is on a six-week trip to Hollywood Buddy will line up a lot of studio material and interviews for future use
•

• • IN THE hope of finding promising new screen talent for his next Paramount production
Wesley
Ruggles
will scout the rehearsals of forthcoming Broadway plays while
in New York attending the World Series
during his Manhattan visit, Ruggles also will attend the New York premiere
of "Valiant Is the Word for Carrie," which he produced and directed for Paramount and in which Gladys George makes her
talking film debut
Upon his return to Hollywood, Ruggles
will begin preparations for the filming of his next production,
"Barely a Lady". . . • Attorney Sol A. Rosenblatt, former
NRA Division Administrator and now Democratic national committeeman in charge of the motion picture and radio ends of
the elect-Roosevelt campaign, yesterday lunched with the President and Jim Farley at the Biltmore ... • Beatrice Lillie will
be guest star Oct. 27 on the Ben Bernie radio program

Prexy
Visit of
Dr. A. Giannini's
H. Giannini, First
President
United Artists and chairman of its
Board of Directors, will arrive in
New York from the coast today for
his first visit to the home office since
his election as head of U. A. last
July.
During his stay here he will confer with officials of United Artists
in New York.
He will al?o attend the premiere
showing of the Pickford-Lasky production, "The Gay Desperado," starring Nino Martini, opening at the
Radio City Music Hall on Oct. 8.

Set "Scoundrel" Hearing

Hearing has been set for Oct. 13
in Supreme Court on the motion of
Saul Rogers, counsel for Siegfried
Cohen, to temporarily enjoin Paramount from further release of "The
Scoundrel." The Rogers motion is
in connection with the Cohen's suit
against Ben Hecht, Chas. MacArthur, Paramount and Brandt &
Brandt charging that Hecht and
MacArthur plagiarized Cohen's play
"Wer Weint Un Jugenack" ("Who
Weeps
for Jugenack") in writing
"The Scoundrel."

SAM LEVENE is Hollywood-bound from New
York to fill a role in "After
the Thin Man."
ROUBEN MAMOULIAN is crossing the continent to attend the Music Hall's premieie
next week.
Gay Desperado"
of "The
has returned to Pittsburgh
fromHARRY
New KALMINE
York.
MELVYN DOUGLAS planed from the Coast to
Pittsburgh to visit the missus, Helen Gahagan
appearing at the Nixon there.
York.
JOHN PITTERI is in Pittsburgh from New

GEORGE JAFFE, operating the Casino, Pittsburgh, has ended a New York visit.
NICHOLAS ERMOLIEFF, left New York yesterday by plane for Hollywood, where he will
go to the RKO Radio studio as representative
for the Foreign Publicity Department of the
RKO
Export Corporation.
JANE MURFIN, screen writer, will leave
Hollywood for Alaska shortly on her first vacation in three years upon the completion of
the Samuel Goldwyn production of Edna Ferband Get It."
er s novel, "Come
ED KUYKENDALL arrives in New York this
Philadelphia.
from
afternoon
MRS.
WALTER F. EBERHARDT
arrives
in
New
York
early next
week
on
the
airliner
Hmdenburg
after spending
several
months
in
the British Isles.

JOHNNY WEISSMULLER, having completed
work in M-G-M's "Tarzan Escapes," arrives
in New York Monday to sail for England WedMary.
nesday on the Queen
WILLIAM F. RODGERS leaves New York in
exchanges.
10 days in a tour of M-G-M
LEO
FILLOT
leaves
New
York
Monday
to
publicize
a Fanchon
& Marco
unit known
as
Russell
Patterson's
Living
Models,"
which
opens at Bridgeport in connection
with a tour
of several months.
FRANK ORSATTI left last night for the coast.

is

GEORGE E. BROWNE,
in town.

I.A.T.S.E. president

LEO SPITZ, RKO president, leaves tomorrow
by plane for the coast.
JOHN D. CLARK left by plane yesterday
for Hollywood.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON will return to the
United States from England before the month
ends to resume work at the First National
studios. Mrs. Robinson sailed on the Normaridie this week to join her husband for a
in London.
vacation
tortnighrs
SAM E. MORRIS, Vice President of Warner
Bros., in charge of foreign distribution, arrives Monday on the Queen Mary, after a six
weeks trip abroad.

Williams Buried in Philly

Philadelphia — Burial services were
held here today for Herb Williams,
Will Osborne for Para. Short 52, stage and screen comedian, who
Technicians Name Execs.
Will Osborne has been signed by died of pneumonia at his Freeport,
Paramount
to make a football short L. I., home Thursday. Surviving the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
actor, long in vaudeville, are his
Hollywood — John Arnold, Farciot to go into production next Tues- widow, Jean Wolfus William
s, two
day. Shots of all the important daughters,
Edouart, Fred Gage, Nathan LevinDiane and Doris, his
son, Wesley C. Miller, Van Nest Pol- games of last season will be includ- father, Henry -Tom
Billerbeck, and a
ed and Osborne will play most of brother and sister.
glase. Ray Wilkinson have been
"Time
elected as the executive committee the leading college tunes.
to govern the technicians branch of
Gentry,
!or the
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences.
May Delay Television Hearing
Washington

M-G-M Gets Operetta
M-G-M has acquired the operetta,
"Prince of Pilsen." Verne Porter
represented the estate in the transaction.

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Reports here are
that the Federal Communications
Commission will defer further hearings on allocation of television channels, now set for Oct. 15, until after
the presidential election.

Lincoln,
here,

band
state

stage

'a and
He
Appropriate
On bang
My Music
show

did a
special
went
penitentiary
his theme
over

unintentionally
Hands.

with
Neb.-

played
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Nino Martini in

"THE GAY

"PUT ON

DESPERADO"

with
Ida Lupino,
Leo Carrillo,
Harold
Huber, Mischa
Auer, James
Blakeley,
Stanley Fields.
(HOLLYWOOD

DAILY

PREVIEW)

with

Eddie

Nugent

SHORTS

THE SPOT"
and

Maxine

Doyle

Principal
69 mins.
LIVELY CRIME STORY WITH SOME
ORIGINAL PLOT TWISTS WILL ENTERTAIN FANS LIKING ACTION.

Though unpretentiously produced, this is
a lively little crime picture that should do
well in the intermediate spots either as
LAUGH-LOADED COMEDY, PLUS MARsingle or second feature. Its screenplay
TINI'S GLORIOUS VOICE, MAKES GRAND
ENTERTAINMENT.
is well devised, and while some of its
basic situations have been used frequently,
Mary Pickford and Jesse L. Lasky tapped
a novel source for the material used in yet there is a definite originality to the
story brought about by twists in plot. It
this production.
In having Leo Carrillo
deals with a young G-Man whose brotherand his gang of gay desperadoes
emulate
in-law is accused of murder, apprehended
the American
gangsters,
they present
a
and jailed. The energetic government
rollicking
laugh-loaded
comedy
that
is
grand entertainment every foot of the way. agent takes a leave of absence and traces
It is the kind of show
that should play the ownership of the gun found on the
accused. Clues lead him to another city
to big box-office returns in every type of
where he accompanies the local sheriff on
theater from the very top to the bottom.
an emergency case in which the sheriff is
On its comedy merits alone, this burlesque
and satire on the American gangster could compelled to kill a murderer. Asking that
he himself be accused of the shooting, the
Martini's
Nino
But, with
go it alone.
glorious rendition
of a number
of world G-Man is put in jail, having learned that
one of the suspects in the killing for which
songs, it's entertainment that can't his brother-in-law is awaiting trial is in a
favorite Besides
miss.
his singing, Martini, as an
cell. As co-occupant he begins to piece
amateur
bandit, makes
a very competent
comedian.
His love-making fight with Ida together the facts, after questioning his
cell-mate. After a series of exciting inciLupino is a wow.
As the good natured
dents, he finally solves the case, frees his
music loving bandit chief, Leo Carrillo is
the character
to perfection.
He is on brother-in-law and weds the sheriff's
the screen a good deal of the time and daughter.
Cast: Eddie Nugent, Maxine Doyle,
his language and antics do much
to keep
the audience in a hilarious state.
Mischa
Fuzzy Knight, Lucille Lund, Don Alvaradc,
Auer, as the silent Indian member of the Nick Stuart, George Walsh, Joyce Kay,
George Cleveland, Forrest Taylor.
outfit, helps much
to maintain
this condition. Ida Lupino
is one of the few
Producer, Sam Katzman; Director, Bob
players with a straight role and she handles
Hill; Author, Peter B. Kyne; Screenplay, Al
it in a most
pleasing
manner.
Harold
Martin; Cameraman, William Hyer; Editor,
Huber is another of the bandits who makes
Dan Millner.
For this splenhis part an enjoyable one.
Direction, Good
Photography, Okay
did production, Rouben Mamoulian deserves
the picFrom the moment
every praise.
ture opens until the final shot, he has
Film Adv. Accessories
ace entertainment on the screen.
A laugh,
blends
he
action,
of
piece
some
a song,
Face State, City Levies
He builds his characters
perfectly.
them
even
and
manner
fascinating
most
in a
New Orleans — Both city and state
though they are bandits, they are so comi- sales taxes will apply to the sale of
view
can't
one
that
cal and good natured
but its film advertising accessories, accordthe picture from any standpoint
ing to advices from the Supervisor
Leo Birinski wrote the original
good fun.
of Public Account's legal departthe screenplay
Smith
story and Wallace
ment, made to film exchanges here.
which abounds in clever dialogue and undid The tax laws, which went into efAndriot
Lucien
expected situations.
fect on Oct. 1, call for a state wide
an expert job on the photography and many
sales tax of two per cent and an
Carillo,
outstanding.
are
shots
desert
of his
additional two per cent sales tax
to join his
lover, gets Martini
a music
for city sales. Exchanges at first
James
and
Lupino
Ida
gang.
bandit
believed that only the state sales
married
Blakeley cross the border to be
tax would apply to intrastate sales,
Carrillo learns that the boy is
and when
but the Supervisor of Public AcAn Americounts thought differently on the
wealthy, holds him for ransom.
can outfit gets in on the deal and in the ground that sales originated in New
Nino lands in Orleans. No tax applies to interstate
course of the proceedings,
sales for the territory in Mississippi,
jail. Leo gets fed up with the Americans
and their methods and turns them over to Alabama and Florida.
for Martini.
in exchange
the authorities
When the gang rides off, Nino is left behind with Ida with whom he has fallen in roza, Len Brixton, M. Alvarez Maciste,
love.
Trovadcres Chinacos
United Artists

85 mins.

Cast: Nino Martini, Ida Lupino, Leo Carrillo, Harold Huber, Mischa Auer, James
Blakeley, Stanley Fields, Adrian Rosley,
Paul Hurst, Alan Garcia, Frank Puglia,
Michael Visaroff, Chris King Martin, Harry
Semels, George Du Count, Alphcnsc Ped-

The
Columbia

Three

Stooges

"False Alarms"

in
18 mins.

Slapstick
A very dizzy short covering the
adventures of the) Three Stooges
who join up with the fire department. They get in wrong with the
captain, who is about to fire them,
but gives them one more chance.
Curly goes to a birthday party of
his girl friend, who has two other
girls there, so Curly phones for his
two pals to join them. They get
locked in a room, so Curly sends in
a fire alarm to bring them. They
finallyvate arrive
the captain's
pricar, and in
succeed
in wrecking
it after some very hectic adventures. This is a rough-and-tumble
reel filied with a lot of boisterous
tom-foolery. Directed by Del Lord.
Produced by Jules White.
"Wonder Spots of America"
Columbia
9 mins.
Picturesque
Three natural wonders of the
American continent are shown in
color. First there is the Natural
Bridge in Virginia, carved out of
solid limestone. The second subject presents the Endless Caverns
in the Shenandoah Valley, with
their marvellous formations of crystals that gleam and glitter under
the artificial lighting. Here is also
seen the famous Rainbow Lake.
The reel closes with some close-ups
of Niagara, with a magnificent rainbow caught over the rushing falls.
"Football Flashes"
(News World of Sports)
Columbia
8 mins.
Action Thrills
Some thrilling scenes from last
season's big football encounters,
with narration by Jack Kofoed, and
described by Ford Bond. Opens
with training schedules as the team
goes through practice work. The
New York Giants and the Chicago
Bears are shown battling on a frozen gridiron. The Army and Navy
are presented in their historic game
on a field of mud, with the players
sliding around like kids on a chute.
Dartmouth and Princeton playing in
a snowstorm, and Ohio State and
Notre Dame in their classic game
complete the action shots.
"In My Gondola"
(Color Rhapsody
Cartoon)
Lively
Columbia
7 mins.

Producers, Mary Pickford and Jesse L.
Lasky; Director, Rouben Mamculian; Author, Leo Birinski ; Screenplay, Wallace
Smith; Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Editor,
Margaret Clancey.
Direction,
Finest
Photography,
Best.

The precocious Scrappy and his
gal are romancing in a gondola in
Venice, when
goes
overboard
and Scrappy's
engages dog
in some
weird adventures at the bottom of

ft

&

the canal. Finally the dog is rescued by his master, and they celebrate with a spaghetti supper at a
casino. Some fantastic cartoon
effects are achieved, and it is all
in Technicolor. Animation by Art
Davis.

Imperial Opens Branches

Imperial Distributing Corp. has
opened Seattle and Detroit offices.
Harry Jallen holds down the managerial desk in Seattle, while F.
Raoul Cleaver is at the helm in
Detroit.
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.,
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF MARCH
3, 1933.
OF "THE FILM DAILY," published daily
except Sunday
at New
York,
N. Y., for
October 1, 1936:
as.:
State
of New
York
)
County
of New
York, j
Before me, a notary public, in and for the
State and County aforesaid, personally appeared Donald M. Mersereau, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
4nd says that he is the Business Manager of
"THE FILM DAILY," and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief a true statement of the ownership,
management (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of March 3, 1933, embodied in Section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form
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wit:That the names and address of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business manager are:
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Managing Editor, Chester B. Bahn, 1650
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2. That the owners are: "Wid's Film
& Film Folk," Inc., 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.; John W. Alicoate, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ; Pearl Dannenberg,
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.; Addie
Dannenberg, 1650 Broadway, New York,
N. Y. ; Edna Sussman, 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
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4. That the two paragraphs next above,
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but also in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the
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also that the said two paragraphs contain
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FOREIGNPOLICYHOUSES
SHOW LARGE INCREASE

A "£Mc" r\om "Ms"

By RALPH WILK
Douglas MacLean has signed Jack
HOLLYWOOD
■■.inued from Payc
11
McKenzie as chief cameraman for
and Casino are among the leading
the first James Cagney picture he
"Wild will produce for Grand National
D'S cameras
Man" S
goesBICKFOR
before the
Manhattan neighborhood stands (-HARLE
about Nov. 1. The first picture in starting Oct. 15 at the RKO Pathe
playing foreign-language pictures.
his deal with Grand National will studio. The tentative title of the
Boston, Detroit, Philadelphia, St. be followed by three more. Bickford story by James Edward Grant and
Louis, Baltimore and practically will direct as well as star.
Henry Johnson is "Great Guy," but
T
T
T
it is expected the title will be
every other key city will have one
changed before actual shooting
Victor
Zobel
plans
to
have
"The
or more houses on a foreign policy
Chinese Orange Mystery," based on starts.
this season. Improved employment the Ellery Queen novel, in production
about Oct. 15. Gertrude Orr and
conditions among foreign nationality
Courtland Fitzimmons are writing
residents in the industrial centers
Gene Autry and Smiley Brunette
the screenplay for Republic. Zobel
has created a favorable situation for
is also making plans for the picturi- have returned to the Republic studios from Dallas, where they shot
exhibition of films from European zation of "Michael O'Halloran," the
countries.
Gene Stratton Porter story. Ray- material for "The Big Show," the
Centennial story. Autry and Brumond Shrock is doing the script.
nette did four weeks of personal apT
T
▼
pearance as singles prior to going
Gloria
and
Barbara
Brewster,
soto
Dallas.
Six Films Ready to Start
cialite twins from San Diego, who
At RKO Radio Studio are much in demand as photographic models, have been added to
ntinued from I'ayc 1)
The Mae West picture, "Go West,
the castmusical
of "Hats
Off," the
Boris
Petroff
for Grand
National.
Young Man," was completed right
trol," co-starring Preston Foster and
on
schedule. Emanuel Cohen, presiVictor McLaglen; and "Michael The twins are giving up modeling
dent of Major Pictures, celebrated
and
are
planning
a
screen
career.
Strogoff" and American edition of
with a party at the studio upon the
the tamous novel by Jules Verne, in
T
T
T
of the picture, which
which M argot Grahame is slated to
Aubrey Scotto will direct Phil Re- completion
was directed by Henry Hathaway,
appear.
g;an in "Happy-Go-Lucky,"
for Ray
Re- with a cast headed by Warren Wilpublic. Olive Cooper and
Films now in work are "Quality
liam, Randolph Scott, Lyle Talbot,
Shrock,
who
did
the
screenplay,
also
Street", "All Scarlet", "Riddle of
worked on the original with Eric Alice Brady, Isabel Jewell, Elizathe Dangling Pearl", "Night WaitColbert Clark will super- others.beth Patterson, Margaret Perry and
ress" and the untitled Lily Pons Taylor.
vise.
film.

MAJOR FIRMS REPORT
A STORY SHORTAGE
(Continued from Page

GB's '36-37 Program

60 P. C. Completed
(Continued from Page

{Continued from Page I)

"Artists and Models" Plans
Announced by Wm. LeBaron
Paramount

will produce next year

rope, under Phil Reisman. He will
fill the place left by Jack De Waal,
who has been made Secretary of
Radio Pictures International, with
headquarters in Paris. De Waal is
also a former Home Office Representative in the United States.
Elmer Sedin, who now covers
Kansas City, Memphis, and St.
Louis, will take over Clarke's territory. John Aloysius Downing,
Boston booker, goes into Sedin's
job.

a de luxe musical pageant, "Artists
and Models," providing a suitable
script can be built around an idea
worked out by Oscar Serlin, the
studio's talent chief in New York,
William Le Baron, production manager of the company, now in New
York, announced yesterday.
Mr. Le Baron stated that Serlin
will be brought to the Coast to
produce the picture if the story as
now outlined and other production
plans develop.

Mississippi Is Insistent
On Taxing Film Rentals

Raymond-M'Donald Wedding
Scheduled For Next June

Jackson, Miss — Reports emanating
from reliable sources here indicate
that the state of Mississippi has not
abandoned its attempts to collect a
state income tax on film rentals. The
internal revenue department of Mississippi had already advised exchanges in New Orleans, which serve
this territory, that they must pay
income tax. Exchanges had either
ignored the request or referred it
to the home offices.

Hollywood — Gene Raymond and
Jeannette MacDonald will be married
next June, according to their present plans. Raymond is already negotiating with S. J. Briskin, vice
president in charge of RKO Radio
production, for a two months leave
of absence. Indications are that the
request will be granted.

• Orleans — Exchanges here acknowledged receiving additional requests for information upon which
to base income tax receipts for the
state of Mississippi. The matter
has been referred to New York.

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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Latta Appointed Kalmine Aid
C. J. Latta, District Manager for
Warner Bros, in Pittsburgh, has been
promoted to assistant to Harry Kalmine, Zone Manager. Mr. Latta has
been with the Warner organization
for eight years, working in New Haven, Cleveland, as well as in the
Pittsburgh
territory.

1)

picture,
"The Nelson Touch;" "The
Great Barrier,"
starring Richard
Arlen; "Strangers on a Honeymoon," co-starring Constance Cummings and Hugh Sinclair; "Land
Without Music," with Richard
Tauber,
Durante. Diana Napier and Jimmy
"King Solomon's Mines," is currently on location in East Africa,
with Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Roland
Young, and Paul Robeson as leads.
Also on location is the Raoul Walsh
production, as yet untitled, which
Lee.
features
Wallace Ford and Anna
"Soldiers Three,"
pletion of casting.

starts

on

com

All-Star Cocktail Party
For Paramount Celebs
(Continued from Page

Ned Clarke Goes to Europe
as RKO Traveling Auditor

1)

fering more money for stories to
meet the competition of the top companies. The companies are strengthening their New York story departments, Porter declared.

1)

M. P. Salesman, Inc., Ball
producer-director of "The
Set for Thanksgiving Eve /Vidor,
Texas Rangers"; Irene Dunne,

George Raft, William Frawley, Travis Banton, Elizabeth Patterson,
The revamped M. P. Salesman,
Inc., which held a luncheon and Margaret Perry of the cast of Mae
meeting yesterday at the Times West's "Go West Young Man", and
Square Hotel, is planning to hold its possibly Gary Cooper, Randolph
Scott, Leopold Stokowski and Benny
annual dinner and ball on ThanksGoodman.
giving Eve at the Hotel Astor. Entertainment committee in charge of
the event comprises: Moe Sanders,
Kuykendall to Recapitulate
chairman; Lou Preston and Moe
Trade Practice Situation
Kurtz.
Joe Lee, president, was in charge
(Continued from Page 1)
of yesterday's meeting. It was
stated afterwards that membership
Exhibitor golf tournament, will devote the first few days of his visit
of the organization, which plans to
change its name soon, has increased to exploring the trade practices situation before taking steps toward
from 50 to 125 during the past six
months. Exhibitors are now eligible further conferences with general
to membership.
sales managers.

Ed. Canavan Will Not Seek
Reelection to No. 802 Post
Edward Canavan, present president of New York musicians' union,
local 802, has definitely decided not
to run for that office in the December elections of that organization.
Signs point to his being drafted to
the national office of the American
Federation of Musicians, where it is
felt that his experiences will be of
great aid.

"Three Men on a Horse"
"Three Men On A Horse," with
Frank ("Oiwin") McHugh in the
leading role, is scheduled by First
National for release on Nov. 21.

Up

to the present time, concessions granted by the distributors are
only tentative. The M. P. T. 0. A.,
through Kuykendall, has expressed
itself as dissatisfied with them.

No Restraint Is Defense
In Philly Duals Action
Contention that ban on double features imposed by major distributors
in film contracts is not in restraint
of interstate commerce will be made
by defense attorneys when a re-hearing on the Perlman case, testing
legality of such provisions, takes
place in the Circuit Court of Appeals at Philadelphia next week. Indications yesterday were that the
case will be reached on Tuesday.
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Expenditures for Prints in 1936-37

Will Set

Record

BRANDT CIRCUIT IS INVADING MASSACHUSETTS
Exhibs Must Pay 2% City Sales Tax Pending Appeal
Major Companies Notify All
Accounts to Remit
Assessment
Major distributors have notified
exhibitors operating in the metropolitan territory, outside of New York
city proper, that they must continue
to pay the city's 2 per cent sales tax
pending determination of an appeal
to be heard by the Court of Appeals
at Albany this month. Due to misinformation, "a small number of
theaters" beyond the city limits have
ceased paying the assessment "and
some are even deducting sums repre(Continued on Page 10)

EVEN SHORT SUBJECTS
PILE UP REPEATS
Four M-G-M short subjects are
garnering repeat bookings in recordbreaking
proportions.
"How to Sleep," with Robert
Benchley, has played 1,800 repeat
runs, it was stated yesterday.
"Audioscopics" has chalked up 1,000
repeats, "Our Gang Follies of 1936,"
800,
500. and "Old Mill Pond," cartoon,
Discussing the short subject situar
tion yesterday, Fred Quimby, department head, said that the solution of
the sales problem is to make outstanding subjects which audiences
demand. Such pictures, he pointed
out, automatically get extra playing
time as audiences compel theaters
to bring them back.

Thalberg Will Leaves Fortune to Norma Shearer
Los Angeles — Norma Shearer receives the bulk of the estate of her late husband,
Irving Thalberg, under the will on file today. Estate is estimated as from $7,000,000
to $10,000,000. The will names Miss Shearer, the Bank of America and Attorney E. J.
Loeb
as co-executors. Thalberg's parents, sister, two children, an uncle and cousin
also share.

Roadshow Campaign on Dream Aiding
Feature s Popular -Priced Engagements
Betre Davis Court Action
The extensive promotion campaign accorded by Warners to "A
Holds Jack Warner in Eng. Midsummer
Night's Dream" in each

of the more than 1,600 roadshow engagements the feature has played
London (By Cable) — Jack L.
Warner, who was to have sailed last during the past year is currently
week with Mrs. Warner on his re- resulting in a big asset to exhibitors who have booked the picture
turn to the U. S., is remaining here
due to the Bette Davis contract- for popular price performance.
Evidence
that
the
educational,
breaking action which comes up in
{Continued on Page 8)
court soon.

Detroit's

Sites Are Picked for First of
Six New Mass. Houses
By the Brandts

Harry Brandt announces that he
has assembled a plot in Maiden,
Mass., for the erection of a motion
picture theater, which will be one of
the series of houses that Brandt is
building in New England. The
Brandt interests now are represented
in the state of Connecticut, New Jersey and New York. This marks their
entry into the fourth state, although
they have been operating the Park
Theater in Boston for some time.
The Brandt interests further announce that they have a half dozen
locations on which they are going
(Continued

on

Page

8)

PICKETING IN PHILLY
UP FOR VOTE TUESDAY

East Side Houses Are Raising Scales
Philadelphia — Local 77, musicians'
union, will hold a mass meeting toAwait Arrival of Kent
morrow at which the membership
For Further GB Parleys is expected to vote to begin picket-

Detroit — Plans for the second
neighborhood price boost in Detroit
theaters are under way, with east
side houses in the present move. A
group of about 20 houses have
boosted prices 5 cents on the west
side.
Henderson M. Richey, general
manager of Allied Theaters of Mich(Continued

on

Page

8)

London (By Cable) — The situation
involving GB, 20th Century-Fox and
Loew's has reached a stalemate,
with nothing likely to happen until
the arrival of Sidney R. Kent, 20thFox president, this week.

Expenditures on Prints for 1936-37
Will Establish a New High Record

ing of local theaters to obtain restoration of orchestras in theaters
which formerly employed them, as
is now being done in New York.
The New York drive is the inspiration for the move of the local
musicians' union.
A. Tomei, presi(Continued on Page

10)

Three New Film Houses
For Suburbs of Detroit

Detroit — Immediate construction
of the 1600-seat Circle Theater, to be
Record expenditures for prints by built by Joseph Stoia and Joseph
Weinberger Heads Sales
both major and independent produc- Miskinis, at Warren and Miller
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM [DAILY
For General Pictures Corp.
ers during 1936-37 is indicated by Roads in Dearborn, west side suburb,
Hollywood— C. C. Burr of BJS
already sharp rise in laboratory out- was announced this week. Another
Productions has returned from trip
put. Vigorous current demands on new house half a mile away, to be
Appointment of Mack D. Weinon which he closed 85 per cent of the
berger as director of sales for Gen- laboratories, authoritative sources called the Congress, was announced
country on a series of six outdoor
eral Pictures Corp. is announced by within industry declare, is due to by Associated Theaters. The latter
pictures to star George Eldredge, Fenn Kimball, president. The com- number of factors, principally the house will be 1800 seats. Associated
and a series of six detective stories.
pany which has Robert E. Welsh as playing-out of films nearer to their Theaters will also begin construction
The first Eldredge story will be vice-president in charge of produc- national release dates than hereto- of a new theater very shortly in an(Continued
on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 10)
other section, it was announced.
"Saddle Your Blues."

Burr Closes Territories
On Two New Feature Series
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Arthur
M. Loew
David
L. Loew
Louise
Dresser
Kathryn
Crawford
George
Irving
James
Bradbury,
Jr.

Astor

PICTURES

♦ FUTURE

Cain and Mabel — (Warner-Cosmopolitan)
Ladies in Love
(20th Century-Fox)
(c)
Dimples
(20th
Century-Fox)
(c)
Dual

bill.

(b)

Subsequent

run.

Cameo
Filmarte
Playhouse
de Paris

week
55th
St.
Cinema

week

OPENINGS

Cine
Cine

Roma
Roma

♦

7

Cameo
Paramount
Criterion

,

The Gay Desperado
(U. A.-Pickford-Lasky) — Oct. 8
The Devil Is a Sissy (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Oct. 9
Lady
Beware
(Paramount
Pictures) — Oct. 9
Anthony
Adverse
(Warner
Bros.) — Oct. 9(b)
Florentine Love (Nuovo Mondo) — Oct. 10
The Big Broadcast
of 1937
(Paramount)
(c)
Tundra
(Burroughs-Tarzan)
Les Miserables
(French
picture)
(c)

(a)

♦

a Tre Punte
(Nuovo
Mondo) — 2nd week
(a)
Territoriale
(Nuovo
Mondo) — 2nd week
(a-b)

Music
Hall
Capitol
Rialto
Palace
Cine Roma
Paramount
Criterion
Cinema
de Paris

(c)

Strand
Rivoli
Roxy
(c)

Follows

present

bill.

(a)

Revival.

%
%
%
%
%
%
....
%
%

Detroit Would Keep Minors
From the All-night Movies

Kansas City Exhib. Fights

Detroit — Detroit police department heads and theater owners are
endeavoring to find a means by
which minor children may be kept
out of all-night movies, and are endeavoring to form an ordinance
which can be enforced to remedy this
situation. The present City ordinance
presents many difficulties in enforcement particularly in houses where
double feature bills call for a three
hour or longer program. The children come into the theater early but
the length of the program holds
them over in order to see the entire
show until beyond the prescribed
hour.

Kansas City, Mo. — B. L. Fagin,
manager of the Royal Theater was
fined
$250 afor
more than
weekshowing
ago. A "Ecstasy"
previous
showing of the picture resulted in a
$35 fine against the theater manager. Appealing the decision, he
was granted a temporary restraining
order by the circuit court, but police
stated they had not been notified
of the order. Police confiscated the
film as they did the other print, and
Fagin appealed the ruling of the
court.

Deutsch Circuit Acquires
New Alhambra in London

I

♦

week

5/g

••■■

-f+
+
+

A DAY RUN

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)— 7th

A Greater
Promise
(Amkino) — Oct. 6
Valiant Is the Word for Carrie (Paramount) — Oct.
Ramona
(20th
Century-Fox) — Oct.
7

AS OF SATURDAY)
Net
Chg.
7/a
%
3/4
l/4

Juliet

O FOREIGN

MARKET

High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
24%
24'/4
24%
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 41%
41%
4'Vi
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 47%
47%
47 %
Con.
Fm.
Ind
4Vi
4</2
4%
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd.
17%
17%
17%
East.
Kodak
172
170% 172
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq.
26%
26%
26%

and

Der Kampf
(Amkino) — 4th week
La Kermesse
Heroique
(French
picture) — 2nd
La Maternelle
(Mefropolis-Tapernoux)
(d)
Le Barbier
de Seville
(French
picture) — 2nd

FINANCIAL
NEW

Theater
Capitol
Paramount
Rivoli
Criterion
Hall
Music
Strand
Roxy
Rialto
Globe
Palace
Palace

Picture and Distributor
week
(Metro-Goidwyn-Mayerl— 3rd
Ziegfeld
Great
The
Pictures)— 2nd week
(Paramount
Rangers
The Texas
week
(U. A-Goldwyn)— 2nd
Dodsworth
(Warner Bros.)— 4th week
Give Me Your Heart
Pictures)
iColumbia
Craig's Wife
Bros.)
(Warner
Dream
Night's
A Midsummer
(GB Pictures)
Nine Days a Queen
( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
the Second
Kelley
Pictures)
(Principal
Girls
Missing
(a)
(Universal)
in a Crowd
Two
(a)
Thank You, Jeeves, (20th Century-Fox)

10 Cents

London (By Cable)— The Alhambra has been acquired by Oscar
ing.
Deutsch. A new 2,000-seat de luxer
will take the place of the old build-

Buck Jones Buys Story

Second Fine for "Ecstasy"

Film Man Parks Car, Dies
Kansas City, Mo. — Leo J. Scherer,
manager of the Progressive Film
Service Co., was found dead at the
wheel of his motor car yesterday.
It was believed that his death was
due to a heart attack. Unaccompanied, Mr. Scherer had apparently
become
death. ill and parked his car before

Coast

Bureau of THE

FILM

\DAILY

CARL LAEMMLE,
SR.. CARL LAEMMLE,
JR
MIRIAM
HOPKINS,
JOSEPH
CAWTHORNE
NOEL
COWARD
and TAY
GARNETT
and wife
are aboard
the Queen
Mary
arriving in New
York today from abroad.

RUTH ETTING, who has quit the cast of
' Transatlantic Rhythm," new London
in
which Lupe Velez also appears, isrevue
leaving
England this week on her return to New York
Dorothy
the
show. Dare, Warner actress, replaced her in
JOHN MILJAN is expected in New York thii
week from Hollywood.
coast.
RICHARD
DIX
is in New
York
from
HELEN
FLINT,
young
actress
who
appe
in Warner's
"Give
Me
Your
Heart,"
has d,.
rived in New
York
and
is stopping
at the
Ritz-Carlton
Hotel.
She is planning a Broad-i
way stage appearance this winter.

DICK POWELL and JOAN BLONDELL, who
arrive in town on the Santa Paula tomorrow,
will
Tower. one of the tower suites at the
Ritz occupy
LEWIS MILESTONE
from New
York.

arhas returned to the coast

LARRY BAREN, DuWorld sales representative, has gone to Boston on a sales trip.
LORENZO DEL RICCIO, Grand National producer, leaves for the coast in a few days.
LENORE
wood.

ULRIC

leaves tomorrow

for Holly-

JACOB S. ROSENBERG, secretary of Local
802, musicians' union, leaves today for Philadelphia.
ISABEL JEWELL leaves the Coast shortly for
a three months'
rest in Europe.
ARCHIE MAYERS, sales manager of DuWorld
Pictures, has arrived in San Francisco, where he
is continuing to inaugurate the new DuWorld
"direct-to-the-theater"
sales campaign.
JACK COHN, Columbia vice-president, sails
Wednesday from England on the Normandie for
New
York.
TOM PATRICOLA is back from the Ft.
Worth Frontier Centennial to make a series
of 12 comedies
in the East.
ROBERT BENCHLEY has returned east from
Hollywood. He goes back to the coast in
March.
MRS. E. J. MANNIX and MRS. W. S. VAN
DYKE leave Hollywood in about two wseks for a
vacation
in Boston.
MAURICE N. WOLF, resident M-G-M manager, and HENRY WOLPER, office manager,
returned to Boston from New York.

have

JACK GOLDSTEIN, publicity expert, has returned to Boston from a business trip to New
York.
HENRY KOLKER arrived in New
day from the coast.

York yester-

WILLIAM STEPHENS of Stephens-Kimpner
agency is in New York, with plans for returning to Hollywood
Oct. 17.
PRESTON FOSTER left Philadelphia Saturday
returning to the coast for retakes on "Plow
and the Stars" ot Radio. Later he goes into
"Coast
Guard."
P. G. WODEHOUSE
for the coast.

left New

York Saturday

GB Consolidated Circuit Deal

George W. Weeks announces that
a deal has been consummated whereby the Consolidated Circuit in New
Hollywood — Buck Jones has bought
the rights to "Sandflow", new novel York will play GB's complete 1936by Cherry Wilson to be published in 37 program over its entire circuit.
the spring. It will be his next veh- Charles Penser of the New York exicle with Les Selender directing.
change handled negotiations for GB.
West

Coming and Going

®
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"VALIANT

Gladys George, famous stage star, who
makes her screen debut in Valiant is
the Word for Carrie.

Tne iinest £>iece 01 direction talented
ever brought to th e screen
have seen

Paramount s

-«*»»-

Wesley Rubles has

is the verdict

01 those wh

Valiant is the word ior C arne .
VALIANT
Gladys

IS THE

George

WORD

* Arline

Judge

FOR CARRIE
Jonn

Howard

Dudley Digges • Harry Carey ■ Isabel Jewell • A Paramount Picture From Barry
Benefield's Best Seller

• Produced and Directed by WESLEY

RUGGLES

■a

&n
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DATE BOOK
Regular

"CAVALRY"

Supreme
Pictures
63 mins.
GOOD
OUTDOOR
ACTION
PICTURE
MADE TO PLEASE WESTERN
FANS.
Bob Steele pictures go for action and this
one has it. In the fist fight scenes, this
boy is a fighting fool. Nothing is pulled
or faked; it's just slam-bang stuff. For
the trade for which it was built, it has
the ingredients which are necessary. Even
though the story is standard stuff, there is
enough suspense to keep things interesting, with the gun play, fights and chases.
The photography makes the most of the
outdoor locations. The supporting cast are
all capable players and the direction stresses
activity. With the closing of the Civil
War, Bob, a member of the Union forces,
is assigned to the newly opened West.
Both Southerners and Northerners are settling there, and for their own interests a
group of men are sponsoring the idea of
a new state removed from the jurisdiction
of Washington. A telegraph line is being
built into the new areas, but the builders
are meeting with interference. It is Bob's
job to learn the identity of the outfit who
are hoiding things up. Bob not only
achieves his mission, but he also wins the
niece of one of the settlers who for a
time has been very antagonistic toward Bob.
Cast: Bob Steele, Frances Grant, Karl
Hackelt, Hal Price, Edward Cassidy, Earl
Ross, William Welsh, Perry Murdock, Martin Turner, Bud Buster, Bill Desmond.
Producer, A. W. Hackel; director, Robert
N. Bradbury; author, same; screenplay,
George H. Plymptcn; cameraman, Bert
Longenecker; sound, Clifford Ruberg; editor, Roy Claire.
Direction, Fast.
Photography, Good.

FOREIGN
"UEBESLEUTE" ("A Pair of Lovers"), in
German, produced by Fanal, directed by
Erich Waschnek, with Renate Mueller,
Gustav Froelich, Heinrich Schrott, et al.
At the 86th Street Casino.
A modern version of Goethe's "Hermann
und Dorothea," well photographed, expertly
played.
"SOLDATEN - KAMERADEN" ("SoldierComrades"), in German, produced by Berlin Hammer-Films, with Ralph Arthur Roberts, Herti Kirchner, Franz Nicklisch, et al.
At the Garden Theater.

Oct. 10:

rich

man's

son

and

a

poor

man's

son.

Boston 7:45 A. M. Opening
For "Ziegfeld" Is Record
Boston — For the first time in
Boston theatrical history a movie
house, Loew's Orpheum, opens its
doors at 7:45 A. M. with the first
showing of "The Great Ziegfeld"
starting at 8:00 A. M.
According to manager Vic Morris
there are plenty of early birds.

Exhib. NamedCivitan Director
Memphis, Tenn. — Fred Ford, manager of the Malco, has been elected
a director of the Civitan. Ford also
has won a year's subscription to
"Fortune"
in a "March of Time"
contest.

Warner

Club's

meeting.

second

Hotel

annual

golf

vale"3"?
Country
Club, Mayfair
River5"}
frolic.
Boston.R'verval
Oct Hotel,
II: Boston
Friars' e Club

T

T

Oct. Sagamore,
12-15: S. Rochester
M. P. E.
, Fall
N. Y.Convention. Hotel

T

• • • IF THERE are any serious students of the Motion
Picture in the house
they will be interested in the New
York University's
course given by distinguished
many of whom are actively engaged in the lecturers
industry
and widely known to most of us
the course is doing a
pioneering work in motion-picture appreciation on the college
Jevel
it aims to instruct in every phase of
tures artistic, technical, educational, social motion pic-

▼

T

T

• • • THIS SPLENDID course is given under the joint
auspices of the National Board of Review and the New York
University
it is made possible through the co-operation
of many educational and community organizations, and producers, distributors and exhibitors
and manufacturers of
equipment and supplies

•
•
• THE LECTURE course started Sept. 24 with Terry
Ramsaye talking on New Trends in the History of the Movies
........the lectures are given every Thursday evening in the
School of Education Auditorium,
at 41 West Fourth Street
. .
the schedule is
Oct. 8, Making Motion Pictures
Authentic, by Harold Hendee, Director of Research for RKO
,'0.
°ct. 15, Music in Motion Pictures, by George
Antheil, composer and musical
advisor to producers. .
Oct
22, The New Journalism in Motion Pictures, by John S. Martin
managing editor of Time, and The March of Time
Oct'
29, The Experiment
al Film, a discussion by Wilton A Barrett
executive secretary of the National Board of Review, who will
show the latest of the celebrated Watson films to illustrate the
art of motion picture photography later lectures will be
given by such widely known authorities as Max Fleischer, Louis
Nizer, Howard S. Cullman . .

%
™ RESERVATIONS
are coming
in nicely for the
Cinema
Clubs informal luncheon on Wednesday to Grover
Whalen, President of the World's Fair Committee . . . • Martin
Starr will be heard over WMCA every
at midnight when
Harry Hershfield leaves for an engagemnite
ent with Warners at
the Hollywood stude
Martin will also be heard in his
own spot, "Movie Starrdust," every Saturday

Familiar story of the romantic rivalry of
a

»

Oct. Astor.
7: I.T.O.A.

Bob Steele in

rV i*n
* „TH?^E
be athe
colorful
welcoming party for
Dick
Powell
and JoanWiLL
Blondell,
newly weds
their
arrival in the harbor tomorrow on board the Grace lineron Santa
1 au!a
, the P°rt shipping will salute as a parade of welcoming vessels act as escort up the Bay
with
circling overhead ^one of which will carry a load airplanes
of gents
of the press
we believe that the Warner pub dep't has
something to do with the festivities
but this is only a

♦ Vthe K,
wasVaneiven
in themanaging
studio penthouse
atop
Music■ LEyP¥E9F
Hall by W. G.
Schmus,
direct!!?
■ . ..... to John Boles, now appearing in "Craig's Wife" at the
S. Eyssell,
Russell
?
Fvco'ii^p R. V.
v Downing
t?
°n, W£S
attended
by Leon Leonidoff,
G.
Markert
Florence
V°g?u' Hattie Rogge, Robert Henderson, Eugene Braun
Vin

HaZd Flynn' A1 Duffy' Ho^"

^

Scfir'

«

«

«

»

»

»

Oct.

16: Annual convention
of M.PTO
0f
Washington,
Hotel Washington
,
Seattle.

Gables W.arner
Inn, NewClub Haven,
Conn.
0ct,J7J,
dinner-dance.
Seven
Oct. 19-20:
Annual convention of M. P T 0
of W. Penna., Hotel Schenley, Pittsburgh.
0ct Carriers,
J9"?': Annual
convention
Inc., Palmer
House,of National
Chicago. Film
Oct. 25: Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Oct. Pennsylva
27: Luncheon
for F. H. Richardson, Hotel
nia.

Nov. 4-5:

Allied
nual convention,Theaters
Hotel
Nov. 27: Buffalo
Variety
Statler, Buffalo.

of Michigan
Stafler, Detroit. anClub
Ball. Hotel

Dec. 13: Philadelphia
Variety
Club
annual
Hotel. Philadelphia.
L°rm?' JM*.
ban<luef.
Bellevue
Stratford

24 Special Pre-release Dates
On W.B. "Cain and Mabel"
"Cain and Mabel," Warner-Cosmopolitan feature co-starring Marion
Davies and Clark Gable, has been
set for special prerelease showings
country.
m 24 key city theaters over the

Houses are: Roger Sherman, New
Haven; Maestic; Houston; Michigan,
Detroit; Fox, San Francisco; State,
Raleigh; Rio, Helena; Cameo, Bridgeport; Capitol, Springfield; Century,
Rochester; Strand, Hartford; Metropolitan, Boston; Warner, Milwaukee;
Rialto, Allentown; Rialto, Pueblo;
Stanley, Atlantic City; Albee, Cincinnati; State, New Bedford; Liberty, Cumberland; Capitol, Stuebenville; Virginia, Charleston; Palace,
Dallas; Denver,, Denver; Hollywood,
Potts ville; Ritz, Clarkesburg.
The film is set for general distribution the week of Oct. 17.

Warner Club Dinner-Dance

New Haven— The annual dinnerdance of the Warner Club will be
staged at the Seven Gables Inn, on
Oct. 17, with H. O'Donnell, President
and Sidney Weiner, Entertainment
Chairman, in charge. A floor show
will be presented. One hundred fifty
local and out-of-town reservations
have been received.

Erskine Book for Herbert Score

John Erskine, Columbia professor and author of "Helen of Troy,"
has signed to write
the book and
lyrics for an unproduced and unpublished score of the late Victor
Herbert. Verne Porter represented
the Herbert estate and George Bye
represented Erskine. '

Meriden Houses Boost Scale
Meriden, Conn.— Leo Ricci's Capitol and Loew's Palace, have advanced the admission five cents.

presents

*8CJ,
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A "mU" from Uottywood "JMs
By RALPH

WILK

r)ONALD COOK has been signed
by Maury M. Cohen of Invincible Pictures to star in "Ellis
Island," which is one of Invincible's
specials for the new season. Peggy
Shannon has been signed to play
the lead opposite Cook. Production
starts tomorrow at Pathe studios
under personal supervision of Herbert S. Cohen.

▼

▼

▼

Estabrook's New Preview Machine

Howard Estabrook, who makes his debut as an associate producer with the Frank
Lloyd production of "Maid of Salem," starring Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray,
is planning to use the new "Preview Machine," recently perfected by a studio technician, for the first preview of this new Paramount production. The machine, which
is portable and can be plugged into any light socket, has two turntables with wax
records and microphones. When the picture begins, the machine is turned on and every
sound that comes from both the screen and the audience is recorded. At the studio
it is then possible to play back these records and discover exactly where the dialogue
did not click or where it was interrupted by laughter and audience reaction. According to Estabrook, the arguments which invariably ensue at the studio preview conferences are avoided and the cutting and editing of the picture are accurately speeded.

Jane Withers' next starring picture will be titled "The Holy Terror," 20th Century -Fox announces.
The cast will include Joe Lewis,
Anthony Martin, Leah Ray, Joan
Devine and El Brendel. Brendel
also will have a featured role in
another 20th Century-Fox picture,
"Career and
Woman,"
Claire
Trevor
Edmundfeaturing
Lowe. James

than Oct. 21. LeRoy has cabled
the actor urging him to do this if
possible, though the original arrangement has been for M. Gravet
to arrive about the middle of December.
▼
T
T
Julia Curtiss, vaudeville headliner whose voice is in four different
Tinling will direct "The Holy Ter- ranges, has arrived in Hollywood
ror." Harry Akst and Sidney Clare by planei from several weeks of
wrote the music, Lou Breslow and personal appearances in Detroit and
John Patrick the story. It will go other Eastern cities. Miss Curtiss
before the cameras about Oct. 15. is here to take a film test.
T

t

▼

John Miljan has a featured role
in
film."Arizona Mahoney," Paramount
T
▼
▼
Crane Wilbur has been signed to
direct "Grand Canyon," an all-color
film, which George A. Hirliman will
produce for Grand National. Wilbur, whoi recently completed the
direction on "Navy Spy" for Grand
National, is now handling the megaphone on a Boris Karloff picture
for Warners.
▼
T
T
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton,
film pioneer, and Mrs. Evangeline
Russell de Rippeteau, film actress
professionally known as Evangeline
Russell, are to be married in about
two weeks.
V
T
▼
Lamar Trotti's new writing contract, which he signed after completing the "Ramona" script for
20th Century -Fox, stipulates that
his schedule shall so be arranged as
to permit him to return to his Atlanta home for Thanksgiving and
Christmas holidays.
T
▼
T
Boris Karloff will sing the role of
Mephisto in a scene from "Faust"
for a sequence in "Charlie Chan at
the Opera," in which 20th CenturyFox picture he appears with Warner Oland.
▼
▼
T
"Once a Doctor," First National
release, is being edited and cut at
the Burbank studios. The leading
roles are played by Donald Woods,
Jean Muir and Gordon Oliver, with
Henry Kolker, Joseph King, Gordon
Hart, Louise Stanley and many
others in support. William Clemens
directed.
T
T
▼
Fernand Gravet, the French star
whom Mervyn LeRoy will direct in
"The King and the Chorus Girl,"
for release by Warners, will very
likely arrive in this country early
enough to be in Hollywood not later

▼

t

»

T

T

T

There will be about two weeks
more of "shooting" on "Mountain
Justice," First National picture.
Josephine Hutchinson and George
Brent head the cast of this drama
of the Southern hills, supported by
Robert Barrat, Mona Barrie and
Guy Kibbee. The picture is being
directed by Michael Curtiz.
With the romantic leads of "Top
of the Town" in the hands of Doris
Nolan and George Murphy, Universal has signed Gregory Ratoff for
the leading comedy part.
▼
▼
▼
Aileen Pringle has been signed by
B. P. Schulberg for one of the top
roles in "A Man and a Woman"
now in production under the direction of Richard Wallace. Edward
Arnold and Francine Larrimore are
co-starred, with George Bancroft
and Gail Patrick also in the cast.
v
y
v
Dora Clement, Laura Treadwell
and Wilma Cox have been added to
the cast of the Hal Roach production "Nobody's Baby," the Patsy
Kelly and Lyda Roberti feature.
T
T
▼
Universal has signed Alice Brady
on a long term contract. The studio has a plan in mind to launch
Miss Brady under her new contract
as a co-star with Charles Winninger, and several vehicles are now
under consideration. Winninger was
recently signed to a long term contract. He and Miss Brady are playing together at present in "Three
Smart Girls." Universal also
clamped a term contract on Samuel
S. Hinds, who is playing in the
Rufus King murder mystery, "The
Case
of thewill
Constant
Universal
releaseGod,"
underwhich
the
title of "Love Letters of a Star."
▼
▼
▼
Mrs. Felix Feist, wife of the MG-M short subject director, has arrived in Los Angeles after three
months in New York.

Monckton Hoffe, writer, has returned to the M-G-M studios and
has been assigned to the Larry
Weingarten unit.
V
▼
T
Grover Jones, Paramount scenarist, contributes an interesting article on early-day Hollywood in the
current issue of The Saturday Evening Post. He reveals the fact that
he created the name of "Poverty
Row" for the small studios in the
Gower Street of the old days; that
Val Paul, now a Universal producer,

Ralph Bellamy, who has recently
completed the lead in "The Man
Who Lived Twice," and Douglass
Dumbrille featured in "End of the
Trail," starring Jack Holt, have been
assigned by Columbia to the leading
roles for "Lady of New York," a
new production which will shortly
be placed in production under the
direction of D. Ross Lederman.

▼

TV

▼

▼

With the signing of John Elliott,
Ed. Le Saint, Nick Copeland and
John Hamilton, four important
character roles were filled for Columbia's "Legion of Terror."
Ann S
O'Brien's
Quentin,"
Monday.
rector.

▼

h e|r i d a n will be Pat
leading lady in "San
on which shooting starts
Lloyd Bacon is the di-

"After thl ThTn Man," M-G-M
production, has resumed shooting
after a two-day lay-off due to an
eye infection suffered by William
Powell.
▼
▼
▼
William Thalberg, father of IrvYork. ing Thalberg, has left for New

▼ ▼
▼
played "heavies."
Back in 1926, Sam Katz, A. M.
Botsford, Milton Feld and Lou Edelman were among those attending
▼
T
T
a Publix convention at Atlantic
The
premiere
of
"Romeo
JulCity. Now Katz is a producer at
iet" at the Carthay Circle and
Theater
M-G-M, while Botsford is a Para- on Wednesday was completely sold
mount producer. Feld is a new out Tuesday. The opening was
producer at 20th Century-Fox, and broadcast over radio Station KMTR.
Edelman is producing for Warner The advance sale is particularly
Bros.
heavy and indicates an extensive
run.
T
▼
T
▼
▼
▼
"Two Years Before the Mast," a
M-G-M has signed Grace Ford to
Republic special, will go before the
cameras in about five weeks, despite a new contract. She appeared in
reports that it has been shelved in- "The Devil Doll." James Stewart
definitely. Cy Bartlett and Gordon sion.
has been awarded a contract extenRigby have completed the screenT
▼
▼
play and Colbert Clark will supervise. Republic is negotiating with
Sam Levene, who appeared in.
an outstanding star to play the "Three Men on a Horse" in New
male lead.
York, has been added to the cast of
▼ TV
M-G-M's production, "After the
The next George O'Brien vehicle Thin Man," which W. S. Van Dyke
will be "Park Avenue Logger" from is directing. Levene is en route
a Saturday Evening Post story by from New York for Hollywood.
Bruce Hutchinson. Ewing Scott did
▼
▼
▼
a treatment of the story and LeonSince Lew Pollack and Sidney
ard Goldstein purchased it for Mitchell announced their plans to
George Hirliman the producer. Re- produce their new musical comedy,
lease will be through RKO.
"Merry Mary," on Broadway this
▼
▼
▼
fall, they have been besieged by
Tex Ritter is in Tucson, Arizona, screen personalities anxious to appear in the cast. A trio of film
preparing
for "Arizona
Days" for
his stars has already been signed by
second starring
musical western
Grand National.
the 20th Century-Fox tunesmiths
for important roles but their names
▼
▼
▼
As soon as they comSpanky McFarland will celebrate are withheld.
plete the songs for the Sonja Henie
his eighth birthday tomorrow with
picture,
"One in
a Million,"
a party at Venice Fun House with and
Mitchell
will
leave forPollack
New
about thirty guests.
York
to
complete
final
arrangements
▼
▼
▼
for the premiere.
Bing Crosby has sailed from
T
T
T
Hawaii and will arrive in HollyNew contracts are announced by
wood in ample time to start his new M-G-M with Luise Rainer, who has
radio series Oct. 15. It was first
just finished the feminine lead in
planned to produce Bing's new pic- "The Good Earth," James Stewart,
ture, "Waikiki Wedding," on the formerly on the New York stage,
islands,
but the crooner's radio and Una Merkel. All of them are
work prevented.
for extended-term periods.
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BRANDT CIRCUIT
INVADING MASS.
from Page 11

to build in the state of MassachuThe Maiden Theater is to be
of modern design with a new type
of construction found particularly
successful by the Brandts in New
York. The theater will have a firstrun policy.

"Dream" Roadshow Campaign
Aiding Popular-Price Runs
(Continued from

Page

1)

civic, religious and social groups
contacted by the Warner home office advertising and publicity department for the two-a-day showings of the "Dream" will continue
supporting the feature on its return
popular price playdates is shown in
the advance work accomplished for
the engagement of the "Dream" in
Charleston, W. Va., and Johnstown,
Pa.
At the Virginia Theater in
Charleston, the County Superintendent of Schools was approached,
with the result that he immediately
wrote a letter to all principals and
heads of English departments asking that more cooperation be given
to promote attendance at the theater. Essay contests are running
in all schools on the picture and
announcements made in all high
schools and upper primary grades
urging children to attend. Chester
Dixon, who was chairman of the
roadshow sponsoring committee, will
speak in assemblies in all county
and city schools on behalf of the
"Dream" date. Bulletin boards in
libraries have been devoted to displays of stills from the production.
In Johnstown, at the Cambria
Theater, a novel tie-up has been
arranged, whereby the largest department store in town is sponsoring an essay contest through a series of five ads, passes being given
to the contest winners. In addition
to approving the essay contest, the
School Superintendent has arranged for announcements of same
in all classes and assemblies, and
the use of school libraries and bulletin boards. Members of the roadshow engagement sponsoring committee are enthusiastically cooperating with the popular price run.
The newspapers in both towns
have been particularly receptive to
the use of special material in the
way of stories and art layouts and
many editorials on the picture have
been set.
Theaters are finding that the unusually large campaign given the
picture in its roadshow engagement
is paving the way for the popular
price runs. Individuals and organizations who cooperated with the
showing of the film previously, are
again doing their utmost to make
it a success at popular prices. Newspapers and other publications are
also devoting a considerable amount
of space to the film.

Universal to Film Life of Nobel
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood— Universal has bought the manuscript of the as yet unpublished novel
who
life of Alfred B. Nobel, the Swedish scientist
by Rolf Posscr dealing with the the
Nobel Prizes are awarded each year The novel,
estabilshed the fund from which
Universal decides upon for its feature prowhen published, will bear the title which
duction, which will be on an elaborate scale. Universal also placed the author under
contract to adapt the novel for screen purposes.

Metro Shorts Department
Training Own Directors
Wtst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Pitt Variety Club Expects
1,000 Dinner Attendance

Pittsburgh — Nearly 1,000 showHollywood — The school of expemen are expected to attend the anrience and not the stage will furnual dinner of the local Variety
nish future Hollywood screen di- Club which will be held in the
rectors, if experiments now being Grand ballroom of the William Penn
conducted at M-G-M Studios work Hotel Oct. 25. National President
out as well as present progress
John H. Harris reveals that delegaseems to indicate.
tions from a number of tents will
The short subjects department of be on hand the night of the affair.
the studios, faced with the task of George S. Tyson is in charge of the
producing 64 pictures in the next publicity. Rosey Rowswell will be
12 months, is training its own di- m. c.
rectors. Already five of its proteges have demonstrated the effiJesse James Is Booked
cacy of the idea. They are Dave
Dallas— R. E. Griffith Theaters
Miller, formerly a cutter; Jacques
Tourneur, recently a cameraman; has booked Jesse James, supposed
Felix E. Feist, previously in charge original Missouri outlaw, for a personal appearance in 17 of their
of tests, Reginald Le Borg, recruited
from the music department and Texas theaters, following trial bookings in Brady, Lockhart, Luling and
Joseph Sherman, formerly a screen
Gonzales. Alfred N. Sack of Sack
writer.
Amusement Enterprises, San Antonio, which has Jesse James under
75 New Mirrophonic Orders
contract, closed the deal with Henry
Are Booked in One Week M. Lockhart, Griffith booker.
The demand for Western Electric
Mirrophonic Sound Systems for theaters has been increasing steadily
each week since this new reproducing equipment was first announced
a month ago. During the week ending Sept. 26, Electrical Research
Products received about 75 orders
for Mirrophonic.

Sack Booking Spanish Film

Spc►arks Managers Shifted
Jacksonville, Fla. — Two changes
have been made in the E. J. Sparks
chain managerial set-up in this territory. Jack Hodges, for several
years manager of the Florida this
city has been transferred to Cocoa,
as manager of the Aladdin. Robert
Heekin replaces Hodges. He was
former assistant manager of the
Florida.

San Antonio — Sack Amusement
New Firm Rents Space
Enterprises here have become the
Dramatic Research & Management
producers' exclusive booking agents
for the first All-Spanish roadshow, Association, Inc., producers of motion pictures and plays, has leased
"El Asesinato De Los Penitentes",
which opened its Texas tour Wed- office space on the 45th floor of the
RCA Building in Rockefeller Cennesday at R. Calderon's Colon The- ter.
ater, El Paso, Tex. The film is
based on the wierd Penitent religThe newly-formed corporation has
ious rites.
at its head D. M. Stoner, president,
and I. C. Franklin, vice president.
A branch office is also maintained
in
California.
Discuss Lab. Union Situation
Failure of eastern major company
Georgi
laboratories to engage only union
ie Price Starts Short
laboratory employes as they were
Georgie Price starts work today
required to do under a recently at the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio in
signed agreement with the I.A.T.S.E. a two-reel musical comedy titled
was taken up here by George E.
"Captain Blue Blood." Also featured
Browne, I.A.T.S.E. president, in in
this short are the Frazee Sisters,
conferences with Richard Walsh, Jimmy and Nora Bell, Nanette
I. A. vice-president, who has been
Ralph Austim, Mort L. Stein charge of the laboratory matter. Flack, vens,
Herb Warren and Chief Lone
Browne is understood to want imme- Bear. Roy Mack has been assigned
diate compliance by the laboratories to direct. Harlan Dixon is staging
with their agreement.
the dance ensembles.

Luncheon for Richardson

Oklahoma to Open 2 Houses

Oklahoma City — Two new houses
The International Projector Corpo- are approaching the opening day.
ration and the National Theater New theater of J. J. Love at SemiSupply Company will be hosts at a
nole is nearly ready. Second house
luncheon for F. H. Richardson at the nearing completion is that of John
Hotel Pennsylvania on Oct. 27.
Gray in Kaw City.

NEW MICHIGAN CO-OP
REVEALS MEMBERSHIP
Detroit — Membership and statf of
the new American Theater Science,
Inc., were announced last week by
Frank Stuart, general manager. The
new organization will be a cooperative film booking organization of upstate exhibitors, and will probably
have a vaudeville department as
I well. Nearly 40 theaters are included
in the organization to start. The
group has no connection with the
existing cooperative here, Cooperative Theaters of Michigan, and Emil
Beck resigned from the latter to become booker for the new group.
Officers are: James M. Minter, of
Flint and Owosso, president; William A. Cassidy, (circuit operator
with headquarters at Midland, vicepresident; Howard Paul, Palace
Theater, Romeo, secretary and treasurer; and following directors:
George Olsen, Rialto, Grayling;
George S. Smith, Lyric, Lapeer; Lee
Ward, Broadway, Mount Pleasant;
C. H. Schuckert, Strand, Caro; W.
H. Curott, Kingston, Sheboygan; and
J. C. Peck, Rowena, Fenton. Other
exhibitors and their theaters joining the cooperative are: Charles
Sterns, Idle Hour, Rochester; A. J.
Berube, Family, East Tawas; Harry
Holboth, DeLuxe, Imlay City; Glen
G. Wallace, Star, Scottville; Ashman
Brothers, Strand and Temple, of
Caro; W. E. Lyon, St. Clair, St.
Clair; J. L. Chapman, Lincoln, Sebewaing; G. S. Gibson, Gibson,
Greenville; D. H. DeRosia, State,
Onaway; H. C. Callier, Strand of
Powell and Empress of Belding;
Margaret R. Vandenberg, Crescent
of Grand Haven; and Oliver Willette, Star, Elkton.

Weinberger Heads Sales
For General Pictures Corp.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

tion, has increased its first program
from 24 to 34 features, of which
eight will be outdoor musicals in
color.

Detroit East Side Houses
Prepare to Advance Scales
(Continued from Page 1)

igan, is unofficially sponsoring the
move for a price raise.
The Fisher and Riviera Theaters,
operated by United Detroit Theaters,
will lift prices a nickel to 35c as
soon as competing houses agree, according to George W. Trendle, president.

Empire Lab Hearing
Creditors of Empire Laboratories,
Inc., in bankruptcy, have been
ordered to appear at 10 A. M. on
Oct. 16 in the chambers of JohnGrimshaw Jr., referee in bankruptcy,
Post Office Bldg., Jersey City, for a
show cause hearing in connection
with determination of sale of assets
of the company.
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The Foreign Field
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Picketing in Philly
Up for Vote Tuesday
(Continued
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News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

1)

senting
the Saturday.
tax previously paid," it
was
stated
The letter sent to exhibitors reads,
in part, as follows: "New York City
is appearing: from that portion of the
decision in which we were victorious
and which held that the tax was inapplicable to film shipments made
out of the City of New York. We
may ultimately be obliged by law to
pay the tax since the inception of
the law in December, 1934, either for
shipments out of the City of New
York or within the City of New
York. Accordingly, we must request
you to continue paying this tax as
in the past. We will hold, in a special fund, all such taxes collected
from exhibitors until the final decision by the Courts. We trust that
legal vindication by the Courts of
our position will make possible the
return of these moneys to you."

169 U. S. Films in Norway
Oslo — American domination of the
Norwegian film market is disclosed
by yearly figures. During the last
12 months, 268 pictures were exhibited, American importation leading
the field with 169. Germany, second
largest source, exported 41, being
followed in order by: Sweden, 17;
England, 16; France, 13; Austria, 4;
Denmark, 3; Russia, 2; Holland, 1,
Czechoslovakia, 1.

4 Pinewood Stages Ready
London — Four of the eight stages
at the 100-acre Pinewood motion
picture studio project have been completed and the other four are in advanced stages of work. Official opening of Pinewood is expected within
a week or two. Wide range recording has been installed, dressing
rooms, including those for extras,
can accommodate 1,500, while the
restaurant can seat 500.

1)

dent of Local 77, spent last Friday General Theaters' Net
and Saturday in New York conferLondon — Report of General Thearing with officials of Local 802 on
ters, Corp., Ltd., gives the net profit
the picketing drive. Jacob S. for the year ending March 31 last
Rosenberg, secretary of Local 802, at $1,375,000.
will be a principal speaker at the
mass meeting here tomorrow.
NEW ORLEANS
Executive board of Local 802 has
voted to circularize all musicians'
locals in the country urging them
to join in the picketing drive. Already 21 inquiries from musicians'
locals have been received by Local
802. Jacob Rosenberg said yesterday that the drive has made a terrific impression, that interest is
widespread and that he expects to
see picketing on a national scale before long.

Y. Frank Freeman, vice president
of Saenger Theaters Corp., among
other things, is visiting E. V.
Richards.
Ed Kennedy, film row veteran,
has
force.joined Southern Poster's sales

Arthur Bromberg, president of
Republic Pictures of the Southeast,
is here on business.
Bradley Suddath has been appointed manager of the New Belmont at Pensacola, Fla., by Ed
Ortte.
Fikes Goes to Chattanooga
H. S. McLeod has resigned as
Montgomery, Ala. — Olan Fikes,
manager of the Strand, has been manager of the Strand here to assist Henry Lazarus on the exploitamade manager of the Rialto at Chatand the opening of the new
tanooga, Tenn., a Wilby-Kincey Centertion Theater.
house. Frank Dudley manager of the
Morris Ashe, who kept the LiTivoli has succeeded Fikes as manberty going until Singer leased it,
ager of the Strand.
will manage the Strand.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
The Chinese Ministry of Education
has appointed a committee to undertake the making of films for the education of the Chinese
masses.
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1936-37 PRINT COSTS
WILL SET NEW RECORD
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fore, and the policy of companies to
step up initial and subsequent print
M-G-M-'s Montevideo House
orders to permit more widespread
Montevideo — Another typically swapping of prints among exchanges so that maximum number
modern M-G-M theater, the Cine
Metro, was opened here on Sept 30. of potential bookings will result.
Twentieth Century-Fox estimates
It had been under construction since
January. It is a reinforced concrete its print cost for 1935-36 at close to
structure with a seating capacity of $6,000,000, which was about 25 per
cent more than
1.500, with a 3-story office building further rise of 10previous year. A
per cent is exadjacent. It is air-conditioned, and
pected before present season ends.
subdued direct light is used for ilUniversal, under new organization
lumination. Itis the second South
set-up, looks for greatest percentage
American house which MG-M had increase
in film-print budget in many
opened within a week, the other beyears,
with
expenditures reaching
ing the Rio de Janeiro, which was 1935-36.
some 30 per cent more than in
opened Sept. 26.
Other majors, including RKO,
United Artists, Paramount and CoNo More 17.5 mm. Film
lumbia, are all making more and
Budapest — Following the recent potentially better features than last
standards conference here which
While Warners and M-G-M have
adopted the United States 16 mm.
raw film stock as the international not definitely announced as many
year.
standard, there will be no more 17.5 productions as they did at start of
mm. film manufactured. Aside from last season, the number is expected
the U. S. and England, picture-mak- to be relatively the same but considerably stronger in booking appeal
ing countries which adhere to the
16 mm. standard are Germany, and boxoffice power. This has already been demonstrated by high
France, Spain, Italy, Hungary and
Finland. The sound track will hence- caliber attained by vanguard of
forth be on the left of the film.
their respective line-ups.
Re-orders on pictures of last seaSOUTH and WEST
son, turned out by majors and slow
to be outmoded, are boosting laboratory volume. Brisker demand for
Ed Slover has opened his Neighborhood Colored Theater at Deni- American features in important
foreign-field centers is likewise
son, Tex.
The Texas Theater at Cisco, Tex., noticeable, adding to laboratory
revenues.
has reopened.
John Crabtree is erecting a new
400-seat house at Cotton Plant, Ark.
J. L. Kane is the new skipper of New 4,000-seat Hartford
the Grand Theater at Conway, Ark.
House to Start Oct. 16
The Interstate circuit is erecting
aville,
new Ga.$40,000 theater at ThomasHartford— The 4,000-seat State
John W. Black is the new skipper Theater, will open Oct. 16. Beginning Sunday, two two-day picture
of the Ritz Theater at Barrow, Fla.
The R. E. Martin Theaters are changes at 15c-20c will be the policy,
erecting a new house at Tifton, Ga., it is understood, with stage shows
seating 1,200, it will have a stage on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
for road shows.
and 2nd run Paramount pictures.
Phillip G. Juboor is the new man- Admission for the latter will be hiked
to 30 cents top. Bank Night has
Ala. ager of the Strand at Mountain City, been
bought to start Oct. 20.

WESTERN

MASS.

The Capitol, Springfield, has reHonoring the Nebraska start of
turned to Wednesday openings.
Louis Rosenweig of Chicopee and
Eddie Alperson in the show business, City Manager Milt Overman Bernard Payne of North Adams
of Westland Theaters here, gets the trips.
have returned from Boston booking
right to world premiere of "In His
The Worcester at Worcester reSteps," the first Grand National
picture. Alperson is the head of the
opens Oct. 5.
company and used to be a poster
New Fall policy at the Calvin,
clerk in the Omaha exchanges.
Northampton, provides for one comInstallation of the 250 new seats
plete evening show starting at 7.
in the Varsity here is under way.
Dwight O. Gilmore has leased the
John Quinn, Pilger theater man- Holyoke Theater, Holyoke to the
ager, Pilger, Neb., is recovering PWA for continuance of the Fedfrom a siege of absesses.
eral Theater project in that city.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Betty Furness is known as one of
RADIO.
Hollywood's most avid bargain hunters;
her skill in buying being so great that
she often shops for her friends. — RKO
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20th Century-Fox May Sell Half of Its GB Holdings

UNIVERSAL TO INCREASEJCHEDULE BY JO TO 52
Laemmle, Jr., Will Produce Four For Major Release
Coast
Production
to Start
in March, Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Discloses
Production of three or four features for major company release is
planned by Carl Laemmle Jr., who
returned to New York yesterday on
the Queen Mary after several months
in Europe. Carl Laemmle Sr. will
not be associated with him in the
venture.
As he landed at the pier yesterday, Laemmle Jr. stated that he has
acquired rights to four stories,
which are as follows: "Nine Officers," play by George Frazier; a new
Alfred Neuman novel, original by
Thomas Mann
and "The Soul with
(Continued on Page 3)

GARNETT PLANS THREE
FILMS ON HIS OWN

20TH CENT.-FOX LEADS WARNERS TO PRODUCE
IN BIDDING FOR ROXY 20 ENGLISH PICTURES

Returning yesterday from a three
weeks' visit to the west coast studios, R. H. Cochrane, president of
Warners will produce 20 features Universal, announced that confer20th Century-Fox is reported to
be favored in the bidding for the at its Teddington, England, studios,
ences held with production heads
Roxy Theater. Besides 20th Cen- for 1937-38, thus increasing its out- have resulted in decision to make 52
tury-Fox, there are five others after
put by four pictures, stated Sam E. features during 1937-38, an increase
the theater including Howard S. Morris yesterday, arriving in New line-up.
Cullman, Warner Bros., Harry York on the Queen Mary from Eng- of 10 pictures over present season's
Brandt, Sam Cocalis and B. S. Moss.
Boost in future product, Cochrane
land. Jack Warner, who was schedOne reason for the attractiveness of
uled to return to the United States says, is justified on basis of past
the 20th Century-Fox bid is that on the same boat, remained in Lon- six months activity at Universal
carries with it a highly valuable
don in connection with the Bette City during which period 24 features
first-run franchise, which the Roxy Davis case, which is due to go to were turned out despite tasks athas been unable to obtain to date.
trial in 10 days, explained Morris.
ization. tending company and studio reorganHearing on the Roxy Reorganiza"Very good" is the way Morris
Predicting that Hollywood would
tion is slated to take place Friday described film business in Europe,
{Continued on Parte 3)
develop a (Continued
record crop
of new stars
before Federal Judge Caffey.
on Page 3)

Omaha's Paramount, Closed
For Year, Reopens Oct. 22

Omaha — District Manager E. R.
Cummings of Tri-States has anIn addition to directing two picnounced the reopening of the 2,900tures for 20th Century-Fox, Tay seat Paramount, closed a year, on
Garnett, who returned to New York Oct. 22 with "The Great Ziegfeld"
yesterday on the Queen Mary, plans as first attraction on a deluxe sinto make three features on his own.
gle feature plan. Prices will be 25,
The producer-director leaves for 35 and 55 cents. Forty-two persons
Hollywood in four days to start work will be employed. Ted Emerson,
on "The (Continued
Last Slaver,"
starring
Wal- Omaha manager, becomes the Paraon Page
6)
mount's manager, with Jimmy
Schlatter, Orpheum assistant, replacing him. Orville Rennie, Omaha asKuykendall Conferences
sistant, goes to the Orpheum as assistant.

Looking to a "Show-Down"

Determined to bring about a definite show-down with national distributors on its trade practices program, President Ed Kuykendall of
the M. P. T. O. A. yesterday began
a series of informal conferences with
leaders of his organization in New
(Continued on Page 3)

29 Years of History
Dallas — Introducing Gaumont-British's
"Nine Days a Queen," Louis Charninsky,
Rialto-Capitol manager, will precede it
with a showing of "The Private Life of
Henry VIII" at the premiere Oct. 9.
The two films together give 29 years
of unbroken continuity in English history, from 1525 to 1554.

R. H. Cochrane, Back From
Coast, Reveals Jump
in "U" Production

Carl Laemmle, Sr., Says
His Plans Are "Indefinite1

"I have no definite plans for resuming activity in the film industry," Carl Laemmle told The Film
Daily as he arrived in New York
yesterday on the Queen Mary, after
an extended vacation abroad.
"If a story as good as 'All Quiet
on the Western Front' comes along,
man.
I'll make it," said the veteran film
"I'd like to produce one picture

Milwaukee, Wis — Under a pooling
arrangement between Warner Bros,
and Saxe Amusement Management,
Inc., some 20 Milwaukee and state
houses of both circuits will be operated by a new combination known
as the Warner-Saxe Theaters. No

Laemmle will remain in New
York about five days before going
to the coast.
a year."

"Follow Your Heart" Will
Open in London Oct. 12

London Hears 20th Cent-Fox Ready
To Sell Half of Its GB Stock Holdings
London (By Cable) — Coincidental
Three Governors To Attend
with reports from usually authoritative sources that a new syndicate
Pitt Variety Club Banquet
Pittsburgh — The Pennsylvania,
Ohio and Kentucky governors have
notified the local committee of arrangements that they will attend the
annual Variety Club banquet Oct. 25.

WARNERS ANO SAXE
POOLING IN WISCONSIN

headed by John Maxwell is set to
buy the Ostrers' control of GB, it is
understood that 20th Century-Fox
is likely to sell one-half of its present stock holdings in the British
company.
Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
(Continued

on

Page

6)

(Continued

on Page

6)

London — Republic's "Follow Your
Heart", starring Marion Talley and
Michael Bartlett, has been booked
into the Gaumont British Tivoli
Theater, here for a two weeks' run
starting
12. This is a pre-release Oct.
engagement.

Crosby as Olcotl

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bing Crosby may be seen
on the screen as Chauncey Olcott, the
sweet singer of Irish ballads, if a deal
now pending at Paramount goes through.
The studio is dickering for the rights
to "Irish Lover," a biography of Olcott, written by Frank Scully.
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WILLIAM K. HOWARD, who has been makin London, sails for New York
a few days
withining a picture
CARL LAEMMLE. JR.. plans to remain in
New York six weeks before going to Hollyterday. wood, following his return from Europe yesPHIL BERG and his wife Leila Hyams. arMary. rived in New York yesteiday on the Queen
TAY GARNETT landed in New York yesterday after a trip around
the world.
MIRIAM HOPKINS' return to New York from
London
has been delayed
for several days.
JERRY HORWIN arrived in New York yesterday from England and the continent.
NOEL COWARD, who returned to New York
yesterday on the Queen Mary, leaves soon for
Boston
and
then
Washington.

.
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GLENDA FARRELL and MARY BRIAN scheduled to leave Hollywood shortly for New York
and London.
R. H. COCHRANE, president of Universal,
returned to his desk at home office yesterday
after spending several weeks at company's west
coast studios.
GEORGE W. WEEKS and ARTHUR A. LEE
yesterday returned to New York from the
South.
JOHN BYRAM yesterday returned to New
York from the coast.
BOB
WILBY
is in
J. E. FITSGIBBONS
from Atlanta.
L. J. LUDWIG
New
York.

New
York from
Atlanta.
has arrived in New York

of Minneapolis has arrived in

Y. FRANK FREEMAN
from New Orleans.

is back in New

HotRUDOLPH
and Blue."G. LISZT, motion picture and
stage star make-up expert, left New York last
night for Boston to complete work on manuscript of his new book "The Last Word In
Make-Up, " which is scheduled! for autumn

HOMER G. TASKER, sound supervisor for
Universal, leaves Los Angeles this week for
Rochester,'/4 N. Y., to attend from October 12th15th annual convention of Society of Motion
Picture Engineers
of which
he is president.
'K
LEONA MARICLE,
Columbia player, is spend'/4
ing two weeks'
vacation in New York.
>S
STEVE TRILLING,
Warner chief talent scout,
is back
ness trip.at'/? home office from Pittsburgh busiMELVYN DOUGLAS, Columbia contract player, has arrived in New York from Pittsburgh
to negotiate his appearance in a forthcoming
Broadway play by Ben Hecht.
KAREN MORLEY, recently signed by Emanuel'
Cohen to long term contract for Major Pictures, arrived in New York yesterday by plane
from Hollywood to spend three weeks vacation here with her husband, CHARLES VIDOR,
RKO director.
They are at the Warwick.

DEZSO SZENES of Danubia Pictures has returned to company's office here from a European tour which took him through Hungary,
Austria, Czechoslovakia and France.

Arizona Governor Starts
Tucson, Ariz. — With Governor
Moeur and other state and city officials attending, "The Gay Desperado", Pickford-Lasky production,
had a brilliant premiere at the Fox
theater here Sunday night.
According to Roy Drachman, Fox
manager, the house was sold out two
days in advance.
Governor Moeur pressed the button from the stage that started the
projection machines
rolling.

Indiana ATO Meet Oct. 27
Indianapolis, Ind. —
ciated Theater Owners
will hold their annual
' I 27, in the assembly
new Variety Club.

The Assoof Indiana
convention
room of the

sail tomorrow

on

leaves Wednesday

for Hollywood.

ELIZABETH PATTERSON, who recently completed a featured role in Mae West's "Go
West
Man," is in New York for a threeweek Young
vacation.
ANITA LOUISE, Warner star, arrives in New
York from Hollywood today by plane to attend the dinner on Thursday night marking
the tenth anniversary of Robert
"Believe
It Or Not."
JAMES

MELTON,

who

Regular

meeting.

Hotel

Oct Hotel,
11: Boston
Boston.Friars' Club

frolic. Mayfair

Oct. 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
Sagamore,
Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 16: Annual convention of M.P.T.O. of
Washington,
Hotel
Washington,
Seattle.
Oct. 16: Seattle M.P.T.O.A.
Eagle's Auditorium.

Movie

Oct. 17: Warner Club dinner-dance.
Gables
Inn, New Haven, Conn.

Ball,
Seven

Oct. 19-20: Annual convention of M. P. T. O.
of W. Penna.,
Hotel Schenley,
Pittsburgh.
Oct. 19-21: Annual convention of National Film
Carriers, Inc., Palmer House,
Chicago.
Oct. 25:

Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn
Hotel,
Pittsburgh.

Oct. 27:

Associated Theater Owners of Indiana, Variety Club, Indianapolis, Ind.

Oct. 27: Luncheon for F. H. Richardson, Hotel
Pennsylvania.

SAM LYONS goes to Boston tomorrow from
New York to look at the new show, "Red

publication.
ED FINNEY

BOOK

Oct. 10: Warner Club's second annual golf
tournament, Rivervale Country Club, Rivervale, N. J.

York

JOHN BOLES, who has just completed extended personal appearance tour, leaves New York
today for Universal City to start work; on
"Twenty-four
Hours A Day."

Projection of "Desperado"

Janet Gaynor
Carole
Lombard
Alice
Knowland
Owen
Davis, Jr.

Oct. Astor.
7:
I.T.O.A.
London impresario; and DICK HENRY, theatrical
agent, are arrivals on the He de France which
docks
today.

THE YACHT CLUB BOYS
the Queen Mary for London.

BURTON HOLMES, travelogue producer and
lecturer; LOTTE LEHMANN, opera star, and
her husband
OTTO
KRAUSE;
HARRY
FOSTER,

2V8

DATE

E. MORRIS returned to New York yesterday on the Queen
Mary.
'h
E. W. HAMMONS
has gone to Washington
from
New
York
for one week.

SAM

'/fl
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98' 2 —
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CARL LAEMMLE, who returned to New York
on the Queen Mary, leaves for the
yesterday
in five days.
Coast

RICHARD POWELL and his wife, JOAN
BLONDtLL, arrive in New York today aboard
the S. S. Santa Paula on which Helen Kane
is also a passenger.

98' 2
99
62" 2
983R
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Nov. 4-5: Allied Theaters of Michigan annual convention, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
Nov. 27:
Buffalo
Variety
Statler, Buffalo.

Club

Ball.

Dec. 13:
Philadelphia
Variety
Club
formal
stag
banquet,
Bellevue
Hotel, Philadelphia.

Hotel
annual
Stratford

RKO Takes GB In N. Y.
GB has closed with RKO in New
York and expects to complete a national deal shortly, it was said yesmanager. terday by Arthur Lee, GB sales

L. Ripley's

has just completed a

lead
in First
National's
Two,"
is enrole
route
to New
York "Melody
from LosforAngeles
to resume radio and concert appearances.
FREDRIC MARCH, accompanied by his wife
FLORENCE ELDRIDGE, arrives in New York today from the coast for a brief holiday before
returning to Hollywood for his next picture
"A Star Is Born," which he will make for Selznick International.

Majority Stock
Interest of St. Louis
Amusement Company
ToBankruptcy
Be Sold in

D. RAPOPORT,
Paramount's manager
in JASPER
Cuba, who
has been honeymooning
in New
York with his bride, starts the return trip to
Havana Thursday.
V. I. VERLINSKY, Amkino president, and N.
NAPOLI, his aide, returned yesterday from a
three-week .sales trip.
DAVID B. HAMPTON,
from the coast.

literary agent, is back

Denver Theater Robbery
Nets Only Keys to Office
Denver — Four persons were menaced by thugs in the office of the
Victory theater. Although Tommy
Milton, manager was forced to open
the safe, all the robbers got was a
ring of office keys, because the receipts has just previously been
banked. The four, Milton, Clifford
Adams, assistant manager, Wilma
Lehl, cashier, and Palmer Olson,
Janitor, were locked in the office by
the two armed thugs who then fled.

It's a Boy

Pursuant to an order made by the
Referee in Bankruptcy, the undersigned on October 22, 1936, at 12
o'clock noon, on the East front steps
of the Civil Courts Building in St.
Louis, Missouri, wilt sell at public
auction, certain assets of the estate
of
Skouras Bros. Enterprises, Inc., a
bankrupt.
Separate bids will be received on
the stock of the St. Louis Amusement Company, which represents
over 52% of the outstanding voting stock of that Company.
The St. Louis Amusement Company controls by ownership or lease,
twenty second and subsequent run
motion picture houses in the St.
Louis zone.
For further particulars, apply to
NELSON
CUNLIFF,
Trustee in Bankruptcy,

Denver — Chuck Doty, owner of the
Washington Park theater, is all
smiles over the arrival of a new
baby boy.

710 Ambassador Building,
St. Louis, Missouri.
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UNIVERSAL INCREASES
LINEUP TO 52 FILMS

FOUR FILMS FOR MAJOR
RELEASE-LAEMMLEJR.

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page 1)

a Thousand Faces," original by
Friges Karinthy. He has signed
James Whale to direct one picture.
Laemmle will work at the Coast,
with his initial production to go before the cameras March 1, he said.
Laemmle said that so far, he has
not set up a releasing deal. It has
been reported from time to time that
his pictures will be distributed
through
United Artists.
Returning with Laemmle was
Jerry Horwin, his story editor.
Laemmle was met at Quarantine by
Monty Proser, his publicity representative, and at the pier by John
Wildberg, his attorney.
Noel Coward and his manager,
John C. Wilson, also arrived on the
Queen Mary. Wilson will offer Coward and Gertrude Lawrence in "Tonight at Eight-Thirty," a cycle of
nine one-act plays written by Coward. After tryouts in Boston and
Washington, the show opens on
Broadway.
Phil Berg, Coast agent, and his
wife, Leila Hyams, also arrived in
the same boat, following a vacation
in Europe. After spending five days
in New York, they push on to the
coast.
Jack Warner and Miriam Hopkins, both on the Queen Mary's passenger list, did not make the boat
owing to delays in their plans.

Kuykendall

Conferences

Looking to a "Show-Down"
(Continued from Page

1)

York. He indicated that he expects
to decide upon "future action" of
his association in this respect inside
of one week, which will be the duration of his stay in the city.
"We are determined to get some
concessions," said Kuykendall. "The
ones we proposed are beneficial from
the distributor viewpoint as well as
that of the exhibitor."

John Lynch Dies of Pneumonia
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — John Lynch, 66, M-GM editorial supervisor, author of 800
film scripts and stories, died here
of pneumonia. Lynch enSaturday
tered the film industry originally as
an exhibitor in Syracuse, N. Y. His
widow survives.

Columbia Club Elects
Boston — The Columbia Club has
elected officers, Timothy O'Toole, Columbia's New England manager, remaining as honorary president.
Others named: first vice-president,
Eleanor Ahern; second vice-president, Walter Silverman; secretary,
Mary Trainor; treasurer, Josephine
Nolan; executive committee, T. A.
Donahue, Joe Wolf, Anna Krim,
Bucky Levin, Edward Young, and
Ruth Lawson.

• •
• A CHATTY letter from one of our subscribers in
Dakar, French West Africa
and a lot of the oldtimers will
be interested to learn that William De Lane Lea, the veteran
RCA engineer, one of the original team which equipped the first
talkie theaters in London and Paris
has just completed a
3,000,000-franc deal with the French West African Cinematographique Consortium, which gives him and Louis Girard,
the African Film King of silent days, technical control of a film
territory comprising one-quarter of the entire African continent.
T
T
T
• • • SO AFRICAN Bill starts off by thanking us for
his copy of the Production Guide just received at Dakar from
his Paris office
and sends us some mighty interestingphotographs showing how movie theaters are conducted in his
neck of the woods
or rather, jungle .
all the theaters
in French West and East Africa and of which Lea's group owns
or controls the majority, as well as the Renting monopoly, are
in the open air
what happens in the rainy season now in
session when a sudden storm crops up is nobody's business,
says Bill
and the mosquitoes have a permanent free pass
all projection equipment is mostly American
T
T
▼
• •
• THE OPEN Air theater at Dakar called the Palace
Cinema has 1100 seats
the screen measures 20 feet, for
the native patrons like 'em large in the booth there is a
chief operator, four assistant operators, and three apprentice
operators but the total payroll for this imposing lineup is
about equal to the pay of one American theater usher
T
▼
T
• •
• ONE OF the photos shows Bill standing beside his
giant native operator
the latter wears a charm around his
right arm specially guaranteed by a local witch doctor to prevent the film breaking
and on his chest he wears an extra special charm to ward off the evil spirit which always lurks
in the projector carbons
but he has yet failed to find a
charm to prevent exciter lamp breakdown
▼
T
T
• •
• THEY HAVE
no Hollywood
openings in French
West Africa
but when they show any kind of a Western,
Manager Lea has to call upon a special reserve service of 15
Bambari
policemen to handle the mobs
and often they
are forced to call out additional reserves
this former RCA
engineer, who also owns dubbing studios and a renting organization in Paris, is visiting New York in December
to arrange
with indie producers for European and African rights
T
T
T
• •
• THERE
ARE
six units now operating with the
Major Bowes Amateur Shows
with six more starting
shortly
and they are keeping a lot of the oldtimers busy
in advance of the shows are Ed Olmstead, Ralph Stitt, Irv
Waterstreet, Dave Vogel, J. L. McCurdy, Harold Harris, Terry
Berry, Harold Kennedy,
Harry McWilliams,
Arthur
Brillant
back of the shows are Harry Young, Ray Maher and
Dave Brown
and General Manager Lou Goldberg expects
to augment this staff of experts
incidentally, they are the
best-paid men in their line in show biz
the Major believes
in paying for Services Rendered
bless his soul . . .
T
T
T
• •
• THE SOCIAL season was opened with a bang by
Paramount
the affair was held at the Waldorf-Astoria and
there were so many celebrities there that it would take a column
to mention all the names
the leading attractions for Paramount were William LeBaron, Wesley Ruggles, Ernst Lubitsch,
Rouben Mamoulian, George Raft and William Frawley
the party was scheduled for from 5 to 7 but at 7:30, when this is
being written, the crowds were still eddying around Le Perroquet suite
in a word, the party was a GRAND SUCCESS
... • Rouben Mamoulian will re-enact for the radio audience
a scene from his latest picture, "The Gay Desperado", on WEAF
from 8 to 8:30 this evening
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and players during the next year, he
cited as example the presence of 72
personalities "U" has on its roster,
each of whom is promising timber,
and the young, up-and-coming acting material other major producers
are developing.
Cochrane was enthusiastic in his
commendation of the accomplishment of Charles R. Rogers, vicepresident in charge of production,
and William Koenig, the studios'
general manager, under whose executive direction the company has
turned out more pictures in the past
six months than were made in the
previous 12 months.
Working capital and plenty of it,
Cochrane stated, has also been a major factor in surpassing production
expectations, and the fact that 11
top-ranking directors are now under
contract to the company has helped
in inci-easing both quantity and
quality of features.
"We are far ahead," he pointed
out, "on stories for the first time in
several seasons, which also means
economy of operation, insurance
against waste, and also that we can
carry out our releasing schedule
with a steady flow of good produc-

Warners to Produce
tions."

20 English
(Continued from Page

Picture*
1)

excepting, of course, Spain and Germany. All members of the WarnerFirst National staff in the former
country are safe, he said, and a few
of their officers are operating outside of the war-stricken areas.

Columbia Artist-Golfers
Win Tournament Prizes
The Art Department golfers ran
off with the major prizes at the Columbia Pictures Golf Tournament
held at the Bayside Golf Club.
Low gross for the day's play was
chalked up by Frank Begg with a 93
while Bill Bentley came in with a
low net of 68. Runner-up for low
gross was Ray Williams and Fred
net.
Madan was the runner-up for low
Other prize winners were: Holein-one-Contest, Ray Williams; Longest Drive, Frank Begg; Putting ConDuffy.
test, Dan Heiss; Chipping Contest.
Jerry Kerr; Novice Putting, Al
After the afternoon round the
players adjourned to the Pick and
Pat Club for a beefsteak dinner and
the distribution of prizes. Dave
O'Malley, Bill Bentley and Frank
McGrann were the committee on arrangement-.
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Happy Joan and Dickhappier than ever now
that everyone knows their
new show's a success!
It's cut from the same cloth that made
'42nd Street' !
n.y. sun
Excellent— loaded with good clean fun!
In "Stage Struck" as well as out of it,
Mr and Mrs. Powell, team engagingly
together. You ought to see them !
N Y. AMERICAN

A great company in a lively musical
comedy. A refreshing relief from the
extravagant magnitude of the usual
girl-and-music spectacle ! n.y. mirror
Bright and amusing ! The Yacht Club
Boys are themselves worth the price
of admission !
N.Y. E /^^VENING

BLONDELL
WARREN WILLIAM
CLUB BOYS
N

• Carol

irected

M
by

^^

W
^r

Hughes

• Craig Reynolds • Hobart

Busby Berkeley *A First National Picture

jting You" and "In Your Own Quiet Way" Composed

by E.Y. Harburg and Harold Arlen
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GARNETT PLANS THREE
FILMS ON HIS OWN

The Foreign Field
*

lace
for the Darryl Zanuck
-tudio.
While on his trip around the
world. Garnett sh< I Bcenea for the
three productions he is producing
for himself. They are "Trade
Id Cruise" and "SingaWin
pore Bound." He will return to
England next spring to make a picture in association with Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. Production has been
scheduled to start several weeks ago
in Scotland but has been postponed.
P:iul Schwegler. Garnett's aide, who
accompanied him on the round-theworld trip preceded him to New
York several days ago.
Garnett believes that while English producers are more and more
offering serious competition to Hollywood, they will never surpass that
cinematic capital from the standpoint of prestige.

Republic Films for RKO,
Interstate and the Army

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Demand for Television Sets
London — The Baird Television Co.
reports that it is swamped with
orders for home television sets following the recent Radiolympia experiments, but states that it will
not place any of its sets on sale
until the B.B.C. has finished its tests
and begins a regular television program.

New Zealand Censor Report

Funeral services for Edward H.
Murphy, manager of the copyright
department for Warners, who died
Saturday night at the Hackensack
Hospital, were held this morning at
St. Mary's Church, Gloucester, N.
J. Mr. Murphy is survived by his
widow and three children, Edward,
Jr., Kathleen and Harriet.

♦

"Cheshire Cheese' in Film

London — The actual waiters and
waitresses of the famous "Cheshire
Cheese" will appear in the sequences
reproducing the world-renowned
Fleet Street
"Triangle,"
which
Walter hostelry
Reisch isindirecting
for

Joseph Pollack Improved

Warner Brothers and Saxe
Are Pooling in Wisconsin

Rosson Signs RKO Pact

Archland Producing In East

FILM

DAILY

Neila Goodelle Starting
Neila Goodelle will start work tomorrow at Astoria on "There Goes
The Bride" her first musical comedy of the new season for Educational Pictures. Bob Nolan will have
the
principal male role, Al Christie
directing.
The first of Miss Juliet Lowell's
"Krazi-Inventions" is ready for rein Educational.

1)

Associated with Maxwell in his
syndicate are some of the most powerful financial interests which have
ever industry.
been concerned with the British
film

Budapest — Condition of Joseph
Pollack, formerly head of National
Screen Service, who is ill in a Budapest Hospital, is now satisfactory, it
is reported. Pollack is expected to
remain in the hospital for five or
six weeks.

/( est Coast Bureau of THE

(Continued from Page

Century-Fox, who has just arrived
in London from New York, is expected to negotiate this arrangement
which would also carry a long-term
franchise with the GB and Maxwell
circuits covering his pictures.
Through a holding company, the
American
firm owns 49 per cent of
GB.

London Film in which Miriam Hopkins starred with Charles Laughton,
Marlene Dietrich, Gertrude Lawrence, Sebastian Show and Lawrence
Grossmith in leading roles.

Wellington, N. Z. — During the
year ending March 31, 1936, the New
Zealand censors rejected outright but
11 films out of 2,060 examined. They
passed 91 pictures after cuts had
been made; 155 were passed with the
recommendation that they were more
suitable for adult audiences, while
ten others were passed but held unsuitable for children.

Hollywood — Richard Rosson, one
Republic has closed deals with the of the screen's leading directors, has
RKO Booking Corporation which been signed to an RKO Radio concalls for the showing of their 1936tract by S. J. Briskin, vice-president
37 product in 23 situations through- in charge of production. A film vetout the country.
eran who started his picture career
Another advantageous deal was with the Vitagraph company in
effected with the Interstate Circuit 1934, Rosson began directing in 1918.
first assignment under the RKO
through Republic's Dallas exchange. His
Radio contract will be announced
Republic product will be played in shortly.
29 of their situations, including Austin, Dallas, Galveston, San Antonio,
El Paso, Abilene, Amarillo, Breckenridge and Brownsville, Tex.
Spanish War Inspires Script
Republic also has closed a deal West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
with the United States Army MoHollywood— John Wayne and J.
tion Picture Service covering their Carter Herman have written an
entire 1936-37 product for 75 situaoriginal screen play, "Alcazar,"
tions in Army Camps.
based on the present Spanish civil
war and the recent siege of Toledo.
Yarn has been submitted to Trem
producer of the John Wayne
"Dodsworth" In Third Week Carr,
starring features for Universal rereale.
"Dodsworth", Samuel Goldwyn's
version of the Sidney Howard-Sinclair Lewis work, with Walter Huston in the title role, enters its third
week at the Rivoli tomorrow. Dur- Gertrude Michael Critically III
Gertrude Michael, screen star who
ing the first five days of its second
week at that theater, "Dodsworth" is ill with toxic poisoning at the
drew more than 51,000 people, near- Doctors Hospital, was reported last
ly equaling the attendance figures evening as having spent a more restfor the Chaplin film, according to
ful day, but with no appreciable improvement in her condition which
the management. Over the second
had
been described as critical. She
week-end, "Dodsworth" exceeded the
"Modern Times" box-office total, was stricken recently en route to
surpassing all records at the Rivoli New York by plane when she planned to board the S. S. Normandie for
for the past five years, the manage- Europe.
ment reports.

Edw. H. Murphy Funeral Held

♦

20TH CENT.-FOX MAY
SELL G6 HOLDINGS

J. M. Souland, president of Archland Productions Inc., has completed
plans for production in the East.
Immediate production is scheduled
on the "Flapper Pirate Series," the
first musical subjects on the "Broadway Dance Parade," with George
Rand, casting. Mr. Souland has also
set "The Devil Meets an Angel," and
"Romancing With You," a musical
evtravaganza for Eastern production
in December and early January.

Advance to Distribute
The Advance Film Exchange Inc.
has taken over distribution rights
for the metropolitan territory on the
following subjects:
"William Tell" starring Conrad
Veidt; "Gentleman Burglar"; "The
Story of the U. S. Coast Guards"; 12
new "Rambling Reporters" and a
series of new "Port O' Calls."

Libson-White Acquire Houses

Cincinnati — Isaac Libson and
Maury White are reported to have
taken over the Lyric, at Greenfield,
from S. T. Gray. They also bought
the Riverdale, Dayton, from the
Semelroths. The latter house was
just completed.

(Continued from Page 1)

financial consideration was involved
in the new arrangement, it was said,
ing.
and the houses will continue to operate under their own individual circuits with Warners doing the book-

Imperial Sets Six Films
for Immediate Release
In addition to "Broken Blossoms",
Imperial Distributing Corporation
announces five more productions
ready for release:
"She Shall Have Music," starring
Jack Hylton; "With Pleasure, Madame" with Conrad Nagel, Marta
Labarr and Ann Lou Meredith; "I
Demand Payment," with Jack LaRue and Betty Burgess; "Rich Relations" with Ralph Forbes and Frances Grant, and "High Hat," with
Dorothy
Ted Muse
Dawson's
hestra, Dare,
Clarence
and Orthe
Downey Sisters.

Para, at Waterloo, Iowa
Sold to Tri-States Head
Des Moines, Iowa — The Paramount theater building in Waterloo,
la., has been purchased by A. H.
Blank, Tri-States theater head, for
$103,000. The deal was made
through
Arthur J. Straus, Milwauers.
kee, Wis. trustee for the bondhold-

P. D. Cochrane III at Home

P. D. Cochrane, director of pub"Loose" Is Loose, Little Cut
licity-advertising-exploitation for
Cincinnati — Stanley Jacques of Universal, is confined to his home
at New Rochelle with grippe. He is
RKO announces "Don't Turn 'Em
to return to home office
Loose", held up by Ohio Board of expected
duties
in a few days.
Censors, has been released by the
board with practically no deletions.

Barron Leaves Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh — Bill Barron has reFawcett Advances Hagemann
signed as manager
of Warner's
Fawcett Publications, Inc., an- yon Theater
to accept
a position Kenwith
nounce the appointment of Walter the United Artists office in CleveHagemann as Western Advertising
land. He was succeeded here by WilManager, in charge of the Chicago
liam J. Mahoney, former manager
office, replacing J. C. Godfrey, Jr., St.
Louis.
of Warner's
High Point Theater in
who has resigned.

ramatic fire even deeper than her great
11
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BOSTON

CINCINNATI
Gi
Scott, Pikeviiie i xhibitor, has entered his horses, Brown
Man ami Lady Pharmond at River
Downs.
Max Stahl ot' UA has added Jack
Armm to his sales force, for West
Virginia territory.
An aibuni of direct mail advertising, submitted by RKO's Leon
Bamberger was awarded first honat the National Convention of
the Direct
Advertising
held
heio at Mail
the Plaza.
There Ass'n,
were
50 contestants.

Johnson Citv. Tenn. — The Tennessee Theater, here, after remodeling
has reopened.
Belle Glade — The Everglade Theater has reopened after remodeling.

Crowley, La.— The Arcadia Theater has reopened after complete
remodeling.

Mr. and Mrs. "Steamship" Steenrod, Majestic, Nelsonville, are the
Salt Lake City — Articles of incorparents of a new baby girl, named
poration have just been filed in this
Roberta.
E. Rodgers of the Pocahontas citv bv the Allied Pictures, capitalized at $4,999. Harry Marcus is
Amusement Co., Welch, W. Va., is
a benedict.
named as president with Gene Marcus, vice-president, and Ralph B.
Bob Lonneman of Universal's per- Ottenheimer, secretary.
sonnel was married to Miss Kathryn Walker on Saturday.
Boonville, Ind. — George Settos,
Ethel G. Schiels of GB and Eileen
Burke of 20th Century-Fox played operator of the Ohio at Indianapolis, has acquired the Forrest.
leading roles in the Junior Service
Follies, staged here.
( nr.eu ill. O.— D. R. Bly, who is
Oscar Pierce of Main Theater, St.
with M. A. Shea in theAlbans, \V. Ya., is vacationing in associated
aters in Conneaut, is having plans
Arizona.
prepared by Potter and Bremmer,
Cleveland architects, for a new 500KANSAS CITY
seat theater to be built in Ashtabula.
J. W. Davis, operator of the
Dallas — The new Tower Theater,
Davis, Higginsville, Mo., is receivnow
under
construction,
will
be
ing treatment at St. Luke's Hospital.
He was stricken while visiting here.
Lee Jones, former Trenton, Mo.,
PITTSBURGH
exhibitor has purchased the Perkins Theater in Harrisonville, Mo.,
from A. T. Perkins.
Harry Kalmine, Warner's zone
Howard Gould, formerly of M-G-M
nanager, returned from New York.
has been engaged by United Artists
to take over the northern Kansas Ditto George Jaffe, operator of the
territory formerly covered by Pat Casino Theater.
The Fulton and Art Cinema, local
Pinnell, who has resigned to go with
Grand National.
first-run houses, are using GE subThe Royal Theater which has been
operating for more than a year as
Eddie Wymer of New York has
a ten cent double bill house, after jects.
being dark for a number of years, succeeded Bob Weeden at the Fulton.
has closed. Building will be conBernie Armstrong, formerly of
verted for business.
the Alvin, moved to the Liberty
Theater.

SAN ANTONIO

Rosita Moreno opens an engagement at the Municipal Auditorium
Oct. 12.
Jack Howard Britton of National
Pictures is back from Dallas and
Fort Worth.
Sack Amusement Enterprises here
has taken over "Legong" distribution in this territory.
William Underwood and Claude
G. Ezell of the Dallas Republic office were recent San Antonio visitors.
Exchange visitors: Gidney Talley,
Pleasanton; Wanda H. Hall, Kerrville; Ugo Martini; L. A. Meggs
and Lester Ketner.

JACKSONVILLE
Guy Kenimer, district manager
for E. J. Sparks theaters, returns
today
lanta. from a week's stay in AtJohn N. Thomas, manager of the
Palace, is back from a vacation with
relative:- m Alabama.

Sam Stern, Warners' chief artist
here, will exhibit a series of his oil
paintings at Wunderly's beginning
Oct. 19.
Film Row Visitors: Sam Hanaeur
of Beaver Falls, Dave Trimble of
Masontown, J. C. Lund of Aliquippa,
Joe Gray of Spangler and Lew
Hepinger of Clarion.
John Harris, president of the
Harris Amusement Co., has gone
to Cleveland to complete arrangements for the backing of a professional hockey team here this season.
Admiral Richard E. Byrd will
make a personal apearance here
next Wednesday at the Syria
Mosque in conjunction with the
showing of his Antarctic picture.
John Notopoulos, son of A. N.
Notopoulos of the Penn-Ware Theater Corporation, has been named
manager of the reopened Strand in
Aliquippa.

Harry Worden, who covers the
New Hampshire territory for M-GM, is very ill.
Harry Browning, publicity director for M. & P. Theaters, is back
managed from the Melba which is in his office after a trip to the coast.
practically next door. Irwin Waite,
M. J. Mullin and Sam Pinanski,
Melba Thomas
manager, Howell,
will benow in student
charge heads of M. & P., are still in New
with
Cuddy, divison manmanager at the Palace, house man- York. ager,Edward
is back.
ager.
"Roineo and Juliet" ended a five
Miami Beach, Fla. — The Plaza, weeks' run here on Oct. 3.
closed for the summer, is reopening.
Arthur Sharby has taken over
the Star Theater, Island Fond, Vt.
Columbus, O.— C. A. MacDonald and will remodel.
has signed contracts for the buildAfter a 21-weeks' run in Boston,
ing of a new 1,100-seat de luxe mo- "Ecstasy" is now playing at the
tion picture theater on W. Broad St. Colonial, Lawrence. It opens in
MacDonald also owns the Thur- Worcester, at the Regent, the 12th.
It is scheduled to play the entire
mania, Southland and Arlington.
Morse circuit opening at Nashua,
Zenia, O. — J. L. Thatcher's
new N. H., on Oct. 12.
Ohio a Zenia has opened.
Holdovers in Boston: "What Price
Innocence," third week at the Park;
Des Moines, Iowa — Hal Bronson "Nine Days a Queen," second week
Theaters will open the Presidetn at the Fine Arts.
E. M. Loew has returned from a
here after being dark for several
years. The house will install sound, trip to Europe.
according to Bronson, for the showing of films two days of the otherwise weeks' schedule of flesh shows.
SAN ANTONIO
The company also is negotiating for
the Waterloo theater in Waterloo,
Albert Baedle has become manla. and for a house in Burlington,
ager of the Avon at Poteet, Tex.
la., Bronson stated. Mike Garrity,
former manager of the Orpheum
Gidney Talley of Pleasanton recenthere, will manage.
Robison.
ly acquired this house from "Ed"
J. T. Floore, Empire manager, is
WESTERN MASS.
spending his vacation in Troup, Tex.
Jimmy Grimes, Empire chief of
The Elm Street Theater, Worces- service, spent his recent vacation
sary. ter, is celebrating its 25th anniver- down in South Texas.
Visiting exhibs: Milton DuBose,
Milton Wainstein, head usher at Majestic, Cotulla; Carl Garner,
the Arcade, Springfield, has been Lantex, Llano; Frank Zimmerman,
appointed assistant manager of the Palace and Plaza, San Marcos, and
Broadway, Springfield.
Bob Hutchins who recently acquired
The Park Theater, Westfield, has the Community at Comfort.
been redecorated.
The Paramount, Springfield, is
WISCONSIN
putting on a stage show in celebration of its seventh anniversary.
The Paramount, North Adams,
Cudahy Theaters, Inc., has taken
will stage a vaudeville revue and
fashion show, Wednesday, using over the lease on the Cudahy and
local talent.
Majestic theaters in Cudahy. Cudahy Operating Co. formerly conducted the houses. Charles Trampe
and
E.
L. Weisner, president and
CONNECTICUT
vice-president, respectively, of the
hold the same posiThe Wilkinson, Wallingford re- old company,
tions with Cudahy Theaters, Inc.
opened Saturday.
Frank C. Buckley is reopening
The Empire, New London and
the Princess theater in Superior in
Strand,
screens. Norwich, have installed new mid-October as a second run house.
The Tabackmans are negotiating The theater is being completely
for a new theater in the State, in renovated.
The Rivoli, Chippewa Falls, is
addition to the recently-acquired
Bostwick, Bridgeport.
undergoing renovation.
Roy Hanes, district manager, and
Arthur Saxon of the home office
contract department, were Warner
SOUTH and WEST
visitors over the week-end.

LOUISVILLE
The Brown Theater has reopened.
Fred Doile, president and general
manager of the Fourth Avenue
Amusement Co., is convalescing
following an operation for appendicitis.

Chesterfield - Invincible product
will be distributed at Dallas by
Amity
Film Exchange for the 193637
season.
Dr. J. S. Darnell, Jr., is the new
skipper of the Jasper Theater at
Jasper, Ga.
The

new Imperial Theater, formerly the Lakewood Heights Theater at Atlanta, has reopened.
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4 "mU" fa»» Hollywood "Lois
By RALPH WILK
T EON SCHLESINGER has signed
I. Freleng to a new contract.
Freleng, who is directing the "Merrie Melodies" cartoons, has been
with Schlesinger for the past three
years .
▼
T
T
"Glory
Trail,"
produced
by E. has
B.
Derr for Crescent Pictures,
been booked to play the 127 theaters
in the Inter-State circuit. Tom
in "Glory Trail."
Keene is starred
▼ ▼
▼
.
Edward Sedgwick, now producing
and directing features for Hal
Roach, had a try out with the New
York Giants as a catcher in 1906.
He is naturally keenly interested in
the World Series. By the way,
"Mister Cinderella" was the 102nd
feature picture he has directed.
Y
▼
▼
Modern swing music has its origin in old-time Negro spirituals, according to Hall Johnson, famed
choir leader, whose vocal organization is now appearing in the new
Bobby Breen musical, "Rainbow on
the River," which Sol Lesser is producing for RKO Radio release. Kurt
Neumann is directing.
T
T
▼
Gladys, daughter of Simeon Aller,
won second prize in the annual exhibit held under the auspices of the
California Water Color society. Her
award winner was a portrait study
of Sonia, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
B. P. Schulberg.
hundred
hibits were enteredEight
in the
contest.ex▼
v
▼
Richard A. Rowland is giving up
his production headquarters at the
Educational Studios today. New location and future production plans
will be disclosed shortly.
r
t
v
David Howard has been signed
by George Hirliman to direct the
next George O'Brien picture, "Park
Avenue Logger," scheduled to go
into production Oct. 12 at Pathe
studios. This picture will precede
"Adventure's End," in which Howard will direct John Wayne for
Universal. The latter story is now
being adapted to the screen.
T

t

v

Charles Kenyon, 20th CenturyFox scenarist, has compiled a dictionary of "pidgin English" to serve
as reference work in writing the
dialogue for his screen adaptation
of J. P. Marquand's mystery story,
"Think Fast,
Mr. Moto,"
centralof
character
of which
is a the
member
the Japanese secret service.

▼

TV

Joyce Compton has been signed
by Maury M. Cohen of Invincible
for one of the featured feminine
leads in "Ellis Island," currently
being filmed under direction of Phil
Rosen. In addition to Miss Compton, who will play opposite Jack La
Rue, Johnny Arthur today was
signed for the comedy lead in this
production. Donald Cook is starring.

"Eilery Queen" Disclosed as Literary Masquerade

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Paramount exposed a literary masquerade that has been going on for
several years with the announcement that "Eilery Queen," author of scores of mystery novels and short detective stories will arrive in Hollywood today on the Union
Pacific, under term writing contract. "Eilery Queen," one of the best-known
by-lines in the murder mystery field, is the pen name of two collaborators, Frederic
Dannay and Manfred Lee.
They will work on an untitled "who done it?" screen play.

Establishing Margot Grahame as
the busiest screen player in Hollywood, RKO Radio has cast the
blonde English actress for the feminine lead opposite Lee Tracy in
"Criminal Lawyer." The role will
be Miss Grahame's third consecutive
featured lead since she returned
from a European vacation Sept. 6,
and a fourth assignment awaits her
immediately upon its completion.

▼

▼

▼

Denis O'Dea of the Abbey Theater Players, Dublin, who recently returned from the RKO Radio
studios in Hollywood where he appeared in "The Plough and the
Stars," which is soon to have its
premiere at Radio City Music Hall,
is going to stay in America a while
longer. O'Dea has been signed by
Lee Shubert to do the leading role
in "Green Waters," a play by Max
Catto,
which had a six months' run
in London.

▼

▼

▼

Grace Durkin, one of the young
actresses to be given a contract in
Republic's new talent school, is now
working in her first picture role
supporting Gene Autry and Smiley
Burnette in "The Big Show."
▼
T
T
There is double significance in
Universale announcement today
that the firm is preparing to put
"Delay in the Sun," Anthony
Thome's novel of Spanish revolution, into early production. First,
the picture will bring before movie
audiences the background of the
current revolutionary upheaval in
Spain, as well as presenting stirring
scenes of the actual conflict. And
secondly, Alice Brady and Charles
Winninger will be brought together
again in line with Universal's plan
to build these two popular stars into
a stand-out comedy duo. Others
cast are Wendy Barrie, Cesar Romero and Louis Hayward.

▼

▼

▼

Aileen Pringle, a reigning star
and beauty of silent picture days,
has been signed by B. P. Schulberg
for one of the top roles in Paramount's "A Man and A Woman,"
now in production under the direction of Richard Wallace.
▼
▼
T
George Raft's first picture to follow his return to Hollywood from
his vacation in New York probably
will be the Charles G. Booth story,
"Caviar for His Excellency," recently purchased by Paramount.
Akim Tamiroff, currently in "The
JungleturedPrincess,"
will share feahonors.
▼
T
T
Paramount
has signed
director

McLean will start filming "Great
Guy" the first Cagney picture, Oct.
15 at the RKO Pathe studios with
John Blystone directing.

▼

▼

▼

Grand National has increased the
budget for "Hats Off," first Boris
Petroff musical, so that additional
production numbers, including a
ballet sequence can be incorporated
George Archainbaud to a term con- in the picture, which Petroff is ditract in approval of the work he
recting at the Talisman studio.
has done in filming "Hideaway Girl", Herb Magidson and Ben Oaklund,
which has just gone into the cut- who are writing the lyrics, have
ting rooms. Martha Raye, Shirley
written a specialty song for the
Ross and Robert Cummings are fea- ballet routine. Arthur Dreifuss,
tured in the cast.
dance director is now lining up 60
▼
▼
T
Jack LaRue and Frankie Darro girls, for this additional number.
▼ TV
have been added to the cast of
Spencer Charters and Norman
"Mind Your Own Business," the
Major Pictures production for Para- Willis have been engaged by Comount which introduces a new comlumbia for "The Lady from Noedy team in Charles Ruggles and
where" in which Mary Astor and
Alice Brady. In addition to Frankie, Charles Quigley are featured, unwho ptays a Boy Scout, Emanuel
der the direction of Gordon Wiles.
Cohen announced the signing of
▼ ▼
▼
William Demarest, Paul Harvey and
Lily Pons, coloratura soprano of
Lyle Talbot.
the Metropolitan Opera, and RKO
▼
▼
T
has a new interWarren Hj mer, screen comedian, Radio est.Pictures,
It is ballet dancing, and Lily
has been signed by Walter Wang- is taking to pirouettes as enthusiastically as she did last year when
er for an important role in "You
Only Live Once," starring Sylvia
she
a dance
Sidney and Henry Fonda.
film.learned
This time
it isforforherthe"Lakme"
Metro▼ ▼
▼
politan that she is taking dancing
Inez Harvot and Edgar Allen ar- lessons. They have just announced
rived on the coast yesterday under
a revival
Rimsky-Korsakov's
long-term contract to enter Repub- Coq
d'Or"of with
Lily Pons as "Le
the
lic's newly formed talent school.
Their arrival brings the total to
▼ ▼
▼
eight now enrolled for dramatic
Richard Boleslawski's well laid
queen.
training by Miss Lillian Burns.
plans for a quick trip to Warsaw,
▼ ▼
▼
Poland, to confer with government
"Lost Horizon," being edited officials on the making of a picture
under the personal supervision of
Director Frank Capra, has been based on the life of General Kosciusko, may again have to be de"cut" to approximately 20,000 feet
ferred until he directs another picfrom the shooting footage of 35,ture for M-G-M. Boleslawski is
000 feet required in filming this pic- just completing the Irene Dunne
turization of James Hilton's novel.
starring production for Columbia,
▼ ▼
▼
Goes Wild," and has reIrene Franklin has joined the "Theodora
ceived instructions to withhold his
cast of "Bad Man's Territory," departure for New York by plane
which went into production yesterday at the First National West next week pending a conference between himself and M-G-M execuCoast studios. She will be seen as
tives. He contemplates boarding
a lady bearing the name of Cattle the Graf Zeppelin to Germany,
Kate. The hero of "Bad Man's Ter- thence a quick plane to Warsaw, reritory" is that stalwart plainsman
turning within eighteen days to
Dick Foran; the heroine is Linda
Perry.
Hollywood.
▼ ▼ ▼
Y
Y
▼
Kenneth Harlan has been added
Character parts have been assigned to George McKay and Ward
to the cast of "Penrod and Sam," Bond for the Columbia production
now
in
production
at
Warner
Bros.'
studios on the Coast with little Billy entitled "The Depths Below" in
Mauch starring as Penrod Scho- which Dolores Del Rio, Chester Morris and Richard Dix have the leadfield.
▼ ▼ ▼
ing roles under Director Erie KenGrand National is lining up material for the second James Cagney ton.
T
▼
»
picture to be produced by Douglas
After seeing the first three days'
MacLean and has three stories rushes
of "Hats Off," Boris Petroff
available for final decision by Cag- was so impressed with the work of
ney and MacLean. These scripts Mae Clarke and John Payne that he
are an untitled original by Stanley intends to team these players in
Anderson, a Saturday Evening Post another musical he will produce for
story, "Master Mind," by Leonard Grand National if arrangements can
Lee and an original by W. T. Bal- be made with Samuel Goldwyn, who
lard, titled "Fugitive for Justice." has Payne under contract

^

General Pictures Corp
ANNOUNCES:

A New National Production
And Distribution Organization
Establishing its own exchanges in certain key
centers; franchising distributors elsewhere*

Producing and Distributing twenty-six feature
productions a year; and eight all color outdoor
musical features.
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Control of Picture Imports

UNITED IRJISTS PLANSJTJ RELEASE 2PjCTURES
Robbins Heads Magnalite, National Screen Subsidiary
New National Screen Service
Subsidiary to Handle
New Electric Sign

Radio Aspirations? Not Dr. Giannini, and Here's Why

With the memory of one broadcast experience fresh in his mind. Doc. Giannini, head
man around United Artists, has no personal ambitions to become a radio luminary.
At a press conference in New York yesterday, he recalled that after a recent gratis
appearance
Cecil 8.
Mille's program he was hounded by a lady who wanted
to sell him on
a course
in De
elocution.

Formation of Magnalite Sales
Corp-, with Herman Robbins as
president and Sam Dembow Jr. as
vice-president and general manager,
was formally announced yesterday,
with the company, which is whollyowned by National Screen Service,
to engage in handling a new miniature, animated electric sign in colors for use in theaters and other
Philadelphia — A "personal debusinesses. Temporary offices have
fense" plan for every member of
been established in the RCA buildthe
"United
Motion Picture Theater
headt
permanen
1,
Nov.
ing and by
Owners of Eastern Pa. is incorpoquarters will be located in the Inrated
in
"cardinal
principles" which
ternational Building in Radio City.
have been adopted by the organizaMagnalite has acquired world
tion through its board of managers.
is now besign, onwhich
rights to the
(Continucd
Pacje i)
Specifically it will "affirmatively
and aggressively defend," says a
bulletin:

"PERSONAL DEFENSE" ROXY REORGANIZATION
PLAN BY MPTO UNIT HEARING TO GO OVER

RE-ARGUE PHILLY
DOUBLE BILL CASE
Philadelphia — Re-argument on the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals decision of January 16, 1936 in connection with the double features test
case here against First National,
Vitagraph, RKO, Metro, Fox and
U. A. was heard today with Morris
Wolf, attorney for the above companies, and Edwin L. Weisl representing Paramount. Warners and
(Continued

on Page

9)

Pani Will Produce Film
in Mexico for Paramount

"A. Any(Continued
attempton byPageany12)film com-

Detroit Cinema Guild Wins
Fight to Show Soviet Films
Detroit — The Michigan Supreme
Court has handed down a decision
in the case of Cinema Guild versus
Detroit Police Department upholding the plaintiff's right to display
the Rusian film, "Youth of Maxim."
Police Commissioner Heinrich Pick(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page

12)

United Artists will probably deliver about 28 pictures during the
1936-37 season, Dr. A. H. Giannini,
president, indicated yesterday at a
New York press conference at the
company's
headquarters.
Giannini
enthused over
the product prospects
of his organization, describing things
as Asked
"peppedas up."
to the chances of David

Hearing slated for Friday in Fed- O. Selznick moving over to the Meral Court on the Roxy reorganiza- G-M setup, Dr. Giannini stated that
tion is slated to be postponed at the as far as he knows, the producer is
request of the Roxy first mortgage remaining with United Artists. Folbondholders' committee which is asklowing the death of Irving Thaling additional time in order to get berg, there has been speculation as
several bids, chiefly that of 20th to the possibilities
Selznick
step(Continued onofPage
3)
Century-Fox, into better shape for
presentation to the court. In the
interim the committee may vote in
favor of the 20th Century-Fox bid.

Des Moines House, Closed
10 Years, Reopens Oct, 15
Des Moines — That corner indeed
has been turned!
The Orpheum here, closed for a
decade, will be reopened about Oct.
15 by Hippler and Peake, owners
of the Pastime at Maquokata.
Incidentally, equipment from the
latter has been transferred to the
Orpheum, the Pastime getting new.

Expect Argentina to Start Film Import
Control With 10 p. c. Quota for 7937

Alberto Pani, head of Classa Studios of Mexico City, announced here Expect a Big Turnout
For Whalen Luncheon
yesterday that he had arranged to
produce one picture for Paramount,
a.
the film to star Imperio Argentin
A big turnout is expected at the
At the same time, he revealed he had
closed with Arthur Mayer and Jos- Cinema Club luncheon at 1 o'clock
eph Burstyn for the distribution today at which Grover Whalen, president of the New York World's Fair
rights to "The New Gulliver".
The Mexico City producer further 1939, will be the guest of honor.
Among
those who have expressed
discussed his plans to establish a
of attending are the
new company to produce 20 Spanish their intention
(Continued on Page 12)

Dr. A. H. Giannini Announces
United
Artists
to
Probably Deliver 28

Buenos Aires — Argentina will
adopt a quota system and have its
own Hollywood in the suburbs of
this city if the Ministry of Justice
and Public Instruction accepts the
recommendations of Senor A. Bracamonte, honorary technical director for the Argentine Cinematographic Institute.
The Institute is a result of the
1933 passage
of legislation providing
(Continued on Page 4)

2 BRITISH TELEVISION
SYSTEMS UNDER TESTS
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With equipment
common to such a system including a
miniature motion picture theater
among other things, British television got off to a flying start this
week, according to a cable report
issued by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce here yesterday.
The television committee which recently
investigated
possibilities
recommendedtelevision
an extended
(Continued on

Page

12)

New Jersey Allied Group
Hears Golden on Tie-up
Edward Golden, general sales
manager of Chesterfield-Invincible,
yesterday
addressed
members
lied Theaters
of New
Jersey ofatAl-a
luncheon at the Hotel Lincoln. He
discussed the tieup under which they
are
playexhibitors
his company's
Aboutto 40
were product.
present.
Later, lease"Missing
Girls," initial for
reof Chesterfield-Invincible
the season, was svreened.
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H. Clay Blaney, son of Charles
E. Blancv, producer of melodramas
fare in the '90s,
that were popular the
production of
is negotiating for
these plays as a series of comedy
short subjects. The idea is to cut
down the scripts and play them seriously in the costumes of that pefor laugh results.

Philadelphia
— Local 77,meeting
musicians'
union,
at a membership
yesterday voted to picket theaters to
obtain l'estoration of orchestras in
theaters which formerly employed
them. This type of picketing caminitiated
the musicians'
union paign
in wasNew
Yorkby City,
in association with the Amer. Federation
or Actors, and Local 77 is the second union in the country to adopt
similar tactics.

Blackstone Agency Handles
George Hirliman Publicity
George Hirliman has appointed
the Blackstone Co. as special publicity counsel on his forthcoming
product, Monte Proser, vice-president of the agency, announced yesterday. Proser will act as account
executive for Hirliman Productions,
first on the list being "Daniel
Boone," RKO release, starring
George O'Brien.
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Vote to Picket Houses

Claudette Colbert's Hurts
To Keep Actress in Her Bed
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Hollywood
Claudette
Colbert's
auto
accident —injuries
proving
more
serious than was first believed by attending physicians, the actress will
be confined to her bed for at least
day. more week, it was Jaid yesterone
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Coast

1%

%
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"Dodsworth" Stays 4th Week

John Wright, manager of Rivoli
Theater, announces that "Dodsworth", current U-A hit, has hung
up new records for both attendance
and gross for a second week stand
at this traditional Broadway house.
Previous highs were established by
"Arrowsmith" and Eddie Cantor's
starring vehicle, "Roman Scandals."
Wright says "Dodsworth" will occupy least.
Rivoli's screen for a fourth
week at

"Student-Romance" Premiere
"Student - Romance", featuring
Greta Natzler, Viennese operetta
star, and Patric Knowles will have
its American premiere at the 55th
St. Playhouse Saturday. Produced
by British International, the musical
film is based upon "I Lost My Heart
in Heidelberg".

Roy Eiler Joins Republic
,A

'A'wzp&y
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Hollywood — Republic Pictures has
installed a new special sound effects
engineer, Roy Eiler, who has held a
similar position at 20th CenturyFox for the last 10 years.

Mrs. Augusta Hirsh Dies
Robert
Z. Leonard
Jack Mulhall
Andy Dcvne
Mix
Ree

Mrs. Augusta Hirsh, wife of Nathan Hirsh, pioneer film theater
owner, and mother of Melvin Hirsh,
president of Syndicate Exchanges,
Inc., died late yesterday at her
home, 200 West 86th St.

I. T. O. A. Meeting Today

New Detroit Law Restricts
Film Going on School Days
Detroit — The Detroit City Council
amended the city laws this week, requiring that minors under 17, may
not attend a show after 8 P. M.,
unless accompanied by an adult.
Former law specified the age as 16.
Under the revised law, children are
also prohibited from attending a
show between 8:30 A. M. and 3:30
P. M. on school days.

General Pictures Signs Myers
Fenn Kimball, president of General Pictures, announced yesterday
that Robert E. Welsh, in charge of
production, has contracted Abe
Myers to align song-writers and
specialties, including a name band,
for "Let's All Sing," a radio musical based on current communitysing craze. The picture is second
on
company's current production
schedule.

Universal Ties Sally Eilers
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Hollywood — Universal yesterday
exercised an option it has held on
the services of Sally Eilers. Miss
Eilers is at present in England making a picture. When she returns
she will be teamed with James Dunn
in one or more Universal features.
Dunn himself returns to Universal
City today from New Orleans where
he and Andy Devine have been making scenes for "Murder on the Mississippi".

Coming and Going
WALTER HUSTON and MRS.
stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria.

HUSTON

BARONESS ELSE von KOCZIAN sails for
Europe today on the Manhattan to assume post
as Universal's European editorial representative,
with headquarters at London.
at

CHARLES VIDOR
the Warwick.

and MRS.

VIDOR

stopping

EDDIE 8UZZELL,
ing New York.

Universal director, is visit-

FRANCES SAGE, who recently appeared in
RKO's picture, "Without Orders", has returned
to New York from Hollywood to assist her
husband. Phillip Epstein, with opening of his
new Broadway production, "And Stars Remain".
R. H. BURNSIDE, production manager of numerous New York Hippodrome shows, returned
yesterday to Universal City from a trip to New
York for talent and properties.
HERBERT MARSHALL, ROD LA ROCQUE and
JOHNNY WEISSMULLER are film notables sailing today for Europe aboard the Queen Mary.
PRESTON FOSTER, who has just finished playing leading role opposite Barbara Stanwyck in
RKO's "The Plough And The Stars", is en route
from Hollywood to New York for a visit.
JIMMY
CAMPBELL,
head of music for Gaumont
British, arrives in New
York tomorrow
from year.
London
on his second
business trip here
this
Attorney H. WILLIAM FITELSON left New
York last night for Detroit and returns tomorrow.
HAL YOUNG
Chicago.

has returned to New

York from

TAY GARNETT, 20th Century-Fox director
who arrived in New York yesterday from eight
months' world cruise, leaves for Hollywood
Friday to start work
on "The
Last Slaver".
IRENE DUNNE, who has just completed her
first comedy role as star of Columbia's "Theodora Goes Wild", arrives in New York from
Hollywood
today.
FRANKLIN S. IRVY, 20th Century-Fox counsel,
is back from the coast.
HARVEY DAY of 20th Century-Fox left by
plane yesterday for Hollywood.
DOROTHY McNULTY left by plane yesterday
for the M-G-M coast studios.
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE sails today from England on the Aquitania, arriving in New York
next Tuesday. She is to appear in two Noel
Coward productions on Broadway.
ARTHUR LEE, G-B vice-president, leaves
home office today for Philadelphia on brief
business trip.
LOU IRWIN goes to Boston today from New
York to catch "Red, Hot and Blue", new show.
E. W. HAMMONS is back in New York from
Washington.

"Rangers" Stays at Fox

Paramount's "Texas Rangers,"
after rolling up a gross of $15,000
in four days at the Fabian Fox
Theater in Brooklyn, stays for a
second week, with a possibility of a
third. "Rangers" has done the biggest gross the house has had since
the last Grace Moore picture.

Henry A. Harrington Dead
Toronto, Ont. — Henry A. Harrington, former assistant secretary
of the Detroit Board of Commerce,
and non-industry member of the
Detroit Zoning and Grievance
Boards under the NRA, died here.
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Hollywood — Bernard Granville, 49,
Regular meeting of the I. T. O. film comedian and stage player whom
A. takes place this afternoon at the the late Florenz Ziegfeld launched
Hotel Astor,
on his career, died here yesterday.
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U. A. IS PLANNING 28
PICTURES FOR SEASON

HERMAN BOBBINS PRES.
OF MAGNALITE SALES
(Continued from Page

ing manufactured at its plant in Los
will also be esAngeles. FactoriesEast
and Middle
tablished in the
West. A national selling organization is planned.
Magnalite equipment consists of
a cabinet and face plates bearing
advertising matter. Such national
advertisers as Ford, Frankfurt Distilleries, Westclox, Pabst's, and
Chevrolet have already been signed
and the proposition is now beingtaken up with circuit operators. Toby
Gruen is treasurer of the company.

Detroit Cinema Guild Wins
Fight to Show Soviet Film
(Continued from Page

ert's contention that the
be banned as immoral
under the city ordinance
and mandamus ordered
censor's restraint.

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

film should
or indecent
was denied
against the

J. E. Hobbs Is New President
of Charlotte Jesters Club
Charlotte, N. C— J. E. Hobbs is
the new president of the Jesters
Club, succeeding L. C. Sipe, resigned.
The directors have also named R. C.
Price first vice president, filling a
vacancv caused by the resignation
of M. E. Wiman; John H. Vickers
as second vice president and George
Roscoe as director, the latter replacing Phil Longdon, resigned. Other
officers are: Walter Griffith, secretary; Ralph Jackson, treasurer; B.
B. Bishop, Jr., M. H. Brandon, H. H.
Everett, J. F. Kirby, Walter Loewe,
Ben Rosenwald, Ralph McCoy, Roger
Mitchell and Bob Williamson, directors.
New committee chairmen are:
Entertainment — B. B. Bishop, Jr.;
Installation — Ben Rosenwald; House
—J. F. Kirby; Sick— R. H. Jackson;
Employment— F. H. Beddingfield;
Legal— I. T. Cohen; Welfare— H. H.
Everett; Local Publicity — Fred
Rohrs; Attendance — Ralph McCoy;
National Publicity— H. H. Everett;
Recreation — Cy Dillon.

Martin Safe in Memphis
Memphis, Tenn. — Acquisition by
lScripps-Howard of the Commercia
Appeal, announced yesterday, will
bring no personnel changes, according to John H. Sorrells, executive
editor. Movie department is headed
by Harry L. Martin, who does a column, "Footlights and Flickers".
Business Adopts Slogan
Again Big Business is finding a readymade apt slogan in the film industry.
Warner Bros, zone managers report that
heads of big business organizations in
their territories are requesting permission to use the slogan which Joseph
Bernhard, General Manager of Warner
Bros. Theaters, sent out as part of a
recent letter. The slogan is: "Expense
is the Enemy of Profit".

•
•
• WELL,
LADIES
AND
GENTLEMEN,
they're in
our midst
referring of course to that "Mr. and Mrs. is the
name" couple, Dick Powell and Joan Blondell and what
a welcome they received when they arrived aboard the Santa
Paula yesterday to take up their residence at the Ritz Tower
for a month
more or less, as the case may be

•

•

• NO LESS than five airplanes headed by the flagship of the American Air Lines flew down to meet
the honeymoon steamship near the Narrows, and kept circling
above the boat for an hour till it docked
the gents of the
press got up before breakfast, and were making the take-off
from the Newark Airport a few minutes after 9 . . . one of
the welcoming planes carried a 50-foot streamer lettered "Welcome Joan and Dick"
the harbormaster had sent out word
for all harbor craft to toot the whistles
which they did
and the Warner publicity lads are now as exhausted as
the honeymooners themselves
what with the excitement
and everything
yet not too exhausted to announce that
Joan
Dick from
will 4be to"at7 home" next Friday in the grill room
of theand
Tower

•

•

• WHAT
SHAPES
up as the most elaborate campaign ever put on in Syracuse
that of Edward H. McBride,
manager of Loew's State theater
for the showing of "The
Great Ziegfeld"
one stunt that garnered big breaks in the
local sheets was that of Manager McBride receiving the picture
print from Harold Bressee, local pilot, at the Municipal Airport.

• • • THEY ARE still talking about this paper's annual
Critics' Forum
an article in the National Board of Review mag for October prints the critics' answers as to what they
would do if they were Producers or Exhibitors and the
article cleverly concludes with the suggestion that it might be
of interest to the members of the Board to consider the improvements that might be listed under a symposium: "If I Were A
Critic"
and we know a lot of producers who would like
to submit their list of Improvements on that subject
•
•
• DISCOVERED
a gent in our film biz with a
Voice
Sam Ferber, over at National Screen Service, working in the art dep't caught him singing in the bathtub,
over there (he other day
and Sam has what you call Tone
and Sympathetic Quality, or we don't know anything
. .
•

• • ARRANGEMENTS have been made with the Detroit Public Library to sponsor the showing of "Marie Chapdelaine," based on the famous French novel
the deal was
handled by A. T. and Ira Kaplan, who conduct the Cinema Guild
Theater in that city
they have also booked "9 Days -A
Queen" first-run for their Detroit house
• • • WHAT A swell publicity break in advance of the
picture
that scooped up by Paramount for "Maid of
Salem" an
withinnocent
that front-page
of "witchcraft"
charged
against
housewife instory
Woodbridge, N. J.
for it
so happens that in the picture, Claudette Colbert is accused of
being a witch 'way back in those benighted days of 1692 . . .
• Lou Rodgers, who has opened offices at 1600 Broadway to
handle independent product, is elated over his first pix, "The
Comeback," with Schmeling, Benny Leonard and other good
names to appeal to the fight fans

«

«

«

»

»
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ping back into the M-G-M organization to take up some of the production slack resulting from the Thalberg death.
Charlie Chaplin is at work on a
new picture based on his original
story and which will star Paulette
Goddard, stated the U. A. prexy.
Actual production gets under way
in January, he said. With the Pickford-Lasky producing combination
being dissolved, he expects that
Mary Pickford will continue as a
producer on her own, releasing, of
course, through United Artists.
Dr. Giannini declined to suggest
any remedy for the situation based
on the appearance of picture stars
on radio programs, pointing out that
Will H. Hays is handling the matter. He denied that United Artists
may release pictures to be made by
Carl Laemmle Jr., and explained
that producer's visit to his office, occurring just at the inteview was
concluding, was purely a "personal
Dr. Giannini will remain in New
York three or four weeks before returning to the coast.

Lightman Adds Two Houses,
call."
Making 52 in His String
The new E. V. Richards-M. A.
Lightman group has taken over the
Lyric at Tupelo and the Ritz at
West Point, Miss., from John T.
Sanfoi'd. Lightman will operate the
houses. This deal increases the theto 52. aters under Lightman's management

Columbia's Shorts Hold
Spotlight on Broadway
Columbia's shorts dominate Broadway theaters this week as the Music
Hall, Roxy and New Criterion
screens feature latest releases.
"Mad Money", the first Court of
Human Relations short drama, premieres at the Criterion today. "Hold
'Em, Cowboy", a News World of
Sports issue and a Screen Snapshots
reel with 46 stars at the Mayfair
party, a gay swimming party and
several other Hollywood play-spots,
are playing at the Music Hall. The
Roxy is showing "Untrained Seal,"
a Color Rhasody, and "False
Alarms", starring the Three Stooges.
70th Film for Blysrone
West Coast Bur.. Tllli FILM DAILY
Hollywood — When Director John G.
Blystone begins production on the
James
Guy",
on
Oct. 15,Cagney
he willfilm,
start "Great
his 70th
feature
production. The greater portion of this
record was established during 17 years
of consecutive activity at the Fox
Studio.
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ARGENTINA PREPARES
TO CONTROL IMPORTS

Reviews of Hew THUns
Jean

for the fostering and protection of
intellectual works, and Senor Brante and Dr. Matias Sa
ndo, president of the National
Commissioii of Culture, were recently designated to draft regulations
pe and powers.
With respect to the Government
control of imported motion pictures,
it is proposed that the Institute
should withhold or grant licenses for
exhibition. For 1937, under the proposed plan, each importing distribu.vill have to take a quantity of
mine productions equivalent to
10 per cent of the total footage of
imported films which are licensed.
For li»3S, this percentage will be
increased to 15 per cent. Furthermore, an effort will be made to curtail the importation of "light
weights", or the minor feature on
a double program.
Adoption of the proposals as regulations in substantially their present form is indicated. The original
law apparently gives the Institute
sufficient authority to promulgate
such regulations without further
legislative consideration.
At the present time there is understood to be some uncertainty on
the part of the authorities as to the
basis of calculating the required
quota of national films, that is,
whether the footage of imported
films will comprise only one copy of
each feature, or all additional copies imported as well. It is understood the latter basis is being considered, in an effort to influence the
foreign companies to make their own
copies in Argentina. In this case,
only the first copy of the film would
serve as a basis for computation of
footage, and the required quantity
of Argentine films would thus be
considerably reduced.
Senor Bracamonte suggests the
government stimulate Argentine production through the offer of prizes,
that material and equipment imports
be free of duty, and that the Institute might itself produce "educational" films for schools, army and
navy.
Argentina's present film commerce
totals 35,000,000 pesos, with the
United States enjoying a 70 per
cent split to Europe's 30.

Cinema Arts Gives "Preview"

Cinema Magazine, Inc., has issued
a unique "preview issue" of Cinema
Arts, new "class" fan magazine
which aims "to reflect the new mode
of motion pictures." Format and subject treatment are distinctive. "Preview issue" is for private di>tribution only; first public issue is expected to carry an October date line.

Ruth Schwerin is Hurt in Fall
Ruth Schwerin of the Blackstone
Agency ig confined to her home as
result of ankle injury sustained
a fall.

Harlow, William
and Spencer

"LIBELED

Powell, Myrna Loy
Tracy in

LADY"

with Walter Connolly, Charles Grapewm,
Cora Witherspoon, E. E. Clive, Lauri Beatty
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M
98 mins.
RIOT OF LAUGHS AND MARQUEE
NAMES SHOULD MAKE THIS A GRAND
BOX OFFICE WINNER.
Here is a laugh riot that should develop
into a riot at the box office. With several
marquee names to play with and good
showmanship, exhibitors should pile up heavy
grosses atisthe
direction
of box
the office.
best andJack
he Conway's
has not
missed a bet in extracting the full measure
of comedy from the various situations. A
laugh-laden screenplay, based on Wallace
Sullivan's original story, is the contribution
of Maurine Watkins, Howard Emmett Rogers
and George Oppenheimer. The production

"MISSING

GIRLS"

with Roger Pryor, Muriel
Chesterfield

Evans
66 mins.

RAMBLING GANGSTER MELLER POORLY WRITTEN FAILS TO REGISTER NECESSARY PUNCH.
Based on Martin Mooney's recent experiences in investigating criminal rackets,
and resulting in his being sent to jail in
contempt of court for refusing to divulge
the sources of his information for his newspaper expose yarns, this production follows
the general outline of these experiences.
Of course the screen story is highly dramatized and colored, but the title is misleading, for the missing girls prove to be
nothing more sensational than two nice
girls who are kidnapped by the mobsters
and held prisoners for a few days as eye
witnesses of the murder of the father of
one of the girls. Roger Pryor plays the role
of the newspaper reporter writing a series
of features exposing criminal rackets. A
state senator, father of the girl that Pryor
is in love with, is about to have a bill
introduced that will wipe out one of these
rackets. The mobsters shoot him down in
his home, and Pryor in jail for contempt
can do nothing till his release, but another

is Laurence Weingarten's best offering to
date. Powell and Loy romp through their
roles, while Harlow and Tracy were never
better. Walter Connolly is an important
factor in the funmaking. Powell is a libel
"fixer" on a New York newspaper and is
called in to do his stuff when his paper
is named defendant in a $5,000,000 action jail inmate tips him off to the gang's hideout in a farm upstate. Pryor goes there
instituted by Myrna Loy, playgirl offspring
with the G-Men, and the gang is cleaned
of Connolly, millionaire sportsman. First, way.
up in a pitched battle that forms the only
Tracy, managing editor, makes Powell go real thrill in the picture. The rest is
through a marriage ceremony with Jean routine stuff and done very much the same
Harlow, so that Jean can break in on
Myrna and brand her as a husband-stealer.
But Jean falls in love with Powell, as does
Myrna. There are many complications, but
Powell marries Myrna and she drops her
libel suit, while Tracy and Jean get together.
Cast: Jean Harlow, William Pcwell,
Myrna Loy, Spencer Tracy, Walter Connolly,
Charley Grapewin, Cera Witherspoon, E E
Give, Lauri Beatty, Otto Yamaoaka, Charles
Trowbridge, Spencer Charters, George
Chandler, William Benedict, William Newell,
Hal K Dawson.

Cast: Roger Pryor, Murial Evans, Sidney
Blackmer, Noel Madison, Ann Doran, George
Cooper.
Director, Phil Rosen; Author, Martin
Mooney; Screenplay, John W Krafft, Martin
Mconey; Editor, Roland Reed; Cameraman,
M A. Andersen.
Direction,

Fair

VIRGINIA, KENTUCKY
EXPANSION BY DAVIS

Photography, Good.

Sally Rand Heads Unit Show

Pittsburgh — George Davis, leading independent circuit operator in
the tri-state area, is expanding his
operations into Virginia and Kentucky, itwas learned here this week.
He is making a detailed survey of
the theater situation in those states,
planning circuit.
additions to his present
30-house
The current expansion program is
under way in Ohio where Davis is
adding a theater each in Pomeroy,
Lando and Middleport. He recently
reopened the Grand in Moundsville,
W. Va., and is invading Aliquippa,
Pa., late this month with another
subsequent-run house.

Maloney Named New Barker
Of Pittsburgh Variety Club
Pittsburgh — John J. Maloney,
Metro Exchange manager here, was
named chief barker of the local
Variety Club, Tent No. 1, during
the annual election of officers, succeeding Jack R. Levy, Columbia
chief. While the newly-elected officers will not formally assume their
positions until Jan. 1, the election
was held to enable the customary
installation of officers during the
annual banquet which will be held
at the William Penn Hotel Oct. 25.
Other officers named are: George
D. Tyson, managing-director of the
Harris-Alvin, first assistant chief
barker; Dr. L. G. Beinhauer, second
assistant chief barker; James G.|
Balmer, property master; Harry G.
Feldman, property guy, and Harry
Kalmine, John H. Harris, Frank
Smith, Mike Gallagher, Ralph
Schugar and Ben Kalmenson canvassmen. Delegates named to the
national convention are Dr. A. I.
Wise, Ben Brown, Dr. George Lai
and Dr. M. R. Goldman.
John H. Harris was named general chairman of the annual banquet. His assistants are James
Balmer and_John Maloney.

Fort Worth, Tex.— The Interstate
Circuit, through Robert J. O'Donnell,
general manager, has signed Sally
Rand, who is now appearing in Casa
Manana Revue at Fort Worth Frontier Centennial, to head unit show
for eight weeks on the Interstate
Circuit, beginning at the Worth Chakeres Theaters Will
Theater in Fort Worth, week of
Build Hillsboro House
November 14. Dallas, Houston, and
San Antonio will play Rand unit
Hillsboro, O. — A new theater will
Imperial to Use RCA Sound
for one week each, and the schedule
shortly, it is anImperial Productions has con- calls for performances in Abilene, be built nouncedhere
by Chakeres Theaters, Inc.
tracted with RCA for the use of Texarkana, Waco, Beaumont, Galof Springfield. The corporation
veston, and other Texas cities.
High Fidelity sound in all future
which operates theaters at Greenproductions, William Pizor, presiville, Springfield, Wilmington and
dent of the organization, announced
Logan,
has completed a 99-year
yesterday. The first picture to emAlbert Lewin to Join Para.
ploy RCA under the new contract West Coast Bui ran of TUB FILM DAILY lease on a North High Street site.
The house will have a seating capis Imperial's "High Hat," starring
Hollywood — Albert Lewin will
the noted radio star, Frank Luther.
acity of 800.
join Paramount as producer in
March, following a European trip.
Lewin was a production associate "My Man Godfrey's" 6 Weeks
"Heart" Big in Memphis
of Irving Thalberg's for the past
Memphis — "Give Me Your Heart", six years.
Longest Pitt Run Since '29
Warner - Cosmopolitan production,
Pittsburgh—
starring Kay Francis, opened at the
was
held over "My
for a Man
sixth Godfrey"
week at
W. D. Yaekle Convalescing
Warner Theater here to big business,
the Fulton Theater establishing the
the first two-days receipts topping
Middletown, O. — William D. Yae- longest run of any picture to play
kle, assistant manager of the Parabusiness done by "G Men" for the
mount is recovering in the Middle- this territory since 1929 when "The
same period, according to the management.
town Hospital from an operation. Broadway Melody" stayed eight
weeks at Loew's Aldine.

Producer, Laurence Weingarten; Director,
Jack Conway; Author, Wallace Sullivan;
Screenplay, Maurine Watkins, Howard Emmett Rogers, George Oppenheimer; Cameraman, Ncrbert Brodine; Editor, Frederick Y
Smith
Direction, Best
Photography, A-l

The ind us try's
greatest box office
star is coining in her
newest attraction

OCTOBER

16th.

I

YOUR

AUDIENCES

«Pictute *

Dandy
Y°

thou'
„ Me Wi

HAVE

NEVER

LOVED

iER AS THEY WILL IN THIS GRAND
The bigger they come the harder they'll fall
for Shirley as a spunky little street singer . . .
petting and scolding an irresistible scamp in
little old New York! Six songs . . . dances, too!
And when she does the minstrel number. . .
you d better tie down that roof!

DIMPLES
with

FRANK

MORGAN

HELEN WESTLEY • ROBERT KENT
ASTRID ALLWYN • DELMA BYRON
THE HALL JOHNSON
CHOIR

STEPIN

FETCHIT

Directed by William A. Seiter
Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson
Screen play by Arthur Sheekman and Nat Perrin
Music and Lyrics by Jimmy McHugh and Ted Koehier
Dances staged by Bill Robinson

Darryl F. Zanuck
^in

Charge

of

Product

SHOW!

^ il

1

V

HER PART
in keeping

20th CENTURY-FOX
THE GREATEST NAME
IN SHOW BUSINESS!
Shirley's non-stop flight of hits has been
the industry's sensation. Remember: "Baby
Take a Bow," "Bright Eyes/' "The Little
Colonel/' "Our Little Girl," "Curly Top/'//
"The Littlest Rebel," "Captain January,
"Poor Little Rich Girl"! A record unequal ed .. for the star without an equal.
Now „ like the true champion she is .. Shirley
makes her latest the greatest of them all!
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A "JUttU" fan, Uotlywood "lots

By RALPH WILK
/^\NE of Hollywood's largest and
United Artists Luminaries Decidedly on the Move
best parties is expected early
West Const Bureau
of THE
FILM 'DAILY
next month when Louise Fazenda,
Hollywood — A good third of United Artists' studio stars are in motion, coming and
now appearing with Ruby Keeler
going to and from pictures, embarked on transcontinental or transatlantic journeys, or
looking forward to them.
and Ros Alexander in Warner Bros.'
Now in New York are Dr. A. H. Giannini, the company's prexy; Director Rouben
picture
"Ready,
Willing
and
Able,"
Mamoulian, Nino Martini, Leo Carrillo, Fredric March' Director Tay Garnett, Walter
will entertain not only the entire
Huston,
Karen
Morley and Fred Kohlmar, Samuel
Goldwyn's aide.
En route there are William Wyler, Gertrude Lawrence, Miriam Hopkins and Director
cast of the recently completed "Gold
William K. Howard.
Diggers
all the inplayJane Murfin is en route to Alaska on her yacht.
ers who of
have1937,"
ever but
appeared
the
"Gold Diggers" series. Miss Fazenda was one of the original cast of Wis. For the past two years she writing contract at Republic studios.
the first "Gold Diggers" picture, has been appearing in stock at the His first script will be "The Gangs
made in the silent days.
Pasadena Playhouse.
of
New York,"
historical
novel. Herbert Asbury's
T
T
T
The title of the Allene Corliss
All good fortune comes to Rouben
T
T
T
"Believe It or Not," but — Armand
story that will be Joan Bennett's Mamoulian on his birthday. The
next starring film for Walter Wang- producer is quite elated over the Schaefer, making special production
er has been changed from "All fact that "The Gay Desperado," angle for Republic's "The Big
Ladies Are Women" back to the or- Pickford-Lasky production starring Show" at the Dallas, Texas Centennial last week, discovered that the
"Summer has
Lightning."
Wil- Nino Martini, which he directed, iron shod
hoofs of one hundred cowliam iginal,
K. Howard
been assigned
opens in New York at the Radio
to direct.
City Music Hall tomorrow — his ponies on the asphalt drowned out
birthday and also his lucky day. It not only dialogue but the firing of
T
T
▼
on this date that the famous six-shooter. He asked the amazed
G. P. Huntley, Jr., English char- was
acter actor, has just been signed to Eastman Theater in Rochester Texans for rubber horseshoes.
with Mamoulian as super- They had never heard of such a
a prominent role in First National's opened,
visor of production. Again the stage thing. Only in Hollywood, the home
"Another Dawn," now in production
"Porgy," which he directed for of the amazing, could such be found,
at the company's Burbank studios play,
with Kay Francis and Errol Flynn the Theater Guild, started its two and they were ordered shipped to
year run on his birthday. Curiously Dallas immediately by special plane
co-starring.
▼
»
»
enough, the musical version called to complete the shooting schedule.
▼
T
T
A new featured player who eyes, "Porgy and Bess" had its dress reAs
a
result
of
their
seven songs
hearsal
on
Oct.
8
last
year
and
'tis averred, change color according
to the dress she is wearing, has just opened on Oct. 9.
for "Top of the Town," Universal
has put Composers Jimmy McHugh
T
T
T
been signed by Warner Bros.-First
National. She is Helen Valkis, 21
Gordon Kahn, formerly staff re- and Harold Adamson, under a three
years old, who was born in Chicago
porter on the New York Daily Mir- year contract. The next production
and went to school in Rhinelander,
ror, has been signed to a five year on which McHugh and Adamson will
▼

Re-Argue Philadelphia
Double Bill Action

t

▼

Four 20th Century-Fox
Films Broad way- Headed

Four 20th Century-Fox films will
Paramount-Publix are not defen- make their appearance on Broadway
dants.
within the coming two weeks. "Dimples," Shirley Temple's latest, will
The U. S. Circuit Court decision
appear at the Roxy beginning Friof January 16, 1936 had upheld the
day. "Ramona" opens at the CriU. S. District Court decision of
terion today. "Ladies In Love" is
Judge Welsh, January 31, 1935, to follow "Dodsworth" at the Rivoli. And "As You Like It," the
which found the twin bills in re- Elisabeth Bergner interpretation of
straint of trade.
Shakespeare's comedy is to make its
Ben Golder appeared for the plain- appearance within the next two
tiff, Harry L. Perelman, exhibitor weeks.
of this city.
The defense attorneys argued, in uct. Golder said the majors didn't
reviewing the case, before Judges have a right to dictate policy.
Weisl declared that the Sherman
Joseph Burlington, J. Warren Davis
and J. Whittaker Thompson, that Anti-Trust law didn't apply, that
the evidence indicated the twin bills any decrease in production is made
up in shorts. Both sides included
were harmful, that clauses checking- testimony heard before.
use of double features in contracts
did not indicate a conspiracy. Judge
It is not expected that any decision will be handed down for sevWelsh, in his decision, had said the
eral weeks. The court calendar is
use of clauses by several companies
had indicated not a coincidence but crowded.
a plan.
The suit is regarded as an unusual
Attorney Golder in rebuttal said one and although not many decisions
that the esthetic tastes of exhibitors of the lower court have been reversed by the Circuit Court, it has
or the public were not related to the
case, but that the only thing to be happened in the past. Meanwhile,
considered is whether there is re- all but three companies, Metro, Warstraint of trade. He stated that there
ners and Paramount, allow twin billing of their product. A point brought
were less features made because of
the anti-twin bill clauses, that the out in the hearing was that all companies did not check doubles.
exhibitors had to show major prod{Continued from
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Lucky Seven Theaters Fight
Suits for Bank Night Awards
Denver — A "finish fight" will be
waged by the Lucky Seven theaters
against actions being brought
against them in court here by two
patrons who, claim that their names
were called for Bank Night money.
Robert L. Voth has filed suit for
$200 he claims to have won June
16. He said he was standing outside the Mayan theater when the
name was called as "Roth," and that
he did not answer because he didnot know that his name had been
drawn. The other contestant, Mrs.
M. C. Morain, claims that she won
$1,000 Sept. 8 at the Ogden theater,
being represented by a so-called
courtesy card, given her at the
matinee performance.
The Lucky Seven have used the
Bank Night plan since August, 1935,
and have given away $92,000.

combine their talents is "Hippodrome," which Morrie Ryskind is
preparing
for early production.
Richard Henry Dana's classic sea
story, "Two Years Before the Mast"
will go into production within four
weeks, according to President Nat
Levine of Republic Productions.
Tentative arrangements have been
made
for De
the La
use of
Santa house,
Barbara'sat
historic
Guerra
which Richard Henry Dana was a
guest while writing the book in
1834, for the location of much of
the picture.
T

T

T

Phil Regan's second Republic
picture, "Happy
Lucky"
is announced by Nat Go
Levine,
President
of Republic Productions, to go into
production
is
directing. today. Aubrey Scotto

The sets of "Walking on Air,"
latest of the Ann Sothern-Gene
Raymond comedies, are the subject
for discussion on the Hollywood
Room Recipe radio hour. The picture, which was made at the RKO
Radio studios, disclose a modern
treatment that comes in for explanation by the characters in the
radio skit, special attention being
given to the shutter divisions by
which the room can be changed
from a large formal chamber to a
private affair, intimate in details.

League of Nations Medal
on Way to D. O. Selznick
West

Coisi

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — One of Geneva's highest honors is being rushed to Hollywood to be presented to David O.
Selznick for the Selznick International production, "Little Lord
Fauntleroy," which won the League
of Nations medal for the best picture of the past year.
The medal was presented to Curtis Melnitz of the Paris office of
United Artists by M. Pillat, permanent secretary of the International
Committee for Artistic and Literary
Enlightenment through Motion Pictures, and is now en route here,
where it will be handed over to the
producer with appropriate ceremonies, and consuls of various countries
in attendance.

Binder Back at Desk
Guaranteed Closes Texas Deal
Guaranteed Pictures Co., has
closed with Adams Film Exchange,
for "Just My Luck" and "Women
in
and White,"
Arkansas.for Texas, Oklahoma

After being confined by illness to
his home at Forrest Hills for several weeks, Oscar Binder, comptroller of exchanges for Universal,
returned yesterday to his desk at
home office.

r
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AUDITORIUM CORP.
MOVES FOR REVIEW

Pani Will Produce Film
in Mexico for Paramount
(Continued
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films and to establish 12 exchanges
in the several Latin-American countries, in Spain and in New York and
Los Angeles.

2 New South Texas Houses
San Antonio — The theater map in
South Texas discloses four changes
over a 60-day period. They are:
New houses — New Theater, opened
Oct. 1 by D. P. Rathbone at Pasadena. Unnamed theater at Silsbee
to be opened this month by W.
Stoeppleman. Reopened — Leon, San
Antonio, (Colored), by Leon Theater, Inc. (A. N. Sack, L. J. Sack
and U. Martini, operators). Pftugerville theater by Este Kelley, who
also has a house in Liberty Hill.

♦

News Flashes from AN Parts of the Globe

Germany Cuts Star Salaries
Berlin — According to the Essener
Nationalzeitung, the mouthpiece of
General Goering, the German film
production industry had a loss of
between $2,400,000 and $3,200,000,
iluring the past few years. Production costs rose 100 per cent during the past two years, and the
German Film Credit Bank will refuse to finance films unless the producer can give satisfactory assurance of getting his money back on
each production. To reduce production expenses, savings will be
sought in all branches, but particularly in limiting salaries of stars and
directors. Maximum salary of stars
and directors will be fixed at 40,000
marks, according to the present expectations.

Berea, O. — The new Berea theater here, built by P. E. Essick,
Dan Stearns, Henry Fickenger of
Cleveland and Harry Flynn here
has been opened. Flynn is resident
manager.

♦

♦

Bernstein To Build 16
London — Bernstein Theaters, Ltd.
has announced a $5,000,000 building program for 1936-37. Sixteen
super-theaters will be built in London and the Home Counties, with
work about to start on 10 of the
new houses at Woolwich, Wandsworth, Vauxhall, Cheam, North
Cheam, Greenwich, Harrow, Clapham Junction, Bow Road, Greenford
and Woking. Other Grenada Theaters will be erected at Plumstead
Common, Woodford, Enfield Wash,
Gildea Park Welling in Kent, and
East Molesey.

(c ontmued from Page 1 )

trial of two systems under strictly
comparable conditions, by installing
them side by side at a station in
London where they should be used
alternately. Alexandra Palace was
finally chosen for the site of the
new station and the B.B.C. has leased from the Alexandra Palace trustees 31,840 square feet of floor space
ing.
at the south-east corner of the build-

The Baird Company and Marconi
have each provided a complete television system including both vision
and sound pick-up apparatus and
television transmitters. The Baird
telescine scanner is used for transmission of standard sound films and
is capable of providing television
To Act in French Productions pictures from any standard 35 mm.
Paris — Anatole Litvak will direct sound film; according to the report, it
a production of "Maxime" here next is fed through a projector, the drive
spring with two Hollywood stars, being provided by a synchronous moLionel Barrymore and Adolphe Mentor running at 1,500 r.p.m., the projector having been modified so that
jou, it is reported. Raymond Bern2J00 Miles for 500 Feet of Film
ard has engaged Eric von Stroheim the film runs at a steady uninterrupted rate of 25 frames per second.
London — Five members of the for his production of "Marthe RichThe film passes through the pictechnical staff on the Walter Futter
cameras
the
before
goes
ard"
which
in November.
ture gate, then into the sound-head
production for Capitol starring Paul
located immediately below the proRobeson, have sailed for North
jector, being reloaded finally in the
Africa to join Futter and the direc- Start Sherlock Holmes Film
bottom spool
The shutter on
London — Thomas Bentley has be- the machine isbox.
tor, Thornton Freeland, who predispensed with, and
ceded them to pick locations. The
gun direction on Julius Hagen's the picture gate is water cooled, a
five men will travel 2,500 miles into Sherlock
Holmes picture, "Silver
pump providing a continuous
the interior of the Sahara to get 500 Blaze," with Arthur Wonter again small
flow for this purpose a beam of light
feet of film for which a herd of in the role of the great detective. from
an automatic mirror arc lamp
15,000 camels is necessary.
Ian Fleming will again play Dr. is focussed to the gate.
Watson and Lyn Harding that of
The image of the moving film is
Professor Moriarity. Maurice Elvey
by the lamp on to the scanprojected
U. S. Films in Argentina
and the company working in Hagthrough a combination of
Buenos Aires— Of the 241 feature en's "Widow's Island," have been lenses,ning unit
the actual scanned images
productions shown in Argentina in Belgium shooting exteriors. The being exactly
during the first quarter of 1936, 55 company will soon return to the original frame. the same size as the
per cent were made in the United studio to continue work on this biStates.
lingual feature.

Expect a Big Turnout
For Whalen Luncheon
(Continued

from

Page
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following: Will H. Hays, Frank
Buck, Barret McCormick, David
Palfreyman, Leon Leonidoff, Dennis
T. O'Brien, William F. Rodgers, Edward C. Raftery, Jack Alicoate, Don
Mersereau, Maurice Kann, James
Cron, Louis Nizer, Louis Phillips,
Austin C. Keough, Spyros Skouras,
Charles E. Paine, Walter Trumbull,
Sunday Movie Issue Up Again Fred Mohrhardt, Leon D. Netter,
Waynesburg, Pa. — Waynesburg Harry Buckley, C. C. Moskowitz, J.
will have another opportunity to Robert Rubin, Stanley T. Friedman,
vote on Sunday movies next month. Stanley Morris, Dan Michalove,
A ruling handed down by Judge John Boettiger, Colvin Brown,
Challen W. Waychoff held that last George Dembow, Sam Dembow, W.
Ray Johnston, William Brenner,
fall's vote banning Sunday movies Joseph
Moskowitz, Louis K. Sidney,
was illegal because the question was
not submitted to voters on a sep- Gabriel Hess, Edgar Hatrick.
arate ballot.

New Ohio House Opens

2 BRITISH TELEVISION
SYSTEMS UNDER TESTS

The Foreign Field
a-

Washington, D. C— As the United
States Supreme Court recessed until
Oct. 12, the filings revealed that the
Auditorium Conditioning Corporation h;>s entered a writ of certiorari
to review a decree of the United
rcuit Court of Appeals
the 2nd district affirming a dismissal of a suit brought by the Auditorium company against the Warner
Brothers Pictures. Inc. for infringement of the patent issued to protect
the invention of air-conditioning.
The plaintiff has issued a booklet
•ibing in detail the device of a
t
"by-pass" as part of the equipmen
installed. The district court held
that the main feature of the plaintiff's patent was the use of this bypass, and that such use had already
ted by a previous patbeen anticipa
ent. Their suit was, therefore
lack of invention.
for
out
thrown
It is the claim of the air-conditioning corporation however, that
the novel feature of its patent consists of the control of the humidification and circulation of the air itself and that, therefore, there had
been no such anticipation, as asserted by the Federal District court
in which the suit was tried.

Wednesday, Oct. 7, 1936

Brandt Heads Film Drive
for Roosevelt and Lehman
With Harry Brandt as chairman,
the Motion Picture Committee for
the Re-Election of Roosevelt and
Lehman has been organized and
headquarters established at 701
Seventh Ave. William Girden is
jtreasurer and Joe Bernat secretary.
Other members of the committee so
far named are: Nat Blumberg, Laurence Bolognino, Sam Cocalis, A. H.
'
\ Eisenstadt, Abram Leff, Herman
Glucksman, Jules Levy, Louis Myers,
Louis Nelson, Louis Nizer, Bernard
Pear, Henry Randall, Arthur Rapf,
Walter Reade, Irving Renner, Leon
Rosenblatt, Rudy Sanders and David
Weinstock.

Blind and Deaf, Yet "Sees" and "Hears" Film
Nebraska City — How a
Wesley Booth, who owns
for the Blind here attend
ways an atlendant brings
is both deaf and blind.
preted the action of the
the dialogue on the other

blind and deaf child recently "saw" his show is told by
the Booth here. Frequently children at the Nebraska School
the movies, following the action through the dialogue. Althem. Recently two attendants came with one child, who
Finger signs on the child's wrists by one attendant interfilm. The other attendant, also by wrist signs, translated
wrist.

"Personal Defense" Plan
Set by Philly MPTO Unit
(Continued from Page

1)

pany to exact film rentals from a
member in good standing, greater
than called for by the national policy of such company.
"B. Any move to increase unjustifiably the accepted clearance previously established for a member of
this organization.
"C. Any attempt by a film company against a member of this organization, touse the threat of selling away from such member if he
be a regularly established account
in good standing, in order to compel
such member to accept any film rental or run determined by this organization to be unfair."

"Dodsworth" Lecture Subject
Professor Robert Gessner of New
York University, who has initiated a
course in screen writing, will lecture
on the comparative values of the
stage and screen versions of "Dodsworth," at the building at 20 Washington Square, North, tonight at 6.
The lecture is open to the public.

■
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Higher Admission Tax Receipts Reflect Box Office Gains

ANDY SMjTH NAMED II.ATgINERAL SALES MANAGER
200 to Attend SMPE
SMPE at Rochester Meeting
to See New 3rd Dimensional
Device Tested

How

Rochester Conclave Next Week

They

Started

Present indications are that approximately 200 members of the
S. M. P. E. will attend its semiannual convention at the Hotel Sagamore, Rochester, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.
A highlight of the proceedings will
be a 15-minute broadcast to be made
by Homer G. Tasker, president,
Monday night over WHAM. It will
take the form of an interview from
an engineering point of view, concerning improvements and trends in
Hollywood.
P. Serge Litt of Tonawanda, will
(Continued on Page 7)

Schaefer Announces Appointment of Andy Smith to
U. A. Sales Post
Appointment of Andy Smith as
general sales manager for United
Artists was announced yesterday by
George Schaefer, vice president and
general manager in charge of distribution.
The appointment of Smith follows
the decision on the part of the producers releasing through United Artists to expand their production
plans. In the case of Samuel Goldwyn, one of the owner-producers,
his schedule will be augmented to
10 productions during the coming
season. With the increased number of pictures scheduled for release,
it has become necessary to augment

u office

(Continued

'EARLY BIRD' BAN PLAN
IS "SATISFACTORY"
The plan under which New York
zone exhibitors have generally eliminated "early bird" matinees and
established a five p. m. beginning of
evening admission prices is working
out "very satisfactorily," said Max
Cohen, executive secretary of the
exhibitor committee in charge of the
move, yesterday.
"There have been complaints in
connection with the plan," said
commitCohen, who denied that theefforts
to
tee has been balked in its
persuade Broadway houses to adopt
S. Cullthe arrangement. Howard
man of the Roxy has indicated that
move,
the
with
he will cooperate
stated Cohen.

ASCAP Members to Split
$850,000 for the Quarter
third quarter disburseAscap's
ment to members is expected to be
in the neighborhood of $850,000.
Last quarterly payment was over
$1,000,000. Ascap's receipts, however, always slump during the vacation period.

fllM

C:

Radio
Into the Page One spotlight today steps Pandro S. Berman, associate producer for RKO
who entered the industry via a small film booking company upon his graduation from high
FBO,
for
editor
film
and
director
assistant
steady—
been
has
school Since then, his progress
title editor for Columbia, executive assistant to William LeBaron, David O. Selznick and Merian
what it takes ... and so has "Hap"
1934,
then, in for
C. Cooper,
likeness He has
excellent producer.
the associate
responsible
Hadley,

Freer Box Office Spending Reflected
In Gains in Federal Admission Levies
Warner Brothers Circuit
Completes Product Deals

By GEORGE
FILM DAILY

W. MEHRTENS
Staff Correspondent

Washington, D. C— The total of
admission tax receipts for the
Warner Bros, circuit has com- fiscal year ended June 30, 1936 by
States and Terpleted its film buys for the 1936-37 collection ritoriesdistricts,
is listed at $17,112,175.46,
season, it was stated yesterday by
Joseph Bernhard, operating head. Film Daily learned here today. The
Deals made include United Artists, figures are contained in a report
M-G-M, Paramount, RKO, Fox and just issued by the Bureau of Inter(Continned
on Page 4)
Warner-First
National.

on

Page
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MONOGRAM TO SET UP
NAT'NAL DISTRIBUTION
W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram Pictures, announced yesterday that negotiations are now
under way which will assure national distribution for the Monogram product during the season
1937-38.
A definite distribution organization will be completed within the
near future. Twenty-eight features
and a series of eight westerns will
comprise the Monogram list.
"Evil Genius," by Wilkie Collins,
has been added to the program. Two
serials are likely, it also was said
yesterday.

Lightman to be Relected
By Tri-State Exhibitors
Re-election of M. A. Lightman as
president of the Tri-State exhibitor
association at its annual convention
at the Chisca Hotel, Memphis, Oct.
18 and 19, is expected. President Ed
Kuykendall of the M.P.T.O.A. will
attend and address the meeting.
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Labor Adjustment Expected
George E. Browne, president of
the I. A. T. S. E., has informed Pat
Casey, studio labor head, that he
expects eastern major laboratories
to live up to their agreement to employ only union men. Casey said
yesterday that he was working on
the matter, and that he expected to
see it adjusted.

Form Laboratories Concern
Harry Glickman and John M.
Weber, former president and general manager respectively of Producers' Laboratories, have organized Mecca Film Laboratories, Inc.
They have rented a floor at 630
Ninth Avenue.

Stage Hit for Pilbeam
OCTOBER
Irving
Dennis

9
Cummings
J. Shea

Marjorie
Beebe
Jeannette
Loff
Jack Pyser

London — Gaumont British has
purchased film rights to "Lady of La
Paz," current London stage hit.
Nova Pilbeam, who is playing her
first "adult" role in the play, will
also be starred in the picture.

London Theater Owner

Dies

London Jose G. Levy, 52, owner
of the Strand and lessee and manager of the Little, died Wednesday.

KING VIDOR, who is now in New York,
leaves within a few days for a motor tour of
New
England.
ED KUYKENDALL leaves New York Saturday
returning to the South and again visits New
York
late this month.
EDWARD BUZZELL, who has been vacationing m New York, planed back to Hollywood
last night to direct Columbia's "College Hero".
ELSIE JANIS and her husband, GILBERT
WILSON, have left North Tarrytown tor the
Coast;
make their permanent home in
Beverly they'll
Hills.
CHARLES COLLINS and the missus, DOROTHY
STONE,
leave New
York for Hollywood
today.
DAVID

LEO TILLOTSON, child actor, is returning to Hollywood after a visit with relatives in Syracuse
and vicinity.

ROSALIND RUSSELL, who is under longtoday.
term contract to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, will
arrive in New York for a short vacation stay
GEORGE KRASKA, director of the Fine Arts
Theater, Boston, and his wife, are aboard the
Normandie which arrives in New York from
Europe, Monday.
to

Judge's Illness Postpones
Detroit Bank Night Test
Detroit — The test hearing on
Bank Night in Detroit has been
postponed indefinitely on account of
the illness of Judge Robert M.
Toms.

Milwaukee — -At a meeting of the
Milwaukee Association of Com2
Albany
— Funeral services will be
Better Business Bureau
Va held
'/4
here
tomorrow for William H. this week, merce's
a resolution was adopted
Haskell,
56,
veteran
stage
and
calling for enforcement of federal,
Va
screen critic of the Albany Knicker- state and municipal lottery laws in
Va
bocker Press and Evening News. a drive to curb bank night and other
Va Haskell died at his home within an
trade stimulants being used by theVa hour after
'/* he had left his office com- houses. aters and other local business
Va
%
plaining of pain about the heai't.
He was unmarried.

96 ft

31/2
2Vg
26i/2
37/g

Paramount district managers, plus
home office executives, will hold their
annual meeting at the Coronado Hotel, St. Louis, Oct. 17 and 18 with
Neil F. Agnew, general sales manager, in charge. Attendance will
total 22. The list, in addition to
Agnew, is as follows : Milton Kussell, New York; P. A. Bloch, Philadelphia; Harry Goldstein, Cleveland;
Bill Erbb, Boston; Oscar Morgan,
Atlanta; Jack Dugger, Dallas; Eddie Fontaine, Chicago; Ralph Libeau, Kansas City; Hugh Braley,
Denver; Myke Lewis, Los Angeles;
Ben Blotckv, Minneapolis; Morris
Milligan, Toronto; Joe Unger,
Charles Regan, Bob Gillham, G. B.
Frawley, Don Velde, Fred Leroy,
Herman Lorber, Arthur Dunne and
Jack Roper, all of the home office.

Albany Critic Dies Suddenly

—

263/4
573.,

Stearn Sees Uplift, U. A.
Exchanges With New Highs

V*
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Although Mr. Winston will interview all applicants, he will shoot
only the more important tests.

Pittsburgh — Bert Stearn, U. A.
eastern division manager who has
been at the local exchange this week
on business,
stated that business has
'/a
greatly improved
in his territory
"a
1% which includes the Pittsburgh, Columbus, Cleveland and Cincinnati
Va exchanges. He reports that a couNet
ple of exchanges
will bring in a new
Chg.
Va
7/8
high in deals
by Christmas.

FINANCIAL
NEW

Because of the importance Columbia places on the search for new
talent, a director has been assigned
to the task instead of the usual talent scout.
Harold Winston, stage director
and dialogue director of Columbia's
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" and
"Lost Horizon" has been delegated
by the studio to come to New York
to organize a new talent department
with
at the company's
home headquarters
office.

Coming and Going

Iowa City, la. — An ordinance designed to ban Bank Night here is
pending. If adopted, it will set a
state precedent, according to Mayor
Thomas F. Martin.

Ex-Philadelphia

Censor

Dead

Philadelphia— The Rev. Dr. Frederic Poole, 73, former executive secretai-y of the Board of Theater Conand as such
city's
screentrol censor
for athis
period
of stageyears,
is dead at his Ardmore home. His
widow and one sister, Eleanor, of
Leeds, England, survive.

New
West

Coast

Dickens List Planned
Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Robert E. Welsh, in
charge of production for General
Pictures, has assigned James Knox
Millen, Broadway playwright, to do
a screen version of Charles Dickens'
'The Old Curiosity Shop".

Mrs. Hirsh's Funeral Held

Last rites were held today for
Mrs. Augusta Hirsh at the Riverside Memorial Chapel. Mrs. Hirsh
was the wife of Nathan Hirsh, theater owner, and the mother of Melvin Hirsh,
changes, Inc.head of Syndicate Ex-

ARTHUR
Buffalo

LEE, vice-president of GB, was off
today.

JIMMY CAMPBELL, in charge of music for
GB, arrived yesterday from London, bringing
with him the Gordon and Revel musical score
from "Head Over Heels".
MR. and MRS. FREDERICK FRALICH are at
the Warwick. Also at the Warwick is JOHN
HILLIARD.
are

MR. and MRS. IRVING
at the Ritz Tower.

NETCHER

of Chicago,

the

HERBERT MILLER sails from New York on
Rotterdam
for a West
Indies cruise.

FRANK C. WALKER leaves New York over
the week-end for Chicago, where he will meet
President
Roosevelt Wednesday.
ROBERT O'NEIL, who is now in New
leaves today returning to San Francisco.

York,

A. H. BLANK, who has been in New
has returned
to Atlantic
City.

York,

JAMES E. AURELL of Paramount left New
York yesterday for the coast en route to
Japan.
ALBERT LEWIN leaves Hollywood for Europe
immediately upon the completion of editing of
"The Good Earth"; he will be absent four
months.
CHARLES DE GRANDCOURT, assistant to
Michael E. Balcon, Production Manager of GB
Studios, arrived here yesterday to scout for new
story material
and acting talent.
KITTY
following

KELLY arrived on the Hindenburg.
completion
of a film abroad.

SAM

and BELLA SPEWACK leave for Hollywood on Sunday aboard the Twentieth Century
to begin work on Walter Wanger's Technicolor
behind-the-scenes story of the world of fashion,
"Vogues of 1937".

Mintz Corporation Moves
After 15 years occupancy of
quarters at 729 Seventh Avenue,
Stage and Screen Productions, Inc.,
distributors of motion picture serials filmed by Weiss Productions,
Inc., will move to larger quarters
on the 30th floor of the RKO Building in Rockefeller Center. Robert
Mintz is president of the corporation. The lease is for immediate
occupancy.

Maynard In Film Houses

Ken Maynard has been booked by
Martin Wagner of the William Mori is offices, to make a tour of eastern
de luxe picture theaters, starting
at the
Oct.
15. Keith Theater in Boston on

HEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW
*uxxmt

^r*?t***

iBM* & &«*• "H

DOUBLES TROUBLES halt screen-champ Errol Flynn,
pro-partner Elmer Griffin in coast tennis tourney as
dashing star, having survived heavy fire in Warners'
'Charge of the Light Brigade', meets Waterloo in barrage laid down by net-generals. Fred Perry, Frank Shields.
GOTHAM

GOES

GAGA!

Harbor hails happy honeymooners,

Dick Powell, Joan Blondell, with blarin' bands, tootin' tugs,
purrin' planes in tremendous land, sea, and air ovation as
newlyweds hit N.Y
after West coast wedding-on-the-waves.
THREE

GORGEOUS

GENERATIONS

of Gold

Diggers as-

semble (below), with lovely alumnae of '33 and '35 in costumes that made them famous and current graduating class
(but class!) set to make their bid for fame as soon as splicing
is done on

'Gold

Diggers of 1937',

pencilled

for Christmas °

NO

PANTS

LAND!

Couple

of draft-ees for 'Ready, Willing and Able', Ross Alexander, Lee Dixon go through
'short' warm-up for song-anddance routine in forthcoming
musical, with Ruby Keeler, another star stepper, Louise
Fazenda set for femme leads.*
VIVID DRAMA of recent murder trial springs to life again
in Warners'

'Mountain

Jus-

tice' (right), based on country-stirring scareheads, with
Josephine Hutchinson, George
Brent, Robert Barrat playing thrilling real - life roles,

■SB
*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

Michael

Curtiz

directing."
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HIGHER TAX RECEIPTS
REFLECT B. 0. GAINS

ANDY SMITH WITH U.A.
AS GEN'L SALES MGR.
■mued from Pane

(Continued from Page

1)

the distributing forces of United ArHarry Gold continues as head of
the eastern division, with Jack
Schlaifer continuing in the same
ity for the v.
Smith first entered the motion picture industry with Pathe in 1914.
He joined First National in 1924
and later became Sales Manager and
President of Vitagraph, Inc.,
a post he held until recently.
Smith had been negotiating a deal
under which he would have taken
over the Walter Reade circuit.

Hays, Indie Producer, Sues
For Shirley Temple Split
i:\-st

Coast

Buieau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Citing a contract
allegedly signed on Oct. 7, 1932 as
basis, Jack Hays, independent film
producer, has started suit here for
$500,000 plus a percentage of Shirley Temple's earnings, the action
naming as defendents the child star,
her father and mother, 20th Century-Fox, the California Bank and
the California Trust Co.
Hays claims that the contract
provided
he tyo
was years
to have
Shirley's
services for
in return
for
training. The pact, he says, was
repudiated by the Temples on Oct.
1, 1933. Hays further asserts that
in 1933, while he had a petition in
bankruptcy before the Los Angeles
Federal Court, Mr. Temple bought
in the 1932 contract for $25. Hays
alleges that the transaction was
effected without any notification of
the pending sale being given to Mr.
Hays and hence was void.
Atlanta, Ga. — Sixteen-year-old
Frank E. Stephens was under indictment by a U. S. Grand Jury
here today on a charge of sending
a $25,000 extortion letter to the
mother of Shirley Temple. He will
be tried at the next Federal Coui't
term.

Wisconsin Theater Company
Acts to Aid Its Creditors
Stadium Theaters Corporation's
wholly owned subsidiary, the Orpheum Theater Company of Madison, Wis., has petitioned the U. S.
District Court here to adjudge it a
bankrupt so that it might surrender
its property for the benefit of creditors. Corporation has offices at
1270 Sixth Avenue.
The petition was authorized by
the directors, it was said, and was
signed by O. R. McMahon as vice
president. A schedule of assets and
liabilities was not filed, the petition
merely noting that the company had
$8,510 in cash on deposit with the
Irving Trust Company.

• • • MANY YEARS ago when George Harvey was
he called upon Rutgers Neilson who
president of AMPA
was then publicity head for Pathe, to line up some talent for
the weekly luncheon and one of the personalities Rutgers
this youngster
dug up was a tiny tot just out of rompers
wowed the pressageys with a line of impersonations, songs and
great things were freely predicted for her
dancing
then she was swallowed up in oblivion like so much other talent
but last year she burst on the theater
that is promising
horizon and knocked the drama crits for a loop with a performance that was variously described as "amazing," "brilliant," "the best performance of the decade," etc
the show
was "Call It A Day" and the "find" which Rutgers had discovered years before was Jeanne Dante
today she has the
Universal studio in a furore of anticipation waiting for the
public
her performance
in "Four
Days Wonder"
on the reaction
word of to
production
head Charles
R. Rogers,
this new star
promises to be THE find of the season so the Universal ad
and pub dept's are giving Jeanne Dante the Beaucoup Buildup.

T

▼

T

• • • IT BECOMES an occasion for cheers and general
hurrahs
with Andy Smith moving in as general sales manager of United Artists
as announced today in the news
columns by George Schaefer, the company's vice-president and
general manager in charge of distribution there never was
a sales executive more popular than Andy in the entire history
of the biz
he has the respect of every exhibitor and theater man

• • • THE BROADWAY premiere of Samson Raphaelson's play, "White Man," takes place Saturday eve at the National theater
it marks the debut of Sam Byrd, the first
new actor-manager to reach the American stage in two decades
Patsy Ruth Miller is in the cast
the settings have
been designed by Nat Karson

•
•
• A NICE bit of institutional advertising has been
prepared by Alec Moss of Paramount
entitled "Packin'
'Em In With Westerns"
an eye-pleasing brochure that extols the particular merits of westerns known as the "Hopalong
Cassidy"
serieswesterns produced
by Harry
Sherman
these
are
the class
that blasted
the trade
notion that horse
operas are made only for tank towns and shootin' galleries. . . .
for they have been booked by practically every major circuit
in the nation

•
•
• WHAT PROMISES to be one of the most popular
cocktail parties of the season
that for Dick Powell and
Joan Blondell at the Ritz Towers this afternoon
by way
of honoring the newly weds

• • • OVER AT the Capitol they expect to chalk up close
to 1,000,000 attendance for "The Great Ziegfeld" as it swings
thru the fourth and final week ... • Members of the Harvard
Club numbering 5,000 have been notified of the showing of "The
Harvard Special," the Pathe Topics reel prepared by Editor
Harry Chalmers to commemorate the tercentenary of the University, at the Music Hall ... • Bobby Breen, RKO Radio's
juvenile star, will sing songs from his current pix, "Rainbow On
the River," on Eddie Cantor's Sunday broadcast

«

«

«

»

»

»
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nal Revenue. Admissions, together
with club dues, increased $2,039,206.52 over the same period of last
year, a reflection of freer spending
at the nation's box offices.
New York State led all others with
total admission tax receipts of $6,570,851.50; California came next
with $1,558,340.18 and Illinois third
with a total of $1,420,501.42.
Receipts from ticket brokers sales
for amounts in excess of the box
office price totaled $117,463.25. Free
or reduced rate, equivalent tax on
the established price totaled $578,806.27, while admissions sold by
proprietors in excess of the established price are disclosed as yielding $15,379.87.

McGinley Named President
Of Northwest Film Club
Seattle — Electing L. J. McGinley,
Universal manager here, as president, members of the Northwest
Film Club held their annual meeting, choosing also the following
vice-presidents, Leroy Johnson and
Roy Cooper; trustees, Neal East,
Fred Mercy, Jr., and Al Rosenberg
(retiring president); and secretarytreasurer, Ed Lamb, by acclamation.
George Blair was chosen club steward; Herndon Edmond, chairman,
and Frank Christie and Gene Spear,
an entertainment committee. Bylaws were amended at the annual
meeting, providing for election of
officers in May, and installation in
September.

Second Detroit Theater
To Undergo Modernization
Detroit —

A second $25,000 improvement program for a Woodward Avenue house was announced
this week by Associated Theaters.
Affected is the Highland Park Theater. Similar announcement was
made two weeks ago for the Center
Theater.

Three New Foreign Films
Have American Premieres
Three new foreign films will have
their American premieres today.
"Ein Liebesroman im Hause
Habsburg" ("A Prince in Love"),
with Gretl Theimer and Paul Herbiger as leads, opens at the Tobis.
It
is a Casino Film Exchange release.
"Letzte Rose" ("The Last Rose"),
with Fritz Kampers and Grete Weiser, bows in at the Casino.
"Varan Pojke" ("Our Boy"), featuring Edvard Pers, opens at the
Cinema de Paris.
First two are German, latter
Swedish.

G#n

THAT LION IS
HERE AGAIN!
"Oh*h!
Those (great Ziegfeld gals!"
"Ah *hl That Qorgeons Hussy I"
"Urn'm-m-m-m!
That 'LIBELED LADY'!"

Listen!
"METRO HAS NOTHING LESS THAN A KNOCKOUT COMEDY IN 'LIBELED
LADY\ Those exhibs who are fortunate enough to play this one will watch the ticket sales
with genuine glee. Mounted with marquee monickers the film is boxoffice from start to finish
and contains the sort of entertainment that breeds mouth to mouth exploitation. All in all
M-G-M has a till ringer in 'Libeled Lady'. Exhibs have draw names to sell in lights. A box*
office picture to brag about".
—COAST VARIETY
"BOXOFFICE NATURAL, All star cast in comedy-romance. This picture should pile up
big grosses everywhere".
JOE BLAIR — SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
"WITH FOUR MARQUEE DRAWS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE, all with parts that
fit like one of Jean Harlow's gowns, in a hilarious comedy that is almost sinfully clever, here is
a boxoffice boost of top rank. They just don't come any better. Count on an hour and a half
of almost continuous laughter over the romantic difficulties of Jean Harlow, William Powell,
Myrna Loy and Spencer Tracy in a bubbling French type farce, tailored in the smartest American
mode, that sparkles and twists and turns and races with all the verve of a mountain troutstream.
And count in enough witty dialogue to stock five ordinary comedies".

— HOLLYWOOD

"IT WOULD BE LIBELOUS TO SAY THIS WAS ANYTHING
PICTURE."

BUT

REPORTER

A GRAND
— BOX OFFICE

"A LAUGH FEST FOR CLASS-MASS
AUDIENCES. The film is ripe with commercial
qualities in personalities, story and production
values that should make selling it a pleasure".

gus McCarthy— m. p. daily Hollywood review
"THIS LAUGH
A BOXOFFICE

RIOT WILL TURN INTO
RIOT".
—FILM DAILY
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UNIVERSAL APPOINT!
2 FOREIGN MANAGERS

The
♦

♦

Next Week to Attract 200
(Continued from Page

1)

Field

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Nathan L. Manheim, Export Manager for Universal, has made two
new appointments in France, both
of which are effective today. T. Snznish Film Almanac
Barcelona — Don J. Freixes Sauri,
Guaitella becomes Manager of the
Marseilles office and G. Louveau of director of the film publication,
Arte y Cinematografia, is the editor
the Lyons office.
of a special almanac of motion picture production in Spain issued to
commemorate the 25th anniversary
SMPE Rochester Meeting
of his film journal.

Program Length Dictated

NEWBRUNSWIGKCHA1N
ADDS FIVE THEATERS

♦

♦

Cecile Soriel as Bernhardt?

Paris — Rumor has been revived
here that Cecile Sorel, ornament of
the Parisian stage, has been engaged by Harry M. Warner to play
the role of Sarah Bernhardt in the
production which Max Reinhardt
will produce in Hollywood.

Bars Hungarian Films

Prague — Hungarian films have
Budapest — Movie programs of
demonstrate his new invention for first-run theaters are limited by law been barred here due to the recent
propaganda in
giving a third dimensional effect to to approximately 12,000 feet, while anti-Czechoslovakian
Hungary.
films before the Rochester meeting. subsequent runs are permitted a
The effect is produced by means of length slightly in excess of that
a new type screen. This screen is footage. The new law became effec- Danish Production Slow
tive late in August. Passes are now
chemically treated, has a wire screen
Copenhagen — There will be few
in front of it and a metal reflector limited to the press, students and productions of Danish pictures durbehind it. The new screen would government employees.
ing the winter. Two of the three
native firms will release one piccost $1.50 per square foot to manuture each; the studios of the third,
facture compared with an average
Change Hopkins Film Title
London — The name of the Miriam now in process of construction, will
cost of $1.37 per foot for the present movie screen.
in time for a proHopkins London Films vehicle not be completed
duction this winter.
formerly titled "Triangle," has been
changed to "Men Are Not Gods."
Directed by Walter Reisch, the film 4 Groups in New French Ass'n
Dipson Circuit Acquires
Paris — Four film groups will behas reached the final stages of proCapitol, Wheeling House
duction. Charles Laughton, Marlene
long to the newly formed General
Dietrich and other stage and screen Confederation of the Cinema — the
technical,
production, exploitation
Wheeling, W. Va. — Nick Dipson, celebrities play volunteer and unbilled roles as themselves in this and distribution syndicates. The
leading area circuit operator, acparliamentary group of the cinema
quired the Capitol Theater at a
picture.
in the Chamber of Deputies is worktrustees' sales held this week. R. T.
ing on a scheme which, if put into
Kemper, city manager for the Dip- French Honor "Michel Souris"
effect, will compel producers to
son Circuit, reports that the house
Paris — All France forgot the de- guarantee
the salaries of players
valuation of the franc, as well as
will be reopened next month with a
depositing
first-run policy.
other matters of political import- by
reliable banks.the necessary funds in
ance, and all political groups joined
The Capitol, an ace house for
years, was formerly operated by in celebrating the Eighth Birthday
Warners. The transfer leaves the of Michel Souris (Mickey Mouse) Donat Still Out of Cast
Warner firm no local theatrical with an all-Disney program entitled
London — Despite the prolonged
interests.
"La Grande Parade de Mickey" at illness of Robert Donat, co-star with
The Dipson circuit is operating the Cinema Paris-Soir on the Marlene Dietrich in Korda's "Knight
the Court, Victoria, Liberty, Rex Champs Elysees, which attracted Without Armor," filming of all
and Virginia theaters here. The lat- thousands of Mickey Mouse fans scenes in which he does not appear
ter house switched to a stage bill during birthday week, Sept. 25 to is going forward.
policy on Tuesday.
Oct. 1. Children
born onfree.
Mickey's
birthday
were admitted
All Five Producing for N.P.F.D.
radio stations featured special
London — Five producing compaMickey Mouse programs.
Aurell Off For Japan
nies have agreed to make four pictures each annually for National
Following a luncheon tendered him Ready for Television
Provincial Film Distributors, the
by Paramount foreign department
London — Essendee Cinemas, Ltd., parent body, of which G. B. Morgan
executives yesterday at the Astor has installed television receiving ap- is
chairman and managing director.
Hotel, James E. Aurell left New
paratus in its new London 2,500- One of the subsidiary producing
Jato
route
seat cinema, the Rex in Edgeware units will be Morgan Productions;
York for Hollywood, en
pan, where he will be given an as- Road, W.
another in which Morgan is assosignment. He reports to Tom Cochciated, is Winwood Productions. Arrane at Tokio. Attendance at the Hollywood Players Signed
thur Maude is producer for both
luncheon included George Weltner
London
—
Whitney
Bourne
has
these
units.
Associated with them
and Al Deane.
been signed by B.I.P. for "Sensa- are Incorporated Talking Pictures,
tion," and Gertrude Michael, now John R. Clein Pictures (he is now
seriously ill in New York City, to
making "Mill on the Floss") and
appear opposite John Lodge in "The William V. Rowland Pictures. Second on the release schedule will be
Dominant Sex." Argyle British Productions has signed Sally O'Neil for a musical from Rowland, "Starthe title role in "Kathleen Mavourneen" for Wardour release.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

With the schools opened, especial attention should be paid to pictures with
Juvenile

appeal

for

the

week-ends.

New Cairo Producer
Cairo — Mahmoud Hamid has
formed a producing company here
to make pictures in Arabic. His
wife, the beautiful Behidja Hafez,
will star in three pictures which he
will make for the 1936-37 season.
There cerns
arehere. now five producing con-

Attendance up in Cuba
dust".
Havana — September showed an
upward trend in attendance at motion picture theaters in Havana,
and this trend is said to have been
duplicated in the interior centers,
giving rise to expectations of an
upswing in attendance for the rest
jf the year.

St. Johns, N. B.— F. G. Spencer Co.,
operating a circuit of film theaters,
has added five houses to the chain
during the past two weeks. They
are: Capitol, a new house at Amherst, N. S., seating 900; Orpheus,
leased from the Nickel Theater Co.
at Halifax, N. S.; new 900-seat
house at Middletown, N. S., soon
to open; Orpheum, seating 800, at
Bridgewater, N. S., purchased by
the company; Orpheum, at Wolfville, N. S., leased, and seating 800.
The two Orpheums reopened after
being
closed several weeks for reconditioning.
Acquisition of the Orpheus at
Halifax for 25 years operated,
marked return, after 14 years, of
Spencer to that house which he formerly owned. The Spencer circuit,
for which A. A. Fielding is general
manager, now has 19 theaters. The
Orpheus, Halifax, last was under
the co-direction of N. V. Gastonguay and W. A. Affleck.

Second Resettlement Film
Is Sent Into Production
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The second picture
day.
to be made by the Resettlement Administration goes on location today
on the head waters of the Mississippi it was announced here yesterPare Lorentz, in charge of production, expects to film the drama
of man vs. Mississippi, to be ready
for distribution next spring. The
picture's vertise
purpose
is franklyprogram,
to adthe resettlement
Chief Rexford Tugwell told news
men.

Tom Darby Funeral Held

Funeral services were held today
at the Church of the Holy Innocence,
Brooklyn, for Tom Darby, stage
manager of the Warner Bros.' Vitaphone studios, who died Tuesday afternoon after a brief illness. The
studio suspended operations for a
period of five minutes at 10 A.M. in
resuect to Darby's memory.
Surviving are a widow and a son,
Tom, Jr., who is employed at the
studio.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
The demand tor Arabic dialogue pictures his increased so much that two
additional studios are being erected in
Egypt,

which

already

has

tive

studios.
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Words and Wisdom

NEWS OF THE DAY
■ ■ Short Subject Reviews

TTHK motion picture is the most
1 fluid of all the arts, the art
born of the technical genius of
mechanized civilization, the supreme
"The (Oswald
UnpopularCartoon)
Mechanics"
art of expression of our magic
times, the art that is pregnant with Universal
8 mins.
Cartoon Antics
the seeds of greater possibilities
—
combined.
arts
other
than all the
The popular hero Oswald builds
\l K\ VNDER MARKEY.
a radio, and it has some surprising
reactions on Pooch the Pup, who
Producers are finally realizing starts to croon. So Oswald takes
that it is not the public, but the his radio over to the Ducks, with
producers, who create the so-called that happy family going into a
entertainment cycles on the screen. rhumba and jazz performance. But
—JESSE L. LASKY.
little Fooey woke up, came downstairs, and monkeyed with the raAt Paramount we have a flock
dio, which blew up and ruined the
of radio stars working in pictures show.
and we can't see that their appearance> on the air does anything to
Stranger Than Fiction No. 29
hurt them. We feel that their radio
Universal
8 mins.
Diversity
work helps them in pictures. — WILLI \M LEBARON.
A neat assortment of novelty subjects gathered from many corners.
A message is much more forceful An invention
that solves machine
graphically presented in pictures
than on the printed page. It can production of frankfurters by the
reach everyone. — WILL C. LEN- millions. The hundred-foot lift at
Oregon City that takes employees
GEL.
to work in the deep valley from their
I live for the day when I will see homes high up on the side of the
poetrj in pictures. Poetry will give mountain. An inland steamship dock
a new form, a new content, a new being built at Booneville Dam. The
expression to the cinema. — DR. underground laboratory at Santa
ROBERT MacDONALD.
Clara College for recording earthquake shocks. A postman with an
In the view of the average sce- all-water route at Lake Coeur
nario writer, life is a continual go- d'Alene in Idaho. Nine subjects in
ing up and down stairs and opening all, with plenty of diversified inand shutting doors, and he has no terest.
more notion of telling a story than
a blind puppy of composing a sym"Puppet
Show"
phonv. — GEORGE BERNARD
Peppy
(Oswald
Cartoon)
SHAW.
Universal
8 mins.
They tell
it's hard the
work movies
in the
movies,
butme shucks,
aren't work. It's just a vacation for
me.— FRED STONE.

In which Oswald puts on a puppet
show, and is = tung by a bee and
falls and is knocked unconscious.
Then he has a terrible nightmare in
which one of his puppets goes
through some terrible experiences
without his master Oswald to pull
the string?. Oswald comes to his
senses in time to complete the show,
and everybody is happy.

« «

Chicopee, Mass. — Something new:
The Rivoli, will put on special chilschool. dren's shows Thursdays, after

narration. In turn are presented
Colorado Springs, the Pueblo dwellings, the cog-road going up 14,000
Easthampton, Mass. — The Majesfeet almost vertically to the sumtic Theater has closed for alteramit of Pike's Peak, Estes Park, Ice- tions.
berg Lake in the Continental Divide, the top of Lookout Mountain
Holyoke. Mass. — The Holyoke
showing Bill Cody's grave, the sus- Theater reopens Oct. 14. George
pension bridge at Royal Gorge, high- Brenan is manager.
est in the world, and finally the cliffdwellers homes that still remain a
Ramey, Pa. — P. J. Petrovich and
mystery as to their inhabitants. Nice
travel material presented very en- R. Williams have completed remodtertainingly.
eling the Pastime Theater. A 50foot addition has increased the seating capacity by 150.
Stranger Than Fiction, No. 28
Variety
Mansfield, Pa. — M. F. Meyer
Universal
8 mins.
transferred the Rialto Theater here
to Harry A. Swain.
Varied assortment of unusual
shots. Example of animal surgery
Butler, Pa.— F. J. Causer, Robert
in fitting a collie dog with a splint Crawford,
Jr., and Bertha Reed
and crutch for a broken leg. How have incorporated the Etna Springs
the British army trains its cavalry Amusement Co. of Butler.
rookies on wooden horses. The
manufacture of "dry ice" from carBradford, Pa. — George Otte, manbon dioxide in a mud spring in Caliager of the New Bradford Theater
fornia. A mining town in England
here,
and an
the agreement
local musicians'
union
being undermined and the houses reached
this week,
gradually falling apart as a result clearing the way for the return of
of the shafts running beneath the "flesh." The house resumes its
town. Demonstration of the new combination policy late this month,
polarized glass that will make night
bills coming out of Pittsdriving much safer. These are the with stage
burgh through the National Thehighlight subjects of an interesting
atrical Exchange office.
reel.
"Fun In the Fire House"
(MentoneLively
Production)
Universal
10 mins.

Some vaude skits put over in the
atmosphere of a fire house, with the
company rehearsing for a show to
raise dough for new fire equipment.
The future of the cartoon is seArtists in the skit are Smith & Dale,
cure because it has proved the most
who rehearse the group. In between
popular and hardy of screen forthe acts, these two who pose as the
mulas. Blending comedy, dramatic
fire chief and his assistant, pull their
values, sound and music, it comfun with a golf skit, and business
bines all the essential ingredients
on the phone with a citizen trying
of screen entertainment. — PAUL
to tell them about a fire. The final
Going
Places
No.
28
TERRY.
Universal
9 mins. gag has the citizens rushing in to
Colorful Travel
tell Smith that it is his house that
From a strictly moral angle 1
on fire. Directed by Milton
A trip along the Colorado Trail, is
found Hollywood almost dismaying- with Lowell Thomas supplying the Schwartzwald.
ly respectable — even, at times, genteel. If I were a reformer in
his own following the withdrawal
DETROIT
Hollywood I don't think I would
of R. E. Codd.
know what to begin to reform, exThe RKO Downtown Theater will
cept the municipal ordinance which
The Greater Detroit Motion Pic- reopen Oct. 16 according to Joseph
prohibits drinking in the open. —
ture Council is holding its first meet- Cavanaugh, receiver.
JAMES HILTON.
ing of the season Friday at the
Sol Krim, of the Krim Brothers
Aztec Tower.
Circuit has returned after two
Cooperative Theaters of Michigan months in Europe.
French Film Is Held Over
reports addition of the Nortown
Lieutenant Lester Potter, Detroit
"La Kermesse Heroique" will be Theater to the books. The house is
held over for a fourth week at the scheduled to be opened the last of censor, leaves this week on furlough,
to be spent on his Lansing farm.
Filmarte Theater. The picture has October by John Tatu.
George Marr, Saginaw exhibitor,
already played to 39,798 persons.
B. C. Fassio, Detroit film pro- is recovering from an operation.
moter, has closed his offices in the
First Division office is celebratGuaranty Building.
ing its tenth anniversary under
"Harmony" Dinner Dance
Funeral rites for John R. O'Dell, manager S. K. Decker.
Philadelphia — A "harmony" din- owner
of the Frontenac Theater, and
M-G-M has brought Joe Standish
ner dance is being planned for the
United M. P. T. 0. E. of Eastern former circuit operator in Detroit, from Cleveland to replace Al Morheld
Saturday.
Pa. for Nov. 1 at the Bellevuegan as company manager for "RoA. M. Weiner has taken over the
Stratford. Various industry celebs
meo and Juliet", closing after five
have been invited.
Embassy Talking Picture Service on weeks at the Cass.

Jacksonville, Fla. — Archie Adams,
assistant manager of the Arcade
Theater, has returned from a twoweeks' vacation at Neptune Beach
and Gainesville.
Mobile, Ala. — The Crescent theater has closed for remodeling.
Batesville, Miss. — The Batesville
Amusement Company has been incorporated with a capital of $7,000.
Indianapolis — Joe Collier is the
new motion picture editor of the
Times,
replacing
John
W. Thomp-to
son who
has been
transferred
the sports department.
Barnesboro,
Pa. — here
Vern will
Scott's
new
700-seat theater
be
ready to open about Nov. 5.
Pittsburgh— F. H. McKnight reports that the new theater he is
building in Regent Square will be
ready for a Thanksgiving Week
opening.
St. Louis — Assets of the defunct
Garden Amusement Co., former operators of the Winter Garden, have
been sold in bulk for $1,000 by the
trustee, Orville Livingston. The
sale has been approved by Referee
in Bankruptcy John A. Hope. The
concern filed a voluntary petition in
bankruptcy on July 24, listing assets of $10,976 and liabilities
amounting to $133,828.
Amassa, Wis. — E. F. Holmberg
has reopened the Pioneer theater.

Baltimore and Rochester pre-release
runs prove lure of 20*$ smash cast!
20th thrills the trade again
with another hold - over

w

knockout ! Sell-out gross in
Rochester tops "To Mary—
with Love" and "Private
Number"! Traffic-blocking
Baltimore business assures
2nd week ! Plan your extended run now . . . and oil
your ticket - machine
high-speed action.

SIMONE SIMON
DON
AMECHE
TYRONE POWER,

• PAUL
LUKAS
Jr. • alan mowbray

Directed by Edward

H. Griffith

Associate Producer B. G. DeSylva
Screen play by Melville Baker
Based on the play by Ladislaus Bus-Fekete
Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production

for
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A "£WtW fa** Hottywood "Ms

By RALPH WILK
Permanent Musical Production Unit at RKO Radio
CARPENTERS on the Warner
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
^ Bros. -First National lot have
Hollywood — Deviating radically from former methods of bringing music to the screen
been given a mammoth order — a
and determined to follow the pattern responsible for countless New York musical
faithful reproduction of San Quencomedy hits, S. J. Briskin. vice-president in charge of production at the RKO Studios,
tin prison for the picture of the
has signed as a permanent studio unit, three of the best known personalities in the
same name. The penitentiary is
field of music. They are Jerome Kern, Dorothy Fields and Herbert Fields, well-known
composers of popular music and Felix Young, producer. They will collaborate on a
being reproduced at the ranch reseries of RKO Radio musicals, two to be produced annually under Young's production
cently acquired by Warner Bros.
at Calabassas, Calif., and the set
guidance.
xpected to cover several acres
when completed. Pat O'Brien will chapter play for the current season, the lead in "Glory," will continue
be starred in the picture, with Ross was completed yesterday at Uni- with 20th Century-Fox. Options on
versal City so far as camera work their services have been exercised
inder and Humphrey Bogart in
is concerned. Grant Withers is by the studio,
Darryl F. Zanuck ansupporting roles.
nounced yesterday.
T
T
T
,
| featured in the role of Jungle Jim.
▼
V
T
T
T
T
J. M. Kerrigan has been signed
The
night
courts,
scene
of
the
Hilda
Vaughn
has
been
assigned
Man's
"One Everett
by Paramo
Edward
which for
in unt
Bonus,"
| starkest real life drama in Amer- a featured role in "Banjo On My
are
s
Wynter
te
Charlot
and
Horton
ica's great
cities,screen
are being
repro- Knee," the Joel McCrea-Barbara
featured with Margaret Seddon and |i duced
on the
in Warner
Stanwyck picture now in production
Hogan
James
Margaret McWade.
i Bros. "Midnight Justice," in which at 20th Century-Fox.
is directing.
I Ann
▼ ▼
▼
lead. Dvorak will play the principal
Kenneth Macgowan has been
Lansing C. Holden, color expert
T
T
T
named bv Darryl F. Zanuck as assoJune Lang, presently co-starring on Selznick International's "The
of Allah,"
been placed
Warner
Baxter
in "White Garden
ciate producer of "The Siege of the with
under contract as has
color designer
Alcazar," soon to go into produc- j Hunter,"
Alan
Dinehart,
featured
tion at 20th Century-Fox. Sonya
Is Born," to be pro; in the Quints' new picture "Re- for "A duced Star
Levien is preparing the story.
in technicolor by David 0.
j
union,"
and
Jane
Darwell,
playing
T
T
»
RKO Radio Pictures has borrowed
Ben Goldman to Marry
the services of Donald Wood, from Lee Extending His Trips
Warners for one of the leading male
Ben
Goldman, Warner Bros, travTo All Exchanges of GB
eling home office representative, will
roles in "Coast Patrol," which will :
co-S tar Victor McLaglen and PresArthur Lee, GB Vice President, be married on Oct. 11 to Miss Maton Foster.
tilda Vogel, of Brooklyn. His cohaving already visited five GB exworkers at Warners tendered him a
.
changes,
has
announced
that
he
will
Universal is letting no grass grow
"Barrel house" party last night at
his trips to every branch in
on Doris Nolan's bright path to ' extend
country. He leaves today for the Park Central Hotel.
stardom. Announcement is made the
Buffalo, and will complete his swing
today that the fair-haired girl from
the New York stage will be featured around the country within the next
ST. LOUIS
with Jack Dunn, English skating 30 days. The offices already covered by Mr. Lee include New Orchamp, in a gay continental roleans, Atlanta, Dallas, Washington,
John Eberson, New York architect,
mance, "St. Moritz," which will go and Philadelphia.
has been here in connection with
into production as soon as Doris
the Fanchon & Marco theater imcompletes her current assignment.
provements. G. Beuler of the
"St. Moritz" is a story of an AmerBUFFALO
Fanchon & Marco New York City
ican actress who, stranded in Paris,
headquarters was another recent viscrosses paths with an impoverished
itor.
young athlete, also an American.
Mrs. Howard Brink, wife of the
Lou Menges, East St. L,ouis exhibiThe story is by Melville C. Coleman.
j Pyramid
Exchange
upstate salestor and a member of the Illinois
T
T
▼
man, died after an illness of eight
Joe Cunningham, humorous writer months.
Burial was in her native Senate, has returned from his vacation jaunt to Denver, Colo., where
and comedian, has been signed by Pennsylvania.
he was a delegate to the national
Emanuel Cohen for a role in ParaR. Ruth Rappeport, booker at convention of the Veterans of Formount's "Mind Your Own Busi- Warners, was elected president of
eign Wars.
ness" which introduces a new screen,
comedy team — Charles Ruggles and the Variety Barkerettes, Variety
Alice Brady. Norman McLeod will Club women's auxiliary, at the ordirect.
ganization meeting. Philomena CavSYRACUSE
anaugh, doyenne of theater publicity women here, is honorary presiHarry Unterford is the new asOn the set of "Ready, Willing and
dent. Mrs. Jacob Lavene, Mrs.
Able," where Ruby Keeler is star- Sarah Weil of the RKO
sistant at RKO Schine Keith's, sucStaff and
ring opposite Ross Alexander, with
ceeding Jacob Weber advanced reLouise Fazenda and Allen Jenkins i Marian Gueth of M. P. T. O. are
cently to the house managership of
in supporting roles, the dancing I the other officers.
pool's Eckel. Unterford comes
Harry T. Dixon, former RKO the
from Gloversville.
and singing star is regularly called
from the set at least once a day to manager here, has joined the sales
Henry Earle, former manager of
talk with Mr. Jolson, who is visiting staff of United Artists in the Syrain New York.
i suse territory.
He succeeds Jack the Strand here, is now at the KeeT
T
T
! Zurich, who now is with Grand Na- ney theater, Elmira.
tional, and his former chief, Jack
Bronislaw Kaper and Walter JurH. M. Addison, Loew's eastern division manager, is in town.
mann, Viennese composers, have Kaplan.
Catherine Cuff, formerly at both
George Haight of the Columbia
been signed to new extended-term
contracts at M-G-M. A new long- New York offices has come here as the Paramount and Eckel in pubterm contract is also announced for assistant to Elmer Lux, office manlicity-secretarial capacity, joins RaDave Gould, dance director.
dio Guide in Chicago Oct. 18.
ager. Robert Adler, former holder
RKO Schine Paramount has added
of the post, has returned to New
T
T
T
(IT
"Bango" for Tuesday nights.
Jungle Jim," Universal's
third York.
T

t

▼

Selznick under the direction of William A. Wellman, with Fredric
March in the starring role.
▼
T
▼
Raoul Walsh, Hollywood director,
has been signed to direct two films
for Criterion, with Douglas Fairbanks, Junior, in the starring roles.
The first film, which John Meehan
is scripting from the novel, "Jump
for Glory," will begin production on
Nov. 15, to substitute for the untitled Scottish border story which
Criterion postponed because of
weather difficulties.
t

r

T

Joan Perry, one of Columbia's
young leading women, has been
selected for the role opposite
Ralph Bellamy and Douglas Dumbrille in "Lady of New York," which
D. Ross Lederman will direct.
Charles
Starrett,
western star will
shortlyColumbia's
start work
on
the third picture of the present
series he is now making for the
company. It will be entitled "Dodge
City Trail." Marion Weldon and
Donald Grayson were engaged this
week for featured roles in this
Peter B. Kyne outdoor drama which
Jr. be directed by C. C. Coleman,
will
▼
T
T
Patricia
Wilder,
radio's
Chile" has been cast for a "Honey
role in
RKO Radio's current musical romance starring Lily Pons, Metropolitan Opera diva.
Lucien Hubbard and Sam Marx
will produce "Murder for a Wanton" by Whitman Chambers, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer announces. The
screen adaptation will be prepared
by Leonard Lee and Walter Wise.
T

Y

T

B. P. Schulberg has signed
Charles Vidor to direct "A Doctor's
Diary," by Samuel Ornitz, slated
for the cameras on the 19th of this
month.
▼

t

▼

Charlotte Wynters is set by Paramount for the leading feminine role
in "One Man's Bonus," which went
into production with Edward Everett Horton featured and Ray McCarey directing.
▼
T
»
Charlene Wyatt, child actress, has
been set for a part in the Joe Cook
picture, is"Arizona
Hogan
directing.Mahoney." James
t

t

▼

Continuing a successful screen
"comeback," Aileen Pringle, has
been cast for an important role supLee Tracy in
RKO goes
Radio's
"CriminalportingLawyer",
which
into
production next week, under the direction of Christy Cabanne. Cliff
Reid is the producer.
▼
▼
Y
Ruth Donnelly, Raymond Walburn and Thomas Mitchell have been
signed by Columbia Pictures for
"Safari in Paradise" in which Jean
Arthur
and George Brent have
leads.
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IOWA

PITTSBURGH
George F. Callahan, president of
the Exhibitors Service Company, will
attend the National Film Carriers'
Chicago Convention Oct. 19-21.
William Gehring, William Sussman, William Clark and Edgar
Moss, 20th Century-Fox executives,
have been here planning the annual
Kent drive witih Exchange Manager Ira Cohn.
Aleen Wetstein, Press columnist,
is leaving for Hollywood late this
month to do a series of columns on
the movie colony.
Harold Lund, manager of the Ross
Federal Service office here, returned
this week from a six-week vacation
in Europe.
Ed Schnitzer, Republic's eastern
sales manager, is in town.
J. B. Morton, manager of the National Theater Supply Company, is
ill at home.
Dave Silverman, RKO-Radio office manager, has been vacationing
in New York.
Irving Dietz and George Josack
are distributing the Joe Louis-Al
Ettore fight pictures in this territory.
Irving Barnett has returned to
his film post in California after atAl's funeral here.
tending brother
L. Howell
Davis, chairman of the
Pennsylvania Censor Board, and
Gradwell Sears, Warner's general
sales manager, have reserved places
for the Variety Club banquet here
Oct. 25.
D. C. McElroy, former manager
of the local Melrose Theater, joined
the Theater Trailer Corporation and
is now representing it in Columbus,

Bridges Weber of the Granada
Theater in Beaver Falls is adding
stage bills starting late this month.
A girl was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Steerman at the Allegheny General Hospital on Wednesday. Father
is managerpartmentofhere. Warner's contact deSid Jacobs, Warner's manager in
West Virginia, here on business.
n to asTim Twig in from Bosto
sume the post of city salesman for
Universal, succeeding Joseph R.
Kaufmann who was recently appointed exchange manager.
While the Fulton contemplated to
eight
hold "My Man Godfrey"t for
weeks, previous produc contracts
will force the "Godfrey" closing on
Tuesday.

Golf Match by Television

London (By Cable)— For the first
sh Broadtime yesterday, the Briti
casting Co. broadcast a golf match
bv television from the course to a
studio 8 miles' distant. Pictures
were reproduced on a studio screen
10 by 8 inches square as a television
camera followed the players, one of
whom was Archie Compston, the
King's golf coach.

New Sleeper Plane Is Added

American Airlines has added another sleeper plane to its service between New York and Los Angeles.
This ship will leave at 8:40 p. m.
and get to the coast in 18 hours and
2 minutes.

TIMELY
Only Films Exert
Emotional Mass Appeal
£VERY
greatofnation,
with has
the
exception
America,
played a pioneer part in the development ofone art or another.
In motion pictures is America's
singular opportunity to stamp
its mark of creative genius on
the art which combines within
its potentialities the essence of
all the other arts.
For ages, music has quickened the imagination and the
emotions. Literature has profoundly influenced man's pilgrimage on this earth. Painter,
poet and playwright have had
their splendid share in awakening the soul of man to truth,
beauty and aesthetic perfection.
Will the industry provide the
means of giving the most vital
of the arts an opportunity to
rouse mankind to an appreciation of the deeper, nobler and
more enduring aspects of our
life of today — and even more
important — of our life to tomorrow?

TOPICS
the dropping of it for tragedy —
suggestive lighting, background
treatment, and in fact everything that goes into sensible
cameramanship. This I fear
would be lost to a great extent
in color pictures.
I don't want to be misunderstood as opposing the general
trend toward color on the screen.
I merely want to say that it
seems unnecessary to me. The
newer films give us more flesh
tones in black and white. The
difference between the present
black and white and the latest
color pictures is the difference
largely between oil painting and
etching. I prefer the latter.
And of course everything is a
matter of taste. However, the
best art seeks to interpret rather
than reproduce. I believe camera-artists ofthe future will try
more and more to approximate
the etcher's ideal rather than
that of the colorist.
— Peverell Marley.

The State theater building in Waterloo, Iowa was sold by the C. A.
Marsh estate Oct. 2 to Morris
Strom, Waterloo, for $33,255.
"Rocky" Newton, new Tri-States
district manager, celebrated his 14th
wedding anniversary Oct. 3.
Hal R. Sheridan has resigned
from W. H. 0. broadcasting company to manage the State Theater
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, for the TriStates Theater. The State, closing
for extensive modernization, reopens
Oct. 18.
The DeMoiner has made its appearance in Des Moines. It's a
weekly given over to activities of
the week, principally pictures. Jack
Wolfe is the publisher, Dorothy Day,
the editor.

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Samuel Benjamine, traveling salesman for Allied Film Exchange, visited the centennial at Dallas, and
worked
the trade en route back
home.
C. B. Akers and C. 0. Fulgham,
division managers for Griffith circuit are back from a trip through
their territory.
Tom G. Banks, Jr., engineer for
Dyer Theater Supply Co., attended
the Tulsa engineers convention last
week.

The world, at this crucial moment— America perhaps more so
than any other country — needs
a soul-stirring art that will lift
it out of the lethargy of indifference, the rut of materialism,
and inspire it to set its face toward the sun of a brighter day.
No book, no poem, no speech,
no painting, no piece of sculpture, no music, however divinely inspired, can do that for the
world. There is only one art
that has the emotional mass appeal— the irrestible power of
subtle persuasion — the rhythmic
magic that finds its way imperceptibly into the innermost recesses of the everyday man, woman and child — the motion picture.
Let those who appreciate the
true import of this new art set
their minds and hearts and
pocketbooks on paving the way
for the motion picture of tomorrow that will cull its ingredients
from the soil of America and
from the hearts and souls of its
people.

in knowing

— Alexander Markey.

Cameraman Prefers
Black and White Films
'"THERE is a psychology in the
present method of photography which would not be possible in the use of color. That
is why I am still partial to black
and white on the screen. Color
has its uses, but it does not permit the emotional contrasts that
can be gained by black and
white. Such as the lifting of the
scenic key for light comedy —

how

to make

life

enjoyable. Our atmosphere is truly Continental,
our view of the Park is superb, our service is really
superior, and our rates invitingly inexpensive. We
successfully created the now

famous

sidewalk

CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL

GRILL,

and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.
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THE REAL
^

WOW

OF THE FALL SEASON!
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MERRIER THAN
THANKS A MILLION
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

With a cast picked for entertainment!
YACHT

ClUB

BOYS,

DIXIE

DUNBAR,

SWINGER THAN
SING, BABY, SING!

STUART ERWIN, JOHNNY

ANTHONY

MARTIN, JUDY

DOWNS, ARLINE JUDGE, BETTY GRABLE, PATSY KELLY, JACK HALEY,
Directed by David Butler. Associate Producer Bogort

GARLAND.

Rogers.
Screen play by Harry Tugend, Jack Yellen and William Conselman.
Based on a story by Arthur Sheekman, Nat
Perrin and
Mark Kelly. Music and lyrics by Lew Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell. Music and lyrics of songs sung by Yacht Club Boys - by Themselves.
Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production.
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Consolidated Film Recapitalization

Vote is Deferred

RISING FJLM ATTENDANCE SWELLS MAJORS' NETS

Philadelphia Exhibitors Tackling Problems Monday
Yacht
Cruise to Serve As
Confab
Setting
for
Philly Exhibitors
Philadelphia exhibitor leaders will
confer on various industry problems
Monday at a conference to be held
aboard the yacht Lavadette, owned
by A. Don Alexander, while cruising in Pennsylvania waters. The
party, which will comprise about 15
men, will include President Ed Kuykendall of the M. P. T. O. A., Lewen
Pizor, Charles Segall, Jay Emanuel
and Dave Barrist.
The Lavadette, in charge of Bud(Continued

on

Page

6)

GB CLOSES NATIONALLY
WITH RKO'S THEATERS
George W. Weeks, GB General
Sales Manager, yesterday announced
the closing of a national deal with
RKO Theaters for GB's complete
1936-37 program.
It followed closely on the heels
of a product deal with the RKO Metropolitan Circuit in New York,
which has already set in "Nine Days
a Queen" (Continued
for theiron Page
string
of the7)

Trade Practices Summary
by Kuykendall on Monday
The present situation as concerns
the M. P. T. 0. A. trade practices
program will be stated Monday in
an announcement by President Ed
Kuykendall. Kuykendall, who goes
to Philadelphia today and thence to
the Tri-State conMemphis to Oct.attend
vention 18 and 19, afterwards
returns to New York.
Columbus Day Observance
Full-time operations will be suspended
by some of the picture companies
Monday, which is Columbus Day. 20th
Century-Fox and Educational will remain closed all day. M-G-M and United
Artists are shutting up shop at noon.

LONDON AWAITS CLOSE
ANDERSON, WILCOX
BACK WITH OTTERSON OF MAXWELL'S GB DEAL
R. E. Anderson and H. M. Wilcox, former Paramount vice presidents who left the company after
John E. Otterson settled his contract
as president have taken offices with
Otterson at 250 W. 57th St., and
will be associated with him, it was
said yesterday at Otterson's office.
Reports that Otterson was planning to enter production of commercial films shortly could not be confirmed yesterday in the absence from
the city of Otterson, Wilcox and Anderson. Wilcox and Anderson were
vice president and treasurer respectively of Erpi when Otterson was
president and left Erpi to join Paramount when Otterson became president of Paramount.

London (By Cable)— The film
trade yesterday momentarily expected formal announcement of closing of a deal whereby a John Maxwell syndicate would acquire the
Ostrers' control of GB, as indicated
in The Film Daily of last Tuesday.
Whatever deal is consummated
must have the approval of 20th
Century-Fox, it is understood. President Sidney R. Kent is now in London to watch
out matter.
for his company's
interests
in the
Under terms of its ownership of
49 per cent of GB control, the American company is understood to have
the right to okay any new financial
plans and therefore must approve
such a deal as the one reported being closed with the syndicate headed
by Maxwell.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., Staying
East to Organize His Staff Civic Repertory Bought
Carl Laemmle, Jr., will remain in
by Brandts for Film Use

New York for several weeks organizing his staff for the newly formed Carl Laemmle Productions, Inc.,
it was said yesterday.
In addition to organizing his staff
of writers, actors, actresses and
schedules, Laemmle will be his own
talent and (Continued
play scout
on Pageand
7) will at-

Meetingdustries
of Consolidated
FilmonIn-a
stockholders to vote

"Gay Desperado" to Play
recapitalization plan was
Interstate; Budgets Upped proposed
adjourned yesterday until Oct. 23

(Continut ' on Page 7)

Street

Journal

Survey

ShowsClimbing
Majors'Higher
Earnings
Better film releases and improved
spending power, reflected in a sharp
upturn in film theater attendance,
are uniting to improve the financial
situation of the major producing
companies which control theater
chains.
The Wall Street Journal, surveying the field, estimates that earnings
of Warner Brothers are likely to go
above $2,000,000 for the November
quarter, first period of the current
fiscal year.
This would be over 50
(Continued on Page 7)

THREE NEW THEATERS
OPENED IN MIDWEST
St. Louis — Opening today of
Boomer and Lee's Civic at Ozark,
Mo., gives the midwest sector its
third new house.
It was preceded by the new Star
at Lyons, (Continued
Kansas, which
F. L. Lowe
on Page 7)

The Civic Repertory Theater in
14th Street, Rialto landmark, will
become the 67th Brandt film house Asta ire- Rogers Film Plays
in the metropolitan area, outright
4 Vienna Houses, Day-Date
purchase of the property from an
English estate through the United
Vienna— "Follow the Fleet," RKO
States Trust
Company
(Continued
on Page 7)being anRadio's musical co-starring Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers, opened
simultaneously yesterday in four of
Vienna's first run houses. These
theaters are the Burg, Imperial,
Stafa and Votivpark Kino. The dayand-date screenings were arranged

Consolidated Recapitalization Plan
Action Is Put Over Until October 23

On the first day of his association
as general sales manager for United
Artist, Andy Smith with George
Schaefer
closed a deal with Bob

Wall

after H. J. Yates, Consolidated president, asserted he had sufficient
proxies to carry approval of the
plan but preferred to adjourn the
meeting to permit large blocks of
(Continued

on Page

6)

by
Michael
Havas, RKO's Central
uropean
Manager.
Fannie Hurst Cashes In
Fannie Hurst is finding the picture
biz pretty profitable. The famous
novelist is understood to have sold an
unpublished "Cosmopolitan Magazine"
serial. "The Sister Act," to Warners
for $65,000. A few weeks ago M-G-M
paid her $100,000 for the screen rights
to "Great Laughter," a novel.
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Wardour St.. \V. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Hsrle, La
Francaise, Rue de la CourCinematographic
des-Noues.
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SYLVIA SANDERS, agent-manager, returned
from Europe yosterday on the Bremen. While
abroad she signed to manage in this country
Max Ophuls, German director who recently
directed and produced "Liebelei"; Nino Costantini, known as the Harold Lloyd of France;
Rene
French Ferte,
actress.French player and Maria Pichon,
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ADOLPH WOHLBRUCK, newly-arrived Continental star, leaves New York by air for the
RKO Studios today to make his American
debut in the title role of "Michael Strogoff."
ANNE SHIRLEY, is returning to the RKO
studio tomorrow
vacation
in New night
York. following a two weeks'
CHARLES
returned
from KOERNER,
New York.Boston's RKO

Va
Vi

head, has

RUDOLPH G. LISZT, movie make-up expert, is in Boston to complete his book, "The

• • • THE DANCES for "Forbidden Melody," the Otto
Harbach-Sigmund Romberg musical, are being handled by Nico
Charisse, Hollywood dance director
the production is being readied for an Oct. 26th opening under the sponsorship of
Jack Kirkland and Sam Grisman
T
T
T
• • • HER FIRST full-hour appearance will be made by
Ginger Rogers in the program directed by Cecil B. De Mille over
WABC on Monday nite ... • Four pix outfits are casting
eyes at "Bright Honor," military school play which Anthony
Brown directed so skillfully
he is an old Holly woodite, and
directed "Tobacco Road"
T
T
T
• • • A SWANKY cocktail party for Joan Blondell and
Dick Powell, as a windup of their honeymoon, was given yesterday afternoon at the Ritz Tower
this marks the end of
a series of entertainments for them since their arrival in New
York

LastMERVYN
Word
inFREEMAN
Make-Up." arrived in New York
yesterday to photograph the Vanderbilt Cup
Race for Universal Newsreel. He will fly back
to Hollywood on Tuesday.
BILL ZEILOR, manager of the Alvin, Pittsburgh, has returned after a fortnight in New

York.

COUNT SIGVARD BERNADOTTE, son of the
Swedish Crown Prince, and the Countess arrived on the Bremen, en route to Hollywood
where
the Count
will resume
film work.
ROBERT HUREL, manager of the Cie FranceFilm at Montreal, sails today on the Me de
France
for Havre.
MIRIAM
"Men Arc
ham, and
will arrive
mandie.

HOPKINS, who recently completed
Not Gods" for London Films at DenANATOL LITVAK, European director
in New York Monday on the Nor-

EDWARD ALPERSON returns to New
today after a trip to Hollywood.

York

ATTORNEY H. WILLIAM FITELSON returned
troit trip.York yesterday following a brief Deto New
GEORGE RAFT leaves New York over the
week-end on his return to Hollywood.

Dynamite Bombs Discovered
i Pennsylvania to Make Film
on Kansas City House Roof
in War on Drunken Driving
Kansas City, Mo. — Finding of two
dynamite bombs on the roof of the
Hollywood Theater, a Negro house
owned by Mrs. Emily W. Smith
marked the second time in 10 days
that attempts have been made to
bomb local colored picture houses.
The fuses of both bombs had gone
out. Joe Brancata's Castle Theater
was bombed earlier but escaped
serious damage.
Police investigating today were
without clues. Exhibitors said they
could offer no explanation.

Capt. Arthur Eliot Dies
London — Capt. Arthur E. H. Eliot,
62, brother of the Earl of St. German* and former lessee of the Globe
and Opera Comique here, died Thursday. Capt. Eliot was founder of
Punch's Club and co-author of "The
Better 'Ole".

Rothacker Silent on Plans
Lillian Hackett
Maurice Pivar

T

a line four-deep stretching
• • • STREET SCENE
down Fiftieth Street almost to Sixth Avenue from the Roxy
mothers
"Dimples"
Temple inthe
Shirleyconstituted
the attraction,
with . their
little darlings
lineup all nuts
to see Shirley
a perspiring fat momma came around the
corner from the subway with three noisy kids hanging on her
skirts and tangling in her feet
she gave one despairing
look at the seemingly endless line stretching down to Sixth
Avenue
"For this I bring you all the way from Brooklyn!"
she wailed
and with that she turned abruptly and yanked
the kids back into the subway
T
T
T

Vi

+
%
+ 2'/g

+
—
+
+

T

Watterson Rothacker, former Paramount studio head, declined to discuss his future plans yesterday after
his arrival from Hollywood. Rothacker .said he planned to see some
shows and attend to some personal
matters.

ED KUYKENDALL
for Philadelphia.

leaves New

York

ROB WILBY has
visit to New York.

returned South

today

after a

Harrisburg, Pa.— A $21,800 conBUDDY HARRIS has gone to Philadelphia
tract for producing and exhibiting from New York.
a four-reel feature dramatizing
JANE WINTON is back in New York aftci
drunken and reckless driving was a trip abroad.
let by the Property and Supplies
WALTER GOULD of United Artists is due
back in New York late this month from South
Department to Stanley P. Hathen of America.
Philadelphia. Hathen will receive
$4,000 for the script, $4,800 for production and $13,000/ for exhibiting
the picture at 1,300 schools and "Dimples" Sets New High
other public institutions in PennFor Business at Roxy
sylvania before July 1, 1937. The
film project is being financed by
the revenue department's sale of auThe ples"opening
"Dimat the Roxybusiness
theater for
yesterday
tomobile inspection stickers at five
cents each at official inspection sta- set a new record for the house under its present management, surtions.
passing the opening of "Sing, Baby,
Sing", according to Howard S. Cull4 Acquitted in Conspiracy
man, managing director, who deBinghamton — A. Vedder Magee,
clared that the opening attendance
theater owner William Shirley, the- had exceeded any previous day, inater manager; Bernard Seiler, house
cluding Saturdays, Sundays or holiemploye, all of Schenectady, and Saldays, in the last four years.
vador Pasinella, of Troy, were acBeginning with "Girls' Dormiquitted by a U. S. trial jury here
opened
the weeks
new season fortory",
thewhichRoxy
a few
ago
following trial on conspiracy charges growing out of a $40,000 Schen- and established a new record, each
ectedy theater fire two years ago.
succeeding 20th Century-Fox picture has set up a new high for attendance, itwas added.
Scenarist-Psychic Dead
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FI1 U

DAILY

Hollywood— Count Louis Hamon,
69, scenarist, also widely known to Harry Gluckman s Father Dies
Father of Harry Gluckman, presithe
as "Cheiro",
psychic,
dent of Mecca Film Laboratories,
died film
here colony
Thursday.
His widow,
the
died in Poland yesterday.
Countess Mena Hamon, survives.
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is a high intensity arc, using a

intrinsic brilliancy, whiter light, and greater efficiency

new type of carbon developed by the National Carbon

in light production. The improved quality of screen

Company

illumination it provides and the higher level of general illumination, from supplementary sources, which

The SUPREX

ARC

Research Laboratories. New

lamps, of high

efficiency and simplified design, have been produced
by projection lamp manufacturers for use with this
new carbon.

it permits are advantages which strongly appeal to the

In comparison
with
the low intensity
arc, the
SUPREX ARC has the inherent advantages of higher

acclaimed as the "outstanding achievement of years"
in the field of motion picture projection.

theatre-going public. The SUPREX

ARC

has been
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EQUII

St. Louis — The St. Louis Amuse- Western Electric Mirrophonic sound
ment Co. awarded a contract to the
equipment as part of a $30,000 reRugjr Construction Co. for some almodeling program. B. D. Cockrill,
terations to the Lindell Theater owner and manager, said that bebuilding at 3511 North Grand boule- I sides the new sound equipment there
vard. The building permit esti- J will be a new marquee, complete interior decoration and installation of
mates the cost at $2,000, but it will
a new vertical marquee sign. This
beat that figure.
is all to be completed by Oct. 16.
Konowa, Okla.— The Rex Theater Before 1937 the theater will be reseated also.
is being remodeled and refurnished.
Oklahoma City— The Folly Theater is being completely remodeled,
refurnished and a new up-to-date
heating system is being installed.

New Orleans — First of the MirDetroit — United Detroit Theaters
rophonic sound installations to be
is installing new seating in the made in this
sector will be in the
Madison, equipment being supplied new $50,000 Center Theater, which
by International Seating Corp. is the first de luxe subsequent run
Mirrophonic sound, the first installa- house to be erected in the Canal
tion of its kind in the city, is also street area. The house opens Oct.
being made, for the change of pol- 20 with a private showing of Grand
icy this week.
National's "The Devil on Horseback." Other Mirrophonic installaNew Haven — The Strand, operattions in the territory will be: Thied by Al Robbins and Adolph G.
La., Arthur Lehmann's
Johnson, has begun general reno- bodeaux,
house at Canton, Miss., and Mrs.
vating activities, which will include
Fred Marshall's Ritz at New
installation of 728 new Interna- Albany.
tional chairs, modern Nation-wide
lights, carpeting by Alexander
Detroit — T. J. Jagmin & Co. are
Smith, and interior redecoration.
complete decorating contract
The entire job, estimated at $12,- doing
on the new Westown Theater for
500, is under the supervision of Modern Theater Equipment. The house Wisper and Wetsman Circuit. The
will close for two days in the near house is being finished in a unique
future.
modern-Egyptian design, and will be
completed in two weeks, Mr. Jagmin
Denver — The Denham is installing stated. The company is also doing
all decorating on the Nortown Theater, under construction for John
INCREASE "BO" 10%
(Of course, lie mean Box Office)
Tatu. The latter house is to be finAttracting deafened to your talkies increases
ished in gold and silver polychrome
i potential audience
10% ! Intones, in modernistic designs. Jag-»- stall
Acousticon
Theatremin firm is also completing redecophones. Leading: system. Nationally advertised.
rating of the Lincoln Park Theater
Endorsed by key showmen.
at Lincoln Park, Mich., for Max
7 Write for full details, and ex- Allen, making a modernistic style
ploitation data.
house out of this theater. Other theaters now in progress include: WarDictograph Products Co., Inc.
field Theater,
Detroit,
1,500-seat
580 Fifth Ave., New York
(Continued
on Page 6)
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Bare Walls Do IS

Madison, Wis. — The Orpheum
here has installed new RCA sound
equipment.

SOUND

>i

i

is what you will say
when you hear the
RCA
PHOTOI'HONK
HIGH NEW FIDELITY
SOUND
SYSTEM
just installed

at the

Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc.
Public Projection Room
723 7th Ave. Tel. MEd. 3-3248 N.Y.C.

Saturday, Oct. 10, 1936

A

THEATER is something more than four walls, with entrance
and exits and a proscenium opening for a curtain. A barn, in
itself, does not make a theater, although a barn can be made into a
theater.
A theater must possess something of magic, in and of itself, aside
from the picture or play it offers to the public. A picture can be
thrown upon a screen in an open lot, with no walls at all, but that
does not constitute a theater; does not keep people from attending a
real theater.
Neither do bare walls in a theater make a theater, no matter how
attractive the architect may have made the exterior. Formal, machinelike precision of wall and line and decoration was at one time an architectural fad. But that day has gone.
The human

desire for ornament is an inherited as well as an

inherent instinct, whether of one's person, of the house he lives in,
or the places of public entertainment to which he may repair. The
savages of interior Africa, the red Indians of America, the Maoris of
Australia, illustrate man's innate desire for ornamentation, for designs,
colors and forms that are pleasing to the eye. Cultured, highly civilized
nations share with their savage ancestral brothers this pleasure in
decoration.
Architects of picture palaces in the large cities cater to this
ancestral instinct, often going to extreme lengths of ornate taste in
designs and colors. But owners of 90 per cent of picture theaters
cannot afford the expense of, to begin with, architects of the training
and experience needed to design and build a picture palace. They must
engage a work-a-day architect who is too often restricted to brick,
mortar and stucco for his materials, and who, whatever his own instinct
for ornament may be, must be limited in his work by the pocketbook
of his employer.
Yet, even within these limitations, the architect may inject some
modicum of beauty to his design; may break the monotony of straight
lines with curves. A straight line may be chaste, but beauty inheres
in the curve. Witness a yacht or a grayhound of the seas in comparison to a houseboat; the pleasantly rounded feminine figure in comparison to one that is all angles.
Nowadays there are many new materials with which the architect

Keep your tickets under
lock and key in a modern
Gold Seal or Model "H".
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Detroit — The Higgins Sound Amplifiers Sales was organized last
week by Francis Higgins at 14731
Maddelein Avenue to handle installation of amplifiers on projection
equipment and general sound work
for theaters. Higgins has handled
numerous sound installations in Detroit, and was formerly engaged in
City.
sound research work in New York

Detroit — Lloyd Hammond Picture
Service is starting a new publicity
campaign on his Sho-All Trailers
can work to add beauty and charm to brick, mortar and stucco. He has for national distribution. Hammond
at his disposal colored glass, bakelite, rubber, colored lighting, etc., is now shipping to practically every
State, using air mail service. The
which, with not too lavish use, can be employed to break up severity new
trailer shows both features of a
of line, of arrangement, at no great cost, and add immeasurably to the double bill in a single frame.
attractiveness of the orchestra.
But when the architect has done his best, under the financial
limitation imposed upon him, there remains the interior decorator and
the mural artist to help make bare walls into a theater.
Mural paintings have come back into fashion. For the theater
owner who can afford them, they are the most decorative features he
can give to the interior of his theater: they lend distinction and charm
in design, line and coloring. But the services of a competent mural
decorator come high — too high for the great majority of theater owners.
They must seek a substitute.
This substitute may be found in the interior decorator and in the
ordinary house painter who possesses an instinct for line and color
harmony. Paint judiciously applied to bare walls turns severity into
pleasing harmony. The interior decorator, with a knowledge of fabrics
and colors, can work wonders on bare walls with curtains and other
drapes. Brocades, silks, plain colored velvet can give the touch of
contrast, the high point of color, to severe, undraped walls, to straight
lines, which turn a depressing view into one that charms, invites the
mood of restfulness and expectation which every theater should evoke
in its patrons.

Oklahoma City — Recent sales
made by the Dyer Theater Supply,
Inc., includes the following: Rectifiers to the Palace, Roswell, N. M.;
rectifiers to the Palace, San Saba,
Tex.; new sound equipment to the

REEVES
Most

Noiseless Film

•
and
•

Disc

Rex, Yale, Okla.; new lamps and
rectifiers to the Atoka, Atoka, Okla.
Detroit — Cross Machine Shop,
manufacturers of the Cross Carbon
Saving Device, has sold 25 of the
new units to Warner Bros, circuit
for Philadelphia, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Washington and other eastern cities. Wallace Cross is leaving
this week to contact Warner Bros,
and RKO theater offices in New
York. The sales are showing a consistent increase of 100 per cent over
1935, Cross stated.
Detroit — The Duo-Fone
Sales
Corp. is devoting
attention
this year
{Continued
on Page 6)
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The interior decorator (often the architect) will add to the effectiveness of painted walls and colored drapes by a careful selection of
light fixtures, chandeliers, wall lights, foots and borders. He will call
colored lighting to his aid.
Decoration, ornamentation of some sort a building must have to
make it a theater — a place of magic where expectation of enjoyment
s aroused in the patron before the show begins. And the decoration
jhould start with the lobby and the box office. Cheap tawdriness
toere is a repellent to prospective patrons.
If the entertainment you offer is the jewel with which you expect
to please your customers, the theater interior is the setting for that
ewel and should enhance, not detract from, its value.

"JUST AS GOOD" WON'T DOIN THE PROJECTION ROOM
That's Why
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Alexander Smith Carpets are as renowned for their
deep, luxurious pile as they are for the beauty of their
designs, and for their ability to withstand the abuse of
thousands of shuffling feet . . . which is why you will
find them in the majority of the country's most successful theatres.
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DEFER GONSOL. FILMS
RECAPITALIZATION
k held by downtown brokerage
^
houses to be voted on the iplan.
followed a turent
The adjournm
bulent session at which criticism
leveled at the plan. A number
of small stockholders asserted that
it was r.nfaii to ask them to give
up the $5 dividend arrear on the
preferred stock and accept a dividend cut on the preferred from $2
s earncompany'
of the
to $1 in
record.
stockholders
These
ingsview
s
claimed that the company' earnings
had been sufficient to meet any outand to mainstanding requirements
rate.
tain the dividend
Stockholders from the floor also
criticized salaries paid officers,
pointing out that six officers were
receiving a total of $163,000 annually. A committee of seven stockholders was appointed to meet
Tuesday with Yates who will explain the plan to them then.

DeVry Equipment Abroad
Herman A. DeVry claims that
three-fourths of the parts in the ordinary theater projector are unnecessary and in the way. "The current type of projector has grown by
the process of accumulation instead
tf by design," he says. "When sound
came in, the projector companies in
general merely added sound units to
a silent design projector. Neither
was designed for the other originally, so excess parts clutter up the
mechanism and add unnecessary
weight, bulk, and complication."
Instead of this process, DeVry
started his picture-sound projector
from the ground up for both picture
and sound. The result, he claims,
is a decrease in the number of parts,
bulk and weight, as well as in complication of operation, while the cost
of maintenance repairs, and replacements is radically reduced. "And,"
says DeVry, "I will match sound and
picture performance against any
machine on the market."
A new theater now being built in
Parral, Chih., Mexico, will be DeVry equipped. There are 38 DeVry
projectors already in the theaters
of Peru alone. So popular are these
projectors in Peru, that one of the
country's largest and finest theaters
has taken over the name DeVry, and
the large illuminated sign bears the
name DeVry Cine in the form of the
DeVry trademark.

Indie Supply Dealers
Independent supply dealers, meeting in Chicago, Oct. 17-18, will devote most of their discussion to the
Robinson-Patman bill provisions
banning extension of price differentials and discounts.

THEATER

IMPROVEMENTS

EQUIPMENT

PHILADELPHIA EXHIBS
TO TACKLE PROBLEMS

NOTES

(Continued from Page 5)

house being rebuilt by Moe Title; to local building as a sideline to
and general interior redecorating at: sound equipment sales, and have 35
Frolic Theater at Midland, Mich., buildings under construction to date,
for William A. Cassidy, just com- according to Bernard O. Hallis, man■ i; Michigan, at Saginaw, for
Cassidy; De Luxe. Saginaw, tor ager.
Detroit — Coulter Premiums, Inc.,
Amusements, Inc.; and following has
moved national headquarters
Detroit theaters: Columbia, for
from
New York City to new quarSchram and Goldberg; Family,
ters at 746 Penobscot Bldg., this
Harris Amusement Co., and Vandale, city. Four local salesmen to cover
for William A. Schulte Circuit.
the state of Michigan are working
out of this office. Local distribuNew York— RCA lists :58 theaters
tion will continue to be handled bv
which have recently replaced their H. H. Burriss. The business will
old sound systems with RCA High continue to be operated by Clark C.
Fidelity apparatus.
Coulter, who is taking' over personal
supervision of the office.
John-town, Pa. — The Laurel Theater, now being readied for an early
Detroit — The Building Accessories
opening, has been equipped with Co., manufacturer of Acoustex for
500 new seats, new projection ma- sound insulation, have moved from
chines, a screen and other equip- Tennyson Ave. in Highland Park
ment by A. & S. Steinberg of Pitts- to new quarters at 634 New Center
burgh.
Building. George C. Cossaboom is
manager.
Uniontown, Pa. — -The Steinberg
Bros., Pittsburgh equipment firm,
Salt Lake City— O. C. Hazen of
erected a 110-foot marquee, believed the Service Theater Supply Co. is
to be the largest in the state, at the making the Idaho territory at this
State Theater here.
time out of Salt Lake City. Service Theater Supply has installed
Oklahoma City - - W. R. Howell 700 new chairs of the American
Theater Equipment Co. reported Seating Co. in the new theater at
sales of equipment the past week St. Anthony, Idaho, just about to
of Motiograph equipment to Ches- be opened. American Seating chairs
ter Fleming, at Nowata, Okla., and are also being installed by the firm
installation of amplifier in the in the Royal, Rigby, Idaho, which
Rialto, Carmen, Okla.
house is being enlarged and reseated.
New York — Alterations and general improvements along with the
installation of the new RCA photophone high fidelity sound system
are being made by Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc. in their headquarters
723 Seventh Ave.
Boston — The first Mirrophonic
installation in New England has
been completed at the Metropolitan
Theater. A special preview was
held Thursday evening and the
grand opening took place the next
day. "The Big Broadcast of 1937"
has been selected for the opening.
Oklahoma City — Oklahoma Theater Supply Co. sales the past week
include: New sound system and remodeling Mrs. H. L. Heaton's theater, Shamrock, Okla.; 548 new
streamlined Haywood Wakefield
chairs for Yale Theater, Oklahoma
City; new Suprex arc lamps, lens
and screen for Speedy Moulder, Criterion Theater, Sapulpa, Okla.; new
Haywood Wakefieid chairs in Princess, Tishomingo, Okla.; complete
Film Speaker DeLuxe sound system, Rex, Konowa, Okla; complete
Film Speaker DeLuxe sound system and air conditioning, machines,
scats, etc., John Gray, New Theater,
Kaw City, Okla.; complete Film
Speaker DeLuxe sound system, Ada
Theater, Ada, Okla.

Detroit — The American
Seating
It's Not Bob Goldstein
Bob Goldstein, agent, denies that Co. has signed a contract for the
he's the Robert Goldstein who is go- seating for the new Westown Theing to produce a new play entitled
ater, being erected by the Wisper
I and Wetsman circuit.
"Aaron
Burr."

{Continued

from

Page
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dy Harris, assistant to the president of Alexander Films Co., leaves
New York early today en route to
Philadelphia. Passengers include
Young.
Kuykendall and Mr. and Mrs. Hal

Acousticon Attracts Patrons
National Theater Supply submits
the following letter from Edward A.
Kane of Roth's Strand, Summit, N.
J., as proof of its contention that
the installation of its device for the
hard-of-hearing will increase patronage. Says Mr. Kane: "I believe
that you would he interested to know
of our experience with Acousticon.
During June 1936 we installed 10
units and since that date we have
received over 100 letters and cards
from grateful patrons thanking us
for making the installation. This
was accomplished without the aid
of any extensive advertising. Formerly our business was confined to
the immediate area and did not exceed a radius of five miles. Now
we have patrons coming from an
area of about 25 miles. I am sure
you can realize that under these
circumstances we are more than just
pleased with the Acousticon instal-

lation."
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FILM ATTENDANCE RISE
SWELLS MAJORS' NETS
{Continued from Page

"Gay Desperado" To Play
Interstate; Budgets Upped
1)

O'Donnell of the Interstate Circuit
for "The Gay Desperado".
The Pickford-Lasky production
will open throughout the entire circuit about the end of October. Preferred playing time will be given to
the picture in all houses.
O'Donnell has agreed to give the
film an intensive advance publicity
and advertising campaign with budgets being upped considerably.

G B Closes Nationally
with RKO's Theaters
{Continued from Page

1)

aters in the New York metropolitan
territory.
ions for RKO's nanegotiat
With tional
set-up consummated, every
major theater circuit in the country
has signed for GB's current product.

Three New Film Theaters
Opened in Midwest Sector
{Continued from Pane

Tom

1)

cents a share, against $1,031,316, or
25 cents a share on 3,701,095 shares
of common stock, earned in the corresponding period a year ago. Warner reported $2,554,772, or 62 cents
. a share, for the 39 weeks ended May
30 and is expected to show around
$2,800,000 or more for the fiscal
year ended August 31, 1936.
Paramount, largest theater owner
in the country, is expected to report
a net profit of over $1,000,000 for
the September quarter against a loss
of $476,000 after crediting reserve
account with $800,000 in the June
quarter, the Wall Street Journal
adds.
The survey revealed, the paper
continues, that box office business in
the various chains this fall has been
running about 10 to 20 per cent
ahead of a year ago. Seventy per
cent of the added gross above the
break-even point goes directly to net,
jit is added.

{Continued from Page

JleuUws o% View TVUns

1)

opened this week, and by the new
$100,000 Willmar at Willmar, Minn.
As a further indication of the upswing in this territory, Phil Gillman
will open the Urban at North Mandate, Minn., on next Thursday.

"No Deals"— Dr. Giannini

Keene

in

"REBELLION"
with

Rita

Cansino,
Duncan
Renaldo, William Royle, Roger Gray
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Crescent Pictures
60 mins.

OUTDOOR DRAMA OF
FORNIA WITH ENOUGH
SATISFY THRILL FANS.

EARLY CALIACTION TO

Taking a page from history, E. B. Derr
has produced a picture that is one of the
better outdoor dramas. Its historical significance makes it highly interesting, and
its forceful dramatic qualities hold one
throughout. Besides that it has enough
fighting, gun-play and hard riding to please
the action fans, and it also has a nice bit
of comedy. A couple of colorful dance
numbers fit in nicely. A well chosen cast
perform admirably. Tom Keene gives a
clean cut competent performance in the
role of the army captain who has been
sent to clean out the gang who have been
stealing the homes and lands of the native Californians. Outstanding as the
Spanish girl is Rita Cansino. Not only is
she beautiful, but her characterization is
excellent. The other important roles are
handled by Duncan Renaldo, William
Royle, as the villain, and Roger Gray and
Robert McKenzie, who are good for a
lot of laughs. John T. Neville worked
out an interesting plot about the California
of 1850, and Lynn Shores' direction gives
a nice pace to the proceedings. Arthur
Martinelli's photography adds magnitude to
the production, and in every department,
this Derr picture is first rate. In 1850 the
government at Washington had promised
the Californians that in settling in California and New Mexico, the newcomers
would in no way interfere with their property. However, a few individuals found
that by murder and fixed politics, they
could steal the property of the Spaniards.
Rita Cansino, the daughter of a murdered
Spanish patriot, comes to Washington to
protest. Keene is sent back with her and
after her brother is killed and he himself
is nearly murdered, Keene is able to clean
out the outlaws. Besides making the
country the peaceful one that it originally
was, he makes Rita his wife.
Cast: Tom Keene, Rita Cansino, Duncan
Renaldo, William Royle, Gino Corrado,,
Roger Gray, Robert McKenzie, Allen Cavan,
Jack Ingram, Lita Cortez, Theodore Lorsch,
W. M. McCormick.
Producer, E B Derr; Director, Lynn
Shores; Author, John T. Neville; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Arthur Martinelli;
Editor, Donald M. Barratt.
Photography,
Direction, Nicely Paced.
Excellent.

Despite reports to the contrary,
United Artists has no releasing
Roxy Hearing on Oct. 23
deals under way with Leslie HowHearing for consideration of proard's new company, Winfield R.
posed plans of reorganization for
Sheehan and Carl Laemmle Jr., said
Dr. A. H. Giannini, president, in the Roxy theater yesterday was put
New York yesterday.
off until Oct. 23 by Judge Caffey
in the Federal Court, New York.
Tookie Hunter Is Tested
Tookie Hunter, Broadway player, Carlos Israels, attorney for the bondholders' committee, sought the postis being tested by M-G-M Wednesday in New York.
ponement.

"LADY

BE CAREFUL"

with Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle
Paramount
70 mins.
WHERE ROUGH AND TUMBLE STUFF
IS IN DEMAND, IT SHOULD GO WELL
ENOUGH.
They've done, necessarily, a lot of trimming of business and dialogue in the Broadway stage success, "Sailor Beware." The
stage play was a gusty and boisterous affair
that made no bones about the attempted
seduction of the heroine by a gob, while
all the other gobs on board ship at Panama
were betting on the results. In the screen
version it becomes an inane and pointless
yarn of a sailor lad who falls for a dame
in a dance hall at the Isthmus, and tries
to steal her scarf as some sort of proof
to the lads back on the ship that he did
not let them down and was trying to uphold their end of the betting. Pretty weak
stuff, and only the good acting of the
principals, and some neat comedy business by Larry Crabbe, Benny Baker and
Grant Withers, saves the production from
flopping entirely. However, it is the type
of material about sailor lads that the pop
crowds go for, and in theaters where the
rough and tumble stuff is in demand, it
should go well enough.
Cast: Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle, Larry
Crabbe, Benny Baker, Grant Withers, Jack
Chapin, Josephine McKim, Wilma Francis.
Director, J. T. Reed; Authors, Kenyon
Nicnolson, Charies Robinson; Screenplay,
Dorothy Parker, Alan Campbell, Harry Ruskin; Cameraman, Henry Sharp.
Direction, Fair
Photography, Good.

Civic Repertory Bought
by Brandts for Film Use
(Continued from Page

1)

nounced by William and Harry
Brandt.
Reconstruction of the house, calling for the replacement of the present gallery, balcony and stage, will
start in three weeks. Reopening,
the house will operate from 9 a. m.
to midnight at popular prices.
Civic Repertory recently has been
used by the Theater Union.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., Staying
East to Organize His Staff
(Continued from Page

1)

tend as many productions on Broadway as he possibly can.
This, he explained, will be part
of his regular routine from now on,
inasmuch as he plans to make only
four or five pictures each year, thus
leaving himself sufficient time to
make periodic trips to New York
and view the theatrical horizon.

Warners Jumps Waterbury
Admission Scale 5 Cents
Waterbury, Conn. — As part of the
plan to try out higher admissions
in spots, Warners have raised the
former 25-35c scale at the Cameo,
Bristol and State, here to 30-40
cents. Matinee top has been increased to 30 cents.

LITTLE from LOTS
"

By RALPH WILK =====
HOLLYWOOD
TAMES EDWARD GRANT, author
J of the Johnny Cave stories from
which was adapted "Great Guy,"
James Cagney's new feature which
will be produced by Douglas MacLean for Grand National, is a prolific writer. Although but 30 years
of age, he has written 290 magazine
stories and six novels.
T

T

T

▼

T

»

Our Passing Show: Pandro Berman,
Mervyn LeRoy, Edwin Knopf, William Perlberg, Major John Zanft,
Sam Wood, Larry Weingarten, Joan
Crawford, Franchot Tone, Robert
Taylor, Barbara Stanwyck at the
preview of "Libeled Lady"; S. K.
Fang, son of Fang Chen Wu, field
marshal of the Chinese forces, visiting the Columbia studios.
Douglas MacLean, who is producing six features for Grand National
release, is the only producer in Hollywood, who formerly was a screen
star. He achieved stardom 17 years
ago in "23% Hours Leave," which
he is shortly to make with a screen
newcomer in his original role.
T

▼

T

T

T

T

Jean Muir and Gordon Oliver will
play the two leading roles in Anthony Coldeway's "Lords of the
Land," which will go into production shortly at the Warner Bros.
West Coast studios.
Universal has purchased "Dancing
For
Love"It by
William
AnthonybyMcGuire.
is to
be produced
E.
M. Asher, and the leads probably
will be played by Doris Nolan and
George Murphy, with one of the
featured roles assigned to Charles
Winninger.
T

T

T

Celebrating the completion of "Go
West, Young
Man,"
Weston presented everyone
who Mae
worked
the
picture with a gift.
T

T

T

T

T

T

t

t

▼

"Easy Going" has been selected
as the title for the next RKO Radio
Picture to star Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey, to be produced by
Lee Marcus. This was formerly
called "A Pair of Sixes."
George
and Ira Gershwin
have
been signed by Samuel Goldwyn to
prepare the music, lyrics and story
for the "Goldwyn Follies."
Wilfred Lucas, Francis McDonald
and Lita Chevret have been awarded
roles in "Criminal Lawyer," which
Christy Cabanne is directing for
RKO Radio with Lee Tracy in the
title part and Margot Grahame playing the feminine lead.

"Dodsworth" In Fourth Week
"Dodsworth," the Samuel Goldwyn production starring Walter
Huston with Ruth Chatterton and
Mary Astor, has been assured of a
fourth week holdover at the Rivoli
in New York and the Aldine in
Philadelphia, according to advice received from the United Artists home
office yestreday.

SUPER

EASTMAN

X STARS

Super X helps the cameraman

as no other film has ever helped before . . .
to enhance his artistry ... to solve difficult
situations. It helps the exhibitor, too, by
delivering photographic quality that undeniably heightens box-office appeal. In
this dual role, Super X stars in the fullest
sense of the word. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,
Distributors, Fort Lee, New York, Chicago,
Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PANCHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X
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Fox Forms New British and U. S. Finance Companies

MAXWELL PAYS $7,500,000 FOR CONTROL OF G-B
Trade Practice Progress Is Gratifying— Kuykendall
Proposals Far from Dead Issue,
Declares President
of MPTOA
"Gratifying progress" is being
made by distributors "in overcoming
obstacles and reducing objections of
both a legal and a practical nature"
in connection with the M. P. T. O. A.
trade practice proposals, declared
President Ed Kuykendall of the national theatermen's association in a
statement Saturday.
"It is apparent from my personal
investigation during the past week
that the M. P. T. O. A. trade practice proposals are far from a dead
issue," Kuykendall insisted. He
left New York early Saturday for
Philadelphia, where he will confer
with exhibitor leaders today, and
then proceed to Memphis to attend
(Continued

on Page

5)

ROCHESTER CONCLAVE
OF S.M.P.E. STARTS
Rochester — Technically-minded
members of the industry have assembled in Rochester for the opening
of the fall convention of the S. M.
P. E. today with activities centering
on the Sagamore Hotel. During the
meeting, which will run until Thursday night, announcement will be
made of the election of S. K. Wolf,
Electrical Research Products executive, as president, as exclusively
printed in The Film Daily of Aug.
(Continued

on Page

5)

Theaters Looted, Mayor-Exhib. Ends Police Vacations
Glasgow, N. B. — Aroused by burglaries at both of his local theaters and his home,
Mayor N. W. Mason, veteran exhib., has decreed no more vacations and off days
for the town's police until the cops stamp out the robbery epidemic.

London (By Cable) — Paying approximately $7,500,000 for the
Ostrer brothers' stock, John Maxwell, chairman of the Associated
British Picture Corp., has acquired
control of Gaumont British, it was
announced here Saturday.
Maxwell is now discussing with
Record breaking sales occasioned
forth direct the servicing and in- Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
stallation activities of the company Century-Fox, purchase of the Amerby the introduction of their new
Mirrophonic sound system has throughout the Great Lakes area.
ican company's interests in GB which
P. T. Sheridan, with headquarters amount to 49 per cent. At the mocaused ERPI to completely reorganize the administration of their at New York, will continue in charge
ment, no deal has been consummated.
technical field forces. L. W. Con- of equipment planning, and J. P.
That the Maxwell-Ostrer deal was
row, newly appointed general op- Dinsmore, as merchandise man- set was exclusively reported in The
erating manager, has named G. L.
ager, in New York, will remain as Film Daily of Oct. 6. At that time
Carrington as operating manager head of ERPI's merchandising and it was printed that Maxwell was
of all technical field activity east warehousing activities. Both Sheri- seeking to buy the 20th Century(Continued
on Page 4)
dan and Dinsmore will be directly
of the Rockies and W. W. Simons,
responsible
to
Conrow.
reporting to Carrington, will hence-

Erpi Reorganizes Its Technical Field
Forces As Sales Reveal Business Boom

Rampant

Jacksonville, Fla. — Despite an
unsuccessful but definite movement
during the last Florida Legislature
to curb bank nights and give-aways
at theaters, the practice appears to
be on the increase here. Straight
screen entertainment is featured
only two nights a week, Saturday
and Sunday.
Showmen insist that such attrac

tions have made is possible for
every theater in the city to be kept
open throughout the Summer seaWinding up a whirling inspecson. Only dark house is the Temtion of Columbia activities that has
ple, for many years used only for
road shows and civic music affairs taken him from New York to Hollywood to London and back to New
but now dismantled.
York again in a little more than
Monday
night is bank night at
three weeks, Jack Cohn, vice-presi(Continued on Page 5)
dent of the Columbia Pictures Corporation, returned from England

Two New

in Jacksonville

COHNRETURNS,FAVORS

Bank Nights, Giveaways

British, U. S. Finance

Companies Formed by L W. Fox

Lawrence W. Fox, Jr., who was
one of the organizers of Standard
Company which last spring
Film Causing Exhib's Arrest Capital
successfully negotiated the purchase
Minneapolis
—
Bennie
Berger,
U. S. Senator Dwight Patman,
of Carl Laemmle's control of Universal Pictures, has just returned
co-author of the Patman-Robinson manager of the Time Theater, was
anti-price discrimination bill, will arrested for exhibiting "Marihuana" to New York from a five months'
which
a
policewoman
charged
was
address the Independent Theater
survey of motion picture activities
"indecent."
in England and on the Continent, inSupply Dealers' meeting at the ConChief Justice John Devaney of
gress Hotel, Chicago, on Sept. 18.
cluding Soviet Russia.
The 42 members of the association the Minnesota State Supreme Court
Mr. Fox resigned as an officer of
will all be present at the session, will attend a screening to deter- Standard Capital Company in May
mine whether, in his opinion, the to devote himself to other film acaccording to J. E. Robin, execu(Continued on Page 4)
picture is actually indecent.
tive secretary.

Theater Supply Dealers
To Hear Patman on Law

Maxwell, Acquiring G-B Control, Now Seeks 20th Cent.Fox Interest

Minn. Chief Justice to See

CLOSEEUROPEANGO-OP

today
The aboard
Columbiathe "Normandie."
executive
feels
that
close
cooperation
with
the
European
studios
is increasingly
important to the industry because of
(Continued on Page

5)

RKO Export to Take Over
Remaco's Setup in Java
As a result of an arrangement
closed by Phil Reisman, vice president of RKO Export, during his recent European trip, a deal has been
made with Remaco's Filmbedrifj, N.
V., whereby RKO Export will take
over their Java distributing organization and will henceforth distribute
RKO Radio pictures direct with
(Continued

on Page

5)
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Distributor
(Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 4th week
Ziegfeld
Great
The
week
A.-Goldwyn)— 3rd
(U.
Dodsworth
Bros.)— 2nd week
(Warner
Dream
Night's
A Midsummer
Valiant is the Word for Carrie (Paramount)
Dimples
(20th Century-Fox)
Ramona
(20th
Century-Fox)
The Gay Desperado
(U. A -Pickford-Lasky)
Lady
Be Careful
(Paramount
Pictures)
Student-Romance
(B.I.P.)
55th
Anthony
Adverse
(Warner
Bros.)
(b>
The
Man
Who
Lived
Twice
(Columbia
Pictures)

Theater
Capitol
Rivoli
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♦ TWO
Romeo

and

Juliet

A DAY

RUN

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 8th

♦ FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

Kermesse Heroique (French picture) — 3rd
Birobidjan (A Greater Promise)
(Amkino)
Florentine Love ( Nuovo Mondo)

♦ FUTURE

bill.

(b)

Subsequent

Roxy
Criterion
Music Hall
Rialto
St. Playhouse
Palace
Globe

♦

week

run.

Cinema

de

picture)

(c)

Follows

Paris
Tobis
Casino

♦
Cine Roma
Cine Roma
Paramount
Capitol
Rivoli
Cinema de Paris
Criterion
Strand
current

bill.

General Pictures Lists
First Five for Release

Selznick Seeks Howard
To Do "Wind" Screenplay

Fenn Kimball, president of General Pictures Corporation, who has
just returned from the Coast after
conferring with Robert E. Welsh,
in charge of production, announces
that the first five pictures on the
company's schedule of 34 will be:
"Three Legionnaires," from the
novel by Juan Del Rio; "Let's All
Sing," a radio musical by George
Wagner; "Prison Ship," by Norman
Springer; "Circus Queen," by James
Knox Millen;
Glenn
Martin. "Night Edition," by
Mack D. Weinberger, general
sales manager, will announce definite release dates for these pictures shortly.

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David O. Selznick is
in negotiations with Sidney Howard,
playwright. Expectations are the
deal will be closed very shortly, and
Howard will leave in about three
weeks to do the screenplay on Margaret Mitchell's "Gone With the
Wind." George Cukor, who will direct the picture, expects to leave for
the east in a couple of weeks and
will visit Miss Mitchell at her home
in Atanta, Ga.

It's "Lady, Be Careful" Now

Following an injunction threat
from the Hays Office, the Rialto
Theatre, which had changed the
release title of the Paramount
Picketing Drive in Philly
Philadelphia — Local 77, musicians' picture "Lady, Be Careful" back
union, will launch its theater pick- to the original stage title "Sailor
eting drive this week with a mass Beware," which the Hays office
meeting which will be addressed by had banned, the name of the picture
Mayor Wilson. Officials of the was switched back to "Lady, Be
Careful." Some reviews of the
New also
York
City the
musicians'
will
address
meeting. union picture, however, appeared under
the title "Sailor Beware."

Minors Ordinance Observed

Joseph S. Skirball
William
Nigh
Crauford
Kent
James

Bradbury.
Sr.
Bob Doidge
Americo
Aboaf

Exhibitors in Manhattan, the
Bronx, Brooklyn and Queens catering to children are generally observing the recently adopted ordinance permitting the admission of
unaccompanied minors under certain conditions, a personal checkup by Mayor F. H. LaGuardia and
13 other city officials tends to establish. One hundred and five theaters
were surveyed.

ALLAN SCOTT comes East from Hollywood
shortly to work on a new play.
J. E. ROBIN,
executive secretary of the InJOE HORNSTEIN and W. J. KATZ leave Thursmeet. day for Chicago
attend Dealers
the supply
,nreuASLTrh,.';!,terto Supply
Association;
dealers'

I. PERSE of Capitol Theater Supply Co., and
I. MOSCOWITZ of Amusement Supply Co leave
Friday for Chicago.
SIDNEY TOWELL.
urer, leaves by plane

♦
Filmarte
Cameo
Cine Roma

OPENINGS

L ONEL ATWILL arrives in New York this
week from Hollywood, en route to England
whew he will appear in a film for Associated
and possibly a second production.

Astor

PICTURES

La Cieca di Sorrento (Nuovo Mondo)
(a) — Oct. 13
Ginevra degli Almieri
(Nuovo Mondo)
(a) — Oct. 13
The Big Broadcast of 1937 (Paramount Pictures) — Oct. 14
The Devil is a Sissy (Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Oct. 16
Ladies
in Love
(20th
Century-Fox)
Oct. 21
Les Miserables
(French picture) — Oct. 27
Tundra
(Burroughs-Tarzan)
(c)
Cain and Mabel
(Warner-Cosmopolitan)
(a) Dual

Strand
Paramount

week

Varan
Pojke
(Our Boy)
(Swedish
picture)
Ein Liebesroman
im Hause Habsburg
(German
Letzte
Rose
(German
picture)

m

Parade

(1 The Broadway

Coming and Going

20th Century-Fox treastomorrow for Hollywood.

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
day for Hollywood.

left by plane Satur-

WILLIAM LEBARON and WESLEY
have returned to Hollywood.
CHARLES
the coast.

VIDOR

RUGGLES

left by plane Saturday for

JOHN SCHULTZ of Fanchon & Marco leaves
today for Los Angeles.
JACK PARTINGTON of Fanchon & Marco expects to leave tomorrow for Los Angeles.

IRVING A. JACOBY, associated with Ben K.
Blake Productions, who has been in Europe for
the past six months gathering material, returns
Tuesday on the Aquitania.
..JACK COHN and LILI CHRISTIAN GRATNOFF, today
Max Reinhardt's
newest German "find,"
arrive
on the Normandie;
others aboard
WILLIAM MORRIS and MRS. MORRIS JEAN GACON DE CAVAIGNAC, RUTH ETTING MTR1AM
HOPKINS,
ANATOL
LITVAK.

en

JEANNE DE CASALIS
route to Europe.

on

DONALD BRIAN and MRS.
yesterday.
the Britannic

is aboard the Bremen
BRIAN

arrived

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE and B. A. MEYER
morrow.
will
arrive from Europe on the Aquitania toANITA LOUISE leaves New York this week
for Hollywood to appear opposite Paul Muni in
"The
Gentleman
from Kimberley."
GREGORY LA CAVA and WILLIAM WYLER
have arrived from Hollywood and are at the
Waldorf-Astoria.
W. J. FIGUEROA, sales manager of Astor
Pictures Corp., is in New Orleans to make a
survey of the southern exchanges, including
the Atlanta and Charlotte offices.

McCarthy and Baker Honored
Kansas City, Mo. — Over a hundred local film men attended a farewell dinner recently in honor of
L. J. McCarthy, assistant to the division manager of Fox Midwest
Theaters, who is leaving to become
assistant to the president of Republic Pictures. He was presented
a desk set. Following the dinner,
the party attended the Electric Theater in Kansas City, Kansas, to
honor A. F. Baker on the thirtieth
anniversary of his opening of that
house.

New Va. Companies Chartered
Norfolk, Va. — Charters have just
been issued to the Ritz Amusement
Co., Inc., and the Hill Amusement
Co., Inc., both of Norfolk, to engage
in the amusement business. Officers
of both companies are: Harriet Barron, president; Harry Hofheimer,
secretary-treasurer. Alan J. HofI heimer is a director.

Somma Aids Milk Charity
Richmond, Va. — Charles A. Somma, movie pioneer who is associated
with Walter J. Coulter in the ownership and operation of a chain of
Virginia playhouses, is among the
incorporators of the Free Milk Fund
for Babies, Inc.

18 THE WORD FOR
liE FILM
-KY.

Daily News

Swell are the Reviews!
"Gladys George is the stage's
most charming gift to the
screen this year." — N.Y. Times
"Gladys George gives a
magnificent performance in a
genuinely touching and absorbing drama, powerful in its
emotional appeal and stimulating in its novelty."
— N. Y. Mirror

"Role of CARRIE' is a film
triumph for Gladys George.
VALIANT IS THE WORD
FOR CARRIE' serves well to
welcome Gladys George to a
luminous spot in the film
firmament."

— N. Y. American

"Gladys George gives one of
the most moving, eloquent

performances in the history of
the screen."
— N.Y. Telegraph

"From

the burlesque of her

stage portrayal in 'Personal
Appearance' Miss George turns
to the challenging demands
of the Carrie part brilliantly.
Her scenes with young Jackie
Moran are masterpieces."
— N. Y. Herald- Tribune

. ... and Swell the Business !

"VALIUM IS THE WORD FOR CARRIE
with GLADYS

GEORGE

. ARLINE

JUDGE

. JOHN

HOWARD

. Dudley Digges . Harry Carey

Isabel Jewell • A Paramount Picture From Barry Benefield's Best Seller • Produced and Directed by WESLEY RUGGLES
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2 NEW FINANCE COS.
ORGANIZED BY FOX

$7,500,000, MAXWELL
G-B PURCHASE PRICE

(Con tinned from Patjr ])

"; Page 1)

Fox stock in GB, perhaps to the
extent of halt.
Further official statements on the
ile:il will be made today.
der the transaction, the Maxwell interest- completely take over
the Class B shares of Metropolis
and Bradford Trust, with option on
all the Ostrers' holdings in Class A
shares which carry voting control.
The deal is described as the biggest in the history of the British
film industry, involving assets aggregating $1 20.000,000. It appears
to definitely kill the plan under
Loew's
which 20th Century-Fox andinterests
were to acquire substantial
in a revamped GB setup, as negotiated several weeks ago through Joseph M. Schen k, chairman of the
20th Centu \v-Fcx board, J. Robert
Rubin for M-G-M and other executives of these companies, at London
conferences. When this deal had
been reported as collapsed recently,
Schenck insisted that he believed the
deal would go through to a successful culmination.
Gaumonfs capital is $31,250,000
and its total assets, as indicated by
its last balance sheet, are $68,727,The deal swings over to Maxwell operation 350 GB houses to supplement his own circuit of 283 more.
Associated British owns British International Pictures, Ltd., which is
now releasing several pictures yearly
in America through a subsidiary
known as Alliance and also through
two major distributors.
Over the week-end in the United
States, both Nicholas M. Schenck,
president
of Loew's,that
and they
Joseph
M.
Schenck indicated
would
When
deal.
Maxwell
oppose the
word reached New York on Sept. 21
that their own deal was off, the latter had stated that he would proceed
legally to insure its completion. At
that time he explained that the
Ostrers had changed their minds in
connection with the plan but that he
was hopeful that it would be consummated. Authoritative British
sources reported that the English
Government had objected to the deal,
which had been covered by memorandums embracing principles agreed
upon at London conferences between
the Ostrers, Joseph Schenck and
Rubin.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Is your insurance
policies in order?

adequate

and

T
T
T
• • • WITH ONE single exploitation stunt
the
M-G-M organization has been expertly sold for an indefinite
period to the high schools and colleges of the land
they
offered the students an opportunity to engage in an essay contest and Metro fulfilled the promises of the prize awards
so handsomely that the prestige of M-G-M today stands supreme among students in the higher halls of learning
T
T
T
• •
• WE REFER to the recent essay contest on "Tale
of Two Cities"
the three winners have just returned
from a month's trip to Paris and London, the locales of the
Dickens story
where they were accorded a royal reception by the foreign department representatives acting under
Dave Blum, in charge of foreign publicity
Sam Eckman,
Jr., in London was their host, and E. Lapinere in Paris
and the three lucky femmes arriving in New York on the He
de France were simply overwhelmed with the memories of the
manner in which every moment of their trip had been "planned
for profit and pleasure," as one of them lemarked
T
▼
T
• • • AND THE cooperation of the French Line, which
donated the steamship passages, was of the de luxe quality
the three prize winners were delighted with the constant courtesies and attentions showered upon them
all
in all it was a splendid example of international cooperation on
the part of Metro's complex organization Howard Dietz
and Billy Ferguson had originated and handled the stunt to its
successful conclusion
. and then passed the job along to
the foreign department to see that the prize winners were royally entertained and in several months of sustained effort the exploitation stunt was carried thru without a hitch.
T
T
T
• •
• NOW COMES the crux of this whole story
word has spread through the schools and colleges of the grand
manner in which the prize winners were treated
and so
the entries in the current essay contest on "Romeo and Juliet"
from students throughout the nation have TREBLED the entries on the first Metro contest
to us the clever thing
in the entire stunt was that the three winners were allowed to
enjoy every minute of their trip without being paraded or ballyhooed for the resultant publicity
that's where this Metro
crowd are so darned smart
they know when to STOP
the ballyhoo
which is one of the cleverest tricks in the
entire
why the
students of
the
landbook
are of
so Showmanship
enthusiastic about the that's
new Metro
contest
if they win, they know they can enjoy their trip to Shakespeare's birthplace at Stratford-On-Avon without having to put
on a publicity show to pay for it all
▼
T
T
• •
• A LOT of you lads will recall Mannie Lee
who worked in the publicity dep't of the old Gotham Pictures
and later with Pathe
Mannie was a swell copy
writer and layout man
but he had a yen to write detective fiction he collaborated
with his cousin and they
worked and experimented together nights and week-ends, till
finally they developed
a detective-murder-mystery
technique
today they are world-famous under the nom-de-plume
of Ellery Queen
they have just gone to Hollywood under
a nice writing contract lor the Paramount studio
what
makes us smile is that Mannie used to bemoan the fact to us
that none of the majors would buy his original scripts
"They've put a label on me," Mannie said, "I'm just a good copywriter to them"
now ain't that a laugh?
▼
T
T
• • • A FAREWELL program to Harry Hershfield over
WMCA Tuesday eve, with Harry going to the Coast on his new
assignment at the Warner stude . . the fare-thee-wellers
on the program will include Fannie Hurst, Jack Dempsey, ArFlamm thur "bugs" Baer, Joe Connolly, Alfred McCosker, Donald

your

«

«

«

»

»

»

tivities and as a result of his recent
European trip has organized General Film Finance, Ltd., of England with offices at 17 King's
Street, St. James's, London, and
correspondents in Paris,
Berlin,
Vienna and Prague. General Film
Finance, Ltd., supplies a general
banking and fiscal service to British and European
film producers and
distributor
s.
A new American company, General Film Industries, Inc., has been
formed in New York to cooperate
closely with the English company
and will maintain offices in New
York and Hollywood to render a
general service in the financial
field of the film industry.
Mr. Fox stated that in his opinion prospects for the motion picture business had never been
brighter than they are today. Theater attendance in America is
breaking records and production
values are steadily increasing. In
England the proposed changes in
the quota laws will help independent British producers without
harming
ican films.the distributors of AmerOn the Continent, however, he
said, conditions are not so favorable.
This is due to the internal impounding of credits in most countries.
Production in Soviet Russia, Mr.
Fox declares, is being planned on
an enormous scale as the government there has recognized the importance of motion pictures in influencing the people. New studios
are being built in Moscow, new theaters are being constructed in the
larger cities and portable projection
units are being operated in practically all the rural districts. Mr. Fox
stated that he did not expect increased Russian film production to
have any effect whatever on the
outside world at the present time.
Russian films as now made are
still for the Russians.

'Les Miserables' Opens Oct. 21

Engagement of the French version of "Les Miserables," opening
Oct. 27 at the Cinema de Paris, will
be a reserved seat one. The film,
starring Harry Baur, runs approximately three hours.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Film theater attendance in Athens
rose1936
25 per
the first
of
over cent
the tor
preceding
year.quarter
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PROGRESS GRATIFIES,
STATES KUYKENDALL
(Continued from Page 1)

the Tri-States convention. Kuykendall is due back in New York October 26.
Said Kuykendall, in part:
"There is every prospect of ultimate success for our program, it's
a question of time, patience and
perseverance, but the ultimate benefits of this plan to all exhibitors
everywhere and to the whole industry are so great and important that
it will be well worth the time, unselfish exhibitor support and organized efforts that have been devoted
to the movement.
"Unfortunately personal business
interests and previous appointments
compel me to leave New York for
a few days, but I expect to return
by October 26th and anticipate that
steps now under way will be announced on or before that date. At
no time during these long negotiations have the prospects been
brighter for a genuine and practical
solution of many exhibitor complaints and injustices of long standing. It should be noted that no
formal or informal agreement between M. P. T. 0. A. and any one
or all of the distributors is necessary, our proposals as submitted in
writing with the full approval of
our entire Board of Directors requested definite modifications of
sales policies and trade practices on
the part of the distributor. All we
want is to have them do it."

Cohn Returns, Favors
Close European Co-op
(Continued from Page 1)

the international perspective which
all amusement is assuming. The
great pictures which have been coming from both sides of the Atlantic
in the past year owe much of their
success to this cooperation, and Mr.
Cohn believes that American stars
have much to gain through projected plans for exchange of talent
across the sea.
This was Mr. Cohn's annual trip
abroad to study the European market. He stayed in London only a
week, during which time he concerned himself with the distribution
and production situation in Europe.
During his stay Mr. Cohn also
up on Columbia's producchecked
tion interests.

RKO Export to Take Over
Remaco's Setup in Java

DAILY

NEWS

GIVEAWAYS RAMPANT
IN JACKSONVILLE

of the DAY

Highland, Wis. — H. Petrus has pleted by Morris Bailey, for the
changed
the name
of his Opera Brock-Hall section of Hamden.
House to the Majestic.
Bailey operates the Whalley Theater, a neighborhood house.
Sheboygan^, Wis. — Paul W. Leuck
is now operating the Lincoln theater, formerly conducted by Max
Schurrer.

Bridgeport, Conn. — Anthan Prakas, operator of the Rivoli, will build
a new theater on Park Avenue.

Detroit — The Savoy Theater,
near-downtown house, has been taken over by John Harper from Ben
R. Zabowsky, and is being booked
by Saul Korman, who also handles
bookings for the Davison Theater.

Bridgeport Conn. — Harold Tabackman takes over the operation
of the newly-acquired Bostwick Theater on Sunday. Former operator
was Lou Anger.

Detroit — Building permit for the
new theater to be erected in Dearborn, by the Midway Theater Corporation gives the cost as $75,000.

Oberlin,
— Jerry
Steel'scomplete
Apollo
theater
hereO. is
undergoing
modernization and will be completed about Thanksgiving. Steel leased
adjoining
space to increase the seating capacity.

(Continued from Page 1)

the Palace, downtown house, with
other houses taking the overflow
when necessary. Which is practically every week. Highest pot
ever built had $1,600 in it.
Tuesday night Screeno is played
at the Capitol, neighborhood house.
Wednesday night the Palace hits it
again with Gift Night. Thursday
and Friday, Screeno is headlined by
the Florida, de luxer. Attractions
at this writing are a Packard car
one night, a fur coat and two jack
pots the other. All these houses
are members of the E. J. Sparks
chain.
Riverside, independent neighborhood, has its own special stimulant
called Spino, said to have been developed by the manager, M. C.
Moore. It is featured Friday nights.

Boston — Sam Kurzon announced
here that the Brandon theater,
Brandon, Vt., recently destroyed by
fire, will be rebuilt. Kurzon heads
the Graphic Circuit.
Waldobor,
Me.— The
ater reopens Nov. 26.

Waldo

the-

/*«£&■

RES

EAT

Cardwell, Mo.— Mrs. A. R. Flippin has opened the New Theater
here. Formal opening saw the presentation of floral tributes to the
showwoman by the Chamber of
Commerce.
Chesaning, Mich. — The Crystal
Theater has been taken over from
Fred A. Graham by R. Asham.
Harbor Spring, Mich. — The Lyric
Theater has been closed by S. D.
Leahy.

Saginaw, Mich. — The Genessee
has been darkened by F. X. LeDuc.
Detroit — Mrs. Sophia Hilke is remodeling the Perrien, east side
house.
New Haven, Conn. — Plans for a
new 944-seat theater have been com-

Rochester Conclave of
S. M. P. E. Gets Under Way

When you're tempted to recondition or recover
old,broken down UNCOMFORTABLE chairs— keep
in mind YOU CANT AFFORD to do so EVERY
YEAR. RESEAT with COMFORTABLE CHAIRS

(Continued from Page 1)

27. He will succeed Homer G. Tasker,
(Continued from Page 1)
headquarters at Batavia and a who assumes the post of executive
vice-president of the society.
branch office at Soerabi.
Virtually all papers to be preNo manager has been appointed as
sented at the convention are of a
yesterday. The teryet, it wasritories ofsaid
the new branch office, technical nature. An important feature will be an address by M. H.
however, will be under the supervision of Reginald Armour, RKO Ex- Aylesworth, RKO executive, on radio
port's Far Eastern Manager, who competition from the standpoint of
will arrive at Batavia on Oct. 23. the film industry. The semi-annual
RKO will begin direct operations banquet is planned for Wednesday
next November.
night.

Ask andUs,have

something to show for your money.

How can I reseat and pay for new chairs conveniently?'

American Seating Company
COMFORT

Makers 0/ Dependable Seating for
Theatres and Auditoriums
General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan

The Greatest Star o/ Them All!

BRANCHES

IN

ALL
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FitzGibbon's Campaign
On "Suing Time" in Peoria
THE engagement of "Swing
Time" at the Madison,
Peoria, 111., made the famous
mid-western city "swing" conscious, due to the exploitation
campaign of Manager D. C.
FitzGibbon. Local department
stores used the opportunity to
tie up with the picture, and
featured ''swing" in their ads,
Five pages of this sort of advertising appeared in the papAjq advertising tie-up with
an ice cream company was
another feature. A local paper's
stunt of interviewing members
of the audiences to get their
reactions helped materially in
aiding the good impression
made by the picture. Window
displays, featuring the use of
stills from the picture, were
used to good advantage.
— Madison, Peoria, 111.

New York Exploitation
On "Nine Days a Queen"
A

BIG exploitation campaign
accompanied the presentation of GB's "Nine Days a
Queen" at the Roxy, New York.
A tie-up on clothes worn by
Nova Pilbeam in the picture
was made with R. H. Macy's
which carried displays in its
store, ads in metropolitan newspapers, and radio comment, calling particular attention to the
picture's engagement at the
Roxy. A contest was run by
the New York Daily Mirror,
offering cash prizes of $50 and
fifty pairs of tickets to the
Roxy each day for nine days
for the best answers to the
question, "What would you do
if you were queen for nine
days?" Special publicity stories
were also placed in the metropolitan newspapers. Following
the notices which acclaimed the
picture, large ads, bearing the
headline, "Nine out of Nine
Critics Cheer 'Nine Days a
Queen' " were run in the leading papers. Heralds, anouncing the picture's run at the
Roxy, were distributed throughout the city by messenger boys,
through a tie-up with Postal
Telegraph.
— Roxy, New York City.

"Adverse" Fashions Net
Toronto Co-op Ad Page
TN conjunction with the showing of Warner Bros.' "Anthony Adverse" at the Imperial,
Toronto, the management obtained a co-operative ad page in
the Toronto Mail and Empire,
stressing the fashions worn in
the picture. The ad featured
modernized
versions of fash-
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ions adapted from the pioduction, with photographs of the
stars in the feature and copy
announcing the playdate.
— Imperial, Toronto.

Free Photos Distributed
ToTJIVE
Plug thousand
"Gorgeousautographed
Hussy"
photographs, of Robert Taylor, one of the stars of the
production, were distributed
free to ladies attending the first
performance of "The Gorgeous
Hussy" at the RKO Orpheum,
of which Harry Golub is manager. Golub was assisted in his
campaign by an M-G-M exploiteer. All book stores in the city
were contacted and had displays
on the book, with appropriate
copy on the picture.
Radio announcements were made
for
four days before the opening
over station KOA. The Denver
Shoppers' Guide carried special
stories and art on Taylor and
Joan Crawford. The theater
sniped 4 24-sheets in selected
locations, as well as 500 jumbo
cards. The Walgreen Drug
store advertised a "Gorgeous
Hussy
usingbar.large
streamersSpecial,"
on the back
— RKO Orpheum, Denver.

Cleveland Organizations
Back "Dream" Engagement

T OCAL organizations which
cooperated in putting over
the roadshow engagement of
Warner Bros. "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" several months
ago, are again supporting the
picture in its popular-price run
at the Hippodrome, Cleveland,
where it opens October 10th.
Mrs. W. J. MacLachlan head of
the reviewing and reception
committee of the Cinema Club
is chairman of the committee
sponsoring the film and will
have a display booth in the lobby of the theater throughout
the run of the picture. Mrs.
MacLachlan has secured the
support of the Federation of
Women's Clubs of Greater
Cleveland, Cleveland Council of
P.T.A., Jewish Council, Daughters of the British Empire, Shakespeare Club, Catholic Organization, and the Cleveland Public
Library, organizations which
will sponsor the film for each
day of its run. At the first
meeting of the sponsoring committee, Professor G. E. Kernodle
of Cleveland College lectured
on the merits of the production.
— Hippodrome, Cleveland.

High School Critic Contest
Builds Up "Gay Desperado"
J^ SMARTship waspiece
of showmanthe amateur
high
school critic contest on Pick-

ford-Lasky's "The Gay Desperado" by Arnold Van Leer in
conjunction with the Radio City
Music Hall staff. Sponsored by
the New York Journal which
received the entries, a series of
special previews were held at
both the United Artists projection rooms. The first 1,000 contestants received illustrated volumes carrying a detailed description of the picture and
Nino Martini's autograph.
Every successful contributor to
the amateur page during the
run of the picture was given a
guest ticket. Daily cash prizes
were distributed to the winner.
The Journal gave the contest a
terrific eight-day advance buildart. up with liberal publicity and
— Music Hall,
New York City.

School Essay Contest
Features "Ziegfeld" Campaign
A HIGH school essay contest
proved one of the features
of the "Great Ziegfeld" campaign put over by Bill Nasses,
manager of the Murphy, Wilmington, Ohio. Nasses, aided
by an M-G-M exploiteer, arranged for special announcements of playdate to student
assemblies in 21 secondary
schools in Wilmington, Clinton
County and bordering counties.
He also arranged for an essay
contest on "Why I would like a
career
or "Why
I wouldlikenotZiegfeld's,"
like a career
like

Ziegfeld's." Cash prizes were
awarded winners. Five thousand special heralds, containing outstanding scenes from the
picture, were distributed; 200
jumbo cards were placed in
store windows in suitable locations near highways, 5,000 blotters were given out to business
offices, banks, the post office
and other busy places. For
eight days in advance of opening, each patron was personally informed by a member of
the theater staff of the "Ziegfeld" engagement. The theater cashier personally called
all 'phone subscribers. Four
40x60 blowups, facing in all directions, were placed in front
of the theater. A tie-up was
arranged with each of the city's
beauty parlors whereby they
featured "Ziegfeld" coiffures.
— Murphy,
Wilmington, O.

"Mohicans"
Campaign
Jack
Chalman's
TACK CHALMAN of
J tec, San Antonio,
special front for "The
the Mohicans" which

the Azbuilt a
Last of
had the

fittns

curious jamming the sidewalks
for several days. Constructed
in the shape of a blockade, it
was decorated with fine bear,
fox and cougar skins obtained
for the occasion. Inside the
house he displayed battle axes,
spears, old muskets, scalping
knives, tomahawks, war bonnets and the original scalp taken from the head of a Comanche warrior. The articles of
great historic value were borrowed from the famous Buckhorn Saloon and Museum. An
usher dressed in buckskin and
coonskin cap guarded both displays. Interstate's $10,000
sound truck featured the production three days in advance
and during the run, playing the
transcriptions from its four
loud speakers before the schools
and in the main intersections.
Breaks over the air were plentiful. Merchants cooperated in
tie-ups on "Mohican Red" and
several other angles giving windows and ad space to the attraction. Announcements were
mailed to select list of leading
citizens and a very effective endorsement was given by the
Scout Masters Association. Theater operators contacted 1,500
grade and high school teachers
and clergymen. Displays of J.
Fenimore Cooper's works with
tinted blow-ups were planted at
the Public Library, Joske's,
Wolf and Marx rental sections,
and at McClelland's.
— Aztec, San Antonio.

Unusual Lobby Display
For "Ziegfeld" in Sterling, III.
CPECIAL

blow-ups and displays, together with giant
still boards, were placed by William Parker, in the lobby of
the Sterling, Sterling, 111., ten
days in advance of playdate of
"The Great Ziegfeld." This was
the first time the theater had
allotted so much space, and so
far in advance, to any picture.
Parker was assisted in his campaign by an M-G-M exploiteer.
One hundred jumbo cards were
placed in important town windows and also tacked up in the
entire surrounding countryside
within a radius of forty miles.
All this was done one week in
advance. Tie-ups were arranged
with Sears-Roebuck on radio,
and with a local jeweler, who
gave an entire window to the
campaign. A full page of cooperative advertising was
placed with a local paper.
— Sterling, Sterling, III.
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A "£Me" fa»» Udi^wood "Mots

By RALPH WILK
T IONEL ATWILL is en route to
Outdoor West
NightCoastScene
for Color Film "Shot" in Open
New York and will sail for LonBureau of THE FILM DAILY
don, where he will appear in "The
Hollywood — Republic claims the distinction of being the first studio in the industry
to shoot an outdoor night scene for a color film actually out of doors. Previously,
General Goes Too Far," based on a
British best seller by Lewis Robincolor pictures having outdoor scenes have been shot within a stage, but in Republic's
first all-color production, as yet unritled, the natural colors of the out-of-doors by
son, and to be produced by Assonight were captured by the color camera. According to Jack Marta, cameraman on
ciated Talking Pictures. He will
the color picture, Republic has pioneered in this respect.
play the leading role of the General.
There is a possibility he will reLieut. Com. Frank Wead, who
main in England for a second picHenry Armetta, Universal's syn- turned
to writing after an injury
onym for comedy, has been given
ture and negotiations are now pending with a well known London pro- a role in "Top of the Town" with halted his naval flying career, has
ducer.
awarded a new writing conHugh Herbert
and
Gregory
Raton". been tract
r
T
T
▼
t
▼
by S. J. Briskin, vice president
in charge of production at the RKO
The studio scenes of "Murder on Studios.
Our Passing Show: Frank Vincent, Laird Doyle, Harry Behn, the Mississippi" by Fred Maclsaacs
Lawrence Hazard, Harry Grey, Ku- will go before the camera today
bec Glasmon, Max Magnus, Anita under the direction of Arthur Lubin.
Stewart, Joseph Henry Steele, Mrs. This production was partly filmed in
Lily Pons, screen, opera and concert favorite assumed yet another
Wallace Reid, Al Rosen, Sig Hersig, New Orleans because that is the
role
Thursday evening, when she
Pat C. Flick, Lew Cantor, Arthur locale of the famous detective story.
Vernon Jones, Porter Hall at the The cast is topped by James Dunn. acted as "money-raiser" of the Los
Angeles Symphony Orchestra in its
premiere of Martin Mooney's play, Jean Rogers, who has just complet- drive for funds to carry it through
ed
a
splendid
role
in
"Conflict,"
"The
Grey
Zone"
at
Ben
Bard's
thethe coming season. Miss Pons sang
is the leading lady.
ater.
T
T
▼
at a banquet given by the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce for the
The Wm. Morris Agency will
Universal has signed Alois Hav- Philharmonic
Campaign Committee,
move to its new building at the rilla, popular radio announcer, as
corner of Sunset Boulevard and La commentator for its "Stranger Than and succeeded in bringing the present sum to $95,000— $150,000 being
Cienga about Nov. 15th.
Fiction" series of short subjects.
Mr. Havrilla is the 1936 winner required.
T
T
T
the newspaper-radio award for
Louis King has completed the di- of
diction.
rection of "Melody for Two," for
Lansing C. Holden has been
T
▼
T
Warner Bros. He recently directed
placed under contract by David O.
After
a
lengthy
absence,
Eddie
Selznick to be color designer on the
"Draegerman Courage."
T
T
T
Buzzell will again return to the Coproduction, "A Star is
Allan Scott will leave soon for
lumbia Pictures lot. Yesterday, the Technicolor
Born," which will be directed by
New York to resume his playwright- noted director was engaged to bring William A. Wellman, with Fredric
ing. He is a member of the RKO- to the screen "College Hero," based March as one of the stars.
Radio staff and wrote the screen- on "Campus Hero," Corey Ford's
plays of "By Your Leave," "Top Saturday Evening Post story, which
the company will shortly place in
Victory Pictures has started the
Hat,"
Person,"
Tale"
and is"Innow
on the"Village
scenario
of production, with Buddy Rogers in
Herman Brix picture, "Two Minutes
the lead.
to Go," featuring
Eddie Nugent,
"Stepping Toes."
T

t< *

SHORT

t

Jeanne Martell, Betty Compson,
Grady Sutton, David Sharp, Sammy
Cohen, Richard Tucker, Duncan Renaldo, Forest Taylor, and the U.S.C.
football team. Bob Hill is directing, and Sam Katzman is supervising the production. Story is an
original by Bill Buchanan.
■/ v
v
William Newell has been cast for
the comedy lead in "Happy Go
Lucky," the next Phil Regan musical picture now under way with Aubrey Scotto directing. Evelyn Venable has been assigned to play opposite him.

Olivia de Havilland's next picture
will be "Call It a Day," adapted
from the stage success by Dodie
Smith. Frieda Inescort and Ian
Hunter are also to be featured in
the cast, according to present plans.
The picture will go into production
within a fortnight.

▼

SHOTS FROM

"Here Comes Carter!" the recently completed First National comedydrama dealing with behind-thescenes movie and radio life in Hollywood, will be nationally released
on Oct. 24 and will open on Broadway around that time. Ross Alexander plays the leading role with
Anne Nagel as the heroine.
t

t

r

Mary Bovard was the tenth member signing a contract yesterday to
the new Republic talent school. Ned
Dobson, who is in charge is continuing his daily interviews in the
hopes of shortly having 20 potential young stars enrolled.

EASTERN STUDIOS

ft #

singer. Various members of the band
the opening of a central casting bu- also contribute specialties. Joe Henareau with service to the picture pro- bery is directing the short which will
ducers as well as the legitimate stage
in the east is being planned . . . It be released in Vitaphone's "Melody
David Freedman has started work- may be known as the National Cast- Masters" series.
ing Bureau . . . A commercial for the
ing on the script for the next of the
•
series which will feature Tim and Buick Motor Car Company is now
Paul Terry's little dog character,
work at the West Coast Service
George Burgess, president and Irene with work to start in about in
recently christened "Puddy, the
studio . . .
general manager of General Service two weeks at the General Service
Pup," is featured for the first time
studio in the east, who is now on studio under the direction of Wilin the new season's Terry-Toons in
"There
Goes
the
Bride"
is
the
title
liam
Watson.
It
will
be
an
Educathe Coast supervising the constructthe Pup, in Sunken Treastional release.
of the two-reel comedy just com- "Puddy, ures."
The next release in the Terry
•
ing of the company's new stage, is
pleted at the General Service studio series will bring back Kiko, the
expected to return the later part of
in
Astoria.
Neila
Goodelle
is
feathis week.
•
Jottings: . . . Warren Murray, asKangaroo, for his third appearance
sistant director on the Educational
tured, supported by Robert Nolan, this year.
"Sidewalk Cafe" is the tentative
•
title of the short which Milton production unit recuperating at his Joe May, Dora Maughn, Eddie Lambert, A. Verdi and Rose Kessner. Al
Schwarzwald of Mentone Produc- home from the grippe . . . Archland
Robert "Bob" Nolan who recently
tions will put into work tomorrow at Productions, completing preparations Christie produced and directed the
the Biograph studios in the Bronx. for production of the first of their picture for Educational, with Chris made his film debut in the EducaFeatured in the cast are "Lazy Dan" series of features to be made in the Beute, assisting on the direction and
tional short, "There Goes the Bride,"
Kaufman, Virginia Verrill, Cecil East . . . Plans being made for the George Weber doing the camera will open with his orchestra Nov. 3,
work.
at
the
McAlpin Hotel.
opening
of
the
new
Film
Art
studio
Mack Choir, Powers' Chorines and
•
Eddie Bruce. Larry Williams will January 1 . . . Dick Willis, still
do the camera work, with Harold claiming that the make-up room in
Jimmie Lunceford and his orchesParamount will release the onethe Vitaphone new studio the best
Godsoe assisting on
tra complete work today in a one• the direction.
in the industry . . . Charles Tierney, reel Vitaphone band film, at the reel short, "The Circus Comes to
Town," showing behind-the-scenes
"Rah, Rah, Football," the one-reel of General Service studio suffering company's Brooklyn studios. In the of circus life. It was recently promusical short featuring Will Osborn from a brain concussion, due to an supporting cast are the Three Brown
duced by Milton Schwartzwald of
and his orchestra, has been completed accident in his home . . . Plans for Jacks, dancers, and Myra Johnson,
Mentone Productions.
A L CHRISTIE, producing and directing for Educational, will
start work Tuesday at the General
Service studio on a two-reel comedy,
yet untitled, which will feature Tom
Patricola and Buster West.

at the Astoria picture plant by Fred
Waller. It will be released in Paramount's "Headliner"
• series.
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'HOPALONG
with

George

Monday, Oct. 12, 193*

Boyd in

CASSIDY RETURNS"

Hayes, Gail
Brent.

Sheridan,

Evelyn

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
71 m,ns
Paramount
HOPATHE
OF
STACKS UP AS BEST
LONG CASSIDY PICTURES WITH GOOD
PLOT AND PLENTY OF ACTION.
the
This Hopalong is one of the best in
ics
series. It has more plot and more dramat
as
than the previous ones, and it stacks up
By
an outdoor picture of the best grade
of
having an attractive woman as the head
forof
change
a
,
zation
organi
t
the corrup
mula is made, and by having her fall in
law
love with Hopalong, the leader of the
se
suspen
of
deal
great
a
group,
order
and
what
is developed, for one never knows just
ting
she will do faced with these conflic
forces. Although the gun-play and fights
is
are held down to a minimum, there
died-in-theenough of that footage for the
hkewoof action fans. William Boyd, as the
Casable quick-on-the-trigger Hopalong
. His
sidy has more to do than ever before
characterization of Hopalong is all that^ one
is
could desire. Working with "Hoppy
or fire
George Hayes, always ready to fight
slow.
his gun, but always just a wee bit too
His comic antics are good for many laughs.
Evelyn Brent is the viiiainess, who loves
she
Hopalong. Her role is a large one and
henchacquits herself in fine style. Her two
men, Stephen Morris, the tough one, and
Grant Richards, the suave one, are
as
very good in their parts. Irving Bacon,
Peg Leg, gets his share of the laughs, but
off quickly.
him
cuts
death
his early

16 Additional Special Dates
Are Set on "Cain and Mabel"

Throughout the cast was especially well
chosen. Nate Watt's direction shows a fine
sense of dramatic value, with particular
attention given to characterizations. Harrison Jacobs screenplay and dialogue based

returned from a three weeks' road
trip to Omaha and Sioux City.
Loew's Midland and Fox Midwest'i Uptown theaters are switching to a double bill policy starting
this week.

I MARRY"

Cast: Doris Nolan, Michael

«
Whalen,

Charles
Sale, Nigel Bruce, "Skeets"
with Doris Nolan, Michael Whalen, Charles Gallagher."Chic"
Marjorie Gateson, Cliff Edwards,
"Chic"
Sale, Nigel Bruce
Gerald Oliver Smith, Ferdinand Gottscha!k[
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Harry Barris, Ed McWade, Harry Hayden|
Universal
79 mins. Rollo Lloyd, Peggy Shannon, Richard Carle!
Lew Kelly, Arthur Aylesworth, Harry Stubbs,
PLEASANT ENOUGH
LITTLE COMEDY
on Clarence E. Mulford's original is an
Harry Tyler.
interesting well developed yarn. Archie THAT WILL GET A MODERATE AMOUNT
Associate producer, Val Paul; Director,
Stout comes through with some outdoor OF LAUGHS.
photography that gives the picture class
Ralph Murphy; Author, M. Coates Webster;
Here is a pleasing little number. Beauand scope. Harry Sherman, the producer,
tiful Doris Nolan shows much talent and is Screenplay, Harry Clork; Cameraman, Joseph
Valentine; Editor, Bernard W. Burton.
had a good story with which to work and
Direction, Good
Photography, Good.
he provided every needed factor to make it due to attract a lot of attention. Although
a first class outdoor picture. Evelyn Brent the story is slender, Ralph Murphy's direction piles up the laughs and has made
is the owner of the saloon and head of a
FOREIGN REVIEWS
gang responsible for mine stealing and several of the situations very amusing. Val
other thefts. In mockery, they appoint a Paul has provided a good production. Harry
"LETZTE ROSE," musical film in German,
crusading editor sheriff. Before he is killed, Clork's dialogue is excellent. Michael Whalen is convincing as a harassed playwright, a Lloyd production, directed by Karl Anton
he sends for Boyd, who comes accompanied
with Carla Spletter, Helge Roswaenge,
by his young impulsive brother. The latter who pretends to hate women. Nigel Bruce Grete Weiser, Fritz Kampers, et al, at the
proves to be useful some of the time and is very good as a Broadway producer, as is 86th St. Casino.
in the way at other times. Evelyn falls for Marjorie Gateson as a fluttery society woBased on Flotow's opera, "Martha," this
man. "Chic" Sale, "Skeets" Gallagher, Cliff German
Boyd, but that in no way slows him down
production of an English story, folin his efforts to establish law and order. Edwards, Ferdinand Gottschalk and Gerald
lows the original fairly closely. It is the
After encountering many situations in which Oliver Smith, a screen newcomer, are among
he has to show that his gun is the law, the comedians. Doris Nolan runs out on story of a maid-in-waiting of Queen Anne's
who, in a spirit of jest, at the Richmond
Boyd brings the outlaws to justice, but it is her fiance, Smith, who is a bore. Her
fair, becomes engaged to a young farmer.
only after Evelyn has been killed by one of
proposed hideaway is "Shady Acres", but Holds considerable entertainment value.
she finds the place occupied by Whalen.
her own men, and she dies in Boyd's arms.
Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Gail She induces her uncle, Bruce, to produce
"VAARAN POJKE", in Swedish, a Europa
Sheridan, Evelyn Brent, Stephen Morris, Whalen's play, which he had previously
William Janney, Irving Bacon, Grant rejected. Whalen, who has been avoiding production, directed by Arne Borneburgh,
Richards, John Beck, Ernie Adams, Al St. domination by his rich grandmother and with Edvard Person, Nils Wahlbohm, Tollie
John, Joe Rickson, Ray Whitley, Claude other women all his life, resents Doris' help. Zellman, Karen Ekelund, et al., at the
Doris has Whalen thrown into jail, so that Cinema de Paris.
Smith.
he will not interfere with the production
Amusing film, a mixture of fun and senProducer, Harry Sherman; Associate Protiment, of a maid seeking the father of her
ducer, Eugene Strong; Director, Nate Watt; of the play. Although many changes are
Author, Clarence E. Mulford; Screenplay, made in the play, it is a hit. After some 7-year old son. She marries another man
and when the father of the child appears,
Harrison Jacobs; Cameraman, Archie Stout; laughable complications, Whalen and Doris
Editor, Robert Warwick. Direction, are united. Joseph Valentine's photography amusing situations develop. Edvard Person
gives another good comedy performance.
is high grade.
Dramatic.
Photography, Excellent.

BOSTON

Charles Hodgdon of Wakefield
has recovered from illness.
Cameo Screen Attractions are
moving to new offices on Piedmont
Street, Sam Davidson announces.
Frank Shea has been appointed
district manager at Atlanta, by
George Schaefer, of U. A. Shea,
who recently returned from the
coast, was formerly with Paramount
and the old F. B. 0. exchange in
Boston.
Johnny Moran, service manager
for RCA, is convalescing at the
Faulkner Hospital after an appendicitis operation.
William F. Freiday, manager of
the Deering Theater in Portland,
Me., and several summer theaters,
will manage the Portland Auto
Dealers Show Nov. 23 to 28.
Gertrude Rittenberg, secretary to
E. M. Loew, is going to California
on her vacation early next month.
KANSAS CITY
Larry O'Toole is back at the Metropolitan Theater as artist.
James Winn, Western Division
Visitors' list: Lou Astor, Colummanager for Grand National, is
bia's home office: Harry
Ragovin,
here working with Russell Borg,
local branch manager.
Mike Roth, Columbia exploitation
"It's a Great Life If
manager in this territory, has just

Sixteen additional special pre-release dates have been set on Warner
Bros.-Cosmopolitan's production of
"Cain and Mabel," co-starring Marion Davies and Clark Gable, bringing the total to 40 such engagements. The 16 new dates are:
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Paramount, Baton Rouge; Capitol, Regina; Palace, Raleigh; Chief, Colorado; Boyd, Philadelphia; Stanley,
Pittsburgh; State, Washington; Victory, Dayton; Strand, New Britain;
Garde, New London; Warner, Fresno; Capitol, Meridan; Strand, New
York; Warner, Erie; Warner, Morgantown.
The feature, which opens at the
New York Strand next Saturday,
will be nationally distributed
Oct. 17.

"THE MAN

&

John Barrymore Qualifies
As a Screen Guild Member

Roach Studios Publicity
Department Reorganized
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Reorganization of
John Barrymore and a number of Roach Studios publicity department
other prominent Hollywood players, takes place today with Fred A. Purthreatened with expulsion from Ac- ner resuming his post as director
tors' Equity, unless they joined the of public relations for the Los Angeles Turf Club to prepare for the
Screen Writers' Guild, have become
members of the Screen Guild, it was opening of the Santa Anita racing
said yesterday by Paul Dullzell, season on Christmas Day. Purner
Equity executive secretary. Some remains in charge with Miss Kolma
of the players have not yet joined Flake his assistant and Lester Sussthe Guild. They had an additional man, formerly with United Artists
10 days to do so before being ex- and Paramount in New York, joins
pelled from Equity. If they are ex- the staff. The new secretary is Miss
Ruth Snyder, niece of Charley Chase
pelled, the Screen Writers' Guild and Jimmy Parrott.
may prohibit its members from acting with them.
LINCOLN
There is some indication that
Lionel Atwill, recently elected a
member of the M. P. Academy board
Work has been started on Harry
of directors, will not join the Guild. Schiller's new $85,000 Grand, Grand
Island. The 850-seat house will be
about Christmas.
Columbia's New Haven office; Nate open
The Wilsonville, Neb. Rainbow
Yamins and Bill Canning of Fall has been reopened by J. F. Lloyd.
River; Larry Baren, Du World sales
Jack McCarty is now running the
representative.
Fairmont,
Fairmont,
Neb.Louisville,
in addition to the
Louisville,
and the Gretna, Gretna.
You Don't Weaken"
Camille Shire, daughter of CharNew Orleans — Jerry Jernegan, former head booker for Vitagraph, but now principal
lie Shire, Lincoln Theaters Corp.
salesman, is just back from his maiden trip. Here's the record (not of sales): Got
lost in Alabama; had five flat tires; took the wrong fork of the road and I hen let
treasurer here, is recovering in an
a kind-hearted citizen of the wrong town direct him to a short cut which would set
Omaha hospital. Also in the same
everything right and — which set him right in the middle of a corn field at 2 A.M.
hospital is J. J. Hoffman, Plainview,
with a rain storm going like the deluge.
He says he likes to travel.
ous.
Neb. exhib, whose condition is seri-
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Studio Expansion to Save 20th Century-Fox Huge S

UNIFORM CONCESSIONS BY DISTRIBUTORS UNLIKELY
Theater

Building

South and West Upturn Is
Attested by Theater
Construction
Impressive upswing in the South
and West is attested by the number
of theaters either already completed
so far this year or now under construction.
In the Memphis, Tenn., sector,
new theater building embraces 17
houses at an estimated cost of approximately $150,000.
In Georgia, there are 22 new
houses either completed or being
built.
In Alabama, new houses total 11.
The Film Daily's survey discloses the new houses as:
Memphis area — New at Forrest
City, Ark., by Louis Haven; McCrory at McCrory, Ark., by E. G.
(Continued on Page 16)

GB LINEUP IS NEARLY
60 PER CENT READY
London (By Cable)— With completion of eight pictures currently
in various stages of production, GB
will have finished more than 60 per
cent of its 1936-37 season program.
Productions in work at present
are: "The Hidden Power," a George
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Auditorium Corp. Loses
Patent Case vs. Warners
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Petition for a writ
of certiorari to review a decree of
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
for the second district affirming a
dismissal of a suit brought by the
(Continued

on Page

3)

"Gay Desperado" Clicking
United Artists' "Gay Desperado" will
stay a second week at the Music Hall
and by present indications will hit the
top first week gross of any U. A. picture to play the Radio City Theater.
The business, moreover, will approximate
the house record, it is understood.

Forges Ahead

in

South

CANADIAN MUSIC ISSUE FOX RIGHTS ARE NOT
TO BE PARLEY SUBJECT INFRINGED-MAXWELL

and West

Any Trade Practice Concessions To Be Decided Upon
Individually

Whatever trade practice concessions are granted by national distributors, in response to the M. P.
Leslie Boosey, president of the
London (By Cable)— The MaxPerforming Rights Society, Ltd., of well-Osterer deal for the former's T. O. A. 10-point program, will not
London, arrives from Europe on Oct. acquisition of Gaumont-British "does be uniform but will be decided upon
19 to discuss with E. C. Mills, Ascap not in any way infringe the rights individually, a spokesman for the
general manager, the situation cre- of the Fox Film Co. who are other exhibitor association indicated yesterday. Apart from the fact that
ated by passage of the Canadian partners in the Metropolis and
law permitting the Dominion to dic- Bradford Trust along with the Ca- the majors differ in their ideas on
changeovers in their policies, it is
tate prices charged for music under
terers," according to the "highest understood
that their attorneys are
certain conditions.
legal
opinion
in
this
country,"
a
issued last night by John warning them against possibilities
Ascap is opposed to the law and statement
of anti-trust actions in event they
at one time threatened to withdraw Maxwell affirmed.
A second joint statement designed act collectively in their grants.
from the Canadian Performing
The only
M. P. onT. Page
O. A.
Rights Society, jointly owned by to clarify the situation made by
(Continued
3) demand
Ascap and the Performing Rights Maxwell and the Osterers said the
Society, because of the measure. deal was in two parts, the first, acquisition by Associated British PicMills said yesterday
that the law
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Leonard Is Appointed Head
Of U. A. Exploitation Dept.
Monroe W. Greenthal, director of
advertising and publicity for United
Artists, has announced the appointment of Charles A. Leonard as head
of the United Artists exploitation
department.
Leonard is a veteran advertising
(Continued
(Continued

on
on

Page
Page

3)
3)

(Continued on Page lfi)

Jacksonville License Bill
Stirs Fight By Exhibitors

Rochester — New officers of the S.
Jacksonville, Fla. — A new city li- M. P. E. were announced yesterday
cense tax bill comes before City
Council tonight which includes, at the opening session of its fouramong many other items, raising of day Fall convention at the Sagamore Hotel, with the list as follows:
theater and amusement taxes. SpePresident, S. K. Wolf; vice-presicifically, the bill would levy $200 on
dents, Homer G. Tasker, W. C.
all theaters in place of the existent
Kunzmann and J. I. Crabtree; sec(Continued on
on Page
Page 16)
16)
(Continued
retary, James Frank; treasurer,
Lawrence (Continued
Daves; onmembers
of board
Page 16)

Studidio Expansion Program Estimate! d
f/on Yearly
To Save 20th Cent-Fox Million
Yt
$1,500,000 Stock Issue
Now Plan of Monogram
W. Ray Johnston said yesterday
that he expects a stock flotation of
$1,500,000 to be made on behalf of
Monogram Pictures soon after the
presidential election. Originally a
$2,000,000 flotation had been discussed.
Johnston said that Monogram
would begin producing on the coast
for the new season sometime in
February or March.

S. K. WOLF NEW HEAD
OF MOVIE ENGINEERS

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

(Continued

on

FILM

DAILY

Musicians Drive Backed
By Screen Actors' Guild

Local 802, musicians' union, has
Hollywood — Expansion program received a wire from the Screen
under way at 20th Century-Fox — a Actors' Guild endorsing its campaign to restore orchestras and
program which calls for the expenditure of slightly more than $2,- stage shows to theaters. The tele(Continued on Page 16)
500,000 on 1937 building— will enable the production organization to
save a million dollars annually, it
is estimated by William Goetz, exExhib, Would Be Sheriff
ecutive assistant to Darryl Zanuck.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Coordination of production facilBeckley, W. Va. — D. C. Meadows,
owner-operator of the Lyric Theater,
ities, through the mass movement
has cast his hat in the ring for Sheriff
from the old Western avenue stuof Raleigh County, on the Republican
ticket.
dios to Movietone City, is counted
Page

3)
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Food Sales Tax Elimination
Fought by Ohio Exhibitors
Cleveland — The proposed constitutional amendment to eliminate
the present 3 per cent food sales
tax will be vigorously fought by
northern Ohio members of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio,
as a result of action taken at a
meeting here when a committee of
six was authorized to lead the attack.
P. J. Wood stated that the tax
commissions is considering placing
a ten per cent tax on all amusements as one of several methods
of recouping the state for the $15,000,000 annual loss of revenue from
the food sales tax.
The committee consists of M. B.
Horwitz, Henry Greenberger, L. G.
Baldwin and G. W. Erdmann, representing the motion picture theater interests; Alva Bradley, owner
of the Cleveland Indians, representing the baseball interests and J. E.
Lambie of Euclid Beach Park, representing the amusement parks.

Milwaukee — Bank night in theaters may be a violation of the fair
trade practices act, but is not a
lottery, Dist. Atty. William A.
Zabel declared, after the Milwaukee
Association of Commerce had asked
its elimination. Zabel declared that
attorney general in Wisthe state
consin has held bank nights are not
lotteries.

Paramount's "Broadcast"
Sets Record in Memphis
Paramount's "The Big Broadcast
of 1937," starring Jack Benny with
Grade Allen and George Burns,
created a new Sunday box office record at the Malco Theater in Memphis and for the first three days
rolled up a new top gross, M. A.
Lightman wired Neil Agnew at the
Paramount home-office.

Theater Equipment Supply
Business Climbing Higher

Harry

per cent price for children. "The
Gay Desperado" stays at the Music
Hall, while "Valiant Is the Word
for
Carrie" will holdover at the
Paramount.
"Dodsworth," U. A. film is staying a fourth week at the Rivoli and
may hold for a fifth week. "Ramona," 20th-century Fox entry, is
remaining at the Criterion for a
second week. "A Greater Promise,"
Soviet film, is holding over at the
Cameo for a second week.

Erie Kenton III; Lederman
Directing "Depths Below"
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Lockharts

Hollywood — Harvey Stephens has
John Erskine wants the Lock- been signed to a seven-year contract by Paramount. The new conharts for his new play this fall,
tract will be effective as soon as
Gene for the lead, and Kathleen for
Stephens
completes featured role in
an important role. Robert Milton
"Maid of Salem," still in production.
will produce.

C. J. Davis Rites Held
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

'President's Mystery' to Globe

Irene

Six holdovers of current Broadway films are set.
''Dimples," the Shirley Temple
picture, has broken all attendance
records at the Roxy Theater and
will remain a second week. Grosses
are not being shattered at the Roxy
because the house maintains a 15

West

Erskine Seeking

Washington — Funeral services
for Charles J. Davis, 44, veteran
cameraman for Fox Movietone
News, were held yesterday. Davis
began his career as a photographer
in 1915 with the old Vitagraph
Company in New York.

"The President's Mystery," Republic picture, opens next Saturday
at the Globe Theater.

13

Six Current Talkies Set
For Broadway Holdovers

Hollywood — Illness of Erie Kenton, director of Columbia's "The
Theater equipment supply busi- Depths Below," who is confined to
ness is up over last year according his home with a severe cold, has
to reports received from all sections caused the substitution of D. Ross
of the country, it was said yester- Lederman as director of this picture in which Richard Dix, Chester
day by J. E. Robin, executive secre- Morris
tary of the Independent Theater featured. and Dolores Del Rio are
Supply Dealers Ass'n. Robin leaves
Thursday to attend the supply dealers meet at the Congress Hotel,
Censors
Hold
"Broadcast"
Chicago, Oct. 17-18.
Corry, Pa.
— TheUprelease
of Paramount's "Big Broadcast of 1937"
Griffith Funeral Held
has been postponed in this state
until late this month, the state cenOklahoma City, Okla.— The funersor board having delayed its apal of H. J. Griffith, Sr., 72, father
Its scheduled showing at
of the Griffith boys of Griffith the Rex proval.
Theater here early this
Amuse. Co., who was killed in an
automobile accident near here last week has been replaced with Uniweek was held from First Baptist versal's "My Man Godfrey."
Church with a large attendance of
state film folk.
New Pact for Stephens

Washington

OCTOBER
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Rich

Hershfield

CAMERA

WANTED

Bell &
camera.
cash

Howell professional 35mm.
Describe condition and accessories. Give factory number and lowest
price.

Box No. 1010
1650 B'way
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Exhib. Would Be Legislator
New Haven — Henry Phaneuf of
the Baltic, Jodoin, has thrown his
hat into the ring as Democratic
candidate for State Representative.

Coming and Going
ARTHUR A. LEE returns to New
Canada.
from
HERBERT

MARSHALL,

RKO

York today

star who

recent-

completedtomorrow
"Make Way
For Aquitania
A Lady," for
sailsa
for lyEurope
on the
short vacation there.
ERNST TOLLER, German playwright and author; EDWARD ZIEGLER, assistant general
manager of Metropolitan Opera, and MRS
ZIEGLER; and MALVINA HOFFMAN, sculptress
of Hollywood stars, arrived yesterday from
Europe
on the Normandie.
ARCHIE

MAYO,

who

will direct the screen

version
of the isstage
success "Call
Day"
for Warners,
in Philadelphia
to ItseeA Dodie
Smith's play. Mr. Mayo will return tomorrow or Thursday
to Hollywood.
CHAS. DOWNS, business agent of Local
644,
Bermudacameramen's
vacation. union, sails tomorrow for a
LESLIE BOOSEY, president of the British
Performing
from
London. Rights Society, arrives Oct. 19
HARRY FOSTER, British booking agent, arrived yesterday on the Normandie.
GEORGE RAFT left New York yesterday for
Chicago, where he will spend a few days before continuing on to the coast.
in

S. N. SWANSON,
New York.

coast agent, has arrived

BRODERICK CRAWFORD
Nov.
15 for Hollywood.

leaves New

York

LOU BERMAN, sales manager of Imperial
left for Chicago, Detroit, Omaha presumably
to see about
opening
new
exchanges.
ELEANOR HUNT, who recently completed
lead roles in George Hirliman's forthcoming
Grand National releases, "Naval Spy" and "YelYork. low Cargo," is paying a short visit to New
PAULETTE GODDARD arrived in New Yoik
over the week-end, planning early return to
Hollywood to star in two Charles Chaplin
productions which he will direct, but in which
he will not have a role.
HAL KOPLAN publicity director for the
Wometco Theaters, Inc. at Miami has returned
after a month in Massachusetts and New York.
JACK

FROST, Miami city manager for Paramount, has returned
from
New
York.

J. C. RODMAN. Paramount's Cincinnati booking manager, is vacationing in the Adirondacks.
NATHAN L. MANHEIM, Universal foreign
department chief, was a Syracuse visitor over
the week-end;
it's the old home
town.
stay.
EDWIN KNOPF, coast story editor for M-GM, arrived in New York yesterday for a week's
KEN CLARK of the Hays organization, who
is now at the coast, returns to New York about
Nov. 1.
ONA MUNSON, DORIS CARSON
FURNESS
are at the Lombardy.
the

RAY BOLGER has taken
Savoy
Plaza.

DATE

up

and BETTY
residence at

BOOK

Goldwyn Signs Crawford

Samuel Goldwyn has signed
Broderick Craw ford, Broadway
player, for a picture, the deal having been arranged through the Leo
Morrison office.

"Longest Night" for Rialto

"The Longest Night," M-G-M picture with Robert Young and Florence Rice will follow "Lady, Be
Careful" into the Rialto.

Nizer Speaks on Film Law

Attorney Louis Nizer will discuss
motion picture law at New York
University Thursday night.

Oct. 12-15: S. M. P. E. Fall Convention, Hotel
Sagamore, Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 16: Annual convention of M.P.T.O. of
Washington,
Hotel
Washington,
Seattle.
Oct. 23: Seattle M. P. T. O. A. Movie Ball,
Eagle's Auditorium.
Oct. 17: Warner Club dinner-dance. Seven
Gables
Inn, New
Haven,
Conn.
Oct. 17-18: Annual meeting, Paramount district
managers,
Coronado
Hotel, St. Louis.
Oct. 18-19: Tri-State Exhibitor Association Convention, Chisca Hotel, Memphis, Tenn.
Oct. 19-20: Annual convention of M. P. T. O.
of W. Penna.,
Hotel
Schenley,
Pittsburgh.
Oct. 19-21: Annual convention of National Film
Carriers, Inc., Palmer
House,
Chicago.
Oct. 25:

Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn
Hotel, Pittsburgh.
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UNIFORM CONCESSION
BY DISTRIBS UNLIKELY

HUGE SAVING IS SEEN
IN STUDIO EXPANSION

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

upon to materially speed up production schedules.
The 1936 studio building program,
nearing completion, also called for
the spending of $2,500,000.
In all, eight more stages are contemplated for the near future. Three
of these stages are already on the
drafting boards in the offices of J.
A. Barlow, chief engineer in charge
of construction. These three stages
will be erected alongside stages 14
and 15, which are already built.
Stages 11 and 12 will occupy "Berkeley Square." It is planned to
erect the other five new stages oh
the recently acquired 97 acres on
Pico Boulevard.
When the huge studio expansion
and reconstruction project now under way is completed, facilities will
have been provided whereby no less
than 16 companies can work simultaneously at Greater Movietone
City.

Warner Club Golf Tourney
Again Won by Len. Palumbo
For a second time, the Warner
Championship Cup today is in the
possession of Leonard Palumbo, of
the Foreign Publicity Department,
following the Warner Club's golf
tournament at the Rivervale Country Club Saturday. Palumbo's low
gross prize was based on a score
of 81.
Lou Dennis, of the Theater, Accounting department and Phil Raff
of the Trust department took first
and second place respectively for
the low net score. While John
Holmes was awarded the handpainted chipping iron for his score
of 144. The Kickers Handicap was
won by Sol Shernow, Pat Marcone,
Bob William and Larry Golub and
20 other minor prizes were awarded.
The Golf committee composed of
Jerry Keyser, Louis Aldrich, Ernie
Ulberg, and Gene Werner, staged
the tourney. Among those present
were H. M. Warner, Major Albert
Warner, Sam Sax, Clayton Bond,
Harold Bareford, Mitchell May,
Stewart MacDonald, T. J. Martin,
Tim Brennan, Alex MacBeath and
J. Ellis Shipman.

Leonard Is Appointed Head
Of U. A. Exploitation Dept.
{Continued from Pane

1)

and exploitation man with many
years of experience both in the east
and on the coast. This is his second association with United Artists.
Two years ago he left the company
to go to Fox. Later he became advertising manager of Universal, a
post which he relinquished only
recently.

T

▼

▼

• • • PLENTY OF excitement being kicked up over the
purchase of the screen rights of the current literary sensation,
"Gone With the Wind" by David Selznick seems that a
combo of story-buyers representing several majors kept the
agent handling Margaret Mitchell's great novel on a string trying to jockey the price down
and Mister Selznick stepped
in and copped the prize for a paltry 50 grand
now he has
been offered three times that amount, but intends to produce it
himself as about the biggest thing he ever tackled
so the
story -buyers of the combo that tried to be strategists and allow
a juicy prize toand
get the
awayagent
fromwho'emsold
are the
on the
spotrights
with for
then-a
superiors
screen
nominal sum before the novel got going must be having a headache meanwhile the sales of the novel keep leaping to
what looks like a record for the few weeks it has been on the
market
almost a half million and David Selznick
just keeps smiling why not?

•
•
• A SHORT Subject broadside has been put out by
Metro's ad dep't
intended to stimulate among exhibs a
greater appreciation of the shorts both from the standpoint
of publicity and box-office values this effort reverses the
usual procedure of the home office in selling the short product
and then paying no further attention to it . here is a definite
attempt to provide special cooperation on shorts for theater
managers
one good angle in the broadside is the selling
of Names, such as Pete Smith, Robert Benchley, "Chic" Sale,
Carey Wilson, Edwin C. Hill

•
•
• MUCH
ADO being stirred up by the showing of
Paramount's "The Big Broadcast of 1937" in the early bookings
it is acting like a bombshell with theater men who are
playing it, jolting them into a realization that they have a
money-maker the pix created a new record at the Malco
in Memphis, where M. A. Light man spoke a few choice words of
praise about it's B. O. value
.
• • • AND NOW Cab Calloway, the sepia bandleader and
song-stylist, has been signed to make a short with his ork at
the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios . . based on an original idea
of Calloway's, the story is being readied by studio writers and
will
be Nov.
called 1 "The
shooting date
set for
, . . . Hi-de-ho Miracle Man"

that all distributors are likely to
okay is that for a national setup of
boards to iron out differences between exhibitors and distributors in
the various territories, it was reported yesterday. Approval of this
plan was tentatively registered by
all companies at conferences held
early in the past summer.
President Ed Kuykendall of the
M. P. T. O. A. will take up his
trade practice crusade again when
he returns to New York, Oct. 26,
from the South.

Auditorium Corp. Loses
Patent Case vs. Warners
(Continued from Page

No hearing was granted, the
court being clearly satisfied that
there was no real dispute at issue.
In this litigation the District Court
held that the plaintiff's device had
been anticipated by a previous invention. The importance therefore,
of this denial lies in the fact that
the court saw that there was no
dispute as to the invalidity of the
patent, since it was intended to
cover an invention for which a patent had already been granted.

GB 1936-37 Lineup Nearly
60 Per Cent Completed
(Continued from Page 1)

Arliss picture, "The Great Barrier,"
"Strangers on a Honeymoon," "Land
Without Music," "King Solomon's
Mines," a Raoul Walsh production
and
cast. "Soldiers Three," now being

Canadian Music Issue To Be
Boosey-Mills Parley Topic
(Continued from Page

•
•
• THE KEY city reports indicate that "Give Me Your
Heart" is proving to be Kay Francis' biggest b.o. grosser
Mrs. Walter
Eberhardt
downor in
the industry's
aviation
records
as theF. first
person goes
directly
indirectly
connected
with
pictures to take passage on the Hindenburg, she having returned
last week on the dirigible

•

• • MUCH INTEREST being aroused by the Walt Disney Art Exhibit which has been touring the country for nearly
four years
the exhib consists of the original drawings
from Disney's productions ... • Leonard Traube, for years
on the staff of Billboard, has joined George A. Hamid, Inc.,
operator of circuit-fairs, as publicity and advei-tising manager
... • Don't forget to tune in tonite for the Harry Hershfield
tribute broadcast by WMCA at 7:30

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

Auditorium Conditioning Corp.
against the Warner Bros. Pictures,
Inc., for infringement of the patent
issued to protect the invention of
air-conditioning, was denied at yesterday's sessions of the Supreme
Court.

1)

has not affected Ascap
adversely
to date.
Mills and Boosey will explore the
situation created by passage of the
law and then decide on what their
future course of action shall be.
ure.
Ascap does not approve of the meas-

New Cumberland Company
Baltimore — -The Embassy Theater, Inc., Cumberland, Md., has been
incorporated with authorized capital stock of 500 shares of common,
par value $100 each, to deal in real
estate, operate theaters, etc. The
incorporators are Newton Heston,
Grace M. Fisher and Robert G.
Stouch, all of Cumberland.

THE

NEWS OF THE DAY
Chicago — Louis W. Smith. Ella
Harsager ami Charles C. Schy have
organized the Symphony Theater
Company with offices at 38 South
Dearborn Street to maintain and
operate theaters. Rosenberg, Toomin and Stein handled the legai details for the organization.
Toronto. Out. — The Adelphia,
formerly the Cum-Bac, one of the
string of Associated Theaters, was
opened this week alter complete
remodelling.
New Haven — Mollis and Samuel
Hadelman will close the State Theater, on Nov. 20, although the present lease runs to Jan. 1. It is believed S. Meadow, former operator
and owner of the building, will take
it over.
Bantam, Conn.— The Rivoli Theater will open for a month's trial,
one night a week, under management of Peter Sacarofus, formerly
of Waterbury.
Miami Beach, Fla. — The Community Theater has reopened. The Plaza
Theater has been renovated for the
coming season.
Indianapolis — Nathan Tamler,
local exhibitor, has acquired the Rex
from Louis Markun.
Shelbyville, Ind. — The MeloyStrand Theater Corporation, and the
Meloy-Alhambra Theater Corporation have been incorporated under
the state laws of Indiana, to operate theaters and other amusement
enterprises. Incorporators are Joe
B. Meloy, Paul H. Meloy and Earl
S. Meloy.
Angola, Ind. — C. E. Lull, has acquired the Strand from Wesley Theater's Corporation.

-3&*\

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

New Firm's Pix Prospectus

London — The proposed Independent Exhibitors (Distribution) Co.,
Ltd., has issued a prospectus giving
an outline of the scheme and the suggested production program. Included in the productions for which it
may close are a number of pictures
from the Bebe Daniel-Ben Lyon unit
with other players including
'Skeets" Gallagher, Adrienne Ames
and Mae Clarke; from Alfred Zeis.er Productions with such talent as
Conrad Veidt and Anna Sten; from
Roy W. Neill Productions with Round Young, Jean Hersholt, Henry
rlall and Stanley Lupino; one Git;a Alpar picture; two productions
from Franco-London; contributions
from John D. Craig-Th. Whiteley
Productions, E. Roditi Productions
(which is in negotiation for the services of Douglass Montgomery and
Jane Baxter), Vogue Productions,
and Bigum-Carls Productions with
fngrid Bigum and Rod La Roque.

War Office Co-operation

London — The comedy - drama
which Raoul Walsh is directing for
GB with Wallace Ford and Anna
Lee in the principal roles, will have
authentic army scenes through the
generous cooperation of the British War Office. Thousands of troops
have been placed at the disposal of
the picture-makers, representing
the
Royal
Warwickshires,
the

St. Urbans Faculty Post
Tendered Charles Kenyon
West
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Although Ruth Chatterton is screenland's only licensed transport pilot, and
flies unhesitatingly through thick
weather and over bad terrain, she fears
auto rides and suffers from train sickness—COLUMBIA PICTURES
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The Foreign Field

Hollywood — Further recognition
of the importance with which screen
writing is being held in the curriculum of American universities, an
Newcastle, Ind. — Mrs. W. Outland
has sold her Royal Theater to Wil- invitation has been received by
liam Henry Harrison, Indianapolis Charles Kenyon, 20th Century-Fox
attorney.
scenarist, to act as counsellor of
Franklin, Ind. — The new theater the literary class at St. Urbans Colrecently built here by Trueman lege.
Rembusch, will be named the Hoy
The St. Urbans invitation explainTheater.
ed that inasmuch as screen writing
has been given a prominent place in
this course, the governing board
wished to offer an honorary post on
its faculty to a Hollywood scenarist
of outstanding ability. Kenyon was
selected particularly for his work
on the screenplay for "Midsummer
Night's Dream" and "The Petrified
Forest", the letter stated.
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

DAILV

Variety Club Sets Dinner

♦

Words and Wisdom
♦

Queens, Royal Engineers, the Loyals, the Argyll and Sutherlands, the
Queen's Bays, Scots Greys, 4th Hussars, Royal Horse Artillery, 15th
Lancers, the Rifle Brigade, and the
Middlesex Regiment. Famous barracks and garrisons will also be featured in the film which describes the
adventures of a "tough-guy" American who join the British Army.

More Seats Than Inhabitants

pOR such a young industry, for
what is certainly the newest of
the arts, motion pictures are surrounded by more conventions than
any other business or art in the
world.— ROUBEN MAMOULIAN.
We can't get enough good picture
stories. Because of that fact, and
the competition, a great deal of
stuff is bought that is never produced. If something better comes
along the poorer play is discarded.
— FRANKLYN UNDERWOOD.
Stories, not stars, must be the
mainstay of the independent producer if he is to market his product successfully.— W. RAY JOHNSTON.

Londonderry — Limavady, near
here, will have more seats in its
motion picture theaters than it has
The lasting satisfaction of eninhabitants if the proposed plans
for new theaters are carried out.
joying a movie long after we have
it is very rare; Chaplin and
The town has 3,000 residents. None seen
Fields
are the only two players
of the backers of the projected new
theaters seem inclined to drop their who always give it, and no director
Griffith, no producer, no wriplans. An uncontrolled building sinceter for
the movies, can be counted
race has struck North Ireland and
other towns may face a situation on for it.— GILBERT SELDES.
similar to that which threatens
Limavady.
The average youngster is much
more immune than most adults to
morbidities and "sex stuff" that
Spence to Script GB Film
only bore him. Nor do screen criminals necessarily become his
London — Ralph Spence, Hollywood
scenarist, will collaborate on the "heroes." Natural tastes and reactions of children are better protecdialogue and continuity for GB's
tion than many solicitous persons
"Non-Stop New York," new airline
feature written by Kurt Siodmak realize.— Editorial in N. Y. WORLD
and Derek Twist, and scheduled for TELEGRAM.
early production. Spence recently
scripted
"The Great
One of the crimes in color picstars Richard
Arlen. Barrier" which
tures is the making of a picture
half black and white and half colored. That ruins the whole effect
Bombay Pictures Executive
and annoys the audience as well. —
Studies Hollywood Methods ROBERT EDMOND JONES.
Coast Bm can of THE
FILM
DAILY
Television will experience all the
Hollywood — American film meth- disadvantages of the theater, without the one advantage of flesh and
ods and practices were being studied
today by Sir Richard Temple, di- blood actors. Like the cinema, it
rector of Bombay Pictures, Inc., of will deal in shadows. — J. H.
HUTCHINSON.
Bombay,
India.
A retired British army officer, Sir
If you have (screen) talent the
Richard entered the film field in association with Himansu Rai. Pic- scouts will find you wherever you
tures made in the Hindustani ver- are. You have more chance of attracting attention as the lead in the
nacular can reach an audience of
20,000,000 people, he says.
Podunk
High
School's
dramatic presentation
than annual
you have
as
one of the 35,000 motion picture exTheaters Are Offered Schools
tra players in Hollywood. — BOBBY
Marlboro, Mass. — Vernon H. WEBB.
Adams, manager of the State Theater, has presented a plan to the
School Board here for visual education through motion pictures and
offered the use of his theater with
the only cost to the school to be
that of films used for educational
purposes and approved by education
authorities.
West

Cleveland — The Cleveland Variety Al Smith Replaces Ben Black
Club, through president I. J. if est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Schmertz, announces Dec. 11 as the
Hollywood — Al Smith, of Fanchon
date of the third annual banquet. & Marco, goes to Portland, Ore.,
Arrangements for the affair, to be tomorrow to join the Leon Errol
held at the Mayfair Casino are show as company manager, replacunder the direction of M. B. Horing Ben Black, who returns to
witz.
Fanchon & Marco's Hollywood office.

SHOW-

REMINDER

MAN'S

Be your own Safety Department.
Check all safeguards to prevent fires,
accidents
to patrons,
and robbery.
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Autry

in

'COMIN' ROUND

THE

MOUNTAIN"
Republic
WHIRLWIND
WITH

56 mins.

WESTERN

SOLID STORY

EQUIPPED

FILLED WITH

MOR, EXCITEMENT AND CAPABLE
ING BY STAR AND CAST.

HUACT-

One of most swiftly paced and best
rounded of current crop of westerns, this
story gives Gene Autry a wealth of opportunities to flash his riding, vocal and acting skill. Feature starts with a bang and
carries the audience along in series of
hair-raising episodes to the roar of guns,
clattering of hoofs and romantic heartbeats. Director Mack Wright sets a high
standard for sustaining action, weaving
human interest into the sequences and injecting interludes of humor into this type
of film. William Nobles does a fine job
of photography throughout, catching spinechilling spills with all possible reality.
Gene Autry gives a top-flight performance,
as does attractive Ann Rutherford. Smiley
Burnette and Roy Mason contribute heavily
to film's power to entertain. Story deals
with clique of villians set on acquiring a
ranch owned by a girl. When money is
on way to help her out of financial difficulties, the band holds up the pony express, removing virtually all hope of her
hanging on to her property. Autry comes
to her aid, hunts the guilty bandits and

Distribution Deals Closed
By Conn on Exchange Tour
West

Coast

Bureau

DAILY

Reviews af> ike View Fiimt
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Hollywood — Movt Conn has returned from a tour of numerous exchange centers. His program of
four Pinky Tomlin musicals, four
Kermit Maynards, Westerns and
four Frankie Darro features, together with eight pictures from
Halperin Bros., have been closed
for in 95 per cent of the territories,
as well as foreign countries. These
pictures will be made within the
next nine months.
Conn's "Born to Fight" and "Racing Blood," co-starring Frankie
Darro and Kane Richmond, are now
being shown by several major circuits. "Racing Blood" just completed a week's run at the RKO
Orpheum, Los Angeles. "Born to
Fight" is being single-billed by 40
Warner Bros, theaters in Pennsylvania.
Foreign distribution is being handled by Modern Film Sales of New
York.
"Wild Horse Round-Up," a musical Western starring Kermit Maynard, goes into work this week, with
Alan James directing. "Love and
Kisses," the Pinky Tomlin musical,
starts about Oct. 19, with Coy Poe
as associate producer.

eventually arranges the sale of her fine
horses to the pony express in competition
with the thoroughbreds owned by the
plotters. The race between the pick of
the mustangs and the blooded horses for
the coveted contract is splendid. Champion, Autry 's noted horse, give an inspiring
demonstration of intelligence and speed.
Harry Grey's musical supervision is nicely
handled. Of course, Autry routs the
thieves, brings the ringleader to justice
and wins the love of the girl.
Cast: Gene Autry, Ann Rutherford,
Smiley
Roy Cooper,
Mason, "Champion".
RaymondBurnette,
Brown, Ken
Tracy Lane,
Robert
McKenzie, Laurita Puente, John
Ince.
Supervisor, Armand Schaefer; Director,
Mack Wright; Author, Oliver Drake;
Screenplay, Oliver Drake, Dorrell and Stuart
McGowan; Cameraman, William Nobles;
Editor, Joseph H. Lewis.
Direction,

Fine

"THE MAN

Photography,

WHO

A-l.

LIVED TWICE"

with Ralph Bellamy, Marian
Columbia

Marsh
73 mins.

UNUSUAL DRAMA OF DOUBLE IDENTITY CARRIES THRILLS AND SUSPENSE
IN

WELL-KNIT

STORY.

Rawley, a gangster, who undergoes a
surgicai operation on his brain that turns
him into a respected citizen, Jame Blake,
who later becomes a noted doctor recalling nothing of his gangster past. The
drama derives from the efforts of a detective to pin the crime on the eminent doctor that was committed by the gangster

ft

#

FOREIGN

"EIN LIEBESROMAN IM HAUSE HABSBURG" ("A Romance Among The Haps-

burgs"), German dialogue film, directed
and produced by Dr. Willi Wolff; a CasinoFilm-Exchange release, with Karl Ludwig
in killing the detective's buddy. This is Diehl, Gretl Theimer, Paul Hoerbiger, Paul
brought about through trailing a former Otto, Ellen Richter, et al., at the Tobis
moll of the gangster and his partner in Theater,
113 West 57th St.
crime, whom circumstances bring face to
face with the doctor years later. His voice
Well-made and acted story of Viennese
and certain mannerisms convince them that
actress allegedly responsible for downfall
the doctor is their old partner in crime.
of Archduke Johann Salvator. After his
The moll tries to use the knowledge to
enrich herself with the police through the renunciation of royal titles, he mysteriousreward, while the faithful pal sacrifices
ly sails around South America. Attempt by
his life eventually — taking the double- advocates to put him on throne is thwarted,
crossing moll along — to keep from testi- due in part to her undiplomatic boast that
fying against the one-time gangster. Works
up to strong suspense in a court trial she will be Queen of Bulgaria. High entertainment value.
that ends in a guilty verdict with the Governor extending a pardon.
Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Marian Marsh,
Thurston Hall, Isabel Jewell, Nana Bryant,
Ward
son.

Bend, Henry Kolker, Willard Robert-

Director, Harry Lachman; Authors, Tom
Van Dycke, Henry Altimus; Screenplay,

"LA CALANDRIA" ("The Lark"), Spanish dialogue film, directed by Fernando de
Fuentes. A Hispano Mexicana production,
at the Teatro Cervantes, with Carmen
Guerrero, Paco Berrondo, Adria Delhort, et
al.
Incapably produced feature made enjoyable by skilled characterizations. Story
deals with romantic vicissitudes of a songstress whose fate is sealed by the hesitant
love of a suitor.

This production has a theme that gets
far away from the routine and contains the
elements for building to strong suspense.
Ralph Bellamy plays the dual role of Slick

Tom Van Dycke, Arthur Strawn, Fred Niblo. Jr.; Editor, Byron Robinson; Cameraman,
James Van Trees.

Gladys George Visiting 7
Cities on Interview Tour

Cincinnati Hotel Calls Off
Syracuse Dailies May Lose
Plan to Start Film Theater !
National Film Advertising

i West
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DAILY

Direction, Capable.

Photography, Good.

Cincinnati — Threatened hotel "opHollywood — Gladys George, preposition" to local exhibitors has
cipitated into screen stardom as a
result of her appearance in the faded.
The Alms Hotel Company has rename role of Paramount's "Valiant
considered its plans to open a movie
Is the Word for Carrie," is off on
Hollywood's first "interview tour."
in the hotel with a quarter
Miss George, to visit seven cities, theater
will make no theater appearances. admission scale.
RKO Paramount, Orpheum and
Instead a series of receptions have
been arranged at which she will one independent house are in the
meet exhibitors, women's and civic immediate neighborhood.
club leaders and press representatives.
Her first stop will be Dallas,
San Antonio Band in Film
thence, in turn, to Memphis, Washington, D. C, Detroit, Chicago, MinSan Antonio — Jimmie Lederer,
neapolis, Salt Lake City and back
Hearst Metrotone cameraman, has
to Hollywood by the 26th.
returned to the city where he will
establish headquarters. He recently
Four GB Films in Cincy
filmed a short subject entitled
Cincinnati — Four GB films are set "Broadway Rhythm," the backfor late October showings here.
Healy. ground being Richard Cole's GunThe bookings: B. F. Keith's, "East ter Hotel orchestra featuring Marie
Meets West," Oct. 16; RKO Family,
"Secret Agent," Oct. 22; RKO Shubert, "Seven Sinners," Oct. 31; and,
Colt Joins Italian Dailies
The
"Nine Days a Queen,"
Oct. Mayfair,
16.
Julius Colt has become motion
picture editor of two Italian dailies,
Toronto
"Frisco"
Prices "II Progresso" and "Corierr — The
Toronto — Ups
Several
of the Famous
American," both New York papers.
Players' Canadian Corp. theaters in He is also functioning in a similar
"Daniel Boone's" Premiere
Boone," this city, which are showing "San capacity for the "Journal of ComKy. — "Daniel
Lexington
o , feature
merce," "Statts-Zeitung" and all
RKO-Radi
has its world Francisco" simultaneously, are raising their admissions for adults from country.
Ridder papers throughout the
at the Strand theater to- 27 cents
premiere
to
35
cents.
morrow.

Syracuse — Action on the part of
Syracuse publishers in curtailing
theater publicity may have a kickback, costing the three dailies —
Post Standard, Journal-American
vertising.
and Herald — their national film adAnti-publicity drive apparently
was sponsored by the Post Standard, morning daily, of which Jerome
D. Barnum, president of the American Newspaper Publishers Association, ispublisher. It reflects the
attitude of a certain part of the
daily publishing field and of newspaper trade journalism.
Publicity departments of the various studios are still sending in
advance men on their releases, but
they are powerless to break into the
news pages and all outside co-operative advertising must be paid for
at the amusement rate forcing the
theater men to pass up efforts to
fore.
obtain full co-op pages as hereto-

Cincinnati
— Lee Goldberg
of Big
BF Distributing
"Tundra"
Features Rights, has contracted for
"Tundra," Burroughs-Tarzan special, for distribution in mid-western
territory. A. H. Coughlin of Big
Features has closed the Gregory
theater circuit in Marion, Kokomo,
Logansport, Remington and Frankfort, Indiana, for BF product.
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Hollywood — Burroughs-Tarzan
Pictures, Inc.. will continue production and distribution activities, according to a statement issued here
by Edgar Rice Burroughs, the
ment being designed to clarify the
situation resulting from the contract
Burroughs recently entered into with
Sol Lesser.
Burroughs-Tarzan announced simultaneous Jonald Nov is had
been signed to appear in four rihns
annually for two years. The first
will be "Just Another Night", title
of the theme song which Noas
will warble.
vis well
Burroughs statement, in part:
"As a director of Burroughs-Taizan Enterprises and BurroughsTarzan Pictures, I am still actively
and vitally interested in the affairs
of both these concerns. I did enter
into a contract with Mr. Lesser
whereby certain of my published
works will be produced in motion
picture form by or through Mr. Lesser, but my contract with Mr. Lesser does not by any means give him
the exclusive rights to my services
as an author. The fact is, I will
continue my present association with
and act as story consultant for Burroughs-Tarzan Pictures.
The fact is that as a director of
that company I am in favor of enlarged picture production activities,
and to that end will cooperate without stint with the other officers."

Doane Rejoins Hal Roach
Coast

Bureau

of Till-

FILM

Ti.iiLY

Hollywood — Warren Doane has
been appointed head of the scenario
and story department at the Hal
Roach studios. He was with Roach
from 1919 to 1931, but for the past
three years has been producing independently.

SOUTH

and WEST

The Bijou Theater at Savannah,
Ga. has reopened after remodeling.
Vernon Wooten is the new skipper
of the Howell Theater at Palatka,
Fla.
J. A. Mier is the new manager of
the President Theater at Manchester, Ga.
Edward E. Collins is now managaing the Majestic Theater at San
Antonio.
The Princess at Albertville, Ala.,
has reopened after remodeling.
The Broadway at Reidville, N. C,
is again operating after alterations.
The Waverly Theater, at Franklinton, La., has reopened as the Joy.
The Eustise Theater at Eustis,
Fla., has closed for complete remodeling.
The Ideal Theater at Ashburn,
Ga., is being remodeled.

-<2^s

TIMELY
Projection Screen
And Its Brightness
/"OBTAINING the brightest
possible screen does not
provide the utmost comfort for
is also necespatrons.
your sary
to consider:It 1. The screen
and its surroundings; 2. Distribution of screen illumination;
3. The size and shape of the
hall; 4. Size of screen. It is
probably due to variations in
one or more of these considerations that exhibitors have found
that exactly similar projection
equipments have given totally
different results in apparently
similar theaters.
The sensitivity of the eye to
light automatically adjusts itself according to the intensity
of the light to which it is exposed, and the lowest intensity
which can be perceived is greatly dependent upon the level to
which it is adjusted. As the
surroundings of the screen are
usually included in the angle of
vision the lighting of these
must be considered. It is obvious that dark surroundings
will provide more contrast and
a larger range of brightnesses
than a lighter surround. Dark
surrounds
induceor afatiguing
"glare"
effect
with can
a trying
range of brightness which will
reduce the visibility of detail in
the picture, especially where the
light contrasts in the picture
are low.
It should be remembered that
the brightness of the screen
and the detail observed will
depend on the light reflected by
the
screen.detail projected on the
Measurements of reflected
light should therefore be made
to obtain the brightness as appreciated by the patrons.
Even with the best possible
optical equipment it is not possible to obtain a perfectly evenly illuminated screen when
measured by illumination
meters. The margins of the
screen will always show a reduction as compared with the
center, but this loss is not usually serious. The maximum light
output from either condenser or
mirror lamps can be obtained
when the margins of the screen
are sacrificed for the central
illumination, but that can be
another cause of visual fatigue
owing to the increased range of
brightnesses, and greater
difficulty in perceiving detail.
Low standards of detail definition and illumination at the
screen margins, together with a
high standard centrally, can be
more "trying and fatiguing"
than a lower standard uniformly throughout the screen area.

DAILV

TOPICS
This will be understood when it
is realized that the eye is directed from one point to the
other in the visual field, and
accommodates or adjusts itself
to the brightest and most easily
perceived details. The screen
which is least fatiguing to view
is that from which all the details reflect or direct sufficient
light to be easily perceived
when the sensitivity of the eye
has been adjusted to the highest
level of light on that screen.
Obviously, the more uniformly illuminated screen — provided
it is sufficiently bright for recognition of detail and relative
brightnesses — reduces the range
of brightnesses which the eye
must accommodate, and is
therefore more easily viewed
for long periods than a screen
unevenly
illuminated.
To some extent this type of
screen is controlled by the shape
and size of the hall.
Directional type screens
which give direct reflection over
a small angle provide the highest reflection factor, but should
only be used where the screen
is viewed from a narrow angle.
In wide halls these screens will
show a decided falling off in
brightness viewed from the side
of the hall at angles exceeding
about 20 degrees.
Diffusing type screens, although not providing such a
high factor of reflection, are
most suitable for wide halls,
and will help towards obtaining uniform screen brightness.
The size of screen is an important factor in visual comfort. Obviously a large screen
viewed from close quarters necessitates directing the eyes
over large angles. It is therefore important that such a
screen should be evenly and satisfactorily illuminated, and carry easily perceived definition of
details if the eye fatigue is to
be kept to the lowest level.
A screen size which gives
that angle of vision which does
not necessitate a conscious effort to direct the eyes towards
different details on the screen,
together with the range of
brightnsses and evenness of illumination referred to, is essential if the so-called "intangible
services" are to be given to your
patrons.
— E. Oram in
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ROSENER ESTABLISHES
10-THEATER CIRCUIT
San Francisco — Ten houses are
now included in the Herbert Rosener Enterprises circuit of theaters
foreign-made
"unusual"
i playing
films in this
territory. and
Rosener,
who
has developed the circuit by taking
over closed houses and other situations not paying well and playing
pictures on percentage now operates
the World, Oakland; Grand-International, Los Angeles; Play-International, San Francisco; Montlake,
Seattle; Carmel, Carmel; Palo Alto,
Palo Alto; San Bernardino, San
Bernardino; Aimed a, Almeda;
Stockton, Stockton and
St. Albans, St. Albans. Another
house is scheduled to be opened at
Portland and others will be added
from time to time. Dave Brill
represents the circuit in New York
and arranges bookings for the
houses.

CINCINNATI
Mrs. A. J. Holt, wife of the owner of the Ideal at Carthage, is confined to the Mercy Hospital, Elwood, Ind. suffering from injuries
received in an auto accident.
W. R. Carr, Warner traveling auditor, has left for Omaha, Neb.
Warners
have added Howard Marktucky.
ham to their sales force for KenThe Truckers are leading the Film
Row Bowling League, recently organized by J. J. Grady of 20th-Fox.
RKO Stanley Jacques and M-G-M
Tom
scores.Smiley are tops in individual
Olga Thelen, M-G-M personnel
and Jean Booth, daughter of br.
mgr., E. M. Booth, are home from
a Lafayette, Ind. visit.
Morrill Moore, formerly with
20th-Fox sales force, has joined BF's
Indianapolis sales force.
Dayton Variety Club is remodeling, enlarging and installing a bar
in its quarters in the Loraine Hotel.
Ruth Thompson has been added
to the Columbia office force.
Visitors: Frank Weitzel, The
Pomeroy, Pt. Pleasant; Harry Lashinsky and brother, The Ohio, Cambridge; Lawrence Burns, The Champion, Col.; Frank Ferguson, The
Avon, Col.; Max Weisfeldt, Columbia's short subject sales head.

MIAMI

"My Man Godfrey" has been an
outstanding success in the Miami
area. It is going into its sixth run
in Wometco Theaters having been
shown in the Lincoln, Mayfair, Capitol, Plaza, Rosetta and now the
Grove. In each instance, it was
Goldstein Is Exhibs. Host
held over.
Spofford Lake, N. H. — Fourteen
Burton Clark, manager of the
managers of Western Massachu- Rosetta, is vacationing.
setts Theaters, Inc., were guests of
Hallett Matthews, assistant manNathan Goldstein, president of the
ager of the Capitol, has returned
circuit at his camp here.
from a month's leave.
Cinematograph Times.
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FOX RIGHTS ARE NOT
INFRINGED—MAXWELL
:inued from

Page

1)

tures of 250,000 "B" shares of
Metropolis and Bradford Trust was
described as completed. The second
calls for the acquisition of 5,100
"A" shares and this, it was said,
would be "dealt with as soon as
practicable."
Maxwell, declaring other U. S.
companies were bidding for British
film interests, calls such a situation
"intolerable."
Sidney R. Kent said he was awaitment.ing a requested copy of the agree-

Motion Picture Engineers
Name S. K. Wolf President
{Continued from Page 1)

of governors, Max Batsel and A. N.
Goldsmith.
It was decided that the Spring
convention will be held in New York
and the following gathering in Hollywood. Papers were submitted as
follows: "Development of the Art
and Science of Photography in the
Twentieth Century," by C. E. K.
Mees, Eastman Kodak Co.; "A Record Word-Spotting Mechanism," by
R. H. Heacock, RCA; "Modern Loud
Speaking Telephones and Their Development," C. Flannagan, R. Wolf
and W. C. Jones, Erpi; "The
Schwarzkopf Method of Identifying
Criminals," J. Frank, Jr., International Projector, and "A Neon Type
Volume Indicator," by S. Read, Jr.,
RCA.
today's
programKodak
will
be A a feature
visit toof the
Eastman
laboratories.

EXPLOITETTES

from Pane

1)

■iiihii^

SOUTH AND WEST GET
NEW FILM THEATERS
(Continued from Pane 1)

Film Tieup With Panama
Canal Celebration
will tieNATIONAL
fRAND
^T
up with
the celebration
to
commemorate the opening ocf
the Panama Canal as part of
an exploitation campaign for
"White Legion," second B. F.
Zeidman Grand National production. Prints are now being
rushed to theaters in the canal
zone where celebrations will be
staged next month, to honor
memory of those who linked the
Atlantic and Pacific. "White
Legion," featuring Ian Keith
and Tala Birell, dramatizes the
work of the doctors who conquered the fever infested jungles and made the building of
the canal possible. The picture
will have an early premiere in
Washington, D. C. where the
anniversary of the opening of
the canal will be commemorated
by many patriotic societies,
medical societies and Latin
America officials.
— Grand National Films.

Pollock Gets Radio
Plugs for "Dodsworth"
JESTER
POLLOCK,
manager
of Loew's, Rochester, made arrangements to open Rochester's

PITTSBURGH

A gang of over 50 Film Rowers
went to Columbus Saturday to attend the Pitt-Ohio State football
game. James H. Alexander, Republic chief, was in charge.
Emma
Chicago's
I Film Board Alplanalp
of Trade isofin Ridgeway,

Jacksonville License Bill
Stirs Fight by Exhibitors ' her
< Continued
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home town, to help celebrate
her father's 86th birthday.
Carleton Young, graduate of the
local Carnegie Tech Drama School,
has landed a screen contract with
Republic.
Film Row visitors: Robert Coyle
- of Charlerioi, Dinty Moore of Robertsdale, Bert Redfoot of Windber,
Ray
Allison
of Cresson,
George
| Purcell of Uniontown
and George
S. Otte of Bradford.

graduating license fee of from $100
to $200, according to size of house.
Circuses would have to pay $1,500
instead of $1,000, and dog tracks
$100 a day to the city instead of
the present $50 per day. Professional promoters of any kind of
amusement, who now pay nothing,
would be taxed $500. Bill hopes to
increase city revenue between $15,INDIANAPOLIS
000 and $20,000. Advance dope is
that so much opposition will be met
Ernest Miller, former Brazil exthat there will be little likelihood of
hibitor, ind Harry Schwartz, have
bill passing, certainly not as it is
joined the Grand National Films
now drawn.
sales force.
J. E. Cashman, home office representative, RKO has gone to CincinMusicians' Drive Backed
nati.
By Screen Actors' Guild
George Landis and Laddie Han(Continued from Pane
1)
cock, spent the week end in Columbus, and E. J. Branard, Paramount
gram, signed by Kenneth Thompson, executive secretary of the j exchange manager, in Chicago.
Visitors: John Osborn, Culver;
Guild, states that "The board of
directors direct me to tell you that I Joe Schilling, Connersville; John
they are in wholehearted accord I Doerr, Chicago; Charles Kreighbaum,
with your plan to return orchestras j Rochester; William Studebaker,
and stage shows to theaters and I Logansport and H. H. Johnson,
send best wishes for overwhelming ; Madison; Max Weisfeldt, Columbia's
short subjects supervisor.
success."

new radio station, WSAY, with
a broadcast of Samuel Goldwyn's production
"Dods-of
worth." After threeof years

Barber, Washington at Mount Ida,
Ark., by E. B. Wacaster; New at
Cotton Plant, Ark., by J. W. Crabtree; Malco at Pine Bluff, Ark., by
Malco Theaters, Inc.; Wiggins at
effort, the Federal Communications Commission finally grantParis, Ark., by Wiggins and Sons,
ed a license for the operation
Unnamed at Lake Village, Ark., by
of the new station. One of its
G. Cary; Avalon at Warren, Ark.,
permanent features is to be a
by Hank Wharton; Lyric at Baldmotion picture hour to go on
win, Miss., by M. M. West; Oxford
the air daily.
at Oxford, Miss., by Bob Small— Loew's Rochester.
wood and Ross Haney; Tex at
Tchula, by N. J. Holder; Unnamed
at Louisville, by G. Cary; Unnamed
Special Trailer Available
at Steele, Mo., by Adolph Riggs;
Cardwell at Cardwell, Mo., by
For "Dream" Engagements
A SPECIAL trailer plugging
Juanita Williams; Ruffin at Covington, Tenn., by W. D. Ruffin; Halls
the popular price engageat Halls, by Van & Tucker; Ray at
ments of Warner Bros.' ShakeBells, Tenn., by Dr. S. E. McDonald.
speare production, "A MidsumGeorgia — Ritz, Fort Gaines, by
mer Night's Dream," has been
Ellison Dunn; Emily at Hartwell,
completed
by
the
company's
West Coast trailer department
by W. T. Yarbrough; Franklin at
and is now available for exhibLavonia, by L. J. Duncan; Zebulon
itors. The trailer stresses the
at Zebulon, by Mrs. E. B. Adams;
all-star cast of the feature,
Royal at Blueridge, by George Benwith selling copy highlighting
ton; Strand at Fitzgerald, by R. E.
the fact that the picture, which
Martin; Cester at Atlanta, by Louis
played to millions of fans over
Bach; Metro at Mount Vernon, by
the world at $2.20 top, will now
Mrs. Liggett; Dixie at Wrens, by
be presented at popular prices.
Mrs. Violet Edwards; Unnamed at
Part of the Eric Wolfgang KornLumpkin, by H. M. Forbes; Gold
gold arrangement of the Felix
Leaf at Hahira; Jewel at Gordon,
Mendelsohn score forms the
by D. P. Lee; Georgia at Athens, by
background for the trailer.
— Warner Bros.
Lucas & Jenkins; Bremen at Bremen, by Mike Ellis; Parking Palace
at Atlanta, by Maughon & Bryant;
CONNECTICUT
State at Statesboro, by H. H. Macon;
Annex at Vidalia, by J. T. Douglas;
The Cameo, Bridgeport, Warner Barnesville at Barnesville, by L. J.
A house, will change from full to Duncan; Unnamed at Washington,
split week on Oct. 21. Two changes, by Mrs. Willingh
am Wood; Undouble feature are planned.
named at Thompson, by Mrs. MarThe Strand Theater, Norwich,
garet Knox Story; Unnamed at
will be renovated.
Thomasville, by Interstate EnterMax Tabackman will reopen the
Cameo, West Haven, for a five-day
Alabama — Roxy at Columbiana,
showing of "Anthony Adverse" on prises.
Oct. 25, at a 10 cent price increase by Claudie Wooley; People's at
by Walter Brackin; Rex at
from the regular. The Tabackmans Elba,
Goodwater, by R. P. Higgenbotham;
operate the Rivoli, closing the Lee, at Eufaula; Opps at Opps, by
Cameo except for week-ends during G. S. Owen; Ritz at Brewton, by
the winter.
W. J. Ray; New at Clanton; Strand
An attendance of 400 is expected at
Atmore, by R. E. Martin; Enzor
at the annual Warner Club dinner- at Troy; Strand at Greensboro, by
dance
at
the
Seven
Gables
Inn
next
Saturday.
L. M. Neely; Frisco at Frisco City,
I. J. Hoffman was host to Ned by W. A. Hendrix.
Depinet, Spyros and George Skouras, J. McKay, and Edward Peskay
LINCOLN
following
the Yale-Penn football
tussle.

SEATTLE
Monty Norman, until recently assistant manager of The Fifth Avenue, has left for Los Angeles, and
Ray Bilkowski has been appointed
to succeed him.
Clyde Stroud has been named as
jthe new assistant manager of the
! Orpheum, Robert Williams, reI signed.
Film row visitors: Roy Czerny,
'Kent; Walter Graham,
Shelton.

Mrs. Bob Livingston, wife of the
manager of the Capitol here, is in
serious condition in a local hospital
after an operation.
With the death of her father, J.
J. Hoffman, Plainview, Neb. exhibitor, Phyllis Hoffman resigned
from the Lincoln Theaters Corp.
here.
Waterloo, Dubuque and Mason
City, la. joined the vaudeville column this week via the Wilbur Cushman
line. office. LaCrosse and Barboo,
Wis. also put signatures on the
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A "JtitiU" &«* Hollywood "Ms
By RALPH

WILK

"TV/fAN of the People", novel by
Frank Dolan, has been acquired for pictures by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. The author will adapt
the book for the screen, and Lucien
Hubbard will be producer. Joseph
Calleia has been selected for the
principal role.
v
▼
▼

Glenda

Farrell
Will Carry On as "Torchy"
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

West

David cameraman
Oliver, Universal's
cracka
newsreel
who became
crack screen comedian, has been
cast in "Murder on the Mississippi."
The company began studio shooting
yesterday after three weeks spent
in New Orleans.

Blane

Hollywood — The first rough cut of "No Hard Feelings," the recently completed comedy-drama featuring Glenda Farrell has so impressed Warner-Bros. -First National
executives that they have decided to follow it up with a series of pictures in which
Miss Farrell will continue the adventures of the hard-boiled, clever newspaper girl,
"Torchy" Blane. So her next appearance will be in "Torchy Blane's Love Derby," a
subject suggested by the round-the-world race of metropolitan newspaper reporters
now in progress. Roy Chanslor has already written the story and is now at work on the
screen treatment.

▼

T

T

Marlene Dietrich will return to
Hollywood sometime in December

preparatory
to appearing
"AnLeRoy for Warner Bros., was a section devoted to immigration.
gel," the Melchoir
Lengyel in
original,
guest of Mr. LeRoy at the studio
which Ernst Lubitsch, now completT
T
T
ing the screen play with Samson
Al Green, who is now directng
recently. Mr. Beach has just returned from Alaska. He and the "Safari In Paradise," a Columbia Raphaelson, will produce and direct.
director-producer conferred on the production, is proudly displaying
Russell Wade, Universal's Texas production plans. The story was several first prize awards which his
'V,
leading man, is the first player as- used a few years ago as a vehicle ranch mona
stock
Fair, trecently
▼ won
t at the PoJohn Litel has been cast by Warsigned to Universal's next serial, for Richard Barthelmess.
ner Bros.-First National in the leadFranchot Tone, James Stewart
/
r
y
"Secret Agent X-9." For a beginner, Wade has been coming on very
and Virginia Reid, a new player,
ing masculine role of "Midnight
HowardsociateJ.producer,
Green,
as- have been signed to new Metro- Justice,"
opposite Ann Dvorak. The
rapidly, having completed his first
has Columbia's
just disposed
picture
goes into production in about
contracts.
role in "Yellowstone" and at pres- of his magazine story called "It's Goldwyn-Mayer
a
week.
T
T
T
ent appearing in two pictures at Your Turn," which appeared in Colt
▼
▼
Richard Arlen will star in two
once — "Top of the Town" and "Murlier's Magazine in 1930. Arthur
Paul Stanton, character actor, has
Levey, British producer, was the forthcoming Sol Lesser productions
der on the Mississippi."
to be released through 20th Century- been added to the cast of RKO Rabuyer.
▼
T
T
▼
T
▼
dio's "Night Waitress," which is
Fox. "Secret Valley," a Harold Bell
George O'Brien is reported to
have engaged space at the new
An exact duplication of Ellis Is- Wright story, will be the first to go now in production with Margot Graland has been constructed for scenes into production and an as yet un- hame, Gordon Jones and Vinton
Pinewood Studios at Iver Heath,
in leading roles. Lew LanBuckinghamshire, Eng. The star, it in the Maury M. Cohen production selected Zane Grey story will go be- Haworth
ders is directing.
fore the cameras later.
is said, plans on making a picture for Invincible, "Ellis Island," now
abroad in which he will depict one being filmed at Pathe studios. It
includes hospital, medical departof England's▼ historical
T
T figures.
ment, inspection department, cusRex Beach, American novelist and
tom offices, dormitories, department
author of "Son of the Gods," which of justice, docks, administration
will soon be produced by Mervyn building, and other features of this
Reginald Denny, goes into "Safari
in Paradise" in which Columbia Pictures is starring Jean Arthur, with
George Brent as her leading man.
▼
T
T

Grand National Readying
9 Stories for Production

Pitt Variety Club Banquet
Committee Heads Named

West

Pittsburgh — John H. Harris, national Variety Club president and
general chairman of the annual banquet to be staged at the William
Penn here October 25, announces
the appointments of chairmen for
the following committees: General,
Mike Gallagher; reception, Harry
M. Kalmine; publicity and program,
George D. Tyson; banquet arrangements, Harold C. Lund; advertising,
Frank Smith; room and railroad
transportation, John J. Maloney;
speaking, Dr. A. I. Wise; entertainment, Mike Cullen, and transportation, George Lai.
Early arrivals for the Variety
Club splash on Saturday will attend
the Pitt-Notre Dame game.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Nine stories are being completed for early production
by Grand National.
First to go before the cameras is
James Cagney's "Great Guy," the
James Edward Grant-Henry Johnson script being now in Director
John Blystone's hands. Shooting
starts Thursday at RKO-Pathe.
Samuel J. Warshawsky and Henry
McCarty are completing the screen
play on Mary Robert Reinhart's
"Twenty-three and a Half Hours
Leave," which Douglas MacLean
will put into production immediately following the Cagney picture.
"Grand Canyon," in color, will be
the next George A. Hirliman production, Crane Wilbur directing.
B. F. Zeidman has two stories in
preparation, "Sweetheart of the
Navy,"nettanwhichoriginal
by Dorothy
BenKarl Brown
will start
in four weeks, and "St. Elmo," which
Hinton Smith is adapting. Sam
Fuller and Edmund Joseph, are
working on another musical, "Murder With Music." Their first "Hats
Off," will be completed Oct. 21.
Edward Finney has two stories in
preparation for Tex Ritter. The
first, "HeadhV for the Rio Grande,"
starts this week with Robert Bradbury directing. "Arizona Days," an
original by Sherman Lowe, which
Jack
English
will direct,
starts

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

f MARY*

truly Continental atmosphere —
view of Central Park, superior
service,

invitingly

inexpensive

rates. (Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)

only CONTINENTAL
The
popular
grill, the cafe de la paix and

"Deeds" is in its 22nd week at
Portland's Blue Mouse.
Audian at Pullman, Wash., has
been reopened by T. C. Martin after
remodeling.
Film Row visitors: Mike Barovich of Tacoma, M. Kenworthy of
Moscow, Idaho.
Nov. 15. "Wild Man," by Prescott
Chaplin and William Robson, will
be the first Charles Bickford production.

ONES

have discovered

America's
RUMPELMAYER'S
* smart, meaning the clever, the know*
ing and, of course, the fashionable.

MORITZ - ON - THE - PARK
50 CENTRAL

PARK SOUTH. NEW

Direction: S. GREGORY
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Merrier than Thanks A Million !

v*
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-'** Swingier than Sing, Baby, Sing !
Timely as a kick off!

>

Laughs!

Tunes!

Clowning

Thrills! Gags!

on the campus!

Swinging

grandest, maddest, most hilarious entertainment line-up that ever charged
a box-office!

<Uq>

THESE HITS WILL KNOCK
'EM FOR A GOAL!

Jl
4

4
^

on

the gridiron! Dancing on the sidelines! Romancing in the stands! The

H^3*
v

Gals!

"It's Love I'm After" • "The Balboa"

C

U.

"You're Slightly Terrific" • "You
Do

\

t/i

the

Darndest

Things,

Baby"

WITH

A

CAST

PICKED

FOR

ENTERTAINMENT

STUART ERWIN JOHNNY DOWNS
ARLINE JUDGE • BETTY GRABLE
PATSY KELLY • JACK HALEY
YACHT CLUB BOYS • DIXIE DUNBAR
ANTHONY MARTIN JUDY GARLAND
Directed by David Butler* Associate Producer Bogart Rogers
Screen play by Harry Tugend, Jack Yellen and William Conselman • Based
on a story by Arthur Sheekman, Nat Perrin and Mark Kelly • Music and
lyrics by Lew Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell
• Music and lyrics of songs
sung by Yacht Club Boys — by Themselves

DARRYL
in Charge

F. ZANUCK
of Production

CAMpltwLUX cm

BIG NAMES
cm
UGHS
G nat
BIomp
LAuA.
Educational' 's new

two-reel comedies are emphatically

in years. Buster West and Tom
Tim and
began

Irene, have

made

Patricola, Pat Rooney Jr. and Herman

Timberg Jr.,

all been keeping the crowds in stitches since the season

. . . Buster Keaton

Machamer

the finest laugh line-up

set 'em on fire with "Blue Blazes"

. . . Jefferson

the most novel laugh short of years in his first "Gags and Gals"

Musical . . . Bert Lahr has critics and exhibitors singina_oyer "Boy, Oh Boy" . . .

. . . and now Lahr
does it again . . .
here's a sweet
confection. ..with a
double portion of
real belly laughs...

WHOSE
BABY

are you:

BUSTER KEATOr
in "The Chemist
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Exchanges' Fire Loss Lowest for Any American Industry

LONDON EXPECTS MAXWELL- KENT GET TOGETHER
RKO

Radio Offers Its Young Players for Stage Work

Young
Contract
Talent
RKO
Made
Available
for Stage Work

of

Martini Sings, Mamoulian Gets the Laryngitis
Receiving the press at his suite in the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday, Rouben Mamoulian,
director of "The Gay Desperado," complained: "Nino
I get the laryngitis."

RKO Radio is willing- to loan any
of its younger contract players to
any legitimate theater, stock company, or little theater in the U. S.
without charge for one or two week
appearances in suitable roles, it was
announced Monday night over the
Lux Radio Hour by Mrs. Leila Rogers on behalf of Samuel Briskin, RaWithin 10 years, the film industry
dio production chief.
will be using a flexible screen, auMrs. Rogers prefaced this antomatically synchronized and adnouncement by saying that RKO
justable to various images of a picrealized that stage experience is the
ture, predicted Rouben Mamoulian,
best possible training for motion pic- director of "The Gay Desperado," in
reathis
for
that
ture stardom and
an interview in New York yesterday.
son plays were put on at the RKO Thus the screen will be "tailor
Little Theater on the Radio lot.
each shot or image, alMrs. Rogers said that the loan of made" for
lowing a more expert telling of a
(Continued on Page 16)
Radio players to theaters for brief

Martini does the singing and

British Film Circles Anticipate
Deal by John Maxwell
and Sidney R. Kent

London (By Cable) — Belief existed in well-informed film circles yesterday that Sidney R. Kent, acting
for 20th Century-Fox, and John
Maxwell would get together on a
deal under which the British company will acquire part or all of the
American firm's holdings in GB. As
reported several days ago, it seems
likely that the Maxwell group may
Herbert
J. Ochs,
Warnerhas Bros.'
branch
manager
in Atlanta,
been acquire the 20th Century-Fox 49
promoted to the post of assistant to
cent interest in GB.
Gradwell L. Sears, General Sales perKent
has indicated that he has
the
deal
under consideration but he
Manager for Warner Bros.-First
National Pictures, according to an will make no definite commitments
today.
announcement made by the latter until he has had an opportunity to
confer with his corporation and
Ochs takes over his new duties
counsel. (20th
Century-Fox is interContinued on Page 4)
immediately,
operating
under the

MAMOULIAN PREDICTS ;H. J. OCHS NAMED AID
SCREEN FLEXIBILITY! TO GRADWELL SEARS

(Continued

on

Page

4)

MYERS WILL ADDRESS
W. PA. MPTO SESSION

Allied Theaters of N. J.
To Discuss Legislation

Allied Theaters of New Jersey
will discuss the legislative session
at a meeting planned for Tuesday
Stacy-Trent Hotel at TrenPittsburgh — Abram F. Myers, at the ton.
Exhibitors from both North
orAllied
the
for
counsel
general
and South parts of the state will atganization, will be the leading tend.
speaker at the annual convention of
the M.P.T.O. of W. Pa. to be held
at the Hotel Schenley Oct. 19 and
20. He will speak during the second day's afternoon session on coming legislative measures of concern
to the industry. Eddie Golden of
Chesterfield-Invincible Productions is
also on the speakers' list.
theater
200 independent
Nearly
Carl Laemmle, Jr., to Do

(Continued

on

Page

16)

Four Tacoma Film Houses
Are Merged for Operation
Seattle — The Blue Mouse, Temple,
Beverly and Riviera theaters of Tacoma, Wash., have been consolidated
by John Hamrick, Mike Barovic and
Pete Constanti, owners and operators, to bring the four Tacoma theaters(Continued
under singleon unified
managePage 11)

Film Exchanges Under Hays Leadership
Establish Lowest U. 5. Fire Loss Mark

Rochester — Under supervision of
the Hays organization, exchanges
Three Shows on Broadway have established the lowest fire loss
Para. Arguments in Cooper
Carl Laemmle, Jr., will soon make record of any industry in the United
Suit Impress U. S. Court his bow as a stage producer, with a States, said Henry Anderson of
program of two productions contem- Paramount in discussing "Fire PreWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
plated for Broadway showings. This
vention in the Motion Picture InLos Angeles — Indicating that he is in addition to his plans to make
favored the legal arguments ad- three or four features for a major
dustry" at a session of the S. M. P.
vanced on Paramount's behalf, FedE. Fall convention here yesterday.
eral Judge James today had under company release, which deal he will
Anderson recommended issuance
advisement the demurrer of Samuel negotiate during his current visit to
New York. He plans to remain in of instructions for projectionists at
Goldwyn to the $5,000,000 Para- the East about two more weeks be- time of fire and that the S. M. P. E.
mount Studios talent raiding suit
(Continued on Page 16)
fore going to Hollywood.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued

on

Page

4)

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
NEARING 120 HOUSES
With opening of three new houses
and reopening of seven theaters,
Interstate Circuit, operating mostly in Texas, will have 120 active
amusement places in its group, Bob
O'Donnell said in New York yesterday. New Houses scheduled for
opening are located as follows:
Houston, 1,500 seats; Austin, 1,200
seats and Galveston, 1,500 seats.
O'Donnell leaves New York today
returning to Texas.

Head
Foreign Press Writers
to Entertain U. A.
Dr. A. H. Giannini, president of
United Artists, and a number of motion picture stars and directors, will
be guests of honor at a luncheon to
be tendered by the Association of
Foreign Press Correspondents at
the Hotel Lombardy tomorrow at
one o'clock.
The Hollywood celebrities will include Director? William Wyler and
(Continued

on

Page

4)
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B. A. MAYER, theatrical producer, arrived
York yesterday on the Aquitania.
in New
DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN leaves New York
for London on or about November 1 to complete arrangements for presentation there of
"On Your Toes".
musical
Broadway
CLAIRE TREVOR, 20fh Century-Fox player,
leaves Hollywood this week for a New York
vacation.
BILL ROBINSON, celebrated tap dancer, leaves
shortly for Hollywood to become dance instructor
of Shirley Temple. He announced signing of
five-year contract with 20th Century-Fox during
personal appearance last Friday at Roxy Theater.
JACOB TEXIERE. Danish actor, arrives in New
York tomorrow on the Pilsudski for series of
personal appearances under auspices of American
Scandinavian Foundation.
HARRY KALMINE, Warner's Pittsburgh zone
manager is in New York.
JOHN H. HARRIS, general chairman of the
forthcoming Pittsburgh Variety Club banquet
is in New York to engage "name" talent.
ROUBEN MAMOULIAN leaves New York tomorrow returning to the coast.
CARL LAEMMLE, who is in Washington,
leaves today
for Hollywood.
WESLEY RUGGLES goes to Boston today from
New York and later visits Chicago before returning to Hollywood.

FINANCIAL

HARRY BROWNING of M. & P. Theaters is
in New York from Boston.
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BOB O'DONNELL
returning to Texas.

leaves New

York

today

ARCHIE MAYO went to Philadelphia yesterday from New York and returns tomorrow.
VILMA BANKY, film actress, sails for Europe
today on the Aquitania.
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Becomes "Beloved Rogue"
West

Coast Bin rait of THE
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Hollywood — Republic's first color
picture, which was completed in production without a title, has been
named "The Beloved Rogue." It costars Robert Livingston and Heather
Angel, with Sig Rumann, stage actor, playing the most important
character lead. Wells Root, noted
scenarist, who wrote the original
story and screen play, makes his directorial debut with the picture.
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Republic Sends Three More
Pictures Into Production
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With "Happy Go
Lucky" already under way, shooting
starts on three more Republic productions this week. First is "The
Chinese Orange Mystery", starting
today; "The Roaring Lead" follows
tomorrow, and on Friday, the third
Gene Autry musical western begins.

Tom
OCTOBER

14

West

Lillian Gish
Cyril
Benita

Gardner
Hume

Coast

Manning Rites Held
Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services were
held yesterday for Tom Manning,
veteran stage and screen character
actor, who died of a heart attack at
the Warner studio. Manning toppled over while playing a scene with
Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart and
Barton MacLane in "San Quentin."
Manning had been a pioneer radio
announcer in New York.

MORRIE RYSKIND, Universal producer-writer,
arrives in New York today from Universal City.
ARTHUR W. KELLY, vice-president in charge
of foreign distribution for United Artists, is en
route from London to Rio de Janeiro aboard
S. S. Alcantara.
JAMES R. GRAINGER, general sales manager
for Universal arrived at home office yesterday
after extended trip to Far West sales territories
and company's studios.
CHARLES R. ROGERS, vice-president in charge
of production for Universal, leaves the coast
early next week for New York to confer on
talent and story material for forthcoming "U"
product.
BEN GOETZ, MGM producer, and Mrs. Goetz;
and JOHNNY WEISSMULLER, screen player, sail
for Europe today on the Normandie.
timore.
N. NAPOLI

of Amkino

left yesterday for Bal-

HELEN LYND, playing her first featured screen
role in Grand National's "Hats Off", will fly
to New York upon its completion to rehearse
in "Double Dummy".
DICK POWELL and the missus, JOAN BLONDELL are back in New York from a lengthened
Pennsylvania
week-end.
WILLIAM RAY and CHESTER MITTENDORF
of Warner Brothers, are at the Warwick.
BOB MOCHRIE, assistant to Grad Sears, general sales manager for Warner Bros. - First
National Pictures, left yesterday by plane for
Monday. and Detroit. He is expected back
Chicago
MERLE

OBERON,

starring with Brian Aherne

in the Samuel Goldwyn production of "Love
Under Fire", will sail for England aboard the
Queen Mary on Oct. 21.

Herb. Marshall Will Make
Two Yearly for Columbia
Herbert Marshall, English stage
and screen actor, yesterday was
placed under an extended term contract by Columbia, calling for two
pictures yearly for the company.
Mr. Marshall sails today on the S.
S. Aquitania for a brief vacation in
England. He will take up his new
contract immediately on returning
to this country.

J. D. Clark to Wing Way
On Visit to Exchanges
John D. Clark, distribution chieftain of 20th Century-Fox, leaves Los
Angeles Friday on a swing around
his exchange system. He will devote two weeks to the trip, using
plane service most of the time for
transportation purposes.

"Godfrey" Stays 7th Week

Pittsburgh — John Goring, manager of the Fulton, is holding over
Universal's "My Man Godfrey" for
a seventh week beginning today.
Originally scheduled to close after
its sixth week, an agreement reached with the distributors of the pictureabled
booked
to holdover.
follow "Godfrey" enanother

Seymour Poe Promoted

Seymour Poe, former head of the
United Artists sales promotion department, has been promoted to home
office assistant to Jack Schlaifer,
Ani
I division manager of United
western

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILl

Hollywood — Not only does the
$2,500,000 1937 building program of
20th Century-Fox provide for eight
new sound stages, as disclosed yesterday in The Film Daily, but it
calls as well for a crafts building, a
fire station, a wardrobe building, a
dressing room building, a giant incinerator, water storage reservoirs,
a new hospital, and possibly a new
power house. Details of the comprehensive program were revealed
last night.
In addition,
administration building the
will"old"
be rebuilt
and
transformed into dressing rooms.
Street work, underground tunnels,
ventilating systems and installatior
of sprinkler systems, street lighting
and other accessories also will be
factors in the $2,500,000 building
program for 1937.
Also contemplated is a new aircooling,plant, a permanent dock setting, a directors' building, a ward
robe department
structure, and
production office building.
A huge trans-ocean liner (a cor
posite
of the
"Normandie"
and
"Queen Mary") will be built. It is
planned to be the largest permanent
structure at any studio in Los Ar
Two bridges over Olympic Boulevard also are contemplated. The 100
geles.
acres of new studio lands will be
graded and laid out into streets with
utilities installed during the next six
months.
Between the old and new Movietone City studios, a wide boulevard
will be cut through, connecting the
contemplated extension of Olympic
Boulevard with Pico Boulevard. This
boulevard will be carried across the
bridge over Olympic Boulevard. Beside this bridge, a new entrance to
the studio is contemplated.

West Orange House Opening
The new Windsor theater at West
Orange, N. J., opens Friday night.
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tbtke&cfet!

They're the sensation of the nation! • Held over in
both pre-release runs . . . BALTIMORE
SAN

FRANCISCO

and ROCHESTER

•

opening tops "Sing, Baby, Sing/'

"Private Number," "In Old Kentucky." • Leads "Country
Doctor" and "Sing, Baby, Sing" in OKLAHOMA CITY I •
Smash DENVER business insures hold-over! • PITTSBURGH opening days

beat

"Ramona,"

"Girls'

Dormitory," "To Mary— with Love" • Ahead of "To Mary,"
"Private Number," "Ramona"
Ramona , Sing, Baby,
MILWAUKEE!

in SYRACUSE! • Tops
Girls Dormitory in

• Out-grossing "To Mary — with Love" and

"King of Burlesque" in LOUISVILLE! • 80 per cent bigger
than "Sing, Baby" in ATLANTA!

• SPRINGFIELD

Thursday

opening beats "Sing, Baby's" Saturday business I • "Girls'
Dormitory" opening eclipsed in ST. LOUIS • First 3 days
greater than "Girls' Dormitory,"
"Ramona"

in CINCINNATI

• Opening

"Country Doctor," "Private Number"

Uuet

"Road

^atetta

to Glory,"

days swamp

in CHICAGO!

L^ouzt avLce

GAYNOR • YOUNG -BENNETT
£*t-

SIMONE

SIMON

DON
AMECHE
• PAUL LUKAS
TYRONE POWER, Jr. • alan mowbray
Directed by Edward H. Griffith
Associate Producer B. G. DeSylva
Screen play by Melville Baker
Based on the play by Ladislaus Bus-Fekete
Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production
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RKO OFFERS YOUNGER
PLAYERS FOR STAGE
linueJ from {'age

Para. Arguments in Cooper
Suit Impress U. S. Court
1)

involving Gary Cooper's future services.
After further study of cases cited
by attorneys for both sides, should
Judge James be of the same mind,
an order overruling the demurrer
will be made which will require Mr.
Goldwyn to answer the suit.
The suit charges that Mr. Goldwyn or his representatives secretly
influenced Cooper not to sign a new
contract with Paramount, when his
present one expires in December,
and had persuaded him to sign with
Goldwyn.

Foreign Press Writers
to Entertain U. A. Head
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

appearances should prove "an even
exchange."
She added:
"Our stars will get the training
they need for motion pictures in
your home town theaters. You, on
the other hand, will have a great
drawing card in being able to announce a one or two week appearance of a real Hollywood actor or
actress.
'From this moment on RKO are
ready to accept the application of
any little theater and legitimate theater wishing to present such a star.
For complete information, please address Mr. S. J. Briskin, RKO
Studios, Hollywood, California."

{Continued from Page

^P^Smt^

LONDON ANTICIPATES
and
MAXWELL-KENT DEAL

1)

Rouben Mamoulian, Pauline Goddard, Fredric March, Walter Huston, Nino Martini, Miriam Hopkins
and Gertrude Lawrence.
A. Bernard Maloney, president of
the Association, will preside at the
luncheon.

200 Seats Are 65 More
Than Neb. Town Requires
Bartlett, Neb. — E. Boyles is opening this town's first theater, the
Bartlett, which has 200 seats or just
65 more than enough to seat the
town's entire population of 135.

Exhibitor's Wife Is Buried

Grand Island, Neb. — Mrs. William
N. Youngclaus, 36, wife of the operator of the Empress theater, died
in an Omaha hospital Oct. 10 following an operation. Omaha film
row figures among the pallbearers at
funeral services held in Shelby, Neb.,
yesterday were D. V. McLucas,
United Artists exchange chief; Edward Rostermund, U. A. salesman,
and R. S. Ballantyne of Scott-Ballanryne, Co.

• •
• REMEMBER
WHEN
we used to run those
"remember when" items years ago?
so here's one for old
times sake
the first organized effort on a large scale was
undertaken by a major producer to capture publicity via the air
waves about ten years ago
when Billy Ferguson launched
the M-G-M Radio Movie Club
at the height of its success
it was estimated that 15,000,000 people listened in weekly
with over 30 stations in the key spots from coast to coast
it was through this original Movie Club that tieups of films with
radio were inaugurated
George Fecke was the field man
who handled the station tieups, and did a grand job
Ted
Husing was on the Boston station, his first radio assignment
and came to New York shortly, and then he began to
soar
T
T
T
• •
• THAT WAS a neat publicity stunt engineered last
week by Arnold Van Leer
in connection with the Pickf ordLasky production, "The Gay Desperado"
Arnold arranged
for Nino Martin, the star, to sit on the bench with Magistrate
Aurelio in Jefferson Market Court
Martini paid a dollar
fine for a man charged with vagrancy, and ended by singing "O
Solo Mio" with the judge in his chambers while a crowded courtroom listened in awe
ths story broke all the news services
with photos, and grabbed a lot of front-page space
T
T
T
• • • THEY PLACED a wishing well in the lobby of the
Orpheum
Omaha during
the showing
of "Ramona"
and theater
a woman in approached
manager
Bill Miskell
and asked
if it would be all right for her to take a drink from the well
and shortly after they caught a well dressed youth in
the act of snagging 12 pennies tossed into the well by those who
made their wishes
T
T
▼
• •
• AND NOW Charles Ray is out with the first issue
of his Hollywood Digest
a monthly containing articles
by Cecil De Mille, Melvyn Douglas, Walter Weems, Rupert
Hughes, Groucho Marx, Walter Connolly and Lloyd Corrigan
the first article is by Charles himself
in which he
takes a poke at a certain Broadway columnist
whose face
must be red as this magazine article is being widely read from
here to Hollywood
hi, ho, hum
T
T
T
• •
• THE AD and pub dept's of Mills Artists has been
re-organized under the direction of Ned Williams
the new
setup includes Helen Oakley, special features and trade press
Irving Hyland, met. press and advertising
Lupin
Fien, out-of-town press and exploitation

▼

T

T

• •
• AN
EXCITING
experience
for Ed Kuykendall,
Buddy Harris and Hal Young
who were guests on Don
Alexander's palatial yacht, Lavadette, on a trip from New York
to Philly they hit the fringe of a hurricane, and the boat
scurried to safety behind a breakwater off Delaware

▼

TV

• •
• NOT HARRY HERSHFIELD, the gifted cartoonist
not Harry Hershfield, the past master of the quip
not Harry Hershfield, about to become a Warners writer
but Harry Hershfield, the humanitarian-philosopher was honored by a group of his friends yesterday at a luncheon at the
Hotel Commodore it was a triple commemorative event,
being a "God speed you" and a wedding anniversary and a
birthday party Harry being
51 years young yesterday ...
There were from-the-heart talks by Maurice Levin, by Donald
Flamm, by Gene Buck, by Harry M. Warner
and some
"advice"
on
how
to
succeed
in
Hollywood
by
Arthur
Baer
George S. Luddington was the m.c in informal"Bugs"
manner
those 'round the board were Major Albert
Warner, DavidAmong
Sarnoff, Jack
Alicoate, Sam E. Morris, Cornelius
Vanderbilt, Jr., S. Charles Einfeld, Chet Bahn
Leslie Howard, Nick Kenny, Jack Lait

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

ested
in GB via Metropolis
Bradford
Trust companies.
With the first stage of the agreement between the Ostrer brothers
and Maxwell completed, the second
step, pertaining to acquisition of
5,100 "A" shares of Metropolis and
Bradford, is now being worked out,
it has been officially stated. Under
the initial move in the deal, Maxwell obtains 250,000 "B" shares of
the two companies which
stock goes
to
his
Pictures.company, Associated British

W. Pa. MPTO Parley to Hear
Myers, Counsel for Allied
(Continued from Page

1)

operators from the tri-state area are
expected to attend. The entertainment program for the ladies is in
charge of Mathilda Kiel, the association's office secretary.
Secretary Fred Herrington will
conduct an open forum during which
the Allied Defense Campaign, an issue during the last Allied convention in Cleveland, will be discussed.
H. W. Reading of the Westinghouse
Electric Co. will talk on air conditioning in theaters. A banquet and
i dancing will close the affair.

■

Jerome Plays in England
London (By Cable) — Helen Jerome's "Pride and Prejudice," which
M-G-M will picturize in Hollywood,
opened on the stage here last night
on the heels of the Birmingham
premiere of her new play, "Limelight," Hollywood comedy tending
I toward satire. Latter drew a mixed
reaction, but picture possibilities
were indicated.

Schiller Awards Contract
Grand Island, Neb.— The H. & L.
Operating Co. of Webb City, Mo.,
headed by Larry Larsen, has been
given the contract and architect's
j job for the new 800-seat Grand being built here for Harry Schiller
under supervision of the Western
Theater Supply Co. of Omaha, Neb.
The house is to be completed for a
Christmas opening.

Newark Managerial Shift

Newark — A. G. Locks has been
appointed by the Raygold Amusement Corp. to manage the Rialto,
succeeding Harold Garfield, who has
been made manager of the Cameo.
J. T. Finck, formerly of Loew's BorPark,asBrooklyn,
succeeds
teroughHorn
assistant.
Horn Walhas
been transferred to the American.

Old Legit Houses to Wreckers

New Orleans — The death knell of
the Tulane and Crescent theaters,
old-timers of the legitimate days,
has apparently been sounded, with
wreckers
said to be ready to go to
work.

113
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Discusses Poetry
In the Movies
(")NE
of the more
phenomena
of thepublicized
summer
ton in New York was a socalled Congress of American
Poets, a congress with sessions
every week-end for several
months. It was at one of the
sessions that Dr. Robert MacDonald, president of the Robert
Burns Circle of New- York,
urged the poets of America to
turn toward Hollywood for
spiritual, and presumably, physical sustenance.
"I live for the day when I wiil
see poetry in pictures," said Dr.
MacDonald. "Poetry will give
a new form, a new content, a
new
expression toalso
the suggested
cinema."
Dr. MacDonald
that the introduction of the
poet's philosophy might have a
salutary effect on college and
high school students. "We're
living in the day of the necker,"
he said. "Were the screen
poetic, it could teach these young
men and women the real nobility and sweetness and beauty of
love."
Production schedules emanating from Hollywood give at least
a little support to Dr. MacDonald's position. For instance,
a rather well-known poet named
Shakespeare seems to be figuring heavily in these schedules,
with "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" and "Romeo and Juliet"
already released, "Othello" being
planned by Samuel Goldwyn,
and more "Hamlets" forecast
than you can shake a ghost at.
Even more convincing evidence of the increasing movie
importance of the poet is the
news that Maxwell Anderson's
"Winterset," a brave effort to
write a modern drama in poetic
terms, is about to reach the nation's screens. "Winterset" will
be filmed largely as written,
without being stripped of the
poetry, its chief claim to distinction.
Still, the works of Shakespeare and Maxwell Anderson
were written for the stage, and
of necessity require adaptation
for the movies. Even with the
most careful adaptation they
can be little more than elaborately photographed plays, and
the poetry of motion, which is
the cinema's chief claim to artistic merit, must elude them.
Strangely enough, what there
has been of poetry in films has
been accomplished not by poets,
but by ex-chemical engineers, exmathematicians, ex - vaudeville
artists, and others hardly given
to producing quatrains. Chaplin, Pudockin, Eisenstein, Clair,
Lubitsch, and others have produced, each in his own way,
forms of poetry with strips of
celluloid; poetry pleasing or
terrifying, heavily dramatic or
lightly satirical, yet undeniably

OF

TIMELY

poetry according to any fair interpretation of the word.
If the poets are to be of any
value to the cinema, they must
first learn the technique of the
motion picture. They must
learn, for instance, that strikingly poetic effects may be gained by the simple splicing of one
length of film to another, although each length by itself
may be utterly prosaic. They
must learn that the most technical of scenarios, full of such
unpoetic phrases as dollying and
zoom-shots, may produce the
simplest and most beautiful
films. They must learn that
writing for the screen requires a
type of imagination far different from anything they have
known before; an imagination
to be expressed in filmic images
rather than in beautiful words.
When they have learned these
things, when they have learned,
as Dr. MacDonald has said,
striking perhaps unwittingly at
the heart of the problem, to "see
poetry in pictures," the poets
may indeed be ready to take up
the writing of screen scenarios.
They will not give a new form,

CLEVELAND
Martin G. Smith, president of the
Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio has called a meeting of the
board of directors to be held at the
Neil House, Columbus, tomorrow.
Date for the annual fall state exhibitors' convention will be set at
this meeting.
B. C. Steele has completed redecorating his Kent and Ravenna theaters.
Stuart Cagney was guest of honor
at a luncheon at the Allerton Hotel
given recently by a group of
50 local theater managers on the
occasion of his leaving Cleveland to
become city manager for Schine's
theaters in Picqua. Cagney resigned
as manager of the Windameer Theater, an Associated Theaters house,
to accept the new position.
Saul Bragin, for the past 16 years
with Balaban and Katz, is here as
booker for Warner theaters in Nat
Wolf's zone.
Norman Levin, for the past five
years Toledo salesman for United
Artists has been promoted to city
salesman and assistant to branch
manager M. A. Goodman. William
Barron has been transferred from
Pittsburgh to succeed Levin in the
Toledo territory.
Harry Lande of Independent Film
Service, just back from New York
announces he has acquired the sixreel Buster Keaton comedy, "An Old
Spanish Custom" for Ohio and Kentucky distribution. "Gay Love," the
Sophie Tucker picture which the
Ohio censor board has been holding,
was finally passed with only minor
eliminations.
Grace Meier, daughter of Fred
Meier of The News has been appointed secretary to "Buck" Stoner,
M-G-M office manager to succeed
Marion Oberacher, resigned.

«

INTEREST

a new content, a new expression
to the cinema, for the engineers,
the mathematicians, and the
vaudeville artists have beaten
them to it. But they may add
a certain sensitiveness to a
medium which can stand it.
And — who knows? — they may
even teach young men and women "the real nobility and
sweetness — and
beauty
Elihu
Winerof inlove."
Nat'l Board of Review
Magazine.

Britisher Questions Value
Of'T'HE
Importing
H'wood Stars
next few months will see
' the most dazzling constellation of Hollywood stars that
has ever shone on the British
film horizon.
Some of them, of course, will
still be working under American banners, but while the invasion should be intensely gratifying to the transatlantic
shipping companies and the
local autograph hunters, one
wonders if, in the long run, the

PITTSBURGH
Attendance at the eighth annual
Variety Club banquet to be held in
the grand ballroom of the William
Penn Hotel Oct. 25 will be limited
to 800 persons. General Chairman
John H. Harris announces. The
event will be staged in honor of
retiring Chief Barker Arthur Levy,
Columbia Pictures manager here,
and
ficers.his nine associate retiring ofGeorge Tyson, managing director
of
the Harris-Alvin, is back from
Chicago.
Ben Jaffe, Casino manager, is
well again.
Mildred Harris Chaplin is filling
dates in neighboring night spots.
Marshall Goldberg, star halfback
of Pitt's football team here, is the
son of an Elkins, W. Va., leading
exhibitor.
Moe Gould, former manager of
the Metropolitan Theater, has joined
the sales staff of the Monarch Exchange, succeeding Max Shulgold,
who transferred to the local Grand
National office.
Jake Silverman, Altoona operator,
is in Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, for a serious operation.
Mort England, former representative for RCA Photophone, is opening a theatrical brokerage office on
Film Row.

"It's a Girl" Third Time
Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris, vicepresident and general manager of
the Music Publishers Holding Corporation, subsidiary of Warner
Bros.-First National Pictures, became the father of a girl, born to
Mrs. Morris yesterday at the Doctor's Hospital. The baby has been
named Lynn. This is the third girl
for tiie Morrises.

«

wholesale importation will really benefit the British Industry.
We have for so long been crying out for pay-box personalities as one of the main deficiencies of the home product
that the purchase from America of a few ready-made ones is
m danger of being mistaken for
the movie millennium.
The truth is that English production, always a delicate patient, is being drugged into a
temporary and quite spurious
sense of exhilaration from that
fascinating bottle labelled "Boxoffice
names
As in
all."such dangerous addictions, the deadly habit has
been formed through a gradual
process of increasing doses,
which has been going on for
years—. a sufficient number of
efficacy
years, at any rate, to test its

Yet has there during, say, the
last twenty-four months, been
one solitary smash hit big
enough to justify the treatment
or even to brighten the melancholy record of American stars
in British films?
Has the star-buying policy, in
fact, created anything but a
handful of moderately success
ful pictures and a growing mis
trust of the Industry among its
financial supporters, who are
already complaining in the public Press of production delays
and overtime costs caused by
high-priced imported stellar
"temperament" ?
It is bad enough that City
interests should be frightened
into tightening their purse
strings. It is in the ultimate
issue, worse still that our producers, in their present "boxoffice personality" pipe dream,
should have lost sight of that
first principle of movie-making
that it is the pictures that make
the stars; not the stars that
make the pictures.
It is easier while our credit
is good in the City to buy stars
than to make them. Nevertheless, anyone with the interests
of the Industry at heart would
sooner see one star-less British
picture achieve half the success
of "Henry VIII" than a dozen
indifferent
movies
American star
names."sold" on
Those very charming and efficient people from Hollywood
can be of infinite service to
British production. Let us by
all means exploit the cream of
foreign talent for our benefit.
If we are to build tip a strong
and healthy national Industry,
however, we must abandon the
noxious and merely palliative
drug of box-office names as a
cure for all our ills and substitute some courage in the
mixture.
— Malcolm Phillips in
Kinemato graph Weekly.

HALF THE COUNTRY IS
WAITING FOR

MABEL
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The biggest presold property since
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On the Air Everywhere:
'I'll Sing You a Thousand
Love Songs , Coney Island'

With ALLEN JENKINS • ROSCOE KARNS • WALTER CATLETT • DAVID CARLYLE

Cain was awfully able
... he did his best work
in the clinches!

Directed by LLOYD BACON • Songs by HARRY WARREN and AL DUBIN

Beware, Astaire! Marion
swings it high, hot and
handsome!

Dance Creations by BOBBY CONNOLLY • A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION

70 MILLION MAGAZINE READERS SAW THIS SERES
in current issues of powerful publications like Woman's Home Companion,
True Story, American Weekly, Cosmopolitan, American Magazine, Pictorial
Bazaar, House
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A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"
AT POPULAR PRICES!
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centers
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coast to coast!

FOR FEBRUARY
KAY FRANCIS in

or bigger for all the leaders of the
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theatre

do this for you — and will continue to
do it with national promotion as big

FOR OCTOBER
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in day -and -date drives scheduled for
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ANITA LOUISE in "GREEN

FOR JANUARY
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winter line-up on the way!
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U. S. BUILDS THEATER
IN WISCONSIN TOWN

British Para. Thea. Changes

Talkies for the Deaf

London — Talking pictures for the
Pittsburgh — The increased numdeaf and dumb, made at the South
ber of strong film box-office attrac- Wales
Institute for such afflicted
tions available this season has cut
the demand for stage units in the persons, were recently showin in
Western Pennsylvania territory to Windsor Palace, Cardiff. Weekly
these pictures will be giva new low, leading theater operat- showsen. of
While some of the pictures will
ors report. The Warners Circuit
silent, many will be "talkies," the
which usually booked stage shows be
at this time into their houses in actors conversing by means of the
deaf
and dumb alphabet.
several towns around here have not
used a single show during Septem- Canada Cuts Film Duty
ber or so far this month, Head
Ottawa — As a result of recent
Booker Oscar Kirshner reports. The
agitation in England, the
big pictures are proving heavy busi- trade
Canadian government has reduced its
ness stimulants.
None of the local ace houses film tax by 60 per cent. Income
tax will be now paid on two per cent
which formerly operated with com- of
the earnings of imported films
bination policies is contemplating
instead of the previous five per cent.
any booking of stage shows, a The
act is retroactive to June 28 of
check-up reveals.
last year.

A.P.P.H. Net Profits Up
Midelburg Starts $150,000
London — Net profits of Associated
Theater in Logan, W. Va. Provincial Pictures Houses, Ltd., for
Logan, W. Va. — Ferd Midelburg,
independent chain operator, is building a 1,000-seat house at a cost of
$150,000. The theater will be modern in every detail and will include
a 400-seat balcony. Meanor &
Handloser, Charleston architects,
have been engaged to plan the new
project. Midelburg operates theaters in Beckley, Madison, Charleston and Logan, W. Va., and in Hazard, Ky.

Omaha Exchanges Found Safe

Omaha— All 12 of the local exchanges passed inspection with flying colors when a fire inspection committee composed of Regina Molseed,
secretary of the Omaha Film Board
of Trade; T. K. Cornish, state fire
the
Ed Hayduk
and departm
inspector,'fire
visited
ent, of
Omaha
them.

Clearance Suit Withdrawn
Chicago — With Balaban and Katz
waiving the extra weeks clearance,
Attorney Aaron Stein has withdrawn
the clearance suit in Federal Court
here on behalf of local independent
exhibitors.

♦

"THE

British

STUDENTS'

the year ended May 31 last shows a
net profit of $576,000, an increase
of $60,000 over the previous year.
The company is expected to declare
a dividend of six per cent.

Twickenham Gets Rock Films
London — With the exception of
one picture, all future Joe Rock productions will be released by Twickenham Film Distributors. This adds
eight first-class British productions
to Twickenham's schedule, Julius
Hagen stated in making the announcement.

Controls Tapermoux Firm
Paris — The French motion
company of John Tapernoux
York has passed under the
of Robert Marauis, director
Bank for the Cinema.

picture
of New
control
of the

Filming Armada Sequences

London — The Alexander Korda
studios have completed "Fire Over
England" except for the ambitious
Armada sequences. Under the direction of William K. Howard, these
night scenes of fierce hand-to-hand
combat on board a life-size Spanish
galleon, are now before the
cameras.

New Turkish Regulations
Istanbul — Henceforth importation
of films will come under jurisdiction
of the Ministry of the Interior.
Among recent regulations affecting
film imports are:
Banning of political and religious
films, or pictures which ridicule a
nation or a race; banning of pictures
having a tendency to incite or enadultery. courage crime, and those showing

80 New British Theaters
London — New theater projects announced for the current month in
Great Britain now total 80, with
other projects
nounced shortly. expected to be an-

Tokio Against Blind Booking
Tokio — Two of the largest distributors of pictures in Japan have
warned representatives of American
distributors that they will not accept any more blind bookings. Pictures will be chosen individually.

King of Egypt Installs Sound

Cairo — King Farouk of Egypt has
ordered RCA sound apparatus inandria. stalled in the Royal Palace at Alex-

New Zealand Film Imports

COSTUME

»

ROMANCE"

International

MUSICAL ROMANCE OF OLD
BERG IS FAIR ENTERTAINMENT

London — Changes in the executive
group of Paramount Theaters, following the appointment of Leslie
Holderness to the position of controller for Union Cinemas, recently announced by Earl St. John, direcProject's plans contemplate a
tor of Para. Theaters, include:
'torn thumb" house, 50 by 100 feet.
Indian film, made under the Wau- Charles Penley, previously in charge
watosa Board of Education's spon- of Paramount's London theaters,
sorship by WPA, will have its pre- now general manager of the entire
miere at the Tosa theater, Wau- circuit in the British Isles; Tony
watosa, Oct. 19.
Reddin, lately manager of the Paramount, Liverpool, brought to London as general supervisor of the
Stage Show Demand in Pa.
circuit under Penley.

Cut by Stronger Pictures

♦
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The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Milwaukee — Uncle Sam is going
a step farther as a showman.
Already widely operating through
the Federal Theater Project's various ramifications, he will build,
through the Works Progress Administration, a$30,000 community
theater at Omro, Wis.

n
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70 mins.
HEIDELOF THE

SCHOOL.

This British production, based on the
operetta, "I Lost My Heart in Heidelberg,"
is a leisurely bit of entertainment done in
the easy-going spirit of the German college
town two centuries ago. The theme song,
the same as the title of the original opera,
is tuneful, and furnishes the basis for the
plot and action. Patrick Knowles plays the
part of a student who falls in love with
a pretty girl visitor to the college town.
He does not know that she is the princess
daughter of the Grand Duke who is the
patron of the college. Their romance progresses, while another romance is under way
between the pretty young owner of a tavern
frequented by the students, and the friend
of the hero. The latter is a budding composer, and writes the song about losing
his heart, and dedicates it to his charmer.
Complications develop with the usual misunderstandings, the princess believing her
hero is in love with the tavern proprietress.
But the misunderstanding is cleared up
for the happy fadeout. Plenty of spectacular
scenes but the old-fashioned theme and
manner of presentation is reminiscent of
Hollywood productions of two decades ago.
Cast: Grete Natzler, Patrick Knowles,
W. H. Berry, Carol Goodner, Mackenzie
Ward, Iris Ashley, Hugh Dempster, Ivan
Sampson.
Director, Otto Kanturek; Authors, Bruno
Hardt-Wardon, Fritz Lohmer; Screenplay,
Clifford Gray, Richard Hutter, Norman
Watson; Editor, Otto Kanturek; Cameraman,
Bryan Langley.
Direction, Fair
Photography, Good

Wellington — The Department of
Overseas Trade has issued a report
on film imports, among other things,
from 1933 to 1935. Total imports
for three years dropped in value
by $80,000. Value of imports from Four Tacoma Film Houses
America for 1933 were $729,430 ; for
Are Merged for Operation
1934, $802,960, and for 1935, $739,980. Imports from England for 1933
(Continued from Pane 1)
were valued at $284,830; for 1934
ment and operation. Personnel is
at $342,240; for 1935 at $185,805.
to be unchanged. Beverly and Riviera will present first-run features;
In "Girl from Mandalay"
London — Conrad Nagel, Kay the Blue Mouse will have new second-run policy and the Temple will
Linaker, Donald Cook and Esther
Ralston are featured in the recently switch from seventh -run to second runs. Ned Edris, Hamrick's Tacoma
completed A.B.F.D. production, "The manager will handle operation of
Girl from Mandalay," adapted from the four theaters, Mr. Hamrick will
Reginald Campbell's novel, "Tiger be executive head of new group, and
Mr. Barovic will be in charge of
purchasing and booking of pictures
Lease
Valley." Studio in Switzerland
to be selected from all the cinema
Geneva — While awaiting the deci- studios of Hollywood, as well as
sion of the government in reference Gaumont-British.
to a national studio for the production of films, private interests are
proceeding with independent plans.
The Societe Suisse de Production
Garbo Claims Immunity
Films Sonores has taken over the
Bureau of THE FILM DAI].)'
building near Basle formerly oc- WestLosCoast
Angeles — Great Garbo, filing
cupied by Brown, Bovari et Cie, and court answer yesterday in suit
is transforming it into a picture stu- brought against her by H. Fitznatdio.
rick, assignee for D. Schratter, German film producer, contended statute
Hoyts Expansion Deal
of limitations barred action for collection of $10,500 which plaintiff
Sidney — Hoyts has explained its
circuit through a deal with the alleged he lent her in 1924. The star
Moodabe circuit, operating 64 the- admitted her ability to pay but
aters in New Zealand.
claimed immunity under law.

I
RKO-RADIO'S FLASH FOOTBALL SHOW... WITH
EIGHT FAMOUS ALL-AMERICAN STARS
PACKING THE GRIDIRON THRILLS INTO A STIRRING ROMANCE OF CAMPUS AND ST 3M
■ . .■

wf #■

DIRECTED BY GEORGE NICHOLLS, JR.
A PANDRO S. BERMAN PRODUCTION
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NEW "IRON EGG" AIDS
NAUTICAL SHOOTING

EXPLOITETTES

"Valiant" Gets Aggressive
Hollywood — The "iron egg" and Exploitation at Paramount
.' Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

he "self-wiping windshield" are the
two studio inventions to make possible filming of storms at sea. hazards of sailors on fishing schooners,
and thrilling marine rescues, on a
scale never possible before.
They are the newest equipment
for operation of cameras on boats,
developed by John Arnold, president
of the American Society of Cinematographers, for use in "Captains
Courageous."
The "iron egg" is a heavy eggshaped mass of solid iron suspended
from a framework, and to which the
camera is attached, permitting it to
swing like a pendulum. The result
will be stability withn five degrees,
no matter how a boat may toss.
The "self-wiping windshield" is a
disk of plate glass, about eight
inches in diameter, rotated before
the camera lens at high speed, by a
motor. Pressure plates about its
circumference keep it wiped and polished at all times, so that spray,
waves or drops of sea water can
never obstruct the lens.

'T'HE world premiere of "Vali1 ant Is the Word for Carrie,"
Paramount production starring
Gladys George, was ushered in
at the Paramount, New York,
with an aggressive exploitation
campaign. The film got off to
a flying start with an advance
campaign conceived and executed from both an advertising
and publicity viewpoint. All
local metropolitan newspapers
devoted extra space to special
feature stories and photos of
the star. The ad campaign
broke five days in advance of
the opening with small ads that
gradually increased until far
greater than the average for
the house. From the publicity
angle, the popularity of Gladys
George, former legit star on
Broadway, was played up with
splendid results. With advance
and feature stories breaking,
"Valiant Is the Word for Carrie" was local
given the
"gun"
with
several
radio
stations
carrying spot announcements,
mentioning theater and playdate.
A week in advance 50,-

000 special four-page sepia brochures were distributed at the
theater. A novel "human trailer" consisting of a boy and girl
on each wing of the stage with
a spot upon them, gave a strong
selling talk on the picture and
then the house darkened and
faded into the regular trailer.
The novelty of this stunt resulted in good word-of-mouth
publicity for the engagement.
Taking advantage of an Automat scene in the picture, a tieup was arranged with the Horn
& Hardart Automats which resulted in them getting out 150
22x17 inch cards in two colors
which were placed in all their
restaurants and retail shops
throughout the city. Each card
carried a scene still from the
picture and mentioned its opening at the Paramount. Leading
book stores arranged special
window displays in which the
novel, "Valiant Is the Word for
Carrie," was the center of attraction, the windows carried
scene stills as well as star
photos of Gladys George with
appropriate copy.
— Paramount, New York.

Goetz and Gordon Planning
Three Shows for Broadway

CHICAGO

OMAHA

The Harry Goetz-Max Gordon
stage and film producing company
has three plays set for Broadway
production, two of which are slated
to be made into movies later.
First on the production schedule
is "The Woman," by Clare Boothe
Brokaw, wife of Henry R. Luce,
head of Time, Inc. This play is to
go into rehearsal in a month. Walter Huston as star of "Othello" will
be the next venture. The third is
an unfinished play by Sidney Howard.

Fritz Blocki has resigned as publicity director for the Federal Theaters group and will devote his entire time to the Jones Linick and
Schaefer circuit.
A. J. Balaban was in the city for a
series of conferences with RKO executives.

The Gem at Sterling, Neb., has
been purchased by Ralph Hintz.
George Hinton, Paramount sales
manager at Minneapolis, is here for
three weeks.
Wayne Varga?on, formerly stage
director for the Tower at Kansas
City, now is connected with a local
finance firm.

Charles Niggemeyer, stage director at the State Lake Theater, and
his wife, Dorothy Miller, dance producer for the house, are on an extended southern vacation trip. Jack
Lester is handling the lines while
they are away.
"Gilbert Meets Sullivan"
Barney Balaban, president of
Will Be Picturized by GB
Paramount, was a Chicago visitor
Arthur A. Lee, vice president of and held a series of confabs with
GB, announced yesterday that the the Chicago executives for the fall
company has acquired the film rights and winter campaigns.
to "Gilbert Meets Sullivan," origJohn Joseph, publicity director of
inal stage play from the pens of
Marion Dix and Lesser Samuels. RKO, has returned from a Cleveland
Miss Dix and Mr. Samuels are un- business trip.
der contract to Gaumont British as
The larger outlying theaters in the
scenarists. Their play describes the residential districts find free parklife stories of the famous collaboraing lots a boom to the automobile
tors.
trade, the Nortown of the Balaban
Lee also announced that Adolf and Katz circuit alone using two
huge parking lots for week-end
Wohlbruck, Continental film star, business.
has been awarded a three-year conPrincess theater which hivS been
tract calling for one picture a year.
The rest of his time will be divided temporarily closed, will reopen
between acting on the Continent and shortly, showing Negro films. The
in Hollywood, where he is due to ar- reopening of the Majestic theater on
rive shortly for his first American Monroe Street is still being discussed.
film.
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"GIVEAWAYS" FADING,
GB SALES CHIEF SAYS
Back from a tour through the
middle west and south, George W.
Weeks, general sales manager for
Gaumont British, declared yesterday in commenting upon an upswing in business that "it is really
the picture,
rather than the 'giveaways' that is
bringing the people
into
the
theater."
"Artificial means of attracting
large audiences are losing favor
with exhibitors who are now definitely going back to normal showmanship policies, where it is the
show that counts," Mr. Weeks added.
The GB sales chief covered Cleveland, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Dallas, New Orleans and Atlanta, and found, he said, a higher
note of optimism than at any time
since the depression began. Improved economic conditions and better product were credited with the
business increase.

Screen's Stage Recruits
Yearn for B'way — Mebbe
About 85 per cent of the Broadway players who migrated to Hollywood are ready to make stage appearances again even at financial loss
as compared to movie salaries if
their screen and stage work could
be properly dovetailed, it was said
yesterday by David B. Hampton,
literary agent, just back from Hollywood, who represents a number of
important actors.
Hampton said he was asked repeatedly by important players to
arrange for Broadway appearances.
He admitted that for one reason and
another many of these players who
are eager to return to Broadway do
not go there. But the desire is
there
said. and is very strong, Hampton

The OmahaRegina
Film Molseed.
Board of ' Trade
secretary,
is in
Sioux Falls, S. D., attending her
uncle's funeral.
"Alcazar" by Knickerbocker
Traveling auditors are in town,
W. R. Carr for Warners and Leo
H. R. Knickerbocker, war correAdler for United Artists.
spondent covering the Spanish revolution, has been signed by Darryl F.
His illness over, Joe Scott is back
at his duties of manager of 20th- Zanuck for 20th Century-Fox to turn
Fox's local exchange.
out an original story for "The Siege
Miss Nebraska of 1936, who is of the Alcazar," planned for early
production.
The studio also acRuby Hart of Clay Center, Neb..
me<-sed the buttons inaugurating
quired rights
to revolution.
Knickerbocker's
news stories
on the
the Omaha's new sound.

SAN ANTONIO
E. S. C. Coppock of Coppock Enterprises has moved his offices from
the Texas Theater Building to the
Milam Building.
Interstate employees at Mrs.
Stella Hudgecn's house party recently were Helen Jones, Faye Tucker, Doris Wise, Inez and Hazel
Heard, Beulah Green and Emily
Williams.
E. R. Seffel of the Plaza theater
will make Monday Gift Nite.

"Steps" at Criterion Oct. 30
"In His Steps," initial Grand National release, has been booked to
open Oct. 30 at the Criterion Theater. The film is a Bennie Zeidman
production starring Eric Linden and
Cecelia Parker.

GN

Taken by C. S. Theaters

Omaha, Neb. — Local officers
Grand National have contracted
sell the company's entire output
Central States Theaters, headed
H. M. Weinberg of Des Moines.
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A "JtMU" from Uottywo&l "£ots

By RALPH WILK
RKO Pathe lot will be a cenChicago's
Great Fire to beFILM
Film's
Setting
ter of activity, starting ThursWest
Coast Bureau of THE
DAILY
day with the James Cagney Grand
Hollywood — "Barriers
Burned
Away",
by E. P. Roe, story of Chicago's
great fire,
National picture, "Great Guy," gowill provide the basis for "The Windy City" which Darryl Zanuck will produce as a
ing into work. On Oct. 19, the Joe
special for 20th Century-Fox.
Richard Collins will provide
the script.
Decision to use the great fire as a setting results from the b.o. success of "San
E. Brown picture that David Loew
Francisco", catastrophic saga.
will produce for RKO Radio release,
will go before the cameras, while on
Oct. 22, the George O'Brien feature, ton Young won a featured spot in Claire Trevor will play opposite
"Park Avenue Logger" will start. "Happy Go Lucky," the Phil Regan- James Cagney in his initial picture
A Selznick International picture, in Evelyn Venable picture.
for Grand National. The picture,
Technicolor, is scheduled to start
"Great Guy," with Douglas Mac▼
T
r
Nov. 2.
Lean the producer, will start ThursT
T
▼
"Million Dollar Amateurs," an orday. John Blystone will direct.
iginal story by George Templeton, Miss Trevor
is under contract to
Casting Notes: First National — dealing with a theme often pro20th Century-Fox. However, if she
pounded
by
deep
students
of
the
Craig Reynolds, "Penrod and Sam";
cannot be released for the Cagney
Joseph Sawyer, "San Quentin" and problems that confront American picture, MacLean has approximately
Walter Miller, "Justice After Dark." collegiate life — whether it might 25 more tests from which to choose.
Paramount — Benny Baker and Nico- not be better in the long run to
demus for "Mind Your Own Busi- adopt an open and above-board
ness" and Priscilla Moran for "Maid policy whereby needy young men,
Miles Mander, currently at work
of Salem." Universal — Jackie Bil- who sacrifice much of their time on
in
"Lloyds of London," for 20th
lings for "Top of the Town." Co- the football field, could be aided Century-Fox, has been given a long
lumbia—Gene Morgan, Rita Le Roy financially in obtaining an educa- term contract by that studio, Darryl
tion— will be filmed by RKO Radio.
and Claudia Coleman for "Lady
F. Zanuck, production chief, announces.
from Nowhere." Grand National —
T
T
T
Bernardine Hayes for "Great Guy."
T
T
T
John Boles furnishes a good exAn
important
addition
has been
ample of what film stars do with
Louis Natheaux, William Arnold
made to the cast of "Mountain Justheir
earnings
these
days.
The
and Nick Copeland have been en- handsome star has just purchased
tice" in the person of the veteran
gaged for comedy parts in Colum- the Ashley estate at Santa Barbara character actor Russell Simpson.
Josephine
Hutchinson and George
bia's "Come Closer, Folks." James and will convert it into a combinaDunn, as a romantic sidewalk pitchtion summer resort and dude ranch. Brent have the two leading roles in
this drama of the southern hill
man, has the stellar role, with Marof 120 acres of wooded
ian Marsh as the heart appeal. Aben Consisting
which is being directed by
land and a completely equipped country,
Michael Curtiz.
Kandel's story is being brought to ranch house, in addition to a numT
T
▼
the screen by D. Ross Lederman.
ber of historic California landmarks,
T
T
T
June Johnson, 19-year-old daughBoles will preserve its characterister of Chic Johnson, got her second
Rochelle Hudson will have her
tic features but will add a 60 room
assignment
in a Republic picture as
first opportunity to play a charac- guest-house hotel of early Spanish
aGene
secretary
in "The Jerry
Big Show,"
ter role in "Peach Edition," the film design.
Autry special.
Larkin
T
T
T
to be made by 20th Century-Fox
and Vic Lacardo also have been
from name
Mark under
Kelly'sthestory
of the
Vinton Haworth, has been added added.
same
direction
of
▼
T
T
Allan Dwan.
to the cast of RKO Radio's current musical romance starring Lily
T
▼
T
Universal has taken up the opwho came to pictions on the following people,
School will be in regular session Pons. turesHaworth,
from radio, has just completed Charles Previn, musical director;
on the "Quality Street" settings at a featured role with Margot
RKO Radio, with four child players Grahame and Gordon Jones in Milton Carruth, director; Jean Rogers, actress.
just having been added to the cast "Night Waitress." Prior to that
T
T
T
of the production co-starring Kath- he scored a debut hit in "Without
Charles
Winninger has been given
arine Hepburn and Franchot Tone. Orders" which brought him an RKO
the lead in the Universal producThe youthful players, who must Radio contract.
tion "Treve." Noah Beery, Jr. will
pursue their regular school studies
»
y
play the juvenile lead in the picbetween film scenes, are Sherwood
ture which Lewis Collins will direct,
If
negotiations
are
successful,
Bailey, Clifford Severn, Helen Westcott and Ann Howard. Bonita Granville, previously cast in "Quality
NEW ORLEANS
SALT LAKE CITY
Street," will also attend the school
classes.
T Y ▼
William Hughart, manager in
E. V. Richards is off on a month's
Roger Imhof and Paul Hurst have Salt Lake City for the Sheffield-Rehunting trip in Mexico.
charfor
Columbia
by
been engaged
public offices, is back from a MonMort Singer plans to reopen the
acter portrayals in "North of
tana trek.
Nome." They have been assigned
Liberty as his "extra product" house
Andy Floor, manager of the Roxy here on Oct. 23 Remodeling is in
to the parts of "Judge Bridle" and
"Carlson," respectively. This is a
Jack Holt starring vehicle, with and Hollywood theaters of this city progress.
H. Hanna, Evergreen exhibitor, is
Evelyn Venable playing the leading is reported building a new home.
feminine role.
Rick Ricketson of the Fox Inter- again reported ready to build in
Brewton.
mountain Theaters, with headquarters in Denver, and Bill Steege, MonBob Williams, Oxford, Miss., exTwo of Republic's young talent
school students have been assigned
tana division manager for Fox, are
hibitor', issaid to be ready to erect
roles in their first motion pictures.
Richard Beach will appear in Gene here to confer with Local Manager a $35,000 house there. Opposition
Max Golstein.
is C. E. Robert of the Ritz.
Autry's "The Big Show," and Carl-

'pi] E

t

v

■

v

and Val Paul will produce.
Picture
goes into production next week.

Jacques Thery, whose original story
and
Harmony"
will screenplay,
serve as a "Perfect
vehicle for
Ginger
Rogers and Charles Boyer, at RKO,
is working on a story for Katharine
Hepburn. Thery and Alfred Savoir
wrote "The Lion Tamer," which was
presented by the Theater Guild,
while Thery is also the author of
"Madcap," which had a Broadway
production.
A. M. Botsford, Paramount producer, will leave the end of the
month on a six weeks' vacation. Before leaving, Botsford's pictures,
"Rose Bowl," "Hideaway Girl" and
"Arizona Mahoney," will have been
completed.
Burton Lane and Ralph Freed are
busy song writers. They did "When
Is A Kiss Not A Kiss' for "Champagne Waltz" and "Dancing Into
My Heart" and "Two Birdies Up A
Tree" for "Hideaway Girl.' In
"College Holiday" they are repreby "Sweetheart
Waltz" and
"Whosesented That
Knocking
At My

Robert Harari, formerly with MG-M,
Columbia and other Coast
Heart."
studios, has returned to Hollywood
after an absence of four years.
While abroad he wrote for French
and British companies. His original, "It Happened in Paris," was
made by Associated Talking Pictures. Hollywood studios are showing much interest in his original
story, "The Hero."

William Wyler has drawn the
juicy directorial plum he has long
been seeking with the assignment
to direct the film version of "Dead
End" for Samuel Goldwyn. The director is at present in New York,
preparing to set sail on the Queen
Mary for Europe, on a holiday that
is his bonus from Goldwyn for his
work on "Dodsworth," the Sidney
Howard-Sinclair Lewis film play.
During his stay in New York, Wyler will give screen tests to the
youngsters who appear in the stage
play, and to others who will be given try-outs for the screen version.
"Dead End," from the play by Sidney Kingsley, will be released
through United Artists.
T

T

T

Jack Cunningham, Paramount
producer, sailed Sunday on "The
Virginia" for a month's vacation.
He is accompanied by Mrs. Cunningham and they will return by
train, stopping at Washington.
"One Man's Family" will go into
production shortly after his return.
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EXCHANGES' FIRE LOSS
LOWEST FOR INDUSTRY
(Continued

iron

adopt a set of standards covering
the matter.
Other papers presented yesterday
wt're on the following topics: "Medical Motion Pictures in Color," by
H. B. Tuttle. Eastman Kodak; "Manufacture of Motion Picture Film,"
by E. K. Carver, Eastman Kodak;
"Stability of Motion Picture Films
as Determined by Accelerated
Aging," by J. R. Hill and C. G. Weber, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington; "Care of Slide-Films
and Motion Picture Films in Libraries." by C. G. Weber and J. H. Hill;
"The Projection of Lenticular Color
Films," bv J. G. Capstaff, 0. E.
Miller and L. S. Wilder, Eastman
Kodak.
Attendance at the convention,
which continues today, includes the
following:
K. E. Altaian, Eastman Kodak; E. L.
Arnold, Eastman Kodak; D. M. Alexander,
Alexander
Film.
G. D. Barrowman, Dept. of Mines, Ottawa;
K. M. Bishop, Eastman Kodak; L. A. Bonn,
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.; G. A. Blair, Eastman
Kodak; R. Brady, Eastman Kodak; G. L.
But, U. S. Army Motion Picture Service,
St Louis, Mo.; J. C. Bumett, Burnett Timken Research Lab.; J. A. Ball, Technicolor.
O. J. Cunningham, Cleveland; Walter
Clark, Eastman Kodak; J. L. Courcier, J. E.
Brulatour, Inc.; E. P. Curtis, Eastman
Kodak; F. E. Carlson, General Electric;
\V. B. Cook, Kodascope Libraries; E. K.
Carver, Eastman Kodak; Alan A. Cook,
Bausch & Lomb Optical; J. I. Crabtree,
Eastman Kodak; Oscar Cohen "Toronto Journal," Toronto; G. A. Cave, Technicolor; E.
D. Cook, General Electric; H. C. Carlton.
Eastman Kodak; EL B. Cuthbertson, Paramount News.
('. C. Broadway
Dash, Hertner
Electric;
II. G. Buffalo;
Dillenmuth,
Lyceum
Theater,
H. de Long, Philips Holland, Valkens Ward.
Holland; Dale Danielson, Dream & Mecca
Theaters Russell, Kansas; A. C. Downes, National Carbon; L. W. Davee, Erpi; J. C.
Davidson, Erpi ; H. H. Dewey, Dewey &
Dewey, Kenosha, Wis.; William Dewey,
Deweyald, & Canton
Dewey,
Ohio. Kenosha, Wis.; Ralph DonK. J. Dwyer Eastman Kodak; Frank Dudiak. Warner Bros.. Fairmont Theater, Fairmont, W. Va.
Leopold Eckler, Agfa-Ansco Corp.; P. H.
Evans, Warner Bros. ; Ralph M. Evans, East
man
Kodak.
J. Frank. Jr.. International Projector; Norman S. Fyfe, Agfa-Ansco: George Friedl, Jr.,
Erpi; Roy J. Fisher, Capitol Theater Rochester; Paul Foote. Bell & Howell; Keith Famulener. Ace Film Laboratories; Ralph E.
Farnham, General Electric; W. D. Fostei,
Kinatome
Patents
Corp.
J. E. Gibson. National Archives. Washing-

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Germany's 5.300 film theaters have
a combined seating capacity of I,900,000. Money invested totals $90000,000

NEWS

H, J. OCHS NAMED AID
TO GRADWELL SEARS

of the DAY

Ellsworth. Pa. — Clara Biesenkamp
here. closed for Ellsworth Theater

former manager of the Ritz and
Etna Theaters here, has been named
manager of the Cameo in Rochester.

Parkersburg, W. Va.— Mrs. P. M.
Thomas, West Virginia theater operator, reopened the Palace here.

(Continued from Page

1)

supervision of Sears, as does Bob
Mochrie, also assistant to Sears.
Ochs is now in Atlanta installing
his successor, Joe Vergesslich, who
has been the company's Florida replanta branch.resentative working out of the At-

Syracuse — RKO Schine pool here
has definitely relegated the Paramount to a second run house, with
Leaving Hodkinson, where he was
Ronceverte, W. Va. — J. S. Shank- the Eckel, recently reopened after
lin, local operator, reports that his a disastrous fire, the B House. The employed as a salesman, Ochs joined First National in 1923. VergessGrand Theater, now under construc- Strand will continue its present
lich was formerly New Jersey branch
tion, will open about Jan. 1.
policy playing the action first runs manag
er and then Chicago branch
together with independent releases
manager for First National. BePittsburgh — Eddie (Hippo) Segal, and re-issues.
fore going to Florida, he was New
York branch manager for WarnerBros.First National.
"Broadcast" Runs Ahead
Warners
Set
"Joan
of
Arc";
In announcing the appointment,
Litvak to Direct Colbert
in 16 Key City Houses Sears
described Ochs, who has been
a consistent first prize winner in the
"Joan of Arc" finally is to be
Paramount's home office reports company's sales drive contes
t, as
screened by Warner Bros., according to an announcement today. that "The Big Broadcast of 1937" in one of the best branch managers in
its
first
16
key
city
engagements
is
the motion picture industry."
Claudette Colbert will play the title
running well ahead of the average
role, it is planned.
Coincident with the arrival in weekly gross in the various spots,
New York Monday of Anatole Lit- with new box office records possible. Flexible Screen Within 10
vak, Russian-French director who
Years, Predicts Mamoulian
At the Paramount Theater in Towill direct, the announcement from
the main offices of Warner Bros, in
ledo, the picture is expected to finish
(Continued from Page I)
New York stated that the story of the week 100 per cent above the
the Maid of Orleans would be taken
story
via
the camera, he declared.
from an original script prepared in weekly figure, while at the ParaMamoulian views the regular apmount in Springfield, the expectaFrance by M. Litvak.
pearance of picture stars on radio
tion is that the picture will run 140
The director, who screened "Joan per cent
programs as injurious to the playabove
average,
the
Para,
of Arc" for a French company only home office says. It is added that
ers themselves inasmuch as they are
a few months ago, reached here with
bound to suffer from inferior matea 300-page English translation of the picture set an opening day's recrial. Occasional broadcasts do no
]the treatment he prepared in Paris
ord at the Florida Theater, Jack- harm,
in his opinion, but frequent
sonville.
after several years of research.
radio engagements have the effect of
'
"wearing out" the player from the
ton, D. C. ; H. Griffin, International Projectoi
W. S. O'Brien, Warner O'Brien Motion
Picture Studios; Carl L. Oswald, Kinatome standpoint of popularity with the
Corp., Jersey City; Ray Gallo, Quigley Publica- son.
tions. New York; H. P. Gage, Corning Glass
Works; J. Gaski, Consolidated Film Ind.;
P. A. McGuire, International Projector
Corp.; A. Graunau, Simpson Lab. & Lens
Corp.; C. H. Gleason, M. & P. Theater, Lexington, Mass.; J. G. Gilmour, General Electric Co. ; Stanley Goodman, Weber Machine
Corp. ; N. B. Green, Eastman Kodak Co.
D. E. Hyndman, Eastman Kodak; Glen W.
Howitt, Schine Theaters; Theo. P. Hover,
Warners Ohio Theater, Lima, O.; R. H.
Heacock, RCA_Mf g. Co., Inc. ; Edward Harris,
Dominion Sound Equipments, Toronto; A. W.
Harris, American Steel & Wire Co., Parma,
O.; A. C. Hardy, M. I. T. Wellesley, Mass.;
H. H. Hall, Harvard University; W. M.
Haliburton Safety Devices, Montreal; J. G.
Hildebrand, Jr., G. J. Esselen, Inc., CamN. J. bridge, Mass.; Arthur Holman, East Orange,

M. Ingram, Schine Theaters; R. Imlay,
Cambridge,
Mass., Comstock
& Wescott.
Lloyd A. Jones, Eastman Kodak; D. B.
Jay, National Carbon; W. C. Jones, Bell
Telephone
Labs.
Paul Kocsis, R-K-O; J. H. Kurlander.
Illoomfield, N. J.; B. J. Kleesup, Society for
Visual Education; E. W. KcIIokk; R. C. A.;
W. ('. Kunzmann,
National Carbon.
L, l.cvenson, R.C.A.
J. E. McAuley, J. E. McAuley Mfg.;W. A
MacNain, Bell Telephone Lab.; I). McRae.
J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co.; H. D. Mcl.arty.
Mcl.arty M. V. Service; R. F. Mitchell, Bell
& Howell; M. Metzger, Associated Screen
News, -Montreal; J. A. Miller, American
Mechanographic Corp.; C. R. Morin, Conn.
State Police, Fairfield, Conn.; Glenn E. Matthew., Eastman Kodak; K. F. Morgan, Erpi;
O. E. Miller, Eastman Kodak; C. E. K.
Mees, Eastman Kodak; I. Marks, Keystone
Mfg. ; <i. K. Marcus, International Photographers.
Oscar
F. Neu,
Neumade
Prod.
Corp.;
L. Nixon, Bausch & Lomb
Optical; Otto
Nelson. Nat'l. Cash Register; J. A. Norling,
Loucks
E. W.
Nelson,
Chicago. k 111.Norling Studios;

Patents Corp.; Benj. OIney, Stromberg-Carl-

R. S. Potter, Defender Photo Supply;
M. W. Palmer, New York; C. Presgrave,
Philadelphia.
Sidney Read, Jr., R.C.A. ; Charles Ross,
Motion Picture Light & Equipment Corp.;
George Rutherford, Booch Canadian Film; C.
G. Rittenhouse, Eastman Kodak; F. H. Richardson, "Motion Picture Herald"; W. B.
Rayton, Bausch & Lomb Optical; E. C.
Richardson,
Mole-Richardson.
Irving Samuels, Automatic Device Co.; R.
Strock, General Service Studios, Inc.; E. I.
Sponable, 20th Century-Fox; C. J. Staud,
Eastman Kodak; C. C. Santini, Alex Cinelab, Buenos Aires; C. R. Shorney, Fred
Shorney Lab., Toronto; W. F. Stiles, Capt.
of State Police, Hartford, Conn.; H. B. Santee, Erpi; E. L. Schoqnover, Charm Co.; C.
H. Stone, Carrington H. Stone Co. ; Edward
M. Swartz, Keystone Mfg. Co.; Sterling G.
Sears, Dictograph; Howard Smith, Iatse
Local 186, West Springfield, Mass.; A. B.
Simmons, Eastman Kodak; Eric W. Schumacher. Noris Carbon; H. C. Staehle, Eastman Kodak; J. L. Spence. Akeley Camera;
Otto Sandvik, Eastman Kodak.
H. G. Tasker, Universal Studios; L. M.
Townsend, Schine Theaters; H. B. Tuttle,
Eastman Kodak; C. M. Tuttle, Eastman
Kodak; S. E. Theppan, Eastman Kodak;
Malcolm G. Townsley, Bell & Howell; Edwin, F. Tetzlaff, Kodak Park; J. F. Toennies. New
York.
Montreal.
R. Vandette, United Amusement

Corp.,

W. Westwater, Eastman Kodak; Fred Waller, Paramount; Carl M. Weber, Weber Machine; J. M. Wall, J. M. Wall Machine; F.
C. Williams, Corning Glass Works; E. J.
Wienke. Motiograph; S. K. Wolf, Erpi; E.
A. Williford, National Carbon; Will Whitmore. Erpi; Clarence, Wynd, Eastman Kodak:
<i. It. Korrall, Mitchell Camera.
S. Zavarin. Glavesprom Camera; J. V.
an, Eastman
Kodak.

"Since it is impossible to give a
public.
player first-rate material broadcast
after broadcast," asserted Mamoulian, "such appearances are certain
to cause the player to lose his value
time."
after
"It'sa up
to the player to guard
against this impairment of his or
lian.
her commercial value," said MamouThe director leaves New York tomorrow for Hollywood to read the
script of a picture he has been asked
lancing.
to make. He intends to continue free-

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
As theto result
a trained
dog's
refusal
work offor
scenes movie
in a trout
fishing sequence, Henry Wilcoxon's own
little Sealyham, Pete, won his first role
—REPUBLIC PICTURES.
in a motion picture.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Equity Suspends 25 Failing to Join Screen Actors' Guild

AYLESWORTH URGES MAJORS CO-OP TO JT COSTS
Maxwell Said Planning Expansion of U. S. GB
Expansion
of GB Setup
U.
S. by
Maxwell
Said Likely

in

London (By Cable)— The GB setup in the United States will be perpetuated, and even expanded, by the
John Maxwell group which is acquiring control of Gaumont British,
according to usually reliable sources
here.
Maxwell at present is distributing
his pictures in America through a
subsidiary called Alliance, and also
has one or two individual distribution deals with major companies.

RKO'S PLAN READY
INWEEK0R2— SPITZ
Rapid progress is being made on
the RKO Radio reorganization plan,
and "it might well be possible" that
the plan will be out in a week, it
was said yesterday by Leo Spitz,
president of the company. "On the
other hand," he said, "the plan may
not be ready for two weeks."
Spitz said he was concerning
himself mainly with operation and
that the plan is being worked out
downtown.

London Lab. Will Handle
200 Million Feet Yearly
A laboratory with a minimum
yearly capacity of 200,000,000 feet
will be built by M-G-M in London
under plans being carried to England by Ben Goetz, who sailed from
on the Noryesterday
York(Continued
New
on Page 11)

STARS ON AIR HELD
REPORT KUYKENDALL,
WALKER TALK DEAL
FILM AID BY WYLER

Plan

of

Real

Co-operation" Advanced

Rochester
"A coordinated plan
by —Aylesworth
of real cooperation" between major
companies to cut "the steadily inTaking a different viewpoint than
Preliminary conferences are un- creaing cost of production at Holderstood to have been held on a deal
those of some exhibitor groups,
lywood" was urged by M. H. Aylesworth, chairman of the RKO board,
William Wyler, director of "Dods- between Ed Kuykendall, president at the semi-annual banquet of the
worth," current at the Rivoli, sees of the M. P. T. O. A., and Frank S. M. P. E. here last night at the
radio broadcasts on the part of pic- C. Walker, head of the Comerford Oak Hill Country Club.
ture players as advantageous rather circuit, on a plan whereby Kuykenthan harmful to the industry. In an
dall might become identified with the
This problem "can only be met
interview in New York yesterday, theater company.
by real cooperation between the maWyler declared that as far as the
Kuykendall recently turned over
jor producing companies in prohibiting the waste of manpower and
studios are concerned, radio engage- his houses at Columbus and Tupelo,
ments do not interfere with picture- Miss., to M. A. Lightman and E. V. money," declared Aylesworth, even
competitive
of
making as a rule. Accessibility of Richards. At present Kuykendall is despite the
(Continued
on Page character
12)
broadcasting studios in Hollywood in the South with plans for returnis one reason, he pointed out.
ing to New York late this month and
Walker is in Chicago with President
"In one (Continued
respect, on atPageleast,
motion Roosevelt.
6)

B. & K. Are Going Alone
New Washington Picture
On Their Dual Bill Policy
House Goes to Warners
Chicago — Although Balaban &
Katz are preparing to start double
feature programs in their outlying
houses here tomorrow— and, in addition, it is reported, will continue
bank nights— Warner Brothers Theaters, Inc., as well as leading independent operators propose to continue single bills.
Assurance of the Warner antidual stand came yesterday from
James Coston. At the same time,
(Continued

on Page

6)

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Globe Amusement Company has awarded the contract for the erection of a 1,000seat theater on Wisconsin Avenue
here to the Charles H. Tompkins
Company, the plans being prepared
by Architect John Eberson who will
supervise the project. The theater
will be completed by March 1. It
has been leased to Warner Bros.
Theaters, Inc.

Lionel Barrymore,24 Others Suspended
By Equity for Ignoring Guild Warning
Greg La Cava Talking Pact
to Direct for Universal

Squito Poisons Censor
Richmond, Va. — Former State Senator
Edwin S. Reid, member of the State
Division of Motion Picture Censorship,
is suffering from an infected left jaw
as a result of being bitten by a mosquito.

"Coordinated

Setup

Although no formal announcement
by Universal is expected for several
days, the Film Daily learned yesterday that an agreement has been
reached between
the company and
(Continued on Pane <•)

Lionel Barrymore, Alice Brady,
Jack Oakie, Elizabeth Allen, Rosalind Russell, Eric Linden, Ian
Keith and 18 other film actors have
been suspended indefinitely by the
Actors' Equity Ass'n for failing to
join the Screen Actors' Guild. Under Equity's agreement with the
Screen Actors'
Guild,
mem(Continued
on PageEquity
6)

SMPE AWARDS GO TO
MEES AND KELLOGG

Rochester — Annual awards to Dr.
C. E. Kenneth Mees, vice-president
of Eastman Kodak, and Edward W.
Kellogg of RCA were announced by
the S. M. P. E. at its semi-annual
banquet last night at the Oak Hill
Country Club here.
The former
received
(Continued
on Pagethe6) "progress

"Marker", "Horsefeathers"
Set for Paramount Reissue
Paramount is planning to reissue
two
features,
"Little Temple,
Miss Marker,"
starring
Shirley
and
"Horsefeathers," this Fall. Release
dates will (Continued
be arranged
so as not to
on Page 6)

"Think

Fast, Captain

Flagg"

Don Fuller,
Neb.—
quick
with skinner
is credited
the Rivoli,
of Hastings.
thinking when his operator accidentally
started running the wrong picture recently. Fuller allowed a reel to run,
then pulled the picture, explaining to
the audience that they had just seen
a preview of a forthcoming attraction
and that the regular bill would now
start.
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American Tobis Appoints
Steiner Sales Manager

W. E. Van Beveren, managing diChicago — Two new theaters are
rector of American Tobis Corporaannounced
for Chicago.
tion, has announced the appointment
Ellis
of
that
is
project
of Joseph Steiner as sales manager.
The major
Lazear who will erect a 1,200-seat Steiner until recently was sales repAveWestern
resentative for Producers Laborahouse at Devon and
nues. The new theater will be lo|
cated next to the Nortown, one of tories.
Steiner's first task is the sales
the Ace B and K outlying houses.
campaign
for "Carnival in FlandBerkers" ("La Kermesse Heroique"),
| According to Attorney I. J.
son, the site was purchased from the French film, now in its fourth week
Continental National Bank for at the Filmarte, which American
$100,000. Rissman and Hirschfeld Tobis plans to place with the cirare drawing the plans.
cuits rather than restrict its distriGeorge N. and Harold M. Golles
bution to foreign language houses.
have leased the property at 1326
East 63rd Street for a term of 11
years. The structure will be rebuilt
as a modern 800-seat film theater. Dick Rowland Negotiating
Golles Brothers now operate the
With Grand National Films
Midway and Ray theaters.
West

St. Louis Aldermen Again
Consider Admission Taxes
St. Louis — Alderman Charles
Routledge of the Second Ward has
presented a bill to the Board of Aldermen to impose a city tax on theater admissions on a sliding scale
basis.
The proposed rates would be: 1
cent on admissions of from 25 cents
to 49 cents; 2 cents from 50 cents
to 99 cents; 5 cents from $1.00 to
$1.99, and 10 cents above $1.99.
The tax would not be imposed on
admissions to performances for
charitable purposes.
Theaters would be required to
make reports of their receipts to
the City Comptroller.
Similar bills have been defeated
at previous sessions of the Board of
Aldermen.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywod — Richard A. Rowland is
discussing a four-picture deal with
Philip Krasna of Grand National
who will conclude negotiation started by Edward L. Alperson, G. N.
president. Contract is expected to
be signed this week. Rowland will
produce at an independent studio,
possibly at Educational.

Lincoln, Neb., House Ups
Box Office Top by Dime
Lincoln — Varsity here, according
to Westland Theaters City Manager
Milton Overman, is planning a price
jump to lead the way from the low
scales. Old top was 25c, but he announced the new scale would be 20c
for the early bird run, 25c to 6 p.
m. and 35c from then on.

Zucker Opens New Concern
Previn Named to Direct
Frank Zucker, formerly associated
with Motion Picture Camera Supply,
Universale Music Dept. has taken space at 1600 Broadway
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Charles Previn has
been placed in charge of Universal's music department. Herman
Heller has resigned as business manager of the department and is succeeded by Lou Forbes, who will work
under Previn's supervision.

Barrymore Clears Camomile
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

where he will deal in camera equipment. The company will be known
as the Camera Equipment, Inc.

15

Mervyn
Ina

Claire

Major company and Erpi representatives have resumed conferences
to work out changes in the new Erpi
recording agreement desired by the
majors. The chief change sought by
the companies is that Erpi shall provide free recording equipment as
RCA does.

NORMA and NATALIE TALMADGE. who
have been sojourning in New York, left yesterday for the Coast. CONSTANCE TALMADGE expects to leave tomorrow for the
same
destination.
GEORGE KRASKA, manager of Fine Arts
Theater in Boston, returned to his duties there
yesterday via New York after extended European
tour.
WESLEY RUGGLES, accompanied by ANN
MARSTERS of Boston Evening American, leaves
New York by plane early today for Boston to
attend press luncheon. His picture "Valiant
Is The Word For Carrie" opens at Metropolitan
Theater there Oct. 30. On return here he
heads for coast via Chicago.
A. E. MATTHEWS, who will appear with
Grace George in forthcoming Broadway production, "It Is I", arrives in New York next
Monday on the Queen
Mary.
LUCILLE WATSON, stage and screen player,
arrives in New York on Monday to start rehearsals of "Prelude To Exile", the William J.
McNally play to be presented by Theater Guild.
DORIS KENYON leaves Hollywood
eight weeks' concert stage tour.

DOROTHY McNULTY has gone to the coast
from New York to do a picture under a deal
set by Al Melnick.
E. PAUL
Western
trip. PHILLIPS

of Paramount

48

WEST
Small

City
Rentals

48TH
and

Large

ALBERT M. GREENFIELD

a

JOHN A. SCHULTZ, head of Fanchon and
Marco Agency, flew to Hollywood yesterday
to line up new batch of picture stars for
personals.
Expected
back in about a week.
ARTHUR
Hollywood.

UNGAR

is in New

York

from

HERBERT R. EBENSTEIN, motion picture insurance executive, sailed yesterday afternoon
for Bermuda where he will spend a brief vacation, returning next week
to New
York.
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, vice-president of
United Artists in charge of production, and
JACK SCHLAIFER, western division manager.
left home office yesterday for Chicago on deals

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK
Mary
next Wednesday.

facing
Radio
at Rockbottom

is on

HARRY HERSHFIELD left yesterday for Hollywood and a Warner writing post.

"The Captain's Kid," newest picture to feature Sybil Jason, Warner
Bros.-First National child star, is
expected to be nationally released
on Nov. 14 and will open on Broadway on or around the national reterday. lease date, it was announced yes-

OFFICES

soon for

FERNAND GRAVET, French film star, sails
for New York aboard the lie de France early
next week, arriving here Oct. 27 for a visit
before departing to the Coast to begin work
in Warner's
"The
King and the Chorus
Girl".

involving company's
ritories.

Erpi-Majors Conferring
LeRoy

ERNST TOLLER, author and playwright, and
his wife, LILI CHRISTIAN GRATNOFF, German
actress, who arrived in New York on the Normandie together on Monday leave shortly for
Hollywood.

"Captain's Kid" In November

Hollywood — Complaint of John
Barrymore in which he charged his
ex-business manager, Edward D.
Camomile, drew a $4,327 check without authority, has been withdrawn
Producing Cooper Film
in court here. Courtney A. Teel, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
counsel for Camomile, then made
Hollywood — Henry Hathaway and
public a letter which he said Barry- Grover Jones will be co-producers
more wrote to his client absolving on "Souls at Sea" starring Gary
Cooper.
him of all accusations.
OCTOBER

Coming and Going

product in mid-West

ter-

sails on the Queen

JACK ROBBINS, music publisher, arrives in
New York from Los Angeles tomorrow on his
second eastern business trip this year.
MATT ALLEN, manager of El Capitan Theater
at Hollywood, is en route there after a visit
to New York.

IMPORTANT PEOPLE
TRAVEL TWA
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast
Chicago
Non-stop between New York and

STREET
Units

TWA

OFFICE:

70 EAST

42nd ST.

t> CO., Inc.

521 5th AVE.
MUrray Hill 2-6000
Agent
on
Premises,
BRyant
9-8299

Telephone: MUrray

Hill 6-1640
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EQUITY SUSPENDS 25
IGNORING THE GUILD

SMPE AWARDS GO TO
MEES AND KELLOGG
{Continued from Page

medal," given in recognition of work
resulting "in a significant advance
in the development of motion picture technology." It was presented
not for any single development but
in appreciation of Dr. Mees' contributions over a period of 35 years
during which he has been engaged |
in the direction of research work in
photography.
The award to Kellogg, known as
the "Journal award," was for the
best technical paper published in the
society's journal during 1935. The
paper which won him the certificate
was entitled: "A Comparison of
Variable Density and Variable Width
Systems."
At yesterday's meeting, four papers were read: "Effect of Lens
Aberrations on Image Quality" by
W. B. Rayton of Bausch & Lomb;
"Mercury Arcs of Increased Brightness and Efficiency" by L. J. Buttolph of General Electric Vapor
Lamp Co.; "Recent Developments of
High-Intensity Arc Spotlamps for
Use in Motion Picture Production"
by E. C. Richardson of Mole-Richardson, Inc., of Hollywood and
"Trick and Process Cinematography" by J. A. Norling of Loucks
and Norling Studios of New York.
Members also inspected Bausch &
Lomb plant during afternoon. The
Spring meeting is scheduled for Hollywood, and the Fall meeting will be
held in New York.

B. & K. Are Going Alone
On Their Dual Bill Policy
(Continued from Page

1)

there was reiteration of the same
position by Essaness.
First B & K houses to adopt duals
are understood to be the Southtown,
Uptown, Riviera, Marbro and
Tivoli.
Reports that Warners were contemplating the inauguration of duals
in Philadelphia were emphatically
termed "without the slightest foundation" yesterday by Joseph Bernhard, the circuit's theater head.

"Marker," "Horsefeathers"
Set for Paramount Reissue
(Continued from

Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

conflict with current, new pictures
using the same stars.
Week-end grosses on "The Big
Broadcast of 1937" indicate that this
picture is the biggest Paramount
release so far this season, said Neil
F. Agnew, general sales manager,
yesterday. He described it as the
most outstanding box-office attraction on his program since "I'm No
Angel."

GP Bids for Bickford
Robert E. Welsh, in charge of
production of General Pictures, is
ating with Charles Bickford
to appear in two pictures for the
company.

•

• • THE ONLY femme in the biz to qualify as a Casting Expert Marcella Napp
assistant to Billy Grady
at the M-G-M studios Marcella started ten years ago with
a modest job answering phone calls and soon showed that
she was possessed of an uncanny memory
her rep was
enhanced when they put her to work handling minor players
and her memory for names and faces proved phenomenal
and today they say that Louis Mayer puts great store by
Miss Napp's femme slant on any player's adaptability for a
particular role

•

• • SHE CAN recite chapter and verse on any prominent player's record of performances for years back a walking encyclopedia invaluable in the casting division
yet
withal a most human personality
with a yen for helping
everybody
all the players around the studio unburden
their troubles and weep on Marcella's shoulder
she has a
fund of priceless anecdotes about the great and near-great of
Hollywood
one of these which caught our fancy was the
story of the Metro music dep't that called the casting dep't in
to listen to a remarkable voice of an unknown femme singer
who was concealed behind a protecting door
"Why
hide her behind that door?" asked Billy Grady
"Oh," said
the music head, "she's so homely it would spoil the charm of
her voice"
so the unknown sang, and everybody was enthralled they opened the door, and out stepped Joan Crawford, with her voice improved beyond belief by an intensive
and rigorous course under a famous voice specialist
•
•
• SOMETHING
NEW
in the theater ads for the
local newspapers put over by the Carolina theater at
Charlotte, North Carolina, on the campaign on Universal's "My
Man Godfrey"
manager
Eugene W. Street seems to be
the gent to take the credit for as nifty a series of eye-catching
ads as we have seen for a long time
they go like this

• • • THE CAMPAIGN started with a build-up series
preceding opening date
they were 3 column by 5-inch ads
one showed two ushers talking over the show
the
heading was: "They Better Get Rested Up for Wednesday"
and then the ushers put over the idea that the National
Screen trailer was so intriguing with its side-splitting scenes
from the picture that the comments from patrons on the way
out proved the feature would be a sell-out and would roll 'em
in the aisles when the trailer samples had the customers howling another ad showed an attractive smiling cashier
answering the phone
the caption was: "They're Keeping
Me Busy But It's Fun"
and then the girl tells her caller
of the variety of questions she has had to answer
which
gives opportunity to get over the highlights of the coming
pix
this novelty slant on newspaper ads personalizes the
copy
gets over the message with a human interest touch
and is so crisp and chatty that it simply challenges the
newspaper reader to try and overlook it
T
Y
▼
• • • THEY SAY that Milton Berle's radio sponsors refused a cash settlement to release him to Hollywood for an
RKO Radio feature ... • Martin Starr is beating the field of
drama crits on the dailies with his air review over WMCA
called Midnite Starrdust rushes from the theater after the
opening, and in 15 minutes is giving his critical opinion over the
airwaves
Martin has picked up the ether spot vacated by
Harry Hershfield who is going to Hollywood for Warners

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

bers who appear in pictures must
join the Screen Guild.
The other suspended players are
Nat Pendleton, Lucien Littlefield,
Robert Warwick, Cecil Cunningham
Roy D'Arcy, Miriam Schilling, Frank
Sully, Edwin Maxwell, James McDonald, Al Hill, Harry Worth, Dorothy
Clarke.Lee, Jas. Burtis and Harve
It is expected that the Screen At
tors' Guild may take some action
against the suspended
players by
prohibiting its members
from ap- 1
pearing with them.

Greg La Cava Talking Pact
to Direct for Universal
"U" line-up.
(Continued from Page 1)
Gregory La Cava for the latter to
direct several productions on the
Sources close to both principals
stated that while contracts have not
yet been actually signed, the deal
will be concluded before La Cava
leaves for the coast the middle of
next week. Well-informed film circles regard the signing of the director as a logical step in view of
the box-office record the current La
Cava comedy, "My Man Godfrey,"
has made in its key city showings
both here and in England. What
stories on its 1936-37 schedule will
be entrusted to La Cava by Universal have not been decided.

Broadcasts by Film Stars
Seen As Helpful by Wyler
(Continued from Page

1)

pictures are becoming more 'and
more like the legitimate theater,"!
said Wyler. "Only fine pictures, like
fine plays, can survive. This is
certainly a healthy sign."
Wyler is not enthusiastic about
color in its present form. He does!
not envision television as a real com-;
petitor of motion pictures.
"Broadcasting of excellent music
has not kept people from attending
concerts," he pointed out.
"People*
will always want to get away from|
observed.
their homes — to go to theaters," he'
Wyler's next directorial job will
be "Dead End" for Samuel Gold-j
wyn. He is now conferring with its
author, Sidney Kingsley. Wyler is
considering sailing on Oct. 21 on the
Queen Mary for a vacation abroad.
February.
He plans to start "Dead End" inl

"Adverse" Big in Boston;
Two Houses Holding Film
Huston — "Anthony Adverse" is
currently clicking heavily with dual
engagement at the Paramount and
Fenway Theaters here. The first
five days' business topped that done
by the previous record holder, "Captain Blood", which played both theaters during Christmas week. Both
theaters will hold the picture over.

HERE COMES
CARTER!
COMES

With a screenful
of gags, gats and
gals in a grand
new laff- slant
on radio romeos!

With the reigning
rhythm favorites,
'Thru the Courtesy of Love1 and
'You On My Mind'!

HERE COMES
CARTER!
OMES

With the Surprise Performance that Makes a Million-Dollar Star Personality Out of

ROSS

ALEXANDER

GLENDA FARRELL • Anne Nagel • Craig Reynolds • Hobart Cavanaugh
George E. Stone • John Sheehan
• Joseph Crehan ♦ Dennis Moore
Directed by William Clement • A First National Picture • Songs by M. K. Jerome & Jack Scholl

With Another
Big October
■ Show from
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giant airliner blindly
piercing the sleet - lashed
mountains! . . . One pifo#
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at the controls! ... IViff site
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it?... You'll want to stand
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let
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moves!
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RKO

RADIO PICTURE

DIRECTED BY LEW LANDERS
ASSOCIATE

PRODUCER

CLIFF REID

SALLY EILERS
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
FRANCES SAGE
CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
VINTON HAWORTH
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Bv RALPH WILK
DECENT additions to the cast of
"Great Guy." the James Cagney feature, which Douglas MacLean is producing for Grand National, include Robert Gleckler, Edward Brophy, Edward Gargan, Joseph Sawyer, Russell Hicks, Douglas Wood and Matty Fain. John G.
Blystone is directing.
Our Passing Show: Binnie Barnes.
Frank Vreeland. Don Alvarado,
Norman Colbert. George Landy,
Sam Frey, Mauri Grashin and Leonard Hoffman playing tennis on the
Roxbury
courts.
T

T

T

Abe Mever is handling the music
on "Wild Brian Kent," the next Sol
Lesser-20th Century - Fox picture.
He is also doing the music for Fanchon
Million To series,
One"
and Royer's
on the"AWoodward

Colbert'sWestSlow
Recovery Halts "Maid of Salem"
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Production of "Maid of Salem" has been suspended temporarily at
Paramount with Claudette Colbert, star of the picture, who was injured in an automobile accident last Sept. 25, still unable to resume work. The company has two
weeks of work, mostly with scenes in which Miss Colbert, Fred MacMurray and
Halliwell
Hobbes
appear.
Although M!ss Colbert has made satisfactory progress in her recovery from a
concussion of the brain, Dr. Samuel Hirshfeld, the attending physician, said if would
be another week before she safely could return to the studio. At first it was thought
she would be back today.

Jr., and Charles Winninger will play
important roles.
T
T
▼
Tess Slesinger, who was on the
staff of the late Irving Thalberg,
will write the screenplay of "Dead
End," for Samuel Goldwyn. William Wyler will direct.

Will Jason, Val Burton, Howard
Strickling, Jack Haley, Lyle Talbot,
Nat Perrin, Eddie Welsh at the U.
C. L. A.- Washington game.
▼
T
▼

Having just completed the script
of "A Woman's Touch" for Samuel
j Goldwyn, Sam and Bella Spewack
T
T
»
due in Hollywood this week
Maude Eburne has been added to I are
from New York to start work on
the cast of "Reunion," which Nor- the screenplay of "Vogues of 1937,"
man Taurog is directing for 20th for Walter Wanger.
"Struggle For Life," being released
by RKO-Radio.
Century - Fox. Elinore O'Reilly
T
T
▼
T
T
▼
agented.
Anthony Mack and John Russell
»
*
▼
After seeing the preview of "The
"Romyo and Juliet" the next Our have been added to the writers' staff
Magnificent Brute," Charles R.
Rogers signed Zeni Vatori, young Gang short subject started yester- at Hal Roach Studios, bringing number up to 13.
New York character comedian, to a
day with Gordon Douglas as the diT
T
T
rector.
"Spanky"
McFarland
is
long agent,
term contract.
the
handled Elinore
the deal.O'Reilly, starred, "Alfalfa" Switzer, "Buck"Pick A Star," co-starring Jack
T
T
T
wheat" Thomas, Darla Hood, and Haley, Patsy Kelly and Lyda RoberMrs. Grace Hyde, of New York Porky Lee in the cast. This is the ti, with Edward Sedgwick, directing
and London, is visiting her son, third of the present series.
and supervising, starts November
T
T
T
James Blakeley, who played an im9th at the Hal Roach Studios. RobMore
Passing
Show:
Pantro
Herert Flournoy, Arthur Jones and Tom
portant role in "The Gay Desperman, Howard Estabrook, Norman Dugan are doing the screenplay.
ado."
McLeod, Ralph Murphy, Edward
T
T
T
T
▼
T
Lewis D. Collins will direct Small, Lou Edelman, John Wayne,
Jerry
Fairbanks
and
Robert CarMaury
Cohen,
Lou
Ostrow,
Bert
Ly"Treve," the Albert Payson Terhune tell, Lawrence Hazard, Harry Clork,
lisle have left for a tour of the
story, for Universal.
Noah Beery,

Loew's Canton Policy Shift
Nets Business Improvement

N. Y. Managers Would Link
Stage Houses With Cafes

Broadway stage houses will beCanton, 0. — Loew's here has
come a sort of combination cafe and
switched from single feature, first
theater
if the League of New York
runs, to double features at 25-35
cents and instead of changing the Theaters, casting about for means
program twice weekly as has been to improve stage finances, is successful in winning a modification of
the practice for several years, the
house is offering the same two-fea- the State Excise Law to enable the
ture program for an entire week. installation of bars during the comManager Larry Thompson reports
ing year.
Other plans of the 120-member
business much improved.
League, as disclosed in the report
of Dr. Henry Moskowitz, executive
Tooker Rites on Coast
adviser, include an attempt to deWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
vise a practical plan for a revival
Hollywood — Funeral service? for of the road through obtaining reducWilliam H. Tooker, 72, stage and
tions in transportation fares, concessions from labor groups, etc.; to
screen actor, who died Sunday, were
held yesterday. Born in New York effect some solution of the "unfair
and educated at Brooklyn Polytech, competition" between the WPA theaters and the regular commercial
Tooker began his professional career in light and grand opera, later theater; to continue opposition to the
Alien
Actors Bill and to seek an
switching to legit. He had been in
elimination or reduction of the adfilms about 14 years.
missions tax in the revenue bill, and
to endeavor to persuade Actors
Defer Affiliation Vote
Equity to remove its imposition of
New Haven — Independent MPTO double pay for Sunday performof Connecticut has postponed its Al- ances.
Marcus Heiman, president, and afl
lied affiliation vote meeting to Tuesday, Oct. 27, at which time Sidney other officers were reelected; new
E. Samuelson of Allied will address members of the Board of Governors
the group. A luncheon at the Ho- named were James R. Ullman and
tel Garde will precede the meeting. Alfred de Liagre, Jr.

country. They are taking a complete production crew to film material for their "Popular Science"
shorts,
mount. which are released by ParaAndy Devine, comedian, was
signed by David O. Selznick to enact the press agent in the Technicolor production
"A
Star
is Born."
Y
Y
T

Richard Day, art director for Sam
Goldwyn Productions, who returned
to the studio this week following
several days' illness, left yesterday
on the S. S. Monterey for location
scenes for "Hurricane."
Frances Farmer, who played the
femin;ne lead opposite Bing Crosby
in "Rhythm on the Range," his most
recent picture, is set by Paramount
for the top romantic spot in "Waikiki Wedding," his next picture, in
which Bob Burns will be featured.
Martha Raye also was definitely
added to the cast, together with
Georgeland will
Barbier.
direct. A. Edward SutherFollowing his fine work in several recent Warner Bros.-First National pictures, notably "The Charge
of the Light Brigade" and "The Great
O'Malley," Donald Crisp has been
signed to an exclusive long-term
contract and will probably make
his first appearance under his new
contract in "The Prince and the

FitzPatrick Sails Oct. 21
Large RCA Business Gains
Reported in British Isles Pauper.'
to Start "Auld Lang Syne"

Installations of RCA High Fidelity
sound equipments in England are
far ahead of last year, and indications are that they will be double
by the end of the year, according to
Van Ness Philip, Photophone Export Manager. As early as last
July, Photophone reproducer sales
in the British Isles had exceeded the
total Philip.
for the entire year of 1935, said
Mr.

Fuller Posts Bond
New Orleans — George Fuller
posted $750 bond to cover court costs
in his suit against 7 majors and two
Saenger executives in which he alleges conspiracy to prevent him from
getting film. The bond represents
$150 for each of the defendants but
Paramount and Universal, which
having filed exceptions to the suit,
did not ask for bond to cover costs.

Censors Pass French Film
Richmond, Va. — Virginia censors
have just issued a license for the
showing of a Fren-h picture, "To
Us,
Liberty."
in which
no slashes
were The
madepicture,
here, was
sent
to Richmond by the French Motion
Picture Corporation
of New York.

Print of James A. FitzPatrick's
first feature, "Life of Livingstone",
for which footage was shot both in
Africa and England, arrives on the
Queen Mary Monday and, following a screening, FitzPatrick himself
will take the same boat for England
to put "Auld Lang Syne" in work.
Latter will be a biographical subject, suggested by the life of Robert
Burns. FitzPatrick also plans biographical films using Chopin,
Shakespeare and John Tiller as central figures.

Cameo Taking Weiss-Mintz
Serials for New England
Robert Mintz, president of Stage
& Screen Productions, Inc., has sold
the three current Weiss-Mintz serials to Samuel J. Davidson, president of Cameo Screen Attractions,
Inc. for distribution in the New England territory. Davidson plans to
release "Custer's Last Stand" at
once and it will be followed in 14week intervals bv "The Clutching
Hand" and "The Black Coin" in that
order.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
Chicago — Warner Brothers are
rushing work on the new Rhoades
theater so as to have the house
ready for opening early next year.
This will give the circuit 20 houses
in the Chicago area, with three
more in nearby Indiana cities.
James Coston, general manager of
Warner theaters, reports 64 houses
now under the Chicago headquarters management, including 32 in the
Wisconsin territory.
Chicago — Alex Manta, president
of an Indiana and Illinois theater
circuit, has appointed Rex Williams
as manager of the Hoosier Theater
at Whiting, Ind., and Jack Burnham
as manager of the Gateway theater
at South Chicago. There are now
15 houses in the circuit. Steel mills
and other large manufacturing
plants are working at higher levels
than in recent years and as a result,
grosses are tending upwards in the
circuit's area.

-3&*\

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Full News

Is Ordered

Syracuse — Metrotone News in full is
now a "must" at Loew's State here,
the order understood to originate in
the circuit headquarters. Theater accordingly is given 18 minutes of news
footage. House must look elsewhere
when trimming program to meet schedule requirements.

♦

Dixey Scheme Gets Approvals One of the offers was for $5,000,000
London — The scheme of Capt. A. backing, says the journal; the other
C. N. Dixey for the formation of offer included the building of a palatial studio to be staffed by any Holan exhibitor-distributor body has
lywood technicians, directors and
met with the approval of various
branches of the exhibitor associa- stars he might be able to get.
tion, notably in Manchester, Leeds,
and Liverpool. At the Liverpool Takes London Hippodrome
London — M-G-M leased from Moss
gathering Capt. Dixey asserted:
"Sufficient support has been given Empires, Ltd., the Hippodrome in
in London and Manchester to justify the West End where "The Great
me in saying this scheme will go Ziegfeld" is now showing, having
through." It is estimated that 300 been transferred there from His
members is the minimum for put- Majesty's Theater which was not
ting the scheme into operation.
large enough to accommodate the
crowds.
Ann Harding's British Film

Dramatists' Play Service
Is Organized by Guild

The Dramatists' Play Service, set
up to lhandle amateur rights on
plays, has been organized by the
Steubenville, O.— The Rex The- Dramatists' Guild, with Barrett H.
ater Co. here, headed by W. B. Clark as executive director. Its adUrling is converting the Kohler
visory board consists of: Sidney
building into a 600-seat theater. Howard, Kenyon Nicholson, Marc
House will be ready in about a
Connelly, Elmer Rice, Martin Flamonth.
vin, Walter Prichard Eaton, George
S. Kaufman, John Golden, Howard
Lorain, O. — The Grove theater Lindsay, Philip Barry, Albert
here, formerly known as the Stand- Maltz, John Wexley, Maxwell Anderai'd, has been reopened by B. S.
son, Clifford Odets, George Abbott,
Curtis, after having been dark for John Howard Lawson, Austin
many years.
Strong, Susan Glaspell, Arthur Hopkins, Rachel Crothers, Robert E.
London, O. — The Price-Critchfield Sherwood and Eugene O'Neill.
Company has been organized here
to build a new film house, the site
for which already has been acDETROIT
quired.

Corning, 0.— C. E. Davis, of New
Lexington, has purchased the Majestic theater here from Mrs. Sevin
Deime and after remodeling the
house will reopen it.

♦

Anthony Rudzinski, operator of
the Golden State Film Company,
roadshow distributor, specializing
in Polish films, is in Chicago booking product.
William Green, formerly with various St. Louis theaters, has been
appointed new manager of the Medbury Theater by John Harper.
Harper has transfeiTed Charles
Walker from the Medbury to the
Savoy Theater, which he recently
took over from Ben R. Zabowsky,
as the second unit in what, he
states, may be a small chain of colored theaters.

REVIEWS

«

The Foreign Field

London — "Love from a Stranger,"
the Frank Vosper play from an
Agatha Christie story, now current
on the New York stage, is proceedOroville, Wash.— Built by H. E.
ing smoothly under the direction
Ulsh and L. A. Gillespie, the 500- of Rowland V. Lee at Denham.
seat Osoyoos Theater has opened Frances Marion prepared the script.
here.
In the cast with Miss Harding are
Basil Rathbone, Binnie Hale, Jean
Detroit — B. C. Fassio, who opened
offices for film production promotion Cadell and Colin Keith-Johnston.
in the Guaranty Building about two
months ago, has closed. The Golden Laemmle, Jr.'s London Offers
London — Local film trade journals
Arrow Productions, another former
Fassio promotion, which was taken report that Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
over by Hubert H. Pratt, and had turned down two big offers to produce in London in order to carry
offices in the Park Avenue Building,
out his plans for organizing his
has also folded.
own company in the United States.
Calais, Me. — Paul Lord is rebuilding the Calais Opera House.
Chicago — The Oak theater at
Western and Armitage Avenue is
being modernized from plans by
Rissman and Hirschfield.

w
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Form Educational Film Co.
London — Visonor Educational
Films, Ltd., has been registered here
with a capital of $25,000, to promote and develop the use of motion
pictures in education. J. Russell
Orr of the Central Information
Bureau for Educational Films is
one of the directors. Other directors are Dr. D. H. Green of the University of Wales, Alfred R. T.
Gregory, Captain C. Rudston-Brown
and R. J. Carruthers, the two latter producers. Mr. Orr explained
that the purpose of the firm is to
collect films of educational type into
courses, filling in any gaps by new
productions.

George Gray Stricken
George Gray of the Columbia publicity and advertising department is
ill at the New Rochelle Hospital.

SAN ANTONIO

with

"ROSE

»

BOWL"

Tom
Brown,
Eleanore
Whitney,
Larry Crabbe, Benny Baker,
William Frawley

(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Paramount
75 mins.
PLEASING COMEDY HOLDING APPEAL
TO THE YOUNGER ELEMENT AND THE
FOOTBALL
ADDICTS.
This is a pleasing program number that
should have special appeal for the younger
element and football addicts. It is rich in
comedy, with Benny Baker having his best
role to date and scoring a real hit. Charles
Barton did a swell job of directing. Marguerite Roberts turned in a fine script,
with her dialogue being especially good.
William Frawley, as the coach, Nydia Westman and Adrian Morris are among the
leading funmakers. Tom Brown is convincing as the young football player in love
with Eleanore Whitney. Eleanore, the belle
of Bellport, is in love with Larry Crabbe,
the town's leading athlete. Larry gives
Eleanore his class pin, but the moment he
goes West to play football he promptly
forgets her. Tom and Larry are on opposing teams in the "Rose Bowl", with
Tom the "dark horse" "sub", who "gallops"
down the field to victory. Of course, Tom
also wins the girl.
Cast: Tom Brown, Eleanore Whitney,
Larry Crabbe, Benny Baker, William Frawley, Nydia Westman, Priscilla Lawson,
Adrian Morris, James Conlin, Nick Lukats.
Producer, A, M. Botsford; Director,
Charles Barton; Author, Francis Wallace;
Screenplay, Marguerite Roberts; Cameraman,
Henry Sharp; Editor, William Shea; Musical
Director, Boris Morros; Songs by Charlie
Kisco and Leo Robin.
Direction, Expert. Photography, Excellent.

RCA Sound Installation
Ordered by Egypt's King

Word has been received from RCA
Photophone's distributing agent in
Egypt, that his Majesty, the King
of Egypt stallation
hasof thearranged
innewest for
RCA theHigh

Carl Hoblitzelle, president of Interstate Circuit, Frank Starz, Dal- Fidelity sound reproducing equiplas publicity head and E. V. Richment in his Palace at Alexandria.
ards, director of the Saenger The- According to the Egyptian source,
aters, New Orleans, were here to
confer with Raymond Willie, local the King, the Queen Mother, and
immediate members of the Royal
Interstate executive.
Homer Letempt, Texas manager, Household view the pictures through
is vacationing in Chicago.
a glass enclosed chamber in the Palace Theater and hear the sound
Prince Jack Karmi, states rights
picture man, is here from Califor- through a special monitor loudspeaker within.
nia.N. V. Owens has joined the Gift
Night staff at the Plaza Theater. London Lab. Will Handle

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

200 Million Feet Yearly
{Continued from Page 1)

mandie, following conferences at the
R. B. Dame, assistant director of coast.
The plant will be located at
the Division of Motion Pictures and Amalgamated, it is understood.
Photography of the U. S. DepartGoetz will also make at least three
ment of the Interior, has been in
pictures for M-G-M at London.
Grand Coulee.
Charles G. Greime, manager of
Wenatchee's Vitaphone, reports
"Dimples" Sets 5-Day Mark
"Swing Time" broke all week-end
Shirley Temple's "Dimples", now playBO records at his house since "Ciming at Roxy, has been viewed by more
than 147,000 persons during the five
arron" in '31.
Improvements are being made to
days of its run, Howard S. Cullman,
the Northwest Film Club of Seattle.
managing director of the theater announced yesterday. It constitutes atJ. G. Martz, exhibitor of Pottendance record for a corresponding
latch, Idaho, was a recent visitor
period, he said.
to Seattle's film row.
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CO-OP TO CUT COSTS,
PLEA OF AYLESWORTH

TIMELY

Writing Gags for
the motion picture business. He further clarified his statement by ex- "Our Gang" Comedies
attuned from

/',/»,• 1 )

plaining that he did not refer in any
way to a reduction in salaries of the
producer, director or player, or any
unit of labor or manpower.
Aylesworth saw a bugaboo in
"much excitement and discussion"
which has taken place over competition from radio, particularly as it
relates to the appearance of film
players on the air. He viewed such
broadcasts as beneficial to both the
motion picture industry and the radio.
In part, Aylesworth said:
"In the years '35 and '36 there
have been more outstanding, one
might say great, pictures than in
the entire history of the industry.
The classics, the great stage plays,
the great stories of fiction have been
brought to the screen with almost
perfect technique and artistic production. This is due in no small
measure to the demand by religious,
civic, educational organizations and
the general public for better pictures
both from the moral standpoint and
the selection of subject.
"The motion picture industry
quickly responded to this demand
and today has established a machine
of self -censorship which definitely
controls the policies of motion picture production without in any way
hampering or destroying the creative ability of those who produce
and act in motion pictures. Many
prophesied that this self-imposed
censorship would bring about 'Pollyanna' pictures and to use the trade
term would take out the 'guts' of
motion picture production. These
prophesies were entirely unjustified.
Our self-imposed censorship has
aided the creative genius of our producers, directors and writers to seek
a high plane of public entertainment.
"Attendance is closely approaching the peak figure of 1929 when
you engineers brought sound as well
as sight to the motion picture industry. Yet in most instances the price
of admission is lower than it was
eight years ago and in many cases
two feature pictures are given for
a price less than was paid for a fine

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
George O'Brien recently received a
hunting knife reputedly used by Daniel
Boone, sent by an Illinois admirer. Sandpapering revealed "Saginaw, Mich., 1906"
on the knife.
—DAVE

A

EPSTEIN.

TN my opinion, comedy revolving around children is composed of gags which are not
only possible but quite probable
to occur in a group of children in
any neighborhood. To be surefire, a gag in a juvenile cast picture must have a double edge.
To appeal to children, the gag
must have the "busy-ness" and
hustling that a child feels when
he is on an "adventure" such as
organizing a pin-show, fooling
the teacher, building a "racer"
out of old boxes, or establishing
a lemonade stand. Writing
stories of children's pictures requires that the author keep before him at all times the fact
that "to a child, the loss of an
ice cream cone is as great a
tragedy and of as great importance as the loss of a million
dollars is to an adult."
To appeal to an adult, these
picture eight years ago. We have
now returned to prosperity and
there is no reason why the public
should not voluntarily pay an admission price commensurate with
the service offered.
"The general situation calls for
cooperation between the motion picture companies and the theaters,
and of course the general public,
which after all receives the service
and pays for it.
"Many exhibitors complain of the
types of contracts offered by the major companies. I am very happy to
say that there is real consideration
being given by individual motion
picture companies and theater
groups to more satisfactory contract
arrangements. Naturally, there can
be no standardization of contracts,
and each motion picture company
wdl necessarily proceed independently to treat with the exhibitors in the
sale of pictures.
"I am sure that
coming year
will bring forth the the
treatment which
this problem requires and while the
answer will not suit everybody, certainly the great majority of exhibitors will know that the motion picture companies have their interest
at heart as well as their own.
"Much excitement and discussion
has taken place recently due
to the
so-called competitive features of radio broadcasting with the theater
and motion pictures. A good many
exhibitors feel that radio broadcasting is responsible for keeping people
at home. Many at the motion picture studios feel that motion picture
artists should not appear on the
radio.

TOPICS
stories must be so natural and
so true that they bring back
the adult's own childhood.
I sometimes wonder if our
kid comedies aren't dramas to
youngsters instead of comedy.
We follow simple rules: Good is
repaid with good; Honest effort
is rewarded; Bad is repaid with
punishment through some unexpected turn of events — as
though God himself had meted
out the punishment.
We know absolutely that a
gag at the expense of some
physical handicap will not get
across.
The best way for a gag writer
to be successful
in comedies
about children is to listen patiently to proud parents extol
the cleverness and virtues of
their children, or if he is fortunate enough to have children
of his own
to watch them.
— Gordon
Douglas,
Director of "Our Comedies.
Gang"
its peak in drawing nower for entertainment, both on the air and at
the end of the receiving set, and I
think it can be safely stated that
today a larger percentage of the
population is attending the motion
picture theater than ever before.
"It is true that these forms of
entertainment should cooperate more
closely; that only those motion picture stars who have a radio personality should appear on the air
and it is also true that working arrangements should be made at Hollywood so that there will not be interference between motion picture
and radio broadcasting.
production
"The radio broadcaster feels that
the form of entertainment he offers
with the hit tunes from the motion
picture and the best of the stars on
the air is a definite exploitation in
favor of the theater and motion picture. These people should become
acquainted and work together.
"The entertainment industry is
now faced with the development of
television which will be with us in
a short time. I for one believe that
the motion picture industry should
work with those who are developing
television so that when the history
is written the motion picture, the
theater and television will work for
each other and enhance the public
interest in all three mediums of en-
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BETTE DAVIS SEEKING
MORE MONEY, CHARGED
London (By Cable)— Bette Davis
sat in King's Bench Division here
yesterday and heard herself described by Sir Patrick Hastings,
representing Warner Brothers, as a
"rather naughty young lady who
wants more money" during arguments over her contract with the
American film company which on
Sept. 9 secured a temporary injunction to restrain the star from appearing in English stage and
productions without its consent. film
This is the first time that an
American star and company have
engaged in litigation in an English
court under such circumstances. The
Warner injunction move followed
the announcement that Toeplitz Productions, Ltd., had signed Miss Davis
to appear in a forthcoming British
film, "I'll Take the Low Road" and
held
vices. an option on her future serSir Patrick, mentioning $50,000 as
the figure "somebody" had offered
Miss Davis to appear in one picture, told the Court:
"There is a gentleman whose name
I cannot pronounce — a Mister Toeplitz, Ithink. I suggest Miss Davis
has been bribed and has been unwise enough to be flattered by the
offer and say 'I'll take it if I can
Warner
fromyoung
away this
get"What
lady Bros.'
is seeking
to do is in effect to tear up her contract and I say that whether she is
right or wrong the court will not
grant an injunction against her."

Congress Seeks Third House

Detroit — The Lyric Theater, downtown house, was reopened this week
by J. T. Congress and H. J. Cokimos,
after renovation. The house is being managed by S. T. Congress,
brother of J. T., and former owner
of the Wolverine Theater. S. T.
Congress has also just reopened the
Ritz Theater on the East Side, in
partnership with Paul Bayes, and
is planning to acquire another house.

Nicaragua Signs for Film
Managua (By Cable) — The
Duchess Alga Production Company
will make an eight-reel sound picture of Nicaraguan life as a result of a governmental contract just
signed with Jose Bohr. Equipment,
technicians, etc., will be imported
from Mexico, Nicaragua footing the
bill.

tertainment."

SHOW-

Essaness Adds Joy Theater
as 27th House in Circuit

Chicago — Essaness Theaters Corp.
has added the Joy, making 27 houses
"I have always believed that the in the circuit. Edward Kennelly
radio helps the motion picture and has been named manager. He was
the theater, and the theater and the transferred from the Buckingham
motion picture help the radio. Cer- theater, where he was succeeded by
tainly, radio broadcasting is now at Roy Zermain.

REMINDER
Check

MAN'S

pass list periodically to see

that you are not giving out passes
where they do your theater no good.
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RCA, Erpi and German Firms Extend Patent Pool Pact

maxwelTnegotiationsji-OP; KENT^ETURNING
Jesse Lasky Signs With RKO
First

Lasky Film for RKO
To Co-Star Martini
and Pons

Jesse L. Lasky, long a major figure in the motion picture industry,
was signed yesterday to a longterm contract as a unit producer
by S. J. Briskin, RKO Radio vice
president in charge of production,
the home office was advised by a
Hollywood wire. He will make about
six pictures for his first program.
Lasky's first work at the studio
will be a musical picture to follow
up his "The Gay Desperado." Nino
Martini will go over to RKO with
him, and will appear opposite Lily
Pons. Pons and Martini are used
to being a team, for they often sing
together during the regular Metropolitan Opera House season.
There had been considerable spec(Continued

on

Page

5)

FILMS AlTOAMITY,
HOLDS DR. GIANNINI

Double Features and Vaude Set Detroit Precedent
Detroit — The Downtown Theater, opening here today, will offer a first-run double
feature film program plus a five-act stage show with a pit orchestra conducted by
Adolph Hollonder.
It will be the first presentation of a combination vaudeville double feature program in Detroit.

INDIE EXHIBITORS ECHO U. S. FILMS PRESTIGE
AYLESWORTH ON PRICE HOLDS STEADY ABROAD
Independent exhibitor groups in
greater New York area yesterday
reacted "hopefully" to the speech
delivered by Merlin H. Aylesworth,
chairman of the board of RKO, at
the Wednesday session of S.M.P.E.
meeting in Rochester in which he
advocated price-hiking and abolition
of double bills.
Members of I.T.O.A. and T.O.C.C.,
representing bulk of independent
metropolitan houses, saw in Aylesworth's price-hiking declaration a
strong probability that RKO is
about to give support to this meas(Continued

on

Page

6)

Buffalo Council Orders
Speaking at a luncheon given by
the Association of Foreign Press
Seat for Every Patron

Correspondents yesterday at the
Lombardy Hotel, Dr. A. H. Giannini,
president of United Artists, described motion pictures as a powerful contribution to civilization and
international amity. It was "United
Artists" day at the luncheon, with
other guests being Paulette Goddard,
Rouben Mamoulian, William Wyler,
Walter Huston and Nino Martini.
Giannini complimented
European
(Continued on Pacje 6)

Banned "Spring Shower"
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Buffalo — The Buffalo city council
has ordered the police department
to enforce the ordinance prohibiting
admission of more persons than
there are seats in theaters. An appeal is indicated.

Whatever may have been the advances made by European producers, prestige of American films remains undimmed abroad, Gregory
La Cava, director, told The Film
Daily in an interview.
La Cava, who is in New York
following a two months' European
trip which took him to England,
Czechslovakia and Italy was silent
on his future plans, preferring to
discuss his journey abroad.
In England, he said, there seems
to be a pronounced apathy on the
(Continued on Page 6)

DAILY

Washington — Matty Radin, owner
and manager of the Belasco theater
will show the banned "Spring
Shower" here next week, he announced yesterday.
While the appellate division of the
New York State supreme court is
deciding (Continued
whether on or Pagenot 5) "Spring

S. R. Kent Halts Negotiations;
Maxwell Claims Price
Is Too High
London (By Cable) — Negotiations
for the acquisition of 20th CenturyFox stock in Metropolis and Bradford Trust, which control GB, were
broken off yesterday by Sidney R.
Kent, president of the American
company, after a series of conferences with John Maxwell who is
buying
in GB, the Ostrer brothers interests
Maxwell, in a counter-statement,
declared that the price asked by 20th
Century-Fox for its stock was "not
reasonable" and that the deal will
go through with him obtaining voting control
throughon Page
acquisition
of
(Continued
9)

PHILLY MUSICIANS
START PICKETING

Grand National Works Out
Philadelphia — Local 77, musicians
Deals for Six More Films union, began its campaign to restore musicians to theaters here
Deals for six more pictures are
being worked out by Grand National
in connection with its initial program calling for 44 features. In addition to four pictures to be made
by Richard Rowland, two other deals
are in the signature stage.

RCA, Erpi and German Sound Film Firms
Extend Patent Pooling Pact Until 1946

Washingtonians Will See
Washington

Radio as Unit Producer

with the picketing of the Earle,
Stanton, and Fox Theaters in the
downtown section. Within the next
few days the union will begin picketing neighborhood houses.

Deeds" in its 23rd Week
With New Companion Film
Portland, Ore. — By changing the
companion film, Herb Sobottka, manager of Portland's Blue Mouse has
started "Mr. Deeds" on a 23rd week
of a remarkable first-run. Dropping
"Till We Meet Again", as the second feature, in favor of "It Happened One Night", Sobottka has
further extended longevity to "Mr.
Deeds", whose run has outlasted a
large number of prints at the Portland playhouse.

Agreement has been reached between RCA, Erpi and the German
sound film companies to continue
the present patent pooling agreement between the parties until Dec.
Paramount's first preferred
passed the 100 mark for the first 31, 1945, with further conferences
time yesterday when it went from slated for the near future to exa low of 98 to a high of 102% and
tend the agreement beyond 1945, it
finally closed at 102. The net was said yesterday by Milton Dia- hasThegonepicture
into a "Gorgeous
third week Hussy"
at the
(Continued on Page 5)
change was plus 4%.
United Artists of Portland.

Paramount's 1st Preferred
Soars Above Hundred Mark
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Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm
Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.
Paramount 2nd pfd.
Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High
23'A
3934
463/4
4%
18'/4
177

Low
23'A
3834
463/4
434
18
176

Close
23V4
38V4
463/4
43/4
18
176

27
571/4

263,
561/s

263'8
56!/8

Net
Chg.
—
+

5/g
5/s

+
—

Va
Vi

4-

l/g

141/g 13
14+1
1021/4 98 102
+ 41/j
I3V4 12*8 13
+ 5/8
8 1/4 77/g 77/g —
Va
75/g 71/4 7i/2 + 1/4
321/4 31 V4 313/4
—
1/4
41
407/g 41
—
Va
137/g I31/4 131/4
BOND

Keith A-0 6s 46 . . . . 96Vi
Loew 6s 41 ww
.99
Par. B'way 3s 55
64
Paramount Picts. 6s55 99i/4
RKO
6s41
90V2
Warner's 6s39
. . 96l/4
NEW
YORK
CURB
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand Nafl Films ...
3Vi
Sonotone Corp.
2Vg
Technicolor
. . 26V2
Trans-Lux
37/8

MARKET
96'/2 96'/2
987/g 987/8
64
64
98i/4 98%
897/g 90V2
955/g 96'/8
MARKET
3%
2
25 V2
37/g

+

Vl

—
+
+

l/g
1%
3/g

3V2 +
Vs
2Vg
..
25% —
7/g
37/g —
l/g

Gray Rites on Saturday

Funeral services will be held for
George Gray, editor of "The Columbia Beacon," Saturday afternoon at
2 o'clock at the Davis Memorial
Chapel, 14 Lecount Place, New
Rochelle. Burial will be at Woodlawn cemetery. Gray, who was
formerly a writer of serials, had
been with Columbia for the past
six years. He is survived by his
widow and three children.
Situation Wanted
As Comptroller
Or in Similar Capacity
Thorough knowledge of picture business.
C. P. A. with organizing ability.
Best references.
personality.
Good
BOX
No. 1002
THE
FILM
DAILY,
1650
BROADWAY
NEW
YORK
CITY

Symon New 20th Cent.-Fox
Coach and Test Director'

leaves New York tomorrow
returns to Hollywood.

Woman's
Touch."
FERNAND
GRAVAT, French actor, sails for
New York next week and will go directly to
Hollywood to take role in forthcoming Warner
feature.

MAURICE COWAN and his wife, LORI LENI,
have returned to New York from the coast and
sail for London shortly.

GLADYS GEORGE, now appearing in "Valiant
Is thefrom
Wordthe for
Carrie," is en route to New
York
coast.

Burk Symon, long associated with|
David Belasco as general stage di-F
rector, has taken over the post ofL
dramatic coach and test director for I
the home office of 20th Century-Fox I
Films in New York, it was announc- |
ed yesterday.
Symon's extensive Broadway
stage experience included direction
of "Kiki", "Tiger Rose," "Tonight
Or Never" and numerous other successes under the Belasco aegis. He
also directed "Warrior's Husband"
with Katherine Hepburn, "Nona"
with Lenore Ulric and "Murder At

KALISKI, GB Washington branch manager, returned to his office yesterday after a
two-day visit to the home office.

LAURITZ MELCHIOR, Metropolitan Opera
tenor, returned to New York yesterday on the
Europa.

The Vanities."

HARRY M. NOVAK, general manager of
Warners' Argentine office, is in New York on
his first visit in three years.

LEO
Sunday

GREGORY LA CAVA, who is now in New
in 10 days.
York, returns to Hollywood
NINO MARTINI, who is now in New York,
return to the coast next spring to
pla.is to
work in pictures.
resume
JACK WARNER sails from England in one
week returning to New York and thence the
coast.
for

PAUL SCHWEGLER
Miami and later

JOE

JOHN A. DOWNING, new RKO Radio home
office representative in St. Louis, flew there
from New York.
JACK WASHBURN
at the Warwick.

and

DEAN

DETTON

are

JOHNNY WEISSMULLER expects to come
East at the end of the next week, with tentative plans to sail for England on the Queen
Mary Oct. 26.
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FELIX JENKINS, general counsel for 20th
Century-Fox, and WILLIAM C. GEHRING, Kent
drive leader, planed out of Newark last night
to join John D. Clark, distribution manager, on
the coast.
PHILLIPS HOLMES, screen player, is en route
to England to make a feature for British International. He is aboard
the Normandie.

nounced and is reported en route to Hollywood
MIRIAM HOPKINS, who recently arrived from
by plane.
England after
completing
Are Gods" this
for
Alexander
Korda,
arrives "Men
in Hollywood
week-end

BOB

to appear in Samuel Goldwyn's "The

SPITZ is expected to leave by plane
for the coast.
GILLHAM

leaves

today

for

St.

Louis.

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ leaves by plane Saturday for Hollywood.
LOUIS WEISS of Weiss Productions arrives in
New York today
a two
week's
visit and
conferences
with for
Robert
Mintz,
president
of
Stage & Screen Productions, distributors of
Weiss-Mintz serials.
VIOLA KEATS, British actress; JOHN F.
HAYDEN, playwright; WILLIAM McFEE, noted
author, and MRS. McFEE; TIMOTHY SPELMAN,
composer; and MRS. GEORGE VALLER, wife of
the director of Paramount Fictures in Germany,
arrived from Europe yesterday on the Washington.
CLAUDE EZELL, who has arrived in New
York, leaves for Chicago Tuesday.

Loew Advances Maloney;
to be Feted on Sunday

New Haven — H. H. Maloney, Poli
Theater manager, ha? been promoted
to the managership of the Poli, Worcester, Loew's A house in that city.
He has been replaced in New Haven
by Robert E. Russell, of the New
England division office. Harry B.
Watts, who resigned from the Worcester post, takes a theater connection in Richmond.
Maloney will be tendered a farewell testimonial dinner at Seven
Gables Inn on Sunday, with Harry
Shaw, Division Manager, in his familiar role of m.c. Three hundred
Loew and other guests are expected.

JESSE L. LASKY, whose new producing alliance with RKO Radio was announced yesterday,
arrived
in New
York
early this week
unan-

ROY BRAUER has returned to New York
from the Argentine after selling South American
rights on Bank Night.

Suspended Players Told
Reinstatement Possible

Columbia $.68% Dividend
Declared by Directorate

Statements by Lionel Barrymore
and Nat Pendleton that they were
puzzled over their suspension by
Equity for not joining the Screen
Actors' Guild because no one had
asked them to become Screen Guild
members were met at Equity yesterday with the reply that the players could seek reinstatement and
that if the Council found merit in
their claims they would be restored
to good standing.
Before any of the players could
seek reinstatement they would have
to join the Screen Actors Guild, it
is understood. Frank Gillmore,
Equity president, said the players
had been warned before their suspension.

Hollywood — Nat Levine, president
Columbia Pictures announced yesterday that the board of directors of Republic Productions, announces
at its meeting Wednesday declared the appointment of Larry Wickland
a quarterly dividend of $.68% per as an associate producer in complete charge of serials. The first
share on the $2.75 convertible preferred stock, payable Nov. 16th to serial to go into production under
the preferred stockholders of record
his supervision will be "Dick
at the close of business Nov. 4.
Tracy," a 15-episode version of the
newspaper comic strip.

20th Cent-Fox Sales Soaring

At the end of the eighth week of
the 15-week 20th Century-Fox sales
drive, more salesmen are over quota
on accumulated delivery than ever
have been above the 100 per cent
mark in the activities,
company'sa history
distribution
period of
of

ous"
Ridicul
Called
Suit
Atlas isCorporation
officials yesterday used "ridiculous" to describe the
proceedings instituted in New York
State Supreme Court by Harley L.
Clarke, former president of Fox
Films, for an extension of an option
to purchase
the corporation's
holdings in the Utilities
Power and Light
Corporation. The option, it was
said, expired on Oct. 10, date that
Clarke's resignation became effective.

Want Mrs. Simpson for Films
West

Coait

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jack Sherrill, Hollywood agent, has cabled Mrs. Wallie
Simpson in London asking to reprein connection with picture
more than 25 years, it was said yes- work.sent herTwo
studios are interested
terday. The 102 salesmen over 100
per cent compares with 72 in the in her, it is said.
same position a year ago.

"Cain and Mabel" Opening

Theater Burglars Get $50
Marlboro, Mass. — Burglars got
$50 at the State Theater, Acting
Manager Wallace V. Adams told
police.

Wickland Placed in Charge
of Serials by Nat Levine
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Fox Kin Must Show Cause
Atlantic City, N. J.— William
Fox's wife and daughters must show
cause on Nov. 10 why assets they
received from the former motion
picture magnate before the latter
sought voluntary bankruptcy should
not be placed under receivership.
The order was issued by Vice Chancellor William F. Sooy here.

IMPORTANT PEOPLE
TRAVEL TWA
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast
ChicagoNew York and
Non-stop between

"Cain and Mabel," based on a
story by the late H. C. Witwer, starring Marion Davies and Clark TWA OFFICE: 70 EAST 42nd ST.
Gable, will open tomorrow both in
New York (the Strand) and in key
Telephone: MUrray Hill 6-1640
cities throughout the country.

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

THAT

CLASSIC

PROFILE

of beautiful Anita Louise will grace

screen again in 'The Gentleman From Kimberley', when lovely
star plays leading lady opposite Paul Muni's gent. She leaves
for coast immediately
after current
New
York vacation.*
CAIN
IS AWFULLY ABLE — but he
meets his match in Mabel as champ
Clark Gable (who does his best work
in the clinches) and lovely Marion
Davies, co - stars of Cosmopolitan's
'Cain and Mabel', prepare knockout
entertainment for N.Y. Strand crowds
in

engagement

opening

tomorrow.*

EVERYBODY'S SINGING praises of 'Sing Me a Love Song', praising
singing of star James Melton, with Variety Daily's review topping plaudits
for 'Warners' grand comedy-musical . . class entertainment . . tunes

'JOAN
OF
ARC'
DIRECTOR,
Anatole Litvak, arrives in N. Y. en
route to Hollywood for filming of
long-waited life-drama of immortal
Maid of Orleans. Claudette Colbert

definitely ticketed

is slated for title role in forthcoming Warner special; original script

boy Anthony) now

AMERICAN

. . should

set exhibs singing!'"

NO. 1! Young-twin Billy Mauch

(who clicked as

plays Penrod (left), beloved hero of Booth Tark-

ington's famed 'Penrod and Sam', in Warner screenization of noted
novel, with other half of combine,
Sam, done by Harry Watson.

is by noted Russian-French director.
*A Warner Bros. Picture

BOY

for hit box-office

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc . Distributors

A title that fits your October
31st spot like an usher's uniform— and Perry Mason at
his best in the latest of those
two - and - a - half- millionreader Erie Stanley Gardner
stories for Liberty Magazine!
You get it with the backing of the Clue Club, from

0 CORTEZ

• JUNE 1

:fl Bfi-

• Craig Reynolds
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PATENT POOLING PACT

jum

CONTINUING UNTIL '46
(Continued from

Page

(Continued from Page

1)

mond, attorney for the German
companies, on his return from
abroad.
Diamond expressed confidence
that the parties to the agreement
would agree to interchange patents
beyond 1945. It was proposed that
after 1945, the German companies
give up their exclusive right to sell
equipment in the so-called German
territories. The question of whether RCA can get back rights to certain patents assigned to other European companies prior to 1930 is a
stumbling block in the way of an
extended agreement.
A conference held in Berlin between RCA and German company
representatives ended in disagreement over terms of extension of the
pact beyond 1945.

George Kraska to Handle
Five Foreign Productions
Five foreign pictures will be distributed here by George Kraska,
operator of the Fine Arts Theater,
Boston, who is just back from
Europe.
The pictures are "Princess TomTom," starring Josephine Baker, a
French production; "Annie Laurie,"
starring Will Fyfe, made in Scotland by Butcher Films; "Le Monastere," a film showing life among
the Trappist Monks, made with the
cooperation of the Catholic Church;
"Ski Chase," and "Slalom," two
pictures featuring skiing.

TWA's "Flying Box Cars"

Air freight service utilizing special planes equipped as "flying box
cars" will be inaugurated by Transcontinental & Western Air on its
line on next Monday, according to
an announcement made yesterday by
Jack Frye, TWA President. First
operations will be conducted on the
TWA line between New York and
Chicago with intermediate stops at
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Columbus
and Indianapolis.

• •
• ON HIS own
Carl Laemmle, Jr., steps out, a
veteran of 28 years
born to the picture biz
the year
that Laemmle Senior started his career as a producer
with
11 years experience right in the midst of studio activities, Carl
Junior knows
duction his way around in all departments of picture proT
T
T
• •
• THIS YOUNG fellow has a lot of quiet confidence
in himself
he is putting up a big chunk of his own dough
to back his judgment on productions he will undertake
he says you have to be a good gambler to be a good producer
"But I think I know what I'm doing."
and after you
talk to him for a half hour, you also are convinced that he
knows what he is doing
and has given the entire matter
a lot of clear thinking

•

•

• AFTER FOUR months in Europe where he interviewed over 100 writers in various parts of the Continent
he came back to New York with a grand perspective of contemporary literature and the currents of creative thought that
are moulding the stage and screen of tomorrow
"You just
can't go out and produce pictures for the sake of calling yourself a producer. There are vital things to say on the screen,
and I am going to do my best to say some of these things." ...
Carl Laemmle, Jr. has three attributes without which no producer can rise above the ruck
Vision, Courage, Common
Sense
a helluva rare combination

• •
• HE HAS
options on some good bets
"Nine
Officers," a smash European hit
"Soul With A Thousand
Faces," a novelty melodrama
also Alfred Neumann's next
novel
he has Thomas Mann under contract to do an original screen story
and his hotel suite is littered with
manuscripts, with authors' agents and readers streaming in
and out
all this is advance preparation
with actual
production scheduled for next April, and James Whale contracted to direct the first or second feature
Laemmle
Junior has produced over 100 features
including Academy
Award winners and B. O. smashes like "All Quiet," "Dracula,"
"Back Street," "Show Boat"
with offers from most of the
major studios, he prefers to go it on his own
"I want to
give it a whirl and test my mettle," says this veteran youth
with the flashing smile and eyes that reflect a mind that is
flashing,
too
go to it, Laemmle, Junior
you've got
what
it takes
T
T
T
• • • BRIDGE FANS will find it worth while to tune in
on WHN's new-different broadcast at 9:45 p.m. Thursday evenings here's a novelty program by Shepard Barclay
as far away from the old dull formalized bridge talks as you
can imagine a lot of folks who don't know an ace of
hearts from a deuce of clubs claim to have gotten a great kick
out of it just the same

T
OCTOBER

16

Lloyd Corrigan
Harry Rapf
Rex Bell
Molly O'Day
Frank D. Ormiston

LASKY JOINS RADIO
AS UNIT PRODUCER

T

T

• • • NOW LOCATED in the RCA building is Harry
Norwood, theatrical artists' representative Irma Marwick
is his associate they will handle films, radio, theaters and
the better nite clubs ... • Burgess Meredith of "Winterset"
will play Romeo to the Juliet of Jeanne Dante on the Magic
Key program over NBC on Sunday afternoon ... • Maureen
O'Sullivan will appear with Frank Morgan on the Lux radio
program on Monday eve . . . • And Nick Kenny didn't get a
chance to recite a poem at the Harry Hershfield farewell luncheon although the lad came fully prepared

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

ulation which film company would
obtain the services of Lasky, and
RKO executives termed his signing
"a coup."
A pioneer of the industry Lasky
is credited with having introduced
many of the features which have
come to be accepted as a matter of
course. It was in 1914 that he,
Cecil B. DeMille and Samuel Goldwyn formed a partnership, after a
fling at producing plays on Broadway, and organized the Jesse Lasky
Feature Play Co. Lasky, being a
native Californian, induced the
others to go there to make movies.
As the years went on Lasky was
associated mostly with Famous
Players, but later became an official
of Paramount, Fox, and PickfordLasky Productions.

Washingtonians Will See
Banned
(Continued "Spring
from Page Shower"
1)
Shower" is immoral, Washington
will make up its own mind, according to Radin, who owns American
rights to the picture.
Radin
showed
when
it was
barred "Ecstasy"
elsewhere, here
and
it ran for eight weeks.

Alaskan Exhibs. To Attend
Ball of Northwest's MPTO
Seattle— Ball of the MPTO of
Northwest to be held here Oct. 23
has already attracted interest of theater owners over the wide region, —
even as far as Alaska, since owners
there will join mainland exhibitors
at the convention and Seattle ball.
Dancing will start at 10 at the Senator Auditorium. Proceeds will be
for care of needy theatrical folk.

George Hirliman to Make
London Film in February
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George Hirliman will
produce a feature in London in February.
production
associates, Hirliman's
Louis Rant
and Charles
Hunt, will leave for England the
precedng month.
No release as yet has been set, it
was said yesterday.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Half of the total pictures up before
the censors in Portugal for the first
the U.of S.the current year were made in
part

THE
DAILY

INDIE EXHIBITORS ECHO
AYLESWORTH ON PRICE

FRAUD IS CLAIMED
IN FWG BANKRUPTCY
fftst Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — The Federal Circuit Court of Appeals for the ninth
circuit today has before it charges
of criminal conspiracy and fraud
filed against Fox West Coast trustees in bankruptcy and members of
the circuit's legal staff by William
H. Neblett, counsel for T. L. Tally
and Cobar Corporation, in the latter's appeal to have the bankruptcy
adjudication set aside. The charges
are contained in a brief by Neblett
which also accuses Federal Judge
James Alger Fee, assigned here
from Oregon, of error.
Neblett's brief names Albert W.
Leeds, Alfred Wright, Charles A.
Buckley. Rouben G. Hunt, Louis W.
Myers. W. B. Carman, Oscar Lawler, living Walker, John B. Bertero and Norman Bailie, all lawyers
for the theater circuit, as identified
in the alleged conspiracy. Charge
is made that "the scheme was
theirs," that "it was hatched by
them, put through the court by
them, administered by them, and
they and the corporations of which
they were attorneys or officers were
the principal beneficiaries of the
fraud."

Prestige of U. S. Films
Holds Steady in Europe
(Continued from Page

1)

part of British producers regarding
their making of elaborate productions for their own public, — a condition which he found reversed in
Italy where enthusiasm runs high
among national officials studios and
theater-goers for top-flight Italianmade features.
American films, the director said,
hold steady and in many cases increased in popularity. "The trademark of Hollywood," he remarked,
"still holds the same prestige to continental audiences as the mark of
Paris does on gowns and perfumes
for American women, or the label
of Bond Street means on men's
clothes." He leaves for Los An
geles on Wednesday.
Giving his angles on the radio
competition controversy now in progress throughout the industry, La
Cava expressed the opinion that the
situation can be regulated by the
producers through their contracts
with players.
La Cava is an advocate of filming
present-day story material, subjects
dealing with modern problems and
life. Color, in his opinion, is still
in a "hectic" stage and, as employed
at the present time, is apt to distract
from story values. He believes that
tints and tones, rather thau gobs,
are the solution to the colrr problem.
La Cava sees use of Esperanto,
the often-proposed international language, as the means of serving the
world market.
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T CANNOT stand those close-ups
they use in musicals. Why should
anyone think an audience wants to
look at an open mouth? Those closeups spoil everything. — ROUBEN
MAMOULIAN.
The cinema actor has not the
stimulus of a true andience to draw
forth his emotional powers. He is
acting to his employers, to his
rivals; he is acting self-consciously.
One does not hear that wonderful
instrument for creating emotion —
the human voice — at its perfection.
It is "canned." — LYNN DOYLE,
Irish poet and playwright.
The screen will see shortly a more
or less standardized English accent,
and the interchange of British and

Harry Sherman Will Move
Unit Into Rowland Suites
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Harry Sherman moves
his unit into office suites vacated by
Richard Rowland at Educational
Studios, following completion of the
latter's
independent
tion for second
Paramount
release. producLarger quarters were necessary
with increased production activity
of Sherman unit on new "Hopalong
Cassidy" series featuring William
Boyd, Jimmy Ellison and George
Hayes.

Operator Hurt Fleeing Fire

Minneapolis — E. T. Dillon, booth
operator in the Wonderland Theater,
sustained a broken leg and slight
injuries while escaping from a fire
in his booth.

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Reports are current that a Colorado theater circuit may invade this
city, erecting a large downtown
house.
The Griffith Circuit is remodeling
the Rex Theater at Altus, Okla.
Recent film row visitors are: John
Cauble and son Herschel of Texas
Tent Shows; John Thomas of Kingfisher, Okla.; Homer Jones of Alva,
Okla.; Carl Burton of Cordell,
Okla.; George Heck, General Register Corp., New York City.

SEATTLE

American players will have brought
it about.— IAN HUNTER.

(Continued from

Paqe

1)

ure for
have been which
battling.independents here
Harry Brandt, organizer and
Children have set styles before, mainspring of I.T.O.A., said yesterbut they have been royal children.
day that his group has
bending
Never before the advent of the every effort to effect been
price-hiking
agreeme
nts with major circuits and
movies had anyone conceived the
scheme of ingratiating into the hoped RKO would now fall in line
effections of the public the person- and show same disposition to jackality and mannerisms of an every- up admissions as Loew circuit and
day child without rank or fortune. others have manifested.
—EUNICE FULLER BARNARD.
Charles L. O'Reilly, President of
T.O.C.C, lauded Aylesworth's stand
prices, but expressed beOne of the most interesting de- on hiking
that the practical way to bring
velopments in the practical applica- this liefabout
is through government
tion of the motion picture has been
in the medical field. Teaching films sanction. He said the boost cannot come from the lower bracket adare in demand in practically every
field of medicine and surgery. —
missions, but from raising the "ceilMERVIN W. LaRUE.
ing" scale. To do this, motion picture interests should and must act
to do away with government tax
prevailing on admissions of more
'Live Alone and Like It"
to be Universal Picture than forty cents. If tickets are
raised from 40 to 50 cents, O'Reilly
pointed out, half of the 10 cent
Charles Beahan, executive story boost would go to the government.
editor of Universal, yesterday completed negotiations for the purchase Films Called Aid to Amity
of "Live Alone and Like It". Arrangements were perfected with
Among Nations by Giannini
Miss Annie Laurie Williams, agent,
(Continued from Page 1)
and Bobbs-Merrill, publishers. This
book by Marjorie Hillis has reached picture studios for turning out fine
its eighth edition since Bobbs-Mer- splendid pictures and declared that
rill brought it out several months
every fine foreign-made film simuago.
It has already sold over 100,lates American production.
000 copies.
"There are no boundaries in the
production of fine pictures," Dr.
Giannini told his audience, which
Lawyer Bids in Biltmore
numbered about 100 newspapermen.
Arthur A. Hershkowitz, a party Harry Buckley and Monroe Greenin interest, bid in the Biltmore thai were included in the gathering.
theater in West 47th Street, at a
foreclosure sale yesterday, paying
$150,000, the upset price fixed by Saenger-Kincey Circuits
the court. Hershkowitz is an atTake GB Films in South
torney. The foreclosure action was
brought by the Continental Bank &
Two circuit deals have just been
Trust Company trustee as plaintiff
closed on GB's 1936-37 program,
against the Chanbrook Realty Com- with contracts signed by the Saenpany and others, defendans to satis- ger Circuit for their situations in
fy a judgment of about $470,146 and
interest. Taxes and other liens Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama,
and by the Kincey Circuit, for its
amount to about $82,994.25.
theaters in North and South Carolina, it was announced yesterday.
Bill Minder, New Orleans Branch
MIDWEST
Manager, negotiated the deal for GB
with Saenger, while Scott Chesnutt,
District Manager, and F. E. Dyer,
E. L. Melendy and H. P. Cram- Charlotte Branch Manager, closed
blet are the newly appointed trav- the deal with the Kincey Circuit.
Moines.elers for Alexander Film Co. at Des

Novak At Warner Parley

Ashby T. Ball is the new territorial distributor for the Theater
Harry M. Novak, general manTrailer
Corp., with headquarters at
ager of Warner Bros. Argentine of- ;
"General Died at Dawn," has
been moved for a second week to 109 West 18th St., Kansas City.
fice arrived in New York yesterday
the Blue Mouse.
aboard the S. S. Eastern Prince
Newly appointed officials of Fox- from Buenos Aires for home office
Mrs. B. F. Shearer has left SeatTheaters are Lon Cox, as- conferences. He will stay three
tle for Los Angeles to rejoin her Midwest sistant
division manager, Kansas
husband there; both later will reCity; Fred Souttar, district mana- weeks.
turn to the Northwest.
ger at St. Louis; Max Schauder is
A group of 25 managers of the shifted
to Jacksonville, 111., and
40 "Adverse" Holdovers
Hamrick-Evergreen Theaters was
entertained at diner in the Film Ralph Barlet takes Schauder's
"Anthony Adverse" which is
Club by Al Rosenberg.
clicking throughout the country, has
place.
A. C. Wooten is the new skipper been held over in 40 major key
"Gorgeous
moved
for a 3rdHussy"
week in has
Seattlebeen
to of the dence,State
Theater at Indepen- cities, to date, Warners announced
Kan.
the Music Box.
yesterday.
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MONEY-MAKER THAT TOPS 'EM ALL
• . • Look At The Figures ! ! I
Michigan Theatre, Detroit . . . Doubles record "Rhythm on the
Range'1 business.
Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles . . . Doubles house average.
Paramount Theatre, Toledo . . . Two and a half times "Trail of
the Lonesome Pine" business.
Paramount Theatre, Boston . . . Doubles house average.
Paramount

Theatre, Springfield . . . Triples house average.

Paramount

Theatre, New Haven . . . Doubles house average.

Allyn Theatre, Hartford... Doubles week's average in four days.
Florida Theatre, Jacksonville . . . Beats record grossers.
Majestic Theatre, Houston . . . Doubles house average.
Mainstreet Theatre, Kansas City . . . Doubles "Big Broadcast
of 1936".
Malco Theatre, Memphis.. .Doubles week's average in two days.
Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia ... In four days beats week's
run "Big Broadcast of '36".
State Theatre, Cleveland . . . Fifty per cent above "Big Broadcast of 1936".
Palace Theatre, Akron . . . Sixty per cent over house average.
Palace Theatre, Youngstown
average.

. . . Sixty per cent over house
*"».

Palace Theatre, Cincinnati . . . Three days' business equals
seven days' business "Big Broadcast of 1936."

IT PAYS

TO PLAY

A PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

THE
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MAXWELL-KENT DEAL
DOES A "FADE-OUT"
{Continued from Page

1)

the Ostrer shares in Metropolis and
Bradford.
Kent's statement said:
"After lengthy telephone conversations with our board of directors
in New York, and with Joseph M.
Schenck, my associate in Hollywood, I have been advised to terminate all negotiations. We do not
consider the present atmosphere conducive to well thought out negotiations, while the outlook for the future is not clear enough to indicate
what our attitude during a period of
time will be.
"We intend to use every resource
at our command to protect legally
the position we occupy. We have
no intention of doing anything just
for the sake of causing trouble, and
we make this statement with a feeling of friendliness toward all concerned."
Kent sails for New York within a
few days. It is expected that he
will further consider the situation
at conferences with Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of the 20th Century-Fox board, who initiated the
original deal now collapsed under
which his company and Loew's were
to get substantial interests in GB
through a deal with the Ostrers.
A resolution adopted by the general council of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Association, protesting
against passing of control of English
theaters to foreign interests, will be
sent to the Foreign Minister and
heads of all political parties.

cEtl

NEWS

DAILY

of the DAY

Detroit — Ned Weitzman has been
appointed manager of the Davison
Theater, which has been reopened
by Louis Jaworski.
West Orange, N. J.— The Windsor has reopened under new ownership and management, and after
having been completely redecorated
and refurnished. William E. Smith,
former Paramount executive, is the
new owner, and Robert S. Mapletoft, manager. The seating capacity
was reduced to 1,000 in order to
allow for larger seats and wider
aisles. The house, formerly the
Llewlyn,
has been closed since April.

Let Exhibitors Determine
Policy on Duals — Johnston
Expressing
the belief
"objections to dual bills
from anthat
entertainment standpoint do not appear to be
based on the facts", W. Ray Johnston, Monogram head, in an interview declared that "the theater operator alone should be permitted to
determine whether his house is to

BETTE DAVIS OFFERS
NO DEFENSE WITNESS

Milwaukee — Tri-States Theaters,
London (By Cable)— Sir William
Inc., an Ohio corporation, has filed Jowitt,
representing Bette Davis in
articles of incorporation in Wiscon- the injunction action brought against
sin. Don Cameron, Milwaukee, is her by Warner Brothers, conceded
manager for the firm in Wisconsin.
in the King's Bench Division courthere yesterday that "there are
Ripon, Wis. — Svirnoff and Marcus facts room
which might necessitate the
Amusement Co., operators of the
Campus Theater here, have leased court finding Miss Davis has broken
the Auditorium Theater and will
for the American star in
contract".
renovate the house before reopening herCounsel
it early in November. The Audi- the unusual legal battle — unusual in
torium has been operated by Ar- that it is the first time that an
thur W. Stewart.
American company and American
player have gone to bat in a British
Island Fond, Vt.— The Star The- court — was emphatic in denying that
ater here, has been taken over by "this young lady is a mere money
Arthur
Sharby and will be remodelled.
As the plaintiff's testimony
closed with the appearance for Warners of Alexander Korda, who obDetroit House, Dark Six
grabber".
served "an actress does not always
Years, Will be Reopened understand her will or what she
wants to do", Sir William said he
Detroit — Walter Morgan, formerly would call no defense witness.
manager of the Columbia, downtown
It was indicated that representatives of Toeplitz Productions, Ltd.,
house, is reopening the Crescent
next Thursday. The house, then which previously announced a contract with Miss Davies for work in
given over to silent films was closed
a British film, might have something
in 1930. RCA Sound is being in- to say later about being mentioned
stalled. New modernistic front is in the case. Toeplitz was represented in the courtroom yesterday
being built by H. L. Glick. Ralph
Ruben, of Amusement Supply Com- by Gerald Gardiner, holding a
pany, sold the remaining equipment. watching brief.
The house may be reseated shortly.

play
or morecontinued:
pictures".
Mr. one
Johnston
"With elections drawing near, we
hear and read much of the 'American system'. Without wishing to
become involved in any political controversy, itis nevertheless apparent
B-T to Make Film in Asia
to me that any attempt to foist a
policy upon an exhibitor, contrary West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
to his own interests and personal
Hollywood — Burroughs - Tarzan
desires, violates every conception of has signed Clyde E. Elliott to profreedom in the management of a
duce "Asia Roars." Locale is in
Malacca.
Sparks Florida Circuit
man's business. The theater owner
Takes Full RKO Product should determine what is best for
his house and conduct his affairs
ST. LOUIS
The E. J. Sparks Circuit of the- unhampered by the intervention of
aters in Florida has signed a con- any outside agency."
tract to take the full product turned
Superior Pictures, Inc., will handle Spectrum Pictures in this terout by the RKO Radio and associBOSTON
ritory, which includes Eastern Misated studios, it was announced yessouri and Southern Illinois. Six
terday by Jules Levy, vice-president
musical westerns starring Fred
and general manager, at his New
York office.
Martha Ferris, secretary of the Scott are included.
Trem Carr has been here in conThe Sparks theaters are located Boston Film Board of Trade, is back
in the following Florida locations: from New
Hampshire's
hills.
nection with his father's estate.
Jacksonville, Tampa, St. Petersburg,
Bill Mahoney, late skipper of the
A welcome home dinner from Heree,
Tallahass
City,
Orlando, Yboy
man Rifkin will be held at the Stat- Hi-Pointe Theater here, is now in
charge of the Warner Theater in
Palmetto, Arcadia, Palatka, West ler Hotel on Nov. 5.
Tampa, Deland, Sarasota, BradenEd Smith, formerly manager of Pittsburgh ,while Judy Poynter, who
Ft.
town, Ft. Pierce, Ft. Lauderdale,
the Metropolitan, is now managing was assistant manager at the Missouri Theater, was recently named
Myers, St. Augustine, Gainesville, the Fox West Coast Arlington themanager of the Rivoli Theater in
Ocala, Sanford, Daytona Beach,
ater
in
Santa
Barbara,
Calif.
Lakeland, Winter Haven, Winter
Jack Swartz, formerly of the M. Van Nuys, Cal.
Park, Clearwater, Hollywood, Lake
Johnny Baker, one time manager
& P. advertising dept., is now as- of the Missouri, now is handling
Worth, and Palm Beach.
sociated with the Master Menders
the Fox Theaters, Hackensack, N. J.
and Weavers.
The Cinema Publishing Co. of St.
RKO's Downing in New Post
The Majestic Theater in EastJohn A. Downing, of the RKO hampton has been closed for reno- Louis and the Kurtzman Agency,
Inc., operated by Charles E. KurtzRadio forces, who was recently pro- vation.
man, have taken office space in the
moted from the post of booker in
Kenneth
Russell,
manager
of
the
Humboldt Building at Grand and
the Boston exchange to that of home
South
Station
Theater,
was
married
office representative in St. Louis, to Helen McElroy on Oct. 10 at Washington Boulevards. While dithese new companies, Kurtzhas taken up his new duties. Down- Hingham. The couple are honey- man stillrecting
retains his connection with
ing replaces Elmer Sedin, who
mooning in the South.
Fanchon & Marco.
moved over to the west coast situaGrace McGowan has returned to
George Y. Yenger, city manager
tion. Downing's new territory includes St. Louis, Kansas City, Oma- the M-G-M office after an eight for Standard Theaters, Inc., in Oklahoma City, is vacationing here.
weeks' illness.
ha, Memphis, and Oklahoma City.

10 Technical Papers End
Convention of S.M.P.E.
Rochester — Presentation of 10 papers on technical subjects wound
up the semi-annual S. M. P. E. convention here yesterday.
Theport program
was Committee,
as follows: E."Reof Standards
K.
Carver,
chairman
;
"Performance
Record of an Automatic Recording
Densitometer," C. M. Tuttle and M.
E. Russell; "A Developing Machine
for Sensitometric Work," L. A.
Jones, M. E. Russell and H. R.
Beacham; "Some Aspects of Reduction Printing," G. Friedl, Jr.; "The
Influence of Sprocket-Hole Perforations upon the Development of the
Adjacent Sound-Track Areas," J. G.
Frayne and V. Pagliarulo; "Film
Editing Machine Embodying Optical
Intermitten Projection," J. L.
Spence; "New Recording Equipment," D. Canady and V. A. Wellman; "An Improved Reel-End
Alarm," D. Canady and V. A. Wellman; "Three-Wire D-C Supply for
Projection Arcs," C. C. Dash and
"A Demonstration Triode for Visualizingand
Electronic
F.
E. Eldredge
H. Phenomena,"
F. Dart.

"Brigade" Print on Monday
The first print of Warners' "The
Charge
Light
will
be
rushedof totheNew
YorkBrigade",
by airplane
and is expected to arrive here Monday. The picture stars Errol Flynn
and Olivia de Havilland.
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A "JUttU" (com Hollywood "£ots
By RALPH WILK
CONNY and Clarabelle Bresel,
clever child actors who have appeared in Broadway productions as
well as in pictures, are now in Hollywood and in active demand by
the studios.
T

T

T

West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — A record for consecutive
shooting
in one film was set by Katharine
Hepburn,
in RKO
Radio's
"A Woman
Rebels,"
soon to have
its world
premiere
at
Radio City Music Hall in New York.
Herbert Marshall plays opposite.
Miss Hepburn worked continuously for 53 days with only Sundays off. The production had a 54 day schedule and Miss Hepburn was on the set every day but one. In
addition, the red haired star wore twenty-two different gowns, changing them back
and forth approximately three times each for lapping scenes.
Mark Sandrich directed
the picture, a Pandro
S. Berman
production.

Charles La Tore, who recently
finished a role in M-G-M's new
Greta Garbo film. "Camille." is back
in New York and slated for a role
be brought to Hollywood to add Conin a new Broadway show.
T
T
T
tinental atmosphere to "The King
Lionel Houser has been signed by and the Chorus Girl."
▼
▼
T
Douglas MacLean Productions to
"Mary of Scotland," the RKO
write added dialogue for "Great
picture co-starring Katharine
Guy."mal
James
Cagney's
first filming
Grand Radio
Hepburn and Fredric March was
feature.
When
awarded a special medal for particstarted
"Greatto Guy,"
it
markedyesterday
the 57thonpicture
bear
ular merit by the Fourth International Exhibition of CinematographMacLean's name as star or proic Art, at Venice, Italy.
ducer, and the 70th picture to be
directed by John G. Blystone.
T
T
T
The "Star of Finland," a threeLawrence Pohle, playwright and masted bark that has helped make
author of screen originals, has been maritime history on the Pacific,
signed by RKO Radio to adapt sailed out of San Francisco harbor
David Garth's story, "A Love Like under tow of the huge sea-going
That," which Edward Kaufman will tug,
Lion," this Pictures.
week under
charter"Sea
to Paramount
The
produce.
famous old vessel will be used durv
v
▼
ing filming of the next Gary Cooper
M-G-M announces purchase of
starring
picture,
"Souls will
at direct
Sea,"
two new properties, Paul Armont's which Henry
Hathaway
novel, "Dora Algar," which will be
added to its group of story proper- from a screen play by Grover Jones
and Richard Talmadge.
ties for the coming year, also "Al▼
TV
geria," the operetta by Victor HerThree important character roles
bert and the late Glen MacConaugh
which was a popular favorite on the for "The Depths Below," were filled
this week when Columbia signed
New York stage.
T
T
T
Stanley Andrews, William Worthington and Billy Gilbert for the
"Mad Holiday" is the final title Dolores
Del Rio feature, which Erie
for the picture known formerly as
Kenton
is directing.
"White Dragon." Suggested by
▼
T
T
Joseph Santley's story, "Murder in
A whole flock of people were yesa Chinese Theater," it was adapted
for the screen by Florence Ryerson
terday added to the cast of "Murder
and Edgar Allan Woolf, produced on the Mississippi" which features
by Hary Rapf, directed by George James Dunn and Jean Rogers. They
Seitz. Edmund Lowe, Elissa Landi, include David Oliver, Michael LorZaSu Pitts and Ted Healy have lead- ing, Michael Fitzsimmons, Robert
Fulton, Herbert Rawlinson, Ethel
ing roles, t
t
t
Reputedly the most alluring girls Reda Leopold, Richard Carle, Edward Broden, Joyce Compton,
in Europe, the famous can-can dancers of the Bal Tabarin in Paris are Claude Gillingwater, Russell Wade,
considering an offer to make their Jimmy Flavin, Pat O'Malley, Rhea
first American appearance under Mitchell, and Edward Earle.
the auspices of Mervyn LeRoy and
»
T
»
Clarence Brown has received an
Warner Bros. According to present plans, the French damsels would original story from Henri Lardin,

:< :<

SHORT

the roledrew
of a favorable
monk in "Ramona"
cently
comment reof j
critics, has again been borrowed by
20th Century-Fox from Columbia,
this time for a featured role in
"Banjo on My Knee," co-starring
Joel McCrea and Barbara Stanwyck.

Hepburn Sets Record for Consecutive Shooting

SHOTS

FROM

V

EASTERN

STUDIOS

Brooklyn Vitaphone studios. Sup- plant as soon as the building of sets
porting Miss Juliet in the short, are completed.
•
"Tel-a-Phoney", a two-reel short which was directed by Lloyd French,
featuring Henry Youngman, 12 are Ralph Austin, Patricia Lynn,
Paul Conlon, writer, signed by
"Prom" girls and Jane Johns, was Shelton Leonard and Don Tanner.
Archland Productions Inc., has com•
completed yesterday at the Biograph
pleted stories for the first two of
studios by Milton Schwarzwald of
As the result of the reception ac- the "Dance Parade" series which the
Mentone Productions for Universal
corded to "Gags and Gals," Educa- company plans to put into producrelease. Harold Godsoe, assisted on
tion soon in an eastern studio. Edhas assigned Jefferson Machthe direction, with Larry Williams amer totionalmake
another of these musgar Ulman will direct.
doing the camera work.
•
ical comedies immediately. The ar•
Bert Lahr's new two-reel comedy,
tist creator of "Gags and Gals" has
A one-reel novelty film, entitled already completed the story for his recently completed by Al Christie for
"Rushin' Art", and featuring Miss second in this series, and production Educational and titled "Whose Baby
Juliet, has been completed
at the will begin at the Astoria picture are You?" will play the Roxy TheBy CHARLES

ALICOATE

v

T

Charles Winninger bids fair to be
one of the busiest players on the
screen this winter. Under direction of Henry Koster, Winninger
stormy petrel of the French Cabinet has been announced by Universal
several years ago, whom he met for "Treve" by Albert
Payson Terwhile abroad. Lardin, according to hune, "Music in the Park" which
the M-G-M director, is anxious to will
be produced by George Jessel,
come to Hollywood as a screen "Dancing for Love," written
by
writer.
William Anthony McGuire, which
▼
▼
T
will feature Doris Nolan and George
Arthur Rankin, nephew of Lionel
in
the Sun."
Barrymore, has been given a long- Murphy, andT "Delay
T
▼
term contract with 20th CenturyWith Arthur Treacher again porFox films. He began his career on
traying the famous P. G. Wodehouse
the stage with Lionel and John
Barrymore.
butler character, "Step Lively,
Jeeves," second of the humorous
Y
T
T
stories of that series to be made
Director Roy Del Ruth plans on
into a film, will go before the camremaining in town until "Born to
eras shortly at 20th Century-Fox.
Dance" is assembled after which
T
V
T
he will depart for a brief rest. It
is understood he has reservations
Richard Day, art director to Samuel Goldwyn, and Percy Ikerd, ason the China Clipper on a near flysistant director, left on the S. S.
ing date.
Monterey from the West Coast yesv
v
▼
terday for Samoa, where they will
Columbia has added Lionel Standjoin Charles Nordhoff and James
er to the cast for "Safari in Paradise," in which Jean Arthur is Norman Hall, authors of "Hurristarred with George Brent as her
cane," and confer on the filming
leading man. Alfred E. Green di- of that book, screen rights to which
rects.
Mr. Goldwyn recently purchased.
Nordhoff and Hall, who also wrote
T
T
T
Gloria Stuart, blonde featured "Mutiny on the Bounty," are living
actress at 20th Century-Fox, will in Tahiti. It is understood that they
continue at that studio. The option will aid the motion picture execuon her services has been exercised
tives in procuring native talent, and
by Darryl F. Zanuck, production in the establishment of living quartchief.
ers for the large technical crew
▼ TV
which the Goldwyn studios are sendColumbia is now assembling the
ing for the location sequences of
cast for a new picture entitled "Hurricane."
▼
▼
T
"Lady of New York" in which
Alan Marshal, David O. Selznick
Ralph Bellamy, Douglass Dumbrille
and Joan Perry are featured. This discovery, who makes his film debut in support of Marlene Dietrich
feature will be placed in work immediately after D. Ross Lederman and Charles Boyer in the technihas completed "The Depths Below,"
color film, "The Garden of Allah,"
to which he was assigned when Erie has been
borrowed by M-G-M for a
Kenton the director was forced to
part
in
"After
the to
Thin
He
has been on loan
thisMan."
company
retire, due to illness.
V
T
▼
"Parnell."
for
the role of Willie O'Shea in
Victor Kilian, whose portrayal of

ft #

ater beginning Oct. 23. At the same
time the Roxy will begin a repeat
showing of the single-reel TreasureChest productions, • "Chums".
Buster West and Tom Patricola
complete work today at the General
Service studio in Astoria on their
third two-reel comedy of the season
for Educational. It is the first this
season in which they return to their
sailor roles. William Watson is directing the short with Chris Beute
assisting and George Weber doing
the camera work.
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THIS ROUGH AND READY RAJAH
Defied England-Challenged J a pan., and got away with it!
But his bluff was called
when he tried to dictate
to two young lovers • . .

GEORGE ARLISS EAST meets WEST
TOPS
'CM ALL J

with LUCIE MANNHEIM
GODFREY

TEARLE • ROMNEY

BRENT

Directed by Herbert Mason • Story by E. Greenwood
Canada Distributors
EMPIRE
FILMS, Ltd.
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GB Setup Expected to Handle B. I. P. Product in U. S.

RKO THEATER SUBSIDIARY TO SHOW MILLION NET
Universal
U

Revamping

Writing Off More Than
Half
Million
of
Assets, Contracts

Universal Corporation and its motion picture operating subsidiaries
will write off in excess of $500,000
of questionable assets and contracts
with personnel considered unwise in
a thorough revamping of the company's financial and operating method« .T. Cheever Cowdin, chairman,
announced yesterday after a meeting of the board of directors here.
This write-off, which follows an
intensive survey of all the company's domestic and foreign units
by the new management during the
six months that it has been in con(Continued

on

Page

4)

HARRIS COLOR WINS
RESTRAINING ORDER
Wilmington, Del. — Chancellor Josiah O. Wolcott yesterday issued an
order restraining the New Deal
Syndicate, Inc., from disturbing or
disposing of assets formerly held
by Harris Color Films, Inc., and
held by them, and ordering New
Deal to appear Nov. 30 and show
{Continued

on Page

4)

Jack Barnstyn to Head
Foreign Sales for GN
Edward L. Alperson, president of
Grand National Films, Inc., yesterday appointed Jack Barnstyn head
of foreign sales.
Barnstyn will resign from his
present capacity as president and
treasurer of the British and Continental Trading Co., Inc., to take
over his new position with Grand
National, Nov. 1.
Tests Silent-Sound Duals
Dallas — Here's a new one for the
book. The Fair Theater is testing a
treak dual policy, offering one talkie
and one silent film nightly.

Financial,

Operating

GRIFFIS SAYS PARA'S DECISION DUE MONDAY
DEPTS. MAKING MONEY IN BETTE DAVIS CASE

K-A-0

Methods
to Turn
in Profit
of Million for 1936,
It is Estimated

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., RKO
theater subsidiary, will show a
"Paramount is making money in
London (By Cable) — Justice Bran- profit of about $1,000,000 for the
every department," stated Stanton
son is expected to hand down a de- year 1936, it is estimated. For the
Griffis, chairman of its executive
cision in the King's Bench Division six months period, the company's
committee, yesterday, as he briefly Monday in the injunction brought earnings were around $640,000.
It is understood that K-A-0 will
discussed the company's present po- against Bette Davis, American shortly
declare another dividend en
sition. He attributed the pronounced screen star, by Warner Brothers,
rise in its first preferred stock to who would prevent the actress from the preferred stock, the third this
this improvement.
playing abroad. The hearing closed year, and may decide to vote a
Yesterday, the Paramount first yesterday, with the court reserving fourth dividend. Cash requirements
are being studied to determine the
continued to soar upwards, closing decision.
Miss Davis did not take the stand. amount of dividends to be distribfinally at 110% for a net gain of
8J/2 points. On Thursday, the issue Sir Patrick Hastings, Warners' uted.
had passed the 100 mark for the counsel, chided Miss Davis for her
first time.
"wise discretion" in not giving testimony after he had submitted a
Lauding(Contimtcd
the efforts
of the presion Page 4)
written document to clarify the injunction application.
The appeal asked an injunction

20th Cent.-Fox Mulling
Simplification Plans

In line with other major film companies, 20th Century-Fox is understood studying plans for simplifying
its corporate structure. National
Theaters, holding company for Fox
West Coast circuit, is also reported
examining the same idea. That such
steps would be taken by the larger
outfits in order to reduce tax assessments was exclusively indicated
in The Film Daily last summer.

(Continued

on Page

4J

PRODUCER CONTROL OF
BROADCASTS URGED

Fred Quimby To Establish
GHQ in M-G-M Coast Studios

It's up to the producers themselves to control the situation originating through the appearance of
motion picture stars on radio proFred C. Quimby, manager of the
grams which are said to hurt theM-G-M short subject department, is
ater attendance, declared Jack Cohn,
moving his headquarters from New Columbia vice-president, yesterday
York to the coast, where he will
locate at the studio. Switch is due in New York. This can be accomplished
through prohibitive
(Continued
on Page 4) clauses
to the fact that Quimby, who is the
contact between
pro(Continued short
on Page subject
4)

Present GB Setup Expected to Handle
B. I. P. Product in the U. S. After Deal

Deny Three Pennsy Cities
Vote on Sunday Film Law

Uniontown, Pa. — The court here
turned down the application for a
vote on Sunday movies next month
for the cities of Connellsville,
Upon completion of the deal un- Brownsville and Uniontown. The
Shearer Fights Pneumonia;
der which John Maxwell is acquir- court pointed out that the legislaCondition is Satisfactory
ing control of Gaumont British, it
tors planed to make the question
(Continued on Page 4)
is expected that B. I. P. product disWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tributed in America through AlHollywood — Condition of Norma
liance, its subsidiary, will be hanShearer, ill of bronchial pneumonia
dled through the present GB setup.
Bank Night Epidemic
at her home, continued "satisfac- The company is making between 12
Syracuse — Bank Night, prevalent on
and
15
pictures
for
the
new
year
the
Rialto,
appears to be catching.
tory" last night. The star, whose
Fight club at the Arena has added it
husband, Irving Thalberg, died of and ones suitable for the U. S. maras
a
stimulant.
ket will be released here.
lobar pneumonia a month ago, has
Ditto a grocery, the latter establishbeen indisposed for a fortnight, it
Budd
Rogers, vice-president
and
ing something of a precedent up-state.
(Continued
on Page 4)
(Continued

on

Page

4)

•gym
THE
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UNIVERSAL REVAMPING
FINANCIAL METHODS

A "£Me" iuun "lots"

Saturday, Oct. 17,1936

6B MAY HANDLE
I
B. I. P. FILMS HERE

By RALPH WILK
(Continued from Page 1)
Barbara Stanwyck will be the
HOLLYWOOD
general
manager of Alliance, has a
of "Saint in New York," a
trol, will be reflected in the com- f^AIL PATRICK will make her star
picturization by RKO Radio of a five-year contract with Associated
pany's report for the fiscal year end- ^ first color film when she goes story by Leslie Charteris. As yet British Pictures, Maxwell company,
ing Nov. 1.
to Honolulu as the guest of the Eduardo Ciannelli is the only addi- the agreement having gone into eftion to the cast of the picture, which
fect last Fabruary. He stated last
"These sweeping changes will Maharajah and Maharani of Indore
place the corporation in a perfectly — also her first starring picture. is a Pandro S. Berman
production. night that he has no plans for joinhealthy condition to start its new The picture will be written by the
ing GB in event the B. I. P. product
fiscal year next month, and put it Maharajah and the screenplay will
is switched over to that company.
In line with the company policy
in a position to capialize fully on be written by his wife. They will
make two prints — one for Gail and of director-producers such as C. B.
the striking general gains in the mo- one
for themselves.
DeMille, Frank Lloyd, Wesley Rug- All Para. Depts. Making
tion picture business," Mr. Cowdin
T
▼
T
gles and others, Paramount today,
stated. "Current operations are on
David Carlyle has had his option through William LeBaron, studio
Money, Griffis Asserts
a very satisfactory basis, with 'My
Man Godfrey' giving every indica- taken up by Warner Bros. He has production head, made known that
(Continued from Page 1)
tion of doing one of the largest busi- just completed a part in "No Hard Henry Hathaway, director, and
nesses of the year, possibly topping
Grover Jones, writer, will be co- dent of the organization, Griffis said:
T
T
T
producers of the next Gary Cooper "Barney Balaban has
even the gross of 'Show Boat,' an Feelings."
done a fine
John H. Auer has just completed starring picture, "Souls at Sea."
earlier Universal hit."
Directors at the meeting approv- the original story and screenplay The picture is slated to go before job in organization."
He further stated that no changes
ed new budgets for the next produc- for the next Tom Keene feature for the cameras October 26.
in executive personnel are contemtion year which call for an increase E. B. Deri's Crescent Pictures. The
plated. The report for the third
in the output of pictures. Produc- tentative title is "Beyond Victory."
tion already has been substantially Auer will direct, with production
"Woman Interne," by Faith Bald- quarter, which will come out late
win, a story running currently in next month, shows excellent busistepped up since the new manage- slated to start next week. Auer is
ness, stated Griffis.
ment took control last April. While
a national magazine, today was puron
a
loan-out
from
Republic.
Folin the 12 months from April 2, 1935,
chased by Paramount as a probable
lowing the Keene assignment he
to April 2, 1&36, 25 feature pictures
starring vehicle for Claudette ColThe Wall Street Journal took nodirect "Michael O'Halloran" bert.
were turned out, production in the will
tice of the strong tone of movie isfor Republic.
sues yesterday, printing:
year starting April 2, last, will total
36 features, an increase of nearly
"Movie stocks are showing more determined
one picture a month over a year Harris Color Granted
strength than in some time. Strength co1st House for Mass. Town;
incided with remarks made by M. H. Aylesago. From April 2, 1936, to date 17
worth,
chairman of Radio-Keith-Orpheum,
20Year
Controversy
Ends
A Restraining Order
features have been completed commade before the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers at Rochester. Higher general ad
pared with fourteen in the same
(Continued from Page 1)
Winchester, Mass. — Construction mssion prices and an early end to double
period of 1935; two more are being
were foreseen. Assuming the public
shot while production on four others cause why a permanent injunction of this town's first movie theater features
is ready for these changes, an important
should not be issued.
finally is under way, marking the turning
will start next week.
point in movie company earnings
might well be at hand. Some of the bulls
In the face of an increase in the
The order was issued on the peti- end of a 20-year controversy. In on
the
industry
out that there has been
tion of H. Albeit Young, receiver a referendum a year ago, voters in- little constructionpoint
of new theaters for several
company's
talentof from
72 artists, stock
a saving
more 15thanto
structed the selectmen to grant per- years and with the growth in population and
Harris Color Films, Inc. Young's
$150,000 has been effected already for
petition alleges a transaction March mision for the operation of such a the recent residential building developments
in the allowance for the unused time 25, 1933 in which assets of Harris theater. The $125,000 theater will in suburban areas, the companies with large
theater chains are in a position to benefit."
of players, which has been running color were transferred to New Deal seat 950.
Furthermore, there is a distinct
at a large figure for the company was fraudulent and asks the assets
in recent years.
be declared the property of the re- possibility that the town officials Decision is Likely Monday
ceivership estate.
may allow Sunday night performances after the theater is opened.
in Bette Davis Writ Case
The assets comprise 12 patents
Producer Control of Stars
The license to operate was obtaininvolving
inventions
on
colored
phoBroadcasts Urged by Cohn
ed by E. M. Loew, head of E. M.
(Continued from Page 1 )
tography and cameras, stereoscopic
Inc., and now pres- "to restrain this defendant within
photography and film coloring proc- Loew Theaters,
{Continued from Pane 1 )
ident
and
treasurer
of
the
newly
the jurisdiction of the court during
in contracts with these players, esses.
formed Winchester Theater Corpo- the currency of this contract from
Harris Color was organized April ration.
Cohn pointed out.
19, 1930, with Joseph B. Harris, Jr.
rendering without written consent
"Let the major companies ask as president and members of his
of the plaintiffs, any services for
their theater departments as to family
holding principal offices in
or in any motion picture or stage
Theater Bldg. Fire-Swept
what harm is being done business
the company. Harris and his famHelena, Ark. — Damage amounting production, or the production of
because of such radio programs,"
ily held 179,304 shares of stock in to about $5,000 was the result of a
urged Cohn.
the company and 29,072 were sold to fire which swept the Zambie Build- any person, firm or corporation
than the plaintiffs."
persons outside the company, the bill
ing here. The building houses the other
In an affidavit, Toeplitz Producalleges.
Theater, the art departFred Quimby to Establish
tions, Ltd., said it stood to lose nearNew Deal was organized March Pastime
ment on Malco Theaters and t\yo
ly £40,000 ($200,000) if Miss Davis
GHQ in M-G-M Coast Studios 24, 1933 and on the following day, other stores.
were
unable
to act in their picture,
Charles E. Harris, secretary of Har"I'll
Take
the
Low Road."
(Continued from Paije 1 )
ris Color, executed an instrument of
"Flesh" Fate Coming Up
duction and the sales department, assignment through which the asSt. Louis — Jack Partington,
has been spending much of his time
sets of Harris Color were transferred to New Deal without author- of Fanchon & Marco, is due Shearer Fights Pneumonia;
in Hollywood during recent months
as he keeps in closed touch with
ity of the Board of Directors of Har- to check into town next week. While
Condition is Satisfactory
studio activities. Quimby is now en
ris Color, the bill alleges.
he is here the continuation or disroute to the coast.
f"flesh"
at the
AmBoth companies since have be(Continued from Page 1 )
bassadorcontiandnuation oSt.
Louis
theaters
come inoperative for failure to pay
was said by her physician, Dr. Verne
their franchise taxes for two suc- probably will be decided.
R. Mason.
Deny Three Pennsy Cities
cessive years. Young maintains the
Miss Shearer had been scheduled
Vote on Sunday Film Law assets belong to the receivership esMaeWestWest's
Personals
Mae
is booked
to make a
tate. The bill asks for an accountto
appear in Superior Court yester• tinued from Page 1)
ing by Harris Color of all royalties personal appearance at the New
day to offer Thalberg's will for procome up before the voters only once received on the patents and for all York Paramount Nov. 18, following
bate. Her late husband's $10,000,a
week
in
Chicago.
Rudy
Vallee
is
profits
accruing
to
that
company
every five years and not a year
000 estate goes largely to Miss
West.
another
booking
to
precede
Miss
on
from
the
use
or
disposition
of
the
voted
apart. The three cities
Shearer and their two children, Irvthe issue last year.
patents.
ing, Jr., 6, and Katherine, 1.
(Continued from

Page

1)
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Equity Executive Urge
stry Aid for
Stage Will Be Drained of Developed Talent in Two
Years— Dullzell
By EDWARD
FILM
DAILY

HARRISON
Staff Writer

In two years the stage will be
drained of its developed acting talent and the movie industry will be
faced with the same process of deterioration that has marked the decline of the American theater unless steps are taken to preserve this
lifestream of new faces, new talent,
new ability, it was said Saturday by
(Continued on Page 7)

MARTIN JONES PLANS
PICTURE AFFILIATION
Martin Jones, owner of the Vanderbilt Theater, who has the Duncan Sisters in "New Faces" and
"Mulatto"
under hisof direction,
his
first invasion
the film makes
center
tomorrow.
During a three-day stop in Los
Angeles Mr. Jones will confer with
(Continued on Page 6)

Gaumont British Directors
Meeting to Study Accounts
London (By Cable) — GB accounts
will be studied by its board of directors at a meeting today. It is
expected, however, that no dividend
will be declared on ordinary shares.

13 Pictures in Work At
Warner Burbank Studios

New High for Musical Productions in Prospect
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY

in„ m^liyW°°^— PreSagingJ a new iligh f0T musical Productions, coast studios are devofJllrF.
< .1 m°Ie ?'odu.ct!?n
facilities to the making
of this type of picture, a
in
in the
thP PnPw
«rt,,t|Uat,?n
"\d'£atlS- additional
,9ne Pieceunits
of to
evidence
as t0 on«& musicals
trend £ found
new RKO
plan to establish
specializing

Television

Broadcasting

Holds

Little

Threat to Film Industry — Laemmle, Jr.
The motion picture industry has
nothing to fear by way of serious
competition from television broadcasting, declared Carl Laemmle Jr.,
as he surveyed the situation in a
New York interview.
"People will never be satisfied
to stay at home to get their entertainment," asserted the producer.
"They want to get away from the
four walls which comprise their
home. Rub shoulders with other
people in the theaters."

Commenting on the English production situation, Laemmle, who
recently returned after a protracted
visit to Europe, observed that with
the exception of three or four companies. England has an abundance
of "fly-by-night" enterprises. Furthermore, he pointed out, many of
these lesser outfits are headed by
men who have never worked in a
major company studio.
Laemmle believes that color has
(Continued on Page 6)

Spain's civil war has brought
American film trade with the Spanish market virtually to a standstill,
and, as a result, American film manufacturers, producers and shippers
are confronting a sharp decline in
revenue from that country, a Film
Daily survey establishes.
The Spanish market, which began
to show a drop as early as a year
ago in both the number of features
and the volume of raw stock imported from the United States, is
expected to enjoy little rise from
its present static condition for many
months,volt'sregardless
of current reoutcome.
No actual
estimation can be made
(Continued on Page 7)

TRI-STATE MPTO
ELECTING OFFICERS

Memphis, Tenn. — With M. A.
Lightman presiding, the semi-annual convention of the M. P. T. O.
New York Saturday. He leaves for of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tenthe coast tomorrow or Wednesday
nessee was hitting on all 12 cylinhere today, following a first
in search of personalities and will sessiondersyesterday.
remain there four or five weeks beToday's (Continucd
programon Page
called
10) for busifore returning to New York.
|

Soskin Sets 2 English Films at $500,000
Two of the seven pictures Soskin
Productions will make for Columbia
in England are budgeted at $500,000, while a minimum of $250,000
will be expended on each of the
other films, stated Paul Soskin in

U. S. Film Trade With Spanish
Market At Standstill;
Loss Is Heavy

Apiece

3 Features in Argentine Subsequents
Affecting Returns of U. S. Distribs

Kent Sails Thursday, Deal
Seen Not Definitely Dead
London (By Cable) — Sidney R.
Kent, who last week called off negolis and Bradford Trust, which connection with a deal through which
the British magnate would acquire

Business in general is definitely
Hollywood — Continuing its rapid Renters' Quota Likely to
on the up-grade in Argentina, ac(Continued on Page 6)
production pace, the Warner Bros.to Harry M. Novak, general
Stay Despite FBI Request manager cordingfor
First National-Cosmopolitan studios
Warner Bros, in that
in Burbank, currently have 13 piccountry, who has just arrived here "Dodsworth" Assured 5th
London (By Cable) — Federation from
tures in work. Six of these are beBuenos Aires.
Week at New York Rivoli
fore the cameras while seven are of British Industries, at a meeting
"It
is not all clear sailing for the
being prepared for early production. today, will recommend that the ren- American
however,"
Finishing what is said by the manters' quota be abolished. This far- Novak saiddistributors,
The' six "shooting" are:
Saturday. "For the
agement to be the greatest third
reaching
proposal
is
unlikely
to
respread of double and even triple week run in the last four years at
"San Quentin" with Pat O'Brien,
ceive consideration from Lord features
Humphrey Bogart, Ann Sheridan
is having the usual effect
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
Moynes' committee.
the Rivoli, (Continued
Samuel onGoldwyn's
"DodsPage 6)
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

(.QUOTATIONS

Low

A-0
6s 46.
6s 41 ww

Par. B'way 3s 55
Para. Picts. 6s 55 .
RKO
6s41
Warner's
6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts
vtc
Grand
Nafl
Films..
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

Romeo

and

Juliet

A DAY

(Metro-Go'dwyn-Mayer) — 9th

♦ FOREIGN

55th

RUN

0

week

LANGUAGE

Astor

PICTURES

Birobidjan
(A Greater Promise)
(Amkino) — 2nd week
La Kermesse
Heroique
(Carnival
in Flanders)
(French) — 4th
Our Boy (Swedish
picture)
*

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

The Big Broadcast of 1937
(Paramount
Pictures) — Oct.
Follow
Your Heart
(Republic
Pictures) — Oct. 21
Adventure in Manhattan
(Columbia
Pictures) — Oct. 22

(a) Dual bill,

(b) Subsequent run.

Globe
Rialto
St. Playhouse
Palace
Palace

♦
Cameo
Filmarte
de Paris

week
Cinema

♦
21

Paramount
Criterion
Music Hall

23
Cinema

Roxy
de Paris
Criterion
Capitol
Rivoli

(c) Follows current bill.

AS UF SATURDAY)

Am
Seat
23%
23y4
23%
Columbia
Picts.
vtc. 40'/4
40
40
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 47
47
47
Con.
Fm.
Ind
5
4%
5
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd.
18
18
18
East. Kodak
. . . 175% 175% 175%
do
pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
28%
28%
28%
LoeWs.
Inc
58%
57%
58%
do
pfd
Paramount
. ... 15%
15%
153/4
Paramount
1st pfd. 113
111
112%
Paramount
2nd pfd.. 15' g 14%
14%
Pathe
Film
8%
8%
8%
RKO
8%
7%
8V4
20th Cent -Fox
. . 32%
32'/4
32V4
20th
Cent -Fox
pfd. 41
40%
40%
Univ. Pict. pfd
103
103
103
Warner
Bros
14%
14i/4
14%
do
pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith
Loew

Net
Chg.

Close

Rivoli
Paramount
Criterion
Roxy
Music
Hall
Capitol
Strand

President's
Mystery
(Republic
Pictures)
The
Longest
Night
( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Student's Romance
(B. I. P.)— 2nd week
My Man
Godfrey
(Universal
Pictures) — (a-b)
15 Maiden
Lane
(20th Century-Fox)
(a)

The Magnificent
Brute
(Universal
Pictures) — Oct.
Les Miserables
(Franco-American) — Oct. 27
In His Steps (Grand
National) — Oct. 30
Libeled
Lady
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
Ladies in Love
(20th Century-Fox)
(c)

MARKET

High

Dodsworth
(U. A.-Goldwyn) — 4th week
Valiant Is the Word for Carrie (Paramount) — 2nd week
Ramona
(20th Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Dimples
(20th Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Gay Desperado
(U. A.-Pickford-Laskyi — 2nd week
The Devil Is a Sissy (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Cain and Mabel
(Warner-Cosmopolitan)

♦ TWO

11
Theater

+
+
+

Vs
Va
Vi

—

'/4

+
+

Vi
1%

+
%
4- 1%
+
%
+
%
+
%
—
%
—
3/4
4-

i/4

96%
99

96%
99

96%
99

+

Vg

65
99%

65
99%

65
99%

+
4-

%
%

97%
CURB

97
973/4
MARKET

+

%

3%
2%
25%
3%

3%
2%
24%
33/4

+

%

3%
2%
24%
V/s

— 1%
4%

Para. New Eng. Affiliate
To Discuss U.A. Film Buy

Brandts Must Face Exam.

A buy of United Artists product
for 1936-37 will be discussed by M.
& P. Theaters, New England affiliate
of Paramount, with A. W. Smith,
general sales manager of the distributing company. Smith goes to Boston today or tomorrow from New
York to meet Marty Mullen and Sam
Pinanski.
United Artists is also working out
details in connection with its deal
with the Wai-ner Bros, circuit which
has already been closed. More than
400 theaters are involved in the buy.

Justice Charles C. Lockwood of
the Supreme Court in Brooklyn has
handed down a decision granting
application of Affiliated Enterprises,
Inc., owner of "Bank Night" and
"Prosperity Night", for the examination of Louis Brandt and Harry
Brandt and for production of books
and records concerning an action
about to be commenced against the
Brandt circuit. The motion was originally filed by John M. Keating, attorney for Affiliated Enterprises,
Inc., on Sept. 15, 1936.

Metzger Funeral field
Caldwell, N. J. — Funeral services
were held Saturday for Edward
Metzger, who built and operated
for many years the first movie
house here, the old Caldwell Theater. Mr. Metzger was also instrumental in establishing the present
Park Theater about 10 years ago.

Court's Decision Rules

Schreiber Appeals Case

OCTOBER

1

19

Roy del Ruth
Ray Coffin
Helene Turner
Marie Carolan

Hecht -MacArthur Suit Filed
Charging that his play was used
as a basis for "The Scoundrel," Siegbert Cohn, dramatist, finally has
brought suit in Supreme Court
against Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur.

WILLIAM MORRIS, JR., head of the William Morns Agency, left by plane Saturday
tor two weeks of conferences in Hollywood
officials.
with various production
SIDNEY R. KENT sails from England Thursday for New York.
land Wednesday returning to sail from
York Engand
, J:AC£,
the
coast.WARNER >s booked to New

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER is due back in New
York tomorrow
from Chicago
and Detroit.
NAT LEVINE arrives from the coast by plane
today to discuss next year's program with
Republic executives and to look over plays and
material.
MIRIAM HOPKINS leaves New York for Holbegin work on "The Woman's
Samto Goldwyn.
for today
Touch" lywood
FERNAND GRAVET, French star, accompanied
by his wife, is expected to arrive on the lie
De France Oct. 27. He will leave shortly for
Hollywood to appear opposite Joan Blondell in
Girl."
King and the Chorus
"The
CHARLES S. LEVIN, former treasurer of Fox
Film and now associated with Matty Radin
leaves Nov. 14 by boat for the West Coast;
an extended trip covering three months is
WILLIAM
planned.

LATORI, formerly continental representative of Republic, leaves Wednesday on
the Washington for London where he will announce his further motion
picture connections.
FRANK ROGERS, in charge of the contract
department for the Sparks chain of Florida
theaters, is due in New York this week.
MR. and MRS. E. J. SPARKS are expected
back in New York from Europe around Nov. 11.
PAUL SOSKIN, British producer, leaves NewYork tomorrow or Wednesday for Hollywood.
MARTIN JONES, Broadway producer and theater operator, flies to Los Angeles tomorrow
to talk over a film company
affiliation.
J. F. CONNOLLY, general manager of Patehe
News; A. E. MATTHEWS, English comedian
who made a picture abroad with Miriam Hopkins and will appear here with Grace Moore
in "Matrimony Preferred," and CLAIRE LUCE,
dancer and screen actress, will arrive here
today from abroad on the Queen Mary.
L. M. McKECHNEAY, Tri-States treasurer,
has returned to Iowa from a 10-day conference!
at Paramount
Publix general offices in New York.

"Big Game"

Bookings Heavy

Following the premiere in San
Francisco and Columbus, O., of "The
Big Game," RKO Radio's new football picture, which was first in the
field this fall, the home office has
been getting a heavy call for the
film. Bookings have been limited
to key city situations entirely thus
far, with 15 houses getting the picture on dates up to Oct. 23.

Detroit — Jacob Schreiber, Detroit
circuit owner, has carried his case
against most major exchanges, Cooperative Theaters of Michigan, and
FTP Unit Gets the Ritz
ethers to the U. S. Circuit Court of
WPA's Federal Theater Project
Appeals, following an adverse rul- has leased the Ritz theater in West
:ng some months ago in District 48th street for its Living Newspapei
Court. Schreiber charges conspiracy Unit.
to prevent him from booking films.

"Spring Showers," DuWorld's

"Spring Showers," under ban in
this state while the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court decides
whether or not it is immoral, is
owned by Du World Pictures, according to Matty Nadin, who says he is
interested in its exhibition only.

Coming and Going

2nd
Audioscopics
for by
Loew's
Optrix,
Inc., organized
Jack
Leventhal and Jack Norling, has set
release of their second Audioscopics
film, "Audioscopics Nightmare," for
distribution via Loew's. Attorney H.
William Fitelson arranged the deal
for Optrix.

BUYER
New

All

Gordin's

Talking

Feature

Immortal

Drama

"THE YIDDISH
LEAR"
Directed KING
by
HARRY

Mich. Allied Gains 20 P. C.
Detroit — Membership of Allied
Theaters of Michigan has increased
twenty per cent within the past year
according to Henderson M. Richey,
general manager.

Jewish

Jacob

WANTED

Present

THOMASHEFSKY
owner

will

sacrifice

LEAR PICTURES INC.
723

Seventh

Ave.

New

York

"Shucks .. .Gran-maw

musta found out Gran'pappy's been

keepiri* Mae West's picher onder his pillow."

RANDOLPH

SCOTT,

Directed by HENRY

ALICE BRADY, Elizabeth Patterson, LyleTalbot, Isabel Jewell, Margaret Perry

HATHAWAY . Dialogue by Mae West . An EMANUEL

COHEN

Production • A Paramount

Picture

Paramount's ARTHUR MENKEN...
wounded in action, recovering in
Rebel Military Hospital. He got the
scoop on the taking of the Alcazar
by his pal, General Franco.

Paramount's LUDOWIC GEISKOP
half starved with the Loyalists
... he got the inside pictures on the
Rebel defense of the Alcazar...
missed being blown up by half a
hair's breadth.

Whatever you want to call these Paramount camera lads who risk
their lives and livers to get you the fray by fray story of the Spanish
revolution . . . we're mighty proud of 'em. For they happen to be
beating the whole field in Spain just as they did in Ethiopia . . . just
as Paramount News men have a habit of doing wherever there's
the kind of news that means box-office . . .
A'. -£ While this is being written. Paramount cameraman
filming the final stanzas of the siege of the Spanish capital.

Madru is parked in Madrid

First in WAR... First in 1
First in the Hearts of thei

ft' Menken W
■"an.
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Paramount's JOHN DORED . . .
Ethiopian war veteran, winner of
annual best news coverage award;
captured by Rebels . . . flown out to
safety by Menken . . . got the first
front line battle pictures.
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TRIPLE FEATURES ARE
ARGENTINE PROBLEM

SEES LITTLE THREAT TO
FILMS IN TELEVISION

(Continued from Page
tinued from Page 1)

a long road to travel before it becomes general in use. Personally,
he will not work with this production ingredient until it has been
developed along third dimensional
lines, he stated.
Laemmle, who has a program of
three or four pictures as well as two
plays, while in charge of production at Universal, made such outstanding hits as "All Quiet on the
rn Front," "Spirit of Notre
Dame," "Back Street," "Frankenstein," "Dracula," "Waterloo Bridge"
and "The Magnificent Obsession."

13 Pictures in Work at
Warner Burbank Studios
(.Continued from Page

1)

and Barton MacLane, directed by
Lloyd Bacon; "Bad Man's Territory"
with Dick Foran and Linda Perry,
directed by B. Reeves Eason; "Another Dawn" with Kay Francis, Errol Flynn, Ian Hunter and Frieda
Inescort, directed by William Dieterle; "Ready, Willing and Able"
with Ross Alexander, Ruby Keeler,
Louise Fazenda, Carol Hughes, Winifred Shaw, and Allen Jenkins, directed by Raymond Enright; "Penrod and Sam" with Billy Mauch,
Harry Watson, Frank Craven and
Spring Byington, directed by William McGann; and "Mountain Justice" with Josephine Hutchinson,
George Brent, Robert Barrat, Mona
Barrie, and Guy Kibbee, directed by
Michael Curtiz.
The seven in preparation are:
"Call It A Day" with Olivia de
Havilland, Ian Hunter and Patric
Knowles, directed by Archie L.
Mayo; "Desert Song" in Technicolor
with Frank McHugh; "Danton"
probably featuring Charles Laughton, Spencer Tracy, and Claude
Rains, based on screen play by Romain Rolland, to be directed by Max
Reinhardt; "The King and the
Chorus Girl," a Mervyn LeRoy production starring Fernand Gravet
and Joan Blondell; "My Husband's
Secretary" featuring Margaret Lindsay, Anita Louise, and George
Brent; "Justice After Dark" with
Ann Dvorak and John Litel; and
'.Marriage Clause" starring Robert
Montgomery and Olivia de Havilland, directed by Busby Berkley.

Kent Sails Thursday, Deal
Seen Not Definitely Dead
(Continued from Page

1)

20th Century-Fox stock in Metropolis and Bradford Trust which control GB, is booked to sail from England Thursday for New York. In a
statement issued here Thursday
Kent indicated that the "the present
atmosphere is not conducive to well
thought out negotiations," but implied that the deal may not be definitely dead.

•
•
• ANNOUNCEMENT is made by John Hay Whitney
as president of the Museum of Modern Art Film Library
of the arrival of two shipments of outstanding motion pictures
from England and France
all of these films were obtained by John E. Abbott, Director of the Library, and Curator
Iris Barry on their trip abroad last summer
when finally
assembled, this international collection of films will be
the finest
in the world
▼
▼
T
f
*,, *< „0NE ITEM received in the shipment is Rene Clair's
first film, "Paris qui Dort" (The Crazy Ray)
Clair
made this picture in 1923 he was an unknown youthwhen
who had
been a journalist and then a film actor
a negative was
finally located in Paris after a long search ... but previously a good print was found in possession of J. S FairfaxJones, owner of the Everyman Theater at Hampstead in Eng▼
T
T

• • • MORE THAN 150 films of English, French, Danish,
American and Italian origin were presented to the
Film
by Leslie Wood, a scenario writer in London who has Library
made a
hobby of collecting old movies
most of this collection
was made before 1914
one interesting item in the lot
is the first box-office success produced in England
"Rescued by Rove
a short film
in 1907 by the motion
picture pioneer r"
Cecil Hepworth, at made
a cost of $38
the newly acquired films, several series of programs willfrom
be
built up by the Film Library, and circulated to museums, colleges and study groups throughout the country
ries of films made in the United States are now on tour two se• •
• ONE OF the finest specimens of mass appeal ads
we have ever lamped
that for Metro's "The Devil Is a
bissy
now current in the local papers
showing
the
drama of the city's millions as lived behind four adjoining
windows
m an East Side tenement
pointing arrows
carry captions explaining the four scenes
it's pure hoke
... .. but the kind of hoke that is sure-fire showmanship
and always clicks with the crowds
this M-G-M bunch
have taken the same idea and made a smash front for the Capitol theater that stops the citizens dead in their tracks

• • • . A SIDELIGHT on this Metro show is that the oldtime favorite, Flora Finch, has a small part in "The Devil"
•••■•■ ■ she played opposite John Bunny from 1906 to 1911 in
hundreds of slapstick comedies
collectors of movie star
photos ot 25 years ago can make Flora very happy if they will
loan her, for copying purposes, any photos they might have.

V ? Sam
o Byrd
IF1 opened
MUCH Saturday
discussed stage play, "White Man,"
which
at the National,
certainly
not pix material, owing to the censorable theme of ais gent
with

Samson Raphaeltct°U;th}°?£*hr\*nF?£ a ^hit-e WOman
is in,tSL
Ruthl,Miller
Patsy
the cast
nVil thASJ£ip?mg
AND there drama>
!?fa
is also and
Louise
Campbel
who
IIJL m PPH°Slte
^yid
she
has
everything
that
Hollywood
stardo
demands
sen-say-shu-nal, we say

l!v r i* N^X1.^I?JNl1? War"ers will send 13 Busby BerkeAmerican
Airline
aLh^S T
?e plane
^°ld Diggers• of
1937" air
tour in plarL
a giant
A London
syndicate
to
build a chain of theaters, each with an underground
garage
can be readily transformed into a gas-proof and bomb-p that
roof
° pr001
shelter in the event of air raids
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«

«

»

»
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on returns. Practically all subsequent runs use triple features, while
only a few of the first-runs use
double features. This is the chiei
trouble with the film business in
Argentina.
"Local productions are increasing
in number but not in quality."
Novak states that there are nc
quota laws there at present, although there is considerable agitation in this direction. But if and |
when they do come they will defeat
their own purpose as in other countries by retarding normal development of quality produc
t.
Unusual activity in theater building is going on in Buenos Aires
present. The new Opera, 2,500-seatat
house opened last August, and the
Imperator, a 3,000-seater, has just
started with opening scheduled for
The future outlook indicates that
April.
the best American product will continue to do big business, according
to Novak, who states that "Captain
Blood" and "Louis Pasteur" are
now playing throughout the country to the largest grosses done by
any picture in years in this market.

Martin Jones Will Talk
Film Plans on the Coast
(Continued from Page

1)

the executives of a picture company
regarding affiliation, along wholly
new lines, as an associate in production of pictures in Hollywood and
plays
ilities. on Broadway for film possibMr. Jones who on Thursday will
fly to Portland, Oregon, to visit his
cousin, Mrs. Hamilton Corbett, is
the son of Martin B. Jones, flour
magnate of the Hecker-Jones firm,
and probably the first social registerite to completely abandon all
other affiliations for the theater.

Dodsworth" Assured 5th
Week at New York Rivoli
(Continued from Page 1)

worth"weekis there.
definitely assured of a jj
fifth
The picture has already been held
over in more than 29 first run situations, according to United Artists.
The liner Queen Mary, prominently featured in "Dodsworth", will
feature "Dodsworth" on its next
crossing to England. The liner sails
on Oct. 21, and the film has been
booked for this sailing.

Detroit Guild Will Show
Soviet Film Once Banned
Detroit - — The Detroit Cinema
Guild is planning the showing of
"The Youth of Maxim", Russian
film, which was given an okay by
the Michigan Supreme Court last
week, following a year's court fight,
Manager Henry Schuman states

THE
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CIVIL WAR IN SPAIN
TRIMS FILM REVENUE
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of how badly crippled are Spain's
recently prospering film interests,
because of absence of advices from
Madrid and Barcelona where most
of nation's film activities are concentrated. Home offices of several
American producers today are actually in the dark as to whether their
blanches or agencies in Spain exist
at all, and are taking the complete
jeopardy of their interests there and
, the closing of Spanish exhibition
outlets for product as calmly as
possible.

Marion Davies and Clark Gable in

'CAIN AND

MABEL"

with Allen Jenkins, Roscoe
Warners

Karns
90 mins.

POWERFUL BOX-OFFICE PICTURE,
PACKED WITH LAUGHS, BRIGHT MELODIES AND SPLENDID ACTING BY STARS
AND ENTIRE SUPPORTING CAST.
Like the fistic champ that Clark Gable
potrays in it, this Cosmopolitan feature
matches punches with the very top-flight
current films. Not only does Miss Davies
give a vibrant and exquisite performance —
certainly her best in recent years — but the
surrounding cast is flawless, production
lavish and the swiftly paced screenplay
copiously packs romance, tuneful melody,
pathos and humor, providing audiences with
90 minutes of glittering entertainment.
Director Lloyd Bacon handles every moment of the superb H. C. Witwer story
with unvarying skill, and the photography

M-G-M's Barcelona studio, established two years ago, is completely
shut down and much specific news
. regarding it is lacking. This studio,
involving a large foreign investment
by the company, is the only one di- by George Barnes is a revelation. Exhibitors with every type of house, from the
rectly operated by a major American producing organization.
giant first-run stands to the small, farParamount, which made a produc- flung theaters in modestly populated communities, had better make way for this
tion deal the middle part of last
year with Spanish studio operators attraction in their date-books, and make
at Barcelona to turn out three pic- the entry in bold letters. Unusually welltures for release under Paramount done are the musical settings and numbers.
banner, has sent its vice-president For the former, Robert Haas gets a hand;
in charge of foreign distribution, and the latter earns commendation for
i John W. Hicks, to France and Italy Harry Warren and Al Dubin, — especially the
I to determine what is happening to Coney Island number. There is scarcely
Kits interests in nearby Spain.
a sequence in which expansive laughs are
Universal has heard nothing from not built-in, and the humor is that rare
■its branch in the revolution-torn variety that comes from sharp, brilliant
■land, and other majors are much dialogue. The story itself deals with the
■in the same boat.
rise of a waitress to stage stardom. While
In 1934, some 250 American films frantically fighting time rehearsing her
Iwere sent to Spain from the U. S. noisy routines before premiere performance
iLast year the number sloughed off to of her show, she keeps a handsome prizefighter wide awake in the suite beneath
[210, and not nearly this many will
I show in final 1936 statistics of De- the one she occupies in a hotel, on the
night preceding his important fight. They
. partment of Commerce.
bitter enemies, but the germ of
Eastman, DuPont and other man- become
I afacturers of raw stock are wit- romance between them is spread by their
i aessing their steady trade of 1934 being thrown together by publicity designed
and 1935, when
they shipped ap- by a press agent to make the fighter more
i proximately 12,000,000 linear feet of colorful and boost the grosses of the girl's
bositive sound film in each year to show. In the end romance prevails and they
> Spain, all but blotted out, although find happiness despite the swarm of schemes
I ;he first seven
months
of 1936 and obstacles thrown in their paths by all
nought them substantial business. who surround them.
3ecause
of throttling of Spanish
Cast: Marion Davies, Clark Gable, Allen
mports, their 12-month figures will Jenkins, Roscoe Karns, Walter Catlett,
;how a drop of close to 30 per cent David Carlyle, Hobart Cavanaugh, Ruth Don\ tompared to 1935 volume,
nelly, Pert Kelton, William Collier, Sr.,
i The old adage, about it's an ill Sammy White, E. E. Clive, Allen Pomeroy,
vind that doesn't blow somebody Robert Middlemass, Joseph Chehan, Eily
hood, holds true in present Spanish Malyon.
l.trife. Mexican studios are profitSupervisor, Sam Bischoff; Director, Lloyd
ing by Spain's plight, showing
a Bacon; Author, H. C Witwer; Screenplay,
to
revenue
and
■ise in production
Laird Doyle; Cameraman, George Barnes;
by latter's Editor, William Holmes.
slack caused
lake up the
exhibition
the
inability to supply
Direction, Excellent.
Photography,
Tops.
ields especially of Argentina, Chile,
Jolivia and Peru, to which counties some 40 Spanish-produced picSHORTS
ures were sent a year ago. Hollywood producers, too, are showing a
j esire to profit by events in Spain Warners
"Vitaphone Pictorial Revue 10No.
2"
mins.
iy hrough
increased
production
of
Interesting
Ipanish-version films and more exBright subject showing how peopensive use of titled pictures in that
ple get into movies. Various steps
mguage to capture the South and
are
traced, from filing photographs,
lentral American market
and offapproaching
Hollywood
through
t export loss.

"FALLING

IN LOVE"

with Charles Farrell, Margot Grahame,
Gregory Ratoff.
Times Pictures

70 mins.

FAIRLY EFFECTIVE ROMANCE, WITH
LONDON BACKGROUND, SUITED TO
AVERAGE AUDIENCES.
Produced in London by Pathe, this importation is light, pleasant entertainment
as program pictures go. Though never rising to its potential heights, which sounder
production and sharp supervision would have
attained for it in capable Hollywood hands,
it has frequent moments of charm in its
late sequences that effectively play on
patrons' romantic emotions. Monte Banks'
direction is firm once the story gets well
under way. Film is Charles Farrell's initial
British effort and he gives flare to his
performance that stands out in bold relief
against the subdued and far less consequential characterizations by some in cast.
Margot Grahame is given only limited opportunity to show her firmly established
screen ability, while Gregory Ratoff is supplied with a generous role in which he
revels. Catching the spirit of her assignment as the Cinderella girl with whom
Farrell falls in love, Mary Lawson is decidedly delightful. The film, well-suited to
secondary runs, deals with arrival in England of an American screen idol. The
corpulent, wealthy gentleman who is backing picture idol is to make, insists his
sophisticated girl friend appear in lead.
Farrell rebels, takes a temporary run-out
on the production, and boards a bus on
which he meets an attractive, unworldly
maid who captivates him. Together they
go boating and are stranded on an island
overnight, — a platonic circumstance that
pours fuel on already smouldering love.
Farrell's manager, fearful for star's career,
breaks up romance, but seeing his mistake
effects reconciliation of parted, pining lovers . . . and all ends well.
Cast: Charles Farrell, Mary Lawson,
Gregory Ratoff, H. F. Maltby, Diana Napier,
Catherine Nesbitt, Pat Ahearne, Margot
Grahame, Sally Stewart. Director, Monty
Banks. Other
nounced.
Direction, Fair

production credits unanPhotography, Average.

agents and other channels. Makeup and screen tests are portrayed.
The road is long for applicants and
aspirants. Strange gadgets is second sequence which includes windshield hat and umbrella; a little
mail train used by a woman to bring
RFD letters up to house from road
mail-box. Shots of the famous Rector of restaurant fame showing how
steak was cooked for Diamond Jim
Brady is mouth-watering. Reel concludes with current fashions on parade, filmed in Technicolor. Interesting entertainment, with narration by John S. Young.
"Boulevardier From the
("Merrie
Melody
Cartoon"
Warners
Mirthful
This is a dandy short,
and thorroughly enjoyable.

Paul Dullzell, executive secretary of
the"The
Actors'
Equityhave
Ass'n.drained
movies
the
theater of 50 years of acting development," Dulzell said. "That talent
source is drying up. As soon as
a Broadway manager gets a player
of any ability the movie company
walks in and takes him away. The
manager can't afford to compete.
"The movies can't purloin their ^
talent from any place. There are
no longer any number of stock, tent
and repertory shows which were for
years talent incubators.
"The movies have attained largely their present high plane by having available a ready source of developed talent. Broadway has been
drawn upon for its actors and aumovies. thors, the very lifeblood of the
"It is now almost impossible for
the average Broadway producer to
adequately cast a play because practically all the desirable men and
women are tied up by Hollywood.
This has cut down legitimate production.

"What will the movie companies
do in a few years from now when
the talent source is dried up?
"If the movies are to develop and
not deteriorate, it is essential that
Hollywood take steps to preserve
what once seemed like an endless
supply of talent.
"By investing $500,000 in establishing stock companies in darkened
theaters throughout the country,
Hollywood can solve its new talent
problem. Equity wants Hollywood
to protect its own business. In making this suggestion we are taking
the same steps we took in 1921
when we urged the producing managers to act to preserve the legitimate theaters. They refused and
the legitimate theater has been in
a steady decline since that time.
"Motion pictures may go the same
way unless producers take heed. The
movies need the pulmotor of new
faces, new talent, new ability. It
is fallacy to believe that the theater
is in competition with the movies."

A. F. of L. Post for Browne
George E. Browne, president of
the I. A. T. S. E., has been elected
to membership in the Executive
Council of the A. F. of L.

Technicolor it deals with a baseball
game between the Giants and Hickville, in which participating players
are barnyard animals. The mighty
pitcher of the Giants, a bloated and
chesty rooster named Dizzy Dan,
takes a great toll of enemy in
strike-outs to impress a young and
personable hen. The feathered lady
Bronx"
is the girl-friend of the Hickville
Series)
— another rooster, — who
7 mins. twirler,
saves his team and his romance by
blasting a prodigious homer in the
mirthful ninth inning to down the conceited
All in rival pitcher, Dizzy Dan.
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Bj RALPH WILK
CEVEX round trips between Holly^ wood and San Francisco within
:i days established Carey Wilson and Jacques Tourneur
as the
film city's champion commuters. The
journeys, via air, were made so that
Tourneur. who will direct "The China" tor M-G-M. and Wilwho will provide the interesting comments, could see
how the Chinese conjust exactly
ducted a dramatic
performance.
Since the closing of the old Grand
Theater, in Los Angeles, no Oriental performances are offered near
Hollywood, so Wilson and Tourneur
obliged to fly to San Franwhere the Mandarin Theater,
in the sentsBayChineseCity's
Chinatown, preofferings.

▼

▼

»

Sheridan Gibney. one of the ace
scenarists of the Warner Bros, studios, is now at work on a sort of
collaborating job on the script of
"Danton"
written
by the French
novelist. Romain Rolland. "Danton"
will he directed by Max Reinhardt.
According to studio plans, Charles
Laughton
will play the title role,
supported
by Spencer
Tracy
and
Claude Rains. Production is expected to start early in November.

RKO Designer Wants to Copyright His Sets
;r, n

'

/ HE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The first attempt to copyright sets created for a motion picture will
be made by Hobe Erwin. who is designing the sets for RKO Radio's film version of
Sir James Barnes "Quality Street," in which Katharine Hepburn and Franchot Tone are
co-starred. Erwin has applied to Washington for such copyrights in order to prevent
pirating of ideas by other film designers or decorators who would use them for the work
in private homes.
He hopes to establish a precedent.

Inaugurating a flat 15-hour flying
time to New York, TWA lines has
put its new transport, The Plainsman, into service. The ship, bearing the name of C. B. DeMille's current production,
"The Plainsman,"
in which
Gary Cooper
is starred,
was christened by DeMille prior to
its take-off. Helen Burgess and
James Ellison, featured in the picmonies.ture, attended the launching cereDan Addison, who entertained
many film celebrities as assistant
manager of the Chicago Athletic
Association, has been made director
of public relations for the Hull hotels, which include the Hollywood
Roosevelt and Hollywood Plaza, the
Los Angeles Mayfair and the Senator, in Sacramento.

OMAHA

DETROIT

Buffalo Variety Club resumes its
semi-monthly luncheons today, with
Jack Berkowitz of Republic Pictures and Stanley Kozanowski of
the Rivoli Theater in charge.
Edward Siegal, who came here
from Pittsburgh to manage the
Granada, Schine house, has been
transferred to the Cameo, Rochester.
Harry Goldsmith has resumed management of the Granada. He has
been booking a half dozen Schine
theaters in the district.
Charles S. Otto, former manager
of the Erlanger, legit theater, has
joined the M-G-M field staff.

Details of her two-year contract
with a British film company were
discussed by Lina Basquette during
a stopover here.
Omahans who attended the Minnesota-Nebraska football game at
Minneapolis encountered Arthur
Abelson, formerly manager of the
World (now the Omaha). Abelson
has the Lake and Hollywood theaters in Devils Lake, N. D., and doubles up by managing a dance hall
at Langdon, N. D.

Joseph Kessler, manager of the
Lasky Theater for the Krim Circuit, is the father of a baby boy.
The new exchange of Imperial
Pictures of Michigan was formally
registered this week by Raoul Cleaver, branch manager.
James H. Minter, President of the
American Theater Science, Inc., and
owner of the Ritz Theater, Flint,
Family Theater, Flint, and Minter
Theater, Owosso, is on a three
weeks' vacation trip through the
Southwest and Mexico. Mr. Minter
is accompanied by his wife, Mrs.
Ariel Minter,
Minter's
brother
and his and
wife, Mrs.
Mr. and
Mrs.
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MEYER SYNCHRONIZING
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Anne Morrison Chapin has been
signed by RKO Radio to write the
screenplay of "Vivacious Lady," a
Pandro S. Berman production in
red.
which Ginger Rogers will be star-

John F. Meehan, manager of the
Talisman studios, has completed
deals, whereby space will be used
T
T
T
at his plant by Melody Pictures, I.
Luis Alberni will furnish the comE. Chadwick and Halperin Bros.
The Boris Petroff-Grand National
edy in Grace Moore's new production, "Interlude," in which the star
picture,
"Hats Off," has been fin- has just
ished.
started work, under the direction of Robert Riskin and Harry
•
•*•
r
Lachman. The former was also the
Sam Flint is playing in the new
adaptor of the story. Edgar KenVictory production "Two Minutes to
Henry Stephenson, Catherine
Play," starring Herman Brix and Doucet nedy,
and Aline MacMahon have
featuring Eddie Nugent, Jeanne also been signed.
Martel, Betty Compson, Grady SutT
T
▼
ton, Richard Tucker and the U. S.
"Too Young to Die," a story by
C. Trojans. Sam Katzman also has
signed 12 University of Southern Lewis R. Foster, is set by ParaCalifornia coeds to appear.
mount as the next co-starring vehicle for Charlie Ruggles and Mary
▼
T
T
Boland. George Arthur will proMaj. Nathan Levinson was reduce from a screenplay now being
elected Chairman of the Academy
ed by Gerald Geraghty and
Technicians Branch for the fifth prepar
Paul Schofield.
consecutive term at the first meet-

BUFFALO

ABE MEYER

ing of the Executi
Committee. Ini
addition to choosingve the
new Branch
Charman, the Committee approved
49
technicians who have the necesbership.
sary qualifications for Branch mem-

George Gardham. William A. Cassidy of Midland is acting president
in Minter's absence.
Film Truck Service is moving to
the third floor of the Film Exchange
Building to vacate room for United
Artists new exchange. UA space
is being taken by M-G-M in a major
expansion.
Mary Blackburn, formerly of Fox
Exchange, and Elsa Mack, formerly
of Universal, have joined the staff
of new American Theater Science,
Inc., upstate booking cooperative.
Frieda Freedenson is the new secretary to Universal's branch manaRobert
Fisher, head of Fisher
rope.
Film Attractions, has left for Euger.
George Sampson, who doubled as
head of Sampson Theater Premiums
and general manager of the Jacob

SOUTH

and WEST

Robert Hutchins is the new operator of the Community Theater
at Comfort, Tex.
S. G. Fry will erect a 600-seat
theater at Grand Saline, Tex.
The Princess Theater at North
Little Rock, Ark., has reopened after remodeling.
Herb Mullins is the new skipper
of the Kirby and Amusu Theaters
at Winnsboro, Tex.
The Adams Film Exchange at
Dallas
hasmanager
appointed "Chick" Turner sales
and T. E. Laird,
booker. The Adams Film Exchange,
in conection with the K. Lee Williams Film Exchange at Oklahoma
City, for the 1936-37 season will
handle eight special attractions, 56
westerns, serials and cartoons, and
36 action and program films.
Schreiber Circuit, has resigned the
latter post.
William
G. Bishop, M-G-M divisional director
of publicity, spoke
last week to the Michigan Federation of Women's Clubs Convention
at Manistee on cleaner pictures.
Visitors to Film Row: George and
James Olsen of Grayling; J. S. Gibson and son, Greenville; J. L. Chap-;
man, Sebewaing; Howard Paul,
Romeo; C. H. Schuckert, Vassaij
Charles L. Sterns, Rochester; J. (J
Peck, Fenton; J. D. Alexander, presl
ident of Alexander Film Co.; A|
Dezel, Chicago roadshow booker;!
and W. E. Green, president of Nal
tional Theater Supply Co.

■■'■- ■ ■•: :
- ■ .: ■■■■■■ -..
^

1 National jcrecn / vccessones, j
..eighteen months in preparation..,
eighteen months of organisation ... eighteen
months of careful research into the needs
and necessities of the modern theatre lobby
. . . and now at last we re here with a
new and special type of lobby display
accessories worked out in cooperation with
major

producing

companies . . . the

hined result of producer selling brains . . .
exhibitor showmanship and our own special
experience

in giving exhibitors real eco<

nomical selling help ♦ ♦ > ^e#ii£em.e#t> /
■ ■ ;. .

MetigOtk

» . . trie magic touch, ok showmanship I
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HAY'S RADIO SURVEY
DIGEST IN 2 WEEKS
Preliminary digest of a survey
made by the Hays association to determine to what extent, if any, theater glosses are impaired by competition from radio broadcasts featuring picture players will be completed within two or three weeks.
The checkup was made in cooperation with representative theaters
in all parts of the country. Considerable controversy has been going
on in the industry as to what harm
"s being
programs
and
as to done
meansbyof these
controlling
the
situation.

TRI-STATE M.P.T.O.
ELECTING OFFICERS

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

(Continued frum Paiic 1)

ness sessions, election of officers and
a banquet and dance at the Chisca
Plans 'Round-the-World Flight where the meetings are being held.
Double Features in Japan
Sidney — W. J. Hutchinson, (for- Lightman's re-election to the presiTokio — Double features seem to
dency is expected.
eign manager for 20th Century-Fox,
be gaining in popularity in Japan.
Recent examples of dual offerings now in Australia, stated that next
Appearing on the program are
Kent Drive will see two Ed Kuykendall, Dave Palfreyman,
are: "Under Two Flags" and "King year's
around-the-world flights of the drive Fred M. Jack and Fred Wehrenburg,
of Burlesque"; "Shark Island" and leader — one just before the drive latter of St. Louis.
"Wife vs. Secretary"; "Robin Hood
Yesterday was given over to regof El Dorado" and "A Message to starts, another during the drive itself. The China Clipper and other
istration, a get-together and screenairplane and airship lines will be
ings at the Strand.
Garcia."
used
to
speed
up
the
globe-circling
Extended Runs in Scandinavia trips.
Copenhagen — Twentieth CenturyDetroit Surburb Will Have
Fox's European representatives are
much gratified over extended runs Hoyt Earnings Up $50,000
1,500-Seat $150,000 House
Wadsworth Enterprises
being
accorded
their
firm's
product
Plan Bellevue Theater in Europe, particularly in the ScanDetroit — Plans are now being preSydney — Hoyt's Theaters, Ltd.,
reports earnings for the 12 months
pared for the construction of a new
dinavian countries. "Message to ending Sept. 1 at $550,000, after full
1,500-seat theater for the Palmer
Sandusky, O. — Wadsworth Enter- Garcia" is in its second week here;
prises, Inc., Ohio theater operator, "Captain January" in its fifth week provision for depreciation and tax- Park Theater Company at Hamilation. The figure is an increase of
ton Avenue and Six Mile Road,
with headquarters here, has acquir- at Oslo and its third week in Helsed site in nearby Bellevue for im- ingfors; "Girls' Dormitory" in its $50,000 over the net of the preced- Highland Park, Detroit northend
ing 12 months.
mediate construction of 600-seat de third week at Stockholm.
suburb. Approximate cost will be
$150,000. It will be completed next
luxe house tentatively named "The
March.
Bellevue." The $40,000 project has Minter Names Committees
"Mickey Mouse" Newspapers
been awarded to Zeiher Brothers,
Raymond Schreiber, a nephew of
contractors, who built State TheSpreading Fast in Europe Jacob and Alex Schreiber, will be
To
Serve
Detroit's
ATS
ater at Sandusky for Wadsworth.
the manager of the theater.
Just back from abroad, George
.Modernistic front, fully upholstered
Charles N. Agree, is the architect.
Detroit — James M. Minter, president of the American Theater Sci- Kamen, brother of Kay Kamen, who
-eats. RCA High Fidelity sound and
Dalite sound screen are features.
ence, Inc., Detroit, has made the handles merchandising tieups for
following committee
appointments: Walt Disney, said yesterday he comNashua,
H. — Following
NashuaN. Bans
"Ecstasy"a prepleted arrangements for publication
Finance — W. E. Lyons, St. Clair
Three Republic Exchanges
view of "Ecstasy" scheduled to open
Theater, St. Clair; J. C. Chapman, of weekly "Mickey Mouse" newspaSet Circuit Film Deals Lincoln Theater, Sebawaing; Wilpers in Norway, Sweden, Denmark a three-day run at Ben Gold's Park
liam H. Curott, Kingston Theater, and Switzerland and that soon these Theater, the management was noby City ofClerk
Ireene D.
RaRepublic'c Dallas Exchange has Sheboygan, and Harry Hobolth, De papers will be issued in almost all venelle,tifiedclerk
the Licensing
Board,
European countries.
closed deals for the company's 1936- Luxe Theater, Imlay City.
product over the Jefferson
The newspapers consist of comic that the picture had been banned.
Grievance — J. C. Peck, Chairman,
Amusement Co. circuit, and the Rowena Theater, Fenton; James Ol- strips, gags and stories about
"Murder" Released Dec. 13
son, Ideal Theater, Clare; Richard
company's Atlanta Exchange has
Mouse" and other Disney
closed deals covering the entire Ashmun, Strand Theater, Clare; "Mickey
characters and are intended for
Universal has set "Murder on the
Lam circuit in first-run situations.
James M. Minter, Ritz Theater, children. In England and France such
Flint; Charles L. Sterns, Idlehour newspapers have 500,000 weekly cir- Mississippi" for release on Dec. 13.
Republic's
Kansas
City
Exchange
Revised schedule, announced yesterhas closed deals with the W. D. Fite
Theater, Rochester, and Harry Ho"Mickey Mouse" books are
set
bolth, DeLuxe Theater, Imlay City. published culation.
Circuit for the company's product
to shows
Nov."The
1. ItMan
was ItoMarry"
have been
everywhere in Europe, back day,
in four Missouri and Kansas situaMembership — Glenn Wallace, Kamen declared. Interest in every ready tomorrow.
tions.
Chairman, Star Theater, Scottvillej phase of Disney activity is so great,
H. C. Schuckert, Caro Theater, Caro; Kamen said, that his meetings with
Antevil to Gloversville
J. S. Gibson, Gibson Theater, Green- the press resembled the turnout for
"Come and Get It" Set
Howard M. Antevil, formerly with
ville;
O.
Willett,
Star
Theater,
Elka
Hollywood
star.
for Pre-release Dates ton; D. H. DeRosia, State Theater,
the legal
the UniOnaway.
versal homedepartment
office in Newat York,
has
Three pie-release engagements of
Four on Lincoln Sick List
opened his own office in the Schine
"Come and Get It," new Samuel
Lincoln — Sick list has included building at Gloversville, N. Y.
"Fleet" Ahead In Vienna
Goldwyn picture, are set to open
Mrs. Eli Shire, wife of the former
Cable
advices
from
Harry
Leasim,
Nov. "> under direction of United
Artists. Houses involved are the RKO's European General Sales Man- exec with local theatrical enterSchwarz Succeeds Barnstyn
prises, who fell and broke her hip.
United Artists, Portland; Liberty
ager state that the Austrian open- Also convalescing
at this time is Mrs.
Eugene D. Schwarz has been
at Seattle and the Denver at Dening of "Follow the Fleet" which
ver.
took place simultaneously in four Bob Livingston, wife of the Capitol named general manager of British
from an oper- & Continental Trading Co., succeed"Come and Get It" is scheduled Vienna theaters "topped all other manager,ation;recoveirng
ing Jack Barnstyn, who joined
Camille Shire, daughter of
to play the Loew circuit nationally pictures played this season."
Grand National as foreign sales
At the Polish opening at War- Treasurer Charlie Shire, of the Lin- head.
Nov. 14. It goes into the Rivoli,
coln Theaters Corp., recovering
saw's Europa Theater, of "Mary
New York, after "Ladies in Love,"
which follows the current attraction, of Scotland" the Hepburn-March from a nervous breakdown; and
George O. Monroe, manager of the
"Dodsworth"
Marches On
"Dodsworth."
feature "topped 'Top Hat' during
the first week" and is now in its Colonial, down with a heavy cold.
third week, according to cable adSamuel its
Goldwyn's
continues
heavy box"Dodsworth"
office busivices received by Phil Reisman.
RKO's
Leon J. Bamberger
Bamberger, to
RKOSpeak
Radio
ness in key spots throughout the
GMC Quits As Exhibitor
Sales Promotion Manager, has been
Detroit — The General Motors Cor- country, according to U. A. reports.
poration has discontinued the
invited to speak next Jan. 11 before
At Warner's
Hollywood
and DownShaughnessy's
Legion
Post
town Theaters,
Los Angeles,
the
the Peoria, 111. Advertising and SellNorthampton, Mass. — M. F. showing of motion picture films in
ing Club. This invitation is the re- Shaughnessy, manager of the Acad- its auditorium in the General Mo- film is claimed to have grossed as
sult of winning first award for 1936
tors Building. These pictures were
emy of Music, has been appointed
during its second week as its
for direct mail sales promotion, as chairman of the Massachusetts shown during the luncheon hours much
first which was a record breaker,
decided by the judges of the Direct American Legion's Military training and were attended by thousands of
and
is being
corps activities.
Genei-al Motors employees.
Mail Advertising Association.
a third
week. held over for at least
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BOSTON

NEW ORLEANS
W. J. Hyman and Henry Graham,
southern district manager of Universal, flew here last week to hold
a local sales conference. Present
were: Manager Paul Tessier, AsManager, E.S. L.McMiller
O'Neil, and
and
Salesmensistant
Charles
Walter (Preacher) Hickey.
Gaston Dureau, Saenger booking
head, and the Missus are on a Caribbean vacation cruise.
Guy (Preacher) Brown, manager
of RKO here, has been appointed
film row chairman for the Community Chest drive.
Bobby Hurt of Waynesboro, Miss.,
has joined the Affiliated Theaters,
a buying group in which E. V. Richards is interested.
Film row visitors: Fred Jack,
southern district manager of Vitai graph; Bill Hanna of Evergreen;
Stanley Taylor of Crosby, Miss.,
and Vic Maurin, new manager of
the Fox Theater at Houma, La.
Bob Walters has been engaged by
the St. Charles to do special publicity work.
The Coliseum celebrates a fifth
birthday Sunday. Hem*y Lazarus,
present owner, has remodeled the
entire house.

SYRACUSE

NEWS

of the DAY

Erie, Pa. — The Park Theater,
Royal Oak, Mich.— The Washingrecently opened, is again
ton Theater, formerly known as the which
Baldwin, has been reopened by dark.
ing.
Louis Kimmer, following rebuildAliquippa, Pa. — The Beaver Theater Company is conducting a conEast Tawas, Mich. — A new family
for a name of the circuit's new
theater to replace the present house housetest which
is now under construchas been anounced by A. J. Berube.
tion in the Elks' Building here.
The new theater will seat 500, an
increase of 200.
Indiana, Pa. — Mike Manos, presiDundee, Mich. — Joseph Decker
dent of the Manos Theater Corporahas taken over the Dundee Theater.
tion who acquired the Ritz Theater
here, renamed the house The Manos.
Weimar, Tex. — The Weimar theater was recently taken over by
F. L.Star
"Doc"
Lowe
A. D. Guimarin, formerly owner of hasLyons,
openedKan.—
his new
Theater.
the Palace at Big Lake.
Sioux City, la. — The Capitol completely modernized, has reopened.

Omaha — Painters are busily
brightening up the exterior of the
2,900-seat Paramount preparatory
to its reopening Oct. 22.

up Arthur
premiumFrank
deliveries.
is acting manager
of the South Station Theater.
Holdovers: "What Price Innocence," 4th week at the Park; "Nine
Days A Queen," 3rd week at Fine
Arts; "My Man Godfrey," 2nd week
at Keith Memorial; "Anthony Adverse," 2nd week at Paramount <*nd
Fenway theaters.

Eliscu Signed to Adapt
Edward Eliscu, screen writer, has
signed with J. J. Shubert to adapt
"Fredericka," a play with music
based on the life of Goethe. Eliscu
will also do the lyrics for the Franz
Lehar score.

Warner Club Players Will
Present Three One-Acters
The Warner Club Players, an organization ofthe New York Warner
Club, are preparing three one-act
plays for presentation towards the
end of November. The plays are
"The Cheery Orchard," by Harold
Poppe, a satire on Chekhov's famous drama, "Mrs. Jones and the
Bourgeoisie," by John Kirkpatrick,
and "The
Midnight
by Gordon Morris.
Glenn Call,"
Sherman
will
direct.

The Elmwood Theater is now being operated by Ned Kornbleit,
Binghamton representative for the
Comerford circuit. The theater will
be managed by Sidney Grossman,
} son-in-law of Kornbleit and a practising attorney here in Syracuse.
George Smith, president of the
[Smith Circuit, will reopen the
PITTSBURGH
Strand in Phoenix on Nov. 15. The
house is being redecorated and new
sound installed.
GB's "East Meets West" will
Jules Bettigole, formerly the have
a reserved seat premiere at
manager of the south side Brigh- the Alvin Theater Nov. 4.
ton Theater, will take over the MelJoe Feldman, Warner's publicity
ba in Eastwood and operate on a
chief, has sold his first short story
continuous grind policy.
to "Esquire."
Sam Rocco is reopening his Newell, Pa. Theater.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Joe Bernhard, Warners' theater
head, will attend the Variety Club
Walter Fenney, manager of the banquet here next Sunday.
George Jaffe has abandoned his
Riviera of Tacoma, has installed a
plans to invade the night club field
double feature, first-run policy.
will center his attention on the
Mrs. Tom Berry, exhibitor of Ed- and
munds, Wash., has been in Seattle. Casino Theater.
Elsie Valentine, local dancer, has
Ben Fey of Renton was a recent
Seattle film row visitor.
signed a contract with 20th Century-Fox.
Harry Goldberg, Warner's publicity and exploitation manager, was
Johnnie Walker Casting
in town this week holding the first
Johnnie Walker, former picture general meeting with district manstar and director, who has recently
agers and other Warner executives
returned from Europe to produce and from the tri-state territory. Among
direct "This Pretty World," by Con- those in were Sid Jacobs, West Virverse Tyler, has opened offices in
ginia manager; Tom Fordham, Erie
the Selwyn Theater Building, and territory manager; C. J. Latta,
is now completing the casting of Pittsburgh district manager; Oscar
the play which is expected to go Kirshner, booking executive, and
into rehearsal within about 10 days. Joe Feldman, local publicity chief.
Omaha

The Columbia Club is planning a
Hallowe'en Party.
Burton O. Wetmore married Laura L. Adams on Oct. 10. Mr. Wetmore, now retired, was one of the
first men to start in the theater
equipment business in New England.
The truck drivers for Metro Premium have called a strike, tying

If you are operating with old or uncomfortable chairs, worn out and dirty from long
service, YOU ARE SUNK so far as box office
is concerned. RESEAT WITH SOLID COMFORT CHAIRS and ride serenely to profits.

Ask Us,

"How can I reseat and pay for new chairs conveniently?"

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY

Paper Supplies Free Football Footage to Theaters

Omaha — The Omaha World-Herald is using newsreel shots of football games played
by the University of Nebraska for promotional stunts. Paper furnishes about 6 minutes
of play to theaters, with World-Herald tags liberally used.

Makers of Dependable Seating for
Theatres and Auditoriums

COMFORT

Tht Greatest Star of Them Ml!

BRANCHES

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
LL

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

Max

Reinhardt's

Production

of

'A MIDSUMMER
DREAM1
NIGHT'S
By William Shokespeare

Music by Mendelssohn
Starring JAMES CAGNEY • JOE
E. BROWN • DICK POWELL
JEAN MUIR • VICTOR JORY
VERREE TEASDAIE • HUGH
HERBERT • ANITA LOUISE
FRANK McHUGH • IAN HUNTER
ROSS ALEXANDER • OLIVIA de
HAVIILAND • MICKEY ROONEY
Directed by Max Reinhardt and
William Dielerle

BOSTON, MASS.
• CHARLESTON, W. VA.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
• JOHNSTOWN,
PA?
OAKLAND, CAL. • STOCKTON, CAL. ♦ NEW
YORK CITY . . . FIRST CONTINUOUS-RUN
BOOKINGS
EVERYWHERE
PROVE
IT!

The 'Anthony Adverse' Company!
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Warner Bros. Victorious in Bette Davis Injunction Suit

ASCAP CANADIAN WITHDRAWAL BEFOREJAYS UNIT
Theater Deals Without
Collect-ability of Outstanding
Film
Contracts
to
be Determined
Transfer of all theaters in which
film contracts are not assumed by
the purchasers will be tested legally
by major distributors in order to
determine the collectability of such
outstanding contracts, attorney
Louis Nizer indicated yesterday. He
will handle the actions.
Not only will judgments be obtained from the old operators, it
was stated, but in event of division
of assets, bankruptcy, proceedings
will be started.
As a step in line with this policy,
Nizer today and tomorrow continues
an examination in connection with
the distributors' action against Herman Yaffa and Henry Suchman,
pending in the Federal Court, as a
(Continued on Page 5)

PRODUCER OPERATION
TARGET FOR PATMAN

Pact Assumption

Face Tests

FLORIDA ANTI-TRUST
N'S "PIPE"
SIOES
EVIUIR
SUIT HEARING OCT, 24 TELREQ
INERT GAS

Hays' Office Law Committee
Meets
Mills and
Boosey Monday

Atlanta, Ga. — Federal Judge Marvin E. Underwood has set Oct. 24
for a hearing at which counsel for
the Broadway Theater, Inc., of Ybor
City, Fla., will argue for an injunction against the eight motion picture distributors it has made defendants in the action charging violation of the Sherman and Clayton
anti-trust laws.
The defendants are the Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Company Vitagraph, Inc.; Paramount Picture Distributing Company, Inc.; MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Distributing Corpo(Continued on Page 5)

Seidelman Sees Europe
As Distributor Problem

Although film business in England continues to be excellent, "Europe is still one
big distributor,
problem" from
the standing
of the
said
Chicago — Rep. Wright Patman Joseph H. Seidelman, head of the
struck out at producer operation of
foreign on department,
yestheaters and at film production by Columbia (Continued
Page 8)
theater owners in addressing the
joint meeting of the equipment manufacturers and supply dealers at the
Congress Hotel here.
Patman said that the present
methods of trade and distribution
should be continued, but that no
monopolies should be permitted to
flourish.
Manufacturers
and supply com- Paramount Silver Jubilee

Over-all test of the coaxial cable
or television "pipe" designed by the
Bell Telephone Laboratories for use
between Philadelphia and New York
awaits a few finishing touches to the
unique 90-mile underground circuit.
An inert gas is being forced into
the cable to maintain the frequency
characteristics under varying weather and temperature conditions. The
engineers term this a slow job. Terminal apparatus and eight repeater
stations have been installed. Preliminary tests are now being conducted on a finished section of the
(Continued on Page 5)

Detroit Price Increase
Waits on Exhibs' Co-op.
Efforts to increase admission
prices of Detroit houses are blocked,
at the moment, by lack of 100 per
cent theater cooperation in connection with the move, said George
Trendle yesterday,
following his ar(Continued
on Page 8)

Bette Davis Enjoined for Three Years,Court Gives 14 Days to Prepare Appeal

(Continued on Page 5)

Poles Looking Toward U. S.
Distribution of Pictures
Following conferences with Major
F. L. Herron, head of the Hays'
organization foreign department,
Richard Ordynski, head of the Polish Supreme Council for the Film
Industry, sails from New York Saturday en route to Warsaw to further discuss with Polish producers
(Continued

on

Page

London (By Cable) — Unless her
counsel is successful in an appeal,

For Zukor To Open Jan. 7 Bette Davis, American screen star,

8)

Plans for a Paramount International Silver Jubilee celebration for
Adolph Zukor in commemoration of
the Paramount founder's 25 years
of service to the motion picture industry, were announced at a meeting of Paramount district and division managers at St. Louis by Neil
Agnew, vice president in charge of
sales. The celebration will begin
Jan. continue
7, Mr. Zukor's
will
for four birthday,
months. and

Hays' office law committee will
meet Monday with E. C. Mills, Ascap
general manager, and Leslie J.
Boosey, representative of the International Council of Performing
Rights Societies, to discuss the situationwithdrawal
arising fromof Ascap's
ened
its musicthreatfrom
Canada, it was said yesterday by
Willard McKay, chairman of the
Hays' committee.
Ascap's withdrawal from Canada
would present grave difficulties to
the major companies as it might
leave them unable to play their pictures in Canada. Boosey arrived
yesterday (Continued
from
the
onLondon
Page 5) on

R.X. WILLIAMS HEADS
TRI-STATE M.PJ.0.
FILM

By MYRTLE MERONEY
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Memphis — The semi-annual convention of the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas,
Tennessee, and Mississippi, resumed
yesterday
morningpresided.
at ten o'clock.
M. A. Lightman
There
were
150 reservations
from
ten
ct" Q t"PS

El KuvkenHall M.P.T O A. President, said; "The old stars are losing some of tneir
luster;
it's upnewto
the exhibitors
to shine
up some
ones if they expect to keep the public satisfied. Many stars do not
mean
today what they did.
We
(Continued on Page 5)

today stands barred from work in
this country except for her Amer- Myers and Golden Address
ican employer, Warner Brothers, as
MPTO at Pittsburgh Meet
a result of a decision handed down
in the injunction proceedings brought
Pittsburgh — With approximately a
in King's Bench Division here.
hundred exhibitors in attendance,
Finding that the actress was guil- the 16th annual convention of the
ty of breach of contract, Justice
Branson, who heard arguments last MPTO of Western Pennsylvania enters its final stages at the Hotel
week, yesterday signed an order
which prohibits Miss Davis from ap- Schenley today. Program calls for
by counsel,
Abram F.and
Myers,
Allied's
pearing in "I'll Take the Low Road" talks
general
Edward
A.
(Continued
n Page 2)
(Continued on Page 8)
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Metropolitan New York motion
picture critics will again vote for
the best picture of the year early in
January, it was decided at a meeting yesterday. In addition to the
best
"English-speaking
picture, best
direction and best performances
by
actor and actress, the critics will
this year select the best foreign film
of the season. Last year balloting
was confined to first string reviewers but this year the second string
critics will participate. Those expected to vote are Howard Barnes
and Marguerite Tazelaar, HeraldTribune; Robert Garland and Regina Crewe, Amer can; FrankS. Nugent and John T. McManus, Times;
Kate Cameron and Wanda Hale,
News; Bland Johaneson, Mirror;
Leo Mishkin, Telegraph; William
Boehnel, World-Telegram; Archer
Winsten and Irene Thirer, Post;
Rose Pelswick, Journal; Winston
Burett, Brooklyn Eagle; Seymour
Roman, Brooklyn Times-Union; and
Edgar Price, Brooklyn Citizen.
Richard Watts, Jr. who left the
film critics' ranks to review the
legitimate theater will make the
awards when they are announced
in January.

'/«

Coming

LOUIS PIERARD, well-known Belgian writer,
arrives in New York today aboard the Santa
Clara from
Lima, Peru, and will sail shortly
3/4
for Europe.

'/*

REX

O'MALLEY arrived in New York yesterday by plane from Hollywood for first
rehearsals of "Matrimony Pfd.," the Grace
George play opening on Broadway in November.
VICTOR FELDEER, Flemish playwright, arrives in New York tomorrow from London to

Vi

DOROTHY MACKAILL sails on the Aquitania
shortly for a brief European
trip.

OCTOBER

20

Evelyn
Marian
Charley
Purnell
Russell
James
Hood

Brent
Nixon
Chase
Pratt
Holman
MacFarland

AARON PINES arrived in New
terday from Venezuela.
RICHARD ORDYNSKI sails from
Saturday
returning to Poland.
Y. FRANK FREEMAN
from New York.
SAM
due in

PINANSKI
New
York

yes-

New

York

and MARTY MULLEN
Thursday
from
Boston.

ARTHUR A. LEE leaves New
Chicago.

are

York today

York tomorrow

JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN returned to New
York yesterday from Europe on the Queen Mary.
JIMMY CAMPBELL, in charge of music for
GB, and now in New York, leaves Thursday
on a jaunt that will include Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Francisco.

ANITA LOUISE, accompanied by her mother,
row.
leave New York by air for Hollywood tomor-

MAYOR HARMON W. PEERY, of the Peery
Amusement Company, Ogden, Utah, and MRS.
PEERY
are New
York visitors.
JOHN PITTERI of DuWorld Pictures is back
New York after two weeks in Pittsburgh.
JACK H. BRITTON of San Antonio is a
New York visitor.

in

MRS. ELIZABETH FRASER LLOYD, mother
of Harold Lloyd, has arrived in New York from
the coast.
NEIL F. AGNEW, JOE UNGER and CHARLES
REAGAN are due back in New York today
from
St. Louis.
P. S. HARRISON, who has gone to Pittsburgh, returns to New
York
tomorrow.
ABEL CAREY THOMAS is back in New
York after a European vacation.
GEORGE TRENDLE arrived in New York
yesterday
from
Detroit.

person."
Cincinnati — Uhlring & Davis, located at Kingswood, W. Va., are reported to have closed a deal for the
erection of a 1,200-seat theater at
Norwood, O. The firm, which started
in Pennsylvania, has recently invaded Ohio, and thus far has acquired 22 theaters. It recently secured houses at Pomeroy, Middlesport and Point Pleasant, and has
erected a new house at London, O.
They are also seeking locations in
Kentucky, and are building a theater
in Ripley, W. Va.

has gone to Lincoln

J. MEYER SCHINE arrives in New
from
Gloversville,
N.
Y.
for

York

BARBARA WEEKS, screen actress, left New
York yesterday by plane for Los Angeles.

JOSEPH STEINER, sales manager for American
Tobis Corporation, expects to leave shortly
on a trip that will take him to the West
Coast.

^/^U^o(Q4f

Ascap's third quarter distribution
to publisher and writer members was
$950,000 it was said yesterday by
E. C. Mills, Ascap general manager.

A. SCHNEIDER, treasurer of Columbia Pictures, is vacationing at Virginia Beach, returning to home
office next Monday.

leaves New

The order specified the ban
would be operative for the remainder of her contract with Warner
pact.
Brothers or for three years, whichever period is shorter.
Justice Branson granted a stay of
execution for 14 days pending notice of appeal.

Film House in Norwood, O.

Ascap Splits $950,000

York

LORENZO DEL RICCIO
Friday for Hollywood.

(Continued from I'aye 1)

for Toeplitz Productions, Ltd., which
had announced the signing of a new

The court found that "in June of
this year Miss Davis, for no discoverable reason except that she
Philly Picketing Halted
wanted more money, declined to be
Philadelphia — At the request of further bound by the contract with
Mayor
Wilson,
Local 77,picketing
musicians'of Warners, left the United States and
union has
discontinued
entered into an agreedowntown theaters for one week in September
ment in this country with a third
while the mayor attempts to work
out a settlement between the union
and theaters which will obviate any
necessity for picketing.
Uhlring-Davis to Erect

and Going

attend premiere of his drama, "Jacques Bergson," which Maurice Schwartz launches at
49th Street Theater, Oct. 29.

h

Film business is between 15 and
20 per cent improved over last year
in Venezuela , said Aaron Pines,
Paramount manager in that country, yesterday as he arrived in New
York for home office conferences.
A local newsreel has been started
and is proving successful, stated
Pines, who said that feature production is now contemplated. Theater construction is virtually at a
standstill. At present, Venezuela
has 133 theaters, 98 of which have
sound equipment.

'A
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WARNERS VICTORIOUS
N. Y. CRITICS AGAIN VENEZUELA FILM BIZ
IN BETTE DAVIS SUIT
TO PICK BEST FILMS
UP 20 P.C.--PINES

10 Cents

Editor and Publisher

DAILV

EDWIN KNOPF, M-G-M studio scenario editor, heads for Hollywood
tomorrow
via plane.
HERMAN ROBBINS, president of National
Screen Service, leaves New York for west coast
next Friday on a business trip. He plans to
fly both ways.
HUGH MILLS, writer under contract to MG-M, and MRS. MILLS left New York yesterday
by air for Hollywood.
MIRIAM HOPKINS, who was scheduled to
leave for the coast yesterday, has delayed her
departure until tomorrow or Thursday when she
will make the trip by plane. On arrival, she
starts work on Samuel Goldwyn production "The
Woman's
Touch."
LESLIE J. BOOSEY, head of the British Peryesterday. forming Rights Society, arrived from abroad
R. C. SHERIFF, British dramatist, arrived
yesterday
on the Queen Mary and leaves today
(or
Hollywood.
NAT LEVINE, Republic production chief, and
lywood. PARSONS arrived yesterday from HolGROVR

Gallup With Reporter
Bruce Gallup has assumed the advertising managership of the Hollywood Reporter. Prior to going with
the al Reporter,
was with Universon the Westhe Coast.

Fox Met. Dissolves
Albany — A

certificate

dissolving

Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses,
re- ',
cently
reorganized
as Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc., has been filed here.

Irvy Loses His Tonsils

Franklin Irvy, 20th Century-Fox
counsel, is at home recuperating
from a tonsil operation.

IMPORTANT PEOPLE
TRAVEL TWA
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast
Non-stop between New York and
Chicago
TWA

OFFICE:

70 EAST 42nd ST.

Telephone: MUrray Hill 6-1640

oHne'sthe
way—

with

amazingexciting—
death -defying
(Imagine.'
It took 50
cameramen to film them!)

and
exclusive

c
i
p
m
y
s
e
r
u
t
Hc
FOR

IMMEDIATE

BOOKING!
(please follow
on next our
pagesuggestions
)

THINGS

TO DO

u get M-G-M's
when yoOFFICIAL
OLYMPIC
PICTURES

FOR IMMEDIATE

BOOKING!

AND

QUICK

PROFITS I

1.

Screen them immediately. (Watch for the death-defying bob-sled races.
Watch for the ski-jumpers flying through limitless space, most sensational
scenes ever filmed!)

2.

Book "Olympic Ski Champions" first. Then announce "Sports On Ice" to
follow. This will give you TWO WEEKS of extra revenue.

3*

Arrange for press screenings, sports writers, etc.

4.

Make up special lobby frame. Also use M-G-M's colorful 1-sheet poster.
Emphasize OFFICIAL OLYMPIC PICTURES! EXCLUSIVE!

5*

Get the special M-G-M
exfra receipts.

6.

Put a brief copy trailer on your screen.

7.

Emphasize these attractions in newspaper

press sheet and

see how

easy it is to create

ads and on theatre marquee.

ND PLEASE DROP US A LINE!
Yes, we'd like to hear from you. Many exhibitors have already written
to tell us they approve of our varied Short Subject program. Don't you
agree that our Snorts are timely, vital and of lively interest to audiences.
These Olympic Shorts, and Benchley's "How to Vote" and the Crime
Doesn't Pay Series and all the others. They'd be SPECIALS with any
other company. They're just part of our Showmanship Shorts. Write
us a note and tell us how you like them. We'd appreciate knowing!
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CAN. WITHDRAWAL
BEFOREHAYSLAWGOM.

OISTRIBS. PLAN WAR

ON PACT "EVASIONS"
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

result of the transfer of the Gem
and Majestic theaters to Springer
& Cocalis. Through the trustees he
plans to start an action seeking to
recover for his clients $30,000 paid
out by the purchasers of money
placed in escrow for the settling of
obligations, it was stated.

Producer Operation Made
Target in Patman's Talk
(Continued from Page 1)

pany heads were united in reporting a general upturn in business.
Typical was the statement of A. E.
Thiele of the Des Moines Supply
Company of Des Moines who told
The Film Daily that more new
theaters had opened in Iowa in the
past few months than in the previous five years.
Among the new houses Thiele reported were: Iowa, opened by L.
Kaplan in Iowa City; Wayne, erected by A. Smith at Corydon; Iowa,
erected by A. Swanton at Emmentsberg, and the Empress, built by William Eddy at Indianola.
Among manufacturers attending
the convention were: Oscar F. Neu,
Neumade Company; Oscar Holmes,
Holmes Projector Co.; E. J. Vallen,
Vallen, Inc.; William Gedris, Ideal
Seating Co.; Harry Strong, Strong
Electric Co.; Carl Brenkert, Brenkert
Light Projector Co.; Roy Bedare,
Chicago Cinema Products Company;
J. B. Kleckner, Motiograph Co.

Set Oct. 24 for Hearing
In Fla. Anti-Trust Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

ration; United Artists Corporation;
Columbia Pictures Corporation; Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.; RKO
Distributing Corporation, and E. J.
Sparks and Frank Rogers, who are
owners of a circuit of motion pictures operating in Florida which the
suit charges other defendants with
favoring.
Augustine Sams, attorney for the
plaintiff, stated that discrimination
was shown in "the price of pictures,
the number of pictures allowed, and
the fact that most pictures rented
to the Broadway Theater have been
shown several times in Florida before the Ybor City theater is allowed to have them".

Rules Goldwyn MustFILMDefend
DAILY

West Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood — Federal Judge William P. James has ruled that Samuel Goldwyn must defend the $5,000,000 suit for alleged talent raiding brought by Paramount as a result of Goldwyn's action in signing
Gary Cooper.

Ohio ITO Meets Dec. 1-2

Cleveland — The Independent Theater Owners of Ohio will hold their
state convention at the Deshler Hotel, Columbus, on Dec. 1-2.

• • • PICTURE PRODUCERS are so often criticized by
the literati and cognoscenti for not doing right by popular
novels which they adapt to the screen
they have been accused of emasculating, weakening and sometimes destroying
entirely the author's conception as it originally appeared in
printed form
but how about the other side of the picture
where the Hollywood producer takes a so-so novel and
transforms it into a whang-o on the screen that has the entire
nation surging to the box-office we cite "My Man Godfrey"
and "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" as two recent graphic examples
they are definitely the achievement of Hollywood scenarists who injected entertainment qualities that the originals
lacked
and there are quite a squad of scenarists in addition to Morrie Ryskind and Robert Riskin who are capable of
adding screen sparkle where there was no sparkle before
we merely mention these two as shining examples that the entire nation knows about

•
•
• EXHIBITOR CONGRATS continue to pour in upon
Andy Smith at United Artists
on his recent appointment
as general sales manager
Andy has been literally swamped
by personal calls of theater men in town, and wires and phone
calls and letters from those throughout the country
George Trendle of Detroit was among the callers yesterday. . .
• • • THE AUDIENCES at the New Criterion have
registered
enthusiastic
Ben Blake's
of
Human
Relations
reel approval
whichof makes
Mister first
BlakeCourt
happy,
Columbia pleased on their production acumen, and is just one
more proof that there is always a place on the program for a
Good Short Subject

•
•
• SOME SORT of a record has been established by
Charles Reed Jones for newspaper publicity
while handling
the New York and Brooklyn showings of "Cloistered"
within the last week, Jones broke into five different departments
of the newspapers
motion picture pages, news pages, women's pages, religious pages and feature pages
this European production of convent life is cleaning up a small fortune
for its owner
a gent who was in a line entirely outside
the film biz
but he sewed this production up for the American rights, and has made more dough on it the last six months
than most of us have made the last six years in this dizzy biz
which only goes to show
•
•
• WHAT ALWAYS
gives us a thrill
to walk
thru the publicity dep't of G-B
and before we can get to
the enda half
of the
room with
and A.
office because
we
spend
hourlong
chatting
thisP.oneWaxman's
and that
they are all so darned cheerful and on-their toes with a wideawake alertness
which is a remarkable tribute to an ad
chief who can keep his staff pepped up in the face of all sorts
of morale-crushing rumors
and when G-B affairs are
finally ironed out
as they assuredly will be
this esprit
de corps will prove an asset that is practically priceless
other organizations should address inquiries to Mister Waxman
for the recipe

• • • WINTER RALLY of the New York wing of the
Junior Birdmen of America will be held in the Music Hall on
Saturday morn on December 12, with 6,000 young aviation
enthusiasts in attendance

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Queen Mary and was in conference
yesterday afternoon with Mills.
Boosey indicated that he might
seek to obtain higher prices for
British music and that of other foreign countries in Canada. He said
Canada was now paying "limited
fee" for music. He declared that
there was a move afoot to have authors' societies representing individual countries deal individually with
Canadian music users instead of collectively as at present.

Inert Gas Is Being Used
(Continued from Page 1)
For
Television's "Pipe"

"pipe" between New York and Princeton.
Trade interest in television was
further stimulated yesterday by the
announcement by A. W. Cruse, chief
of the U. S. Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, that a new invention of Telefunken Gesellschaft,
Germany, requiring a power step-up
to 20,000 volts, makes possible television pictures on a screen threefeet square. With the new instrument the cathode-ray bulb is very
small. The end is flat instead of
curved and is thick, to withstand
outside air pressure.
The picture thrown on the end of
this tube is only about 2x2% inches.
The end of the tube is fitted to a
projection camera lens of large size,
and the picture is thus enlarged and
thrown upon a screen which stands
separate from the receiver. The
loud-speaker is located at the base
of the screen.

R. X. Williams is Elected
Prexy of Tri-State M.P.T.O.
(Continued from Page

1)

must develop and sell new personalities and backgrounds, not be lazy
exhibitors, put up a poster, go fishPresident-elect
R. X. Williams spoke on
ing and forget."
the need of theatermen establishing themselves as leaders in public affairs, government, state and county. Round table discussions followed. Other speakers were: Fred
M. Jack, southern division manager for Warner Bros. ; Fred Wehrenberg, president of
the M.P.T.O. of St. Louis, Eastern Illinois
and Southern Missouri; M. S. McCord secretary-treasurer of Malco Theaters; Arthur
DeStefano, manager National Theater SupOfficers
were elected as follows: President,
ply Co.
R. X. Williams, Oxford, Miss.; Vice-Presidents, J. A. West Louisville, Miss., L. F.
Haven Forrest City Ark. W. F. Ruffin, Covington, Tenn. ; Secretary-Treasurer, H. W.
Evans, Marks Miss.; Chairman Board of
Directors, M. A. Lightman, Memphis; Board
of Directors Arkansas — Henry Sanders, Little Rock, Cecil Cupp Arkadelphia, J. F. Norman, England, M. S. McCord, North Little
Rock H. D. Wharton Warren O. E. McCutchen, Blytheville Miss Emma Cox, Osceola; for
Mississippi — W. S. Tyson. Water Valley, W.
A. Rush, Houston, W. H. Baker Macon;
for Tennessee — Y. D. Moore, McKenzie, Tom
Ballas,
Memphis,
Cecil Vogel
Memphis.
These committees were named: Resolutions
— H. D. Wharton, Chairman, W. F. Ruffin,
W. S. Tyson H. W. Evans, Y. D. Moore;
Nominating— H D. Wharton. Chairman. Emma Cox, H. W. Evans, W. S. Tyson, Y. D.
Moore W. F. Ruffin. The entire industry
attended the banquet, dance and cabaret, which
ended the sessions.
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Olivia

de Havilland

in

"THE CHARGE OF THE
LIGHT BRIGADE"

with Patric Knowles. Henry Stephenson,
Nigel Bruce. Donald Crisp
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Warner Bros.
116 mins.
ROUSING
HISTORICAL
FILM
THAT
WILL RANK AMONG YEARS
BEST.
Warner Bros, have again turned to history and the result is one of the most
important pictures of the year. The battle
scenes, with the British horsemen charging
through the "valley of death", have never
been excelled en the screen, and will
thrill every spectator. Michael Curtiz'
direction is his best to date, and he has
handled the spectacular and intimate scenes
equally well. The battle scenes are never
allowed to dwarf the love story, which
continues to the end of the picture. Inspired byTennyson's famous poem, Michael
Jacoby, author of the original story, and
Rowland Leigh fashioned a screenplay that
extols the courage and steadfastness of the
British fighting men. Hal Wallis and Sam
Bischoff deserve much credit for the production. Errol Flynn is splendid as the
leader of the "Light Brigade," while Olivia
de Havilland is charming as the girl who
must choose between two brothers — Errol
and Patric Knowles — deciding in favor of
Patric. C. Henry Gordon is the suave
Indian chieftain, who turns on the British
and flees to the Russian forces. Nigel
Bruce and Spring Byington contribute the
lighter moments, while Donald Crisp, Henry
Stephenson, David Niven, Robert Barrat,
E. E. Clive and J. Carroll Naish are among
the other able principals. Gordon and his
men massacre men, women and children
at Chutiki, a border outpost. To avenge
them. Flynn forges an order, sending the
600 members of the 27th Lancers to storm
the Balaklava Heights and drive back the
Russians. Braving cannon fire from all
sides, the British are mowed down, but
Flynn reaches Gordon and kills him. He,
in turn, is slain. Max Steiner wrote the
musical score, which is an important factor in the picture. Sol Polito's photography
is high class.
Cast: Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland,
Patric Knowles, Henry Stephenson, Nigel
Bruce, Donald Crisp, David Niven, C Henry
Gcrdon, G. P. Huntley, Jr., Robert Barrat,
Spring Byington, E E. Clive, J. Carroll
Naish, Walter Hoibrook, Charles Sedgwick,
Scctty Beckett.
Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Associate Pro-,
ducer, Sam Bischoff; Director, Michael
Jacoby;
Screenplay,
Michel
Jacoby
and

Poles Looking Toward U. S.
Distribution of Pictures
(Continued from Page 1 )

plans for arranging for American
distribution of their product. Ordynski will take with him data and information compiled while in America dealing with the distribution situation.
Ordynski plans to produce 20 features for the new year. He has been
having scenes made in this country
for "American Adventure," one of
his productions.

with

"EASY TO TAKE"

Marshal
Hunt, John Howard,
Eugene
Pallette, Richard Carle
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount
67 mins.
GOOD
PROGRAM
FARE THAT
HOLDS
EXCELLENT
APPEAL
FOR
THE
FAMILY
TRADE.

"PIGSKIN

PARADE"

with Stuart, Erwin, Patsy Kelly. Johnny
Downs, Arline
Judge,
Jack
HaleyBetty Grable,
(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

&

#

Ken Maynard in

"THE FUGITIVE

SHERIFF"

with Beth Marion
Columbia

ONLY

MILDLY

58 mins.

ENTERTAINING

WESTERN THAT LACKS PACE AND EXCITEMENT EXCEPT FOR FLEETING MOMENTS.
Lukewarm western that fails to click in
THAT SHOULD SCORE IN EVERY THEimportant essentials of action and ability
This should make pleasing program fare. ATER.
With a lot of kid stuff, its main appeal
This is grand fun that should score to entertain. Only in occasional episodes
will be to the family trade. The most
heavily in every theater. It touches a is there any of the stuff that makes the
west look really wild, and sets audiences
entertaining part of the picture is the
high mark in film foolery and has been spines tinglin
g. These mild thrills come
kids' radio show, in which Carl (Alfalfa)
Switzer stands out with his suffering rendi- skillfully directed by David Butler. It has when Ken Maynard comes to grips with
tion of "Love in Bloom" and little Billy a small army of funmakers and singers. the leader of a lawless band and they
Lee sings a Western song and does a neat Six writers share in the credits — and there trade few and far-between
punches, pretap routine. The piece is a comedy drama, is credit enough for all. Lew Pollack and
ferring the less dramatic technique of rollin which the plot, although formula, has Sidney D. Mitchell wrote seven catchy
ing on the ground to solid socks. Even
been handled in an interesting manner.
numbers, while the Yacht Club Boys fash- when Maynard is bested in the initial set-to
ioned four. Bogart Rogers deserves much and knocked ignominiously into a well,
Virginia Van Upp's dialogue is fair and
Glenn Tryon's direction keeps the pro- credit for the production. Fifteen-year old there is little suspense created. It is no
ceedings moving well. The cast headed Judy Garland, given her first screen chance,
fault of the western star that the screenby Marsha Hunt, John Howard, Eugene
play is so devoid of real opportunities for
solidly with "It's Love I'm After".
Pallette and Douglas Scott is capable. Jack delivers
Patsy Kelly has a field day as the wife of
Cunningham, the producer, has turned in Jack Haley, late of Flushing, Long Island, rough-riding andl general heroics. Beth
Marion fills her role naturally and John
a nice number for a short budget produc- but now coach of a freshwater Texas colElliott, as the prairie-town judge, i; well
tion. John Howard, "Uncle Rodney", the
lege team. Haley gives his usual able
radio advisor to boys, is made guardian performance. Stuart Erwin is excellent as cut out for the part. The story deals
with Maynard's election as sheriff of
to the supposedly wealthy Douglas Scott,
a barefooted hillbilly, who "graduates" from roughneck community. After ballots are
a spoiled brat of eleven. From the pub- a
melon patch and becomes a gridiron cast, the lawless element hold up a train,
s
licity that hits the papers, Marsha Hunt,
great. As usual, the Yacht Club Boys are the chief bandit disguising himself as the
the boy's sister, believes John is a fortune a riot with their songs. Arline Judge is
hunter and publicity hound. Instead of a standout as a vamp of the campus. newly-elected sheriff and planting a lost
the girl and her family being so rich, they
portion of one of Maynard's spurs on the
Johnny Downs is likeable as the college's scene. The latter is tried, convicted and
are actually broke and John is supporting young
athletic director. Elisha Cook, Jr.,
them. Marsha and John continue their
a newcomer, does fine work as a radical. escapes to the hills, showing up in town
battle until they realize they love each Dixie Dunbar and Betty Grable are cute only long enough to save his sweetheart
from the vengeance of plotters. The lovers
other.
tricks with their songs and dances. AnCast: Marsha Hunt, John Howard, Eugene
thony Martin makes a favorable impression are pursued, but an old miner cooks up a
Pallette, Richard Carle, Douglas Scott, as a singer. Erwin leads the wild Texans scheme for trapping the guilty robbers by
Robert Creig, Jan Duggan, Marilyn Knowl- to the Yale Bowl and with his uncanny sending an alleged gold-bearing pack train
through a pass. The robbers fall for the
den, Josephine Whitell, Carl Switzer,
passing and open-field running defeats the
Charles Levison, Billy Lee.
Easterners on a snow-covered field. Of gag and are brought to justice, and Maynard and the girl to happiness.
Producer, Ja^k Cunningham; Director, course, he wins Arline.
Glenn Tryon; Author, Wayne Ki 'bourne,
Cast: Ken Maynard, Beth Marion, Walter
Cast: Stuarl Erwin, Patsy Kelly, Jack
Screenplay, Virginia Van Upp, Cameraman,
Haley, Yacht Club Boys, Johnny Downs, Miller, Hal Price,! John Elliott, Arthur MilGeorge Robinson; Editor, Edward Dmytryk;
lett, Virginia True Boardman, Frank Ball,
Musical Director, Boris Morros; Original Betty Grable, Arline Judge, Dixie Dunbar, Edwin Cobb.
Music, Gregory Stone; Dialogue Director, Judy Garland, Anthony Martin, Fred Kohler,
Director, Spencer Gordon Bennett; Author
Fritz Feld.
Jr., Grady Sutton, Elisha Cook, Jr., Eddie
and Screenplay, Nate Gatzert; Cameraman,
Direction, Well paced Photography, Very Nugent; Julius Tannen.
James S. Brown, Jr.; Editor, Dwight CaldAssociate Producer, Bogart Rogers; Di- well.
rector,
David
Butler;
Authors,
Arthur
Sheekgood.
Direction, Fair
Photography, Good.
Rowland Leigh; Cameraman, Sol Polito; man, Jack Yellen and Mark Kelly; ScreenSpecial Photographic Effects, Fred Jackman;
play, Harry Tugend, Jack Yellen and William
Art Director, Jack Hughes; Editor, George Conselman; Music and Lyrics, Lew Pollack
Filmarte Has Benefit
Amy; Musical Director, Leo P. Forbstein; and Sidney D. Mitchell, and the Yacht Club
Music by Max Steiner, Dialogue Director] Boys; Cameraman, Arthur Miller; Music
A benefit performance of "CarniStanley Logan.
Director, David Buttolph; Editor, Irene
val In Flanders" for the Brooklyn
Direction,
Splendid
Photography,
High Morra.
Teachers
Forum will be given toClass.
morrow at the Filmarte Theater.
Direction, Skiilful Photography, Excellent.

Seidelman Sees Europe

20th Century-Fox
95 mins.
HIGH-WATER MARK IN FILM FOOLERY

Detroit Price Increase

As Distributor Problem
(.Continued from Page

])

terday, following his return to New
York on the Queen Mary from London. Seidelman spent four months
abroad.

Waits on Exhibs' Co-op.
(Continued from Page 1)

rival in New York from Michigan.
Subsequent runs now charging a top
of 35 cents would have raised to 40
cents, under the plan. At present
first run houses are getting a top
Columbia's production program for of 65 cents.
England consists of 10 pictures,
Business is approximately 15 per
seven of which are being made by cent better than a year ago, according
to Trendle, who is in New
rial.
Soskin Producti
pictures
will be ons.
made The
other thn
by other
com-■':■ York to line up stage show matepanies.

Myers and Golden Address
MPTO at Pittsburgh Meet
(Continued from Page

Golden, manager.
Chesterfield
sales

1)

- Invincible's

An address on producing companies and pictures by P. S. Harrison
of Harrison's Reports, an open forum and a "closed door" review of
the organization and its work were
featured during the opening sessions yesterday. M. A. Rosenberg
of
Pittsburgh is serving as general
chairman.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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20th Cent.-Fox Playing Time Demand Blocked GB Deal

ENGLISH IMS IN U. STTO SET NEW HIGH OF 40
Allied Will Push War
Proposed Legislation Revealed
At Pittsburgh MPTO
Convention

How

on Distrib-Exhib Alliances

They

Started

National Distribution, during the
1936-37 season, of more than 40
features produced in England is
planned by six American companies.
Thus a new high for release of English pictures in this country will be
attained.
GB, with a program of 24 productions, heads the list, United Artists expects to offer a total of nine
pictures, made as follows: Alexander
Korda, six; Elisabeth
Bergner,
1;

By SAM HONIGBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Pittsburgh — Al Steffes, Minnesota's Allied leader and a last-minute speaker at the closing session of
the M. P. T. 0. of Western Pennsylvania Association convention at
the Hotel Schenley yesterday, urged
the independent exhibitors, as individuals to contribute liberally to the
national fund now being raised by
the Allied special defense committee which is fighting to divorce the
exhibition and distribution fields.
Steffes declared that individual
bills on this question will be intro(Continued

on

Page

(Continued

11 PARA, PIX SET FOR
ZUKOR JUBILEE DRIVE

(Continued on Page 4)

RKO, KAO to File Briefs
In U. A. Sales Tax Fight
Albany — The RKO Distributing
Corp. and Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Corp. were granted permission by
the court of appeals yesterday to
file Amicus Curiae briefs in the mat(Continued on Page 4)

N. H. Towns' First Talkies
Boston — The Seabrook and Range Hall
theaters in Seabrook and Hampton, N.H.
have reopened with sound equipment.
It is the first time these towns have
had talkies.

on Page

3)

RKO REORGANIZATION
PLAN FACING DELAY

3)

Plans are being rapidly whipped
into shape by the Paramount sales
force, under the supervision of Neil
Agnew, vice president and general
sales manager, for the release of at
least 11 big attractions during the
four-month period dedicated to the
Paramount International Silver Jubilee Drive for Adolph Zukor, who
on Jan. 7 will celebrate his 25th year

Six American Companies Will
Handle 40 English
Pictures

According to usually well-informed sources, there is small likelihood
that an RKO reorganization plan
will be presented for several weeks
at least. One reason for the delay
is to clear(Continued
up contingent
obligations
on Page 3)

A gift of the Fourth Estate to the film industry is B. P. Schulberg, independent producer releasing through Paramount, who stepped from the editorial room of the New York Mail to that of
"Film Reports" and thence to the industry proper. First with Rex Pictures as publicist-scenarist,
then with Famous Players and still later with Paramount, and now producing on his own, Schulberg's niche is well-defined.

As well-defined, say as Colonel "Hap"

Hadley's striking art work...

Authors' League Contract
Nixed by Major Producers
Major producers affiliated with the
Hays association have reiterated
their intention not to finance or produce plays
under the new standard
(Continued on Page 3)

Demand for British Playing Time Seen
As Bar to 20th Cent-Fox and GB Deal
London (By Cable) — Demand on
Ohio Playdate Ban Law
the part of 20th Century-Fox for
Up for Argument Nov. 20 guarantee of playing time for its

pictures in the John Maxwell and
Cleveland — Constitutionality of GB circuits in the British Isles is
the Waldvogel measure banning the understood to be the principal readesignation of playdates in Ohio,
son why negotiations for sale of its
which became law on July 5, 1935 Metropolis and Bradford Trust stock
without the Governor's signature, has been called off at the present
will be defended by Attorneys Rock- time. 20th Century-Fox, through
er and Schwartz, representing the this stock, owns 49 per cent of GB,
(Continued

on Page

3)

(Continued on Page 4)

Thatthe "Light
Brigade"
"Honor
charge they
made," wrote
Alfred Lord Tennyson. And Warners
have done precisely that in "The Charge
of the terday
Light
Brigade,"
previewed
yesin advance
of its
approaching
world premiere at the New York Strand.
The visualized charge climaxing the picture is unquestionably the screen's most
dramatically thrilling martial footage —
a magnificent panorama of surging
action, the effect heightened by musical accompaniment. And watch what
"Brigade" does to accentuate the popularity of Errol Flynn and boost Patric
Knowles. The story necessarily embroiders fact with fancy, but it's
a corking
— Chet
job, certainly persuasive even
whenBahn.
the
fictionist's hand is most discernible.
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for Edward's Coronation

Advance plans being made for
"Cain and Mabel" doubled the
newsreel work
King call
Edward's
normal Saturday business at its coronation
next on
spring
for a
Saturday opening at the Capitol, battery of 26 cameras for Pathe
Binghamton, and then came back News alone, according to Jack Conon Sunday to triple the Sunday nornolly, general manager of Pathe
News, who has just returned from a
mal take,"
Manager
Fred
Perry
telephoned The Film Daily from the visit to European branches.
Parlor City yesterday. "Cain and
He also declares that arrangeMabel" goes into its second New
ments have been virtually completed
York week at the Strand.
to take motion pictures inside of
Westminster Abbey for the first time
200 Simultaneous Dates
in history. Still photographs have
been made there, but never motion

for "Brigade" Expected

Over 200 simultaneous engagements on "The Charge of the Light
Brigade" are expected for the week
of Nov. 7, set as the national distribution date, according to the Warner home office, which reports a barrage of wires and letters from exhibs. requesting playdates.

Republic's Production
Plans Conference Topic

FINANCIAL

Pathe to Use 26 Cameras

Conferences on Republic production plans were held at the company's home office yesterday with
Nat Levine, studio head, and Herbert J. Yates participating. Others
present were: J. J. Millstein; Edward Schnitzer, Manny Goldstein,
Moe Seigel, Coast special representative, Max Roth of .Chicago and
Grover Parsons
from Hollywood.

pictures.

United Profit Sharing
Entering Movie Field
Entering the motion picture field,
United Profit-Sharing Corp. has appointed Max G. Felder as its executive sales representative for the
United States. Its plan will be offered to exhibitors and several circuit deals, it is stated, will be closed
within the next few days. Deal between Felder and United was handled by Attorney Robert S. Benjamin of Phillips & Nizer.

Michigan Allied Theaters
Meeting in Detroit Nov. 4

Allied Theaters of Michigan will
hold its 17th annual convention Nov.
4 at the Statler Hotel, Detroit. The
annual banquet will take place at 7
Whitehead, 3 Others Freed
p. m. in the Statler ballroom, and
Ralph Whitehead, secretary of the a program of entertainment and
Amer. Fed. of Actors, Abr. Lubert dancing will follow. At the busiof Local 802 and two members of
ness session, officers will be elected.
Local 306, arrested last Saturday
night in front of the Globe Theater
Equity Amendment Passes
during a picketing demonstration,
By a vote of 4 to 1, the Equity
were freed yesterday in West Side
in a nationwide referCourt when the manager of the membership
endum has approved an amendment
Globe withdrew charges of disorderly conduct and coercion against to the association's constitution providing that junior members cannot
them. Local 306 is picketing the obtain senior
rating until they have
theater. The other unions were aidhad 50 paid weeks in the theater,
ing in the picketing.
either acting or rehearsal. This
new regulation is more stringent
Sheriff-Whale to Collaborate than the existing rule.
R. C. Sheriff, British playwright,
left yesterday for Hollywood to
Loew's
for "Flesh"
work with James Whale on a proNew
Haven Bid
— Loew's
have put in
duction for Universal after which a bid
for 12 stage units reported in
he is under contract to M-G-M for a work by Fanchon & Marco, for the
six-week period.
Majestic, Bridgeport, Poli, Waterbury and Elm Street, Worcester.
Rolan Speaks at N. Y. U.
The Russell Patterson unit, "Popucess. lar Models" has been used with sucRalph Rolan of the "March of
Time" will address the School of
Journalism at New York University
tomorrow night. He goes to Mon- Chicago Checks License Fees
Chicago — A sub-committee of the
ing. treal Oct. 28 for more speech-mak- City
council is checking the license
situation as regards both movie and
legitimate theaters. The rates have
"U" Signs Faith Baldwin
not been changed for several years
Arrangements were completed and there may be an upward revision of fees according to city auyesterday by Charles Beahan, ex- thorities.
ecutive story editor of Universal,
with Faith Baldwin to write the
I.T.O.A. Meets Today
screen play of "Live Alone and Like
Regular meeting of the I. T. O. A.
It". Miss Baldwin will work in
New York under the immediate di- takes place this afternoon at the
Hotel Astor.
rection of Mr. Beahan.

Coming and Going
EUGENE O'NEILL, noted playwright, who
stopped over for brief New York visit early
this week, is en route to the Northwest to
compile material for two new Theater Guild
MARY
McDOUGAL
AXELSON,
author of play
plays.
Life Begins," has left New York for Hollywood.
CLAIRE LUCE, dancer and film actress, plans
return to London in ten days; and COLETTE
d'ARVILLE, French screen player, is on way
to Hollywood. Both arrived in New York early
this week on the Queen Mary.
LOUIS WEISS, of Weiss Productions, is in
Kansas City on way East from California. Prior
to arrival in New York next Wednesday he
will visit other key cities.
WILLIAM
manager for
has returned
coast business

WIEMANN, general promotional
E. B. Marks Music Corporation
to New York office from west
trip.

MERLE OBERON, British screen star; WILLIAM WYLER, director of recent United Artists'
hit "Dodsworth"; and JOHNNIE WEISMULLER
sail for England today on the Queen Mary.
PAUL GRAET2 of Toeplitz, who is now in
New York, remains here 10 days before returning to London.
COUNT
from
Paris. JEAN

DE CAVIGNAC

is in New

York

CARL LESERMAN leaves New York in 10
days on a tour of Grand National exchanges,
visiting the South first.
LEM SAMUELS sails from New York today
for Europe, where he plans to tour the continent before returning
to Dutch
East Indies.
MRS. S. N. BEHRMAN leaves by plane today
for the coast.
HARRY
leaves by

FOSTER of the Wm. Morris Agency
plane Sunday for Hollywood.

N. NAPOLI of Amkino sails today on the
Queen
Mary
for Moscow.
IRVING CAESAR leaves New York by plane
tomorrow for 20th Century-Fox west coast
studios.
JACK L. WARNER, vice-president in charge
of production for Warner Brothers, and MRS.
WARNER, sail from Europe today for New York
on the He de France. On same liner is
FERNAND GRAVET, French screen star recently signed by Mervyn LeRoy, Warner producer-director, to appear in "The King and
the Chorus Girl," in which Joan Blondell wilt
play leading feminine role.
JOHN A. MAY
ville, is in New

of the Schine circuit, GloversYork.

VELOZ and YOLANDA, ballroom dancers, arrived in New York from Hollywood today. The
dancers recently completed

work

on "Cham-

ARTHUR LEE, GB Vice-President, leaves toWaltz". for a trip to GB exchanges in
day bypagneplane
Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Pittsburgh. He will attend the Variety Club dinner
in Pittsburgh
Sunday.
WILLIAM SATORI, former continental representative for Republic, sails on the Washington today for Europe where he assumes new
post in film circles.
LEE NEWBURY returned to New York yesterday from a New
England vacation.
FRANCES LANGFORD leaves Hollywood shortly for Florida and from there comes on to New
York.

BUYER
New

WANTED

Jewish

Jacob

All

Gordin's

Talking

Feature

Immortal

Drama

"THE YIDDISH
KING LEAR"
Directed by
HARRY
Present

THOMASHEFSKY
owner

will

sacrifice

LEAR PICTURES INC.
723

Seventh

Ave.

New

York
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ALLIED TO PUSH WAR;
LEGISLATION SOUGHT
(Continued from Page

1)

duced in every state and that three
of the 33 state legislatures to vote
on this act next January are "certain" to make it a law. He read the
bill before the convention and urged
the Pennsylvania exhibitors to raise
at least $10,000. A local fund committee will be appointed by the local association's Board of Directors
early next month.
Steffes added that fund raising
committees are instructed not to reveal the names of contributing exhibitors. "I feel certain," he concluded, "that such a bill will not
only divorce distributors from the
exhibition field, but also will force
them out of the distributing business if they attempt to conceal their
operating activities."
H. M. Richey, president of Allied
in Michigan, preceded Mr. Steffes
with an address on sales policies and
producer aggression. He attacked
those producers who demand "unreasonable" rates for their pictures,
adding that through such methods
the producer has an interest in the
exhibitor's business without buying
it.
Edward Golden, general sales
manager for Chesterfield-Invincible,
stated that the independent exhibitors made all the present major producing companies and that they can
add one or two more majors by cooperating with the independent producers and playing some of their
product.
He stated that his company is
proud of its tieup with Allied and
felt that this action will prove a total success if Allied's members furnish the same cooperation displayed
by their leaders.
A. Rosenberg of Pittsburgh
has been elected president, succeeding William Davis, Pittsburgh, who
was appointed to the board of directors. Other officers elected include William L. Brown, Tarentum,
vice-president; Joseph Gellman, Duquesne, treasurer, and Dr. C. E.
Herman of Carnegie, William R.
Wheat of Sewickley, and I. Roth of
Pittsburgh, members of the board of
directors. Fred J. Herrington was
re-elected secretary for the 16tb
consecutive year.
A banquet, including a floor show
and dancing, wound up the convention last night.

RKO Radio Reorganization
Plan is Facing a Delay
(Continued from Page

1)

against the theater operating subsidiary which are now being worked
on.
It is reported that Federal Judge
Bondy will shortly bring forth his
decision on the Rockefeller claim unless an agreement is reached by the
reorganization factors with the
Rockefellers.

40 ENGLISH PICTURES
SET FOR U.S. MARKET

i^&£s£»'

(Continued from Page

• • • HIS JOB is to hit the far corners of the world and
bring back his impressions recorded on film for the stay-athomes to see
and he has been doing a grand job along
these lines for years
referring to James A. FitzPatrick
..... who is about to make his 100th travel film
and he
opines that after he has made a second hundred he may settle
down and make pictures in a studio
•
•
• TODAY HE sails aboard the Queen Mary for the
British Isles
where he will make a six-reeler, "Auld Lang
Syne"
based on the life of Bobbie Burns
on his return he will go to Peru and Chile to make some more travel
pix for his M-G-M series
returning to Hollywood next
March, he will leave on the China Clipper to make a special
subject of the Clipper service between Guam, Wake Island and
the Philippines
then back to Hollywood in May
and
rush off to film the Coronation of the British king
and
from there to the Continent, to pick up material to help him
thru the seasons of 1937-8-9
that's about all Mister FitzPatrick has planned just now

•
•
• HERE IS something that we can all take pleasure
in
Paramount is lining up an impressive campaign for the
inauguration of the Paramount International Silver Jubilee
Drive for Adolph Zukor
who on Jan. 7th will celebrate
his twenty-fifth year as an active participant in the film biz
every channel for publicizing and exploiting the celebration will be brought into play
the company is lining up
some strong product for the four- month drive
• • • THEY ARE touting that glamorous new Universal
star, Doris Nolan, and spending a lot of money to tell the exhibitors about her in "The Man I Marry"
Joe Weil has
turned out a one-sheet size art poster with a tinted photograph
of Miss Nolan that is an eye-dazzler

•
•
• TO MEET the expanded production schedule with
the program of feature-length comedies Hal Roach is adding to his studio personnel Warren Doane has been appointed head of the scenario and story dep't Anthony Mack
and John Russell have been added to the staff of writers, now
numbering thirteen
Doane was with Roach from 1919 to
1931, and took a whirl at independent production the last three
years

•

• • THE THIRD annual Night of Stars, which represents the contribution of the amusement industries to the Jewish
overseas relief fund, will be held on Wednesday, Oct. 28 at
Madison Square Garden
the Actors Fund will share in the
proceeds the production activities are headed by Louis
K. Sidney with a large committee

1)

Criterion, two. From 20th CenturyFox will come four productions, including "As You Like It" and
"Wings of the Morning," the latter
made by Robert T. Kane. Columbia's lineup includes "Thunder in
the City," produced by Atlantic with
Edward G. Robinson, and "Beloved
Vagabond," starring Maurice Chevalier and made by Toeplitz. M-G-M
is handling
Blossoms," produced by B. "April
I. P.
Additionally, Alliance, B. I. P.
American subsidiary, will release
a number of British pictures, undetermined as yet, from the English
company's
program of between 12
and 15 features.

Authors' League Contract
Nixed by Major Producers
(Continued from Page

1)

contract effectuated by the Authors'
League. The matter recently came
up again at a meeting of production
executives held at M-G-M. A statement covering the atttude will be
made public shortly.

Ohio Playdate Ban Law
Up for Argument Nov. 20
(Continued from Page

1)

Attorney General, before Federal
Judges Allen of Cleveland, Underwood of Columbus and Nevins of
Dayton in Columbus on Nov. 20 at
9 a.m.
The statute has never been enforced, following a suit challenging
its constitutionality brought by
RKO. Paxton and Seasongood of
Cincinnati represent RKO.

Two Exhibs. Planning
Invasion of Wis. Town
Kaukauna, Wis. — Announcement
has been made by George Hannon,
Green Bay, and Mark Morgan, Milwaukee, that they will erect theaters here. The former operates
houses in Green Bay and DePere
and the latter is connected with the
management of the Rivoli Theater
at Cedarburg. Since the destruction of the Colonial Theater here,
the
has been Kaukauna's
only Vaudette
house.

Dealers Re-Elect Robbins
• • • UP IN Worcester, Mass., Leo Pillot had the gang
of Russell Patterson's Living Models at a dinner with the mayor
of the town as host ... • Paul Soskin, London producer, left
for Hollywood yesterday on a talent hunt
he just finished
a pix at Elstree called "Two's Company," featuring Ned Sparks
... • A Will Hays luncheon at the Cinema Club yesterday
with 20 guests in attendance

«

«

«

»

»

»

Chicago — Oscar Neu of Theater
Equipment and Supply Manufacturers presided at a dinner held in
the Congress Hotel Monday night
when a full discussion of the new advertising and promotion plan to be
supported by both manufacturers
and dealers Final
featured
the evening's
activities.
decision
will be
reached at the next meeting. The
Supply Dealers re-elected Joseph
Robbins secretary.

DAILV

GB DEAL BLOCKED BY
PLAYING TIME DEMAND
from

Pa<]?

1)

which Maxwell is acquiring through
acquisition of stock control of the
Ostrer Brothers.
A major obstacle in the way of
guaranteeing playing time seems to
be the British law which prohibits
block booking.
Sidney R. Kent, 20th CenturyFox president, is expected to sail
for New York this week, with tomorrow indicated as the day of his
departure. Upon reaching New
conYork he is expected to further
fer on the situation with Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of his board, and
other company executives.

Para. News Modernizing
Amplifying Equipment
Paramount News is completely
modernizing the amplifying equipment of all their newsreel channels
by introducing a new compact high
quality amplifier especially designed
for newsreel service.
Electrical Research Products, Inc.
has just completed the delivery of
these Western Electric made amplifiers to re-equip Paramount's newsreel channels.

Undistributed Profits Are
Handed Out as Dividends
Several RKO theaters subsidiaries
have declared dividends out of undistributed profits, including the
Lexington Avenue Realty & Theater
Corp., operator of the RKO 86th
Street Theater, and the Albee Theater Corp., operator of the Albee
Theater, Cincinnati, is slated to hold
a board meeting Oct. 28 to vote a
dividend. The Lexington Avenue
Realty Co. declared a $10,000 dividend.
It is expected that some other
RKO theater subsidaries will also
declare dividends to avert payment
of the undistributed profits tax.

N. J. Legislation to be
Free of Obnoxious Bills
Trenton — Present-moment indications are that the regular session of
the New Jersey Legislature starting Jan. 12, will be free of legislation obnoxious to the film industry,
according to state exhibitor leaders.
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
held a meeting at the Stacy-Trent
yesterday.

Watts Goes to Wheeling
Worcester, Mass. — Harry B.
Watts, for the past two years manager of the Palace of this city, is
leaving for Wheeling, W. Va., where
he is to be city manager of five
theaters for the Dipson-Osborne interests.

PATENT INTERCHANGE
PARLEY IN JANUARY

The Foreign
News Flashes from Ail Parts of the Globe

tmutd
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Resumption of conferences between RCA, Erpi and the German
sound patent owners to work out
British Quota at 20
a definitive agreement on the interVienna Film Notes
change of patents between the parLondon — On Sept. 30 the eighth
Vienna
Vicki Baum is preparties will probably be resumed here
ing the scenario for her latest novel, year of the British film quota end- in January, it was said yesterday by
ed. The quota during the past twelve Milton Diamond, counsel for the
"Sing, Sister," for screen production ... A series of biographical months was fixed at 20 per cent of German companies.
films dealing with the lives of noted
Conferences were held during the
men is to be produced by a local the total program. This percent- summer in Zurich and Berlin beage will continue for the next two
company. First in the series will
tween the parties but they were
deal with Paul Ehrlich, discoverer years, when the present Quota Act unable to work out a final agreeof salversan . . . Zraah Leander, ends. Lord Moyne's committee has
ment in part because RCA had outSwedish singer appearing in opera finished taking of evidence on the
standing commitments on patents
here, has been signed for a picture, working of the quota which will be which the German companies felt
"The Dance Goes On," which Gesa submitted to the government for should be included in the pact.
von Bolvary will direct . . . Fran- consideration in forming its new
It has been agreed among the
cisca Gaal sails for the U. S. in
parties, that interchange of
November to appear in two Holly- quota act.
patents shall continue after 1945
wood productions. In her latest Colombia Building Theaters
but that none of the parties shall
have exclusive territory for sales,
Austrian picture, a musical, "FraeBogota,
Colombia
—
Number
of
ulein Lilli," she is co-starred with theaters in operation in Colombia Diamond declared. At present the
Hans Jaray ... It is reported that
German companies have exclusive
is being constantly added to, and ritory.
Louisa Ullrich will soon go to Hol- is
one of the factors in the increased rights in the so-called German terlywood to appear in an M-G-M production ... A new company has box office receipts of the country.
been formed to produce some of the Returns for the first eight months
classic Austrian folk dramas that of this year were considerably in Zukor Jubilee Drive Will
were filmed successfully in the silent excess of those for similar period in
Utilize 11 Par. Pictures
days. First to go into work will be 1935. Five new theaters are in
prospect for Bogota, and a new try.
"The Fourth Commandment" by house
(Continued from Page 1)
is planned for Pereira.
Ludwig Anzengruber.
of active participation in the indus-

"Big Broadcast" Stays 3rd
Week in Los Angeles House

Wisby Foundation to Use
Cinevision for Preshows

During the four month period, the
following
productions will be released:

"College Holiday" with Jack BenWith Elmer Pearson, former
Burns and Grade Allen,
Pathe executive, as business man- Maryny, George
Boland and Martha Raye;
ager, and Arthur S. Friend as coun- "The Plainsman," Cecil B. DeMille
sel, Wisby Foundation, Inc., has
been organzed by Hrolf Wisby, with production co-starring Gary Cooper
Jean Arthur; "Maid of Salem,"
headquarters in the RKO Building. and
The company will engage in making Frank Lloyd production starring
"preshows" through a medium Claudette Colbert; "Champagne
known as "Cinevision." Under the Waltz", co-starring Gladys Swarthplan, a picture is charted out pre- out and Fred MacMurray; "High,
Wide and Handsome" with Irene
Further, according to Agnew, "Val- production.
Dunne, Randolph Scott and Dorothy
iant is the Word for Carrie" for its
first four days at the Four Star,
Lamour;
"SwingLombard
High, Swing
with Carole
and Low",
Fred
Los Angeles, set a new receipts record.
MacMurray;
"Waikiki
Wedding"
Wis. Indie Group Names
with Bing Crosby, Shirley Ross and
Three to Buy Product Martha Raye; "The Storm", starring
Puget Sound Movie Houses
Edward Arnold; "Souls At Sea", coMilwaukee, Wis. — Ed Maertz and starring Gary Cooper and George
In New Operating Concern Ray
Tesch, president and business Raft; "I Met Him In Paris", starmanager, respectively, of the Indering Claudette Colbert; "That's
Seattle — With nominal capitalizapendent Theaters Protective AssoAre Made Of", with Syltion of $1,000, the Puget Sound
ciation of Wisconsin and Upper Whatvia Girls
Sidney and Fred MacMurray.
Theaters, Inc., have been incorpor- Michigan, together with Ross BaldOf the 11 productions mentioned
ated at Seattle by John Hamrick,
win, operator of the Tosa Theater, two are completed, two are now in
Mike Baronic, Pete Constanti and have been named a committee of production and the remaining seven
Ned Edris, representing a merger three to buy product for a group of are in various stages of preparation.
of their large group of Puget Sound between 15 and 20 independent The completed productions are
movie theaters into a new operating houses. The combine will not en"Champagne Waltz" and "The
corporation.
gage in booking of pictures, but will Plainsman" while "Maid of Salem"
operate solely as a buying combine. and "College Holiday" are now facing the cameras.

"The Big Broadcast" will stay for
a third week at the Los Angeles
Paramount, being the first picture
in the house's history to turn that
trick, Neil Agnew, Para's vice president in general charge of sales said
last night. At the Fox, San Francisco,
Agnew
has broken
all
box said
office"Broadcast"
records at that
house.

Film Row Extended

New Orleans — Film row will be
extended half a block some time in
1937 when National Screen Service
and American Displays move into
the new building the Jung Estate is
constructing for them on the corner of LaSalle and South Liberty
Sts. Up to now the RKO building
marked the end of film row in that
direction.

May to Attend Dinner

John A. May, comptroller of the
Schine circuit headquartering in
Gloversville, N. Y., and Republican
candidate for state comptroller, is
in New York. He will be a guest
at the dinner to be tendered Frank
Richardson
by the New York operators' local Saturday
night.

RKO-KAO to File Briefs
In U. A. Sales Tax Fight
(Continued from Page 1)

ter of United Artists Corp. vs. Frank
Taylor, comptroller. The question
involved is the right to assess a sales
tax against receipts to exhibit films
in motion picture theaters.
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A

CAST

PICKED

FOR

ENTERTAINMENT

STUART ERWIN • JOHNNY DOWNS
ARLINE JUDGE • BETTY GRABLE
PATSY KELLY • JACK HALEY
YACHT CLUB BOYS • DIXIE DUNBAR
ANTHONY MARTIN JUDY GARLAND
Directed by David Butler* Associate Producer Bogart Rogers
Screen play by Harry Tugend, Jack Yellen and William Conselman • Based
on a story by Arthur Sheekman, Nat Perrin and Mark Kelly • Music and
lyrics by Lew Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell
• Music and lyrics of songs
DARRYL F. ZANUCK
in Chargo of Production

sung by Yacht Club Boys — by Themselves

FLASH!
HOLLYWOOD -PIGSKIN
PARADE AT SNEAK PREVIEW LAST NIGHT NEARLY
CAUSED RIOT STOP NEVER
IN OUR EXPERIENCE HAVE
WE HEARD SUCH CONTINUOUS HOWLS OF LAUGHTER STOP SONGS ARE
TERRIFIC AND WILL HAVE
WHOLE

NATION

SINGING

STOP CAST IS PERFECT FOR
J

V
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GOOFY HILARITY STOP
THIS IS POSITIVELY BICCEST THING STUDIO HAS

DONE THIS SEASON SO
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HERE & THERE

Words and Wisdom

lii< Short Subject Reviews ««

Chicago — The Roseland State
Theater management has appointed
Bill Paara as manager of the
Bert Lahr in
Ridge Theater, formerly the Raindow. The house is being remodeled
"Whose Baby Are You?"
18 mins.
ind modernized. The company also Educational
Grand Laffs
operates the DuPage Theater at
A side-splitting comedy with Bert
Lombard, 111. Further expansion
for the circuit is under considera- Lahr trying to do a kind deed for
a pal. His friend who runs a station, it is reported.
tionery and candy store has a wife
Erie, Pa. — The Park Theater in the hospital with a baby on the
again has reopened with a stage way. The trick is to keep the information from the loan company
and screen policy.
which is about to loan him $500,
Chicago — The new Radio Theater but he can't get it if they hear
at 51st and Halstead Sts., under the about the new baby and the added
management of the Lincoln Amuse- overhead. So Lahr gets himself
ments Company, operators of the all involved in the eyes of his girl
Calo, Oak, Rogers Park, Emple and and her dad as the prospective
Olyrapia theaters, will open father, and has a deuce of a time
this week. A. L. Levy is the archi- trying to square himself. Good for
tect.
big laffs in any theater where folks
want to let themselves go. Produced
Granite City, 111. — A. Sidney by Al Christie. Story by David
Johnson, C. A. Kober and F. J. Freedman. In the cast are George
Laurent have formed the Granite Haggerty, Gertrude Mudge, Sally
Amusement Company, with offices Starr, Earl Gilbert, Eddie Lambert.
at 19 State St.
Buster Keaton in

"The Chemist"

Chicago "Dead End" Lead
Signs Pact With Cohen
Chicago — Mady Correll, now playing the feminine lead in the stage
success, "Dead End" in Chicago,
has signed a long-term contract
with Emanuel Cohen, president of
Major Pictures, who produces for
Paramount. Miss Correll, who has
become an outstanding stage actress
in recent years, will leave for Hollywood to begin film roles as soon as
the Chicago run of "Dead End" is
completed.

Spectrum Sets New Deal
John

Cosentino, special representative for Spectrum Pictures, has
closed a deal with Watt L. Parker
for distribution rights to Spectrum's
series of six musical westerns starring Fred Scott for the territories
of North and South Carolina. The
product will be distributed through
the Amity Exchange headed by
Parker at Charlotte, N. C.

Gift Piano Flown to Pons
Helping inaugurate the first general air freight system of TWA to
Hollywood, a special Baldwin acrosonic piano was shipped this week
to Lily Pons, RKO Radio star, for
her use in preparing for operatic
roles while still on the coast. Andre
Kostelanetz, the diva's musical director, isthe donor of the piano, and
it was built according to his specifications, being of "air-plane" size,
and weighing only 300 pounds.

Mermaid, Brooklyn, Shifts
Rugoff & Becker is acquiring the
Mermaid, Brooklyn house, which
seats 571. Same company operates
the Surf in the same nieghborhood.

The progress of the electronic and
mechanical arts has contributed
mightily to technological unemployment, despite the soothing syrup
make the kids cheer. Authored by doled out by industrialists. Sound
Paul Terry, Mannie Davis and pictures, particularly, wrought havoc
George Gordon. Scored by Philip with musicians and stagehands. —
A. Scheib.
Editorial . in INTERNATIONAL
PROJECTIONIST.

"Symphony
Snow"
(Treasure In
Chest)
Educational
9 mins.
Thriller
One of the most impressive snow
pictures ever filmed. Shows the
grandeur of the Swiss Alps, with
three daring mountain climbers risking their lives in a hazardous climb,
part of the journey there and back
negotiated on skiis. The photographs show many close-ups of the
climbers hanging precariously over
the side of steep chasms that drop
sheer for thousands of feet. Here
is an outdoor adventure thriller that
will hold any audience breathless.
Story and narration by A. L. Alexander.
"Krazi- Inventions"
(Treasure Chest)
Educational
10 mins.
Unusual
A funny novelty, which burlesques
certain nut inventions that have actually been patented in Washington.
One shows a mechanical device
placed inside a gent's derby which
automatically tips his hat for him.
In the demonstration the invention
goes blooey, with disastrous results
to the inventor. Another invention
grows hair on bald heads, but when
the barber inventor tries to put eyebrows on a girl who had her eyebrows singed off, the machine goes
haywire and puts hair all over her
face. The reel is well handled for
laughs, and the narration by Senator
Ford is very funny and full of
laughs. In the cast are Eddie Hall,
Frank Jaquet, Earl Gilbert, Aileen
Cook, Rose Kessner, Jimmie Fox.
The authors of the reel are Juliet
Lowell and Mort Lewis.
The Cabin Kids in

Educational
19 mins.
Swell Gags
A very funnily gagged reel, with
Buster Keaton seen as the bright
pupil in the chemistry class at
college. Buster is in the laboratory,
where he has worked out a series
of marvelous inventions, which he
proceeds to demonstrate to the
professor. One is a magic candy
that makes the gal who eats it fall
all over the gent who presents the
morsel. Another invention makes
animals grow three times their original size. But the prize discovery
of Buster is a noiseless powder for
firecrackers for the Fourth. Three
tough yeggs read about it in the
paper, and kidnap Buster and the
powder to blow open a safe. After
some hair-raising experiences with
the bandits, Buster finally turns the
tables and captures them in a very
novel and laughable manner. In the
cast are Marlyn Stuart, Don McBride, Earl Gilbert, Herman Lieb.
"Pink Lemonade"
Produced by Al Christie, Story by
(Song and Comedy Hit)
David Freedman. Photographed by Educational
11 mins.
George Webber.
Pop Kid Stuff
The pop pickaninnies, the Cabin
Kids, appear in a circus skit where
"Kiko Foils the Fox"
they crash the gate of the big top
(Terry-Toon Cartoon)
Lively
Educational
7 mins. by crawling under the canvas.
Caught by the cops, the clowns intercede for them, and Toto the
The trained kangaroo, Kiko,
Clown
puts on a private act for
proves himself a pal of the little
folks in the woods, especially the them on condition that they reciprocate by singing one of their darky
family of three young birds when
they get into trouble with the crafty harmonies. In this way a neat show
fox, and their parents are unable is put on with the clowns and the
to protect them. One of them falls kids doing their specialties. The
right in the path of the foxy clown stuff will go great with the
Reynard, and Kiko comes to the kids. Story by Art Jarrett. Prorescue. Before he does his great
duced by Al Christie.
life-saving act, he stages a novelty
bombardment of the rascally fox
"Philippine Fantasy"
with the help of the feathered folk
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
of the woods, using the fruit of the 20th Century-Fox
9 mins.
trees as the ammunition. The
Interesting Scenic
Modern views of the Philippines,
youngsters will go for Kiko, for
he has a way about him that will showing some phases of life on the

Studios, despite the battling from
professional colorists, may yet raise
color to a full-grown and helpful
member of the industry. When and
if they do so, the credits — and profits— are rightfully theirs. — AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
Audiences want illusion, and the
artist wants to give them that
without revealing the bare bones of
technique.— EMMA
EAMES.
It is putting the cart before the
horse to blame the cinema for the
increase in child crime. The real
basis of the whole thing is that we
are living in an age where irresponsibility characterizes modern
youth.— W. ROBINSON, Overdale
College, Birmingham, Eng.

London,
O., Dies
Exhibitor's
Wife
in Car Crash
Cincinnati — Mrs. Virgil Price, 35.
wife of Virgil Price, owner of the
Mejestic and Princess theaters at
London, O., was killed instantly when
their auto struck a coal truck, near
London. The Prices were returning home from their sixteenth wedding anniversary celebration. Price
was badly cut and bruised. A male
guest in the car, an attorney, was
also killed.

Bette Davis to Appeal
London has
(Bynotified
Cable) —Warner
Bette Davis's
counsel
Bros,
of his intention of filing tomorrow
an appeal in the High Court from
the decision barring Miss Davis
from appearing in a British production.

Exhib Entering Production
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lee Naify, of Naify
Bros., northern California exhibitors, will produce a series of pictures. Negotiations are pending
with a major company for release.

Tracy
M-G-M
West CoastGets
Bureau New
of THE
FILM

Pact
DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M has signed
Spencer Tracy to a new contract
six months before expiration of
present agreement, due to his increased value at the box-office.
Islands that have never before been
presented on the screen. Notable
among these are the photographs
of the life within the great prison
originally built by the Spaniards.
The shots of life in the interior,
showing the agricultural ingenuity
of the people in the mountain regions, are also very entertaining.
Produced by Truman Talley. Edited
by Edwin Lehr.
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CLEVELAND
Loew's Granada is this week celebrating: its ninth birthday. Manager
John Newkirk staged a neighborhood parade.
Earl Seitz, and associates, who
own and operate the State and Star
theaters, Sandusky and the Strand,
Wadsworth, announce the purchase
of property in Bellevue on which
they will immediately start construction of a new de luxe house.
Jack Flanagan, president of TriState Motion Pictures, who died as
the result of injuries sustained while
taking pictures of the races at Salt
Lake City, was buried Thursday at
Lakewood Park Cemetery.
Formal invitations were issued
for the opening, on Saturday of the
new 1,200-seat new Parma Theater
at Parma, built by James E.
Scoville, Howard Reuf and Paul
Gusdanovic, Cleveland circuit owners.
The house will be under the management of Jim Scoville.
Nate Schultz, president of Selected
Pictures went through a complete
physical examination, including XRays, only to be told that meals
should be eaten at regular intervals
and not just between contract confabs.
Mrs. I. J. Schmertz, wife of 20th
Century-Fox's local branch manager,
is at lit Sinai Hospital suffering
from a slight concussion, the result
of a fall at last week's Variety Club
dance.
Nate Wolf, Warner zone manager
and Mrs. Wolf, toured through the
southern part of the state this week,
with stop-over at the Kentucky military school where their son, Don, is
a cadet.
Frank Gross, who operates several
theaters here, staged a clam bake
for some forty bookers, office managers and shippers.
Warners' Capitol Theater, Sidney,
closed during the past five years, reopened Saturday, with a triple weekly change policy.
With the recent resignation of
Frank Cost as manager of Warners'
Variety Theater, Cleveland, Lou
Milder was transferred from the
State, Lima, as his successor. Don
Reilly, assistant manager at the
Palace Lorain, stepped up into
Milder's former job.

CHARLOTTE
Charlotte film exchanges were
given the highest rating among the
city's commercial houses by the fire
authorities after an inspection which
featured National Fire Prevention
week here.
Mac S. Phillips, who has been city
supervisor of Kincey theaters in
Lexington, N. C, has been transferred to Columbia, S. C, by his
company.
Ben Goldman and Mrs. Goldman,
recently married in New York, were
in Charlotte on their bridal tour.
Mrs. Goldman was formerly Miss
Matilda Vogel. Goldman is in
home office of Vitagraph.
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A "JUitte" (to** "tots"

Harry
Goldberg,
publicity chief,
and Joe Warner's
Feldman, head
of the local exploitation office, are
By RALPH WILK
back from a business trip to Erie.
but, singing in the Silver Slipper
George Tyson, managing director
HOLLYWOOD
night club in Toronto at the age of of the Harris-Alvin, is sporting a
"ELIZABETH JENNS, English stage four.
new car.
T
▼
T
and screen actress, under con"The New Gulliver" has been held
tract to David O. Selznick, will reJohn Francis Larkin has been
over for a third week at the Art
port for work Nov. 15 to play the
role of Anita Regis, a reigning signed to work on the screenplay Cinema.
of "Night Key," at Universal. Eliot
screen star in "A Star Is Born."
Harry Warner made a reservation
Gibbons is working on the script for
▼
t
*
"St. Moritz." Marcus Goodrich, for the annual Variety Club banquet
John Wayne is on a pheasant Arthur Caesar and John Grey have to be held at the William Penn
hunting trip to Oregon. He is ac- completed their writing assign- Hotel here Sunday. Other late rescompanied by J. Carter Herman,
ments at Universal and have left
ervations include Ned Depinet,
husband of Polly Ann Young, and the lot.
George Shaefer, Christy Walsh,
the pair are gunning for the birds on
T
T
▼
George Weeks, Governor Nice of
the private estate of a friend of the
Al Wilson, who is production Maryland, Rip Collins of Chicago,
Jules Levy and Johnny Perkins. Ed
player.
manager on "Happy Go Lucky" at Sullivan will be one of the floor
Republic,
will
serve
in
a
similar
Columbia's "Swedish" comedy
show headliners. The attendance
star, El Brendel, started work this capacity on "Special Orders." He limit has been boosted to 850.
was also production manager on
week on a new feature entitled "Ay
William J. Lewis, Sun-Telegraph
Tank Ay Go." Phyllis Crane fur- "The Country▼ Gentleman."
TV
nishes the love interest, with Bud
movie editor, is leaving on his anJamison seen in a featured role.
nual vacation next month.
Buck Jones is spending most of
Del Lord is directing from John his spare time these days at San
Jimmy Nash, formerly with GB
Pedro, working with the crew of
Grey's story and screen play.
»
»
»
has Exchange
joined asLousalesman
Lefton's inMonthe
his yacht, "Sartartia," in putting here, arch
Leo Carrillo has been signed by the
latter in shape following its main-line territory.
Walter Wanger for an important rough return from Honolulu recentSaturday morning kiddie shows,
role in "History Is Made At Night,"
ly. He is taking advantage of pro- which are spreading throughout the
starring Charles Boyer and Jean
duction idleness while awaiting comday.
Arthur, it was announced yesterhere, invade the downpletion of script for his next pic- neighborhoods
town area when the Barry Theater
ture, "Sandflow," which is being
written by Frances Guihan.
adopts the idea this week.
Eric Blore, Diana Gibson, Ray
v
v
r
William Skirboll, co-operator of
Mayer, Harry Jans, Frank M.
Francis Lederer, draws the lead- the Skirboll-Libson Circuit, and Joe
Thomas and Alan Curtis have been
Lissaur, booker for the circuit, were
male role in "Chopin," which business
visitors here.
assigned to roles in "They Wanted will ing
be
Frank
Capra's
next
production for Columbia Pictures after he
to Marry," which Zion Myers will
Bill
Scott,
manager of the Stanley
produce at RKO Radio.
completes the cutting and editing Theater, is on the sick list.
▼
»
T
"Lost Horizon." In addition Mr.
Florence Fisher Parry, Press
More than 2,000 extra and bit of
Lederer has been placed under a
players are appearing in scenes for long-term contract by the company. movie columnist, is back from Wash"San Quentin," the Warner-First
▼
T
T
ington.
National story of prison life now in
George F. Callahan, president of
production on the Coast with Pat
"A Star is Born," Selznick Inter- the Exhibitors Service Company, is
national
technicolor
production
coO'Brien in the leading role.
starring Janet Gaynor and Fredric in Chicago attending the convention
▼ ▼ T
of the National Film Carriers, Inc.
A nine hole golf course is being March, goes before the cameras Oct.
A four-ton granite monument to
laid out on the Encino ranch of W. 26. Schedule calls for its completion in approximately 10 weeks.
Will Rogers is being erected in Mt.
P. Lipscomb, British playwright▼ ▼
▼
Lebanon Park here.
scenarist, who is currently writing
The headquarters of C. J. Latta,
Edwai'd Everett Horton has
the screenplay for "National Velvet," which Arthur Hornblow, Jr., signed a three-picture deal with Warner's district manager, have
will produce for Paramount. Lips- Paramount. Harold Hurley will been completely renovated.
comb is one of filmland's newest produce.
T
T
T
T
▼
golf "nuts." T
CONNECTICUT
Ned Dobson, Republic's talent
"The Desert Song" is expected to
go into production at the First Na- scout, and Miss Lillian Burns, dramatic
coach
at
the
Republic
talent
tional studios as soon as casting,
The State, Hartford, has opened
now under way, is completed. It school, have been named by the with
the owners, Harris Brothers,
Hollywood
Junior
Chamber
of
Comwill be filmed entirely in Technimerce among the judges at tomor- as co-managers, and Zach Friedman,
color. So far Frank McHugh, who
row's Preview Parade.
formerly of the Brooklyn Parawill play the chief comedy part, is
▼
T
T
the only player announced for a
mount, assisting. House has vaudefilm at week-end, otherwise films.
RKO
Radio
announces
that
the
leading role.
A.
Doombe
has resumed excava▼ »
▼
picture hitherto known as "General
The 20th Century-Fox picture, Delivery" will have a finel release
tion of a new theater site on King's
Fairfield.
"Living Dangerously," nearing com- title of "Wanted! Jane Turner." Lee Highway,
Ted
Jacocks,
of the Branford
pletion, will be released under the Tracy and Gloria Stuart share honM.P.T.O. j
ors in this film, which has a back- Theater, and Connecticut
title "Private Enemy."
ground of the postal service.
T
▼
T
president,
has
returned
from
a vaca- J
▼ ▼ ▼
The new book, "My Sixty Years in
Adolph
Johnson
will
represent
the i
tion.
Show Business," by George BlumenPurchase of "Ladies and Gentlethal is attracting much attention
men," an original comedy drama by new Heffner-Ryan Boston film ex- 1
in the film colony. Its author is Ernest Vajda has just been an- change in this territory, distribut- 1
now visiting Hollywood.
nounced by Mervyn LeRoy, Warner ing American Film Co. and other I
▼
T
T
Bros, producer. According to Le- independent product. Johnson is also
Bobby Breen, now starring in Roy's present schedule, "Ladies and Bank Night agent here.
The Strand Theater, Hamden, has
"Rainbow On the River," a Principal Gentlemen" will follow "The King
Production musical for RKO-Radio and the Chorus Girl" and "Son of reopened after complete reseating
release, made his professional de- the Gods" into production.
and redecorating under Lou Phillips.
t

t

t

▼

▼

▼

9NE WOMAN

Against Three Menl

HER

HUSBAND

• • -She loathed him

HER

LOVER

• • • She loved him

HER

MASTER

. . • She feared him

GEORGE ARLISS " EAST meets WEST
with LUCIE MANNHEIM
Canada Distributors
EMPIRE FILMS, Ltd.

GODFREY

TEARLE • ROMNEY

BRENT

Directed by Herbert Mason • Story by E. Greenwood
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GB's U. S. Setup Will Handle B.I. P. and Indie Product

U. S. FILMJOMPANIES MAY QUIT ITALIAN FIELD
Transradio Will Supply a News Service to Exhibitors
Help Wanted
...
==

or is it?

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

=

FOR many a long year, a patient film industry has been faced with the criticism
that its indifference to the fate of the
legitimate drama, which nursed so many of
its screenwrights, players, directors and
studio craftsmen, has smacked of gross
ingratitude.
I More, it was affirmed in the long ago,
then reiterated time and again, that a
healthy American stage waits only upon
the adoption of certain semi-philanthropic
measures on the part of the industry.
"Let the studios place their rich store of
talent at the disposal of play producers.
Let there be a reasonably steady flow of
contract players to and from the country's
stages, to the mutual benefit of stage and
screen", it has been persuasively argued.

AS if to take the proponents of such a
policy at their word, the production
head of a major studio the other day authorized the announcement that it was
prepared to loan its younger contract players to not only legitimate theaters but to
stock companies and little theater groups
without charge for one to two weeks' engagements, merely stipulating that appearances be in suitable roles.
In view of what had gone before, the
industry might well have expected the offer to be rewarded with one of those
Princetonian three-cheers-and-a-tiger, and
a rush on the part of stage producers to
accept.

has materialized thus far. Indeed, even in little theater circles the
offer has met a chilly reception, and the
head of one of the largest in the midwest
has dismissed it with the comment that

News

Service Via Theaters
Is Projected
by
Transradio

Transradio News Service, now engaged in supplying several hundred
radio stations with news bulletins,
is prepared to render a similar service to theaters throughout the
country and has agencies in New
York and Los Angeles contacting
theaters preparatory
to establish(Continued

on Page

6)

16 MM. WORLD PACT
AMERICAN VICTORY
A world-wide agreement to assure
complete interchangeability of 16
mm. motion picture sound film and
equipment was announced yesterday
by the American Standards Association. The agreement, worked out
through (Continued
recent meetings
of the Inon Page 10)

Two Zukor Jubilee Drive
Leaders Named by Agnew
Neil F. Agnew, Paramount general sales manager, has appointed
Milt Kussell and Myke Lewis as
captains in connection with the
Paramount International Silver Ju(Coutinucd

on Page

10)

GOP-Dems.

50-50 Split

Maintaining a policy of strict neutrality, the Rialto theater, Washington,
beginning today, will show a Democratic
and Republican campaign picture on its
bill.
"Thethe
Fighting
President"
is the
title of
Democratic
production
while the Republicans are sponsoring
"Let's Look at the Record." The
house will be divided for Republican
and Democratic supporters.

Withdrawal of American film companies from the Italian market is in
prospect in event the Mussolini
Government insists upon effectuating a contemplated order which
would compel each organization to
keep 75 per cent of their revenue
in that country, foreign department
heads indicated yesterday in New
York.
According to the plan, which is
believed designed to stimulate production in Italy, money remaining
in
the
country
would have to be exA conference of exhibitors east of
pended for motion picture purposes,
Chicago will be sponsored by the I. such as production, raw stock and
T. O. A. Nov. 4 at the Hotel Astor,
synchronization work. Under workNew York, for the purpose of disings of the(Continued
order, onbased
on business
Page 7)
cussing distributor selling policies,
including clearance, and prospects
of the spread of the exclusive runs
policy, it was stated following a

ITOA CALLS PARLEY
OF EASTERN EXHIBS

(Continued on Page 7)

RKO Trustee's Purchase
Plan Stirs Opposition
Because of opposition to the proposal of the Irving Trust Co., RKO
trustee, that $750,000 be expended
to acquire notes against RKO held
by the Giannini banking interests,
it is expected that hearing on the
(Continued on Page 10)

Maxwell Confirms GB's U. S. Setup
Will Handle Best of BIPand Indie List

NEITHER

"the amateurs haven't anything to learn
from them".
Well, perhaps
not.
But certainly
on the way to
criticism aimed
will to criticize

the film industry is well
learning that much of the
at it results more from a
than a desire to co-operate.

Duces
Proposed
Revenue
Order may Lead U. S.
Cos. to Quit

CFI'S STOCKHOLDERS
HIT REORGANIZATION

A committee of preferred stockholders has been formed to oppose
the reorganization plan for Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., promulgated by the management. The
committee, which includes Max Bercow, Edward J. Gould, Norman
Johnson, William Kaufman and Abraham Tauber, maintains that the
"management is attempting to substitute a$1
preferred stock for the
(Continued on Page 6)

Film Men Named to Pass
on Minn. School Movies

Not only will the GB organization
Warners Jump Calloway
Minneapolis — With the school moin America be perpetuated by John
vie situation locally becoming acute,
to L. A. Managerial Post Maxwell, who is acquiring control a committee of local film men has
Two promotions in the Warner
Brothers sales organization were announced last night by Gradwell L.
Sears, general sales manager.
W. E. Calloway, now branch manager at Dallas,
Tex., has been ap(Continucd on Page 10)

of Gaumont British, the parent cor- been organized, its members embracporation, but its functions will be
ing Stanley D. Kane of Northwest
extended to handle the best of the Allied,
Theodore Hays of Minnesota
B. I. P. product as well as indepen- Amusement, and Bob Workman,
dent pictures, said a cable to The representing exchanges, also Supt.
Film Daily yesterday from London. Carroll Reed and C. David Strom,
These advices confirm exclusive sto- head of visual education in schools,
(Contimted on Page 10)

(Continued on Page

10)

—2&*l

Alperson Talks 2 Pacts
With Indie Producers

Bette Davis Says That
She'll "Probably Lose"
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Cecil D. De Mille is understood
considering two production deals, including one with Paramount, which
is distributing his last picture, "The
Plainsman." He is due in New York
soon from the coast to po into the
deals.
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Warners May Picturize
Three Broadway Plays

Three Broadway shows may reach
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
the
screen via Warner Bros.-First
Hollywood
—
President
Edward
L.
London (By Cable) — In bed to
National. Under deals
made prior
nurse a cold and knees skinned in Alperson of Grand National is here
to complete local distribution deal to the split with the Drama
a fall from her bicycle, Bette Davis with Fox West Coast and set first- Guild last Spring over its tists'
standard
in Los Angeles. He is also agreement, Warners are understood
lold callers yesterday that "she'll run
negotiating two new contracts with to be financially
interested in "Sweet
probably lose" her appeal for a re- independent producers.
River," which George Abbott opens
hearing of the injunction action
soon at the Hollywood theater, and
successfully brought against her by
Two Actresses III
her American employer, Warner West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY "Swing Your Lady," now on Broadway under management of Milton
Hollywood — Alice Faye was fight- Shubert. Company some time ago,
Brothers, in King's Bench Division
here.
day. ing intestinal flu and Isabel Jewell it is understood, acquired the picIn such case, she added, she will a heavy cold in local hospitals toture rights to "Tovarich," called the
season's lone hit on Broadway.
return to Hollywood and the Warner studio, for she has "never
Hurts Kill J. R. Diamond
F. M. Simon Rites Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
thought
of
retiring."
Miss Davis expects to be joined
Funeral services for Ferd M. Si-,
Hollywood
—
James
R.
Diamond,
by her mother here in a fortnight veteran cameraman, is dead here mon, 41, widely known thearical
for a visit to Scotland and the Conand early motion pictured
of injuries received when agent
tinent. She will not be present today
house operator who died Tuesday of
struck by an auto.
when her appeal is argued, she said.
heart ailment at his home, 124 Slo-|
cum Crescent, Forest Hills, Queens,
will be held today at Riverside Memorial Chapel, 180 West 76th Street
at 1 p. m. Interment will be in,
family vault at Rosehill Cemetery]
Chicago. Surviving are his widowj
Mrs. Esther Simon; two children!
BILL FRAWLEY left New York yesterday
MARY PICKFORD will leave Hollywood today
on his return to the coast.
Frederic and Geraldine; a brother J
by train for New York to confer with United
Artists officials.
York.
JACK MacGOWAN, Coast writer, is in New
Irving of Hollywood, and a sisterj
Mrs. Edna Goldsmith of Chicago. 1
RALPH McCOY, manager of the Charlotte,
N.

C. branch

for Warners,

is in New

E. "MANNY" MANHEIM.
the Park Central.

York.

Syracuse, is at

MELCHIOR LENGYL, Hungarian playwright,
has completed his writing contract with Paramount and now is en route from Hollywood
to New
York.
HAROLD SCHUSTER, who directed "Wings of
the Morning," first all-Technicolor picture to
be produced in Europe, arrives in New York
tomorrow on the Bremen with the negative
which will go on to Hollywood for color
Fox.
processing and release through 20th Century-

II,. rt Coast

EVELYN TERRY, new Goldwyn "find," has
left New York for Hollywood, with a stopoff
planned
in Pittsburgh.
NED CLARKE, newly appointed RKO European traveling auditor, sails on the Aquitania
Oct. 28.
in

MRS.
New

J. EDWARD
York.

BROMBERG

is visiting

J. H. COOPER of J. H. Cooper Enterprises
is visiting his Lincoln, Neb., branch.

MAX WEISFELDT. in charge of Columbia's
shorts, and BERT STEARN, U. A. eastern division manager, were
recent
Pittsburgh
visitors.

HAL ROACH is en route from coast, arriving Monday in New York. While here, will
look for new story properties both comedies
and features.

NICK DIPSON, West Virginia circuit operator, is home
from
a European
vacation.

E. B. DERR of Crescent Pictures has arrived
on the Coast by plane from the East.

ERICH WOLFGANG KORNGOLD, Viennese
composer under contract to Warners, arrives
today from Italy aboard the Rex. He spent
summer months in prominent European musical centers.

MERLE OBERON, screen actress, has delayed
return to England until next week. She is
scheduled to leave Hollywood today for New
York where she will spend a few days prior
to sailing. Her original plan was to board
the Queen Mary which left yesterday.

his

ARCHIE
return

MAYO
to }he

leaves New
coast.

the

JOSEPH
coast.

SCHNITZER

York today on

plans a trip east from
is in New

York from

JIM NORMANLY left New York yesterday
en route to Hollywood, where he makes his
headquarters.
SIDNEY
28 on the

R. KENT sails from England Oct.
Queen
Mary returning to New York.

HASKELL MASTERS of United Artists has
gone to Toronto
from
New
York.
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER returns to New York
today
from Chicago.
J. L. SCHLAIFER
after visiting Chicago

has gone
from New

to the coast
York.

WILLIAM CONSELMAN. 20th Century-Fox
screen playwright, has returned to Hollywood
after a brief visit to New York for confeiences
with Mark
Hellinger.
GEORGE WHITE, stage and screen producer,
is scheduled to leave New York tomorrow by
plane for Los Angeles.

F. B. I. Plan Quashed
London (By Cable) — The F. B. I
plan for abolition of the quota on
renters in the forthcoming Film
meeting.
Acts was quashed at Tuesday's

ISADOR FREY of Loew's, Inc., legal dept.,
is visiting
Mike Cullen, manager of Loew's
Penn,
Pittsburgh.

LAWRENCE TIBBETT, opera and film star,
left New York yesterday for concert engagements in San Francisco and Chicago before
opening Metropolitan Opera season.

ARTHUR LOEW, who is returning to Paris
from Rome, is due back in New York after
the first of the year.

Girl Born to Einfelds
S. Charles Einfeld, director of ad-l
vertising and publicity for Warnerl
Bros, became the father of a baby]
girl, born to Mrs. Einfeld at the]
Doctors
Hospital, New York City,]
Tuesday night. The new daughter]
will be named Linda.

BENNY AMDUR, operating the Garden,
visit.
Pittsburgh, has returned after a New York

CLAIRE TREVOR, who just completed "Career
Woman" for 20th Century-Fox, arrives Saturfrom Larchmont.
Hollywood for a vacation at parents'
home day in

CECIL B. DE MILLE
Hollywood
shortly.

De Mille Weighs Deals
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DAILV

ARTHUR W. KELLY, vice-president in charge
of distribution for United Artists has arrived
in Rio de Janeiro from England. He is expected to return to home office about the
middle of November.
VICKI VANN,
New
York from
ANITA
coast by

screen player, has returned to
Hollywood.

LOUISE has delayed her trip to the
air with her mother
until Saturday.

GEORGE DAWS, Canadian advertising and
publicity director for Warners, leaves home
office Saturday
for the coast by plane.
PAULETTE
GODDARD
morrow for Hollywood.
FREDRIC
leave today

MARCH
for the

leaves by plane to-

and FLORENCE
coast.

ELDREDGE

BOOKKEEPER-STENOGRAPHER
Correspondent — legal knowledge — responsible position. Many years Motion Picture experience — Distribution — Production
—also Trailers. Highest credentials.
Address, Box No. 1008, THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York City.

Sue Carol Will Marry
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sue Carol, screen actress, and William H. Wilson, scenarist, will wed. Notice of marital
intentions has been filed.

A. B. Profit Up $750,000
London
(By
Cable) — Associated
British announces
an increase of I
$750,000 in profits for the first six!
months of the present year, as compared with the corresponding period
of last year.

IMPORTANT PEOPLE
TRAVEL TWA
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast
Chicago
Non-stop between New York and
TWA
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The scene represented by this cartoon is beiny
duplicated everywhere! At press time "LIBELED
LADY" was ahead of the phenomenal "San
Francisco" in 13 engagements: Albany.
Bridgeport, Cleveland, Hartford, New Haven,
Providence, Rochester, Springfield, Syracuse.
.
Waterbury, Worcester, Indianapolis, Chicago
have
Among other spots where engagements
been exfended are: Baltimore, Albany, Columbus, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Wilmington.
Worcester, Chicago, Denver and many more
e. It's
as we approach publication deadlin
going to happen in your town too!

ti
FOR THE GAYEST
THANKSGIVING OF
YOUR LIFE
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CFI'S STOCKHOLDERS
HIT REORGANIZATION

TRANSRADIO PLANNING
EXHIB. NEWS SERVICE
Uin.'iu.'iui frt tn Pagi

ment of such a service, it was said
yesterday by Herbert Moore, Transradio president.
Moore said that Transradio was
readv to begin operations as soon
as 25 theaters in 15 cities were lined
up. The probable price for such
service would range from $50 to
weekly depending on the size
of the theater.
Moore said that many theaters
had expressed interest in the idea
but expected to obtain the service
at the same low rates as paid for
newsreels. He declared that the
live news could not be supplied at
this figure.
Moore pointed out that theaters
might obtain sponsors for the news
bulletins, such as Lucky Strike, etc.
Sponsors would merely mention that
the news was coming to the audience
through courtesy of the particular
company.
Moore said he viewed adoption of
the service by theaters as inevitable.
He declared that radio competition
made it imperative for the theaters
to use this service and that the recent humanizing of treatment of
news made use of spot news bulletins in theaters attractive to audiences.
Ten Theaters have already taken
steps towards introduction of this
service in the broadcast of fight and
election bulletins.

Mrs. Harry Taylor Dies
Kansas City, Mo.— Plans for
Harry Taylor, former Columbia
branch manager here, to leave for
Los Angeles Saturday to assume
the Pacific Coast sales managership
for National Screen Service, were
killed by the sudden death Tuesday
of his wife.

Garbo as Mme. Waleska
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

(.Continued from Page

1)

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Completing "Camille," Greta Garbo will start "Mme.
Waleska" for M-G-M. It's a Napoleonic romance. Assignment refutes rumors of retirement.

Bela Lugosi
Constance
Bennett
Mitzie Green
James Hall
M. J. Weisfeldt

• • • SOME FEW days ago general sales manager Grad
Sears of Warners asked Herbert J. Ochs to drop in and see him
from Atlanta
Herb being the branch manager there
and when he arrived in New York Grad asked him how he'd like
to be one of his assistants along with Bob Mochrie Herb
said he thought that would be fine if there was more dough in
it and Grad said there was more dough and so Herb said oke
and Grad said all right and pick yourself out a room and a secretary and here's some contracts to go to work on for a start
so the gent who had just come from Atlanta for a visit is
now at the Warner home office permanently
this gives you
an idea how fast Grad Sears works
•
•
• BUT BEHIND the promotion for Mister Ochs dates
a close association of years with Mister Sears
he was
Grad's assistant
the National
other was office
of the
Cleveland
branch when
of First
and manager
Grad learned
to
appreciate Ochs' ability to absorb work and make every exhibitor a friend of the company
since those early days
Herbert Ochs has risen to be one of the ablest branch managers
in the biz
Herb started 20 years ago as an usher in his
home town of Toledo, working after school hours
went into
distribution after graduating, working for Loew's in Cleveland
then joined First National in that city
and then
branch manager for Warners in Dallas, Memphis and Atlanta
the South knows Herb Ochs' record
it is a tradition down there that Ochs does right by his company and at
the same time makes the theater gent feel that he was done
right by, too
a Genius, no less
you Warner branch
managers throughout the country will be having Mister Ochs
drop in on you occasionally
a lad who talks your language,
for he's been doing the things you're doing for years
and copping the company's top awards in the annual sales
drives while doing it
.that's why he's now in the home
office
Warners promotes from the ranks
and if you're
not rank you're automatically promoted
can a guy ask for
• • • WE HEAR that Hollywood is again flirting with
Gus Edwards, the professional daddy of some of our biggest
show names ... • The girls in the biz will be interested to
learn that Bertrand, who for years dressed the coiffures of
stars like Gloria Swanson,
Marion
Davies, Bette Davis and
Mary Carlisle, at the M-G-M and Paramount studios
is
now officiating in his specialty at Stern's department store
• • • THERE ARE more laffs to the frame in Educational's current Bert Lahr and Buster Keaton shorts than any producer is reasonably expected to deliver
spot these two
shorts in on your next two programs and there will be more
smiles on the faces of your customers than have been seen going out of your lobby in months
"Whose Baby Are You"
is the Bert Lahr tickler, while Buster Keaton comes through
with "The Chemist," one of his very best
• • • TWO LUNCHEONS will be tendered by the Cinema
Club to film notables in the near future
one to Harry Warner on Friday of next week to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the introduction of sound
the other in about two
weeks to Will Hays
Seen lunching at the Club yesterday
were Major L. E. Thompson, Jacobo Glucksman, George McDonald, D. O. Decker, Edward Morris, Gabriel Hess, Walter Trumbull, Louis Nizer, David Palfreyman, Louis Phillips ...
• All
the Warner home office staff are breathing easier
Charles
Einfeld, the ad chief, has safely passed the terrific crisis
the Missus is doing well at the Doctors Hospital, the babe is a
beaut, and Charlie is normal again
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present $2 preferred stock, and to
destroy the right to cumulative back
dividends on the preferred stock
which, to date, amount to $5 a share.
"The committee also complains of
the fact that, although the company
has reported earnings in excess of
the preferred dividend requirements
during the last few years, it has
paid only one-half of the dividend
requirements."

Extended Run Policy Said
B-K Plan for State Lake

Chicago— W. A. Goldsmith, president of the State Lake Building
Corporation, owner of the State
Lake building in which the Statj?
Lake theater is located, says that
two-thirds of the stockholders of the
company have approved the sale of
the building to the 190 N. State Company, subsidiary of Balaban and
Katz. A couple of months
should see the legal difficulties settled, as Jones Linick & Schaefer have
a six months' cancellation notice. It
is reported that when the Balaban
and Katz interests take the house
over, they will operate the theater
as an extended run film house.
Another report is that Jones,
Linick and Schaefer will reopen the
McVickers theater as a film house,
if they can get together with the
Boardproperty.
of Education which controls
the

Lynch In New Post

Walter J. Lynch, who was. for
many years with Pathe Exchange,
has joined Producers Laboratories
here as sales and contact man. For
the past year Lvnch has been with
the Army War College in Washington, D. C. as film editor, editing historical records of the World War.

DATE

BOOK

Oct. 23: Seattle M. P. T. 0. A. Movie Ball,
Eagle's Auditorium.
Oct. 17: Warner Club dinner-dance. Seven
Gables
Inn, New Haven, Conn.
Oct. 25:

Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banquet, William Penn
Hotel.
Pittsburgh.
Associated Theater Owners of Indiana, Variety Club, Indianapolis, Ind.

Oct. 27:

Oct. 27: Luncheon for F. H. Richardson, Hotel
Pennsylvania.
Oct. 30: Warner Club's Hallowe'en party, 32]
W. 44th Street.
Nov. 4:

Allied Theaters of Michigan convention, Statlcr Hotel, Detroit.
Allied Theaters of Michigan annual convention, Hotel Statler, Detroit.

Nov. 4-5:

Nov. 27: Buffalo Variety Club
Statler, Buffalo.

Ball. Hotel

Dec. 1-2: State convention of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio, Deshler
Hotel,
Columbus.
Dec. 11: Cleveland Variety Club's annual
banquet,
at the Mayfair
Casino.
Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel,

Philadelphia.
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ITOA CALLS PARLEY
OF EASTERN EXHIBS
(Continued from

Page
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meeting of the New York unit yesterday at the Astor.
A preliminary conference, attended by committees
representing
a
number of exhibitor associations, is
> planned for the Astor next Wednesday. Units to be represented, it was
{stated, include the United M. P. T.
0. of Eastern Pa., headquartering in
i Philadelphia. This meeting will map
[out plans for the national conference. Arrangements for the sessions
are in charge of the I. T. 0. A.
I committee on film.

'Head Over Heels in Love"
Music Rights Go to Feist

NEWS

of the DAY

Easthampton, Mass. — The Majestic Theater, following renovation,
has reopened.
Chicago — Abraham and Charles
Auerbach have organized the Strand
Amusement Co., with offices at 2111
West Division St., to operate amusement places. The new company has
a capital stock of 500 shares. Blanstein & Lansing handled the legal
details.
Statesboro, Ga. — The new Georgia
Theater has opened here. Built
along modernistic lines, the theater
seats 750 people, with balconies for
both white and colored people. H.
H. Macon, manager of the State
Theater, also is manager of the
Georgia.

Jimmy Campbell, in charge of music for GB, who came over last week
with the music from the new GBJessie Matthews musical, "Head
Over Heels In Love", has concluded B-K and Para. Indifferent
arrangements with Leo Feist, Inc.,
to St. Louis Exhib. Field
for the publishing of the Gordon and
Revel songs which were specially
written for the production.
St. Louis— There is little likeliMr. Campbell leaves New York
hood that either Balaban & Katz or
today for the other radio centers, Paramount interests will seek to cut
including Chicago, Los Angeles and into the local exhibition field by bidSan Francisco, where he will work
ding on the West End Lyric Theater
out details for the nationwide plug- and the Skouras Brothers Enterging of the "Head Over Heels in
prises, Inc., block of the St. Louis
Love" music.
Amusement Co. stock when those asDuring his stay here Campsets of the bankrupt Skouras combell will also negotiate final arrangepany are sold at auction here tomorments for Jessie Matthews' radio
row, it is understood.
appearnces in this country in the
near future. Dates will also be set
The sale will be in charge of Nelson Cunliff, trustee in bankruptcy
for the star's world broadcasts which
both CBS and NBC will feature.
for the Skouras Brothers Enterprises, which holds 52 per cent of the
stock in the St. Louis Amusement
Shields-Evans Build House
Ellensburg, Wash. — With J. H. Company. The Fanchon & Marco
Evans of Spokane as his partner, interests now control 42 per cent as
J. E. Shields, exhibitor here is con- a result of their peace pact with
structing a new movie house cost- Warner Brothers. They have also
perfected arrangements with the
ing $50,000.
Bondholders Protective Committee
for the Ambassador, Missouri and
Sheila Barrett On Air
Sheila Barrett has been signed to New Grand Central theaters, the
appear on the Rudy Vallee program principal creditor of Skouras
tonight. Deal was arranged by the Brothers Enterprises, whereby the
bondholders will bid in the Skouras
Leo Morrison agency.
company assets and then enter into
a management contract with the
Fanchon & Marco interests through
sy"
"Ecsta
Passes
ia
Virgin
"Ecstasy" has been approved for one of their local subsidiaries, it is
Virginia presentation by the state's reported.
Board of Censors, Jewel Productions, Inc., has been advised.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
A bathtub is a sort of reflector and
magnifier of sound. A person singing
in the tub hears his voice amplified.
Singing in the bathtub is just a case
of psychology and acoustics, explains
Douglas
Shearer. — M-G-M.

U. S. COS. THREATEN
ITALIAN WITHDRAWAL
(Continued from Patic

Lowell, Mass. — Michael Daly has
appointed Edward Sokolowsky manager of the Victory Theater. Sokolowsky was formerly at the Rialto,
New Britain, and Daly, Hartford.

1)

done by American outfits in Italy
last year, a maximum of 16,000,000
lire ($800,000) would be set, it is
understood. American companies
are reported doing an aggregate
business between 40,000,000 and 50,000,000 lire in Italy.
Hogansville, Ga. — Lam AmuseArthur Loew, reported as acting
ment Co., of which O. C. Lamb of
major distributors, is reRome, Ga., is president, will con- for the turning
to Paris after conferences
struct a$35,000 motion picture the- with government
officials at Rome.
ater here. It will be 130 by 55 feet,
ment. modern furnishings and equip- He returns to the United States afwith
ter the first of the year.

Firnkoeff Circuit Takes
Parkersburg, W. Va. — Mrs. P. M.
Thomas has reopened the Palace,
closed last year following a fire. The
house has been completely remodeled.

Mosque at Newark, N. J.

Florida Exhibitors Watch
New Dog Track Measure

Omaha — Reopening of the 2,900seat Paramount tonight will be featurfed by the p. a. of Gladys George,
whose "Valiant is the Word for Car29th. rie," is booked for the Omaha Oct.

Newark, N. J. — The Mosque here
will reopen as a moving picture
house next month. A long term
lease has been signed by John FirnPortable Circuit Playing
knoeff, head of a syndicate which
controls a circuit of 10 moving pi Spanish Films Organized ture theaters in New York. The
operate the Mosque unDenver — A new portable circuit groupder thewill
corporate name of Quemos
has been organized in Colorado, New Theater Company, Inc.
Mexico and Wyoming by Ramon
Firnkoeff was formerly with the
Ponce, who will show Spanish films Fabian theater group and Radioin each of 24 spots, once every 24 Keith-Orpheum Corporation.
days, with two shows a night, Ponce,
Warner Brothers discontinued film
a Spanish comedian, also will put on performances at the Mosque three
a stage show with the aid of his and one-half years ago. Theater has
wife and four daughters. His son been dark from that time except for
operates the portable equipment.
occasional concerts and miscellanePonce will start the circuit Nov.
ous entertainments, and except for
1 with two shows at the Old Town a three and one-half week stay of a
Hall in Denver. He will also operate combination motion picture and vauin Fort Collins, Walsenburg, San
deville presentation which began last
Luis, Fort Lupton, Alamosa, all in Christmas Eve. The lessees at that
Colorado; Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Cos- time, Chesterfield Theaters, Inc.,
tillia, Cuesta, Taos, Santa Rosa,
signed a five year lease but attendTucumcari, Roswell, Las Lunas, Beance was disappointing and the venlen, and Alamogordo, all in New
ture was discontinued.
Mexico and Columbine, Torrington,
Laramie and Cheyenne in Wyoming.

Gladys George In Omaha

Jacksonville, Fla. — The proposed
city license bill increasing licenses
for theaters, dog tracks, circuses,
miscellaneous amusement concessions
and many other forms of business
was killed by the city council.
But another bill is now attracting
theater men's attention. It is a proposed bill regulating hours of dog
tracks which was introduced during
the same session the license bill was
Loew-Warner Product Pool
killed. It comes up for action Oct.
In Pittsburgh is Talked 27 providing the committee brings
favorable report.
New bill would prevent tracks runPittsburgh — Return of the Penn
ning races between 6 P. M. and midunder the Loew wing may mean a
night, their peak hours and incidenrevival of the product pool between
tally the best theater-going hours.
the theater and Warners, it is reported.
Two Exchanges Sold
The local preferred stockholders
Omaha — Sale of Republic-Midwest
of the Penn formally resigned their
respective positions during a reor- exchanges in Omaha and Des Moines
ganization meeting in Wilmington, to Harry Weiberg, president of Central States Theaters, and Elmer TilDel., opening the way for Loew to
resume control of the ace house. The ton, Warner's exchange head in Des
stockholders are R. A. McCready, Moines, is confirmed. Tilton has resigned from Warners.
Earl Morton and Edwin Fownes.

Para Financing Lloyd
Harold Lloyd
other picture for
will finance the
the producer-star
own unit. Story,
being developed.

will produce anParamount, which
production which
will make via his
an original, is now
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YOUR new MARQUEE

NAMES WIL

THE FAN TOPIC
OF THE NATION!
Broadway's

Most

Beautiful

Actress Is Now the Screen's
Most Fascinating Personality!

&UJ

MAN

NOLAN
in

MARRY
with

MICHAEL

WHALEN
CHARLES "CHIC" SALE • NIGEL BRUCE
SKEETS GALLAGHER • MARJORIE GATESON
GUFF EDWARDS • GERALD OLIVER SMITH
Directed by RALPH MURPHY

• Associate Producer VAL PAUL

CHARLES

R. ROGERS
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PRODUCER
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GB'S U. S, SETUP WILL
EXTEND ITS FUNCTIONS
(Continued

from

Paae

\)

ries published in The Fit m Daily
issues of Oct. 15 and 17.
Sidney R. Kent, who was scheduled to sail from Eneland today on
his return to New York, will be delayed till Oct. 28. He stayed over
to attend the board meetine of GB.
which reported profits of $3,575,000
for the past year, $25,000 less than
the previous year. The dividend was
passed, however.
meeting: takes place
on GB's
Nov. annual
2.

Warners Jump Calloway
To L A. Managerial Post
(Continued from Page 1)

pointed to the Los Angeles branch
manaeerial post, filling the vacancy
caused bv the recent death of Newt
Levi.be Calloway's
Dallas successor
will
announced later.
R. Anderson, heretofore a salesman in the Warner Minneapolis
branch, is promoted to the managerial chair in Des Moines, replacing:
Elmer Tilton, resigned.

RKO Trustee's Purchase
Plan Stirs Opposition
(Continued

from

Pane

\^

The Foreign Field
+

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

$1,300,000 for Italian Film

Rome — Bent on regaining her position in the film market held a
decade ago, Italy is soon to start
work on a series of historical films
to be shipped round the world for
distribution, it is reported here. The
first of the historical productions
will deal with the African campaign
of the Roman warrior and hero,
Publius Cornelius Scipio, the African. The movie center of the ministry of press and propaganda has
appropriated about $1,300,000 for
the gigantic film. Principal scenes
will be recorded in the Island of
Sicily. Carmine Gallone will supervise. Already he has massed in
Sicily 100 actors, 15,000 soldiers
placed at his disposal by the War
Ministry, 2,000 horses and 50 huge
elephants for the battle scenes. Musical arrangements for the film are
being prepared by Maestro Ildebrando Pizzetti.

(Continued from Page

I)

and brother Fred Strom, operator
of the Lyra.
The committee will make it possible for schools to get both regular
and 16 mm. film from exchanges.
Seventeen out of 22 junior and senior high schools are wired for sound.
The film men will pass on all film
desired by schools.
At present most high schools are
showing films at noon hour for small
admission.

♦

♦

Filming
of "Discovery"
London —Voyage
A GB Instructional
unit
is making a film of Antarctic discovery based upon the work of the
British government's scientific expedition on board the ship Discovery now in Antarctic waters. Material shot from the decks of the
Discovery will be incorporated in
the film. The ship William Scoresby, which sails for the Antarctic
this month carrying supplies to the
expedition, is being used as a duplicate of the Discovery. Dan Burt is
directing.

Stereoscopics Without Glasses
Berne — M. Nicolas, manager of
the Capitol Theater, has invented a
new process for motion pictures "in
j'elief" — ^stereoscopic pictures. To
eliminate fatigue during projection,
Nicolas invented an apparatus which
dispenses entirely with the use of
eyeglasses with their consequent
eye strain, it is reported.

Two Zukor Jubilee Drive
Theaters Fire-Damaged
Leaders Named by Agnew
in Ohio, Colo, and N. H.
Portsmouth, N. H. — Fire caused
by the jamming of film toward the
close of the show, caused slight
damage at the Arcadia Theater here.
About 100 people, all that remained
of a capacity crowd which had filled
the theater earlier in the evening,
filed out in an orderly manner.

matter will be adjourned in Federal
Court today for several weeks.
It is understood that RCA or other
Denver — Fire which broke out
large creditors will contend that expenditure of this amount is unnec- during the evening show at the
essary when the cash could be used Pioneer theater burned three feature films, some shorts and damaged
for other purposes. Especially so
in view of the low carrying charges machinery and the booth. Patrons
on the notes and the provision for in the theater filed out and no one
was injured.
gradual amortization.

Film Men Named to Pass
on Minn. School Movies

AD. FILM PLAY DATES
INCREASE FORESEEI

Mt. Sterling, O. — A capacity
crowd filed out of R. M. Passwater's
theater here recently when a $4,000
fire broke out in the projection
booth. No one was hurt but the
blaze destroyed the booth and projection machines and damaged the
theater front.

Weiner Succeeds Marcus
Omaha — I. M. Weiner, Columbia's
head salesman here, has been advanced to exchange manager succeeding Ben Marcus, who has been
transferred to Kansas City as manager, replacing Harry Taylor, resigned.

Chas. R. Rogers Eastbound
FILM DALLY

West Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood — Charles R. Rogers
and William Pierce, executive secreMayers In Hollywood
tary, leave Hollywood today for
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
New York where Rogers will confer with Herbert Wilcox of London,
Hollywood — Arche Mayers, DuWorld sales manager, is here acquir- a member of Universal's board of
ing new product for next season re- directors,ductiononplans.new international prolease.

(Continued from Page
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bilee Drive for Adolph Zukor. The
former will handle the eastern half
of the country while the latter will
take charge of the west. Drive
gets under way Jan. 1 for a fourmonths' period.

New Calvert, Washington,
To be Constructed at Once

Carried
along by the vigoioui
strides being made generally by fihj
industry, producers
of advertisin
reels assert that 1936 will show ne'
high in theatrical booking gains fol
their
product.
With
number
o|
sound-equipped
theaters
on
u»
crease, and disposition on part of
large corporations
to use screens
more intensively as channels for
merchandising goods and commodities to the public, a 30 to 50 per
cent rise in play dates is looked for
on advertising releases, it is said.
During 1935, according to esti-i
mate furnished by the Erpi-operated Modern Talking Picture Ser-j
vice, such pictures registered a 50
per cent gain over 1934 in number
of bookings obtained.
Tops for any high quality industrial film at present time is said to
be about 4,000 bookings, including
special showings which in a number of cases are entirely separate
from regular programs offered by
theaters to patrons.
Alexander Film Co. is now serving
7,500 theaters with ad films, according to Buddy Harris, assistant
to the president, who points to growing adoption of the policy by exhibitors. Circuits using its productions
include Robb & Rowley, Golden
States, Wilby-Kincey, Great States
and W. S. Butterfield, he said.
Alexander, which has offices
throughout Europe as well as this
country, next plans to enter the
South American market.

16 MM. World Agreement
Is Victory for America
(Continued from

Page

1)

ternational Standards Association at
Budapest, will end a two-year conWashington
Bureau
of THE
FILM 'DAILY
troversy between motion picture inWashington — John J. Payette,
dustries here and abroad, by adoptWarner Bros, general zone manager,
ing the American practice as a unf
following a conference with Joseph versal standard. The agreement wil!
Makover, president of the Globe open a world-wide market to tb;
Amusement Company, last night an- 16 mm. sound film industry.
nounced the immediate construction
S. K. Wolf, Executive Vice Presil
of the new Calvert Theater at 2324
dent of the Society of Motion PicWisconsin Ave., N. W.
ture Engineers and American deleContracts calling for a long term
gate to the Budapest meetings, yeslease of the new theater have been
signed and the amusement company
termed in
Great
decistl*3.cts
ion lastterday
March
favorBritain's
of the Amersoon will award construction conican practice the deciding factor in
the situation. Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith is chairman of the American
The' ater
Calvert
the 16th theoperatedwill
in be
Washington
by committee that has been working on
Warner Bros, and will be opened standardization in the general film
in the early Spring. Meanwhile the field.
new Translux Theater is nearing
15th.
completion
and will open about Nov. Clarke Off For European Job
Ned Clarke, who has just been
promoted by RKO Radio to the position of Traveling Auditor in Europe
in association with Phil Reisman,
U. S. Presents Travelog
will sail on the Aquitania Oct. 28
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
begin his new duties. He
Washington — While the resettle- to
report to Jack De Waal, presment administration is hard at work will ent
incumbent as auditor, who has
producing a new picture as yet un- been made Secretary of Radio Picnamed, Washington audiences are
tures International. The two will
watching the second government take a swing around the continental
production, a straight travelog on branches before Clarke settles down
the Virgin Islands.
at his Paris headquarters.

u

EVERYTHING IN ENTERTAINMENT!"
ent."
— FIL
that ever went into screen entertainm
M DAILY
"The new Hirlicolor process adds
considerably to this musical melodrama of Latin America... Action,
romance and lively comedy also
enliven it . . . Gorgeous outdoor
shots in soft greens, blues and
orange will bring in most favorable word-of-mouth publicity . . .
The players are in every way
capable."
-BOXOFFKE
"Musical comedy in color. ..alternately robust and romantic."
M. P. HERALD

WITH

COLOR
ACTION
ROMANCE
CO M E DY
GREAT CAST

LIU DAMITA
FRED KEATING
DEL CAMPO
JEAN

CHATBURN

WARD

♦ TIFFANY

PRESENTED

THAYER

IV

A GRAND

L. ALPERS

Directed by CRANE WILBUR • Screen Play by CRANE
Photogripbtd entirely in Hirlicolor

WILB"

NATIONAL

EVERYTHING IN EXPLOITATION!
^•

A BOX OFFICE SYMPHONY
OF COLOR AND MELODY!

/

Gorgeous Natural Color . . . Drama
. . . Romance . . .Thrills . . . Elaborate

*V «,

Dances . . . Four Hit Songs Published by Sam Fox . . . Three Big
Stars . . . Plus a Gripping Story . . .

BACKED BY
NATIONAL TIE-UPS!
Lux Soap Day and Date Co-op
Plan . . . Richard Hudnut Class
Campaign . . ."DIABLERO" (South
American Devil Dance) Dance
Campaign

Put on by Thomas

E.

Parson, "Radio's Dancing Master",
who put on the Astaire- Rogers
"Piccolino -and 100 OTHER
NATURAL

"-'%Sq

l

TIE-UPS I

A GRAND
NATIONAL

PICTURE

'piCT'

OOPL

o«^e

RIDE TO BIG PROFITS WITH THIS BOX-OFFICE NATURAL!
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"THE LUCKIEST GIRL IN THE
Jane Wyatt,
Louis Hayward,
WORLD"
Pendleton, Eugene Pallette
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Universal
70

Nat

with Sheila Terry, Eleanor Hunt
Republic
63 mins.

mins.

ITS RUN-OF-CROP
BY WITH
AVERAGE

with

STORY

IS SLENDER

Bill Boyd in

"GO-GET-'EM-HAINES"
STORY WILL GET
MYSTERY FANS.

BUT PILES UP THE

Bill Boyd is his usual personable self
as the newspaper man who is dispatched
This is a pleasing program number that by his paper to get interview with utility
magnate who is fleeing country to escape
will pile up many laughs. Although the
consequences attending crumbling of his
story is slender, Edward Buzzell has di- far-flung and powerful enterprises. The
rected well and provided much entertain- star news hawk spots the fugitive aboard a
ment. Herbert Fields and Henry Myers liner and is forced to make the trip. Aboard
fashioned a clever screenplay and bright the liner is a veteran actor, and his daughter. Boyd falls in love with her. The
dialogue. Jane Wyatt and Louis Hayward
head a capable cast, while Nat Pendleton, father, the captain of the ship, a gangster, a jilted sweetheart of the utility
as a dumb bodyguard; Eugene Pallette and
Catharine Doucet furnish many laughs. magnate, a steward and others have logical
Wealthy Jane Wyatt wishes to marry reasons for killing the escaping big business man. Somebody does. And therein
Phillip Reed, a tennis star and insurance
man, who makes only $150 a month. To lies the tale of sleuthing by Boyd who
prove that $150 a month is sufficient for finally discovers just who the murderer
is. It is the usual surprise ending to the
living expenses, Jane accepts her father's usual type of murder mystery. When the
proposal that she go to New York and
live on that amount for 30 days. In her whole plot simmers down at the finale,
New York boarding house, where she must everything turns out well. As you will
share a kitchen and bathroom with another have no trouble in guessing, — Boyd wins
roomer down the hall — the roomer turns the girl. But who killed the big utility
out to be Louis Hayward, who works in man is not so easily solved by theater-chair
Wall Street. Of course, he falls in love detectives. Direction by Sam Newfield is
with her, but when he discovers she is fair, and photography by Edgar Lyons is
wealthy, he feels she has just been toying ditto, taking into consideration several
with him. However, all complications are sequences are exteriors aboard ship when
cameramen are unable to choose their light
ironed out and they are united.
and weather.
Cast: Jane Wyatt, Louis Hayward, Nat
Cast: Bill Boyd, Sheila Terry, Eleanor
Pendleton, Eugene Pallette, Catherine Doucet, Phillip Reed, Viola Callahan.
Hunt, Leroy Mason, Lloyd Ingraham, Clarence Geldert, Louis Natheaux, Lee ShumProducer, Charles R. Rogers; Director,
Edward Buzzell; Author, Anne Jordan; way, Jimmie Aubrey.
Producer, George Hirliman; Director, Sam
Screenplay, Herbert Fields and Henry
Meyers; Cameraman, Merritt Gerstad; Ed- Newfield; Author and Screenplay, George
Sayre; Cameraman, Edgar Lyons.
itor, Dorothy Spencer.
Direction, Fair.
Photography,
Fair.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
LAUGHS— GOOD

PROGRAM

NUMBER.

"Must Seat" Ordinance
in Buffalo Draws Fire

Exhib. "Shows"
MissouriBandit,
Foiling Stickup

Buffalo — Forty-five Buffalo film
exhibitors, all representing community theaters, presented a petition
to City Council urging reconsideration of the ordinance banning sales
of theater tickets unless seats are
immediately available. They declared strict enforcement would
work great hardship on them, asserting that their livelihood depended on business on two days, Saturreduced revday and Sunday; that mean
reduced
enues would certainly
payrolls and might operate so that
the jobs of 900 employes would be
imperiled, all of them supporting
families, and ultimately to bankruptcy for many of the smaller theaters. The petition was referred to
the council's legislation committee.

Liberty, Mo. — An attempt to hold
up M. S. Heath, manager of the
Plaza Theater, here following the
last night show was unsuccessful.
Heath scuffled with the bandit and
held him until L. C. Hards, a police
officer who was in the audience,
could come to his aid and make the
arrest. The bandit, unarmed, beat
Heath about the head with a flash
light and himself was shot in the
leg while attempting to escape.

with

"WILD BRIAN KENT"

Ralph Bellamy,
Mae
Clarke,
Helen
Lowell, Stanley Andrews
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
RKO Radio
60 mins.
SATISFACTORY PROGRAM FARE FOR
THE ACTION
FANS.
This program offering will be very satisfactory to action fans. It is based on
Harold Bell Wright's novel, "The Re-Creation of Brian Kent." Ralph Bellamy does
good work in the title role, while Stanley
Andrews is one of the deepest-dyed villains
seen in many moons. Mae Clarke is the
love interest opposite Bellamy, and Helen
Lowell, Lew Kelly, Howard Hickman and
Richard Alexander are among the principals.
Jack Duffy, as the volunteer fire departchief, who the
opposes
"newBellamy,
tangled"a
engines,ment supplies
comedy.
polo-playing playboy, is en route West to
play a match when his club asks for his
resignation. He stops off in a Kansas
town and meets Andrews, a crooked real
estate dealer. Bellamy is befriended by
Mae and her aunt, Helen Lowell, who
need money to ship their cattle. Through
Andrews, who is after the Lowell ranch,
Bellamy raises $3,000, which he loans Miss
Lowell on her note. Andrews has sick

&

FOREIGN

<*

"BARCAROLE," dialogue film in
German, directed by Gerhardt Lamprecht, and
produced by UFA, with Lida Baarova, Willy Birgel, Gustav Froehlich, Will Dohm
At the 86th Street Garden Theater.
Solid, entertaining film with diverting
touches, lilting music, capable direction
and a story dealing with impetuous hero
who courts the wife of a jealous Mexican.
The latter forces the lover to settle his
rashly-inspired conquest on field of honor.
"LA PALOMA" ("The Dove"), musical
romance in German, produced by Robert
Neppach; directed by Karl Heinz Martin,
with Charles Kullman, Leo Slerak, Jessie
Vihrog, et. al, in cast. Released by Casino
Film Exchange. Presented at 86th Street
Casino Theater.
Familiar story of blighted romance of a
sailor who returns home after several years
absence and finds his boyhood sweetheart
engaged to his closest friend. Kullman,
in lead as sailor lad, appeared last season
with Metropolitan Opera. Slezak, the innkeeper and father of feature's heroine,
well known in musical circles. Both singersis
render musical interludes well.

cattle shipped with Miss Lowell's stock,
and the shipment is held up. Andrews
sets fire to Miss Lowell's wheat, and
Bellamy comes to the rescue. Earle Snell
and James Gruen wrote the screenplay.
Sol Lesser is the producer.

"ASI ES LA MUJER" ("Such Is Woman"), Spanish dialogue film directed by
Jose Bohr who also plays role. A Duquesa
Olga production, with Barry Norton, Rene
Cardona, Sara Garcia, et. al. At Theatro
Cervantes.

Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Mae Clarke, Helen
Lowell, Stanley Andrews, Lew Kelly, Richard Alexander, Jack Duffy, Eddie Chandler,
Howard Hickman.

Lacking technical strength, this picture
nevertheless has amusing moments and a
light, frothy screenplay which Bohr has
handled quite well. Carmen Conde attractively interprets part of masked dancer.

Producer, Sol Lesser; Director, Howard
Bretherton; Author, Harold Bell Wright;
Screenplay, James Gruen and Earle Snell;
Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Editor, Robert Crandail.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

Polio Outbreak Closes
Theaters to Children
Marysville, O. — Motion picture
theaters here have closed their doors
to children, following the outbreak
of the sixth case of infantile paraly-

New

Delaware

Corporations

"RAKOCZI INDULO" ("Rakoczi
March"), Hungarian film produced at Hunnia Film Studios with Tobis-Klang film
sound. Cast includes Paul Javor, Margaret
Dayka, Ferenc Kiss, Julius Csortos, et al.
Presented at Modern Theatre, Third Ave.
and 81st St.
Vibrant story of romance of young
lieutenant and obstacles attending courtship, not the least of which is duel fought
between the hero-suitor and the irate
brother of the girl he loves. Orchestral
interludes add glamour to this already colorful screenplay which exudes atmosphere
of Hungarian life.

September list of new Delaware Three Tri-State Houses
incorporations, whose interests are
Tilt Box Office Prices
related to film industry, include Majectic Radio and Television CorpoOmaha — District Manager E. R.
ration capitalized for $1,000,000
and Movie Screen Advertising Co. Cummings announces price increases
three Tri-State houses. The
"Screeno" Hit in Iowa
of Hollywood, capitalization unan- for
Bonham at Fairbury, Neb., has
nounced.
Des Moines — The attorney genraised matinees from 20 to 25 cents
eral's office has ruled "Screeno" an
and evenings from 25 to 30 cents
Two
Buffalo
Exhibs
III
illegal lottery under Iowa law. WalBuffalo — John E. Carr, manager for the last half of the week. The
ter Maley, first assistant attorney
general, held the plan contained the of the Hippodrome, is confined to Majestic at Grand Island, Neb., and
Empress at Hastings, Neb., have
three elements of chance, considera- his home by illness. Arthur Michael been
raised from 20 to 25 cents.
tion and prize, contrary to Iowa of the Allendale, in Buffalo General
law.
Hospital for several days because
Woonsocket Exhib. Weds
of a heart attack, is recuperating at
Return Date for Nizer
his home.
Woonsocket, R. I. — Fred J.
Attorney Louis Nizer, who spoke
Greene, theater owner, was given
"Amphitryon" on Oct. 24
a bachelor dinner at Legion Hall by
at New York University last Thurs"Amphitryon," a French - proArliss Film for Roxy
duced satire on ancient Greece re125 of his business and professionday night, has been invited to again
GB's "East Meets West," starring speak there in December. His topic
leased here by Dave Brill of the
al associates prior to his marriage
to Miss Alice R. Connor in St. Globe Distributing Co. opens Sat- George Arliss, opens at the Roxy last week was motion picture law
Oct. 30.
urday at the 55th St. Playhouse.
Charles Church.
and practices.
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CINCINNATI
C. B. Hall, the Virginia Theater,
Parkersburg, has left for a winter
vacation in Florida.
Universalis office manager Florence Shoemaker threw a party for
Mrs. Howard Roudebush of the "U"
personnel and the entire office, at
her home in Covington. Ky.
O. B. Pierce, Main Theater, St.
Albans. W. Va., has returned from
a trip to the coast.
Walter C. Mills. Mills Theater,
W. Huntington, is recovering from
illness.
C. E. Tipton, Hyman Amusement
controlling the Orpheum, State
and Albee at Huntington, journeyed
to Cincinnati
with
the Marshall
College football team.
Col. Nat Wolf, district manager
of Warner's Theaters; Charles
Albert, booker and Sol Bragin, who
recently joined Warner Theaters at
Cleveland, visited the row for several days. Warner Bros, have closed
with the Libson-White Circuit in
Ohio.
Paramount's branch manager Joe
Oulahan won the final match in the
Variety Club Golf Tournament, at
the Hillcrest Country Club, playing
the finals with Larry Benton, former baseball star. Oulahan's name
will be inscribed on the Variety Club
silver trophy, held by the club.
The Queen City Variety Club entertained William Onie, branch
manager of Republic Pictures, and
Mrs. Onie, at the Club Room in the
Netherland Plaza, recently in honor
of their 15th wedding anniversary.
RKO Emmett Cashman of the
home office, is here for several weeks
stay. Other visitors were: Orville
Wood, Camden Theater, Camden;
G. D. Nalley, Lyric, Nitro, W. Va.;
Frank Weitzel, Alpine Circuit; Mr.
and Mrs. C. Miller, The Pythian,
Col.; F. McQuaid, New Holland
Theater, New Holland; E. Booth,
Strand, Kenova. W. Va.

DENVER
Harry Huffman has changed the
opening day of three of his first run
theaters from Saturday to Thursday,
because of the football games at
the University of Denver
stadium.
J. B. Melton, owner of the Victory
and Colorado theaters, has i-eturned
from the state of Washington.
B. B. Grove, Gering, Neb., was on
Film low buying equipment and
booking
some films.
Gerald Whitney, city manager for
Fox theaters, has recovered from
illness.
Frank Sheffield is back on the
booking job at the RepublicSheffield exchange after being on
the road for some time. Fred
Eatough did booking during Sheffield's absence.
Don Tweddale has been added to
the staff of the local Grand National
exchange as shipping clerk.
Archie Mayers of DuWorld Pictures, N. Y., has been here arranging for the booking of "Legong."
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SHORT
FROM

By RALPH WILK
Pons picture. Grand National — RobHOLLYWOOD
ert Gleckler, Edward Gargan, EdCIXTY Boy Scouts from Troop 107,
ward Brophy, Joseph Sawyer, RusLos Angeles, got a first hand
sell Hicks, Douglas Woods, Matty
glimpse of nature — with pay — at
"Great Guy"; Eleanore Stew: Pine Knot, near Big Bear Lake. The Fain, art,
"Headin' for the Rio Grande."
occasion was the filming of the
Columbia — Pert Kelton, "Women of
Charlie Ruggles-Alice Brady com▼
▼
T
edy, "Mind Your Own Business,"
being made by Major Pictures. The Glamour."
Final titles: "Laughing at Trouble"
Boy Scouts enter the picture when
they seek to rescue Ruggles, who for Jane DarwelPs "Glory," 20th
has lectured to them on birds and Century -Fox; Counterfeit Lady"
Columbia's "Lady of New York";
bees, from a gang which has kid- for
"Sinner Take All" for M-G-M's
naped him.
"Murder for a Wanton"; "Swing
▼
▼
T
Low" for Paramount's
The RKO Radio studios announce High,
CaroleSwing
Lombard-Fred
MacMurray
three new directorial assignments,
picture,
"Morning,
Noon
and Night."
the pictures getting under way with- And speaking of titles,
"Charlie
in a month. Alexander Hall, bor- Chan on Broadway" is announced
rowed from Paramount, will direct
by 20th Century-Fox for Warner
"Robber Barons," Ben Stoloff wiH Oland.
do "Coast Patrol," and Edward
T
▼
T
New contracts: George Hassell
Killy has been assigned to "Miss
and Seymour Felix, 20th CenturyCustoms Agent."
»
V
»
Fox; Paul Lannin, Val Burton and
Mervyn LeRoy, Warner Bros, Will Jason, M-G-M; Edward Everproducer - director, has purchased
ett Horton, J. Theodore Reed and
George Burns and Gracie Allen,
Clarence Buddington Kelland's "The Paramount.
Great Crooner," which he will release through Warner Bros, under
▼
▼
T
the heading of "Mervyn LeRoy proTesting: Patric Knowles and Allen Jones for "The Desert Song,"
▼
▼
T
ductions."
to be done in Technicolor by Warners; Olivia de Havilland for the
Casting assignments: Warners —
Margaret Irving, Victor Varconi, femme lead in "Danton," in which
Alan Baxter and John Alexander, Warners probably will star Charles
"Men in Exile"; Edward Everett Laughton.
▼
T
▼
Horton, "The King and the Chorus
Gordon Jones, recently placed
Girl." 20th Century-Fox— Paul Stanunder
term
contract
by
RKO Radio,
ton, Oscar Apfel and Howard Hickman, "Crack-up." Paramount — Jean has been awarded the top spot in
Dixon, "Morning, Noon and Night." "They Wanted to Marry," which
Radio — Alec
Craig,
untitled
Lily Zion Myers will produce.

MINNEAPOLIS

IOWA

Bill Evidon has been promoted
from booker to office manager at
Columbia, and Irving Marcus, also
a booker, has been given the North
Dakota sales territory.
Johnny Cliplef of the Pantages,
has left for Langdon, N. D., where
he will be manager.
Eddie Ruben of the Pantages is
on a hunting trip in Northern Minnesota.
Art Abelson of Devils Lake, N. D.,
was in town for the MinnesotaNebraska football game.
The Variety Club held Open
House at their headquarters in the
Radisson Hotel, with many Omaha
film men in town for the MinnesotaNebraska football game, as guests.
Gene Hundredmark, Minnesota
Amusement artist, has been transferred to the Century theater, and
Harry Walters, also an artist, has
been shifted to the Paramount in
St. Paul, as the result of the company's action in splitting up the
central sign shop.
Walter Branson, RKO, has been
in town.

John Krier, who formerly managed the State Theater in Cedar
Rapids, will manage the Paramount
there. The State, now being remodeled, will be under Hal Sheridan.
Lou Rosenthal is now managing
the Iowa Theater in Waterloo. Lou
is a brother of the late Jake Rosenthal, former manager.
A group of 400 Iowa State college
students caused about $700 damage
to the Campustown Theater in
Ames, following a football victory
over Kansas University, according
to Joe Gerbrach, theater manager.
Central States Theaters has
closed with 20th Century-Fox and
Grand National for their entire
1935-36 schedules in 25 Iowa situations.
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By

SHOTS

EASTERN

CHAS.

A.

STUDIOS

ai im*Tt

WILLIA
M WATSON,
for Education
al at the directing
General
Service studio in Astoria, started
work yesterday on a two-reel comedy featuring Tim and Irene. The
short, as yet untitled, was written
by Dave Freedman. Warren Murray is assisting on the direction,
with Chris Beute casting.

•

Hal LeRoy, youthful dancing star
of the stage and screen, started
work yesterday in a two-reel musical film, entitled "Shall We Dance?"
at the company's Brooklyn Vitaphone studios. Supporting the star
are June Ally son, dancer; Alphonse
Berg and Wife, French Casino entertainers; Kay Hamilton, singer;
Ed Smalle's Seven G's, singing
chorus, and Jane Clark. Joseph
Henabery is directing the short for
release in Vitaphone's "Broadway
Brevities" series. Cy Wood and Wilstory.
lie Wyle are responsible for the

•

The two-reeler featuring Tom
Patricola and Buster West, in sailor
roles, has been completed by Educational at the Astoria picture plant.
The supporting cast in the short,
which was directed by Al Christie,
includes Catharine Moylan, Don McBride, Tony Hughes, Eddie Hall,
Harold Compton, Jimmie Fox and
Betty Reynolds.

•

According to Ed Savin, chairman
of the Vitaphone studio ball to be
held Saturday, Nov. 28, at the Hotel
St. George, Brooklyn, the affair
promises to be the biggest in club
history.
Frank Serjack •has succeeded Ed
Bagley as still cameraman at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio.

•

Sylvia Froos and Jimmie Brierly
have been signed by Educational to
do a two-reel musical comedy. Miss
Froos made several musicals for
Educational two years ago. It will
be Brierly'sucational
first
in Edshorts. appearance
Work is expected
to get under way at the Astoria
plant in about a month.
•
Harry Rose, comedian of stage
and radio, supported by the Three
Queens, dancers, Jean Carroll and
Buddy Howe, comedy act, and the
Bee Hee Rubyatte troupe, acrobatic
act, have completed work in a onereel vaudeville short under the direction of Roy Mack at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio.

LINCOLN

"Goals for Gold and Glory," a
one-reel short, taking in the angle

W. S. Birdsall, Sterling, Neb., sold
his Gem to Ralph Hintz of Tecumseh. Hintz will start operations at
the house immediately.
Leland Mischnick, manager of the
Kiva here, and the former Cecilia
Hermson are honeymooning in Kansas City and St. Louis.
Mrs. Bob Livingston is on the
eration.
road to recovery after a serious op-

of professional and collegiate football and showing both sides in action, has been completed by Don
Hancock of Van Beuren for the Bill
Corurn
sport
series, released
by
RKO.
•
Ben K. Blake will start work this
week at the Biograph studio on the
second of the "Court of Human Relations" series of shorts he is producing for Columbia
release.
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Film House Building In U. S. Shows Marked

Activity

RKO REORGANIZATION PLAN IS 90 P. C. COMPLETED
Writ is Sought to Halt Consolidated Film Meeting
Court Hears Arguments Today
in Consolidated
Film
Injunction Plea
Application of Norman Johnson,
^presenting a committee of preferred stockholders of Consolidated
Film Industries, Inc., opposed to the
management's reorganization, for a
:emporary injunction to halt a stockholders' meeting today to vote approval of the plan, will be heard this
morning in Supreme Court.
: Johnson maintains that the proposed plan deprives the preferred
stockholders of voting rights, reduces the dividend rates from $2 to
}1 and destroys the right to cumulative preferred dividends amounting
{Continued on Page 7)

QUOTA FILMS FADING
FAST, GOHN ASSERTS

Florida City Levies Tax on Bank Nights
Winter Haven, Fla. — The license tax on theaters has been raised to a graduated
scale. In addition to the $75 and $100, respectively, to be paid by the two local
houses, there is an additional tax on Bank Night of $5 per drawing.

The RKO reorganization is 90 per
cent ready and will be submitted to
Federal Judge William Bondy within two weeks, it was said yesterday
by Hamilton C. Rickaby, of counsel
for Atlas Corp., at a hearing before
Judge Bondy on a proposal of the
Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee, that
No selling of exclusive runs is RKO pay off $750,000 in notes.
By DAVID BARRETT
Hearing on the proposal that RKO
planned by any major distributor,
FILM DAILY
Staff Correspondent
pay
off the notes was put over to
The
Film
Daily
was
informed
yesSt. Louis — The public auction sale
terday in a checkup with general Nov. 22.
of the assets of Skouras Brothers
Rickaby
said that the delay in
managers, following decision
Enterprises, Inc., took an unusual sales
of the I. T. O. A. to call an eastern completion of the plan was due to
twist yesterday when Arthur Greene exhibitor conference on Nov. 4 at trouble with the end of the plan.
of the Merchants and Manufacturers
Astor, New York, to dis- He was understood to be referring
Finance Company, Chicago, obtain- the Hotel
cuss this possibility as well as sales to difficulties in settling on the makeed informal permission from Bankup of the new board.
ruptcy Referee Hope to submit a bid policies.
The I. T. O. A. has no specific
Jos.
M. (Continued
Cohen, counsel
next Monday afternoon.
on Page 7)for an incases on record at the moment as to
(Continued
on
Page
10)
At that
time, the
referee's
court
(Continued
on Page
10)

SELL SKOURAS ASSETS, EXCLUSIVE RUN SALES
YET NEW BID LIKELY SCOUTED BY DISTRIBS,

Olympia Theaters Claims
Hearing in Boston Oct. 27
"Realizing that the days of quota

pictures, made solely to comply with
3ritish government requirements,
ire over, major companies are now
iware of the advantages in making
such productions as possess real en;ertainment values," declared Jack
Hohn, vice-president of Columbia, in
•>Jew York yesterday. He based his
■emarks on observations made durng his recent trip to England.
"Quota pictures are fast disappearing," asserted Cohn. "No longr are producers, in order to meet
[uota requirements, merely shooting
(Continued

on Page

10)

Joseph V. McKee is Named
"Czar" of Music Industry
Judge Joseph V. McKee has been
ippointed co-ordinator for the
nusic publishing industry and counsel for the Music Publishers' Proactive Ass'n, Inc., it was announced
ast night. In accepting this ap)ointment McKee, who was a candilate for mayor in New York sev■ral years ago, becomes to the music
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Reorganization Plan of RKO
Ready
for Court
in
Two Weeks

A hearing on claims against Olympia Theaters, Paramount theater affiliate operating in New England,
and now in receivership, will be held
in the State Court, Boston, Oct. 27.
Settlement of outstanding claims and
allowances(Continued
has so cmfarPageheld
up pres10)

109 Features in Year's
3rd Quarter; Gain of 28
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Acceleration of production in Hollywood studios is disclosed by the quarterly issue of the
Academy Technical Credits Bulletin
covering the July 1-Sept. 30 period.
Production total of 109 represents
an increase of 28 features over the
(Continued

on Page

7)

U. S. Film House Construction Setting
Fast Pace Throughout United States

MISS. IMPOSING TAX
OF $50 ON CHECKERS

New Orleans, La. — Dubbed by its
critics a "sneak" measure because
it was quietly passed at the last
legislative session, Mississippi is
now taxing film checkers $50 anday.
nually as an occupational levy, exchanges here were advised yesterSharp
were the
iate result,protests
the harshness
of theimmedmove
being instanced
by
the
fact that
(Continued on Page 10)

Theater construction throughout 20 Roadshows for "Romeo";
the United States is showing marked
Runs "Excellent"
activity as exhibitors, sensing a
Test opening
Pop runs
With
at Richmond,
general upturn in business, look New Haven and Columbus the secRKO does not contemplate making confidently toward an increasing
ond week of next month, M-G-M
any changes in its current season flow of box-office money in the immediate future, reports to The in
willa have
and engageJuliet"
distribution policies, a spokesman
totalplayed
of 20 "Romeo
roadshow
for the company indicated yesterday Film Daily from its staff corresponments,
it
was
stated
at
the
comdents
indicate.
in New York, despite the M. P. T.
pany's New York offices yesterday.
O. A. trade practices demands made
It is significant that this activity
Two test runs at popular prices
early in the summer. The company is not restricted to any particular
have said.
produced
"excellent"
results,
has completed a large part of its type of community, and that metro- was
Pictures
was tried
out onit
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)

RKO Will Maintain Present
Policies of Distribution

(Continued

on Page

10)
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Designation of the Gladys Swarthout-Fred MacMurray "Champagne
Waltz" as Paramount's Silver Jubilee production in the celebration of
Adolph Zukor's 25th anniversary
with the company, was announced
today by Neil Agnew and John
Hicks, Jr., vice-presidents, in charge
of sales and foreign departments,
respectively.
The picture will be given its first
showing via a world-wide premiere
on Jan. 7, Mr. Zukor's birthday and
the formal opening date of his Silver Jubilee, which will continue for
17 weeks.

S. C. Exhibitor Arrested
for Sunday Film Attempt
Columbia, S. C— Exhibitor F. S.
Faulkenburg's attempt to give this
place Sunday movies came to an
abrupt end when he was arrested
by the sheriff following sale of the
first ticket to a director of the Junior Chamber of Commerce, sponsoring the screening. Faulkenburg was
released immediately under bond.
Later 11 Baptist churches declared
"unanimous opposition" to Sunday
movies.

Eureka Prod. Suing State
in N. Y. Ban on "Ecstasy"

Eureka Productions, Inc., has filed

suit in United States District Court
MPTOof Carolinas Hold
to enjoin Governor Lehman, Attorney General John J. Bennett, Jr.,
Charlotte Meet Dec. 7-8

Frank P. Graves, Commissioner of
The M. P. T. O. of North and Education, and Irwin Esmond, director of the motion picture division
South Carolina will hold its annual
convention at the Charlotte Hotel, of the Department of Education,
Charlotte, on Dec. 7 and 8. Officers from interfering with an exhibition
will be elected for the ensuing year. of "Ecstasy" in its present expurEd Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A., will
gated form.
The complaint asserts that the
be invited to attend and address
the convention.
State's "attempt" to prohibit the
exhibition of the film by refusing
to grant a license violates Federal
MARKET
Net
Victory Dance for RKO Nine legislation and Article T, Section 8
25Low
Close
Chg.
Having won the Motion Picture of the Constitution, which lists the
385/8 251/4 +
1/8
454¥4 385/g —
championship, the RKO powers of Congress.
l/8 League
173/4 45
4% —+ 1 Va baseball team will celebrate by hav177/g +
Va
ing a Victory dance at the Casino
Jules Schwartz Dead
of the Air, Hotel Montclair, 49th
175
175
Cleveland — Jules A. Schwartz,
St. at Lexington Ave., tonight. Jack
263/4 26% —
Va Harris and his orchestra will widely known Cleveland theater
55%
56
—
%
"swing" the music. Members, man- owner, associated with his brother,
agers and coach of the RKO nine Abe Schwartz, and J. H. Shulman
14% 147/8 —
I/,
1091/2 1091/2 — 13/4 will receive individual gold-plated
in the Utopia and Park theaters at
1334 14
—
%
died suddenly of a heart
gifts of Ben Shlyen, pub- Painesville,
77/8 8
—
3/8 baseballs,
ailment.
lisher of Boxoffice.
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Paul Langheinrich Dead

Court Okays Contracts
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount's contracts
with Priscilla Moran, former child
actress, and six-year-old Charlene
Wyatt yesterlay were approved by
Judge Edmonds of the Superior
Court of Los Angeles.

iydppij

Roxy Hearing Off 2 Weeks

OCTOBER

23

Sam
E. Morris
Harry Cohn
Harry Scott
Fred Oatig
Sally

O'Ncil

Stamper With BNP

Dave Stamper, who turned out
Milwaukee — Paul Langheinrich,
Sr., 74, formerly
known band
Mil- some of Flo Ziegfeld's biggest song
waukee exhibitorwidely
and former
hits, has signed a term contract with
and orchestra leader, died at his BNP of America, Ltd. He is to
home here. Mr. Langheinrich, in write an original score for a mus1914, erected the Burleigh, North
ical to be filmed in America, commencing in January.
Side neighborhood house, now managed by his two sons who survive
him, Paul, Jr., and George.

Nathanson Leaves Warners

%
%

Hearing on the Roxy reorganization will be postponed today in Federal Court for two weeks. It is regarded as practically certain that
20th Century-Fox will get the theater.

Petty Heads Studio Pub. Body
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tom Petty of the
M. P. Producers' Ass'n has been
elected chairman of the studio publicity executive committee.
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Irving Nathanson of the Warner
Bros, home office legal department,
after 10 years with the company,
leaves on Oct. 29 to enter into private practice in Miami, Fla.

E. M. Loew Takes G. N.
Boston — The E. M. Loew Theaters
has contracted for the entire Grand
National product.
Grand National branch will move
to new quarters at 54-58 Piedmont
St. on Nov. 1.

Coming and Going
WILLIAM

F. RODGERS

and

TOM

CONNORS

and Washington,
return to New
York Monday
«H°
u-" .a tnp t0 rhi|3de'Phia.
Pittsburgh
M &e
J. MULLIN
and SAM PINANSKI M & P
heads, are in New York from Boston.
After an eastern vacation, CHARLES
BEALL
Juneau, Alaska, theater operator, is en
home.
route

LEW
turned

LEFTON, manager of the Monarch Exchange Pittsburgh office representing small independent producers on Film Row has re
from New York.

IRVING

DIETZ, Pittsburgh film
returned
from New
York.
AL STEFFES is in New York from
continuing here from the M. P. T.
in Pittsburgh- ditto H. M. RICHEY
NATHAN GOLDSTEIN returned to
from New York.
yesterday

distributor

has

Y. FRANK
from Lincoln,

FREEMAN
Neb.

GEORGE TRENDLE
returning to Detroit.

MIKE
South.

KINCEY

is back in New

left New

KARL HOBLITZELLE
York from Texas.

Minnesota
O. meetine
of Detroit
Springfield

has

is in New

York

York yesterday

arrived in New
York

from the

JACK MERSEREAU, GB production executive
holiday.
arrived on the Lafayette yesterday on a short
BERNIE ZEIMAN. assistant to Henry Kaufman, head of Columbia's branch operations,
Boston.

is in

HARRY SEGAL is due back in Boston today
from New York and New Haven; he's Grand
National's
branch
manager.
LIONEL

ATWILL

is en route here and may

do a stage piece, "Close Quarters," for Lee
Shubert.
HERBERT

WILCOX

will arrivp on the Queen

Mary Nov. 2 unless there's a shift in plans.
PAULETTE GODDARD leaves for Hollywood
today bv plane to begin work shortly in
Charles

Chaplin's

"Production

GREGG
TOLAND,
cameraman,
is here
production
of
and
to confer

Samuel
to view

No.

6."

Goldwyn's chief
the Belasco stage

Sidney William
Kingslev's
with
Wyler."Dead

End,"

MIRIAM HOPKINS left New York yesterday
for Hollywood to begin work on "The Woman's
day.
Touch,"
for Samuel
Goldwyn.
NAT

LEVINE

returned to Hollywood yester-

JED HARRIS, who left New York late last
week, has arrived in Hollywood.
GARY COO"ER and MRS. COOPER go to
Hollywood by air next Tuesday from New York.
ERNST LUBITSCH and MRS. LUBITSCH, who
have spent several weeks in New York, return
early next week to the coast by plane.
ADAMS and CARMICHAEL, song writers,
leave by air for Columbia's west coast studios
tomorrow
by plane from
Newark
Airport.

Rites Held for Mrs. Taylor
Kansas City. Mo. — Funeral services were held here yesterday for
Mrs. Donna Davison Taylor, wife
of Harry Taylor, recently appointed district manager for National
Screen Service in Hollywood. Burial
was in Monticello. Taylor found his
wife lifeless on the floor; it was
a heart seizure.

"Allah" Goes Harvard
Boston — The film library of Harvard University is adding "The
Garden of Allah".

Shlyen, Party Guest

New York staff of Boxoffice tossed
a party last night for PublisherEditor Ben Shlyen.

WestJudell
Coast Bureau
DAI LM
Plansof THE
IndieFILMAss'n

Hollywood — Ben Judell will go to
Chicago in December to sponsor a
meeting for the formation of a national organization of independent
distributors. Independent exchange
men from every key city will be invited.

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

; :«■::., i>.->:;: :;: :;*. :,:;.:.: ;": ':■:': ' "vi iv;-.
'OUTSTANDING EXAMPLE of motion
picture at its best . . gripping spectacle
. . destined for hit business . . superb . .
smash entertainment!' are stirring coast
preview reports for 'The Charge of
the Light Brigade,' 'one of the finest pictures Warners have
ever turned out.'
ON THE WAY UP from way down
under is appealing Mary Maguire (right),
Australian screen star, who makes long

SEEIN' THE STARS! Producer-director Mervyn
LeRoy is seen conferring with author Rex Beach
on script, production plans for forthcoming

leap from kangaroo-land to Hollywood
for American cinema debut in 'The Prince

filming of famed novel, 'Son of the Gods.'
Mervyn is giving noted visitor first hand view of
cinema satellites who may appear in picture.

and the Pauper,' starring Warners' talented Mauch twins, Billy and
Bobby.

'ANOTHER DAWN' is another hit for co-stars Kay ('Give Me Your Heart')
Francis and Errol ('Light Brigade') Flynn (below), according to advance accounts
from Burbank lot where stirring drama of military triangle is now in production."

SCORING

AGAIN,

this time with pigskin, is pretty Carol Hughes

who scored with critics as Mrs. 'Oiwin' in Warners' scream sensation, 'Three Men On a Horse.' Frank ('Oiwin') McHugh, Joan
Blondell bolster screen's all-time all-American laugh-hit line-up. °
°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc, Distributor!,

THE

-a&a
DAILY

Foreign Fielc

NEWS OF THE DAY
Seattle — Ross Youthers has recently been named as the new manager for both the Florence and Star
in Seattle.
Sharon, Pa. — Warner's Liberty
Theater here, formerly open on
week-ends only, is now in daily operation. City Manager L. B. Cool
announces that William Curry, formerly with Warners in Pittsburgh,
will
"act
as operates
house manager.
The
circuit also
the Columbia
here.
Port Gibson, Miss. — Guy and J.
are planning the construcE. Adams
tion of a theater building here 100
by 150 feet.
Columbia, S. C— The Mechanics
Contracting Co. has been announced
low bidder for the construction of
a motion picture theater nere for
W. M. Burnev. The bid was $71,795. The building will be of reinforced concrete construction, with
brick walls and cast stone trim.
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Majestic
Theater will broadcast a bakerysponsored amateur nights over
WICC, in a 26-week series, beginning Oct. 23.

CBS Will Spend Million
On New Hollywood Center
Donald W. Thornburgh, vice
president of CBS in charge of Pacific Coast operations, announces the
broadcasting company plans a million dollar radio center in Hollywood, with construction to start
about Jan. 1. Center will embrace
auditoriums, studios and offices;
fronting on Sunset Boulevard, it
will occupy the block between Gower and El Centro Streets.

Shubert-Rialto to Open
St. Louis — Fanchon & Marco interests plan to reopen the ShubertRialto Theater on Oct. 30 as a subsequent run house, it is understood.
Its policy will closely follow that of
the nearby Empress, operated by
the Ansell circuit.

Mayc
New York-Bound
yers,
Coast
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

West

Hollywood — Arche Mayers, general sales manager of DuWorld Pictures, Inc., left yesterday for New
York after having spent 2 months
visiting key cities establishing the
DuWorld "direct-to-theater" plan of
distribution.

fcpfkhthe
▼

▼

Cheers
for —"Top
Hat""Top Hat,
Budapest
RKO's
which opened simultaneously in th
two Budapest de luxe houses, th
Radius and the Forum, achieved ai
instantaneous success, reviews be
ing most enthusiastic and the box
office intake is reported as phenom
enal.

▼

•

• • COMES AN announcement from the United Detroit Theaters
that the 15 houses comprising its organization will observe the seven-day period starting Oct. 29 as Appreciation Week
in commemoration of the opening of the
first picture theater in Detroit
on March 3, 1906
30
years ago
it was also the second movie stand in the United
States
the first as you know having been installed in
Pittsburgh

• •
• THIS
FIRST
picture house in Detroit was the
Casino, at 28 Monroe Avenue
it was opened in a remodeled
store, 20 feet wide
equipped with 300 wood-bottomed and
wood-backed seats
George W. Trendle and John H. Kunsky
were the owners
the first feature shown was a one-reeler,
"The Train Wreckers"
here is a grand idea, this Appreciation Week
one that any town or city can adopt to the
benefit of all the local theaters
it opens up channels for
publicity that will make any exploitation man just rarin' to
go to work on it
▼

▼

T

• •
• THAT TOME known as Leo's Candid Camera Book
which we understand is the M-G-M year book
has copped
the unusual distinction of being placed in regular circulation
by various public libraries
the latest is the Mary Willis
library in Washington, Georgia
which reports that two
copies of the Candid Camera book have been in constant demand since being placed in the files last month
▼
T
▼
• •
• NO SOONER had Harry Hershfield arrived to do
his stint on the Warner lot
than they put him to work
on the script of "Music in His Feet"
but first Harry insisted on buying stogies for all his pals in the studio because
they laughed at a couple of the jokes he has been telling
at banquets and luncheons in New York for the past seven
years
the guys who politely laughed and won the stogies
were Pat O'Brien, Frank
McHugh,
Dick Foran, Humphrey
Bogart, Jerry Wald, Pat C. Flick
if they had ever smoked
one of ha,
Harry's
stogies
before, the suckers wouldn't have laughed
and how
we know
▼

▼

K. C. House Opens
Kansas City — The Orpheum opened yesterday with a stage-film policy. Senn Lawler is manager.

Sunday Educational Progranv

London — In response to the repeated demands of teachers and
other educational authorities, the
Tatler, one of the largest movie the
aters in London, will feature regular programs of GB educational
shorts every Saturday morning
throughout the school year. Each
program will deal with one particular theme and will consist of an
entire series of instructionals pertinent to the subject.

Ohio House, Dark Years,
Reopens as Neighborhood
East Liverpool, O. — The Star,
only neighborhood movie house here,
has reopened after modernization.1
and installation of sound. The housej
had been dark several years. Policy
is subsequent-run double features,
and night operation, with exception
of Saturday and Sunday afternoons.

Sound Men at Showing
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL1

Hollywood — Heads of the majc
studio sound departments and thei:
principal assistants met at 20t
Century-Fox studios for another
a series of comparative showings
which are held under the auspices
of
Academy
Counci'
eachthemonth.
The Research
group met
firs
for dinner as guests of E. H. Har
sen, director of sound recording fo
20th Century-Fox studios and that
cil.
studio's representative on the coun-

Academy Post for Rudolph

▼

West

• •
• WE JUST have to run this item
it came to us
from the producer, the radio station and the radio announcer's
press agent
three publicity factories all churning
out
duplication of effort
here it is
Rosalind Russell, star
of
"Craig's
Radie
Harris Wife," will be interviewed this eve on WHN by

•
•
• IN THE town of Ainsworth, Nebraska, the 400-seat
New Ainsworth will be opened Nov. 15 by Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Syf ert, both of whom are licensed embalmers
so reads the
news item
the Syferts will probably fill the theater with
a lot of dead-heads

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Maj. Nathan Levinson, Chairman of the Academy Technicians Branch, has announced the
appointment of William Rudolph,
head of the Precision Camera Department at Paramount Studios, as
Chairman of the Branch Papers and
Programs Committee for the coming year. In making this appointment the Executive Committee delegated the selection of the members
of his Committee to the new Papers
and Programs Chairman.

"Godfrey" Moves, Continues

Robinson's Assignment

Robert Robinson of Transcontinental Western Airways, will be in
charge of the new Paramount Bldg.
office of the company, which will
concentrate principally on movie
business.
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• • • SEEN AT a showing the other eve of Max Gordon's
"St. Helena," starring Maurice Evans at the Lyceum theater
Harry Warner, Sam Sax, Jack Cohn, William Phillips,
John Beal, Dick Halliday, Anita Louise ... • Some new slants
may be garnered by publicity lads at the Exhibition of the Direct Mail Advertising Association, at the Hotel Pennsylvania
on Oct. 26 to 29

«

«

«

»

»

»

Pittsburgh — Following a sevenweek run at the Fulton, "My Man
Godfrey" was moved to the HarrisLiberty Theater
for an additional

Erie Theater Exits
Erie, Pa. — The Vienna Theater
here will be remodeled into a storeroom early next month when the
lease held by E. F. Claffey expires.

V

V

Love makes them tender, warm, reckless
... and sometimes bitter, and brave,
and noble! ... See what love did to one
woman who dared to do what millions of
others would like to do!

DONALD CRISI
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RKO REORGANIZATION
PLAN 90% COMPLETED

Reviews o$ VUw films
Jean

(Continued from Page

1)

dependent stockholder group, maintained that the failure to pay off the
notes left the debenture holders in
an advantageous position at the expense of other groups in the picture.
Judge Bondy said that he intended
to see that no group was favored at
the expense of another.
Cohen asked to see a copy of the
proposed plan. Rickaby refused.
Cohen said he felt the stockholders'
interest should be safeguarded before presentation of the plan and not
afterwards.

Injunction Sought to Halt
Consolidated Film Parley
(Continued from Page

1)

to $5. Johnson maintains that although the company has reported
earnings in excess of the preferred
dividend requirements, it has paid
only half of the dividend requirements.
H. J. Yates, Jr., said yesterday
that the company had received a
number of additional proxies for the
plan since the adjourned meeting
two weeks ago, and that the plan
would be approved at the meeting
today.
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc., today faced charges
by the Securities Commission that
it had withheld certain information
from stockholders in obtaining stockholders' action on its recapitalization plan. The Commission referred
to a letter from President Herbert
J. Yates of Consolidated which advised stockholders there were accumulated and unpaid dividends of $5
per share on the outstanding preferred.
"The corporation has not been
able," the commission quoted his letter as saying, "to pay the full quarterly dividend on the presently outstanding preferred stock since April
1, 1932, although payments on account have been made from time to
time."
The commission said: "It appears
from such information as is available to the commission that the net
earnings of the company from Jan.
1, 1932, to Dec. 31, 1935, have in
each year been in excess of the annual dividend requirements of the
preferred stock, and that on Dec. 31,
1935, the earned surplus of the company amounted to $2,932,639.81 and
the earned surplus of the company
and its subsidiaries, on a consolidated basis, amounted to $4,044,455.82."

Bamberger Will Speak

Arthur

"ADVENTURE

and

Joel

McCrea

in

IN MANHATTAN"

"WE WHO

ARE ABOUT TO DIE"

with Preston Foster, Ann Dvorak, John Beal
with Reginald Owen, Thomas Mitchell
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Columbia
73 mins.
RKO-Radio
82 mins.
STRONG BOX-OFFICE PICTURE WITH
GRIPPING DRAMA OF SAN QUENTIN
PLENTY OF PUNCH, ROMANCE AND
HUMOR.
PRISON'S "DEATH ROW," EXCELLENTLY
This is a vigorous, expertly produced DONE.
picture that will exact enthusiasm from
This is a powerful, gripping drama, based
every strata of patrons. On all counts it
is both an exhibitor and audience picture. on the novel by David Lamson, who was
Endowed with an alluring title, and presentinmate of San Quentin's "Death Row"
ing Jean Arthur under the Columbia ban- an
for several months. Although it is an inner for first time since her triumph in
dictment of self-seeking politicians and
"Mr. Deeds Goes To Town," it is definitely
an attraction in the full meaning of that the prison system, it never becomes a
word. For fans, it has all the elements
preachment. John Twist has fashioned a
that spell entertainment, — a good story, a screenplay that has ample comedy relief,
rich screenplay, the deft direction of Ed- although practically all the action is laid
ward Ludwig, fine photography by Henry
Freulich, and the vibrant performances of in "Death Row" and other parts of a state
Jean Arthur and Joel McCrea supported by
penitentiary. Christy Cabanne's direction
a cast splendidly chosen. Studded through
its footage are romance, action and plenty is excellent. John Beal is "framed" in a
payroll robbery murder by J. Carroll Naish,
of humor. McCrea, handsome, alert and
Frank Jenks and Ray Maywith a thorough understanding of his role, Russeller. Hopton,
He is sentenced to be hung. His
is a writer of popular detective yarns. sweetheart, Ann Dvorak, interests Preston
When the famous Koor-Hal ruby is stolen,
Foster, a detective in Beal's behalf. Foster
a leading metropolitan newspaper hires Mc- had gathered the evidence against Beal,
Crea as feature writer on case because of
but his new investigation convinces him of
his uncanny way of accurately predicting
Beal's innocence. Naish and Hopton
events. Immediately upon joining paper's "frame" on Mayer and Jenks and have
staff, he announces the forthcoming theft them jailed. Jenks slays Mayer when
of priceless paintings and the great Sun- Mayer tries to reach Beal and name the
burst diamond by the same master thief, real killers. Foster forces a confession
who is thought dead. The prophesy comes
from Hopton (whose hiding place is reto pass about the paintings, and after Mcvealed by Jenks) just in time to save Beal
Crea meets a beautiful girl during a prank
from the gallows. Edward Small provided
designed by his fellow journalists to reduce an excellent
production.
his apparent conceit, the writer announces
Cast: Preston Foster, Ann Dvorak, John
that on the following Saturday night the
diamond, too, will disappear. It does, but Beal, Ray Mayer, Gordon Jones, Russell
McCrea captures the thief and wins the Hopton, J. Carrol Naish, Paul Hurst, Frank
Jenks, John Wray, Frank M. Thomas, BarCast: Jean Arthur, Joel McCrea, Regin- nett Parker, Willie Fung, John Carroll, DeWitt Jennings, Landers Stevens, John
girl. ald Owen, Thomas Mitchell, Herman Bing,
("Skins") Miller, Howard Hickman, RobVictor Kilian, John Gallaudet, Emmet
ert Emmett O'Connor.
Vogan, George Cooper, Robert Warwick.
Producer, Edward Small; Director, Christy
Director, Edward Ludwig; Author, Joseph Krumgold; Screenplay, Sidney Buch- Cabanne; Author, David Lamson; Screenplay, John Twist; Cameraman, Robert
man; Cameraman, Henry Freulich; Editor,
Planck; Editor, Arthur Roberts.
Otto Meyer.
Direction, Excellent.
Photography, Good.
Direction, Expert.
Photography, Fine.

Toronto's First Feature
Gets Premiere on Monday
Toronto, Ont. — Canadian premiere
of "The King's Plate," the first fulllength talkie made in Toronto, will
take place at the Hollywood Theater here next Monday, it is announced by L. Rosenfeld, Canadian
general manager of Columbia Pictures which is releasing the film
here. The film was made by Dominion Productions, Ltd., partly at
the sound studio here, partly at the
Long Branch race course, adjacent
to Toronto, and partly on streets in
the High Park residential area.
Toby Wing is featured.

Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
<:ales promotion manager, is to be
"Flanders" Is Held Over
one of five speakers who will ad"Carnival In Flanders" is being
dress the luncheon meeting of the
Direct Mail Advertising Association hold over for a sixth week at the
at the Hotel Pennsylvania on Oct. Filmarte Theater. There will be a
28. RKO Radio was recently given benefit performance Friday evening
first award among the 50 leaders by for the Writers' Union at the theater.
the D.M.A.A.

GERMANY TO EXHIBIT
220 FILMS IN SEASON
Berlin — Two hundred and twenty
features will be exhibited in Germany during the 1936-37 season, the
preliminary schedule indicates. Thirty-two of these will be productions
of American companies.
It is by no means certain that
this tentative schedule can be met,
particularly as regards the share
given to American films as the censors in this respect have for months
been postponing a definite decision.
Ufa will have 27 German and
three foreign productions, while Tobis' program is split as follows:
NDLS, 18 German and four foreign;
Europa, 18 German and four foreign;willRota,
23 18
German
Bavaria
have
Germanonly.
and four
foreign; Terra will have 14 German, no foreign. Other German
companies will account for a total
of 55 German releases.
While it is generally felt that the
quality of German films is being
continually improved, the commercial side of the industry is causing
great anxiety because of the steadily rising production costs. Although
some films have been produced for
RM. 180,000, the average cost is between RM. 250,000 and RM. 300,000;
big features have cost around
RM. 600,000, and super films, synchronized in several languages,
RM. 800,000 and more.

109 Features
in Year's
3rd Quarter;
Gain of 28
(Continued from Page

1)

number made during the second
quarter and 17 over the number
brought in during the first quarter
of this year.
Of the 109 features, 15 were produced by Columbia, two by Cosmopolitan, seven by First National,
four by Hal Roach, three by Hirliman, one by Major, 11 by M-G-M,
Take Depositions Nov. 10
16 by Paramount, one by PickfordLasky,
eight by
in Gore Conspiracy Action Republic,onenineby byReliance,
RKO Radio, one
by Samuel Goldwyn, one by B. P.
Jacksonville, Fla. — Depositions
will be taken here Nov. 10 in the Schulberg, 13 by 20th Century-Fox,
11 by Universal and five by Warner
conspiracy case brought in U. S. Bros.
District Court by B. F. Gore of
Ybor City against E. J. Sparks,
et al, it was announced yesterday.
Depositions will be for the purpose of determining the residence of Joseph V. McKee is Named
"Czar" of Music Industry
Sparks and Frank Rogers, manager
of Sparks Theaters' contract de(Continued from Page 1)
partment, and also to determine
ness.
how RKO and Paramount do busi- industry what Judge Landis is in
baseball. The post makes him the
The equity suit, set for Atlanta, absolute arbiter of all matters perGa., Oct. 24, has been indefinitely
taining to the fair conduct of busicontinued, it was announced.
ness in the industry.

Shepherd's Golfing Honors

Miami — Sony Shepherd, manager
of the Lincoln Theater, annexed
first award in the second annual
Wometco
Tournament.Theater Employes' Golf

Declaring that the music publishing industry ought to be commercially the most successful business
in the country, but that this is not
so, the statement said that "part of
Judge McKee's work will be to see
if a solution to this problem cannot
be found."

THUNDERBO
Aimed for your Box -office!

f

EVERYTHING IS THUNDER" The secret
password ... for escape ... for two outcasts
whose love was outlawed
The love story women have been waiting
for . . . Starts where others stop
J. L. HARDY'S SENSATIONALLY SUCCESSFUL
NOVEL. AN EVEN GREATER SENSATION
ON THE SCREEN

CONSTANCE

BENNETT douglass Montgomery OSCAF

■■• IB f

m"^: '

TOPS
CM ALL

Author J. L Hardy
Directed by Mi/ton Rosmer

AOMOLKA in EVERYTHING IS THUNDER

DISTRIBUTO
EMPIRE FILA
LTD.
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FILM HOUSE BUILDING
IN U, S. FORGES AHEAD
.'iiiHt-ii from

Page

1)

politan cities, such as Washington,
Chicago and Detroit, as well as the
—
smaller towns and even hamlets re
not a few of the latter heretofo
without film entertainment —alike
are represented.
Latest announcements of new
houses, either planned for early
struct ion or nearing completion, follow:
at
Chicago— A 1,600-seat theater of
st Oak St., in the center
the Gold Coast district, will be built
bv H. and E. Balaban Corp., of
which Henry and Elmer Balaban are
pals. The corporation conthe princi
trols several other neighborhood
houses in this territory. Pereira and
Pereira are the architects.

Miami Beach, Fla. — Paramount
Enterprises, Inc.. will build a model
S250.000 picture theater. Completion
has
Jan 15 is planned. ParamountMiami
nine other theaters in the
area.
Detroit — The Horichis interests
will build a new house, the Chicago,
o
at Meyers Road and West Chicagt,
Boulevard. Bennett & Straigh
architects, have completed the plans
g which will also infor thecludebuildin
stores.

seat Circle, under conNew 1,800struction at Dearborn for Joseph
Miskinis and Joseph Stoia, will open
Marchrs. 1. Board & Yates are contracto
, loCalifornia, Pa.— James RetterRoxy
cal exhib, will open the new
at Richevville on Nov. 26 and the
new Hollywood here about Dec. 25.
Barnesboro, Pa.— V. F. Scott, Max
Friedman and Cuba Walker will
the new 630-seat Vernon here
open
in November.
Ashland, Wis.— Frank Hahn, Sr.,
will erect a $55,000 film house here.

Macclenny, Fla.— New Baker here
will be ready for the Florida sea-

Clarence, Mo.— Elmer Bills and
Virgil Green are preparing to open
the new Green Theater here.

Cagney Organizing Circus

West Coast St. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Theatergoers in the
smaller towns are due in for a break,
if plans of James Cagney materialize.
organizing a fheafrical "cirCagneycus" is
fo tour them and has already
recruited Pat O'Brien. Robert Montgomery and William Gargan— providing
their studios will let them arrange
their contracts and vacation periods
accordingly. The Cagney Circus will
tour towns of less than 100,000 population. Plays will be presented under
a round-robin idea, with the various
stars alternating
in the roles.

a "jm? &**» "£<&"

By RALPH WILK
In the day's news: Radio has borHOLLYWOOD
rowed Betty Furness from M-G-M
LJARRY SEGALL, RKO-Radio for the femme lead opposite Gordon
scenarist, will be represented in
Jones in "They Wanted to Marry";
Burns Mantle's new book, "Amer- Ferdinand Gottschalk is an addition
ican Playwrights of Today," which
Radio's new Lily Pons film;
will be published by Dodd, Mead. to
Jerome Cowan joins Sylvia Sidney
Segall's plays are "The Behaviour of and Henry Fonda in "You Only Live
Mrs. Crane" Tand »"LostT Horizons."
Once"; Howard Greene will shoot
Our Passing Show: Erik Rhodes the Technicolor production, "A Star
autographing song sheets carrying is Born," for Selznick; Claude Rains
his likeness on cover; Dick Purcell will be Warners' Robespierre in
"Danton"; Australia's "Mary Maalready picking next year's baseball guile will make her U. S. debut in
winners; Harvey Stephens purchasing initialed stirrups for his thor- Warners' "Love Begins."
oughbreds; Eddie Acuff going over
▼
T
W
the song that Gene Austin wrote
David O. Selznick has received
especially for him.
new honors for his screen productions of literary classics. The Book
Billy Leyser has been made Direc- of Knowledge, educational series of
tor of Public Relations for the Elec- volumes serving as an encyclopedia
trical Research Products, Inc., for for the young, is using a still from
11 Western states.
"David Copperfield" to illustrate its
▼
»
»
latest edition.
M-G-M is bidding for Grace
Moore's services and, if Columbia
William Berke, associate producer
acquiesces, will star her in "Manon
Lescaut," French classic which in- at Republic studios, passed out
spired no less than four novels.
cigars on the birth of a daughter
to Mrs. Berke at Cedars of Lebanon
T
T
▼
Margot Grahame has been hand- Hospital.
ed a new term contract by S. J.
Briskin, vice president in charge of
production at RKO Radio. Miss
Abe Meyer has been signed by I.
Grahame's first picture under the E. Chadwick to supervise the music
new pact will be "Michael Strogoff," on "Men Without a Country," and
in which she will be cast with An- is now lining up a staff of comton Walbrook, Viennese star.
posers. Meyer today appointed Ar▼
T
▼
thur Kaye as musical director of
Bud Barsky, a veteran in the pro- the picture. He has signed the
duction and distribution fields, has Morgan male chorus of 36 voices,
had his contract as an associate
engaged a 60-piece orchesproducer renewed at Warner Bros. and trahas
for this picture.
t

▼

T

20 Roadshows for "Romeo";
Pop Test Runs "Excellent"
(Continued

from

Page

1)

this policy at the State, Houston and
at the Victory at Evansville. The
former house is holding the production for a second week, beyond its
usual policy of one week runs, while
the latter theater, a split-week house,
played the attraction for a full week.
"Romeo and Juliet" goes into its
10th week at the Astor, New York,
Monday.

Quota Films Fast Passing
From Scene, Cohn Declares

Major Distribs. Planning
No Exclusive Run Sales
(Continued from Page

1)

instances of selling under this plan,
it was stated at its headquarters
yesterday, although a complaint
along this line has been lodged by
a committee of Connecticut theatermen.
M-G-M tried out exclusive runs
in the Atlanta territory several
years ago.
Units to be invited to participate in the conference will include
those representing Philadelphia,
New Jersey and Connecticut. A
preliminary meeting of committees
is
planned for Wednesday at the
Astor.

(Continued from Patje 1)

a lot of footage. They're making pictures which have definite box-office
values."
"In line with this new perspective on the quota situation, they are
substantially increasing their budgets. Some independent producers
are now spending between $500,000
and $750,000 on these productions.
"From every angle, it would be
benefuial if fewer and better productions were made."

Olympia Theaters
Claims
Hearing in Boston Oct. 27
(Continued from Page 1)

entation of a plan of reorganization
for the circuit, now being operated
by Sam Pinanski and LeBaron
Sampson as receivers. This is the
la^t Paramount theater company to
be r"organized.

SELL SKOURAS ASSETS,
YET NEW BID LIKELY
(Continued

from

Pane

1)

will hear Trustee Cunliff's report
of yesterday's sale at which apparently the property was bought in by
Thomas N. Dysart acting for the
Bondholders' Protective Committee
of the Central Properties Corporation with a bid of 6 per cent on the
general claims of $4,637,317 plus
$12,762.90 for preferred claims and
the balance needed to pay the administration expenses of the bankruptcy, estimated at $35,000.
Cunliff has $9,600 on hand.
Dysart's bid was equivalent to
$317,995 in cash.
Harry Koplar, veteran exhibitor,
was the only other bidder at the sale.
The principal assets of the Skouras Brothers Enterprises is 52 per
cent of the St. Louis Amusement
Company stock and the West End
Lyric Theater property.
Greene's attorney said his bid
would be at least equal to and probably higher than submitted by Dysart today. The latter will have another opportunity to bid Monday.
Greene said he wanted time to examine the assets and financial statements to guide his bid.

RKO Will Maintain Present
Policies of Distribution
(Continued from Page

1)

selling for the 1936-37 season, it
was pointed out.
Warner Bros.-First National has
not evidenced any intention of complying with the M. P. T. O. A. proMajor distributors will generally
announce concessions inside of one
gram.
week, it was insisted yesterday by a
spokesman for the national exhibitor organization.

Miss. $50 Tax on Film
Checkers Stirs Protest
(Continued from Page

1)

checkers maintained in some sections
check only about six film annually.
In some exchange circles last night
there was a disposition to eliminate
private checking systems and use
professionals only.

Frances Langford Dates

Jacksonville, Fla. — Frances Langford comes here Nov. 4 to be guest
of honor at a Kiwanis Club luncheon and will remain to attend the
Georgia-Florida football game Nov.
7. She is in Miami now and will
motor from there to her home in
Lakeland.
Usher Is Fire Hero
Charlotte, N. C— Tommy Smith, 18year-old doorman at the State theater
here, has been entered as a candidate
for a Kate Smith award for heroism exhibited recently when he entered a
burning home at night and saved three
children, all under five years of age,
from death. Tommy was confined to
his home several days with burned
feet and legs.
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U. S. Producers Plan Minimum

Now

Eighteen Years Old
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of 20 Color Features

CONSOLIDATED FILM REORGANIZATION PLAN WINS
K-A-O

Net Profit for Third Quarter Hits $241,507

Keith- Albee-Orpheum Corp.
Profit for 39 Weeks

At $666,080
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., reports a net profit of $241,507, after
all charges, for the third quarter of
1936, making a net profit of $666,080 for the 39 weeks ending Sept.
26, 1936, compared to $172,114 in
the corresponding period last year.
The profit is equal to $10.35 a share
on the 64,304 shares of 7 per cent
preferred stock outstanding.
is. F. Keith Corp. and subsidiaries
{Continued

on

Page

3)

STUDIOS POINT FILMS
AT FAMILY CLIENTELE

REPUBLIC INCREASING ARGENTINE STUDIO TO
MUSICALS; PLANS MAKE FILMS FOR PARA.
Republic is increasing its current
season output of musicals from three
to seven or eight pictures, Nat Lev■ne, production head, stated in New
York yesterday, prior to taking a
plane en route to the coast. The
company is rapidly going ahead with
its plan to establish a stock comoany with a roster of between 40
and 50 players, said Levine. At the
present time, 14 players are being
groomed.
Levine disclosed a plan under
which Republic specials will be
tested in four spots, in different
parts of the country, to determine
box office reactions and also cam(Continued

on

Page

3)

That film production generally is
being aimed again this year at M. P. Academy Re-Elects
bringing family patronage to theaFrank Capra President
ters is evidenced by figures supplied
to The Film Daily yesterday by
the National Board of Review. The West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
organization, during the first nine
Hollywood — Academy of Motion
months this year, has given its offi- Pictures Arts & Sciences yesterday
cial approval to 198 features which re-elected Frank Capra president,
it feels are especially suited for fam- Howard Estabrook first vice-presi! ily entertainment.
This is a gain
dent, Nathan Levinson, second vice(Continued
on Page 3)
president, Jane Murfin, secretary,
Fred Leahy, treasurer, and Donald
Gledhill, executive secretary.

Six More Detroit Film
Houses to Jump Scales

Detroit — Price increase movement
here received further impetus yesterday with the announcement that
the east side group comprising the
Harmony, Maxine, Aloma, Lakewood, Plaza and East End, would
go from 20 cents to a quarter.
Markets

Using

West Coast Buy., THE
Hollywood — Hollywood

Shows
FILM DAILY
theaters
have

a new form of competition.
A few of
the leading open-air markets are sponsI oring Saturday entertainments. A Ver, mont
market
has been
giving amateur
programs
that run two hours.

238,634 Shares of Preferred
and 331,475 of Common
Cast for Plan

Following a lengthy session during which a vigorous dissenting minParamount is having two or three
ority peppered H. J. Yates, presifeatures produced in Argentine by
dent of Consolidated Film Industhe A. I. A. Co. of La Plata, stated
tries, with questions about the fairJohn Nathan, managing director for
nessplan,
of the
reorganizathe organization in that country,
tion
the company's
plan was approved
by
yesterday in New York. Work on a vote of 238,634 shares of preferred
stock and on331,475
shares of
the first picture begins in Decem(Continued
Page 3)
ber. Paramount has had one production, "Rttilio Bar," made at the
Lumiton studio at Buenos Aires, and
the picture proved to be a big
grosser, stated Nathan.
Argentine producers will make a
top of 30 features during the year
ahead, said Nathan, this total comparing with 20 produced
for the
(Continued
on Page 3)
Warners are remodeling their 1,200-seat house on Broadway between 51st and 52nd Streets which
K-A-0 Excluded in R-K-0
was the first theater acquired by
Reorganization Program the company in the building up of
their present powerful chain. Named
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. will Warner Theater after its purchase
not be included in the RKO organi- a decade ago from the late Lee A.
zation plan and there will be no Ochs, who opened it as the Piccadilly, the house
of the
(Continuedshowed
on Pagemany
3)
interchange of shares of the reorganized company for present KAO
shares, Film Daily is authoritatively advised.
Mike
Meehan, who holds a very Roxy Hearing On Nov. 13;
Ask Lobby Lease Appraisal
large block of the preferred stock,
has refused offers made to him to
(Continued
on Page 3)
Hearing on the Roxy reorganization was adjourned yesterday to
Nov. 13 by Federal Judge Caffey
after Carlos Israels, of counsel for

REMODELING WARNER
THEATER FOR LEGIT.

Color Features to Hit Highest Mark

Since Films' First Dip Into Rainbow
Harmon

Leaving Y. M. C. A.
For Hays Organization

A minimum of 20 all-color features are planned by national companies for release during the 193637 season, it is indicated by a checkFrancis S. Harmon, general secup made by The Film Daily yesretary of the international committerday. This represents the largest
tee of the Y. M. C. A. of the United
number of color productions made
States and Canada, on March 1 joins since the early days of this picture
the Hays organization to engage in element.
"general executive work," it was
Following is an outline of the
stated yesterday in New York. Part
(Continued

on

Page

3)

(Continued

on

Page

3)

the firstmitteemortgage
bondholders'
comhad requested
the postponement in order to obtain an
appraisal (Continued
of the onRoxy
lobby lease
Page 3)

"Good Will Court"
Philadelphia— The U.M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pa. has set up an exhibitor "good
will court" through its grievance committee, which is holding sessions for
this purpose each Friday. Comprising
the court are Lew Pizor, Charles Segall, Milton Rogasner, Ben Fertel and
Norman Lewis. The court arbitrates unfair tactics complaints brought by one
exhibitor against another.
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Byron Morgan
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Dan J. Smolen
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Polly Ann Young
Paul A. Bray
Edward
Laemmle
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Herbert S. Berg
Fred J. McConnell
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▼

CORNELL arrived yesterday on
the Bremen to start rehearsals on "The Wingless Victory," the Maxwell Anderson drama
which
Guthrie McClintic
is preparing.

▼

• • • NO LESS than four contenders for top honors in
the foreign movie market is what the M-G-M organization is
pointing to these days
"The Great Ziegfeld" which has
been smashing records in such widely separated spots as Australia and Germany
"San Francisco," now doing landoffice biz in Shanghai and Manila
"Romeo and Juliet", just
being spotted in foreign key centers
and "The Gorgeous
Hussy," which seems to be attracting special attention because
of the American historical angle
in the West End of London alone Metro has three simultaneous hits
"Romeo and
Juliet" at His Majesty's Theater, "The Great Ziegfeld" at the
Hippodrome and "The T
GorgeousTHussy" T at the Empire
• • • A FINE humanitarian work is being done by Regina
Molseed, secretary of the Omaha Film Board of Trade, and Wes
and R. R. Booth, operators of the Paramount and Booth at
Nebraska
some time ago the Booth boys
3A City, Nebraska
inaugurated
a plan by which students at the Nebraska School
for the Blind in their city can attend the shows
it has been
so successful that they are now contacting exhibitors all over
the country whose theaters are located near the nation's 169
schools for the blind
urging them to cooperate and make
this a national movement for the blind students to attend certain shows free
T
T
T
• • • SPORTS FANS are in for a treat when 20th Century-Fox releases "Sports Headlines of 1936," a two-reeler in
the "Adventures
of a Newsreel
Cameraman"
series
it
shows the highlights of the summer and winter contests in the
recent Olympic Games ... • At luncheon yesterday were
Ernst Lubitsch, George Weltner and Al Dean discussing the
foreign market

Lucas-Jenkins Georgia
Houses Take Universal

Reade and Shiffman Close
For United Artists Films

J. R. Grainger, general manager
With United Artists production
of distribution for Universal, an- schedule in full swing, Andy Smith,
nounced yesterday that Universal recently - appointed general sales
%
had closed a deal with the Lucas- manager under George Schaefer, anJenkins circuit in the Atlanta, Ga.,
nounced the closing of two importerritory. The deal was made by
tant circuit deals in the metropolitan area yesterday.
Harry Graham, district manager,
and John Ezell, exchange manager.
The Walter Reade Circuit of 19
The Lucas-Jenkins string includes theaters contracted with Charles
18 important key situations in and Rosenzweig and Nat Beier of the
around Atlanta.
New York exchange, while Moe
Streimer closed the deal with Harry
Shiffman for his chain of houses on
%
1%
Staten Island.
Spanish Film Flow Ends;

Barcelona Houses Seized

Major American distributors have
ceased shipping film into war-torn
Spain, a checkup of the situation
yesterday disclosed. With the exception of the Barcelona area, motion picture operations are at a
standstill. In Barcelona, theaters
have been taken over by their employees, according to advices which
have been received in New York.

London Run for "General"

La Temple, Fred Stone III
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

MARION DAVIES. SALLY EILERS and MARY
CARLISLE return to New York from European
visits next Wednesday on the Queen
Mary.
LAWRENCE GREY, who recently completed
Hollywood radio engagements, has returned to
New York and is stopping at the Savoy Plaza.
JACK WARNER and MRS. WARNER arrive in
New York next Tuesday from Europe where
they have spent three months in England and
on the continent.
D|CK FORAN, singing cowboy and star of
Warner Brothers' new series of westerns, arrived in New York early yesterday morning by
plane from the coast.
Monday.
HAL WALLIS, associate executive in charge
of production for Warners, arrives in New York

FERDINAND BUCKNER, Austrian playwright
leaves Hollywood about the middle of November to revise script of "Napoleon," in which
this Winter.
Peter Lorre will be starred
EDWARD H. GRIFFITH and HAROLD SCHUSTER arrived yesterday on the Bremen. Latter
brought with him negative of "Wings of the
Morning"
for color processing
in Hollywood.
DONALD M. MERSEREAU, general manager of
Thursday.
Film Daily, leaves for the West Coast next

LOUIS GOLDBERG, manager of the Columbia theater at Detroit, has returned after a
month's
visit here.
CHARLES R. ROGERS and WILLIAM PIERCE
will arrive in New York tomorrow from the
West
Coast.

in

LOUIS WEISS, independent producer, arrived
New
York yesterday
from the West Coast.

PAUL GRAETZ of the Paris Export Film Co.,
Ltd., sails Wednesday on the lie de France for
France.
NAT LEVINE left New York yesterday by
plane for
his return having been
delayed
one Holylwood,
day.
ERNST
returning

"The General Died at Dawn," starDudelson, Soskin Hurt
ring Gary Cooper and Madeleine
Detroit — Moe Dudelson, United
Carroll, which opened at Paramount's Carlton Theater in London, Artists branch manager, and LeonThursday, is expected to stay 7 to
ard Soskin, salesman, are recovering from injuries sustained in an
9 weeks, according to cabled advices
from Vice-President John W. Hicks, auto accident, at St. Mary's Hospital, Grand Rapids.
Jr.

York Tuesday

GROVER PARSONS has returned to Hollywood from New York.
EDDIE CARRIER is due in New
a few days from Salt Lake City.
is back in New

York within

the

GEORGE BRADLEY
South.

the

DAVID LEWIS has arrived in New York from
coast with plans to remain
10 days.

York from

ABRAM F. MYERS has returned to Washington from New
York.
NATHAN YAMINS is back in Fall River following a trip to New York.

DAILY

Hollywood — Film colony's sick list
today included the names of Shirley
Temple, sent to bed when a cold
showed fever symptoms, and Fred
Stone, hospitalized when attending
physicians were unable to diagnose
an illness. It may be the aftermath
of hurts received in a plane crash
several years back.

LUBITSCH leaves New
to the coast.

H. M. RICHEY has returned to Detroit following a visit to New York and Pittsburgh.
AL STEFFES is back in Minneapolis, following a New York trip.
ED KUYKENDALL, now in the South, is
due
in New York next week possibly arriving
on Tuesday.
RICARDO

CORTEZ

returns from Europe early

next month to again play Perry Mason in "The
Case of the Dangerous
Dowager."
JOHN W. HICKS, JR., Vice President in
charge of Paramount's Foreign Department, sails
from London today on board the S. S. Manhattan following his semi-annual survey of business conditions in Europe.
CHARLES
BALLANCE,
Paramount's
General
Manager
in India, terminates
his business
trip
to the United
States tomorrow
and sails for
ndia

on

the S. S. Rex.
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GONSOL. FILM PLAN
GETS BIG MAJORITY

//

A "JUttU" pu»H "tots

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
bray, "King and the Chorus Girl";
common
stock.
There were 5,615
Universal — Ed Gargan and Heinie
J-[IGHLIGHTS
o'
the
day's
news:
shares of preferred stock and 1,491
Universal has signed Scott Kolk
"Three Smart Girls"; Reshares of common
stock voted in to carry on his "All Quiet on the Conklin,
public— John Bradford and Milburn
jppostion.
Western Front" role in "The Road Morante, "The Old Corral"; RadioYates answered a statement of Back" as a connecting link . . . Clara
Kimball Young, "They Want;he Securities Exchange Commission Same studio has assigned its Huned to Marry"; Columbia — Leo Car:hat his letter to stockholders askgarian importations, Joe Pasternak, rillo and Patsy O'Connor, leads in
ing approval of the plan "might be producer, and Henry Koster, direc- "I Promise toT Pay."
T
T
nisleading" by pointing out that
tor, to make "It Happened in Budathe SEC did not say the letter was
Lyle Wheeler has been appointed
pest" . . . Radio h^s handed a new
misleading. Yates maintained that contract to Van Heflin, N. Y. The- Art Director for Selznick Internahis letter set forth all necessary
ater Guild actor . . . William Sistional Pictures. His first assignfacts frankly and fully.
ment is "A Star is Born" co-starring
trom will produce "Women Are
Janet Gaynor and Fredric March.
Asked why the company had failed to Poison" for Radio . . . Merle Oberon
▼
Y
T
meet dividend requirements when it had
aarned sums greatly in excess of such re- will have Richard Sherman's "Folly
Change
of
voice,
that
period of
quirements Yates said the money had heen and Farewell" as a Goldwyn vehicle,
needed for expansion and working capital.
adolesence when a child's voice sudprobably
under
the
new
title,
"The
Yates stated that the reason why the stockdenly changes from soprano to bass
holders were being asked to give up their
r
▼
T
at unexpected and embarrassing modividend arrears and to accept a lower divi- Camelia."
ments, will never be experienced by
dend rate was because the banks were reluctant
New contracts: Andrea Leeds, Bobby Green, who is appearing in
to grant loans when dividend arrearages
exist because such loans might be applied with Sam Goldwyn; W. De Wolfe
"Rainbow on the River," a Prinfor dividend payments. Yates said that the Hopper, with Republic.
cipal production. Physicians say
recapitalization plan would improve ConsoliT
T
▼
dated's credit position, and enable it to get
Bobby's
singing voice changed presufficient capital when needed.
Casting assignments: Warners —
One stockholder asked that the company
maturely and without the boy's
knowledge
and that his lyric tenor
refrain from voting some proxies it held on Wayne Morris, lead in "Trial Horse"
the ground that the proxies had not been opposite June Travis; Norman Wil- voice will remain as it is as he
attains maturity.
properly obtained.
Ivan D. Lashins, an attorney, rose to notify
lis, "San Quentin";
Alan
Mow(Continued from Page

1)

stockholders who do not assent to the plan
that they have legal remedies. One stockholder drew an admission that under the Consolidated certificate of incorporation the preferred stock had a redemption value of $40.
Lashins asserted that under the recapitalization plan this stock would be worth $30.
Prior to the stockholders' meeting, Supreme
Court Justice Shientag refused to enjoin the
meeting. The group of stockholders, led
by Edward J. Gould, who sought to obtain the
injunction, also tried later in the day to
have the stockholders' meeting adjourned for
two weeks, but it was voted down.

Likes "Ziegfeld"

Newark— For the second time in
Newark
the history of Loew's State a picture is being held over for a third
week. It is "The Great Ziegfeld,"
which several months ago ran for
four weeks as a road show at the
Shubert.
Myers at Mich. Conclave

Detroit — Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied States Association, will address the convention
of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Nov.
4-5 here.

Movies for Chatham, N. J.

Republic Jumps Musicals;
Plans Eight Productions
(Continued from Page

1)

paigns to be given the productions.
Each run will last a week, he explained.
Republic has completed one-third
of its lineup for 1936-37, it was
stated by Levine, who said that 12
productions have been finished, apart
from Westerns and serials.
Announcement was made that L.
J. McCarthy, who has been with Fox
Mid-West theaters as film buyer,
has become his production assistant
to advise on boxoffice ingredients
going into pictures. Republic has
also signed Harry Salpeter, former
New York daily newspaper book reviewer, Levine stated.
Levine left New York yesterday
via plane returning to the coast after
home office conferences.

Harmon Leaving Y. M. C. A.
For Hays Organization
(Continued from Page

1)

Newark, N. J.— Chatham is going of his duties are expected to include
to have its first film house. Roth public relations work.
Amusement Enterprise will start
Announcement of Harmon's plans
construction shortly on a site at were made at a dinner of the NaLane.
tional Y. M. C. A. Council at CinMain street and Bowers
cinnati. Harmon, a Harvard graduate and World War veteran, has
Detroit Critic to Coast
been an attorney, newspaper editor
Detroit — Harold Heffernan, De- and publisher, "Y" secretary and
troit News movie critic, is leaving world traveler.
for Hollywood, where he may remain permanently as on-the-spot
Schools Get GB Films
correspondent.
Arthur A. Lee announced the
closing of a deal with the New York
of Education for 15 one- and
"Amphitryon's"
Antecedents Board
GB instructional films.
"Amphitryon," opening today at two-reel
the 55th St. Playhouse, was produc- This contract involves the first sound
ed by L'Alliance Cinematrographique pictures bought by the Board of
Education.
Europeene, UFA's French branch.

Warner Theater Remodeled
For Legit. Presentations
(Continued from Page

1)

pioneer sound films. Alterations are
being made to extend stage and
make theater suitable for presentation of legitimate plays.
In addition to the transformation
of the Broadway property, Warners have acquired through purchase the Biltmore Theater on 47th
Street just west of Broadway.
House will also present legit attractions as it has done since it was
erected.

K-A-0 Net Profit for
Third Quarter is $241 ,507
(Continued from Page

m

ioa

20 COLOR FEATURES
TO BE MADE IN U. S.
(Continued from Page

1)

number of pictures scheduled: United Artists, five, consisting of "Garden of Allah," and "A Star Is Born,"
both produced by David O. Selznick,
one by Samuel Goldwyn, one by
Alexander Korda and one by Walter
Wanger; Grand National, five; Republic, four, including Beloved
Rogue"; Paramount, two, "Safari"
and one other; Warner BrothersFirst National, two, "God's Country
and the Woman" and "Desert Song";
20th Century-Fox, two, "Ramona"
and "Wings of the Morning," produced by Robert T. Kane in England.

Producers Wooing Family
Clientele With Features
(Continued from Page

1)

of one over the same period last
Features with themes that appeal
only to adults, and have no essential
value in pleasing junior theater-goyear. ers, number 46 for the first nine
months of 1936, as compared to 66
last year.
This clearly indicates, sources
close to the Board of Review said
yesterday, that producers are adopting a policy of widening the appeal
of current films to attract botn the
young and mature. Features okayed
for youngsters number five this
year as against four last.

Argentine Studio to Make
3 Pictures for Paramount
(Continued from Page

1)

1936-37 season. He describes film
business in that country as good.
Two new first runs are planned for
Buenos Aires, Nathan stated.

1)

reports a profit of $180,256 for the Roxy Hearing On Nov. 13;
Ask Lobby Lease Appraisal
third quarter of 1936. The company's net after all charges is $531,(Continued from Page 1)
842 for the 39 weeks ended Sept.
26, 1936, compared to $176,753 in which, he said, was the sole matter
the corresponding period last year.
delaying presentation of a reorganization plan for the theater.
The Taft Hotel owns part of the
Roxy lobby and the working out
GN's Philly Area Deals
All first run product deals in the of a deal for rental of this space
Philadelphia territory, with the ex- is all that is holding up the reorception of Philadelphia, have been ganization.
During the hearing the Tipton
completed by Grand National. Theaminority bondholder commitee was
ters sold include the Riviera, Scran- hearing.
ton; Irving, Wilkesbarre, both Com- granted leave to intervene in the
erford houses; Capitol, Shamokin;
Apollo, Atlantic City and the Savar,
Camden.

Wills In New Berth
Detroit — Associated
Theaters,
Inc., has appointed
Harold
Wills,
manager of the Gladwin for seven
Jyears, to the post of head booker
j and supervisor of Detroit theaters.

K-A-0 Excluded in R-K-0
Reorganization Program
(Continued from Page

1)

date for sale of his stock.
RKO
would like to acquire the Meehan
stock but has not met the Meehan
price to date.
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THEATER

Providence— The RKO Albee announces it will shortly install the
latest in sound equipment to replace
its present
apparatus.

Lanett. Ala.- -The Al-Dun Amusement Co. is making extensive improvements to its motion picture
theaters in Lanett, Shawmut and
Riverside. The Lanett Theater has
been repainted and redecorated, and
the theaters at Shawmut and Riverside have been completely renovated, with new seats and new
added.
screens
New Haven — All Poli houses will
have new marquee signs and other
improvements in the near future,
Harry Shaw announces. The Poli,
New Haven, will have its marble
lobby floors replaced with rubber
mats.
Seattle— The Liberty is installing
immediately new sound equipment.
Leroy V. Johnson, general manager
of the Jensen-Von Herberg chain,
has announced Mirrophonic Sound
as newest development for the Liberty.

Orleans — Reports of Mirrophonic installations at Baldwin,
Miss., and at Frank's Theater, operated by Frank DiGrauww at Abbeville, La., have been received here.
New

St. Louis — The St. Louis Amusement Co. is installing an air conditioning system in the Kingsland
Theater, 6457 Gravois avenue. The
contract was awarded to the City
Ice & Fuel Co. It will cost about
$15,000.

"MARVELOUS

SOUND"

is what yon will say
when vou hear the
NEW
KC'.X l'HOTOI'HONK
UK. I! FIDELITY
BOUND
SYSTEM
just

installed

at

tin-

Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc.
Public Projection Koom
723 7th Ave. Tel. MEd. 3-3248
N.Y.C.

NOTES

« «

EQUII

Kansas City — New RCA sales
were made to Grant Theater at
De Luxe at BuckPerkins at Harrisonville,
in. Kan.; Kan.;
1Ulysses,
Mo.: .Majestic at Jetmore, Kan., and
Mainstreet at Kansas City.
RKO
Williamstown, Mass. — Installation
of a new interior lighting system
has been completed at the Walden.
The sidewall and ceiling fixtures are
equipped to give different lighting
effects by the operation of a
switch.
Lisbon, 0. — The Lisbon Opera
House, oldest movie theater here,
has been completely modernized
and has been reopened as the Lincoln, under the management of
Robert G. Madigan. The former
frame entrance has been replaced
with a brick structure and the interior has been redecorated and
newly appointed.
Lincoln —
Redecoration of the
Jewel, Valentine, Neb., was the first
job undertaken by Harold Dunn,
the manager, after he had remodeled the place.
Wheeling — The Capitol here,
largest theater in the upper Ohio
valley, acquired recently at a trustee's sale by Nick Dipson, circuit
operator, is being renovated for reopening soon with a first-run film
policy. House had been dark for
several weeks.
Lincoln, Neb. — Milton Overman,
city manager of the Westland interests here, announced that 250 new
seats had been installed in the balcony of the
ace house.

Varsity,

the

string's

Seattle — H. D. McBride, owner
of the Granada of Spokane, has announced that his Riverside Ave.
movie house will soon be equipped
with
the latest
sound
equipment.
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New Theaters and ^
No. 1— CRITER
Editor's Note: To acquaint exhibitors with the newest developments u
theater construction, equipment and operating technique, The Film Daily iron
time to time will publish articles spotlighting important new theaters and in nova
tions. Today's subject is ATezc York's Criterion.
Film Daily staff man's comprehensive inspection.

THE

Tliis article results from <

Criterion Theater, opened the middle of September on the site ot

■ the old Criterion and New York Theaters at Broadway at 45th Street,,
is a gem among New York's picture houses. Medium in size — it seats
1,250 in the orchestra, and 200 in the loges, another 200 in the mezzanine— it was planned for the comfort of the patrons by the architect,
Eugene de Rosa. It leans toward the modernistic in architectural design
and in decorations.
It is a two-floor house with a sub-level where are located the
lounge, men's smoking rooms, musicians' room, orchestra pit, offices
and plenum chamber. Exterior is of brick, with the entire front, on
Broadway, consisting of the marquee over an open vestibule. In the
vestibule walls are vertical light panels alternating with mirror panels
in which are set display cases. Ceiling is plain except for a central
lighting trough.
A distinctive feature of the auditorium is the acoustic treatment of
the plaster of walls and ceiling so that there is no echo. The difference
in sound reflection may be detected at once by going from the auditorium
level down to the lounge and offices, where voices sound much louder,
even a trifle confused when many are speaking, due to the echo. Color
scheme throughout is buff and ivory.

Detroit — New ventilating and air
conditioning equipment is being installed at the Cass by Atmospheric
Control Co., including a new main
air duct.

General wall and ceiling treatment is plaster, but in each side wall
are four murals, enclosed in vertically fluted pilasters, behind which are
a series of colored lamps the light from which is reflected into the theater
from the walls.

Washington — The new Trans-Lux
Theater, 14th and H Streets, here,
will open shortly with many attractive new features.
It will have as
(.Continued on Page 6)

Lighting throughout is indirect. The ceiling is technically described
as being "furred in concentric steps" around a central piece which combines the air diffuser, which forces the air downward, and a light trough,
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Equipment Features
tfR, NEW

YORK

jn elongated oval in shape, which reflects the light upon the ceiling
from which it is shed down into the auditorium. Light also comes from
concealed sources above the murals.
A feature on which the theater prides itself is the roominess of the
i;eats. They are 22 inches wide as contrasted with the average of 19
nches and there is plenty of leg-room between rows. The chairs are red
/elours with black standards.
Each patron has an unobstructed view of
he screen, no seat being directly behind the one in the row ahead.
An innovation in picture theater construction is a tone control booth,
the same as in a broadcasting station, on the orchestra floor at the left
jehind the last row of seats. A grilled window allows the engineer to
lear the sound without obstruction and he is able to adjust its volume
mmediately.
In the projection booth are three Simplex machines, the extra one
ing insurance in case anything goes wrong with the other two. This is

FIELD

Jacksonville — RCA-Sonotone hardof-hearing aids have been contracted for by three additional theaters
in the State of Florida this week.
The installations are being made in
the Polk, at Lakeland, operated by
Midland Theaters, Inc., and managed by Bolivar Hyde; the Empire,
at Daytona Beach, operated by Halifax Theaters, Inc., M. Cartwright,
manager, and the Athens, at De
Land, operated by Central Theaters,
Inc., and managed by Frank Bell.

NOTES

Victory at Poteau, Okla.; pair new
Strong rectifiers, to the Star, Sand
Springs, Okla.; new sound system to
the Home, Rush Springs, Okla.; new
sound system to the Thompson,
Healdton, Okla. Complete apparatus atforTishomingo,
Glen Thompson's
ter
Okla. new thea-

Detroit — Erpi has just completed
the first upstate installation of Mirrophonic sound in Michigan at the
Ready Theater in Niles, for the Butterfield Circuits. Other apparatus
Langdale, Ga. — Approximately sold, but not installed, are: Center,
$10,000 worth of motion picture for Associated Theaters Circuit;
equipment is to be installed in the Dexter, for Sam Brown Circuit; the
new $40,000 auditorium being con- new Westown for Wisper and Wetsstructed here by the West Point man Circuit; new theater for George
Mfg. Co.
Mannes in Lisbon, O.; East Palestine Theater, East Palestine, O.
Chicago — Contracts have been
signed calling for the immediate inDetroit — The Great Lakes Sound
stallation of a complete new RCA
Service,
by Robert FullarHigh Fidelity sound equipment in ton, has operated
moved to new quarters at
five more Warner Bros, theaters, 9589 Rutherford Avenue. The combringing the total of RCA equipped
pany is now
servicing most of the
Warner Bros, houses to eighteen
(Continued on Page 6)
within a few weeks. Four of the
new installations will be made in
Chicago, including the Jeffrey, the
Most Modern Equipped Sound Recording
Avalon, the Ogden and Capitol. The
Studio in the East
fifth will be in the first-run War•
ners, at Milwaukee.
Noiseless Film and Disc Recording
•
Location
Equipment
Oklahoma City — Oklahoma TheaALL
WORK
GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway
MEd. 3-1270 New York
ter Supply Co.'s recent sales were:
New Da-Lite silver screen, to the

REEVES

STUDIO

nore than theaters of the Criterion's seating capacity usually install.
The latest RCA sound system is employed.
The entire theater is supplied with conditioned air by a plenum
;ystem which has four units so that different parts of the house can be
:ooled individually. If the temperature in the balcony is too great for
:omfort while the orchestra temperature is right, the balcony air may
>e cooled without lowering the temperature in the orchestra. Cooling
s by mechanical refrigeration.

ft

A public address system has been installed throughout the house
io that, by turning a switch, the manager, or the publicity director, in
their offices, can hear the dialogue from the screen or tune in on a
adio program.
The stage is 15 feet deep and full width — roomy enough to take
in ordinary stage set. Carpeting throughout the theater is a spray and
ire pattern.

"JUST AS GOOD" WON'T DO—
IN THE PROJECTION ROOM;
That's Why

STANDARD

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT
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"DODSWORTH"
Dodsworth, lucky dog, was able
i\\\

to get away from the strenuous
life. Alexander Smith Carpet,
once it's down, never does. In
fact, it thrives on it — which is
one reason why you'll find it in
the majority of the country's
most successful theatres.
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Theater Improvements
■in »•• J from Page 4)

new typo air conditioning:, non-glare lighting,
■ - i rtra wide aisles,
tho all-important
roar screen projection which eliminates
raj
light passing over tho audit
head causing eye glares ant
ing from tho value of tho film.
Pahokee, Fla. — The Prince Theater is undergoing an
e remodeling program. Abo Dobrow is

man;:

-Art Ilile. manager of the
Venetian, will shortly install now
sound equipment and a now screen.
Seattle — About $5,000 will be exled on extensive improvement of
the Film Club quarters in the near
future.
ro Beach, Fla. — Approximately
$25,000 has been spent in remodeling- the Florida Theater which will
open this week. Clinton Ezell is
manager.
Marcus, la. — Scott-Ballantyne Co.
of Omaha has installed new sound
equipment in the Lyric here for E.
V. Delany.
Valentine, Neb. — Remodeling of
the interior of the Jewel has been
started by Harold Dunn, who just
completed redecoration of the outside.

Warner, Bernstein Head
Jewish Drive Committee
With a record of having served
more than 250,000 men, women and
children through its various agonluring the year, Federation for
tho Support of Jewish Philanthropic
Societies of New York is preparing
for a drive Tor funds. Quota to be
raised in the film and theatrical
profession is $200,000, the campaign
to be directed by Maj. Albert Warner and David Bernstein.
Organization will be completed at
a mooting of the Motion Picture and
Theatrical Committee on Nov. 10 at
which time there will be reports
from these chairmen, heading subcommittees:
Artists Division: Louis K. Sidney,
chairman, Phil Baker and Ben Bernie, co-chairmen; Music Publishers:
J. J. Bregman, chairman, Buddy
Morris, Irving Caesar and Louis
Bernstein, co-chairmen; Loew-M-GM: Leopold Friedman and Al Lichtman; Warners: Sam E. Morris;
RKO: Philip H. Reisman; Columbia:
Jack Cohn; United Artists: Paul
Lazarus; 20th Century-Fox: Joe
Moscowitz; Grand National: Ed L.
Alperson.
Paramount: Barney Balaban; Independents: Budd Rogers; Republic:
Jake Millstein and Herman Gluckman; Independent Exhibitors: Harry
Brandt and Leo Brecher; Theatrical
Producers: Alex Yokel; Laboratories: Jack Goetz, chairman, Alan
Friedman, co-chairman; Accessories
and Trailers: Herman Robbins;
Gaumont British: A. P. Waxman
and Budd Rogers; Burlesque: Max
Rudnick; Trade Papers: Jack Alicoate; Universal: Nate Manheim;
Exhibitors: Louis Frisch and Sam
Rinzler.

Madison, Wis. — Plans for the
opening, late in October, of the completely remodeled New Madison
Theater have been announced by
Asher Levy, president of the Ashley Theater Corp., operator of the
Orpheum, Parkway and Strand TheAnd Now the Silent Radio
aters here. Located on the site of
Dictograph Products Co., Inc., of
the old Garrick, dark for seven
years, the New Madison is being New York announces a new improvement in radio broadcast recepcompletely remade. New seats and
tion— a silent radio which can be
sound equipment are the two ma- heard by one person in a room
jor items remaining to be installed.
while the others hear nothing, or
which can be heard by everyone, at
Newark — The first installation in their pleasure. The secret of the
Now Jersey of Mirrophonic sound
Silent Radio is the
equipment was completed this week Dictogz-aph
Acousticon Magic Ear, a tiny tonal
at the Plaza in Linden.
fork which can be tucked under a
pillow or fastened on the back of
Birmingham— The Alabama is in- an armchair, say the manufacturers,
stalling new MiiTophonic sound and only the person whose head
equipment.
rests upon the pillow, or who occupies the armchair, will hear it. The
Montgomery, Ala. — The Strand
and Tivoli Theaters have installed Dictograph Co., claims that it utilizes a new principle, that it is not
new equipment.
an earphone nor a miniature loud
speaker, and that the hard of hearOklahoma City — W. R. Howell
ing can hear it as well as those with
Equipment Co., reports installation unimpaired hearing.
of model K, Motiograph equipment
in the Walmur, Bristow, Okla.

Equipment
Notes
{Continued from

British
"Academy"
Awards
to U. S. Gives
Producers

Page 5)

RCA. Photophone High Fideli
in
stallations in Detroit. Recentty job
London (by cable) — David O. include: installation of equipmen
Selznick, head of Selznick Interna- for a new sound truck
for the Lan
tional Pictures heads the list of Hol- caster Circuit at the Grand
Theatei
ly wood producers just honored by and addition of John O'Dells Fron
Theater for service
ct
the British Institute of Cinematog- tenac
Fullarton is also giving contra
advison
raphy for outstanding film activity. service on theater acoustics.
The productions that won him the
award were "David Copperfield" and
Cincinnati — National
Theatei
"A Tale of Two Cities."
Other American awards went to Supply has installed new seats ii
Wess ton's
Huss's Corner
Americ
Winfield Sheehan for "Cavalcade," Knowl
, as
Cincy.Theater a;
Darryl Zanuck for "Clive of India,"
Louis B. Lighton for "Lives of a
New Orleans— T. O. Tuttle, lightBengal Lancer," the late Irving
ing salesman, has closed a deal foi
Thalberg for "Mutiny on the Bounty" and Pandro S. Berman for "Mary Rainbo installations with the Adam?
Circuit houses at Cotton Valley and
British Institute is compar- Jonesboro.
of The
Scotland."
able to the Motion Picture Academy
of Arts and Sciences in this country.
Omaha — Western Theater Supply
Co. of Omaha announces the following installations: Two hundred
Allied Chieftains Return
American Seating Co. chairs in the
After Fund Drive Parley second balcony and a General ticket
Following a conference in New
York on Allied matters understood
to include a drive for funds to finance its campaign against producer-ownership oftheaters, leaders of
the national exhibitor association
have returned to their homes. Attending the conference were: Nathan
Yamins, Abram F. Myers, Sidney
E.
Samuelson, H. M. Richey and Al
Steffes.

register in Milton Overman's Var-'
sity at Lincoln; border and spot-'
light
s in the Omaha North high
school auditorium; Color-Glo lights in
Omaha
Circleingatfixture
. Epstein Brothers'
New York — Erpi announces that
181 theaters have improved their
sound by the installation of Western
Electric Mh-rophonic sound equipment.

RENTAL

SERVICE

VALANCES
FLAGS
and
USHERS SASHES
FOR

ALL MAJOR

FEATURES

Giveaways for the Exhibitor

New York — G. L. Carrington has
Elgin Co., manufacturers and imbeen appointed operating manager
porters of New York City, have
of Erpi's technical field activities in issued a brochure advertising varithe East and Mid-West.
ous articles suitable for exhibitors
who employ giveaways as business
Pittsburgh — George H. Bucher, builders, and yet want articles of
itly elected executive vice-presi- value without running into big
dent of Westinghouse
Electric & money. Illustrated are ladies' umbrellas, opera and sport glasses,
Mfg. Co., will take up headquarters
in the company's home office here. zipper traveling sets, etc.

MORRIS LIBERMAN
320 W. 46th ST.
NEW YORK

1018

S. WABASH
1630
CHICAGO

W.
LOS

WASHINGTON
ANGELES
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McLaglen

"THE MAGNIFICENT

Ole

in

BRUTE"

Universal
ROBUST STORY OF LOVE
GER IN STEEL MILL TOWN.

80 mins.
AND

DAN-

This Liberty Magazine story finds McLaglen in role of boisterous, barrel-chested
steel worker whose strength makes him
top-man in eyes of fellow toilers. Yarn
will score with star's large following, plus
picture-goers generally who like red-blooded heroes and their exploits. Film is spiritedly directed by John G. Blystone and has
wide audience appeal in that it is he-man
entertainment, likewise attractive to women, and, again, is keen picture for kids.
Latter is due to the excellent part played
by young Billy Burrud who has flaming
case of hero worship on McLaglen, his
mother's ravenous star boarder. Binnie
Barnes, as the hard-boiled gal for whose
affections the magnificent brute and a
rival giant of the mills wage battle, gives
a gifted performance as do Jean Dixon,
Henry Armetta and others in supporting
cast. The tall tale tells of the "brute's"
domineering actions, his love affair with a
blonde beauty who clerks in a candy store,
and his apparent downfall in the community when he is accused of stealing a
fund raised for benefit of a steel worker's
widow. He gave the money to the blonde
for safe keeping when he crawled boastfully into the ring with an itinerant carnival wrestler, but the girl double-crossed
him by gambling the sum on the match.
McLaglen, having lost the bout as well
as face with the townfolk, is about to
ibe jailed. His pretty landlady gets him
out of the mess. He soundly trounces the
;real thief and weds his benefactress with
whom he was really in love all the time!
! Cast: Victor McLaglen, Binnie Barnes,
William Hall, Jean Dixon, Henry Armetta,
Billy Burrud, Edward Norris, Ann Preston,
Zeni Vatori, Selmar Jackson, Adrian Rosley,
Etta McDaniel, Esther Dale, Joe Varga,
Tom Jackson, Ray Brown, Charles Wilson.
Producer, Charles R Rogers; Director,
John G. Blystone; Author, Owen Francis;
screenplay, Owen Francis, Lewis R Foster,
Bertram Milhauser; Cameraman, Merritt
feerstad; Editor, Ted Kent.
Direction,

DAILY
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Pitt Variety Club Banquet

Olsen

and

Chic

"COUNTRY

Johnson

PROGRAMMER

RIOTOUS ANTICS
VAUDEVILLE
TEAM.

OF

60
FILLED
A

mins.
WITH

POPULAR

Here is a wild comedy that will garner
a nice quota of laughs as a program offering. Olsen and Johnson, vaudeville headliners, bring their riotous stage antics to
the screen. Ralph Staub has directed well
and gives the picture a fast tempo. Milton
Raison, Jack Harvey and Jo Graham wrote
original story and Joseph Hoffman and
Gertrude Orr the screen play. John P.
Medbury's dialogue is especially good. Olsen and Johnson are wildcat promoters,
who deal in gold and oil stocks. Olsen
falls in love with Lila Lee, a small town
widow, and decides to go straight. Members of a Soldiers' Home, who have just
got their bonus money, insist on investing
in the promoters' oil venture, but Olsen
refuses to take their money. However,
without Olsen's knowledge, Johnson does
take their dough. The promoters' enemies
circulate stories about them and the veterans turn against the pair. They are
about to be tarred and feathered when
their well is dynamited — and, of course, the
gusher comes in. Herman Schlom can
take a bow for the production.
Cast, Ole Olsen, Chic Johnson, Joyce
Compton, Lila Lee, Pierre Watkins, Donald
Kirke, Ray Corrigan, Sammy McKim, Wade
Boteler, Ivan Miller, Olin Howland, Frank
Sheridan, Harry Harvey, Joe Cummingham,
"Prince."
Producer, Nat Levine; Director, Ralph
Staub; Authors, Milton Raison, Jack Harvey and Jo Graham; Screenplay, Joseph
Hoffman and Gertrude Orr; Cameraman,
Ernest Miller; Editor, Ernest Nims.
Direction, Fast

SEA SPOILERS"

with Nan Grey, Fuzzy Knight, William
Bakewell

PREVIEW)

Republic
GOOD

"THE

GENTLEMEN"

(HOLLYWOOD

Photograph, Good

Oklahoma City to Have
New $75,000 Film House

Universal
SAGA

ft

SHORTS

John Wayne in

in

ft

63 mins.
OF THE COAST GUARD'S
QUEST OF ALASKAN SMUGGLING

CONRING.

Using colorful equipment of Coast Guard,
and the traditional romance of the service
to lend glamor, Universal has succeeded
in turning out a fairly entertaining feature which deals with the eventual capture of a seal-poaching ring headquartered
on an inaccessible island off the Alaskan
mainland. John Wayne, an efficient and
highly regarded officer, is denied promotion and is assigned to second in command of a cutter to provide a post for the
son of a commander. Wayne's sweetheart
is abducted by the smugglers who take
her to their hideout which defies detection
by the pursuing cutter. Wayne, during
the searching cruise for the culprits, saves
the life of the man who stood in his way
for higher office. The rescued officer's
father then gives Wayne a 30 days' leave
of absence to bring his sweetheart to
safety and the criminals to justice. This
he does after walking into the gang's trap.
But he sends a code message and cleverly
adds a hint as to where the hideout is.
The sea soon bristles with Coast Guard
boats, and the gang is captured. Wayne
wins both a bride and promotion. Picture
is directed by Frank Strayer with skill
considering a rather sketchy story, while
the camera work is necessarily confined due
to difficulties attending photography of
this sort of film. Wayne interprets his
part well. So does Nan Grey. Fuzzy
Knight is his usual pleasing self as Hogan,
the hero's side-kick.
Cast: John Wayne, Nan Grey, William
Bakewell, Fuzzy Knight, Russell Hicks,
George Irving, Lotus Long, Harry Worth,
Ernest Hilliard, George Humbert, Ethan
Laidlow, Chester Gan, Cy Kendall, Harrison
Green.
Director, Frank Strayer; Authors, Dorrell
McGowan, Stuart McGowan; Screenplay,
George Waggoner; Cameramen, Archie
Stout, John P. Fulton.
Direction, Skillful
Photography, Fair.

Aide Uniyn's with
Barnst
Ugast,
Eddie
Ugast,
formerly
ted Artists and Paramount, has
Boasts of 100 "Headlined
joined Grand National as aide to
Oklahoma City — Cornhuskers The- Jack Barnstyn, head of its foreign
aters,
Inc.,
of
Denver,
headed
by
"
Pittsburgh — Over 100 "name
department. He recently had been
showmen and performers will head- T. B. Noble, will erect a 1,200-seat assistant to Tom Mulrooney, foreign
ine the eighth annual Variety Club theater, the Studio, here on a site sales manager of U. A. and previous
Danquet to be staged at the William opposite the Liberty. Cost is esti- in distribution in Manila. Some years
mated at $75,000.
Penn Hotel tomorrow. Many outago Ugast was with the Paramount
tf-town reservations by film notables
theater department in Europe.
lave been made from New York,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus and tended in a body the Pitt-Notre
Grand National Closes
Chicago. General chairman John Dame football game played at Pitt
I. Harris, national president of the Stadium.
Detroit- — Grand National's exVariety Club, reports a capacity
Last-minute reservations were
change has the following circuits
;rowd of 850 assured.
made by H. R. Ekins, the Scripps- signed up: Butterfield, including
Rosey Rowswell will act as toast- Howard reporter who just complet- both key towns and Class B houses,
ed a round the world flight in 18^ Cooperative Theaters of Michigan,
naster, with Johnny Perkins to
;mcee the floor show of nearly 40 days; John B. Kennedy of the NBC Associated Theaters, Inc., Jacob
icts which will follow the speaking network; Walter (Virginia Judge) Schreiber Circuit, Krim Brothers
)rogram. Many who have arrived Kelly and Jane Pickens and the Circuit, Harold Bernstein Circuit at
Bay City.
n the city for the event today at- Preisser Sisters of the "Follies."

"Star Gazers"
Columbia
Unusual

9'/2 mins.

Produced in Vericolor, this is unusual short in content, photography
and beauty of its footage. Prelude
shows intimate historical scene in
study of Galileo, three hundred
years ago. The immortal astronomer is visited by delegation notifying him of appointment to professorship of science at University of
Padua. Scenes then shift to present day, and audiences are shown
several of the great astronomical
observatories along and near our
Pacific coast. Romantic views of
giant telescopes of University of
California, Mount Wilson, Pasadena,
Lick and other observatories are extraordinary and demonstrate rapid
progress made since Galileo's lifegradual conquest of
secretstime inofman's
the universe.

Peppy
"Screen Snapshots"
(Series 16, No. 1)
Columbia
io mins.
These off-the-set flashes of screen
personalities are nicely photographed
by Robert Tobey whose lens registers notables of Hollywood gathered at a buffalo barbecue given by
Ken Maynard at his ranch. Ken
entertains guests by showing-off
tricks and cleverness of his noted
horse, "Tarzan." Then scene changes
to stars sitting for portraits and
masks fashioned by Mrs. Lenore
Gardner and son Jack. Frank McHugh is caught refreshing his bathing-suited youngsters with garden
hose; Madge Evans exercising her
pet Scotty, and many screen colonists at the nearby West Side Tennis Club in play and as spectators.
Nearly fifty film favorites appear
personally and informally in this
peppy chapter.

MGM

Near Half-Way Mark
In Shorts Production

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With 20 shorts completed and 14 others in preparation,
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer short
subject department under Jack Chertok is rapidly approaching the halfway mark in its output for the 193637 season.
Setting the pace is Pete Smith,
with four of his specialties completed, three being edited and two
others under way. Of the latter
five, "Wanted, a Master," "Hurling"
and "Bar-Rac's Night Out" are being readied for release, and "Ski
School" and "Dexterity" are in their
preliminary stages. A total of 18
Pete Smith specialties are scheduled
for the 1936-37 season.

SUPER

EASTMAN

X STARS

Super X helps the cameraman

as no other film has ever helped before . . .
to enhance his artistry ... to solve difficult
situations. It helps the exhibitor, too, by
delivering photographic quality that undeniably heightens box-office appeal. In
this dual role, Super X stars in the fullest
sense of the word. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,
Distributors, Fort Lee, New York, Chicago,
Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PANCHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X

I
Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Takes Grand National Films for New York Area

20TH CENL-FOX L00KINGJ0 $7,500,000 PROFIT
Seven Anti- Trust Suits May be Consolidated for Trial
Depositions
To
Be Taken
Here in Morse-Rothenberg Behalf
By

'Film

RUDOLPH

Daily

Staff

BRUCE

Correspondent

Boston — Seven pending anti-trust
suits probably will be tried together,
George S. Ryan, counsel for the
plaintiffs, told the Film Daily, Satturday. Ryan now is planning to
take depositions in New York on behalf of the Morse and Rothenberg
circuit.
Originally, Nashua Theaters, Inc.,
Nashua,
N. H., initiated
action
{Continued

on Page

4)

REPORT CONSOLIDATED
STOCKHOLDERS TO SUE

U. S. May Require Country of Origin on Film Imports
The U. S. Customs Department is considering establishing a ruling that the country
of origin be indicated in connection with all films imported into this country. Investigation of the matter is due to complaints that in some instances there has been
misrepresentations made as to the country in which a picture has been produced. Basis
of a recent protest it is said, is the recent selling of a German-made picture as a
French
production.

Maxwell Plans Presage Entry of New
Major Film Enterprise in U.S. Field
By ARTHUR
Film Daily

THE

on Page

9)

M-G-M New Haven Exchange
To Use Its Own Checkers

EDDY
Writer

WEEK

IN REVIEW
. . . Bette Davis Enjoined
H. MORRIS

FOREIGN

=

England and continent supplied
their share of news highlights.
Cables cracked news early in week
that Bette Davis had been barred by
court order from acting in scheduled
British picture, "I'll Take the Low
Road," for Toeplitz Productions,
Ltd. Only for present employer,
Warner Bros., can she work for

on Page

West

Coast

Bureau

8)

RKO- Grand National Product Deal Ma y
Extend Beyond Metropolitan Territory

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Net profit of approximately $7,500,000 for the year ending Dec. 26, next, is indicated for
20th Century-Fox, with the figures
based on business expected to be
done during the balance of the year,
Joseph W. Schenck, chairman of the
board, has stated here. The figure
of $7,500,000 would be reached after
all charges and taxes, including pro(Continued

Entrance of another major mo- American scene, the former Glastion picture enterprise in the Amerigow lawyer now finds himself with
can field is indicated by plans of this
a ready-made
distribution setup in
country.
John Maxwell, British film industry
giant, who is acquiring control of
Maxwell,
who is chairman
and
Gaumont British. After having managing
director
of Associated
(Continued on Page 4)
long cast a speculative eye on the

Stockholder suits for liquidating
damages against Consolidated Film
Industries are being prepared it was
noted Saturday. Under the recapitalRKO, CFI Reorganizations
ization plan, the preferred stock is
worth $28.
Under the previous stock setup,
By GEORGE
preferred stockholders were entitled DOMESTIC
to $35 plus $5 in accrued dividends
Reorganization plans of both
in a liquidation.
Consolidated preferred sold Satur- RKO and Consolidated Film Indusday at 17 %.
tries held spotlight among week's
happenings.
Former's
plan is 90
per cent ready
for submission
to
A.'s
U.
Under
Federal
Judge
William
Bondy
withion
Product
in two weeks, Hamilton C. Rickaby
Banner Approaches Peak
of counsel for Atlas Corp., announced at hearing before Judge
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued
Hollywood — Production under the
United Artists releasing banner will
hit the peak in the next three
months, with seven major films
scheduled for release up to Feb. 1,
George J. Schaefer, vice-president
(Continued

W.
Staff

Net Equal to Between $4.45
and $4.50 a Share
on Common

on

Page

9)

TOMS RIVER GETS 1ST
OF NEW READE HOUSES
First of the 100 theaters projected
by the recently organized American
Community Theaters Corporation,
headed by Walter Reade, will be
erected at Toms River, N. J., it was
announced today.
Thomas W. Lamb, associated with
Reade, is now preparing plans and
specifications,
(Continuedand on work
Page 9)will com-

Rogers to Discuss Talent
Interchange with Wilcox
Charles R. Rogers, executive
vice-president in charge of produc[tion of Universal pictures, arrived
yesterday on the Century for a two
weeks' stay at the home offices of
Universal.
Mr. Rogers will see a
(Continued on Page 4)

Virginia Exhibitors Fight
For Sunday Showing Rights

Grand National has completed a

Richmond, Va. — Virginia exhibiunder which its 1936-37 product
Flying
"Gold
Will37Take
Off Diggers"
on Nov. 15 deal
tors are waging a determined fight
will play RKO houses in the New to establish
New Haven — The local M-G-M extheir right to Sunday
York
metropolitan
area.
About
36
change will employ its own checkers West Coast Bureau oi THE FILM DAILY

to replace Ross Federal checkers,
used until a few weeks ago. The
change in policy follows a similar
change in Boston.

Hollywood — Busby Berkeley's
hand-picked flying "Gold Diggers of
1937" will (Continued
take offonhere
on Nov. 15
Page 4)

theaters are in the deal.
The distributor is now negotiating
a deal covering RKO houses outside of the New York territory.

operation.
At Petersburg, S. H. Nothington,
operating the Bluebird, and H. Rubin, owner
of the on Century,
(Continucd
Page 9) are ap-
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK
(QUOTATIONS

High
263g
3734

Low
26 V4
37%

Net
Close
Chg.
26 Vi
37% —
Vs

Am. Seat.
Columbia
Picts
vtc
Columbia
Picts
pfd
Con.
Fm
Ind.
5Vi
4%
5Va
Con
Fm
Ind
pfd.
19%
18%
19
East.
Kodak
do pfd.
Gen. Th
Eq
27 U
27 '8 27l/4
Loews.
Inc
56'8
55%
55^4
do pfd
Paramount
15
147/,
14%
Paramount
1st pfd
Paramount
2nd pfd.
14%
13%
13%
Path*
Film
8
8
8
RKO
75,
7%
7%
20th Century-Fo» 32' 4 32
32
20th Century- Fox pfd. 40
40
40
Univ
Pict.
pfd
102
102
102
Warner
Bros.
13%
13%
13%
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0
6s 46
97
97
97
Loew
6s 41ww
99' , 99
99%
Par
B'way
3s 55
Para
Picts
6s 55
98%
98
98%
RKO
6s41
Warners
6s39
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia
Picts
vtc.
Grand
Natl
Films
3%
3%
3%
Sonotone
Corp.
2%
2%
2%
Technicolor
24%
24
24
Trans-Lux
3%
3%
3%

+
+

Pictures)
Big Broadcast of 1937 (Paramount
Pictures)
(Universal
Brute
Magnificent
The
Follow Your Heart
(Republic Pictures)
The Big Game
(RKO
Radio)
Killer at Large
(Columbia
Pictures)
Struck
Boone

Romeo

and

(First
(RKO

National)
(a-b)
Radio
Pictures)

♦ TWO
Juliet

(M-G-M) — 10th

♦ FOREIGN

A DAY

Buddy
Messinger
Jackie Coogan

RUN

%
1%

+
+

l/4
%

—

%

—

Vs

+
4-

%
%

4-

%

+

%

+

%

4—
—

%
%
%

♦

week

Astor

LANGUAGE

PICTURES

La Kermesse Heroique
(Carnival
in Flanders)
(French) — 4th
Birobidjan
(A Greater
Promise)
(Amkino) — 3rd week
Our Boy (Swedish
Pictures) — 2nd week
Amphitryon
(French
picture)

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

Les Miserables
(French
picture) — Oct. 27
Ladies in Love
(20th Century-Fox) — Oct. 28
A Woman
Rebels
(RKO
Radio)— Oct. 29
East Meets West (GB Pictures)— Oct. 30
Wives Never Know
(Paramount Pictures) — Oct.

(a)

Dual bill.

(b)

♦

week
Cinema
55th St.

Filmarte
Cameo
de Paris
Playhouse

♦
Cinema

30..
31

Subsequent run.

de

Paris
Rivoli
Music
Hall
Roxy
Rialto
Strand
Globe
Paramount
Criterion
Filmarte

(c)

Follows current bill.

'Champagne Waltz" to Get
| Universal Productions
Round-the-World Opening
Leaves New York State
Plans for the simultaneous release
of "Champagne Waltz" in all the
capitols of the world were announced today by Neil Agnew and
John W. Hicks, Jr., vice presidents
of Paramount. This round-theworld day and date presentation of
this production, recently designated
by the
company
as Paramount's
ver Jubilee
picture,
will be part Silof
the international celebration honoring Adolphniversary
Zukor's
twenty-fifth anwith the company.

Albany — A certificate has been
filed at Albany under which Universal Productions, Inc., a Delaware
corporation, surrenders its authority
to do business in this state. Papers
were
Corp. filed by Universal Pictures

i
MERLE OBERON is en route to London
continue her contract with Alexander Korda to
for
London
Films.
STEPHEN PALLOS. general sales manager of
London Film, is due to arrive in this
within two weeks for a conference with country
United
Artists officials here. He will bring with him
a print
of "Rembrandt."
CLAUDE
EZELL left New
San Antonio.

York Saturday for

FERNAND GRAVET, French screen star, and
Mme. Gravet arrive on the lie de France
tomorrow; they will stay in New York about
six days before departing for Hollywood.
MAE WEST will come to New York from the
West Coast in early November for a p.a. at
the Paramount; leaving Hollywood this week
in Chicago.
she will stop off
HAL B. WALLIS. associated production
executive for Warner Bros., First National and
Cosmopolitan, arrives in New York from Hollywood today on the Twentieth Century to meet
JACK L. WARNER, vice-president in charge of
production, who arrives on the Me de France
from Europe
tomorrow.
New York visitors to Pittsburgh include WILLIAM F. ROGERS and BILLY FERGUSON of
M-G-M. JOSEPH ROSENBERG has returned to
New
York from Pittsburgh.

Academy Pictures Merger
With Specialty Likely
Boston — A proposed merger between Academy Pictures and the
newly-formed Specialty Films, Inc.
is reported definitely taking shape.
Academy Pictures, managed by Phil
Smith, has the Chesterfield-Invincible franchise for New England.
Specialty Films, recently incorporated by Roy Heffner, New England
Bank Night director, and George S.
Ryan, has the exclusive distribution
rights for the Burroughs-Tarzan
pictures,
from Company.
the now defunctacquired
American Film

If the merger goes through Harry
C. King Charney, Inc., Los Ang- Asher, formerly of the American
eles, Calif., chartered under California laws, capital 1000 shares non Film Company, is slated for the position of general sales manager.
par value stock, to deal in motion
picture films, L. Ryan, vice presiIrene Bennett III
dent, New York City office 150
Mr. Zukor's birthday, Jan. 7, 1937, Broadway, has filed a certificate of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
has been chosen as the -opening day statement and designation in the
of the world-wide Silver Jubilee. office of the Department of State to
Hollywood
year Irene
in bedBennett,
— "doctor's orders"—— Afaced
Later in the month, the date to be enable it to do business in New Paramount stock player, today after
selected later, Mr. Zukor will give York State.
her illness had been diagnosed as
Japs
the signal which will release "ChamShe is in a Pasadena
A certificate has been filed at Al- tuberculosis.
pagne Waltz" simultaneously on the
bany by J. Henry Walters, RKO Sanatorium.
screens in New York, London, Paris,
dissolving Yonkers TheBerlin, Vienna, Stockholm, Oslo, attorney,
aters Corporation.
Copenhagen, Rome, Tokio, Buenos
Majestic Film Distributing Corp.,
Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Mexico City,
Toyko — s"Film
Fun," Fun"
American
New
York City, has filed a certifiBan "Film
Capetown, Sidney and other capitol
cate at Albany dissolving its cor- magazine, has been barred here on
cities of the world.
the ground that photographs printed
porate existence.
in it would "impair the morals of
Japanese youth."
...
"Jenosik" for Filmarte

Schines Acquire Lockport
And Penn Yan Film Houses

H. B. Warner
Mirk
Sandrich

Palace
Palace

(a)

Charge of the Light Brigade
(Warner Bros.) — Oct.
Legion of Terror
(Columbia
Pictures) — Oct. 31
The Wedding
Present
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
In His Steps (Grand
National
Films)
(c)
Jenosik
( French
M. P. Corp. ) (c )

STOCK
MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Theater
Rivoli
Capitol
Strand
Music
Hall
Paramount
Roxy
Criterion
Rialto
Globe

Picture and Distributor
(U. A.-Goldwynl— 5th week
Dodsworth
The Devil Is a Sissy (Metro-Goidwyn-Mayerl— 2nd week
(Warner-Cosmopolitanl— 2nd week
Cain and Mabel
Adventure
in Manhattan
(Columbia
Pictures)

Stage
Daniel

11

Parade

The Broadway

M

ii ^iKY-DAJLY

Coming and Going

"Janosik," Czecho-Slovak feature
released by the French Motion Picture
be the Theater.
next attrac-A
tion atCorp.,
the will
Filmarte
gala premiere is being arranged.

Services for Louis Harrison ]

Funeral services for Louis Harri-j
Gloversville — Schine Theatrical
son, 70, comedian,
librettist and.
Co. has purchased the Elmwood Thedramatist,Church,
will be Broadway
held at Campbell's
Funeral
at 66th
ater in Penn Yan as well as the
Palace Theater at Lockport.
St., today at 2 P. M.
Major alterations and remodeling
Joseph Schnitzer III
plans have been made for both of
Anne Caldwell Dies
Joseph Schnitzer, who recently arthese theaters. The work of rerived in New York from the coast, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
building and re-equipping is to start is reported confined to his apartHollywood — Anne Caldwell, 60,
at once and has been placed in
ment at Hotel Pierre through ill- stage and screen librettist and lyric
chargr: of Architect John Eberson. ness.
writer, is dead here.

:i Whichever one o' yew boys cuts th9 most wood today kin
go see the Mae West picher tonight."

with WARREN

MAE

WEST

WILLIAM, RANDOLPH

Margaret Perry » Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY

in Go West Young Man''

SCOTT, ALICE BRADY, Elizabeth Patterson, Lyle Talbot, Isabel Jewell,
• Dialogue by Mae Wert • An EMANUEL CtfHEN Production • A Paramount Picture
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ANTI-TRUST SUITS TO
BE TRIED TOGETHER

NEW MAJOR FILM
ENTERPRISE FOR U.S.
British Picture Corporation, has announced his intention of perpetuating and expanding the present GB
organization in America.
It is currently distributing 2-1 features, which
will be substantially augmented by
tions from the
1 British program
of between
pictures.
Under the present arrangement.
GB product is handled physically
via the 20th Century-Fox exchanges
throughout the United States. There
;o the possibilities
11 establishing facilities of
his own for taking over this dis- !
tribul
ed British Picture Corp.,
which is capitalized at nearly
$60,000,000. has the following,
wholly-owned subsidiaries: Asso- i
ciated British Cinemas, Ltd., British
International Pictures, Ltd., Pathe
Pictures, Ltd., Wardour Films,
Ltd., and British Instructional Films,
Ltd. The organization owns and
controls 280 theaters located in the
British Isles, including a large number located in London.
In addition to Maxwell, directors
of Associated British Picture Corporation are Sir Clement KinlochCooke, Jerome Denny Bright, William Douglas Scrimgeour, Maurice
Arthur Dent and Robert Gordon
Simpson. National Provincial Bank,
Ltd., is the banker for the company.
Wilson, Stirling & Co. are the accountants; George rl. Gaunt is seciry.

Rogers to Discuss Talent
Interchange with Wilcox
(Continued

from

Page

1)

number of plays, and interview a
number of screen prospects scouted
by Harry Evans, Dean Markham
and Lucille Ryman. He will also
consider a number of books and
plays, on which options have been
taken by Charles Beahan, executive
story editor.
In New York, Mr. Rogers will
also meet Herbert Wilcox, executive
producer of General Film Distributors, Ltd., of London, which handles
the distribution of Universal pictures in Great Britain. He is coming on the Queen Mary on Nov. 2.
Production matters like the interchange of talent between the Universal studios and the new Pinewood
studios of the London company will
be discussed. Mr. Wilcox is bringing one York
of his with
stars,him.Anna
to New
Mr. Rogers is accompanied
executive secretary, William
who is also the author of

Neagle, '
by his
Pierce,
one of

Universal's forthcoming pictures,
"Night Key," which will star Boris
Karloff.

(Continued from Page

0 0 • IT IS a shrewdly conceived plan for penetrating
right into the homes of the motion picture patrons, and selling
them throughout the year on the producer and the product
referring to Screen Forecast
that being the name of the
tabloid magazine of vest-pocket and milady's handbag convenient size which M-G-M distributes by the millions every year
through its 9.000 theater accounts to the picture-going public.

•
•
• IT IS a cold fact that exhibitors cry for it
because their patrons demand this li'l booklet, take it home,
absorb its contents, go big for the cash prize contest
and come back to the theater manager and ask all sorts of
interested questions concerning the contest, the coming Metro
features announced, and the players
so far this season
over 3,000,000 booklets have been distributed by the theaters
playing Metro product
this is the seventh season that
Howard Dietz and Si Seadler have been turning out this tiny
tooter in type
and it has long since proved to be one of
the grandest goodwill builders for Metro at the most economical
cost

• • • THE BOOKLET which is only 4 inches by 4'/2
inches in size, highlights the coming Metro productions which
feature the outstanding stars
some pages are devoted
to star photos and scenes from productions
the booklet
subtly gets over the message that Metro has the stars and the
pictures and very definitely establishes in the minds of the public that this company is responsible for a big percentage of their
screen entertainment

•
•
• BUT THE big punch in this Screen Forecast gadget
is the Prize Contest
$500 in cash prizes is offered on the
first page
based on the intriguing thot: "How Good Is
Your Movie Memory?'. .'
the contest calls for naming two
leading players from a list of Metro productions past and present
this calls for considerable time and thought and research on the part of the contestant
indelibly stamping
the M-G-M name on the memory in connection with these productions and players
the contest also requires two reasons why M-G-M is the Number One film company
and what happens ?

•
•
• THERE
ARE
thousands
of replies pouring into
the theaters, relayed to the exchanges, and then to the home
office right through the year
the contest lasts
until the new edition of Screen Forecast comes out at the beginning of the year
a year-round contest, no less
all for 500 smackers!
how can you beat that for return
on investment? you can't

•
•
• AND FINALLY the judges award the prizes
checks are sent to the branch offices of Metro
they relay
'em to the theater that sent in the contestant's effort
the theater manager arranges for the final presentation from
the stage of his theater
with 30 cash prizes, there are
30 theaters where the stunt garners another batch of institutional publicity with the countless reams of printed
matter turned out by the industry, this li'l book of 24 pages
stands unique for definite publicity results with millions of
readers secured from a minimum investment

«

«

«

»

»

»
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against the Colonial Theaters Company of Nashua, N. H., a member
of the M. A. Shea circuit, and
secondly, against the major distributors. Another similar suit was
brought later by Commonwealth Enterprises, Inc., operating the Park
Theater in Nashua.
In other actions the plaintiffs are
also all members of the Morse and
Rothenberg circuit, including the
Standard Amusement Enterprises,
Inc., which operated the Capitol
Theater in Elizabeth, N. J.; the Elite
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., operating the Rialto Theater, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; and the Fidel Amusement Enterprises, Inc., which operated the Cameo Theater in Newburgh, N. Y. The only defendants
are the major distributors.
The seventh suit was brought by
the A. and W. Amusement Enterprises, Inc., which operated the Metropolitan Theater in Providence,
R. I.
The actions are brought under the
Sherman Anti-trust law for triple
damages sustained as a result of an
alleged combination and conspiracy
to monopolize and to restrain interstate commerce in motion picture
films. In each action, $100,000 balm
is demanded.

Flying
"Gold
Will37Take
Off Diggers"
on Nov. 15
(Continued

from

Page

1)

on the 24-city aerial ballyhoo for
Warners' newest "Gold Diggers," it
was announced today. Traveling with
them will be Jeanne Madden, Fred
Lawrence and Rosalind Marquis,
young featured players.
The plane, will arrive in El Paso
from Hollywood on the day of departure; in Forth Worth, 16th; then on
to Dallas, 16th; Memphis, 17th; St.
Louis, 18th; Chicago, 19th; Detroit,
20th; Cleveland, 21st; Pittsburgh,
23rd; Washington, 24th; Philadelphia, 25th; and Boston, 26th, and so
to New York, arriving at Floyd Bennett Field on the 27th. On the 30th
they leave New York for Albany,
and the return trip to the Coast will
comprise visits to Syracuse, Dec.
1; Rochester, Dec. 2; Buffalo, Dec.
3; Columbus, Dec. 4; Cincinnati, Dec.
5; Louisville, Dec. 7; Kansas City,
Dec. 8; Denver, Dec. 9; Salt Lake
City, Dec. 10; San Francisco, Dec.
11 and Los Angeles, Dec. 12, ending
the tour.
Girls selected from a field of 160
by Berkeley are:
Rose Tyrell and Carolyn Newell,
New York City; Sue Gomes, Portland, Ore,; Lois Lindsay, Gulf port,
Miss.; Helen Seamon, Dermott, Ark.;
Beth Renner, Oak Cliff, Tex.; Naida
Reynolds, Kansas City, Mo.; Eleanor
Bailey, Atchison, Kan.; Mary Cassidy, Omaha; Lorraine Gray, Glendale, Calif.; Nelda Kincaid, Birmingham, Ala.; Helen Lynn, Kansas City,
Mo.; Melba Marshall, Rochester,
N. Y.

*
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MARION DAVIES
CLARK GABLE
CAIN and MABEL
and

With

ALLEN

WALTER

CATLETT • DAVID

JENKINS

• ROSCOE

CARLYLE • HOB ART CAVANAUGH

KARNS

• Directed by LLOYD BACON

Dances by Bobby Connolly • The Songs, 'I'll Sing You a Thousand Love Songs', and 'Coney Island' by Warren & Dubin

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION fO*llJ&A44'
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'ANTHONY ADVERSE' COMPANY
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John Elliott
Reliable Pictures
60 mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW!
SATISFACTORY WESTERN FOR ACTION AND GRIND
HOUSES
For the action and grind houses this
Western should make satisfactory fare. The
story is handled in a manner as to hold
one's interest, and the rding. shooting,
and fighting furnish the excitement. Bob
Custer is a typical Western hero and the
surrounding cast are competent with John
Elliott, Eddie Phillips, and Roger Williams
in the more important roles. The photography is clear and the locations for the
main are well chosen. There is enmity between the cattle ranchers and the homesteaders, for the former believe the latter
are encroaching on their rights. Bob Custer,
the sheriff, is in love with Victoria Vinton,
the daughter of John Elliott, head of the
cattle ranchers. When Elliott's son kills a
homesteader. Bob has to bring him in. He
meets a lot of opposition and is himself
shot. The girl, in trying to help him, is
taken prisoner by the homesteaders who
will not give her up until her brother is
turned over to them. While a gun battle
is on between the two forces. Bob rides
in with Eddie Phillips. Elliott's son. Not
knowing the rider's identity, Elliott shoots
his own son. This ends hostilities.
Cast: Bob Custer, Victoria Vinton, John
Elliott. Eddie Phillips, Roger Williams.
Producer: B B Ray; Director, Franklin
Shamray; Author, Ben Cohen; Screenplay,
Ben Cohen; Cameraman, Paul Ivan.
Direction, Go d
Photography, Good

SHORTS
"No Place Like Rome"

(Miniature
Musical Comedy)
M-G-M
19 mins.
Swell Laugh Special
One of the most pretentious and
entertaining
shorts
of the
year,
packed
with
clever business
that
brings
the laughs.
Metro
claims

this subject holds the record for the
longest
shooting' schedule
and the
greatestlotted number
alto a short of atplayers
their ever
studio.

Cast has 600 players
and extras.
Here
you have a musical
comedy
plot, nifty settings of ancient Rome,
dazzling girls, and a steady ripple
of laughs with swell music as an
accompaniment.
The treatment of
, the old Roman customs tied up with
I modern day touches builds up some
j of the best laughs
ever extracted
from a short or a feature, for that
matter.
The theme has to do with
an
edict
requiring
bachelors
to
marry
or be thrown
to the lions,
and follows
the adventure
of one
youth who wants to stay single but
finally wins a beautiful
slave girl.
This number will score big with any
audience, for the comedy just can't
] miss.
Featured are Frank Albertson and Suzanne Kaaren.
Directed
by Reginald LeBorg.
Scenario and
music by the music team trio of Val
i Burton,
Will
Jason
and
Stanley
! Rauh.
The Three Stooges in

"Whoops, I'm An Indian"
Columbia
20 mins.
Mad Comedy
Romping through strongly slapstick situations, this trio of cinema
clowns provide mirth for their fans
in a typical, goofy screenplay of the
sort their talents demand. This
time the setting for their antics is
the backwoods where they are banking a gambling game which comes
to a quick end when crowded
saloon's clientele discover that a
horseshoe magnet beneath the moccasin of one of the stooges conveniently stops the little metal
roulette ball at just the notch the
game-backers desire. The sheriff
chases Moe, Larry and Curly who
j escape. They go fishing in the
woodlands, but the dauntless hand
of the law follows closely. Finally
they take refuge
in a cabin, the

THE
Bondy on a proposal of Irving Trust
that RKO pay off $750,000 in notes.
Hearing was put over to Nov. 22.
Subsequently, the Film Daily was
authoritatively advised Keith-AlbeeOrpheum will not be included in
RKO organization plan and that
there would be no interchange of
shares of reorganized company for
present KAO shares.

*

*

heels of this advice came

KAO's report that company's net
profit for third quarter of 1936,
after deduction
of all charges,
is
$241,507, making net profit for the thirty-nine
weeks ending Sept. 26, 1936, $666,080, compared to $172,114 in corresponding period
last year. Profit is equal to $10.35 per share
on the 64,304 shares of 7 per cent preferred
stock outstanding.

*
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burly owner of which has just lost
his wife because she eloped with
an Indian chief. The sheriff finds
the fugitives, but not until they
have disguised themselves as Indians. As such the comedians are
their funniest. They eventually land
in jail. But, oh, the horseplay they
go through before the finis! A
kaleidoscope of mad comedy.

"The Public Pays"

(Crime Does Not Pay)
M-G-M
20 mins.
A very convincing dramatization
of a racket that was recently broken up in a midwest city. Shows
the gang moving into the town and
how they organized their milk racket, forcing the dstributors into line
by intimidation and all sorts of
gangster methods short of murder,.
One dealer holds out, and by his
courage enables the police department to finally get the necessary
evidence to convict the gang and
send them to jail for long terms.
This factual reel is made very dramatic! and carries a strong thrillpunch.

ft

ft

"Sports On Ice"

(A Pete Smith Specialty)
M-G-M
10 mins.
Magnificent
This is the companion picture to
"Olympic Ski Champions," and gives
the highlight shots of the official
Olympic pictures of the ice events.
The skating events against time,
and the fancy skating offer pleasing
contrasts. But the big payoff are
the bobsled events, that are the last
word in screen thrills. In the fourman bobsled events they are seen
going around the curves at 85 miles
an hour, and skimming the rim of
the runway, with one sled hurtling
in the air as the occupants seem
to fly toward the audience. Marvelous photography, with scores of expert cameramen catching the shots
of the speeding sleds at all the turns
and at all angles. Really a magnificent spectacle. Pete Smith does
his usual fine narration.
Our SnGang
appy in

"Two Too Young"
Olympic Ski Champions

(A Pete Smith Specialty)
M-G-M
10 mins.
A Knockout
These are official Olympic Games
pictures, and include the work of
50 official cameramen. The shots
are marvellous, taken from all angles and at every vantage point in
the various ski events. Pete Smith
has selected highlights of all the
shots, and presented a thrill-reel
with his own orginal style of comment. Among other events are
shown the gruelling 40-killometer
relay race, the down-hill race at
breakneck speed, and finishing with
the high jump. This last is a socko
for thrills, with crackups and spills.
Beautiful photography taken amid
gorgeous scenery.

IN

M-G-M

10 mins.

Hal Roach's kids go through their
paces in a classroom skit. Spanky
and Alfalfa try to talk Farina out
of a bunch of firecrackers during
recess, but Farina says no. So they
rig themselves up inside the janitor's overcoat, and with Spanky on
top and disguised as a G-Man, they
get Farina to give up the booty.
But the tables are turned when
Farina's pal sets the firecrackers
off in Alfalfa's hip pocket in the
classroom while he is reciting "The
Charge upofwith
thetheLight
Winds
oratorBrigade."
cooling
his pants in a tub of water outside
the school as the entire class give
him the laugh.

REVIEW
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Consolidated's plan was approved by heavy
majority of both preferred and common stockholders during lengthy session in which vigorous minority peppered
President
Herbert

J. Yates with questions re fairness of reorganization set-up. Yates answered criticisms
of the Securities Exchange Commission that
he had failed to inform stockholders that
present preferred stock had a $40 redemption
value in liquidation whereas new stock would
he worth only $28 by saying that the company
did not intend to submit to business judgment
of any outside interest. Before meeting took
place. Supreme Court Justice Shientag re> enjoin it.

Other
headline
items included
strong
spurt
in all sections
of the country
in new
film
theater
construction
and
increasing
flow
of
I into box-offices. . . . Joseph V. McKee'i appointment to post of co-ordinator for
Publishers'
Protective Association,
Inc.
. indications
that color films will reach
i-ioduction
records
during
1936-37,
and
that minimum
of 20 such all-color features
would
come
out of Hollywood's studios. . . .
(ul
Laemmle, Jr.'s opinion that film industry
ha- nothing to fear from television broadcasts
threatened
withdrawal
by ASCAP
from Canadian field, which will come up for
serinii,
consideration
by
Hays'
office
today
»1 Transradio News Service's announcement that it will supply
a news
service
to
exhibitors,
similar
to bulletins
now
made
available to several hundred radio stations . . .

FOREIGN
next three years or for life of existing contract, whichever period is
shorter. When appraised of court's
judgment, Miss Davis said she
would appeal. Legal channels privately expressed opinion such recourse would probably fail.
In wake of Davis-Warner action
came word from London that demand on part of 20th Century-Fox
for guarantee of playing time for
its product on John Maxwell and
GB circuits in British Isles was
barrier against successful negotiations for sale of its Metropolis and
Bradford Trust stock at present
time.
British law prohibiting block
booking, it was reported, is obstacle in way
of guaranteeing playing time. But finis to
colorful and intricate deal, which has kept
film circles agog for several months, is not
yet written. Sidney R. Kent's arrival in
Ni'i York on or about Nov.
1 indicates fur

ther action when he confers with Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of his board, and other
20th Century-Fox executives.
Another flash from England proclaims a
new high for releases of British-made films
this year in U. S. At least 40 features will
be shipped
over head
to American
companies.
24
productions
list. United
Artists GB's
will
distribute nine — six of Korda's, two from
Criterion and one Elisabeth Bergner. 20th
Century-Fox is slated for four. Others will
be under banners of Columbia, M-G-M, and
B.I.P.'s American subsidiary, Alliance. Latter may have as many
as 15.

Columbia's vice-president, Jack Cobn, returned to town from England, saying:
". . . days of quota pictures, made solely to
comply with British government requirements,
are over." Major companies, he added, are
now aware of the advantages in making such
p'oductiors as possess real entertainment
values. No longer are producers shooting a
lot of footage, he said, to meet quota requirements, but making pictures which mean
something. Some producers, be observed, are
tions.
spending $500,000 and $750,000 on produc-
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TOMS RIVER GETS 1ST
OF NEW READE HOUSES

mm
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A "mtU" fto*» "£*ts"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Colin Tapley and Virginia Weidler,
mence on the site near the intersec- J^EON SCHLESINGER, producer "Souls at Sea"; Columbia — Kernan
tion of Main
and
Washington
of "Looney Tunes," and "Merrie Cripps and Don Brodie, "Counterfeit Lady"; Horace Murphy and Ed
Streets about Jan. 1.
Melodies," entertained at his Beverly Hills home in honor of Frank Le Saint, "Lady from Nowhere."
Early construction of six other
theaters is contemplated. All of the Tashlin ("Tish Tash") and his bride,
100 houses eventually to be built are Dorothy Marguerite Hill. Miss Hill,
Screen rights to Fannie Hurst's
to be located in communities of over who sings on the Shell Chateau program, met Tashlin when she applied unpublished novel, "Sister Act,"
5,000 population throughout the U. for an audition.
have been purchased by Warners.
S. and Canada where theaters are
T
▼
T
The story deals with the predicanon-existent or obsolete.
More castings: Universal — Walter
several,
four sistersment,whojointallandfall
in loveof with
the
Pidgeon, opposite Tala Birell in
same man.
"Blonde Dynamite"; Jane Wyatt,
Production Under U. A.'s
stellar role in "Service de Luxe";
Banner Approaches Peak 20th Century -Fox — Sidney Blackmer
as Theodore Roosevelt in "Private
With Walter
Wanger's
production for United
Artistsfirst
release,
(Continued
from Page 1)
Enemy"; M-G-M — Georgie Tapps,
and general manager in charge of "Broadway Melody of 1937"; Vir- "You Only Live Once," over the
distribution, announced today.
ginia Bruce, femme lead in "Sinner half-way mark towards completion
Take
Spencer Tracy, lead in and his second, "History Is Made at
"Come And Get It," Samuel Gold- "They All";
Gave Him a Gun"; Walter Night," about to go before the cameras, the young producer is busily
wyn production of Edna Ferber's Wanger — Colin Clive, "History is
best seller, leads off, release being
at Night"; Paramount — Jean making final plans for Vincent
scheduled for Nov. 6. Edward Ar- Made
Arthur and Fred MacMurray, to co- Sheean's "Personal History," the
third on his list of six for this year.
nold, Frances Farmer and Joel McCrea are featured in the film which star in "Exclusive"; Helen Burgess,
was directed by Howard Hawks and American Tobis Closes Deals
William Wyler.
Joseph Steiner, sales manager for
"The Garden of Allah," Selznick American Tobis Corporation, which
International technicolor production
with Marlene Dietrich and Charles is distributing "Carnival in Flanders," has closed deals for the exBoyer co-starred, will be released on
hibition of this picture in WashingNov. 25. Richard Boleslawski diton, D. C, and Boston. The picture
rected.
which is now in its fourth week at
Alexander Korda's, "Rembrandt," the Filmarte Theater, New York
starring Charles Laughton, will be will be shown at the Belasco, in
released Dec. 4. It is the last film Washington, D. C, and the Finearts
Korda is directing; he henceforth Theater in Boston, Mass.
will devote himself to production at
Denham.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

SEE $7,500,000 NET
FOR 20TH CENT.-FOX
(Continued

from

Page

1)

vision for the Federal surtax on undistributed profits.
The net would be equal, after preferred dividends, to between $4.45
and $4.50 a share on the estimated
average number of common shares
outstanding during 1936.
Schenck's estimate is based on a
net operating income of $8,000,000.
Additionally, the company will receive a dividend of about $1,000,000
via its 42 per cent, interest in National Theaters, making a total of
$9,000,000 net income before taxes
and various minor adjustments. This
figure would compare with an operating net of $3,961,130 for last year
when no dividend was received from
National Theaters.

1
t
f
H
l
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Fred Elliott Aids G.O.P

Samuel Goldwyn's "Beloved Enemy," from the John Balderston story
of the Irish Rebellion, is slated for
release on Dec. 25. Merle Oberon
and Brian Aherne co-star. Henry C.
Potter directs.
Walter Wanger's first production
under the United Artists releasing
banner, "You Only Live Once," with
Sidney and Henry Fonda coSylvia
starred and Fritz Lang directing,
will be released on Jan. 1. Wanger's
"History Is Made At Night," with
Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur and Leo
Carrillo, will be released on Jan. 15.
Selznick International's next technicolor, production, "A Star Is Born,"
co-starring Janet Gaynor, and Fred-1
ric March, will be released Feb.
William A. Wellman directs.

Virginia Exhibitors Fight
For Sunday Showing Rights
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Fred Elliott, who was president of
the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry from 1916 to
1922 and later organized independent producers and distributors, is
in charge of the Eastern motion
picture division for the Republican
National Committee. He is headquartering in New York.

"Allah" In Demand
Contracts for David O. Selznick's
technicolor production, "The Garden
of Allah," have been pouring in at
an "unprecedented rate," United
Artists officials stated yesterday.
Selznick insisted upon the re-scoring of the musical background because of some slight imperfection,
and this task will be completed in a
few days.

Chairs that CARESS THE BODY say
"COME AGAIN" when patrons leave.

Portland Gets Premiere

That is why so many theatre men are subordinating garish display for the relaxation COMFORTABLE chairs provide.

Portland, Ore. — "Come And Get
It," Samuel Goldwyn's production of
Edna Ferber's novel of the northwest starring Edward Arnold,
Frances Farmer and Joel McCrea,
will have its premiere at the United
Artists Theater, Nov. 4.

pealing to Hustings Court, following
imposition of fines in police court
for violation of the ancient blue laws.
At Alexandria, Exhibitor Harry
A. Wasserman will make a test case
of his summons before Judge James
"Cat" Gets 33 Dates
R. Duncan to answer a Sunday exhibition charge. Wasserman operThirty - three simultaneous key
ates a Negro house.
city dates have been set on WarnerSunday movies are now permitted First National's "The Case of the
here, following a court victory by Black Cat" for Halloween openings,
Oct. 31st.
Charles A. Somma, pioneer exhib.

Ask Us,

How can I reseat and pay for new chairs conveniently?

American Seating Company
COMFORT
The C™,U,t Star o,Th,m AUBRANCHES

V^BRIN

q^j
ALL

Makers of Dependable Seating ftn
^^
Theatre* ^^
and Auditoriums
j^.^
Michigaa
PRINCIPAL

CITIEI

•%2H
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM
ALABAMA
Change in Ownership

ABBEVILLE— Abbey,
transferred
T. Sheffield bj W. J. Brackin.

to

H.

Closings

MOBILE- -Crescent.
TEMFE-

ARIZONA
Openings

S

Openings

ARKANSAS
Change in Ownership

VAN BL' KEN— Rio. transferred to Malco
Theaters, Inc., by C P Washmon.

Openings

V WAY— Grand.

New

Theaters

PARIS— WigPLANT— New.
COTTON
gins, PINE BLUFF— Malco.

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

LOS ANGELES — Arrow, transferred to
J. A. Menard by L. K. Brinn; Hollyway.
transferred to Ramona-Hollyway Corp. by
Peterson & Bourke; Kamona. transferred to
Ramona-Hollyway Corp. by Arnold Schaak;
Rosebud, transferred to J. Chazen & Son by
Muraki & Kush. MARIPOSA— Mariposa,
transferred to Harper & Boeck by Mr. Harper. MERCED FALLS— Merced Falls, transferred to Harper & Boeck by Mr. Harper.
MOORPARK— Simi Valley (formerly Egyptian 1, transferred to Chas. Gaether by Viola
Rogers. OAKLAND — Star, transferred to
Rhys Winkel by Paul Anglietti. ONTARIO
— Forum, transferred to Guy L. Van DeBerg by August Fyhnn. REDWOOD CITY
— Smith, transferred to Redwood Theaters.
Inc. SAN DIEGO — Metro, transferred to
Joe Berg by Metzger & Sturdevant. SAN
FRANCISCO — Fox, transferred to Fox West
Coast Theaters — J. J. Sullivan, by Pacific Theaters—Joe Leo. WHITTIER— Scenic, Whittier & Wardman's, transferred to H. M.
Bruen by Whittier Amus. Co.

New

Theaters

ATLANTA— Community. AURORA— Fox.
CHICAGO— Will Rogers. PALESTINE—
Vogue.
ROBBS— Gem.

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

BEDFORD — Lawrence, transferred to Theatrical Managers. Inc. by H. E. McCarrell
Ent. FAIRMOUNT— Paramount (formerly
Fairmount), transferred to O. W. Flint by
R. H. Culmeyer. NAPPANEE— Fairy, transferred to W. C. Kohlhorst by G. Laudermilk
NEW HARMONY— Strand (formerly Har
monie), transferred to J. N. Allison by Har
vev E. Webb. PIERCETON— Liberty, trans
ferred to W. W. Roberts by Liberty Thea
Co. W. TERRE HAUTE— West (formerly
Grace), transferred to J. Van Borssum by
Mrs. Grace Richey.

Openings

DANA— Lyric. JASPER— Tivoli.
TERRE
HAUTE— Grace.

DIEGO— Hollywood.

New

to C.

G.

DENVER — Alameda (formerly Majestic).
FRUITA — Rialto. PUEBLO — Rialto.
ROCKY
FORD— Roxy.

DELAWARE
Change in Ownership

WILMINGTON— Ace (formerly Avenue),
transferred to Benj. Shindler.

OF COLUMBIA
Openings

WASHINGTON— Rialto.

FLORIDA
Change in Ownership

CHIPLEY -Manavista, transferred to A.
Stripling by B. S. Donnan.

GEORGIA
Change in Ownership
JASPER— Jasper, transferred to J. S.
Darnell by Mrs. H. G. Herbert.

IDAHO
Openings
—

W.

Theaters

FRANKLIN — Hoy Franklin. HAMMOND— Hohman. MICHIGAN— Ritz. N.
VERNON— Ritz.
PTF.RCETON— Liberty.

Openings

PLYMOUTH

Closings

New

Theaters

SILVERTON— Gem, transferred
Diller by Mrs. M. J. McC.uire.

NEW
Ideal).

CAIRO— Gem. CHICAGO— Piclcford. DE
KA LB— Barb. EVANSTON— New Main.
GRANT CITY— Rialto. HOOPESTON—
Princess. MARSEILLES— Coliseum. URBANA— Albro. WATSEKA— Little. WILMINGTON—Wilmington. WINNETKA —
Community.

Closings

COLORADO
Change in Ownership

E.

Closings

FAIRMOUNT— Paramount. HAMMOND
—Rio (formerly Maywood). ROSED ALE—
Rosedale. SEYMOUR — Vondee (formerly
Rialto V TERRE HAUTE— Orpheum. W.
TERRE HAUTE— West.

GLENDALE— Roxie.

DISTRICT

BUNKER HILL— Lincoln. CANTON—
Garden. CHICAGO— Radio (formerly Home).
C UK RO— Grant. Joy (formerly Orpheum).
LATCLINTON— Kay. EUREKA— Eureka. PALAHAM—Latham. ORION— Orion.
TINE—Pal. PARK RIDGE— Ridge (formerly Park Ridge). ROYALTON— Royal.

Openings

CORONA— Circle (formerly Radio). LAMANDA PARK— Uptown (formerly Warner's Egyptian). LOS ANGELES— Gaiety,
Princess Rivoli. MERCED FALLS— Merced
Falls. ONTARIO— Granada. SAN DIEGO
— Rex (formerly Tower).
SAN

n by W. G. Milwain.
to Herschel
NORRIS CITi Majestic, transferred to
bj Carl Barnes. OLNfc.Y —
Bryan Hensoi
transferred to D. Frisini by OIney
Arcadia
Theas. Corp.; Elks, transferred to D. Frisini
Theas. Corp. SAYBROOK— Sayby OIney
(formerly Princess), transferred to F.
brook
hv Wooley Bros. SYCAMORfc-—
Mertz
M
red to F. W. Anderson by G.
Fargo, transfer
.
Lekander

Liberty (formerly

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership

ARLINGTON HGTS.— Arlington, transferred to Gregory Circuit by B. Godsbaw. BEMENT — Avalon, transferred to Kermit Tatham by F. N. Speck. CHICAGO— Armitage
transferred to Armage Tbea. Corp. — Abe
Tague, by Blandarm Amus. Co. ; Emmett,
transferred to Emmett Thea., Inc. — Van
Nomikos Cir., by Mrs. Mary Rudolph; Panorama, transferred to Auerbach Bros, by Panor
Thea Co. CLIFTON— Vialta, transferred
to Chester Reid by A. Bergan. ERIE—
Opera House (formerly Erie) transferred to
T. O. Slenker by R. P. Waite. HANOVER
—Town Hall, transferred to T. R. Collier
by Karl Fritzmeier. HEYWORTH— Community, transferred to Russell Buckles by
Herman Ogden. LATHAM — Latham, transferred to R. Buckles by E. M. Smith. MARENGO— Rio, transferred to Win. Clark by
Chas. House.
MOUNDS — Roxy, transferred

IOWA
Change in Ownership

LAKEVIEW — Lakeview, transferred to
Harold Schroeder by W. O. Galloway. LUVERNE — Roxy, transferred to Gail, Petit by
Alfred Opheim.

Openings

SHELDON— Star.

New

Theaters

SHELDON— Star.

KANSAS
Change in Ownership

ARKANSAS
CITY — Strand, transferred
to M. S. Wetmore
by Fox Midwest
Thea.
Corp.
JAMESTOWN— Royal, transferred to
Martin Q. Blosser by Abner A. Herbin.

Openings

TOPEKA— ApexClosings

ARKANSAS
CITY— Isis.
BURDEN
Royal Airdome. \[awVIRGIL
— Mainstreet.
Theaters

Change MAINE
in Ownership

ORONO— Strand, transferred to M. & P.
Circuit by A. L. Goldsmith.

Openings

McKINLEY— Neptune.
Closings
GREAT
CHEBEAGUE— Niblick. KINEO
— Mt. Kineo.
OGUNQUIT— Leavitt's.

MARYLAND
Change in Ownership

BALTIMORE— Royal, transferred to Royal Smuc. Co. — Nathan Stiefel by M. Flaks.
TANEYTOWN—
Shriner, transferred to Geo.
—Star.
Shriner by W. J. Raffensberger.

Openings

BALTIMORE— Booker. WESTERNPORT

Closings

BALTIMORE— Morrell.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

GILBERTVILLE — Premier (formerly
Plaza), transferred to M. Lerner by J. Rapalus. HOLYOKE— Bijou, transferred to J.
Rapalus by H. Tabackman.

Openings

MONSON— Capital. NORWOOD— Guild.
RANDOLPH— Stetson Hall.

MICHIGAN
Change in Ownership

NILES— Riviera, transferred to W. S. Butterfield by Gerald Kern.

Openings

ADDISON— Merryland.
BELLEVILLE—
Belleville.
DETROIT— Crescent. LANSING
—Capitol.
TAWAS
CITY— Rivoli.

New

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

ADRIAN — Adrian, transferred to P. R.
King by McGrau & Mahoney. BALATON —
Gem, transferred to L. W. Peterson by
Robert Hall. ELBOW LAKE— Crystal transferred to Leonard Ledum by B. Benfield.
EXCELSIOR— Lake, transferred to Lee &
Carish by Frank Workman. GRANITE
FALLS — Avalon, transferred to Baehr Bros.
by Joe Schinele. HOLDINGFORD— Scenic,
transferred to J. W. Scott by Linus Schneider. JEFFERS— Cozy, transferred to Fish
Bros, by Jeffers Amus. Co. KEEWATIN—
Itasca, transferred to Fred Rameli by Peter
Belotti. LAKE CRYSTAL— Crystal, trans
ferred to Lee Molitor by F. L. Parson
NORTHOME— Northome, transferred to Can
non Amus. Co. — D. A. Claybourgh Mgr., by
R. B. Johnson. MOUND — Mound, trans
ferred to Lee & Carish by Frank Workman
ST. PAUL— Strand, transferred to Minn
Amus. Co. by Joe Friedman; Orpheum, trans
ferred to Minn. Amus. Co. by RKO Thea,
Corp. WACONIA — Lyric, transferred to E,
C. Jackson by E. S. Schultz.
—Star.
Openings
CROOKSTON— Royale. JEFFERS— Cozy.
MINNEAPOLIS— Glenwood. WESTBROOK

Closings

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

WESTBROOK— Star.

New

Theaters

ELY— Rio. KENNEDY— Movies. KENYON— Thume. WILLMAR— Willmar. WINSTEAD— Lakeview.

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

—

ARKANSAS
CITY— Howard.
KINGMAN
—Parma.
LEAVENWORTH— Ritz.
REXFORD— Rexford.

Theaters

DETROIT— Warfield.

ELY— Grand.

COLUMBUS— Princess and Dixie, transferred to Saenger Thea. & M. A. Lightman
by Ed. Kuykendall. HATTIESBURG— Rose,
transferred to Saenger Theas. by Al Yoemans. LAUREL — Jena, transferred to Affiliated Theas.
Al Yoemans.
MERIDIAN
—
Alberta
andby Star
transferred
to Saenger

GUTHRIE— Lyric, transferred to Rockwood Amus. Co. by B. J. Curry. LOUISVILLE— Palace and Grand transferred to
Walnut Thea. Corp. MT. STERLING— Tabb,
transferred to Mt. Sterling Amus. Co. — J. B.
Elliott, by P. M. Closings
Hooven

Theas. by Al Yoemans.

LOUISVILLE— Hippodrome.
FIELD— Princess.

BALDWYN— Lyric. LOUISVILLE— New.
OXFORD— New.
TCHULA— Tex.

New

MORGAN-

Theaters

MORGANFIELD— Morgan.

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership

OPELOUSAS— Delta, transferred to Affiliated Thea. by J. M. Guillory: Rex, transferred to Affiliated Thea. by R. L. Bailey.
SPRINGFIELD— Royal, transferred to R. H.
Baker.

Closings
HAMMOND— Tovs. MARINGOUIN —
Maringo.iin.
WHITE CASTLE— Fairland.

Openings

CHATAWA— St.Closings
Mary of Pines.
BAY

SPRINGS— Jasper. CANTON— Canton.
HATTIESBURG— Rose.

New

OF TRADE

BOARDS

Theaters

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

HARRISONVILLE — Perkins, transferred
to Lee Jones by A. T. Perkins. KANSAS
CITY — Prospect, transferred to F. L. Scovill by C. E. Esterle; St. John, transferred
to Albert Charon by E. Rolsky; Tower, transferred to Fox Midwest Theas. Corp. by Rewot Corp. KINLOCH— Harlem, transferred
to L. P. Wallace by R. B. Sexton. LATHROP — Lathrop, transferred to B. Waers by
C. D. New.
LINNEUS— Dixie
transferred

to Jack Hannon by C. D. Western. POTOS
— Delca, transferred to Harry Blount by G
S. Wallace. RICHLAND— Gem, transferrei
to R. Parsons by T. E. Wilhoit. ST. LOUIS
— Hi-Points, transferred to St. Louis Amus
Co. by Fanchon & Marco; St. Louis, trans
ferred to St. Louis Amus. Co. by Fanchoi
& Marco. WEBB CITY— Civic Junior (for
merly Mystic), transferred to L. P. Larset
inson.
by
J. D. Wineland. WELLSTON— Wellston
transferred to Wellston Amus. Co. by S. Rob

Openings

ClosingsLINNEUS— Dixie.
KINLOCH— Harlem.
PUXICO— New

Puxico.

New Theaters
Norside.
CARDWELL— Cardwell.
ST.

LOUIS

-

MONTANA
Change in Ownership
HARDIN— Harriett transferred to H. G
G

NEBRASKA
Wells by Ed Lawlor. '
Change in Ownership
AINSWORT— Royal, transferred to R.
Bailey by Botsford Bros. FAIRMOUNTFairmont, transferred to Jack McCarty bv
E. W. Thuernagle. MASON CITY— Isis,
transferred to Marion H. Bray by O. E
Ansberfy. PENDER— Pemder, transferrted
to A. E. Thacker by Marie Freed. WILSONVILLE — Rainbow, transferred to Joseph F.
Lloyd by C. E. Hurtt.
OTOE— Moon. Openings
Closings
ARNOLD— Rialto.

NEW

JACKSON—

LYNCH— Lynch

HAMPSHIRE
Closings

Wentworth

Hall.

NEW JERSEY
Change in Ownership
CARTERET— New
Palace, transferred
to
M. Spewak by Mortimer R. Simon.
EAST
ORANGE — Strand
transferred
to Strand
Theas., Inc., by Range Theas., Inc.
^Jew^ rfheaters
NEW
BRUNSWICK— Albany, Albany St.

NEW YORK
Change in Ownership
BALDWINSVILLE— Orpheum, transferred
to N. J. Gudstadt; Variety, transferred to
S. & C. Thea. Corp. BROOKLYN— Luxor,
431 Central Ave., transferred to Selmer
Amus. Corp. by Maylee Holdings, Inc.;
Royal, 4112 13th Ave., transferred to Ionian
Thea. Corp. by Cleo Amus. Corp. BUFFALO
— Cazenovia, transferred to Dan North; Walden, transferred to I. Gurney. FRIENDSHIP
— Community, transferred to Sara Tantillo,
NEW YORK CITY— Grand Opera House
23rd St. and 8th Ave., transferred to K-P
Thea. Corp. by Harrison Amus. Co., Inc.;
86th Street Gardens, 156 E. 86th St., transferred to 86th St. Gardens Corp. by Geller
Co.; 55th Street Playhouse, 154 W. 55th St.,
transferred to 55th St. Playhouse. Inc., by
Intimate Theas., Inc.; San Jose (formerly
Borinquen), 1314 Fifth Ave., transferred to
Brandt Circuit by O. B. Mantell. WINFIELD, L. I.— Fiske (formerly Apollo),
transferred to Boro Thea. Corp. by Trebar
Thea. Corp. LYNBROOK L. I.— Lynbrook,
transferred to Century Circuit. Inc., by
Skouras Theas. Corp. VALLEY STREAM,
L. I. — Valley, transferred to Century Circuit,
Inc., by Skouras Theas. Corp. NIAGARA
FALLS — Colonial (formerly Hippodrome)
transferred to J. B. Whitney. PHOENIX—
Strand, transferred to Phoenix Strand, Inc. —
C. E. Smith. WATERTOWN — Palace,
transferred to Schine Ent., Inc.

Openings

AURORA— Wells College. ELLENBURG
DEPOT— Happy Hour. NIAGARA FALLS
—State (formerly Falls). RENSSELAER—
Brightspot. SYRACUSE — Acme, Capitol.
TROY— Rivoli.
Closings
BINGHAMTON — Binghamton. BROOKLYN—Newkirk, 1604 Newkirk Ave.; (?????
? ?? ? ? (formerly Roebfing), 27
Lee Ave.; New Atlantic, 205 Flatbush Ave.
GREAT BEND— Pine Camp. HAMMONDSPORT— Park. HICHMONT— Grand Hotel.
JOHNSON
CITY — Endwell. LAKE
GEORGE— Lake. SARANAC INN— Sara,
nac Inn. SACANDAGA— Rustic. SCHOHARIE—Open Air Villa. SPECULATOR
—Adirondack.
— Auditorium. THOUSAND ISLAND PARK

New

Theaters

BROOKLYN— Triangle, Kings Highway and
Quentin Rd. KEW GARDENS. L. I.— Austin, {Continued
Austin St. andon Lefferts
FollowingBlvd.
Page)
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— Capitol,

NORTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

BADIN — Carolina, transferred to C. G.
Lawing by Mabel M. Pruette.. DURHAM —
Russell transferred to O. L. Crabtree by
J. S. Howard. ENFIELD — Masonic, transferred to L. Overton by Worth
Stewart.

Closings

RICH

SQUARE— Imperial.

RICH

SQUARE— Myers.

New Theaters

Openings
J
New Theaters

HURLEY- -Star.

FINLEY— Finley. PEMBINA — Para
mount.
SENTINEL
BUTTE— Auditorium.

OHIO
Change in Ownership

CLEVELAND — Fountain.- transferred to
Wm. Weiss. COLUMBUS— Franklin, transferred to Herbert W. Plate by A. O. Harmer.
PORTSMOUTH— Westland, transferred tc
Theatrical Ent.. Inc. — Clark Rader by Rendon & Johnston. SAYLER PARK— Park
land transferred to Mrs. C. M. Stewart by
Louis H. Stewart. TOLEDO— Capitol, transferred to Wayne
Thea. Co., Inc.

Openings

PARK— Circle.
ALLIANCE— Columbia.
CLEVELAND— Globe.
DAYTON
—Mills.
MARION— Oakland.
PLYMOUTH
—Plymouth.
SUGAR
CREEK— Community.

Closings

BEREA— Pastime. LORAIN— Dreamland.
SENECAVILLE— Chaise.

New Theaters
Berea.

GALLJPOLIS

to C. D.

Closings

to M.

Mclnnes.

BLACKWELL— Rivoli. SHAWNEE
State (formerly Savoy).

—

OREGON
Change in Ownership
CLATSKANI— Avalon, transferred to Harry Percy by Spears & Percy. PORTLAND
— Aladdin, transferred to Jack Martin by Ike
Geller; Clinton, transferred to F. W. Reid
by Hugh
McKee.
MONMOUTH
Rockaway.

BOWBELLS— Roxy, transferred to T. D.
Traveller by G. W. Roush. DEVIL'S LAKE
- -Hollywood (formerly Grand); transferred
to Welworth Amus. Co. by Archie Miller.
KULM — Roxy, transferred to W. T. McCarthy by E. Bradley. LIDGERWOOD— Roxy,
transferred to Mrs. Joyce Anderson by Ray
Bladow. McCLUSKY— McClusky, transfeired to W. T. McCarthy by J. Boling. NAPOLEON—State transferred to Wm. T. McCarthy by V. C. Turner. PORTAL— Portal,
transferred to G. S. Roush . by J. Maurer.
RYDER— Roxy, transferred to R. L. Beatie
I.v Banks & Horob. WISHEK^-Lyric. transferred to W. T. McCarthy by E.' H. Cook.

BEREA— New
Calia.

transferred

BY

Openings

NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

NEW

REPORTED

—

OKLAHOMA
Change in Ownership

—

Ro e.

ROCKAWAY—

Closings
BANDON— Hartman.

New Theaters

AMITY— Amity.

DAYTON— Dayton.

PENNSYLVANIA
Change in Ownership

PHILADELPHIA— Frankford transferred
to Warner Bros. — C. E. Bond, by Quaker
Thea. Corp. (Cir.); Nixon, transferred to
Warner Bros. (Cir.) — C. E. Bond by Quaker
Thea. Corp. (Cir.); Roosevelt, transferred to
Warner Bros. (Cir.) — C. E. Bond, by Quaker
Thea. Corp. (Cir.); Tower, transferred to
Warner Bros. (Cir.)— C. E. Bond by Quaker
Thea. Corp. (Cir). PORT CARBON— Ritz,
transferred to Peter Magazzu by Stanley
Peters. MANSFIELD— Twain (formerly Rialto) transferred to Harry A. Taylor & Harry E. Swain by M. F. Meyer. WEST
GROVE— Roselyn, transferred to Roselyn
Thea. Co.— Stanley Goldberg & Milton Smith
by A. W. Gould.
Indiana County Theaters, In-c., Monessen
Amusement Co., and Kane Theaters, Inc..
have been merged to operate the following
theaters. M. Manos will be film buyer and
Wm.
Lipsie general manager of the theaters:
INDIANA COUNTY THEATERS INC.
— BLAIRSVILLE — Richelieu; HOMER
CITY — Empire: LATROBE — Paramount,
Olympic;
VANDERGRIFT— Arcadia, Casino.
MONESSEN AMUSEMENT CO.: ELLWOOD CITY— Manos; INDIANA— Indiana,
Ritz; MONESSEN— Manos, Star; VANDERGRIFT—Mano- Band Box.
KANE THEATERS. INC.: KANE— Teni
pie. Chase.

Openings

BLAIR STATION— Park. CALIFORNIA
—Grand. ERIE— Columha. NANTY GLO
—New Family (formerly Grand). NEWELL
—Newell.
TARENTUM— Harris.

Closings

COVINGTON — Mecca (formerly Ritz).
transferred to C. J. Hammett. DRUMRIGHT
— Ritz and Midwest, transferred to Griffith
Amus. Co. by Tessin Theas. ENID— Gray,
transferred to John Bonner by John Gray; Rita,
transferred to Ralph Powers by Horace Van
Meter. MAUD — Arcadia, transferred to Holt
& Barrett by Griffith Amus. Co. SAYRE—
Rio and Princess transferred to Griffith
Amus. Co. by Stovall & White. SHAWNEE
— State (formerly S^voy). transferred to Jake
lones. SKIATOCK— Ritz, transferred to
Dudley Tucker bv Strieker & Tones. TULSA

CALIFORNIA— Lvric. GLEN LYON—
Newport. JENKINTOWN— Embassy. REPUBLIC—Princess.

House Shortage Problem
For Broadway Producers

Aid for Living Theater
Will Be Meeting Subject
\

New Theaters

KANE— Chase

St.

RHODE ISLAND
Change in Ownership

MANVILLE — Central (formerly Maple
Hall), transferred to M. Gruber by B. Levy.
WOONSOCKET— Laurier, transferred to M.
Saffner by M. & P. Cir.; Rialto, transferred

FILM
Saffner

BOARDS

ESTILL— New.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

ALPENA — Dreamland, transferred to N.
P. Zimmer by P. H. Lund. BOWDLEBowdle (formerly H. & H.), transferred to
V. C. Turner by V. Hosen. HECLA— Hecla
(formerly Star), transferred to Ray Sterrett
by J. ferred
Donovan.
HURLEY—
to John Payne
by B. C.Grand,
Yates; transStar,
transferred to John Payne by B. C. Yates.
ONIDA — Crystal, transferred to E. Koeniger
by
J. A. Bradley.
State.
transferred
to Minn. WATERTOWN—
Amus. Co. by C.
P.
Knudson.

Openings

— Auditorium.

TENNESSEE
Change in Ownership

W.

TRADE

New Theaters

by J. Donahue.

SOUTH CAROLINA
New Theaters

EMERY— Sun. REVILLE
WILMOT— Wilmot.

11

OF

HUNTINGTON— Court, transferred to G.
Haynes by Mrs. Linnie Carter.

New Theaters
HALLS— Halls.
TEXAS
Change in Ownership

BELLS— Ray.

BIG LAKE— Texas, transferred to Robert
Mann. ELGIN — El-Tex, transferred to Dale
Wilson. ENNIS — Grand and Plaza transferred to Mrs. J. C. Stiles. HOUSTON—
Palace (formerly Azteca), transferred to M.
M. Lewis. OLTON— Olton (formerly Mel
ba), transferred to James Mason. PT.
NECHES— Lyric, transferred to E. Texas
Thea*. WEIMAR— Palace, transferred to S.
D. Guimarin.

Openings

ANSON — Texas. BRECKENRIDGE —
Plaza. CISCO— Texas. CROSBYTON —
Queen. DENISON— Harlem. DIMMIT—
Alamo. FT.- WORTH— Capitol. IOWA PARK
—Ritz. PARIS — Alhambra. STEPHENVILLE— Palace. Closings
BAYTOWN— Palace. BENJAMIN— Benjamin. BISHOP— Vest. CHILDRESS —
Palace. IOWA PARK— Ritz. ORANGE—
Starland. PETERSBURG— Petersburg. RED
ROCK— Liberty. SEAGOVILLE — Seago.
SULPHUR SPRINGS— Palace. TAYLOR—
Star. TYLER— White Star. VALENTINO
—Star. VALLEY MILLS— Royal. VEGA
— Vega.
WACO— Gayety.

New Theaters

CORPUS CHRISTI— Amusu. GUSTINE—
Palace. HOUSTON — Park. MARBLE
FALLS— R:o. NEDERLAND— R^o. ROUND
ROCK— Roxv. TALCO — Strand. Talco.
VALLEY
MILLS— Ritz.

UTAH
Change in Ownership
GARLAND — Paramount, transferred to
Russell Anderson by C. J. Schultz. PROVO
— Crest transferred to Intermountain Theas.,
Inc. SALT LAKE CITY— Orpheum and
Studio, transferred to Fox West Coast.

Openings

SPRINGVILLE— Star.

Avramenko Will Produce
Six Ukranian
Musicals

SANDY— Burk.VIRGINIA

Change in Ownership

LYNCHBURG
Dominion Theas.,
way.

— Trenton, transferred to
Inc.. by Warner
Bros.

Openings

NORFOLK— Colonial. SUFFOLK— Broad-

New Theaters
NORFOLK— Colonial.

VERMONT
Closings

BRANDON— Brandon.

WASHINGTON
Change in Ownership

BREWSTER — Vitaphone, transferred to
Gillespie & Ulsh by L. A. Gillespie. DEEP
RIVER— Deep River, transferred to C. Arthur Appelo by A. W. Matteson. OKANOGAN— Paramount, transferred to Gillespie &
Ulsh by L. A. Gillespie. OMAK— Red Fox,
transferred to Grieme & Fasken by Mrs. M.
E Gulp. OROVILLE— Liberty, transferred
to Gille-pie & Ulsh by L. A. Gillespie. TONASKET — Tonasket, transferred to Gillespie
& Ulsh by L. A. Gillespie. SEATTLE—
Royal, transferred to Francis J. Reynolds by
L. H. Ohler. TACOMA— Rose, transferred
to Williams
& Page by Robert McConnell.

Openings

GRAND COULEE— Grand Coulee. OMAK
—Red Fox. SEATTLE— Circle, Royal. TACOMA—Rose.
Closings
LONG VIEW— Rio.

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

DUNBAR— Dunbar, transferred to C. F.
Deans by W. E. Blake. RIPLEY— Ripley.
transferred to Ripley Thea. Co. by Mrs. A.
J. Rosee.
Openings
RIPLEY— Ripley.
SHINNSTON— Rex.

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership

SHEBOYGAN
Paul W. Leuck.
torium (formerly
Henning
& Stuhb

— Lincoln, transferred to
SPRING VALLEY— AudiCommunity), transferred to
by H. I.. McGoon.

Openings

AMASSA— Pioneer. DENMARK — Lyric
(formerly Denmark).Closings
SUPERIOR— Princess.
HORTONVILLE— Community. MILWAUKEE—Alhambra. NAHMA— Nahma Club.
ORDFORDVILLE— Triangle.
POWERS —
Powers Hall.

New Theaters

BELOIT— Beloit. BRTLLION— Auditorium.

WYOMING
Openings

CHIMNEY PARK— Torch. C. C. Camp.
Tensleep.
MEETEETSE— Meeteetse. TENSLEEP —

ALASKA
Change in Ownership
PETERSBURG — Alaska Variety, transferred to Variety Theas., Inc., by E. Paulson.

"Jackpot" Charge Fails

Danville, Va. — Charles Abercrombie, theater manager, charged
Wasile Avramenko has organized
Theatrical producers are again
Representatives of manager, playwith violating the Virginia antifinding difficulty in leasing theaters right and actor bodies will meet in a Avramenko Film Productions, Inc., lottery law by operating a weekly
to house their plays, a condition few weeks to discuss plans for im- wh'ch will produce a series of six
provement of the condition of the musical features in the Ukranian "jackpot" and awai'ding cash
which the Broadway theater has not
known since the boom days.
legitimate theater, it was said Sa- language. Subjects, selected from prizes in his playhouse, was exonturday by Frank Gillmore, president among Ukranian musical works,
erated at a hearing in police court.
Theater owners, who in the past
will be: "Natalka Poltavka," "The Counsel for the accused man confew years were glad to get a play of Actors' Equity Ass'n.
As a preliminary step to these Zanorzhian Cossack," "On the River
on almost any terms are now detended that since "no consideration" was involved on the part of
manding to see the script and to ap- parleys, the Equity Council had a Dunai," "Katevina," "The Sorotchinspecial meeting last Thursday at kaya Fair" and "Anaida."
persons entering the competition,
prove the cast.
"Natalka Poltavka," just com- the "jackpot" did not violate the law.
Though the real-estate end of the which Gillmoi'e presented proposals
theater is booming, the season to he had for aiding the living theater
plete'! by Assoc ate Producer Michdate has been a low average.
for approval of the councillors.
ael J. Gann,
Edgar Sabanieeva,
Ulmer diMPTO to Hear Samuelson
recting, w'th
has Thalia
D'mitri Kriona, M. Schwetz, M.
New Haven — A special meeting of
Vodnoy, 0. Dybrova in the cast.
Independent MPTO of Connecticut,
Avramenko Film Productions, with Sidney E. Samuelson of Allied
Exhib's Wife Recovering
Portland — Municipal board of review has turned thumbs down on
Springfield, Mass. — Mrs. G. C. Inc., proposes product :on of six to as guest speaker, will be held at the
Hoover, wife of George C. Hoover, eight musical features in Ukranian Hotel Garde, on Tuesday, Harry L.
"Pace That Kills," setting forth 'ft manager of The Capitol, is recover- and other languages yearly. Dis- Lavietes will preside. A vote will be
is a drug addiction film. Louis Hoffing from an operation at the Springtribution will be in charge of Ro- taken on the proposed affiliation of
man, however, has taken appeal befield Hospital.
man Rebush of Kinotvade.
fore Portland city counc:l.
the group with Allied.

Portland

Bans
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GREEN GODDESS

MAN

WHO

PLAYED GOD

In a class by himself.
As a maker of box
office

history

. . . .

HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD

$wi^^h..

MISTER HOBO

Love knows

no laws.

When

East meets West. In the Orient.
Arliss outdoes
Rajah.
match.
a love

JCIE MAN

himself. As a

Who never met his
Until he banned such
match.
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Policy Remains Undefined

CANADIAN MUSIC ISSUETEARS SHOWDOWN STAGE
Box Office Returns Giving Impetus to Big Films— Wallis
Adv. Films
. . need a Will Hays
By CHESTER B. BAHN
THE rapid increase in the number of soI called advertising films and their
ipreading use combine to present the commercial theater, and with the commercial
heater the film industry which serves it,
with a perplexing and complex problem.
The exhibitor must determine whether
he revenue derived from the inclusion of
idvertising reels finding an outlet on his
iound-screen is sufficient to offset the average American's disinclination to accept
jropaganda along with his entertainment.
*nd sales promotion, the objective of the
idvertising reels, is most certainly a form
>f propaganda.

THE exhibitor, too, must decide for him■ self whether such revenue will comjensate him for the possible loss of
;ood will on the part of American news>aperdom. The Fourth Estate, considerthe
ibly worried by radio's competition for
idvertising dollar, is not likely to permit
withfield
the
urther exhibitor entry into
tut a stiff battle.

These are essentially questions for the
heater operator, although the film indusry itself is by no means disinterested.
Errors in judgment on the part of the exlibitor can have widespread
effect.

There is, however, one phase which
lirectly concerns the industry. These advertising films are reaching the soundicreens without scrutiny by any central
igency, and, if stills from some afford any
:riterion, there are at least occasionally,
;cenes which depart from both the spirit
md letter of the code that governs Hollywood.
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Trend Toward Big Productions
Warranted, Says Warner
Executive
"Box-office returns on such pictures
as 'Anthony Adverse', 'Midsummer
Night's Dream' and 'Louis Pasteur'
have encouraged us to more and
more turn our production facilities
to big pictures, with big personalities and big backgrounds," said Hal
Wallis, Warner Bros.-First National
production executive, yesterday, following his arrival in New York from
Hollywood.
Wallis (Continued
listed nineon productions
dePage 6)

44 HOLLYWOOD FILMS
NOW IN PRODUCTION
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Forty-four pictures
are in production, with Warners,
20th Century-Fox and Paramount
each having seven before the cameras.(Continued
Columbia is onmaking
six, UniPage 6)

Coal Cos. Reopen Houses
Cincinnati — The marked industrial
comeback is further instanced by the
action of coal companies in the Kentucky mountain district in reopening
theaters, according to Max Stahl, United
Artists, just back from a swing through
the territory.

MAJORS-ERPI PARLEY
UPON NEW AGREEMENT
Major company representatives
excepting RKO will confer today
with Erpi officials about the new
Erpi agreement with the companies.
Most of the major points in the new
agreement have been decided upon,
it is learned.

25 Pennsy. Communities
to Vote on Sunday Films

Harrisburg, Pa. — A last-minute
checkup by the Film Daily correspondent reveals that 21 Pennsylvania municipalities will vote on
Hal Roach Will Produce
Sunday movies next Tuesday. Last
communities voted in favEight Features for Year year,or of 164
Sunday shows while 153 opAs matters now stand, Hal R.
posed them.
While church and civic organizaRoach plans to produce eight feations are expected to fight the retures for the new year, with all repeal of any
"blue law" measures,
leases(Continued
going through
M-G-M,
the
(Continued on Page 14)
on Page 6)

Enunciation of Future English Quota
Policy Little Aided by Moyne Volume
Murphy Setting National
Distribution for 5 Pix

By L. H. MITCHELL
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Enunciation of England's Quota
policy, to follow the expiration of
the present Act, seems but little
Dudley Murphy, who, with Leslie nearer a solution following the reHoward, has formed Associated Arcent publication of the second voltists, is now in New York arranging
ume of evidence submitted to Lord
for national distribution of the five
Moyne's department committee set
features planned by the company. up
by th Board of Trade.
From that evidence have emerged
It has been reported that the pic(Continued on Page

17)

(Continued on Page

14)

Canadian
Exhibitors
to be
on Friday
Given Two
Alternatives
E. C. Mills, Ascap general manager, and Leslie J. Boosey, head of
the British Performing Rights Society, will go to Canada Friday to
confer with Canadian exhibitors in
an endeavor to have the exhibitors
prevail upon the Dominion government to repeal the music tax opposed
by Ascap and Boosey or reach an
independent agreement on the prices
to be charged for music.
Should the Canadian exhibitors
fail to meet either one of these proposals the likelihood is that the
Ascap and the British Society would
withdraw their music from Canada,
(Continued

on Page

6)

BANKNIGHTiNSURANCE
FACING FLORIDA TEST
Jacksonville, Fla. — Attempted invasion of this territory by bank
night insurance has been temporarily and perhaps permanently halted.
W. E. Thornton and nearly a dozen
of his soap salesmen have been arrested on the charge of conducting a
lottery. (Continued
Charges onagainst
the crew
Page 6)

20th Cent-Fox to Deliver
33 Features by Christmas
West Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood —
Fox production
have delivered
tures, with all

FILM

DAILY

Twentieth Centuryforces by Christmas
a total of 33 feareleases through the

(Continued on Page

14)

Bank Becoming Theater
Gary, Ind. — The Central Trust and
Savings Bank, appraised in 1930 at
$125,000, has been purchased by Nick
Bikos and Company, operating four film
houses here, and will be transformed
into a 1,200-seat theater. Company
is controlled by Nick, James and Daniel
Bikos. Purchasers are reported to have
paid SI 8,000 and, in addition, assume
$15,000

unpaid

taxes.
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DOUG. PIOTT of the Columbia home
is in Salt Lake City for a fortnight.

DON K. SMITH, manager of the National
Theater Supply Co.. Indianapolis, has returned
from New
York.
will

LEE GOLDBERG of Big Features, Cincinnati,
be a New York visitor next week.

W. N. SKIRBOLL, Ohio circuit operator, has
returned
from New
York.
JOSEPH SCHNITZER
Saturday
by boat.
BOB GOLDSTEIN
Hollywood.
JACK
fornia.

TROP

leaves for the Coast

left by plane today for

deferred his departure for Cali-

ELLIOTT NUGENT arrives today on the lie
de France and after an over-night stay at
the Algonquin, will leave for Hollywood. He
has just finished work with Edward G. Robinson in the English film, "Thunder in the
GEORGE H. JORDAN, publicist for the French
Motion Picture Co., is in Pittsburgh for a
City."weeks'
three
stay.
REGIS TOOMEY is back in New York from

FINANCIAL

Pittsburgh to rehearse
Broadway-headed.
NEW

YORK

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
do
pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loews.
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.
Paramount
2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ.
Pict.
pfd.
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW

YORK
Keith
A-0
6s46 . ...
Loew
6s 41ww
Par. B'way
3s55
Paramount Picts. 6s55
RKO
6s41
Warners
6s39
Columbia

NEW
YORK
Picts. vtc

Grand
Nat'l
Films.
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

STOCK

MARKET

High

Low

2638
375'/4
ft

24Vg
374V4
'/4
17%

Close
24'/8 —
371/4 —

Net
Chg.
2'8
Vl

19
163 ft 17%
4V4 —
174
174
174
—
163"
27'22 2634 1631/2
..
56i/4 H1/4
55
27
—
15
4 IO71/4 +
IO71/4 1 07 171/2
55
—
7'/4
131/4
106
1438 —
110'2
1378
7%
106
—
131/4 —
8
31%
71/2 —
31 sa
3938
3171/41/2 —
393,
131/s
102
102
102
13'8
39% —

EDWARD

G. ROBINSON,

"All

whose

Editions."

last picture

for First National was "Bullets or Ballots," is
expected to sail from England within the next
10 days to resume work at the Warner Bros.First National studios at Burbank, Calif.

%

3%
2%
21 %
33/4

3% —
2%
21 % —
33/4 —

%
2%
%

are

MRS. GEORGE O'BRIEN
at the Warwick.

to New
stay in

and EDNA

BENNETT

JOHNSON,

returned

York over the week end from a year's
Borneo
jungles, bringing
back
151,000

Adv. Films
. . . need a Will Hays
movie is a movie regardless of its antecedents.
What seems to be urgently needed is a
Hays organization for advertising film producers. Lacking it, a certain type of advertising film, particularly that which

Schine Deal Is Set

1

27

Jack

Cohn

George Middleton
Nathan Saland

are

staying

at

JACK WARNER, vice-president of Warner
Brothers, and MRS. WARNER; FERNAND GRAVET, French film star, under contract to Warners, and his wife, JANE RENOUARD, musical
comedy star; JULIES BRYAN, who has been
making motion pictures for the March of Time
in the Near East arrive today on the He de
France.
RENEE DELBRUYERE and GEORGE REITNEL
of French Theater of New York; HENRY HUTCHINSON, producer; the FOUR MILLS BROTHERS, singers JACQUES CHARLES and M. MORINl, impresarios; the MONTE CARLO BALLET,
with director LEONIDE MASSINE; PRINCESS
LEILA BEDER KAHN, dancer; DANA SINGING
ENSEMBLE, Polish quintet; and LEONARD BARRI,
vaudeville artist, are other He de France arrivals.
FREDRIC MARCH and MRS. MARCH are
due to arrive in Hollywood today from New
York.
in

R. C. SHERIFF,
Hollywood
from

English author, has arrived
London
via New
York.

H. M. WARNER and JOSEPH BERNHARD returned to the Warner home office yesterday
burgh.
from a trip to Chicago, Cleveland, and PittsMRS. ELIZABETH FRASER LLOYD, mother of
Harold Lloyd, leaves New York tomorrow returning to the coast.
HAL E. ROACH, who arrived in New York
yesterday from Hollywood, leaves Nov. 6 for
Chicago for a stopover before returning home.
HAL WALLIS, now
coast, plans to remain

in New York from the
East 10 days.

DUDLEY MURPHY, now in New York after
his recent arrival from London, goes to the
coast in 10 days.
MARY PICKFORD is due in New
row from Hollywood.

MAX WEISFELDT, Columbia short subject
sales manager, returned yesterday from a several-week tour of the Columbia exchanges.
E. C. MILLS and
for Canada Friday.

LESLIE J. BOOSEY

leave

Mother Dead

Report Meyer Robinson
Plans Eastern Circui
Meyer Robinson, who has take>
over the Mosque at Newark, is un
derstood planning to develop a cir
cuit in the East. He also operates
the Waldorf on West 50th St. Rob
-son has a 10-year lease on th<
Mosciue.

Consolidated Directors
Vote Preferred Dividend
Board of Consolidated Film Industries is understood to have met following approval of the recapitalization plan and to have voted the $1
dividend on the preferred stock, as
provided in the plan, and to have
taken further steps to carry out the
purpose of the plan.

New Color Process
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Colorways Of America is marketing a new motion picture color process, which uses regular black and white film. The system does not require any dye and
the pictures are shot through a device in the front of the camera. A
small device on the projection machine is required for the projection
of the film.

New Republic Exchange
Has Tilton as Manager

Mrs. Don Marquis Dead

Mrs. Marjorie Potts Marquis, 44,
Des Moines — Republic Pictures wife of Don Marquis, columnist and
Midwest Film Dist. Corp., operating dramatist, and herself formerlv an
offices here and in Omaha, has in- actress, is dead. Surviving, in addition to her husband, are two chilcorporated Republic Pictures Middren by a former marriage.
west Inc. The new exchange will
Funeral services will be held at 4
serve Iowa and Nebraska retaining
the present offices and personnel, of- p. m. today
erside Drive.from the home, 276 Rivficials stated. Elmer J. Tilton, former head of the Des Moines branch
for Warners, will direct the new
company.

Cincinnati — Schine interests of
Judell's Roadshow Plans
Gloversville, it is reported, will definitely close for the Phoenix Amuse- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ben Judell is preparment Co's. interests in Lexington,
ing a roadshow picture, which will
tomorrow. Phoenix will retain Somerset, Versailles, Georgetown and go into production within 30 davs.
Judell
leaves Dec. 1 for a tour of his
Mt. Sterling.
exchanges in Chicago, Milwaukee,
Indianapolis and St. Louis.

Critic's

20th Century-Fox is expected 1
distribute the next Martin Johnso
picture which the producer-explore
who has just returned to New Yorl
made mostly in northern Bornei
Johnson brought back 151,000 feet cj
film and immediately starts cuttini
Additionally he brought alon^ a 30(
pound orangoutang, apes and monl
eys. Johnson has 900,000 feet 0
expedition-made film in storage. H
plans to leave New York next Sprin
to make another production in th
Belgian Congo.

York tomor-

GAIL PATRICK has left Hollywood for a
three-week vacation in Hawaii as the guest
of the Maharajah and Maharani of Indore.

strives
trouble. to inject a "sex appeal" note, spells

OCTOBER

They

the stage production of "Dead End," which
Goldwyn will produce on the screen, leaves for
Hollywood today to resume his post behind
the cameras.

(Continued from Page 1)
3'/4
2%
23i/4
33/4

of motion
pictures.
Essex
House.

Goldwyn's chief
York to witness

MR. and MRS. MARTIN

MARKET

feet
the

HERBERT WILCOX, ANNA NEAGLE, TULLIO
CARMINATI, PERCY PHILIPSON and MAXIE
THORPE are all booked for the Queen Mary,
due in New York Nov. 2.

GREGG TOLAND, Samuel
cameraman, who visited New

MARKET
96 1/2 96ft—
ft
99' 8 99%
64
64
—1ft
97ft 97ft —
%
91
91
— 1ft
95% 96

CURB

in

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, has booked passage
to sail on the Queen Mary Nov. 4. He will
be accompanied by MRS. FAIRBANKS, the
former
LADY
SYLVIA
ASHLEY.

MERLE OBERON, arriving in New York today
from Hollywood, sails on the Aquitania, tomorrow for England to remain for six months.

13% —
BOND
96 ft
99' „
64 1/4
98
91
96

office

ExpectDistribute
20th Cent.-Fox to
Johnson Fihl

Chico Marx Has Flu
Kansas City, Mo.— Mrs. Helen M.
Laird, mother of Landon Laird, mo- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Chico Marx
is contion picture editor and dramatic
critic of the Kansas City Star, died
fined to the Cottage Hospital, Santa
Barbara, with influenza.
following a year's illness.

IMPORTANT PEOPLE
TRAVEL TWA
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast
Non-stop between
ChicagoNew York and
TWA
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CANADIAN MUSIC ISSUE
NEARS SHOWDOWN

BIG PICTURES PROVE
BOX OFFICE— WALL1S

(Continued from Page

{Continued from Page 1 )

signed as outstanding pictures, as
follows: "Black Legion," a print of
which he brought with him; '"God's
Country and the Woman"; "Gold
Diggers," "Danton," $1,000,000 production; "Prince and Pauper", "Desert Song," "Robin Hood," in which
Errol Flynn will probably star, and
"Beethoven,"
which William Dieterle
will direct.
During recent weeks, WarnerFirst National has signed between
six and eight young players who will
be developed for featured or starring parts, said Wallis. They include Thais Dickerson, Helen Valkis, James Robbins, a Cagney type,
and Doris Weston, will be assigned
the feminine lead in the next Dick
Powell picture.
Wallis sees no harm to the picture industry providing players are
presented, with showmanship and
skill, in broadcasts.
"It all depends upon the kind of
presentation they are given," said
the production executive.
Wallis has come east to see a
number of Broadway shows and meet
Jack L. Warner, who arrives in New
York today on the He de France
from England.

44 Features Now Before
Hollywood Studio Cameras
(Continued from Page

1)

versal, three, RKO-Radio, five, Republic, one and Walter Wanger and
Douglas MacLean each one.
M-G-M has three in work, with
Hal Roach also making two for MG-M release. Three new pictures
are slated to start next week. Paramount plans to start five on Nov.
2.— "Souls At Sea", "First Romance", "Swing High, Swing Low",
"Happiness Preferred" and "Coast
to Coast".
Republic has just finished three
and Paramount seven. Two were
completed at Columbia, one by Universal and one by Boris Petroff.
In the independent field, I. E.
Chadwick is making "Man Without
a Country", while Melody Pictures
will start a Pinky Tomlin feature
in a few days. Larry Darmour completed "Rio Grande Ranger", starring Robert Allen. Harry Sherman
has just started the second William
Boyd Paramount
"Hop-a-longrelease.
Cassidy" picture
for

Hal Roach Will Produce
Eight Features for Year
(Continued from Page

1)

producer said yesterday, following
his arrival in New York from Hollywood. Five of the pictures have
been completed. Roach goes to Chicago Nov. 6 to see his son plav football and then returns to the coast.

•
•
• TODAY THEY are burying the first actor to stand
before a motion picture camera
Frederick P. Ott
the gent who posed for Thomas A. Edison 47 years ago when
he made his very first motion picture
Ott died at 76 in
Orange, New Jersey
he was one of the original "Edison
pioneers," and he worked with the great inventor for over 50
years the first experimental film that made Ott's name go
down in motion picture history required him to sneeze and jump
up and down a few times to record the necessary motion
this was his first and last appearance before the camera

• •
• A NICE bit of special writing
that done by
Bide Dudley for the Times on Sunday
giving his reactions
as a father when he saw his daughter Doris as she appeared in
her first picture, "A Woman
Rebels"
Hazel Flynn and
Fred Lynch planted this one, as a plug of course for the Music
Hall showing

▼

▼

T

•

• • A CLOCK stunt being used by the new Center theater in New Orleans
alongside the cashier are two synchronized electric clocks
one running an hour and thirtyfive minutes ahead of the other a caption informs the customers who enter on the time shown by the top clock that they
will have seen the complete program by the hour indicated on
the lower clock

• • • ONE OF the most charming ladies in the picture
biz
but she does not appear on the screen
Mrs. Elizabeth Fraser Lloyd, the mother of Harold Lloyd
we spent
a pleasant luncheon hour with her
and learned for the first
time why Harold was such a whale of a success in his great
hit, "Grandma's
Boy"
because he is in the very finest
sense of the phrase a mother's boy
and if Harold will
only come back in that type of a picture in his next, he will
goal 'em all over again
Lloyd is now completing the assembling of an original stoiy for release thru Paramount

• • • AND NOW Roy Del Ruth gives his conception of
how a picture director would draw up a platform if he was running for president deport all the Gold Diggers of Broadway give a bonus for every Blessed Event
Bulldog
Drummond would be appointed secretary of war
the politicans couldn't Kid Millions from him
of 1936 would be the national anthem
andBroadway
when he Melody
retired
he would say: "Thanks A Million, but I was Born To Dance On
the
Avenue"
Broadway
Melody ofthen
1937he would go his way whistling The

•
•
• THE MOST unusual contract that an actor ever
signed is claimed by Dave Thursby
who is in the cast of
Metro's "Captains Courageous"
back
in 1908 in Wenatchee,
Washington, he was the only vaude act, and
was playing with
a series of two-reel films, and doing nine shows a day ....
his contract read: "The artist hereby agrees to fire the theater's
basement furnace both in the morning and before the evening
performances." ...» Irving Mills has opened an office in
Dallas, with C. J. Buckner, J. M. Bryan and Larry Azarki the
staff ... • Ted Allen, champ horseshoe pitcher, will be one
of the headline acts in the Roxy stage show starting Friday

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

thereby preventing exhibition of
American and British pictures in
Canada and leaving the Canadian
exhibitor without product for his
theate
rs.
Mills and Boosey have threatened
to withdraw their
's music
because under a Society
recently-passed
Dominion law, the Dominion can fix
the price charged for music, and
has already fixed this price too low,
in the opinion of Mills and Boosey.
Mills and Boosey conferred yesterday at the Hays' office with distributor representatives and thenprojected trip to Canada is an upshot of this conference. Canadian
Famous Players was represented at
the conference.

Bank Night Insurance Test
in Soap
Salesmen's
(Continued
from Page 1) Arrest

members have been withdrawn but
Thompson must stand trial. Case,
originally set for Saturday, was
postponed
.
Idea seems
to be to test the case.
If Thompson wins, it may mean
spreading of bank night insurance
throughout the state. Thompson
states similar plans have been found
legal in 125 other cities throughout
United States.
Thompson's salesmen had obtained city license as peddlers. Thev
sold soap at 25 cents per cake with
each one gave a certificate guaranteeing purchaser payment of the
bank night prize if his name was
called, whether present at calling or
not.

Quebec

Bans Soviet

Films

Quebec — Russian films stand
banned today in the province of
Quebec, Premier Maurice Duplessis citing the "underlying danger of
Communistic infiltration".

DATE

EOOK

Oct. 27: Associated Theater Owners of Indiana, Variety Club, Indianapolis, Ind.
Oct. 27: Connecticut MPTO special meeting.
Hotel
Garde,
New
Haven.
Oct. 27: Luncheon for F. H. Richardson, Hotel
Pennsylvania.
Oct. 30: Warner Club's Hallowe'en party, 321
W. 44th Street.
Nov. 2: Dinner dance of the Universal Club
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Nov. 4-5: Allied Theaters of Michigan annual convention, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
Nov.
6:
Motion
Picture Ball, Toronto.
Nov. 27: Buffalo Variety Club Ball. Hotel
Statler, Buffalo.
Dec. 1-2: State convention of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio, Deshler
Hotel,
Columbus.
Dec. 7-8: M.P.T.O. of North and South
Carolina, annual convention, Charlotte
Hotel, Charlotte,
N. C.
Dec. 11: Cleveland Variety Club's annual
banquet,
at the Mayfair
Casino.
Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel,

Philadelphia.

PICTURES
WHEN
YOU
NEED
THEM
MOST!

Axost seasons start with a rush. Lompany alter company

releases its biggest

features in August ana Oeptember . . .
Tkis year UNITED

ARTISTS continues

to aid exhibitors with the greatest succession of hits scheduled lor release during
the next three months, lhis is the most
valuable playing time ol the year! ... It
is only logical that you should capital-

0

ize the strongest playing time ol the year

.. *. \

with

the

biggest

attractions

produced!
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ay tci
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A "£itiU" front Udi^wood "JMx

By RALPH WILK
ATOTIVATED by memories of the
sensational swath cut across
the country during the bank holidays of 1933 by Warner Bros. "42nd
Street Special," scores of Governors
and Mayors have wired to the Warner Studios requesting that their
States and cities be distinguished
by stopovers by the "Gold Diggers
of 1937" special plane which will
make a national tour beginning
Nov. 15, coincidental with the national release of the film.
Governor Ed C. Johnson of Colorado has already wired that a special squadron of National Guard
planes will serve as an honor escort
to the "Gold Diggers of 1937" plane
on its flight into Denver.
Among other wires received by
Warner Bros, were those from Governor James V. Allred of Texas;
Governor James M. Curley of Massachusetts; Governor Theodore Francis Greene of Rhode Island; Mayor
Angelo J. Rossi of San Francisco;
Mayor Russell of Cincinnati; Mayor
E. B. Erwin of Salt Lake City;
Mayor J. Ellenstein of Newark;
Mayor R. E. Sherman of El Paso;
Mayor Fred L. Weir of Owensboro; Mayor S. Davis Wilson of
Philadelphia and Mayor William N.
McNair of Pittsburgh.
Premieres of "Gold Diggers of
1937" will be synchronized with the
arrival of the cargo of beauties representing the latest in the Warner
series of "Gold Diggers" successes.

Lightman Books Universal
For 26 Malco Theaters

International Guest List for Zukor Jubilee Dinner
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Swamped
with telegrams
since the announcement
of Paramount's
Silver
Jubilee in his honor, Adolph Zukor yesterday turned to the task of preparing an international guest list for his birthday dinner in Hollywood next Jan. 7.
Planning of the dinner two and one-half months in advance is necessitated by the
fact that many of the stars, executives and others associated with him during the past
25 years, who are to be his guests, are scattered all over the world. As a feature of
the Jubilee inaugural program, Mr. Zukor will give a signal for the premiere, in all the
capitals of the world, of "Champagne
Waltz,"
the official Jubilee film.

B. B. Ray and Harry Webb of
Reliable Pictures have started a
tour of the exchange centers. They
will produce four exploitation pictures, six Bob Custer Westerns and
three James Oliver Curwood stories.

Casting assignments: Paramount
— Dorothy Lamour and Charles
Butterworth, "Swing High, Swing
Low"; Robert Cummings and AnRouben Mamoulian has signed a has signed Billy Gordon as casting
thony Nace, "Souls at Sea"; Columcontract to direct the musical film director. Gordon was in the Parabia— Thomas Mitchell, "Interlude";
Spectrum — Victoria Vinton, "The
romance, "High, Wide and Handeral mount
years. casting department for sevsome," to be produced for ParaSinging
Buckaroo."
mount by Arthur Hornblow, Jr., as
▼
T
T
▼
T
T
an Irene Dunne starring picture.
Buck Jones will start work in
The Earl of Warwick, recently
The leading male role will be play- "Sandflow" this week, with Les signed by M-G-M, will be known on
ed by Randolph Scott, others cast Selander directing. He will use the screen as Michael Brooks.
today include Dorothy Lamour, Kernville as location headquarters.
William Frawley and Elizabeth PatT
▼
T
Nick Barrows and Faith Thomas
terson.
F.
Hugh
Herbert
has
started at are writing the screenplay for
T
T
T
Universal on his two year writing "Sweetheart of the Navy," which
Irving Pichel is directing "Beware contract. He has just completed will be made by B. F. Zeidman.
of Ladies" at Republic. Donald Cook three and a half years at Warner Hinton Smith is doing the script for
and Judith Allen are among the Bros.
"St. Elmo," while Karl Brown is
principals.
T
T
T
working on the screenplay for "Five
T
T
T
Trem Carr, long a member of the Peppers and How They Behaved,"
John Francis Larkin is writing Riviera Golf club, has switched his also for Zeidman.
the screenplay for "Night Key" at allegiance to the Lakeside club,
Universal. "Mind Your Own Busi- which lies between the Universal
Shooting will be completed toness," his original, is now being and Warner Bros, studios. Carr is
morrow for all production scenes
made by Major Prods., with Charles producing the John Wayne series for "Hats Off," first
Grand National
Ruggles and Alice Brady as the for Universal release.
musical produced by Boris Petroff,
leads. Larkin also wrote the screenwith two song numbers to be recordplay for "The Chinese Orange Mysed later in the week by Mae Clarke
David
0.
Selznick
has
signed
tery," for Republic.
and John Payne, romantic leads in
*
T
T
Omar Kiam to design the costumes
by Sam Fuller and Edmund Joseph.
David L. Loew, who will produce for Janet Gaynor in the Technicolor this story
a series of Joe E. Brown pictures, production "A Star Is Born."
t

r

Arthurs, St. Louis Folks

St. Louis — Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,
vice-president and general manager
of
& Marco, accompanied
J. R. Grainger, General Manager by Fanchon
his wife and son, Richard
of Distribution for Universal, an- Charles; his brother, Edwin, and
nounces the closing of a booking
contract with the Malco Theaters in William Schneider, his secretary,
arrived to make their permaand around Memphis, Tenn. There have nent
home here. Two other sons of
are 26 theaters in this chain and
the Arthurs later will join the famthe booking is for the entire Uniily. Edwin Arthur is taking an exversal product. The deal was closed
ecutive position with the Fanchon &
with M. A. Lightman for the Malco Marco theaters here.
Theaters and Harrv Graham and
William
Sipe for Universal.

Manant Quits as Exhib
Carnegie, Pa. — Dr. C. E. Herman,
operator of the New Carnegie and
Liberty Theaters here, added to his
roster Alex Manant's local Grand
and Dixie Theaters. Change in
ownership will take place Nov. 3,
Dr. Herman announces. Mr. Manant, in business for 20 years, is retiring and leaving for Florida to
spend the winter.

r

t

▼

▼

Warners Will Release 10
Films Before 37 Debuts

With release dates set up to Jan.
1, Warner Bros.-First National is
planning to place 10 features in national distribution, including one reissue, "One Way Passage." Schedule is as follows: Oct. 31, "Case of
the Black Cat"; Nov. 7, "Charge of
the Light Brigade"; Nov. 14, "The
Captain's Kid" and "California
Mail"; Nov. 21, "Three Men on a
New Duties for White
Horse"; Nov. 28, "Fugitive in the
Colorado Springs — John T. White, Sky"; Dec. 5, "Polo Joe"; Dec. 12,
member of the board of directors of "One Way Passage"; Dec. 19,
Miller Plays to Warners
the Alexander Film Co., has been "King of Hockey" and Dec. 26, "Gold
London — Deal between Warner appointed as secretary-treasurer of
Lott Joins Camera Supply
Brothers and Gilbert Miller whereby the organization, it has been an- Diggers of 1937".
Harry O. Lott, formerly associated
nounced by J. Don Alexander, presiwith Bell & Howell during the past company acquires screen rights to
Spectrum Closes 2 Deals
dent. White will fill both offices
latter's "Tovarich," "Promise" and
B. Dudenhefer, head of Atlantic
serand
sales
handling
20 years,
formerly held by R. A. Duncan and Pictures, New Orleans, has acquired
"The
Amazing
Dr.
Clitterhouse"
is
vice, has joined the Motion Picture completed. Miller declined to reveal I. A. Anderson.
the distribution rights to Spectrum
Camera Supply Co., at 723 Seventh price, but said the last two properPictures' new series of Musical
Ave. in the same capacity. The
ties would get Broadway production
Westerns starring Fred Scott, for
M. P. Camera Supply Co., has in- with Warners as partners in venture.
Pearl,
Wynn
on
Air
the New Orleans territory. John
creased its equipment line as well
Through A. & S. Lyons, Jack Cosentino, special representative for
as service, and now includes laboraPearl
has
been
set
to
begin
a
series
Spectrum, now touring the southern
tories, according to Bergi Contner,
of broadcasts Nov. 9 and Ed Wynn exchanges, has also closed deals
"Maxim" Seen in Detroit
president.
on Nov. 14. Both programs go over with J. U. McCormick for Atlanta.
Detroit — The Detroit Cinema
Guild, Henry Schuman, manager, NBC.
Conn. Houses Reopened
13th for Monogram
will open "The Youth of Maxim" at
"Murder in Manhattan," by EdNew Haven — Warners have re- the Cinema today. Michigan
De
Luxer
for
Negroes
win Neily Porter, has been added
opened the Circle, South Manchester; Supreme Court recently granted the
Detroit — Warfield Theater, new by W. Ray Johnston, president, to
Saturday operation only is planned. Guild the right to exhibit the Russian film after a lengthy legal fight. 1500-seat de luxe colored house, re- Monogram's initial post-reorganiza!Warners have also reopened the
modelled from an old 300-seat theaTremont at Ansonia where they House reverts to A. T. and Ira Kaption program. Purchase brings the
ter by Moe Titel, is reopening.
total list of story properties to 13.
lan upon conclusion of engagement.
operate the Capitol as well.

TITLE

TITLE

REVIEWED

Aces and Eights-PUR ...8-8-36
Adventure
in Manhattan
COL.. 10-23-36
Alibi for Murder-COL. .. 10-2-36
AU-American
Chump
MGM. .8-29-36
AUe Tage ist Kein Sonntag
XX. 7-16-36
Along Came Love-PAR. . 10-6-36
Alpine
Love-NUO
6-9-36
Ambush
Valley-REL
..10-26-36
Amo
Te Sola-N U
7-22-36
Anna-AM
7-18-36
And Sudden Death-PAR. .6-6-36
Arizona
Raiders, The
PAR.. 6-30-36
Asi es la Mujer-XX. .. 10-22-36
August Week-End-CHE. .7-18-36
Avenging Waters-COL ..7-8-36
Ax Uj Foeldesur-XX
...9-23-36
Back to Nature-F
.
8-14-36
Baratsagos Arcot Kerek
XX.. 10-8-36
Barcarolle-UFA
10-22-36
Below the Deadline-CHE. .6-6-36
Bengal
Tiger-WA
7-7-36
Big Broadcast of 1937,
The-PAR
10-6-36
Big Game, The-RKO
9-29-36
Birobidjan-AM
10-8-36
BUckmailer-COL
7-23-36
Border Caballero-PUR ..5-26-36
Border Patrolman, The-F. 6-20-36
Bride Walks
Out, The
RKO.. 7-1-36
Brilliant Marriage-INV. .9-19-36
Bulldog Edition-REP
.9-18-36
Burning
Gold-REP
5-22-36
Cain and Mabel-WA. .. 10-19-36
Calandria. La-XX
10-13-36
Calvario de una Esposa
El-XX. .9-28-36
Capollo a Tre Punte, II
NU.. 9-30-36
Case of the Velvet Claws
WA.. 8-29-36
Cattle Thief, The-COL. . .5-26-36
Cavalcade of the West
DIV.. 10-6-36
Cavalry-SU
10-5-36
Charge of the Light Brigade
WA.. 10-20-36
Charlie Chan
at the Race
Track-F. .7-14-36
China
Clipper-FN
8-12-36
Ciboulette-XX
9-14-36
Comin'
Round
the Mountain
REP. .10-13-36
Counterfeit-COL
6-5-36
Country
Gentlemen
REP.. 10-24-36
Cowboy
and the Kid, The
U.. 6-2-36
Craig's Wife-COL
10-2-36
Crash Donovan-U .... 8-11-36
Crime of Dr. Forbes, The
F.. 6-16-36
Crouching
Beast, The
OLY. .8-22-36
Daniel Boone-RKO
9-22-36
Dark
Hour,
The-CHE. . .8-1-36
Der Kampf-AMK
9-11-36
Der Muede Theodor
XX.. 10-27-36
Desaparacido,
El-XX
. . 6-3-36
Devi] Doll, The-MGM
7-7-36
Devil Is a Sissy, The
MGM.. 9-9-36
Devil on Horseback, The
GRA. .9-30-36
Die Fahrt in Die Jugend
XX.. 9-1-36
Dimples-F
9-26-36
Dizzy Dames-LIB
7-18-36
Dodsworth-UA
9-19-36
Don Bosco-NU
5-28-36
Don't Turn 'Em Loose
RKO 9-24-36
Down
to the Sea-REP. .6-30-36
Early to Bed-PAR
5-25-36
Earthworm
Tractors-FN. 6-16-36
East Meets West-GB
9-19-36
Easy Money-INV
7-11-36
Easy to Take-PAR
10-20-36
Educating
Father-F
. . 5-23-36

AC — Academy
AJA — Ajax
ALL — Alliance Films

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

AMB — Ambassador
Pictures
AMT — American
Tobis
ARC — Arcturus
Pictures
ARN — Tom
Arnold
AT — Atlantic
BAV — Bavaria
Film A-G
BEA — Beacon
Productions
BEA — Beaumont Pictures
BER— William
Berke
BES— Best Film Co.
BIT — British International
Pictures
BLI — Samuel
Blitz
BOS — Boston
Films
BUT — Burroughs -Tarzan
CA — Casino Film Exchange
CEL— Celebrity
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport
Distributing
CLY — Colony Pictures
COL — Columbia
CON — Conn
Pictures
COR — Corona
CRE — Crescent
CRI — Criterion
Films
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DEL— Delta
DIV — Diversion
DU— DuWorld
EMP — Empire
Film Distributors
F— 20th Cent.-Fox
FD — First Division
FN— First National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
FRA — Franco-American
Films
TITLE

Ein

Auto

und

REVIEWED

Kein

Geld
XX.. 8-11-36
Eine Frau die Weiss Was
Sie Will-TO
7-20-36
Empty
Saddles-U
10-17-36
Everyman's Law-SU
7-21-36
Fahrt ins Gruene, Die
TO.. 5-25-36
Falling in Love-TI
10-19-36
Fiat Voluntas Dei-NU
7-7-36
15 Maiden
Lane-F
9-29-36
Final Hour, The-COL ...8-1-36
Follow Your Heart-REP. 8-1 1-36
Forbidden Heaven-REP. .8-29-36
For Buen Camino-XX
..7-7-36
Friesennot-XX
10-27-36
Fugitive Sheriff-COL
..10-20-36
Fury-MGM
5-22-36
Gay Desperado, The-UA. . 10-3-36
Gay Love-MAR
6-10-36
General Died at Dawn
PAR.. 9-3-36
General Spanky-MGM . . 10-27-36
Gentleman from Louisiana,
The-REP
8-15-36
Ghost
Patrol-PUR
9-10-36
Girl from Maxim's,
The
HOF.. 9-16-36
Girl of the Ozarks-PAR. . .6-1-36
Girl on Front Page-U. . .9-19-36
Girls' Dormitory-F
8-29-36
Give Me Your Heart
WAR.. 7-14-36
Glory Trail, The-CRE
7-10-36
Glueckspilze-CA
10-27-36
Go-Get-'Em
Haines
REP.. 10-22-36
Gorgeous
Hussy-MGM..
9-1-36
Grand
Jury-RKO
8-1-36
Gypsies-AM
7-30-36
Heart of the West-PAR. .7-7-36
Hearts Divided-WA
6-9-36
Hearts in Bondage-REP. .5-26-36
Heisses Blut-UFA
9-28-36
Heroes of the Range
COL.. 8-18-36
High Tension-F
..6-16-36
His Brother's Wife-MGM . .8-1-36
His Majesty, Bunker
Bean
RKO.. 5-25-36
Hold That River-H-C
7-1-36
Hollywood
Boulevard
Hopalong
Cassidy Returns
PAR. .10-12-36
PAR.. 8-4-36
Hot
Moncy-WA
7-25-36
Hoy Comicnza
La Vida
XX.. 6-30-36
I Cover
Chinatown
STE.. 8-25-36
II Serpente Sonagli
NU. .8-18-36
I Stand Condcmned-UA. .6-9-36
I Was a Captive of Nazi
Germany-MAI.
8-4-36,

FRO — Carl Froeiich
GB — Gaumont-British
GER — Germania
Film
GFS — General Foreign Films
GLO — Globe Pictures
GRA — Grand
National
GUA — Guaranteed
Pictures
H-C — Hooper-Connell
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film Ex.
HUN— Hunnia
ID— Ideal
IMP — Imperial
Dist.
INV — Invincible
Pictures
KOL— Kolorfilm
KOV— Kovacs Emil & Co.
KRE— S. S. Krellberg
LEN — Lenauer
International
LIB — Liberty
Pictures
MAC — Douglas
MacLean
MAJ — Majestic
Pictures
MAL — Malvina Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MET — Metropolis
MOS — Mosfilm
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MUN— Mundus
NO — Northern Films
NU — Nuovo
Mondo
OLY — Olympic
Pictures
PAC— Pacific
PAR — Paramount
PER — Peerless
PRI — Principal
PRO — Projectograph
REVIEWED

TITLE

Ich

Sehne

Mich

Nach Dir
XX.. 9-9-36
Idaho
Kid-GRA
8-6-36
Incertidumbre-UA
9-22-36
In His Steps-GN
9-22-36
Irma, La Mala-XX
10-8-36
It Couldn't Have
Happened
INV.. 9-11-36
Jana, das Maedchen aus dem
Bochmerwald-TO
6-23-36
Kelly of the Secret
Service-PRI
7-22-36
Kermesse Heroique-AMT.9-24--36
Killer At Large-COL. .. 10-27-36
King of the Royal Mounted
F.. 9-29-36
La Cieca di Sorrento-NU. .8-4-36
Lady Be Careful-PAR. . 10-10-36
Lady Luck-CHE
9-14-36
Last of the Mohicans, The
UA. .8-12-36
Last of the Warrens-SU. .7-2-36
Last Outlaw, The-RKO. . .6-3-36
Law in Her Hands, The
FN..10-22-36
6-5-36
La Paloma-CA
Le Barbier de Seville
XX.. 9-24-36
Legy Jo Mindhalalig
XX.
.10-27-36
Letzte Rose-XX
10-12-36
Libeled
Lady-MGM
10-7-36
Liebesroman im Hause
Habsburg-CA
10-13-16
Liebesleute-XX
10-5-36
Lied Geht um die Welt
Ein-XX
9-28-36
Lightnin' Bill Carson
PUR.. 6-9-36
Lion's
. .8-25-36
Longest Den,
Night,The-PUR.
The
MGM.. 9-15-36
at Twenty
FN.. 5-23-36
Luci Sommerse-NU
6-23-36
Luck of the Irish-GUA. . .6-2-36
Luckiest Girl in the World
Love

Begins

Madres del Mundo-XX.
.8-18-36
U.. 10-22-36
Maedchenraeuber-XX ...8-17-36
Magnificent Brute-U ..10-24-36
Malditas Sean La Mujeres
XX... 10-12-36
.8-31-36
Man I Marry, The-U.
Man Who Lived Twice, The
COL. .10-13-36
Mary of Scotland-RKO.
.7-24-36
Mater Nostra-XX
9-10-36
Meet Nero Wolfe-COL. .7-16-36
Mein Liebster ist Ein
Jaggermann-XX
9-14-36
Men of the Plains-GRA. .9-29-36
Mine with the Iron Door
Missing
Girls-CHE COL.. 7-11-36
10-7-36
. . .
Mister
Cinderella-MGM
..7-11-36
M'Liss-RKO
7-8-36
Mujer del Puerto, La
XX.. 8-25-36

Romance

PUR— Puritan
REG— Regal Pictures
REI— Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld
REL— Reliable
REP— Republic
Pictures
RES — Resolute
RIE — Jack
Rieger
RKO — RKO-Radio
Pictures

Export

UA— United
Artists
UFA— Ufa
UN— United Picture Co.
VIC — Victory
Pictures
WA— Warner
Bros.
WEB— Webb-Ray
WO— World
Pictures
WOH— Herman
Wohl
XX — No distributor set

TITLE

REVIEWED

Murder by an Aristocrat
Murder

in the

Range
SPE.. 9-22-36

Sea Spoilers-U
Second Wife-RKO
Secret Agent-GB
Secret Patrol-COL
Seven Brave Men-AM
Seven Sinners-GB
Shadow, The-GLO
Shakedown-COL
She-Devil Island-GN

SPE — Spectrum
STA — J. S. Starczewski
STE— William Steiner
SU — Supreme Pictures
SUP — Superior
Films
SYN — Syndicate
Exchange
TAM — Ta per noux- Metropolis
TAP
John S. Tapernoux
Tl
— —Times
Film

REVIEWED

the

Rose Bowl-PAR
10-15-36
San Francisco-MGM ....6-26-36
Satan Met a Lady-WA. .7-23-36
Schlussakkord-XX
9-9-36
Schuechterne
Casanova,
Der
XX.. 8-25-36

R.MEX—
RO — Roma Regio-Mex
Films
ROY — Fanchon Royer
R-W— Rowland-Wanger
S— Seiden
SC — Scandinavian
SG— S. & G. Films
SL—
& L. Films
SO
— S.Sopra

TO
Trans. Ocean
U — —Universal

Rides

Red FN..
Barn 6-13-36

OLY..
Murder on the Set-GLO.
My American Wife
PAR..
My Man
Godfrey-U
Navy
Born-REP
News of the U.S.S.R.

8-19-36
8-21-36
7-21-36
6-16-36
6-2-36

AM.. 6-27-36
Nine Days a Queen-GB. 6-26-36
Nobody's
Fool-U
6-5-36
Old Hutch-MGM
9-22-36
One Hundred
Days of
Napoleon-NU
9-15-36
Oregon Trail, The-REP. .6-16-36
Our Relations-MGM
7-14-36
Paa
Solsidan-SC
8-31-36
Palm Springs-PAR
6-20-36
Parole-U
6-9-36
Passaporto Rosso-NU
....9-3-36
Pepper-F
8-8-36
Piccadilly Jim-MGM
8-fT-36
Pigskin Parade-F
10-20-36
Podoroso Cabellero
XX.. 10-27-36
Polo Joe-WA
9-24-36
Poor Little Rich Girl-F. . .6-6-36
Poppy-PAR
6-9-36
Porteuse de Pain, La
LEN.. 7-2-36
Postal Inspector-U
9-1-36
Prescott Kid, The-COL. 10-17-36
President's Mystery, The
REP. .9-28-36
Prison Shadows-VIC
7-18-36
Private Number-F
6-12-36
Public Enemy's Wife
WA..

Put on the Spot-PRI
Racing Blood-CON
Raggen-Det ar Jag Det

6-23-36

10-3-36
8-13-36

XX.. 5-25-36
Rakoczi Indulo-XX
10-22-36
Ramona-F
9-16-36
Rebellion-CRE
10-10-36
Return of Sophie Lang, The
Revolt of the Zombies
PAR.. 6-18-36
Rhythm on the Range AC. 6-5-36
PAR.. 7-18-36
Riding
Avenger,
The
Ride 'Em,
Cowboy-U
10-8-36
DIV.. 7-14-36
Road to Glory,
The-F. . .6-2-36
Roarin' Guns-PUR
7-7-36
Rogues' Tavern, The-PUR. 6-4-36
Romeo and Juliet-MGM. .7-16-36

10-24-36
8-14-36
6-13-36
6-3-36
..6-18-36
7-31-36
6-27-36
8-18-36
8-29-36

Sing, Baby, Sing-F
8-4-36
Singing Vagabond, The
REP.. 7-23-36
Sitting on the Moon
REP.. 9-11-36
Soldaten-KameradenXX.. 10-5-36
Son Comes Home, A-PAR. 8-8-36
Song of China-MAC
5-26-36
Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz
XX.. 6-9-36
Spendthrift-PAR
7-23-36
Stage Struck-FN
8-11-36
Star for a Night-F
8-14-36
Straight from the Shoulder
PAR..
Students' Romance,
The 8-14-36
BIP.. 10-14-36
Suzy-MGM
7-14-36
Swing Time-RKO
8-26-36
Sworn
Enemy-MGM
7-7-36
Tarzan
Escapes-MGM
.10-27-36
Tanzmusik-LEN
5-25-36
Texas Rangers, The-PAR. 8-22-36
They Met in a Taxi
9-9-36
36 Hours to KiU-F COL.. 8-13-36
Thank You, Jeeves-F ...9-17-36
This Is the Land-XX. . .7-11-36
Three Cheers for Love
PAR.. 6-27-36
Three Married Men-PAR. 9-25-36
Three Mesquiteers, The
REP.. 10-2-36
Three of
Three
Wisea Kind-INV.
Guys, The . .6-24-36
MGM.. 5-23-36
Ticket to Paradise-REP.
6-25-36
To Mary^-With Love-F. .7-21-36
Too
Much
Beef-GRA
6-6-36
Trailin' West-WB
10-17-36
Trapped
by Television
COL.. 9-22-36
6-16-36
Traumulus-XX
Treachery Rides the Range
Trouble Ahead-TI
WA..
Trouble for Two- M G M.
Tundra-BUT
Two Against the World
Two-Fisted
GentlemanFN..

9-23-36
5-29-36
. .6-1-36
8-25-36
7-1 1-36

Two in a Crowd-U COL.. 8-25-36
8-8-36
Underworld Terror-UN ..7-18-36
Ungdom Av I Dag-XX. .6-24-36
Vaarab Is
Pojke-XX
Valiant
the Word for 10-12-36
Carrie-PAR
9-22-36
Verlorene
Tal, Das-XX. . .6-3-36
Wackere
Schustermeister,
WeDer-GER
Who Are

About

7-8-36
to Die

10-23-36
Walking
on Air-RKO.
Walzer
Fuer
Dlch,RKO..
Ein . .8-17-36
Wanted
Men-HOF
7-8-36
XX.. 9-28-36
Wedding
..9-24-36
We
Went Present-PAR
to College
6-23-36
Weiberregiment-XX MGM.
....9-14-36
West of Nevada-CLY
7-21-36
White Angel. The-FN
6-2-36
White
Fang-F
7-9-36
White
Legion, The
GN.. 10-17-36
While London Sleeps-ID.
7-18-36
Wild Brian Kent-RKO. 10-22-36
Wildcat Trooper-A MB. .7-14-36
Winds of the Wasteland
REP.. 7-11-36
Without Orders-RKO ...9-25-36
Wives Never Know-PAR. .9-9-36
Women
Are Trouble
Yellow Cargo-PAC MGM.. 6-13-36
6-6-3«
Yellowstone-U
9-19-36
Yours
for the Asking
PAR.. 8-20-39
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Johnny

ESCAPES"

Weissmuller

and

Maureen

O'Sullivan
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M
ONE

OF THE

BEST OF THE

95

mins.

TARZAN

SERIES, WITH
ACTION
AND ROMANCE
TO PLEASE ALL TARZAN
FANS.
Filled with excitement and thrills, and
built in a most suspenseful manner, the
latest Tarzan version should be enthusiastically welcomed by his followers. It is
one of the best Tarzans yet. For the
kid trade especially it is great stuff, and
anyone who goes for this fantastic sort of
thing should like it. It has Tarzan, Johnny
Weissmuller, with his spectacular acrobatics, a sweet romance runs along between himself and Maureen O'Sullivan, the
animal stuff furnishes thrills galore, and
some new species are shown, and to give
the picture some of its lighter moments
there is Cheetah, the funny ape, who is
always in some trouble, and Herbert Mundin, a most enjoyable comic. These two
capture plenty of scenes. The whole cast
is excellent, and in the main are British,
which should give the picture quite a foreign circulation. For this splendid Tarzan number, the director Richard Thorpe
deserves plenty of praise. He has made
the animal footage an integral part of a
moving story and by the fast pace he injects, the piece is always exciting. Cyril
Hume's screenplay based on Edgar Rice
Burroughs' characters is a well developed
concoction for a fantasy allowing Tarzan to
do his stuff and the animal sequences to
fit in well. Leonard Smith, who photographed, was in the jungle or caves most
of the time, and he makes the most of the
locations. Another contributor deserving
special mention is Sam Zimbalist who took
a difficult subject and made it into a pici ture that should mean something at the
i box-office. Benita Hume and her brother
• come to Africa to take home their cousin,
i Maureen O'Sullivan, who is supposed to be
living in the jungle. They find and inform her of her legacy. She does not
I wish to leave Tarzan, with whom she is
j living, but for the benefit of her cousins
i.she goes, promising Tarzan that she will
I return. John Buckler, an unethical game
hunter, traps Tarzan and is taking him
back to England to put him on display,
I Tarzan realizes he has been tricked and
calls out the elephants who tear open his
cage. Buckler slips and falls to the crocodiles, the cousins go home, while Tarzan
and Maureen remain to their peaceful
of civilization.
nothing
wishing
existence

Cast: Johnny Weissmuller, Maureen
O'Sullivan, John Buckler, Benita Hume,
William Henry, Herbert Mundin, E. E
Clive, Darby Jones, Cheetah.
Associate Producer, Sam Zimbalist; Director, Richard Thorpe; Based upon the
characters created by Edgard Rice Burroughs; Screenplay, Cyril Hume; Cameraman, Leonard Smith; Editor, W. Donn
Hayes.
Direction,
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"GENERAL

Mary Brian, Russell Hardie in

SPANKY"

with
Spanky
McFarland
and
the
Gang" Players, and Phillips Holmes,
Morgan,
Irving Pichel
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

"Our
Ralph

M-G-M

mins.

SWELL

SHOW

FOR

73
THE

THE
FAMILY
TRADE
GANG" PLAYERS IN THE

KIDS

WITH
CAST.

AND
"OUR

For the kids, Hal Roach has one grand
picture. Spanky McFarland, "Alfalfa"
Switzer, and "Buckwheat" Thomas, and
the rest of the Gang, are members of the
type of army that every real boy wants to
be in. There is plenty of entertainment
in the antics of this outfit, and for the
family trade it is a swell show. The picture aims for laughs and it gets plenty of
them in the work of Spanky, "Alfalfa,"
and the colored boy, "Buckwheat." The
latter works right along with Spanky and
comes through with a laugh-grabbing performance. As previewed, the picture starts
slowly, but once under way it moves well
with the kids dominating the footage,
even though the story concerns the battle
between the North and the Confederacy.
The subject has been handled in such good
taste that under no circumstances could
either side have reason for offense. In the
adult cast Phillips Holmes, Irving Pichel,
Ralph Morgan and Rosina Lawrence have
the important assignments. Fred Newmeyer and Gordon Douglas, the directors,
show that they know how to handle kids,
and they make the most of the material in
the original screenplay by Richard Flournoy, Hal Yates and John Guedel. In a
gambling game, Phillips Holmes a Southern
gentleman, meets Irving Pichel and through
Spanky learns that the latter is a cheat.
Phillips takes Spanky and his pal, "Buckwheat," into his household. The Civil
War finds Pichel a conniving Captain in
the Northern forces. Spanky and his kid
army do much to embarrass Pichel. Holmes
has been wounded and when Pichel discovers him in a cave which is a hideout
for "General Spanky's" army, he accuses
him of being a spy and sentences him to
be shot. Spanky goes to Pichel's superior
officer, Ralph Morgan, who arrives in time
to prevent the execution. Morgan is made
a member of the army, as had Holmes previously.
Cast: Spanky McFarland, Phillips Holmes,
Ralph Morgan, Irving Pichel, Rosina Lawrence, Billie Thomas, Carl Switzer, Robert
Middlemass, James Burtis, Louise Beavers,
William Best.
Producer,
Hal
Roach;
Directors,
Fred
Newmeyer and Gordon Douglas; Authors,
and Screen Play, Richard Flournoy, Hal
Yates, John Guedel; Camermen, Art Lloyd,
and Walter Lundin;
Editor, Ray Snyder.
Direction, Excellent.
cellent.

Photography, Ex-

Exit Skates, Enter Films
Springdale, Pa. — Elmer Dattola„
operator of the Happy Hour Theater
here, is erecting a new 600-seat
house with a stage on the site of a
roller skating ring. J. Clark Nichols is the architect.

"KILLER

AT

LARGE"

Columbia

58

mins.

LOVE TRIUMPHS FOR GIRL DETECTIVE WHO SOLVES MURDER BY MANIAC KILLER.
Carl Clausen's original story forms basis
for this mystery thriller which finds Mary
Brian in role of department store detective and Russell Hardie as the adonis
jewelry counter clerk. The course of their
true love is smooth and uneventful, as
romances go, until the store installs a
window display of wax figures and a vanity
compact is stolen by a blonde shoplifter.
But these normally prosaic and seemingly
unrelated events start in motion a series
of blood-curdling happenings, not the least
of which is the discovery that the store's
superintendent is murdered and jewelry
galore has disappeared from the vault.
Hardie is accused of both crimes, but fate,
in the form of pretty Mary Brian and her
highly developed, Sherlock Holmes - like
powers of deduction and practical sleuthing, succeed in causing the capture of the
real culprit. This latter character, played
spine-chillingly by Henry Brandon, is one
of those maniac killers who makes things
distinctly warm for organized law before
the net is closed. It is fairly entertaining
cinema fare for average fans who like a dash
of the Frankenstein sort of thing in their
diversion diets. David Selman handles direction to full limit of script's potentialities, and the breakneck auto chase scenes
are nicely photographed by Allen G.
Seigler, as are balance of sequences. Feature will stand double featuring okay and
stand on own feet in all secondary spots.
Cast: Mary Brian, Russell Hardie, Betty
Compson, George McKay, Thurston Hall,
Henry Brandon, Harry Hayden, Boyd Irwin.
Director, David Selman; Author, Carl
Clausen; Screenplay, Harold Shumate;
Camerman, Allan G. Seigler; Editor, James
Direction, Capable. Photography, Good
Sweeney.

FOREIGN
"FRIESENNOT" ("Frisians In Distress"),
a Tobis-produced dialogue film in German,
directed by Werner Kortwich and Peter
Hagen, with Friedrich Kayssler, V. Inkizhinof, Jessie Vihrog, et al, in cast. Presented at Tobis Theatre.
Impressive, well made propaganda feature that ranks technically with top flight
foreign films. Story, virulently anti-Soviet,
deals with events in a small German settlement during early Bolshevik days and
how village deals with vandalistic acts perpetrated against it by oppressors.
"GLUECKSPILZE" ("Lucky Ones"),
German dialogue film produced by Rota,
directed by Robert A. Stemmle, with Alber
Lieven, Clemens Hasse, Clara Savio, Franz
Pfaudler, et al. Released by Casino Film
Exchange.
At 86th Street Casino.
Solidly produced, acted and photographed
feature that deals with bequest of money
to seven seniors in German school, — the
plan of one to spend it to best advantage,
and the vicissitudes that befall him before
the project is finally a reality. Strongly
entertaining.

*

*

"LEGY JO MINDHALALIG" ("Be Good
Until Death"), Hungarian dialogue film; a
Lux production, directed by Istvan Szekely,
with Laci Deveny, Julius Csortos, Ella
Gombzazogi, Klari Tolnay et al. At Modern
Playhouse.
Story of school life in Budapest telling
of student's plight when he is forced to
face faculty on charge of having wrongfully disposed of a lottery ticket he purchased from a blind man. Action takes
place in 1894 under outmoded Hungarian
school discipline. The boy is advised by
mother to do right always.

"PODOROSO CABALLERO" ("A Big
Guy"), Spanish dialogue film, directed by
Maximo Nossek and produced by Iberica,
with Casimiro Ortas, A. Castrito, Rafael
Medina, et al. in cast. At Teatro Cervantes.
Light, frisky comedy of three gentlemen
who hold winning lottery ticket they got
as gift. They facetiously phone number
corresponding to that on ticket, get mixed
up with attractive woman who associates
with gang of crooks. The latter reduce
the lottery winners to circumstances permitting them only enough to operate shoeshining stand.
"DER MUEDE THEODOR" ("Tired Theodor"), German dialogue film, produced by
Syndikat and directed by Veit Herlen,
with Weiss Ferdl, Erika Glaessner, Gertrud
Boll, et al, in cast. At 86th St. Garden
Theater.
Happy-go-lucky comedy, with Ferdl in
lead, has brisk story telling of retired hotel
keeper's appropriation of wife's costly
necklace and the comical consequences attending his act. There is goodly supply
of romance throughout, numerous praiseworthy characterizations, and a rousing,
happy finale.

SHORTS
"Hollywood Extra"
(Metro Miniature)
M-G-M
11 mins.
Human Interest
This subject takes the audience
behind the scenes in Hollywood and
shows candid camera shots of a
typical extra girl, and what she goes
through in the course of the day.
It shows the seamy side of her life,
and how she lives from day to day
waiting for that call from the casting director. In this instance when
it does come, she discovers that the
director only wants to photograph
her legs, and not her face. This
reel is put out with the idea of discouraging girls from going to join
the ranks of extras in the cinema
city, by showing them the hardships, and the slim chance they have
of even getting an occasional job
as extras. Has plenty of human interest and should prove an absorbing subject to countless film-struck
girls. Fine explanatory narration
by Carey Wilson. Directed by Felix
E. Fest. A girl named Jane Barnes
was picked as the most representative type of extra from the Central
Casting lists, and she does a swell
job in her first featured role.

—Z&*\
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FUTUREENGLISHQUOTA
POLICY IS UNDEFINED
(Continued from Page 1 )

several specific recommendations
looking toward a reduction in the
number of quota pictures. The K.
R. S. memorandum recommends reduction of quota films by two-thirds
for the distributors' (renters) quota.
The range at present is from 15 to
18; the K. R. S. would have this
reduced to five or six feature pictures annually, safeguarded by provisions as to cost and production
quality that will make them effective British pictures.
G. R. Hall Caine, M. P., for the
Advisory Committee of the Board
of Trade, recommended that the distributors' quota should continue to bear a percentage to the
footage of the entire amount of
films he acquires, at a minimum
cost of $10 a foot, or by a less footage at more than a minimum cost,
subject to a maximum of $20 per
foot. The Advisory Committee held
that the exhibitors' quota should be
at a lower percentage than that of
the distributors. Its rescommendation was that the distributors' quota
be placed at 20 per cent, and that
of the exhibitors at 15 per cent.
Simon Rowson submitted a memorandum in which he urged a cost
qualification for every registered
British picture, recommended that
the distributors' quota be reduced
to 15 per cent and then rise at the
rate of 2M> per cent a year until it
reached a maximum of 25 per cent,
while he would have the exhibitors'
quota reduced to 12% per cent the
first year, 15 per cent the second and
then to rise, every second year, to
a maximum of 25 per cent.
John Maxwell held that if the
quota obligation upon distributors
was reduced they would gladly comply with any cost stipulations. He
stated that they would spend from
$150,000 to $250,000 on a production.
He suggested that that might go to
$300,000 on a single production to
make it good enough to distribute
throughout the world in order to
get their money back, holding they
could not get sufficient return on
English distribution alone to get
their money back. Any increase of
quota, he stated, would induce a
flood of mushroom companies, as
was the case when the Act was first
passed and result in a flood of bankruptcies and liquidations.
The distributors' memorandum
held that the quota, as it exists today, is too heavy to be efficiently
performed and results, as under the
present quota, in a scramble for a
large number of cheap pictures
which are discreditable to the industry and antagonize the public towards all films, merely to fulfill
their quota requirements.
The C. E. A. urged a 10 per cent
exhibitors' quota with a two to one
margin over distributors. The K.
R. S. ask a substantially reduced
quota with a cost qualification. The
producers and the T. U. C. recom-
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Would Limit Theater Building

Film African Bushmen

Berne — The Swiss association of
Johannesburg — For the first time
the voices of the primitive bush- motion picture directors has petimen of Kalahari have been recorded
tioned the federal government to
on motion picture film and will be ' stop issuing licenses for the erection of motion picture theaters.
heard in many countries. The film
will show the bushmen in their na- Most of the 300 cinemas in Switzerland are not prosperous.
tive haunts, in their dances, their
home life and engaged in their
primitive occupations. The film will
be placed in a library devoted to Italian Film Ban
the native tribes of South Africa.
Rome — Pictures having pagan or
anti-religious tendencies will be forbidden public showing in Italy; soEurope Surpressing Duals
cialistic, communistic or too liberal
Geneva— Double features are on
the way out in Europe, according to productions will also be under the
statements made here. Germany, ban. "The Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian," adapted from Gabrielle
Finland, Hungary, Austria, Nor- D'Annunzio's
mystical story, was
way, Sweden and Switzerland are
suppressing double features. Even suppressed, following a protest from
the Vatican, after three days' showDenmark, Yugoslavia and Czecho- ings.
slovakia rarely offer dual programs.

Goldwyn and Fairbanks Sr., ! 20th Cent.-Fox to Deliver
to Co-produce "Marco Polo" 33 Features by Christmas
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Joining forces, Samuel Goldwyn and Douglas Fairbanks,
Sr., will produce "The Adventures
of Marco Polo", with Gary Cooper
starred in the title role. Fairbanks
had originally announced the picture
as a personal starring vehicle several seasons ago.

Iowa Theater Reopening
After 8 Years' Darkness
St. Ansgar, Iowa — St. Ansgar theater here, closed for eight years,
is being remodeled, and will open
Nov. 1. S. H. Cornish will manage.

Birmingham House Reopens
Birmingham, Ala. — Pantages will
reopen Oct. 30, with vaudefilm on
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.
House is operated by the WilbyKincy chain.

mended a rising quota, eventually
reaching as high as from 50 to 60
per cent.
London film journals are of the
opinion that the 20 per cent quota,
in effect the past year, will be continued until the present Act expires
two years hence, and are wary about
predicting what percentage will be
set by the new Quota Act. Lord
Moyne's committee will meet several times between now and Christmas when it is expected to make its
recommendations to the Board of
Trade. No new evidence will be received by the Moyne committee, it
is understood, but findings will be
based upon the mass of evidence already received.

(.Continued from Page

1)

month of April either finished or in
working, the studio announced today. By the end of November,
Darryl Zanuck will have started
shooting on seven productions in addition to 26 for which release dates
have been set.
Here's the record the way it
stands now:
Released and delivered, 13; Completed, in New York now, 4; In production, 8; Start in fortnight, 2;
Start by Nov. 15, 7; In preparation,
16; Total, 50.
No final decision has been made
regarding the final disposition of the
old Western Avenue studio at Hollywood where
were housed,
it Sol
was Wurtzel's
said today.units
In
the 21 years he was there, Wurtzel
estimates that he supervised the
making of over 1,000 pictures of
varying lengths.

25 Pennsy. Communities
to Vote on Sunday Films
(Continued from Patje

1)

their battle will concentrate on the
11 counties in which districts will
vote to test a campaign for more
strict liquor laws.

Mart Cole Circuit Becomes
Part of Jefferson Company
Oklahoma City, Okla.— The Mart
Cole circuit in south Texas, has purchased an interest in, and become a
part of the Jefferson Amusement
Company, The Cole theaters are located in Yoakum, West Columbia,
Angleton, Eagle Lake. Hallettsville,
Needville, Richmond, Rosenberg and
Sealy, Texas.

Pittsburgh
John J.
Maloney
of '
M-G-M
was —holding
down
the post
of chief tent,
barkerandof athehost
Variety
Club's
mother
of notables,
largely of the film world, were dispersing to their homes today, following the eighth annual banquet
at the William Penn Hotel which,
beginning Sunday night, ended early
this morning.
Attendance was 850.
Rosey Roswell, toastmastered the
brief speaking program, spotlighting, among others, Governor George
H. Earle of Pennsylvania, Mayor
Cornelius D. Scully of Pittsburgh;
H. R. Ekins, round-world-flying reporter; Christy Walsh, Ed Sullivan,
columnist; Walter "Virginia Judge"
Kelly; Harry M. Warner and John
B. Kennedy, news commentator, who
struck the only serious note.
Jerry Belcher of NBC vox popped
Rip Collins of the Chicago Cubs;
William F. Rodgers, the Metro sales
head; Christy Walsh, Ed Sullivan and
Eddie Saunders, Western sales manager from Metro. As is the custom
of the vox pop program, interviewers are presented with gifts. Rodgers walked out with a sheep and
Saunders with a chicken.
The five-hour show, was emseed hy Johnny
Perkins Manager.
and arrangedIncluded
hy Mikeamong
Cullen,theLoew's
Penn
acts
were Mitchell and Durant, Jane Pickens, the
Ben Yost Singers, Stan Cavanaugh and Cherry
and June Priesser of the Ziegfeld Follies,
the Pickens Sisters, Rose Veronica, Coyle
(Miss America. 1936), Little Jackie Hellei.
Luke Barnett, Bernie Armstrong, Roherts an,!
White, Tommy Trent Dick and Edith Barstow, Dr. Hoffman and orks and floor shows
from Pittsburgh night spots.
Among the attending notables spotted were:
Governor Carl Milliken; Bill Sussman and
Edgar Moss, 20th-Fox district managers; Joe
Bernhard, Warner's general manager; Ned
Depinet, RKO head, and Jules Levy general
manager for the company; Leonard Slessinger
and Ben Amsterdam of Warner's in Philadel
phia; Joe McConnville, and Rube Jackter,
assistant sales managers for Columbia, and
Lou Weinberg of the same company; Jack
Flynn, Metro's Eastern sales manager; Bert
Stearn, U. A. district manager; Ben Kalmenson, Harry Kalmine and C. J. Latta,
Pittsburgh execs for Warners; Ed Paske.
of Paske Theaters New York; George Roberts, Fox executive in Cleveland; Mayor
Shields of Johnstown; State Attorney General
Charles Margiotti; L. Howell Davis, head
of the Pennsylvania Censor Board; State
Senator Frank J. Harris, Judge M. A.
Musmanno, author of "Black Fury"; Howard
Dietz, and Billy Ferguson
of Metro.
The adoption of George V. Barker by
the Pittsburgh Variety Club, its third word,
was formerly announced. This time it is
a four-months-old
boy.
Art Levy of Columbia, retiring barker,
was "starred" in a short presented by George
Dembow of National Screen Service.
John H. Harris was general chairman.

Operate on Eddie Ruby
Eddie Ruby, head of Ruby Camera
Exchange, was stricken suddenly
late Saturday with acute appendicitis and rushed to the Park West
Hospital, where he underwent an operation. His condition was described
as "good" last night.

Columbia Shifts Marcus
Kansas City, Mo.— B. C. Marcus,
formerly branch manager of the
Columbia Pictures Omaha exchange
has been transferred to Kansas City
to take charge of the local exchange.

When a woman loves with all her heart, she must pay with all her
soul! . . . YOU WOMEN WHO LOVE-AND FEAR! . . . HERE IS
YOUR STORY. . . IN TRIUMPH AND IN TEARS!
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Words and Wisdom
T AM convinced that the literary
persons and critics who now
lament over the matter of film control, would take no harm morally,
nor become coarsened, if they saw
what is now withheld from them.
Equally little do I think that they
would lose anything by being deprived of the opportunity of seeing
what is now forbidden. — Dr. JACOB
BILLSTROM, Swedish censor.
If you buy a popular play or book
you've got to keep the spirit and
background of the original. Otherwise you've got nothing. — CARL
LAEMMLE, Jr.
Children of today have overcome
awakwardness and self-consciousness, and through their imitation of
actors and actresses have become
more sophisticated, cultured and
polite than they were twenty years
ago.— Dr. JOHN E. ANDERSON,
Child Welfare Director, University
of Minnesota.
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TIMELY
Stories Are More
Important Than Stars
^TORIES, not stars, must be
the mainstay of the independent producer if he is to market his product successfully.
Never in my experience has the
talent situation been as critical
as it is today. It has become virtually impossible to obtain outstanding "draw" names at a
figure within the budgets allotted to even the best of independent productions. Ranking
stars can't be had for this class
of feature and the producer who
hopes to sell his lineup solely
on the strength of his players
must sooner or later give up
trying to achieve the impossible.
His alternative is a simple
one — merely to shift the emphasis from star to story. Popular

I suspect that the in the future a
writer will be able to make a living
only by toiling for the radio or
Hollywood, and while there may
arise geniuses who will be able to Murphy Setting National
create enduring beauty and strength
Distribution for 5 Pix
in these media, yet from what I
know about those nimble arts, it is
(Continued from Page 1)
about as probable as to suppose that tures may be handled
by United
bran will presently become a tastier Artists.
dish than grouse. — SINCLAIR
Production will take place both
LEWIS.
in England and in Hollywood, said
A kiss on the screen may be a Murphy yesterday. The company
acquired screen rights of "Crime
thrill to the audience, but it's just has
Club" books, he said, and has also
a pain in the neck to the make-up taken an option on the Thatcher
man.— WALLY
WESTMORE.
Colt stories written by Anthony Abbott. Initial picture will go into
production in England in March,
Randforce Circuit Houses
probably based on a Dashiell HamClose for Republic Films mett story entitled "King for a Day."
Another picture on the Associated
Randforce Circuit of 49 houses has
Artists program is "Love Needs a
closed with Republic's New York Waltz," which may star Tullio Carexchange for the complete 1936-37 minati and Kitty Carlisle.
Murphy plans to leave New York
program. Republic's New York Exchanges also has closed a deal with in 10 days for a visit to Hollywood.
the Yoost Circuit.
Republic's Tampa office has closed
a deal with the Sparks Circuit for U. S. Court to Determine
the program for all of their theaters
Title to Fox Securities
(approximately 80 situations). Republic's Detroit Exchange has sold
Philadelphia — With three claimthe Butterfield Circuit, among 26
ants vieing for ownership of more
Los
first-run situations. Republic's
than $500,000 securities involved in
deal
a
completed
Angeles office has
Jersey bankruptcy proceedwith the N. Diamos Amusement the New
ings of William Fox, former film
Company Circuit for five Arizona producer, U. S. District Judge
situations.
A. Welsh yesterday announcThe Dallas Exchange has closed George
ed he would hold a hearing to dea deal with the Robb and Rowley
termine just where legal title rests.
circuit which calls for the Republic
The claimants are the All-ContiProduct in more than 30 of their
situations.
Mr. Fox's
whichpresident;
nent Corp.,
daughter,
Bell,ofis vice
the
Republic's Denver office has sold Capital Co. of San Francisco, which
Gibralthe
to
product
the company's
has a judgment against Mr. Fox for
tar Circuit in Nebraska, Wyoming, $297,412, and Hiram Steelman, of
spots.
Mexico
New
and
o,
Colorad
Atlantic City, a trustee for Fox
creditors in the New Jersey proceedings.
French Films Get Premieres
The Capital Co. yesterday petitioned Judge Welsh to dismiss its
"Mysteries of Notre Dame",
suit
filed last September to have
Pade
"Opera
and
,
French feature
ris", French featurette, will have "the cloud on the title" on certain
their U. S. premieres at the 55th St. securities cleared and the property
turned over to it.
Playhouse tonight.
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TOPICS
works
and
must
name

of current fiction, classics
well-known stage plays
make up for the lack of
power in the name division. Especially those stories
that evoke a quality of recognition in the prospective patron,
because their titles have been
widely publicized, can be sold
without stellar acting strength.
Since the shortage of talent
affects not only top-notch players but good supporting casts
as well, Monogram will develop acting talent through its
own stock company as soon as
the production schedule gets
under way. Frequent appearances in suitable roles will win
fan recognition for any player,
and we plan if possible to groom
men and women to hold down
featured roles after a single
season's work.
— W. Ray Johnston.

Universal Executives Will
Attend Club Dinner-Dance
The annual dinner dance of the
Universal Club, the association of
employees of the New Universal Pictures Corporation, will take place
on Election Eve, Nov. 2, in the Grand
Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria.
Because of the changes in its new
setup, this
year's
affairIntakes
on additional
significance.
addition
to
R. H. Cochrane, its new President,
and J. Cheever Cowdin, Chairman
of the Board, there will be studio
representatives from both Hollywood and London. Charles R. Rogers, Executive Vice-President in
Charge of Production at Universal
City, will attend, and Sir Herbert
Wilcox, Executive Producer of General Film Distributors, Ltd. of London which handles distribution of
Universal films in Great Britain,
will arrive on the Queen Mary just
in time to be an honored guest. He
will be accompanied by Anna Neagle.
Entertainment program is being: prepared under the direction of Milton
Schwarzwald, Universal's producer
of Mentone Musicals. The Joe Moss
orchestra will provide music for
dancing in the Grand Ballroom and
in the Cocktail Lounge. A number
of screen celebrities will be present.

Dickinson Managers Shift
Lawrence, Kan. — Managerial
changes in following Kansas towns
are announced by Dickinson circuit:
Robert (Bob) Parker at Marceline, Ralph Kiefer at Parsons; C.
E. Williford at Ellsworth; Charles
Rowland at Herrington; Howard
Sexton for Dickinson at Junction
City; E. P. McGinnis for State at
Lamed; Ted Siler for Dickinson at
Lawrence; C. C. Hendrix for Dickinson at Olathe; R. S. Nelson for
Dickinson at Osage City; C. C.
mie.
Wooten for Dickinson at Osswato-

NEWS OF THE DAY
Lincoln, Neb. — Managerial shifts
have placed E. Boyles in charge of
the Bartlett at Bartlett and Ralph
Hintz at the Gem, Sterling.
Batesville, Miss. — The Batesville
Amusement Co. is planning the construction of a reinforced concrete,
steel frame theater here at a cost
of approximately $12,000.
Chicago — The Kimbark Theater
Building Corp. has been formed to
handle the property at 6241 Kimbark Ave., with Harry P. Munns,
Jack E. Dwork and Saul A. Epton
the organizers. Harry Munns handled the legal details.
Chicago — The Rainbow Theater
Co. has surrendered its charter to
the secretary of state at Springfield.
A. J. DeHaan handled the legal details.

Missouri Exhibitor Enters
Field in Greenfield, Iowa

Des Moines — William Dussler, theater owner in Memphis, Mo., will
take the management of the Grand
Theater in Greenfield Nov. 1. The
former owner was G. W. Morgan.
L. L. Caplan, operating theaters
in Mason City and Waterloo, will
open the new Iowa theater in Iowa
City about Nov. 1.
Mrs. C. S. Hoffman of Indianola
has closed the Iowa theater and
taken over the Marion theater, opposition house.

Sale of Skouras Assets
Up Before U. S. Referee
St. Louis — Referee in Bankruptcy
Hope has continued until 2 P. M. today consideration of the report of
Nelson Cunliff, bankruptcy trustee
for Skouras Bros. Enterprises, Inc.,
of the public auction sale last Thursday of the assets of that company
to the mittee
bondholders'
protective Corp.
comfor Central Properties
for approximately $317,000. The
referee stated that today he will expect an offer in writing for the properties by Arthur Greene and associttes of Chicago of at least $342,000. Greene and his attorney, I. B.
Perlman, indicated they will make
such bid if they can obtain needed
information from Cunliff in the
meantime as to a breakdown of St.
Louis Amusement Co's expenses,
other than film rentals. Greene had
a certified check for $35,000 to present to the court as evidence of his
good faith. A 52 per cent interest
in the St. Louis Amusement Co. is
the principal asset of the Skouras
Co.

Lee on Western Tour
Coincident with his policy to make
periodic visits to the branches, Arthur A. Lee, Vice President of GB,
has started on a trip that will take
him as far west as Seattle. From
Chicago, his present stopover, he
will cover the GB offices at Omaha,
Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Los Angeles.

AMERICAN

TOBIS

CORPORATION

ANNOUNCES

"CARNIVAL

IN FLANDERS"

(LA KERMESSE HEROIQUE)
WITH A COMPLETE SET OF ENGLISH DIALOGUE

TITLES

•

Now

Playing Its Sixth Successful Week in New York
•

Accorded beyond question the highest praise ever
given a foreign language film by the critics of the
New York newspapers and trade press
Wanda Hale—N. Y. DAILY

NEWS— Four stars. Go and tell your friends.

Regina Crewe — N. Y. AMERICAN — It is capably wrought, skillfully played and well directed.
Howard Barnes — N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE — The finest comedy of the year and the most notable
photoplay on exhibition at the moment.
Frank Nugent — N. Y. TIMES — Like all great comedies it speaks a universal language.
Eileen Creelman — N. Y. SUN — It is a production which has already won honors and one which Hollywood might well covet as its own.
William
N. Y. WORLD
cated andBoehnel—
tonic entertainment.

TELEGRAM— In a few words "Carnival in Flanders" is glib, sophisti-

MOTION PICTURE DAILY — Wholly delightful in theme and made completely engaging as entertainment by excellence of execution, this so called comedy should be found a treat by the audiences.
MOTION PICTURE HERALD — It is entertainment, handsomely mounted and has been awarded
the Grand Prix du Cinema Francais and the Gold Medal of the Venice International Exposition of
Cinematography.
FILM DAILY — Hilarious farce, studded with top flight acting and direction that will score with
American audiences.
VARIETY — Story, direction, performances, photography and dialogue are standout.
Rouben Mamoulian — A real motion picture.
George Abbott — One of the most amusing films I ever saw in any language.
Lewis Milestone — A swell movie.
Jed Harris — The only movie I've liked this year.

Bookings Now Available For All
Territories in the United States
(South America and Mexico)
COMPLETE LINE OF ADVERTISING ACCESSORIES
PRACTICAL CAMPAIGN BOOK AVAILABLE
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U. S. Theaters to Use Election Returns to Aid Box Office

ENGLANQlllLDING 10O G- CAP AC IT\TTH EATERS
Imperial's
Exchange System to Operate Film inBusiness
60 in the
Days
British
30 Features and 26 Shorts
To be Made for Year,
Pizor Reveals
With exchanges established in 10
key cities up to the present time,
Imperial plans to have a national
system in full operation in 60 days'
time, stated William Pizor, president, yesterday in New York.
Branches have already been set up
in Detroit, Seattle, Chicago, St.
Louis, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, In(Continued on Page

10)

STUDIO ACTIVITY MARK
SET BY 10 RKO FILMS
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Setting an activity
record for the studio, S. J. Briskin,
RKO Radio's vice president in
charge of production, will have 10
major features before the cameras
between now and mid-November.
Two of the 10, "Coast Patrol,"
teaming Victor McLaglen and Preston Foster, and "They Wanted to
Marry," featuring Gordon Jones
and Betty Furness in top roles, have
just been placed in production. The
other eight, now in final stages of
{Continued on Page 6)

Wholesale Distribution
For Polish Films Fades
No wholesale arrangement for the
distribution of Polish-made pictures
in the United States is expected to
result from recent conferencesof bethe
tween Richard Ordynski, head
{Continued on Page 6)

Says It With Stockings
Oklahoma City— Feet were warm in
this city's schools today, thanks to Pat
McGee, general manager of Standard
Theaters.
McGee distributed 1.200 pairs of new
hose among the less fortunate youngsters in the schools.

ENVOY TAKES DISTRIB. MILLS-BOOSEY TO ASK
'PLAINT TO MUSSOLINI SLIDING MUSIC SCALE

Ambassador Phillips of the United
States is in contact with the Italian
Government in connection with the
protests made by American film distributors against a proposed order
which would require them to keep
75 per cent of their revenue in that
country.
There have been no new developments in the situation during the
past few days, due to the fact that
the Mussolini Minister in charge of
Foreign Affairs has been in Berlin
conferring with Hitler.

At the meeting Friday in Toronto
between E. C. Mills, Ascap general
manager; Leslie J. Boosey, head of
the British Performing Rights Society, and Canadian exhibitors, Mills
will ask the exhibitors to pay a sliding scale for music ranging from
20 cents a seat annually for theaters seating over 1500 to 5 cents
a seat for houses playing only three
days weekly, instead of the present
government-fixed price of 5 cents a
seat annually, he said yesterday.
If no agreement
can be reached
(Continued on Page 6)

Kilroe Berne Copyright
Warners' 14th Washington
Report Before Will Hays
House Opening Tomorrow

Report of Edwin P. Kilroe, head
of the M. P. P. D. A. copyright committee, advising that the major companies approve action by the U. S.
to join the Berne copyright convention if some features of the Berne
agreement are altered is in the hands
of Will Hays, who will decide
whether to have the M. P. P. D. A.
board pass on it.
In the event of approval of the
report by the board, Kilroe would
be empowered to take steps to carry
out the report.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— With Major Albert
Warner, vice president of Warners,
in charge of distribution; Joseph
Bernhard, vice president in charge
of Warner theaters and Herman
Maier, in charge of Warner construction, attending the new 1,500seat Uptown here will be dedicated
tomorrow night.
The Uptown is the second house
under an extensive building program(Continued
planned in on Washington
by
Page 6)

Film Theaters Plan Special Election
Night Service to Attract Patronage
ITOA Conference Today,
But Units Undisclosed

By GEORGE
FILM DAILY

H. MORRIS
Staff Writer

To cash in on the climactic interest in next Tuesday's elections and,
at the same time, avoid possible
Although the I. T. O. A. has sched- blows to the box office which such
uled a conference of exhibitor asso- interest otherwise might deal, exhibitors throughout the United
ciation representatives for today at
the Hotel Astor to discuss distribu- States are planning to announce to
tor selling policies and exclusive audiences the running results of the
runs, nobody seemed to know last day's
scale. balloting on unprecedented
night what units would be repreCircuits and independent houses
sented at the meeting.
It has also
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page

10)

Isles

"Very Good",
More than
theaters, big in
Says100Warner
capacities, are now under construction in England, said Jack Warner
as he landed from the He de France
yesterday following several weeks'
stay in London. He had been transacting general Warner Bros.-First
National business in the British capital and attending to matters incidental to the Bette Davis case. Also
arriving on the He de France was
Fernand Gravet, signed for "The
King and the Chorus Girl," which
Mervyn LeRoy will make for Warner release.
Jack Warner remarked that business in the British Isles is very good.
Going synthetic
British he stated
(Continued on Page 6)

"SIZABLEDIViDEND"
BY KAO ANTICIPATED
Keith-Albee-Orpheum board has
passed up its October meeting and
will meet Nov. 26 at which time it
will vote a "sizable dividend", it
is understood.

Connecticut's I. M. P. T. O.
Votes Allied Affiliation
New Haven — Connecticut's I. M.
P. T. O. yesterday unanimously
voted to affiliate with Allied. Twenty
theaters were represented at the
meeting which authorized a change
in name to the Allied Theaters of
Connecticut, Inc. A special meeting will be held on Nov. 10 to elect
aBoard.
director on the Allied National

$200,000 Theater Planned

Bremerton, Wash. — Interests operating
the Tower, one of Bremerton's four
theaters, propose to give this "Navy
Yard
of PugetDecision
Sound" aresults
new $200,000 City
theater.
from
bright business prospects.
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yesterday
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today
England
sails from
returning to New York.

KENT
Mary

SAMUELSON
an
attend

WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST arrives from
abroad on Nov. 2 and after a brief stay in
New York will continue on to the West Coast.

GEORGE W. WEEKS returns to his office
New York today after a Southern trip.

MERRILL PYE,
M-G-M
studio
art director,
has arrived in New
York
by air, from
the
coast.
He will spend
about
a week
in the
East.

JOHN NOLAN
from New York.

a

New
Haven
at
meeting

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER, JOSEPH BERNHARD and HERMAN MAIER of Warners go to
Washington tomorrow for the opening of the
new Uptown Theater.

York today

is due in New

ED KUYKENDALL
from the South.
in

was in
exhibitor

Fix Jan. 5 as Trial Date
for Vitacolor-Cinecolor

and Going

Coming
Vol. 70, No. 101

Wednesday, Oct
1936
■ ■28,
nirwT

returns to Scranton

PAT

leaves New
CASEY
vember for the Coast.

LOU
New

BERMAN left New
England
trip.

York

today

late in No-

York last night on

C. J. TEVLIN and DOLLY HAAS arrive in
New York this week on the Manhattan.
JACK WARNER, who returned to New York
yesterday, plans to remain East two weeks before going on to Hollywood.
FERNAND GRAVET, who landed in New
York yesterday from France, goes to the coast
in eight days.
HARRY NOVAK, now in New
Nov. 14 for his home at Buenos

York, leaves
Aires.

CONSTANCE COLLIER arrives in New
Monday
on the Queen
Mary.

York

ERROL FLYNN is expected in New York
next week from the Coast, the flying visit
preceding his departure on a Tahiti vacation.
WILLIAM WYLER. director of "Dodsworth,"
will sail for England on the Aquitania today
on his first holiday trip in more than a year.
On his return he will begin work on the Samuel
Goldwyn version of "Dead
End."
ERNST LUBITSCH, who has been in New
York several weeks working on the screen
play of the next Marlene Dietrich starring
p.cture. "Angel," left yesterday with MRS.
LUBITSCH by plane for Hollywood.
MERLE OBERON,
the Aquitania, now
on the Queen
Mary

canceling her passage on
plans to sail for England
next Wednesday.

DAVID HOLT and family have terminated an
extended visit in Jacksonville, their former
home,
and are returning to Hollywood.
A. A. SCHUBART
has returned to New

of the RKO organization
York from St. Louis.

E. M. SAUNDERS is back in New York from
St. Louis where he visited Harris P. Wolfberg, M-G-M's
district manager.

PHIL DUVAS
Warwick.

of Columbia

Pictures is at the

DR. A. H. GIANNINI has postponed his return to the coast pending completion of conferences in New York with U-A owner-producers.
CARL LAEMMLE. JR., wilt conclude New
York visit early next week to return to Hollywood.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and MRS. FAIRBANKS
are at the Waldorf-Astoria. They have booked
passage on the Queen Mary, sailing for England November 4.
HAL
Tower.

WALLIS,

film producer, is at the Ritz

NEDDA HARRIGAN, film player, and her
sister MRS. WILLIAM
ASH, are at the Beverly.
JESSE LASKY. JR., film producer and MRS.
LASKY; and MR. and MRS. JACK WHITING,
who will appear in London production, "On
Your Toes," are among passengers sailing at
noon today for England aboard the Aquitania.
JOHN
HAY
WHITNEY,
Hollywood.
IKE LIBSON and BEN
town
from Cincinnati.

leaves

Thursday

HEIDINGSFELD

for

are in

GILBERT MILLER, English producer, sailed
for New York on the Queen Mary yesterday.
Broadway.
He is scheduled to produce two plays on
GEORGE O'BRIEN and MARGUERITE CHURCHILL, film players; BRACKETT and WILDER,
writers; BOB and LEONARD GOLDSTEIN, talent
agents, and T. B. COSTAIN left New York
last evening by airplane for Los Angeles.
STANLEY RIDGES leaves tomorrow
coast to act for M-G-M.

for the

HAROLD GOLD, assistant general sales manager for U. A., leaves today by air for Dallas.
FRANK
leave for

GILL, screen writer, and MRS. GILL
Los Angeles by plane on Friday.

Trial date of Jan. 5 has been fixed
in a patent infringement case
brounght by Max B. DuPont Vitacolor Corporation against Cinecolor,
Inc., in the U. S. District Court at
Los Angeles. This suit involves
four patents on "natural" color film
and the process of making it.
Notice- has been served on Warner Bros., Columbia Pictures, Paramount Pictures, Celebrity Productions, and Scientific Film Laboratories that they will be held responsible with Cinecolor for alleged infringement in connection with color
shorts and cartoons manufactured
for them by Cinecolor. The notice
was sent by Eugene Overton of the
Los Angeles law firm of Overton,
Lyman and'corporation.
Plumb, representing thr
Vitacolor

Broadcast's" 189,000
Sets Paramount Recorc
All attendance records for the
Broadway Paramount Theater since
its opening 10 years ago have been
broken in the first week of the run
of "The Big Broadcast of 1937",
Robert M. Weitman, managing director of the theater, said last night
The film opened Wednesday, Oct
21 and has been seen by an average of 27,000 persons daily, or
total of 189,000 for the first weeli
The crowds have necessitated the
employment of six extra doormen
and 22 additional ushers, aided on
the outside by eight policemen.

West Hurley
Coast Bureau
Le

i To Star Louise Beavers
West

Conn Acquires Reliable
Studios for Own Films

Mary Pickford Will Meet
With U.A. Heads, See Plays

West

Mary Pickford, arriving here today from the West Coast on the
20th Century, plans to remain in this
city for a week or 10 days, during
which time she will confer with
United Artists officials here, and attend several Broadway plays.

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Maurice Conn is taking over the Reliable Studio for his
own productions. Conn will also
rent space to other producers.

Consolidated Film Industries reports a net profit of $290,282 for
the third quarter ending Sept. 30,
1936, equivalent after dividend reNew Skouras Assets Offer
quirements on the preferred, to 17
cents a share on the common stock.
St. Louis — Bankruptcy Referee
For nine months ended Sept. 30 the
Hope again took under advisement
company reports a net profit of
$776,290 after charges and federal report of the trustee sale of Skouras
income tax.
Bros. Enterprises assets after
Thomas N. Dysart of the bondholdAttention Executives
ers' protective committee raised his
bid by $25,000 to meet the informal
ACCOUNTANT, college graduate, has the
offer made yesterday by Arthur
qualifications and the necessary motion
Greene and associates of Chicago.
picture and theatrical experience to asorganiyour
in
position
sume responsible
Hope indicated that he probably
zation. Last position Assistant Comptroller national theatre chain.
would recommend acceptance of Dysart's new offer within the next few
BOX
1013, THE
FILM
DAILY
days. It is equivalent to $342,600
1650 Broadway
New
York
City
in cash.

Van Leer With Dictograph
Arnold Van Leer, motion picture
publicist, was appointed yesterday
to post of public relations head for
Dictograph Products, Inc., 580 Fifth
Ave. He will take charge of sales
promotion for firm's New Silent Radio which is meeting with wide success in hospitals, hotels and by the
radio trade for use in homes. Van
Leer is chairman of theatrical division for campaign being waged for
election of William F. Brunner to
presidency
Aldermen. of New York Board of

of THE FILM
DAILY
Baron's
Assist.

Hollywood — Harold Hurley has
been made assistant managing director of production at Paramount
under William Le Baron.

Coast

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sol Lesser will star
Louise Beavers, whom he has placed
under a 5-year contract, in "Aunt

Jemima."
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FRONT!

Here's some smart ticket>selling by the Capitol, N. Y. It's bringing in the
customers for a 2nd Big Week! Thanks to our exhibitor friends for the
exceptional merchandising of "Devil Is A Sissy"! In Boston, for instance,
it caused a 2nd Week Hold-over, day-and-date at State and Orpheum.
Also held over in Cincinnati and by other live-wire M-G-M showmen!

The

Three

Panels

Enlarged

from

Capitol

front above

it

SING,
BABY'S
S.
R.
0.
RECORDS TOPPED!
Early field reports definitely stamp

Pigskin

Parade" as 20th's greatest laugh-and-song

smash

. . • surpassing even "Sing, Baby, Sing's" great
recordsl That's what it did at the McDONALD
THEATRE,

EUGENE,

BRIDGEPORT!

Ore. And at the MAJESTIC,

And at the PALACE, CINCINNATI!

And at the METROPOLITAN,

HOUSTON

(nearly

doubling "Sing, Baby's" gross!) Sensational, too,
at the EMPIRE, PORTLAND, Me.! Easily topping
"Road to Glory" and "To Mary — With Love"
at the STRAND, LOUISVILLE! While at the
PARAMOUNT,

AUSTIN,

its 3 mid -week

days

equalled the first 4 days of "To Mary" including
Saturday and Sunday! DATE IT IN NOW FOR
A BOX-OFFICE

LANDSLIDE!

THE

LATEST

ENTERTAINMENT

TOUCHDOWN

FROM

20th CENTURY- FOX!

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

STUART ERWIN • JOHNNY DOWNS
ARLINE JUDGE • BETTY GRABLE
PATSY KELLY • JACK HALEY
YACHT CLUB BOYS • DIXIE DUNBAR
ANTHONY MARTIN -JUDY GARLAND
Directed by David Butler* Associate Producer Bogart Rogers
Screen play by Harry Tugertd, Jack Yellen and William Conselman • Based
on a story by Arthur Sheekman, Nat Perrin and Mark Kelly • Music and
lyrics by Lew Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell • Music and lyrics of songs
sung by Yacht Club Boys — by Themselves
Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production
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ENGLAND BUILDING 100
BIG-CAPACITY HOUSES

MILLS-BOOSEY TO ASK
SLIDING MUSIC SCALE

(Continued from Page
(.Continued from Page

1)

with the exhibitors, then Ascap will
be unable to operate in Canada and
will withdraw its music from the Dominion. Exhibitors will then have
to deal directly with individual copyright owners, Mills declared.
"Exhibitors will discover the expense and inconvenience of dealing
with individual copyright owners
much greater than in dealing directly with Ascap,"
Mills said.
"The
interests
which fomented
the music
tax law, passed by a friendly legislature, will then find that their
strategy was bad."
In the event of Ascap's withdrawal from Canada,, movie companies which paid for clearance there
could present pictures with Ascap
music unmolested.

Warners' 14th Washington
House Opening Tomorrow
(Continued from Page

])

Warners. The Penn Theater was
opened last winter; die Sheridan, on
Georgia Avenue, is now being completed; and the Calvert, on Wisconsin Avenue, will be ready by
Spring.
Walter Corsley will assume the
Uptown managerial duties. The new
house was constructed under the
direction of A. Julian Brylawski,
manager of the Real Estate Department of Warner Bros. Washington
Territory. John J. Payette, general
zone manager, has 13 other Washington houses under his direction.

Wholesale Distribution
For Polish Films Fades
(Continued from Page

1)

Polish Supreme Council for Motion
Pictures, with major American distributors, itwas indicated officially
yesterday. Whatever Polish productions receive distribution in this
country must warrant such handling
on an individual merit basis, it was
stated. Ordynski recently returned
to Poland from New York.

T

OCTOBER

28

John
Boles
Rollin C. Hamilton

T

• •
• A DEAL has been concluded by Paul Gi'aetz of the
Paris Exportfilm Company
who is in the United States at
this time
whereby he has acquired the rights to "Tundra"
for 33 foreign countries exclusive of the United Kingdom and
South America
"Tundra" was filmed in Alaska by Norman
Dawn, and was originally intended for release through Universal, but slipped away from them during the last days of the
Laemmle regime
it was then acquired by Burroughs-Tarzan Enterprises
Graetz sails Thursday
for Paris
one of the grandest personalities in the foreign field, he has a
host of friends here and abroad
T
T
T
• • • A GALA cocktail party given by Warners to welcome Fernand Gravet, French actor who is touted as the richest
screen star in the world
at "White Horse Inn" on the stage
of the Center theater tomorrow afternoon
Eric Charell, director of the musical extravaganza, has designed some novel
entertainment
for the guests
William
Gaxton, Kitty
Carlisle, Billy House, Robert Halliday and Carol Stone of the
cast will help welcome the guests
the "Inn" jazz band will
entertain, Reverelly will yodel and the troupe of native Tyrolean "slap-dancers" will perform, and 12 Tyrolean beauties from
the dance ensemble will pass out the slugs of hooch
celebs
of stage and screen, famous authors, journalists and social
lights have been invited
▼
T
T
• •
• TONITE IS the nite
the third annual Night
of Stars
the amusement industry's contribution to the
Jewish overseas activities for refugees
to be held at Madison Square Garden
Gene Buck will supervise the Tin Pan
Alley division in a horseshoe of grand pianos
Joe Laurie
and Joe Weber will have a song-and-dance act with oldtimers
Gus Edwards will introduce the old "School Days" gang
Eddie Cantor and Jack Benny will broadcast from Hollywood four supper clubs will have their floor shows on display Louis K. Sidney heads the production program with
a large committee ... • The Harry Warner luncheon at the
Cinema Club has been postponed due to the fact that Mister
Warner is called away from New York

Y

WMidog_

T

• • • IT IS an Emotional Holiday for the femmes of the
land
referring to "A Woman Rebels," the Katharine Hepburn saga of love lost, slighted, flouted, wooed, worshiped and
finally won
here is love in all its moods
and a great
deal more than love
it is one of the most poignant and
sympathetic roles that has come to the screen
and Katharine Hepburn plays it to the hilt
and what a grand
masculine foil is Herbert Marshall!
a grown-up love team
two intelligent people who love and suffer, and make you
feel every emotion they experience
because the feeling was
written into the story
and because Hepburn and Marshall
are two of the grown-up players
RKO Radio are to be congratulated for bringing impressively to the screen a powerfully
emotional drama of the heart that will stir the feminine emotions as have few pictures
T
T
T

Y

▼

• • • QUITE THE thing in swanky cocktail parties,
dished out by Carl Laemmle Junior for his pals Gregory La
Cava and Jack Duff in the Perroquet Room of the Waldorf
yesterday
Among the celebrities who attended the affair
were Dr. A. H. Giannini, George Schaefer, James R. Grainger,
Max Gordon, Harry Goetz, Gradwell L. Sears
M. H. Aylesworth, Walter Huston, Jack Cohn, Herbert J. Yates, William
Wyler, Louis Calhern, Natalie Schaefer
Sol A. Rosenblatt,
Hal Roach, Willard McKay, Charles Paine, Jack Alicoate, Sidney Fox, Howard Hughes, Sailing Baruch, Jr., Ward Wing
Monroe Greenthal, William Jaffee, Marjorie Logan, Carol Stone,
Arthur Jarrett, Eleanor Holm
Charles Beahan, Louis
Shurr, Claudia Morgan, Lynn Farnol, Nate Spingold, Pat Casey,
Helene Dezerell, Ursula Parrott, Jack Cosman, Louis Sobol,
John Wildberg Dr. Leo Michel, Irene Dunne

«

«

«
»

»

»

1)

that he is staying in New York "a
fortnight" before resuming his trip
to the Coast.
The schedule laid out for the Warner studio at Teddington, England,
calls for 20 features, stated Warner!
Warner was greeted at the pier
by Major Albert Warner, Hal Wallis, Jack Wilk, Attorney Reginald
Button, Joe Hazen and Karl MacDonald.

10 Features Before RKO
Cameras by Mid-November
(Continued from Page

1)

preparation
are "We the Jury,"
"Michael Strogoff",
"Miss Customs
Agent", "Convention in Cuba",
"Robber Barons", "Satisfaction
Guaranteed",
"Easy
Going". "Wings of Mercy" and
"We the Jury" will team Victor
Moore and Helen Broderick. "Michael Strogoff" will introduce the Continent's Anton Walbrook. "Convention in Cuba" will be Joe Penner's first picture as an RKO Radio star. Edward Arnold will star
in "Robber Barons", a story woven
around the life of "Jubilee Jim"
Fiske. "Easy Going" will star Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey. Herbert Marshall is slated to head the
cast of "Wings of Mercy," Owen Davis, Jr., will be featured in "Satisfaction Guaranteed".

ITOA Conference Today,
But Units Undisclosed
(Continued from Page

1)

been announced that a general conference of Eastern exhibitors will
be sponsored by the Harry Brandt
unit the following Wednesday to
take up similar matters.

Odeon, St. Louis, Passes
St. Louis — The Odeon office and
theater building is being wrecked
by its owner, Henri Chouteau. Twice
damaged by fires during the past
year the building had been condemned by Building Commissioner
Charles A. Welsch.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
Rather

than

wear

a

Rogers has dyed her own

wig,

Ginger

golden red

hair to brown tor her role in "Mother
Carey's
Chickens."— RKO
RADIO.
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Katharine Hepburn and Herbert Marshall in

"A WOMAN

REBELS"

RKO Radio

88 mins.

HEPBURN IN POWERFUL
LOVE
DRAMA GIVES FEMMES AN EMOTIONAL
HOLIDAY THEY'LL CRY FOR.
Here is a femme film that the ladies of
all degrees and ages will revel in. It gives
Katharine Hepburn her most poignant and
sympathetic role to date. And what she
does with it will bring joy to a showman's
heart and shekels to his box-office. Can't
miss with the femmes from Fifth or Tenth
avenues, and from all the avenues and
crossroads from here to the Coast. A
drama of the Victorian era in England,
Hepburn and her sister (Elizabeth Allan)
are browbeaten as young motherless girls
by a tyrannical and narrow-minded father
who is a judge (Donald Crisp). Hepburn
won't submit to his narrow notions of a
girl being eternally suppressed. Then comes
romance with a dashing young aristocrat,
a wild blade who leaves her with a baby.
Her sister's death just before childbirth
and also the death of her husband opens
the way for Hepburn to palm off her own
child as that of her sister, and raise the
girl accordingly. Then comes her real
love for a young diplomat (Herbert Marshall), and the complications when he
seeks to marry her and she holds him off
for years on account of her child. All
sorts of situations arise for emotional conflicts, and Hepburn handles them superbly,
playing on the heartstrings in a variety of
moods. The authentic period costuming
and sets carry the audience back to the
earlier days impressively. Hepburn handles
a very difficult role superbly. Herbert
Marshall is splendid as her support. Impressive performances are given by El.zabeth Allan, Donald Crisp, Doris Dudley
and David Manners. Director Mark Sandrich handled the production with sympathy
and keen appreciation of the emotional
values.

Jack

"NORTH

Holt in

OF

NOME"

with Evalyn Venable, John Miljan,
Dorothy
Appleby,
Roger Imhof
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Columbia
64 mins.
GOOD
PROGRAM
PICTURE
FOR THE
ACTION HOUSES.
This is a program number that will
satisfy action fans. Although the star,
Jack Holt, gives a convincing performance,
it is pert little Dorothy Appleby, who steals
the show. With proper material and
handling, she should go very far. Paul
Hurst, as her companion in comedy, also
furnishes many laughs. Larry Darmour has
supplied a strong cast, with Evalyn Venable, Paul Miljan, Roger Imhof, "Big Boy"
Williams and Robert Gleckler among the
principals. Holt, a seal hunter, has his
boat hi-jacked by Williams and Gleckler.
He is marooned on an island, owned by
an Alaskan trading post company. Evalyn,
Dorothy, Miljan, Imhof and Hurst are
shipwrecked, but Holt saves them and takes
them to his cabin. He has $10,000 worth
of skins he wishes to take from the island
and he is determined to hold his visitors
prisoners until the Bering Sea freezes and
he can move his furs. Evalyn is accidentally shot, and when Williams and Gleckler
re-appear with their boat and take Holt
and his "guests" prisoners, Holt turns the
tables on them. He treats Evalyn's wounds
— and, of course, wins her. William Nigh's
direction is good.
Cast, Jack Holt, Evalyn Venable, John
Miljan, Dorothy Appleby, Roger Imhof, Paul

SHORTS

"Servant of the People"
(Hollywood Preview)
M-G-M
22 mins.
Interesting Historical Film
Telling of the difficulties encountered in framing the Constitution
of the United States, this subject
should prove very interesting. It
sticks close to the facts which are
presented in a most absorbing manner. The piece is much more than
talk and many of the controversies
reach a high point of tension. Joe
Sherman, Richard Goldstone and
Ray Doyle wrote the original
screenplay from an idea by Virgil
C. Dowell and Robert D. Speers.
Edward Cahn directed and Jack
Chertok produced.
"No Place Like Rome"
(Hollywood
Preview)
M-G-M
21 mins.
Swell Musical
A swell piece of entertainment is
this two reel musical. It is a satire
on the politics of Rome, and with
modernized dialogue, it is very
snappy. The music is catchy and
the lyrics clever. Frank Albertson
and Suzanne Kaaren are no great
vocalists, but they are satisfactory.
In old Rome an edict make it necessary for all boys to marry when
they reach the age of twenty. Flavius (Frank Albertson) finds his
love in Lydia (Suzanne Kaaren) one
of his father's slave girls. Flavius
is thrown to the lions, but is saved
when his father frees Lydia, so she
and Flavius can marry. Reginald
LeBorg directed. Val Burton, Will
Jason and Stanley Rauh did the
story and music, and Jack Chertok

#

ft

E. Brown and "Scrappy" who cavort
about the decks and rigging. Joe
de Nat's music is cleverly arranged
and cartooning of the actors makes
their identity easy to recognize.
Subject maintains generally solid
standard
set by producer Charles
Mintz.
"To Spring"
(Harmon-Ising
Cartoon
Technicolor)

in

(Hollywood
Preview)
M-G-M
8 mins.
The battle of the underground
elfs to bring on spring against Old
Man Winter's efforts to repulse
them makes pleasing entertainment.
The Technicolor is very good and
the music is most expressive.
"How to Be a Detective"
(Hollywood
Preview)
M-G-M
10 mins.
Robert Benchley's antics and talk
get a lot of laughs and even though
the subject doesn't stack up with
his "How to Sleep" short, it still
makes good entertainment. As a
detective, Benchley usually finds
himself answering his own questions. A good gag is the one in
which the composite of criminal
types turns out to be Benchley.
Felix Feist directed this number
and Jack Chertok produced.
(Krazy Kat Cartoon)
Fun
Columbia
7 mins.

Poking good clean fun at current newsreels, this short presents
the famous feline Krazy handling
narration of nonsensical current
happenings. A peace conference
Producer, Larry Darmour; Director, Wilends up in gun-play; sport shots
liam Nigh; Author, Houston Branch; Screenare similarly silly, and the fashion
play, Albert De Mond; Cameraman, James
produced.
parade has a chuckle in every line.
S. Brown, Jr.; Editor, Dwight Caldwell.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
"Wanted— A Master"
Then there's a new game that inCast: Katharine Hepburn, Herbert Margeniously couples golf and hunting,
(Hollywood Preview)
shall, Elizabeth Allan, Donald Crisp, Doris
M-G-M
11
mins.
wherein
the golfer drives, his ball in
F.
H.
Richardson
Honored
Dudley, Lucile Watson, Eily Malyon, MarGood Pete Smith Subject
flight is gobbled by a bird and the
garet Seddon, Van Heflin, David Manners,
This is one of the best Pete Smith latter shot above the green. The
at Luncheon by I. P. Corp.
Lillian Kemble-Cooper, Nick Thompson,
subjects ever screened. A mongrel feathered victim disgorges the pelInez Palange, Tony Romero, Joe Mack.
F. H. Richardson, technological must get himself a master or go to
let in his dying moments and the
Producer, Paridro S. Berman; Director, editor of the Motion Picture Herald,
the dog-pond. Pete speaks the dog's ball drops into the cup for a literal
Mark Sandrich; Author, Netta Syrett;
was honored by a 70th birthday an- mind. Pete's dialogue and the dog's "birdie." Final scene satirizes wrestScreen play, Anthony Veiller, Ernest Vajda;
niversary luncheon by the Interna- actions have such human appeal as
ling matches.
Editor, Jane Loring; Cameraman, Robert de
tional Projector Corporation at the to cause many a lump in one's
Grasse.
Hotel Pennsylvania yesterday. At throat. It is a short worthy of bill"Hold 'Em, Cowboy"
Direction, Expert. Photography, Excellent.
ing in any theater. Gunther Von
the speaker's tables in addition to Fritsch
(News
World of Sports)
and
Arthur
Ornitz
directed
the honored guest were H. Griffin,
Thrilling
Columbia
10 mins.
toastmaster; Walter Green, chair- and Jack Chertok produced.
Three New Film Theaters
man, Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, Martin
Terry Ramsaye, Earle G.
Well-conceived subject bound to
To Give Oklahoma City 20 Quigley,
"Merry Mutineers"
Hines and S. K. Wolf.
("Scrappy" Cartoon in Technicolor) please patrons through its rapid
Others present included:
Columbia
7 mins. fire thrills. Introductory scenes
P. A. McGuire, Sylvan Harris, William
Oklahoma City— Three new theaAppealing
show cowboys at their daily routine
ters, to he erected immediately, will A. Reed, Cecil R. Wood, Sr., William W.
Caricaturing film personalities, of herding cattle, bison and wild
Byrne, John R. Krulish, Will C. Smith,
boost this city's number of film George
C.
Edwards,
W.
C.
Kunzmann,
P.
D.
horses. These shots swing into
this
short
is
appealing
even
though
houses to 20.
Ries, Tony Ruginio. Otto Nelson, E. R.
Cornhuskers Theaters, Inc., will Molin, H. F. Heidigger, J. Frank, Jr., P. J. its story seems a bit disjointed. Two rodeo sequences that bristle with
build at 22 North Robinson St., Haller, G. A. Erickson, Rudy Kneuer, Jo- youngsters are sailing their toy calf-roping, bronco - busting and
seph D. Basson. Frank J. Ruddock, Harry boats on a garden pool when the
perilous steer-riding which will
Sam Caporal, in 23rd St., and StandM. D. O'Brien, Lester Isaacs, A. J. mutinous, piratical crews come to keep even the most stolid audiences
ard Theaters at Walker and 23rd Ruben,
Palmer, H. Stengel, A. S. Dickinson, A. E. life. There are amusing moments
Sts.
perched on chair edges. Reel has
Meyer, Alfred R. T. Bishop, F. J. Nolan,
Opening of new houses in two F. A. Healey, J. J. Connolly, M. C. Car- when the sailors, who are none wide appeal for young and old alike
roll, Oscar Ne.u, Ben Shlyen, Leo Brady, M. other than the Marx Brothers, Bing and is type of stuff that fits snugly
Oklahoma towns is reported today.
J. N. Servies, Larry Jones, Martin
Crosby, W. C. Fields, Major Bowes,
W. A. Sams has turned on the Turnbull,
F. Bennett, Jr., D. Shea, J. J. Fin, A. L.
into exhibitors' programs. Narralights in the Chief at Waynoka, Joe Raven, Colvin Brown, Ray Gallo, George George Arliss, Wallace Beery, Lautive by Jack Kofoed is colorful and
rel and Hardy, Jimmy Durante, Joe Ford Bond's description adds zip.
Schutz and H. Levine.
Love in the Chief at Seminole.
Hurst, Guinn "Big Boy" Williams, Robert
Gleckler, Ben Hendricks, Black Hawk, Miki
Morita, George Cleveland, Frank McGlynn,
Sr.
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IMPERIAL EXCHANGES
READY IN 60 DAYS

NEWS

of the DAY

Newcastle, Ind. — Theatrical ManJacksonville, Fla. — Wilby interagers, Inc., acquired the Royal Theests
have
taken
out
corporation
dianapolis, Omaha, Des Moines and
ater here.
Kansas City, said Pizor. Lou Ber- papers in the State of Florida for
Ensley Theater Company. House
man left New York last night for the
Clinton, Ind.— The Capital Theais located in Ensley, Alabama,
New England to establish offices in suburb of Birmingham. Directors
ter has closed indefinitely.
New Haven and Boston.
are R. B. Wilby, J. H. Harrison
Louisville, Ky. — The Drury Lane
Imperial's output for the new year and R. M. Kennedy. Stock 100
will comprise 30 features and 26 shares no par value.
has gone flesh.
shorts, Pizor announced. He will
be in charge of production, dividing
Indianapolis, Ind. — The Hollywood
Butte, Mont. — Rebuilding cost of
his time between the coast and New the Fox West Coast Rialto Theater has been opened by Harry Markun.
York. In Hollywood, Clifford Sanford here, is approximately $10,000. Imis representing him in production
provement follows a recent trip by
Indianapolis, Ind. — Jack Schwartz,
matters.
Charles P. Skouras.
circuit operator, has acquired the
Lincoln. The house will be remodeled
Salineville, O. — The Liberty and renovated.
Amusement Company, Wellsville,
'Come and Get It" Dates
work on the construcCanton, Kans. — Virgil W. Holt
Set in Four Situations has resumed
tion of a 400-seat movie theater has acquired the Auditorium here.
here started last spring. House
"Come and Get It," the Samuel which will open late next month,
Colome, S. D. — W. Danohue, who
Goldwyn production starring Ed- will be the only theater here.
has the Colome, plans to open a
ward Arnold, Fiances Farmer and
second house at Avon, S. D.
Joel McCrea, has been spotted in
Denver — L. L. Dent, of Dallas,
four situations immediately after its president of the Westland Theaters,
Milwaukee — Recent area re-openpremiere in Portland on Nov. 4, Inc., is expecting to spend more time
ings include the Town Hall at Fish
United Artists announced yesterday. in Denver, following the resignation Creekson Bay.
and the Opera House at ElliThe United Artists Theater in San of T. B. Noble, general manager.
Francisco will open the picture on Noble will operate his own house in
Nov. 5 if "Dodsworth" does not hold Oklahoma City under the firm name
Milwaukee, Wis. — Mid - City
beyond that date. It has been booked of Cornhuskers Theaters, Inc. He Amusement
Co. has taken over the
for the United Artists Theater in has been in charge of the Westland
Seattle on Nov. 6th, the Aldine in operations in Colorado and Nebras- operation of the Whitehouse theater, downtown Milwaukee house.
ka for several years.
Philadelphia, 11th, and for the DenThe theater was formerly operated
ver Theater, Denver, the following
by the Whitehouse Theater Co. Otto
day.
Clintonville, Wis.— Dr. W. H. Finney operator of the Grand theater Meister continues as general manhere, will erect a 400-seat house,
ager.
200 W. Pa. and W. Va. Film work starting early in November.
Olympic, Wash. — W. D. McDonald
Houses Using Bank Night
Austin, Ind. — William Luckett is has reopened the Avalon here.
building a new theater here. The
Pittsburgh — Over 200 theaters in house will open the latter part of
Saginaw,
Mich. — Jesse X. Ladue
Western Pennsylvania and West November.
has reopened the Genesee here.
Virginia are now using "Bank
$120 License Fee Sought
Night," Art England, local represen- Commerce Groups Parade
tative for the cash giveaway feaFor Theatrical Bookers
To
Mark
House
Opening
ture, reports. It is estimated that
the weekly distribution of cash
Pittsburgh — The Entertainment
North Mankato, Minn. — Observing
averages $15,000. An additional
$5,000 weekly is awarded through i;he opening of the new 800-seat Ur- Managers Association of Western
Pennsylvania
is introducing a bill
other giveaways channels, reports
ban here, North Mankato's chamber
into the next legislative session in
from operators indicate.
of commerce and Mankato's junior Harrisburg
to impose a yearly
chamber sponsored a six-block long
parade and dedicatory ceremonies license fee of $120 on every theain front of the house.
trical booker.
Grathwohl In New Post
H. E. Gilbert of Minneapolis, the
W. H. Fawcett, president of Faw- builder, has leased the house to Phil
cett Publications, Inc., announced Gillman of St. Paul. Red Swenberg- Republic Closes Distribution
the appointment of Hollis W. Grath- er will be manager and he celeDeal for Greece, Cyprus
brated his appointment by getting
wohl as Advertising Promotion Manager. Allen E. Norman, former married the following- night.
Republic Pictures has closed a
Promotion Manager, will continue to
deal with Lyra Films of Athens,
act in an advisory capacity, in adGreece for the distribution of its
dition to his new duties as Assisentire
program in both Greece and
tant Advertising Director.
Fairbanks Defers Sailing
William W. Smith has joined the
Cyprus.
Douglas Fairbanks, who was to
promotion department, coming from have sailed on the Aquitania
today,
the Buffalo Times.
has cancelled passage in order to
Brooklyn Para. Holds Over
confer here with Gary Cooper, who
Dual bill, "Craig's Wife" and
the title role in "The Ad- "Give Me Your Heart," stays at the
Vaude for Mont. Fox Time is to play ventures
Brooklyn
Paramount Theater, for a
of Marco Polo," which
Lincoln, Neb. — Advices here say Fairbanks will produce jointly with second week, commencing today.
that Wilbur Cushman, vaude circuit Samuel Goldwyn. Fairbanks accombooker in Dallas, Tex., has signed
panied by his wife, the former Lady
"Progress" On Erpi Pact
the Montana Fox time for the re- Sylvia Ashley, has booked passage
mainder of the vaude season. instead on the Queen Mary, sailingMajor company representatives
Houses are located in Helena, Idaho next Wednesday. In London he will and Erpi officials conferred further
Falls, Butte, Bozeman, Billings, Liv- hold further conferences with Cap- yesterday on the new Erpi agreeingston and Missoula.
tain A. Pogson, his collaborator.
ment and report "progress."
(.Continued from Page
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FILM HOUSES TO GIVE
RETURNS ON ELECTION
(Continued from Page 1)

I)

operating in virtually every important community are reported in a
Film Daily survey as having already effected tie-ups with newspapers to provide them with bulletins
which will keep patrons up to the
second on election returns.
To bolster receipts, most of major
chains as well as independents of
first and second run stands are adding late performances to their regularly scheduled night shows, keeping doors open until one or two a.
m. This move is expected to appreciably aid box-offices, particularly in view of fact that returns
will come in both slower and later
this year because of extension of
polling hours and abnormally heavy
registration in a number of cities
and states.
With eye to assuming maximum
business, countless enterprising theater owners and executives are
backing their election return plans
with strong exploitation, using media such as trailers, lobbies, programs, mailing pieces, newspaper
ads and even radio to inform patrons
that they can this year "have their
cake and eat it too" in form of hearing returns and enjoying screen entertainment at same time.
Loew, Paramount-Publix, Warner,
RKO and Skouras chains are preparing to announce spot election
news in all their houses. In New
York area Loew theaters are tied
up with World-Telegram, and RKO
with Daily News, while ParamountPublix, Warner and Skouras have
made elaborate arrangements to receive flashes and relay them in each
auditorium. Outlying houses of manor circuits in Westchester, Newark,
Jersey City and other points will
receive cooperation from local newsAll of Broadway's first-run palpapers.aces, as well as Radio City Music
Hall, will intersperse their screen
offerings frequently with election
news. The Capitol will give bulletins direct from stage, and the Roxy
announces that Ford Bond, the
"Roxy Newstator," will be on hand
throughout evening to give comprehensive analysis of voting. In addition, special charts will be on view
in rotunda to give summaries of
results. Daily News and WorldTelegram staffs will closely cooperate with RKO and Loew in dispens;ng their flashes.

Garvin and Bride Hurt
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILy'

Hollywood — Two Hollywood elopers, Eddie Garvin, Sam Goldwyn
cameraman, and his bride, the former Virginia Desmond, today were
nursing injuries received when the
car in which they were driving back
from Yuma overturned on a bridge
near Indio.
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Words and Wisdom
ACHAT'S going to happen to. the
talkies when they've milked
3roadway dry? Where are they gong to get the character actors?
tfost of those fellows out there dong such grand work as character
layers had years of valued stage
;raining. But when they've gone
who'll replace them?— MAX GORDON. ■
I've been directing pictures for
eight years and I've never been
stuck yet in seeking locations which
run from Moorish castles to Chinese
huts in our own California. — RAY
McCAREY.

♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Title for Matthews' Film
London — GB has selected "Head
Over Heels in Love" as the final
title for its new Jessie Matthews
picture which Sonnie Hale directed.
Included in the support are Whitney Bourne, Romney Brent, Louis
Borrell, Robert Flemymg and Edward Cooper. Gordon and Revel
composed the original musical score.

Hungary Speeds Production
Budapest — Twelve films in Hungarian have recently been completed
in Hungarian studios, together with
two in the German language. Another dozen films are in course of
production, so that the total for the
current
year will be between 22 and
26.

There is a musical "key" for every
star.
[ thinkSay
not"Miriam
of that Hopkins"
star but and
of Austrian Films in Germany
Vienna — Dr. Eugen Lanske, repreWagner's "Ride of the Valkries."
When scoring a motion picture, I
senting all branches of the Aushave in mind always the musical
trian film industry, is seeking to
obtain
from
Germany an increase in
"key," not the player's name. — MAX
STEINER.
the quota of Austrian films permitted to be exported into Germany.
Under present arrangements only
Mae West, Flu Victim
19 Austrian films can be exported
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
to Germany in a year. By the end
of
November all of these 19 films
Hollywood — Mae West was in bed
today, not to write a new script, but will have been completed and Vienna production will be all but brought
to receive treatment for the flu. The
attending physician, Dr. P. G. White, to a standstill unless the German
saw some possibility of pneumonia quota is increased.
developing.

Pays Highest Tax on Films

Geneva — The bureau of political
economy of the League of Nations
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
reports that Denmark pays the
Hollywood — Funeral services were highest taxes on motion pictures —
held here yesterday for Mrs. Lucia 40 per cent of receipts. Belgium
Coulter, 72, for 15 years head of and Italy pay less taxes than any
M-G-M's character wardrobe depart- other European countries.
ment. Three daughters and a son
Mrs. Coul- Australia Wants U. S. Stars
survive. A former actress,
ter died of a heart attack.
Melbourne — Ernest C. Rolls, production manager for Sir Benjamin
Fuller's
recently formed Atlanta
onia
Pneum
s
Mrs. Cobb Fight
Films of this city, announces that the
condiThe
—
Calif.
,
Monica
Santa
firm will import stars from Hollytion of Mrs. Irvin S. Cobb, fighting
wood to appear in its productions.
hoslocal
bronchial pneumonia in a
"Plow" Turns Up Bookings
pital, was reported as "good" last
night. Mrs. Cobb was stricken at
Lincoln— "Plow That Broke the
the week-end.
Plains" is getting plenty of play
around here, according to reports
M-G-M
from the regional resettlement adDutch Comic for FILM
DAILY
ministration offices which handle the
West Coast Bureau of THE
booking in 22 western and midHollywood — Another European western
states. Nebraska has played
funny man is Hollywood-headed. the film in 64 places, North Dakota
He's Louis Borell, Dutch comedian,
Dakota in 42 and Kansigned by M-G-M. Borell comes over in 59,sas South
in 52.
in November.

Mrs. Coulter Buried

GREAT CHINA U. PLANS

The Foreign Field

There is a new profession opening Cast for Sally O'Neil Film
London — British Argyle has lined
up in Hollywood — that of the dialogue director. He is in general a up a strong cast to appear with
young man with a good education Sally O'Neil in "Kathleen Mavourand a theatrical background who neen,"
which Norman Lee is directknows his job — how to make young
ing. Among the players are Jack
players act like human beings and Daly, Sara Allgood, Pat Noonan,
deliver their lines properly. — WIL- Ethel Griffies, Fred Duprez, Talbot
LIAM RUSSELL.
O'Farrell and Denis O'Neil.
If children's behavior and attitudes are definitely influenced by
movie attendance, then a fertile field
exists in which the school may seek
to develop an appreciation of the
photoplay as a medium of artistic
expression.— RALPH IRONS, Supt.
Df Schools, Evansville, Ind.

n
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FIRST
"MOVIE SCHOOL"
Shanghai — China is to have its

first school of cinematogx\aphy, dedicated, among other things, to the
Directors and technicians will also graduation of headline screen idols
be imported, he said. Atlanta Films through the magic of academic
is capitalized at $2,500,000. Its pro- t.rain;ng and professorial guidance.
Administrative officials of the
duction schedule calls for eight features and a number of shorts each
Great China University are comyear, features to cost around $85,pleting plans for the new school,
000 and shorts around $15,000. Di- arid its organization will be directed
rectors of the company include Fuller, T. A. Maltby, F. L. Bellmaine, by Dr. S. C. Tai, dean pf the University's School of Education.
R. J. Hughes and J. A. Boyd.
To be incorporated under the social education division of the UniScottish Circuit to Deutsch
versity, the "movie school" will give
Edinburgh — Oscar Deutsch will courses in directing, scenario writing,
stage
set-up, acting and photake over the Singleton Scottish cirtography. Dr. Tai has already comcuit on Nov. 9, it is authoritatively
pleted arrangements with the leadstated here. George Singleton will
ing movie studios in Shanghai,
supervise the houses for Odeon. An
collegians will be apprenOdeon representative has been in whereby
ticed to leading Chinese directors,
Scotland seeking sites for new the- actors and actresses for personal
aters. "Mr. Deutsch," said SingleStudents who enroll in the new
ton, "wants to make the Odeon cir- guidance.
cuit in Scotland as strong as the school are required to take 16 credit
hours a week in cinematography
Odeon circuit in England."
courses. Major emphasis will be
Films to Aid Optics Campaign placed on practical work and students will be required to spend at
London — The British Medical
least half of their study time in
Ass'n is sponsoring the use of mo- movie studios as apprentices.
tion pictures in a country-wide camAnother program to be put into
paign to educate the public in the
care of the eyes. Where there are effect by the new school will be to
no picture theaters, a traveling produce its own movies. Future
operator will show the films in plans, Dr. Tai said, also include the
incorporation of courses which will
churches, institutes, etc.
teach students the art of developing, editing, and otherwise handling
the films.
Hagen's U. S. Representative
London — Julius Hagen has appointed C. J. Tevlin as Twickenham
Film's
representative in the United
shortly.
States. He will leave for America Warners Would Transfer

Suit to U. S. Jurisdiction
Would Buy 20 Cinemas
London— The G. C. F. Corp. is
reported to have offered $2,500,000
for twenty picture theaters in South
Wales and the west of England.
G. F. C. officials admit negotiations
are in progress. Houses are in
Swansea, Bristol, Bath, Gloucester,
Llanelly, Fort Talbot, etc.

Greenwich, Conn. — Petition by
Warner Brothers to remove the
$100,000 damage action brought by
Richard Carroll, former fiction editor of Liberty, from the N. Y. Supreme Court to U. S. District Court
was on file today.
Carroll charges misappropriation
of his idea for the film, "Woman
Called Bad," to star Paul Muni and
Miriam Hopkins. Novel point at

Doug,
New Film
LondonJr.'s,
— Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., issue is crystalized in plaintiff's atwill enact an acrobatic role, similar
tempt to establish that an author's
to the type of part that brought his idea, as well as his words, are enfather into screen prominence, in
titled to protection under the common law.
"Jump to Glory," which Criterion
Films puts into production on Nov.
15. Alan Hale will play the heavy
in this story from a novel by Gordon McConnell with screenplay by
Drive Confab Nov. 4
John Meehan.
Indianapolis — The entire sales and
booking departments of the TwenSYRACUSE
tieth Century-Fox local exchange
will attend the final Kent drive conBrighton Theater reopened after
fab Nov. 4 in Cincinnati. John D.
being dark for a year. Brighton is Clark, general sales manager will
a 2,200-seater on the south side,
James Christian, advertising sales
operated by Albert Gilbert lessee preside.
of the Riviera, two blocks away.
manager, Twentieth Century-Fox
National ads still being used in exchange has been transferred to the
office booking departSyracuse, despite ban on all house Cincinnati
ment. Owen Lindley, former astie-ups by three local dailies.
sistant manager succeeds.

PITTSBURGH
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George S. Harrison of the Harris
Mrs. Jos Shakespeare, owner of
Amusement Co. is conv
alescing at
The Freeman and National theaters,
home after an appendix operation.
was hostess for the Good Samaritan
The local Variety Club
By RALPH WILK
hold
Hospital board, at a dinner tenluncheons monthly in their will
William
Doris
Dudley's plans to attend the
dered all bookers, city salesmen and _.
HOLLYWOOD
branch mgrs. Mitchell Blackschreputedly to perform such
lager of RKO was the principal pirst
Harry Davis, former leading thea linguistic feat, Gladys Swarth- Rebels" at the Radio City Music
speaker.
have fallen through; she's on
out will record her songs for Para- Hall
ater operator here and present owncall
for
anoth
er assignment at RKO.
The Warner Club will hold a mount's "Champagne Waltz" in five
er0*the State, is seriously ill.»&
**#
^
mTo
languages,
BillvyX
according to plans comMurrr^^
ay, 11^
former manager of
Contracts: Omar Kiam, to create
hallow'een party at the exchange
the Strand in Youngstown,
club rooms, Thursday.
pleted at the studio yesterday.
O., has
While singing stars have recorded Janet Gaynor's gowns in the Tech- been named relief mana
Earl Meyers, of the Majestic
ger at all
nicolor,
"A
Star
is
Born
Harr
in
two or three languages, techniis theaters here, succeeding
theater, Chillicothe, has returned
Beaumont to direct Joe "; Harry
from a lengthy coast stay, to look sound cians report that the making of "When's Your Birthday?".E. Brown's Howard Addlesburg, transferred to
tracks
in English, German,
the Duquesne Garden.
after his theater interests.
French, Italian and Spanish will
Paul Goldberg, son of Harry GoldGrand National has closed Hamil- mark the first time
a vocalist has
berg, Warner's general manager of
lr Wright
DonaldJon,have Chet
Forrest
ton and Middleton, 0., first runs, recorded her numbers in such a andYa»Bob
collaborated
100 per cent GN product. GN also variety of tongues. Decision to have on three new songs, the first one exploitation, is a student at the local
Carnegie Tech drama school.
Blow Yo«r Horn" a new tune for
closed Col. S. D. Lee, of Franklyn Miss Swarthout record personally
V.
F.
After
The
and Winchester, Ky.
Thin
Man."
The other has opene Scott, circuit operator,
for so many foreign versions of
Frank Allaro of the Matewan "Champagne Waltz," in which Fred two songs, unassigned, are "Oh, So Johnstown. d the Laurel Theater in
theater, Matewan, W. Va., was MacMurray is co-starred, followed Eddie Ward will
do the musical
forced down in a corn field, while selection of the film as Paramount's
ley Scott'
Theater, ma»>ager
tely for
wndJ
"H*,theMeThin
Day Dream." i Bi!L
underwentof an
the operaStan"After
flying: to Cincy on a buying; trip. Adolph Zukor Silver Jubilee pro- score
Man," MG-M production.
tion at St. Francis Hospital.
duction because of its international
A
A
A
Allaro ran out of gas and managed
Joe Minsky has joined the staff of
to maneuer his plane, without in- appeal.
A new screen comedy team makes Jules
ExchanLapidu
ge. s' local Grand National
▼
▼
T
jury, to a safe landing.
its bow in Hollywood as a result of
The Truckers, Republic and Big
Production on "Maytime" will be the signing by Walter Wanger of
Features lead the Film Row Bowl- resumed today at the Metro-Gold- Chic Sale and Marga
CLEVELAND
ret Hamilton
ing teams, with Loew's Tom Smil- wyn-Mayer studios under direction for featured roles in the forthcomery holding the highest individual of Robert Z. Leonard.
ing Sylvia Sidney-Henry Fonda
Cleveland exchanges won a 100%
▼
▼
T
scores. Loew's ladies are bowling
You Only Live Once."
nlm,
rating from the fire department inon Monday evenings
.
Production starts Monday on Hoot
spection bureau made here during
Henry Armetta, Universal come20-Fox's George Roberts was here Gibson's initial Western for Occifor a short visit. Other
dian tossed a party Friday in honor National Fire Prevention Week. The
dental Pictures. It is entitled "Dude
visitors
inspection was made under the suwere Virgil Jackson of the Wilmar Ranch Story". Ted Healy
of his son, John's 18th birthday
's new Several
pervision of Mrs. Georgia Moffett,
and Picadilly, Col.; Phil Chakeres, stooges, Garner, Woolfe and Hakin
of
the
boy's
classma
tes
at
secretary of the Cleveland Film
the Beverly Hills high school were Board
who returned from a business trip will be in cast.
Trade
of
.
»
V
T
guests at the affair.
to N. Y. for Warners theaters; C.
MB.
Horowi
tz, general manager
O. Brown, Mainwaring, 0.; George
Casting assignments: First NaColumbia pictures has set Nov. of the Washington circuit, is addPekras, Rivoli, Col.; A. H. Roberttional— Marc Lawrence, "San Quenson, Springfield. Ky. and Lou Hol- tin"; Martin Garralaga,
ing 250 seats to his Falls Theater,
7 for the nationwide release of
"Another
leb, and L. J. Flautt, Col.
Dawn'; RKO Radio— Helen Broder- "Come Closer Folks," starring Cuyahoga Falls, and spending $40,lck and Victor Moore, "We the James Dunn with Marian Marsh 000 m redecorating. Horowitz says
Wynne Gibson as feminine he is increasing his seating capaJury"; Grand National— Mae Clarke and
opposite James Cagney in "Great leads.
city m order to compete with firstSOUTH AND WEST
run Akron theaters which are dual(*uy ; Republic— Howard Hickman,
Lewis Seiler has just completed
ling all of their pictures.
Happy Go Lucky"; Harrison
Morris Lepon is now operating
The Richards & Lightman circuit Greene, "The Old Corral"; Colum- the direction of "Career Woman"
bia — James Conlin, "A Slug for co-starring
U. S. Theater which was opened
has acquired the Ritz at West Point
chael Whalen.Claire Trevor and Mi- the
in August by Ed Cole. The U. S.
Miss, and Lyric at Tupelo, Miss.! Cleopatra. "
had been closed more than five
giving the circuit 55 theaters.
The Strand Theater at Hot
The Cleveland Motion Picture ExSprings, Ark., is being remodeled.
hibitors Association attended in a
RKO at Memphis announces apyears.
body the funeral of Jules Schwartz,
pointment of L. C. Montgomery as
life member, who died suddenly folbranch manager. William (Bill)
_
=
BT CHARLES AUCOATE
Scruggs has been named accessory
renville. lowing afall. Burial was at Warsales manager, succeeding U. I.
FOSTER, cameraman at the lyrics for the "Dance Parade" seCrick, appointed assistant booker. RAYBrookly
ries of pictures which Archland Pron Vitaphone
R. V. Reggin will continue as office turned music writer in studio, has
ductions, Inc., plan to put into work
DETROIT
his
spare
soon m an eastern studio.
manager and booker. John Baker, time and is credited with what
looks
Jr., is the new cashier, succeeding
Maurice Caplan, president of Metlike a hit, "In a Dream House." It
Mrs. Lenora Reggin, resigned.
is being
over the air by
ropolitan Motion Picture Co., strickThe Princess at Florence, Ala., George Hallplayed
What looks to be like one of the
and his Hotel Taft oren with a heart attack, will be under
is being remodeled.
chestra.
outstanding automobile racing reels
for several months, acThe Prince Theater at Canal
has been completed by Don Han- doctors' care
cording to his brother, Arthur
Point, Fla., is being remodeled.
cock in association with Al Wetzel
The Martin chain is remodeling
for Van Beuren. RKO will release. Caplan.
t Look Now" is the title of It
Capitalization of the Midway Thea downtown building at Tifton, Ga., a "Don'
starts with the soap box derby,
one-reel musical short just comater, Inc., owned by Joseph Stoia
for theater purposes.
staged
on
the
coast, and works up and Joseph Miskinis, and now operpleted by Al Christie for EducaA new theater will be erected at
to
the
recent
Vander
bilt Cup race
tional at the Astoria studio. Feaating the Midway Theater in DearCarthage, N. C.
on Long Island.
born, with another house under contured in the cast are "Buddy" Page's
T. M. Ulmer and J. W. Wactor orchestra,
000.
Austin Fairm
struction, has been doubled to $100,Joe May,
are erecting a new theater building Dorothy Cumming, Junean,Earle
, Jean
at St. Matthew, S. C. to cost about O'Nei
Ham
l and Bob and Winnie John- Gribbon Tree Harrington and Harry
It's Cinecolor
$5,000.
will be featured in the Joe
son. George Weber was in charge
The Princess Theater at Shelby- of the cameras.
and Asbestos series of shorts, the
ville, Tenn., is being remodeled and
first of which will be put into proFashion parade sequence in Vitaredecorated.
duction Saturday at the Warner
phone Pictorial Revue No. 2, credited
Jimmie Tyson and Al Archer have Vitaphone studio under the direc- in recent Film Daily review to
The Crescent at Mobile, Ala., has
closed for remodeling.
been signed to write the music and
tion of Lloyd French.
Technicolor, is Cinecolor process.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
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Trade Practices Action Is Due This Week-Kuykendall

M-GM'SJ
OBIL
E
UNIT
AIDS IN MERCHANDISING
New National Exhibitor Organization Is Projected
Eastern
Exhibitor
Units
May Consider Plan
Here Wednesday

How

They

Started

M-G-M distribution executives
have completed the first of what is
expected to be a series of conferences with leading theatermen on
plans for promoting and merchandising their forthcoming productions. William F. Rodgers, general
sales manager; Tom Connors and
E. W. Saunders, divisional sales
managers, Howard Dietz, director
of publicity and advertising and
William Ferguson, in charge of exploitation, comprise the traveling
unit which conferred with Warner
circuit
officials
in
Philadelphia,
(.Continued on Page 8)

Plans for a new national exhibitor
organization are understood to have
been discussed at a conference and
meeting sponsored by the I.T.O.A.
yesterday afternoon at the Hotel
Astor. Although no official statement was given out following the
session, it is understood that units
represented included the Philadelphia theatermen's association.
It is reported that the meeting
(Continued on Page 8)

EASTMAN-TECH'COLOR
SIGN RESEARCH PACT
Eastman Kodak Company and
Technicolor, Inc. have entered into
a contract which will bring these
two companies more closely together in the field of research and
development work for motion pictures in color, according to an announcement here yesterday by Dr.
Herbert T. Kalmus, president of
Technicolor of Hollywood, California.
The two companies have been op(Continued on Page

6)

Paramount 1st Preferred
Hits 117V2 for New High
Paramount's first preferred swept
ahead to a new high yesterday advancing to 119, then receding to
117^4 for a gain of four points.
Third quarter report of Para(Continued on Page 6)

A Touch

of Spring

Explaining a bandaged left hand,
Mort Spring, M-G-M foreign department exec, yesterday handed out cards
which
announced:
"My
My
But

horse and I fell;
horse is doing
very
thank
you,
I broke

my

finger."

well,

Rodgers, Connors,
Saunders,
Dietz and Ferguson
Take to Field

JERSEY EXHIBS MUST
■t^tl

PAY NEW YORK'S LEVY
New Jersey exhibitors must pay
the New York city 2 per cent sales
tax as applied to films, states a
ruling made by Deputy Comptroller
Milton Solomon, pending final determination bythe Court of Appeals,
(Continued on Page 6)

You never can tell . . . and there's the case of Douglas MacLean, producing independently for Grand
National release, to prove it. Because he sat next to Daniel Frohman at a banquet, he became an actor;
because he played opposite, first Alice Brady, then Mary Pickford, on the screen, he quit the
footlights, became a film star; because he was fascinated by all phases of cinema, he quit acting
for an office chair, produced, wrote scripts when the right story was lacking. Yes, you never
can tell . . . except, of course, in such artistic instances as this when ol' Colonel "Hap"
handles
brush and palette

Hadley

Definite Action on Trade Practices
Program Expected Before Week Ends
Cincy Albee Theater Corp.
Declares $55,000 Dividend

"I expect to hear something definite this week," stated Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president, yesterday in reference to his organizaAlbee Theater Corp., operator of
tion's 10-point trade practices program submitted to national distribthe Albee Theater, Cincinnati, yesterday declared a dividend of $55,000. utors.
This dividend will be paid into RKO
"We're waiting for them. We've
Midwest Corp.
and B. F. Keith Corp. said our say," commented Kuyken(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

Rosenzweig Group Joins
With Cocalis on Island
Dave Rosenzweig and associates
have joined with the Cocalis circuit
in the operation of their Brooklyn
and Long Island houses. Rosenzweig
plans to start construction on three
new
houses
shortly.
Situations
(Continued on Page 6)

Ascap Suit to Go Over

Indications are that action on the
U. S. anti-trust suit against Ascap will
go over to 1937 because of delays in
agreement on stipulation of facts in
the case. Attorneys for the government and Ascap have been working almost a year on the stipulation of facts
in the suit.

THE
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Vitaphone Lab. Workers
Told to Join I.A.T.S.E.

"Lloyds" Gets Twin N. Y.
and Hollywood Premiere
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National Screen Service
Leases Dallas Building

A. H. Blank Circuit Takes
U.A. Films for 40 Houses
Dallas — The National Screen Ser-

vice, Inc., has taken a 10-year lease
on the building at 2012-14-16 Commerce St. It will be remodeled and
a fireproof addition constructed in
the rear. Consideration for the
lease and improvements is reported
at $58,000.
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WILLIAM K. HOWARD, director, and JACK
OAKIE, who drew up plans for new Korda studios at Denham, sailed from England yesterday for New York on the Queen Mary.

HAAS,

continental screen star, and

W. S. VAN DYKE, upon the completion of
"After thevacation.
Thin Man," will come east for a
whirlwind
DONALD

CRISP

is at

the

Ambassador.

JACK WARNER, vice-president in charge of
production for Warner Brothers, is at the Ritz
Carlton.
HARRY JOE BROWN, associate producer for
Warner Brothers is reported en route to New
York
by plane from
Hollywood.
JOHN W. HICKS, vice president in charge
of foreign distribution for Paramount; MYRTLE
HAGUE ROBINSON, noted Los Angeles traveler
and lecturer; and DOLLY HAAS, film actress,
arrived in New York yesterday from Europe on
the Manhattan.

wsffiMcfcif/

DON MERSEREAU. general manager of Film
Daily, leaves New York today for Hollywood.
DICK FORAN, East from the West Coast, is
visiting his father in New
Jersey.
WILLIAM K. HOWARD, who has been in
England directing the Erich Pommcr production,
"Fire Over England," for London Films, sailed
yesterday on the Queen
Mary for the U. S.

OCTOBER

29

Walter
C. Kelly
Edward
Pcskay
Marion Nathan
Jackson
J. Rose

PICKFORD arrived in New York yesterday from coast for conference with United
executives.

EDWARD GROSS, general production manager for Sol Lesser, is bound East from Hollywood to sign Jolly Gillette, juvenile radio songbird.

MRS
1/4

MARY
Artists

M. C. BATSEL, manager of Photophone engineering and research for RCA, arrived in
Hollywood yesterday from Camden. N. J. He
will spend several weeks on the coast.

%
%

3% —
2
—
23
—
3% —

and Going

CHARLES BRAHM, her director in "Broken
Blossoms," and CREIGHTON J. TEVLIN of Imperial Pictures arrive on the Manhattan tomorrow.

..

Deal covering United Artists
product for 1936-37 has been closed
with the A. H. Blank circuit, states
George J. Schaefer. Approximately 40 theaters comprise the circuit
the the Omaha territory.

WILLIAM WYLER has delayed his departure
for Europe until Wednesday when he leaves
New York on the Queen
Mary.

DOLLY

—
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+
+
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As the first step in a move to
make eastern major laboratories
comply with the closed shop agreement with the I.A.T.S.E., George
Walsh, I. A. vice-president, and Saul
Scoppa, business agent of the local
laboratory union, conferred yesterday with Jos. Spray, head of the
Vitaphone studio laboratory, after
which Spray posted a notice saying
that laboratory employes must immediately join the I.A.T.S.E.
DeLuxe laboratories will be
tackled next week. After that Paramount, Paramount News, Metrotone
News, Movietone News, Pathe, and
Pathe News will be brought into
line.

Simultaneous world premieres at
the Astor theater here and the
Carthay Circle in Hollywood will
be given "Lloyds Of London", Joseph
M. Schenck, chairman of the board
of 20th Century-Fox, announced
yesterday.
In the process of writing and
preparation for nearly two years,
even before Darryl F. Zanuck became chief of production, the film
is
regarded
by Mr.inSchenck
as "the
finest production
the history
of

MARKET
Low
25
38 Vi
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DAILV

PATSY RUTH MILLER, screen player under
contract to United Artists, left New York last
night by plane for Hollywood.
GEORGE DEMBOW
vice leaves by plane

of National Screen Serfor the coast tomorrow.

AGNES DE MILLE, dancer, daughter of Cecil
B. De Mille, noted director, sails for Europe
today on the lie de France.
RUTH DRAPER will take her character
sketches on three weeks' Canadian
ginning Nov. 16.

tour, be-

RICARDO CORTEZ sails from England early
next month to make a picture for Warner
Brothers
on
the coast.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON, having completed
"Thunder In The City" for Atlantic Films in
England, plans early November return to Hollywood for top role in scheduled Warner feature.

and

HOWARD DIETZ and BILLY FERGUSON returned to New York yesterday from Chicago
Eastern
key cities.

HELEN MINARDI, who has sold a story to
Paramount,
is in New York from the coast.
AUSTIN C. KEOUGH and Y. FRANK FREEMAN return to New York today from Toronto.
ARTHUR
week
from

A. LEE returns to New
Hollywood.

HELEN HOERLE leaves New
day for Canada, ahead of Ruth
JOHN D. CLARK
in one week.

York next

is due back in New

a

CRAWFORD
the coast.

TOM CONNORS
trip to Chicago

York

leaves New

York

is back in New York after
and other key spots.

M. A. LIGHTMAN
shortly from
Memphis.

is due

St. Louis, Mo. — Referee in Bankruptcy Hope is expected to recommend acceptan
ce of the amended
bid of Thomas N. Dysart, Chairman of the Bondholders Protective
Committee of the Central Properties Corporation, owners of the
Ambassador and New Grand Central theater buildings, for the assets of the bankrupt Skouras
Brothers Enterprises, Inc.
Dysart bid in the properties at
6 cents on the $1 on the general
claims of $4,637,355.10 plus $12,762.90 for payment in full of the
preferred claims and plus any balance that may be needed to pay all
of the costs of administering the
bankrupt estate during the past
thirty-three months.
Bankruptcy Trustee Nelson Cunliff and his attorney, Former Judge
Jones, have estimated the administration costs will approximate $35,000. Cunliff has $9,605.04 in cash
on hand with which to pay some
of these costs.
It has been estimated that Dysart's new bid is equivalent to
$342,600 in cash by an outside bidder, but inasmuch as his committee holds a claim approximately 80
per cent of the total of all general claims his committee will only
be forced to put up sufficient cash
to pay the netministration
amount
due for adcosts, $12,762.90
for
the preferred claims and 6 cents on
the $1 for other general claims,
plus about $5,000 in cash, proportionate share of the boost in his
ante made on Oct. 27 to meet the
qualified bid of that amount by I.
B. Peiiman, attorney for Arthur
Greene of Chicago.

Show "Come and Get It"

United Artists announces special
trade showing for exhibitors of
Samuel Goldwyn production, "Come
And Get It," will be held tomorrow
morning at 11 a.m. at the Astor
Theater. William Wyler, director
of "Dodsworth", also directed this
Edna Ferber story which has Joel
McCrea, Edward Arnold and Frances
Farmer in its cast.

York WednesDraper.

CLAUDE A. LA BELLE, drama and radio
editor of the "San Francisco News," is in New
York for a two weeks'
visit.
ROSALIND RUSSELL arrived in New York
yesterday from Hollywood.
BRODERICK
next week
for

Dysart Group Expected
To Get Skouras Assets

in New

York

GARY COOPER left Newark Airport yesterday afternoon by plane for Hollywood, accompanied by his girl.
wife, Sandra Shaw, former New
York society
BARNEY BALABAN, president of Paramount
Pictures Inc., and STANTON GRIFFIS, chairman of the executive committee of the same
organization, will leave early next week for
the Coast. Former will stop over in Chicago
in order to cast his ballot.

Ft. Worth Exhib. Dead
Fort Worth, Tex.— J. J. Dillon,
81, who operated the former Healy
and Alps Theaters in Fort Worth,
for 20 years, is dead.

IMPORTANT PEOPLE
TRAVEL TWA
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast
Non-stop between
New York and
Chicago
TWA

OFFICE:

70 EAST 42nd ST.

Telephone: MUrray Hill 6-1640

WHEN THIS MAN
MAKES A
STATEMENT
-it's NEWS !

JOHN

• It is an honor to acknowledge thetribute of
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, and
a privilege to reproduce
it here.

EDGAR HOOVER
DIRECTOR

Federal Bureau op Investigation
U.S. DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON.

OF JUSTICE
D. C.

• M-G-M'S "CRIME
DOESN'T PAY" series

I want to take this opportunity to congratulate
the rfletro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pict/ires Corporation upon its
series of "Crime Does Not Pay" pictures. I have personally viewed several of these pictures and feel
that they are performing a most worthwhile purpose
in helping to curb crime.

have achieved a triple
success.

In ray opinion, every public-spirited citizen should
be alert to the viciousness of organized crime throughout the United States and the lesson that there is no
romance in a life of crime should be taught at every
opportunity. The youngster should be impressed with
the fact that he cannot get anything out of a life of
crime but sorrow ami that those who think they can make
crime pay wake, up too late to find that crime has made
them pay.

• They have been a
source of profit to theatres; they have entertained millions ; they
have done our nation a
service.

r?
The "Crime Does Not Pay" series has been most
helpful in bringing this lesson to the motion picture
public, and I take pleasure in commending the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Pictures Corporation upon this series.
Sincerely yours,

i
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Leo's the Short Subject King! I *W e '•
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HIS SOCIETY
ADORED THE
JUNGLE
LIFE!

"s>

BEAUTY
PRIMITIVE

Gir/s/ You'd never
return to civilization
either if you had this
handsome lover to
shield you from danger in his strong arms
After two years you're back once
again in the jungle Paradise of
Tarzan and his mate. Many things,
have happened while this mod
ern Adam and Eve have been
living out their life of love
a thousand never-beforescreened thrills greet
you in this picturization
of the most amazing of
all their adventures'

IT'S ALL

NEW!

Often she feigned sleep
so that he would
kiss her again!

AMAZING!
DIFFERENT!

TARZAN
ESCAPES
II

starring

JOHNNY

WEISSMULLER
MAUREEN

O'SULUVAN

Bosed upon the characters created
by Edgar
Rice Burroughs
Directed
by
RICHARD

THORPE

CHEETA, the almost human
chimpanzee, brines a never-ending
succession of laughter and cheers!

THE POOL OF ROMANCE!
Daily they played and swam at their pool of
romance in this far away Garden of Eden.
What does the world know of such beauty, of
such pleasures as these two lovers found here.'

BATTLE TO THE DEATH!
The giant crocodile whirled

*

and slashed at Tarcan
in every effort to tear him apart! But in the water
Tarzan was more than a match for even this demoniacal, saurian!

SEE!

The greatest Tarzan
Picture of them all!
SEE!

SEE!
SEE!

The giant vulture bats swoop from the
sky in a vicious air attack!

SEE!

SEE!

The wild elephant horde as it stampedes in answer to Tarzan's call!

SEE!

SEE!

The treacherous quicksand River of
Death!
... , - ■
Ifr

,h i

SEE!

SEE!

SEE!

SEE!

Tarzan with his great arms des
savage lion that would have s
his bride!

The battle of the century ... as the
mighty Tarzan battles the huge crocodile to the death!

SEE!

SEE!

A cave man lover woo his mat

II

Tarzan as he leaps from tree
faster than his friends, the gr«

SEE!

SEE!

Tarzan's miraculous escape fi
enemies and from death!

GRANDER THAN A PENTHOUSE. ..THIS COZY TREETOP LOVE NEST THAT
TARZAN
BUILT
HIS MATE!
Swaying amongst the branches of
the tallest jungle tree... guarded by
Tarzan's friends, the giant apes . . .
such an idyllic jungle home gave this
girl from civilization a greater thrill
than any Park Avenue apartment.

rARZAN ESCAPES' with
any other picture. Nothing like it ever before!

rM,i

A
HURTLING ♦ ♦ ♦
DOWN ♦ ♦ ♦ DOWN
^ ♦♦♦DOWN. ♦♦INTO
OBLIVION !
Tossed off the dizzy height of
this cliff of the Mutio Escarpment by his savage enemies —
Tarzan, imprisoned in this cage
that he could not break, crashes
to the rocks below!

o,l>
Tarzan tore the rifle frqj
safari leader's gre
broke it into a doi

6 *h
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JERSEY EXHI6S MUST

ACTION DUE THIS WEEK
ON TRADE PRACTICES

PAY NEW YORK'S LEVY
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

dall, who arrived in New York yesterday from the South.
A rotating schedule for regional
unit conventions is being planned,
said Kuykendall, the idea being to
avoid conflict of dates which prevent national officials, including himself, from attending the sessions.
Kuykendall's itinerary calls for attendance at the following conventions: Dec. 7, M.P.T.O. of North
and South Carolina, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte; Dec. 14 and 15, Theater
Owners of Oklahoma, OklahomaBiltmore, Oklahoma City, shortly
afterwards, Dallas, Theater Owners
Protective Association of Texas.
New "York
dallay remain
Kuyken
the
when s hein attends
Saturd
until
Yale - Dartmouth game at New
Haven. He goes to Philadelphia
Sunday to attend an exhibitor
dinner.

Eastman-Technicolor Pact
Benefits Color Research
(Continued from Page

1)

erating heretofore under a crosslicensing agreement, and the new
arrangement is described by Dr.
Kalmus as a further forward step
in the same direction.

Cincy Albee Theater Corp.
Declares $55,000 Dividend

• • • A VERY interesting experiment has been attempted
of the 20th Century-Fox picture, "Ladies In
in the production
probably nobody in the studio looked upon it as an
Love"
experiment . yet it turns out to be such, with a very potent
three of the screen's
namely
attraction
box-office
main femme attractions all exhibiting their styles of love-makand if you don't think that
once in upthe insame
advertising when you book the picture
your picture
angleing atplayed
will attract the female vote to your B. O. then you're missing
a big bet

•

•

• WHAT MAKES this girl contest all the more intriguing is the fact that the three stars
Janet Gaynor, Loretta Young and Constance
Bennett
are typical
types of the three main divisions of the femme stars
Charm Girls, Glamour Girls, Sophisticated Girls
so Janet
exercises her wholesomeness and winsomeness to win her man
Loretta is alluring and exotic
Constance is girl-of the-world as usual
and the net result is a dainty dish of
romantic delight to set before the f emmes of the land
if they don't ooh and aah all over your theater, then all the
dope is hooey
they certainly oohed and aahed at the opening concrete
performance evidence
at the your
Rivolikolyumist
on Broadway
and that's
all the
needed to report
right
here that the picture is over the B. 0. Hurdles a triplethreat pix wjth a three-in-one love story . . if it doesn't score
big in your theater it is because you didn't do right by one of
the sweetest opportunities for ballyhoo-building that has been
presented to you this season

▼

• HE IS out to establish a record for juvenile finds
Sol Lesser claiming the discovery of Jackie Coogan,
Baby Peggy, Jackie Cooper, and Bobby Breen
now he is
sending Edward Gross to New York to sign Jolly Gillette, the
10-year singing wonder on the "Community Sing" program on
the airwaves if the screen test measures up, Sol will star
the youngster in a feature for RKO release

Buffalo's Mayor Vetoes
"Must Seat" Resolution

•

1)

Buffalo — Mayor George J. Zimmerman vetoed a city council resolution for strict enforcement of a
city ordinance requiring that theaters sell no tickets unless seats
are immediately available. Exhibitors' protests and the assertions of
both police chief and fire commissioner that all theaters are obeying
the city law, and that there never
had been occasion for complaints,
caused the mayor to conclude, he
said, that the resolution was wholly
unnecessary. Variety Club directorate and MPTO executives led the
fight.

Set "Yellow Cruise" Premiere
"Yellow Cruise," the camera record of the Citroen-Haardt TransAsiatic motor expedition sponsored
by the National Geographic Society
will have its American premiere on
Nov. 12 at the Little Theater, Washington, D. C. The picture is released by the French Motion Picture
Corp. A gala premiere will be
staged for the picture.

•

•

• AND NOW the Dance Troupers of America have selected Eleanor Powell as the ideal artist to symbolize the aims
of their organization she has been given the title of Grand
Trouper
the Dance Troupers is a national organization of
dance students between the ages of 6 and 16, designed to increase interest in the dance thru local group activities

• • • SIGNED UNDER personal management of Lou
Irwin in the RKO building are Eleanor Holm and Art Jarrett
• Harriet Hilliard, the RKO Radio star and wife of
Ozzie Nelson, band leader, is the mother of a boy at Doctor's
Hospital • Leon Bamberger of RKO will speak tomorrow
at the dinner meeting of the Photoplay Committee of the National Education Association at the Hotel Lincoln

• • • FOR A real service to its patrons, consider what
the management of the various houses of Fox Midwest Theaters offers letters can be mailed out from the theater,
with stamps
purchasable
from the cashier
names
and
phone numbers of reliable nursemaids are furnished to mothers
who want them for part-time service to mind the youngsters
when they attend the movies ... call slips are provided for
doctors, nurses, public officials, etc
special mail service
on films a patron wants to see. .

«

«

«

Rosenzweig Group Joins
With Cocalis on Island
(Continued from Page

»

»

»

1)

planned are a 1,200 seat house at
Liberty and Drew Avenues, Brooklyn; a 1,700 seat house at Liberty
Ave. and Van Wick Blvd., Brooklyn
and a 600 seat house at Maspeth,
Long Island.

Paramount 1st Preferred
Hits 117V2 for New High
(Continued from Page

1)

mount is expected to be announced
at a regular meeting of its board
of directors this afternoon. Wall
Street estimates have placed the net
at approximately $1,500,000 for the
period.
14 Para.

Players to Tour
During Jubilee of Zukor

West Coast Bureau of THE

joint owners of the Albee Theater
Corp.
The dividend is made to avert
payment of the undistributed profits
tax and represents the probable
earnings of the company for 1936.

(Continued from Page

•

TV

1)

Albany, on the appeal from an
Appellate Division decision. He has
notified O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery,
attorneys for United Artists, of this
ruling made in response to a query
from Attorney Norman Samuelson,
brother of Sidney E. Samuelson, an
Allied leader.
The Court of Appeals is expected
to act on the case in December.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fourteen of the studio's contract players yesterday
volunteered their services to Adolph
Zukor as honorary captains of the
sales
districtsSilver
duringJubilee
Paramount's
forthcoming
in his
honor. Bob Burns was Captain-atlarge and spokesman for the group,
whose members volunteered to visit
the different cities in their districts
during the 17-week Silver Jubilee
celebration, starting Jan. 7.
Drawings of districts for the captains, with the district headquarters
in
each case, were announced as
follows:
District No. 1, Boston, Ray Milland; No. 2, New York, Lynne
Overman; No. 3, Philadelphia,
Marsha Hunt; No. 4, Cleveland,
Eleanore Whitney; No. 5, Chicago,
William Frawley; No. 6, Kansas
City, Roscoe Karns; No. 7, Atlanta,
Gail Patrick; No. 8, Denver, Martha
Raye; No. 9, Los Angeles, Shirley
Ross; No. 10, Minneapolis, Mary
Carlisle; No. 11, Dallas, Dorothy
Lamour. The two districts in
Canada will be captained by Sir
Guy
mings. Standing and Robert Cum-

"Ladies in Love", Tops
"Ladies in Love", opening at the
Rivoli yesterday, gave that house
a new first day record, it was announced by 20th Century-Fox. At
4 p.m., it was said that the b.o. take
was more than $150 ahead of the
high mark recently set by "The
Road to Glory".
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Directed by Otto Ludwig

Preminger

Associate Producer John Sfone
Music and Lyrics by \

Arthur Schwartz and Howard

Dietz

Screen play by Frances Hyland and Saul Elkins
Based on stories by Bernice Mason and Sy Bartlett
Dances staged by

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

the;
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and

Frances

Walter

PREVIEW)

United Artists

105 mins.

WARMLY HUMAN DRAMA, SUPERBLY
ACTED, AN EASY ACE FOR ANY PICTURE HOUSE.
Here is another highly entertaining picture bearing the Samuel Goldwyn label.
It is based on Edna Ferber's novel and
has more warm human tender touches than
a dozen pictures. Direction by Howard
Hawks and William Wyler is of the best,
while the Jane Murfin and Jules Furthman
screenplay is an example of praise-worthy
workmanship. The thrilling logging scenes
which open the picture with a bang were
directed by Richard Rosson. One of the
year's outstanding character performances
is given by Edward Arnold, and Walter
Brennan is close on his heels with a lovable portrayal as his friend. Frances Farmer is unusually good in a dual role, and
Joel McCrea is very convincing as his
father's rival for Frances. Much of the
clever comedy is due to Cecil Cunningham's work, as Arnold's secretary. Beautiful Andrea Leeds, in her first role, establishes herself as excellent screen material.
Mady Christians, Mary Nash and Frank
Shields are other principals who do good
work. Arnold, who rules the lumber camp
by sheer strength, is determined to get to
the top. He falls in love with Frances, a
dance hall girl, but throws her over for
Mary Nash, whose wealthy father, Charles
Halton, a lumberman, offers him a partnership. Brennan, Arnold's lumber camp friend,
marries broken-hearted Frances. Years
later, Arnold, unhappy in his own marriage
and always thinking of Frances, returns to
the lumber town and visits Brennan.
Frances has been dead for years, but her
beautiful daughter impresses Arnold and
he is determined to have her. McCrea,
falls in love with the daughter, and after
a fight with his son, Arnold, realizes that
he is far too old for the girl.
Cast, Edward Arnold, Joel McCrea,
Frances Farmer, Walter Brennan, Andrea
Leeds, Frank Shields, Mady Christians,
Mary Nash, Edwin Maxwell, Cecil Cunningham, Charles Halton.
Producer, Samuel Goldwyn; Associate
Producer, Merritt Hulburd; Directors, Howard Hawks and William Wyler; Author,
Edna Ferber; Screenplay, Jane Murfin and
Jules Furthman; Cameramen, Gregg Toland
and Rudolph Mate; Editor, Edward Curtiss;
Logging Sequences directed by Richard
Rosson.
Direction,

Best

Photography,

Gaynor,

Loretta
Bennett

"LADIES

GET IT"

Andrea
Leeds, Frank Shields,
Brennan, Mady Christians
(HOLLYWOOD

Janet

Excellent.

"Forgotten Men" Reissued

Skouras and RKO Circuits are
now giving "Forgotten Men" trial
dates. The picture is being reissued nationally by Jewel Productions, Inc.

20th

Young,
in

Century-Fox

97 mins.

A THREE-IN-ONE LOVE STORY WITH
THREE OF THE SCREENS GLAMOURGIRLS HAS B. 0. PUNCH.
This is a triple-threat picture aimed
right at the box-office with three Hollywood charmers all plying their stuff at
once. Janet Gaynor, Loretta Young and
Constance Bennett exhibit three different
styles in trying to land a husband — and
if the femmes don't go for that treat then
all the dope on what attracts 'em to the
theater is wrong. Then there is an added
starter in Simone Simon, who plays a
smaller part but succeeds in grabbing a
man away from Connie Bennett. The male
attractions are equally potent, being Don
Ameche, Paul Lukas, Tyrone Power, Jr.,
and Alan Mowbray. The three charmers
are modest working girls in Budapest whom
fate throws in with men of social standing.
Romance flowers, but Loretta Young and
Constance Bennett fail to land their men,
whereas Janet Gaynor has two males on a
string and makes her happy choice by
grabbing a youthful doctor. The dialogue
is very bright and witty, and the action is
kept in the same atmosphere, with only
an occasional note of heavy drama. Here
is a production that will give the female
customers a chance to compare the work
of the three stars all in the same picture.
The story material is from a continental
play and is rather superficial in treatment.
But it is the three romances ail progressing at once with the girls living together
and comparing notes that gives this production unusual femme appeal. Director
Edward H. Griffith has kept the interest
building and shifts quickly from one romance to the other till he hits nice suspense for the climax.
Cast: Janet Gaynor, Loretta Young, Constance Bennett, Simone Simon, Don Ameche,
Paul Lukas, Tyrone Power, Jr., Alan Mowbray, Wilfrid Lawson, J. Edward Bromberg,
Virginia Field, Frank Dawson, Egon Brecher,
Jayne Regan, Vesey O'Davern, John Bleifer,
Eleanor Wesselhoeft, William Brisbane.
Producer, B. G. DeSylva; Director, Edward
H Griffith; Author, Ladislaus Bus-Fekete;
Screenplay, Melville Baker; Editor, Ralph
Dietrich; Cameraman, Hal Mohr.
Photography, The

Display Co. Taken Over
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Charles L. Casanave,
Vice-President and General Manager, and M. Van Praag, General
Manager, have just completed negotiations whereby National Screen
Accessories, Inc., take over 20th
Century Display Co. in San Francisco. Formal opening of the display room in San Francisco takes
place today. They will also open
a branch office in Seattle in about
two weeks.

11

"LES MISERABLES"
Franco-American Film Corp.

IN LOVE"

Direction, Very Good.
Best.

SHORTS

Constance

-fr

165 mins.

EXCELLENTLY PRODUCED AND ACTED FRENCH VERSION OF VICTOR
HUGO'S

IMMORTAL

STORY.

This Pathe-Natan version of "Les Miserables" is a decidedly powerful picture
from the popular, technical and artistic
standpoints alike. Despite its unusual
length, it is unusually entertaining and
traces with fidelity and conviction the woeful persecution of its heroic leading character, Jean Valjean. In this role Harry
Baur rises to true histrionic greatness,
helped
no little Supporting
by Mauric cast
Jaubert's
colorful direction.
is skillfully
chosen, with each individual performance
contributing to dynamic quality of the
episodes, which are presented in two descriptive chapters, "A Tempest in the
Brain" and "Liberty, Dear Liberty." The
first half of the picture deals with Valjean's release from the galleys to his escape after admitting his identity before
a court which is about to sentence another for the transgressions of which Valjean is guilty. Second half traces the
former convict's adoption of the little girl
Cosette to the bitter day when the relentless Javert hounds him and causes his return to criminal servitude. Authentic atmosphere pervades all the sequences, and
an interpretive music score by Arthur Honneger is carefully woven through the footage, giving intense emotional quality to
the action. This is one of standout film
from French studios. American audiences,
appreciating top-flight screen fare, will
revel in the production, which is fully
comprehensible because
titles in English.

of the flash-in

Cast: Harry Baur, Charles Vanel, Henry
Krauss, Charles Dullin, Jean Servais, Robert
Vidalin, Emile Genevois, Cailloux, Mme.
Florelle, Gaby Triquet, Josseline Gael, M.
Max Dearly.
Director, Maurice Jaubert; Author, Victor Hugo; Screenplay, Andre Lang, Raymond Bernard; other credits not given.
Direction, Colorful.
Photography,
Good.

"The(Broadway
Sunday Round-Up"
Brevity)
Vitaphone
21 mins.
Good Atmosphere
Good novelty action with plenty
of western atmosphere, done in
color. A young minister tries to
bring religion to an old-time mining
town, but the dance hall gets all the
attendance on Sunday. The dominie
finally hits on the idea of putting
on a free show. It goes grand, and
winds up by getting the dance hall
proprietor and his crowd to co-operate, especially when the minister
uncorks a fine baritone that can be
used in the dance hall quartette. So
they make a deal to close the dance
hall Sundays if the minister will
sing in the quartette. Cast has
Dick Foran, Linda Perry, Jane Wyman, Ed Cobb, Fritz and Jean Hubert, Steve Clemente and Glen
Strange. Directed by William Clemens.
"Oklahoma As Is"
(Vitaphone Novelty
Vitaphone
9 mins.
Novelty Funster
Good novelty that carries the
laughs, with Cal Tinney, the humorist and columnist, conducting a
trip to the town of Oolalah, Oklahoma, where the scenes on the
screen he is lecturing about come to
life in short skits. The scenes in
the western town are burlesqued
and kidded, with Tinney delivering
a patter of comment in a western
drawl, and the pictures and comments garner quite a bunch of
laughs.
Snappy
"Boulevardier From the Bronx"
(Merrie Melody Cartoon)
Vitaphone
7 mins.

This cartoon in color exploits the
work of Dizzy Dan, the great
pitcher, who arrives with his team
to mop up the country lads in
"
Folks
e
West
Coast
Bureau
of
THE
FILM
DAILY
"Hom
Sees
Hicksville. Elmer is the hero and
r
Taylo
Hollywood — Robert Taylor, having the captain and pitcher of the local
completed his new role opposite team. The animals are filled with
Greta Garbo in "Camille," is paying excitement as the rival pitchers do
a brief visit to his home town of their stuff, and it looks like a
Beatrice, Neb. A reception will be whitewash for Elmer's team till the
given by the Governor of Nebraska last inning. Then Elmer socks a
for the M-G-M star and on Saturday homer with the bases full.
Taylor will attend the football game
between the University of Nebraska
and Missouri U.

Three Men on Horse' Arrives

"Three Men On A Horse," in film
form reached here yesterday by air
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
mail from the Coast and was immeHollywood — John Beach, New
diately previewed by Warner Bros.York society figure, and brother of First National executives.
Charles F. Havemeyer, internationally known sportsman and yachting
Radio Rights Leased
enthusiast, yesterday signed a conRita Weiman has leased radio
tract to play a role in a picture
to two stories, "Strut Your
tentatively, titled "Trail Dust", to rights
be
produce'd by Harry Sherman, for Stuff" and "Holdup" to National
Paramount.
Biscuit Co. for broadcasts over NBC.

Socialite Goes Cinematic
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20TH - FOX STARTS
7 WITHIN 10 DAYS
Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seven pictures will
go before the cameras at the 20th
Century-Fox studios within the next
10 days, the increased activity putting every available sound stage
into use.
Announced to get underway are:
"On the Avenue." Irving: Berlin's
musical, with Dick Powell, Alice
Faye, Madeleine Carroll and Alan
Mowbray; "The Last Slaver," slave
(trade saga; "Seventh Heaven," with
Simone Simon as Diane; "Peach
Edition," with Michael Whalen,
Rochelle Hudson, Thomas Beck and
Alan Dinehart; "The Holy Terror,"
starring Jane Withers; "Private
Enemy," with Victor McLaglen,
Barbara Stanwyck. Joseph Calleia
id Sidney Blackmer; "Love Is
ews," to be cast.
Already in production at 20th
|Century-Fox are:
"Reunion," starring the Dionne
quints; "Stowaway," starring Shirley Temple; "Lloyds of London,"
starring Madeleine Carroll and
Freddie Bartholomew; "Banjo on
My Knee," co-starring Joel McCrea
[and Barbara Stanwyck; "One in a
Million," the stellar debut picture of
"Crack-Up," with
Henie;Brian
Sonja
'eter Loire,
Donlevy, Helen
.yood and Ralph Morgan; "Charlie
Opera," co-starring
Chan at the and
Boris Karloff. In
Warner Oland
the editing stage are:
"Career Woman," "Laughing at
Trouble," "Can This Be Dixie?" and
"White Hunter."

NEW

ORLEANS

Norman L. (Turk) Carter is now
head man at the Saenger Theaters
Corp. after E. V. Richards.
The Century Theater at Century,
Fla., has closed.
The Lazarus interests closed the
Newcomb, Canal St. last-run house
here, on Oct. 27. The Newcomb is
last of the original Canal St. theaters, all others of the early film
days have already been destroyed.
It will be replaced by a clothing
Btore.
Ed Whalley has resigned as
Grand National's salesman.
Paramount changed its plea
from an "exception" to a move to
"quash" in the George Fuller suit
eight other defenagainstdantsitunderand
the Clayton act.
There are three new cars over
at Republic with Manager Leo
Seichsnaydre, George Harrel and
George Nungesser each buying new
autos.
Film Row visitors: George Clarke
of Fox, Oscar Morgan of Paramount
and exhibitors R. Guerdry and W.
Pellegrini the former of Montague
nd the latter of Chauvin.

NEWS
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SPARKS IMPROVEMENT
COSTS HIT $270,000

of the DAY

Jacksonville, Fla. — It is estimated
by officials of the E„ J. Sparks chain
of Florida theaters, that approximately $270,000 has been spent on
Natchez, Miss. — The Buck Thea- improvements alone during the past
year. This does not include propter here has closed permanently.
erty investment in the acquisition of
houses in New Smyrna, Cocoa, Vero
Detroit — The Julius D. London Beach, Melbourne, Eustis, Bartow,
Circuit will remodel the Gladwin Mt. Dora, Eau Gallie and JacksonTheater here. Krim Brothers Cirville Beach, which brings the Sparks
cuit is reconsidering building plans chain to around 110 theaters.
and may erect one instead of two
Taking the newly constructed thenew film houses.
ater at Jacksonville Beach into consideration, the expansion only brings
Vero Beach, Fla. — The new Flor- around 1200 new seats, however. Officials expect the projected theater
ida Theater is open for the season.
Sharpsville, Pa. — C. E. Gable, op- Clinton
Ezell is manager; Rupert at Port St. Joe, on the Gulf of Mexerator of the Ritz Theater here and
ico near Panama City, to get under
nephew of Clark Gable, is leaving N. Koblegard is general supervisor.
for Florida next week on his an- The house is operated by the Veebee way within the next month. DuPont
Theaters, Inc.
nual winter vacation.
interests are building the 1,000-seat
house, Sparks will operate. Delay
caused by inadequate pubMadison, Conn. — Plans for an has licbeen
Harrisonville, Mo. — The Commonutility facilities which have been
wealth theater circuit has added the 800-seat house have been drawn by
Perkins Theater to its circuit of 24 Leo Bonoff for a Saybrook site.
sible.
going forward as rapidly as poshouses.
Two of the largest reconstruction
Detroit — Palmer Park Theater jobs being undertaken by Sparks at
Atlanta — Joe Vergesslich has re- Co., operating company for the new this time is the Park Theater in
turned from Miami, where he and Palmer Park Theater to be built at
Grad Sears conferred on contracts Woodward and Six Mile Roads, in Tampa, where $10,000 is being spent,
for Warner product in theaters of opposition to the present RKO Up- and the Alcazar in St. Petersburg
$30,000 represents the remodthe Greater Miami area. Vergesslich
town, was incorporated this week where eling
investment. The Alcazar will
was recently promoted to the Atlan- with a capitalization of 2,500 shares, be ready
for the tourist season.
ta office from Florida. He expects
no
par
value.
Incorporators
are
Jento name his successor in the Florida
nie Graham, Anna Schreiber and
district within the next week or so. Rebecca
Vero, Fla. — Improvements to cost
Feldman.
$25,000 are being made to the Vero
Beach Theater. Remodeling will be
Shelby, N. C— W. W. Webb has
New Orleans — W. N. Carmichael completed for the season.
leased the new 1,000-seat Rogers
Theater, erected at a cost of $52,000. of Hazlehurst, Miss., is remodeling
his house. Delasse and Harp are
A. A. Post for S. E. True
Naples, Tex.— W. W. McNatt has building a new house in ThiboThe appointment of Stanley E.
deaux, La. To be called the Baby
purchased the Naples Theater.
Grand. It will complement the True of Washington, D. C, as theatrical representative was anHouston, Tex. — Sunset Theater at Grand Theater there.
nounced today by A. J. Gariepy, disOak Cliff is being remodeled by R.
trict
sales
manager of American
H. Clemmons, while Lee Threet has
Boston — E. M. Loew is receiving
remodeled the Texan Theater at bids for the construction of the new Airlines, Inc. Mr. True has been
Lufkin.
theater in Winchester. One of the associated with the airline company
several years, the past year and
leading bidders is Tom Spiro, for- aforhalf
in the New York office at 45
mer owner of the Lancaster TheaPompano, Fla. — The Pompano
Theater is opening for the winter
ter, which he recently sold to E. M. Vanderbilt Ave., his present headLoew Theaters, Inc.
season.
F. J. Case is manager.
quarters.
Grove City. Pa.— Robert Higgins,
former theater manager here, has
been named manager of the Court
Theater in Wheeling, W. Va., by R.
T. Kemper, general manager of the
West Virginia Theatrical Enterprises.
Pittsburgh — Victor A. Rigaumont, architect, has been engaged
by Warners in charge of their new
theater to be constructed on Forward Ave. here. The house will be
the chain's most modern neighborhood project in this territory.

Sumpter, S. C— The Wilby-Kincey interests have opened the Sumpter Theater here.

BUFFALO

OMAHA

Dickenson Invades Macon

Pheasant hunting is attracting
film row figures, including C.K. Olson, Warner's exchange manager;
Ralph G. Olson, Universal salesman, and Dick Stahl of Scott Ballantyne.

Kansas City, Mo.— Glenn W.
Dickenson, operator of the Dickenson circuit of theaters in Missouri
and Kansas, opened the 650-seat
Macon Theater at Macon, Mo. yesterday as a personal venture. The
house has been dark for some
months and will be managed by
Frank Whittam, of Kansas City.

John A. May of Gloversville,
comptroller of Schine Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc., and Republican
candidate for state comptroller, was
given a testimonial luncheon at a
non-partisan gathering of exhibitors
and film exchange men here, later
appearing at a theatrical trades
union supper. Speakers called on
the motion picture industry in the
Empire State to support, regardless
of their affiliations, the first industry executive ever nominated for a
major state office.
Reginald Cherry, for some years
with the Loew organization in Baltimore, has opened the Attica Theater, Attica, closed several months
ago.
Mrs. George Rosenbaum, wife of
the Gaumont British manager here,
is in Central Park Clinic, recuperating from an appendectomy.

Columbia has appointed John
Harms, Para's second booker here,
as booker and office manager of the
local exchange.
Visitors: W. J. Heineman of Universal; J. F. O'Donnell, Grand Nawest.
tional; Elmer Tilton, Republic Mid-

Six Years for Anne Shirley
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
Anne Shirley's
RKO
Radio — contract
calling new
for
$500
to
$2,000
weekly
over
a sixtion.
year period today had court sanc-

DETROIT
Opening dates for two houses
have been tentatively set by the
Butterfield Circuit: the Eastown at
Grand Rapids, Nov. 15; and the
Center at Bay City, Dec. 1. J. O.
Brooks, head booker for the circuit, is spending two days a week
covering the houses of the circuit
throughout Michigan.
Allied Theaters of Michigan members will be guests at a party given
by Detroit Variety Club, Nov. 3.

TIE A NICE
PINK
BOW
AROUND
YOUR
FINGER
ri^nt now!
If you haven't a pink one, hyacinth will do just as well — to remind
you of the Universal Club's Annual Dinner-Dance at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel— Election Eve, November 2nd

MAY

WE

HAVE

THE PLEASURE OF RESERVING
IMMEDIATELY?
FOR YOU

A TABLE
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A "JUttU" from Hollywood "JUAs

Mae West, stricken several days
ago with an attack of influenza, left
her bed yesterday and assumed her
i
"Hats Off" Finished, Boris Petroff Will Marry
duties as hostess to the vanguard
DAILY
FILM
West Coast Bureau of THE
of bachelors who are arriving for
Hollywood— Wedding bells are scheduled to ring either tomorrow or Saturday for
upon just when
the day depending
non-professional,
a sojourn of eight days as guests
Boris Petroff and Jane Mann,
The bride-to-be
Hats Off .
musical,
National
on his Grand
Petroff finishes work
of the film star. After their deparis a native of New York, but has resided in Hollywood for 13 years.
ture next week, Miss West will pre(
pare for her trip to New York City,
O'Sullivan, Stuart Erwin, where she will start her personal
been assigned to write all of the Maureen
Bruce Cabot and Charles Grapewin, appearance tour at the Broadway
special music for that production.
"Sinner Take All"; 20th Century- Paramount Theater on Nov. 18,
▼
T
▼
Fox — Don Ameche, "Private En- when "Go West Young Man" has
T
▼
▼
its world premiere.
Patsy Lee Parsons, five-year-old Victor Adams
emy"; Lynn Bari,
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Edition";
Strom- child,
and Fred
Koehler,
Jr.,
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had
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option
exercised
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TV
Wanger — John Wray, "You Only a feature of the I. E. Chadwick
r, LeRoy
lahn. George WaggneBen
Piazza
RKO Radio Pictures has sched- Live Once"; Columbia — Irene Her•rinz J G. Maver,
dogs
uled four major features for No- vey, "Grand Old Woman"; John production, "Men Without A Coun,atchWthe Los AngedlesStarBull
Gallaudet, Arthur Loft, Gary Owen,
s in a
vember release. They are "A Woce th.- Hollywoo
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name.
Dotba
man Rebels," "Make Way for a "The Depths Below"; Grand NaWarner Bros.' new Western thrilltional— Ethelind Terry, "Arizona
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Lady," "Winterset," and "Smartest
er, "California Mail", will be nadoing
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Girl in Town."
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posite Dick Foran, tells the story of
Days".
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Vho Swam the Pacific" was
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Help to elect

WILLIAM

BRUNNER

Regular Democratic Party Nominee for
PRESIDENT of the BOARD OF ALDERMEN
As a member of the New York State Legislature and Member of Congress, William F. Brunner
:onsistently fought all forms of censorship and voted to repeal the motion picture censorship law. A
'ote for him is a vote for the protection of your own industry. Appreciation of his efforts in behalf of
he theatrical world is expressed by the endorsement of his candidacy by these important personalities:
ack Cohn

C. S. Trowbridge

William Brandt

Samuel Strassburg

irthur L. Mayer

Robert Gillham

Frank C. Walker

Louis Frisch

florris Gest

Eddie Dowling

Charles Mersereau

Friars Club

larry Brandt

Chick Lewis

Sam Harris

mil C. Jensen

Charles L. O'Reilly
Lawrence Weber

Howard S. Cullman

Cheese Club

dward B. Marks

William A. Brady

. T. Rogers

Alex Yokel

Independent Th. Owners Ass'n
J. R. Grainger

larry L. Gold

Budd Rogers

Maurice Fleischman
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Hollywood — The Warner
Bros.First National-Cosmopolitan studios
are way ahead of production schedule with 18 pictures completed in
the cutting room, awaitin.tr release.
The 18 features are:
"Penrod and Sam", with Billy
Mauch. Frank Craven, and Spring
Byington. directed by William
McGann;
Territory",
with
Dick "Bad
Foran Man's
and Linda
Perry.
directed by B. Reeves Eason;
"Melody
Two" Ellis,
with directed
James
Melton, andForPatricia
by
Louis King;
"Black
Humphrey
Bogart,
DickLegion"
Foran with
and
Ann Sheridan, directed by Archie
I. Mayo:Woods
"Once and
A Doctor"
with
Donald
Jean Muir,
directed by William Clemens;
"Smart Blonde" with Glenda Farrell,
Barton MacLane and Craig Reynolds, directed by Frank McDonald;
"Gold
Diggers and
of 1937",
starring
Dick Powell
Joan Blondell,
directed bv Lloyd Bacon; "The Great
O'Malley""
Pat O'Brien,
Jason,
and with
Humphrey
Bogart,Sybil
directed by William Dieterle; "God's
Country and the Woman" in Technicolor, with George Brent and
• rly Roberts, directed bv William Keighley; "Green L:ght" starring Errol Flvnn, Anita Louise and
Sir Cedric Hardwicke. directed bv
Frank Borzage: "Stohn Holiday"
starring Kay Francis, directed by
Michael Curtiz; "Three Men on a
Horse" with Frank McHugh and
Joan Blondell. directed by Mervyn
LeRoy; "Sing Me a Love Son;" with
James Melton and Patricia Ellis,
directed by Raymond Eniiirht;
"Fugitive in the Sky" with Jean
Muir and Warren Hull, directed by
N'ick Grinde; "King of Hockey" with
Dick Purcell and Anne Nagel; directed by Noel Smith; "Polo Joe"
starring Joe E. Brown, directed by
William McGann; "The Captain's
Kid" with May Robson, Guy Kibbee,
and Sybil Jason, directed by Nick
Grinde; and "Guns of the Pecos"
with Dick Foran and Anne Nagel,
directed by Noel Smith.
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Foreign-Language
House Opens in Dallas

Dallas— The Azeta, Dallas' first
foreign language picture house, has
opened with Ramiro Cortes as manager. It will show Spanish talkies,
made in Mexico, with one film in
English run daily. Arrangements
have been made with the Spanish
teachers in local schools for special
showings twice a week.

U's 52 contracts

Legion's 1st Variety Post
Is Organized in Cleveland

EXPLOITETTES
A. 1 . Roxy Campaign
On "Nine Days a Queen"

Exploit
Theater's Installation of Mirrophonic
Sound

A

BIG exploitation campaign
accompanied the presentation of GB's "Nine Days a
Queen" for the picture's New
York premiere at the Roxy Theater. A tie-up on clothes worn
by Nova Pilbeam in the pictui-e
was made with R. H. Macy's
which carried displays in their
store, ads in metropolitan newspapers, and radio comment, calling particular attention to the
picture's
engagement
at the
ater. A contest
was run
by thethe
New York Daily Mirror, offering cash prizes of $50 and 50
pairs of tickets to the Roxy
each day for nine days for the
best answers to the question,
"What would you do if you
were queen
for nine
Special
publicity
storiesdays?"
were
also placed in the metropolitan
newspapers. Following notices
which acclaimed the picture as
one of the best of the season,
large ads, bearing the headline,
"Nine Out of Nine Critics Cheer
'Nine Days a Queen' " were run
in the leading papers. Heralds,
announcing the picture's run at
the Roxy, were distributed
throughout the city by messenger boys, through a tie-up with
Postal Telegraph.

AS AN example of how enterprising showmen are learning the value of exploiting theater modernization activity,
witness the highly successful
manner in which Earl J. Hudson, publicity chief of. Detroit
United Theaters, tied in the installation of Western Electric's
new Mirrophonic Sound System
with a policy change to firstrun for the Madison Theater,
Detroit. Taking full advantage
of the exploitation facilities
offered by Electrical Research
Products, Inc., Hudson was assisted in the Madison campaign
by Stanley W. Hand, assistant
general manager of Electrical
Research Products and B. Hartford, Erpi district sales representative, who not only provided
thousands of heralds, window
cards, and a variety of similar
exploitation materials, but aided in the preparation of a most
novel application of the ballyhoo sound truck idea. A series
of sixteen radio broadcasts over
Detroit's local station WXYZ
served to arouse such demand
for information relative to the
new policy and improvements
— Erpi.
that more than thirty-five
notices were given by the sixteen
local newspapers.

— Roxy, New York City.

Lesser Advances Gross
To Associate Producer
West Coast Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Edward Gross has
been elevated to the status of associate producer by Sol Lesser, for
whom he had served as production
manager. Gross' first picture, under
the new arrangements is "Rainbow
on the River," starring Bobby
Breen.

GN

Closes Three Deals

Grand National has closed deals
with the Central States Theaters
of Des Moines, headed by H. M.
Weinberg, to handle the company's
entire output. Grand National also
closed a deal with the Butterfield
circuit in Michigan to handle the
company's entire output and a further deal with the Criterion Theater
in New York for a group of Grand
National pictures to follow the premiere of "In His Steps," which
opens on Broadway Oct. 30.

New Orleans, La. — For the first
time, reputedly, in film row history
a major company has acquired 52
Pathe, GN Boards Meet
contracts in the Mississippi-AlaPathe Board held a regular meetbama area of this territory. The
ing yesterday with routine business
company getting them is Universal
through the efforts of W. T. Hickey transacted.
The Grand National directorate
and C. S. McMillen, Exchange Manager Paul Tessier said.
holds a regular session today.

$80,000 Neighborhood Film
House Starts at St. Paul
St. Paul — This city will have a
new $80,000 neighborhood film theater, the Randolph. William Walsh
has started construction.
Danielson
& Hanson have opened a new theater at Fertile.
" The Metro Theater at Red Wing,
is being remodeled,
enlarged
and
refurnished at cost of about $20,000.

D. L. Loew Uses RCA
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Sound
DAILY

Cleveland— The first Variety Post
oi the American Legion, organized
by Howard Roth, Paramount booker, and Dave Lederman, attorney
and theatrical produc
er, with a
charter membership of 25, meets tomorrow to elect officers. The Variety Post is the direct outcome of
the national American Legion Convention in Cleveland, and it is proposed to extend the plan nationally.
Membership will be
open to all
theatrical men who served in the
World War including exchange and
theater executives, exchange employes, musicians, stage hands, motion picture operators. Col. Harry
E. Long, Loew division manager,
has been invited to serve as initial
commander of the Cleveland Variety
Club post.

Report Urling-Davis Plan
For Invasion of Kentucky
Kingswood, W. Va.— The Urling
and Davis Circuit, independent theater operators controlling some 22
houses in Pennsylvania and West
Virginia, are building a new 1,200seat house in Norwood, O. Reports
from their local headquarters indicate that the firm will soon invade the state of Kentucky.

Cleveland GN Exchange
Closes 120 Contracts
Cleveland — Bill Shartin, local
Grand National exchange manager,
reports that in the six weeks his
office has been functioning, 120 contracts have been closed and approved. This includes the Lefkowich-Greenberger circuit of Cleveland, the Smith and Beidler circuit,
ledo.
Toledo, and the Charnas circuit, To-

Warners Take GB Films
For Chicago Territory
George W. Weeks, GB general
sales manager, yesterday anounced
the closing of a deal with Warner
Bros., current
by the terms
which GB's
entire
programof will
play in
the theater circuit's Chicago territory." GB product deals with Warners for its other territories have
already been announced.

Hollywood — David L. Loew will
use RCA High Fidelity sound recording for series of Joe E. Brown
starring productions he will make
Loeffler Joins GB
for this season's release through
Cleveland
— Joe Loeffler, who has
RKO. Initial Brown feature, "When's
Your Birthday?" goes before the been in the sales end of the industhe cameras at Pathe studios Nov.
try in this territory for the past
9 with Harry Beaumont directing, ten years, has been appointed manAl Raboch as production manager,
ager of the local G-B exchange. He
and John Ducasse Schultze as art succeeds
Harry Scott, resigned.
director.

"Deeds" Still Marches On
Portland, Ore. — "Deeds" has entered a 25th week here with Manager Herb Sobottka of the Blue
Mouse preparing to celebrate conclusion of the film's 6th month.

Liberty, N. O., Reopens
New

Orleans — Mort Singer reopened the Liberty as a B house
yesterday. Theater has been renovated. Noel D. Smith will be house
manager and Victor Meyer of the
Orpheum, supervising manager.
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in Drive for Juvenile Patronage

1936 moWe advertisingvolume soarTupward

Color's Use on Screen Still a Problem, Says
Fairbanks
Better Films, Better Times,
Exit, Hicks

. . Thanks

to Movies

By CHESTER B. BAHN

-

"THE hick town is gone. The radio and
the automobile with the daily newspaper transformed it," affirmed Stephen
Bolles, speaking before the newspaper division of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
at its recent Chicago convention.
That is dangerously near a half truth.
While the radio, the motor car and the
daily press most certainly have played their
respective roles in the transformation
of the hick town into something approaching a minor metropolis, the motion
picture has contributed
immeasurably.
Mr. Bolles, in passing, cites the fact that
the erstwhile hick town "is as keen about
fashions" as New York. That is so; but
obviously, neither the radio nor the auto
turned the trick, and the newspaper's part
necessarily has been limited. Not so, however, the screen's, which week in and week
out
latest.keeps Main street abreast of fashion's
And so with many other things as well.
Indeed, when, some centuries hence, the
careful historian places this generation under the spotlight, he well may appraise the
cinema — or, if you prefer — the movies —
as not only its most potent cultural agency
but its most effective civilizing force to
boot.

— • —
TODAY'S personal pat on the back goes
to Harry Wasserman, M. & P. district
manager in the Dorchester-Roxbury-Roslindale-Wollaston-Mattapan, Mass., sector.
Wasserman has ordered sound systems installed in the box-offices of his 14 houses
and through the loudspeakers, managers
will voice safety warnings for the guidance
of departing juvenile patrons. Wasserman's
district plays to 25,000 youngsters weekly.
It is an innovation that exhibitors catering to a similar heavy child clientele would
do well to consider. Not only is it smart
showmanship, designed to win the support
of parents and others interested in child
welfare, but it is in keeping with the
thinking exhibitor's credo of civic service
and good citizenship.

Too Few People Understand
Color, View of New
Goldwyn Ally

"Until producers learn to handle
color motion and dramatic motion
together, they're going to get fruit
cake", observed Douglas Fairbanks
yesterday during an interlude in a
press interview largely devoted to
plans for his next production, "Adventures of Marco Polo."
"Not more than five or 10 people understand color." went on the
producer-actor.
Fairbanks was inclined to rave
(.Continued on Page

12)

64 LOEW HOUSES WILL
INSTALL RGA'S SOUND
Contracts have been signed for
the replacement of the sound reproducing apparatus in 64 of the
principal Loew's theaters throughout the country with complete new
(Continued on Page

12)

SEC Postpones Hearing in
Hollywood Famous Pix Case
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Securities and Exchange Commission yesterday postponed
indefinitely the
scheduled
(Continued on Page 4)

Another Bank Goes Movie

Chicago — It's catching. Meaning the
acquisition of banks for transformation into film theaters. On the heels
of action of Bikos interests in purchasing a Gary, Ind., bank structure
for theatrical purposes, George and Harold Gollos today announced they have
taken title to the old Woodlawn Bank
here and will reconstruct as a film
house at a cost of $50,000. Gallos
duo already have the Ray and Midwest
theaters
here.

Factors

in Higher
Budgets

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM \DAILY Staff Writer

Motion picture advertising volume
for 1936 is expected to show substantial increase at least proportionate to upswing being registered
by other major American industries,
a Film Daily survey yesterday
showed.
Both quantity and quality of major and independent releases this
year are held contributing factors
to impending rise, together with enterprise of producers and exhibitors to take full advantage of public
enthusiasm and ability to pay for
Carl M. Leserman, general sales screen entertainment on a larger
(Continued on Page 12)
manager of Grand National, is understood to have resigned that post.
Leserman joined Grand National in
June after having been with Warner Bros.-First National as assistant to Gradwell L. Sears, at that
time Western and Southern division

REPORT LESERMAN

QUITS GRAND NAT'L

(Continued on Page

12)

MPTOA MEET MAY
OPEN IN EARLY MARCH

Although no definite plans have
Installations Set New
been made as yet, it is expected
Sales Record For Erpi that the M. P. T. O. A. will hold

its annual convention early in March,
All sales records in its history of possibly about
(Continuedthe on 10th,
Page at
4) the Hosound equipment merchandising
were shattered this week by Erpi
with 78 installations, the greatest Para. Quarterly Report
previous sales peak having been
Waits for Foreign Data
reached during1
week ending Dec. 28,
(Continued on Page 12)
Presentation of the third quarter
Paramount report did not materialize, as expected, at yesterday's regular monthly
boardon meeting.
Expla(Continued
Page 4)

Radio Seen Usurping Place of Films

In Child's Affections/ Drive Starts
Albany — Warner theaters in the
Albany zone will wage a determined
fight to build up juvenile patronage, the drive being conceived and
President Edward Alperson of directed by M. A. Silver, zone manGrand National has appointed HarSilver was actuated by the result
ry Allan of the Allan Brothers the- ager.
ater interests as Canadian represen- of a personal survey that convinced
tative for his company.
Allan, also him that "radio has now, to a dis(Continued on Page 4)

Harry Allan Representing
Grand National in Canada

(Continued on Page

12)

Buxbaum
on campaign
"Unfair"
List
Latest "anti"
is against
Harry Buxbaum, 20th Century-Fox met.
manager, because
bet on St.
footballers
againsthe Fordham
the Mary's
other
day. After he paid off his $10 bet
in six small checks, dated apart, his
two winning "pals" put out circulars
advising: "Don't patronize Harry BuxHe is On
unfair
Fordham's
foot-a
ball baum.
team."
the to
circular
appears
of Robert
photo under
name
it. Taylor, with Buxbaum's
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Russian Film Theaters
Doing Booming Business
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Net income accruing to General
ITheaters Equipment and net income
accruing to stocks of subsidiaries
owned by it totals $255,768 for the
quarter ended Sept. 30, 1936, according to the consolidated income
account of the corporation and subsidiaries, excepting Cinema Building
Corp.. Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co.,
and J. M. Wall Machine Co. Inc.
Net sales were $2,458,876; costs
and
expenses, $2,124,574; profit from
Texas Legislature Passes
operations $334,302; other income
50-Ct. Admission Tax Bill $81,480; total income $415,782; depreciation $34,797; estimated federal
Austin— The Texas legislature has income tax $49,810.
Cash on hand totals $3,151,555.
passed a bill to tax all amusementst»u Total assets on Sept. 30 aggregated
and theater admissions over still
is
cents. Bank Night taxation when
it $12,617,663.
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Mills-Boosey in Canada
The spectacular advance of Parafirst preferred on the Stock
For Music Price Parley mount's
Exchange continued unabated yes-

genToronto— E. C. Mills, Ascap, head
eral manager; Leslie J. Boosey
of the British Performing Rights
Society, and Canadian exhibitors
will confer here today in an effort
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terday when again the stock hit a
new high, this time of 125. It was
a 7%119.point gain. The day's low
was

Grid Star's Dad Cashes In
asB. O. Biz Climbs 40 P. C

Coming and Going
RICHARD

DIX, who has just completed work

in Columbia's "The Depths Below," will arrive
in New York today on the Twentieth-Century
Limited,
for a brief vacation.
MERLE OBERON is stopping at the WaldorfAstoria prior to her sailing for England on
the Queen Mary next Wednesday.
J. MEYER SCHINE, president of Schine Enterprises, with a group of circuit managers;
and MARTY MULLEN, executive manager for
M. & P. Theaters, arrive in New York this
morning to attend trade showing of Samuel
Astor
Theater.
Goldwyn
production, "Come And Get It," at
BENITA HUME,
Waldorf-Astoria.

screen

player, is at the

FRANK PHELPS of the Warner Bros, theater
department
business trip. has left for Boston on a brief
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND, Warner star, will
arrive at the Newark airport from Los Angeles
this morning at 11:20 A. M. to attend the
opening morrow
ofat the
"Charge
of the
Brigade" toStrand.
She Light
is accompanied
by
her mother and will be in town for about a
week,
stopping at the Ritz Tower.
JACK FROST is in New York from Florida.
HAROLD McCRACKEN has returned to New
York from Nova Scotia, where he made a short
for Van Beuren dealing with sportsmen's dogs.
CHARLES R. ROGERS, who is now in New
York, returns to the coast in about two weeks.
HERMAN RIFKIN, of Boston, has returned
froom a nine weeks' tour of Europe.
JOE KLEIN, who has been roadshowing in
it.
the mid-West, has arrived in New York; Klein
has purchased New

York area rights to 'What

Elkins, W. Va.— Sol Goldberg, lo- Becomes of the Children?" and will roadshow
cal independent exhibitor and father
JOSEPH STEINER, sales manager for Amerof Marshall Goldberg, University of
ican Tobis, leaves on a coast to coast trip
Pittsburgh's star halfback, reports Nov. 4; first visiting Boston, he will then fly
Man
that
business
at
his
theater
has
ter
to
Buffalo,
Detroit, Milwaukee, San Francisco
Thea
Slayer of
and Los Angeles, returning via Dallas, New
shown
over
a
40
per
cent
increase
n
utio
Exec
of
Stay
Wins
Chattanooga, Norfolk, Washsince his boy skyrocketed into the Orleans,ingtonAtlanta,
and Philadelphia.
national
limelight.
gobefore
hours
LUCILE WATSON, arrived in New York in
Chicago — Seven
ing to his death for the murder last
time to be present at the premiere of "A Wont
assista
rg,
man Rebels" at the Radio City Music Hall
Fehlbe
May of Irving
Keough, Freeman Back
yesterday.
manager of the Midwest theaterd,
After holding several corporation
39, was grante
Peter Krisou"slas,
annual meetings, including that of
HAL WALLIS, now in New York, leaves SatVs
urday on his return
to the coast.
a stay of his execution by Governord Canadian Paramount, Austin C.
claime
is
It
4.
Dec.
until
WILLIAM FRAWLEY returned to Hollywood
Horner
Keough
and
Y.
Frank
Freeman,
today after a vacation in New York and was
new evidence has been discovered.
Paramount officials, yesterday re- assigned
a featured comedy role in the Carole
turned to New York following a Lombard-Fred
MacMurray starring picture,
y
Broadwa
brief trip to Toronto. They also con- "Swing High, Swing Low."
3 RKO Shorts on
ferred with N. Y. Nathanson, head
HARVEY PERGAMENT, New York represenThree RKO Radio short subjects of Famous Players-Canadian cirtative of United Theaters, Inc. of Porto Rico,
are scheduled for current bookings cuit.
sailed yesterday to consult with Ramos Cobian
and
Eduardo
Gonzales, operators of the circuit.
"Camp Meeting"
on Broadwa
featuring
they.Hall Johnson Choir,
M.
H.
HOFFMAN
is in town.
Jules A. Schwartz Dead
directed by Hall Johnson himself,
E. C. MILLS and LESLIE J. BOOSEY left
Painesville, O. — Jules A. Schwartz,
is now at the Criterion; "Vocalizing." an Edgar Kennedy domestic 52, co-owner and manager of three yesterday for Toronto.
FERNANDO C. TAMAYO, head of the govcomedy, begins today at the Roxy; Lake County theaters died at Lake
ernment-sponsored motion picture studio at
while "Deadly Females," a Strug- County Memorial hospital of a skull Caracas, Venezuela, is in town to purchase new
gle-to-Live featurette, will be seen fracture received in a fall at his studio equipment.
soon at the Criterion.
home. Schwartz managed the Utopia and Park theaters here and the
Exhibs Gain After Knife
Will Renovate the Little
Lyric at nearby Fairpoit. He formerly lived in Cleveland. His
Pittsburgh — Condition of Bill
Newark, N. J.— The Little TheScott, manager of the Stanley The- widow and a son survive.
ater will close on Dec. 1 for renovaater, now at the St. Francis Hostions, with reopening likely on Dec.
pital is greatly improved, while Jake
25. "Cloistered" is being held at
'37
Over to trustees
Silverman, Western Pennsylvania
Para.of Suits
Suits
the Paramount
exhibitor, will soon leave the John against former officers and directors the Little for a second week.
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. Both of the company to obtain recovery
of sums estimated at $12,000,000 will
had operations.
not be tried until next year, it is
OFFICES
Fred C. Dickson Dies
learned.
facing
Radio
City
at Rockbottom Rentals
Indianapolis — Fred C. Dickson, 60,
president of the Indiana Trust Co.,
Bob Edgren to Produce
*
Small and 48TH
Large
Units
STREET •
and formerly associated with the
Robert Edgren, sports cartoonist, • 48 WEST
Dickson & Talbott circuit, is dead will produce a series of six single
here. Surviving are his widow and reel subjects dealing with sports. * ALBERT M. GREENFIELD & CO., Inc. #
• 521 5th AVE.
MUrray Hill 2-6000 "
daughter.
Work will be done at the coast.
'A

Paramount
17 '4
Paramount
1st pfd.
125
Paramount
2nd
pfd. 16
Pathe
Film
... Vk
RKO
7%
20th Century-Fox 33',
20fh Century-Fox pfd. 41 %
Un.v
Pict.
Pfd
102
Warner
Bros
15
do pfd
62
NEW
YORK
BONO
Ke.th A-0 6s46
96 %
Loew
6s 41ww
99
Par. Bway
3s55
6434
Paramount Picts 6s55 98%
RKO
6s41
92 'i
Warners
6s39
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YORK
CURB
Columbia
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Grand
Nat'l Films
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Sonotone
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2
Technicolor
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Trans-Lux
4

27' j
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General Theaters Equip.
Shows Net of $255,768

•

Agent

on

Premises,

BRyant

9-8299

•

MEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

TAKE YOUR PICK NOW, 'cause they'll be coming your way soon
when Warners' special plane-load of aerial angels, talented principals from 'Gold Diggers of 1937' makes nationwide flying tour
in gigantic American Airlines flagship as pre-playdate build-up."
'HELLO AMERICA!' Continental cinemastar,
Fernand Gravet (below), greets metropolis, and
vice versa, as Parisian idol arrives on way to

MOST THRILLING EPIC in motion picture history', 'Charge
f the Light Brigade', comes to New York tomorrow with
fars Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, 'magnificent' cast, preared to repeat for Strand patrons 'breath-taking achievelents' that 'lifted critics from chairs cheering,' (M.P. Herald).

coast for regal role in 'The King and the
Chorus Girl', initial Mervyn LeRoy production for
Warners, with Joan Blondell set to step as 'girl*.

READY

TO DO

is Claude

AND

DIE in Danton

Rains, first important cast

assignment made

by Prof. Max

Rein-

hardt, who'll direct Warners' French
Revolution special. Claude will enact
the
role of tyrannical
Robespierre.
EAST

MEETS

WEST!

Gotham

scribes

surround Hal Wallis (left) in guest of
hot Hollywood news as Warner studio
chief arrives here for conference with
Jack L. Warner on important future
production plans, Broadway plays
looming as possible picture material.
*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

J
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"INSULTING" PICTURES
STIR CHINESE THREATS
Nanking (By Cable) The Government has decided to effectuate
drastic measures aimed at American pictures which, it is claimed,
-vnt China in an unfavorable
light. The regulations includ
plan to confiscate ami destroy such
films and agencies handling them
will be prohibited fro
in China.
. according to the move, companies
tributing anti-Chinese
productions
in any part of the world will be
barred from operating in this countrv.
Asserting that "The General
at Dawn"
is "insulting" to
China, the Government
Board of
decided to notify Paraat unless exhibition of the
ire, anywhere, is stopped, all its
films will be barred in China.
ther Hays office or Paramount
officials had heard about the reported situation in China, they stated last night in New York.

SEC Postpones Hearing in
Hollywoodr.ued Famous
Pix Case
fr
hearing of Hollywood Famous Pictures, Inc., of Los Angeles. Postponement of the hearing was reted by Irwin L. Langbein, attorney for the Commission, on the
grounds that it was necessary to
introduce further evidence and conduct further investigation.

MP. TO. A. Convention
May Open Early in March
(Continued

from

Pagt

1)

tel Miami-Biltmoix in Miami. Communications received by President
Ed Kuykendall indicate a strong
sentiment in favor of that city.

Para. Quarterly Report
Waits for Foreign Data
(Continued

from

Page

\)

nation was made by a spokesman
for the company that it is being held
up pending receipt of figures on foreign revenue.

▼
T
T
• • • THERE IS a lot of speculation at the 20th CenturyFox home office as to what may happen when "Pigskin
Parade" opens at Poli's theater in New Haven tonite those
Yale undergrads are liable to go berserk and try to tear the thethe tale of Yale's team takater down when the screen unfolds
of an outfit from a hick college in
Texasing a licking at the hands

Y

▼

•

•

• ALONG WITH Republic's recent spurt in the production of better-than-average entertainment
of the type
of "Follow Your Heart" and "The President's Mystery"
there is being discerned throughout the trade a definite new advertising style adapted by this organization
this is directly traceable to the recent acquisition of Rodney deSarro, widely
known magazine contributor, as head of the art dep't
deSarro's first campaign was on "The President's Mystery"
and his work on the press book and trade campaign for "Country Gentlemen" is an excellent example of how Republic is
adapting this new Esquire type of art and copy to selling pictures
T
▼
T
• • • BY WAY of the grapevine we hear that Ed Finney's first production effort is the peaches and cream
meaning "Song of the Gringo," starring Tex Ritter, the singing
cowboy of radio
Ed dug up the "find" and the lad registers
strong
just a "natural actor," the word goes
and Joan
Woodbury in support is surprise find No. 2
she developing
unexpected possibilities when they looked at the rushes
a society girl new to pix, a girl of the athletic outdoors type
this is Ed Finney's first of a series of eight western musicals starring Tex Ritter
to be distributed by Grand Naall the Old Gang are rootin'
for youtional.v ... fine work, Ed
▼
TV
• •
• THE FALL social season will be inaugurated by
the New York Warner Club tonite
with a Hallowe'en dance
and party to be held at the home office club rooms
Chairman Harry Mayer of the entertainment committee has arranged
for a professional spook and goblin show for the guests, and an
eleven-piece band for dancing
the members will meet officially their newly elected prexy, Alex McBeath ... • A galaxy
of celebs and screen stars will attend the trade showing of Sam
Goldwyn's
"Come and Get It" at the Astor theater this morning
at 11

▼

Para. Building In Miami
Paramount Enterprises, headed by
S. A. Lynch and operating Paramount's theaters in Florida, is- adding its 11th house. A 1,500-seat
theater is under construction at
Miami Beach.
Jack Frost, general manager of
the circuit, is in New York from
Miami.

Gass Killed in Crash
San Francisco —
'ant manager
Theater here, was
crash.
His wife,
brothers survive.

Sterling Gass, 29,
of the Paramount
killed in an auto
mother and two

T

• • • OF COURSE it is all done in the spirit of good
clean fun
but just suppose some of the sons of Eli conclude the picture is a lowdown trick to undermine the morale
of the team for Saturday's game with Dartmouth
if they
should take this view of "Pigskin Parade" and run amuck
it will crash the headlines and be a grand scoop for the producers at the expense of one Poli theater
but what
is a li'l thing like a theater if the pix goes over with a bang?
the football saga is a great satire on intersectional
football
and "Stew" Erwin running barefooted with the
ball for a touchdown is a howl
▼
T
T

▼

▼

•

• • THE PARTY for Fernand Gravet, French actor, given by Warners at the "White Horse Inn" on the stage of the
Center theater, brought out a full house
among those present were Harry and Jack Warner, Hal Wallis, Charfes Einfeld,
Grad Sears James Melton, Frank Buck, Billy Gaxton,
Kitty Carlisle
Carol Stone, Billy House, Stanley Smith,
Jack Ahcoate, Martin Quigley, Maurice Kann
Larry Reed,
Robert Garland, Frank Nugent, Richard Watts, Eileen Creelman, William Boehnel Lowell Thomas, Eric Charell, Kelcey Allen, Joe Hazen, Mort Blumenstock, Jake Wilk, Nedda
Harrigan, Estelle Schrott, Margaret Tazelaar
Larry Reed
said that after attending these trade studio and cocktail parties
for twenty years he at last met the guest of honor
an accident, Larry excuse it please, and we'll try to see that it
doesn't happen again

«

«

«

»

»

»

4 NEW OHIO THEATERS
COST OVER $200,000
Rapidly mounting activity in the
theater building field is further instanced by Film Daily dispatches
yesterday announcing plans for four
new houses in Ohio.
Investment well above the $200,000 figure is indicated, one venture
alone calling for the expenditure
of $100,000.
The roundup:
Mansfield, O.— Miss Justine Sterkel has had plans prepared for a
new 60-seat theater to be built her.
at a cost of approximately $70,000.
Bellevue, O. — The Wadsworth Enterprises, Inc., will build a new theater here, according to announcement of Earl Seitz and John Damm.
A main street site has been acquired
and the house will cost around $40,000, with approximately 600 seats.
Wadsworth
Enterprises, Inc., now
own and operate the State and Star
Theaters, Sandusky, and the Strand
at Wadsworth.
Hillsboro, O. — A new theater will
be built here shortly by Chakeres
Theaters, Inc., of Springfield. The
corporation, which operates theaters
in several central Ohio cities, has
acquired a 99-year lease on a North
Main Street property.
Lorain, O. — A 750-seat movie theater, to cost approximately $100,000
is planned here by George Shenker.
W. S. Ferguson, Cleveland, is the
architect.

Harry Allan Representing
Grand National in Canada
(Continued from Page

1)

active in distribution, will explore
the situation in the Dominion and
determine the advisability of Grand
National opening its own offices or
making distributing arrangements
with existing agencies. Allan has
gone to Toronto from New York.

Northwest M.P.T.O. Names
W. G. Ripley as President
Seattle — Selecting Spokane for
the next convention seat and electing new officers, the Northwest M. P.
T. O. A. climaxed its Seattle convention this week with a ball. W.
G. Ripley of Longview, Wash, was
chosen as the new president, to succeed Hugh Bruen, who has gone to
California, where he has acquired
several motion picture houses.
Other new officers are: First VicePresident, I. O. Lukan of Seattle;
Second Vice-President, Milton Kenworthy; Third Vice-President, Paul
Aust; and Secretary-Treasurer, J.
M. Hone of Seattle, re-elected. Trustees chosen include H. T. Moore of
Tacoma; John Danz of Seattle; Al
Rosenberg, Fred Mercy, Jr., Cecil
Gwinn, John Hamrick, Leroy Johnson, B. F. Shearer and C. D. Miller.

0
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Come and get the outstanding
entertainment from the out'
standing producer of todagl
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THE WORTHY SUCCESSOR
TO HIS LIST OF GREAT
PRODUCTIONS

RICH, MIGHTY AND
SWEEPING STORY

ARNOLD
JOEL

McGREA
M A O Y

• FARMER
CHRISTIANS

WALTER
FRANK
ANDREA

t\h

FRANCES

B R E N N A N
SHIELDS
LEEDS
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Words and Wisdom
AM
I my

in the movies now and it is
job to find new talent and to
y train the singers
and to adapt
1 operas for the motion pictures because the old form of opera will not
do.— MARY
GARDEN.
Make no mistake about television:
it is here all right. It can definitely
be taken that the science will be
launched in Great Britain before the
end of this year.— STUART F.
DOYLE.
The fundamental defect of the
movies today is that they are made
to be forgotten. — GILBERT
SELDES.
The progress made by Paramount
in the past three and a half months
is substantial and most encouraging. Our company has definitely
emerged from the conditions which
so long clouded its horizon. — BARNEY BALABAN.
The film industry in England is
expanding by leaps and bounds. The
English are now prepared to make
a bold bid for Hollywood's top producers, writers, directors, technicians and players. — J ESSE L.
LASKY.
Film audiences are eager for the
best in music. Hollywood's technicians have at last learned the secret
of giving nearly-perfect reproduction. Symphonic music as a big
and vital part of motion picture entertainment has come to stay. — LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI.
'
I'd like to work out a plan to do
a play on Broadway each winter
and then a picture version of it in
the summer. You try it out then.
You know all about it. You are not
— WALTER HUSexperimenting.
TON.

&&*\

The Foreign Field

NEWS OF THE DAY

Pittsburgh — Harry Handel and
Morris Rosen, independent theater
operators here, leased the Pythian
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe
♦
♦
Temple from the Ellis Amusement
Co. The temple is now being converted into a modern neighborhood
To Direct Two for Criterion
chines as well. U. S. firms inter- house and is expected to open durested are referred to George E.
London — Raoul Walsh has been
ing the Christmas holidays. The
Handel & Rosen Granada Theater,
signed by Criterion to direct two Fakiris, 8 Lycourgou St., Athens.
located
a block away from Pythian
productions. The first will be the
definitely.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., stellar picTemple, will continue to operate inIndia Wants Native Educat'ls.
ture, "Jump for Glory."
Bombay — The president of the
Motion Picture Society of India is
Lorain, O. — Don Reilly, assistant
Czechslovakian Imports
urging producing companies to un- manager of the Palace here, has
dertake the production of education- been promoted to manager of the
Prague — From January 1 to Aug.
al films, pointing out the lack of
31, 180 pictures were shown here.
August imports were 26 features them in India. He intimated legis- State at Lima, succeeding Lou Midler, who has been transferred to
lation might be effected requiring
and 28 shorts. U. S. films for the
showing of such films in schools Cleveland to manage the Variety.
first six months of the year amount- the
ed to 88 to 52 German, 12 Austrian, and colleges.
Parma, O. — James E. Scoville has
11 French, seven Russian, five Engbeen made manager of the newly
lish, four Hungarian and one Dutch. B. I. P. Schedules 8 Pictures
opened 1,200-seat Parma Theater
During August German films exLondon — British International has here. The new house cost approxiceeded the American by five. Estimates of imports for the season of set an ambitious program for the
mately $100,000, according to Scoville, who is one of the co-owners.
1936-37 totals 360, with 114 of these new season. Already plans are combeing American.
pleted for the shooting of "Sensation" and "The Dominant Sex," and
Wheeling, W. Va.— Robert Higimmediately these subjects get gins
has been appointed manager
HI U. S. Films to Hungary
properly -into their stride, Robertson of the Court Theater here which is
Budapest — During the 1935-36 Hare will start work in the starring operated by the West Virginia Theatrical Enterprises, with R. T.
season which ended July 31, Hun- part in a screen version of his curgary imported 111 American motion
rent theatrical success, "Aren't Men Kemper as general manager. Higpictures as against 48 German, 17 Beasts." This will be followed by gins has managed theaters at WashAustrian, 15 British and 14 French. a number of other subjects. Altoington, Pa., Charleroi and Grove
gether it is hoped that no less than
Domestic studios turned out 22 productions for the season.
eight new pictures will have been City, Pa.
completed between now and the new
Chicago — Preliminary work has
started on the new Times Theater
Greece to Buy Projectors
that will be erected at Milwaukee
Athens — The Greek Government
Retains 17.5 mm. Film.
and Lawrence Aves. Harry Soloproposes to buy a number of 16 mm. year.
mon is the owner; Jerome Marks
Paris
—
Pathe-Cinema
will
not
projectors for its Bureau of Educawill
be
the house manager. Soloabandon
the
17.5
mm.
film
to
emtional Cinematography in the Minmon also operates the Rio Theater.
istry of Public Instruction, which ing. brace the American 16 mm. standard
was created last year. The Min- as was done by most European counCharlotte, N. C. — Work is expecttries at the recent Budapest meetistry is reported prepared to coned to begin immediately on a thesider offers for standard 35 mm. maater to be erected here by the Cherokee Amusements, Inc.

General Outdoor Adv. Co.
Cuts Capital $426,250

Indiana Associated Group
To Elect Officers Nov.

Charlotte, N. C. — George Reade
has returned from Florida and has
resumed management of the Film
Indianapolis, Ind. — An advance in Hut. Cicero Alexander, who owned
At a special meeting of stockholders of General Outdoor Advertising admission prices, elimination of dou- the
Amity.Film Hut before selling to
The great American public will Co., retirement of 8,525 shares of
Reade, has accepted a position with
ble
features
and
the
revising
of
the
not go to see a bum show. Most A stock and reduction in capital by
of its members may not know how $426,250 was approved by more than present fire ordinance were the principal subjects discussed at the anto write a script, how a picture is two-thirds vote. Stock had been
Seattle — A new exchange will be
nual convention of the Associated
put together, but they all know purchased for $121,840, or average
built
on this city's extensive film
what they like, and that, in the of $14.30 a share. Alexander L. Theater Owners of Indiana in the
will
they
row
by
M-G-M.
Bauers, vice-president who presided Indianapolis Variety club.
long run, is the only thing
at
meeting
said
business
in
third
UNDERLYN
FRANK
Spencer,
— The Boyd has
pay for.—
WOOD.
Officers for the coming year will been sold toNeb.
and fourth quarters has been ahead
Roy Dresher by Jones
of last year.
be elected by 20 directors and five and Bradstreet.
alternate directors at their first
meeting Nov. 5. R. R. Bair, president of the organization presided.
Oklahoma's M.P.T.O. Will

FACTS
ABOUT

Hold 2-Day Meet Dec. 14-15

FILMS

Oklahoma City— The Oklahoma M.
P.T.O. will hold its annual session
in Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City,
Dec. 14-15, it was announced today
by Morris Loewenstein, president. In
view of the fact that the Oklahoma
Legislature convenes in Oklahoma
City in January, proposed legislation will be discussed.
A banquet and ball will close the
program.

Berlin now has two large theaters
showing foreign-language films — the
Marmorhaus and the Kurbel — to its
foreign residents.
than 100,000
more

SHOW-

Contest Winners to Sail
As winners of the first American
contest ever to offer screen tests in
a British film studio, Lilianne Kerekes of Detroit and F. John M. Beattie of Old Deerfield, Mass., will sail
next Wednesday aboard the U. S.
Liner, SS Manhattan, for the Gaumont British Studios in Shepherd's
Bush, London.

REMINDER
In bad weather
•head
waiting

of

open

time; don't

outside.

MAN'S
your theater

keep

patrons
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Reviews <4 the View Films

#
"YELLOW

CRUISE"

French Motion Picture Co.

FOREIGN
77 mins.

THRILLING SPECTACULAR CAMERA
RECORD OF CITROEN EXPEDITION
ACROSS CENTRAL ASIA
LY PHOTOGRAPHED.

MAGNIFICENT-

This is one of the most unusual travel
pictures ever filmed. It is a camera record
of the Cifroen-Haardt expedition by motcr
across Central Asia sponsored by the National Geographic Srciety The r.^ute
crossed Beirut, Bagdad, Persia, Afghanistan,
the Himalayas Peaks of Pamir Mts., the
Forbidden Land. Tibet, Mongolia and China.
The picture affords unusual views of the
jntries, their peoples, architecture, etc. The photography is breathtakbeautiful. In crossing the countries,
the expedition used special motor tractors,
and made its way under tremendous difficulties at times. En route the leader
of the expedition, Georges Marie-Haardt,
died. The progress of the expedition
across Asia is a gripping, unusual and beautiful spectacle. The film has a superb
musical score played by the Theater National De L'Opera, Paris, and native music.
There are several scenes of native dancing.

Direction, Tops

Photography, The Best,

Bank Night Insurance Is
Dealt Florida Legal K. 0.
Jacksonville, Fla.— W. E. Thornton, charged with operating a lottery in connection with his bank
night insurance scheme, has been
found guilty and fined $50 in municipal court here. Scheme was put
across by throwing a corps of salesmen and women into this territory
peddling 25-cent cakes of soap in
return for which purchaser received a certificate guaranteeing him receipt of the bank night prize whether or not he were present at theater
when his name was called.

OMAHA

"MYSTERIES Oc NOTRE DAME"— produced anonymously ir. France, and distributed in United States by Du World, Inc.
At 55th Street Playhouse.
Impressive cinema record of architectural
glories of this renowned ?nd historic
cathedra!. Shots depict minutely every
structural and decorative feature of
'fice, ^nd camera work is magnificent
and inspiring. Picture's music score is
r >ed on the great Notre Dame organ.

Ken

SHORTS

Murrav

and

Oswald

in

plays the part of the gang leader.
The cops break in to rescue Ken in
■i prise finish. The cast includes
Elaine Arden, Ralph Sanford, Curtis
Karpe, Harold Waldbridge, Bob
Mulligan. Directed by Lloyd French.

Pictorial Revue No. 2
Vitaphone
Good Diversity

11 mins.

Interesting subjects of timely interest, with John S. Young doing
the narration. First is a demonstration of how to be a movie star,
showing the fans what a girl has to
go through to even begin to get a
start in the Hollywood studios.
George Rector, the famous restaurateur, shows how a steak should
be seasoned and cooked a la Diamond Jim Brady. There is a demonstration oftime and labor saving
devices for the home. Fashions
modeled by attractive mannequins,
filmed in natural color, concludes a
well diversified reel.

Johnny Perkins acting as emcee. He
also works with the Maxelles, the
acrobats, in their act, as well as
putting on a skit of his own. Joe
■&
and Jane McKenna do a &
roughhouse
act of song and dance. The Four
Creedon Girls are neat dancers. A
straight vaudeville presentation all
the way through.

"Milk and Money"

(Looney Tune Cartoon) mins.
Vitaph
Goodon
Gags
7
e

The old mortgage on the farm
yarn is adapted to the use of Kid
(Broadway Brevity)
Porky and Pa Pig. When the vilVitaphone
18 mins.
Plenty Laffs
lain says he is going to take over
the
iarm on the morrow, Porky
A well gagged skit in which Ken
Murray is kidnapped by gangsters
gets busy. He goes to the city and
lands with his horse that was in
when one of their members is resthe milk business in a real hoss
cued on the way to jail. Ken being
handcuffed to the prisoner by the
race, and wins when a horse fly
police is an unwilling companion,
stings his mount into activity
Porky comes home in a limousine
he being on the way to his wed"Vaudeville Is Back"
with the winnings and saves the
Lively
ding. So all dressed up in his wed(Big
Time
Vaudeville)
ding outfit he sits with the gang Vitaphone
10 mins. farm from the villain. Produced by
and engages in a poker game. The
gags are very good, and the fun is
Leon Schlesinger.
Animation
"
carried on mostly by Oswald, who
A
balanced
vaude
bill, with I Charles
Virgil'Ross!
y
Capitol Jones*&and
LINCOLN
Investment

"Can't Think Of It'

BOSTON

Herman Rifkin, who holds the
Republic Pictures franchise for New
England, will be tendered a Welcome Home testimonial dinner in
the Main Ballroom of the Hotel
Statler on Nov. 5.
Independent Exhibitors, Inc., Allied affiliate, at a director's meeting held this week, decided to issue
a monthly magazine, Allied Independent Exhibitor for distribution to
all the independent exhibitors in
New England. Arthur K. Howard
will edit.
Harry N. Snyder is now district
manager for New England for the
Alexander Film Company.
Ben Rogers, GB salesman, is ill
with the grippe.
Visiting exhibitors seen in the
film district: Abe Goodside, Portland, Me.; Nate Yamins and Bill
Canning, Fall River; Harry Zeitz,
New Bedford; Joe Mathieu, Springfield, Vt.; and Morton Lieberman.
John Scully, district manager for
GB here, has returned from Albany
and Buffalo.

Co.
Reorganization Talked

Iz Weiner, second time around as
Milwaukee— A bondholders* promanager of the Columbia Pictures'
exchange in Omaha, will probably
tective committee has under consideration several plans for the hankeep it this time. He was the big
shot when Hy Chapman was sent
dling of the mortgage of the Capitol
to Minneapolis, only to be replaced Investment Co., owner of the Capby Benny Marcus. Now Marcus has
itol theater in Madison. It is rebeen sent to Kansas City, and Iz is
ported possible that the committee
on top again.
may petition the federal court for
Milt Overman's decision to up the reorganization of the investment
prices at the Varsity here received company. The Capitol theater is
a backset when some delivery dates leased by the Southwest Theater
on pictures were crossed up. How- Management Co.. a subsidiary of the
ever, the Varsity starts as a 35- Saxe Amusement Management, Inc.,
cent house next week. Old top was Milwaukee.
25 cents.
Honeymoon is over for the Leland
Spanky Visits Grandma
Mischnicks, and they're setting up
Dallas— Spanky McFarland, folhousekeeping. Leland is the Kiva
manager here.
lowing completion of his first starMrs. Bob Livingston, wife of the
ring picture "General Spanky", has
manager of the Capitol, is now at arrived in Dallas to spend his vacation with his grandmother, Mrs. H.
home convalescing from her operations. Camille Shire, daughter of E. Phillips. He will make a personal appearance at the Texas CenCharlie Shire, the Lincoln Theaters
tennial Exposition.
Corp. treasurer, is also home from
an Omaha hospital where she was
resting after a nervous breakdown.
SOUTH AND WEST

C. E. Williams, president of M. P.
T. O. for Nebraska and Western
Iowa, has called a meeting here on
Nov. 10-11. Possible legislation will
be discussed and officers elected.
Promotion of Orville Rennie, Orpheum assistant manager, to city
manager at Hastings, Neb., in
charge of the Strand and Rivoli theTheater Circuit, Mike Naify of T.
aters, has been announced by Dis& D. Jr. Enterprises, and Samuel
SAN FRANCISCO
trict Manager Evert Cummings.
Levin, independent San Francisco
Rennie replaces Don Fuller, who
theater man, have just signed for
will be assigned elsewhere.
"Dodsworth" is in its fourth week new Metro product. Majority of
at
the
United
Artists.
The former Rialto theater is bethe deals consummated by George
ing remodeled into a bus depot.
Francis Lederer wings to Sacra- Hickey, and including Fox West
mento on Nov. 16, where he will Coast Theaters, are for two year
Eddie Perrigo, who led the Orspeak before the Sacramento terms.
pheum pit orchestra until it was Forum.
disbanded, was stricken ill with
Spyros and Charles P. Skouras
pnuemonia recently at Niobrara,
M-G-M is entering a lavish float are expected to tour this region,
Neb., and moved to a Norfolk hos- in the parade to celebrate the open- looking over their houses, having
pital.
ing of the San Francisco-Oakland
just completed a similar "once
on Nov. 12.
Elmer Sedin, RKO auditor, is at
over" of the theaters in Denver and
Robert A. McNeil of Golden State Salt Lake.
the local exchange.

Van Chamberlain has taken over
the Rialto Theater at Freer, Tex.
Guaranteed Pictures Co. has
closed with the Adams Film Exchange at Dallas, and the K. Lee
Williams Film Exchange at Oklahoma City for "The Woman in
White" and "Just My Luck" for
Oklahoma,
Arkansas
and Texas.
R. A. Gill of the Cartex at Carthage, Tex., will open his second
theater there shortly.
R. R. Garner is the new salesman for Universal in Alabama territory. William Fulton resigned.
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By RALPH WILK
'TRANSATLANTIC wires buzzed
good news yesterday for Merle
Oberon. By three-way telephone
line between London, Hollywood and
New York, Samuel Goldwyn and
Alexander Korda agreed upon a new
five-year contract, in which they
share more
Miss favorable
Oberon's to
services,
on
terms
her than
her old contract, which still had
two and a half years to run. The
new agreement has a bonus provision which will place Miss Oberon
in the top ranks of high-priced stars,
Goldwyn announced. Miss Oberon is now in New York to sail
Nov. 4 on the Queen Mary and the
details of the new contract were
settled and closed by verbal agreement on the three-way telephone
line, with attorneys for all sides
listening in. She will make half
of her pictures in London for Korda,
and the other half at the Goldwyn
studios, in Hollywood. Her first
Korda film, "I, Claudius," will costar her with Charles Laughton.

▼

▼

▼

▼

t

▼

William Faversham, stage star,
yesterday was signed for a featured
role in Fred Scott's "The Singing
Buckaroo," which Jed Buell is producing for Spectrum release. Faversham has just returned from a tour
of New Zealand.
»
▼
T
Sol Lesser, president of Principal
Productions, announces the purchase
of an original story, "Boy Blue,"
by Lorlen Bent, as the next RKO
Radio starring vehicle for Bobby
Breen. A former Los Angeles
school teacher, the author has never
before sold a screen story or had
a story published.
The second release in the Struggle to Live Series, "Deadly Females"
has been completed. Spiders and
scorpions are the principal characters. ▼ ▼
T
To escape the hordes of autograph
seekers, visiting sightseers and
celebrity worshippers who form a
large part of the population of Hollywood, a group of players, studio
executives, directors and writers
have opened a new restaurant whose
patronage will be restricted solely
to film people. Known as Somerset
House, it is on La Cienega near Wilshire Boulevard. The restaurant is
operated on a co-op plan and is so
exclusive that it might properly be
called a club. Membership now includes Bing Crosby, originator of
the idea; Carole Lombard, Una Mer-

SAN ANTONIO

Sidney Howard to Adapt "Gone With the Wind"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sidney Howard has been signed to adapt Margaret Mitchell's recordbreaking best-seller, "Gone With the Wind," for the screen, David O. Selznick announced today. George Cukor is to direct the production, returning to the home lot
after completing loan assignments to M-G-M, where he directed "Romeo and Juliet"
and "Camilie."

kel, William LeBaron, Norma Talmadge, George Jessel, Richard
Arlen, Lewis Milestone, Claude
Binyon Jobyna Ralston and Norman Taurog.

Major character parts for "Counterfeit Lady" which bore the early
production title, "Lady of New
York," were filled yesterday, when
Gene Morgan, Wade Boteler and
George Pearce were assigned. Harold Shumate's story is being directed by D. Ross Lederman.

just added are Ernest Cossart, David
Oliver, Samuel S. Hinds, Russell
Wade, Mary Alice Rice, Richard
Carle and Ethelreda Leopold.
»
»
»
With Gordon Wiles directing, Columbia's "Women of Glamour" is
now well under way. The last three
players to be signed are Maurice
Cass, Mike Morita and Paul Power.
▼

T

Collins
led his Kernville
"Treve"
companyyesterday
out toward
where the unit will be on location
for two weeks. Knottiest problem
in assembling a cast for the Albert
▼
T
T
Payson Terhune dog story was the
A number of Universal juniors canine lead. After sorting through
will have their first baptism of fire some 450 animals which were
in "Top of the Town". These new brought to the studio by hopeful
players include Janice Jarratt, owners, Collins finally awarded the
"Sweetheart of the Texas Centen- part to "Tuffy," an Australian sheep
nial" and the most photographed dog with former screen experience
artists' model in America; Lynn
Gilbert, young Chicago society gained in "The Trail of the Lonebeauty; Marjorie Gage, society
T
V
T
The somenational
release date for
aviatrix; Emily Lane, Michael FitzPine."
▼
T
_ T
maurice, Robert Dalton, Phyllis "Polo Joe," Joe E. Brown's latest
It was writers' assignment day at Dobson, runner up in the Atlantic film, has been set for Dec. 5. The
Universal City yesterday — F. Hugh City Beauty Pageant; Maxine Rein- picture has Carol Hughes in the
Herbert was assigned to do the
er, and Robert Whitney.
Still others leading feminine role.
screen play of Eleanore Griffin and
William Rankin, "The Thing is the
Play." Charles Kenyon was assigned to the screen play of "The
Road Back," by Eric Remarque.
Karen deWolf will collaborate with
Austin Parker on the screen play of
"Be It Ever So Humble," also by
Eleanore Griffin and William Rankin. John Francis Larkin was assigned to write the continuity and
dialogue for "Night Key," which
will star Boris Karloff, and Rolf
Passer, who wrote the manuscript
of "The Life of Alfred Bernard
Nobel," was assigned to work on
the script.

*

▼

▼

T

t

▼

B. P. Schulberg, who is producing
"John Mead's Woman" for Paramount with Edward Arnold, Francine Larrimore, Gail Patrick and
George Bancroft in the leading roles,
today announced the following additions to the cast of the film: John
Trent, Stanley Andrews, Harry Hayden, Robert Strange, Philip Cusinano, Harry Lash, Mitchell Ingraham,
Homer Dickinson, Fern Emmett,
Bert Roach, Charles Middleton and
Erville Alderson.

Maury M. Cohen, producer of Invincible pictures, has assigned
Arthur T. Horman to write an original story and screen adaptation
of "The Return of Raffles," which
will be Invincible's production to
follow "EllisTIsland."
T
T

"'I.Oft

The St. Luke's Choristers of Long
Beach, an aggregation of 50 Choir
boys from 9 to 17 years of age, will
be heard in the church sequences of
"Beloved Enemy," the John Balderston story of the Irish rebellion costarring Merle Oberon and Brian
Aherne, and produced by Samuel
Goldwyn.

kjUAt oWl&hX in knowing how to make life
enjoyable. Our atmosphere is truly Continental,
our view of the Park is superb, our service is really

DETROIT

superior, and our rates invitingly inexpensive. We
successfully created the now

William O'Donnell has returned
from Dallas as has J. J. Jimenez,
San Antonio exchange manager.
Homer Le Tempt, Texas manager, San Antonio, is home from a
vacation trip to Harrisburg, 111.
Visitors: H. C. Daniels, Carrizo
Springs; Harry Sacks, Interstate
booker, Dallas, and Ramon Cortez
and J. McCollum of the Azteca,
Dallas.

T

With casting completed down to
the last horse and dog, Director Lew

Fred Boyd, of the National Theater Supply Office, has been transferred to the New York home office.
Arthur C. Robinson, operating
Price Theater Premiums, and Al
Dezel Attractions, and Harry W.
Mason's Sound Equipment Co. roadshow company, are moving to the
seventh floor of the Film Exchange.
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'36 FILM ADVERTISING
VOLUME INCREASES
tlimuid from Page

1>

scale than has been evidenced since
1931.
During: the period from Jan. 1.
1936, to Dec. 31, inclusive, — which
is fiscal year for advertising figures,
— producers will have marl.
the bulk of pictures on last selling
n's line-ups. and the vanguard
of product set for 1936-37.
Unusually powerful attractions have
been turned out in first eight months
of 1936, and releases between Sept.
1 and end of year promise to have
even greater general strength at
nation's box-offices.
Several major
companies have ace features ready
to go to exchanges during November
and December.
Forty-four pictures
are now in production by majors in
-tudios.
Index to current advertising vitality is furnished by Media Records,
.rnized authority and clearing
house for newspaper
ad statistics,
in report that total lineage, including all classifications, will show in
1936 a gain of some 31 per cent
since end of 1933, and an increase
next year is expected on even broader scale, averaging 15 per cent according to estimates.
It is significant that box-office receipts and general film revenues are
showing gains immediately in wake
of increased advertising appropriations. This tendency, which is retroactive, has been especially apparent during past two years as steady
improvement in economic conditions
has set in.
Boom is general, survey shows, in
all branches of film advertising, including bill-board stands. This latter field is receiving attention from
both M-G-M and Paramount. Both
companies are using outdoor boards,
not only in spots where subsidiary
and affiliated houses operate, but in
cities and towns where they have
no theaters. Warners, Skouras and
RKO are generally confining posting to locales where they have
houses. Volume of posting, because
of Paramount and M-G-M using outdoor advertising on extensive scale,
and other circuits and individual
theaters on a more localized basis,
has shown a reported increase of 45
per cent over 1935.

RCA's Sound Equipment
Goes in 64 Loew Houses
(Continued from Page

1)

RCA Photophone sound systems, it
was announced yesterday by Edwin
M. Hartley, RCA Photophone Division head. This marks the first
time that RCA equipment is to be
installed in Loew's theaters. The
new sound equipment will be of the
High Fidelity type.
Thirty-four of the theaters to be
re-equipped are in the Greater New
York area; the rest are located in
21 other cities in various parts of
the East, the South and the Middlewest.

EXPLOITETTES
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WARNER MGRS. AIM
FOR CHILD PATRONAGE
(Continued from Page

V

F. Campaign for
"Big Broadcast of 1937"
T> ADIO plugs, numerous merchant tie-ups, outstanding
window displays and a barrage
of publicity were among the
highlights of the exploitation
campaign engineered by Paramount for the premiere of "The
Big
Broadcast
1937"City.
at the
Paramount,
Newof York
In
the tie-up divisions the following companies followed through
with hookups; Gotham Hosiery,
Jello, Kraft - Phenix, Selmer
Clarinet, Western Union, RCA
Victor and American Bosch
Radio. The Gotham Hosiery
tie-up resulted in more than 150
local merchants displaying the
two special display cards, one
22x28 and the other 11x14, in
their windows and giving the
picture and theater full credit.
Cashing in on the Jello angle
with Jack Benny of their radio
progi'am, all local grocery stores
carried special window streamers with a picture of Benny and
imprint of title of picture and
theater playdate.
Bob Burns of the KraftPhenix program was the means
of getting the Kraft co-operation. All of their retail outlets
displayed cards of Burns with
appropriate credit to the theater. In addition the Kraft organization got out a Bob Burns
impersonator who toured the
streets of the city playing a
bazooka, bannered to mention
the Paramount Theater. Benny
Goodman, the king of swing,
accounted for the tie-up with
the Selmer Clarinet. In addition to utilizing their local window, they got out appropriate
cards with a scene from the picture and gave credit to the theater. The Western Union got out
22x28 jumbo telegram blanks,
all imprinted, and displayed
them in their various offices
throughout the city. RCA Victor plugged the attraction by
tying up with both Benny Goodman and Leopold Stokowski,
their recording artists, and the
American Bosch Radio Co. arranged for attractive windows

Report Carl Leserman
Quitting Grand National
(Continued from Page

1)

in addition to a 500-line Davega
ad in which "The Big Broadcast" received full credit. Many
major radio progr-ams devoted
considerable time to mentioning
the picture and local playdate.
On the Jello Program Jack
Benny gave generous mention
to his latest attraction the Sunday before opening. George
Burns and Grade Allen on the
Campbell Tomato Juice program also mentioned their latest attraction on the air as did
Bob Burns, star of the KraftPhenix Hour. In addition to
the routine window displays was
the attractive Gotham Hosiery
window at Gimbel Bros.
— Paramount New York.

"Allah" Tieup With
Feg Murray Cartoons
CELZNICK
International's
^ "The Garden of Allah" will
be one of the first motion pictures to cash in on an extensive
national exploitation and cooperative advertising campaign
featuring the Feg Murray newspaper cartoon "Seein' Stars."
In a three-way tie-up between
the newspapers publishing the
Feg Murray daily cartoon, the
large department stores in the
leading key cities and the Selznick studio, elaborate exhibits
of properties and costumes will
be arranged in the stores and
other prominent spots. David
O. Selznick is lending complete
costumes worn by Marlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer in this
technicolor production, and they
will be displayed on wax likenesses of the stars. The exploitation period in the different
cities will be arranged to coincide with the first run of the
picture. Feg Murray cartoons,
featuring incidents during the
making of "The Garden of Allah," will be featured in all cooperative store advertising, and
the original drawings will be
on display. George L. Prater
is handling arrangements for
Feg Murray and King Features
Syndicate.
— Selznick International.

Action Deferred on Bill
Aimed at Canine Racing

Jacksonville, Fla. — City council
sales manager. He was previously has delayed action two weeks on
with the same company in Chicago.
As yet, no successor to Leserman the bill to prohibit dog racing behas been indicated.
tween the hours of 6 P. M. and midLeserman has been a member of
night. If passed, bill would autothe Grand National board of direcmatically kill tracks' peak business.
tors which held a regular meeting
Top
theater
attendance is also afyesterday. He is understood to have
ter 6 P. M.
a contract with the company.

1)

turbing extent, usurped the place
long held by the movies in the affection of the American child", with
the result that a new genera
tion
may grow up without the moviegoing
In a habit.
letter to his managers, calling
for immediate action, Silver says:
"Radio now offers the child a wide
variety of serials, clubs, contests
and premiums. Have you ever
counted the number of programs
directed at children?
"There, are certain hours of the
you can't get children
day when
away
from the
radio. Fortunately,
those hours at present are such that
they do not conflict directly with
movie-going time. But if the next
five years see as great an increase
in radio's appeal to youngsters as
there has been in the past five years,
look out for trouble.
"This matter is of far greater importance than the amount of money
involved in increased receipts, so do
not take it lightly."
Silver's campaign is regarded as
a bellwether, presaging a general
circuit drive.

Douglas Fairbanks Contends
Color is Still a Problem
(Continued from Page

1)

about the Goldwyn production skill
and organization, thus explaining
his association with Samuel Goldwyn in connection with "Marco
Polo". He said that the budget for
his picture calls for $1,500,000,
which is only the original estimate,
and that it is based on research done
by Captain A. Pogson of the British
Army. Robert Sherwood has been
helping get the script into shape,
explained Fairbanks.
The producer-star sails Wednesday on the Queen Mary, with Switzerland as his important vacation
spot. He will return to the Coast
in January and start actual production the following Spring. Some
sequences, especially backgrounds,
will be made in China. Gary Cooper
is scheduled to be the star.

Installations Set New
Sales Record For Erpi
(Continued from Page 1)

1929, according to C. W. Bunn, general sales manager.
This brings total number of theaters contracting for Mirrophonic
to 318, since the new sound was
first introduced to the ti-ade less
than two months ago.

Paul Pendarvis Gets Test
Pittsburgh — Paul Pendarvis,
"name" orchestra leader, now playing at the William Penn Hotel here,
flew to New York this week to be
screen tested by Warners. The test
was arranged by President Harry
M. Warner who watched Pendarvis'
work over the week-end.
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Court Fight is Mopped
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on Mississippi's

Checker
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GRAND NAJjONAL NAMES PESKAY NEW SALES CHIEF
Agreement Reached with
The Kiddies

1936

. . you need them
: By CHESTER B. BAHN

;

klOW is not only the time for all good
men and true to come to the aid of
the party — your party, of course — but it
is the proper time for exhibitors generally
to woo juvenile patronage and recover some
of the ground lost to radio "opposition."
The proper time because pictures today
are, both from the artistic and entertainment standpoints, manifesting marked
progress. The proper time, further, because producers are paying greater attention to the so-called "family audience" pic
ture, as the records of the National Board
of Review so plainly establish.

Rates

Will

Prevail

Canadian Exhibs on Music
in

1937; Four - Year Contract Offered
Toronto — Danger of withdrawal
of American and foreign copyrighted music from Canada was averted
yesterday by agreement between E.
C. Mills, Ascap general manager,
Wesley J. Boosey, representing most
of the foreign music societies, and
Canadian exhibitors that fees
charged for music in 1937 will be
the same as in 1936.
T. J. Bragg and Arthur Thomson
(Continued

on

Page

4)

WRIT OF STOCKHOLDER
ENJOINS GONSOL'ATED

No Cuts In West Film
"Go West, Young Man," newest Mae
West picture, has been approved, without a cut, by the National Board of
Review, it was stated at Paramount
yesterday. Picture was also passed in
New York State minus deletions and was
okayed in Chicago after a single cut
was
made.
It goes national release
on Nov.
27.

Edward J. Peskay, independent
circuit operator and who resigned
as general manager of Skouras Theaters in June, succeeds Carl M. Leserman as general sales manager of
Grand National, it was formally announced yesterday by President Edward Alperson. Resignation of Leserman was exclusively reported in
The Film Daily yesterday.
Peskay also succeeds Leserman as
a member of the Grand National
board of directors. He assumes his
Modification of the Mississippi tax duties Monday.
on amusements, including motion
The move reunites Alperson and
picture houses, is expected to be Peskay in a business venture as the
(Continued
on Page 3)
voted at the coming session of the
state legislature as the Governor has
promised that such action will be
taken. The assessments amount to
an average of 12% per cent of admission prices.
A move to modify the tax was up

MISSISSIPPI TO ALTER
LEVY ON ADMISSIONS

For the alert exhibitor, there is some
of that bromidic food for thought in the
number of radio programs designed to
catch and hold the interest of children.
Whether by intent or otherwise, radio is
quietly building a future audience of untold
thousands. it behooves the film industry
to do likewise or the results, box office and
otherwise,
promise
to be unpleasant.

Wilmington-Norman Johnson, a
stockholder of Consolidated Film
Industries, was yesterday granted a
temporary injunction restraining
Consolidated from filing a certificate

THERE is really something more than a
smile due the action of a New York
City magistrate in sentencing a husband

Philadelphia — United Motion Picture Theater Owners of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey
George E. Browne, I. A. T. S. E. and Delaware, Inc., meeting at the
president, said yesterday that he may Broadwood Hotel yesterday, voted
within the next two weeks take a the adoption of militant measures
hand in effecting a consolidation of to fight what were described
as

him on his wife's charges
brought
to
take before
the little woman to the movies
and there "hold hands."
Movie-going is inseparably linked with
romance. Nor is that link merely the
cinema's penchant for "boy-meets-girl".
Before marriage, the picture theater is the
natural entertainment haunt of young couples; the economic scheme of things
makes it so.
After marriage, families that go to the
movies together are not apt to drift apart.
Holding hands physically, of course, is not
essential; a community of feeling, invisible,
serves as well. Yet if it quickens the pulse
beat to see grandma and grandpa seated
before the fireplace, hand clasping hand,
who is there to say that the romantic gesture is without merit?
Obviously, not the magistrate who handed down the learned — and human — decision.

(Continued on Page 4)

Browne May Take Hand
in Union Consolidation

(Continued on Page 4)

Former Skouras Bros. Executive Succeeds Carl
M. Leserman

(Continued on Page 3)

U. M. P. T. 0. Declares War
on "High

Film

Rentals"

(Continued on Page 4)

Ross Service to File Injunction Suit
Against Mississippi's Checker Tax

WARNER MUSIC FIRMS
ASK RECLASSIFICATION

Warner Bros, music firms have
applied to Ascap for a reclassification of their published status on the
theory that a larger share of the
Ascap revenue should go to them*
The Warner music firms rejoined
Ascap on July 1 after having withdrawn (Continued
for a six-month
period.
About
on Page
4)

Balaban-Griffis-Hicks
Talk Foreign Revenues
Returning
day on the
weeks' trip
Rome, John

to New York yesterManhattan after a five
to London, Paris and
W. Hicks, Paramount

(Continued

on

Page

3)

Ross Federal Checking Service, it
Para's 1st Preferred At
is reported, is planning to file suit Three Cleveland Circuits
New High for Third Day seeking a Federal injunction reClose With United Artists

straining the state of Mississippi
Paramount's first preferred from collecting its new occupational
stock touched a new high for the tax of $50 on each checker, accordthird successive day yesterday, the
ing to advices to The Film Daily
closing quotation reading 125%, the yesterday.
fraction representing the gain. The
Ernest Boehringer of Ross Fedfirst preferred is now selling at
eral yesterday
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continuedstated:
on Page "It4) does not

Three more circuits have signed
for the complete list of 28 releases
for 1936-1937, it was announced yesterday at the offices of United Artists.
The Lefkowich-Fine
Circuit, the
(Continued on Page 4)
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JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER, President of Western
Costume Company, returns to Hollywood today
«"th MRS. SCHNITZER, after a two week
holiday in New York.
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• • FIRST PRIZE in the local RKO Metropolitan Theater Packard Swing Time contest for the best ad and pub campaign was copped by Jack Heinz of the RKO Alden theater,
Jamaica
checks of $50 each were awarded to the five runners-up
S. Wexo, Dyker theater, Brooklyn
Saul
Schwartz, Albee, Brooklyn Bob Ungerfeld, Proctor's Newark
Joseph Di Lorenzo, Proctor's New Rochelle
Charles M. Oelreich, Proctor's Mt. Vernon
each of the
three metropolitan divisions headed by Charles McDonald, H. R.
Km doe and Louis Goldberg, were represented among the winning entries the judging committee comprised S. Barret
McCormick, A. Mike Vogel, Fred Wile, Frank Denton
the
entire campaign was under supervision of John Dowd, Advertising Director of RKO Theaters

▼
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Lawrence

Grant

High, Wide and Handsome."
A. M. BOTSFORD, Paramount producer, left
Hollywood for New York today by boat- he
plans a five-week vacation, returning to the
studio Dec. 7.

MARGOT GRAHAME arrived yesterday at
Newark Airport to spend a short vacation
in New York before returning to Hollywood
for her next RKO Radio picture, "Michael
JULES LEVY, vice president and general manager of RKO Radio, who has been on a tour
Strogoff."
of sales investigation, is due back at his desk
in New York today from Pittsburgh, Detroit,
and Toronto.

•

TONY
returning

T

T

•

• TWO PRESSAGEYS
have written a screen yarn
Ben Serkowich and Madeline Woods
and Ruth Morris and Abe Lastogel of the William Morris Agency are going
around shouting that they have one of the best B. O. yarns of
the year ... • Olivia de Havilland will make a personal appearance tonite at the Strand on Broadway, where "The Charge
of the Light Brigade" opened this morn ... • Ed Kuykendall
lunched with another Columbus, Mississippi boy yesterday at
Sardi's,
the same being Harold Simon, an artist lad at National
Screen Service

Time Marches On — And Goes
in 80 Comerford Theaters

Unger and Reagan Hold
Zukor Drive Meetings

The Comerford Circuit, with 80
theaters in New York and Pennsylvania, has signed a contract with
RKO Radio to take the entire March
of Time series, it was disclosed
Thursday by Jules Levy, vice president and general manager.

Meetings in connection with the
Paramount International Silver Jubilee Drive for Adolph Zukor are now
being held by Joe Unger and Charles
Reagan, divisional sales managers.
Unger, with Milton Kussell, drive
captain for the East, held a session
in Washington yesterday while Reagan and Myke Lewis, captain for
the campaign in the West, are in
Chicago.

Theater for Teaneck, N. J.
Teaneck, N. J.— This spotless
town across the Washington Bridge
is to have a theater. Cedar Garrison Corp., Max Aronson, President,
will build a modern 1,000-seat, onefloor theater on Cedar Lane, near
Garrison Ave.
John Eberson has been appointed
the Architect in charge of plans and
construction and work is to start
immediately.

Baker, RKO Memphis Mgr.

OCTOBER

T

IRENE
DUNNE,
will leave New
York
in a
few days for Hollywood to begin work
in the
leading
role in Paramount's
musical
romance

• • • AT THE trade show of Sam Goldwyn's "Come and
Get It" at the Astor theater
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur took their seats
"Look!" said one East Side exhib
to another, "those are the two Russian directors who were
thrown into jail for spending too much dough on a picture."

▼

Net
Chg.

T

HARRY FEINSTEIN, Warner booker at Pittsburgh, is here for the Pitt-Fordham game.
FRANK SPICKERNELL and E. L. NEILSON
representatives of International Cinematograph
Co., Ltd., of London, arrived on the Manhattan
yesterday. While here, they will negotiate for
the release and distribution of independent
product abroad.

"Allah" Opens Nov. 19
David O. Selznick's technicolor
production, "The Garden of Allah,"
co-starring Marlene Dietrich and
Charles Boyer in their first venture
in the color medium, goes into the
Radio City Music Hall on Nov. 19.

Acquiring the Warner theater,
Min-ky Brothers will install burlesque opening Nov. 14.

"Polo Joe" Opens Tuesday

"Polo Joe," starring Joe E. Brown,
goes into the Criterion Tuesday
night, succeeding "In His Steps."

REAGAN

has gone to Chicago from

SUDEKUM left New
to Nashville.

York

NEIL F. AGNEW goes to Canada
weeks from New York.

yesterday
in two

BRIAN AHERNE, playing the leading masculine role opposite Merle Oberon in the Samuel Goldwyn production, "Beloved Enemy," is
stay.
York City for an extended
in New
ELIZABETH JENNS, English society girl who
will make her American film debut with Selznick International in "A Star Is Born," left
here for Hollywood yesterday, shortly
after
her arrival on the lie de France. Miss Jenns
was accompanied by her husband, HARRY
CROCKER,
Los Angeles sportsman and socialite.
LORD RAGNOR, VICTOR GRAZIANO, members of the Board of Directors of BNP Ltd..
and HAROLD BERG, newly appointed Managing
Director of BNP of America, Ltd., sailed for
today on the Georgic.
England
MRS.yesterday.
JACK COHN
Coast

took off for the West

BENITA HUME flies to the Coast tomorrowditto DON STEWART of Myron Selznick's staff.
GEORGE W. WEEKS left New York last night
for St. Louis.

GEORGE DEMBOW
terday by air.

left for Hollywood

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
Ritz Tower.

yes-

is stopping at the

MORT H. SINGER, general manager of Singer
Theater Corp. of Chicago, is staying during
his present visit to New York at the Warwick.
LEO
SPITZ,
president
of RKO-Radio,
is
reported en route to Hollywood for conferences
at studios
with
S. J. Briskin and other executives.
PETER

LORRE

arrived yesterday to begin re-

hearsals in Sidney Kingsley's new

Fox Hearing Again Nov. 10

Atlantic City— U. S. Referee Robert E. Steedle has set Nov. 10 for
Memphis — Page Baker continues
as RKO branch manager here, de- the next move in the William Fox
spite an item appearing in Film voluntary bankruptcy matter. Fox,
Daily South and West column. L. one time film magnate, told the Referee that he could exercise no conC. Montgomery, new face in the
trol over his wife where financial afRKO branch, is a salesman, transferred from Dallas.
fairs were concerned.

Minskys Get Warner Theater

CHARLES
New York.

play, "Na-

the First."
B. G.poleonDE
SYLVA returns from abroad Monday on the Queen
Mary.
GEORGE E. BROWNE, I.A.T.S.E. president, and
LOUIS KROUSE, I. A. vice president, are in
town.
WINFIELD SHEEHAN
left by plane yesterday

and MARIA
for Chicago.

JERITZA

S. KOLK left by plane yesterday for the
Universal
coast studios.
HAL

WALLIS

leaves tomorrow

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
for Hollywood.
MAX
on

for Hollywood.

leaves by plane today

THORPE, General Sales manager of Columbia Pictures' London office, arrives Monday
the Queen Mary.
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GRAND NATI NAMES

A

PESKAY SALES CHIEF '
(Continued from Page

1)

former was chief film buyer for
Skouras during Peskay's association
with the circuit. Peskay is expected
to continue operating Edward J.
Peskay Enterprises, his theater company, wlrch has houses in Stamford,
Greenwich, Cornwall and other spots
in the metropolitan zone.
Asked if Peskay is to receive a
contract, Alperson said that "the
matter has not been discussed." The
Film Daily was officially informed
that no agreement exists between
Grand National and Leserman. A
contract had been drawn but never
executed.
Peskay has been engaged in distribution through General Films,
Selznick, Paramount and First National. Later he was in charge of
Warner theaters in Philadelphia for
three years and afterwrds supervised all Warner houses between the
Atlantic seaboard and Chicago as
aide to Joseph Bernhard, general
manager of the circuit. In January,
1932, he joined the Skouras outfit
in New York as general manager.
Alperson in commenting on Leserassoman's resignation, said:on"Our
has been
ciation since its formati
n's
Mr. Leserma
one. rably
happyimmeasu
a very have
helped to
efforts
create the splendid organization that
we now have, and I trust that at
some future date it will be my pleasure to be associated with him once
more."
(<T
Leserman's statement said, 1
feel that Grand National is now
thoroughly organized and has a selling organiztion comprised of some of
the best manpower in the motion
picture business. It has been a real
pleasure for me to be associated with
Mr. Alperson."

Botsford, With New Pact,
Starts East for a Rest
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

"JUttU" (too* "lots"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
lander, Maury Cohen, Franz WaxLJOBART CAVANAUGH will play man, Leo Forbstein, Margo, at the
an important role in "Treve,"
Woman
Rebels."
at Universal. Since signing with preview of "A
T
T
T
Universal about a month ago, he apPhillip Dune has recovered from
peared in "Love Letters Of A Star" an operation for appendicitis and is
and "Three Smart Girls." He was now at Universal, doing the screenunder contract to Warner Bros., for
T
play on "Delay
InT the Y Sun."
four years and during that time
appeared in 60 pictures.
More Passing Show: John Carroll
T
T
T
Miller writing screenplay, "ForgotOur Passing Show: B. P. Schulten Son," based on his Dodd Mead
novel;
Muriel Evans shopping for
berg, David O. Selznick, Sam Jaffe,
Donald Crisp, Robert Lord, Leo a companion for her amber-colored
Birinski, Scoop Conlon, Gregory bulldog; Dick Purcell lunching daily
Ratoff, Howard Estabrook, Hugh with Jeanie Roberts.
T
▼
T
Bennett, William Sistrom, at the
George Jessel has won a medal as
preview of "Come And Get It"; S.
J. Briskin, Sam Bischoff, Lou Edel- Hollywood's most "air-travelled"
man, Hal Home, Eddie Cantor, Leon personality. The award came from
Schlesinger, William A. Seiter, United Air Lines, which discovered
Maurice Hanline, Oscar Hammer- that Jessel covered 218,000 miles, by
stein II, Nat Dyches, Frederick Hol- air, during the past five years.

$30,000 Verdict Awarded
In Beaver Falls Action
Beaver Falls, Pa. — In a counter
suit, Mrs. Jean Patterson Dawson,
landlord of the Granada Theater
here, received a verdict of $30,000
against Archie Fineman, independent exhibitor, and others. Fineman and his associates had sued
Mrs. Dawson for $460,000 alleging
that amount due them because they
lost the theater building, charging
the loss was due to Mrs. Dawson who
failed to furnish finances agreed upon. They failed to recover on their
claim, the verdict being against
them at all points.
Mrs. Dawson entered a counter
claim asking $150,000 from them,
charging she was damaged in that
amount by reason of a lesser rate
of rent she now receives from Cook
Anderson who took over the theater building. The court reduced her
claim to $30,000.

Interboro Circuit Opens
New Woodside Film House
Interboro Circuit, headed by S.
M. Strausberg, will open the latest
of its holdings, the Hobart at Woodside, today. The building which includes the theater, stores and office
space, is adjacent to Boulevard Gardens, a ten building apartment
group built with money received on
a Government mortgage. Sam Handler will manage the house which
will operate on a double feature pol>v. RCA High Fidelity sound and
many of the latest equipment features have been installed.

Police Guard After Bombing

REVIEWS
"END

Jack

Holt

OF

THE

»

in

TRAIL"

with

Louise Henry, Douglass
Dumbrille,
Guinn
"Big Boy" Williams
Columbia
72 mins.
LIVELY
WESTERN
FEATURE
THAT
WILL
PLEASE
AVERAGE
FANS
LIKING
ACTION.

Based on Zane Grey's surging story,
"Outlaws of Palouse," this Jack Holt vehicle finds the star in a fitting he-man role.
Packing two guns, a devastating right hand
punch and a sense of humor, he hurtles
through danger with confidence and abandon that will exhilarate the most jaded
of audiences. Columbia, to provide Holt
and the feature in general with maximum
appeal, has incorporated a goodly supply
of the more meaty incidents and situations
which
made their "The Last Parade" a
box-office
bulls-eye. Louise Henry, as the
dainty little nurse whom Holt and his sidekick meet in the immediate aftermath of
the Rough Riders storming of San Juan
Hill, is a magnetic leading lady who plays
her part firmly and convincingly. The yarn
as it peppily unravels under Erie C Kenton's direction starts off with Holt suspected of cattle rustling. This suspicion,
magnified by gossip at home while he is
serving in the Cuban campaign, finds him
taboo when he returns to his western town.
His pal is made sheriff, while our hero
is forced into horse thievery, the proceeds
of which go to building a saloon. The
pretty ex-nurse, who has come with her
brother to the west, attempts to put Holt
on the straight and narrow without success. He ends up with his head in the
noose, but only after he gets the rival
horse thief who has killed the girl's brother. The sheriff pal of Holt's thus wins the

Cast: Jack Holt, Louise Henry, Douglass
Dumbrille, Guinn "Big Boy" Williams,
George McKay, Gene Morgan, John McGuire, Edward LeSaint, Frank Channon,
Erie C. Kenton.
girl.
Director, Erie C. Kenton; Author, Zane
Grey; Screenplay, Harold Shumate; Cameraman, John Stumar; Editor, Al Clark,
Direction, Peppy.
Photography, Good

One hundred fifty policemen stood
guard last night in I. T. O. A. theaters to prevent a repetition of the
tear gas bombing of seven Brandt
theaters and one Bolognino house
during which 45 people were hurt
and the theaters evacuated. At the Balaban-Griffes-Hicks
Brandt office it was said that some
Talk Foreign Revenues
definite action was expected in connection with the bombing. The
(Continued from Page 1)
houses subject to the gas attack
were the Globe, Times, Park, Cen- foreign department chieftain, yestral, Liberty, Audubon, Colony and
terday conferred with President BarSanders Theaters.
ney Balaban and Stanton Griffis,
chairman of the executive committee,
Mrs. Branfin Buried
at luncheon. It is understood that
New Haven — Funeral services for Paramount's foreign revenue, as apMrs. Fanny Branfin, mother of Mrs.
plied to the forthcoming report for
I. J. Hoffman, wife of Warners' zone the third quarter, was discussed.
manager, and of George Bronson,
Hicks described his trip as dePittsburgh exhib., were held here
voted to "routine" business.
yesterday. Mrs. Branfin died last
Tuesday in Miami, ,shortly after her
arrival for a winter vacation.

Hollywood — A. M. Botsford, with
a new Paramount contract as pro- Lord Ragnor Group to do
ducer in his pocket, left for New
Two Productions in East
York and a five-week vacation today
regardafter given final instructions
BNP, Ltd., will make two producing the two pictures, "Hideaway
tions, one a musical, in New York,
Girl" and "Arizona Mahoney", which
it
was announced today as Lord
s
Botsford'
In
on.
he has in producti
and Victor Graziano, memabsence, Bogart Rogers, who recent- Ragnor
bers of its directorate, and Harold
ly joined Paramount as an associate
producer, will handle his work. York Berg, recently appointed managing
director of BNP of America, Ltd.,
Vincente Minnelli, New
- sailed on the Georgic for England.
stage producer and director yester
Work on the first is planned to start
day signed a contract withto Parapro- in March.
or
mount as general advisproduc
tions.
ducers on musical film
Joseph Moncure March and Robert
Yost also signed agreements as wri"Nightingale" for Cameo
Financing Scrutinized
ters in the Paramount scenario de"Nightingale," first all-color pic—
partment. —
Detroit— The Public Trust Comture produced in the Soviet Union,
mission is conducting an investigaGB Film to Play Rialto
will have its American premiere
tion into the original financing of
GB's "The Man Who Lived Monday night at the Cameo Thethe Fox Theater Building in 1927.
Karloff, has
Again," starring Boris
ater. The picture was directed by
been booked into the Rialto Theater, Niclai Ekk. Amkino is releasing A reorganization plan for this property is pending in court at this time.
acNew York, for earlv showing, GB
the picture in North and South The public Trust Commission hearcording to George W. Weeks,
America.
ing will be resumed next Tuesday.
General Sales Manager.

Miss. Governor Promises
to Alter Admission Levy
(Continued from Page

1)

in the Legislature at its last session
but was vetoed on the grounds that
it discriminated against the larger
theaters inasmuch as it exempted
small houses.
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AGREEMENT REACHED
■ l)
ON MUSIC IN CANADA

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES

Play
Cana
repres
ers at enttheed parley diaannd-FaMmatotu Taylor
s
and Col. John A. Cooper represe
ntt
ed inde
p nt heaters.
Mills andendeBoosey
offered to make
a four-year contract with the exhibitors at slightly higher rates
than those agreed upon for 1937.
This offer will be considered by the
exhibitors later.

U.M.P.T.O. Declares War
On High Film Rentals
'itinued from

Path'

1)

Universal Dinner Dance
Will Attract Notables

Dinner Dance of the Universal
Club on Monday night at the Waldorf-Astoria will be largely attended
by both company's executive and
personel plus prominent folk of New
York film circles. Among those who
will join in feasting and festivities
will be R. H. Cochrane, "U" president; J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman
of the board; James R. Grainger,
general sales manager; Willard S.
McKay, secretary; Charles B. Paine,
treasurer; William Pierce, executive
studio secretary; Herbert Wilcox,
producer-director of Universal's
British company, General Film Distributors, Ltd.; Woodham Smith,
general counsel for General Film;
Harry Joe Brown, Warner producer;
Dr. A. H. Giannini. president of
United Artists; Jules Brulatour;
Herbert J. Yates, president of
Consolidated Film Industries; W. G.
Van Schmus, managing director of
Radio City Music Hall; Merlin H.
Aylesworth, chairman of board RKO
Corp.; Irene Dunne; Anna Neagle;
Mortha Sleeper; Sally Eilers; Tullio Carminati; Clayton Bond and
George Balsdon of Warner Brothers.

ALICOATE

ical director for RKO-Van Beuren
ve produc
executi
J. M. SOULA
nd Produc
tions, Corp., in charge of all synchronization head ofND,
Archla
tion and recording, has joined the
Inc., started work Friday at the
General Service studio in Astoria Filmusic, Inc., and will be associated
company in the same caon the first of the "Broadway Dance with the pacity.
Filmusic Inc., will supply
Parade" series of shorts. Featured
in the short, "Flapper Pirate", are the musical scores for the "Bill"
Vera Dunn, Eddie Bruce, Muriel Corum Sports, and "World on Parade" series now being produced by
Schey, Ralph Jameson and Richard
Bond. Harold Godsoe is directing, Van Beuren.
•
with Larry Williams doing the camThe first of the series of shorts
era work. The series calls for 24
two-reel musical shorts, with work featuring the famous Ken Kling
being done in the east. No release newspaper comic strip characters,
has been set.
"Joe and Asbestos", has been com•
pleted by Warners at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone
plant under the direction
Jacques Fray and his orchestra,
ltd re completed work in a one-reel of Lloyd French. Harry Gribbon,
popular screen comedian portrays
Vita phonestudios.
film atIn the
company's
Brooklyn
the supporting
the role of "Joe", while Hamtree
cast are Andrea Marsh, popular Harrington plays "Asbestos". The
singer, and Bernard and Graham, part of "Isaac", the jockey, is played
dance team. The shoH which was by Eddie White. Collaborating with
directed by Roy Mack, will be re- Mr. Kling on the scripts for the series are Jack Henley, A. Dorian Otleased in Vitaphone's series of "Mel- vos and
Eddie Forman, studio staff
ody Master" band • short subjects.
scenarists.
•
Al Christie producing and directThe Auto race short subject reing for Educational Pictures has
completed work on the second of the
cently completed by Van Beuren under the supervision of Don Hancock
series of shorts featuring Jefferson
Machamer and His• "Gags and Gals". and titled "Checkered Flag" will be
released under the title of "Singing
Winston Sharpies, formerly mus- Wheels" by RKO.

"high film rentals." Authority to
adopt such measures was vested in
the Board of Managers at the request of President Lewen Pizor.
Fifty members of the group present were advised that as an organization the UMPTO could do nothing to end the current bill posters'
picketing, and were asked to hold
out against the union's demands indefinitely even if it meant the discontinuance of window cards and
papers.
Charles Segall reported on a recent New York exhibitor conference. Co-operation for the present
New York move for lower film rentals was promised.
Warners' Music Firms Ask
It was announced that the organiAscap to Change Status
zation hereafter will meet twice
(.Continued from Page 1)
monthly instead of once, and that
Sept.
12,
the Warner companies reits paper, "Contact," would be pubceived a quarterly payment from
lished weekly for country-wide distribution to exhibitors and the trade. Ascap. Evidently this was not considered adequate. The request for
reclassification is, however, a formal procedure.

Browne May Take Hand
in Union Consolidation
(Continued from Page

1)

MISSISSIPPI CHECKER
TAX FACING BATTLE

Three Cleveland Circuits
Close With United Artists
(Continued from Page

1)

Lefkowich-Greenberger Circuit and
the Associated Circuit completed negotiations with Bert Stearn, District
Manager of the Cleveland territory.
The three circuits are the leading
ones in the city of Cleveland.

Goelet Wins Legal Fight
Over Park Ave. Film House

Local 306 and the Allied Operators
By unanimous decision, the Appellate Division of the New York
Union, and that if he was unable
to move on the matter now, he State Supreme Court yesterday upheld a petition by Robert Walton
would certainly act to clean up the
situation after Christmas.
Goelet for a mandamus to force License Commissioner Paul Moss to
Browne said Local 306 and Allied
officials were seriously discussing grant him a theater license for propconditions under which Allied would
erty at 61 E. 53rd St., with an engo out of business, and that he was
trance also at 384 Park Ave. Opinadvised by associates that some reion was given by Associate Justice
sults may be expected. Browne said A. H. Townley.
he would be here two weeks.
Goelet's opponents, including the
Fifth Ave. Assn., had contended the
theater would depress real estate
Hode Addresses Women
values. The court held that the
"Slapstick comedies are suitable licensing power extended only to
for children", stated Hal Hode, Co- matters of "public safety, health and
lumbia Pictures Corporation execu- morals." The court's action reversed
tive, in an address yesterday be- a Supreme Court decision by Justice
fore a motion picture conference of Louis A. Valente.
the Long Island and Queens units
The Appellate Division also upof the New York State Federation
held a ruling by Supreme Court Justice John F. Carew granting the
of Women's Clubs at the Jamaica
Y. M. C. A. Mrs. Paul Wolfskehl Henry Phipps Estates a peremptory
was chairwoman and Arthur De Bra, mandamus for a license to erect a
of the Motion Picture Producers and moving picture house on the northDistributors of America, Inc., acted
west corner of Madison Ave. and E.
62nd St.
as master of ceremonies.

(Continued from Page

1)

apply to us since it applies
to
diseminating information foronly
commercial purposes. Furthermore, we
are an employment agency furnishing men to distributors for checkinglidat
purposes."
Conso
ed Amending
Move is Blocked by Writ
(Continued from Page

1)

of amendment to its corporate certificate which would permit the company to put its recapitalization plan
into effect. Hearing on the writ is
set for Nov. 13. Johnson charges
that the plan is unfair to the preferred stockholders.
M. H. Lavenstein, counsel for
Consolidated, said yesterday that
the company would pay the $1 dividend on the preferred stock voted
by the board of directors as provided in the plan, as soon as the certificate ofamendment was filed. The
company expects to file the certificate on Nov. 16.
Norman Johnson, the stockholder
who obtained a writ in Wilmington,
previously sought in New York to
enjoin Consolidated from holding a
meeting to vote approval of the recapitalization plan. Supreme Court
Justice Shientag denied the motion
from the bench.

Para's 1st Preferred At
New High for Third Day
(Continued from Page

1)

say:
more than double the year's low,
moving the Wall Street Journal to

"Earnings are understood to be
piling up at an increasing rate. In
view of the new tax laws, some dividends on account of accruals may be
declared before the end of the year.
Theaters are providing a larger part
of the impetus but films, too, are
now understood to be making

Tarzan Choice Waits on
Lesser's Trip to N. Y C.

money."

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Final decision on who
is to play Tarzan in the forthcoming
series of Edgar Rice Burroughs stories which Sol Lesser is to produce
for Twentieth Century-Fox will be
made when the producer goes to
New York next month. While in
New York, Lesser will make a screen
test of Lou Gehrig, and discuss the
matter with Christy Walsh, his manAnother purpose of the trip East
ager.
will be to deliver a print of "Rainbow on the River", a Principal Production in which Bobby Breen is
starred for RKO-Radio release, to
the New York office.

I
Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Allied Raising a "War

NOVEMBER

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Eighteen Years Old

TEN CENTS

2. 1936

Chest" for Legislative

Drive

LESERMAN REJOINS WARNERS AS AIDE TO SEARS
for Music Approved
Price
Hisker
Music
Agreement
Is Made
FitzPatrick to Make

With Approval of
Canadian Gov't
Agreement between American and

foreign music societies and Canadian exhibitors on a price for music
higher than the 5 cents a seat annual
rate set by the Dominion government, significantly, is seen as having
been made with the approval of the
government under the realization
that it could not fix prices, at least
in this instance, and perhaps from
the recognition that the new prices
were fair.
Although not informed of the de{Continued on Page 6)

TELEVISlUVANCES
BY RCA ARE REVEALED

Eight for Harry Thomas

James A. FitzPatrick will produce eight features for the new

Gov't
by Dominion
Former GN Executive Becomes
Co.

Harry Thomas

com-

pany. Initial picture in the series will be "Livingstone," already completed. Thomas
has formed two companies, Thomfilm Pictures, Inc., and Mutual Exchanges.

WB Sales
Ass't Mgr.
General

Carl M. Leserman, who resigned
Thursday as general sales manager
of Grand National, today rejoins
Warner Bros, as assistant general
sales manager, Gradwell L. Sears,
general sales manager, announced
Saturday.
Leserman resigned from his WarInstallation of its music device in
ner post six months ago to become
William Powers of Skouras Thetheaters as well as hotels and cafes
aters and Fox West Coast is gen- associated with Edward Alperson in
is planned by Teleprograms, Inc.,
eral counsel of the firm and is a the organization of Grand National
of which J. R. West, former Erpi
member
of its board, which also which the latter heads. At the time
executive, is president. The comfrom Warners, Lescomprises
Arthur Marks, president of his departure
pany, which is a Western Electric
erman was assistant to Sears, then
licensee, transmits musical pro- of Aeolian-Skinner Organ Co., A. B. distribution head for the South and
grams from its central broadcast- Jones, chairman of the New York West. He was previously with the
ing studio at 711 Fifth Ave. over Tunnel Authority; Edward H. Cranwires to various accounts. Erno dall, James E. Knott and Martin company at its Chicago branch.
Rapee, Music Hall musical direc- Sweeney, all widely known figures
in the hotel field.
tor, is in charge of music.

Installation of Wired

Music Device

in Theaters Planned by Feleprogram

THE

WEEE

IN REVIEW

PARK AV. AREA FACES
MORE FILM THEATERS

"Substantial" advances in the creation of more efficient luminescent
materials, until recently a major
Domestic Scene Bright . . . Maxwell Eyes U. S.
problem in the development of reUnanimous decision of the Appel=^^=^=^
By GEORGE H. MORRIS ^^=^=^^==
ceivers for the improved reception of
late Division that theaters may be
television signals, was revealed in a DOMESTIC
FOREIGN
erected
in the hitherto barred resipaper presented before a joint meetdential zones of Fifth, Park and
Plans of John Maxwell, British
ing of the American Physical SoLaunching week's happenings,
will result in the
giant, indicate his in- Madison Avenues
ciety and the Optical Society of Hollywood flashed news of declara- film industry
{Continued on Page 6)
tensive invasion of American field
{Continued on Page 6)
tion by Joseph M. Schenck, 20th
Century-Fox board chairman, that through probable establishment of
company expects year ending Dec. onanother
Page 7) major motion picture enterKuykendall Goes South As
Without having heard from national distributors as regards their
attitude on the M. P. T. 0. A. trade
practices program, Ed Kuykendall,
exhibitor organization president, has
returned South from New York.
Election Day's Paradox
New York film circles are set for

a
paradoxical Election Day. While houses
throughout the area have scheduled extra shows running far into the night,
virtually all executive offices will be
closed. M-G-M, Warner Bros., 20th
Century-Fox, RKO and Universal will
shut down completely. Columbia and
United Artists may remain open for a
half day, but Paramount expects to do
so until noon or 1 P. M.

Expect Michigan Allied
To Hit Percentage Deals

{Continued

Majors Maintain Silence

Allied Chiefs Seek Laws to Divorce
Distribution - Exhibition

in States

Allied leaders are understood
working on plans for introducing in
the various state legislatures bills
seeking to compel producer-distributors to divorce their theater holdLondon (By Cable) — The most
ings. The plan had its inception at
drastic production cut in the history
of Gaumont British, a cut which re- the organization's annual convention
duced six units to two and fixed the at Cleveland last Spring. A war
schedule at only 10 or 12 films in- chest is being organized to finance
stead of 16, may bring the resigna- the move.
At least five film measures are
tion of Michael Balcon before Jan.

Balcon Resignation Talk
Precedes GB Annual Meet

{Continued on Page 6)

{Continued on Page 6)

Believed to presage an attack on
percentage deals at the forthcoming
annual convention of Allied Theaters
of Michigan at Detroit Nov. 4 and
{Continued on Page 6)

'Who's Who'
With

on Queen Mary

a passenger list somewhat resembling "Who's Who" in film biz, the
arrives in New York early
Mary
Queen
this morning from Southampton. On
board are: Sidney R. Kent, William
Herbert Wilcox, MarHearst,
Randolph
ion Davies,
Tullio Carminati, William
K. Howard, Sally Eilers, Jack Okey,
Dudley Nichols, Nigel Bruce, Philip
Astley, Benjamin Miggins, Ricardo Cortez, Tamara Desni, Constance Cummings, Hugh Walpole and Sylvia Thompson.
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NEW

YORK

{QUOTATIONS

STOCK
AS

High
Am.
Scat
Columbia
Picts.
vtc
Columbia
Piers,
pfd
Con. Fm.
Ind.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Locw's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.
Paramount
2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Cent-Fox
20th
Cent. -Fox
pfd.
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros,
do pfd
NEW
YORK
A-0
6s 46
6s 41 ww

Keith
Loew
Par.
Par.
RKO

B'way
Picts
6s41

Warner's

3s
6s

55
55

6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picfs.
vtc
Grand
Nat'l Films
Sonofonc Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

MARKET
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371/4

371/4 —

27ft
5734

I71/4
125ft
16ft
7'/8
8
33 "8
41ft
102ft
14ft

16ft
124ft
15&
7ft
7ft
32ft
41
1023;
14ft

17
124ft
16ft
73/4
8
32ft
41
102ft
143/4
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97
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66
9834

MARKET
97
97
99
99
66
66
98
9834

96ft
CURB
3'2

963ft 96
MARKET

22 ft
2
!2ft
4ft

2
22ft
4ft

Romeo

and

Juliet

A DAY

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

♦ FOREIGN

— 11th

LANGUAGE

RUN

♦

week

Astor

PICTURES

Lcs Miserables
(Franco-American)
Birobidjan
(A Greater Promise)
(Amkino) — 4th week
Le Kermesse Heroique
(Carnival
in Flanders)
(French) — 6th
The Mysteries of Notre Dame ( DuWorld)

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

week

bill,

(b) Subsequent run.

%

+

Va

—
+

11/4
%

+
—
—
+

ft
ft
ft
34

+

3/4

—

ft

3ft 2
22ft —
4ft +

ft
ft
ft

Young Fills Goss Gap
San Francisco — Roy O. Young,
treasurer of the Paramount Theater,
San Francisco, and Fox West Coast
Theaters since 1930, has been appointed assistant manager to fill the
vacancy left by the demise of Sterling Goss, killed last week in an automobile crash.

Embassy Books Cartoon
Embassy Newsreel Theater for
first time will depart from pattern
on Thursday night to play a cartoon comedy. It's Columbia's "Krazy
Kat's Newsreel," which burlesques
the news film strips.

FERNAND GRAVET, French screen star now
under contract to Mervyn LeRoy to make American pictures for release by Warners, left yesterday for California, accompanied by his wife
JANE
RENOUARDT.
Parisian actress.
WILLIAM K. HOWARD, returning on the
Queen Mary today from England, goes to HollyWanger.wood to direct "Summer Lightning" for Walter
NIGEL BRUCE, a Queen
for Hollywood tomorrow.

Mary arrival, leaves

HERBERT WILCOX, who arrives today on the
Queen Mary, will confer with Charles R. Rogers' and other Universal
chieftains.
MORT

SINGER, Chicago circuit operator, returned Saturday after several days of conferences with RKO home office execs.

♦
Cinema

de

Paris
Cameo
Filmarte
55th St. Playhouse

♦

Nightingale
(Amkino) — Tonight
Polo Joe (Warner
Bros.) — Nov. 3
Loves of Tony (Metropolis lectures Corp.) — Nov. 4
Born to Dance
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Nov. 6
The Girl on the Front Page (Universal Pictures) — Nov. 6
Accusing
Finger
(Paramount
Pictures) — Nov.
8
Jenosik
(French
M. P. Co.) — Nov. 10
The Garden of Allah (United Artists) — Nov. 19
The Wedding Present
(Paramount Pictures)
Three
Men on a Horse
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(c)
Without Orders
(RKO Radio)
(c)
The Man Who Lived Again (GB Pictures)
(a) Dual

I8V4
18"4% — .'.'."
V4
'4}i 184%
171 Vi 171ft 171ft — 2
27ft
57ft

Paramount
Capitol
Music Hall
Strand
Rivoli
Criterion
Roxy
Rialto
Globe
Palace
Palace

Cameo
Criterion
55th St. Playhouse
Capitol
Roxy
Globs
Filmarte
Music Hall
Paramount
Strand
Rialto
Rialto

(c) Follows current bill.

RICHARD DIX and MRS. DIX are af the
Waldorf-Astoria
for a month's stay.
W. B. WOLFE, head of RCA's Pacific Coast
research engineering department, is visiting the
company's
will
return headquarters
in two weeks.in Camden, N. J. He
JOE UNGER and MILT KUSSELL
swing through Southern keys.

are on a

ERROL FLYNN will arrive in New York this
week to make a broadcast over a nation-wide
network.
LEE WILEY is planning to head for the coast
at termination of current singing engagements
here.
KENYON NICHOLSON and CHARLES ROBINCrosby.SON leave Wednesday for the coast for a twoday conference on a screen story for Bing
trip.
ARCHE MAYERS, DuWorld sales manager, has
returned to New York after a two-month sales

Net
Chg.

Close

27ft
57%

Theater

Big Broadcast of 1937 (Paramount Pictures) — 2nd week
Libeled
Lady
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
A Woman Rebels (RKO Radio Pictures)
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
Charge of the Light Brigade
Ladies in Love (20fh Century-Fox)
In His Step (Grand National
Films)
East Meets West (GB Pictures)
Wives
Never
Know
(Paramount
Pictures)
Legion of Terror (Columbia Pictures)
Dimples
(20th Century-Fox)
(a-b)
The Man
I Marry
(Universal
Pictures)
(a)

♦ TWO

H

Parade

m The Broadway

Coming and Going

Two U. A. Ace Features
RCA Establishes Larger
Plant in Indianapolis
Get 32 Nat'l Previews
"Substantial increases" in the sale
of RCA motion picture sound equipment has necessitated the opening of
a new and larger manufacturing
plant in Indianapolis, it was announced yesterday by Edwin M.
Hartley, RCA Photophone division
head.

"Come and Get It" and "The Garden of Allah" will be previewed in
32 key cities throughout the United
States and Canada starting today, it
was announced by George J. Schaefer, vice-president and general manager in charge of distribution for
United Artists.

Mr. Hartley said that the company's manufacturing facilities in
Camden, N. J., have been greatly
taxed this year by a 100 per cent increase in theater installations of
Photophone sound reproducers. Signing of sound recording license agreements recently with several major
motion picture producing companies,
including 20th Century-Fox, Columbia Pictures and Warner Bros, has
also been a major factor in the expansion move.

The audiences at these preview
showings will include leaders in the
industry, exhibitors, newspaper editors and magazine writers. "Come
and Get It" will be nationally reNov. 20.leased on Nov. 6 and "Allah" on

"Swing Time" London High
According to cable advices received by RKO's home office from
Ralph Hanbury, Managing Director
of Radio Pictures Ltd., the London
pre-release gala opening of "Swing
Time" broke all opening day records
at the Regal Theater.

wSM^
NOVEMBER 2
Charles Kenyon
Terry Ramsaye

Black, Wardrobe Head
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

\DAILY

Hollywood — Harry Black has been
appointed head of the wardrobe department at the Hal Roach Studios.
Baileys Building Two
And Ernest Schraps has been hired
New Haven — The Bailey Brothers as designer. He starts on Monday
are reported to be proceeding rapidly with their plans for the con- on "Pick a Star" production.
was formerly with Columstruction of a 1,000-seat theater in Schraps
bia, Universal and the Shuberts.
the Westville village section of New
Haven and a 944-seat house in the
Hamden section. Both sites were
Goldsteins To Tour World
purchased several months ago.
Springfield, Mass. — Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Lindner of Hartford, announce
Theater Companies Quit
the recent marriage in New York of
Albany — Bosroad Theater Corp., their daughter, Marie K., to Samuel
New York City, has filed a certificate Goldstein of this city. Mr. Goldstein is connected with Paramount
at Albany dissolving its corporate
existence. Am-Good Theater Corp., Pictures and is owner of the WestRochester, has filed a certificate at
ern Massachusetts Theater circuit.
Albany
istence. terminating its corporate ex- The couple will sail in January for
a trip around the world.

NOVEMBER

3

James
Dunn
Ford Sterling
Paul Panzer
NOVEMBER 4
Don Alvarado
Dixie Lee
J. F. Hummel
NOVEMBER

5

Will H. Hays
Theodore von Eltz
George J. Schaefer
McCrea
Helen E. Joel
Hughes
NOVEMBER 6
Trem Carr
Marie Prevost
H. M. Wilcox
NOVEMBER 7
Edward Sedgwick
Herman J. Mankiewicz
Margaret Morris

Paul Ellis
Ruth Marlowe
Selwyn
June

Alice Day
Mona Maris
Joe Cobb

''Look) Ma — Pa's sleepwalking again!"
''Sleepwalking, my eye! He's going to see the Mae West picture."

MAE
with WARREN
Marqaret

WILLIAM,

WEST

RANDOLPH

Perry • Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY

in "Go West Young Man"
SCOTT,

ALICE BRADY, Elizabeth Patterson, Lyle Talbot, Isabel Jewell,

• Dialogue by Mae West • An EMANUEL

COHEN

Production • A Paramount Picture
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DOMINION
GOV'T OK'S
HIGHER MUSIC
PRICE
(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1 1

scheduled for introduction at the
forthcoming: session of Congress. All
will seek regulation of the film industry from some angle, including a
ban on block booking and blind buying. Allied is expected actively to
support virtually all of these bills.

Expect Michigan Allied
To Hit Percentage Deals
(Continued from Page I )

5, an article by Abram F. Myers,
general counsel and chairman of the
board of Allied States, assailing
this policy, appears in the program
prepared for the meeting.
"If only a few thousand (exhibitors) could summon the courage to
say 'no,' this menace could be
averted," says the Myers' article.
In addition to Myers, speakers at
the convention will be Nathan Yamins, national president; Pete Harrison and Al Steffes.

Balcon Resignation Talk
Precedes GB Annual Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

1, it is reported here.
GB's annual
meeting takes place today.
Shepherd's Bush person
will be
severely curtailed a large nel
number of
assistants, technicians, cameramen,
writers, are already under notice.

Ecuador Is Considering
Establishment of Studios
Cyril von Baumann, who with
Andre Roosevelt, recently returned
from an exploration trip through
hitherto unexplored parts of Ecuador, has been commissioned by the
South American republic to make
a
survey and report on the possibility
of establishing motion picture studios in Ecuador for the purpos of
filming several feature pictures ebuilt
around the lives of South American
historical characters.

Tri-States Buys GB Program

• • • IT STANDS out as a perfect example of the truism
that it takes a combination of the gifts of fine writing, directing and acting to make a standout picture
and starting
withonethese
three
essentials,
"Come andof Get
emerges
as
of the
mostprime
satisfying
masterpieces
sheerIt"entertainment that Hollywood has ever produced
▼
T
T
• • • BEHIND THESE three essentials stood the guiding
mind of a genius in production
Samuel Goldwyn
an exacting taskmaster, it is true
but an appreciative
one when you deliver
so today Samuel Goldwyn must
feel vastly appreciative as he surveys the completed production
.for every individual connected in any way with this
screen gem delivered magnificently
and the result is a
product that the United Artists sales department won't have
to bother selling
and Get It" is
exhibitors everywhere will"Come
come running for it right because
once the old word-of -mouth starts flashing among the American
public they will be yelling for the picture
T
T
T
• . • • HERE IS a gusty, lusty and robust film that sends
thrills down your spine and the red blood singing thru your
ve|n.s it is intensely alive, vital
it catches the
spirit of the great Northwest lumber country with a searing
intensity and throws it athwart the screen with a vividness that
is startlingly real
the author who gave us "Cimarron,"
"So Big" and "Show Boat" has again concocted great drama out
of an epic period in American history
Edna Ferber has
outdone herself
her novel is pure Motion Picture
having all the ingredients that make for emotional entertainment wide enough in appeal to bring all types of patrons to
your box-office
▼
T
T
• • • ONE PERSONALITY dominates the cast
Edward Arnold
rising from lumberjack to timber baron
through a blustering, masterful career
the gent is positively exhilarating
exhibs can sell him to their
as a tonic without violating the Food and Drugs Act patrons
he sends you out of the theater all pepped up and full of the
joy of life
a magnetic personality who reaches out from
the screen
able and snaps you right out of yourself remark-

•
.

•
.

• AND AS for Frances Farmer
there's a
as the dance hall queen in the lumber country she girl!
contributes a classic role
later playing the part of her
daughter she offers a study in contrasting roles that is really
amazing
and did you ever see such an expressive mouth
on any dame in pictures?
we never did
And
Walter Brennan as the Swede has produced
one of the unforgettable characters of the motion picture
▼
T
T

• •
• IT IS hardly fair to single out individuals. .
in a production
that will be rated GREAT because

Geo. W. Weeks, GB General Sales
Manager, announces the closing of
a deal on GB's complete 1936-37 program with Tri-States Theater Corp
Des Moines, la. The deal was negotiated by Ralph Branton for the
theater circuit, and W. A. V. Mack,
GB Midwest District Manager.

but
direction
is something
sonalthefactors
responsible
"for irdid^utstan^dhig^jobs
^ ^^
that cries aloud for commendal
tlon
Howard Hawks and William Wyler
witnessed better tempo and pace in any picture ... never
and
how deftly these directors have kept shifting smoothly from
each
...
™l£charact
m°ferd! are deliciou
I" v^nd s those
little touches that characterize

DuWorld's 12 Color Shorts

* ii* cially
.l*those VAS?
not least the camera work . . . espeloggingBUT
scenes
crashing pines. . . the loe
]am
a,nd the bruising free-for-all in the music hall

DuWorld will distribute a series
of 12 color shorts including "The
Fighting Bettas" and "The Story of
a Rose," acquired by Arche Mayers
in Hollywood recently.

▼

"Come and° Get ith . \ !*.

«

«

"r"

T

**"•'

«

»

PiCtUre!

*

»

»

tails of the agreement, Gene Buck,
Ascap president, said he thought
that the Dominion government "evidently recognized that the new rates
were not unfair and discriminatory."

RCA Television Advances
Disclosed by Leverenz
(Continued from Page 1)

America at the Pennsylvania Hotel
Saturday by H. W. Leverenz of
RCA's electronic research laboratories.
The nature of the information disclosed by Leverenz infers that RCA's
experimen
tal television project is
actually going forward on two
fronts simultaneously: one being the
field tests which have been under
way for several months, and the
other a continued quest within the
laboratory for more efficient materials by which the signals captured
from the air may be reconstructed
into clearer pictures in the receiver.
Not finding needed materials in
existence, radio science invaded the
field of chemical research, built special laboratories and seeks to create
new combinations of crystalline
structures by rearranging their
molecules, Leverenz revealed.
London — Daily Baird and B.B.C.
television broadcasts are scheduled
to start today, the two companies
alternating in originating and transmitting programs.

Film Interests Planning
For Park Ave. Invasion
(Continued from Page 1)

erection of more theaters than the
two now contemplated for Madison
Ave. and Park Ave. if the Court of
Appeals votes down the appeal
planned
by the
Fifth Avenue Ass'n,
Film Daily
learns.
The theaters already projected are
one at Madison Ave. and 62nd St.
to be erected by Si Fabian and another on Park Ave. between 52nd
and 53rd Sts. Film interests have
for years been ready to build theaters in the restricted Madison and
Park Aves. areas but have not been
able to obtain court sanction for
their plans.

Joseph K. Emmet

Dead

Joseph K. Emmet, veteran manager of New York's Capitol Theater
and
of Loew's
State, former
died heremanager
Friday night
after
a protracted illness from which he
suffered since last summer when he
underwent a major operation. He is
survived by his wife, and a 10-year
old son, Joseph K. Emmet, Jr. Mr.
Emmet's mother, who is 90 years
of age, also survives him.
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A "JtmU" from Hollywood "£<**
By RALPH WILK
T ILY PONS celebrated the completion of her second RKO Radio picture, "Manhattan Girl," by
holding a reception for film colony
friends at her Hollywood home yesterday afternoon. Among Miss Pons'
guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Valentin
Parera (Grace Moore), Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Chapman (Gladys Swarthout), Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lachman,
Mr. and Mrs. Pandro S. Berman,
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Jason, Mr. and
Mrs. Mischa Auer, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Oakie, Mrs. Edith Hughes,
Mme. Marie Pons, Jeannette MacDonald, Marguerita Tirindelli, Gene
Raymond, Andre Kostelanetz, Marco Vido, Ames MacRath, Morris
Welch, Frank Jenks.

George Robinson has been assigned as chief cameraman on the David
L. Loew production, "When's Your
Birthday?" T
▼
▼
Reginald Owen is in Dallas for a
week's vacation.

Union Sees House Bombing

THE

Christmas at St. Moritz. Now, under her voluntary captainship, she
will mix Silver Jubilee activities
with pleasure and visit exchanges
in as many European cities as possible on her itinerary.
▼

T

T

Roach Studios has purchased a new
home in Westwood.

Tom Brown has been signed by
M-G-M for the juvenile lead to play
opposite Virginia Reid in "MayT

t

Ida Lupino, currently one of the
screen's busiest leading ladies, has
been borrowed by RKO Radio from
Paramount to play the top feminine
role in "Coast Patrol," which costars Victor McLaglen and Preston
Foster.

▼

By official proclamation of Mayor
"What Do You Think?" will be
the title of a new series to be pro- Frank Shaw Nov. 5 will be desigtime." duced by Jack Chertok for M-G-M.
nated Lily Pons Day in Los Angeles
Carey Wilson will do the writing as a gesture of appreciation of the
and commenting on this series.
diva'scialefforts
finansituationtoofhelp
thesave
Los theAngeles
▼
T
▼
Philharmonic
Orchestra.
Two Pete Smith shorts go into
"Romeo and Juliet" now is in its
production this week. One is titled final two weeks at the Carthay Circle Theater.
"Ski School" and the other, "MakeWhen Gregg Toland, Samuel
Up Magic," which will be directed
by David Miller, script by Robert
Goldwyn's chief cameraman, completes his work on the forthcoming
Lees and Fred Rinaldo. Both to be
Buck Jones has signed Lita ChevT
T
T
ret for femme lead in his next starJack Chertok.
Gladys Swarthout, who starred in produced by ▼
Goldwyn starring
production,Miriam
"The Woman's
T
T
Hopkins,
ring feature for Universal, "Sand- Touch,"
the Silver Jubilee production,
he will leave for Samoa with his
flow,"
which
started
rolling
on
loca"The Beau Brummels," a trio of
"Champagne Waltz," volunteered
tion at Kernville. Les Selander di- camera crew, including special
assistance to Adolph Zukor in con- musical comedy lunatics, has been rects.
effects men, to film the location sesigned
by
Hal
Roach
for
a
featured
nection with Paramount's forthcomT
T
T
of "Hurricane."
and
ing fete in his honor and immedi- role in "Pick a Star." They were
his crew quences
will
sail for the Toland
South Seas
formerly at the Casino de Paree in
ately was designated captain-at- New
in
a
specially
chartered
vessel,
Production of "Souls at Sea," the
York.
large in the foreign field. With her
Gary Cooper starring picture to be which will be outfitted with a proT
T
T
husband, Frank Chapman, she plans
filmed at sea aboard the old Alaskan
jection machine, and film printing
a vacation trip to Europe late in
S. S. Van Keuren, vice-president three-masted bark, "Star of Fin- and developing equipment for the
November or early December, with in charge of production at the Hal
land," will be started Nov. 9.
daily "rushes."

As Attempt to "Discredit"
Tear gas bombing Wednesday of
seven Harry
Brandt
theaters was
j described Saturday by a spokesman
: for Local 306, operators' union, as
"an attempt to discredit the union in
\ the eyes of the public." Local 306,
Allied and the Independent Theater
! Owners' Ass'n, headed by Harry
Brandt, have been conferring
for
; months in an effort to merge Allied
into Local 306 and to have the
ITOA employ only Local 306 members instead of Allied members.
A conference attended by George
E. Browne, I. A. T. S. E. president,
Brandt and Jos. D. Basson, Local 306
president, was held last week at
which agreement on a basis for
merging Allied into Local 306 had
practically been reached, the union
spokesmen said.

Projectionist Puts Out
Fire, But Dies of Burns
Jackson, Miss. — Joseph Kuriger,
at Saenger's Isprojectionist
52,
trione,
died in the hospital yesterday
of burns received in a booth fire. A
film exploded in the projector and
spread to other stock while Kuriger
fought to confine it to the booth.
When his daughter, attending the
show, and Manager Marion Ferrera
reached the booth, the fire was out,
Kuriger collapsed. The booth alone
was damaged. The audience filed out
orderly.
The house is closed.

t

▼

v

WEEK

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page

1)

26 to show approximate net profit
of $7,500,000, equalling about $4.50
per common share after preferred
dividend payments.

IN REVI

EW

tion executives functioning as a mobile unit,
of first in series of conferences with leading
theatermen in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and B. & K. heads in Chicago. Huddles
are to derive full selling angles.

42 Films Before Coast

Cameras; Slight Decline
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

(DAILY

Hollywood — There has been a
slight drop in production, with 42
pictures now before the cameras.
FOREIGN
Warners and Columbia each have
(Continued from Page 1)
Grand National assured outlet for prise by him on this side of Atlan- seven in work, with Paramount making six. 20th Century-Fox is busy
1936-37 product in New York area tic.
*
*
*
on
five,
while Universal, RKO-Radio
by closing deal for bookings in 36
and M-G-M each have four in proRKO metropolitan houses.
Recent selling of a German-made
duction. Republic has one in work,
picture as a French production with four to start in a few days.
Circuits and independent houses throughout spurred U. S. Customs Department
nation are set through tie-ups with newspapers
Walter Wanger has one picture acto consider passing rule that countive at United Artists, while Dougto give audiences tomorrow night's election retry of origin must be indicated in
turns on unprecedented scale to boom attenlas MacLean has started "Great
dance, a Film Daily survey revealed. A connection with all film imports.
Guy," starring James Cagney, for
second survey disclosed 1936 motion picture Frequency of complaints has brought
advertising volume reaching highest level matter to a head.
Grand National. Production is consince 1931 as result of better films and imtinuing on two at Hal Roach studios.
proved economic conditions.
* * *
What England intends doing about extend- "Love
Workandhas
begun starring
on Melody's
Kisses,"
Pinky

Sounding keynote of Warner policy, production executive Hal Wallis announced on arrival in New York company's intention to
keep concentrating heavily on making "big pictures with big personalities and big backReflecting vigorous health of film industry:
grounds."
Cincinnati's Albee Theater Corp. declared
$55,000 dividend . . . Erpi smashed all previous weekly sales records with 78 Mirrophonic sound installations . . . RCA signed
contract to place new sound apparatus in 64
Loew houses
. . Paramount's
preferred
stock
swept .ahead
to 125J4, first
a new
high.
Wall ter Street
estimates
company's
quarnet at about
$1,500,000
. . third
. William
Pizor, Imperial's president, stated organization will have national chain of exchanges
in full operation within 60 days . . .
Additional major headlines included: Grand
National's appointment of Edward J. Peskay
to post of general sales manager to succeed
Carl M. Leserman who resigned earlier in
week . . . Boston attorney George S. Ryan's
pronouncement that he will consolidate seven
anti-trust suits of clients, including Morse
& Rothenberg circuit and affiliated interests,
for trial against number of major distributors . . . Completion
by M-G-M's
distribu-

ing, reviving or dropping entirely its film
quota legislation in force until 1938 is still
problematical, cable advices declared. Decision in some form is expected in near future
as result of agitation on part of British producers and exhibitors to determine their
status as expiration of law impends.

*

*

*

Double features are on way out in Europe,
claims cable from Geneva. Germany, Finland,
Hungary, Austria, Norway Sweden and
Switzerland are suppressing them.

*

*

*

Stepping down the gangplank of the He
de France fresh from an extended visit to
London, Jack L. Warner, Warner Bros, vicepresident in charge of production, told The
Film Daily that more than 100 theaters with
large capacities are now under construction
in England.
At Toronto, danger of withdrawal of American and foreign copyrighted music from Canada was averted as result of agreement between E. C. Mills, ASCAP general manager;
Wesley J. Boosey, representing most of the
foreign music societies, and Canadian exhibitors. Conference decided that fees in
1937 would be same as in 1936.

Tomlin. "Trial Horse" is the newest picture at Warner Bros., with
"Sinners Take All" just starting at
M-G-M. "The Lost Nancy Steele,"
"Love Is News" and "At the County
Fair" go before 20th Century-Fox
cameras in a few days. "I Promise
on Parole" are
and "Lovers
to
the Pay"
new ones
at Columbia.
"Camille" and "Born to Dance"
are now being edited at M-G-M,
while "White Hunter" and "Lloyds
of London" have heen completed at
20th Century-Fox. "Finis" was
on "Help Wanted, Female,"
marked
at
Columbia.

Dead 61,
Harry
London
— Grah
Harryam Graham,
dramatic author and composer, and
adaptor
dead
here.of "White Horse Inn," is
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ERROL FLYNN • OLIVIA de HA'

"THE
CHARGEKNOWLES
OF THE
LIGHTSTEPHENSO
BRIGADE'
With PATRIC
• HENRY
N
NIGEL

BRUCE
• Donald Crisp • David Niven
Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ

NOW AT THE N. Y. STRAND!

l&

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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B. O. Gains up to 25 Per Cent in Detroit Film Theaters

BRITONS SEE SMOOTH GOING FOR MAXWELL DEAL
Mexican Studios Bid for Spanish Language
40 Features, As Many Shorts,
in 1936 Setting New
Mexican Record
By MARCO-AURELIO
GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico City — With the Spanish
studios closed at present because of
the civil war now devastating Spain,
Mexican motion picture producers
are hastening to recapture the leading position this country once held
among nations producing pictures
in the Spanish language, and local
plants are these days turning out
films in greater numbers than ever
before in the history of the native
industry.
Production for 1936 alone will add
up to about 40 features and an equal
(Continued

on

Page

4)

CANADIAN MUSIC RATE
SCHEDULE IS FILED
Toronto — The Canadian Performing Rights Society has filed the following music price schedule with
the Canadian government, this tariff
being for a theater license covering
operations at any time during the
(Continued

Anti-Nazi
Film

on Page

League
Execs,

4)

Calls
to Parley

Major motion picture executives
and exhibitors will attend a meeting at the headquarters of the Nonof
League,
Anti - Nazi
Sectarian
(Continued

on

Page

Criterion Broadcasts Election Results from Marquee
While all Broadway houses served election returns to their patrons last night, the
new Criterion additionally broadcast the results over a special hookup with station
WINS from its marquee. Via its public address system, returns were also given out in
its lounge as well as the auditorium.

Dr. Dafoe Turns Exhib.

Attitude of U. S. Interests
Is Viewed As
Immaterial

London
(By Cable)
formed film circles
here —areWell-inof the
opinion that the deal through which
John Maxwell assumes control of
Gaumont British will find smooth
going, regardless of the attitude of
American interests towards it. A
number of moves are yet to be made
before the switchover of stock is
consummated.
By ARTHUR
W . EDDY
ham plants, British & Dominion has
It is felt here that Maxwell had
Associate Editor FILM DAILY
completed what is described as the
last word in studio construction at the best legal advice obtainable
Ambitious to turn out pictures Iver Heath, Bucks, not far from when 'he set up his deal with the
London. Covering some hundred Ostrer brothers in order to acquire
comparable to Hollywood's best, acres, the layout includes an exterior control of GB and that chances of
leading British companies have now
(Continued on Page 4)
constructed studios embodying the lot of 48 acres.
Eight
stages
are
planned
in
pairs
on
the
latest developments in production unit basis of two stages, one large and one
facilities. They have been guided small. The large stages are 165 ft. x 110
and the smaller ones 110 ft. x 82 ft.,
by the experiences of American ft.,being
36 ft. high. Total floor area amounts
studio-builders, to a certain degree all
to 988,000 square feet. The floor of each
and, in some instances, have im- large stage contains a tank, 40 ft. x 30 ft.,
ported Hollywood construction talent capable of holding 65,003 gallons of water.
The Pinewood sound building is 113 ft.
to supervise the jobs.
x 82 ft., three stories in height. It includes
each seating 100 persons. The
Final determination on the new
Supplementing the new Amalga- two theaters,(Continued
on Page 9)
securities to be issued under the
mated and Alexander Korda's DenRKO reorganization plan has not
been made by Floyd D. Odium, Atlas
GB Certain to Deliver 24 This Season, Says Lee president, nor has a final understanding been reached with the
Rockefellers on settlement of their
GB will definitely release 24 pro- tour of exchanges through the claim, The Film Daily is advised.
ductions announced at the begin- Middle-West and Coast. He thus
ning of the current season, stated contradicted rumors that the com- At the current rate of progress, it
pany would cut its current season begins to appear that presentation
Arthur A. Lee in New York yester- schedule.
of the RKO .plan is some weeks off.
day, following his return from a

England Builds Modern
in Move

Film Studios

to Compete with Hollywood

RKO REORGANIZATION
PLAN IS WEEKS OFF

Box Office Receipts in Detroit
Show Gains up to 25 Per Cent

4)

i Callendar, Ont. — Dr. Allan Roy Dajfoe, physician and guardian of the Di' onnc Quints, now is an exhib. That
is, he has his own "theater," installed
in his study by 20th Century-Fox technicians. First film in Dafoe's library
is the only 16 mm. sound print of "The
Country Doctor" in existence; he'll
shortly have a similar one of "Reunion,"
the Quints' second for 20th CenturyFox, now nearing completion in Hollywood.

Market

Theater

Trailer Corp. Posts
Fills National

Walter J. Freudenberger, general
sales manager for Theater Trailer
Corp., announced new appointments
yesterday to national representation
posts for the company. Al Auster,
formerly with American Display and
(Continued on Page

10)

FILM

By H.
DAILY

F. REVES
Staff Correspondent

Detroit — Business for the first 10
months of this year in Detroit picture theaters is up from 15 to 20 per
cent over 1936, it was estimated yesterday by Dow Thompson, assistant
general manager of Allied Theaters.
The upward trend has been more
pronounced
during
the last two
(Continued on Page 0)

Bank of America Officers
To Dine Dr. A. H. Giannini
Officers of the Bank of America
will tender a dinner to Dr. A. H.
Giannini Friday night at Sardi's
restaurant, prior to his departure
for the coast the following day.

Yeggs Get $1,200

Rochester, N. H. — Breaking into the
office of Manager Benjamin Gold, yeggsl
rolled the theater safe into the lobby, [
opened it with a cold chisel and drills!
and escaped with $1,200 in cash andl
a $180 watch
belonging
to Gold.
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Revival Policy Clicking
In Pitt's Neighborhoods
Pittsburgh — Revivals of former
box-office winners are returning into
theaters in this territory again, most
of them playing neighborhood houses
on days usually set aside for second
and third rate product. Local independent exhibitors report better
than average grosses with return engagements of such pictures as "The
Big House," "The White Parade,"
"There's Always Tomorrow" with
Robert Tavlor, "Min and Bill." "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." "One Night
of Love" and "It Happened One
Xitfht."
Downtown, the Barry Theater is
operating with a revival policy, while
the Art Cinema, a first-run house,
announces a revival week beginning
Tuesday. Among returning pictures
in the latter house will be Chaplin
in "Modern Times," John Barrymore
in "Twentieth Century" and Jessie
Matthews in "Evergreen."

Branton to Wed

Secretary

Minneapolis — John Branton, Minnesota Amusement booker, and his
etary, Doiothy Wiley, will be
married Nov. 18.

PARA, STUDIO TO START |CONTEMPT CHARGES
10 MORE IN NOVEMBER FACED BY FOX'S AIDE he 54 departments
..- the production orgamzastudio m Holount into
, Param
went
high gear
managing
illiam LeBaron,
bor of production, announced
10 feature pictures will be
With three
(1 in November.
now in work, the total of
ilms will tax the capacity of the
ant.
production
new
the
Heading
schedule is "Souls At Sea", the Gary
starring picture which will
I Cooper
Hathaway
produced by Henry
|
ina Isand GroverMore Jones near Catalrs
land.
than 1,000 playe
and
workers will be employed
on this
production.
Others soon to go before the cameras are "Swing High, Swing Low,"
stalling Carole Lombard-Fred MacMurray, and directed by Mitchell
Handsome"
Wide and
Leisen; "High,
starring
Irene Dunne
under Rouben
Mamoulian's direction; Claudette
Colbert's starring film, "I Met Him
in Paris", which Wesley Ruggles
starts Nov. 16.
Other six pictures which LeBaron
has scheduled for a start this month
are "First Romance", "Coast To
Coast", "Betting Fever", "Internes
Can't Take Money", "Too Young To
Die," and "Every Day's A Holiday."

U. S. May Take a Hand in
Theater Bombing Inquiry
With Mayor La Guardia pressing
a personal investigation of New
York's theater bombings, possibility
of similar Federal action was seen
today following the statement by
Lieut. James Pyke that the bombs
contained acetophenone, supposedly
only obtainable from Federal laboratories. Police released two men
after several hours of questioning
yesterday, their detention following
Monday night's
bombing
six
Manhattan
and Bronx
film of
houses
operated by Harry Brandt — Globe,
Central, Park, Times Square, Audubon and Liberty.

Equity's Council
Tables
$40 Minimum Suggestion
Proposal that a minimum wage
of $40 weekly for all actors be
fixed has been tabled by the Actors'
Equity Council. The present minimums are $40 for senior members
and $25 for juniors.
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
The new airplane recently purchased
by Robert Cummings was christened
"Spinach" because his family is composed of vegetarians, the ship is painted
green and spinach stands for strength
and stamina— PARAMOUNT.

Bar Post for Clendenin

Camden, N. J. — U. S. District
Judge John B. Avis today had before
him contempt of court charges preferred by U. S. Referee Robert E.
Steedle of Atlantic City against
Herbert Leitsteen, long bookkeeper
for William Fox. Charges grew out
of hearings conducted by Steedle
in the Fox voluntary bankruptcy
case. Judge Avis for a month has
been considering similar charges
against Mrs. Fox. She failed to
respond to five orders to appear in
court to testify in her husband's
case.
Mr. Leitsteen refused last week
to furnish certain pages of the
$7,000,000 All - Continent Corporation's books on the ground that the
company was owned by Mrs. Fox
and was, therefore, of no interest
to her husband's creditors, who have
filed claims of $9,535,000. Mr. Fox
said he gave the corporation to his
wife early in 1930.
Vice-Chancellor W. Frank Sooy
has postponed until Dec. 8 a hearing originally set for Nov. 10 at
which All-Continent will be required
to show cause why it should not
be permanently restrained from disposing of any of its assets pending
determination of a suit by Trustee
in Bankruptcy Hiram Steelman, who
seeks to have the Court decide
whether Fox and All-Continent are
not one and the same, and, if so,
to
appoint a receiver for AllContinent.

23

Three Theaters Will Go
on Auction Block Nov.
Foreclosure auction sale on Nov.
23 will see three theaters in one
block — the Theater Masque, Golden
and the Majestic — go on the block
in the Vesey St. Salesroom. The
Continental Bank & Trust Company,
etc., is the plaintiff in the action,
which is against the Theater Zone
Realty Company, Inc.
Under an order of the court, entered last August, an upset price of
$700,000 has been fixed. The approximate amount of the lien to
satisfy which the property will be
sold is $1,997,621, with interest.

3rd Week

for "Broadcast"

"The itsBig
starts
thirdBroadcast
week at of
the 1937"
New
York Paramount today. Theater
management reports more than
300,000 have seen the musical in
two weeks, breaking all attendance
records since the house opened 10
years

ago.

PATRICIA ELLIS is due in New York in
one week from Hollywood.
BILLY WILKERSON arrived in New York last
night from the coast.
SCOTT KOLK, signed by Universal through
Gummo Marx, has gone to the coast from
New York.

ALBERT LEWIN arrives in New York today
from Hollywood en route to Europe for a vacation before assuming his duties as associate
producer at Paramount.
LEONARD GOLDENSON, attorney, arrives in
New York today from Boston.
MAUDE EBURNE, Coast player, has arrived
in New
York.
MR. and MRS. WILLIAM
stopping at the Lombardy.

K. HOWARD

are

JACK WASHBURN and DEAN DALTONCHARLES MacARTHUR and BEN HECHT- and
England'sarrived
young onactor,
ERIC PARTLAND,
recently
who
the Queen
Mary are 'staying
at the Warwick.

CLAUDIE LOMBARD, French stage and
screen actress, who arrived in Canada last
week,
flies here from
Montreal
Friday.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and MRS. FAIRBANKS
MERLE OBERON and WILLIAM WYLER will be
aboard the Queen Mary when it sails today
for England.
WILLIAM MORRIS, JR., arrived by plane from
York.
the Coast after a two-weeks' business trip.
JACK D. TROP is Coast-bound from New
LEE GOLDBERG of Big Feature Rights left
Cincinnati
for New
York City today.
IKE LIBSON of RKO
from Cincinnati.
LILIANNE

KEREKES

is in New

York City

and F. JOHN

M. BEAT-

TIE, winners of the "new movie types" contest
which was sponsored by Modern Screen Magastudios. zine, sail today on the Queen Mary for GB

Lonsdale Sued by M-G-M
for Recovery of $50,000
West

Coast

Bureau,

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Frederick Lonsdale is
defendant in a $50,000 recovery suit
brought here by M-G-M, action being predicated upon Lonsdale's alleged failure to carry out a writing
pact. Studio charges Lonsdale was
advanced $75,000 for three screen
stories and that only one has been
delivered.
In some quarters, the legal move
is regarded as the opening move in
a battle by M-G-M to hold on its
roster those writers, directors and
players who had contracts with the
late Irving Thalberg. Several people
having personal commitments with
Thalberg have expressed the view
that they no longer are committed
to the studio, among them Charles
Laughton, and it now seems likely
that the studio will resist such an
attitude.

Chic Sale Fights Flu
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILYi

Hollywood — Chic Sale, comedian,|
is in bed with the flu. His condition is not serious.

Levine's Father Dead
Salt Lake City— Beverly S. ClenCincinnati — Jake Levine, father
denin, secretary-treasurer of the Intermountain Theater Operators of Milton Levine, owner of The
American Dramatists Meet
Ass'n,eral
haschairman
just of
beentheappointed
gen- Lyric, Williamstown, W. Va. died
sixth annual
here. Milton Levine, who now runs
Annual meeting of the American I
meeting of the Utah State Bar, to be the theater, is a brother-in-law of Dramatists will take place Tuesday |
Ralph Kinsler, GN local manager.
held here Dec. 18-19.
at 3 p. m. at the Hotel Roosevelt.

STILL KNOCKING RECORDS FOR A GOAL!
That 20th tops its great musicals with even
greater ones is being proven by "Pigskin
Parade's" outstanding showing. Held over in
LOUISVILLE. First 3 days beat "Sing, Baby's"
First 4 days in COLUMBUS. Held for second
week in ST. LOUIS. Building beyond "Sing,
Baby" in WASHINGTON despite election
opposition. Topping "Sing, Baby" in DETROIT.
a
Way ahead of "Thanks A Million" in NEW
in
HAVEN. Neck-and-neck with "Sing, Baby
in
KANSAS CITY. Leading "Sing, Baby a in
DAYTON. Out-stepping "Road to Glory
MEMPHIS and PHILADELPHIA!
•s LAUGH

ITHANKS
"SING,

& SONG

A

TOPPER

MILLION"

BABY,

SING"!

CAST

PICKED

FOR

ENTERTAINMENT

STUART ERWIN JOHNNY DOWNS
ARLINE JUDGE • BETTY GRABLE
PATSY KELLY • JACK HALEY
YACHT CLUB BOYS • DIXIE DUNBAR
ANTHONY MARTIN JUDY GARLAND
Directed by David Butler* Associate Producer Bogart Rogers
Screen play by Harry Tugend, Jack Yellen and William Conselman • Based
on a story by Arthur Sheekman, Nat Perrin and Mark Kelly • Music and
lyrics by Lew Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell
• Music and
lyrics of songs
sung by Yacht Club Boys — by Themselves
Darryl

F. Zanuck

in Charge of Production

THE
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MEXICAN PRODUCTION
SETTING NEW RECORD
number
of short
end of this year
Mexican-made
of
films will -

^SBS6

films ami by
the total number
feature-!
LOO.

•

■
. ith

I, which

plans

it>

al

•

•

notes

FEW

A

from

(Continued

Lunnon

ole

dear

Walt

went
Disney will "chuckle when he hears of the old ladyforwho
a record
into a'-namophone shop in the West End and asked
Chap• Charlie
of Schubert's Unfinished Silly Symphony ...street
named after
lin is to have the honor of having a London
on the site
estate
housing
new
a
of
part
is
the street
him
of the day school at Hanwell which Charlie and his brother Sid
ely enough it
years ago theappropriat
attended "more than 30 Circus
development is known
but
is to be called Chaplin
as the Cuckoo Estate!

h reorit lias
en-; >urred
- firms

for

mber

four
in all —
equipped,
Mexico
i
ictora's, and
trial
(itu-!i
all located
in
its environs.
The
plant of
the
Nacional
Productora
has been
inactive
boot i year now because of labor dimculkfexico Film*' studios are the most
with it- •
engaged
the year
With
the
CLASA
plant
excepted.
Mexico are solely devoted
to
and facility-rental,
none
hut the first
■ i them producing on its own.
Producers
in Mexico are mainly
individual
concerns, anil there are now about eight more
ilarlj at work, releasing from one
to three picture- a year each.
There
are a
good many
others producing
sporadically.
Colive producing
groups
have
also been
P
Ketones
ha\c succeeded
in obtaining world distribution for their product
through
a contract
ju*t signed
with L'nited Artists.
Tin
enable*
Produccionc-.
F.xito to invest as much
;Q per cent over the ordinary
cost of
production
of the average
Mexican
picture,
fi r that cooperative
producing
to make
an English
version
of
I'jrthcoming six films
The average
. made picture is 50,00"
' $15,000).
The
distribution
end of the business
has
l>een negle.
xican producers,
chiefly
because of the realization that the establishment of foreign exchanges is too costly an
undertaking; they have therefore preferred
net outside Mexico either to
an distributing concerns or direct to
independent distributors in Spain and South
Amer
Ami-ni in made
films,
which
make
up
85
t the
total
shown,
are decidedly
the backbone of the exhibition end of the film
That domination
i-. occasion
ally threatened
by demands
on the part of
in producers
and.
in a lesser
way.
on that of distributors
of European
films.
■roc
are
constantly
campaigning
for legisla
measures
designed
for their proti
■m
is being studied
by the
Seem
l.crnacion
(the equivalent
of
the
Department
of
the
Interior)
whin I,,
i. film imports
would
be limited
to 20
pictures
per distributor
while
every
foreign
itor would
be called upon
to pu
Mexican
film for world
distribution
for
five imported
by him.
Such a law has
proposed
foi introduction
as a measure
intendi
,n motion
picture
industry.

Chicago Indie House Goes
Double Feature Policy
Chicago — Standard
the north .side, is usinK
tures, being the first
theater to go dual policy
trict.

BRITONS SEE MAXWELL
DEAL GOING SMOOTHLY

Theater, on
double feaindependent
in that dis-

has been a London
which
Alhambra
OLD
THE
•
•
•
landmark for 40 years will be replaced by the new link in the
it will house United Artists first-runs and
Odeon chain
which is the exact figure Korda's "I,
$1,500,000
will cost
Claudius" is budgeted for
and "Claudius" will open the
new "Odeon"
•
•
•
STILL IN the London Fog
Neil Hamilton is
hard at work in a new production for Phoenix Films, his fifth
pix on the other side ... • Mercury Films are planning to
make Billie Huston's best seller "Twice Around the Clock," starring Billie herself ... • Samuel Lange is responsible for Ann
Harding's marvellous creations in the new Capitol film, "Love
from A Stranger"
he was formerly with Columbia in Hollywood ... • Deep in conference with Nat Ross and Roy Neill
is Garrett Weston, noted American scenarist, who is writing the
screenplay
of be
W. made
B. Maxwell's
of This Parish"
the
film is to
at the Joe"Spinster
Rock studios

from

Page

a legal obstacle are virtually nil.
At the time of the Maxwell-Ostrer
deal, Joseph M. Schenck, chairman
of the 20th Century-Fox board of
directors, said, in the United States,
that his company would insist that
terms of the deal he negotiated,
under which his company and Loew's
would buy the Ostrer control of GB,
be carried out. According to advices
from New York, however, no steps
have been taken to block the Maxwell move.

New Canadian Music
Rate Schedule is Filed
(Continued from

Page

1)

year. The annual fee is charged
on seating capacity as follows: 1,600
seats and over 15 cents per seat
per annum; 801 to 1,599 seats, 12
cents per seat per annum; 800 seats
and under, 10 cents per seat per
annum; 800 seats and under operating three days or less per week,
5 cents per week per annum. The
copyright appeal board arranged for
under recent Federal legislation
will meet in December to consider
these rates.

Anti-Nazi League Calls
Film Execs, to Parley
(Continued from Page

•
•
•
SHOW BIZ drammer
Gumrao Marx, whom as
you very well know is one of the smarter agents, discovered
Oscar O'Shea, old-time stock actor, playing in "Broken Dishes,"
a WPA show in Chi
he raved about the actor's performance in a newspaper interview
result
O'Shea has had
several Broadway offers and is being tested by a major picture
company

1)

1)

• THE SOCIAL season opened formally and auspiciously with the annual Dinner Dance of Universal at the Waldorf-Astoria on Monday eve
after the dinner and dancing
the Press was royally entertained by that advertising authority,
Paul Gulick, in the Carpenter Room
Paul gently shooed
the last guest out at 3:30 o'clock in the morn
how do we
know?
we were the Last Guest
we always are when
it's a good party

which Samuel Untermyer is president, at 20 West 47th Street, Friday
at 2:30 p. m., "Policies of the
American film industry in respect
to the distribution and exhibition of
all German-made and pro-Nazi motion pictures," is announced as the
subject for consideration.
More emphatic activity by the
League results from what it considers are deliberate attempts by
German film interests to release
pictures through subsidiaries with
the German origin concealed.
League's statement talks of an
"ultimately
complete
boycott".

•

Mich. Circuit Owner Will
Build Amusement Centers

•

•

•

•

WHAT

WILL

United

Artists

do

asks

Len

Daly
_ change the title on London Films' "Knight Without
Armour" to the American spelling, "Armor"?
Ah, no, says
Len
why?
because "Armour" to the American public
means (lofinitely packing houses
this gives you a slight
idea of what we are up against when we open our mail every
morn
and what you are up against if you read this kolyum.

•
•
•
SEASONAL NOTE
the Roxy theater still has
its "Comfortably Cool" summer sign in a frame on the FiftyFirst Street wall of the theater ... • Chick Lewis crashes
with three by-line articles in his own paper ... • Ruby Foo, the
Chinese lady, has opened a nite eatery on Fifty-Second near
Kighth
Ruby's Boston
lor
visiting theatrical
celebs place for years has been a hangout

«

«

«

»

»

»

Detroit — William A. Cassidy,
Michigan circuit owner, is planning
erection of a 1,500-seat theater as
the center of an amusement center
project at Midland, Mich. Cassidy,
who now owns the Mecca and Frolic,
only theaters in Midland, will build
a dance hall, bowling alley, pool,
billiard, and recitation centers, and
restaurant in connection with the
theater. Two and a half acres were
purchased this week for the new
Cassidy project, which will have a
frontage of 165 feet on the Circle,
center of Midland. The Cassidy interests plan construction of other
similar
to
follow.upstate amusement centers

HE BIGGEST DATE YOU'VE HAD IN YEARS

national release date of

Daringly New! Profitably Different!
THE DRAMATIC HOME-COMING OF THE COUNTRY
'BABIES' 1
DOCTOR'S 3,000 GROWN-UP
A story rich in every adult emotion . . . played
by the year's most important cast. Laugh
piles on laugh . . . thrill succeeds thrill, as the
most sensationally unusual picture ever made
unfolds upon your screen.

in

REUNION
th

JEAN HERSHOLT
wi

ROCHELLE HUDSON • HELEN VINSON
SLIM SUMMERVILLE • ROBERT KENT
Dorothy Peterson * John Qualen
Alan Dinehart • J. Edward Bromberg
Sara Haden

- Montagu

Tom

• George

Moore

Scenes of the Dionne

Love
Ernest

Quintuplets photographed

under the Technical Supervision of Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.

Directed

by Norman

Associate Producers

Taurog

Earl Carroll & Harold Wilson

Screen play by Sam Hellman, Gladys Lehman,
Sonya Levien.
Based on a story by Bruce Gould

3D&
Darryl

F.

in Charge

of Production

Zanuck

n

SO GROWN
UP NOW!
Playing

the

piano,

dancing and entertainng your audiences in a
dozen
different ways.

/I GREAT PICTURE IN ITS OWN RIGHT...
WITH THE PLUS VALUE OF THE QUINS!

SELL IT FOR

ifltf

rfW

IT IS!

xlUth's unfailing show sense reaches
its supreme peak in "Reunion"— a
great new box-office idea that comes
to you as a picture with a wealth of
entertainment for every type of audience. Romance. . . comedy. . . drama . . .
suspense ... heart-tug —ALL
And, in addition, the

abound.

Quins them-

selves... the world's greatest topic of
interest today.
Make your sales appeal broad enough
full sweep

to include the

of this truly extraordinary

show property.
Get 20th's big press
book.
Study its myriad angles.
And
jam your theatre morning, noon, night
. . . and extra midnight shows!

roNE \ / 1
OFTi^
YOURKim
RJTUtfE
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DETROIT BOX OFFICE
GAINS UP TO 25 P. G.
(Continued from Page

1)

months probably touching 25 per
cent, Thompson added.
Upstate houses, which for nine
months had a general increase of
about 20 per cent over last year,
month by month, suffered an October set back. This was largely
due to partial shutting down of
automotive and accessory plants,
according to survey made by Frank
Stuart, manager of American Theater Science, Inc., upstate booking
cooperative. Election, which kept
many with ears glued to radios, was
another factor.
The marked steady improvement
has resulted in increased theater
construction activity during the past
10 months. Authoritative upstate
records are unavailable, but three
houses are under construction or
planned by the Butterfield Circuit
alone. Three other houses are now
being built in Grand Rapids, Bay
City, and Lansing. Eight new houses
have been opened in the State this
year, the majority built to replace
former small houses.
Detroit now has every downtown
house, except the Times Square,
open, with the record number of
eight first runs, three having stage
show policies. Theater openings
have averaged nearly one a week
lately, the most spectacular being:
Broadway Capitol, by United Detroit Circuit, downtown house; Crescent, closed six years, by Walter
Morgan; Downtown, as a first run;
and Warfield, 1,500-seat de luxe colored house, by Moe Titel, replacing
a 300 seat house.
The theater construction in Detroit has been a recent development,
With two important new theater
openings, aside from the Warfield
in recent months — the Varsity and
the Norwest, both by United Detroit Theaters. The following
houses, however, are either under
way or slated for construction this
winter; approximate size is given
where available: unnamed house for
Saul Sloan, in Ferndale; Will Rogers Theater, 1,500, James N. Robertson circuit; Chicago Theater, 550,
Theundisclosed owners; Nortown
ater 1,200, Victor Petriks and John
Tatu- Congress Theater, Ben Cohn
Circuit, 1,100; Circle Theater, Joseph Theater and Joseph Miskinis,

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER

Football rallies in your theater during the pigskin season will make new
friends tor your house among the younger element.

1,700 NOW AT WORK
ON WARNER PICTURES
Milwaukee — Articles of incor- Royal Amusement Co. of which the
late Abraham
Reiseroff was head.
poration have been filed in Milwaukeen by Imperial Pictures of WisLatrobe, Pa. — The Indiana County
consin, Inc., with C. W. Trampe,
Theaters Corp. has reopened the
B. J. Miller and M. Zamil as in- Grand Theater here.
corporators. The company will operate a general film exchange.
Chicago — Abe Tague, formerly
of the Calo and Temple theBrady. Neb. — The Brady has been owner aters,
which he sold to Bland Bros.,
sold to D. L. Hill by A. L. Schneider.
has taken over the 850-seat ArmiSpringfield. Mass. — Purchase by tage Theater.
Samuel Goldstein of the Western
Dallas — Fred M. Jack, southern
Massachusetts Theaters, Inc. of land
at 716 Sumner Avenue presages the division manager of Warner Bros..
building of a new theater in the Inc., has announced the appointment
of Doak Roberts, Jr., as manager of
Forest Park section.
the Dallas branch. Roberts has been
identified with Dallas picture houses
Toronto,
city's
newest
film
theater,Ont.the— This
Village,
built
and since 1912.
operated bv Forest Hill Theaters,
Freedom,
Okla. — Earl Shutt is
Ltd.. C. H. Lane, president, has
ooened. Built in Tudor design, the building his second theater here.
Village is one of the most distinctive film theaters in Canada.
St. Louis.— The Shubert Theater
has been reopened by the Fanchon
Jackson, Miss. — Ground is being & Marco interests. Harry C. Arthur,
cleared on a space next to the Is- Jr., has announced that the Shubert
trion Theater here to construct a will closely follow the policy of its
new 2,000 seat house for the Saeng- principal competitor, the Empress.
er Theaters Cor-p. The Saengers
already operate the Istrion, the
Birmingham — Frank Nickens,
Majestic and the Century here.
manager of the Strand, has been
transferred to the newly reopened
Shreveport, La. — Acquisition of a Pantages. Eddie Williams, manager
vacant site next to the Crim circuit's of the Walton at Selma, has been
Glenwood here by the Saenger The- placed in charge of the Strand.
aters Corp., was reported in real
estate circles here.
Lakeland,
Fla. — The Lakeland
St. Louis — Under their new man- Theater building has been sold to
agement contract with the St. Louis Miami interests. New equipment is
Amusement Co., the Fanchon & to be installed.
Marco interests are now booking pictures for the Hi-Pointe on the McLake Butler. Fla.— The old Lake
Causland Ave., and the St. Louis Butler Theater is being remodeled
Theater at Grand and Delmar Blvds.
into shape for talking picthrough the St. Louis Amusement and put tures.
F. Alig of Bunnell is the
lessee.
Co.

Roth, Aid to Beaumont

New English Film Studios
Are in a Competitive Mood
Hollywood — Sandy Roth joins the

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

production staff of David L. Loew at
Pathe studios as assistant director to
Harry Beaumont. Harry Harris also
added to function as second assistant
and aide to Al Raboch, production
manager, on the Joe E. Brown starring production, "When's Your Birthday?" probably
months,
touching 25 per
cent Thompson added.
Upstate houses, which for nine
in Dearborn; 1,500 unnamed house
'n Dearborn for Associated Theaters,
1,500; Palmer Park Theater for Ray
Schreiber, 1,500; Westown Theater,
Wisper and Wetsman Circuit, 1,900;
new house at Grand River and Oakman Boulevard, for unnamed owners; and an unnamed house at Chalmers and Harper for the Wisper and
Wetsman Circuit. In addition, houses
still merely projects have been reported by architects, one by Wright
and Rogvoy, and two by Giffels and
Vallett.

(Continued from Page 1)
power
plant consists
of five Diesel
engines
capable of a total output of 2,300 k. w.
There
are 25 cutting rooms.
Executive offices of Pinewood and resident
production companies occupy three floors in
the Administration Block. Adjacent is the
Pinewood Club, which affords residential quartet's, amusement facilities, a swimming pool
and a restaurant.
J. Arthur Rankin is chairman of Pinewood
Studios, Ltd., and E. Ronald Crammond is
vice-chairman. Hon. R. Norton is managing
director and members of the directorate are:
Charles Boot, Herbert Wilcox, C. M. Woolf,
John Corfield, Spencer M. Reis, W. H. Cocklutrn and H. G. Judd. The general secretary
is A. L. Dugon while M. L. Axworthy is
secretary. General manager of the studio
is James B. Sloan and H. G. Coward is
studio manager.
Seven stages are provided by the enormous
Denham studios, where close to 4,000 persons find employment on days when all stages
ate in use. This modern plant, opened some
months ago, was erected under supervision
of Jack Okey, who had charge of building
operations, and who was imported from Hollywood.
Located at Denham, Bucks, the Korda plant
embraces 28 acres of buildings. Power is
furnished by six Diesel engines, each 1,000
horse power. The total, tract amounts to 165
acres. Four of the larger stages are 250 ft.
x 130 ft.

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

<OAILY

Hollywood — More than 200 stars
and featured players, as well as
some 1,500 extras, are currently
working at the Warner Bros.-First
National - Cosmopolitan studios at
Burbank as the company's highly
geared production pace continues
with five pictures before the cameras
and five being prepared for early
production.
The
"shooting"
are:
"Menpictures
in Exile,"
featurin
g June
Travis, Dick Purcell, and Victor
Varconi. with John Farrow directwith
and Able,"
"Ready, Willing
Alexande
and Ross
Rubying;Keeler
r
teamed, with Raymond Enright directing dramatic sequences, and
Bobby Connolly is rehearsing a large
ensemble; "San Quentin" with Pat
O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart, Ann
Sheridan and Barton MacLane, and
Lloyd Bacon directing; "Another
Dawn," starring Kay Francis and
Errol Flynn and directed by William
Dieterle; "Justice After Dark," with
John Litel, and Ann Dvorak, and directed by Frank McDonald.
The pictures in preparation are:
"King and the Chorus Girl," first
U. S. film of Fernand Gravet, French
star, Mervyn LeRoy will direct;
"Call It a Day," starring Olivia de
Havilland and Ian Hunter, to be
directed by Archie L. Mayo; "Desert
Song," to be produced in Technicolor;
"Danton," with Claude Rains, to be
directed by Max Reinhardt and Michael Curtiz; "The Prince and the
Pauper," starring Billy and Bobby
Mauch, to be directed by William
Keighley.

Penn Back
to Loew's
Pittsburgh
— The Penn
Theater, ace
first-run house here, reverted back
under the control of Loew's this
week, following the formal resignation of the
stockholders whotheater's
served asleading
independent
operators for the last several weeks.
H. J. Cleary, chief auditor for
Loew's, and Isador Frey, the chain's
head counsel, are in town attending
to legal formalities. M. J. (Mike)
house. remains as manager of the
Cullen

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Japanese
principal

producers
chains

of

controll
theaters

all
in

the

Japan.

TIMELYTOPICS
Sol Lesser Visualizes
The Movhs on Wheels
TT

requires no stretch of the
imagination to visualize the
movies on wheels. I believe
that the industry will be more
mobile than ever in the futu
I can see a huge caravan of
motion picture people on the
road; an immense city on
wheels, moving from location
to location, quietly, quickly and
efficiently. Even the sound
stapes are portable, with workmen speedily and easily putting
\ ether collapsible buildings
for the shooting of interiors.
The traveling city is sufficient
unto itself. Everything that is
needed in the production of pictures is there, as complete,
compact and accessible as in a
permanent Hollywood studio.
The stars and players are comfortably housed in trailer-dressing rooms where they can keep
house and live as luxuriously
as they would at home — except
on a smaller, more compact
scale.
Huge trailers and motor
coaches house the technical
crew and other workers. The
property department, electrical,
wardrobe, camera, make - up,
writing, business and all other
departments of the modern
studio are compactly and efficiently on wheels. Even the film
laboratory is included so that
the picture can be completed
in its entirety, from first rough
draft of the script to finished
print, on wheels. America has
become trailer conscious so why
shouldn't the movies?
Efficiency and economy are
the order of the day. That is
why I purchased the fleet of
trailer-dressing rooms for my
stars. The "Rainbow on the
River" dreds
company
hunof miles traveled
for location
scenes at a maximum of economy in operation expense and a
maximum of comfort for the
players and workmen. All the
players in the cast were comfortably housed in their own
miniature home on wheels. And
they ate the food they wanted,
cooked the way they wanted.
Each of these trailer-dressing
rooms is a complete home in
itself. Each contains comfortable sleeping quarters, bath,
kitchenette, dinette and living
room. Personal knick-knacks of
the player make it more homey
and there is the added attraction
of the wanderlust indulged under the most ideal conditions.
Who knows, but what all
America will be on wheels in
the future if the present craze
for trailers continue? I believe
the possibility of the movies
going on wheels is a very definite thing to be considered and
anticipated.
— Sol Lesser.
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EXPLOITETTES

The Foreign Field
+

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Four Productions at Pinewood

♦

Bombay Campaign
♦

Svensk Filmindustri Profit

Stockholm — The Swedish Filmindustry Co. (Svensk Filmindustri),
of Stockholm, the country's leading
motion picture producer, in its annual statement for the fiscal year
recently ended reports a net profit
of 881,000 kronor against 695,000
kronor for the preceding year. Of
an amount of 940,000 kronor available for distribution, the board proposes to pay a dividend of nine per
cent on the A-shares, as compared
to IV2 per cent for the previous
year, and 11 per cent of the Bshares, which received no dividend
last year. Considerable sums have
been spent on modernization and
new equipment. The assets and liaFilm Enormous Photo
bilities of the company balance at
London — One scene in the B. & D. 10,500,000 kronor. During the year
production, "A Man With Your the firm completed, produced and
six full length pictures and
Voice," in work at the Pinewood began
Studios takes place in the board- 70 shorts.
room of a shipping company; from
its window can be seen the shipyard Protest French 40-Hour Week
with its machines and cranes idle.
Paris — Various amusement interFor this view a photograph was
ests in France have protested to the
specially taken. In the studio it was
enlarged from a negative 10 in. by government against adoption of the
8 in. in four sections, and finally proposed 40-hour week, citing the
the enormous print measuring 24 American government's experiment
ft. by 16 ft. was suspended in a under the NRA and stating that
frame outside the window of the only low-salaried workers were favored by that law, technicians and
set, giving an effect that is so realistic as to deceive the eye when the ited.
artists' hours of work not being limfilm is shown.
London — Within a week of the
opening of the Pinewood Studios
four production companies occupied
the four stages with work going
well to schedule. The companies in
occupation are British & Dominions
("A Man With Your Voice"); Herbert Wilcox Productions ("London
Melody" and "Splinters in the Air");
and Paramount-British ("The Scarab Murder Mystery"). "London Melody" is all but completed and another Herbert Wilcox production,
"The Navy Eternal" will take its
place as soon as the unit returns
from location.

Theater

Trailer Corp.
Fills National
Posts
(Continued from Page

1)

National Screen Service, will handle
New York territory; Joe Lee and
S. A. Arnold, both formerly with
Advance Trailer Service Corp., take
over Indianapolis and Memphis;
Max Wintroub, prominent independent exchange operator, the Omaha
and Des Moines territories; and Max
Heine the Detroit territory.

SOUTH and WEST
National Screen Service has started construction of a new building
at Dallas, to house both the National Screen Service and National
Screen Accessories.
Henry T. Kimmel will be the
manager of the Rivoli which opens
about Nov. 15, at Douglas, Ga.
William (Bill) Specht is the new
salesman for GB at Atlanta.
"Buddy" Benjamine for Oklahoma, R. C. Mcllheran for east
Texas, W. B. Wesley for South Texas and C. R. Westbrook in West
Texas, represent the new Grand National traveling force in Oklahoma
and Texas. The exchange office at
Dallas will be managed by Al Mertz,
Mrs. Ruby Gibson is booker and
cashier, Miss Ameta Rawlins, secretary to the b.m., and Bobby Wilkes,
shipper.

CINCINNATI
Milton Gurian, U.A. Kentucky
representative narrowly escaped
death when he swerved his car and
wrecked it to avoid striking a child
on a narrow road at London, Ky.
Bert Stearn, U.A. District Manager, is in town.
Otis Elswick has taken over the
Breaks Theater, Praise, Ky., and
renamed it, The Elkhorn State.
L. O. Davis of the Hazard Circuit,
has changed the name of the Neon
Theater, Neon, Ky., to The Bentley.
A. H. Kaufman of the Indianapolis exchange of Big Features,
has closed the Roy Bair circuit on
Chesterfield and Invincible product,
also with Marc Wolf and Al Blocher,
Theater Managers Circuit, for the
same.
Paul Saunders, owner of the Alhambra, Campbellsville, Ky., is
proud these days. His daughter
won the beauty prize at the State
Fair.
Gordon Hedgington of the Odeon,
Augusta, Ky., has been made a member of the State Democratic Committee.

Seasonal Theaters Fold
Boston — Theater
nial, Bethlehem, N.
Chatham, Mass.;
Bretton Woods, N.
Beach, Wells Beach,

closings: ColoH.; Chatham,
Hall-Inn-Pines,
H.; and Wells
Me.

For "Things
to Come"
PROLONGED
preliminary

A

build-up proved to be a
money-getting technique in the
Bombay campaign for "Things
to Come," organized by Phyllis
Makrodt, U. A. publicity chief,
and H. A. O'Connor, the company's manager for India. Prior
to the picture's opening at the
Regal Theater, an advance
newspaper campaign for many
weeks netted much space. The
Illustrated Weekly of India,
with a circulation of 65,000
throughout India, ran a serial
story
on "Thingsforto 12
Come"
12 instalments
weeks.in
An amateur photographic competition accounted for considerable public interest in the picture, in addition to several
scores of excellent tie-ups which
were reproduced in the papers.
The Rotary and Cricket Magazines devoted generous advance
space tiontoto widespread
the picture.posting
In addiof
posters in English and in the
vernacular, heralds were given
away letsatwerethe
senttheater
out toanda booklarge
mailing list. A special designed
ballyhoo truck rode the streets
daily. Book tie-ups were arranged with leading book stores
and in the railway station
newsstands. For a week in advance, sandwich me nparaded
the streets advertising the picture. Leaflets and handbills
were distributed in the hotels.
Insert cards were placed on all
the bus lines. A month before
the opening, a white banner
was suspended across the entire
front of the Regal, announcing
the
"Things
Come."
The advent
theater offront
was tospecially
dressed with a vari-colored cutout showing scenes from the
film. A special preview for the
press was held.
— Regal, Bombay.

Charles Snyder Observes
Mickey Mouse's Birthday
A/TICKEY'S birthday celebration went over with a bang
under the direction of Charles
Snyder of the Melba, Dallas.
Using special 4, 3 and 2-column
mats and Mickey Mouse heads
for his smaller newspaper advertising and tie-ups, Snyder
brought home the idea that
Mickey's birthday was in every
sense a real international event.
Special features covering all
angles of the life of the popular
star and his creator, Walt Disney, were planted every day for
a week in advance of the show.
Snyder decorated his lobby with
several 40x60s and used colored
blow-ups to great
advantage.
■ — Melba, Dallas.
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SHORTS

Lawrence Tibbett in

"UNDER
with Wendy

YOUR

SPELL"

Barrie, Gregory Ratoff, Arthur
Treacher

(HOLLYWOOD
20th

PREVIEW)

Century-Fox

A SO-SO

STORY

ING BY TIBBETT'S

MADE

62 mins.

ENTERTAIN-

GLORIOUS

SINGING.

Lawrence Tibbett's glorious singing gives
this picture its entertainment value. In
addition there is the comedy by Gregory
Ratoff and Arthur Treacher. The story itself, however, is light weight and hardly
worthy of Tibbett's talents. In foreign
markets it may mean more, due to the
Tibbett voice and the easy going mood
maintained. Tibbett sings "Under Your
Spell," "Amigo" and "My Little Mule
Wagon," by Arthur Schwartz and Howard
Dietz. They are all good numbers and
Tibbett knows how to put them across.
However, in covering up on the weak story
he is forced to sing too often. Otto Ludwig
Preminger, the director, makes the most
of the available material. He gets some
very good performances from the players,
the comedy is well handled, and he injects
movement into the proceedings. The
screenplay by Frances Hyland and Saul Elkins is well dialogued and has some enjoyable comedy. The picture's real weakness is its lack of forceful situations.
Lawrence Tibbett gets fed up with all the
contracts and exploitation tie-ups his manager, Gregory Ratoff, has set for him and
goes to his cabin in Mexico. One of the
agreements is an engagement to sing at
Wendy Barrie's party. Ratoff is going crazy
trying to get Tibbett to return and he
sends Wendy to bring him back. Tibbett
falls for her, but when he learns that she
wanted him to sing at her affair only to
win a bet, he is ready to leave for Europe.
She has him brought into court, where,
after a comical scene, the judge decides in
his favor. That would mean Wendy would
have to marry the Count and rather than
see her do that, Tibbett marries her himself.
Cast: Lawrence Tibbett, Wendy Barrie,
Gregory Ratcff, Arthur Treacher, Gregory
Gaye, Berton Churchill, Jed Prouty and
Charles Richman.
Associate Producer, John Stone; Director, Otto Ludwig Preminger; Authors,
Bernice Mason and Sy Bartlett; Screenplay,
Frances Hyland and Saul Elkins; Camera|man, Sidney Wagner; Editor, Fred Allen;
Musical Director, Arthur Lange; Music and
Lyrics by Arthur Schwartz and Howard
Dietz.
Direction,

Good.

1k

Photography,

Good.

FOREIGN
"GESUZZA, LA SPOSA GARIBALDINA"
(Gesuzza, The Garibaldian Wife), Italian
dialogue film, produced by Cines Pittaluga,
directed by Alessandro Blassetti, with Aida
Bell ia. Guiseppe Gulino, Gianfranco Giachetti et al. At the Teatro Venezia.
Historical drama dealing with the freeing
of Naples and Sicily from Bourbon rule by
heroic followers of Italy's great patriot
Garibaldi. While lacking technical strength,
this film story of heroic manhood and womanhood in the struggle for liberty is impressive entertainment.

"Lalapaloosa"
Radio
16 mins.
Good Impersonations
As a singing soda fountain clerk,
Buddy Doyle entertains his customers with imitations of famous radio
and screen stars. He has just composed a song for his girl, and also
a special drink to go with it, when
the sheriff enters with a sign offering a reward for a notorious bandit. Soon after the bandit disguised
as a woman enters to get a soda.
Doyle recognizes him from the poster photo, and tries to knock him unconscious with a drink loaded with
metal polish. The drink finally
takes effect, and the soda clerk hero
lands his man and the reward.
Doyle does several good imitations,
including those of Bing Crosby, Al
Jolson and Amos 'n Andy.
Pathe Topics No. 2
RKO Radio
9 mins.
Well Balanced
The first subject in the reel covers a trip to the colorful harbor of
St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands,
and the city and surrounding country. The narration offers a contrast
of the earlier days of the Island and
the buccaneers like Sir Francis
Drake with the present commercially prosperous town of St. Thomas.
The sights of the quaint city are
very entertaining, and the surrounding countryside and the magnificent
harbor beautiful, and expertly photographed. The second subject, presents a tuna fishing boat with the
Japanese fishermen at their exciting trade, while a Japanese narrator tells the story in his broken English. The final sequence is a detailed
pictorial coverage of the glacial gold
mining enterprise in Alaska, showing how the glacial ice is battered
down by power pumping of water,
and then the dredging on an enormous scale when the gold-bearing
gravel is reached far below. Edited
by Thomas Chalmers. Nicely balanced topical reel that moves fast.
RKO

"Goals for Gold and Glory"
(Sports With Bill Corum)
Radio
10 mins.
Timely Football
Timely football reel, with Bill
Corum, the sports commentator,
taking the audience for a personally conducted tour through professional and college football. Corum
first takes us for a trip to Fordham
College where the team is seen in
early season practice under Coach
Jim Crowley, and later conditioned
by trainer Jake Webber. Then by
way of contrast the professional pigskin tossers are seen with the New
York Giants in action, and also the
Brooklyn Dodgers, with detailed
plays that emphasize the difference
between the college and professional
technique. The different styles of
kicking and passing will prove vastly interesting to all football fans.
Corum then reviews early football
RKO

a basketball team hotly contestingdays, and the development of the a pool game disclosing what it means
sport, finishing with scenes of a to be "behi
nd the eight ball"; the
night
at thethe
NewProfessionals
Yoi-k Polo use of "fungo" at major league baseGroundsgame
between
ball practice; and a 100-meter dash
and College All Stars.
that reveals the answer to "What
is a Charlie Horse?" A well nar"Heart of the Sierras"
rated, action subject that patrons
(World On Parade)
are bound to like.
RKO Radio
11 mins.
Fine Scenic
A very fine pictorial trip through
"The Star Reporter In Hollywood"
the Yosemite National Park, show- Par
amount
io mins.
ing some unusual views and scenic
Excellent
shots of waterfalls that are breathFine fare for fans as it pictures
taking in their beauty. Excellent
photography characterizes this reel, some of Hollywood's up-and
-coming
together with a fine descriptive nar- talent in the making. Ted Husing
ration. Among the gorgeous views sleuths through the screen colony
are those of the giant sequoia trees, and brings forth little Benny Bartthe famous Hanging Rock that juts
lett who proves to be a grand singer,
for out over a chasm 3,000 feet high, in addition to his pleasing presenc
e
and Yosemite Falls that drops over and skill with the
trumpet. Husing's
30 feet in a spray like white satin. "search" also uncove
red Joe Rardin,
Produced by Van Beuren.
a novelty music entertainer with Ben
Bernie's band; and an attractive,
talented miss in the person of DoroPopular
Science
No.
6-2
Paramount
10 mins.
thy Lamour, whose voice and magOutstanding
netism point to an assuredly successful career. Vera Marshe and
Filmed in full-color, this short
shows new iodine-silver method for Louis DaPron perform their swiftfingerprint detection; three gadgets, stepping routine in a manner to
— a hair-trimming comb, a look-back also indicate a long residence in
An excellent short.
mirror, and artificial slip-on finger Hollywood.
nails ... all for milady's benefit;
and some amusing early inventions
from the archives of the U. S. Patent
"Popeye Meets Sinbad"
17 Mins.
Office. Concluding sequences, the Paramount
Top-Notch
fascinating radio device for transmission of photos and maps; the
All in fun and all in color is this
marvelous reproduction in blown rollicking chapter of the adventures
glass of microscopic animal life; of Popeye the Sailor, his spindly
and the views of the Douglas air- spouse Olive Oyl and the redoubtable Wimpy. Their craft cruises
plane factory at Santa Monica, together with interior shots of the near the island retreat of the mighty
airliners' equipment and vistas of Sinbad, with the accent on the last
these giants in flight, are outstand- syllable of this gent's name, — for
ing in beauty and entertainment he is bad, tough and tyrannical. He
value.
sends the super-giant bird, the roc,
to destroy Popeye's ship and carry
the fair Olive Oyl. But Pop"StraightExciting
As An Arrow"
Paramount
10 mins. away
eye swims to the rescue, and after
being beset with dragons, lions,
Surprisingly interesting reel, fine- gorillas and other fearful creatures
he comes to grips with Sinbad himly photographed.
Hill, world's
premier
archer, George
demonstrates
his
self. But a stout heart plus a
prowess with bow and arrow. Audi- handy can of spinach bring Popeye
ences will like this skillful display out on top. Olive is rescued and
of primitive but powerful weapons, the beasts capitulate to the visiting
for Hill breaks clay pigeons, snoots
darting fish in woodland streams, conqueror. Kids and grown-u; ;
alike will love this episode. It's topand proves that the classical story notch.
of William Tell is well founded by
shattering an apple on the head of
an aide at a distance of some 40
Laird Doyle Killed
yards. All these feats, and more, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
are accomplished with arrow and
Hollywood — Laird Doyle, Warner
bow.
It's delightful, exciting stuff. Bros, scenarist, was fatally injured
Peppy
yesterday in the crash of an air"The Sporting Quiz"
plane he was piloting. Funeral ai*(Sportlight with Ted Husing)
Paramount
10 mins. rangements are being completed.

Popular Ted Husing peppily presides before camera and microphone
in a questioning mood. He asks what
certain odd sport terms mean and
pictorially answers his inquiries.
Thus the audience is shown a champ
sculler "catching a crab"; a fancy
diver executing
"a half gainor";

Starz Takes Golf Honors
Dallas — Frank Starz, advertising
and publicity director for Interstate
Theaters, won the silver loving cup
presented
the Variety
Club'sat second annualat golf
tournament
the
Dallas Country Club.
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A "JUttU" fam Hollywood "Lots
who. witha
GS, inherited
CUMMIN
■ROBER
recently
mother,
his T
0, to$1,500,00
than
more
of
fortune
day announced that he intends to
continue his work as a Paramount
contract film players. The fortune
was the result of a gold mine investment of $80,000 made by thenfather and husband, the late Dr. ( .
tmmings of Joplin, Mo., shortly
before his death seven years ago.
▼
T
▼
—
Cast in- assignments: Warners the
I.ui- Uberni, The Kins and
. 'Men
Choru- Cirl"; Alex Harfordromanti
c
in Exile"; Gene Raymond,
e in
Magoir
lead opposite Mary
"Love Begins"; Maxie Rosenbloom.
"Trial Horse"; Paramount— Charles
Biekford and Akim Tamiroff, "High,
Wide and Handsome"; Radio— Helen
—
Flint. "Coasl Paired": Columbia LoEdwin Stanley. John Carr and
well Drew, "Lady from Nowhere ;
George Chesebro, Ernest Adams and
Rlackie Whiteford, "Dodge City
Trail"; Republic — Fern Emmett,
of the
and Roger Williams. "Riders "MissWhistling Skull": John Boyd,
ing Men".
t

▼

i

Title changes: Columbia — From
"Safari in Paradise" to "Help WantFemale"; Radio— From "All Scarlet" to "Racing Lady."
T
»
»
Abe Meyer leaves Nov. 11 for San
Francisco where, representing Sol
Lesser at the Pacific Coast auto
-how. he will supervise the appear-

CLEVELAND

Because a ship being used in the
production of a motion picture is
not regarded as being on a commercial voyage, leaders of the shipping strike on the Pacific coast
Director George Marshall is workfinal
have agreed to permit union labor
ing with Lamar Trotti on the
to handle the boats which will be
which
,"
te Enemy
"Priva
of
script
eth
Twenti
for
direct
will
ll
Marsha
used by Paramount in filming the
y-Fox.
Centur
Gary Cooper starring film, "Souls
T
T
T
T
T
T
Eugene Forde will direct 'Step
Livelv. Jeeves," for 20th CenturyPaul Malvern, associate producer,
Fox. It is the second film starring At Sea."
Hickson, technical direcArthur Treacher in the role of the and torErnest
of the Carr unit, are en route
P. G. Wodehouse character.
to
Ensenada
where they will charter
r
r
r
a boat for a trip down the lower
All Hubert, has been engaged by California coast as far as Mazatlan
Warners to create the complete to select locations for the picture.
Max Reinhardt's
forHubert
wardrob
" Ali
has been the
"Danton.e
The goal of stardom has been
costume designer for most of the
Lubitsch and Von Sternberg pictures reached by young Tyrone Power as
a
result of his work in the leading
in recent years.
role opposite Madeleine Carroll in
T
▼
T
"Lloyds of London." Power has
Edgar
burn"Kenned
"slowman y,
has the
been screen's
signed been selected by Darryl F. Zanuck,
bv Selznick International for the 20th Century-Fox production chief,
to co-star with Loretta Young in
role of Pop Randall in "A Star Is "Love Is News."
Born," technicolor film which will
T
▼
T
co-star Janet Gaynor and Fredric
Norman Foster, turning from actMarch with William A. Wellman directing. T ▼
▼
ing, has been signed by 20th CenHarry Danning, catcher for the
tury-Fox to direct "Death In ParaNew York Giants, makes his screen
dise Canyon," shortly to go into production. Foster, last seen in "High
debut in the Walter Wanger procollaborated with Saul Elduction, "You Only Live Once," co- Tension,"
kins
in
writing
the screenplay for
starring Sylvia Sidney and Henry
Fonda.
"Death In Paradise Canyon" from
the story by Philip Wylie.
T
▼
V
r
r
▼
Martha Raye, is suffering from
Billy Gilbert, Jacques Lory, Auan injured leg ligament, sustained
while rehearsing a tap routine for gustina Borgato have been added to
"College Holiday."
the cast of "Maytime."

ance of Bobby Breen with Meredith
tra.
onyT orches
Willson's symph
▼
T

New
West

Coast

Cameras
Bureau

Noise-Tested

of THE

FILM

Paul 1, annm has been assigned to
do the musical score for the Joe
M-G-M.
Sherman short, "A Little Giant," at

DETROIT

'DAILY

The Regent Theater, uptown house
Hollywood — Members of the Research Council Silent Camera Com- acquired last January by United Demittee met at the M-G-M studios to
troit Theaters, shifts to a key run
conduct a comprehensive noise policy.
analysis test of several new type
The Michigan Public Trust ComJoe E. Loeffler has taken over the cameras. These tests, made under
mission has ordered the Bondholdthe
direction
of
Don
Loye,
of
Elecsucexchange,
GB
local
reins of the
ers' Committee on the Fox Theater,
trical Research Products, Inc., with
ceeding Harry Scott. His former
the Erpi noise analyzer, will give representing a $6,400,000 issue, to
position as city salesman for Grand the various studio camera depart- intervene in Federal Court under reNational is being filled by Bill Twig,
organization proceedings.
ments a complete analysis of the
former Paramount ad sales manager. frequency
as well as the relative
Ser. Joseph Kollar, Detroit film
loudness of the noise emanated censor, speaks Nov. 16 before the
Julius Lamm, manager of War- from the cameras under test.
ner's Uptown Theater and president
Royal onOakcensorship.
Federation of Women's
Clubs
of the Cleveland Warner Club, has
meethouse
issued a call for an open
Peter A. Simon, of Simon's Film
ing on Friday.
White-Bordered Screens
Service, has
added C. E.
Smith's
Theater
at Fennville,
Mich.,
and Our
the
David J. Wiems of the Cleveland
London — At the recent meeting of Wolverine in Detroit, owned by
Board of Education issued instrucFred Ringler and Stanley Keepin, to
tions to 25 school probation officers the Illuminating Engineering Soci- his
books this week.
ety
here
it
was
stated
that
experito see "The Devil Is a Sissy" playing
ments
are
being
conducted
with
at Loew's State Theater.
Jim Kennedy of Indianapolis has screens having a white illuminated
Ask Peace Propaganda Films
been appointed manager of the Win- border, believing that this border
Elizabeth. N. J. — A resolution
diminish eye-fatigue, will form
dameer Theater, an Associated The- awillbasis
of comparison when color urging use of films for peace propaaters circuit house. He succeeds
ganda is being forwarded this week
Stuart Cagney who left to join the films are being shown and will permit a high level of illumination in to all producing companies in HollySchine circuit.
wood and New York. The resolution
the theater without detracting from
Frank Cost, former manager
of the sharpness of the picture on the was adopted unanimously at a meeting the latter part of last week of
■ n. Showing pictures in a dark
Warner's
Variety
Theater,
now
the Finer Films Federation of New
steers the destiny of the Garden for auditorium increases eye strain, a Jersey.
report to the society stated.
'iciated Theaters circuit.

Cliff Schaufele, who has managed
theaters here and in New York, has
d director of Publicity
been appointe
Associates, Inc.

T
T
▼
Irene Dunne's starring vehicle,
"Theodora Goes Wild," with Melvyn Douglas as the leading man,
will be ready for nationwide release
on
Nov. 12, Columbia Pictures announces.
T

T

T

Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur
Freed have written a new song,
"Smoke Dreams," to be used in "After the Thin Man."
"Maid of Orleans," 150-ft. twomasted schooner said to be the last
of the old whaling ships on the
Pacific coast, has been purchased by
Trem Carr in Vancouver. Boat will
be brought to San Pedro haz-bor for
use in the next John Wayne starfeature,
"Adventure's
End,"
which ring
Carr
produces
for Universal
release.
Trem Carr has added Scott Darling to his writing staff. Darling
will work on screenplay of untitled
story recently purchased by Carr
for one of the John Wayne starring
series, producer will make this year
for Universal release.
T

George
has been
by S. J.
charge of

T

T

Irving, character actor,
signed to a term contract
Briskin, vice president in
production at RKO Radio.

SAN FRANCISCO
Ben F. Mindenburg in town from
Hollywood on business.
Helen Wobbe, secretary to Cliff
Work of the Golden Gate, just back
from two weeks vacation.
Herman Cohen, of the United
Artists and Embassy Theaters, escaping from the hurly-burly by an
extended rest at Richardson Springs.
Anita Loos arrived to gather local
color at Tanforan and Bay Meadows
for a script, tentatively titled "SaraCarole Lombard present at the
Press Club party in honor of Alice
Marble.

BOSTON
toga."
Kendall Way, formerly in charge
of maintenance for M. & P. Theaters, has returned to Texas as representative of the U. S. Sanitary
Far from
Supply
Co. being ill with the grippe,
GB salesman, is putting plenty of
healthy effort into the job of getting GB pictures into territorial
houses.
M. J. Mullin is chairman of the
local Zukor Silver Jubilee Drive committee; Edward Cuddy is general
manager, and Harry Browing has
charge of publicity advertising.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Monogram's Own Producing Unit to Moke 26 Features

UNIVERSAL SIMPLIFYING ITS CORPORATE STRUCTURE

GB

Directors

Production - Distribution Contingencies Considered,
Says Ostrer
London (By Cable) — GB directors
have recommended an appropriation of a million dollar "special reserve" to meet "any contingency
which may arise with respect to
film production and distribution," according to Mark Ostrer, chairman
Df Ostrer
the company's
board. issued in
in a statement
connection with the recent GB annual meeting says:
"I am satisfied we have now proved it is
impossible to recover from the home market
the full cost of quality films, nor can great
American
producing
companies
recover their
(Continued on Page 4)

CHEVROLET TO BLEND
FILMS AND BROADCAST

Urge

Million

AMUSEMENTSTOCKSUP 2,000-FT, REELS NOW
WITH NEW HIGHS SET USED BY ALL MAJORS

on Page

Named Nuovo Mondo Head

4)

Screen Classics Making
Two Series for Columbia
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

15

Subsidiaries, Three
Major Importance,
Are Affected

of

Simplifying its corporation structure, Universal plans to eliminate
various subsidiaries with the result
Millions of dollars were added to
All major companies are now dis- that "Universal Pictures Company,
amusement stock values yesterday
tributing their pictures on 2,000by advances in almost the entire foot reels, it was stated at the Hays Inc., control of which is vested in
amusement list, the upward surge office yesterday. Paramount, the Universal Corporation which was organized in March, 1936, to acquire
coming on the heels of the unpre- last outfit to adopt the new-size the holdings of Carl Laemmle and
cedented
Roosevelt
election
landreel, effected the plan with "Big associates, will carry on all operaslide.
tions, producing and distributing
Paramount's first preferred swept Broadcast."
In Chicago, although a city or- motion pictures either directly or
up no less than 13 points to a new
dinance prohibits use of reels other through 100 per cent owned sub(Continued
on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
than 14 inches, distributors are delivering film on 14J4 inch reels,
leaving it to the theaters to make
Count Facchetti-Guiglia
the changeover required by the law.

Count Alfonso Facchetti-Guiglia
has been named president of Nuovo
Mondo, which is now being organized
and plans to operate on an enlarged
scale, it was stated at the company's
headquarters in the RKO building
Beginning next Sunday, Chevrolet
yesterday.
A permanent board of diwill offer to the nublic in addition to
rectors is being set up by the firm,
the half-hour free show at the CBS which distributes Italian pictures. A
Playhouse featuring Rubinoff, Jan meeting in connection with reorganiPeerce and Virginia Rea, a film prozation plans was held last night.
gram, comprising 40 minutes
of
(Continued

Reserve for Emergencies

Monogram

National Exhibitor Ass'n
Plans Up for Consideration

Detroit — Seventeenth annual convention of Allied Theaters of MichiPlans for forming a national exhibitor association may be discussed
gan moves towards its climax today,
today at a meeting of the I. T. 0. A. with election of officers and banat the Astor Hotel. No definite date
quet concluding the program tohas been set for the announced conference of exhibitors from points night.
Both morning and afternoon busieast of the Mississippi.
ness (Continued
sessions are on scheduled,
with
Page 4)

to Form Its Own Producing

Organization to Make Entire Program

Hollywood — Screen Classics, Inc.,
is making two series of one-reel
shorts for Columbia release. The Star-Broadcast Problem
series is titled "Columbia Tours", of
which there are 13. They are in
Up as Will Hays Returns
Vericolor. The other series of 13 is
Further developments in the situa'Strange As It Seems", based on
tion arising from the appearance of
lohn Hix's newspaper and radio feature. The 26 subjects will be re- film stars on radio programs is expected with return of Will H. Hays
leased during the 1936-37 season.
to New York today from Sullivan,
Ind. Digest of the survey made by
the Hays association through the43 Legislatures Meeting
aters in all sections of the country
Forty-three state legislatures, all more
still remains to be completed, it was
or less prospective scenes of film legislation, go into regular sessions between
said yesterday.
Jan. 1 and the end of March. Some
Up to the present time, no plan
legislatures will also hold special sessions during 1937.
for handling the situation is under(Continued

on Page

4)

MICH. ALLIED PARLEY
HEADING FOR CLIMAX

Ascap Concludes New Deal
With Canadian Radio Men

Ascap has concluded a new arrangement with the Canadian broadcasters also, E. C. Mills said yesMonogram plans to form its own
in commenting
Ascap's
producing organization to make its new dealterdaywith
Canadian onexhibitors.
entire program of 26 pictures, includThe contract with exhibitors runs
(Continued
on Page 4)
ing eight Westerns, stated President
W. Ray Johnston in New York yesterday. A production head will be
named within three weeks, he said.
Newsreels As Election Keys
Johnston intends to commence proApplause at the showing of presiduction in March and expects to
dential candidates in newsreels affords
have his franchise deals completely
the best barometer as to their chances
of
election,
according to Charles C.
set up by December. He plans to
Pettijohn, who based his predictions as
call a meeting of franchise holders
to the outcome of the Roosevelt-Landon
battle of ballots on such information
in Chicago in either January or February to work out sales policies.
gathered throughout the country. Pettijohn, in pre-election days, figured that
Johnston goes to Boston today to
only six states were dubious from the
attend a dinner being given to HerRoosevelt standpoint.
(Continued

on Page

6)

THE

Wometco Takes Over State
as 12th in the Miami Area

English Censor Approves
Filmed "Green Pastures'
London (By Cable)— With a ruling by the film censor. Baron Tyrrell, that the British act forbidding
impersonation of the Deity on the
JOHN W AUCOATE
Editor and Publisher
e does not apply to pictures, the
way was... finally
the >
Published daily except Sundavs and HoIlda^s
- -i-.cleared
,
j today
,f n^ for
..„„„
New York. N. V. presentation in England of Warners
at 1650 Broadway.
by
Wid's Films
and Film
J. \V
screen version of "The Green PasAlicoate,
President.
EditorFolk.
andInc.
Publisher:
tures," Marc Connelly's Pulitzer
Donald M Mersereau. Secrrt.iry-Treasurer
Prize play. Stage production of
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy. Associate Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Managing
"Pastures"
was banned five years
Entered as second class mitter.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York. ago.
Warners
will
set the picture in a
V Y, under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside West End theater in a month or so,
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
it was said. Loi-d Tyrrell's decision
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3 00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order. came after five months' cogitation
<« all communications to THE FILM
and as Playwright Connelly, here
DAILY. 1650 Broadwav. New York, N. Y. for the opening of his stage piece,
e. Circle 7-4736. 7-1737. 7-4738. 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Holly- "Till the Cows Come Home", was
wood. California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 Holly- preparing to sail for the U. S.
Vol. 70. No. 108
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10 Cents

wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter. 127-133
Wardour St.. W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Fried richstrasse. 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la CourN ues. 19.
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Am. Seat.
2534
Columbia
Picts.
vtc. 3834
Columbia
Picts. pfd.
46'j

MARKET
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25' 2
37
46'/4

Net
Close
Chg.
25</2 +
%
3834 + 1 Vl
46'/2

New Orleans, La. _ Para
t
executives and exchange menmoun
from
the Memphis and New Orleans territories gathered here for
av
regional meeting. Headinga one-d
the list
ot home office men was J. J. Unger
eastern sales manager, with Milton
Russell, Zukor anniversary drive
head, and Oscar Morgan, southern
district manager. From the Memphis office there came Manager William Bugie, Booker Tom
on
Salesmen Scott Lott, GroverWats
Wray.
Bette Davis Sails
The New Orleans group, including
Manager Harold Wilkes, Booker
London (By Cable) — Avowing "I'll Maurice Artigues, Ad sales head Joe
do my job all right", Bette Davis, Young, Salesmen Edgar Chinn, Cy
loser in a legal battle with Warners Good
son joined in the meeting and
here recently, sailed on the Aqui- acted as hosts.
tania yesterday to resume her Hollywood screen career.
"Ba

Miami. Fla.— The 1,000-seat State
theater, has been taken over by
Wometco Theaters, Inc. This brings
its houses up to 12 in the Miami
area. Charles Osborne remains as
manager. Jack Lloyd, former assistant manager of the Biltmore,
comes to the State as assistant.
John Cuningham, who has been
operating the State, will confine his
interests to his new Edison.

nk Night" Spreads

GB's New Circuit Business

Rich's Friends in Tribute
Pittsburgh — Local Film Rowers
and out-of-trade friends of Charlie
Rich, manager of the Pittsburgh
Warner Exchange who has been
promoted to the managership of the
company's exchange in New York,
are tossing a testimonial dinner in
his honor at the Variety Club tomorrow night. Art Levy, manager
of the Columbia Exchange, is chairman of the affair. Harry Seed of
Buffalo who succeeds Rich here is
expected to attend the event.

George W. Weeks, GB General
Sales Manager, yesterday announced
closing of product deals with Essaness Circuit, Chicago, and Warner
Circuit in the Milwaukee territory.

RCA Unit Elects Two
RCA Manufacturing Company has
elected N. A. Mears vice president
in charge of purchases and R. Shannon vice president in charge of manufacturing.
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SALLY EILERS and Husband HARRY JOE
BROWN left for Universal City by plane last

week on a tour of Grand
branches.

night; former goes into Universal's "We
Our Moments,"
with James
Dunn.

MR. and MRS. JOE E. BROWN are vacationing at the Pittsburgh home of Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Harris of the Harris Amusement Com-

Have

MR. and MRS. C. F. DIXON of Paramount
Pictures, Paris are at the Warwick.
BERT
Warwick
Show
Is
ROSE
ARTHUR

LAHR has left his apartment at the
for Boston for the opening of "The
On"
co-starring
with Beatrice
Lillie.
DAVIES, PATRICIA VAN CLEVE and
LAKE are at the Ritz Tower.

pany.
WILL H. HAYS returns to New
from Sullivan, Ind.
LORI
Atlantic

BARA
City. has

JOHN WILDBERG
for the Coast.

returned

to New

leaves New

York today
York

from

York next week

CARL LAEMMLE, JR., leaves New York today
for the Coast and plans to return in one
month.

FRANK ROGERS of Jacksonville, manager of
the contract department for E. J. Sparks chain
of Florida theaters, is in New York.

today

RICHARD
DIX, vacationing
the Coast on Monday.
MRS. JOSEPH VOGEL
trip on the Normandie

here,

leaves

for

returns from a European
Monday.

JOHN BAXTER of Baxter Films, London,
sailed for home on the Queen
Mary yesterday!

Chesterfield's GEORGE
Hollywood
yesterday.
J. ARTHUR

HIRSCH

BATCHELLER
of Toronto

left for

is in town.

W. RAY JOHNSTON goes to Boston today
to attend the Herman Rifkin dinner at the
Statler tonight.

EDWARD ALPERSON makes a trip to the
coast from New York next week.
Finnish pictures approved by tht eeison last year totaled 192, features and
short films.

National's Eastern

JOHN BEAL, the complete Hollywood-New
York commuter, is back in Manhattan again
to visit his wife, Helen Craig — also of the theater— and to take daily singing lessons from
his teacher of many years standing.

A. H. O'CONNOR
is at the Shelton
Hotel.
GEORGE JORDAN of the French Motion Picture Co. has returned to New York from
Pittsburgh.

JAMES WINN, Grand National division sales
manager, leaves New York today for Charlotte, Atlanta and New
Orleans.
SOL

EDWARDS

departs

from

New

York

next

Para Execs, and Exchange
Men Meet at New Orleans

MACK D. WEINBERGER, General Sales Manager, of General Pictures Corporation, returns
from a flying trip to Chicago.

FENN KIMBALL, President of General Pictures, who planed to California to cast his
vote
in his home state, returns to New York
tomorrow.
E. C. MILLS left yesterday for New Orleans
on the first lap of a swing around the country
to visit the Ascap branch offices.
MARY PICKFORD and DR. A. H. GIANNINI
leave Sunday
for Hollywood.

JACK
wood.

WARNER

returns

tomorrow

to

Holly-

LESLIE J. BOOSEY, head of the British Performing Rights Society, sailed yesterday for
London on the Queen
Mary.
WALLACE
BEERY is in town from the coast.

SIDNEY
BEDELL,
Grand
National
story editor, is in town from Hollywood.
DAVID RAKSIN left yesterday by plane for
the Universal
coast
studios.
WILLIAM
MORRIS, JR., who arrived
York
by plane
the first of this week
return to the coast within 10 days.
New
RICARDO CORTEZ and MRS. CORTEZ re
Astoria.
cent arrivals from England, are at the Waldorf
plans

Cincinnati — Norman Vibbard reports the following theaters closed
on "Bank Night": Paramount, Hamilton and Middletown, O.; Alpine
Circuit, covering Middleport, Ripley
and Reynal, W. Va., London, O. Also
Greenfield, Waponetka, Georgetown,
Bethel and Covington, O., and Omar,
White Sulphur Springs and Lewisberg, W. Va.

George Yeoman Buried

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services for
George Yoeman, 67, vaudeville and
film actor, who died of heart trouble
on Monday, were held yesterday.
Survivors include his widow, Mrs.
Bertha Yeoman, and two sons and a
daughter by a prior marriage.

New Berth for Robinson
Robert Robinson, in charge of the
Paramount Building office for TWA,
has been appointed New York district traffic manager.

Gen. Theaters Dividend
General Theaters Corp. has declared a dividend of $1.10 a share
on the common stock payable Dec.
10 next. Only holders of subscription warrants who shall have exercised them prior to Dec. 1, will be
entitled to receive dividends.

Belle D'Arcy Dead
Portland, Me. — Miss Belle D'Arcy,
64, stage and screen actress, is dead
here.
There are no near surviving
relatives.

TWA SLASHES FARES
Air Travel By TWA
Cheaper
On
Limited Than
Trains?
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast to coast.

Non-stop
between
New
York and Chicago

NOW 3 TWA OFFICES:
1503 Broadway
70 East 42nd St.
Air Travel
Desk, Penn.
Station
Telephone:
MUrray
Hill 6-1640

Lady" and other Fall Season
from M- G- M\

hits

There's more on the way as you
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Chevrolet Adds Films toird."
Free Show at Broadcast
(Continued from Page 1)

shorts produced by Jam Handy especially for the motor manufacturers.
It's the first such blending of broadcast and films.
The shorts will include a newsreel and a second item giving views
of the Chevrolet plant. Malcolm
Stuart of the Campbell-Ewald
is handling the Chevagency, which
rolet account, said that mention of
the Chevrolet name in the films
would be done "very subtly" and
that the pictures were "primarily
for entertainment purposes."
Chevrolet intends to include the
films as a regular weekly feature of
its Sunday program. Shots from
football games will be included in
the newsreel.

Amusement Stocks Up
With New Highs Set
(Continued from Page 1)

record high for the year of 1936.
Paramount common and second preferred also swung into new yearly
highs of 18% and 17% respectively.
The former was a gain of 1%, the
latter of 2%.
Eastman Kodak moved ahead 4%
points, while Warner Brothers
struck a new year's high with 15%,
a gain of IV*.

Star-Broadcast Problem
Up as Will Hays Returns
(Continued from Page 1)

stood to have been worked out by
the special committee comprising
Nicholas M. Schenek, M. H. Aylesworth and Harry M. Warner.

Bernie Sets Radio Dates
Herman Bernie has booked Cab
Calloway on the Ben Bernie radio
program for Nov. 17, Tamara on
Nov.
M
n 24forand
Dec.Sam
1. "Schlepperman"

• • • THIS YEAR being the centennial celebration of
the U. S. Public School System the March of Time appropriately recognizes it by featuring in its current release a very
fine exposition of the new teaching method in the schools
Progressive Education whereby the youngster learns by
actual contact with the subject being studied
T
▼
▼
• •
• WITH THIS issue of March of Time on your screen
it is a cinch to interest the local educational authorities
to bring the students of all ages right into your theater
. the smart exhibitor will hook it up with the centennial
of the Public School System
T
T
T
• • • AT LAST the theater operators of the nation are
becoming aware of the fact that the educational idea is not
something to fight shy of
it can be vastly entertaining
when properly transferred to the screen and vastly profitable to the box office in this connection we commend to
your attention, Mr. Exhibitor, the Photo Reporter
the
monthly magazine published with each issue of the March of
Time
schoolstudy
year projectsand the both
Teacher's
which during
suggeststhe class
hooked Manual,
up of
course with the current topical subjects in the March of Time
reel showing on your screen
here is a tremendous force
working directly for you and your theater
right in your
own community with the very finest elements
if you cultivate intelligently the educational leaders in your section
through this powerful lever that March of Time affords, student
patronage is bound to be attracted to your theater in steady
volume

T

T

T

• • • IT MAY surprise you to know how many of the
Hollywoodites are going in for this horse racing thing with
their own stable of nags
the season starts at Santa Anita
on Christmas Day
and the film racing element are making stable reservations with Hal Roach, prexy of the Los Angeles Turf Club
▼
T
T
• •
• HERE ARE the horsey celebs of the studios
David Butler, the director, whose stable is now racing at Louisville Marion and David Selznick are collecting five yearlings
in the East to add to their string
Joe E. Brown now has
ten nags
Bing Crosby has his stable at Tanforan
Ethel Hill, the writer, has six horses entered for Santa Anita
Robert Riskin has two
Clark Gable maintains
a
one-horse stable
others of the film colony who are fillyconscious include Connie Bennett, William Le Baron and Raoul
Walsh
▼
T
T
• • • A SERIES of basketball exhibitions featuring pro
players are being presented on the stage of the Patio theater
in Brooklyn
the games run for a half -hour, staged before
the last showing of the feature
Schaef er and Slater, theatrical agents, set the deal with the Century Circuit
Y
Y
T
• • • MAKING HER first personal appearance in four
years Mae West will appear at the Broadway Paramount
starting Nov. 18 on the bill with her latest burn-'em-up, "Go
West,
Young Man"
Al Donahue and his ork will appear
with Mae

Meredith on Screen, Stage
Burgess Meredith will appear on
Broadway in two mediums at once —
stage and screen — when he opens
in Maxwell Anderson's new play,
"High Tor," early in November at
the same time he is appearing in
celluloid at Radio City Music Hall
in the film version of "Winterset."

"Great Guy" on Dec. 25
Grand National plans to release
"Great Guy", starring James Cagney, on Dec. 25. stated President Edward Alperson yesterday. Print is
expected in New York Dec. 12. Alperson leaves New York next week
on a trip to Hollywood.

1)

sidiaries," said J. Cheever Cowdin,
board chairma
n, yesterday.
Fifteen subsidiaries, including
three of major importance, are
affected by the plan while a number
of other companies will be absorbed
or altered in setup, it was stated.
Cowdin said, in part:
"These various changes will effect a saving
in taxes and in accounting and bookkeeping
costs and eliminate duplication of activities.
Our purpose is to so revise our corporate
structure that the various units will operate
ships.
with a minimum of inter-company relation"As the initial stop in this program, Universal Productions Inc., has been dissolved
while Universal Piotures Corporation and
Motion Picture Export Corporation are scheduled to be eliminated from the new Universal set-up as soon as the legal details can be
arranged."
Michigan

Allied Theaters
Parley is Nearing Climax
(Continued from Page

1)

W. A. (Al) Steffes of Milwaukee,
regional vice-president, talking on
the national defense fund; and Ray
Tesch of Milwaukee and Abram F.
Myers, general counsel of Allied
States, on undisclosed subjects, although it was assumed that Myers
as well as Steffes would discuss the
defense fund.
The convention opened with a registration
of 102 and was greeted on behalf of the city
by Raymond Kelley, Detroit Corporation
Counsel. President Nathan Yarnins of Allied
States did not arrive in time to speak as
scheduled. Reports of officers and committees occupied most of the day. Membership
increased 20 per cent during the past year.
Sales policies of distributing organizations
are expected to occupy the spotlight, but
with less emphasis on block booking than
in recent years.
Policies of percentage pictures and designated play dates also will come up, it is
understood. Steffes is likely to deal with
aggression of producers and distributors in
the field of theater operation.
Overbuilding in the Detroit metropolitan
area is also expected to come in for heavy
attack. Nearly all local circuits are involved
in a tight to secure more seating, with a
dozen or more houses under construction or
planned. Nearly 20,000 new seats have been
added in the Detroit area this year or will
be by the end of the year, a survey by H. M.
Richey, general manager of Allied, recently
showed.
A discussion of givaways, and double features is anticipated although not regularly
scheduled. The local legal situation is highly complicated, with several test cases now
in the courts, and Bank Night about the only
cash form of giveaway now legally operating.
Directors' meeting was held at the Statler
Hotel, and was followed by a jamboree at
the Book Cadillac, sponsored by the Detroit
Variety Club. Last night, there was a reception at the Statler.

Ascap Concludes New Deal
With Canadian Radio Men
(Continued from Page 1)

for four years and was filed with
the consent and approval of all the
exhibitors. No exhibitor is expected
to file any objections to the law, and
no objections are expected from the
government, Mills said.

THE SCOOP OF THE CENTURY!

DAILV

"DOWN

Irene Dunne in
11

man Rifkin tonight at the Statler.
He goes to Hollywood in two weeks.
Monogram, Johnston disclosed yesterday, has acquired for production
"Legion of Missing Men" by Walter
Bateman. "Queen of the Yukon" by
Arthur Hoerl, and "Telephone Operator" by Frederick Hawtrey.

Col. Harry E. Long Heads
New Variety Legion Post
Cleveland — American Legion Var>. 313, recently organized by Howard Roth, Paramount
booker and David Lederman, will be
installed on Nov. 13 in the Variety
Club Rooms at the Statler Hotel.
Col. Harry E. Long, Loew division manager, was elected commander of the post at its first meeting.
Other officers elected are: first vice
commander, Harry Goldstein, Paramount district manager; 2nd vice
commander, Holbrook C. Bissell, Columbia branch manager; post adjutant, David Lederman, attorney
and theatrical producer; finance officer, Abe Schwartz, exhibitor; historian, Jim Lavery of The Press;
chaplain, Warren Briggs, attorney;
sergeants-at-arms, John Himmselein,
Paramount branch manager and
Howard Roth, Paramount booker.
Meetings will be the fourth Friday of each month in the Variety
Club rooms. Cleveland Variety Club
is presenting the post colors.

FRA Films to be Shown

Omaha — Changes announced by
Ralph G. Goldberg, head of the Goldberg Theater Corp., place him as
manager of the Town, moves Howard S. Shortley to manager of the
Military and make George Hollander
assistant Town manager. G. A. Ruth,
Military manager, has gone to California for his health, taking Mrs.
Ruth and their daughter with him.

Roth In Shorts Field
Eugene H. Roth, pioneer exhibitor
and producer, has organized the
World Wide Wonders Company in
Los Angeles and for the present will
concentrate on short subjects. Later,
he plans to product color shorts.
Roth has arranged a trade screening of his first nine reels at the
Lloyds Film Storage tomorrow at
10:30 a. m.

with

THEODORA
GOES
WILD"
with Mclvyn
Douglas
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Columbia
95 mins.
ONE

OF SEASONS BEST PRODUCTIONS. FILLED WITH LAUGHS AND HUMAN TOUCHES.

This is one of the most amusing pictures
■ of the year. It is full of laughs and human
touches. It presents a new Irene Dunne
and she proves herself one of the screen's
best comediennes. The picture is a triumph
for its producer, director, writers, players,
and all concerned in its making. Richard
Boleslawski shows his versatility in handling
comedy. Sidney Buchman's screenplay
based on Mary McCarthy's original is splendid writing. Everett Riskin is to be given
credit as the producer. Unknown to her
wo maiden aunts, Irene Dunne, a smalltown
girl, has written a sexy book, under a
nom de plume, which is a sensational seller. When her home town paper starts
publishing it serially, her friends force the
local editor to withdraw it. Irene meets
Melvyn Douglas, a care-free artist. He
becomes a gardener at her home over the
protest of her aunts. Irene really gets into
action when she learns that Melvyn, whom
she has told of her love for him, is married, and will not divorce his wife until
after his father's campaign for public office is completed. Irene dances twice
with the Governor, much to the chagrin
of Melvyn and his father. She gives out
interviews from Melvyn's New York apartment. Of course, after many complications,
Melvyn is divorced and marries Irene.
Cast: Irene Dunne, Melvyn Douglas,
Thomas Mitchell, Thurston Hall, Elizabeth
Risdon, Margaret McWade, Spring Byington, Nana Bryant, Henry Kolker, Leona
Maricle, Robert Greig, Frederick Burton.
Associate Producer, Everett Riskin; Di
rector, Richard Boleslawski; Author, Mary
McCarthy; Screenplay, Sidney Buchman;
Cameraman, Joseph Walker; Editor, Otto
Meyer.

The FRA's "Plow That Broke the
Plains" and "Once Upon a Time"
will be shown by the Rural Education Club and the Audio-Visual Education Club tonight at 7:30 p. m. in
Direction, Expert. Photography, Excellent.
Room 236, Macy Hall, Columbia
University, and again at 4 p. m. tomorrow in Horace Mann Auditorium.
Kirshner to Memphis for

Goldberg Shifts Personnel

LITTLE FROM LOTS

Reviews of Hew Tiitns

MONOGRAM'S UNIT
TO MAKE 26 FEATURES
■ninued from Page
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Warners As Waugh's Aide
Pittsburgh— Oscar Kirshner of Indianapolis who was recently moved
to supervise the booking department
of the local Warner office has been
named assistant to Howard Waugh,
head of the chain's theater department in Memphis. He left this week
to assume his new position.
Kirshner's transfer started a
of promotions for a number of wave
local
Warner men. District Manager
Harry Kalmine appointed Harry
Feinstein to succeed Kirshner, with
Tony Stern promoted head booker.
Bill Clark, manager of the Regai
Theater, has been moved to the
booking office, transferring Harold
Friedman, assistant manager of the
Ritz, to Clark's former post at the
Regal. Andy Hungerman, manager
of the Model Theater, has been
moved to the Ritz, with Bunny
Lieberman of the Arsenal moving to
the Model as manager.

Patricia

By RALPH

THE STRETCH"

Ellis, Moore
Mickey

Warners

Rooney,

Dennis

66 Mins.

EXCITING TURF DRAMA
WITH
PUNCHY
STORY AND EXCELLENT ACTING.
Strongly appealing story of the rise of a
young jockey to fame and fortune, both of
which he sacrifices to pay in dramatic fashion a moral debt to the woman who sponsored his turf career.
This picture is
splendidly made and acted. Mickey Rooney
as the kid jockey gives a bang-up
performance asdoes Patricia Ellis in her portrayal of the lady whose sympathetic understanding inspires him to overcome
his
past.
Grand comedy relief is provided by
William
Best, in the role of the Negro
stable boy,— and Best is all that his name
implies in this hilarious characterization.
Director William Clemens sustains a swift
pace to the sequences, while Arthur Todd's
photography is splendid. The picture's solid
entertainment
values fit it for every type
of theater both large and small, and for
audiences
of all tastes.
William
Jacob's
screenplay is tightly knit and moves along
at an exhilarating
tempo,
presenting dialogue that is natural throughout.
Mickey
Rooney, the story relates, is a vagrant boy
who is about to be sentenced to a year
in a reformatory, but a noted horsewoman
gets him out of the jam when she recognizes that he is the son of a renowned
but not too reputable deceased jockey. He
is given a job at the racing stable owned
by her husband
and herself.
The
boy
guides the colors of the stable to smashing victories astride a horse he loves. But
racketeers frame him and he goes in disgrace to England where he repeats triumphs.
In Britain's classic meet he is in the saddle for a potentate from India. In the same
race is his beloved American horse, being
ridden by another.
To pay off his debt to
the woman
who saved him from the reformatory and who owns the American enwins. try, he "throws"
the race so her horse
Cast: Mickey Rooney, Patricia Ellis, Dennis Moore, William Best, Gordon Hart,
Gordon Elliott, Virginia Brissac, Charles
Wilson, Joseph Crehan, Mary Treen, Edward Keane, Raymond Brown, Andre Beranger, Bob Tansill, Frank Faylen, Robert
Emmett Keane, Charles Foy, Crauford Kent,
Jimmy Eagles.
Director, William Clemens; Author and
Screenplay, William Jacobs; Cameraman,
Arthur Todd; Editor, Lew Hesse.

Direction,

Fine

Photography,

Tops.

Joe Bernhardt Son Will
Join Mervyn LeRoy Unit

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

jyjTCHAEL L. SIMMONS has sold
Makes Trouble," to Columbia. He
screenplay.
M,
an « been
onZ[™1
story,
"Venus
Has
also
assigned
to write
the
▼
r
T
Our Passing Show: George Jessel,
Bob Sisk, Lee Marcus, Don Mersereau Bert Wheeler, Anatol Litvak, Jacques Thery, Bruce Gallup,
Garrett Fort, Miriam Hopkins, Leland Hayward lunching at the Vendome; Harry Cohn, Walter Wanger,
Henry Herzbrun, Pandro Herman
Al Lichtman, Harold Lloyd, Groucho
Marx, Rouben Mamoulian, Edgar
Mannix Ben Thau, Dave Epstein,
Edwin Knopf, L. J. Halper, Jacob
Karp, Jules Schermer, Fred Kohlmar, Maury
Cohen, William
PerlGoes Wild.
org ^,t,he ▼Preview
of
V
▼ "Theodora
Paul Soskin, the British producer
has arrived in Hollywood and will
be here for three weeks.
Try

Miss Gay Duerr has joined the
story department of the Lichtig &
Englander agency.
▼
T
T
John Boles is in Texas today on
two important missions. One is the
celebration of Greenville Day at the
Texas Centennial in Dallas, the
other is the selection of Queen Citnana Fourth. Boles was born in
Greenville and is assisting in the
celebration. The selection of the
Queen is to be made by Boles from
photos of the Duchesses who were
the Ladies-in-Waiting on the former
Queen. The Queen presides over the
Texas Citrus Fiesta which takes
place from Dec. 4-6.
T

Y

Y

Bobby Breen Cohen is the newest
member of the film colony. He is
only a few days old and is named
after the young star, who calls
Cameraman Benny Cohen, the
father, "my other brother."
Samuel Goldwyn has named two
new story editors. Thomas B. Costain, who recently resigned from
20th Century-Fox as its New York
story head, joins the Goldwyn coast
staff. Beatrice Kaufman, formerly
editor of Harpers Bazaar, becomes
New York story editor, with William Hawkins, Jr., as her aide.

▼

▼

▼

Julian Hochfelder of Major Pictures and Muriel Scheck have coman original,
carnival Train,"
based onpleted the
winter "Snow
weekends which railroads are sponsoring.
Miss Scheck co-autho
"The
Smartest Girl," recently red
previewed
by RKO Radio.
▼ TV
John Holland has been added to
the Republic talent class. Holland
is from New York, where Harry
Grey,andRepublic's
saw
signed him.musical
He has director,
worked

Pittsburgh— Jack Bernhard, member of the Warner booking office here
and son of Joe Bernhard, Warner
theater head, will leave his local
post to join Mervyn LeRoy's producting unit in Hollywood. He has
been notified this week to report on in light opera, the concert stage and
opera, and until recently was with
the West Coast for an assignment the
Worcester, Mass., Civic Opera
company.
late this month.
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Exhibs to Win 10-20 Per Cent Cancellation Privileges

20TH CENL-FOX NETS $47451,851 INJ9 WEEKS
Radio-Movie

Hays, Industry Leaders, Radio
Executives Exchange
Ideas

Conference

How

Tackles

They

Mutual

Started

Problems

More

//

Than
Double
Profit
for Same
Period
Last Year

Consolidated net operating profit
of $4,451,851, after all charges, including Federal income taxes, except provisions for surtax on undistributed profits, for the 39 weeks
ending Sept. 26, last, was reported
by 20th Century-Fox yesterday. This
compares with a profit of $1,996,324
for the first 39 weeks of 1935.
For the quarter ending Sept. 26,
the consolidated profit from operations, after all charges including
normal Federal income taxes, was

"Mutual problems" concerning the
motion picture and radio industries,
including the appearance of film
players on broadcasts, were informally discussed by Will H. Hays
and other industry leaders as well
as representatives of Columbia and
National broadcasting companies at
a luncheon at the Harvard Club
yesterday.
No conclusions were reached and
the session was merely devoted to
(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 4)

WILLIS BRIGHT QUITS
GRAND NATIONAL POST

HAYS OFFICE ASKS USE
OF FIBRE FILM BOXES

Willis Bright has resigned as secretary-treasurer ofGrand National
and completes his duties Saturday.
As yet no successor has been named.
The Grand National board of directors meets today. The board will
later fill the vacancy due to the
resignation of Frank Kolbe.

Application has been filed by the
Hays association with the Interstate Commerce Commission for
permission to use fibre-board boxes
instead of wooden boxes for the
shipment of films from the studios
to exchanges.
The petition has been
(Continued on Page 9)

Union Cinemas Amalgamates,
Plans Expansion Program

Step right up, folks, and meet J. R. Grainger, since 1933 general manager of distribution for
Universal Pictures, whose film industry antecedents date way back to "Cabiria." It was to
handle that early roadshow film that Jimmie quit the outdoor amusement field after still earliei
experience with stage shows. As western divisional sales manager for Edison Talking Pictures,
he was the first man actually to sell talking pictures! Subsequently, he was in the state rights

London (By Cable) — Union Cinemas announces amalgamation of
its various groups amounting to 200
theaters. New company is capitalized at $32,500,000. An expansion
program contemplated is expected
to develop the circuit into the second largest group in Great Britain.

field, with Thomas Ince Pictures Corp., as general manager, with Fox Film as Winnie Sheehan's
aide, with Marshall Neilan Productions as G. M., with the old Goldwyn Co. as vice prexy and
sales chief, with its several successors, with Fox Film as v.-p. and distributing head. And in
the fine likeness you recognize, of course, the workmanship of "Hap"
Hadley,
the inimitable.

U. A. To Release Mexican
and Argentine Pictures

Exhibs Will Get Cancellation Rights,Arbitration Boards to be Established

Mirrophonic Equipment
Contracted by Universal
Universal Pictures Corporation
has contracted to equip the studios
at Universal City, Calif., 100 per
cent with Mirrophonic, it was announced yesterday. The plans incording.clude conversion of all sound recording apparatus to push-pull reWhen completed,
(Continucd on besides
Page 4) modern-

Cancellation privileges ranging
RCA Net of $1,083,604 for
from 10 to 20 per cent, are under- Briggs, Pathe President,
Quarter is $571,617 Gain
stood to be granted by national disOn DuPont Film's Board
tributors as part of concessions to

In line with its policy of encouraging foreign producers by offering
them an international outlet for
David Sarnoff, President of the be given exhibitors as a result of
O. Henry Briggs, president of
their quality product, United Ar- Radio Corporation of America, re- the M. P. T. O. A. trade practice Pathe Film Corp., was elected a
leased
for
publication
today
the
member
of the board of directors
program, The Film Daily was retists has signed contracts with proliably informed yesterday.
Formal of the DuPont Film Manufacturing
ducers in Mexico and Argentina, it statement of income and surplus of
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
Corp. at its last meeting.
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E M LOEW of Boston and his general manager, MAX FINN, are in New York.
ALBERT LEWIN, who signed a contract as
an executive producer for Paramount several
weeks ago, is in New York from Hollywood for
stay before sailing for a four-month
a short
of Europe.
tour
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Ernest \V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133
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geles.
MARY CARLISLE is back in Hollywood following a vacation

TERRY

FINANCIAL

WALKER

is en route to Hollywood.

DORIS

KENYON

is at the Ambassador.

EDNA

BENNETT

is stopping at the Warwick.

PEGGY LESTER arrived on the Champlain
and has taken an apartment at the Lombardy.
NED DOBSON
Warwick.
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BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Claudctte Colbert is having the leather upholstery in her sport coupe changed
from tan to blue— PARAMOUNT.

of Republic Studios is at the

CRESSON E. SMITH, western and southern
sales manager for RKO Radio, is conferring
in St. Louis and Chicago with Walter Branson,
mid-western district manager. He expects to
return early next week.
MARGOT GRAHAME, English star now appearing in RKO Radio pictures, took a flying
I literally! trip east to attend the opening
of Beatrice
Litlie's new
show
in Boston.
TAMARA DESNI, Russian-born screen actress
who has an important role in Erich Pommer's
production for London Films, "Fire Over England," will return to England on the Europa
tomorrow following a brief New York holiday.

8 P. C. Para. B. O. Jump
Factor in Stock Climb

DR. A. H. GIANNINI, president of United
Artists and chairman of its board of directors,
will leave New York for Hollywood on the
Twentieth Century tomorrow. He will be accompanied by his wife and son and THOMAS
L. WALKER, his assistant.
HOWARD DIETZ left New York yesterday
by plane for Hollywood.
JEFF LAZARUS of Paramount
York Monday from the coast.

arrives in New

JOHN MASCHIO, coast agent, is in New
York.
NEDDA HARRIGAN leaves New York in 10
days for Hollywood.
N. L. NATHANSON
Toronto.

is in New

York from

NATHAN GOLDSTEIN, New England theater
operator,
is in New
York from Springfield.
ROBERT WILBY
from Atlanta.

has arrived in New

York

I. B. ADELMAN
business.

of Dallas is in New

York

on

CLARK GABLE
from New York.
GEORGE W.
from St. Louis.

has returned to the coast

WEEKS

CHICK LEWIS
from
Hollywood.

is back in New

returns to New

York

York Monday

BARNEY BALABAN, president of Paramount
Pictures Inc., who went to Chicago on Tuesday to cast his vote, has left the Windy City
for Hollywood. Balaban is accompanied by
STANTON GRIFFIS, chairman of the executive
committee
of Paramount.
IRENE

DUNNE

leaves New

York

The new board is composed of the
officers and the following newly
elected members: Cass R. Beechler
of Charlotte, Ray Branch of Hastings, Glen A. Cross of Battle Creek,
William Cassidy of Midland, Thomas
Ealand of Ferndale, Allen Johnson
and Roy Taylor of Grand Rapids,
P. C. Scram of Kalamazoo, and the
following from Detroit — Samuel
Brown, A. Eiseman, William London, James C. Ritter, Alex Schreiber,
J. E. Stocker, W. H. "Al" Steffes,
Lew Wisper, C. H. White and
George Wilbur.
Resolutions were passed in support of Allied's national defense
fund and advocating steps to eliminate percentage pictures.
At Wednesday's session the
speakers were Ray Tesch, Bennie
Berger, Aaron Saperstein, Pete
Harrison, Abram F. Myers and
Steffes.

for the

Coast tomorrow night with "High Wide and
Handsome"
as her next assignment.
RANDOLPH SCOTT, who is next to be seen
in Mae West's "Go West, Young Man," today
ends a vacation in New York and leaves for
Hollywood via Baltimore.
MILLY MIGNONE, Italian film actress, arrived
yesterday in New York aboard the Conte di
Savoia.
It is her first American visit.
LEWEN PIZOR, M.P.T.O.A.
Pennsylvania,
is in town from

Detroit — Fred Delodder was reelected president of Allied Theaters
of Michigan at its annual convention which has just adjourned here.
Other officers elected were: Frank
A. Wetsman, vice-president; Edgar
E. Kirchner, secretary, and William
troit.
Schuttenhelm, treasurer, all of De-

Lloyd to Make 2 for Para.

West

Coast

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Harold Lloyd will
make two pictures a year for Paramount. The first is an untitled story.
The second one is called "Walls of

head in Eastern
Philadelphia.

Interboro Circuit Adds
Three New York Houses

Jericho."

Selling Policies Debated

Selling policies were discussed at
a meeting of the I. T. O. A. yesterday at the Astor Hotel. The U. M.
Interboro Circuit is adding three
Current distribution of five feaEastern Pa. was repretures of outstanding box-office pro- houses to its New York group. Com- P. T. O.sentedof
by Lewen Pizor and Charles
pany has taken over the New United,
portions, plus an eight percent increase in business in their theaters, 1,700-seat Brooklyn house, and is Segall.
was given by Paramount executives also getting a new theater at 174th
yesterday as principal reasons for St. in the Bronx and the Hobart in
Woodside.
the sensational rise of the company's
first preferred stock. Big grossing
'Allah" World Premiere
productions were listed as follows:
"Rythmn on the Range," "The Texas
THERE IS
Set Nov. 15 in London
Rangers," "Big Broadcast," "Valiant
is the Word for Carrie" and "The West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ONLY ONE
General Died at Dawn."
Hollywood — As a tribute to Marlene Dietrich and her performance
Republic Will Add Four
in "The Garden of Allah," David O.
Dist. Sales Supervisors Selznick has arranged to have the
world premiere in London, Nov. 15,
Republic will add four more dis- at the Leicester Square Theater.
trict, sales supervisors, it was an- The picture opens in Los Angeles
nounced yesterday by J. J. Milstein, at Loew's and Grauman's Chinese
vice-president in charge of sales. Dec. 2.
IN THE INDUSTRY
The first appointment for the south,
with headquarters in Atlanta, will Shea Heads U. A. Dallas Unit
be made shortly.
J. Frank Shea has been appointed
AND THAT IS
of the United ArLoew Board Meets Nov. 18 branchtistsmanager
PUBLISHED ANNUALLY BY
Exchange in Dallas, it was announced yesterday by Andy Smith,
Loew's, Inc., board of directors
has postponed its meeting to Nov. general sales manager under George
THE FILM DAILY
18 at which time dividend action is J. Schaefer. Shea will succeed Doak
Roberts
who
recently
resigned.
expected.
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'PLEASED TO MEET YOU,' says Broadway to Fernand Graver at party on stage of 'White Horse
Inn' before French flickeruler entrained for coast and filming start on Mervyn LeRoy's 'The King and
the Chorus Girl.' He is seen (3rd from right) with H. M., Jack L. Warner, other picture notables.
'IT'S A DATE!— for a stand-up!' smiles
Olivia de Havilland (right) as she accepts
offer for personal appearance tonight at
N. Y. Strand where her current success,
'Charge of the Light Brigade', is S.R.O.-ing
public. Olivia flits to coast soon for start of

QUEEN MARY IN and queen Marion Davies
arrives in New York harbor after searching

'Call It A Day', (stage critics called it a hit).*

Europe for story material to follow her latest
Cosmopolitan comedy success for Warner Bros.,

'CHEESE IT-THE COPS!' and dreaded
threat of prison-yard riot (below) is broken
up in spectacular sequence of 'San
Quentin', sensational drama of California
'big-house', with Pat O'Brien, Barton
MacLane the cops in the case, Humphrey
Bogart the convict in the rock-pile, and
the heart - robber.
Sheridan
pretty Ann

'Cain and Mabel', with Clark Gable co-starring.
OUT

OF

THE

TRENCHES

BY XMAS!

These

dough-boys and oh!-girls shoot nothing but the
works (below) in mammoth martial musigal manWarner

euvers for 'Gold Diggers of 1937', gay-lorious
special set for Yuletide release, with

Dick Powell, Joan Blon'dell topping all-laff cast.0

*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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DAILV

EXHIBS WILL RECEIVE
CANCELLATION RIGHTS

20TH CENT.-FOX PROFIT

ia&bSs^

$4,451,851J 39 WKS.
(Continued from Page 1)

1 ■>
announcement
ox "ithePagv concessions
will be made within a few days.
The distributors have {rem rally indicated that they will support a plan
Publish boards to arbitrate differences in the various territories.
Warner Bros, are understood not
participating in the move.

U. A. to Release Mexican
and Argentine Pictures
IComtmmtd from P*o* D

The Mex■Jed yesterday.
ican producing1 unit known as Exito.
pictures
six
deliver
P.B.S., will
over a period of eighteen months,
The ArSeptember, 1936.
ting
ine company,
Portena
Films,
alheaded by Adolfo Z. Wilson, willnext
so make six pictures during the
twelve months. U. A. has the right
to distribute all these films in Spanish-speaking countries and other selected territories such as Brazil, as
well as in Spanish theaters in the
United States.

Norma Shearer Asks Legal
Guardianship of Children
Hest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Norma Shearer,
widow of Irving Thalberg, is seeking appointment as legal guardian
to handle affairs of their two children, Irving Thalberg, Jr., 6, and
Katherine Thalberg, 1. The deceased
film executive left a large estate,
most of which was placed in trust
for Miss Shearer and the two children.
In another petition filed here,
Gloria Swanson asked right to administer affairs of Gloria Somborn,
principal beneficiary of the estate
of her father, the late H. K. Somwho was Miss Swanson's secondborn,husband.

10 Pennsy Communities
Vote For Sunday Movies
Pittsburgh — A Film Daily checkup last night revealed that 10 Pennsylvania communities in five counties voting on the Sunday movie issue in the general election this week
passed it favorably by comfortable
pluralities. In Belle Vernon, Westmoreland County, citizens voted 4
to 1 in favor of Sunday shows. The
other communities voting for open
theaters on Sundays are Export,
Westmoreland County; Finleyville,
Washington County; Waynesburg,
Greene County; five communities in
Crawford County and Verona in Allegheny county.

E. M. Loew Takes GN
Grand National has closed a deal
with the E. M. Loew circuit of Boston, Massachusetts for the company's entire output.

T
•

T

$1,682,661, compared with a profit
of $640,543 for the third quarter of
1935. The first quarter of 1936
showed a profit of $1,239,760, and
the
second quarter a profit of $1,529,430.

T

•

• AT A luncheon to Bill Kupper at the Cinema Club
a formal presentation on behalf of the Texas Rangers was
made of a membership scroll
George W. Weeks, a Texas
Ranger, making the presentation
Bill being a 20th Century-Fox sales exec, a bunch of his associates were on hand to
do him honor, along with executives of G-B
those attending the ceremonial feast were Arthur Lee, C. M. White, A. P.
Waxman,
Claude Macgowan, Irving Gumberg
William
Sussman, Nat Finkler, Jack Sichelman, J. Moskowitz
Joe
Lee, Harry Buxbaum, M. Sanders, W. J. Clark
Lee Balsly,
Charles McCarthy, Clarence Hill, E. H. Collins, J. Bloom, H.
Mersay, G. Sussman
E. Jacobs, M. Goodman, W. J. Eadie,
Nat Brower, Herman Beiersdorf

T

▼

T

• • • A GOOD story was told by Harry Hershfield on
himself just before he left for the Coast to work in the Warner
studio
every so often he dropped into a Woolworth store
to buy framed photos of the Hollywood stars
Harry would
say each time: "Give me six."
and the gal would say:
"Which
six? Joan Crawford? — Jean Harlow? — "
and
Harry would say: "Oh, any six."
so the last time he went
in he heard the salesgal say to her side kick: "Here conies that
nut who buys the stars' pitchers by the wholesale."
and
then Harry explains
"She didn't know that the frames
are just the right size for these banquet photos that I have
all over the walls of my studio. And where can you buy nice
black frames for ten cents, I ask you?"

•
•
• THE RELEASE by Educational of the next TerryToons cartoon on Nov. 27 will mark the twentieth anniversary
of the oldest cartoon character on the screen
Farmer Al
Falfa twenty years ago when Paul Terry was beginning
his film career, he first presented this hayseed character
Farmer Al now shares starring honors in Terry-Toons with Kiko
the Kangaroo and Puddy the Pup
his anniversary picture
will be titled "Farmer Al Falfa's Twentieth Anniversary"

•
•
• THE AUTHORS and producers of "Red, Hot and
Blue" which is backed by Paramount
were tendered a
luncheon at the "21" Club by Paramount's production dep't
execs those present were Cole Porter, Russell Crouse, Vinton Freedly, Howard Lindsay, Russell Holman, Henry Salisbury,
John Byram and Jim Reilly

•
•
• ONE OF the most beautiful and talented horses
f™.to™ppea,r ,n Pictures is the milk-white Arabian,
[White Flash, ' which Tex Ritter, the singing cowboy, rides in
Song of the Gringo"
by Ed Finney for Grand
National . . . . . this horse wasproduced
foaled in the imperial stables
of
Haile Selassie and when that unfortunate ruler was
forced
to flee before the Italian guns, White Flash was brought to
London and thence to this country
Ed Finney has grown
so attached to the horse that he is learning to speak Arabian.

•
•
• AT THE 8 o'clock performance of "The Charge of
the
Light Brigade" at the Strand tonite
Olivia de Havilland
will make a personal appearance
... • Shep Fields and his
ork will present the musical score from Grand National's "Hats
Off" on Sunday eve over the NBC network . . . • Claire
Trevor, the 20th Century-Fox player, will be interviewed by
Radie Harris over WHN tonite

«

«

«

»

»

»

On the basis of 1,357,831 shares
of $1.50 dividend cumulative convertible preferred stock outstanding,
the consolidated net operating profit
for the first 39 weeks of 1936
amounts to $3.27 per share on the
preferred stock. After allowing for
the preferred dividend of $1.12%
cents per share for the 39 weeks,
37% cents paid March 31, June 30,
and September 30, respectively,
ing.
there remained a profit equivalent to
$2.38 a share on the l,228,04iy2
shares of common stock outstand-

20th Century-Fox has a 42 per
cent stock interest in National Theaters. As no dividends were declared
during the period no income from
that source is included in the report.

Microphonic Equipment
Contracted by Universal
(Continued from Page 1)

izing the five truck channels they
will
add a new Erpi "Q" portable
channel,
truck mounted. The three
fixed scoring and dubbing channels
also will be modernized throughout,
including three new additional Mirrophonic recording machines.
All four of the new Universal
review rooms will be equipped with
Mirrophonic sound reproduction.

Broadway Theaters Will
Weigh FTP "Opposition"

Board of Governors of League of
New York Theaters will meet "in
the very near future" to consider
the "opposition" status, if any, of
the WPA's Federal Theater Project,
it is announced by Dr. Henry Moskowitz, the League's executive advisor. Not only will they consider
the proximity of the Federal Theater activities to the Times Square
zone, but also its alleged practices
employed in selling theater parties
to organizations and schools. This
is looked upon as direct competition.
"We are going to discuss the situation very seriously in the spirit of
a constructive solution for the permanent theater," Dr. Moskowitz
said. The findings of the executive
body will probably be referred to
the League membership before any
decision is made or action is taken.

House to be Rebuilt
Wymore, Neb. — Destroyed by a
$20,000 loss by fire which started in
the projection booth, the 500-seat
Lyric will be rebuilt. Bob Markle
is owner and R. W. Small manager.
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NOVEMBER
LAWRENCE

UNDER
with WENDY
TREACHER.

TIBBETT

YOUR
in

SPELL

BARRIE, GREGORY RATOFF, ARTHUR
Directed by Otto Ludwig Preminger.
RALPH

BELLAMY
m

WILD BRIAN KENT
with Mae Clarke. Adapted from the novel, "The ReCreation of Brian Kent," by HAROLD BELL WRIGHT.
Directed by Ho ward Bretherton. Produced by Sol Lesser

JANE

CAN

THIS

WITHERS
in

BE

DIXIE?

with Slim Summerville, Helen Wood, Thomas Beck,
Sara Haden,
Claude
Gillingwater,
Donald
Cook.
Directed by George Marshall.

THE DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
m

REUNION
with JEAN HERSHOLT, ROCHELLE HUDSON,
HELEN VINSON, SLIM SUMMERVILLE, ROBERT
KENT, Dorothy Peterson, John Qualen, Alan Dinehart,
J. Edward Bromberg, and the year's most important
cast. Directed by Norman Taurog.
BARBARA

STANWYCK

BANJO

in

JOEL

and McGREA

ON MY KNEE

with
Helen Westley,
Buddy Ebsen, Walter Brennan,
Walter Catlett, Anthony Martin, Katherine de Mille.
|^^^ Directed by John Cromwell.

DECEMBER
WARNER

BAXTER
and

JUNE

LANG
m

WHITE

HUNTER

with Gail Patrick, Alison Skipworth, Wilfrid Lawson,
George Hassell.
Directed by Irving Cummings.

CRACK

UP

With PETER LORRE, BRIAN DONLEVY, Ralph
Morgan, Helen Wood, Thomas Beck, Kay Linaker,
J. Carroll Naish, Lester Matthews, Duncan Renaldo.
Directed by Mai St. Clair.

LAUGHING

AT TROUBLE

with JANE DARWELL, Delma Byron, Allan Lane,
Sara Haden, Lois Wilson, Margaret Hamilton, Pert
Kelton, John Carradine. Directed by Frank R. Strayer.

SHIRLEY

in

TEMPLE

STOWAWAY
with

ROBERT

YOUNG

• ALICE FAYE

Eugene Pallette, Helen Westley, Arthur Treacher,
J. Edward Bromberg, Allan Lane, Astrid Allwyn,
Helen Jerome Eddy. Directed by William A. Seiter.

foi^S:
«*

JANUARY
ONE IN A MILLION
with SONJA HENIE, ADOLPHE MENJOU, JEAN
HERSHOLT, NED SPARKS, DON AMECHE,
RITZ BROTHERS, Arline Judge, Borrah Minnevitch
and his Gang, Dixie Dunbar, Leah Ray, Montagu Love.
Directed by Sidney Lanfield.

ELISABETH BERGNER
AS YOU LIKE IT
in

William Shakespeare's immortal comedy with
LAURENCE OLIVIER, Sophie Stewart, Henry Ainley.
A Paul Czinner Production.
•

PRIVATE

ENEMY

The dramatic surprise smash of 1937 Based on the
thrilling . . . and grim . . . experiences of the first
Federal under-cover man. A powerful cast . . . worthy
of 20th's most important pictures ... is being chosen.

CHARLIE CHAN
& OPERA
starring
WARNER

OLAND

and BORIS

KARLOFF

With Keye Luke, Charlotte Henry, Thomas Beck,
Margaret Irving. Directed by H. Bruce Humberstone.
•

SECRET VALLEY
Starring RICHARD

ARLEN. A Sol Lesser Production.

CAREER

WOMAN

With CLAIRE TREVOR, MICHAEL WHALEN, Isabel
Jewell, Eric Linden, Virginia Field, Gene Lockhart.
Directed by Lewis Seiler.
•

IRVING

BERLIN'S

great musical

ON THE starring
AVENUE
DICK

POWELL

MADELEINE

dnd CARROLL

With ALICE F AYE, The Ritz Brothers and a sensational cast Story, music and lyrics by Irving Berlin.
Directed by Roy del Ruth.

-oduction

in

rryl F.

. harga cf
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HAYS OFFICE ASKS USE
OF FIBRE FILM BOXES

-2&»l

NEWS

of the DAY

St. Louis — The Greenman Theaters, Inc., has been organized by
made to the Bureau of Combustibles
in New York by Arthur Dickinson Harry Greenman, Edward Greensof the Hays office, following a Los felder and H. L. DeLacretaz. Greenman announced some time ago that
Angeles-New York round-trip test
in which a fibre-board box was used. he planned to enter the motion picture exhibition field on his own acAdoption of the fibre-board box
count. For the past several years
will permit shipment of between
eight and 10 reels in one lot, as he has been in charge of the Fox
compared with six reels under the Theater.
present arrangement. The plan also
affords economies and safety in the
Louisville, Ky. — The National
transporation of film, it was stated Theater has been opened with vaudeyesterday.
film under the management of Will
J. Harris.
{Continued from Page 1)

RCA Net of $1,083,604 for
Quarter is $571,617 Gain
(Continued from Page

1)

DAILY

Palatka, Fla. — Harlow Merryday
is erecting a 325-seat theater for
white people only.

RCA and its service companies for
the third quarter of 1936 and the
Richmond, Va. — Charles A. Somma
first nine months of the year.
is among the incorporators of a new
The statement shows a net income
company chartered to build and operate what is to be known as the
of $1,083,604 for the third quarter,
ending Sept. 30, representing an in- Rappahannock Theater here.
crease of $571,617 over the corresponding quai-ter of last vear. The
net income of $2,847,384 for the first
Milton, N. H. — Walter Young wili
nine months of 1936 is an increase reopen the Milton Theater.
of $46,261 over the corresponding
period of 1935.
Woodland, Me. — The Opera House
will be reopened by A. Foggia.

FitzPatrick Traveltalks
Headquarters at Metro

Worcester, Mass. — Premier Theaters, Inc., operators of theaters in
Oxford, Fisherville, Upton and Gilbertville, has leased the Royal Theater. Max D. Larner, president and
Treasurer of the corporation, will be
house manager.
Gallipolis, O.— Fred W. Wheeler
will build a film theater here, having taken a 50 year lease on the
Rogers building in the center of the
city. Mr. Wheeler will continue to
operate a theater, located in the
Masonic building, which he also
owns.

'MUTUAL PROBLEMS' UP
AT RADIO-FILM CONFAB
(Continued from Page

1)

exchange of ideas, it was stated last
night. Other meetings are planned
and all interests involved in the sitceedings.uation will be brought into the proDon Gilman, head of the coast activities of NBC, and Donald Thornburgh, acting for Columbia in a similar capacity, were present at the
conference, which was also attended
by technical men identified with the
radio industry.

Expect Dysart Group Will
Sign Contract With F-M

Louis — Purchase of the assets
Greensberg. Ky. — Moss Hodges is ofSt.Skouras
Brothers Enterprises,
building a 500-seat house here.
Inc. by Thomas N. Dysart of the
Bondholders Protective Committee
Morgantown, Ky. — The Holly- of the Central Properties Corporation for $342,462 is expected to be
wood, owned and operated by the
Hollywood Amusement Co., Inc., followed by the execution of a management contract by Dysart with
will open Dec. 1. B. Hamian has
the Fanchon and Marco interests.
been appointed manager.
The contract, it is understood, will
provide for F. & M. operation of the
Detroit — Ford Movie Co. has been St. Louis Amusement Company cirorganized by Wayne Juntunen to
cuit of 20 houses plus the West End
open a local service store for motion
picture service.
Principal assets of the Skouras
Lyric.
Brothers Enterprises are:
A 52 per cent stock interest in the
Boston — The Apollo Theater in
Boston, which was closed some time St. Louis Amusement Co. including
ago on account of a fire, has been 12,431 shares of "A" and 13,929
reopened by J. Hennes.
shares of "B" stock of that com-

Louisville, Ky. — Dudley Willetson
has taken over the Grant and Palace,
local
down town Negro houses, from
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Jack Schwartz. Willetson already
Hollywood — FitzPatrick Travel- operated the Lyric and Walker,
talks will have the M-G-M studio at Negro theaters.
Culver City as headquarters in the
Milwaukee — The World, neighborhood house formerly operated by
near future as a result of M-G-M's
Tomah, Wis. — With the disman- the Atanasoff brothers and purdecision to concentrate complete protling of the Tomah Theater here,
duction and distribution of comchased at a sheriff's sale by Harris
operated by Wilson & Ol- Evans, is now being operated by the
pany's one and two-reel pictures on formerly
son, the State has been renamed the Trident Amusement Co. with Etta
the Coast. Only Metrotone News
unit will be retained in New York Tomah and will be operated by the Weisner signing the contracts.
City, according to Fred C. Quimby, Tomah Theaters Co. The house, formerly conducted by F. T. Koppelsales manager for short subjects,
berger, is being renovated by the
who has opened offices here.
Detroit — The Roosevelt Theater,
new operators.
The major portion of the comoperated by J. N. Robertson Circuit,
is scheduled to open next week,
pany's short subjects will continue
to be made at the M-G-M studios,
Hillsboro, Wis.— The Royal Thea- following remodeling, with a secondunder the production guidance of ater here, formerly operated by run policy. Only other East Side
Jack Chertok, with Hal Roach con- Sandie & Brown, is now being con- second-run at present is Robertson's
Cinderella.
ducted by I. Biba.
tributing a series of "Our Gang"
one-reel comedies, and with HarmanTsing studios delivering eighteen
Cinematheque Francaise
Jurors Urge Segregation
"Happytoons in Harmonies",
Technicolor. musical car-

The West End Lyric Theater, inpany.
cluding site.
A note of the St. Louis Amusement Co. for $79,397.98 to bear interest at 6 per cent from Aug. 15,
1936.
Six hundred shares of Buhland
Amusement Co. stock. An open account of $4,728.65 against the Buhland Amusement Co., a $628.40 account against the late Gene Rodemich, 10,000 shares of Central Properties Corporation stock, 129 shares
of Down Town Theater Co. stock,
519 shares of Educational Pictures,
Inc., stock, and 1971 shares of the
"A" stock
aters Corp. of Skouras Super The-

Fanchon & Marco hold 42 per cent
of the St. Louis Amusement ComThe various series of one-and twostock. ' Bankruptcy Trustee
John H. Lenauer, President of Nelson panyCunliff,
reel entertainments to be produced
who confirmed the
in the M-G-M studio include the
Syracuse — This city, if it adopts Lenauer International Films Inc., assets sale, had had a management
Pete Smith Specialties, the Robert the views of the October Onondaga has just been appointed as New arrangement with F. & M. since
County Grand Jury, will follow New
Benchley comedies, the "Crime York City in the segregation of York representative of the Cinema- they took over Warner Bros, block
theque Francaise. The Cinemathe- of stock in the St. Louis Amusement
Doesn't Pay" melodramas, M-G-M
children, unaccompanque Francaise corresponds in its
miniatures, and "Milestones in the movie-going
ied
by
adults.
aims
and
purposes to the New York Company several weeks ago.
Theater" series with dialogue by
The Grand Jury in a resolution Modern Film Art Library, and conWilson and the one- and twoCarey
reel musicals.
tact between the two groups has alpresented this week to Supreme
Portland Gets First New
ready been established.
Court Justice Clayton I. Miller said:
Robbins in Wash. Post
House Since Depression
"Because conditions existing in
movie theaters are undesirable in gest that New York City system be
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Portland, Ore.— The $60,000 Ames,
Washington — The new Translux that children under 16, particularly
The attitude of the city admin- the first local theater to be built
Theater will be managed by Roland of 'very tender' ages, are admitted
istration
today
was
not
disclosed,
here in six years, or since the old
Robbins, who for many years was to theaters unescorted by adults and
sit in adult sections, recommend but it was felt likely that such an
manager of the Capital City's his- that Mayor and Common Council ordinance might be introduced in depression was under way, has been
opened by Charles A. Ames and his
used."
toric old Keith's theater, Film Daily
learns.
pass ordinance prohibiting it. Sug- the Council next week.
son, Kenneth Ames.

Adoption for Syracuse

Designates J. H. Lenauer
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Commonwealth, Schreiber
Circuits Take Republic
Republic's Kansas City Exchange
has sold the Commonwealth Circuit
in the following situations: Ritz,
Chillicothe. Mo.: Lea. Clinton. Mo.:
Gilloz. Monett, Mo.; Plaza, Royal.
Trenton. Mo.; Sherman. Goodland,
Kan.; Plaza. Strand, Great Bend,
Kan.; Royal. Hoisington, Kan.; Palace, Kinsley. Kan.; Granada, Patee,
Lawrence, Kan.; Cozy, Norton, Kan.;
Kansan. Osawatomie, Kan.; Ashland. Kansas City. Mo.
Republic's Detroit Exchange has
closed five deals for situations included in the Schreiber Circuit in
Detroit.

Warners' "Brigade" Opens
In 28 Keys in Two Days
Warners' "The Charge of the Light
Brigade" will have 18 simultaneous
kev city openings today throughout
with additional prethe country
mieres set for tomorrow.
The 18 opening today are:
■A. New York City; Strand, Albany;
Apollo. Indianapolis; M. Anderson, Louisville: Main St.. Kansas City; Criterion, Okla
homa City; Astor, Reading; Aldine, Wilmincton; Branford, Newark; Stanley, Atlantic
Grand, Lancaster; Palace, Cincinnati;
Strand, Altoona; Cambria. Johnstown; Stan
ley, Pittsburgh; Earle, Washington; Palace.
Bethlehem; Strand, Akron ; Stanley, Philadelphia.

The

10 openings tomorrow are:

Garde, New London; R. Sherman, New
Haven; Empress, Edmonton Ritz. Albany;
Palace. Wichita; Indiana, Marion; Lincoln,
Troy: State. Raleigh; Palace, Norwich:
Rivoli, Greenville; Nile. Bakersfield; Rialto.
Phoenix; Wilma, Missoula; Lyric, Indian
apolis; Vita, Wenatchee;
State. Beloit.

Omaha

Solo Feature Test

at Higher Price, Success
Omaha — Breaking away from the
established double-feature, 40-cent
top policy of the other three local
downtown first runs, including two
of its own houses, Tri-States apparently is making a success of a
single-feature, 55-cent top policy at
the recently reopened deluxe Paramount, 2,900 seater, according to
District Manager Evert Cummings.
Five-cent price boosts in TriStates houses at Sioux City, la., and
Fairbury, Grand Island and Hastings in Nebraska also have been successful, Cummings said.

Exhibs See Television Danger

Educational's Shorts Hit
Peak; Two Units Working

The Foreign Field
+

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

camera in a small suitcase it will
make a sound record and take slow
London — Principal British pro- motion films.
Talkie film evidence, it is claimed,
ducers have formed the British Institute of Cinematography to func- will be invaluable in the event of
tion along the lines of the American blackmail as the victim will be able
Academy of Motion Picture Arts to set the camera in motion as soon
! and Sciences. It proposes to make as the blackmailer enters his room
annual awards of gold medals and or office. The camera itself, encased
other trophies for the best British in a sound-proof box, can easily be
film of the year, best acting, direct- hidden in a cupboard or book-shelf.
ing, writing, recording, editing, etc.
Chesterfield police are also develChairman of the Council is Lt.-Col.
oping an invisible ray to give warnJ. T. C. Moore-Brabazen. Among
the founder-governors are Irving
people's
film
studioing offor
driversapproach
charged and
with abeing
Asher, Michael Balcon, Paul Czindrunk
will
be
able
to
note
the
drivner, Basil Dean, Douglas Fairbanks,
er's behavior on the screen as he
Jr., Leslie Howard, Julius Hagen,
Alexander Korda, Lothar Mendes, undergoes tests for drunkenness.
Robert T. Kane, Max Schach, Paul
Soskin, Erich Pommer, Joe Rock Film Life of Ants
and others.
London — The newest GB Instructional soon to be released depicts
Establish French Prices
the amazing story of ant life in all
Paris — The various French mo- its phases. The film was directed
tion picture syndicates have worked by Mary Field who was previously
out a maximum and minimum price responsible for several other shorts
scale, which became effective the in "The Secrets of Life" series. The
middle of October. A price of 50
cents is now enforced evenings and film shows how the ant organization functions when a frog, an aniholidays in houses of the first class,
mal which thrives on a diet of ants,
with a 35-cent week-day admission
price. Second class houses
attacks the stronghold. Ant "armen" fire minute drops of
charge 35 cents on holidays and acid at tillery
their enemy, while others
evenings and 25 cents on week days.
block up the entrance, guard the
baby ants, and generally do things
Czech Film Subsidy
to thwart the invaler.
Prague — The Czechoslovakian
Minister of Finance has decided to
Korda Completes Cast
put 10,000,000 couronnes at the disLondon — Casting has been composal of the domestic film industry.
Producers will receive half their
pleted for "Knight Without Arproduction costs from the state in
mor," the Alexander Korda production
co-starring Marlene Dietrich
the form of a bank credit, in addition to a subsidy of 140,000 couron- and Robert Donat. Delayed because
nes per film. Thus, with a capital of Donat's illness, full production
of only 260,000 couronnes, a pro- has now been resumed. In the supducer can make a picture which will
porting cast are Herbert Lomas,
Irene Vanbrugh, Austin Trevor,
cost 800,000 couronnes.
David Tree, Charles Carson, Lawrence Hanray, Basil Gill, Dorice
French-Italian Pictures
Rome — French-Italian Consortium Fordred, Peter Evan Thomas, Bruce
has been formed to produce pictures Winston, Franklin Kelsey, William
in both languages. A schedule of Fazan, Robert Carrington and Marsix productions has been set for the jorie Hume.
1936-37 season.

New British Institute

Movie Films for Police Court

"Rhodes" for Film Library

London — GB's "Rhodes, the DiaChesterfield, Eng. — A movie camMaster," which stars Walter
era that can be set in motion by Huston,mondhas
been selected by the
breaking an electrical contact has National Film Library of England
been designed for police work here. for its permanent collection of films
Although it is possible to carry the to be preserved for posterity.

"Come

and Get It" Dates

Bigelow With Signer-Byrne

Albert Smith Bigelow, until reManchester, Eng. — Provincial Encently with the Associated Press,
tertainment Proprietors and Manag- dates on "Come and Get It" as fol- has joined the staff of Signer and
Byrne, national sales representatives
ers' Ass'n, at a recent meeting here
lows: Nov. 12 and 13, Loew's State, for Screen Broadcast advertising
received a deputation from the Musifilms.
cians' Union to discuss aspects of Cleveland; Penn, Pittsburgh; Loew's,
the television situation and its pos- Norfolk; Loew's, Richmond; Nov. 20,
Vaudefilm in St. Louis
sible threat to cinemas through the Roosevelt, Chicago; Nov. 13, Aldine,
television monopoly of the British
St.
Louis — The Grand Opera
Broadcasting Co., a new 10-year Philadelphia and Loew's Grand, At- House reopens today with a vaulanta;
Nov.
11,
United
Artists,
San
charter for which is soon to come up
de-film policy under Charles DanFrancisco.
in Parliament.
iels' management.
United Artists has set additional

Educational's short subject activities this week hit the highest peak
since the concentration of its production in New York, two separate
units working at the studios in Astoria for the first time.
Pat Rooney Jr. and Herman Timberg Jr., supported by George Shelton, Aileen Cooke and Marlyn
Stuart, are making a comedy under
the direction of Al Christie. Arthur
Jarrett and Marcy Klauber wrote
the story. William Watson heads
a unit shooting a comedy starring
Buster West and Tom Patricola. The
story is by Parke Levy.
These pictures went into production immediately following the completion of Jefferson Machamer's second picture in his "Gags and Gals"
group, the
titledSeven
"AmuseLoria
Yourself,"
which
Brothers,in
Mexican lads from 3 to 11 years old,
make their bow.
On completion of the two comedies
begun this week, Christie will start
work on a Niela Goodelle musical,
and Watson will begin another musical subject featuring Sylvia Froos
and Jimmie Brierly.

Academy Research Council
Considering New Courses
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Members of the Academy Research Council Committee on
Industrial Education met for the
first of a series of monthly meetings to check on the two Courses in
Sound Recording now being given at
Hollywood High School to studio
sound technicians under the auspices of the Council.
In addition to the current courses,
the Committee, consisting of Dr.
J. G. Frayne, Chairman, Dr. Burton F. Miller, William Thayer, Ralph
Townsend and Gordon S. Mitchell, is
discussing plans for several other
courses which have been suggested
for later this fall, and will meet
again within the next 10 days to inaugurate this part of their program.
The group of instructors handling
the present Courses in Sound Recording consists of A. P. Hill, in
charge of the preliminary course,
and L. E. Clark, assisted by Fred
Albin, John Hilliard and Harry Kimcourse. ball, in charge of the advanced

RKO

Theater Biz Returns
to Pre-Election Level

RKO theater business, which fell
off 25 per cent in the week preceding election day, has shot up to its
pre-election level, it was said yesterday by Nate Blumberg, general
manager of RKO theaters. The upturn started on election day, Blumberg declared.

Now Playing at
Radio City Music Hall
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Mae West in

"GO WEST,

YOUNG

Elisabeth

MAN"

with Warren William, Randolph Scott,
Alice Brady, Elizabeth Patterson, Lyle
Talbot, Margaret
Perry, Isabel Jewell
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount
82 mins.
EXCELLENT
MAE
WEST
VEHICLE
FILLED WITH
LAUGHS, DIRECTED AND
ACTED FOR COMEDY.
This will garner plenty laughs, with some
of them of the belly variety. The picturized version of the Lawrence Riley play is
an ideal vehicle for Mae West and she
delivers solidly. Henry Hathaway has done
a good job of directing. Warren William
comes through with a splendid performance
as a jealous press agent, who tries to keep
the amorous star on the "straight and narrow" path and observe all the restricting
clauses in her contract. Randolph Scott is
effective as the small-town mechanic, who
is strongly tempted by Mae, but who is
"saved" by wise Elizabeth Patterson, who
steps in at a strategic moment. Lyle Talbot is good as a politician, who falls in
love with Mae. Alice Brady has a comparatively small part, but delivers as usual.
Isabel Jewell does fine work as a moviestruck girl, while Etienne Girardot is a
standout in an eccentric role. Margaret
Perry seems miscast as Scott's fiancee.
Arthur Johnston and John Burke fashioned
two clever songs, "I Was Sayin' To The
Moon" and "On A Tpyical Tropical Night,"
for Mae. Mae is making a personal appearance tour when her auto breaks down near
Harrisburg, Pa. She meets Scott, an auto
mechanic, who has a sound device, he
wants to sell to Hollywood. William and
Elizabeth Patterson place many obstacles
in Mae's pursuit of Scott. When Mae is
led to believe Scott's fiancee is to become
a mother, she gives him up. Emanuel
Cohen provided an excellent production.
Cast: Mae West, Warren William, Randolph Scott, Alice Brady, Elizabeth Patterson, Lyle Talbot, Isabel Jewell, Margaret
Perry, Etienne Girardot, Maynard Holmes,
Alice Ardell, Nicodemus, Jack LaRue, G.
P. Huntley, Jr., Robert Baiko, Xavier Cugat
and his orchestra.
Producer, Emanuel Cohen; Director,
Henry Hathaway; Author, Lawrence Riley;
Screenplay, Mae West; Cameraman, Karl
Struss; Editor, Ray Curtis; Musical Director, George Stoll; Songs by Arthur Johnston, John Burke.
Direction, Excellent
cellent.

Photography, Ex-

Two San Antonio Houses
Are Bid in for $100,000
San Antonio — Two West Side
houses, Nacional and Zaragoza, formerly operated by G. A. Lucchese
and W. J. Lytle, were purchased by
the former's mother, Mrs. Frances
Lucchese, at a sheriff's sale for
$100,000. R. W. B. Terrell represented the new owner in closing the
deal.

"AS YOU

Bergner

LIKE IT"

20th Century-Fox
ELISABETH
ROLE

OF

Tim

in

BERGNER

IN

in

"THE TRAITOR"

96 mins.

CHARMING

ROSALIND

McCoy

IN

SHAKE-

SPEARE'S PLAY HANDSOMELY PRODUCED.
From the studios at Elstree comes this
notable Shakespearian production that is a
faithful translation to the screen of the
play as Elisabeth Bergner appeared in it
hundreds of times all over the Continent.
But in contrast to the modest stage sets,
the screen version is magnificently produced
in a dazzling series of sets comparable to
Hollywood's best. Dr. Paul Czinner, the
husband of Bergner, was producer and director. He has given the screen a notable
production in every department. Very few
liberties have been taken with the original
text, and on that account it will delight
all Shakespearian students. Its appeal to
the masses will be limited, for the subtleties and imageries of the great playwright
likely will be over their heads. The outstanding attraction of the production is the
work of Elisabeth Bergner in the sprightly
role of Rosalind. The audience at an afternoon performance in the Music Hall broke
into spontaneous applause on several occasions as the great actress finished some
of the classic and celebrated scenes. . . The
American photographer, Hal Rosson, outdid
himself. The woodland scenes with the
lighting effects are breath-taking in their
beauty.
The entire cast is superb.
Cast: Elisabeth Bergner, Laurence Olivier,
Henry Ainley, Sophie Stewart, Mackenzie
Ward, Leon Quartermaine, Richard Ainley,
Felix Aylmer, Aubrey Mather, Fisher White,
George Moore Marriott, John Laurie, Lionel
Braham, Austin Trevor, Gavin Gordon,
Cyril Horrocks, Ellis Irving, Lawrence Hanray, Joan White, Dorice Fordred, Peter Bull,
Muriel Johnson.
Producer, Paul Czinner; Director, same;
Author, William Shakespeare; Screenplay,
R. J. Cullen; Cameraman, Hal Rosson.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Gorgeous.

FOREIGN
"NIGHTINGALE— First all-color film
made in Soviet Russia; produced by Mezhrabpomfilm, Moscow; directed by Nikolai
Ekk; with cast including V. Ivasheva, Z.
Kashkarova, I. Lavrov, V. Atalov, et al.
Released by Amkino and presented at
Cameo Theater.
Mildly interesting story of revolt by
women of a pottery factory who turn to
violence when they discover that former
factory was set afire and several of their
fellow-workers burned to death as result
of employer's desire to collect the insurance. The color employed shows only nominal advance as used by Russian technicians. Film technically and from story
standpoint has little appeal for American
audiences.

with Frances Grant
Puritan
56 mins.
SMOOTHLY PRODUCED STORY OF
WESTERN
RANGER.

STAR'S EXPLOITS

AS A TEXAS

Plenty of action pervades this western
in which stalwart Tim McCoy plays the
role of a Texas Ranger. The forces of
law are being thwarted in their efforts to
bring a band of smugglers to justice, but
the best they can do is capture the horse
of Moreno, a dangerous outlaw operating
with the smugglers. While riding this
fiery steed in the corral, McCoy's skill
as a rider attracts the attention of a girl
who runs a nearby ranch with her brother.
She offers Tim a job should he ever leave
the Rangers. He does, much sooner than
expected, for he prevents the lynching of
Moreno and a companion at the hands of
an outraged mob in a nearby town. The
companion proves to be the brother of the
girl. Because Tim set the captives free,
he is dismissed from the Rangers, — so
Texans are led to believe. His dishonorable discharge is, however, only a ruse of
his captain to permit Tim to round up the
entire gang. This he accomplishes after
hairbreadth escapes from death. When all
the shooting is over, Tim is triumphant,
the repenting brother of the girl is killed,
and the heroic Ranger McCoy wins her.
The western star is at his best, and Frances
Grant as the pretty lady of the ranch plays
her role with sparkle. Carl Hackett as
the Ranger captain is skillful, while Pedro
Regas as Moreno is a perfect villain. Technically the film is smooth and lively under
the direction of Sam Newfield. John Neville's story is good as is the camerawork
of Jack
tion fans.Greenhalgh. Picture will please acCast: Tim McCoy, Frances Grant, Carl
Hackett, Jack Rockwell, Pedro Regas, Frank
Melton, Dick Curtis, Dick Bottilier, Wally
Wales, Ed Cobb, Wally West, Tina Menard, Soledad Jimenez, Frank Glendon.
Producers, Sig Neufeld, Leslie Simmonds;
Director, Sam Newfield; Author, John Neville; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; Editor,
Joe O'Donnell.
Direction, Smooth.
Photography, Good.
"LES AMOURS DE TONI" ("Toni's
Loves"), French dialogue film with English
subtitles. A Marcel Pagnol production,
directed by Jean Renoir, with cast including Celia Montalvan, E. Delmont, Blavette,
et al. At 55th Street Playhouse.

ess. Her daughter is in love with
the son of a rich man with social
ambitions. When the son tells dad
that
the her
girl'sformaroyalty
is the "duchess"
he takes
and insists
on an engagement party. Polly
Moran appears all dolled up, but he
finally recognizes her as the dame
who crashed his car with her fish
truck and ruined it. From this point
on the film goes very noisy and
rowdy but it is all good clean fun
of the boisterous type that will get
the laughs with the crowd. In the
cast are Vernon Dent as the daddy
of the boy; Mary Blake, David
Sharp and Ernie Woods.
The March of Time
(Issue No. 3— Vol. 3)
RKO Radio
20 mins.
Strong Number
The current issue is the first to
comprise only two subjects instead
of the usual three. The first subject is "New Schools for Old" and
is a very fine exposition of the new
trend in public school education,
known as Progressive Education. A
timely topic, in view of the fact
that this is the centennial year of
the U. S. Public School system. A
primary class is shown at work on
a "project," as it is called. They
select their lunch and so must be
able to read from the menu. They
also must be familiar with arithmethic as they make their purchases
of food from the grocers. They
learn how to cooperate as they prepare their own luncheon. And so
this system logically develops into
other related activities, and the
students progress and learn all the
things that branch out from the
first project. Older students take
trips to the outside world of business and industry, and learn from
first hand. For instance, a trip to
an airport, and then back in the
classroom the follow-up study of
airplane routes, operation, etc. A
highly entertaining presentation, of
interest to parents as well as the
students of all ages. The second

subject is titled "The Presidency,"
a personally conducted tour through
the White House, viewing it from
the standpoint of the President's
occupancy and what transpires in
the
various rooms. This leads into
played.
the highlights of President Roosevelt's occupancy of the White House,
SHORTS
and events in his present administration. The final shot shows the
Polly Moran in
President re-elected, and back at
"Oh, Duchess!" 19 mins. his work desk, ready to carry on
Columbia
for the new term ahead. This is
Hilarious
right up to the minute material, and
Polly Moran plays the part of a has been nicely presented. One of
fish peddler, known as the "Duch- the best of the entire series to date.
Vigorous story of savage emotions which
lead to the murder of a brutal husband by
a fretful and terrified wife. Its stark and
often sordid scenes are powerfully dis-
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4 "JUitW from ttotfywood "£cts
By RALPH

WILK
day's news:
of thehas
[JGHLIG
acquired
National
First HTS
'•The Mutineer" by Allan Yaughan
Elston as a probable co-starring
film for Errol Flynn and George
Brent . . . Ray Milland is Paramount^ choice for Bulldog Drummond and Sir Guv Standing for the
I'a Inspector in "Bulldog Drummond's Romance" . . . Radio will
team Victor Moore and Helen Broby Jack
derick in "Lady Average,"
Goodman and Albert Leventhall.

H1

Jack LaRue to Play Columbus in Italian Feature

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood — II Duce has found his Christopher Columbus in Jack LaRue. Screen
actor will leave here early in the new year for Italy to appear in the title role of
"The Life of Christopher Columbus," to be made in the new Italian "Hollywood" being
built near Rome. LaRue was the choice of Carlo Roncoroni, Mussolini's film boss.
LaRue is of Italian-American descent.

Ann Sothern has been borrowed pleted another original, "Three Woand Balzac," which a major
from RKO Radio to play the fem- studio menplans
to buy.
inine lead with Joe E. Brown in
T
T
T
"When's Your Birthday?" David L.
Louise
Beavers,
Negro
actress, is
Loew's
first production for RKO
Radio.
to be a guest star with Bobby Breen
T
T
T
T
V
T
at the San Francisco Automobile
Casting assignments: Walter
Show Nov. 14-21.
Peggy
Wood,
New
York
musical
Wantrer— Ivan Lebedeff and George
▼
T
T
or. -History is Made at Night"; comedy star, has been cast in "A
"Hot
Gold,"
starring
NaSelznick Interna- gel and Eleanor Hunt, Conrad
20th Century-Fox — Don Ameche, Star Is
tional Born,"
Picture.
will start
Walter Catlett. Slim Summerville
shooting next week, with George
T
T
▼
is News";
"Love Bromberg
and
,
HelenStepin
Wood.Fetchit.
J. Edward
Enthused over the results of the Hirliman producing. Immediately
following "Hot Gold," a second
Gavin Muir and Julius Tannen,
first week's filming on "Great Guy," Nagel-Hunt feature will go into
• I), ath in Paradise Canyon"; Colum- Douglas MacLean has signed John work. In both pictures, Nagel will
bia — Mary Forbes and Thurston G. Blystone, director of this James
with the second havHall. "Women of Glamour"; Selz- Cagney film, to direct "2Zy2 Hours play ingaan G-Man,
aviation background.
onal — "Guinn Wil- Leave," the second Douglas Macnick Internati
T
T
T
liams. Arthur Hoyt, Adrian. Rex Lean production for Grand National
Emanuel
Cohen,
president
of MaEvans and Billie Coe. "A Star is release. Filming on "23^ Hours
jor Pictures, today announced that
Leave" is scheduled to start Dec. 1, the working title of the Charlie
Born."
with Henry McCarty and Harry
Ruggles-Alice Brady starring film,
Frances Farmer, who is starred Ruskin rapidly completing the new "Mind Your Own Business," being
version
of
this
war-time
comedy
by
with Edward Arnold and Joe Mc- Mary Roberts Rinehart.
produced for Paramount, will be retained as the release title.
Crea in Samuel Goldwyn's "Come
T
T
▼
▼
T
T
and Get It," planed out of Hollywood yesterday to make a personal
Republic's "Beware of Ladies,"
If
Sonja
Henie,
world's
champion
appearance at the world premiere of starring Donald Cook and Judith figure skater, wins any more
titles,
the picture at the Liberty Theater Allen, has been completed. It was it will be for the United States and
in Seattle tonight.
directed by Irving Pichel. Work not for her native Norway. She
T
T
T
starts Saturday on "Round Up Time plans to become an American citiin Texas," starring Gene Autry and
zen. Miss Henie, at present here
Title changes: Principal — From featuring
Smiley Burnett e.
working on her movie debut in the
T
T
T
'•Valley Range" to "Secret Valley";
musical extravaganza, "One in a
Criterion — From "Jump for Glory"
Rolf Passer is now at Universal, Million," announced today that she
to "For Ever and Ever."
doing a treatment of his original will apply for citizenship papers as
T
T
T
she has completed her role
story, "The Life of Alfred Nobel." soon
in the asfilm.
w contracts: Paul Gerrits, with Passer and Lyford Moore just com20th Century-Fox for "On the Avenue" Lucien Littlefield, with Para- Cornhuskers Theaters
Frank Lloyd Wants Lewis
mount; Virginia Van Upp, writer,
Plan Oklahoma Circuit
To Write U. S. Cavalcade
with Paramount.
T

T

T

More casting assignments: 20th
Century-Fox — Shirley Dean, "Love
is News"; First National — Stuart
Erwin, "Slim" (on loan from MG-M); Paramount — Porter Hall,
"Souk at Sea"; Columbia — Charles
Irwin and Myrna Marsh, "Help
Wanted Female"; Douglass Dumbrille. Gene Morgan and George
McKay, "Grand Old Woman."
»

V

T

Carole Lombard, born Jane Peters
and who became Mrs. William Powell by marriage, now is legally
Carole Lombard in private life.
Judicial approval of the name
change was given yesterday.

Oklahoma City — Not only will
Cornhuskers Theaters, Inc., erect a
1,200-seat film house, the Arcadia
here, but the corporation, according
to President T. B. Noble, will build
several neighborhood houses in this
city and expand to a circuit throughout the state. Razing of structures
on the Arcadia's site is under way,
with crews working 24 hours a day.
Noble says he'll have the $50,000
house ready for a holiday opening.

W est Coast Bureau of THE
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Hollywood — Frank Lloyd has
asked Sinclair Lewis to turn out
the story of an American "Cavalcade", he disclosed today. It would
be Lewis' first original for the
screen, and Producer-Director Lloyd
has assured the novelist of "a free
rein in writing the story".

Finish
"Joe and Asbestos"
A two-reel

Vitaphone comedy,
based on the adventures of "Joe and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Asbestos", popular newspaper comic
strip by Ken Kling, will be comHollywood
—
Arthur
"Harpo"
T
T
T
pleted this morning at the comMarx and Susan Fleming, former
pany's
Brooklyn studios.
Robert E. Welsh, vice president "Follies" girl, were married on Sept.
Featuring Harry Gribbon and
in charge of production of General 20, it became known when the stage
Pictures, has purchased an original and screen comic, telegraphing his Hamtree Harrington in the title
thanks for an autographed photo to roles, the short is being directed by
story entitled "Valencianna" by Juan
Del Rio. "Valencianna" will be the President Roosevelt, added, "I'm in Lloyd French, and will be released in
first outdoor all-color musical to be line for congratulations, too, having Vitaphone's "Broadway Brevity"
comedy series.
made by General.
been married since September".

Harpo Marx Secretly Wed

"At the County Fair" will be the
next film adventure of the Jones
Family, 20th Century-Fox studios
announce. Little Ann Gillis joins
the Jones Family cast for this picture, which will be directed by
Frank Strayer from a screenplay by
Robert Ellis and Helen Logan.
▼
T
T
Edward H. Griffith, Norman Taurog and Otto Ludwig Preminger
have signed term contracts with
20th Century-Fox as directors.

▼

▼

▼

"All This Confusion," an original
by Richard Macaulay, has been purchased by Producer David L. Loew
as
Joe
E. Brown's
second
vehicle for
RKO Radio.
The starring
author
also has been signed to prepare the
screen adaptation of the Elmer Lane

"Sinner Take All" has been placed
in production at M-G-M studios with
astories.'
cast including Bruce Cabot, Margaret Lindsay, Joseph Calleia, Vivian Osborne and George Meeker.
This is an adaptation of Whitman
Chambers' novel, "Murder for a
Wanton," with Errol Taggert the
director.
▼

▼

T

Maureen O'SulIivan has been added to the cast of the new Marx
Brothers' M-G-M
picture, "A Day
at the Races."
▼
▼
V
Joan Crawford and Franchot
Tone will appear on the Camel Caravan broadcast next Tuesday. Madge
Evans on the Lux broadcast the
preceding evening, and Edmund
Lowe castonnext the
Kraft products broadThursday.
▼
v
▼
Thanksgiving Eve will witness the
New York and Hollywood premieres
of "Lloyds of London," 20th Century-Fox announces. The picture
will have advance engagements at
the Astor, New York, and the Carthay Circle here.
T

T

T

"On the Avenue," Irving Berlin's
musical being produced by 20th
Century-Fox with Dick Powell,
Madeleine Carroll and Alice Faye in
leadingerasroles,
goes
before
the camMonday.
Cora
Witherspoon
has been borrowed from M-G-M for
a featured role.
Eddie Cantor's first picture for
20th Century-Fox under his new
contractupon
will aberacetrack
"Saratogastory
Chips,"
based
by
Damon Runyon and Irving Caesar,
Darryl F. Zanuck announces.
t

▼

T

Ida Lupino, Paramount contract
player, has been loaned to RKO to
play the leading feminine role in
"Coast Patrol," now in production
with
Foster.Victor McLaglen and Preston
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TIBBETT
m

WENDY BARRIE
GREGORY RATOFF
ARTHUR TREACHER

Congratulations
ARTHUR SCHWARTZ
& HOWARD DIETZ!
You've outdone yourselves with these latest
hits:

"UNDER
YOUR
SPELL" "AMIGO"
"MY LITTLE MULE
WAGON"

Directed by Otto Ludwig Preminger
Associate Producer John Stone

RAISE

Screen play by Frances Hyland and Saul Elkins
Based on stories by Bernice Mason and Sy Bartlett
Dances staged by Sammy Lee

X

—and they're sung as only
Lawrence Tibbett could
sing them!

IT WILL

&£

THE KEYSTONE

YOUR

ROOF

OF YOUR

AND

FUTURE

BOOST

YOUR

GROSSES!

THE
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Sullivan Goes to Dallas
As Manager of Majestic
Ed Sullivan, assistant to Bob
Weitman. managing director of the
New York Paramount Theater,
leaves next Tuesday for Dallas
where he will take over the managerial reins at the Majestic Theater,
ivan has been at the New
York Paramount for the past four
that he was asyean Previous toParamou
nt-Publix
int with the
t.
Theaters in Chicago and southwes
Ben Griefer has been moved up to
iatant to
Sullivan
succeed
Mian, while Bob Shapiro, treasurer into Griefer's present
Eugene Pleshette will be the
treasurer of the house.

Tri-States Theaters Corp.
District Managers Meet
Des Moines— Tri-States Theaters
district managers'
Corp. is
in Omaha, Des Moines and
s holding
meeting
ion of trade
discuss
for
ort
Davenp
problems for the coming season. G.
Ralph Branton, Tri-States general
manager, is presiding over each
group with a discussion touching on
forthcoming holiday business and
benefits possible under the threeyear booking contracts under which
the circuit is now operating. Joe
Kinskey, district manager for the
eastern district, had charge of the
Davenport group meeting yesterday.

Butterfield Pilots Shifted
Detroit — Four shifts of managers
between houses were made this week
by Butterfield Michigan Theaters
Circuit: Richard Watson, from Temple, Sagniaw, to Regent, Battle
Creek; Roy Tillson, from Capitol,
Flint, to Temple, Saginaw; Paul
pel, from Capitol,- Kalamazoo,
to Capitol, Flint; and Stanley Cady,
from Regent, Battle Creek, to Capitol, Kalamazoo.

N. 0. Film Landmark Exits
New Orleans, La. — The Newcomb,
last of the Canal Street theaters dating back to the early days of films,
has been closed by the Lazarus interests. Its equipment has been
bought by Joy Hock for a new theater in Louisiana.

"Flesh" Out at Bradford

Bradford, Pa. — A disagreement
between the musicians' union here
and the Dipson Circuit, operators of
the New Bradford theater, resulted
in the termination of stage shows
at the local first-run house. The
theater is back to an all-screen
policy.

Religious Shorts Ready

S
^
<
Words and Wisdom
feminine viewpoint is not one
TpHE
1 to be brushed lightly aside by
producers of pictures and the men
who exhibit them. To recognize the
value of women's interests in pictures and to capitalize on their endorsement— to "play ball" with them
— is shrewd business. — JACK EDWARDS.
It is foolish to say that the theater is dead when there are millions
who have never seen a play. All
the theater needs is to learn a simple lesson from the cinema — cheap
tickets.— ERNST TOLLER.
To play a child part sincerely —
a child must act like a child — not
like a sophisticated adult. The only
solution is to keep the kids ignorant.
But how are you going to keep
bright kids dumb when they work
all day with adults?— CLARENCE
BROWN.
Whenever you go
body in Hollywood
always
there's
If I wentsayout
with

out with somethe newspapers
adifferent
new romance.
people

all the time, they'd have me in a
new romance almost every day. —
MERLE OBERON.
The movies are one of the most

BUFFALO
Harry A. Seed, who after nine
years with Warners-First National
here, goes to the Pittsburgh exchange as manager Nov. 15 and
will be dined before he departs. Sydney Samson of 20th Century-Fox
and Jacob Lavene of the Academy,
president of the Variety Club, are
arranging a stag testimonial dinner for Seed for Monday.
The Barkeretts, Variety Club auxiliary, are sponsoring a carnival
night Saturday. R. Ruth Rappeport of Warners, Mrs. Jacob Lavene, Mrs. Sara Weil of RKO and
Mrs. Edward Siegal are in charge.
Daniel North of Niagara Falls,
N. Y., has taken over the Cazenovia,
South Side community house formerly operated by Louis Isenberg.
Jollen Theater Corp. now is operating the Avondale, North Tonawanda, with Joseph Guzzetta as
manager.
Basil Brothers, operating seven
community theaters here, have resumed their lease of the Falls,
Niagara Falls, renaming it the
State.
A new marquee and lobby changes
are planned for the Academy, Buffalo's oldest theater
They are
the first changes in site.
the exterior
in
more than two decades. The house
dates back to post-Civil War days.

Judge Orders Union Books
Produced in Court Monday

Supreme Court Justice Callahan
yesterday ordered the police department to produce the seized books of
effective cultural mediums, are un- Local 306, Moving Picture Operators' Union, in court Monday, at
qualifiedly good when rightly used.
They instill ideas into the young which time he will rule on whether
people and they affect the ideals of the books shall be returned to the
life of the youth. If our culture and union.
morals were of the best, the movies
Justice Callahan's ruling came afwould reflect them. As it is now
ter a hearing on a show-cause orthey reflect the good and the bad
der obtained by Jos. D. Basson, pressides.— REV. WM. H. NESS, Dean,
ident of Local 306, who maintained
Christ Church Cathedral, New Or- that seizure of the books was illeans.
legal and was paralyzing the activity of the union. The police said
The movies are not making nearly
they had taken the books following
enough money; they should yield a the
tear gas bombing of five BrandJ
third more profit. As for art, we theaters
wanted more time to
shall have better pictures only when look themandover.
Callahan
the producers learn how to attract ordered counsel for Justice
the police to file
all of their potential patrons. — GIL- briefs by Saturday, saying that if
BERT SELDES.
the raid on the Local 306 was illegal, the books would be returned.
I believe movies should have a
broadening sphere in educating us
and that they fulfill their highest NBC to Demonstrate RCA
purpose in giving us clean, lawful
Experimental Television
relaxation. — PIERRE CRABITES,
La. State University Law Faculty.
Demonstration of RCA experimental television by the National
There is no other way in which
the circulation of libraries can be Broadcasting Company will take
so materially increased with less ex- place this afternoon at 2:30 in the
penditure of time, effort and money RCA Building. Current information
as by extending co-operation to on the field experiments, conducted
worthwhile films having connecting jointly by the two companies sine
books.— INA ROBERTS, of Cleve- beginning of last September, will h
land Public Library.
provided
at today's
demonstratioi
by
David Sarnoff
and Lenox
R. Lohr,
presidents respectively of RCA am
MINNEAPOLIS
NBC. The session, which will em
phasize television program buildingg
Jack Schlaifer, New York, west- and accomplishments to date in ac>
ern sales head for United Artists, tual operation of television, will bi
in town looking over the situation. preceded by a luncheon at 12:30
Jack Goldhar of Detroit also here.
A shift in Warner Bros, inside
staff has made Herb Bloss office Eskin Adds Two Viroqua
manager. Art Anderson has been p. m.
Houses to Wis. Circuit
shifted to Des Moines as branch
manager; Eddie MacErlane has been
Viroqua, Wis. — Jacob Eskin, opmade head booker to fill Bloss'
erator of a number of state theshoes; and Joe Beahan, former
aters, has taken over the Vernon
booker for National Screen, has
and Temple theaters here. Former
joined Warners as a booker.
The ordinance to limit theaters house has a seating capacity of 500
in Minneapolis comes up in city and was operated by the Vernon
council next week.
Theater Corp., and latter, with a seating capacity of 700, was conducted
Helen Johnson, formerly of Min- by the
La Crosse Trust Co. with F.
nesota Amusement, now with Eddie
T. Koppelberger as manager.
Ruben's Pantages.
Eddie Ruben has opened new
Tilton at Des Moines
Metro at Red Wing.
Omaha — Elmer Tilton, who with
Bob Branton, nephew of John
Branton, Minnesota Amusement Harry M. Weinberg, recently achead booker, in shipping department
quired Republic-Midwest exchanges
with National Screen Service.
in Omaha and Des Moines, has assumed managership at Des Moines
John Branton, who will marry his
secretary, Dorothy Wiley, Nov. 17, and moved J. E. Judd to Omaha as
will be guest at film stag next week. manager, replacing Bob Ringler,
Joe Floyd, manager of Granada, who goes to Kansas City. Judd has
Sioux Falls, S. D., will come here announced that Don Nelson, who
for Minnesota homecoming.
has been booking, will become office
Pantages is enlarging office head- manager and cashier, Cashier Carolyn Ogilvie resigning. Judd and Nelquarters.
son will divide the booking duties.

Magenheimer

Opens Office

Sale Fights Pneumonia
Fourteen single-reel religious
Kay Magenheimer, formerly ad- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI LI
shorts are being distributed by Garvertising-publicity director for the
Hollywood — Lobar pneumonia derison Film Distributors, Inc., 729 Eighth Week
veloping after he had been stricken
for "Carnival" Brunswick Record and Columbia
Seventh Avenue, for holiday book"Carnival in Flanders" is being Phonograph Companies, has opened
with
the
Charles "Chic" Sale,
ings. Based on stories from the Old held over at the Filmarte
for
the
,
an advertising-publicity office at stage and flu,
screen comedian, was re8th week.
1457 Broadway.
Testament they are non-sectarian.
ported holding his own last night.

. . . HOW MANY TIMES
HAVE YOU BEEN TOLD
HERE'S ANOTHER "MR. DEEDS"!
HERE'S ANOTHER "IT HAPPENED
ONE NIGHT"! HOW OFTEN HAVE
YOU
BEEN
DISAPPOINTED?

CAN

COLUMBIA DO ANOTHER PICTURE COMPARABLE WITH THESE
TWO GREAT SCREEN CLASSICS?

IT

HAS!
see page 19 .

TITLE

TITLE

REVIEWED
AC — Academy
AJA — Ajax
ALL — Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador
Pictures
AMT — American
Tobis
ARC — Arcturus
Pictures
ARN— Tom
Arnold
AT— Atlantic

Aces
and
Adventure

Eights-PUR
..8-8-36
in Manhattan
COL. .10-23-36
Alibi for Murder-COL. .. 10-2-36
AU-American
Chump
MGM. .8-29-36
Alle Tage ist Kein Sonntag
XX.. 7-16-36
Along Came
Love-PAR. . 10-6-36
Alpine
Love-NUO
6-9-36
Ambush
Valley-REL
..10-26-36
Amo
Te Sola-N U
7-22-36
Anna-AM
7-18-36
And Sudden Death-PAR. .6-6-36
Arizona
Raiders,
The
PAR.. 6-30-36
Asi es la Mujer-XX. .. 10-22-36
As You
Like
It-UA
11-6-36

BAV— Bavaria
Film A-G
BEA — Beacon
Productions
BEA — Beaumont Pictures
BER— William
Berke
BES— Best Film Co.
BIP — British International
Pictures
BLI— Samuel
Blitz
BOS — Boston
Films
BUT — Burroughs-Tarzan
CA — Casino Film Exchange
CEL— Celebrity
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport
Distributing
CLY — Colony Pictures
COL — Columbia
CON — Conn
Pictures
COR — Corona
CRE — Crescent
CRI — Criterion
Films
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DEL— Delta
DIV — Diversion
DU— DuWorld
EMP — Empire
Film Distributors
F— 20th Cent.-Fox
FD — First Division
FN— First National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
FRA — Franco-American
Films

August Week-End-CHE.. 7-18-36
Avenging Waters-COL ..7-8-36
Ax Uj Foeldesur-XX ...9-23-36
Back to Nature-F . ...8-14-36
Baratsagos Arcot Kerek
XX.. 10-8-36
Barcarolle-UFA
10-22-36
Below the Deadline-C HE. .6-6-36
Bengal
Tiger- WA
7-7-36
Big Broadcast of 1937,
The-PAR
10-6-36
Big Game, The-RKO. .. .9-29-36
Birobidjan-AM
1 0-8-36
Blackmailer-COL
7-23-36
Border Patrolman, The-F. 6-20-36
Bride Walks
Out, The
RKO.. 7-1-36
Brilliant Marriage-INV. .9-19-36
Bulldog
Edition-REP
.9-18-36
Cain
and
Mabel-WA. .. 10-19-36
Calandria,
La-X X
1 0-13-36
Calvario
de una
Esposa
El-XX.. 9-28-36
Capollo a Tre Punte. II
NU.. 9-30-36
Case
of the Velvet
Claws
WA.. 8-29-36
Cavalcade of the West
DIV.. 10-6-36
Cavalry-SU
10-5-36
Charge
of the Light
Brigade
WA.. 10-20-36
Charlie
Chan
at the Race
Track-F.. 7-14-36
China
Clipper-FN
8-12-36
Ciboulette-XX
9-14-36
Come and Get It-UA. .. 10-29-36
Comin'

Round

the

Mountain
REP. .10-13-36
Counterfeit-COL
6-5-36
Country
Gentlemen
REP.. 10-24-36
Craig's Wife-COL
10-2-36
Crash
Donovan-U
....
8-11-36
Crime
of Dr. Forbes,
The
F. .6-16-36
Crouching
Beast,
The
OLY. .8-22-36
Daniel Boone-RKO
9-22-36
Dark
Hour,
The-CHE. . .8-1-36
Der Kampf-AMK
9-11-36
Der Muede Theodor
XX.. 10-27-36
Devil
Doll, The-MGM
7-7-36
Devil Is a Sissy, The
MGM.. 9-9-36
Devil on Horseback. The
GRA. .9-30-36
Die Fahrt in Die Jugend
XX.. 9-1-36
Dimples-F
. .9-26-36
Dizzy Dames-LIB
7-18-36
Dodsworth-UA
9-19-36
Don't Turn 'Em Loose
RKO
9-24-36
Down
the Stretch
WA. .11-5-36
Down
to the Sea-REP. .6-30-36
Earthworm
Tractors-FN .6-16-36
East
Meets West-GB
9-19-36
Easy
Money-INV
7-11-36
Easy
to Take-PAR
10-20-36
Ein Auto und
Kein
Geld
XX.. 8-11-36
Eine
Frau die Weiss Was
Sie Will-TO
7-20-36

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

TITLE

REVIEWED

Empty
Saddles-U
End of the Trail-COL.

10-17-36
. 10-31-36

Everyman's Law-SU
....7-21-36
Falling in Love-TI
10-19-36
Fiat Voluntas Dei-NU
7-7-36
1 5 Maiden
Lane-F
9-29-36
Final Hour, The-COL ...8-1-36
Follow Your Heart-REP. 8-11-36
Forbidden Heaven-REP. .8-29-36
For Buen
Camino-XX
..7-7-36
Friesennot-XX
10-27-36
Fugitive
Sheriff-COL
..10-20-36
Garden

of

Allah-UA

11-3-36

Gay Desperado, The-U A. . 10-3-36
Gay
Love-MAR
6-10-36
General Died at Dawn
PAR.. 9-3-36
General Spanky-MGM. .10-27-36
Gentleman from
Louisiana,
The-REP
8-15-36
Gesuzza,
La
Sposa
Garabaldina
XX.. 11-4-36
Ghost
Patrol-PUR
9-10-36
Girl

from

Girl

on

Maxim's,
Front

The
HOF.. 9-16-36
Page-U. . .9-19-36

Girls' Dormitory-F
8-29-36
Give Me Your Heart
WAR.. 7-14-36
Glory Trail, The-CRE
7-10-36
Glueckspilze-CA
10-27-36
Go-Get-'Em
Haines
REP.. 10-22-36
Gorgeous Hussy-MGM.. 9-1-36
Go West,
Young
Man
PAR.. 11-6-36
Grand
Jury-RKO
8-1-36
Gypsies-AM
7-30-36
Heart
of the West-PAR. .7-7-36
Hearts
Divided-WA
6-9-36
Heisses
Blut-UFA
9-28-36
Heroes
of the Range
COL. .8-18-36
High
Tension-F
6-16-36
His Brother's Wife-MGM . .8-1-36
Hold That
River-H-C
7-1-36
Hollywood
Boulevard
Hopalong
Cassidy
Returns
PAR. .10-12-36
PAR.. 8-4-36
Hot
Money- WA
7-25-36
Hoy Comienza La Vida
XX.. 6-30-36
I Cover
Chinatown
STE.. 8-25-36
II Serpente
Sonagli
NU.. 8-18-36
I Stand Condemned-UA. .6-9-36
I Was a Captive of Nazi
Germany-MAL
8-4-36
Ich Sehne
Mich
Nach
Dir
XX.. 9-9-36
Idaho
Kid-GRA
8-6-36

FRE— French M. P. Co.
FRO — Carl Froelich
GB — Gaumont-British
GER — Germania
Film
GFS — General Foreign
Films
GLO — Globe Pictures
GRA — Grand
National
GUA — Guaranteed
Pictures
H-C — Hooper-Connell
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film Ex.
HUN— Hunnia
ID— Ideal
IMP — Imperial
Dist.
INV — Invincible
Pictures
KOL— Kolorfilm
KOV— Kovacs Emil & Co.
KRE— S. S. Krellberg
LEN — Lenauer
International
LIB — Liberty
Pictures
MAC— Douglas
MacLean
MAJ — Majestic
Pictures
MAL
—
Malvina
Pictures
MAR— Marcy
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MET — Metropolis
MOS— Mosfilm
MGM — Me tro-Goldwyn- Mayor
MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films
NU — Nuovo
Mondo
OLY — Olympic
Pictures
PAC— Pacific
PAR — Paramount
PER— Peerless
PRI — Principal
TITLE
Incertidumbre-UA

REVIEWED
9-22-36

In His
Steps-GN
9-22-36
Irma,
La
Mala-XX
10-8-36
It Couldn't
Have
Happened
INV.. 9-11-36
Jana, das Maedchen
aus dem
Bochmerwald-TO
6-23-36
Kelly of the Secret
Service-PRI
7-22-36
Kermesse
Heroique-AMT. 9-24->36
Killer At Large-COL. .. 10-27-36
King
of Hockey-WA
11-3-36
King of the Royal Mounted
F.. 9-29-36
La Cieca di Sorrento-NU. .8-4-36
Ladies
in Love-F
10-29-36
Lady
Be Careful-PAR. . 10-10-36
Lady Luck-CHE
9-14-36
Last of the Mohicans, The
UA.. 8-12-36
Last of the Warrens-SU. .7-2-36
Law in Her Hands, The
FN.. 6-5-36
10-22-36
Seville
XX.. 9-24-36
Legion of Terror-COL. . 11-3-36
Legy Jo Mindhalalig
XX.. 10-27-36
Les Amours de Toni-XX . 11-6-36
Letzte Rose-XX
10-12-36
Libeled Lady-MGM
10-7-36
Liebesroman im Hause
La
Le

Paloma-CA
Barbier de

Habsburg-CA
10-13-16
Liebesleute-XX
10-5-36
Lied Geht um die Welt
Ein-XX
9-28-36
Lightnin'
Bill Carson
PUR.. 6-9-36
Lion's Den, The-PUR. . .8-25-36
Longest
Night,
The
MGM.. 9-15-36
Lonely
Trail, The-REP. . 11-3-36
Luci Sommerse-NU
6-23-36
Luckiest
Girl in the World
U. .10-22-36
Madres del Mundo-XX. .8-18-36
Maedchenraeuber-XX ...8-17-36
Magnificent Brute-U ..10-24-36
Malditas Sean La Mujeres
XX.. 8-31-36
Man I Marry, The-U. .. 10-12-36
Man Who
Lived Twice, The
COL. .10-13-36
Mary
of Scotland-RKO. .7-24-36
Mater
Nostra-XX
9-10-36
Meet Nero Wolfe-COL. .7-16-36
Mem
Liebster ist Ein
Jaggermann-XX
9-14-36
Men of the Plains-GRA. .9-29-36
Mine with the Iron Door
Miserables.
Les-FRA COL..
..10-29-36
7-11-36
Missing
Girls-CHE
10-7-36
Mister Cinderella-MGM ..7-11-36
M'Liss-R
KO Puerto
7-8-36
Mujer
del
, La
XX.. 8-25-36

PRO— Projectograph
PUR— Puritan
REG— Regal Pictures
REI— Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld
REL— Reliable
REP— Republic
Pictures
RES— Resolute
RIE— Jack
Rieger

Romance
Rose

the

REVIEWEI
SPE.. 9-22-31
Range

Bowl-P A R

10-1 5-3<

San Francisco-MGM
6-26-36
Satan Met a Lady-WA. .7-23-36
Schlussakkord-XX
9-9-36
XX.. Der
8-25-36
Schuechterne Casanova,

RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
R.MEX—
RO—
Roma Regio-Mex
Films

Sea
Spoilers-U
Second Wife-RKO

ROY — Fanchon
Royer
Rowland-Wanger
SR-W—
— Seiden
SC —
SG—
SL—
SO —

Rides

1 0-24-36
8-14-36

Secret
Agent-GB
Seven
Brave
Men-AM
Seven Sinners-GB
Shadow, The-GLO
Shakedown-COL
She-Devil Island-GN

Scandinavian
S. & G. Films
S.Sopra
& L. Films

SPE — Spectrum

6-13-36
..6-18-36
7-31-36
6-27-36
8-18-36

STA— J. S. Starczewski
STE— William Steiner
SU — Supreme Pictures
SUP — Superior
Films
SYN — Syndicate
Exchange
TAM — Tapernoux-Metropolis
TAP
John S. Tapernoux
Tl
— —Times

Sitting on the Moon
REP.. 9-1 1-36

TO
Trans. Ocean
U — —Universal

Soldaten-Kameraden- XX.. 10-5

Film

Export

UA— United
Artists
UFA— Ufa
UN— United Picture Co.
VIC— Victory
Pictures
WA— Warner
Bros.
WEB— Webb-Ray
WO— World
Pictures
WOH— Herman
Wohl
XX — No distributor set

Son Comes
Sor Juana

Students'
by an
in the

Murder

OLY.. 8-19-36
on the Set-GLO. 8-2 1-36

American

Aristocrat
FN.. 6-13-36
Barn

Wife

PAR.
My
Man
Godfrey-U
News of the U.S.S.R.

.7-21-36
6-16-36

AM..
Nightingale- AM

6-27-36
11-6-36

Nine
Days
a Queen-GB .6-26-36
Nobody's
Fool-U
6-5-36
North
of Nome-COL. .. 10-28-36
Old Hutch-MGM
One
Hundred
Days
of
Napoleon-NU
Oregon Trail, The-REP.
Our Relations-MGM

9-22-36
9-15-36
.6-16-36
7-14-36

SoIsidan-SC

8-31-36

Palm
Springs-PAR
Parole--U

6-20-36
6-9-36

Passaporto Rosso-NU
Patriot,
The-PUR
Pepper-F

....9-3-36
11-6-36
8-8-36

Piccadilly
Jim-MGM
Pigskin
Parade-F
Podoroso Cabellero

8-6~-36
10-20-36
XX..

Polo
Poor

Joe-WA
Little Rich

Poppy-PAR
Porteuse de

Pain,

10-27-36
9-24-36
Girl-F. . .6-6-36
6-9-36

La
LEN..

7-2-36
9-1-36
10-17-36

Postal
Inspector-U
Prescott Kid, The-COL.
President's Mystery,
The
REP. .9-28-36
Prison Shadows-VIC
....7-18-36
Private
Number-F
6-12-36
Public
Put

the

Wife
WA..
Spot-PRI

Racing BIood-CON
Rakoczi Indulo-XX
Ramona-F
Rebellion-CRE
Return of Sophie Lang,

on the Range AC.

PAR.
Riding
Avenger,
The
Ride 'Em,
Cowboy-U

COL. 9-9-36
36 Hours to Kill-F
8-13-36
Thank You, Jeeves-F ...9-17-36
Theodora
Goes
Wild
COL.. 11-5-36
This Is the Land-XX. . .7-11-36
Three
Cheers for Love
PAR.. 6-27-3
Three Married Men-PAR. 9-25-3
Three Mesquiteers, The
REP.. 10-2.
Three of a Kind-INV. . .6-24-3
Ticket to Paradise-REP. 6-25-3
To Mary — With Love-F. .7-21-3
Too
Much
Beef-GRA
6-6-36
Trailin' West-WB
10-17-36
Trapped
by Television
COL. .6-16-36
Traumulus-XX
9-22-36
Trouble
Ahead-TI
Tundra-BUT
Two
Against
the
Two-Fisted

9-23-36
8-25-36
World

GentlemanFN. .7-11-36

COL.. 8-25-36
Two
in a Crowd-U
8-8-36
Underworld Terror-UN
.7-18-36
11-4-36
Under
Your
Spell-F.
Ungdom Av I Dag-Xx! .6-24-36
Vaarab
Pojke-XX
Valiant
Is
the Word for 10-12-36
Carrie-PAR
9-22-36
Wackere
Schustermeister,
We

Der-GER
Who
Are

Walking on
Walzer
Fuer

About

to

7-8-36
Die

Air-RKO
.8-17-36
RKO. .. .10-23-36
Dich,
Ein

XX. .9-28-36
Wanted
Men-HOF
7-8-36
Wedding
..9-24-36
We Went Present-PAR
to College
6-23-36
Weiberregiment-XX MGM..
....9-14-36
West of Nevada-CLY
7-21-36
White
Fang-F
7-9-36
White
Legion,
The

8-13-36
10-22-36
9-16-36
10-10-36
The

GN. .10-17-36
While London Sleeps-ID.
7-18-36
Wild Brian Kent-RKO. 10-22-36
Wildcat Trooper -.AMB. .7-14-36
Winds of the Wasteland

PAR.. 6-18-36
Revolt of the Zombies
Rhythm

The
BIP.. 10-14-36

Suzy-MGM
7-14-36
Swing
Time-RKO
8-26-36
Sworn
Enemy-MGM
7-7-36
Tarzan Escapes-MGM .10-27-36
Texas Rangers, The- PAR. 8-22-36
They
Met
in a Taxi

6-23-36
10-3-36

Enemy's
on

Romance,

REVIEWED

Murder

Paa

XX.. 6-9
7.23,

Stage Struck-FN
8-1 1-36
Star for a Night-F
8-14-36
Straight
from
the PAR..8-14-3J
Shoulder

Murder

My

Home, A-PAR.8-8'
Ines de la Cruz

Spendthrift-PAR

TITLE

Red

8-29-36

Sing,
Baby,
Sing-F
8-4-36
Singing Vagabond, REP..
The
7-23-36
1-36

6-5-36
.7-18-36
10-8-36

DIV.. 7-14-36
Roann
Guns-PUR
7-7-36
Rogues' Tavern, The-PUR. 6-4-36
Romeo and Juliet-MGM. .7-16-36

REP..
7-1 1-36
Without Orders-RKO
...9-25-36
Wives Never Know-P A R. .9-9-36
Woman Rebels. A-RKO. 10-28-36
Women
Are
Trouble
Yellow
Cargo-PAC MGM.. 6-13-36
6-6-36
Yellow
Cruise-FRE
10-30-36
Yours
for the Asking
Yellowstone-U
9-19-36
PAR.. 8-20-38

HOW 00 WE KNOW ?
BECAUSE
at a sneak preview in California
an audience laughed itself silly
and shouted
itself hoarse!

BECAUSE
it has all of the elements— personalites. . . direction . . . production . . .
writing — that make a great picture!

BECAUSE
a lot of people who should know
a helluva lot about pictures are
screaming about its possibilities!
ANOTHER GREAT COLUMBIA PICTURE ARRIVES
see page 21 . . .
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3-STATE UMPTO FILLS
COMMITTEES FOR YEAR

Detroit Tavern Starts Films With 16 mm. Cartoons
Detroit — Marking the first invasion of the local film field by a beer garden, Fisher's
Tavern on Washington Boulevard is offering 16 mm. pictures, largely animated cartoons.
Gabriel S. Coldwater, Detroit fire marshal, made a check up at the reported request of
H. M. Richey, general manager of Allied Theaters of Michigan.

Philadelphia — Committee appointBOSTON
ments for the year of the United
Motion Picture Theater Owners of
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
Harry Asher, formerly of the
New Jersey and Delaware, Inc., are American Film Co. has joined the
announced as follows:
B. G. Film Co., selling premiums.
Grievance — Lewen Pizor. Chas. Segall. Mike
The wife of Phil Berler, E. M.
Lessy, Ben Amsterdam, Norman Lewis, Miton
Rogasner
and Abe Sablosky.
Loew booker, is recovering from an
Posters — Columhus Stamper, chairman;
illness at the Richardson House.
Have Milgram, Abe Rovner, Harry Fried,
Gertrude Rittenberg, secretary to
Henrv Rosinskv. Ben Amsterdam, Jack H.
Greenberg, Herb Elliott. John Bagley and Leo E. M. Loew, is vacationing for a
month at Oakland, Cal.
Sup flies — Ray O'Rourke, chairman; I.
Grace Sullivan, formerly with
Schwartz. Lew Berger, Geo. Naudascher,
Dave Barrist. Wm.
Butler and John Bagley. Novelty Distributors, Inc., has joinPublic Relations — C. Elmer Dietrich, chaired Grand National's staff.
man; Ted Schlanger, vice-chairman; John
Monroe. A. E. Bayer, Lehighton, A. R. Boyd,
Shay's
Theater, Valley Falls,
Frank Gravatt, Frank C. Walker, Scranton. R. I., will reopen in a few weeks.
an 1 E<1 Connolly, Nanticoke.
Bank
Night
is spreading. Entire
Legislative — Ted Schlanger, chairman;
Frank C. Walker, M. H. Egnal, Dave Bar- Cape section of Massachusetts has
Pst, Herman Coane, Chas. Segall and Wm.
been sold, only exception being
His-ner.
Provincetown.
Censor — Jay Emanuel, chairman; J. Luke
Gring, Earle Forte, Jos. Wodock, Geo. Naudascher. Jos. Hebrew and Harry Fried.
Publicity — Dave Barrist, chairman ; Jay
Emanuel, Lou Segall, Dave Shapiro and Geo.
Lessy.
Membership — Ed Jeffries, chairman; Harry
Waxman,
A. Sablosky, Ray O'Rourke and
Norman Lewis.
Fire Marshal — Ed Jeffries, chairman; Allen
Benn, Ray Schwartz, Mike Lessy, Morris
Handle, Jos. Schwartz and Fred Leopold.
Independent Film — Ben Amsterdam, chairman; Jos. Hebrew, John Monroe, Mike Lessy
and Harry Waxman.
Philadelphia Operators — A. Sablosky, chairman; Chas. Segall, Milton Rogasner, Morris
Gerson, Dave Milgram, Dave Barrist, Herbert
Elliott, Mike Lessy, Wm. Butler, Norman
Lewis and Lew Berger.
General Labor — H. D. Cohen chairman.
Lewistown, Pa.: Martin Ellis, Camden, N. J.;
P. Mortimer Lewis, Atlantic City, N. J. :
Herb Effinger Shamokin, Pa.; Oscar Stiefel,
Lock Haven, Pa.; Lew Felt, Norristown, Pa.;
M. Oppenheimer Shenandoah. Pa.; J. Foreman Corbett, Cbambersburg, Pa.; L. Rovner,
Camden, N. J.; Ralph Sobelson, Bangor,
Pa.; Wm. Hissner Lebanon, Pa.; Ed Connolly, Nanticoke, Pa.; Wm. Heenan, Ben
Shindler, Wilmington, Del., and Jack Miller, Bridgeton, N. J.
Alternates— Leo Posel, Ben Fertel and Wm.
Hissner, Lebanon.
Advertising Reels — Dave Shapiro, chairman ; Chas. Segall, Dave Milgram, Ben
Shindler. Fred Leopold, Mike Lessy, Wm.
Butler J. Blumberg and Jack H. Greenberg.
Entertainment — Chas. Goodwin, chairman ;
Ben Fertel vice-chairman; J. Luke Gring,
Sam Hyman, Ray Schwartz, Sam Kantor,
Allen Benn, Harry Fried, Geo. T. Gravenstine, Sid Stanley, Harry Waxman, M.
Rogasner, Lou Segall and Chas. Goldfine.

PITTSBURGH
R. A. McCready has been named
vice-president of the Penn Federation Corp., the name under which
Loew's Penn Theater operates.
Mrs. Joe Feldman, wife of Warner's publicity chief here, is in Allegheny General Hospital recuperating from an operation.
Radio Station WWSW added a
weekly program on Sundays in
which current films are reviewed.
Bill Beck is serving as temporary
manager of the Stanley Theater.
Manager Bill Scott, who underwent
an operation at St. Francis Hospital, is now recuperating at the Mayfair Hotel.
The Muscolino Brothers will open
their new house in Wellsburg,
W. Va., Christmas Day.

DAILV

DETROIT
Jack Moule has been made manager of Tuxedo Theater in Highland
Park, by Wisper and Wetsman Circuit, being transferred from the
Eastown Theater where he was assistant. He succeeds Charles Santer, who is new assistant booker for
the entire circuit.
Leonard Soskin, United Artists
salesman, has returned to the office
following injuries received in an
auto accident.

SOUTH

and WEST

Tad Screen Advertising, Inc.,
newly organized, has established
offices in the Tower Petroleum building at Dallas. The firm is composed
of I. A. Anderson, R. A. Duncan
and W. H. Turpie, formerly with
Alexander Film Co.
A new 600-seat Negro theater is
to be erected at Dallas. It will be
operated by True Thompson, Paul
Thompson, W. R. Loyd and P. E.
Wilson.
Ray Morrow of Malvern, Ark., has
resigned as president of the I. T. O.
of Arkansas, and is succeeded by
L. F. restHaven,
vice-president, of ForCity.

LINCOLN
J. E. Leach, first timer in the
show business, has opened a house
in Adams, Neb.
John Quinn and Ernie Jones, who
had the Pilger, Pilger, Neb., and
the Winside, Winside, Neb., closed
the latter when business slacked off
heavily. Jones is scouting the territory for a new spot.
Jack Riggs, Central City, Neb.,
exhibitor, is getting around after a
critical operation.
The Brady, Brady, Neb., has just
been sold to D. L. Hill, by the former owner, Al Schneider.

OMAHA
Brook Fagin, formerly connected
with the Uptown and Plaza in Kansas City, has been appointed assistant manager of the Paramount.
Oscar Peck has been moved to assistant at the Orpheum.
District Manager E. R. Cummings
of Tri-States announces Don Fuller,
recently replaced as city manager
at Hastings, Neb., by Orville Rennie, has resigned.
Prizes in Tri-States recent boxoffice drive were awarded Ed Forrester, manager of the Capitol at
Grand Island, Neb., L. H. Davidson
of the Sioux City Capitol and C. W.
Peterson of the Sioux City Princess
at
a recenthere.
meeting of Tri-States'
executives
Hazel Anderson, M-G-M booker,
trip.
has returned from a southwestern

Friday, Nov. 6, 1936

NEW CHICAGO HOUSES
WILL COST $450
Chicago — Two new theaters, one
estimated to cost more than $250,0""
and the second expected to repres
here.
an outlay of $200,000, will be ere
Essaness Theaters Corporation
will have the Walton with 1,600
seats at 911-917 Rush Street. Plans
by Newhouse and Bernham, architects, call for a bar, a nursery and
escalators to the mezzanine and balcony. The Walton will cost more
than a quarter million. Frankenstein and Company handled the details for Julius Strauss, owner of
the land, and for the theater comA 1,200 seat theater will be erei
pany.
at Devon and Maplewood Avenue
Sam C. Meyers, operator of the Teatro del Lago near Wilmette. C. W.
and George L. Rapp, architects, say
work on the $200,000 project will
startMay
this1. fall, with completion set
for

The Farnam at Farnam, Neb., has
been sold to Dean Rice by H. H.
CINCINNATI
Brown.
The Woodbine at Woodbine, la.,
has been sold to Charles Shaffer by
Capt. C. E. Davie, owner of
Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Young.
New Lexington, and the Corni:
Corning, O., has taken over
Delyn, at New Straitsville, O. Da
NEW ORLEANS
a recent visitor to film row, si
up
centGrand
for hisNational
chain. product 100
Atlantic Pictures here, distribuWilbur
Finke
of the Family,
tors in Louisiana and Mississippi
ford, has purchased a new plani
for Spectrum's Fred Scott musical
Florence Hermann, Estelle Scl
westerns, has closed a deal with the
ferth and Edna Ossege are leadi
Saenger circuit.
League.
Loew's, Inc., Ladies' Bowli:
A. Harrison, Jr., president of Har- in
col Films, returned from New York,
H.
H. Goldstein, Paramount d;
having completed a deal to set up a
16 mm. exchange which will tie in trict manager was here for a thn
with Joe Oulahat
with his Louisiana and Mississippi day conference
and personnel.
educational film circuit.
Visitors: Charles Albert, Warner
J. B. Jarrell of Columbia, La., is
booker out of Cleveland; Don Reda,
remodeling his Ritz.
Pastime, Vicco, Ky.; Frank King,
Ed Whaley has resigned as salesShea's, Newark, O.; J. L. Hatcher,
man for Grand National here.
Manager Leo Seichsnaydre, George Zenia; Ray Law, Town Hall, LebanMilt Yeoman, Universal home
Hassett and George Nungesser of office on;auditor.
Republic have new autos.

IOWA

SEATTLE

Ben Priteca, Seattle movie house
architect, has been retained for a
$25,000 beautification program of
the Canterbury Building, at Second
The Christmas Shut-In Party, Ave. near Battery, housing the film
held annually by the Des Moines exchanges of Warner Bros., UniUnited Artists, Paramount,
Variety Club, is slated for Nov. 21. Columbia,versal,and
the National Theater
L. M. McKechneay, Tri-States treasurer, is in charge of tickets.
Supply
Co.
Ben Fish, district manager for
20th Century-Fox and GB offices
Artists, has arrived in
have moved to their new location in United
Seattle.
Des Moines.
Paul Schultz, Grand National
salesman, has returned to Seattle
after extended business trip among
OMAHA
theaters east of the mountains.
Neal East is back at his film row
Paramount has appointed G. D. offices after a plane flight to Los
Larson assistant booker here.
Charles Williams, head of M. P. Angeles.
Ted Wilson, exhibitor at LeavenT. 0. A. for Nebraska and western
worth, Wash., has been visitin
Iowa, is still ill.
Seattle's film row.

Lester Rosenthal has succeeded
G. B. Hartley as branch manager
for
office.the Gaumont British Des Moines

ow
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IRENE
DUNNE

THEODORA
GOES WILD
with

MELVYN

DOUGLAS

Thomas Mitchell • Thurston Hall
Rosalind Keith * Spring Byington

1936—37

Screen Play by Sidney Buchman

Directed by Richard Boleslawski
COLUMBIA'S NEXT EXTRA-BIG ONE!
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Making DirecMo-the-Theater-Manager

Survey

T ANSWERS MPTOA TRADE PRACTICE PROPOSALS
ilms'
Use
by Television to Aid Industry
Revenues
Cochrane Outlines Universale
and RCA
Also Seen

RPI

Television No Serious Film Competitor, Roach's View

Cashing in Through
Film Payments
By
FILM

Chicago — Television is not going to assume the role of a serious-minded competitor,
but instead will be used by motion picture theaters as a phase of their programs,
in the opinion of Hal E. Roach, as expressed here Saturday. Roach, now producing
features for M-G-M, believes that events of public interest, such as big football
games, will be televised directly from the field to the theaters. "Radio has certainly
not killed the picture houses," he pointed out. "Neither will television."

EDWARD
HARRISON
DAILY Staff Correspondent

Indications are that American morn picture companies will realize
,st sums from rental or sale of
tst productions for television use,
he Film Daily is advised. It is,
iwever, a certainty that in order to
i so producing companies will have
pay Erpi and RCA additional
ms for permission to televise picWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
res recorded on these systems, beHollywood — Production has im- Radio and five each at Universal,
use RCA and Erpi have specific
servations in their contracts with
proved and 50 pictures are now be- Warner Bros., and M-G-M. Parafore the cameras. 20th Centurymount has four in the making, Ree majors and others against tele- Fox and
Columbia lead with seven
public, three; Walter Wanger, two;
sion use of pictures made with
(Continued on Page 3)
each, while six are in work at RKO
eir apparatus.

Hollywood Production is Stepped Up
As Studios Put 50 Before Cameras

A

major

company executive informed
{Continued on Page 3)

The

THE WEEK

IN REVIEW

Stand in Kuykendall

Letter

President R. H. Cochrane of Universal on Saturday issued a formal
reply to the M.P.T.O.A. trade practice proposals in a letter dispatched
to Ed Kuykendall, head of the exhibitor association.
After conferences with James R.
Grainger, general sales manager,
Cochrane stated that Universal will
grant a 10 per cent cancellation
privilege under certain conditions
and support the local conciliation
boards plan. Court decisions preclude
the company from "becoming a party
to
the use
of a uniform
he
said.
Cochrane
also contract,"
pointed out
that Universal has "not endeavored
to collect (Continued
a score oncharge"
Page 10) in years

SALVAGING OFCODE
WAITS ON ROOSEVELT

ESYLVA TO PRODUCE
ORUNIVERSALREPORT

DOMESTIC

B. G. DeSylva, former 20th Ceniry-Fox producer, is understood to
ive practically completed negotiaons with Universal for production
eight pictures over a two-year
>riod DeSylva produced several
' the Shirley Temple pictures for
)th Century-Fox, including The
ittle Colonel" and "The Littlest
ebel."

By PRESCOTT BENNETT
With Spanish studios closed as reElection Day's results and porFILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
tents gripped attention of filmland
sult of civil war now raging, MexiWashington — Possibilities of salcan film makers are launching recand dominated week's news. In
ord production of features and
wake of Roosevelt landslide, motion
vaging parts of NRA motion picture
picture securities advanced sharply. shorts, cabled The Film Daily's code in some form of a revived National Recovery set-up for industry
Loew's picked up for first time since staff correspondent from Mexico
City. 1936 alone will bring 40 fullThalberg's death. Wall Street at- length
(Continued
on Page 4)
the President's
recomfilms from studios south of depends upon
tributed this rise to anticipated extra dividend company might declare Rio Grande, plus equal number of
at board meeting this month. Para- tabloid reels. Production season of Wilcox Parley Favorable,
mount first preferred rocketed 13 on1936-37
Page 8) expected to find more than

uporini to Distribute
Reliable Films Abroad
Reliable Pictures Corp., through
s attorney and eastern representave, Rudolph Eisenberg, hasandclosed
V.
deal under which Ferdin
(Continued

on Page

3)

Dates for "Horse"

200 estimated Saturday that more
Warners
than 200 play dates will be set on
"Three Men on a Horse" for the Thanksgiving week-end when national release
is set. Home office reports a deluge of
playing time requests from exhibitors
following
preview
showings.

Industry Stocks Bullish . . . Mexican Studios Spurt
By GEORGE

H. MORRIS

FOREIGN

=

Rogers Leaves for Coast

(Continued

Three Circuits Co-operate With MGM
in a Direct-to-the- Manager Canvass
LaGuardia at Conference
Tackles Bombing Problem
Mayor LaGuardia
a "preliminary conferencewillon hold
conditions
in the motion picture theater industry in this(Continued
city" today,
as one phase
on Paije 3)

A direct-to-the-theater-manager
survey, designed to obtain exhibitor
reactions to its pictures, star values,
exploitation and other merchandising policies, is being made by
M-G-M with the cooperation of the
Loew, Warner Bros, and Balaban
& Katz circuits. Questionnaires being
filled out by managers are expected
(Continued on Page 4)

Charles R. Rogers, executive vicepresident of Universal in charge of
production, Twentieth-Centuried on
Saturday back to Universal City.
Mr. Rogers had spent a fortnight
at the home office conferring with
R. H. Cochrane, President, and
Herbert Wilcox, executive producer
(Continued on Page 7)

Oil Booms Aid La. B. O.
Shreveport, La. — Booms in the oil
fields here, especially around the
Rodessa section, are meaning increased
business for film houses in northern
Louisiana. Exhibs' reports indicate it
is the best movie season in years.
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W. ALICOATE

Libeled
Lady
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 2nd
week
The Big Broadcast
of 1937
(Paramount) — 3rd week
The Charge
of the Light Brigade
(Warners) — 2nd week
Ladies in Love (20th Century-Fox) — 2nd week
As You Like It (United Artists)
Legion
of Terror
(Columbia
Pictures) — 2nd week
The Girl on the Front Page ( Universal )
Polo Joe (Warner
Bros.)
Without
Orders
(RKO
Radio)
Under
Your
Spell
(20th
Century-Fox)
(a)
Give Me Your Heart
(Warner Bros, (a-b)

10 Cents
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♦ TWO-A-DAY
Romeo

Warner's

Low
25V4
39'/2
46'/2
414
17y8
178
27%
62y2

♦ FUTURE

18'/8
19
133
137'/2
17
17%
8%
9%
8
8V2
35
35%
43</2
4434
110
111
15%
16'/2
63
64
MARKET
99%
66

101
66

6s39
NEW
YORK
Picts. vtc

98
CURB

97'/2
98
MARKET

Grand
Nat'l
Films..
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

3%
2
23'/2
4%

3%
2
22'/4
43/8

Columbia

(a) Dual

+
+
-f
-f
+
+
+
+
-f
+

+

l/2
'A
%
1'/4
1/4
1 Va
3/8
7/8
13/8
IVi

%

+

3%
.
2 Vi ++
2343/4

FOR RENT
in New York City Theatre located on 6th Avenue
near 34th Street for Burlesque policy only. One
of the best opportunities
for Burlesque business in
New York City. Apply
Jerome Rosenberg, 701
Seventh Avenue, New
York City, 10th floor,
Mayfair Theatre Building, BRyant 9-7500. Percentage or partnership
will be considered.

%

Bill.

(b)

Subsequent

run.

KARL MacDONALD left by plane Saturday
on a business trip which will take him to
Puerto Rico, Trinidad, Venezuela and Cuba. He
will cover almost 7,000 miles before returning
Nov. 25.
JOHN D. CLARK returns to his office today
after a swing through exchanges, with Boston
as the final stop.
HAL ROACH and MRS. ROACH left Chicago
yesterday for the West Coast, following a stopover en route from New York.
for

EDWARD G. ROBINSON sails from England
this side within
10 days.

CHARLES "Chick" LEWIS and MRS. LEWIS
arrive in New York today on S.S. Pennsylvania
which
brings them
from West Coast.
BETTE DAVIS, American screen star who was
restrained from appearing in a British picture
by a ruling on her Warner contract, and LEE
EPHRAIM, producer, arrive from England tomorrow on the Aquitania.
MARC CONNELLY, author; GILBERT MILLER, producer, and MRS. MILLER; PRINCESS
NATALIE PALEY and LEW AYRES, screen players; ALBERT SPALDING, concert violinist; J.
N. ERMOLIEFF, noted stage director, en route
to Hollywood; CLIFFORD C. FISCHER of French
Casino; and M. BERMAN, representative for
M-G-M in Japan, arrive in New York today
on the Normandie.
GERARDO HANSEN of Mex-Art Impulsora
Cinemotagrafice, S.A., producers of "She-Devil
Island," is returning to Mexico City from New
York.
CHARLES R. ROGERS, Universal's executive
vice-president in charge of production, and his
executive secretary, WILLIAM PIERCE, left
New York for the coast Saturday.
CARL LAEMMLE, JR., left for the coast Saturday.
GEORGE TYSON, managing director of the
Harris-Alvin, Pittsburgh, has returned from
New York.
JOSEPH ERMOLIEFF, former French independent producer, arrives today on the Normandie.
He will remain in New York for a few days
before
leaving
for the coast.

Milwaukee — The Board of Es
mate's examining committee has <
the censor board's 1937 budget
quest from $1,550 to $650 afl
Mayor Daniel W. Hoan made a pi
sonal plea to save the commissi
Despite a request that the $6
salary of George Hampel, secreta
of the city motion picture cens
board, be raised to $960 a year, t
entire salary item was cut out
the 1937 budget.

Astor

PICTURES

OPENINGS

Coming and Going

+ 2
+ Vi
+ 1

LANGUAGE

♦

week

week

♦
Filmartc
Cinema
de Paris
Cameo
55th St. Playhouse

♦

Song of China
(Douglas
MacLean) — Nov. 9
Come
and Get It (United
Artists)— Nov. 11
One
Way
Passage
(Warner
Bros.) — Nov.
11
Pigskin
Parade
(20th Century-Fox) — Nov. 13
Go West,
Young Man
(Paramount) — Nov. 18
Garden of Allah
(United Artists)
<c>
The Wedding Present
(Paramount Pictures)
Three
Men
on a Horse
(Warner
Bros.)
The Man
Who
Lived Again
(GB Pictures)
Tarzan
Escapes
( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
Our Relations
(Paramount Pictures)
(c)
Janosik (French M. P. Co.) (c)
The Yellow Cruise
(French M. P. Co.) (c)

Net
Close
Chg.
25</2 +
Vi
40V8 +
%
46% +
Vi
4%
17'/2
178
28y8
63

RUN

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 12th

Capitol
Paramount
Strand
Rivoli
Music
Hail
Globe
Roxy
Criterion
Rialto
Palace
Palace

Le Kermesse Heroique (Carnival in Flanders)
(French) — 7th
Les Miserables
(Franco-American) — 2nd week
Nightingale
(Amkino) — 2nd
week
Les Amours de Toni (French)

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

High
Am. Seat
25Vi
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 41 '/a
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 46S/8
Con.
Fm. Ind
43,4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 17'/2
East. Kodak
179
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
28'/2
Loew's,
Inc
63 '/2
do pfd
Paramount
19
Paramount
1st pfd..l37'/2
Paramount 2nd pfd..
17%
Pathe
Film
9%
RKO
8'/2
20th
Cent.-Fox
.... 35%
20th
Cent.-Fox
pfd. 443A
Univ. Pict. pfd
Ill
Warner
Bros
16'/2
do
pfd
64
NEW
YORK
BOND
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww
101'/2
Par. B'way 3s 55... 66
Par. Picts. 6s 55
RKO 6s41

Juliet

♦ FOREIGN

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK
(QUOTATIONS

and

11
Theater

Milwaukee Censor Budget
Sliced by Board to $6

Little

55th
(c) Follows

current

Carnegie
Rivoli
Criterion
Roxy
Paramount
Music
Hall
Paramount
Strand
Rialto
Capitol
Rialto
Filmarte
St. Playhouse
attraction.

Republic Talent Scout
Gives Pitt Talent 0
Pittsburgh — All the leading
playhouses will be scouted by
Dobson, chief talent scout by
public Pictures, who will spend
eral days' interviewing players
movie possibilities. Among
groups Dobson will visit are the
and Pittsburgh Playhouses,

lc
N
N
se
wi
pi;
Te<
Pi

Players,andthetheMasquers,
"Y" Pla
house
Kilbuck the
Theater.

Keyes on Honyemoon

Springfield, Mass. — Francis |
Keyes of the Paramount Theat
and the former Marjorie S. Roc)
are honeymooning.
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XPECT TELEVISION TO
iWELL FILM REVENUES

ffWOOD PRODUCTION
BEING STEPPED UP

(Continued from Page 1)
lm Daily Saturday that both RCA and
pi have taken the position that no television
hts can be granted at this time because
cannot now be determined what the patent
nation will be when television comes into
;ue. There is a patent-pooling arrangement
the sound recording and reproduction field
1 this may have to be realigned for teleion.
rhis official emphasized that while it was
tually inevitable that the major companies
uld have to pay for the use of television
hts to their pictures and that the compas will be in a much better position for
:vision's advent than they were for sound.
ie made clear, however, that no major
tipany would sell any pictures it had on
shelf before considering the effect on the
nidation of its other pictures. The major
npanies will not do anything to destroy
returns from theaters, their principal
irce of revenue, just as they are not now
ng heavily into the 16 mm. field, he dered.
rhe need for motion pictures by television
npanies will come from the demand for
ry material. Films are the most easily
;vised programs.
rhe revenue that will accrue to motion pice companies from television will also bring
litional sums to writers and composers,
st of whom, in their contracts with the
dios, have reserved television rights. This
certainly true of all copyrighted music used
motion pictures.

Hal Roach, two, and Selznick International, Douglas MacLean and
Principal, one each.
"Quality Street" and "That Girl
From Paris" have been completed
at RKO Radio, while "Justi-° After
Dark" closed at Warner's. "After
the Thin Man," finished at M-G-M.
"Night Key" has started at Universal and "Miss Customs Agent"
and "We the Jury" at RKO Radio.
"On the Avenue" is starting at 20th
Century-Fox, as is "Nancy Steele Is
Missing." Wanger placed "History
Is Made at Night" into production.
Principal
"Secret
before the placed
cameras.
WorkValley"
has just
lumbia.
started on "College Hero" at Co-

(Continued from Page 1)

iGuardia at Conference
Tackles Bombing Problem
(Continued from Page 1)

his agenda for the settlement of
ficulties responsible for the recent
ir-gas bombing in certain houses.
his efforts, he will be assisted by
fact-finding committee which will
nduct a survey and further, will
t as an industrial relations comttee.
The preliminary conference, the
lyor's statement said, will be folved by another, to be attended by
presentatives of "all unions having
m employed in New York City
)tion picture theaters." "I am
tivinced,"
thea Mayor
added, found
"that
sre must be
final solution
lich will be agreeable to all pars connected in any way with the
lustry, and above all, which must
satisfactory to the public."

' DATE

BOOK

lay:
I. T. 0. of Arkansas
convention
a
Little Rock.
1. 10:
Connecticut
M. P. T. 0. luncheon
for Abel
Jacoks,
Henry
Phaneuf,
at the
Hofbrau,
New
Haven,
v. 10:
Allied Theater of Connecticut,
Inc.,
luncheon and meeting, at the Hotel Garde,
v. 10-11:
MPTO
of Nebraska
and Western
Iowa meets at Omaha.
». 27:
Bufalo
Variety
Club
Ball,
Hotel
Statler, Buffalo.
:. 1-2:
State
convention
of
the
Independent Theater Owners
of Ohio, Deshler
Hotel,
Columbus.
:. 7-8:
MPTO.
of
North
and
South
Carolina,
annual
convention,
Charlotte
Hotel, Charlotte,
N. C.
:. 11: Cleveland
Variety
Club's
annual
banquet,
at the Mayfair
Casino.
:. 13:
Philadelphia
Variety
Club
annual
formal
stag
banquet,
Bellevue
Stratford
Hottl. Philadelphia.
c. 14-15:
Oklahoma
MPTO
convention,
Biltmore
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.

•

•

• THE TENTH Anniversary of the New York Paramount theater
starting Wednesday, Nov. 18
will
be the BIG gala event in its career
with Mae West headlining abrilliant stage show, and also starring in the first New
York showing of her latest production, "Go West Young Man."
•
•
• IN ITS highly successful career, the Paramount
has been notable for the brilliant array of stage, screen and
radio celebs who have appeared upon its stage
a host of
stars have also been developed in this theater
including
Bing Crosby, Joe Penner, Helen Kane, Ginger Rogers, Lyda
Roberti and Rudy Vallee
•

•

•

FOR THE past year the Paramount has been remarkably successful with its policy of name bands combined
with the screen program
the orchestras of such celebrated leaders as Eddie Duchin, Glen Gray, Fred Waring and
Guy Lombardo have packed the house to the rafters week after
week
for the Tenth Anniversary show Al Donahue and
his ork will assist Mae West, as well as Jack La Rue and Lyle
Talbot, two of Hollywood's lads who shine as leading men
we cannot close this short highlighting of the Paramount without referring to two of the Unsung Heroes who are in large
measure responsible for its brilliant success in recent years
Managing Director Robert Weitman, and Publicity Director Jack Mclnerney
here is a grand team of working
theatermen second to none in the entire Youessay
a
strong statement
but the record of achievement proves
it
T
T
T
• • • AN AWARD of a 28-week scholarship at the Hilda
Spong School of Dramatics
has been won by Carl Miller, a Music Hall usher
Carl is a native of Indianapolis
and a graduate of Butler University, where he took part in
college dramatics

T
• •
item

▼

T

Luporini to Distribute
Reliable Films Abroad
(Continued from Page 1)

Luporini will handle world distribution of 30 pictures for the company
outside the United States. The group
includes 18 westerns and 12 dramas.
Reliable is giving up its New York
office as a result of the deal with
Luporini.

Musicians-Warners Sign
Pittsburgh — The signing of a twoyear
between the
Unioncontract
and Warners
hereMusicians'
averted
wholesale picketing by the union
and marked the return of stage bills
at the Stanley. The Harris-Alvin
Theater will add stage bills later.
The musicians were granted a raise
in pay scale and a guaranteed 40week season.

•

A LOCAL San Francisco trade mag carried this
"George Whitney, ork leader, Mel Venter, announcer, and Helen Hartzer, accountant, all of KFRC, will wed
within
the month."
well,anit'sorka darn
the bride
is an accountant
with
leadergood
and thing
an announcer
for husbands, she'll have to do some tall figuring

T

T

T

• •
• IT would seem that hardboiled New York is not
as tuff as it appears to be
for when Tom Moore was
flashed on the screen in a supporting role in "Girl on the Front
Page" at the Roxy the other eve, a buzz of comment broke all
around us
"Isn't that Tom
Moore?"
"Glad to
see him back!"
"Doesn't he look fine!"
Yes, and
that guy's got guts. Instead of crying his heart out, he's in
there doing
a job
and fighting
his way
back these
with comments
a smile."
it was
a grand
experience
to hear
wish Tom had been there
it would have repaid
him for a lot
good luck, Tom
just thot you'd like
to know you have a lot of rooters still rooting
•
•
• OUT IN Lincoln, Nebraska
an election bet
was paid by Barney Oldfield, theater ed of the Sunday Journal
and Star
and Film Daily Correspondent
Barney
had to walk on his hands thru the busiest section of the town
at noon Saturday
for a half a block
it was picked
up by a KFAB man for airing, too
Bruce Nicoll, radio
ed of the same rag, stood by to watch and gloat, he being the
winner
if he had lost, he would have had to stroll the
same sector in a barrel and nothing else

«

«

«

»

»

»

NOVEMBER
9
John
Forrest Miljan
Halsey
NOVEMBER

10

Edwin H. Walk
NOVEMBER
Roland YoungII
Raquel Torres
Edwin
Knopf
Pat O'Brien
Dave Weshner
Bruce G. Coleman
NOVEMBER
12
Jack Oakie
Gwen Lee
William
Collier, Sr.
Murray
Roth
Edward

NOVEMBERGertrude
13
Alperson

Nicholas

M. Schenck
NOVEMBERJohn 14Moynihan
O'Brien
Betty Caldwell
Doris Anderson

Eugene

Olmstead

NOVEMBER 15
Lewis Stone
Joseph Patrick Reddy
Grover Jones
Hal Dansen
Samuel Ornitz
Herbert Rawlinson
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CIRCUITS COOPERATE
IN SURVEY BY M-G-M
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SALVAGING OF CODE
WAITS ON ROOSEVELT

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦
(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

to be received at the M-G-M home
office in New York inside of one
month.
The plan was decided upon following recent conferences with Warner
theater executives in Philadelphia,
Washington, Pittsburgh and Cleveland and B. & K. officials in Chicago,
as exclusively reported in The
Film Daily of Oct. 29. Howard
Dietz, director of publicity, advertising and exploitation for M-G-M,
is in charge of the matter, aided by
Billy Ferguson.
Among the questions put to the
theater managers are those covering the following: effect of appearance of picture names on radio programs, box office rating of M-G-M
players, value of billboards, size of
paper, size of ads, value of serials
running in newspapers, double feature policies, footage of trailers and
size of ads suggested in press books.
One suggestion frequently made
at the recent meetings with Warner
and B. & K. meetings was that
M-G-M furnish exhibitors with information concerning coming attractions so as to enable theaters to get
more revealing slants on handling
of these pictures. It was indicated
that second-run house managements
are closely watching performance of
pictures in first-run theaters to determine ways and means of most
effectively handling the productions.

New Connecticut Allied
Will Designate Director
New Haven — The new Allied
States affiliate, Allied Theaters of
Connecticut, Inc. will meet tomorrow at the Hotel Garde. Harry L.
Lavietes will preside. Luncheon precedes. A director to represent the
group on the National Allied Board
will be elected.

"She-Devil" to Fortune

First Division Exchanges Inc. has
turned "She-Devil Island" over to
Al Friedlander's Fortune Agency for
special handling, and further distribution, sales and exhibition for both
foreign and domestic territories will
be under Friedlander's exclusive
supervision.

Reissue "One Way Passage"

Warners will reissue "One Way
Passage," made four years ago with
Kay Francis and William Powell as
leads. Release is set for Dec. 12,
but it will open at the New Criterion here next Saturday for a prerelease showing.

U.A. Reports Just "Gossip"

Reports as to United Artists production plans, on the West Coast,
were dubbed "without basis in fact"
by Dr. A. H. Giannini, prior to his
departure Saturday for Hollywood.

Sweden Likes "Adverse"

Stockholm — Warner Bros.' "Anthony Adverse" opened Monday at
the Roedakvarn Theater here to acclaim by the press and public, with
the local papers devoting front page
articles to the feature. The theater announces that the film will run
for weeks.

New India Film Company

// Duce Loans Soldiers
Rome — Ten thousand soldiers and
1,000 horses have been loaned by
the War Department for use in the
propaganda production of "Scipione
Africano" now in work at Rome's
new film colony, Cinelandia.

Italy Wants Mina Home

Lucknow, India — The Classical
Cinetone Corporation has been incorporated here with an authorized
capital of Rs. 2,500,000.

Rome — Mina Home, American
soprano, has been requested by
Carlo Roncoroni to come over next
spring to appear in a screen-opera
version of "Carmen", to be filmed in
the new Cinema City.

4,000-Seat Para, at Bradford

Medical Films in Russia

Bradford, Eng. — A paramount
theater seating 4,000 will be erected
here on the Kirkgate Market site.
A news theater and a restaurant
will be included in the new building.

mendation to Congress, following his
study of the report of NRA historypolicy now being written by the
Committee for Industrial Analysis,
it was said here today.
The report being made following
an executive order will be completed and submitted to the Chief
Executive before Congress convenes
in January. It is believed here, that
the report will feature an exhaustive
summary of trade practice problems
as well as NRA administration and
labor policies.
No New Dealer will comment officially on prospect of constitutional
amendment to embody old NRA
principles. Major George Berry, last
Blue Eagle head, is in Tennessee.
Donald Richberg, recovering from
appendicitis at his Washington
home, declined comment.

Moscow — Motion pictures are to
be used in Soviet Russia for the
treatment of mental and nervous
disorders. The films will be made
at a special studio being constructed
Psychiatric Hos- DeHavilland's P.A. Off
Fear Foreign Cinema Control at thepitalYakovenko
here where Professor SukhareLondon — The General Council at bsy claims very good results have
After Protest by Unions
a recent meeting here agreed to ad- been obtained by the film treatment
dress a resolution to the Govern- of certain nervous disorders. The
Olivia de Havilland, star of the
ment urging it to take steps to pre- Film Committee appointed by the
Bros, picture "The Charge
Warner
vent further acquisition of control Commissar of Health has already
Brigade," failed to make
Light
the
of
of British picture theaters by for- approved plans for the production a scheduled personal
appearance last
eign interest, now or in the future. of 102 short medical films.
Friday night at the Strand Theater
following a protest made to her by
Cleveland Interests Plan
Cut-Rate Balcony Prices
Local 802, a musicians' union, and
the Amer. Federation of Actors
$100,000 House in Akron
Ended by Erie Agreement
in a theater pickagainst appearing
eted by union members.
Erie, Pa. — Local theater operaAkron, O. — Construction of a new
tors, in a recent meeting, decided to
theater to cost $100,000 is under
Singer In Five Iowa Spots
consideration here. Zoning of a por- curtail cut-rate balcony prices which
Chicago — Mort Singer circuit is
tion of West Market Street to per- have been prevailing here for years
Iowa
mit the building of the new deluxe and eliminate the 15c evening ad- now managing theaters in five City,
mission. The agreement has been cities — Des Moines, Sioux
movie house has been brought to
reached
by
both
the
independents
the attention of the City council.
Dubuque, Marshalltown and Cedar
The block is already zoned for re- and Warners. Among theaters op- Rapids. Morgan Ames is general
erating with new price scales are
tail business but a narrow strip is
er of the Iowa circuit. The
still needed for the site has never the Warner, Strand and the newly- manag
announces appointoffice
been given a zone status by coun- opened Columbia, operated by War- Singerment of N.
B. Smith as manager of
ner
Brothers,
and
the
Colonial
and
cil. J. W. Short, of the Standard
y at New Orthe reopened Libert
Mortgage Company, said Cleveland Palace.
formerly assistant
was
He
leans.
interests would build the theater.
Ormanager of the New Orleans
Horwitz Spending $40,000

Spectrum Distribution Deal

on Cuyahoga Falls House

pheum.

FRA Has Only One Film

Oklahoma City — Atlantic Pictures
Time," credited to
Falls, O. — Remodeling
e Upon
has acquired the distribution rights of Cuyahoga
in the a Film Daily of Noy
FRA
the Falls theater here has been the"Onc
to Spectrum Pictures series of musnt film, *KAs
ical westerns for Atlanta, Charlotte started by the owner M. B. Hor- 5, is not a governme
limited
far being
witz of Cleveland who announces ap- film activities thus That
and South and North Carolina terBroke the
Plow
"The
to
proximately
$40,000
will
be
spent
ritories, the deal being put over by
John Cosentino for Spectrum, J. U. on enlarging and modernizing the
the theater audiMcCormick for Atlanta, and Watt house. Extending
torium will allow 300 more seats
L. Parker of Amity exchange.
Call Exchange Mgrs. Parley
bringing the total to 1,000. The
front of the house is to be rebuilt
Plain
New s."Haven — Local exchange managers have been invited to attend a
and interior redecorated and new apmeeting tomorrow at the Hofbrau.
H. B. Watts at Wheeling
pointments added.
meeting has not
The purpo
led.of the
been
revease
Wheeling, W. Va. — Harry B.
Watts, former manager of the PalHoltrey In Indianapolis
"Flesh" in Connecticut
ace Theater in Worcester, Mass.,
Indianapolis — George Holtrey,
was appointed city manager of the formerly with the Central AmuseNew Haven — "Flesh" is making its
West Virginia Theatrical Enterpriment Company, Ft. Wayne, has been
ance in this sector. New Major
ses which operate five houses here. named manager of the Hollywood appear
Bowes unit goes into the Palace,
The appointment was made by Nick Theater, reopened by Harry Mar- Hartford, on Friday, while NTG s
Dipson, president of the firm.
show is booked into the Paramount
kun, circuit operator.
here Dec. 4.

~h 06*1

. . . who is she ?

She's a girl with a terrific screen personality, lots

I

of what the beauty ads call allure. And she's
just the girl to put over Paramount's thudding,
thundering big-time romance of the Malay jungle
'THE JUNGLE

PRINCESS" and make it an even

bigger grosser than "King of the Jungle". . .
Gentlemen . . . here's DOROTHY LAMOUR.
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INDIANA ASSOCIATE?]
AGAIN ELECTS BA!R
Indianapolis — R. R. Bair was reelected president of the Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana at a
meeting of the board of directors.
Harry Markun was elected vicepresident and Frank Sanders was reelected treasurer. Mrs. Helen Keeler
was renamed secretary.
Five regional vice-presidents
elected include: Bruce Kixmiller,
Bicknel, southern; Maurice Rubin,
Michigan City, northern; William
Connors, Marion, eastern; Mannie
Marcus, Ft. Wayne, north eastern
and Harry Vonderschmitt, Greencastle, western region.

Wilcox Parley Favorable,
Rogers Leaves for Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

of Herbert Wilcox Productions, looking towards closer cooperation between the British and American studios of the Universal affiliation.
"Negotiations are progressing so
favorably" said a "U" statement,
"that Mr. Rogers feels justified in
returning to his production duties at
Universal City."
While in New York, Mr. Rogers
saw 12 plays, interviewed a number
of stage players and took back with
him a number of books and plays for
discussion with his individual producers. He is accompanied by William Pierce, his executive secretary,
and the author of two forthcoming
Universal productions.

"Bank Night" Is Resumed
By Warners in Derby, Conn.
New Haven — Warners reinstituted
"Bank Night" at the Commodore
Hull, Derby, last week, the first
instance since the Warner home
office issued instructions to discontinue Bank Night in September. Resumption of the plan in other theaters is expected.

Film Men at NBC Dinner
Film executives will attend the
10th anniversary dinner of NBC tonight at the Waldorf-Astoria.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
TfU PRESS
A6ENT

During his four years in pictures,
Alan Dineheart estimates that he's been
punched in the face at least 150 times.
— M-G-M.

DAILY

«« Short Subject Reviews ««
"Birds In Love"
(Scrappy Cartoon)
Color Rhapsody
Lively
Columbia

7 mins.

The story in color of two little
lovebirds and the trouble when the
villain vacuum cleaner salesman invades their home while hubby is
away. He returns in time to welcome his sweetie from the unwelcome attentions of the stranger.
The neighbors misunderstand the
presence of the stranger in the home
while hubby is absent, and start a
scandal. But the heroic work of
the hubby straightens everything
out. Produced by Charles Mintz.

with a trip to a studio, where the
different stars are seen engaged in
their daily work. About twenty
studio celebs are presented.

"Treasures of Australia's Mines"
World Wide Wonders
10 mins.
Well-Compiled
Reel traces advances in mining
on this great island continent from
day when Patrick Hannan first discovered gold until the present day
when Australia is in van of world
producers of coal, ores and precious
metals. Gold fields are shown, and
operations all the way from prospecting to processing metals and
rolling and stamping money. Silver, lead and zinc mining are also
"The Golden Fleece"
shown. The mining, too, of coal and
World Wide Wonders
8 mins. iron ore is on display and, of course,
Unusual
the great blast furnaces converting
Type of reel that is bound to click the ore into steel. A well compiled
with audiences. It is well-paced and subject.
its contents well chosen. A brief
but comprehensive peep into Aus"Donald and Pluto"
tralian wool production from the
(Mickey Mouse)
raising of sheep until their coats are
9 mins.
sheared and finally shipped to all United Artists
Swell Gags
parts of the world. Especially inA series of very funny and clever
triguing are the shots of the sheep
being bathed and later stripped of gags are built around a magnet,
their fleece. Fine photography both which is part of the tool equipment
from point of clarity and composi- of Donald Duck who plays the role
tion pervade the footage. It shows of a plumber. As he goes to work
how sheep are counted, herded, on the water pipe in the house,
cared for. The climax is the wool Pluto the Pup gets tangled with the
auction that is unusual and amus- magnet which attracts the dog's
ing.
metal eating plate. Then the fun
begins and continues to the finish
as Pluto tries to rescue his plate
"Three Blind Mouseketeers"
and gets into all sorts of side-split(Silly Symphony)
ting mixups with the magnet. He
United Artists
8 mins. finally swallows it, and the magnet
Lively Adventure
still goes on working from the inThe Three Blind Mice start out
side, with disastrous results to Pluto
for their night's adventure, but do who is kept busy dodging all sorts
not know that the terrible Captain of metal things, including table cutCat has placed all sorts of cunning
lery and big carving knives zoomtraps to catch them. Each in turn
ing at him.
walks toward the bait in different
traps, but by clever work they get
the cheese bait and miss getting
"Mickey's Elephant"
(Mickey Mouse)
caught. But Captain Cat is awak- United Artists
9 mins.
ened finally as they revel in the banquet of cheese on the dining room
Very Original
table. At the finish the villain
The action in this is carried on
thinks he has three victims all bot- between Pluto the Pup and Bobo, a
tled up in a shell game, with a new pet Mickey has acquired in the
mouse under each shell. But they form of a baby elephant. The latfool him by some clever team work,
ter tries to be friendly and play with
and the Cat is finally vanquished Pluto, who finds his new pal has
by an army of mice that the Three some upsetting ideas about what fun
Mouseketeers summon to their aid. is. Then the Green Devil inside
A very lively adventure.
every pup jumps out and whispers
to Pluto that this new pal is going
to take Pluto's place in Mickey's
Screen Snapshots
home, and to get rid of him. The
(Series 16— No. 2)
Green Devil furnishes a can of red
Columbia
9 mins. pepper for the purpose. The young
Good Variety
elephant Bobo sniffs the red pepper
inside, and then sneezes everything
Opens with views of Hollywood's
"Little Mexico" on Olvera Street in in sight into splinters, including
Los Angeles. Several Hollywood Pluto's kennel. So Pluto finishes the
celebrities are encountered shopping Green Devil with one swipe of his
among the quaint street stalls. Then paw. This is one of the most orintimate glimpses are given of the
iginal of the Mickey Mouse current
homes of various stars, including series, and very laughable with the
Frances Dee and Joel McCrea, Ed- antics of the two animals who do
ward Horton, Anna Sten.
Finishes not understand each other.

TWO MAJOR PROBLEMS
FACED BY TELEVISION
Two major problems, one of broadcasting range and the other of merchandising, "face the commercial
adoption of television," according to
"The Fitch Stock Summary."
Following is the article:
"For one, experiments thus far
have failed to increase the range of
television broadcasting to the extent desired. Two recent trials in
New York and Philadelphia have
been successful to the extent of 50
to 90 miles, but for longer distances
results have not been satisfactory.
This would, therefore, seem to make
television a local broadcasting undertaking if applied commercially.
The second problem is one of merchandising. While many companies
have perfected television receiving
sets, transmission up to the present
seems to be virtually dominated by
Radio Corporation and the National
Broadcasting Company. There is a
possibility that television sets will
)e offered the public in the Metropolitan area in the near future. A
primetion ofhindrance
is the determinacosts of broadcasts
as well
as charges to be made for such.
Radio Corporation should be in the
van of any favorable development
and offers speculative promise on
that basis."

Exhibitor-Legislators
To be Given Luncheon

New Haven — Connecticut MPTO
will tender Abel Jacocks and Henry
Phaneuf, new exhibitor members of
the State Legislature, a luncheon at
the Hofbrau tomorrow. Jacocks runs
the Capitol, East Haven and Phaneuf, the Jodoin, Baltic. Irving
Jacocks, President of the organization, will preside at the luncheon.

Yvonne

Brulatour Weds

Secretly married in Harrison a
week ago, Harry Charles Mills and
his bride, the former Mrs. Yvonne
Brulatour Kelly, are honeymooning
in Bermuda. Mrs. Mills is the daughter of Jules E. Brulatour, widely
known in film and theater circles,
and the late Mrs. Clara Isabel Brulatour.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
There are some 2,500 picture theaters in Spain, 40 of which are in
Madrid,

six being
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A "JUttU" torn Udtywood "Ms
By RALPH WILK
A COMPLETE technical staff has
been assigned to the first Joe
E. Brown comedy to be released
under the RKO Radio banner. David
L. Loew, who is the producer, has
installed Robert Harris as associate
producer, Harry Beaumont will direct, Al Raboch is production manager, and William Goi'don, casting
director. In the scenario department
are found Richard Macaulay, H. W.
Hanemann, and Harry Clark. John
Ducasse Schulze is planing the sets,
while George Robinson is behind the
Shooting starts today.
camera.
▼
T
T
Kenvon Nicholson and Casey
writers in Paramount's
Robinson,
o department, are working
scenari
on the screen play of "Fly By
Hatch
Night," original story byd Eric
which is to be produce as a Bing
Crosby starring picture following
completion of Bing's "Waikiki Wedding."
T
▼
▼
Jack Benny is planning to take a
vacation of several weeks as soon
as he completes work in Pai*amount's "College Holiday," in which
he shares stellar honors with George
Burns and Gracie Allen. Benny
first will go to Palm Springs to rid
himself of a cold which incapacitated him for work a week ago

Zukor's "Queen Elizabeth"
To be Reissued for Fete

Myrna LoyWest
to Have
"Last ofof THE
Mrs.FILM
Cheyney"
Coast Bureau
DAILY Title Role
Hollywood — Lawrence
Weingarten
will produce
"The
Last
M-G-M
with Myrna
Loy in the feminine
lead.
The Frederick
adapted for the screen by Monckton Hoffe and Leon Gordon.

of Mrs.
Lonsdale

Cheyney"
for
play will be

and then will go to New York, re- has completed
outdoor musical "Timberesque,"
filmed in Spanish,
maining there until recalled to Hol- French and English. Barry Norton,
lywood to start work in his next
starring film, scheduled to go into Vyola Von, Enrique de Rosas, Paul
Mont, Harold Nelproduction in February. Benny will Ellis,son areChristina
in the cast.
continue his Sunday evening radio
broadcasts while in Manhattan.
Bert Hall, one time chief of the
air service of the Nationalist Chinese Government at Canton, has
been signed by 20th Century-Fox as
technical advisor for Shirley Temtion. ple's "Stowaway," now in produc▼
▼
T

Fredrik Vogeding and Arthur
Loft, have been added to the roster
for the Charles Quigley-Rosalind
Keith production, "A Slug for Cleopatra," which Columbia is now
shooting, under the direction of
David Selman.

Paramount is discussing another
"The Captain's Kid," newest pic- one picture deal with W. P. Lipsture featuring Sybil Jason, First
comb, British playwright-scenarist,
National's child star, will be re- who is now on the last lap of the
leased next Saturday, as will Warner's "California Mail." Dick Foran, script for Arthur Hornblow's production, "National Velvet." Lipsthe "Singing Cowboy," is the star
comb plans an extended vacation in
of the latter, with Linda Perry play- New York
unless Paramount wins
ing the feminine lead.
him over to remaining.
v
v
v
After a 67-day shooting schedule
Columbia
has
signed
Dorothy
at Lake Arrowhead, King Guidice,
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program of 14 features at cost of some
$5,000,000 and intentions of hooking up with

DOMESTIC

Short, Josephine McKim and Joy
Kandall for roles in "Help Wanted,
Female" earlier dubbed "Safari in
Paradise," in which Jean Arthur
stars.
▼
v
v
Jack Holt's latest starring vehicle entitled "North of Nome," will
be ready for nationwide release Saturday. Evelyn Venable plays opposite the star, with John Miljan and
Roger Imhof in feature roles. William Nigh directed.
Booth Tarkington's immortal story
of
"Penrod
Sam,"Billyis
nowboyhood,
being cut
and and
edited.
Mauch plays Penrod with Harry
Watson as Sam. The picture was
directed by William McGann.

i

Warner's "King of Hockey" will
be nationally released on Dec. 19.
Cast includes Dick Purcell and Anne
Nagel in the leading roles. Noel
Smith directed.

William Powell and Rosalind Russell will co-star in M-G-M's "The
Emperor's Candlesticks," the stor
by Baroness Orczy which will be
adapted to the screen by Herman
Mankiewicz. John W. Considine is
producer.

Stage Shows in Milwaukee

Milwaukee — Flesh is staging
revival here with Dave Apollon and
his revue now at Fox's Palace theater and the "Folies de Paree" slated
to
follow Friday.
J. Weisfeldt's
Riverside
had beenE.the
only house

Universal on distribution. Huddles ensued
Prints of the film "Queen Eliza(Continued from Page 1)
with "U" chieftains R. H. Cochrane and
beth," the industry's first feature
J.
Cheever Cowdin, who met him at pier. . . .
points,
common
1%
and
second
prelength picture, released in 1912 and
ferred 2%,— bringing all three is- Gradwell Sears, Warner-First National gen- playing vaudeville here for the past
which marked Adolph Zukor's bow
eral sales manager, bulletined news of comsues to new highs for year. Eastas a major figure in the film busipleted reorganization of company's branch office many months.
man Kodak added 4%, while War- personnel.
Bob Mochrie heads Eastern and
ness 25 years ago, will be made
ner
Bros,
established
1936
high
by
Canadian
sales; Herbert Ochs to corresponding
available to exhibitors throughout
London cables said that well-informed film
for south and west; Charles Rich to New
the world for the celebration of the marching up l1/*. Spurts in other job
York exchange managership; Harry Seed to circles in Britain feel that all is clear sailing
film stocks also reflected firm con- top
for
John Maxwell to assume control of GB,
of Pittsburgh branch; Ray Smith gets
Paramount head's Silver Jubilee
fidence in future.
Buffalo, and Norman Ayers, Albany. . . . and any legal interference from possible conCelebration which will take place
*
*
*
testing sources will be to no avail. This
Monogram's president, W. Ray Johnston, in- was Tuesday's news, and . . .
beginning in January, Neil F. AgArriving last Monday from England, two
formed filmdom his company is creating own
* * *
new, vice president in charge of little words spoken by Sidney R. Kent, 20th producing organization to make its entire proCentury-Fox board chairman, wrote finis to
gram of 26 pictures. Production to start next
On Wednesday wireless dispatches indicated
Paramount sales, announced Satur- one
of the biggest projected deals in film March and franchise deals all set by followday.
the spirit within GB when its directors rechistory, that between his company and GB.
ing December. . . . B. O. gains 20 per cent
ommended an appropriation of a million dol"Old and New" shows, comparing Said Kent: "Definitely
more than in 1936, Detroit houses estimate.
off." *
*
*
lars "special reserve" to meet "any contin. . . 20th Century-Fox nets $4,451,851 in 39
the progress of the industry 25 years
gency which may arise with respect to film
Universal Corp., successor to Universal Pic- weeks. . . . As result of M. P. T. O. A. production and distribution." GB's board
ago with such productions of today
tures Corp., began simplifying its corporate trade practice program, cancellation privileges chairman, Mark Ostrer, also issued a militant
as the Gladys Swarthout-Fred Mac- structure by undertaking dissolution of 15 ranging from 10 to 20 per cent are under- statement in conection with company's annual
stood to be granted by national distributors. meeting, pointing to economic wisdom of insubsidiaries,
including three of major proporMurray, "Champagne Waltz," the
tions,— Universal Productions, Inc., Universal . . . Conferences began between Will H.
tensively invading foreign markets with wellFrank Lloyd production, "Maid of Pictures
Corp., and Motion Pictures Export Hays, industry leaders and broadcasting offi- made British films.
Salem," starring Claudette Colbert, Corp. Operations will be consolidated with
* * *
cials aimed at solving mutual problems, incompany.
cluding appearances of film stars on radio
the Cecil B. DeMille production, "The those of parent *
* *
From Toronto flashed word that Canadian
programs.
.
.
.
Plainsman," starring Gary Cooper
Performance Rights Society has filed music
Carl Lesserman's hat and coat were again
and Jean Arthur, amid other Para- hung
price schedule with Dominion government,
up Monday with Warner Bros, who FOREIGN
mount Jubilee releases are planned. made made
this tariff being for a theater license coverhim assistant general sales mana(Continued from Page 1)
ing operations at any time during the year.
ger. He had resigned only a few days pre"Queen Elizabeth" will also be
Annual fee charged on seating capacity is
viously as general sales manager for Grand 100
screened by Mr. Zukor at a Studio
Spanish
language
attractions as follows: 1,600 seats and over 15 cents
from Mexican studios, not including per seat per annum; 801 to 1,599 seats, 12
celebration in Hollywood on Jan. 7. National.
* * *
cents per seat per annum; 800 seats and
shorts scheduled.
*
*
*

Pitts. Columnist to Studios

Pittsburgh — Aleen Wetstein,
Press columnist, is leaving for Hollywood by plane tomorrow night to
write her daily column from the
movie studios. She will remain on
the West Coast for a couple of
months.

Leaders of Allied States were reported
working on plans for introducing into various
state legislatures bills seeking to compel producer-distributors todivorce theater holdings.
Plan sprouted at Clevsland convention last
spring. A war chest is being organized to
finance move.

*

*

*

Salient happenings also included, — Disembarking from the Queen Mary, English Producer Herbert Wilcox
announced
a 1936-37

Ambitious to turn out pictures comparable
to Hollywood's best, leading British companies have constructed ultra-modern studios
embodying latest developments in production
facilities, with frequent guidance from American studio-builders. Outstanding among new
plants are those of Amalgamated and Alexander Korda at Denham, and the British &
Dominion
project at Iver Heath, Bucks, neat
London.

under operating three days or less per week,
5 cents per week per annum. Copyright
appeal board, arranged for under recent legislation, will meet in December to consider
these rates.

*

*

*

Stockholm — The Swedish Filmindustry Co.,
country's
producers,
annualreported
statement for leading
fiscal year
recently inended
net profit of 881,000 kroner against 695,000
kroner for preceding year. . . .

*
N
A
IR
who produced "Mr. Deeds" and "It Happened One Night"

Theodora
'
:
:
*
*
&
*tt

Goes Wild is a
fine human comedy . . . .
Boleslawski has done an excellent job of direction/"
This is the first of many comments by Hollywood's
great about Columbia's
new romantic
comedy

IRENE
THEODORA

in

.*. MELVYN
Thomas Mitchell
Rosalind Keith

DUNNE
GOES WILD

DOUGLAS
•

• Thurston Hall
Spring Byington

Screen play by Sidney Buchman • Directed by Richard Boleslawski
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"IT ANSWERS MPTOA
ON TRADE PRACTICES
{Continued from Page 11

and will not attempt to do so and
also stated that his company does
not force shorts, as previously explained. Universal, says Cochrane,
will "welcome any feasible method
of dealing" with preferred playing
time "which will be satisfactory to
exhibitors and will, at the same time,
assure Universal of its fair share."
Following is the Cochrane letter:
"Mr. Grainger and I have carefully considered the proposals put forth by the board
of directors and the executive committee of
the M. P. T. O. A. as outlined in your genera! bulletin and are now prepared to state to
you Universale reaction to these proposals
with the intention of giving you our utmost
cooperation.
"I shall deal with the proposals as numbered
by you in the bulletin.
"i. Universal is willing to continue its policy of allowing any exhibitor who has contracted for Universal's entire program the
privilege of cancelling ten per cent of the
pictures so contracted for, provided that the
exhibitor has performed his exhibition contract up to the time that he desires to avail
himself of the right to cancel. We are willing to waive the provision that cancellation
is limited to pictures renting for less than
$250.00 and we are also willing to modify
the provision requiring notice of cancellation
within 14 days of release date. However,
with respect to this feature you will appreciate that some time must be fixed within
which our exchanges must be notified of cancellation and we would suggest that notice
be given within ten days after notice of
availability is mailed to the exhibitor. We
will also have to work out a provision so that
the exhibitor will not be permitted to exercise
the right of cancellation as to too many pictures in the early part of his contract.
"As to subdivision B of this proposal, we
of course cannot increase the cancellation privilege to more than ten per cent as a general
policy. Situations where an exhibitor cannot
reasonably be asked to play more than 90
per cent of our product are now adequately
dealt with through the medium of selective
contracts.
"2. We are in complete sympathy with your
proposal to establish conciliation boards provided that satisfactory machinery shall be
set up and in this connection we suggest that
provision should be made limiting the matters which may be brought before such boards
so that the members of the industry who are
generous enough to give of their time and energy to the administration of such boards
will not find themselves in the position of devoting more time to the hearing of petty disputes than they have available for the management of their own business.
"3. With respect to clearance, Universal
has never granted and never will grant to any
exhibitor clearance which is known to us to
be unreasonable. We note your suggestion
that there should be established a uniform
maximum clearance and we can see certain
advantages in such a plan but we regretfully advise you that in our opinion the
decisions of the Federal courts in actions
brought by exhibitors have made our adherence to any plan for uniform clearance improper.
"4. With respect to your suggestions regarding over-buying of pictures, we feel that
this is a matter which can be cured not by
distributors but by exhibitors. This company never knows at the time it contracts
with an exhibitor for our product whether
or not the exhibitor is over-buying. We do
not consult with our competitors as to how
much, if any, product they may have sold
any particular exhibitor. It is our policy
to license our product in each situation to
our customer upon terms which will result
in the maximum benefit to him and to the
company as a whole and we cannot subscribe
to any plan which would affect this policy.
We note that under this heading you have
included an objection to double features. Everybody knows that Universal has taken a
definite stand against restrictions on double
features. We have no quarrel with distributors who desire to provide in their exhibition
contracts »hat their pictures may not be double
featured
bjt Universal
will not adopt any
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Words and Wisdom

""THE song maker has proven his
worth to the motion picture industry and it is up to it to encourage and stimulate his great talents
operation. William Curry, formerly
Macon, Mo. — A new Glen W. Dickby giving him a continued vote of
inson Theater has opened here, with a Pittsburgh manager for the cir- confidence. — L. WOLFE
GILBERT
Frank Whittam, manager.
cuit,
is
manager.
Warner's
Columbia here is operating full time, with
Some day somebody is coming out
Marshalltown, la. — J. V. Dostal is Cool personally in charge.
with a new formula to hit the fan
the new skipper of the Capitol Thefield and over night there'll be a
ater.
Smethport, Pa.— The Star Thea- flock
of dead fan magazines, a flock
ter is being entirely remodeled by of antiquated writers howling that
Madison, Conn. — The Bonoff The- W. E. Anderson. Additional seats
ater has introduced Screeno on a will be installed.
the industry
did 'em dirt. — MURPHY McHENRY.
six-weeks' trial.
Pittsburgh — Walter Woznack was
New Haven — George Weber heads
Go barefoot until you're 18 if you
the new Metro checker organization. promoted to the managership of want to dance. If I had my way
girl would be allowed to wear
Warner's Regal Theater in Wilkins- no
Ripley, W. Va.— The Ripley The- burg, succeeding Bill Clark who was shoes until she was 12, anyway, and
ater Co. acquired the local Ripley moved into the chain's booking de- if she really wants to dance (in
films or on the stage) 18 is the limit
partment in the Clark Building.
Theater from Mrs. A. J. Rosee, vet—BUSBY BERKELEY.
eran operator.
Pittsburgh— The Film Row buildMonessen, Pa. — Andy Askounes,
ing housing the Republic Pictures
Men are not trained in cartoon
who is associated with Mike Manos Exchange will be entirely remodeled
for graduation into feature
in the operation of the New Manos starting this month. Grand Na- work
fields. They are
in a field
and Star theaters here, returned
tional leased the second floor and which keeps them trained
permanently,
from Greece where he spent a four- will move from its present head- they add to the brain power thatandis
month vacation.
quarters in the Monarch Exchange
sole source
of TERRY.
the cartoon's
offices as soon as the space becomes the
strength.—
PAUL H.
available.
Dunbar, W. Va.— W. E. Blake has
transferred the Dunbar Theater to
C. F. Deans.
Manor, Pa. — J. H. Brennan has
acquired the Manor Theater here
Lincoln
, Neb. —Adds
Another segment
St. Albans, W. Va.— O. B. Pierce from
Mrs. Rose Beretta.
Cushman
of vaudevil
of the Main Street Theater returned
le time was "Time"
picked up by
from the West Coast and is back
Wilbur Cushman, the mid-west cirHolidayscove, W. Va. — Steve
on the job.
cuit operator, when he gathered
Manas, operator of two theaters in
several dates on the Wilmer & Vinthis
community,
announced
plans
for
Parkersburg, W. Va.— C. B. Hall,
cent circuit in Pennsylvania. First
operator of the Virginia Theater the erection of a new theater here, date is Nov. 9, and at the
Capitol,
starting early next
here, left for Florida on his annual construction
month.
Reading. He's already in on the
vacation.
Comerford-Publix circuit in the
same state.
Blair Station, Pa. — John StamNew Haven — Sam Meadow, owner
of the State Theater building in inger, independent exhibitor, acquired the Park Theater interests
New Haven, and its former operaMPTO Drive for Members
from H. W. Schaeffer, who goes
tor, will resume operation after Jan. here
to Claridge, Pa.
Pittsburgh— The MPTO of W. Pa.
1. Morris and Sam Hadelman, lessees until that time, have decided
a drive for new memImperial, Neb. — The Kiva theater has opened
to close on Dec. 4. The Hadelmans
bers among the independent exhibihas
been
sold
by
E.
C.
Dettman
to
run the Capitol, Bridgeport.
tors in and around this territory.
L. M. Teller, who owns the opposi- Secretary Fred Herrington states
tion
theater,
the
Star.
Teller
also
Sharon, Pa. — L. B. Cool, Warners
association's financial concity manager, has extended the Lib- owns several houses in small towns that the
dition is the best in its history.
erty Theater from week-end to daily around Imperial.
such restriction as a national policy.
gestion that a short form contract be used.
We are in favor of doing everything that is
"5. This deals entirely with exhibitors.
Needless to say, we are in complete sympathy
possible to simplify and shorten our exhibition contract but we consider it vitally neces
with anything you can accomplish toward
eliminating the practices referred to in this sary that any contract which an exhibitoi
paragraph but here again we suggest that signs shall contain the entire agreement between the parties and we are not in favor of
this is a matter that must be handled by exhibitors rather than by distributors.
deluding an exhibitor into the belief that he
"6. As to non-theatrical exhibitions of mo- is getting a short and simple contract by
tion pictures produced by us for amusement
handing him for his signature a short conpurposes, this company never licenses a pictract which incorporates by reference a conture to a non-theatrical account where there
tract which is much longer than the one which
is any real possibility of unfair competition he is now signing.
with one of its customers.
"8. Referring to your proposal for the elim"7. With respect to your proposal in favor
ination of the score charges, you are, of
of a uniform exhibition contract, we can see
course,
aware that Universal for years has not
advantages that might accrue to the industry endeavored
to collect a score charge and we
from the use of such a form but we believe
that the decision of the United States Su- assure you that we will not attempt to do so
preme Court and decisions of other courts in the future.
have precluded us from becoming a party to
"9. With respect to your proposal relating
the use of a uniform contract.
to preferred playing time, we will welcome
any
feasible method of dealing with this sub"Some years ago I spent a few of the
ject which will be satisfactory to exhibitors
toughest weeks of my life as a member of a
committee composed of exhibitors and dis- and will at the same time assure Universal of
tributors in an effort to work out a uniform its fair share of the exhibitors preferred playing time.
contract. After a lot of argument we reached
a unanimous verdict in the form of what we
"10. Regarding the forcing of shorts with
thought was a perfect uniform contract. In features, Universal has never indulged in this
other words, a document which was com- practice and I have so stated many times in
pletely satisfactory to exhibitors and distribu- the past.
tors as well as to producers. Some time
"I believe this letter will show you our
later the whole job was tossed out of the desire and intention to cooperate with you to
window by the court, and ever since then I the very limit, but if I have not made myself
have been gun-shy on the subject of uniform perfectly clear, let me know, and I shall be
contracts.
glad to clarify any matter which you wish
"In this connection we refer to your sugto discuss."

Unique Mich. Souvenir

Detroit — Allied Theaters of Michigan presented members with a
unique annual report and convention program, in the form of a cover
with signatures of over 500 exhibitors, or practically everyone in
Michigan film field.

Buchhier Now Manos D. M.
Greensburg, Pa. — Bernard Buchhiet has been named district manager of the Manos Theatrical Enterprises which operate an indeterritory. pendent circuit of theaters in this

New Pick-Up Service
Pittsburgh — Walter C. Thomas
organized the Acme Distributing
Company here, offering a pick-up
delivery service for theaters in
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
The plan has been approved by the
National Screen Service.

1 PICTURES EVERYWHERE
BOOKED
LOEW THEATRES
FOX THEATRES
BUTTERFIELD THEATRES
CEHTRAL STATES THEATRES
DICKINSON THEATRES
LOWE THEATRES
FABIAN THEATRES
DENT THEATRES
HINES THEATRES
COMERFORD THEATRES
GREAT STATES THEATRES
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What exhibitors Say
U JUST couldn't get along without the
Film Daily or the Year Book. It's an asset
that I can hardly express to you in words
the value of."
Thomas H. Goldberg
Walbrook & Harford Theater
Baltimore, Md.

if HE Film Daily Year Book is an invaluable source of information and I would not
be without it." W. G. Van Schmus.
Radio City Music Hall
New York, New York.
•

U CONSIDER your work in publishing
the Film Daily Year Book very necessary
and most commendable. Your Year Book
is a necessity to executives and a testimonial to the industry."

if HE Film Daily Year Book arrived several days ago and we cannot speak too
highly in its praise. We look to it for information almost daily and have yet to discover
it lacking in any important matter. In fact,
we consider it the Industry Bible.
Joseph H. Brennan
Allied Theaters of Massachusetts.
Boston, Mass.

ii DO not think an exhibitor anywhere
can do without the Film Daily Year Book for
complete information, from a telephone
number to the location of all branches of
the industry. It is a masterpiece."
Marcus A. Benn
Benn Theaters
Philadelphia, Pa.

Mitchell Wolfson
Wometco Theaters Inc.
Miami, Florida.
•

ll HE Film Daily Year Book is a splendid
guide, and contains valuable information
that will help materially throughout the
year.
Ed Euykendall
President
Motion Picture Theater
Owners of America.

Cfi

11 T is the bible of the industry the Film
Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures. This
book is invaluable to us in the operation of
our business and we do not know what we
would do without it."
Paul H. Meloy
Meloy Theaters
Shelbyville, Indiana.

1937 Year Book of Motion Pictures Now in Preparation OUT IN JANUARY

—JXW
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Young Dialogue Director
On the New Profession
'"THERE is a new profession
opening up in Hollywood.
It's dialogue directing. The
title is really a misnomer — we
should be called "rehearsal directors" because our jobs is to
see that players in the motion
picture to which we are assigned know their lines and deliver
them properly. This takes a
load off the shoulders of the
director, shortens the periods
of lost time between various
scenes, and reduces the number
of "takes" of each scene.
There have been dialogue
directors ever since talking
pictures came into being. But
the dialogue directors of 1928
was usually an ex-stage director
who could never realize that he
wasn't boss and that he had to
answer to the director. They
soon passed out of the picture
taking their high salaries and
their egotism with them.

DENVER
Eddie Loy, salesman for Fox, has
taken out a building permit for a
$5,000 house.
Two salesmen have been added to
the Denver staff of United Artists:
Charles Kemp, recently office manager in Chicago, and Art Huot, who
was exchange manager here for Educational afew years ago.
Lon Fidler is in Montana on a
business trip. Fidler is manager
for Grand National here and in Salt
Lake City.
J. T. Sheffield, holder of the Republic franchise in Denver and several other Western cities, has returned to his Seattle headquarters
after spending several months in
Denver.
Seen on the row doing business
was Fred Curtis of Thermopolis,
Wyoming.
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Mariner have
a new baby boy. He is office manager for United Artists.

CHICAGO
J. Aaron Jones, Sr., head of Jones,
Linick and Schafer circuit, and his
wife will spend the winter months
in California.
Bill Bruder and Roy Holstein are
the opposing candidates for president of the Balaban and Katz Employes Association.
The new Will Rogers theater for
which C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp, are
architects is the first all-concrete
built theater in this territory. Passchen Brothers are the builders.
The Anderson circuit has leased
the Arcade theater at St. Charles,
111. from Lester Norris. George
O'Brien, formerly manager of the
Miller theater at Woodstock, will
manager the Arcade.
Essaness circuit has stepped up
the release date of their Broadway
Strand and the Joy theaters on the
west side.

13
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TIMELY

The dialogue director of today is, in general, a young and
I hope — unassuming man with
a good education and theatrical
background who knows his job
and its relation to others working in motion pictures.
His greatest value is to train
the younger players — the up
and coming general which, at
Paramount, includes Robert
Cummings, Larry Crabbe,
Eleanore Whitney, Olympe
Bradna, Frances Farmer, Shirley Ross, Marsha Hunt, John
Howard and Dorothy Lamour.
We find that these younger
players don't time their speeches
properly. They try to act, but
fail to stop, always, to think
of the character they are portraying. An actor must imagine
a character and play that character definitely, instead of being one person in one scene and
another person in another.
Hollywood, to illustrate this,
used to chuckle at Emil Jannings because when he started

NEW

INTEREST

playing a role in a picture he
actually became the man he
portrayed. If, for instance, he
was to play an old, broken down
man, he was an old, broken
down man, night and day, for
the full course of the picture.
His feet dragged and his shoulders bent. He had a vacant
stare in his eyes. Perhaps he
went a little too far — but he
did understand his character
and gave some of the finest portrayals in the history of motion
pictures.
So, our job is to make the
young players act like human
beings on the screen and to
make them act only to learn
but properly to deliver their
lines. I have just finished "Rose
Bowl." During the making of
this production Larry Crabbe
and Lydia Westman would be
working in a scene on occasion.
While they were waiting for the
cameras to start I was busy
with Tom Brown, Eleanore
Whitney and Benny Baker, go-

€€

ing over their lines with them,
pointing these lines with proper
emphasis after receiving instructions from director, Charles
Barton.
Naturally after many rehearsals they require fewer
"takes" and, in face of terrific
production
costs, this means a
definite saving.
So far, Warners have gone
in very heavily for dialogue
directors, finding that their
work aids in speeding up the
process of picture - making.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer uses a
few, as does 20th Century-Fox.
The ultimate object of any
dialogue director, I believe, is
to become a full-fledged director.
The background necessary for
qualification for the job is one
of the stage. I was raised in
Indianapolis and by the time
I reached high school and college I was acting in amateur
them.
—William
plays,
managing
and Russell,
directing
Paramount Dialogue Director.

ORLEANS

Twentieth Century-Fox will occupy new quarters in 1937, according to report, being ready to share
part of the new building being
erected for National Screen Service
and American Display.
0. O. Ott is building a new house
in Kentwood, La., to share business
with his Atherton there.
Southern Amusement Company is
remodeling the Jefferson at Lafayette at a cost of $30,000. The house,
dark lately,
third
there. will make the circuit's
At RKO here R. E. Helms, treasurer's representative, is on official
business while Clarence Moldon, exchange ad sales head is back on
the job after 13 weeks' illness. The
exchange employees threw a birthday party for Mary Carbo at the
hospital recently. Miss Carbo, who
is seriously ill, had been an inspectress for 11 years.

SAN FRANCISCO
Stewart Kline, poster chief, at
Columbia, now in Harry Bostall's
place, with Jim Daly taking Kline's
job. Hazel Veree, to L. A. Columbia
exchange, with Mary Norris at the
billing desk in place of Alice Jones,
who leaves
homa
offices. for company's OaklaPat Patterson, of the California
Theater, Coalinga, in town, as was
Mike Kassis, of the Cascade, Redding, Bruno Vecharrelli, manager of
the Sebastopol, and Fred Naify of
the Senator Chico.
Jack Tillman, of Columbia, home
again from a successful deer-hunting trip.
As Sam Levin comes home from
Los Angeles, Mr. and Mrs. Max
Morris, of Western Poster, travel
down that way for a brief stay.
Gordon Allen, of Screeno, now located on Golden Gate ave. next to
Walter Preddy's.

ONE HOUSE RESEATED
••THE OTHER DID NOT
There is no hooey about harmoniously de-
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COMFORT
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MPTOA SEES OTHER TRADE CONCESSIONS COMING
Fair Trade Practices Will be Sought for Film Industry
a

faint So

//

. . a retort courteous
By CHESTER B. BAHN

=

k|OT infrequently the appearance on the
^ sound-screen of a story with a newsaper background or in which newspaperlen are characters is the signal for an
ditorial or critical outcry, " Taint so!"
Meaning that there is misrepresentation
i the development of the background or
ven "libel" in the depiction of the reorters and editors. And, in high dungeon,
orgetting that romantic license is the
inertia's birthright, the press spokesmen
roceed to preach a sermon for Hollywood's
enefit.

— • —

T is exceedingly doubtful, however, if
cinematic misrepresentation of the Fourth
'state in its palmiest days ever approached
i recent "retort courteous" by one of the
najor news services which, reporting the
onviction of three Soviet film men on
harges of "frittering away State money
or the production of movies," began the
able dispatch, "Three executives who
went Hollywood' in Russia were sentenced
o labor camps today" and then went on to
;ay that their associates in the film com>any embraced a murderer, thieves, emezzlers and Trotskyists.

— • —
HAT particular cable appeared in newspapers throughout the United States;
in New York, it was accorded top of the
:olumn position on page one of The Times,
ihe situation reversed, the press would be
united in its denunciation of the libel.
And, it follows, with justice.

THE press, of course, is given to justifying
its, shall we say "colorful," treatment
it motion picture matters by citing the
deep public, and hence reader, interest in
anything that pertains to Hollywood. That
interest is cheerfully conceded. Yet it
seems that there is something more than
ordinary coloration in the writing in of
"went Hollywood" in the Soviet cable.
Speaking of the press' ready admission
that there is a lively reader appreciation
of Hollywood news, one wonders why,
then, film departments are restricted to
inches while those with lesser reader audiences are alloted columns.

Broadening of Federal Trade
Commission's
Avenue Scope is
Establishment of fair trade practices for the film as well as other
industries through broadening of
the scope of the Federal Trade Commission will be sought by the National Council for Industrial Progress, The Film Daily was authoritatively informed yesterday.
Motion picture companies, both
major and independent, are being invited to attend a meeting
of the

"Deeds"

Nears 7th

Portland, Ore. —
Town" will start
the Blue Mouse
Sobottka's
after print. house

Month

"Mr. Deeds Goes to
its seventh month at
here Saturday. Herb
has worn out print

Attitude
of
"
ation "Elated
Organiz
Exhib.Over
Universal

Expressing
itself as in
"elated"
over
action
of Universal
accepting
"most of the proposals presented by
the M.P.T.O.A. executive committee
to remove abuses and prevent injustices in the
trade practices,"
the
M.P.T.O.A.
yesterday
stated that
"we have definite assurance that
the other distributors will shortly
announce on their own behalf similar modifications of sales policies
Net
profit
of
$24,687.22,
after
pro{Continued on Page 4)
practices."on Page
The 4)statement
viding for Federal income taxes, for and sales (Continued
the 30 weeks' period ended Sept. 26,
last, yesterday was reported by
Pathe Film Corp. and subsidiaries.
Profit from its laboratory operations amounted to $92,950.81, says
the statement, and income from film
rentals is figured at $619,334.65.
With writing off of various losses
Sidney R. Kent and John D. expected to be completed by Jan. 1,
End multiple unionism in the loClark, president and general sales Wall Street opinion is that the final
cal movie industry was the instrucmanager, respectively, of 20th Cen- quarter report will show a more subtions given yesterday by Mayor La
tury-Fox, today will confer on the
stantial improvement.
Guardia
to his newly-appointed thecompany's reply to the trade pracater board of survey following a
tices proposals made by the M. P.
conference at City Hall with Samuel
(.Continued on Page 4)
Hays Sailed Without Plans
O. Lewisohn, Howard S. Cullman
For Audience With Pius XI and Wm. Collins, the members of
English Syndicate Buys
the board of survey; George E.
Thalberg Loew Holdings
Replying to a report that Will H. Browne, president of the I.A.T.S.E.,
Hays, who sailed from New York Jos. D. Basson, president of Local
(Continued on Page 4)
Paying a price reported at $2,000,- Saturday on the Conte di Savoia,
000, an English syndicate has ac- might call at the Vatican at Rome
quired 35,000 shares of Loew's for an unofficial audience with Pope Harold B. Franklin Quits
owned by the estate of Irving Thal- Pius, a spokesman for the producerberg. Mervin Ash & Co. represented distributor association yesterday exColumbia Pictures Post
(Continued on Page 12)
the Thalberg estate in the deal.
Harold B. Franklin, who has been
on the production staff of Columbia
Pictures Corporation during the
past year, announces his resignation effective on Nov. 20. Mr. Franklin is now en route to N :w York

$24,687, PATHE'S NET
FOR 39 WEEKS' PERIOD

KENT-CLARK HUDDLING
ON TRADE PRACTICES

MAYOR ASKS END OF
MULTIPLE UNIONISM

New U. S. Playing Time High Mark
Forecast for English Films by Weeks
Zanuck Quitting Report

English-made product will establish a new record for playing time

Dubbed "Silly" by Kent in America during the current sea-

son based on the estimate that GB
"This is probably one of the sil- will sell approximately 3,000 acliest stories circulated in an induscounts, according to George W.
try which is unduly given to the
Weeks, general sales manager of
distribution of false rumors," re- the company. GB was sold to about
marked Sidney R. Kent, 20th Cen(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 4)

(ConlUiued on Page

"Get It" Does In 2 Spots
Samuel Goldwyn's "Come and Get It,"
smashed opening day b.o. records at the
Liberty, Seattle, and the United Artists,
Portland, the first two spots to play
the United Artists release, the home
office was advised by wire yesterday.
row.
Film opens at the Rivoli here tomor-
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Jed Harris may be associated with
Carl Laemmle, Jr. in the production
of plays on Broadway. John J. Wildberg, counsel for young Laemmle,
admitted yesterday that Laemmle,
Jr. and Harris had been talking and
said that he would know more about
Laemmle's plans following his return from a coast trip on which he
departs Thursday. Laemmle, Jr.
plans to transfer to the screen all
suitable plays he produces.

Local 306, operators' union, yesterday filed suit in Supreme Court
for $500,000 damages against Police
Commissioner Lewis J. Valentine,
Lieut Jas. A. Pike, head of the
Bomb Squad, and a number of other
police officers as an outgrowth of
the police raid on the union offices
and seizure of the union's books following the theater bombings two
weeks ago. Supreme Court Justice
Isidor Wasservogel yesterday orbooks. dered the return of the union's
The suit against the police charges
U. S. Supreme Court Rules
that the illegal raid and the seizure
Unanimously Against Fox of the books paralyzed the business
of the Union and brought it into
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
disrepute. At the union offices it
Washington — The U. S. Supreme was said yesterday that the 37 men
Court yesterday affirmed an order and 7 girls seized by the police during the raid and held incommunicado
of the U. S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York im- for several hours would also bring
individual actions against the poposing a $235,082 judgment against lice.
William Fox and directing his imprisonment until he paid that
amount or submitted to examination. The ruling was unanimous. Four Amusement Stocks
Fox had been held in contempt for
Advance to New Highs
refusing to obey a subpoena to appear before the tribunal for examination of assets. The judgment was
Paramount's first preferred moved
in favor of a creditor, the Capital up a half point yesterday to again
touch a new high, this time of 138.
Company, a California corporation.
Other Paramount issues, however,
showed fractional declines.
Warners preferred benefited by a
half
point advance to 64%, also for
"U";
Signs
Sylva
De To
ce With
Four Annually a new high, while the common
Produ
dropped as much. Twentieth Century-Fox common and preferred adR. H. Cochrane, president of Univanced fractionally to year highs
versal, yesterday signed a long term
contract with Buddy De Sylva who of 36% and 45 V2, respectively.
will produce four pictures annually
for "U". That the contract was Gov. Earle to Seek End
pending was first revealed in The
Film Daily yesterday.
Of Pa. Amusement Levy
Mr. De Sylva will spend a fortnight in New York consulting with
Pittsburgh — Governor George H.
Cochrane and J. R. Grainger, gen- Earle announced that he will fight
eral manager of distribution for
Universal. The pact calls for him to kill the state's amusement tax
during the coming legislature sesto
sion which opens in Harrisburg in
1st.report at Universal City on Dec.
January. The so-called "nuisance
One of the films which Charles R. tax"
is paid by the theater goer and
Rogers has in mind for Mr. De represents a 10 percent levy on all
admissions.
Sylva to produce is "Hippodrome".

Coming

SHOW-

FANCHON ROYER
from
Hollywood.

has arrived in New

HERBERT LAZARUS, Paramount
back in New York from Chicago.

MAN'S

REMINDER
Advertise

your

holiday prices and

time of feature's starting even though
you usually do not do this.

York

attorney, is

HARRY L. ROYSTER, of Paramount, is back
in New York from a tour of Eastern keys.
CHARLES R. ROGERS, Executive Vice-President
of Universal in charge of production, and
his executive secretary, WILLIAM PIERCE, will
arrive back at Universal City tomorrow.

JOHN D. CLARK, 20th Century-Fox general
manager of distribution, and WILLIAM C.
GEHRING, leader of the Kent drive, returned
yesterday
after a tour of all the exchanges.
en

JEFF LAZARUS, Paramount story editor, is
route to New York from Hollywood.
HERBERT MUNDIN is due in New York

this week from the
visit.
LEO G. CARROLL,
last week for re-takes
has returned to New

coast for a two

week's

who flew to Los Angeles
on "Captains Courageous,"
York to resume rehearsals

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND, who has been
vacationing in New York for thast 10 days,
leaves for the Coast this afternoon by plane.

"Prelude
to Exile."
WILMA FRANCIS, who is visiting her parents
in New Orleans, is planning early return to
Hollywood, where she is slated to have a role
in a forthcoming
Paramount
release.

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN
from the Coast.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS,
Northwest, returns to New

is New

York-bound

Educational's business is 25 per
cent ahead of last year at this time,
said E. W. Hammons, president, in
New York yesterday. He stated that
the past week's income represented
the company's biggest week in three
and one-half years.

Reliable to Produce 25
Films; 10 to be Westerns
Reliable Pictures plans to produce
between 20 and 25 pictures next
season, including 10 westerns and
about 15 dramas, latter embracing
several exploitation pictures, it is
learned. B. B. Ray and Harry Webb
are the prime movers in Reliable,
which will have its New York office
at 565 Fifth Avenue.

Midcity Theaters Formed
to Take Over Chi. Circuit
With John Balaban as president,
reorganization of Marks Brothers'
Theaters, Chicago circuit, has been
formally effectuated through formation of Midcity Theaters, Inc. The
circuit operates the Granada, Marbro and Broadway Strand. New
securities resulting from the reorganization are now available. Balaban & Katz is operating the houses.

Fidelity Distributors Duo
Coming to U. S. For Films
London (By Cable) — Frank Dormand and Stanley Allen of Fidelity
Distributors will arrive in New York
next Monday on the Queen Mary to
purchase films to distribute in the
United Kingdom and also arrange
for American distribution of English product.

Harry Lotz, U. A. Branch
Head in Chicago, Expires
Chicago — Harry Lotz, branch
manager for United Artists here,
died suddenly Sunday.

and Going

EDWARD ALPERSON, who is at the Coast,
returns to New York in two weeks.

EDUCATIONAL BIZ
UP BY 25 PER CENT

TWA SLASHES FARES
Air Travel By TWA
Cheaper Than On
Limited Trains
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast to coast.

Non-stop
York

between
New
and Chicago

of

who is now in the
York late this week.

NOW 3 TWA OFFICES:
1503 Broadway
70 East 42nd St.
Air Travel
Desk, Penn.
Station
Telephone:
MCrray
Hill 6-1640
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MPTOA SEES FURTHER
CONCESSIONS COMING

TO ASK FOR FAIR TRADE
PRACTICES FOR FILMS

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1 )

council at Washington early next
month, John Gregg Paine, chairman
of its management group, said yesterday in New York. That this step
was contemplated was exclusively
indicated in The Film Daily of last
Saturday.
Paine has delayed until later in
the week a trip to Washington to
confer with William Green, head of |
the labor group, on plans for the
coming council meeting.

Kent and Clark Huddling
on Trade Practices Reply

say that R. H. Cochrane and James
R. Grainger "are to be highly commended for their fairness and initiaT

Clark estimated that 20th CenturyFox business during the current S.
R. Kent Drive will be approximately 25 per cent improved over Kent
drive income of last year.
Grosses throughout the country
are "very good," Clark stated, and
said that big attractions are getting
more money than they have during
the past few years. Program pictures of some companies are doing
better then they have been, he declared.

▼

{Continued

from
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306, and Harry and William Brandt,
representing the I.T.O.A.
On learning that two members of
the board of survey must leave town
next week to attend a convention,
the Mayor asked them to have a plan
for terminating the multiple unionready by Monday. The Mayor
termed existing conditions in the independent theaters were a "disgrace
to the < ■
The Mayor said the committee
could summon witnesses and that
• who refused to reply ^o questions would be brought before Commissioner of Accounts Blanshard
and charged with contempt.

John

Ready Wit Bar to Disorder
Sin Francisco — Presence of mind on
the part of Jay Brower. orchestra leader
at the 2.800-seat Golden Gate Theater,
11 credited with preventing disorder
when smoke from a rubbish pile, enterins; ventilators, poured in, causing a
hysterical woman to shriek and th
audience to start for exits. Brower
called from the stage. "Don't go away,
folks, a pork chop caught on fire at
the cafe next door " Exit march ended
abruptly amid laughter.

T

T

T

T

• •
• ECHOES
OF the birthday celebration of Mickey
Mouse in foreign parts
the U. A. general manager in
Australia, Cecil Marks, writes that three weeks before the
birthday every available print on Disney subjects was booked
so it was necessary to run a special trade paper ad
advising exhibs that no more bookings could be arranged
Curtis Melnitz, publicity director in Paris, tied up with the
French Line, which presented Mickey with a permanent life
pass to travel in the Normandie
Paul T. Lee, the U. A.
manager in Batavia, Java, turned the annual Film Ball at the
Hotel der Nederlander into a Mickey Mouse birthday stunt
General Manager Guy P. Morgan in Argentina engineered two national tie-ups, one with the big newspaper
"Critica," and the other with the Radio Belgrano which offered
$2,000 in prizes to listeners-in on a stunt
In Great Britain
the newspapers and fan mags were sewed up in quantities by
Manager Murray Silverstone and publicity director Edmund
Quarry so all in all Mickey had a swell birthday abroad
and this is only mentioning a few of the high spots
T

Barrymore Weds

Yuma, Ariz. — John Barrymore and
Elaine Barrie were married
here
day.

T

• •
• DOWN
IN Colombia, South America
writes
Maurice Silverstein, the Metro representative
the country
is decidedly pro-Roosevelt, and the Colombians were so interested in the election, that their short-wave radios took all the
biz away from the theaters on election nite
and the citizens
celebrated with fiestas all over the city of Bogota
T

1)

T

• •
• IT JUST goes to show what happens to a guy
when he keeps writing copy for those romantic pictures
he comes to believing the stuff himself
and what happens ?
he gets hooked, of course
so it becomes our
duty to notify you that Paul Radin, Republic copy-writer
takes the fatal leap with Gertrude Frankel, a local beauty
tomorrow they leave on Thursday for a honeymoon in
Bermuda

LaGuardia Seeks End
of Multiple Unionism

T

• • • THE FOURTH and final week of the recordbreaking engagement of "The Big Broadcast of 1937" starts
today at the New York Paramount in setting a new attendance record for the first three weeks of its run, this pix
played to an attendance of 439,000
which is exactly 12,000
more persons than had witnessed any previous picture at the
"The Big Broadcast"
a similar period
Paramount
is
the 481st during
picture to have played the Paramount and
the third to play four consecutive weeks at this spot since it
the others were "I'm No Angel"
opened ten years ago
and "Poppy"

{Continued from Page 1 )

T. O. A. An announcement of the
company's view in the matter will
be made immediately, it is expected.
Returning to New York yesterday following
of
exchanges
and aa six
visitweeks'
to thetour
coast,

T

T

▼

• • • LOOKS AS if the wife of Dave Barrett, well known
trade journalist of St. Louis, and correspondent for Film Daily,
may Ket a new automobile for Xmas
because of the ability
of Dave to calculate election trends
the Missus sent in
Dave's guess in the Studebaker contest
a lead for Roosevelt of 9,086,623 and believe it or not, Barrett doped out
the results largely from the Literary Digest poll, for he found
things in their figures that others missed ...»
Tullio
( arminati who soon returns to England to do more pix for
Herbert Wilcox yesterday played host to Anna Neagle and
Wilcox at the Warwick Hotel Glimpsed among celebs attending were Florence Britton, Ward Morehouse, Bob Garland,
.lack Alicoate, Radie Harris.
«

«

«

»

»

»

"The inexcusable separate score charge is
on its way out," declares the exhibitor association, which also states that "we think
the local boards of conciliation are the only
possible solution at this time, and under present conditions, for some of our most dif"A short,
simple and understandable form
ficult problems."
tive."
of exhibition
contract is badly needed," the
statement
continues.
In part, the
bulletin
"A minimum
unconditional
cancellationsays:
is necessary
in group
buying so that the exhibitor can reject the
occasional picture after it is bought and released but before it is actually booked. We
have never had such a cancellation except
for the big exhibitor who can bargain for a
selective contract and the irresponsibles who
jump their contracts regularly. This will be
a great advantage to the reputable but small
country town and neighborhood exhibitor and
is really something new for them. It should
not be abused but should be used with discretion and good

faith."

Harold B. Franklin Quits
Columbia Pictures Post
(Continued from Page

1)

for a short visit, and upon his return to the west coast will resume
his activity in the industry.
Mr. Franklin formerly was a
prominent figure in exhibition, having established Fox West Coast
Theaters into the formidable group
it now is. Previously, he was head
of the Paramount theaters before
they were merged into Publix, was
president of R. K. O. theaters and
is credited with having established the Radio City Music Hall on
its present successful policy.

Zanuck Quitting Report
Dubbed "Silly" by Kent
(Continued from Page 1)

tury-Fox president, yesterday in a
statement denying a report that
company.
Darryl F. Zanuck might leave the
Said Kent: "Mr. Zanuck has a
six-year contract with Twentieth
Century-Fox, as vice president in
charge of production. The Securities Exchange Commission's next
report will reveal that Mr. Zanuck
is personally one of the largest individual stockholders and owners of
Twentieth Century-Fox and, as such,
will continue in the post which he
now occupies."

RKO Tests Ozzie Nelson

RKO
has tested
Ozzie
band leader, in New York.

Nelson,

Theater Parties In Vogue
Pittsburgh — Theater parties are in
vogue again, judging by the frequent
turnouts of clubs and various organizations in single bodies in movie houses
in this territory. The Art Cinema, firstrun house, is making special concessions, both in admissions and seat locations.
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"SONG

Reviews of the View Films
Ritter in

OF THE GRINGO"

Gene

Raymond

"SMARTEST

with Joan Woodbury, Fuzzy Knight, Monte
Blue, Warner
Richmond, Al Jennings,
William Desmond

RKO

Grand
National
62 mins.
MUSICAL
WESTERN
STUDDED
WITH
SONGS
AND
CAPABLE
ACTING
BY
WELL-CHOSEN CAST.
Via radio and rodeo, Tex Ritter makes
his screen debut in this song-studded western which is also first Grand National
release from producer Edward F. Finney.
Based on solid story, it is well above average outdoor drama on virtually every count.

MOVES

and Ann Sothern

GIRL

Radio

GAY

IN

in

TOWN"
58

mins.

TRIFLE OF SPARKLING NONSENSE IS BRIGHT AND FUNNY AND
FAST WITH
SWELL
CAST.

If you wanted to pick flaws in the
plausibilities missing in this story you could
find plenty, for the plot construction is
stretched for the fun to be found in it.
And the writers found the fun in plenty
— and the result is that any audience is
in for one grand hour of enjoyment and
light laughter. Ann Sothern is a photographer's model for an advertising agency.
She is sent with a cameraman to pose on
a yacht for nautical costumes, with a male

Ritter's singing ability, personality and natural flare for acting indicate a future of
popularity and profit for him. Feminine lead model. The male doesn't show, but the
owner of the yacht (Gene Raymond) does.
is in capable hands of Joan Woodbury who The cameraman and Ann mistake him for
portrays her role with thorough understanding. Careful casting has much to do with the hired hand, and Gene plays dumb when
he catches a slant at pretty Ann in her
inherent power of footage to entertain, for
one looks at supporting performances with bathing togs. He carries on the deception
for days, finally having his valet (Eric
feeling that all the stirring happenings in
Blore) open up an advertising agency so
and about the rancho are realities. These
that he can work every day with Ann.
events get under way rapidly when Ritter,
The excitement mounts and also the fun,
a young U. S. deputy marshal, sets out to
corner a clever band of mining racketeers. when Ann egged on by her sister (Helen
Pursued through a stormy night by a Broderick) is about to get engaged to an
eccentric foreign millionaire. Gene pulls
sheriff's posse, he takes refuge in the room a fast one and wins in an exciting finish.
of the rancho owner's daughter. The prop- What puts this over is the sprightliness
erty manager of the hacienda prevents the
of the plot situations, and the comedy
"fugitive's" capture, to add manpower to work of Eric Blore and Helen Broderick.
his marauders. Both men, as the drama
progresses, are in love with the girl, — a A very attractive sweetheart-team, this
Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern. The lines
rivalry which gives Ritter two-fisted,
are witty and crisp, and stand out among
straight-shooting opportunities to show his the leaders of the season for number of
mettle, both manfully and vocally. The
laughs scored.
unscrupulous manager kills the girl's father
Cast: Gene Raymond, Ann Sothern, Helen
to have blame fall on Ritter, but at the
court trial the latter springs the carefully Broderick, Eric Blore, Erik Rhodes, Harry
planned trap. The racketeer chief is killed Jans, Frank Jenks, Alan Curtis, Edward
Price, Rolfe Sedan.
in gun-play in the court room. The young
marshal is triumphant both in duty and
Producer, Edward Kaufman; Director, Joseph Santley; Authors, Muriel Scheck, H. S.
love. 'Fuzzy Knight, plus three veteran
Hollywood players, William Desmond,
Kraft; Screenplay, Viola Brothers Shore;
Monte Blue and Warner Richmond, all Editor, Jack Hively; Cameraman, J. Roy
add zest to this melodious, fast-stepping Hunt.
film.
Direction, Very Good. Photography, The
Best.
Cast: Tex Ritter, Joan Woodbury, Fuzzy
Knight, Monte Blue, Richard Adams, Warner Richmond, Martin Gorralaga, Al Jennings, Wiiiiam Desmond.
ico by J. Luis Bueno, directed by R. O'QuigProducer, Edward F. Finney; Supervisor, ley, with Lupita Gallardo, Arturo de Cordoba, Pepe Ortiz, Carlos Lopez, et al. At
Lindsley Parsons; Director, John P. McCar- the Teatro Cervantes.
thy; Authors, John P. McCarthy, Robert
Story of romance and the revolution of
Emrnett; Screeplay, John P. McCarthy, Rob- 1910 in Mexico. Two officers find themert Emmett, Al Jennings; Cameraman, Gus
selves, despite friendship, suitors of the
Peterson; Editor, Fred Bains.
same girl. Battle and riding scenes are
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
splendidly filmed, and the acting colorful.
Feature is well produced and theme song
pleasing. Lupita Gallardo plays leading
feminine role with skill and restraint.

FOREIGN

"STUETZEN DER GESELLSCHAFT" —
German dialogue film based on Ibsen's
"Pillars of Society"; produced by UFA, directed by Detlef Sierck, with Heinrich
Georg, Maria Krahn, Horst Teetzmann, et
al. Presented at 86th St. Garden Theater.
Strong, action-filled version of Ibsen's
bristling broadside against intrenched greed
and ruthlessness among ruling classes. Comedy, thrills and technical perfection are
copiously built into scenes. A powerful
feature which is sure to evoke enthusiasm
from audiences understanding German.
"CIELITO
LINDO"
("Beautiful
Sky"),
dialogue film in Spanish, produced in Mex-

SHORTS

is introduced in the person of a
species of climbing kangaroo. This
is solid travelogue subject that gives
onlookers an idea of Queensland's
points of interest for tourists. It
is informative and peppy.
"Mother Pluto"
(Silly Symphony)
United Artists
Clever Fancy

9 mins.

Coming home to his kennel, Pluto
finds the hen has laid a nest of
eggs, which hatch and the chicks
swarm all over Pluto as if he was
their mother. In consternation he
tries to get away from them, but
they follow and soon he finds himself interested. When one chick
gets hurt, he starts nursing it, and
soon they are all swarming over him
crying for attention. The mother
hen discovers the loss of her chicks,
and calls on the rooster for help.
He finds Pluto with the chicks and
licks the stuffings out of the pup.
But after retiring defeated to his
kennel, the chicks follow him in, and
Pluto is still a mother by choice of
fancy.
the
feathered family. A very clever

«&

i>

all parts of the world. Human interest is injected by filming parks
where honey bears disport. But the
highlights of the reel are the eerie
caves which are masterpieces of
Mother Nature, who has performed
esthetic miracles in the weirdly, appealing traceries formed by the
seeping of calcium and water
through the rock strata. These caves
rank with the natural wonders of
all continents.
A fine short.
Lines"
World Wide"Tight
Wonders
Bang-Up

9 mins.

One of best big game fishing reels
to date, its footage packed with action. Sea lovers and landlubbers
alike will find thrilling drama in the
baiting of giant hooks with horse
mackerel which is prelude to the
real show, — the sensational battle
that ensues successively with a giant
blue shark, a hammerhead shark
and a majestic swordfish. It's nine
full minutes of bang-up entertainment, forcefully narrated and photographed skillfully.

"Camelback to Central Australia"
World Wide Wonders
7 mins.
Bright
"Skiing Is Believing"
(News World of Sport)
Its subject matter bright and
Columbia
10 mins. deftly
Thrilling
edited, this chapter recounts
a
journey
on "ships of the desert"
A thrilling presentation of the to Australia's
interior. The caraamateurs in the skii sport, showing
van passes through picturesque
how they are instructed in the rudi- country which is one of most unments of the dangerous game, and
usual in world from geological
then start out on the skii train to standpoint. Aboriginal villages are
the mountains for their first adven- visited where strange native dances
ture in the open. The work of the are on tap. Of these the more unprofessionals is shown as they take
usual are the bushmen's conceptions
the dangerous leap from the long- of a snake, kangaroo and emu dance.
est runway in the world. A good
sports reel with plenty of thrills.
Narration by Jack Kofoed. Described
"Skyways
to Gold" 10 mins.
World Wide
Wonders
by Ford Bond.
Off Beaten Path
This short is decidedly off the
"Winter Thrills"
10 mins. beaten path, depicting the conquest
World Wide Wonders
of New Guinea's cannibal country
Swell
by gold mining interests. At the
Action and beauty are arrayed in risk
of life and limb, these undauntthis chapter presenting skiing in
ed miners carry on their activity
the Australian mountains which in the mountain fastnesses far from
have snow field covering two thou' Their possible
successful byoperasand square males. Breath-taking civilization.
tions are made
the
scenes are filmed of ski champs transport of equipment by airplane.
sweeping down the slopes of tower- Even huge steel girders are carried
ing ranges. Camerawork is excel- by plane. The entire risky project
lent. With Winter setting in, and
interest in the rugged sports of the is paying handsome returns. So
outdoors increasing among skating, rife with peril is flying in the forbidden confines of New Guinea that
sledding, snowshoeing and skiing enthusiasts, this short is a swell bet audiences would much rather watch
the
for exhibitors and their patrons.
them.planes on the screen than be in

"Queensland's
Tropic Gardens"
World
Wide Wonders
8 mins.
Informative
Fishing from an open boat off"Pleasure Places of Australia"
shore; shots of the giant crawfish; World
Wide Wonders
9 mins.
the inhabitant of the marine garden
and aquaria; and the scenic beauFine
Audiences are shown sights of
ties of Stony Creek Falls are presented. The concluding footage, bustling Sydney, busiest port south
containing the ascent to dizzy of the equator, and beauties of New
heights of towering trees by native South Wales. Environs of former
climbers, is especially interesting. contain magnificent beaches and seaAnother, and even stranger climber
scapes which delight travelers from

Md. Blue Law Killed
Washington Bureau of Til II FILM

DAILY

Washington — Complete returns
from Howard County, Maryland, reanother
Maryland
"blue
law" veal
hasthat been
killed,
1,649 voters
casting ballots in favor of Sunday
movies with 1,089 opposed.
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A "mU" from Hollywood "JMs
By RALPH
WILK
T OUIS KING has started work on
"Love Begins." at Warner Bros.
The cast is headed by Hugh Herbert
and Molly Maguire. young Australian actn
T

T

T

term contract by First National and
will leave
next
week. for
T theT Coast
T within the

Diane
Simone
Chico oftoTHE
Play Bureau
to Coast
StewartWest
FILM Simon's
DAILY
Hollywood— Twentieth Century-Fox has found its Chico.
James Stewart will have the role created on the screen in the silent version by
Charles Farrell in "Seventh Heaven." Simone Simon previously was announced as the
choice for Diane, first played by Janet Gaynor. Cast and director will be announced
shortly.

Casting as-k'iinunts: KKO Radio
—William B a k e w e 1 1. "Quality
Strut"; William Benedict, "They
Wanted
to Marry":
Philip Haworth.
Huston.
Louise Latimer
Vinton
Frank M. Thomas. George Irving.
Maxine Jennings. "We the Jury";
Selznick — Franklin Pangborn, "A
Star Is Born": Kir^t National —
George Brent. "The Go-Getter";
Warners — Mary Nash. "The King
and the Chorus Girl"; Bonita Granville. Tall It a Dav."

directing. Schulberg, who has been scenario for a future Wanger production, which he will also direct.
watching Trent at work in his debut
▼
T
T
role in "John Meade's Woman,"
A lavish annual production of an
said that the young actor has revealed ability which stamps him as "Artists and Models" picture to take
its place on Paramount's schedule
potential star material.
▼
T
T
with the yearly "Big Broadcast"
and "College Humor," "College
Robert Taylor has signed a new Rhythm" and "College Holiday"
series
was announced today by Willong-term contract with M-G-M.
liam LeBaron, managing director of
T
T
r
production. Oscar Serlin will be
Irving Cummings will take Lewis associate producer for the first.
▼
v
T
Milestone's place at the Megaphone
In Hollywood only a few weeks, to direct the Walter Wanger pro"Angle Shooter," an as yet unJohn Trent, young TWA air pilot
duction of Vincent Sheean's "Perpublished story by Adela Rogers St.
recently signed as a film player by
sonal History," it was announced to- John, has been purchased by First
day. The leading feminine role has National. Joan Blondell may be
B. P. Schulberg, producer for Paramount, today was assigned the male been assigned to Madeleine Carroll. starred. t
t
▼
leading role opposite Helen Burgess Milestone was released from his
original
assignment
on
this
film
to
Peggy Bates, New York stock acin "A Doctor's Diary" soon to go
into production with Charles Vidor permit him to complete his own
tress, has been signed to a long-

Two Montreal Theaters
St. Louis Amusement Co.
I Singer Circuit Will Use
Adopt Picture Policies
And F-M Deal Approved Cash Giveaways in N. 0.
St. Louis— Stockholders of the St.
Louis Amusement Co. at a special
meeting acted favorably on the proposed arrangement under which the
management of the 22 theaters in
the circuit will be handled by the
Fanchon & Marco interests.
Matters disposed of included approval of the directors and officers in
executing and issuing its two promissory notes to Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., nominee of Fanchon &
Marco Enterprises, Inc., one in the
amount of $136,067.47 and the other
for $10,893.50, and its one negotiable
promissory note to Nelson Cunliff,
trustee of Skouras Bros. Enterprises,
Inc., bankrupt, in the sum of $79,397.98. All of these notes bear interest at the rate of 6 per cent from
Aug. 15, 1936. and the principal of
each is payable in 40 quarterly installments. These notes were issued
for the purpose of funding the indebtedness outstanding.
The meeting also approved the
action of the company in executing,
delivering and recording a mortgage
or deed of trust to secure the payment of the notes. This deed <>f
trust covers all of the operating
properties of the company, including
leaseholds.

Fielding in Atlanta Area

New Orleans, La. — Mort H. Singer's circuit will bring money-giveaways into the commercial area Saturday when its "B" house, the Liberty, installs Bank Night and Broadway Sweepstakes. Sweepstakes will
run Saturdays; Bank Night Mondays.
Just what this move presages for
other commercial area houses is
hard to say. Downtown section exhibitors heretofore have kept away
from prizes and fought it out with
pictures.

Montreal — His Majesty's and the
Imperial theaters are now operating
with film policies under new managements.
His Majesty's, in the Englishspeaking, west-end district, is operated by A. W. Spencer, formerlyadvertising manager of the Palace
and Capitol theaters in this city.
British-made pictures are offered
exclusively. Theater was formerly
used for legit., as a concert hall,
and for an occasional special film.
The Imperial theater similarly
William Seivers Buried
has had a varied career during
St. Louis — Funeral services for recent years. It is now managed by
William Seivers, 75, one-time owner Mr. Edward Rheume, late of the
of the old Central theater and later France
Films, who succeeded Maurice West.
interested in the building of the New
Grand Central, this city's first de
luxe house, were held yesterday.
Seivers died Saturday. His widow
OKLAHOMA CITY
and three daughters survive.
With associates, Seivers was the
The Dyer Theater Supply, Inc.,
original holder of the First National
Oklahoma City, has been appointed
franchise for Missouri and southern distributors
for Cleveland Sound
Illinois. In later years he handled
System
for
Oklahoma
territory.
various fight pictures and other speElizabeth Nolen, secretary to Sol
cial motion pictures. He was a
brother-in-law of Ed Koeln, former Davis, b. m. Republic Pictures, is
city collector, who acted as co- vacationing in Dallas and other
receiver and co-trustee for the Fox Southern points.
Theater properties prior to their reJeanette McVay is the new steno,
Inc.
in offices of Dyer Theater Supply,
organization several weeks ago.

Anatole Litvak, Russian producer,
who directed the French version of
Joseph Kessel's "Equipage," will repeat for Radio's American version,
starring Herbert Marshall. It will
be titled "Escadrille."
▼ TV
Universal's partiality for Texas
girls continues. Charles R. Rogers
announces that the company has
signed Fay Cotton, beauty sensation of the Texas Centennial at
Fort
Worth,
and Martha O'Driscoll,
banker's daughter.

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

Melvyn Douglas has been added
to the cast of "Captains Courageous" at M-G-M.
Lynn Shores has been engaged
by Columbia to direct "Woman in
Distress," the new comedy drama
which carried the early title "Grand
Old Woman." Based on the Edwin
Olmstead story it will be shortly
placed in production with May Robson, Irene Hervey and Dean Jagger
in the leading roles.

U. A. Personnel Shifts
In Home Office, Brazil
Changes in the home office personnel of United Artists were disclosed
yesterday. Phillip Dow has been
promoted as assistant to Harry
Gold, eastern division sales manager. George Roth has been advanced to the Circuit Contract Department. Lou Ginsburg has been
placed in charge of Sales Control,
with Richard Russo as his assistant.
Arthur W. Kelly, U. A. vice-president in charge of foreign distribution, also announced the appointment of Marino Cestari as manager
of the Porto Alegre branch office in
Brazil. He will replace Joao Freire,
and will assist Enrique Baez, United
Artists sales manager in Brazil.

St. Louis Unions Wage
Jurisdictional Battle
St. Louis — A jurisdictional fight
between the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers' Local
Union No. 1 and the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and Motion Picture Machine
Operators Union for control of 22
jobs at the Missouri and St. Louis
theaters has caused the former
union to picket the two houses.

Franklin R. Fielding, RKO Radio
Ed Bolen Convalescing
public relations representative, reK. Lee Williams, President of K.
cently finished a month's work in
Portland,
Me. — Ed Bolen, manLee
Williams Film Exchange, is in
the Charlotte exchange
y. He
Chicago.
ager of the Mutual Theater, Saco,
3rd for
Third
and "Libeled
final week Lady"
for the
is now in the Atlanta territory unfrom a dual attil the Thanksgiving holiday when
S. R. Simpson, b. m. for Para- Me., istack convalescing
tol Theater's
engagement
of
of typhoid fever and pneuhe will return to New York.
mount Film Exchange is in Dallas.
"Libeled Lady," begins Friday.
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SMASH! STANDS WITH
THE VERY BEST IN A
SENSATIONAL YEAR!
//

HOLLYWOOD

A MASTERPIECE!
BIG BOXOFFICE!

REPORTER
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OF COURSE

VARIETY

IT'S...

COLUMBIA'S TRIUMPHANT PRESENTATION OF

'Headed for important boxoffice figures/' — Motion Picture Daily
— George McCall, Universal Service

'Boxoffice smash/'
"Prize surprise of the year/"

— Leo Townsend, Modern Screen Magazine
»i

"One of the most delightful offerings of the season/"

— Welford Beaton, Hollywood Spectator

"Finest performance of Irene Dunne's career/"

— Carl Schroeder, Screen Guide

"Entertainment at its very best/"
— Virginia Wood, Sere enland Magazine

"Splendid/ Audiences will enjoy it to the utmost/"
— Mayme

Ober Peake, Boston Globe

"Utterly gay and delightful madcap comedy/"
— Alice Tildesly, Philadelphia Public Ledger Syndicate
■->■,

"A hit as exuberant as its title/"
— Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times

"Knockout/ Exceptional entertainment/"
— Ruth Waterbury, Photoplay Magazine

■

ADIO CITY MUSIC HALL,

DUNNE
— Boxoffice
A sure thing at any man's boxoffice/ Audiences will go wild/"

— Film Daily

One of season's best/ A triumph/'
"Columbia clicks again with the funniest picture of the year/"

—John Schwarzkopf, Motion Picture Magazine

"Irene Dunne and Melvyn Douglas the most delightful romantic team
of the year/"

'A riotous two hours/'

—E. J. Smithson, Movie Classic Magazine
—Marion Rhea, Screen Play Magazine
^o>

'Hilarious/ Top honors for Irene Dunne/"

— Florence Johnson, Screen Book Magazine

"Brightest comedy since 'Mr. Deeds'/" Upholds
Columbia's record of consistently turning out the
best fun on the screen/"
—Clark Wales, Screen and Radio Weekly

"One of the most delightfully entertaining pictures of the year/"

r

—Joe Blair, Showmen's Trade Review

*/ArC By,. *£lTH
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RECORD PLAYING TIME
HERE FOR ENGLISH PIX
•■
2,000 houses in this country
the past

year. Weeks stated.
Weeks' organization has closed
film deals with about 40 large
cuits. affiliated and independent.
Thev include Warner Brothers,
Comerford and Fox
KKO, Skouras,
ast.
"No longer do American exhibitors skeptically view English pic-." Weeks declared. "Gaumont
British has convinced them that the
product coming out of its studios is
comparable to the best produced by
Hollywood. This pronounced receptivity on the part of theaters in the
materially developing month by month."

Hays Sailed Without Plans
For Audience With Pius XI

of the DAY

NEWS

Onana. Iowa— Mis. Muriel Frandsen and K. A. Oliver, Onawa has
awarded the contract for construction of a $30,000 theater building
here.
Burlington.
Iowa — The
States Theater Corporation
Moines has completed plans
■ ruction of a theater
cost approximately $15,000.

Central
of Des
for the
here to

Miami. Fla. — Jack Schlossfer has
been transferred from the Plaza to
the Biltmore as assistant manager.
Portland, Me. — Renovation of the
Opera House at Woodland, Me., destroyed by fire several months ago.
is almost complete and the house
will be reopened the latter part of
December, Frank Foggia, manager,
reports.

Ruthven, Iowa — Rebuilding of the
fire-swept, 250-seat American Legion theater, under way, will be
plained that General Hays had no
completed
in December. The buildCardeparted.
such plans when he
dinal Pacelli, Papal Secretary of July. ing was badly damaged by fire last
State, is also a passenger on the
same boat.
Richmond, Va. — The Brookland,
first Richmond playhouse to be
built in a residential section, has
Mosque, Newark, Reopens;
(Continued from Page

1)

pro and school teams on its stage
are among the attractions to be offered at the Mosque Theater, which
reopened yesterday as a film house,
under the management of the Quemos Theater Co. The first game
will be played Thursday
night.
In addition to the games and
three film programs weekly, there
will be stage presentations and gift
nights. Benny Rubin will be master
of ceremonies.

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sol Lesser, president
of Principal Productions, flies to
New York shortly to complete arrangements for a $200,000 advertising appropriation and other details
of the exploitation on "Rainbow on
the River," new Bobby Breen starring musical. In New York, Lesser
will confer with Ned Depinet, president of the RKO, which will release
the film. More than 40 day-and-date
key city openings are planned for
Four Chinese Deals for
"Rainbow on the River." Ten special
exploitation men are to be engaged
RKO Pictures Are Closed to
handle the campaign in key sections and the New York publicity
W. Kay Way, Hongkong Manager is to be handled by the Milton
for Peacock Motion Picture Co. Inc., Blackstone Agency. Christmas week
RKO distributor for China, closed is set for the release.
a deal with General Amusement Co.
MIDWEST
for 42 1936-37 features, some of
which play day and date both in
Ted Mans is the new skipper of
Hongkong and Kowloon.
In Central and South China, Leon the Selby Theater at St. Paul, Minn.
The
n Amusement Co.,
Britton, aPeacock's
Manager has takenFrankli
over the Rex Theater at
closed
contract General
with Shanghai
United Amusement Fed. Inc., for the Hutchinson, Minn.
Roy Dresner is the new manager
same number of 1936-37 features,
plus similar contracts covering first of the Boyd Theater at Spencer,
Nebr.
run situations in Tientsin and I**- ip D. L. Hill has purchased the
ing.
Brady Theater at Brady, Nebr.,
from A. L. Schneider.
O. F. Sullivan has opened the new
National Board's Listings
Newest weekly guide of the Na- Civic Theater at Wichita, Kan.
tional Board of Review gives family
N. J. Allied Meets Nov. 17
audience classification to "As You
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
Like It" and "Flying Hostess,"
mature audience listing to "Come holds its next meeting Nov. 17 at
the Hotel Lincoln, New York.
and Get It."

PLAN TO MERCHANDISE
LEGITIMATE THEATERS

been remodelled by the Charles A.
Somma and Walter J. Coulter circuit.

A plan fortheater
"merchandising"
the
"legitimate"
and improving
its condition throughout the country
was discussed yesterday by representatives of the League of New
Kansas City, Mo. — Breckinridge
L. Fagin, manager of the Royal York Theaters, the Dramatists' Guild
Theater here, until it closed recent- and the Actors' Equity Ass'n. The
ly, joins Tri-State Amusement Corp., proposal that the three groups work
as assistant manager and director collectively to better the theater was
of exploitation at the Paramount, enthusastically received and decision
made to hold another conference
Omaha.
three weeks from next Wednesday
Manchester, N. H. — The Colonial at which time a permanent committee will be formed and action may
Theater in Bethlehem and the HallInn-Pines Theater, Bretton Woods, be taken to invite all theater unions
have closed for the winter months. to co-operate. One of the suggestions for aiding the theater was that
Williamston, N. C. — All bids for railroads run special theater excura new theater to be constructed here
for one, two or three days to
see thesionsplays.
by J. W. Watts, Jr., have been reFrank Gillmore, president of Acjected. Plans will probably be revised and new bids asked at a later
tors' Equity, said that the road was
clamoring for dramatic material and
date.
this is one of the matters that will
Ontario, Ore. — Howard Mathews be given attention. The dramatists
who operates the Roxy theater here, and producers' organizations will
is building a new theater at Mont- meet shortly to authorize a program
for improving the theater. The Drapellier, Idaho.
matists' Guild meets today to consider the competition of WPA shows
Greenville, Miss. — Saenger's Paramount Theaters, Inc., are contem- with legitimate theaters, and the
plating the construction of a $35,- League of New York Theaters will
000 theater here. Dan C. Burgman meet within a week on this same
is local manager for the theaters.

Adds Basketball to Films
$200,000 to Be Spent to
Newark, N. J. — Basketball games
Advertise Breen Picture
between leading professional, semi-
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Ford's Star Broadcast
Plan Stirs Exhib. Ire
Columbus— The I. T. O. of Ohio
has wired to Nicholas M. Schenck,
president of Loew's, protesting
against a deal, reported under consideration, whereby the Ford Motor
Co. would pay the producer-distributor $25,000 weekly for a onehour broadcast by its stars every
Sunday night from 9 to 10 o'clock.

Royster to Tour South and

question.

Report National Screen
Plans Center in Detroit
Detroit — National Screen Service
is understood to have taken an option on the former Paramount Exchange Building on Cass Avenue,
for a local distributing center. Physical distribution is now nandled exclusively from Chicago.

Greek Exchange Man Visits

San Antonio — George Santikos,
film exchange man of Athens,
days.
Greece, is here to spend the holi-

West for Zukor's Jubilee
Harry L. Royster, recently named
SYRACUSE
special theater representative by
New
face
on the downtown Rialto
Frank Y. Freeman in connection with the Adolph Zukor Silver with Robert A. Pekins resigning at
Jubilee Drive to be held by Para- the RKO-Schine Strand. David
mount in January, returned yester- Freeman, manager of RKO-Schine
day from a two-week tour of East- Paramount, moves over to the
ern key city theaters. He will leave Eckel, replacing Jake Webber. Latter, transfers to the Strand and
later
in the
a month's
to cover
the week
Southon and
West. trip John Makinson, formerly of the
Schine Temple theater in Cortland,
to the Paramount.
ST. LOUIS
Back senceinis Capt.
town John
after Pheifer
a year's last
abLoew's Theater, effective Nov. 12, here on an exploitation tie-up with
will move its opening day up to "Mutiny on the Bounty." Captain
Thursdays.
Pheiferchimpanzee,
is touring with
"Tarzana"
Missouri Theater has cut its top baby
in conjunction
price from 55 to 40 cents.
with the showing of the Metro reEthel Dixon, cashier of the Downlease "Tarzan Escapes."
town Lyric Theater, has been
Max Abramson is here in adcrowned queen of North Fifteenth
vance of "Come and Get It" LoewStreet by the Business Men's Asso- bound Friday.
ciation of that vicinity.
Louis W. Schine, of the Schine
Jimmy Fidler is to bring his mo- enterprises, in town on business.
vie gossip back to KSD at 9:30 p.m.
Melba has reopened under the
Nov. 10.
management of Jules Bettigole.
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Glickman Interests Will
Build Jersey City House
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The

Jersey City — A large movie theater, store and office building will
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe
be constructed shortly in Jersey City.
Property known as the old Winner
farm on the west side of Bergen
Ave., from Montgomery St. to Glen- Screening for a President
vehicle, "Knight Without Armor,"
wood Ave., has been transferred
in which he is co-starred with MarBogota, Colombia — President of lene
from the heirs of Mary Winner to
Dietrich.
the Bergen Center Holding Co., A. Colombia and his cabinet members
Glickman, president.
saw "The Great Ziegfeld" at a private screening arranged by Maurice Sweden's Film Imports
Plans have been filed by William
Stockholm — Nearly 8,000,000
Newmann & Sons for the theater, Silverstein of M-G-M.
meters of film were inspected by
store and office building covering
half the block front, and work will
the Swedish government motion picture censors during the budget year
be started as soon as approval is 3,000-Seater for Moscow
given by the Jersey City building
Moscow — A new 3,000-seat pic- just ended. In all were shown 1,841
department.
ture theater is to be constructed original films and 4,648 prints. Of
on the site of the former Chinese these pictures, 3,456 were made in
Wall between the Hotel Metropole Sweden, 2,172 were American, and
Am. Legion Campaigns for
and the Lenin Museum to be known 861 came from other foreign countries. Of the above total length
as the Bolshaya Cinema Theater.
Detroit "Ism" Film Ban Its huge auditorium, in the shape only 68,237 meters were forbidden
of an amphitheater, is to be 180 to be shown publicly. Since 1918
Detroit — An ordinance to allow feet long and 65 feet wide. The Dr. Ruben Gyson Berg has been
the City film censor to ban pictures screen will occupy approximately head of the censorship bureau.
"subversive of of the accepted prin- 1,000 square feet.
ciples of our form of government,
Cinema with Seats Heated
or is distinctly propaganda intended
Stretford, Eng. — The new Longor liable to incite or instill class Donat Signs for Three More
ford, just opened, puts forth the
hatred of the existing form of govLondon — Following his complete claim to being the first "all elecernment and social order ... or emfrom a long illness, Robtric" theater in North England. The
braces the doctrine of Communism recovery
electrical device enables every seat
ert Donat has signed to make three ally.
or any other 'ism' that advocates additional films for Alexander Kor- in the theater to be heated individuthe overthrow of our form of gov- da, upon completion of his current
ernment by force and violence" was
demanded by the Pittenger Post,
American Legion, this week, in a
DETROIT
PITTSBURGH
resolution sent to the City Council.
The Legion resolution follows the
Harry Kalmine, district manager
Jay Conover, formerly booker for
recent Supreme Court case on Rus- for Warners, and John H. Harris,
sian pictures.
executive of the Harris Amusement RKO, has been placed in charge of
Co., are actively participating in booking department at the new
Technicians Name Chairmen the community fund drive.
Grand National Exchange.
George Bronson, manager of the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Carmen Morales has been apSheridan Square, is back from New
Hollywood — Election of the Chair- Haven.
pointed secretary to James Sharkey,
men of the five sections of the
Athony Mungello, Slovan exhibi- RKO branch manager.
Technicians Branch for the coming
tor, and Jessie Ruth Johnson of
Jerry Schneider, manager of the
year are announced as follows: Art
Cleveland will be married.
Stratford Theater, was injured in
Directors Section, Bernard HerzJ. M. Cummings, M-G-M auditor, an automobile accident. The car was
burn; Equipment Section, Peter
been working at the local ex- demolished.
Mole; Film Editors Section, Harold has
change.
J. McCord; Photographic Section,
Cohen Brothers' Rio Theater will
Peter Prince added to Metro ex- entertain
Vernon Post American LeRay June, and Sound Section, Wilchange staff. Jean Viviano a new
liam Mueller.
gion, at a midnight theater party,
Saturday.
addition at the Warner exchange.
Mrs. Joseph Kauffman, wife of
S. K. Decker, general manager of
the Universal exchange manager, is
"Yellow Cruise" Is Set
Excellent Pictures, leaves today for
ill
in
Montefiore
Hospital.
"The Yellow Cruise," the travel
Jake Richman is remodeling his awood.
month's business trip to Hollyfilm about the recent Citroen transAsiatic motor expedition, will open Pearl Theater here.
Joe Daugherty of Republic marNov. 17 at the 55th St. Playhouse.
French Motion Picture Co. is releas- ried.
The Grand in Moundsville, W. Va.,
ing the film.
SALT LAKE CITY
Rex in Steubenville, O., the Mishler
in Altoona and the Park in Erie are
now adding stage bills two and
"Chic" Sale Rites Held
Doug Pratt, Columbia home office
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
three days during each week.
representative continues to work out
Bob Sidman, United Artists ex- of the Salt Lake City exchange for
Hollywood — Funeral services for
ploitation man, is in town working the present.
Charles "Chic" Sale, 51, veteran
stage and screen comedian, who on three of the company's latest
Robert Boomer has been added to
died of pneumonia, were held at pictures — "The Gay Desperado," the sales force of the Republic orForest Lawn Memorial Church, "Come and Get It" and "The Garganization.
Glendale, yesterday.
den of Allah."
C. C. McDermond, branch manFilm
Row visitors: Harvey
ager of the Mercury offices here adEmerman of the Palace in Erie;
Martha Raye, III, Rests
vises that his $100,000 suit against
Ralph Abbet of Detroit; W. J.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Campbell, Grand National auditor; the Bamberger Investment Comthe Studio theater
Hollywood — Martha Raye, who re- Ray Kirkwood, producer; W. B. here ispanysetconcerning
for Jan. 1.
cently completed her role in "Col- Urling of Steubenville, O.; Nick
Visiting exhibitors: O. Johnson,
lege Holiday", at Paramount's Hol- Dipson of Wheeling, W. Va., and
K. Decker of Excellent Pictures. Downey, Idaho; H. C. Gordon, of the
lywood studio, is under a physician's S. The
local Warner Club will hold Rio and Rialto theaters, Boise,
care at her home, suffering from a
nervous condition which, while not its annual dinner-dance at the Wil- Idaho; and M. F. Harris, Strand
theater, Evanston, Wyo.
liam Penn Hotel on Nov. 22.
regarded as serious, demands a rest.

St. Louis Service Union
In Organization Drive
St. Louis — Rolla Dennis, business
agent for the Theatrical & Amusement Employees' Union is directing
a new drive to organize the
500 local
doormen, ushers and other service
help. About a year ago a similar
drive got under way but blew up
when the finances gave out.
Thus far, the 75 service help at
the Municipal Auditorium have been
organized, James E. Darst, manager,
agreeing to recognize the union. According to Dennis the local, which
was chartered by the A. F. of L. last
year, now has 100 members who pay
$1.50 a month in dues.

Screeno's Legality to Be
Tested in Maine Courts
Portland, Me. — Charged with
being unlawfully concerned in
a certain scheme or device
of chance, Charles Kellerman,
manager of Keith's here was fined
$50 in Municipal Court. An appeal
was filed and bail set at $100. Kellerman's personal recognizance was
accepted by the Court. The charge
against Kellerman was based on the
operation of a Screeno game at the
theater. According to Julius Greenstein, counsel for the theater, the
case is to be taken to the Law
Court as a test case.

Exhib. Now a Senator
W. C. Hunt, Wildwood exhibitor
active in the affairs of Allied Theaters of New Jersey, has been elected
a state Senator. He formerly served
in the New Jersey House.

Kelton
Resigns
fromFILM
M-G-M
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
DAILY
Hollywood — Fred Kelton, for the
past eight years executive and
studio manager for M-G-M has resigned.

CLEVELAND
Col. Harry E. Long, starting this
week, has advanced the opening day
of new pictures at Loew's State to
Thursday instead of the long established Friday. Policy will endure at
least until after Thansksgiving.
Variety Club will stage its annual
ball Dec. 11 at the Mayfair Casino.
M. B. Horwitz, is general chairman.
John Scott steps up from assistant manager of Paramount's accessory department in Buffalo, to manager of the Cleveland accessory department. He succeeds Bill Twig
who resigned to join the local Grand
National sales force.
Earl Setron of the Smith and
Setron Printing Co., is wearing a
head bandage as the result of a
recent automobile accident.
Dorsey H. Brown Jr. has been
promoted from third to second booker in the local MGM exchange, stepping into Stanley Fisher's shoes.
Fisher resigned to go into the clothing business in Buffalo. Dean Banker of New York, becomes number 3
booker.

POTENTIAL
the 29,066,72 young Americans
in school this year, a survey, made
by FORTUNE and widely published
by the U. S. cinema trade press, estimates that only 56.4% attend motion
picture theaters once a week. Biggest
potential then for the development of
regular patrons is the remaining
43.6% eager to go but discouraged by
the unwarranted disapproval of U. S.
cinema fare by parents and teachers.
MARCH OF TIME, heir to TIME's
long popularity as an authoritative textbook in U. S. schools, for more than
a year has experimented with school
cooperation to overcome this condition. In widely scattered areas pioneering exhibitors have proved to their
own satisfaction the box-office value
OF

of MARCH

OF TIME'S school tie-up.

Now for all exhibitors

... a complete manual containing a plan with
samples of letters, MARCH OF TIME'S
own publication for schools— THE PHOTO
REPORTER, published monthly with each
new issue, and a TEACHER'S MANUAL,
prepared by leading educational authorities,
is available. Full instructions on how to use
this plan, compiled from actual working experiences ofexhibitors during the past year,
are included. For your copy, ask your RKO
Exchange or write direct to THE MARCH
OF TIME, 460 West 54th Street, New
York City.
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Changes Newsreel's Name, Eliminating Hearst

GOV'T GALLING INDUSTRY HEADS TO WASHINGTON

126 Plays Are Sold for Films Despite Pact Differences
Number Is Only Three Under
The Total for 1935,
Guild Is Told

Despite action of picture companies in refusing to finance plays
owing to contractural differences
with the Dramatists' Guild, plays
sold during the period extending
from Feb. 1 to Nov. 1, last are approximately the same number as
during the comparative period last
year, it was indicated by the annual
report of President Sidney Howard
of the Guild at its annual meeting
yesterday at the Hotel Roosevelt.
Total of 126 plays have been sold

.PREMIER, NEW HAYS GOING TO ROME
WILCOX FILM FIRM IN U. S. FILM CRISIS
British Premier Productions has
been organized by Herbert Wilcox
with Lord Portal as president. Wilcox, who is now in New York from
London, will have charge of production. The company's initial program calls for 14 features.
Wilcox is now negotiating for a
number of American names to appear in his pictures. He remains
in New York two weeks more before returning to England.

Major

Berry Lists Invitees;
Conference Likely
Week Dec. 6

By GEORGE
FILM DAILY

W. MEHRTENS
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Declaring he expected business to come to Washington
with an entirely different and more
friendly approach than heretofore,
Major George L. Berry, head of the
Council for Industrial Progress, on
returning to Washington yesterday
made public the names of the members of the motion picture industry
who will be among the first to receive invitations to come to the capintention to prevent them from sendital and express their reaction as to
{Continued on Page 4)
ing more than one-third of their future aims and desires.
revenue out of Italy, and suggested
The list includes executives of
Dr. Fishman Represents
{Continued on Page 4)
that the balance of income in that
Conn, on Allied Board country be invested in American
New Haven — Allied Theaters of films produced in Italian studios.
Connecticut, Inc., meeting at the Ho- Distributors countered with threat
{Continued on Page 8)
tel Garde here yesterday, named Dr.
J. B. Fishman its representative on
The distribution arrangements the Allied National Board. Nathan
RKO had for many years with Cia. Yamins, president of Allied States
Commercial Radiolux, S. A. in Association; Sidney E. Samuelson, ITOA Protests Ford-M-G-M
"Radio previews," via transcripArgentina, Paraguay, Uruguay and former president, Arthur Howard
Radio Tieup to Schenck
tions which uniquely blend trailer
Chile — the most important and Frank Leyden welcomed the
methods
with accepted radio techblock in South America — will end new unit into Allied.
A protest against a possible deal
nique, will be employed by Imperial
with the 1935-36 product and RKO
A letter to Will Hays protesting through which Loew's might make Pictures for country-wide ether exExport will set up its own exchanges
a talent tieup with the Ford Motor
ploitation of all seasonal releases.
to handle the territories henceforth, Victor McLaglen's leadership of Co. for a one-hour broadcast on SunFirst
film
to benefit
is "She
Shall
{Continued
on Page
4)
"The
Light
Horse",
dubbed
"a
miliaccording to statement yesterday
day nights has been lodged by the
{Continued on Page 8)
taristic organization", was author- I. T. O. A. with Nicholas M. Schenck.
ized.
Similar action has been taken by the
Forty theaters were represented I. T. 0. of Ohio.
Skouras Injunction Trial
RKO Reorganization Plan
at the session.
To meet a crisis which threatens
to end American film business in
Italy, Will H. Hays will head for
Rome immediately upon his arrival
Saturday morning on the Conte di
Savoia at Naples.
Recently the Italian government
notified American distributors of its

RKO TO SET UP FOUR
EXCHANGES IN S, A.

IMPERIAL RADIO PLAN
LINKS 225 STATIONS

May be Ready by Nov. 23

Expected in a Fortnight

The RKO groups working on the
company reorganization plan are
hopeful of presenting the plan to
Federal Judge Bondy on Nov. 23. A
printed plan is to be offered to some
of the smaller creditors for criticism before being offered to the
court.

If current conferences towards an
out-of-court settlement fail, trial of
the permanent injunction action of
Skouras
Theaters on against
RKO's
{Continued
Page 4)

12 "Big Film" Stories
Paramount has already acquired

12
stories of big-picture proportions for its
1937-38 program, said Jeff Lazarus,
coast story editor, in New York yesterday. He is seeing shows and looking
over story material.

M-G-M Renames Reel 'News of Day'
With Hearst and Metrotone Both Off
Johnston Forms Sterling
As New Holding Company
Formation of a new company
known as Sterling Pictures Corp.
was announced by W. Ray Johnston
yesterday, prior to his departure
from New York for Hollywood.
Sterling is a holding company which
will control the stock in the John{Continued on Page 8)

Hearst Metrotone News has been
re-named "News of the Day" and as
such, continues to be distributed via
M-G-M, The Film Daily was informed yesterday. Move eliminates
the name of Hearst from the reel, it
is understood.
E. B. Hatrick, general manager of
the newsreel company, had no comment to make last night at his home
in Larchmont.

"No Armistice!"
. . . that was yesterday's order from
the majors
their battalions
of executives andtoemployees
(who hoped
for
a holiday). So this morning finds, on
New York's entire film front, the rank
and file entrenched at their desks as
usual. But all will be quiet on the
western front (444 West 56th St.) after
noontime ... for 20th Century-Fox
has declared a half-holiday for all its
forces.
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BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
One of the unusual articles of furniture in Julia Curtiss's new Beverly Hills
home is a group of occasional tables,
hand carved and inlaid with jewels from
the costumes she wore when headlining
on the Orpheum circuit. — HELEN GURLEY.

%
%
%
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Federal Judge Caffey has signed
leave to the Bondan order granting
holders Protective Committee of
Roxy Theaters First Mortgage
Bonds to intervene in the reorganization
trict
Courtproceeding
here. pending in the DisIntervention was permitted over
the opposition of the Pounds Committee, with which bonds of this issue have been on deposit for several years.
The Bondholders Protective Committee consists of Chester H. Tipton, Chairman; George A. Rogers
and Carl O. Johnson.
The Tipton Committee reported to
the Court that it represents a substantial amount of bonds, some of
which are in the form of certificates
of deposit with the Pounds Committee and that the Tipton Committee
pursuant to the suggestion of the
Judge had conferred with representatives of Pounds Committee
throughout the summer but that the
two committees were not in agreement as to the terms of a reorganization plan. Messrs. Marshall, Bratter, Seligson are counsel for the
Tipton Committee.
Hearing on the Roxy reorganization will be postponed Friday for
several more weeks while arbitration
of the sum to be charged as rental
by the Taft Hotel for a portion of
the Roxy lobby continues. Decision
on the lobby lease which is to run
for a 10% year period from May 15,
1937, is not expected for several
weeks.

Portland, Me. — A new theater
with a seating capacity of 1,000, is
expected to be built at Passamaquoddy, the site of the recently
abandoned dam project, according
to J. Harold Stevens, head of the
Paramount Exchange here. The
theater, a part of the government
resettlement administration, will
operate on a daily change policy
with admissions extremely low, reputedly seven for 25 cents.
It is estimated that 1,700 boys
will occupy the village. Admission
to the theater will be restricted to
colony inhabitants, nor will the colonists be permitted to attend any
theaters outside of Quoddy.
Building operations are expected
to begin soon after January 1.
The entire plan hinges on whether
or not Quoddy definitely becomes a
resettlement colony.

ITOA Directors Ponder
N. Y. Labor Situation

Nebraska Official Frowns
on Bank Night Insurance

GB Advances 2 Salesmen
To Branch Managerships
George W. Weeks, GB general
sales manager, yesterday announced
the advancement of two salesmen to
the posts of branch managers. Joseph Loeffler, of the Cleveland office, has been appointed branch manager there. Similarly, Thomas Charack, Minneapolis salesman, has been
made branch manager at Omaha.
Weeks also announced the closing
of a deal with the Randforce, L. I.
Circuit,
the company's complete
1936-37 for
program.
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Coming and Going
NATE

BLUMBERG returns to New York tomorrow or Friday from the Middle West.

PAULINE MOORE left New York yesterday
by plane for the Coast to start work for 20th
Century-Fox.
DIANA WYNYARD, is on her way to New
York from London to do a Lonsdale play.
MARC CONNELLY, who arrived on the NormandieYork.
will be at the Ritz Tower while in
New
HAROLD KEMP, head of Fanchon & Marco
Agency's Hollywood office, flew into New York
yesterday for a few days to look around the
legit shows
for picture
prospects.
HARRY KALMINE, Warner's Pittsburgh district manager, is in New York.
HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, Buffalo film attorney, leaves there next Sunday for Los Angeles by plane.
EDWARD

G. ROBINSON,

after spending the

past tew months in England making "Thunder
In the City," sails for the United States to
studios. work at First National's west coast
resume
EDDIE CANTOR returns to New York from
Hollywood next Thursday to confer with Damon
Runyon on the screenplay, "Saratoga Chips,"
which will be star's initial vehicle for 20th
Century-Fox.
GEORGE KAMEN, managing director of Walt
Disney Productions in London; LOUIS DREYFUS,
British producer, and MRS. DREYFUS; JOHNNY
HINES, screen actor and director for British
International Pictures, Ltd.; ROBERT LANG, director of revue "Resrez Jeune"; and DOROTHY
THOMPSON, writer and wife of novelist Sinclair Lewis, sail for Europe today on the
Normandie.
CAPT. HOWARD HAWKS
ment at the Warwick.

has taken an apart-

JIMMY CAMPBELL, in charge of music for
GB, arrives today in New York from Hollywood,
concluding
the
country. a trip to radio centers throughout
LEW AYRES, who has just returned to New
York from abroad, immediately departs for
Hollywood.
OSCAR

SERLIN

leaves New

York Friday for

the
Coast to produce "Artists and Models" for
Paramount.
W. RAY JOHNSTON left New York yesterday for a visit to Hollywood, where he will
remain several weeks.

Lincoln, Neb. — State Insurance
GRACE BRADLEY, who has just returned
Director Smrha thumbed down a from the GB studios, will remain in New York
for
about a week before returning to Hollywood.
proposal yesterday submitted to him
by P. W. Downs, of Omaha, which
MOLLY PICON, comedienne, has returned
would have permitted creation of to New York from a European tour. At Warshe made her first full-length feature
company to insure persons who are film insaw, Yiddish
with a Polish company.
not present on bank night at movie
houses when their names are drawn. Association,
JAMES CLARK,
president
Film Carriers'
has returned
to of
Philadelphia
after
Insurance plan would have provided two days' business conferences in New York.
that they get equivalent of bank
GEORGE F. CALLAHAN, head of Exhibitors'
night pot. Sale of insurance to per- Service
Co., returns to home office at PittsGB Will Not Take Over
today following visits to Philadelphia
son was to cost 10 cents per pre- and Newburgh York.
official ruled guarAll BIP Program in U. S. minum. Theanteeingstate
JOSEPH ERMOLIEFF, distinguished European
winners was not a proper
subject for insurance and that one film director who has been spending several
GB will not take over the entire cannot be insured against loss of days in New York since his arrival on the
Normandie last Monday, leaves here Sunday by
B. I. P. program for distribution in
plane for RKO's studios at Hollywood where
America but instead will handle something he doesn't have.
he will supervise company's forthcoming prowhatever pictures deemed suitable
duction, "Michael Strogoff."
for its setup, a spokesman for the
Mrs. Medbury Interred
wood.
SIDNEY R. KENT leaves Sunday for Hollyformer company said yesterday in West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
New York. So far no pictures have
NATE BLUMBERG, general manager of RKO
Hollywood — Funeral services were
been definitely selected for the dis- held here yesterday for Mrs. John theaters, has left on a trip that will take hin
tribution switchover.
to Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Des Moines,
P. Medbury, 40, wife of the film Kansas City and perhaps Denver.
commentator and newspaper columnDAN HALPIN, of Dictograph Prods. Inc., ir
ist. Before her marriage, Mrs. Med- rives back in New York today after a business
Furthman Rites Held
tour
of the mid-west.
bury
was
Phyllis
Eltis,
stage
actress.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Last rites for Charles
Muller Now Legislator
Furthman, 56, former Paramount
Town Bans Sunday Films
scenario editor, were held yesterday.
Anderson, Ind. — Harry Muller, opGreensburg,
Pa. — Sutersville Boi
Survivors are two brothers, William
erator of the State Theater here was ough, near here,
rejected Sundaj
and Jules, and a sister, Mrs. Mara elected state representative from movies in a vote held during th
Cole.
Madison county.
recent general election.

The current labor situation, coincidental with which a number of
New York houses have been stenchbombed, was considered by the I. T.
O. A. board of directors at a meeting yesterday. Next regular meeting of the association itself is scheduled for Wednesday at the Hotel
Astor.
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that will flash from
the screen to enchant your patrons.
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GOV'T GALLS INDUSTRY

126 PLAYS HAVE BEEN
SOLD FOR PICTURES I vS(W ?&$Hh
(Continued from Page

during the period this year as compared with 129 last year, Howard
About 75 members attended the
on. at which the following were
elected members of the council to
e until 1939: George Abbott.
Maxwell Anderson, Gene Buck, Russell Crouse, Owen Davis. Jules EckLilert Goodman, Samuel Spewack,
lian Helman, George Middleton and
Bertrand Robinson.

Drafting of a basic agreement for
nies
DM in dealing with film compa
on the sale of motion picture rights
to nnproduced plays is contemplated
bv the Dramatists' Guild. The contract will be similar in some respects, to the basic agreement between the Guild and the producing
of
covering production
managers
P SUrt of work on the agreementt
i« being held up pending settlemen
of differences between the dramatists
and the picture companies over its
provisions governing
play ofcontract
sale
screen rights.

"Radio Previews"
Imperial
Plan Links 225 Stations
(Continued

from

Page

HEADS TO WASH'GT'N
(Continued from Page 1)
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Have Music," with Jack Hylton and
June Clyde.
Innovation is the brainchild of
Leon Lee, trailer pioneer, now with
Imperial, who sees in it one possible
answer to the industry's how-to-use
radio problem. Lee already has
lined up 225 co-operating independent radio stations in all parts of the
U. S.
Transcription-, which will be used as two
1 5 minute program- or as a single 30-minute
broadcast, embrace highlights of the picture—
•icenes. musical numbers, etc. — as in a screen
trailer, with a radio commentator tying them
together to give essential continuity. Norman
Brokenshire functions as narrator for the
"She Shall Have Music" records, tested suct'ulljr in Seattle and Detroit
sectors.
Imperial's regulatory provisions and safeguards are designed to assure maximum value
to the exhibitor. Transcription releases are
spotted simultaneously with playdates, and
records are to l<e used a week in advance
<al openings. Further, they may not
he played during box office hours, fixed at
7:S6-9 p.m.
Stations are permitted to sell sponsorship
to their local commercial accounts in co-operation with exhibitors. Independent stations
thus stand to benefit two ways — through established movie "names" on their programs,
frequently weak, and through advertising rev
rnue. Quick response of stations to Im
perial's proposition
is thus explained.
Second Imperial release to be so exploited
will be "Broken Blossoms" with Dolly Haas
and Emlyn Williams.

RKO Certifs. Up 42 Points
In the first sale in months, RKO
6s 41 part paid certificates sold yesterday at 200, rise of 42 points above
the last sale. The certificate includes a $1,000 debenture and 150
shares of common stock. The price
of both the RKO stock and debentures has risen since the last purchase of the part paid certificates.

. .we ran
BACK thru the files . .
• • • GLANCING
across a column written two years ago. ...... .on Nov 5, 1934
. in which we were so bold as to state that
to be exact
were breakBritish pictures as represented by the GB product ^through
the
ing into the American market in a big way
grand work of an American organization manned by American
and we more than hinted that the advertising organilads
and the sales force capzation headed by A. P. Waxman
if given half a fighting chance
tained bv George Weeks
would crash the GB banner over impressively in the important
situations throughout the United States
• • • AND WE distinctly recall that at the time we were
for writing such an Optimiskidded by a lot of wise guys
well, what has haptic Story about British productions
George
?
years
two
past
the
in
pened
every
soldorganization a real sales force of 100 men Weeks'hassales
important situation in the nation
and every important circuit backed
up by the
advertising
and publicity
staffsplendid work of A. P. Waxman's
T

T

T

these sales lads went
• IT WAS not a pushover
• •
out and did a real Selling Job
against all kinds of heartbreaking obstacles
breaking down a tradition that British
pix were a taboo article with the American public
and in
the past few months they have had an additional battle to fight
the battle of weakened morale with all sorts of rumors
afloat as to what was going to happen to the company
who was going to take it over, and if so, what would happen. . . .
•

•

• NOW ALL these battles are in the memory book
the sales boys are out fighting to complete the structure
they have erected so sturdily in the past two years
and
every
last
one
of
'em
has
but
one
prayer
on
his
lips
what
is it?
that John Maxwell who is now in the saddle will
see to it that they get Product
B. O. Product
not
the routine British product
a salesman can't offer that
against the impressive Hollywood product and expect to get
away with it
neither can John Maxwell expect him to do
so
he's got to get films as good or better than "ThirtyNine Steps," "Transatlantic Tunnel," "It's Love Again"
anything less is just no dice for the American theatergoer
and if the British heads can't see to it that such salable product is released on this side, then all the splendid work of the
American sales and advertising staffs of the past two years
is simply kicked right in the old ashcan
but we're betting
Mister Maxwell, being Scotch, will back up the American office
with PRODUCT
for a Scotty never yet let go of something
he has in the bag
and the American Market is in the bag
right now f or GB
IF they keep delivering
▼
Y
▼
•
•
• A NEW outfit in agency biz
Artists Syndicate
of America with offices in the RKO building
composed of Matthew Rosen, handling pictures and theatricals
Lester Lee, radio William Miller, nite clubs ... •Interviewing patrons of the Strand after they see "Charge of the
Light Brigade," and broadcast over WMCA this afternoon and
Thursday between 3:15 and 3:30
.. . • That Marion Davies
cocktail party at the Warwick tomorrow afternoon promises to
be the talk of the town
•
•
• TODAY IS the day
the American Red Cross
starts its Roll Call today
Armistice Day
ng
five million Americans wanted to join upto Thanksgivi
membership dues $1 at your local Red Cross Chapter
JOIN'

«

«

«

»

»

»

20th Century-Fox Films, RKO Corporation, MG-M, Paramount, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Allied States Association, Motion Picture Laboratory
Association, League of New York
Theaters, J. J. Murdock, and former
N.
R. A. Code Administrator Sol Rosenblatt.
It is expected the conference will
take place the week of Dec. 6.
In making public the list, Major
Berry told The Film Daily it was
never expected there would be a revival of the old N.R.A. since that
was an emergency measure and the
period of emergency is definitely
passed. A good many of the recommendations which were made last
year when a similar attempt was
made on the part of Major Berry to
get a cross section of the industry,
were contrary to Administration policy, it was pointed out.
It is understood the Council will
act in the present instance as an independent body, gathering its own
data and making whatever recommendations appear to be essential
following full study of the results
of the meeting.
The Council is highly optimistic
concerning attitude of motion picture industry representatives.
"They were more than cooperative before," The Film Daily was
told, "and the interest at the present time is greater than ever."
Secretary Roper's business advisory council which incidentally meets
next week, is as far as can be ascertained without a representative
of the motion picture industry.

Skouras Injunction Trial
Expected in a Fortnight
(Continued from Page 1)

81st St. theater will be reached in
the New York State Supreme Court
in two weeks, according to attorneys
working on the case.
The plaintiff claims that certain
20th Century-Fox pictures should
have played RKO houses in the same
neighborhood seven days after its
theaters showed them. Damages
are also sought in the action.

Kussell and Lewis Named
Captains in Zukor Drive
M. S. Kussell and Myke Lewis,
Paramount District Managers, have
been named by Neil F. Agnew, VicePresident in Charge of Sales for
Paramount, as captains of the East
and West Sales divisions, respectively, in connection with the forthcoming Adolph Zukor Silver Jubilee Drive to be held by the company
beginning in January. Both Kussell and Lewis are now making a
tour of the exchanges in their respective divisions.

You re going to make money
-a lot of money- with
'THE CHARGE OFBUT
THE LIGHT BRIGADE"
The boys who will get the MOST out of it
Are the boys who will Gsten to REASOfW

I

Tl

WE'VE BLANKETED IT'THE
S UP TO YOU TO
BLANKET YOUR TOWN WITH

ERROL FLYMN • OLIVIA

SSF*£

^"*™fy MICHAEL
CURTIZ

("e Traffic

NEW LOW PRICES FOR A NEW HIGH IN FLASH ACCESSORIES
24-SHEET
51 anc| over
1 to 5
$2.00 3-SHEET
6 to 15
$1.75
1 to 10
16 and over
$1.50
11 to 25
1-SHEET
26 to 50
1 to 10
15c
51 and over
11 »o 25
13C 6-SHEET
26 to 50
He
1 to 5

9c
40c
36c

32c
28c
75c

6
11
21
51

to 10
to 20
to 50
and over

70c
65c
55c

llxU's
In full color— pebbled and
varnished!

50c
14xl7's
In full color — pebbled and
varnished!
Set of 8
$1.50 per set

Set of 8
$ .75 per set
HERALD— 8"xl 6"
in two colors, rotogravure!
1M to 4M
$275 per M
5M and over. , .$2.50 per M

,

deHAVIUAND

he biggest-selling magazines
in America are on your
advertising schedule —
put there by Warner Bros,
to sell your show with a
smashing campaign they
won't forget! That kind
of advertising is costly —

M

A

PICTURE

and it hasn't cost you a
cent! It's doing your job,
reaching your patrons,
making your campaign
the biggest of its kind in
the history of show business! Now see it through!
Set up your engagement
in the big way it deserves
and get your full share
of profits from the year's
hit!
biggest dramatic

EVERY ONE OF THESE MAGAZINES INCLUDED IN WARNER BROS/ 55-MILLION READER CAMPAIGN!

SATURDAY EVENING POST • COLLIER'S • LIFE • PICTORIAL
REVIEW • COSMOPOLITAN • RED BOOK • ESQUIRE • STAGE
PARENTS' MAGAZINE • AMERICAN BOY • SCHOLASTIC
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HAYS GOING TO ROME

A

IN U. S. FILM CRISIS ^
(Continued from Page
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to close their agencies entirely because of the demands.
Mr. Hays is expected to sock conciliation with Italian officials in order that the impending step may be
modified and possibly reat least scinded
entirely.

Johnston Forms Sterling
As New Holding Company
distributing company, in Sterling Productions, Inc., the California
iucing unit, and in Sterling Inthe foreign subnation
iry. al Corp.,
i^
stockholders
A netting of Monogram
will be
planned for Dec. 18 when decision Monogram
and
Sterling
whether
to
as
made
e merged or Sterling will absorb Monomcing for working capital of the new
Sterling organization has been completed by
■ dated interests.
The public
will not be invited to participate at present
as the initial financing is being handled by a
private syndicate.
Johnston has received applications for fran- covering all key cities, as well as apnns for foreign distribution rights from
■ Britain and its colonies, Brazil, Argentine, Holland, Belgium and Australia.
Negotiations for all territories
are being
held
orthe
of
details
of
completion
up pending ganization plans.
Johnston will spend several weeks at the
coast and return to New York after a stopover at the Texas Centennial.

Providence Police Probe
Modern Theater Bombing
Providence — Police are investigating bombing of the Modern theater
here,
House, a third-run low-scaled admission theater, has been experiencing labor difficulties since Proven
Pictures Inc., a Boston outfit, leased
and opened the theater last February. Sam Richman is house manager.

Loew-Warner Product Pool
Is Revived in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Loew's Penn
and the
the
local
Warner— interests
revived
product pool this week, with the
signing of a two-year contract between the musicians' union and Warner's Stanley Theater. Under the
pooling arrangement, the Penn will
have the choice of all big pictures
available to Warners while the Stanley will have the benefit of operating with a combination policy.
Strike Delays "U" Film

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Because of the shipping
strike on the West Coast Universal has
had to postpone its Ben Ames Williams
whaling story "Adventure's End," starring John Wayne. Efforts to obtain a
whaling vessel and to sign up a crew
were unavailing. Wayne instead will
make "Short Hall."

"mM' p**n "£<&"
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
Vf YRNA LOY will have the prin11 cipal feminine role in "Parnell," opposite Clark Gable, while
Joan Crawford, who had originally
been selected for that part, will
take over the role previously announced for Miss Loy in "The Last
transposiof Mrs. Cheyney." This
tion of starring parts occurred when
Miss Crawford read the completed
script of "Parnell" and, feeling that
the part as written was unsuited to
her, voluntarily asked the studio if
she might relinquish it.
T

T

T

Casting assignments: Selznick International— Peggy Wood, "A Star
is Born"; RKO Radio — Joan Fontaine, "Quality Street"; Edward
Everett Horton, "Stepping Toes";
Columbia — Charles Moore, Frank
Marlowe and John Harrington,
"Counterfeit Lady"; Republic —
Grace Durkin, Richard Beach and
Marc Kramer, "A Man Betrayed";
"Cabin Kids," "Roundup Time in
Texas"; John Van Pelt and Sonny
Chorre, "Riders of the Whistling
▼

T

T

T

T

T

▼

t

▼

Skull".
Robert E. Sherwood has been engaged to write the screenplay of
"The Adventures of Marco Polo,"
which Samuel Goldwyn and Douglas
Fairbanks will produce jointly, with
Gary Cooper in the title role. Sherwood will work from the original
story written by Fairbanks under
his pen-name of Elton Thomas,
with the aid of Captain A. Pogson,
British Orientalist, with whom Fairdon. banks will confer next week in LonNew contracts are announced by
M-G-M with Elizabeth Allan, Cora
Witherspoon and Elen Dosia. Miss
Allan has just completed a part in
"Camille," Miss Witherspoon was
seen recently in "Piccadilly Jim"
and "Libeled Lady," while Elen
Dosia is a singing star of the Opera
Comique.
More casting assignments: Warners— Torben Meyer, "The King and
the Chorus Girl"; Republic — Wallis
Clark, Grace Goodal, Kathryn Hall

Best Sept. Performances

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Screen Actors' Guild
members voted the best September
performances to be that of the Astaire-Rogers team in "Swing Time,"
and the best supporting player performance that of Beulah Bondi in
"The Gorgeous Hussy."

Wellman

to Make 3 for Para.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

WILK
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RKO TO SET UP FOUR
EXCHANGES IN S. A.
(Continued from Page

1)

from Phil Reisman, vice-president.
and Gertrude Green, "Great Guy";
Nat Liebeskind, who has managed
First
National—
Frank
Otto,
"Trial
Horse". ▼
r
t
the Brazilian operations for RKO
A. Edward Sutherland, directing since its inception last March has
Paramount's Silver Jubilee produc- been appointed to direct the Argentina distribution with headquarters
tion, "Campagne Waltz", starring
Glodys Swarthout and Fred Mac- in Buenos Aires. His post in Brazil
Murray, was forced to suspend his will be occupied by Bruno Cheli, forwork at the Paramount Hollywood kind. merly Sales Manager under Liebesstudio yesterday because of an infected finger.
With the completion of the preT
T
T
liminary surveys carried on in the
The cast of "Love and Kisses," field by Ben Cammack, General
the Pinky Tomlin musical that Mel- South American Manager, Liebesody Pictures has just completed, inkind arrived yesterday with Camcludes many leading Hollywood en- mack in Buenos Aires where they
tertainers. Billy Gray and Jerry
proceed to find exBergen have been at the Casanova will immedately
change quarters and to select the
club for nearly a year. Last week personnel that will handle the new
they were starred in "Little Giant," direct distribution arrangements.
a two-reel subject made by M-G-M.
"Teched in the Head" will be one
of the songs they sing in the Melody Arkansas ITO Membership
production. The Three Peter Sisters,
Returns from Convention
vaudeville headliners, are also in the
cast.
Little Rock — Exhibitors from six
T
T
T
Bennie F. Zeidman has definitely states were back home today after
set "St. Elmo," as his next produc- attending the semi-annual convention of the ITO of Arkansas here.
tion for Grand National release with
Among
those to speak were Gov."Sweetheart of the Navy" to folBailey, Attorney General-elect
low a month later. "St. Elmo," elect
which is adapted by Hinton Smith Holt and Lieut-Gov.-elect Bailey and
from the Augusta Evans Wilson Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.
novel, will start in four weeks at P. T. 0. A. Official vacancies were
the Talisman studios.
filled as follows: Vice president,
Cecil Cupp, Arkadelphia; director,
▼
T
»
Maurice Conn, president of the Sidney Wharton. To co-operate with
new Ambassador Pictures Corpora- the anti-"Chain" drive of the Indetion, has offered the leading role in
pendent Retail Merchants Associa"La Tosca," Italian opera which will
tion, the ITO named a committee inbe brought to the screen in January,
W. E. Malon, "Hy" Sanders
to Mina Home, American soprano, and J. M.cludingEnsor.
who recently returned to this country. Miss Home will leave for the
coast in a few weeks. She will also
Pauline Moore for Films
make "Carmen" for Carlo Roncoroni
Pauline Moore, legitimate stage
in Italy City.
in the spring in the new
Cinema
player, has been signed by 20th Century-Fox and shortly leaves New
▼
T
▼
Douglas MacLean has signed John York for Hollywood. Sheila Barrett opens at the Drake Hotel, ChiG. Blystone, director of James Cagcago, Nov. 13 and on Jan. 6, goes
ney's current "Great Guy" to direct into the Paramount theater, New
"Twenty-three And a Half Hours York. Deals were arranged by
Leave," second MacLean production
Krakeur of the Leo Morrifor Grand National release. Film- Richard
son office.
ing is scheduled
T to
▼ start
▼ Dec.
. 1.
Lew Lipton, writer, has signed a
new contract with M-G-M.

Two Corporations Dissolve

Albany — A certificate has been
filed at Albany dissolving the corporate existence of The Marloew
Amusement Corporation, New York
City. Attica Film Corporation, New
York City, through Paramount Pictures, Inc., has filed a certificate at
Albany
istence. dissolving its corporate ex-

Exhib's Daughter Killed
Hollywood — William A. Wellman
Savannah, Ga. — Miss Joan Dodd,
will produce and direct three pictures for Paramount. The first will daughter of Harry M. Dodd, local
manager, was instantly
be "Man With Wings." He is now theater
day.
killed in an automobile accident Sundirecting
"A
Star
is
Born"
for
Sclzi nick International.

Arlington House Opens
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— "Swing Time" will
be first film attraction at the formal
opening of the new Wilson Theater,
Arlington, Virginia today.

West Beauties
Coast Bur.,"In
THE Training"
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Busby Berkeley's dozen
hand-picked beauties from the "Gold
were "in train1937"
Diggersing"oftoday
for chorus
their transcontinental
aerial junket which starts Saturday.
They have to be at the right weight
when they fly through the air to 24
cities on a three weeks' tour. If they
gain weight they will have to skip it
because the plane arrangements have set
them down for certain weight, Warners
solemnly affirms.

What executives Say
U HE Film Daily Year Book is a
source of considerable information
and I don't see how anyone in the
picture business can do without it."
Dan Michalove
Twentieth Century Fox

dHE contents of the Film Daily
Year Book are valuable to the writer
at all time, which accounts for it being conveniently placed at my elbow on my desk."
H. H. Buxbaum
Twentieth Century Fox Corp.

TTHE Film Daily Year Book is invaluable to me in my work and I
always look forward to its publication."
David Palfreyman

11 NOTE the completeness with
which the Film Daily Year Book
covers the field of information so
valuable to those of us in the industry who need authentic data on a
wide range of subjects."

Darryl F. Zanuck
Twentieth Century Fox.
•

AIT is certainly a wonderful work,
and it seems to me that you have set
such a fast pace on the last Film
Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures
that I cannot imagine what you are
going to be able to do for future
issues."

Earle W. Hammons
President
Educational Pictures.

Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors of America.

dHE Film Daily Year Book is rich
with informative, accurate data on
our industry."

Cecil B. deMille
Paramount Productions Inc.

hJlY amazement grows each
year at the completeness of this
splendid publication of the Film
Daily Year Book."
W. A. Wolff
Advertising Manager
Western Electric Company.

The 1937-Year Book of Motion Pictures Now in Preparation OUT IN JANUARY
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CHINESE EDUCATIONAL
FILM SWEEP WATCHED

The Foreign Field
*

Nanking— Commercial film inter.
.tching the fast-growng interest in so-called educational
res in China. By mid-Novemx>r. 100 such films, 100 foreign-made
»nd the others produced domostical. ill be ready for national dis:ribution.
D mestic pictures will he made by
the Central Studio at Nanking, a
Government institution, and by the
sity
1 College of Science of the Univerthese
The themes of
of Nanking.
pictures will deal with the New Life
truction, naMovement, rural recons
tionalism, and civic training while
e films to be obtained from
will stress public health,
abroad
ering, industries, phynee, engine
The
training and travelogs.
:al Studio will turn out a feature -Chinese History".
A special committee created by
Education will dithe Ministry of into
120 districts to
vide the country
facilitate distribution. A two
months' course will be given to train
projectionists; 120 are already enrolled.

U. S, FILMS WINNING
STRAITS PREFERENCE

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

British Production Notes

London— British studios are hitting a fast production pace. B.I.P.
has eight films scheduled for production before the end of the year. In
work are "Murder Gang", with John
Lodge, Francis Lister and Diana
Churchill with Brian Desmond Hurst
directing; "The Dominant Sex," with
Romney Bent, Carol Goodner and
Phillips Holmes with Herbert Brenon directing. Then in rapid succession will come "Aren't Men Beasts?"
starring Roberson Hare, "Please
Teacher", wih Bobbie Howes, Wylie
Watson, Vera Pearce and Bertha
Belmore from the stage production of
the piece at the Hippodi-ome; "Bulldog Drummond at Bay" with John
Lodge and Gertrude Michael; "The
Norwich Victims" probably with Otto Kruger in the lead; a version of
the wireless revue, "The Silver
Spoon" and the Ivor Novello play,
"Glamorous Night". . . Donovan Pedelty is at work on "Landslide" for
Paramount . . . . Criterion starts production on Nov. 15 of Douglas FairJr., stellar vehicle "Jump for
banks'
Act
to
Yet
Nanking Gov't
Glory", with Alan Hale featured
y
overs
and Raoul Walsh directing. . . .
in Paramount Contr
Gainsborough has started the new
DAILY
FILM
of THE
Will Hay vehicle, "Good Morning,
*gton Bureau
Washington — State Department, Boys", with Marcel Varnel directing. . . . London Films is working on
diplomatic and foreign service offi- "Knight Without Armour" with
ofno
received
had
cials here today
Marlene Dietrich and Robert Donat,
ficial reports or instructions on
and
"I, Cllaudius", with Merle
embrogChinese
or
either the Italian
Oberon and Charles Laughton, Camlio over American films.
eron Menzies directing; Erich PomAt the Chinese Embassy here, it
with
was said no representation had yet mer is getting under way
Herbert
Wilcox
been received from the Nanking "Troopship"
Productions is filming "The Navy
Government on prohibition of impor- Eternal"
at Weymouth with Capt.
tation of all Paramount films fol- Norman Walker
directing A Pall
lowing that company's "unsatisfac- Mall unit under direction of Lothar
tory" reply to demands for world- Mendes is at Rothbury shooting on
wide destruction of "The General
Sonata" with Charles
Died at Dawn", and "Klondike An- "Moonlight
Farrell and Barbara Greene
Beaumont Films' Production of
of the Sea" is in work at
Press cables from Shanghai yes- "Toilers
Wembly . . . . Two Pathe features are
terday were to the effect that the
Chinese national government at in work at Wewyn, "The Limping
Nanking has prohibited importation Man" with Francis L. Sullivan and
of all Paramount films.
Hugh Wakefield and "No Escape"
with Valerie Hobson and Billy Milton with Norman Lee directing,
while "The Price of Folly" is in
MPTO of Neb.-W. la. Meets process of editing . Atlantic is
Omaha — Charles Williams, presi- busy on "Thunder in the City" with
dent of the M. P. T. O. of Nebraska Edward G. Robinson and Elliott Nugent Max Miller is on location
and Western Iowa, opened the annual session of the organization here with the Warner-First National
yesterday with 25 exhibitors in at- "Don't Get Me Wrong" while Ralph
tendance and with more expected Ince, at Teddington, is directing
for the closing session today. Busi- "The Vulture" with Claude Hulbert
was transacted
today's and Lesley Learoyd . Victor Saclosed nessmeeting
and a at
committee
is directing
"Dark Conrad
Journey"Veidt.
for
GB at
Denham with
consisting of Williams, D. R. Goldie ville
A GB unit sailed on Oct. 30 for
of Cherokee, la., R. D. Kerberg of
Sheldon, la., and Walter Creel of South Africa to film exteriors for
Omaha appointed. The committee "King Solomon's Mines"; another
makes its report today. Williams unit will sail on Nov. 20. Robert
refused to divulge in advance the Stevenson is directing. Jack Hulnature of the resolutions to be
bert and Cicely Courtneidge are apadopted.
pearing before the cameras at GB's

♦

♦

Lime Grove studios in "The Count's
Livery", with Herbert Mason directing "Calling All
with
the Mills Brothers,
is Stars,"
in progress
at the Joe Rock Studios Shooting is progressing rapidly on the
Max Schacht-Trafalgar production,
"Love from a Stranger", with Ann
Harding, Basil Rathbone and Binnie
HaleHolmes
"The story,
Silver isBlaze,"
Sherlock
in worka
at Twickenham . . . Julius Hagen's
"She Got What She Wanted" is in
work at Elstree with Tucker McGire,
Alastair Sim and Constance Collier
with Albert De Courville directing.
The Hagen-Franco London production of "Widow's Island" is in work
at Hammersmith, with Marcelle
Chantal. . . The Joe Rock unit working on "The Edge
of theIsland
World"
wa smarooned
in Shelter
by
a gale that swept Scotland.

Singapore — Despite considerable
propaganda for the increase in the
exhibition of British Pictures and
the fact that the distributor of British pictures here controls the theaters, recent contracts with American companies call for a choice of
playing time, according to U. S.
Trade Commissioner Harold D. Robinson in this Straits Settlements
metropolis. Robinson estimates
roughlyican films
that inthetheearnings
of Amerterritory
touch

900,000 (Straits) dollars a year.
Eight major American companies
are now represented. Six maintain
their own offices and representatives
and the other two are represented
by local agents. Some independent
American producers distribute their
films through a local Chinese firm.
The most important British features
are distributed by Pavilion Ltd., the
owner and manager of which also
Restaurant to Show Films
controls the Amalgamated Theaters
London — The Paramount Court in Singapore. The Chinese pictures
Restaurant, attached to the Para- are distributed by three local Chinese firms. The Indian pictures are
mount Theater, will install sound
reproducing equipment and show distributed by four firms operated by
Chinese and Indians.
special news films for its patrons.
There are 123 theaters in opera"Adverse" in Singapore
tion, all wired for sound. Prices of
admission vary. In British Malaya
Singapore — Warner Bros. "An- prices range between 10 (Straits)
thony Adverse" opened at the Capitol Theater here to its biggest busi- cents and S.$2 but are somewhat
ness during the past five years. The cheaper in Siam and North Borneo.
Feature films with name stars
entire Singapore press was unaniUnited States are favorture. mous in its lavish praise of the fea- from the
ites. Pre-release advertising of a
British picture usually reacts against
B. O. receipts. The natives consider
Educ. Mo. in Japan's Cinemas British
pictures too slow.
Tokio — During the month of OcThree new film houses were built
tober every motion picture theater
was required to show one educa- during the last year, one at Buttertional film in every program, under worth, the others at Kuala Lumpar.
the patronage of the Minister of A new company is in prospect here,
Public Education and the State w'th two houses likely to result.
Broadcasting Society. Films shown
included "The Rice Crop," "Salt,"
"Tobacco" and "Electricity."

Roads for London Theaters
London — A new order from the
Minister of Transport, effective
since Nov. 1, requires that all new
theaters built in the London area
shall provide private roads so that
passengers and equipment can be
taken on or discharged without obstructing street traffic.

Police Films Spreading
Leeds, Eng. — The use of motion
pictures by police departments, recently launched at Chesterfield, is
spreading. Local police are using
the camera in studying traffic problems. At Hull a picture has been
made of the work of the constabulary. Films, it is believed, will be
of great usefulness not only in the
detection of crime but in the training of police personnel. The Leeds
Education Department is also using
films in the city's school for health
propaganda
purposes.

THE
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Words and Wisdom
^LWAYS in a period of expansion
there is a temptation to hurry,
to slur over details, to "let it go at
that." This is
the time to guard
against slipshodjustmethods
of production, to be doubly critical and trebly
attentive to possibilities of improvement.—AL GREEN.

c<

NEWS

of the DAY

Springfield, 111. — The Kerasotes
Brothers, operators of the Pantheon,
Strand and Senate theaters in
Springfield, have leased a building
in Havana, 111., and are remodeling
the property for a 500-seat theater to open Christmas day.

The producers have built up a sort
of code for making pictures, yet it
seems to me that the best pictures
Cincinnati — The Ohio Valley
are made by breaking these gener- Amusement Co. (Jack Josey, Cleveally accepted rules.— Sir CEDRIC
land, and Nat Galley, Cincy) has
HARDFICKE.
leased
Rialto,
theater,Thefrom
the formerly
Coppock Heuck's
estate,
Poise, which distinguishes the vet- for 10 years at an aggregate rental
eran actor from the novice, is the of $150,000. Theater seats 1,500.
ability to appear thoroughly at New lessee expects to spend $35,000
home, unshaken by nervousness and on improvements, and will operate
without stage fright. If one is con- a motion picture house in the lower
fident of mastering any situation,
poise is a result.— JEANNETTE
MacDONALD.
Two First Runs, Acts and
I think actresses are much like
prize fighters. When their legs are
gone so are they. I consider legs a
tremendous factor in success on theater screens. From Dietrich to Lombard, Jean Harlow and many others,
legs have played an important part.
—DOROTHY LAMOUR.
If actors are conceited the public
can be blamed. We actors pay too
much attention to compliments, only
a few of which are sincere. We are
actors and should realize that the
public is really interested in our
work, not our persons. — JOE COOK.

Projectionist is Burned
in Portland Booth Fire
Portland, Ore. — James Larrimer,
projectionist, was burned about the
hands in extinguishing flames in the
booth of the Rivoli here. The film
jammed, causing the blaze.

Band in Seattle House

REVIEWS

»

"MESEAUTO" ("Car of Dreams"), Hungarian dialogue film produced by Reflector
Productions; directed by Bela Gaal, with
Zita Perczell, Eugene Toerzs, Ella Gombaszogi, Julius Kabos, et al, in cast. Released in U. S. by Danubia Pictures, Inc.
Presented at the Modern Playhouse.

price field.
Company controls two
theaters in Cleveland.
Evansville, Ind. — Arthur J. Gerber, Cannelton, Ind., has acquired the
Fulton Theater. He will remodel
the house and operate it under the
name of Marylane.

Lively operetta with lilting tunes, bright
comedy and pleasing acting by a talented,
well-chosen cast. Photography, with background vistas of colorful Budapest, is skillful
and interesting. Story deals with a pretty
maid whose curiosity and admiration for
nice things leads her to inquire price of a
Rolls Royce. A jaded banker poses as a
chauffeur and delivers the car to the girl.
Romance sets in with all its vicissitudes,
film.
but love conquers all. A stand-out foreign

Evansville, Ind. — The Oscar Fine
Circuit will open its new neighborhood house the Washington, about
Thanksgiving day.
Hamilton, Mont. — Liberty Theater
has been acquired by W. J. Hartwig,
Helena exhib from heirs of the late
T. M. Doran.

Sunday Movies Court Test
Is Expected in Maryland

Canavan
Seeks
Delegate's
Berth
on Fusion
Ticket

Baltimore — Legality of Sunday
Announcement was made yesterSeattle — John Hamrick's Orpheum
day that Edward Canavan, now pres- movies in Anne Arundel County is
has gone vaudefilm, augmenting its
ident of Local 802, Musicians Union, headed for a court test following the
double-feature, first-run film pro- will become a candidate for dele- action of the Grand Jury in advisgram with acts and a stage band.
gate to the national convention on
ing the sheriff that they violated
Latter has Jackie Souders, m.c, as the fusion ticket headed by Selig the law. Houses in Annapolis and
leader.
Liese, who is its presidential nomi- Glen Burnie have been giving Sunnee.
day benefit performances.

Farewell for Ed Sullivan

Associates of Ed Sullivan at Paramount yesterday gave him a farewell
party at the Cadillac. He leaves
New York shortly to become manager of the Majestic at Dallas after
having been connected with the New
York Paramount.

Mel Heymann Improves
Mel Heymann of M-G-M's press department, who underwent an operation last Saturday at Wyckoff
Heights Hospital in Brooklyn, is reported to be improving rapidly. He
is expected to resume his post within next two weeks.

Lotz Burial in Buffalo
Box Office Bandit Gets
Buffalo — Burial services for Harry
$145 in Oklahoma City Lotz, 47, U. A's Chicago branch
nanager, who died there Sunday,

Oklahoma City — Police today are
hunting for the bandit who robbed
the box office of the Criterion here
of $145. Robber enforced his demands on Cashier Margaret Muir
with a gun.
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will be held here today. His widow
and son, Harry, Jr., accompanied
the body here. Lotz was formerly
at Milwaukee in the same capacity
for U. A.

Ruth Schwerin

Recovering

Recovering rapidly from an ankle
M-G-M to Erect $50,000
fracture suffered in a recent fall,
Seattle Exchange Block Ruth Schwerin will resume her pub-

licity duties shortly with the BlackSeattle— M-G-M will erect a $50,- stone Agency.
000 building here to house general
exchange offices and projection quar- RKO Takes G. N. Nationally
ters.
RKO has purchased Grand National product nationally, Film
Daily was informed yesterday by
RA Film Still Shooting
John
O'Connor,
RKO also
filmbeen
buyer.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
national
deal has
madeA
Washington — Resettlement Ad- with GB.
ministration's new movie featuring
a Mississippi locale will not be reTo Discuss Sales Policies
leased until some time after first of
year, Administration headquarters
Philadelphia — Sales policies will
announced today. At present, Pare be discussed by the M. P. T. O. of
Lorenz and cameramen are making Eastern Pa. at a meeting Friday
at the Broadwood Hotel.
field shorts.

f MARY*

ONES

have discovered
truly Continental
vietv of Central
service,

atmosphere
Park,

invitingly

—

superior

inexpensive

rates. (Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)
The

popular
only

CONTINENTAL

GRILL, the CAFE

de la PAIX and

America's
RCMPELMAYER'S
* smart, meaning the clever, the knowing and, of course, the fashionable.

T. MORITZ-ON-THE-PARK
50 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH. NEW YORK
Direction: S. GREGORY TAYLOR

—. JXJfo
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Movie Study Groups Now
In 33 New Haven Schools
Haven — School movie study
groups have now been extended to
include the Hamden
High School,
bringing the total to 33 for the city.
Groups further have been broadened
radio and critito include
:; ope
of radio
programs.
der the direction of the Council of Film Patrons, plans are prochildren's shows
-ing for special
either before or after
on Saturday,
hours, at neighthe regular matinee
borhood houses, and for the revival
of old films of merit for adult showing.

ce Film in Ceylon for RKO

Ward Wing i toa,, Produ
the Wind"
produce
Wine willerday
mj„aclosers
Under a deal s.gned Y«**;«^-*''
with "Tea
Phil Leaves
Reisman in representing
for RKO in Ceylon.
Contracts were closed yes
y
of ^^
& Maygrs

the same background.
SWTtSA

U^nM

i^^^^-— -^— ^^^—
—
===^^^^^^^^^
ve"^
P-duced "Jung^Lo
STJ^X

Cuba May Finance Film
Industry Thru Lottery

Havana (By Cable)— A Cuban
to be finanmotion picture industry,
ced by the sale of postage stamps
al drawing of the Naand a* speci
tional Lottery, is proposed m a bill
e. Measthe Cuban Senat
now before estab
lish the Patroato de
ure would
Nacional (Namatografia re
F. b M. Shifts in St. Louis la Cinetional
Board) and
Motion Pictu
afia
St. Louis— Resignation of Wm. an Academia de Cinematogr
, the
emy)
Acad
ure
Pict
ion
(Mot
TheFox
of the
Raynor as manager
ater here to go with the Paramount board to lend financial aid to Cuban individuals or companies organPublix organization, has caused a
ized to produce films.
execuaround of the
general
s ofshifting
the various Fanchon &
Marco houses.
Robert E. Hicks moved from the
CINCINNATI
Ambassador to the Fox, while Harry
Crawford, manager of the Hi-Pointe,
Jim Christian, has been promoted
a neighborhood house, moves into
the cat bird seat at the Ambassador. from 20th-Fox's ad-sales dept. of
Richard Halloran, assistant manager the Indianapolis branch, to booker in
of the Fox, succeeds Crawford. the Cincinnati exchange.
Homer H. Harmon, who has served
Virgil Price, exhib of London, 0.,
as manager of the Orpheum, be- has completely recovered from automobile accident injuries.
comes publicity director of the Ambassador, while Clyde Brown, asH.
T.
has opened a new thesistant to Hicks, moves into the Ky. ater,Allen
The Abigail, at Prestonberg,
managership of the Orpheum. Dick
Williams, late of San Jose, Cal., has
Harry "Pop" Wessell is the Queen
been installed as manager of the
Shubert-Rialto which was recently City Variety Club's unanimous
choice for re-election to the presireopened by the Fanchon & Marco dency.
interests.
U.A.'s F. A. Marshall is here from
New York City. Bert Steam, dist.
mgr. here for a visit, left, via plane,
Court Reverses Censors
for Cleveland. Emmett Cashman,
RKO auditor, here for several weeks,
Baltimore — Judge Ulman of City left for Pittsburgh.
Court here, has reversed a decision
Paramount personnel gave a
of the State Motion Picture Censors
Board in which the board prohibited shower at the Plaza for Ceil Ritter
who will be married Thanksgiving
the showing in Maryland of "Girls Day.
for Sale," foreign film owned by the
Public Welfare Corporation. The
Loew's Tom Smiley announces
court held that the board's decision Theater Poster Supply highest bowlers of the tournament so far, with a
that the picture was immoral was
arbitrary and unreasonable.
single game score of 837.

NEW

JERSEY

PITTSBURGH

Spitzer Kohen, who at one time
Mrs. Clarence Eiseman, wife of
was manager of the Capitol at New- the U. A. exchange manager, underark, returns to that city as manager
went a major operation at Mercy
of the Goodwin, going there from Hospital.
Jersey City where he had been in
Film Rowers are tossing a second
charge of the Ritz. All are Warner
farewell party for Charlie Rich,
houses.
Warner's exchange chief, at the
William Brenner, who was for- Showboat on Sunday. Rich goes to
merly payroll boss at the Warner New York on Monday.
Bros. North Jersey division, is now
Bob Senft, former assistant manwith Metro as a traveling auditor.
Barry.ager at Loew's Penn, moved to the
Robert Lyttle, who has been managing the Strand, Bayonne, has been
a exploiHarry Bernstein, Columbi
transferred to the Regent, Paterson,
tation chief, is in town working on
where he succeeds the late Arthur
ra Goes Wild."
Maloney. Edward Rowe, former as- "Theodo
Lili Zehner, Zelienople actress,
sistant at the DeWitt, Bayonne, has
was signed under a long term conbeen placed in charge of the Regent.
tract by Walter Wanger.

Textile Mill Reopened,
Theater Will Try Again
New Haven — John Barnett, operator of Finn's, Jewett City, will reopen next Sunday, the Lily Theater,
Plainfield, formerly run by John
Fontaine. The house was closed last
spring when the textile mills were
dismantled and almost the entire
population of the town thrown out
of work.
Leasing
half the abandoned mill
to a ofmanufacturer
of
broadcloth has revived interest and
a two-day schedule will be tried.
The Rivoli, Bantam, closed since
last November, has reopened for two
nights a week, under Herman Foster.

Connecticut Houses Bid
For Kids With Giveaways
New Haven — In an effort to recapture juvenile patronage, houses
in the State are resorting to giveaways. The Devon and Thomaston
Theaters, and the Park, Allingtown,
are among the first to introduce Saturday afternoon drawings of a doll
and a wagon, boy and girl prizes.
The Fishman houses in New Haven
and Fairfield will run Scrappy Cartoon matinees, distributing the puppet shows which are a ColumbiaPillsbury tieup. The Hamilton,
Waterbury, has a long run of Saturday matinees planned, with the
President medallion series as prizes.
The Liberty, Bridgeport, operated
by J. Corwel, is distributing candy
to children from 2 to 5.

New Theater Will Cater
To Iowa State College
Ames, Iowa —

Construction will

start soon on a new 1,000-seat house
Films
"C"other
Prizes Movin
Pittsburgh
— Cashg and
prize in Campustown near Iowa State
nights conducted in over two hundred theaters in the tri-state area
have created a distinct market for
and "C" prodpictures
independent
uct turned out
by majors.

College. This is the second theater
for the suburb. The capital for the
enterprise is being put up by Ames
business men and eastern investors,
according to Fred Davis.

43 MORE
WARNER DAYS
TO XWAS
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Of Motion Pictures
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International in Scope
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Stage Show_ Theaters Favor "Name"

Bands and Units

MAJORS MARKING TIME ON GOV'T INDUSTRY PLAN
Projectionist
Treaty" Affects 220
Theaters
Local 306 to Absorb Allied; "Peace
No
Important
Move
Held
I. T. 0. A. to Grant
Increase

How

They

Started

Pending more concrete developments in the plan proposed by the
Council for Industrial Progress to
set up maximum working hours,
minimum wages and fair trade practices for all industries, major motion picture companies are merely
viewing the move with interest but
have, as yet, no plans for participation, spokesmen indicated in New
York yesterday.
They stated that so far they have
not received invitations to attend a

Mayor La Guardia's board of survey on industrial relations in the
motion picture industry has obtained
an agreement under which Local 306
will absorb the Allied Operators'
Union and the Independent Theater Owners Ass'n., which has employed Allied members under a 10year contract will grant a 25 per
cent increase in booth costs.
The mayor's commission has thus
succeeded in 3 days in wiping out
a dual union situation which has

(Continued on Page 7)

{Continued on Page 4)

EASTMAN KODAK CUTS
WAGE, STOCK MELONS

U. S. FILM EXPORTS
TO CANADA CLIMBING

Rochester — A wage dividend
amounting to $2,200,000 was declared by Eastman Kodak yesterday
coincidental with an extra stock dividend aggregating $1,688,000. Each
employees who has completed five
years' service on Dec. 26 and who is
in
company's
on Mar.
willthereceive
a checkemploy
for a little
more1

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Washington — Keeping pace with
the marked recovery in trade, which
has taken place during the last six
months under the Canadian-American trade agreement, the motion
picture industry for the first six
months of 1936 exported to Canada
(.Continued on Page 4)

Dan Frankel Named Sales
Chief of Pathe Film Corp.
Dan Frankel, associated with
Pathe for the past six years, has
been appointed sales manager of
Pathe Film Corp., it was announced
yesterday. He has been handling
(Continued on Page 7)

Thompson to See Browne
on I. A. Aid for Guild

Likely Until Hays
Returns

He studied chemical engineering at Calitornia Tech did Frank R. Capra, Columbia Pictures ace
director and prexy of the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences, but the nearest he ever came
to using his professional education was in a studio laboratory where he held one of his first
Hollywood jobs. Subsequently, he was gag man for Christie, Sennett, Roach, et al, finding
his first chance to direct with Sennett. Academy's directorial award in '34 went to Capra for
his "It Happened One Night."
Yes, you're right — this fine likeness is the work of "Hap" Hadley.

Name

Broadcasting Bands and Units

Find Favor With Stage Show Theaters

(Continued on Page 4)

U. S. Argentine Distribs.
Draft Conviction Appeal
Buenos Aires (By Cable) — The
Argentine Association of Film Distributors today was planning to appeal the conviction of its legal representative, Cristobal Solari, of the
use of "coercive measures" in a suit
brought by Hector J. Bini which
charged extortion, illicit association

(Continued on Page 7)
Theaters throughout the country
Film Licensing Nets N. Y.
State $204,202 in Year playing stage attractions are par- 74 Novels Find Their Way
ticularly demanding "name" bands,
to U. S. Screens in Year
Albany — The Motion Picture Di- backed by radio reputations, and

Kenneth Thompson, executive secvision of the State Education De- unit shows, according to circuit
of theen Screen
partment reviewed and licensed
Seventy-four novels and 70 pubwho is retary
here
route toActors'
the A. Guild,
F. of
bookers in New York yesterday. At
lished plays and stories found their
L. convention at Tampa as a dele- 1902 films during the year beginning July 1, 1935 and ending June the present time, there are 16 weeks way to the screen in the period from
gate representing the Central Trades
to the annual re- of playing time available for acts, it September, 1935, to October, 1936,
Council of Los Angeles, said yester- 30, last, according
the National Board of Review of
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued

on Page

7)
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Paramount Studio Club
Sponsors Zukor Dinner
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

Coming and Going

"Come And Get It" Ahead
of "Dodsworth" at Rivoli
Opening at the Rivoli yesterday,
Samuel Goldwyn's "Come and Get
It" was running 1,300 admissions
ahead of "Dodsworth" on latter's
opening day at this same house, according to late afternoon check-up.
Receipts indicated total first day
take would substantially better that
of "Dodsworth" figure, the management said. United Artists' officials
expected the picture would gross
more than the first Saturday's run
of "Dodsworth".
"Come And Get It" was also reported yesterday to be headed for
(5,000 paid admissions on its opening
day at the Aldine in Philadelphia,
which is also considerably more than
"Dodsworth" attracted.

DAILY

M. C. BATSEL, manager of Photophone Engineering for R.C.A. Manufacturing Co., has
arrived in Hollywood from the east. He will
spend a week there.
GEORGE NITZE, president-treasurer of Ufa,
leaves New York shortly for a vacation on
Pacific Coast.

MARC CONNELLY, recently returned from
Europe, is at the Ritz Tower.
CLARENCE BROWN, screen director, is at
Waldorf-Astoria.
JUDITH BARRETT, who just completed a role
in "Flying Hostess" for Universal, has arrived
in New York from Universal City.
the

PHIL SELZNICK, who plans to produce a
series of pictures based on the Charles Alden
Seltzer novels, is in New York to arrange for
distribution of the pictures. MAX YOUNG
brewery and theater owner, who will back
Selznick,
is staying
with
him at the Edison.

JOHN F. WHARTON, treasurer of Selznick
Hollywood — Plans for the ParaInternational Pictures, is in Hollywood for a
mount International Silver Jubilee Central States Circuit
two weeks' business conference with David O.
celebration for Adolph Zukor in
Takes Columbia Product Selznick and others.
commemoration of the Paramount
RICHARD DIX has left New York for a
founder's 25 years of service to the
two weeks' visit with an old schoolmate, Dr.
Columbia has closed a 1936-37 Johnson
motion picture industry, will be
Reubacher in Miami, Fla. Dix also
product deal with the Central States plans a visit to Bermuda before returning to
ushered
in
at
the
company's
studio
Hollywood.
with a huge dinner sponsored by the circuit operating in Iowa and NebWashington Variety Club
raska. Buy covers 42 houses in 20
SOL A. ROSENBLATT, who returned to New
Paramount Studio Club, it was anfrom Washington, goes to Tampa
next yesterday
week.
to Stage Frolic Nov. 21
nounced yesterday by George Bag- towns. Company is also negotiating York
a
deal
with
the
Pioneer
Theaters
Corp.
nail, president of the club.
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, who is now in Dallas,
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Dinner will take place on the
returns to New York in one week.
Washington — Third annual frolic night of Jan. 7, Mr. Zukor's birthLEO SPITZ is due back in New York from
of the Variety Club will be staged
Minnesota Amusement Co.
the coast early next week.
at the
largest available
at the Willard Hotel on Nov. 21. stage day,on
thestudio's
lot. Entertainment
will
MAX L. LEVENSON of the Levenson Circuit,
Closes For Radio Films Boston,
Chairman Guy Wonders announces feature some of the foremost peris in New York.
sonalities ofscreen and radio. Guests
Johnny Perkins, Audrey Sieber, misMRS.
M.
AUER of Universal left for the Coast
The
Minnesota
Amusement
Co.,
- of ceremonies at Warner's will include stars, executives and
Bros. Earle, and Lee Everett of Sta- many others associated with Mr. with a large circuit of theaters in by plane last night.
S. E. MANSON, film director of FitzpatricX
Minnesota, North and South Dakota,
tion WRC as emsees. Earle and Zukor
century.during the last quarter of a and northern Wisconsin has signed Pictures, Ltd.; and VALENTINE WILLIAMS,
British writer, arrive in New York tomorrow
Loew's Capitol vaudeville programs
will participate. Wonders aids are
Preceding the dinner will be a contracts with RKO Radio Pictures on the S. S. Washington.
Gene Ford, Phil Hayden, Harry Loh- screening of Zukor's historic "Queen to take a year's product of that comHARRISON FORMAN, explorer, arrives today
pany for all its theaters, Jules Levy, in New York from a journey through Tibet.
meyer, Clarke Davis, and Pete Ma- Elizabeth" starring Sarah Berncias.
RKO vice president and general He plans leaving tomorrow for Hollywood to
hardt, plus one of Paramount's new
act as technical director for forthcoming CoSilver Jubilee releases, probably manager, announced yesterday.
The contractual arrangement calls
lumbia production, "Lost Horizon."
"Maid of Salem", starring Claudette
W. SMITH goes to Scranton today from
for a dual first run showing in Min- NewA. York.
Colbert
and
Fred
MacMurray
under
Nealans With Waters
neapolis and St. Paul.
the direction of Frank Lloyd.
WILLIAM WYLER, after several delays, sailed
Birmingham — George Nealans,
from New York yesterday for a vacation abroad.
assistant manager of the Alabaha,
House For East 23rd St.
JIMMIE SAVO is back in New York from
has resigned to become general Sol Rosenblatt to Speak
Plans have been filed for con- Chicago and rehearsing in a new show.
manager of the Waters Theaters, a
at A. F. of L. Convention
struction of a one-story motion picstring of neighborhood houses. He
ture theater at 127-129 East 23d St.
will be succeeded by Claude E. KenSol A. Rosenblatt, former NRA by C. A. Sandblom, acting for R. &
ner, assistant manager of the Paramount in Nashville. Nealans was divisional director, will speak at the M. Operating Corp., of 678 Eighth
Para. Advances John Scott
assistant manager for four years American Federation of Labor con- Ave., of which Arthur M. Rapf is
John
Scott, former ad sales clerk
vention
at
Tampa
next
week.
This
and during that time built up the
president and Michael Ruden secretary. Building will be approximately at Buffalo for Paramount, has been
membership of a kiddies club to will be the fourth consecutive A. F.
of L. convention that Rosenblatt has 50 x 114 feet, with estimated cost
more than 4,000.
named ad sales manager of its Cleveaddressed. He returned to New York
land exchange. He succeeds William
yesterday after conferring with
President Roosevelt at the White $35,000.
Twig, who has resigned.
B. O. Bandit Gets $60
House.
New Sparks House Opens
Ottuma, la. — Staging a daylight
New Smyrna, Fla. — A gala opening, with press previews followed
raid, a youthful gunman held up the
June Caprice Rites Today
by formal public showing of "Gay West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Capitol here and escaped with $60.
Desperado," marked the bow of the
Air Travel By TWA
Victoria, deluxe new theater, here.
Hollywood — Funeral services for
It is the latest addition to the E. J. June Elizabeth Millarde, — June CaCheaper Than On
3rd Week
forthe"Brigade"
"The
Charge of
Light BrigSparks chain of Florida theaters,
price of the silent film era — will be
Limited Trains
which now number around 110.
ade" stays at the Strand for a third
held here today. Miss Millarde, who
Shortest, fastest, overnight
was 37, first appeared in films for week, beginning Saturday.
coast to coast.
William Fox in 1916.

Wilk.
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Here Tomorrow

Final print of "Rembrandt," Alexander Korda production
starring
i Charles Laughton, will arrive in this
country tomorrow aboard the Wash, ington.
Film has already had its
I British opening.

BRITISH
FIRM
Wants

Non-stop
between
New
York and Chicago

American Films

NOW 3 TWA OFFICES:

ADDRESS
BOX
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1650 BROADWAY
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Hill
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//

PLEASE

BE PATIENT!
//

The opening engagements of "TARZAN ESCAPES" have been so successful that showmen
are asking us for reproductions of the promotion campaigns, to use in their own cities. These
campaigns are just coming in from all parts of the country (they're swell!) and within a few
days we will print them in the trade press. Meanwhile we urge our showmen friends to
ballyhoo " TARZAN
marvelous. "TARZAN

ESCAPES"
ESCAPES"

like a circus. It's fun to exploit and the results are
in its first engagements is beating M-G-M's

previous

Tarzan success! America loves this unique character — and there's only one Johnnie Weissmuller! So shoot the works ! And watch the papers to see how other showmen are cleaning
up with it!

mmmm mmmmm m m mm
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PROJECTIONIST PEACE
PACT TO AFFECT 220
••: PdOc"

11

been a source of trouble to the industry for several years.
The I TO. A. will make a 10-year contract
with 1
Hon on
wage
the
end
peric-:
20 theater* ate affected by the
agreement.
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American Film Exports to
Canada Advance $183,000
r.tinucd from Page

1)

$412,000 worth of films, an increase
of $183,000 over the same period
last year.
These figures were made public
today by the United States Department of State, which has just completed an analysis of CanadianAmerican trade during the first half
year under the reciprocal trade
agreement program. The first half
of the year is the latest period for
which a detailed tabulation of trade
movement between the two countries
is available by individual commodities.

Eastman Kodak Co. Cuts
Wage and Stock Melons
(.Continued from Page 1)

than four times his average wage
per week during the past five years.
The extra stock dividend of 75
cents a share is payable on Dec. 10
to stockholders of record Nov. 20.
This is in addition to a common stock
dividend amounting to $1.50 a share
and the regular 1% per cent dividend on the preferred stock. Both
are payable Jan. 2 to stockholders of
record Dec. 5.

Serlin Tendered

Nov. 13: M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pennsylvania
meets at the Broadwood Hotel.
Nov. 17: Allied Theaters of New Jersey, meetNew York City.
ing at Hotel Lincoln,
Nov.Willard
21: Washington
Variety Club's frolic
Hotel.

Party

Associates of Oscar Serlin in the
Paramount production department
tendered him a party last night at
the Cotton Club. Serlin leaves New
York tomorrow for the coast to make
"Artists and Models" for the company.

Did You Hear This One?
And there's one about the dumb
dame who thought that "The Charge of
the Light Brigade" meant a bill from
the New York
Edison Company.

.
T
T
▼
picture deal that went
big
a
of
ROMANCE
TRUE
• • •
blooey three bright young men in the film biz hit on the
idea of making a series of one-reelers depicting the beauty of
various states . one lad was an embryo cameraman, another
was valuable because he knew a guy in Hollywood who knew a
guy who could grab some short ends of film, and the third was a
they had no dough but had endwriter and publicity man
less nerve and enthusiasm and one of the bunch knew a
sral in Connecticut whose folks had a country estate and a station wagon
"Boys," he announced to his two partners,
"we're practically started on the first of the series, 'Connecticut

William pi,ts'>urgh
Penn
Hotel.
NoV„^:.
Warner Club dinner dance,
Nov. 24:
American
Legion
(Theatrical
Post)
Mass.
Dinner Dance, Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston,

Nov. 24:
Allied
meets at
New Theaters
Haven. of Connecticut,
Nov
Dec.

•
•
• NEAT STUNT pulled by Manager Joe Goetz of the
RKO Paramount in Cincinnati, a suburban house
he staged
a National Educational Week celebration in the lobby in cooperation with the faculty of the Walnut Hill High School
regular classes were held nightly pupils went thru the regular study periods in chemistry, home economics, etc., while
parents looked on and Metrotone News filmed the event
•
•
• THAT CLASSIC known as "The First Violin" first
published by Jessie Fothergill in England in 1877 is made to
order for the motion picture
while in the public domain
in the United States, it is protected by copyright in all the
countries of the Copyright Union, other than Germany and
Austria
the motion picture rights are owned by Samuel
Feir of 271 Madison Avenue
having read the special adaptation of the novel he has had prepared, it looks to us like a
natural for the screen
a half dozen film execs and story
experts feel the same way about it, but have been unable to
get any action from their various studios in Hollywood
and when some company grabs it, the others will be asking
their story dept's why they didn't hop on it first
it has
happened before
•

• • NOW ACTING as publicity director of the American Plays Association
at 1860 Broadway
is Genevieve
Tierney, who served as executive secretary of the St. Louis
Pageant Drama Association, which founded the St. Louis Municipal Theater

• • • A SPECIAL closed meeting of AMPA today at the
Hotel Edison in the College Room, called to discuss the financial emergency that developed during the past week ... • Nice
work by the U. A. publicity dep't, with that Macy page ad in
the met papers on Armistice Day headed "Come and Get It" . .
• The United Artists exchanges are distributing a special
booklet to theaters on the showing of "The Garden of Allah "
with suggestions on the proper handling of the Technicolor
prints to get the best screening

«

«

«

»

»

»

1-2:

Bufalo
Buffalo. Variety
State
convention
pendent Theater Owners
Columbus.

Hotel,

Club

Ball,

of
the
of Ohio,

Dec

7-8:
M.P.T.O.
Carolina,
annual
Hotel, Charlotte,

Dec.

11:
Cleveland
Variety
Club's
banquet,
at the Mayfair
Casino.
13:
Philadelphia
Variety
Club
formal
stag
banquet,
Bellevue
Hotel, Philadelphia.

Dec.

Speaks'."
•
•
• SO HE went to work on the Connecticut gal, and
she told the boys to go ahead and make the family home their
headquarters, and use the station wagon
so they were all
set for some nice week-ends as picture producers, they of course
having to work at their regular jobs during the week
and
the first week-end the promoter mugg showed up with lipstick
on his white collar
and the Connecticut gal wouldn't fall
for the gag that he cut his neck while shaving, so she had the
hired help throw the three producers out into the roadway, with
no station wagon to drive 'em to the station
they walked
now they are working on a gal in Pennsylvania whose
folks own a truck-farm and a market-wagon
if they land,
the film will be titled "Rustic Pennsylvania"

27:
Statler,

Dec. 14-15:
Biltmore

of
North
convention,
N. C.

and

Inc.
Hotel
IndeDeshler

South
Charlotte
annual
annual
Stratford

Oklahoma
MP TO
convention
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.

Film Licensing Nets N. Y.
State $204,202 in Year
(.Continued from Page

1)

port submitted yesterday by Irwin
Esmond, Director of the Division,
to Commissioner of Education Frank
P. Graves. Of these 1902 films, 19
were rejected entirely, of which
three were later revised and approved, and eliminations were made in
180 upon statutory grounds.
The net revenue to the State for
the year amounted to $204,202.21.
Receipts for the year were $269,931.20 and expenditures were $65,728.99. Since the organization of
the Motion Picture Commission in
1921 the total net profit to the State
over and above all expenditures has
been $2,070,382.64.
The report points out that in addition to the 19 pictures which were
ordered rejected in toto, 1452 eliminations of scenes, subtitles or dialogue were made in pictures presented for review.
A total of 9366 reels were reviewed by the Division during the
year,
of
film.or more than nine million feet
During the year five appeals were
taken to the Commissioner of Education from the action of the Director. In each case the action of the
Director was sustained.
Mr. Esmond recommends that additional reviewers and inspectors be
employed to supplement the present
staff of four reviewers and five inspectors.
The number of foreign-made films
reviewed increased by more than 50
pei- cent over the previous year.
R. I. Drive- In Theater
Providence — Initial steps towards establishing of Rhode Island's first openair, drive-in theater were taken here
with granting of a building permit to
Peter Laudati of this city for construction of a stage on the site of the old
Providence Cycledrome tract between
this
city
and Pawtucket. Estimated
cost is
$50,000.
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MAJORS MARKING TIME
ON U.S. INDUSTRY PLAN

The Foreign Field
♦

{Continued from Page

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Film So. Africa's History

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Washington — "When the motion
picture industry meets with the
Council for Industrial Progress the
week of Dec. 6th, the possibility of
finding a substitute for the NRA
will undoubtedly be taken up," declared Major George L. Berry, following a joint press conference between himself, John L. Lewis, and
Sidney Hillman at the Willard Hotel late yestreday. "I don't see how
we can possibly escape it," Berry
said. Practically all the industry
wants it. They showed that the last
time they were here."
of Labor's
the policy
Speaking
isanforLeague,
Major Berry
Non-Part
declared that the organization commits itself to the proposition of thoroughly organizing the workers in
the motion picture and other industries and their friends of the liberal
movement of America so that "we
can be in a position to adjust ourselves intelligently and effectively to
any political realignment that occurs."

U. S. Argentine Distribs.
Draft Conviction Appeal
1)

and violation of the Argentina antitrust statutes.
Federal Judge Artemio Moreno,
suspending sentence on Solari, held
responsible for the acts of the association, ruled that the latter lacks
legal authorization to function here.
The association is composed of
United Artists Corporation, Universal Pictures Company, Inc., Warner
Brothers-First National, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Paramount Pictures, Columbia Pictures, RKO, Fox
Corporation and two ArgenFilm tine
distributors.
Evidence was established that the
importers and distributorsthecomposrental
ing the association fixed
and form
prices of films, the time
under which they could be exhibited,
and admission prices to theaters. It
was charged they also refused to
rent films to certain theaters.
ers Buy "Toes"
Warn
Bros, are understood to

Warner

♦

♦

1)

conference to be called by Major
George L. Berry, head of the Coun- Getting Irish Studios Ready
Dublin — Desmond Hurst and Lord
cil, for early December in Washington with object of exchanging ideas Killanin, who recently formed a producing company to make films in
on the project.
According to one authoritative in- Ireland, are to erect their studios in
dustry source, no important move on a hangar at Gormanstown which
bought from the Irish governthe part of the majors is likely pend- they
ing return to New York of Will H. ment.
Hays, who is now en route to Italy.

(Continued from Page

PLANE CRASHES, WING,
FOUR OTHERS UNHURT

have

bought screen rights to "On Your Toes,"
Broadway musical hit. Price is reported to have been $50,000.

Johannesburg — The Union Government is sponsoring what will be
the most ambitious film ever attempted in South Africa — a screen
story of the country's history. It
is hoped to release it in 1938. Beginning at the time when King John
of Portugal was sending his captains in search of a sea route to India and ending at the union in 1910,
the whole pageant of the country's
stirring story is to be unfolded.

$750,000 A.B.P.C. Profit Rise

London — Stockholders in A. B. P.
C. are in receipt of a circular from
that organization stating that the
firm's
six
months profits
of 1936 for
showthean first
increase
of $750,000 over the same period
for 1935 and that the directors anticipate that the increase will be
maintained for the second half of
1936.

U. S. Films in Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires — Of the 161 pictures
shown in Argentine during the first
six months of this year 70 per cent
were from the United States, 21
were from Germany, 9 from France,
6 from Spain and an equal number
of Argentine films. Mexico was represented by two.

74 Novels Find Their Way
Thompson to See Browne
on I. A. Aid for Guild
to U. S. Screens in Year
(Continued from Page

1)

Motion Pictures announced yesterday, recording the titles on its annual Book-Film List compiled for
Book Week.
In addition, the Board lists 12
films with special book tie-up values
and a dozen more foreign language
films either based on novels and
plays or with tie-up value.
In a recent survey, the Board
says, its Young Reviewers, boys and
girls from 8 to 16 years who take
their cinema very seriously, stated
just what books they thought the
companies would "do well" to film.
Among the boys' selections were:
"Ivanhoe" (receiving the most
votes), Stevenson's "Kidnapped,"
Verne's "Michael Strogoff", Cooper's
"The Deerslayer" and "The Pioneers," "Lancelot and Elaine," Ludwig's "Napoleon," "Marc Anthony"
and "The Merchant of Venice."
The most popular choices of the
girls were: "The Old-Fashioned
Girl" and sequels (these books received the most votes) "Silas Marner", "Kidnapped", "Ivanohe", "John
Halifax, Gentleman," "Nobody's
Boy" (Sans Famille), "Mill on the
Floss", "Hamlet", Tarkington's
"Seventeen", "Ethan Frome", "Marie Antoinette", "To Have and to
Hold" and "The Black Swan".

(Continued from Page 1)

day that he expected to confer at
Tampa with George E. Browne, I.
A. T. S. E. president, on obtaining
I. A. aid for inclusion of the Screen
Guild in the basic studio pact embracing most of the unions employed
at the coast studios.
With I. A. backing and that of the
other unions in the basic pact, the
Screen Guild feels it could obtain
immediate recognition and a closed
shop from the producers. Last year
the Screen Guild applied for admission in the studio pact but was turned down by the producers. The
Screen Guild at that time did not
have the active support of the
unions.

Goldhar Fills in for U. A.

West

Coast Bureau

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Paul
Wing, aide to
Director Mitchell Leisen in the production of the Carole Lombard-Fred
MacMurray starring film, "Swing
High, Swing Low," and four members of a production unit narrowly
escaped death or injury in a plane
crash in Mexico, according to word
received at Paramount's Hollywood
studio yesterday.
Wing, Edgar Anderson, Dewey
Wrigley, Mitchell Crawley and Edward Sonderberg were en route from
Hollywood to Panama and Cuba to
obtain background shots in Havana,
Colon and Balboa for "Swing High,
Swing Low" when they encountered
a storm and, forced down in rough
terrain near Topachula, Mexico,
damaged the plane. None was hurt
and after the ship was repaired the
flight was resumed.
Wing was in the crash of a plane
on May 6, 1935, while en route from
Hollywood to Annapolis, Md., with
Director Richard Wallace and a production unit to film "Annapolis
Farewell". The accident caused the
death of one woman and injuries to
Wing, Wallace and other members
of the unit.

Stage"Name"
Show Theaters
Bands andFavor
Units
(Continued from Page

1)

was stated. This total shows but
little change over last year.
Playing of attractions on a percentage basis is growing as a policy
in houses ranging from 2,500 to 3,000 seats in capacity.
The New York Paramount theater
has found "name" bands profitable
bookings, according to Harry Kalcheim, who is in charge of talent
for Paramount's houses in the northern part of the country. The theater
is set to play the following orchestras: Art Shaw, Casa Loma, Ray
Noble and Phil Spitalny.

Dan Frankel Named Sales
Chief of Pathe Film Corp.
Jack Goldhar is in charge of
at Chicago Branch Office

United Artists' Chicago branch pending a permanent appointment. Vacancy was due to the death of Harry
terday.
Lotz, who was buried at Buffalo yes-

Livesey Funeral

Held

(Continued from Page 1)

sales for the company, whose principal interest- at present is its laboratory at Bound Brook. Prior to joining Pathe, Frankel was general manager of Films Erka in Paris.

"Dodsworth" Wins in Chi.

London — Funeral services were
held yesterday for Sam Livesey,
Program Com. Confirmed
Chicago — Samuel Goldwyn's
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
stage and screen actor who died "Dodsworth" broke the all-time
Hollywood — In anticipation of an here Saturday following major op- house record for a week's showing
active meeting program during the
eration. His best known stage roles at the United Artists Theater, ascoming winter months, the Tech- were in "Bulldog Drummond" and weeks. suring the picture at least three
nicians Branch Executive Committee "Treasure Island."
He was 63.
has confirmed the appointment of
the following members to the
Branch Papers and Programs Com"Fugitive" Ready Nov. 28
mittee, under the Chairmanship of
Roxy Adds Lobby Show
Russell Patterson's Personettes have
William Rudolph: Anne Bauchens,
Warners "Fugitive in the Sky,"
been signed as an added attraction tor
Carl Dreher, Godfrey Fischer, James will be nationally released on Nov.
the lobby of the Roxy commencing FriE. Francis, Lloyd Goldsmith, John 28. The picture is an original story
day. The Personettes, a modern form
Harkrider, Wilson Leahy, Herman by George Bricker, and has Warof puppet
show
created
the illustrator will
be a
Roxy byfeature
indefinitely.
ren
Hull
and
Jean
Muir
in
the
leading.
Lentz, K. F. Morgan, and S. J. Twining roles.
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A "JUttk." from Hollywood "£ot*

been assigned to direct the new production and negotiations for Heather
Angel
to play the feminine leadFilms
to
Worth
Connie
Shipping Strike Leads
ing role are nearing completion.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Role of Bulldog Drummond will be
Hollywood— Because the Pacific Coast shipping strike prevented her from sailing back
played by Ray Milland.
to Australia, Constance Worth, young stage and screen actress from down under, visited
▼
T
T
She was recognized, given a screen test by RKO Radio Pictures, and signed
Hollywood.
to a long term contract.
Although she was too ill to speak
yesterday when she appeared on the
lege Holiday" at the Paramount Hol- set, Olympe Bradna insisted upon
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
lywood studio.
board of directors of Paramount,
completing her work in "College
T
V
T
and William LeBaron, managing diHoliday" against the advice of Director Frank Tuttle. Then, accomrector of production yesterday anJames Ellison, yesterday was givnounced that the company will propanied by her physician, Dr. Joel
en a seven-year contract by Harry
duce an epic of aviation, tentative- Sherman, who produces the Hopa- Pressman, she went to a hospital
and had her tonsils removed.
titled "Men byWith
Idea long Cassidy Westerns for Parawas ly conceived
Jeff Wings".
Lazarus, head
T
V
T
mount. Ellison will play a leading
of the Paramount story department. role in the seventh of the Hopalong
"Pennies
From
Heaven,"
ColumJames Norman Hall, co-author with
bia's comedy-with-music, featuring
Cassidy John
features,
"Trail
Dust,"
in
Charles Nordhoff of "Mutiny on the which
Beach, former New Bing Crosby, Madge Evans, Edith
Bounty," has been signed to write York society man, will make his Fellows and Louis Armstrong seen
the screen play, and William Well- film debut.
in the leading roles will be ready
for nationwide release on Nov. 25.
man,
who directed
"Wings,"
will direct.
Tentative
cast probably
includes
T
▼
▼
Casting assignments: RKO Radio
George Raft, Fred MacMurray,
The
Columbia
production
featurCarole Lombard, Cary Grant, Fran- —Colleen Clare, "We, the Jury";
ing May Robson, Irene Hervey and
ces Farmer, Sir Guy Standing, Akim 20th Century -Fox— Paul McVey and
Tamiroff, Jackie Moran and Virginia Julius Tannen, "Love is News"; Dean Jagger in the story by Edwin
T
T
T
Weidler.
Katherine De Mille, "Death in Para- Olmstead, will be permanently entitled "Woman in Distress" instead
In-tead of making "The Man from
dise Canyon."
of "Grand Old
Kimberley." as originally scheduled,
» Woman."
T
T
Paul Muni will appear for WarRichard
Maibaum
has returned
A
son
was
born
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paramount
expects
to
start
prom r- afl Emil Zola in "The Truth
duction of "Bulldog Drummond's from a vacation, and will collaborI- on i he March," woven around the Harlan Thompson yesterday at
ate with Maurice
Rapf and Cyril
ease <>f Captain Alfred Dreyfus. Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Los Romance" within a few days. James
Hogan,
now
directing the Joe Cook Hume
on the M-G-M
production
Heinz Herold and Geza Herczed, are Angeles. Thompson, former newswriting the screen play.
"Arizona
Mahoney,"
has | "They Gave Him a Gun."
paper man, now is producing "Col- comedy,

Hy RALPH WILK
| I ABLISHING a new peak of
-tudio activity, three important
Walter Wanger productions, "History Is Made at Night," •'Summer
'•Personal History"
" and the
Lightning
cameras at the
will go before
United Artists studios next month.
'•History Is Made at Xight," with
Charles Boyer and Jean Arthur costarred, will be directed by Frank
Borzage.
"Summer
the new Joan
Bennett Lightning"
vehicle, fromis
the story by Allene Corliss, and will
be directed by William K. Howard,
who recently returned from the
la studios where he directed
"Fire Over England."
Irving Cummings takes the place
of Lewis Milestone as the director
of "Personal History" which will go
into production when a masculine
lead is chosen. Madeleine Carroll
will play the leading feminine role.
All three films will be released
through United Artists.

Cocoanut Grove Sendoff
for Flying "Gold
West Coast Bureau of THE

Union

Diggers"
FILM

t

DAILY

Los Angeles — A huge party will
be held tomorrow night at the Cocoanut Grove for Warners "Gold
Diners" troupe who leave Sunday
on a nationwide tour by plane as advance exploitation for "Gold Diggers
of 1937".
The party, which is in the nature
of a send-off for the troupe, will be
attended by Jeanne Madden, Rosalind Marquis, Fred Lawrence, the
12 "Gold Diggers" beauties from the
Warner Bros, production and stars
and players of former "Gold Diggers" productions.
The plane is scheduled to stop in
24 cities throughout the nation on
its tour, which will take a month.

Wants Name of Judge Put
on Films Courts Approve
Baltimore — Suggestion that the
Maryland law be amended to permit
the elimination of the use of the
name of the Board of Motion Picture Censors on films which have
been rejected by the board but later
upheld by a court, has been made
by Mrs. Vera B. Phoebus, a member
of the Maryland board. She also
sutrtrests that such pictures, when
approved by a court, bear the name
of the judge instead of that of the
board.

▼

i

T

Jewish Drive Committee
Injunction
Hearing
Holds Luncheon Nov. 18
in St. Louis on Nov. 19

First of a series of luncheons
St. Louis — Circuit Judge John W.
Joynt on Nov. 19 will conduct a hear- planned by the Motion Picture and
ing to determine whether to make Theatrical Committee of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropic Socpermanent the temporary restrainieties of New York City as part of
ing order he issued against the officers and members of Electrical its drive to reach a quota of $200,000 will be held Nov. 18, at the Hotel
Workers Union No. 1 to prevent Edison.
them from picketing the Missouri
and St. Louis theaters. Court action
Formation of a sub-committee of
is an aftermath of a jurisdictional sports promoters has been voted by
fight between two American Feder- the committee. The action was proation of Labor unions over the elecposed by Max Rudnick, of the Eltrical maintenance work in the
tinge Theater, and the co-chairmen,
houses.
Major Albert Warner and David
Ralph McGowan, Manager of the Bernstein were delegated to apSt. Louis Theater, has sent a teleproach prominent sports promoters
gram to President William Green to ask them to serve.
of the A. F. of L. protesting against
the boycott of the St. Louis and
Missouri theaters by members of Neb.-la. MPTO Condemns
Local Union No. 1 of the InternaBroadcasting by Film Stars
tional Brotherhood of Electricians
because of the fight between that orOmaha — Two-day meeting of the
ganization and the I. A. T. S. E. and
| M. P. Machine Operators. Tele- M. P. T. O. of Nebraska and Western Iowa concluded yesterday with
grams were also sent to the Missouri
State Federation of Labor, the St. the exhibitors passing two resolutions. One resolution condemned
Louis Building Trades Council and
the Central Trades and Labor radio broadcasting by stars as detrimental to exhibitors and asking that
Unions.
the stars refrain from broadcasting
between 7 and 10 p. m. The other
6 Super Musicals for Roach
promised aid to the enactment of
West Coast Bureau of THE. FILM
DAILY
the Pettengill bill or any national
Hollywood — Hal Roach will pro- legislation which will achieve the
duce six .super-musicals, each to exhibitors' needs.
cost
The organization, through PresiM-G-M.$500,000, for release through
dent Charles Williams
of Omaha,

Playwright

Exploitation

Charge Brings a Denial1

Denial that the Bureau
of New
Plays, Inc. formed by major picture
companies
to develop young playwrights among university students,
is an attempt "to exploit the young
playwright"
was made
Theresaatl
Helburn, director
of the bybureau,
the annual meeting
of the Dra- 1
matists'
Guild Tuesday at the Roose-I
velt
Hotel.
Her statement was in reply toj
charges made by Sidney Howard,
Guild president, to the effect that
the embryonic dramatists are being
victimized
the bureau's
memers throughbyoffering
them the
old
Guild contract under which the picture rights are split 50-50.

Conn. Allied To Name
Legislative Committee
New Haven — Allied Theaters of
Connecticut, Inc. will hold a meeting
at the headquarters in the Kilfeather
Building on Tuesday, Nov. 24, for
the purpose of appointing an active
Legislative Committee and discussing legislative problems.
further asserted that self-regulation
within the industry is practical and
that it had always attempted to meet
the distributors half way, but in
vain.
Election of officers was postponed.
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20th's SHOWMANSHIP
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TH'S hit -makers

in peak form

give you "Reunion"— a daring
adult idea generated into entertainmentabounding

with every audience

appeall Super-charged with laughter, romance, suspense, heart-punch
...it stands as the supreme achievement of what

your public wants !
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THE

DRAMATIC

HOME-COMING
OF
THE COUNTRY DOCTORS
3,000 GROWN-UP

BABIES!

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

EMOTIONAL

SURPRISES
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• ALL THESE
TANGLED LIVES
IN A STORY
SENSATIONALLY
UNUSUAL:
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A pair of sweethearts whose
love faces heartbreak!

A husband

and wife on the

verge of separation !

A fading motion picture star
and her girlhood flame!

f
Jr

including the
Dionne Quins,
of course!)

^
Copyright by

A statesman

and his wife,

lonely till an

orphan brings

them happiness!
•
A young doctor, trapped by

20th Century-Fox
Film Corporation

an unscrupulous woman!

h /S

•

An editor fighting to get his
youth back again!
•

H
■

A young nurse, whose love is
nearly betrayed!

i

and

•

Those inseparable comedy

: -J

pals, the Quins' father..,
and the Sheriff who ordered SEXTUPLETS
from the stork !
SO GROWN
UP NOW!
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THE QUIN

IN THEMSELVE!

(They ploy the piano, dance, and entertain in a dozen different ways)
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HERE & THERE
Blue Earth, Minn. — Bill Sandon
has started construction on a theater to replace the house destroyed
by a tornado April 30. The house
Will seat 650.
Hutchinson, Minn. — The Franklin
Amusement Company of Minneapolis has started to build a $75,000 house here. Perry Crosier is
architect.
Minneapolis — A new theater is in
prospect for 38th and Nicollet. Liebenberg and Kaplan are the architects.
Minneapolis — The Loring is being
remodeled, with a new balcony and
alterations to the front planned.

Dan Cupid Takes Toll
Oklahoma City— E. L. Walker,
sales manager for K. Lee Williams
Film Exchange, and Miss Virginia
Holland were married at Albany,
Ga., last week, and now honeymooning. Miss Bonnie Spears with Paramount here leaves this week for
Memphis, Tenn., where she will be
married to Traveling Auditor Burwell of Paramount at Memphis.
Howard Wallace, formerly office
manager here, was married to Pauline Dunlap, non pro, Oct. 25. They
will live in San Antonio.
Miss Penny Pappas, cashier of the
Midwest Theater, and Floyd Farley,
non pro, married Saturday, are
honeymooning.

MIDWEST
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Reviews of Hew films
Jane Withers in

"CAN THIS BE DIXIE?"
with Slim Summerville,
Helen
Wood,
Thomas Beck, Sara Haden, Claude
Gillingwater, Donald Cook
20th Century Fox
70 Mins.
LOTS OF LAUGHS AND ACTION MAKE
THIS SATIRICAL MUSICAL THOROUGHLY ENTERTAINING TO PATRONS.
Versatile little Jane Withers is the
bright star of this satirical musical comedy
whose stimulating sequences are generously
spiked with swift stepping, sparkling singing and good, clean fun. The engaging,
pint-size leading lady acts and performs
with confidence and poise, putting over
her songs with admirable punch. Audiences
generally will like this frothy entertainment which uses the Southland as its
locale. Director George Marshall preserves
a merry pace, while the music and lyrics
contributed by Sidney Clare and Harry
Akst, together with Sammy Lee's interesting and novel dance routines, add appreciably to general liveliness of the footage.
A bevy of dusky choristers take prominent
and harmonious part in the proceedings
which deal with the tribulations of Colonel
Robert E. Lee Peachtree, whose ancestral
mansion, racehorse and family effects are
magnificent and mightily mortgaged. All
are about to be seized via the sheriff,
when Robert E. Lee Gurgle, itinerant patentmedicine man, arrives on scene with his
little daughter. Slim Summerville and Jane
Withers have these two latter roles respectively. Jane assembles the colored cottonpickers and together they go to New York,
perform on a radio program, get theater
bookings and return to the plantation with
enough
money
to temporarily
thwart
the

M. W. Borgamier has purchased
the Gem Theater at Trenton, Mo.
A. W. Heyl is the new skipper of
the Garden Theater at Marion, Kan.
Consolidated Film Exchange at
LINCOLN
Kansas City has been appointed distributors of Fred Scott musical
Nebraska's show business is agog
western series produced by Spec- with
reports that Robert Taylor is
trum.
Grand National has extended the going to bring Clark Gable here
with him this month for some huntjurisdiction of Russell Borg, b.m.
ing. Taylor's recent visit to his
at Kansas City, to cover northern home town
of Beatrice, caused a
Oklahoma.
pilgrimage of femmes from all over
the state.
B. O. Up for Stage Shows
Mrs. Bob Livingston, wife of the
Pittsburgh — The Stanley Theater,
is almost fully rereturning to stage shows on Friday, Capitol manager,
covered from her recent serious
is tilting its admission scale, jump- operation.
ing its 26 cents matinee price to 37
Izzy Kuhl, who owns and opercents and its evening price from 42
ates the Rivoli, Seward, Neb., is
cents to 57 cents.
vacationing with his wife in the
Ozarks.
Eddie Forester, Grand Island City
manager for the Tri-States Theaters Corp., was doubly hard hit by
the death of Charles "Chic" Sale.
Eddie recently had signed the humorist to a five year contract to deliver a short daily column of homeAS SEEN BY
ly observations for newspaper consumption.
THE PRESS

NEWS
AGENT

A fan in England sent George Raft
a dozen fine cigars. Wrappers on each
disclosed that they were made in Tampa, Fla.— PARAMOUNT.

Colonel's creditors. When the financial
crisis repeats, the ancestral mansion is
turned into a night club. Again appear
the creditors. Even the colonel's horse
contributes to the financial reverses when
it runs backwards at the Derby. But fortune finally smiles when his famous juleps
are marketed through national radio hookup. The towindfall
paves
way Lots
for of
Colonel's
daughter
marry for
love!
laughs
and lots of action.
Cast: Jane Withers, Slim Summerville,
Helen Wood, Thomas Beck, Sara Haden,
Claude Gillingwater, Donald Cook, James
Burke, Jed Prouty, Hattie McDaniel, Troy
Brown, Robert Warwick, Ferdinand Bletcher,
William Worthington, Otis Harlan.
Producer, Sol M
Wurtzel; Director,
George Marshall; Authors, Lamar Trotti,
George Marshall; Screenplay, Lamar Trotti;
Cameramen, Bert Glennon, Ernest Palmer;
Editor, Louis Loeffler.
Direction, Excellent
Photography, Fine.

FOREIGN
"MANEWRY MILOSNE" ("Love Manoeuvres"), Polish dialogue film produced by
Kino-Film; directed by J. Nowina-Przybylski, with music by Henryk Wars, and cast
including Tola Mankiewiczowna, Alexsander Zabczynski, Mira Ziminska, et al. At
the Miami Theater, 6th Ave. near 47th St.
Musical romance with occasional singing
and dancing. Frothy, entertaining story
deals with young army officer who is betrothed against his wishes to a wealthy
girl whom he has never seen. She meets
him without his realizing that she is the
one chosen for him to marry. He falls in
love with her and all ends very happily,
film is well-handled technically.

CHICAGO
Balaban and Katz circuit refuses
to confirm reports it will remodel
the Roosevelt theater for shops and
take over the McVickers theater for
movies again.
Stockholders of the State Lake
building, recently sold to Balaban
and Katz, are reported to have received about $33 a share for their
interest in the liquidation.
Wilson theater of the Lubliner
circuit at Madison and Western is
being modernized at a cost of approximately $35,000.
Isaac M. Halperin has organized
the Meriden Theater Corp. with
offices at 77 West Washington St.
Levy and Schmetterer handled the
legal details for the new company.
Halperin is an old timer in the
Chicago movie field.

Nilman Invades Hinsdale

Shelburne Falls, Mass. — Carl Nilman of East Buckland, owner of the
Memorial Theater in Shelburne
House Adding 250 Seats
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Approxi- Falls and others in this district and
mately $30,000 is to be spent in southern Vermont, is soon to open
remodeling the Alcazar theater. The a motion picture theater in Hinsdale, N. H. formerly known as the
seating capacity is to be increased
Monitor Theater.
by 250.

Words and Wisdom
'T'HE motion picture's role is undoubtedly more important in a
modern youth's education than that
of any professor or group of professors— and any influence of such significance is worthy of investigation
in a college curriculum. — WALTER
SPEARMAN, University of N. C.
People who take their movies as
something more than mere pastime
cannot help becoming critical — find
themselves giving attention not only
to how a thing is done but to what
is being done, often deciding that
given thing wasn't important enough
to have been done at all. — JAMES
SHELLEY HAMILTON.
There are two reasons why a cuckoo bird should stand over the entrance of any property department.
One is the bird's slight craziness
which makes it a close relation to
those working in the department
and the other is its chronic habit of
collecting things.— TOM LITTLE.

New $150,000 Theater
For Chicago West Side
Chicago — Elmwood Park Building
Company
will erect
a 1000-seat
theater at Grand
Avenue
and 76th
Street on the west side. Work will
start shortly, completion being set
for early next year. Soelke, Koehn
and Lewy, attorneys, represented
the owners in the transaction. Estimated cost is $150,000.

Republic Films In Cairo

Jos. V. Messeri. Managing-director of Josy Films, following: his return from a visit to the European
film marts announced the booking of
eight Republic pictures for the newly
redecorated Cosmo Theater in Cairo,
Egypt.

SEATTLE
Music Hall, dark for sometime
save for special attractions, reopens
tomorrow following installation of
new equipment by John Hamrick.
Ben Priteca
on aAngeles.
two weeks'
business
trip tois Los
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tony
Hartford
have
a new son.

FACTS
ABOUT
FILMS
A laboratory for developing and makin natural
colorsinfrom
colora
filmsingisprints
being
constructed
Ruzyn,
suburb of Prague.
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TIMELY TOPICS
In in Cobb Finds Acting
A Mental Rest
T-JOW do I like being an actor ?
Well. I never was one and I
never will be one. People like
a good chuckle or a good scare
better than anything else in
life, and I'm the guy the studio
believes will give it to them.
all right with me. I can
still read my newspapers and
write my daily stint between
scenes. At least. I get a lot
more honest variety of reactions
to my stuff, sadly enough, while
on the set than I would shut up
in my room at home.
But about acting. I still think
complete mental rest but
that it's darn hard on the feet.
Of course, I started rather easily in "Steamboat 'Round the
Bend" and "Everybody's Old
Man," but I really let
in
for something when myself
I got in
this "Pepper" picture.
Playing with Jane Withers is
kind of like watching a game of
football; it tires me out. I get
kind of tuckered out trying to
keep up with her even before
we start a scene in the morning, and by the time we get
through I'm as limp as a dishrag. On these occasions I'm
perfectly willing to come back
to the pure mental life. Oh,
yes, and about the facial work
of acting. Without fear of contradiction, say
I
I never expect
to win the Academy prize from
anybody. Besides I've got too
many hunting trophies around
the house now.
— Irvin S. Cobb.

BOSTON
Changes in ownership: Crown
Theater, Lowell, from S. Silverblatt
to M. Glickman; Rialto Theater,
Salem, from C. A. Goldreyer to Alpert & Simons.

Closings: Star Theater, Pascoag,
R. L, closed indefinitely; Community Theater. South Hero, Vt. and
Mansfield Theater, Underhill, Vt.,
both of the J. Santamore circuit.'
Visitors: Abe Goodside, Portland
Me.; Bill Canning, Fall River; EdotuR
idenc
Haven
New Pr.ov
Gibbs,exf
. e, R. I.; Harry

"Hy" Teich of the Four Star Program Company is back in his office
after an extended illness.
Joseph S. Cifre, formerly general
manager of National Theater Supply, has opened a new supply house
in the district.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Young of the
Strand Theater, Portland, Me., are
expecting an addition to the family.
Timothy O'Toole, Columbia's
branch manager, is suffering with
an infected arm.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Thursday, Nov. 12, 1936

EXPLOITETTES
Window Tie-Ups

By CHARLES

ALICOATE
For "Daniel Boone"
and
Edwards, harmony trio; Nina
AL CHRISTIE
producing and di- Tinova
^HAIN
~^ and tendrug
centstores
storesand
in five
the
and Dmitri Deno, dancers;
retting for Educational,
starts
metropolitan area combined in
Marcia
Wayne,
dancer;
the
Mullin
work tomorrow at the General Sera huge window display tie-up
studio in Astoria on a ons-reel Sisters, singers, and Muriel Martin.
to salute the Broadway opening
Roy Mack directed with Ray Foster
of "Daniel Boone," with George
comedy titled, "Strike — You're Out"! in charge of the cameras.
O'Brien, at the Palace. It was
Ben K. Blake will go into proa comprehensive window disduction Tuesday at the Biograph
Tentatively titled "Screen Test",
play tie-up for this George Hirstudios on another of the "Court of the two-reel Educational short, fealiman production lent itself esturing Buster West and Tom PatriHuman Relation" sc7'ics of shorts
pecially well to this form of
he is producing for Columbia release. cola, under the direction of William
exploitation. The drug store
Watson, has been completed at the
tie-up was arranged with A. L.
Preparations are under way for Astoria picture plant. Supporting
the first of the "Waltztime Every- West and Patricola are Don McBurt, publishers of "The Life
of Daniel Boone" by C. B. Hartwhere" series of shorts to be pro- Bride, Eddie Roberts, Linda Hill,
ley. The book, as displayed, carduced by Archland Productions. Hal Thompson, Dudley Clements and
ried a streamer around the jackTed
Stanhope.
Shooting is scheduled to start in
et with copy plugging the picabout 10 days at the General Service
ture and the star, while stills
studio in Astoria.
Lloyd French, director at the
from the picture were effectiveBrooklyn Vitaphone studio, will start
ly placed. For the five and ten
Niela Goodelle, supported by Bob work next Thursday on another of
cent stores the tie-up was with
Xolan and George Shelton, will be the "Joe Palooka" series of shorts,
the World Syndicate Publishfeatured in an Educational two-reel featuring Robert Norton, supported
ing Co., which publishes a ten
by
Shemp
Howard
and
Leo
Weber.
comedy titled, "Hi-De-Ho Honeycent
volume, Mansfield.
"Daniel Boone,"
by
J.
Carroll
Similar
moon", scheduled to go into production Monday at the General Service
Al Wetzel, West Coast associate
window effects were arranged.
studio. Al Christie will direct from producer for Van Beuren, under the
— Palace, New York.
the story by Marcy Klauber and supervision of Don Hancock, returnArthur Jarrett. Chris Beute will
ed yesterday from Mexico City,
assist on the direction, with George where he completed the shooting for Connecticut Film Men to
Weber doing the camera work.
two one-reelers. One to be released
Form Social Organization
in the "World on Parade" series is
Eddie Foy, Jr. is the star of a a travelogue of Mexico, which Alois
New Haven — Connecticut MPTO
two-reel Vitaphone musical, entitled Havrilla will narrate; the other,
"Hotel Variety", just completed at covering Mexican sports, will be re- and local exchange managers, gathered at the Hofbrau Haus to honor
the company's Brooklyn studios. In
leased in the 'Bill' Corum Sports Abel Jacocks and Henry Phaneuf,
the supporting cast are Lane, Tree, series, through RKO.
newly-elected exhibitor members of
the State Legislature, voted in favor
NEW JERSEY
NEW ORLEANS
of the establishment of a social
croup along Variety Club lines.
Edward Helwig, manager of the
Republic here closed a deal with Harry Shaw, chairman, I. J. HoffRivoli, Jersey City, is being transman, Arthur Lockwood, I. H. Rogoferred to the same post at the Ritz, Saenger Theaters and Affiliated vin, Louis Wechsler, and Barney
also Jersey City.
His place at the Theaters for product on a selective Pitkin were appointed a committee
Rivoli will be taken by Frank Hall, basis. This marks the return of
to meet next week and draw up recmanager of the Garden,
Paterson. Republic to Saenger time after a ommendations.
Gene
Genthon
will be transferred lengthy absence.
from the Eureka, Hackensack, to the Betty.
The Liberty Theater at AlexanGarden.
"Janosik" Takes Awards
dria, La., is to be opened by L. R.
I Jordon
Lipschultz,
booker,
and
"Janosik", scheduled to follow "La
j Miss
Ruth
Cohen,
assistant
zone
Alex Gounares, amusement park Kermesse Heroique" at the Filmarte,
i manager's
secretary,
and both atis to open the Oak Theater has been awarded two of the three
1 tached to the Warner Bros. N. J. operator
at Mobile.
divisional headquarters
prizes given annually by the Czechoat Newark,
slovakian government to the native
have selected Thanksgiving Day as
Grand National has closed a prod- film industry, according to a cable
the date for the altar walk.
uct deal with the Malco Theaters,
After an absence of several weeks,
houses in Tennessee and received yesterday by John S. TaWalter Jacobs is back as manager operating
northern Mississippi.
pernoux, president of the French Moof the Playhouse, Passaic.
tion Pictm-e Corporation, from
Lloyd-film of Europe.

Third

for Fanchon

Readying

Pittsburgh Critic Resigns

Fanchon Royer, who has arrived
Pittsburgh — George Seibel, vetin New York from the coast for
eran critic for the Sun-Telegraph,
conferences with Nat Saland, puts
left the paper to divide his time
her third production, "10 Laps to
duties. The theaGo" into work upon her return to among tricaloutside
pages will now be handled by
Hollywood within a few days. This William J.
Lewis and Karl Krug,
will be the fourth picture in a series
with occasioal movie review assistof six for Puritan.
ance by James A. Baubie.

Texas House Uses Penny Sale to Lure Customers
San Antonio— Strand Theater, operated by the J. G. Long circuit at Yorktown,
is
using a 1-ccnt sale to attract customers on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays. One ticket is sold tor 15 cents and two are sold for 16 cents. House program contains a coupon which "is worth 14 cents when used in purchasing two adult
on any of the four days.
tickets

MINNEAPOLIS
Under a new setup announced by
Eddie Ruben, Cliff Gill has been put
in charge of advertising and publicity for the Ruben Circuit, and
Lowell Kaplan has been made manager of the Pantages, Minneapolis.
Lane Thomas, formerly of Watertown, S.
has atbeen
assistant toD.,
Kaplan
the named
Pantages.
Ed Ruben, who recently opened
the Metro at Red Wing in partnership with George Johnson, has
named
Ed Swanson
manager.
Pantages
has enlarged the offices
above
the theater.
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A CaUnda^ o% TcaiuAe- Releases

the next few
during
for release
scheduled
pictures
l n**A <unce June 15- 1936. including
An alphabetical list ol English-speaking features rele«e a * ^^
^ rejease
dates have
been
scheduled.
Dates
after titles are distributor
months and pictures, either in production °r C°™P e.f .'
Narnes
after review dates are the principal players in the cast.
Complete casts Release Date
release dales: FD: indicates date of FILM DA^.ev.ew.^
^
.^^
^
^
^^
^.^
Release Date
Title
Title
Title
Roloa-c Hato
Head Over Heels (GB)
In Prod.
Release Date Easy to Take (Paramount)
Jessie
Matthews
11-6-36
FD: 10-20-36; John Howard. Marsha Hunt
1-22-37
.1 tl'nited Arli*t*>
N
.....
(20th-Fox)
Woman
Heart of the West (Paramount) .. .7-24-36
riio
Educating
Father
<20th-Fox)
7-10-36
FD: 7-7-36; Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison
Claire Trevor, Michael Whalen
mount) .10
FD: 5-23-36; Jed Prouty. Shirley Deane
36
10-31Natl.)
Cat (First
■il Taylor
ol the Black. June
Hearts
Divided Marion
(First Davies,
Nat'l) Dick Powell
6-20-36
Ellis
Island
(Chesterfield)
In
Prod.
Travis
FD: 6-9-36;
Ricardo Cortez
- (Puritan)
Donald Cook, Peggy Shannon
-15-36
(First . Nat.)8
Claws William
the Velvet
Ol 8-29-36
Hearts
in
Bondage
(Republic)
8-16-36
. m McCoy
Dodd
Claire
; Warren
FD:
FD: 5-26-36; James Dunn, Mae Clarke
Empty
Saddles
(Universal)
12-20-36
FD: 10-17-36:
Buck Jones
■.imbi.D .10-8-36 Cavalcade of the West ( Diversion)
Help Wanted, Female
(Columbia) . .In Prod.
FD: 10-6-36: Hoot Gibson
ea. Jcau Arthur
Jean Arthur, George Brent
End of the Trail (Columbia)
9-19-36
Loy
FD: 10-31-36; Jack Holt, Louise Henry
9-16-36
Here Comes Carter!
(First Natl.) . 10-24-36
( Republic)
18-26-38 Cavalry
HI
FD: 10-5
-36: Bob Steele
Ross Alexander, Glenda Farrell
Everybody
Dance
(GB)
12-1-36
All hi
Brigade (Warners),
Light
Hideaway
Girl
(Paramount)
11-20-36
the
Cicely
Courtneidge,
Ernest
Truex
of
Charge
36
9-23a)
lurabi
FD
Shirley Ross, Robert Cummings
in, M. Churchill
Is Thunder
(GB)
10-1-36 Hidden Power, The (GB)
Not set
All A
FD: 10-20-36; Errol Flynn, O. de Havil- Everything
.... 10-16-36
G-M)
Constance
Bennett,
Doug.
Montgomery
Sylvia Sidney
TV
land
Armstrong
- irrett
1-15-37
(20th-Fox)
7-17-36
I Paramount) . . - .11-6-36 Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th-Fox).
Falling in Love
(Atlantic)
9-15-36 HighFD: Tension
6-16-36; Brian Donlevy, G. Farrell
FD: 10-19-36;
Chas. Farrell, G. Ratoff
Warner Oland
ible)
High
Treason
(Treo)
12-15-36
Feud of the West
(Diversion)
Hob Custer
Winifred Shotter, John Garrick
Charlie Chan
at the Race
Track
(20thFD: 5-19-36; Hoot Gibson
Uh (Paramount) .. .6-19-36
Fox)
8-7-36 15 Maiden
Wife
(M-G-M)
8-7-36
Drake
Lane
(20th-Fox)
10-30-36 His FD: Brother's
FD: 7-14-36; Warner Oland
Scott. Frances
8-1-36; Robt. Taylor, Barbara StanFD: 9-29-36: Claire Trevor, Cesar Romero
In Prod.
ler Bros.)
China
Clipper
(First
National)
8-22-36
Erred Flynn
Final
Hour,
The
(Columbia)
7-7-36 History
wyck Is Made at Night (U. A.) . . .1-15-37
FD: 8-12-36; Pat O'Brien. Bev. Roberts
rner Bros.) . . .8-29-36
FD: 8-1-36; Ralph Bellamy, M. Churchill
Charles Boyer. Jean Arthur
•h. O. tie Havilland
Coast Patrol
(RKO)
In Prod. Flying
Hostess
(Universal)
11-22-36
Hollywood
Boulevard (Paramount) . .8-21-36
Victor McLaglen, Preston Foster
M)
11-20-36
Wm. Gargan, Judith Barrett
FD: 8-4-36: John Holiday. Marsha Hunt
■ nl Tauber
Code of the Range (Columbia)
Follow
Your
Heart
(Republic)
9-5-36
.10-9-36
Cassidy Returns (Para.) . .10-16-36
Not set
(Grand National)
Arizona Day?
FD: 8-11-36; Marion Talley, M. Bartlett Hopalong
Charles Starrett, Mary Blake
FD: 10-12-36: Wm. Boyd, Evelyn Brent
Ethelind Terry
ForFrank
Love Forest
of You
(Celebrity)
11-15-36 Hot Money
(Warner
Bros.)
7-18-36
The (Paramount) .6-26-36 Come and Get It (United Artists) .11-2-36
Frances
FD: 7-25-36; Ross Alexander, Bev. Roberts
: luster Crabbe. John Downs
FD:
10-29-36;
Edward
Arnold,
Farmer
Fugitive in the Sky (Warner Bros.) 11-28-36
1-8-37
x)
As You Like It (20th-Fo
Jean Muir, Warren Hull
I Cover Chinatown
(Steiner)
Come Closer Folk9 (Columbia) . . . . 11-7-36
ll 8-36
Elisabeth Berg-ner
FD: 8-25-36; Norman Foster
(Chesterfield)
James Dunn, Marian Marsh
Miirust Week-End
Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
9-1-36 1
V. Hobson.
G. P. Huntley, Comeback. The (Treo)
.11-25-36
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer
I Stand
Condemned
A.)
6-19-36 '
Jr.
FD: 6-9-36;
Harry (U.Baur
Max
Schmeling
Garden of Allah (United Artists) . .11-20-36 I Was a Captive of Nazi Germany (Treo)
Common Ground
(Crescent) . .
FD: 11-3-36; Charles Boyer, Marlene Diet. .12-8-36
9-18-36
Back to Nature (20th -Fox)
Tom Keene
FD: 8-4-36: Isobel Steele
FD 8-14-36: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Conflict (Universal)
.11-29-36 GayrichDesperado
(United
Artists) .. .10-2-36 I'd Give My Life (Paramount)
Bad Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set
8-14-36
John Wayne, Jean Rogers
FD: 10-3-36; Nino Martini, Ida Lupino
Dick Foran
FD: 7-28-36;
Sir Guy Standing, Frances
Convention
in Cuba
(RKO)
In Prod. Gay Love
(Marcy)
11-27-36
Drake
Banjo On My Knee (20th-Fox)
Parkyakarkus.
Joe
Penner
FD: 6-10-36; Florence Desmond
B. Stanwyck. J. McCrea
Lady
(Columbia)
In Prod. General Died at Dawn
(Paramount) .9-4-36 In FD:
His 9-22-36;
Steps (Grand
National Cecilia 9-29-36
Behold the Bridegroom
(RKO)
In Prod. Counterfeit
Eric Linden,
Parker \'
Ralph
Bellamy,
Joan Perry
FD: 9-3-36; M. Carroll, Gary Cooper
B. Stanwyck. Herbert Marshall
In Paris, A. W. O. L. (Rowland-Wagner) . . I
Gentleman
(Republic)
11-9-36 General
Spanky
(M-G-M)
12-18-36
FD:
4-7-36;
Lola
Lane,
Irene
Ware
Beloved Enemy
(United Artists) . . .12-25-36 Country
FD: 10-24-36: Olsen & Johnson
FD: 10-27-36;
Spanky McFarland
Merle Oberon. Brian Aherne
Interlude
(Columbia)
In Prod
Star, The (Columbia)
11-20-36 Gentleman
from Louisiana
(Republic)8-10-36
9-5-36 Cowboy
Grace Moore, Cary Grant
Bengal Tiger (Warner Bros.)
Charles Starrett. Iris Shunn
FD: 7-7-36: Barton MacLane. June Travis
Isle of Fury
(Warner
Bros.)
10-10-36
Up (20th-Fox)
12-11-36
FD:
8-15-36;
Eddie
Quillan.
Beware of Ladies (Republic)
12-21-36 Crack
Donald Woods, Margaret Lindsay
Peter Lorre, Brian Donlevy
Ghost Patrol (Puritan)
Donald Cook, Judith Allen
It
Couldn't
Have
Happened
(Invin.)
Wife
(Columbia)
9-25-36
FD: 9-10-36; Tim McCoy
Beyond Victory (Crescent)
1-18-37 Craig'9
FD:
9-11-36;
Reginald
Denny,
Evelyn
FD: 10-2-36; John Boles, Rosalind
Rus- Ghost Town
Tom Keene
Gold (Republic)
10-26-36
sell
Brent
Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan
Big Broadcast of 1937 (Paramount)
10-9-36 Crash Donovan
(Universal)
7-26-36
FD- 10-6-36: J. Benny, Burns and Allen
Girl from Maxims
(Hoffberg)
8-1-36 Jailbreak
FD: 8-11-36: Jack Holt
(Warner
Bros.)
8-8-36
FD: 9-16-36; Frances Day, Lady Tree
Bis Game. The (RKO)
10-9-36
FD: 5-8-36; June Travis, Craig Reynolds
FD: 9-29-36: June Travis. James Gleason Crime of Dr. Forbes, The (20th-Fox) 6-26-36 Girl on the Front Page (Universal) .9-27-36
Jungle
Princess
(Paramount)
11-27-36
i
FD:
ii-10-.'S(>:
Gloria
Stuart.
Robert
Kent
FD: 9-19-36; Edmund Lowe. Gloria Stuart
6-27-36 Criminal
Biff Noise. The (Warner Bros.)
Dorothy Lamour, Ray Milland
Lawyer
(RKO)
In-Prod.
FD: 4-20-36: Guy Kibbee. Warren Hull
Girls'
Dormitory
(20th-Fox)
8-14-36 Just My Luck
Lee Tracy, M argot Grahame
(Guaranteed)
6-15-36
FD: 8-29-36: H. Marshall, R. Chatterton,
Biir Show, The (Republic)
11-16-36 Crooked Trail. The (Supreme)
7-25-36
FD: 1-16-36; Charles Ray, Eddie Nugent '
at Autry
Simone Simon
Justice After Dark (Warners)
In Prod.
Johnny Mack Brown
Black Legion
(Warner
Bros.)
Not set Crouching
Beast.
The
(Olympic)
Give
Her a Ring (Atlantic)
8-15-36
John Litel, Ann Dvorak
H. Bogart. Ann Sheridan
Wendy Barrie, Eric Rhodes
FD: 8-22-36; Fritz Kortner, Wynne Gibson
Blackmailer
(Columbia)
7-10-36
Give Me Your Heart (Warner Bros.) .9-26-36 Kelly of the Secret Service (Principal) . . .
FD: 7-23-36: Florence Rice, Wm. Gargan
FD: 7-14-36; Kay Francis. George Brent:
FD: 7-22-36; L. Hughes, Sheila Mannors
I
(RKO)
10-16-36
Blonde Dynamite
(Universal)
Not set Daniel Boone
Kelly the Second
(M-G-M)
8-21-36!
Rev. as "I Give My Heart"
9-22-36:The George
O'Brien
Tala Birell. Walter Pidgeon
DarkFD: Hour,
(Chesterfield)
FD: 4-21-36; Patsy Kelly, Charlie Chase!
Glory Trail (Crescent)
9-15-36
Bold Caballero. The (Republic) ... .12-1-36
FD: 7-10-36; Tom Keene
FD: 8-1-36; Ray Walker, Irene Ware
Killer at Large (Columbia)
10-1-36 |
Heather Angel. Bob Livingston
Df pths Below, The (Columbia) . . . .In Prod. Go West Young Man
(Paramount) .11-13-36
FD: 10-27-36; Mary Brian, Russell Hardie;
Border Patrolman
(20th-Fox)
7-3-36
FD: 11-6-36; Mae West, Warren William King of Hockey
Dolores Del Rio, Richard Dix
(Warner
Bros.) .. 12-19-36)
9-11-36
FD: 6-20-36; George O'Brien
(Warners)
FD: 11-3-36; Dick Purcell, Anne Nagel
Not set
7-10-36 God's Country and the Woman
Born to Dance (M-G-M)
11-20-36 Devil-Doll. The (M-G-M)
FD: 7-7-36: L. Barrymore, M. O'Sullivan
King of the Royal Mounted
(20th-Fox)
Eleanor Powell. James Stewart
George Brent, Beverly Roberts
Is a Sissy (M-G-M)
9-18-36
Boss Rider of Gun Creek (Univ.) . . .11-1-36 Devil
FD: 9-9-36: F. Bartholomew, J. Cooper
FD: 9-29-36; Robert Kent, Rosalind Keith |
Buck Jones
Gold
1937 Blondell
(First Nat'l) . 12-26-36
DickDiggers
Powell,of Joan
Devil of the Sea (Treo)
12-10-36
KingPaul Solomon's
(GB)
In Prod.
Brand of the Outlaws (Supreme) . . . .8-15-36
Robeson Mines
Barry Norton. Mary Carr. John Barton
Good Earth, The (M-G-M)
Net set
Bob Steele
Paul Muni, Louise Rainer
Kiss Me Goodbye (Celebrity)
Not setl
On Horseback
(Grand Nt'l.) .. 10-6-36
Bride Walks Out. The (RKO)
7-10-36 Devil
FD: 9-30-36: Lili Damita, Del Campo
Gorgeous Hussy. The (M-G-M)
8-28-36
FD: 7-1-36: B. Stanwyck, Gene Raymond
FD:
9-1-36;
Joan
Crawford,
Robt.
Taylor
Dimples
(20th-Fox)
10-16-36
Bridge of Sighs (Invincible)
Ladies
in Love
(20th-Fox)
10-9-361
FD: 9-26-36: Shirley Temple
FD: 10-29-36;
J. Gaynor,
L. Young.
C.
Grand
Jury
(RKO)
8-7-36
FD: 6-1-86: Onslow Stevens, Dorothy Tree Dizzy
Dames
(Liberty)
FD: 8-1-36; Fred Stone, Louise Latimer
Brilliant Marriage
(Invincible)
Bennett,
S.
Simon
Great Barrier. The (GB)
Not 6et
FD: 7-18-36: Marjorie Rambeau
FD: 9-19-36: Joan Marsh. Lawson Trent
Lady
Be Careful
(Paramount)
9-4-36 I
Richard Arlen
Dodge City Trail (Columbia)
In Prod.
FD: 10-10-36; Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle
Bulldog Edition (Republic)
9-21-36
Charles Starrett, Marian Weldon
Great O'Malley, The (Warner Bros.) .Not set Lady from Nowhere
FD- 9-18-30: Evalyn Knapp. Ray Walker
(Columbia.
.
.11-21-36
(United Artists)
9-18-36
Pat O'Brien, Sybil Jason
Mary
Astor, Charles Quigley
6-26-36 Dodsworth
(RKO)
Bean
Bunker
FD: 9-19-36: W. Huston. R. Chatterton
Great Ziegfeld, The (M-G-M)
9-4-36 Lady Luck
(Chesterfield)
I
FD: 5-25-36: Owen
Davis. Jr., Louise
FD: 4-9-36; Wm. Powell, Myrna Loy
Don't
Turn
'Em
Loose
(RKOi
....9
18-36
9-14-36; Wm. Bakewell, Patricia FanLatimer; Rev. as "His Majesty, Bunker
Green Light (Warner Bros.)
Not set LandFD: Without
FD: 9-24-36; Lewis Stone. Bruce Cabot
Music
(GB)
Not set
Down the Stretch (First National) . .9-19-36
Errol Flynn, Anita Louise
Richard Tauber. Jimmy Durante
Bean"
By the
Dawn's Early Light (RKO)
In prod.
FD: 11-5-36; Patricia Ellis. Mickey Rooney Green Pastures, The (Warner Bros.) . .8-1-36
Joan Bennett, Fred Stone
Last of the Mohicans
(U. A.)
9-4-36
Down to the Sea (Republic)
8-25-36
FD: 5-19-36: Rex Ingram
FD:
8-12-36;
Randolph
Scott,
Binnie
FD: 6-36-36: Russell Hardie, Ben Lyon
Great
Guy
(Grand
National)
11-24-36
10-17-36
Bros.)
(Warner
Cain and Mabel
James Cagney
1-18-37
FD: 10-19-36: Marion Davie9, Clark Gable Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
Last
Outlaw,
The
(RKO)
6-19-36
Tom Keene
Gun Grit (Atlantic)
8-1-36
California Mail (Warner Bros.)
.11-14-36
FD: 6-3-36; Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson
Dtck Foran
Jack Perrin. Ethel Beck
at Trouble
(20th-Fox) . .12-18-36
6-5-36 Gun Ranger, The (Republic)
11-19-36 Laughing
Camille
(M-G-M)
.11-27-36 Early to Bed (Paramount)
Jane Darwell, Sara Haden
FD:
5-25-36:
Charles
Ruggles,
Mary
BoBob Steele
Greta Garbo. Robert Taylor
land
Law
Rides,
The
(Supreme)
6-25-36
Guns
and
Guitars
(Republic)
6-22-36
11-13-36
Be Dixie? (20th-Fox)
ThisWithers
CanJane
Bob Steele
Gene Autry
Earthworm Tractors (First Nat'l) . .7-18-36
Guns of the Pecos (Warner Bros.) . .Not set Lawless
Land
(Republic)
11-23-36
FD:
6-16-36;
Joe
E.
Brown
Captain Calamity (Grand Nat'l) ... .11-3-36 East Meets West (GB)
Johnny Mack Brown
10-15-36
Dick Foran, Anne Nagel
FT): 4-17-36: Marion Nixon. George HousFD: 9-19-36: George Arliss
Legion
of Terror M. (Columbia)
11-1-36
ton. Rev. as "Captain Hurricane"
FD: 11-3-36:
Churchill, Bruce Cabot
In Prod. Happy Go Lucky
(Republic)
12-14-36
n'g Kid. The (First Nat.)
11-14-36 Easy Going (RKO)
Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey
Sybil Jason. Guy Kibbee
Phil
Regan,
Evalyn
Venable
Lady
(M-G-M
)
10-9-36
Hats Off (Grand National)
Not set Libeled
(Invincible)
FD: 10-7-36;
Jean Harlow,
Wm. Powell
Captains Courageous (M-G-M) ... .In Prod. Easy Money
FD: 7-11-36; Onslow Stevens, K. Linaker
Freddie Bartholomew
(Continued on Page 20)
Mae Clarke, John Payne

RARE! RAW MEAT! and REAL!

A Calendar o$ feature Jlekate*
Title

(Continued from Page 18)
Title

Kdf.i-f Dale

Lion's Den. The ( Puritan »
FD: 8 -25-36: Tim McCoy
Longest Night. The
FD: 9-15-36: Robert Young. Floren.
Lost Horizon
(Columbia)
Not set
Ronald Colman. Jane Wyatt
Love Begins at M (First Nat'l)
8-82-36
FD: 5-23-30; Hugh Herbert. Patricia Ellis
Love in ExUe
(GB)
11-15-36
Chve Brook. Helen Vinson
Love Letters of a Star (Universal) .1
Walter Coy. Polly R
Love on the Run iJIGMi
18-4-38
Joan Crawford.
Clark Gable
Luck
of the Irish (Guaranteed) .. .8-15-36
FD 6-2-36: Richard Hay ward
Luckiest Girl in the World t I'mv.) . 11-15-36
FD: 10-22-36; Jam Wyatt. Louis Hay ward

Title
On Dick
the Avenue
Powell (20th-Fox) ..
Once a Doctor (Warner Bros.)
Donald Woods, Jean Muir
One in a Million (20th-Fox)
i Heine. Adolph Menjou

Release Date
1-29-37
Not

set

1-1-37
10-30-36

OurEl).Relations
7-11-36: (M-G-M)
Laurel & Hardy
9ta of Poker Flats (RKO)... In Prod.
Preston Foster
Pennies

from Heaven
(Columbia ).. 11-25-36
Crosby. Madge Evans
Pernod
and Sam
(Warners)
Not set
Hilly Mauch, Frank Craven
9-11-36
(20th-Fox)
Pepper
FD: 8-8-36:
Jane Withers, Irvin S. Cobb
Phantom of Santa Fe (Burroughs-Tarzan)
11-15-36
Mad Hobday
(M-GMi
11-13-36
Norman Kerry, C. Geraghty
Edmund Low
:idi
Phantom of the Range (Victory) . .11-26-36
Magnificent Brute, The (Universal) . 10-11-36
Tom Tyler. Beth Marion
FD
10
en,
Bennie Phantom
Ship (Guaranteed)
10-15-36
Bunt
Hela Lugosi, Shirley Grey
Maid of Salem (Paramount)
In Prod. Piccadilly Jim (M-G-M)
8-14-36
FD:
8-6-86;
Robt. Montgomery,
Madge
Claudette Colbert. F. Mac-Murray
Evans
Make Way for a Lady (KKO)
11-13-36
Anne Shirley. Herbert Marshall
Pigskin Parade (20th-Fox)
10-23-36
in
L 0-20-36; Smart Erwin, J. Downs
Man I Marry. The (Universal)
11-1-80
Not set
FD
Doris
Nolan.
Michael Plainsman. The (Paramount)
Whalen
Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur
1-15-37
Man Who Lived Again (GB)
11-1-36 Plough and the Stars (RKO)
Barbara Stanwyck, Preston Foster
Boris Karloff
Polo Joe (Warner
Bros.)
12-5-36
Man Who Lived Twice (Columbia)..;'
FD: 8-24-36; Joe E. Brown
FD:
10-13-36:
Ralph
Bellamy.
Marian Poor Little Rich Girl (20th-Fox) .. .7-24-36
Marsh
FD: 6-6-36: Shirley Temple
Mandarin Mystery. The (Republic) .. 12-7-3(1
6-19-36
(Paramouut)
Poppy
EddiCharlotte Henry"
FD: 6-9-36;
W. C. Fields
Manhattan
Girl
(RKO)
1
Postal
Inspector
(Universal)
8-16-36
Lily Pons. Gene Raymond
FD: 9-1-36; Ricardo Cortez. Patricia Ellis
Mary of Scotland
( RKO I
8-28-36 Prescott Kid, The (Columbia)
ri) 7-94-30; K. Hepburn. F. March
FD: 10-17-36: Tim McCoy
Maytime
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
President's Mystery, The (Republic) .8-8-36
J. MacDonald. Nelson EddyI'D: 9-28-36; Henry Wilcoxon, B. Furness
Meet Nero Wolfe (Columbia)
8-1-36
; Shadows
(Victory)
W)
7-16-30; Edward Arnold
EI): 7-18-36; Eddie Nugent, Lucille Lund
Melody
for Two
i Warner
Bros.). ..Not -. t Private
Enemy
(20th-Fox)
1-8-36
James Melton. Patricia Ellis
Victor McLagrlen, Barbara Stanwyck
M.-n in Exile (Warner Bros.)
In Prod. Public Enemy's Wife (Warners)
7-25-36
Dick Purcell. June Travis
FD: 0-83-38; Pat O'Brien, M. Lindsay
■ogofl (RKO)
In Prod. Put on the Spot (Principal)
Anton Walbrook,
M argot Grahame
FD: 10-3-36; Eddie Nugent, Maxine Doyle
Night's Dream (Warner) . 10-3-36
FD: rumor
10-10-35
Quality Street (RKO)
In Prod.
Millionaire Kid (Reliable)
Katharine Hepburn, Franchot Tone
VD: 4-1-36: Betty Compson. B. Washburn
Racing Blood (Conn)
is- Girls (Chesterfield)
EI): 8-13-36; Frankie Darro, Kane RichFD: 10-7-36: Roger Pryor. Muriel Evans
mond
at Men
(Republic)
Not set
Kay Hughes
Racing
Lady
(RKO)
1-29-37
Ann Dvorak,
Harry Carey
Cinderella
(M 0-M)
10-28 30
FD: 7-11-83; Jack Haley. Betty Fun
Rainbow on the River (RKO)
12-25-36
Bobby Breen, May Robson
(RKO)
7-17-80
FD: 7 8-30: Ann Shirley. John Beal
Ramona
1 20th-Fox)
9-25-36
FD:
9-16-36: L. Young, Don Ameche
Mother Carey's Chickens
(RKO)
1-1-87
Ginger Rogers. Fred Stone
Ranger Courage (Columbia)
10-30-36
Bob Allen, Martha Tibbetts
Mountain Ju«(k(Warner Bros.).. In Prod.
Heady, Willing and Able (Warners) .In Prod.
Josephine
Hutchinson.
George Brent
Ross Alexander,
Ruby Keeler
Mummy's Boys (RKO)
1
Bert Wheeler, Boberi
Rebellion
(Crescent)
10-27-36
FD: 10-27-30;
Tom
Keene
Murder in the Red Bam
(Olvmpic)
Rembrandt
(United Artists)
11-4-36
VD: 8-19-86; Tod Slaughter
lies Laughton
Murder
on the Mississippi (Universal)Nut Bel
Return of Sophie Lang (Paramount) .7-3-36
James Dunn. Andy !)•
ED: 0-18-36; Gertrude Michael
Reunion
(20th-Fox)
11-20-36
Murder
on the Set (Globe)
Dionne Quints, Jean Hersholt
ED
8-21
1,11. Eve Grey
Rhythm on the Range (Paramount) .7-31-36
Murder W1U
mount) . ,8
Lew Ayres. Gail Patrick
FD: 7-31-36; Iiing Crosby
My American Wife (Paramount)
8-7-36 Ride, Ranger, Hide (Republic)
9-30-36
FD: 7-21-36: Francis Lederer, Ann Sothern
Qene Autry
Riddle
of
the
Dangling
Pearl
(RKO)
12-11-36
My Man. Godfrey
I I'niversal i . . . .
James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts
FD:
Wm.
Powell. Carole Com
bard 6-16-36:
Ride
Em Cowboy
(Universal)
...9-20-36
Ell
10-8-:',);: Buck Jones
Riding
Avenger.
The
(Diversion)
Navy Born (Republic)
(| i ;, :;.;
FD: 7-14-36: Hoot Gibson
FD: 6-2-36: Wm. Ganran. Claire Dodd
Navy Spy (Grand National)
N
Rip Roarin' Bnckaroo (Victory) .. .10-16-30
Conrad Nagel
Tom Tyler. Beth Marion
Nelson Touch.
The
(GB)
In Prod. Road to Glory (20th-Fox)
9-4-:!(i
George
A I
EI) 6-2-36; F. March.
W. Baxter
Night Waitress
(RKO)
12-18-30 Roarin' Guns
(Puritan i
EH
7-7-36; Tim Ml
Margot Grahame. Gordon Jones
Nine Days a Queen
(GB)
0-1-36 Roarin' Lead
(Republic)
12-9-36
Bob
Livingston,
Ray Corrigan
FD: 6-26-36: Cedric Hardwicke
Robber
Barons
(RKO)
In
Prod.
Nobody's
Baby
(M-G-M 1
In Prod.
Edward Arnold
Patsy Kelly. Lyda Roberti
Robinson
Crusoe
of
Clipper
Island
I
Republic)
North of Nome (Columbia)
11-11 80
FD: 10-28-36: Jack Holt
Mala-Mamo
11
I
(Spectrum)9-15-36
Oh. Susanna!
(Republic)
8-19-36 Romance Rides the Range
Gene Autry
IT)
Fred Scott. Cliff Nazarro
Old Corral (Republic)
12-28-36
Gene Autry
Romeo
and Juliet (M-G-M )
Not set
El) 7-18-36; Norma Shearer. Leslie HowOld Hutch
(M-G-M)
9-25-36
FD: 8-22-38; Wallace Beery. Cecilia Parker

Release Date
Title
Howl (Paramount)
10-30-36
FD: 10-15-36; Tom Brown, E. Whitney
Saint in New York (RKO)
In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli
San
Francisco
(M-G-M )
6-26-36
FD: 6-26-36; J. MacDonald, Clark Gable
San Quentin
(Warner
Bros.)
In Prod.
Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart
Satan Met a Lady
(Warner Bros.) . .8-8-36
FD: 7-23-36: Bette Davis, W. William
Sea Spoilers
(Universal)
9-20-36
FD: 10-24-36: John Wayne, Nan Grey
Second
Wife
(RKO)
8-21-36
FD:
8-14-36;
Walter
Abel,
Gertrude
Michael
Secret Agent
(GB)
6-15-36
FD: 6-13-36; M. Carroll, Peter Lorre
Secret
.Valley
(20th-Fox)
1-15-37
Richard Arlen
Serenade on the Seine (RKO)
In Prod.
Ann Sothern, Smith Ballew
Seven
Sinners
(GB)
8-15-36
FD: 7-31-36; Edmund Lowe, C. Cummings
Shadow, The (Globe)
FD: 6-27-36
Shakedown
(Columbia)
7-17-36
FD: 8-18-36; Lew Ayres, Joan Perry
She-Devil Island (Grand Nat'l)
FD:
8-29-36
She Sang ior Her Supper
(RKO) . .In Prod.
Anne
Shirley
Sing,
8-21-36
FD: Baby,
8-4-36;SingAlice(20th-Fox)
Faye, Adolphe Menjou
Sing Me a Love Song (Warners) . .Not set
James Melton, Patricia Ellis
Singing
Buckaroo
(Spectrum)
12-15-36
Fred Scott
Singiug Vagabond,
The (Republic)
FD: 7-23-36; Gene Autry
Sins of Man
(20th-Fox)
6-19-36
FD: 5-22-36; Jean Hersholt, Don Ameche
Sitting on the Moon
(Republic) .. .9-15-36
FD: 9-11-36; Roger Pryor, Grace Bradley
Smart
Blonde
(Warner
Bros.)
Not set
Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane
Smartest Girl in Town
(RKO) .... 11-27-36
FD: 11-10-30; Gene Raymond, Ann SothSonernComes Home, A (Paramount) . .7-31-36
FD: 8-8-36; Mary Boland. Julie Hayden
Song
the GringoTex(Grand
.11-10-36
FD: of 11-10-36;
Ritter,Nat'l)
Joan . Woodbury
Spendthrift
(Paramount)
7-10-36
FD: 7-23-36;
Henry Fonda, Pat Patterson
Stage Struck (First National)
9-12-36
FD: 8-11-36; Dick Powell, Joan Blondell
Star for a Night (20th-Fox)
8-28-36
FD: 8-14-36; Claire Trevor, Jane Darwell
Star Is Born, A (United Artists) ... .2-1-37
Fredric March, Janet Gaynor
StarTomof Keene
Empire
(Crescent)
12-8-36
Stepping Toes (RKO)
In Prod.
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Stolen Holiday
(Warners)
Not set
Kay Francis, Claude Rains
Stowaway
(20th-Fox)
12-25-36
Shirley Temple
8-28-36
Straight from the Shoulder (Paramount)
FD: 8-14-36; Ralph Bellamy, K. Locke
Strangers on a Honeymoon (GB) . . .12-15-36
Constance Cummings, Hugh Sinclair
Student's Romance
(Alliance)
9-19-36
FD: 10-14-36;
Greta Natzler
SuzyFD: (M-G-M)
7-24-36
7-14-36; Jean Harlow, Franchot Tone
Swing
Time
(RKO)
9-4-36
FD: 8-26-36; Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Sworn
Enemy
(M-G-M)
9-11-36
FD: 7-7-36; Robt. Young, Florence Rice
Tarzan Escapes
(M-G-M)
11-6-36
FD: 11-6-36: J. Weissmuller, M. O'Sullivan
Tenderfoot Goes West, A (Treo) .. .12-1-36
Jack LaRue, Russell Gleason
Texas
Rangers
(Paramount)
8-28-36
FD: 8-22-36; F. MacMurray, Jack Oakie
Thank
You, Jeeves (20th-Fox)
...10-2-36
FD: 9-17-36; Arthur Treacher
Theodora Goes Wild (Columbia)
. . .Not set
FD: 11-5-36; Irene Dunne, Melvyn Douglas
They Met in a Taxi (Columbia)
9-1-36
FD: 9-9-36; Chester Morris, Fay Wray
They Wanted to Marry (RKO)
In Prod.
Betty Furness, E. E. Clive
36 Hours to Kill (20th-Fox)
7-24-36
El): 8-13-36; Gloria Stuart, B. Donlevy
Three Cheers for Love (Paramount) .7-17-36
FD: 6-27-36; Wm. Frawley, Roscoe Karns
Three Married Men
(Paramount) .. .9-11-36
FD: 9-26-36; Lynne Overman, R. Karns
Three Men on a Horse (First Nat'l) 11-21-36
Frank
McHugh,
Joan Blondell
Mesquiteers
(Republic)
9-21-36
FD: 10-2-36: B. Livingston, Ray Corrigan
Three Smart Girls (Universal)
Not set
Charles Winninger, Alice Brady-

Release Date

Ticket to Paradise
(Republic)
7-10-36
FD: 6-25-36: Roger Pryor, Wendy Barrie
To Mary — With Love
(20th-Fox) .. .8-1-36
FD: 7-21-36; Warner Baxter, Myrna Loy
Top of the Town
(Universal)
Not set
Doris Nolan, George MurphyTrail Dust
(Paramount)
12-4-36
Wm. Boyd. James Ellison
Trailin' West
(First National)
9-5-36
FD: 10-17-36; Dick Foran
Traitor, The (Puritan)
FD: (Universal)
11-6-36
Treve
Not set
Noah Beery, Jr., Chas. Winninger
Trouble Ahead (Times)
FD: 9-23-36; Charles Farrell
Tugboat Princess (Columbia)
10-15-36
Walter C. Kelly, Edith Fellows
Tundra
(Burroughs-Tarzan)
9-15-36
FD: 8-25-36; Del Cambre
TwoFD:
Against
(First Bogart,
Nat'l) 7-11-36
Dodd
7-11-36:the World
Humphrey
Claire
Two-Fisted Gentleman
(Columbia) . .8-16-36
FD: 8-25-36; James Dunn
Two in a Crowd
(Universal)
9-13-36
FD: 8-8-36; Joan Bennett, Joel McCrea
Two Minutes to Play (Victory)
11-2-36
Herman Brix
Two of Us, The (GB)
Not set
Jack Hulbert
Under
Your
Spell
(20th-Fox)
11-6-36
FD:
11-4-36;
Lawrence
Tibbett, Wendy
Barrie
Undercover Man
(Republic)
9-24-36
Johnny M. Brown,
Suzanne Karen
Underworld Terror
(United Picture)
FD: 7-18-36; Nick Stuart, Nina Quartero
Unknown Ranger, The (Columbia)
.9-15-36
Bob Allen, Martha Tibbetts
Valiant Is the Word for Carrie (Paramount)
10-2-36
FD: 9-22-36; Gladys George, Arline Judge
Vigilantes Are Coming (Republic) . . .8-22-36
Bob Livingston, Kay Hughes
Walking on Air (RKO)
9-11-36
FD: 8-17-36; Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond
Wanted,
Jane Turner
(RKO)
12-4-36
Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart
Wanted
Men
(Hoffberg)
7-1-36
FD: 7-8-36; Charles Laughton
Way
Out West
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
Laurel and Hardy
We, the Jury (RKO)
In Prod.
Helen Broderick,
Victor Moore
We Went
to College (M-G-M)
7-3-36
FD: 6-23-36; Chas. Butterworth
We Who Are About to Die (RKO) . . .1-8-37
FD: 10-23-36: Preston Foster. A. Dvorak
11-17-36
We're in the Legion Now
(Grand National)
Reginald Denny, Eleanor Hunt
Wedding
Present
(Paramount) .... 10-16-36
FD: 9-24-36; Joan Bennett. Cary Grant
West of Nevada
(Colony)
FD: 7-21-36; Rex Bell
Will There's
Hay
Where
a Will (GB)
Not set
While London Sleeps (Ideal)
FD: 7-18-36; Victor Varconi
White Angel, The (First National) . .7-4-36
FD: 6-2-36; Kay Francis
White Fang (20th-Fox)
7-3-36
FD: 7-9-36; Michael Whalen, Jean Muir
White Hunger
(20th-Fox)
12-4-36
Warner Baxter, June Lang
White Legion
(Grand National) .. .10-13-36
FD: 10-17-36; Tala Birell, Ian Keith
Wild Brian Kent
(20th-Fox)
11-6-36
FD: 10-22-36; Ralph Bellamy, Mae Clark
Wildcat Trooper
(Ambassador)
FD: 7-14-36; Kermit Maynard
Winds of the Wasteland (Republic) . .7-6-36
FD: 7-11-36; John Wayne
Winterset
(RKO)
11-20-36
Margo, Burgess Meredith
Without
Orders Sally
(RKO) Eilers, Rob. Armstrong
10-23-36
FD: 9-25-36;
Wives Never Know
(Paramount) .. .9-18-36
FD: 9-9-36; Chas. Ruggles, Mary Boland
Woman Rebels, A (RKO)
11-6-36
FD: 10-28-36;
Katharine Hepburn
Women Are Trouble (M-G-M)
7-31-36
FD: 6-13-36; Stuart Erwin, Paul Kelly
Women in White
(Guaranteed)
....7-16-36
Molly Lamont, Lester Matthews
Women of Glamor (Columbia)
....In Prod.
Melvyn Douglas, Virginia Bruce
Yellow Cargo
(Grand National) ... 10-27-36
FD: 6-6-36; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Yellowstone
(Universal)
8-30-36
FD: 9-19-36; Henry Hunter, Judith Barrett
YouSylvia
Only Sidney,
Live Once
(Unit.
Art.)
1-1-37
Henry Fonda
Yours for the Asking
(Paramount) .7-24-36
FD: 8-20-36; George Raft, Dolores Costello

What newspapers Say
( £

ilHE Film Daily Year Book is a
fat volume of over 1,200 pages, in
which every angle of the motion
picture industry is recorded in reference fashion. It is the last word in
compiled, compact, comprehensive,
coordinatedBernice
information."
Cosulich
The Arizona Daily Star.

" dpHE Film Daily Year Book is the
one complete compendium of Motion Picture Information. It is the
standard reference book of the films,
and almost as indispensable in a
newspaper office as the city direcE. D. Lambright
Tampa Morning Tribune.
•

"^PHE
Film Daily's
Book ngof
Motion Pictures
carriesYear
convinci
figures on the tremendous strides
which the industry has taken. Nothing has been overlooked. The book
is more complete than Webster's
Dictionary."
John O'Donnell
The Davenport Democrat.
•

tory."
JT seems highly improbable that
anyone connected with the motion
picture industry, whether an actor,
director, producer or commentator
will want to do without the Film
Daily Year Book. The excellent index makes everything available
without fumbling."
The Boston

Herald.

1LHE Year Book is alive with information and statistical data, both
within and without the industry,
gathered from every nook and corner of the world, in fact nothing
seems to have been omitted in this
most comprehensive book of the
film industry."
Moundsville

(W. Va.) Echo.

aHIS weighty volume, The Film
Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures,
is a mass of condensed information
about the motion picture industry,
and the guestions it does not answer
between."
are few andKenfarBerry
Evening Express, Portland, Me.

The 1937-Year Book of Motion Pictures Now in Preparation OUT IN JANUARY
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Chesterfield Picture
but were not missing
any theatres

Next Stop RKO

METROPOLITAN
CIRCUIT
1 hank you RKO.
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Grand National Boosting Budgets of Three Pictures

OHIO ANTI-PLAYDATE SOIT TRIAL SET FOR NOV. 20
Allied Readies
Foreign Woes
. . . and a suggestion
= By CHESTER B. BAHN

—

KJOT the least of the problems which,
' ^ arising from the advent of sound, still
remain to confront the film industry concerns foreign distribution.
Your friend, the foreign manager, has
an infinite number of tribulations these
days — revolts, impounding of revenues, etc.
Yet serious as these may be and are, none
touches him so seriously as the job of
finding a market for a picture whose excellent American appeal rests upon bright,
rapid-fire dialogue in the English tongue.
And these pictures seem to be increasing
in number.
For instance, there is a seasonal success
which, to become intelligible to one particular foreign audience, would require a
thousand sub-titles. Or so one foreign department head was advised by his overseas
manager.
VA/HICH

suggests this thought: While

™~

the Academy's sub-committee is overhauling the awards machinery, would not
it be a good idea to give consideration to
one more special award — a parchment scroll
or plaque to be presented the director of
that talking picture which, through the
use of pantomime and action, has best approximated cinematic Esperanto.
Devisement of an international technique
without sacrifice of the dramatic element
of dialogue merits the best efforts of producers. It would permit complete exploration of the foreign language market,
it would go far to perpetuate the mastery
of that market which the American industry
has enjoyed in the past.
Certainly, the addition of a thousand
sub-titles, a matter of more than five
thousand feet of film, is not the best
answer
to the foreign market
problem.

added thought: There is something
more than just astute commercialism
involved. Maximum development of the
cultural and social aspects of the cinema,
most certainly destined to become increasingly important as the years roll along,
is contingent upon the employment of an
international technique.

AN

Two Attacks on Affiliated Circuits

Abram F. Myers Drafts Two
Actions
in Exhib.
Ass'n Drive
Now

set to attack affiliated circuits, Allied has prepared two actions, one a bill divorcing production and distribution from exhibition and the other a suit to be filed
by an independent exhibitor whose
product has been cut off following
"invasion" of his town by a major
theater outfit. This was stated yesterday in an Allied bulletin which
said that both actions have been
(Continued on Page 12)

Tobacco Sales Aid B. 0.
South Boston, Va. — Record-breaking
sales of tobacco, with better prices prevailing, and increased industrial production are benefiting amusement interests here and elsewhere in Southside
Virginia. Movie houses report decided
box office gains, hundreds of farmers,
now prosperous, having become film
fans. Several new theaters have been
built in various parts of the state.

LED1RK ANTI-TRUST
SUIT OPENS DEC. 14

ALL 1909 COPYRIGHT
STATUTE CHALLENGED

Trial of the Ledirk Amusement
Co. anti-trust suit against a number of major distributors is scheduled for Dec. 14 in the U. S. District Court, Newark. Merritt Lane,
who is representing the defendants
Syracuse — The Music Users Pro- with the aid of Attorney Louis Nimove for a bill of particutective Association Inc., through its zer, will
lars within one week.
general counsel, Albert Averbach,
has filed an answer in a recent suit
brought by ASCAP against Elm Universal Reports Loss
Lodge, Syracuse night club, involvof $812,473 for 39 Wks.
ing a defense of utmost importance
(Continued on Page 12)
A consolidated net loss of $812,473.90 for the 39-weeks' period ended
Columbia Execs. Flying
last, was reported by UniTo Coast for Conference Aug. 1,versal
Pictures Co. yesterday.
Statement was made that: "Due
A contingent of Columbia
home to changes in accounting policy with
office executives plane out of New respect to consolidation of operatYork today for the coast to confer
ing results of foreign subsidiaries,
with Harry Cohn and other studio there is included in the above fig(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 9)

Budgets on Three Features Advanced
As Grand National Cuts List by Two
U. S. Theater Admissions
Levy Nets $17,112,000
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The theater admissions tax which is now 10 per cent
on admissions over 41 cents has
yielded $17,112,000 in the last
fiscal year,
according to latest re(Continued on Page 9)

RKO

Action

Tests Constitutionality of New
State Law

Nov. 20 has been fixed as the date
for hearing on the RKO suit against
the Attorney-General of Ohio to test
constitutionality of the state statute
forbidding the compulsory designation of playdates. Case will be tried
before Federal Judges Allen, Nevins
and Underwood at Columbus.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
of Allied, has been "drafted" to assist counsel for the Attorney-General, it was stated by the exhibitor
association yesterday.
A similar act was passed by Wisconsin last year. Introduction of
(Continued on Page 12)

EMPIRE'S ABSORPTION
BY 306 TALKED TODAY
Mayor La Guardia's Board of Survey on Industrial Relations in the
Motion Picture Industry will meet
today with officials of the Empire
Operators' union in an effort to work
out a plan whereby this union may
be absorbed by Local 306, the A. F.
of L. union.
The board faces more difficulties
(Continued on Page 9)

RKO Debenture Holders
Get Right to Intervene
The RKO debenture holders committee was yesterday granted leave
to intervene in the RKO reorganization by Federal Judge Bondy.
George N. Armsby and Edward C.
Delafield are the members of the
committee.

Reducing its initial program from
45 to 43 features, Grand National Industry Will be Among
plans to spend more money on three
First in Jobless Check
pictures, stated Edward Peskay,
general sales manager, yesterday.
The increased-negative-costs pro- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The motion picture
ductions are "Face the Facts," "23 V2
Hours Leave" and "Snow Covered industry will be among the first of
the large industries to be surveyed
Wagons," (Continued
he said. on Page
The 9)budget on
of unemproposedon census
when the (Continued
Page 9)
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EDDIE CANTOR and his daughter, MARGERY
CANTOR, arrived in New York from the coast
yesterday and are stopping at the Warwick.
Other filmfolk registered at the Warwick are
DOROTHY PAGE, HARRY EINSTEIN, MATT
BROOKS. B. F. COLEMAN. JACK WASHBURN.
DEAN DETTON and COMMANDER H. S.
HAISLIP.
DEANNA

DURBIN.

who

is being featured

by Universal in her screen debut in "Three
Smart Girls", arrives in New York tomorrow
for a four weeks' visit.
PARKYAKARKAS. film and radio comedian,
arrived in New York yesterday from Los
Angeles for a short rest before beginning work
at RKO studio on "Convention In Cuba", a
musical starring Joe Penner. While in Manhattan he will appear on radio programs with
Eddie Cantor.
SIDNEY
from New

R. KENT
York for

has delayed his departure
the coast until Monday.

JACK COHN. ABE MONTAGUE. NATE
SPINGOLD and JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN leave
New
York today by plane for Hollywood.
GARRETT
FORT,
who
has arrived
in New
York
from
the coast
after working
on the
script forof a "Hippodrome"
Universal, soon
sails
vacation in the forOrient.

Consolidated Injunction
Hearing On at Wilmington
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SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER

Get ready for the turkey fight! Give
your program that extra touch of showmanship that will pull patrons to your
theater after their Thanksgiving dinners.

on Copyright Conditions

ANDRE
from Java

OLSON is en
via the coast.

GEORGE VALLAR
from
Berlin.
JACK SCHLAIFER
from Chicago.

route to New

York

is heading for New

York

is back

Y. FRANK FREEMAN
York from Atlanta.
GEORGE

DEMBOW

in New

York

has returned to New

is back in New

York from

Hollywood.
HARRY KALMINE and HARRY FEINSTEIN,
with Warners in Pittsburgh, have returned from
New York.
MR. and MRS.
left the Lombardy

GEORGE S. LAMANT
for Hollywood.

have

WILLIAM DOVER, personnel manager of 20th
Century-Fox studios, arrived in New York
today from the west coast to confer with Joe
Moskowitz on writers' contracts and other
matters
pertaining
to personnel.
BONAR RUSSELL, head of the financial group
of General Pictures Corporation, has arrived
in New York from the coast to confer with
Fenn Kimball, president, and Mack D. Weinberger, general sales manager.

"Allah" at M. H. Thursday

"The Garden of Allah," Selznick
International technicolor production,
co-starring Marlene Dietrich and
Wilmington — Hearing will be held Charles Boyer, and directed by Richtoday in Chancery Court on the apard Boleslawski, opens at the Radio
plication ofNorman Johnson, a stock- City Music Hall next Thursday.
holder of Consolidated Film Industies, Inc., for a temporary injunction
restraining- Consolidated from putting its recapitalization plan into
effect. Johnson maintains that the
plan is unfair to the preferred stockholders and engineered by Setay, an
investment company controlled by
H. J. Yates, Consolidated president,
which holds a large block of Consolidated common stock.

Edwin P. Kilroe, chairman of the
Hays' office copyright committee, is
preparing a statement for distribution to government officials here and
abroad and to members of Congress
setting forth the views of the M. P.
P. D. A. on the conditions under
which the U. S. should join the
Berne Copyright Convention and the
legal arguments supporting these
views.
Kilroe recently returned from a
trip abroad undertaken especially to
study the question of whether the
film industry should support action
by the U. S. to join the Berne Copyright Convention. His report was
approved
committee. by the Hays' copyright

5 More Drive-In Theaters
Projected in New England
Boston — Five more drive-in theaters are scheduled for New England within the next three years according to program announced by
P. E. Comi. The Drive-In Theater
in Weymouth has been so successful
that two more are planned for this
Spring in Providence and the North
Shore.

41
E
WARNER DAYS

Roxy Hearing to Go Over
As Arbitration Continues
Hearing on the Roxy reorganization is slated to be adjourned today
in Federal Court for several weeks
because of the pending arbitration
proceedings on the Roxy lobby lease.
As soon as a rental for the portion
of the lobby controlled by the Taft
Hotel is fixed for a 10% year period,
a reorganization plan will be presented to the court by the Roxy first
mortgage bondholders' committee.

Two Paramount Foreign
Managers Get New Posts
New assignments are being given
two members of the Paramount foreign department upon their arrival
in New York soon from their posts
afield. Andre Olsen, who has been
manager in Java, lands at the coast
soon on the S. S. Coolidge en route
to New York. He has been succeeded
by Louis Foldes, who has been Paramount manager at Budapest. George
Vallar, manager for Germany under
supervision of Gus Schaefer, will also be awarded a new post upon his
arrival from Berlin.

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

TO BE-ARD, OR NOT TO
BE-ARD? That seems to be
question puzzling handsome
Patric Knowles (the gent be
hind the beaver behind the
wheel) who has to tote this
crop as part of featured role
in Mark Twain's immortal
'Prince and the Pauper' costarring Billy, Bobbv Mauch
BATTLE

ROYAL

for queen

Fannie Hurst's Irighti latest
and as vet unpublished
novel. Sister Act' ends with
Warners capturing coveted
screen rights Tale, set to
run serially in Cosmopo'/fan
Magazine, deals with plight
of four sisters and one man
HAPPY LANDINGS! These sweef streamlined seraphs from 'Gold
Diggers of 1937' set to float thru air with greatest of ease on wings
of song, (and incidentally American Airlines flagship), as flying
troupe heads for 26-city entertainmentour ballyhooing Xmas release °
TWO

GOOD

SIGNS

garnered by Warners

last week were Stuart

Erwin and Tom Brown (below), the former to get fat part in 'Slim"'
as comic opposite Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda, Tom to get role as
romantic lecd opposite youngstar Morv Maguire m 'Love Begins *

QUEEN OF TAP-SICHORE,
lovely song-and-dancers
in
*A Warner Bros Picture

°A First Notional Picture

Vilograph. /nc

Distributors

comedy-musical

now

swinging

Ruby Keelei
exhorts a final hi-de-hosanna from her
sparkling
sequence
for Ready,
Willing and
Able
into

final week,

with

Ross

Alexander

co-starred."
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UFA FILMS RELEASING
14 FEATURES IN U. S.
Ufa will release at least 14 features and 80 shorts in the United
ason, it was announced
rday by George Nitze, president of Ufa Films. Inc.
Twenty of the shorts will be of
an educational nature, and will be
a reel and a half in length; the
others, comedies, run two and three
reels.
Features, with original German
title and translation, plus stars or
principal players, follow:
I-il
cr. Will)
Birnrl. Mariaphony
von Ends),
Tasnady;
<rrregiment"
(The
Women's
Regiment),
Kinkenzeller.
Hermann
Ehrhardt;
:.-en drr Gessellschaft"
(Pillars o{ SoGeorge. Maria Krahn: "WaldI,
•"' Heinricfa
(The Winter Forest), Hansi KnotecJc,
Barcarole"
(Barcarole).
Llda
"Glueckskinder"
Krehlich;
Baar. .
Lilian
Beware").
on the novel "Lady
(Based
(Tiait
"Verraeter"
Fritschj
Willj
Harvey,
Willv
Birgel,
Lida
Baarova:
"Das
I he Court
Concert).
Martha

Hrli

Bcttel
"Der
Heesters;
Johanna
Eggerth.
■rodent"
(The
Mendicant
Student).
Marika
K.^-kk.
Friu
Kampers.
Johannes
Heesters;
..■into"
(Incognito),
Gustav
Krciehlich.
:cck; "Ritt in die Freiheit"
(The
Dash
for
Freedom),
Willy
Birgel,
Hansi
k; "Das
Maedchen
Irene"
(The
t.irl
Irene). Lil Dagover. Karl Schocnboeck; "I nd
I)u mein Schatz
faehrst mh"
(And
Von. My
Come
Along).
Marika
Roekk,
Hans
ker;
"Boccaccio"
(Boccaccio),
Willy
:i, Heli Finkenzcller.

U. S. Asks Exhibs. Show
Social Security Reels
The Bureau of Informational Service, of the Social Security Board,
is preparing and distributing
throughout the United States for
showing in theaters short "news
reels" or "trailers" depicting in a
graphic manner the purposes and
provisions of the Social Security
Act, and advising the 26,000,000
eiitzens affected by it how to secure
the benefits which it provides.
Letters have l*en written l>y the Board to
the managers of every motion picture theater
in the United States advising them of the
availability of these motion picture "-hurts"
and that prints will he furnished them without cost, and urging their cooperation as
a real service to their respective communities
and a patriotic service to the government.
Each picture will l<e a short reel, alwut
350 feet in length and requiring about V/i
to 4 minutes to run. The films arc being
made by a nationally known old-line picture
company with its own professional casts.
The "sound" is provided by an expert narrator who explains in detail each subject as it
wn on the screen. The film is designed
for incorporation in or to be placed at the
end of the customary
news
reel.
Two new pictures. "Youthful Old Age" and
"Applications for Happiness," are now ready
for distribution. These and subsequent pic
tures will deal with specific parts of the
Act. Already released, the first film. "We
the
and Social Security," has played
2.000 People,
theaters.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A preview of the Social Secur
ity Board's new three-and-one-half minute
newsreel trailer "Applications for Happiness"
was held yesterday in Interior Building audi
torium. The film will be released for the
ater showings
next
week.

"Cloistered" in 4th Week
Chicago — "Cloistered" is now in
its fourth week at the World Playhouse here, with a further holdover
indicated.

$3,000 GIVEAWAY TO
SET WORLD'S RECORD

yp*$SmiF

Denver — The Lucky 7 theaters are
offering $3,000 as giveaway money,

T

▼
▼
pronounce "Oi-win" by
n
Erwi
• HIS NAME is
• •
' "Three Men On A Horse"
lowbrows like Patsy in Warners
go lowand everv exhibitor who plays the Screen Scream will
for he sure will win at the
brow and say "Oi-win," too
human nature being what it
he can't miss
ole B O.
folks will be crowding the ole turnstile and swarming
is
into vour picture palace or shooting gallery regardless of race,
because all normal
creed or color, social status or lack of it
and anybody who can t laugh
human beings want to laugh
loud, long and uproariously at "Three Men On A Horse and
Oiwin just ain't normal T
T
T
the• • • AS A stage show it has been doubling up athescreen
as
atergoers on Broadway for two solid years
and adds a
show it grabs all the laughs in the stage show,
Frank McHugh as Oiwin is priceless
bunch more
Joan Blondell as the dumb blonde who goes from stables to
trio
sables on Oiwin's tips can't be bought, either but that with
of small-time racetrack gamblers will slay your audience
of
they are the Three Musketeers
their Slangy Sallies
Allen Jenkins, Sam Levene and Teddy Hart
Mirth
not forgetting Guy Kibbee and Edgar Kennedy as the respective
"Three
owners of the poetry factory and the guzzle joint
Men On A Horse" will romp home a winner at your show shop
and
out
get
mean
we
if you play this bet right on the nose
you can't miss if you
it all over the place
SPLURGE
and how your customers love
ballyhoo it for belly laff s
to laff that way
T
▼
▼
you AMPA gents who
of
some
shock
MAY
THIS
•
• •
missed the closed meeting at the Hotel Edison yesterday
but the members who attended decided to have a showdown with
it is a case of washing up the organizathe entire body
tion as at present constituted, or continuing with some sort
of a definite and constructive program the final decision
will be made at the next meeting members will be so adthe Critics are going to be given a chance
vised by mail
to show what they canTdo ▼ that's T fair enough
•

• • A NEW slant in exploitation with Billy Ferguson putting Capt. Volney Phifer on a grand tour of the big
newspaper editorial offices
the Captain as you know is
the gent who chaperoned Leo the Lion and many other animal
attractions for Metro
this time he has a Real Novelty
a nine-and-one-half-foot boa-constrictor, no less
find when the Cap. uncoils that act on ye editor's desk, it crashes
the headlines with photographs Reptana is the name
of the crawling cutie
a plug for Johnny Weissmuller in
"Tarzan Escapes." . . • That log-rolling contest for United
Artists' "Come and Get It" in the pool of the Park Central
was a whiz
Bill Delyea and Harry Wilson put on a great
act
▼
WW
• • • A PARTY will be thrown by Eddie Cantor for 13year-old Deanna Durbin on Tuesday at the Hotel Pierre
Deanna sings on Eddie's radio programs, and is featured in Universale "Three Smart Girls" ... • A worthwhile promotional
stunt for the Kid Trade, being a set of very attractive medallions of the Presidents of the U. S.
these are rich-looking,
and the youngster's parents and teachers will get a kick out
of them
Jolly Art Co. of 401 West 44th St. is putting
them out

▼

▼

▼

• • • THE COCKTAIL party for Marion Davies in the
Green Room of the Warwick Hotel yesterday afternoon was one
of the most enjoyable of the season
It was an intimate
party, very informal, and the guests were enjoying themselves
so much that it was almost 8 o'clock before the last of them
were shooed away
Guest of honor, Marion Davies, was
having such a good time that she stayed until the end

«

«

«

»

»

»

purportedly
setting
a world's
for
the amount
offered
by any record
group
ant.theaters in one night. Tuesday's
of
drawing failed to produce a claimThe Lucky 7 are by far ahead in
amount this week, but competition
is offered in other camps, too. The
Harry Huffman theaters, eight in
all, will put up $500, $300 and $100,
the latter being drawn each week
until a winner is found, and the
top moneys being boosted if not
claimed. Huffman is continuing his
weekly Ford giveaways, and has
been also giving a weekly round trip
to Chicago for quite some time
now.
The $2,200 of the eight Civic
Theaters was claimed last week, in
amounts of $1,600 and $600, sol
their starting point this week is
Only 11 Denver theaters are not
in on the giveaway war. Of these
$700.
two are first run, the Center and
Orpheum.

Miller, Leaving Cheyenne,
Feted at Denver Meeting
Denver — A regional meeting of
the northern district of Fox Intermountain was held in the new headquarters in the Paramount theater
building,
with manager
Rick Ricketson,
Intermountain
presiding.
District managers present were Bill
Steege, Billings, Mont.; Fred Glass
and Gerald Whitney, Denver; and
Chet Miller, Cheyenne, Wyo.
Others present were I. Weiner, auditor;
George Frantz, purchasing agent; William
Agren and William A. Dollison, bookers;
Ethel Holland, secretary, all of Denver headquarters; and the following theater managers:
H. B. Ashton, Boulder, Colo.; Ray Davis,
Cheyenne, Wyo.; Ed Marquand, Fort Collins,
Colo.; Mark Berkheimer, Longmont, Colo.;
Lee Crawford, Sterling, Colo.; Ned Collins,
Sidney, Neb.; Elwood Voorhies, Rawlins,
Wyo..; Harold Rice, Laramie, Wyo.; Bill
Fowers, Sheridan, Wyo.; J. E. Hughes. Alliance, Neb.; Vern Austin, McCook, Neb.;
and
Mike
Zalensy,
North
Platte.
Colo.
Meeting marked the last which Miller will
attend as district manager. He has resigned
because of his health, and goes to Missoula,
Wyo., wheie he will be city manager for
three Fox houses there, the Wilma, Rialto
and Liberty. At a dinner held at the Denver, A. C, Miller was guest of honor. On
the menu was mountain trout which was
sent in by Robert Nelson, Fox manager at
Leadville, Colo., and pheasant and w!ld duck,
sent in by Ned Collins, Fox manager at Sidney,sented
Neb. Miller
At with
this dinner
his managers
an overstuffed
chair, prean
ottoman
and smoker.
Besides those mentioned, these Denver theater managers attended the dinner: Frank
Culp, Isis; H. A. Goodridge, Ogden; Ed
Conahan, Hiawatha; Lew Williams, Mayan;
and Roy Notheis, Webber, and C. H. Butler
and Lack
McGee
from the division
office.

Rangers"
"Texas
Nazis
No Explanation
Offer
But Ban

Germany has banned showings of
"The Texas Rangers," Paramount
has been notified in New York. No
reason for the action was furnished
by the Hitler Government.
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ITS DRAMA!
OF ITS LOVE!

The two who thrilled your audiences in "The Road
to Glory". . . now brave hate . • • defy fear . . . fight for
love fiercely . . . amid dangers and passions that
threaten their very lives! What an entertainment
combination to electrify your crowds!

WARNER BAXTER
and

ANG

JUN

i

i
with GAIL
ALISON

PATRICK
SKIPWORTH

WILFRID LAWSON

• GEORGE

HASSELL

Directed by Irving Cummings
Associate

Producer Gene

Marlcey

Screen play by Sam Duncan and Kenneth Earl
Based on a story by Gene Markey

Darryl F. Zanuck

in Charge of Production

i

THE

BIGGEST

CROWDS

Uf fetOH./
Made

of the stuff movies were made

for! Great

stars! Fierce love! Hateful treachery! Relentless
drama! Amazing

adventure! Under the brood-

ing night sky of a strange and ominous
Infused with the showmanship

of the world's

greatest studio — 20th Century-Fox!
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GRAND NATIONAL UPS
BUDGETS FOR THREE

JiwUws of Hew Tilms
Dionne Quintuplets in

(Continued from Page 1)

"Hats Off," Boris Petroff musical,
has also been increased, said Peskay.
Grand National is additionally releasing eight Westerns.
"In His Steps" has been held for
a second week at Loew's Majestic
in Hartford, Conn., it was stated
by Peskay.
Grand National, will release 34 abroad except in Spanish-American countries where MG-M holds story rights to "Devil on Horseback," "Captain Calamity" and "We're in
the Legion Now," Jack C. Barnstyn, foreign
sales chief, announced yesterday at a luncheon
tendered the foreign and domestic trade press
at Louis and Armand's.
Included among the 34 will be eight Westerns starring Tex Ritter and produced by
Ed Finney. Because Filipinos prefer English
to Spanish versions, Barnstyn said an agreement will be sought to add the three exceptions to the list for the Philippine market.
Barnstyn disclosed that he had closed a
one-year deal for Japan, and that five other
foreign deals were in the process of being
closed.
Those attending the luncheon included A.
Larcegui, Central America and Uruguay correspondent; F. Ariza, of Cine Mundial; Mrs.
A. Shupper, Central and South American
correspondent; F. Russell, Film Pictorial of
England ; C. Christy, Le Film, Canada ; C.
Olivares, Teatro al Dia; G. Vidor, Magyar
Hirlap, Hungary; F. Freutzenstein, Brazil;
Miss R. Lowit, Tribuna, Brazil; Miss M.
Swan, China Press; Mrs. M. Spaulding,
Carteles, Cuba; R. Socas, La Nacion, Buenos
Aires; M. Canevares, Peru; Chester B. Bahn,
and Marvin Kirsch, Film Daily; A. Bernstein, Hollywood Reporter; Bill Ornstein,
Motion Picture Daily; Wolfe Kaufman,
Variety; E. Ugast, assistant to Barnstyn;
and Finney, director of advertising and publicity of Grand National.

Universal Reports Loss
of $812,473 for 39 Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)

ures operating results of nine foreign subsidiaries for a period of only
30 weeks; of 16 subsidiaries for a
period of 34 weeks, and share of
revenue from English distributor
for 37 weeks. If the results of the
foreign operations had been included
for the full 39 week period, the consolidated loss for the period would
reflect as $600,815.01."

Boles Visits Home Folks
Dallas — John Boles is making an
extended visit here and his
nearby home town of Greenville. He
will appear for a week beginning
Nov. 26 at the Majestic Theater in
a half-hour song recital.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
Benny Baker's Australian silky dog,
Nappy, was taken to the hospital to
be treated for ptomaine poisoning, and
Benny couldn't act all that day. —
PARAMOUNT.

DAILY

"THREE MEN ON A HORSE"

"REUNION"

with Jean Hersholt, Rochelle Hudson, Helen
Vinson, Slim Summerville
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
20th Century-Fox
WITH
THE
QUINTS,
GOOD
AND
PLENTY
OF GAGS
THIS
HIT THE
B.O. IN HIGH.

80 mins.
ACTING
SHOULD

The cute and tricky Quintuplets highlight this comedy-drama. With those five
tiny stars, the picture should hit strongly
at the box-office. They are on near the
opening of the show and are again presented close to the end. In between, a
very human story has been developed that
brings together a large number of the
3,000 children Dr. Luke has brought into
the world. Many a good gag makes for
plenty of laughter, and with the doctor
straightening out the lives of a few of
the visitors, things are always interesting.
Jean Hersholt has the big role, which is
that of Dr. Luke. He handles it with
fine understanding. Slim Summerville, the
village constable, who is out for a sextuplet record, and John Qualen, the father
of the Quints who is ever alert to any
pretenders to his championship, furnish
most of the comic situations. To fully
appreciate some of the humor, "The
Country Doctor" should have been seen,
for many of the gags depend on situations in the previous picture. The large
cast is very capable, with Esther Ralston,
Helen Vinson, Alan Dinehart, Robert Kent
and Rochelle Hudson doing very well. The
screenplay from Bruce Gould's story was
worked out by Sam Hellman, Gladys Lehman

in ironing out this situation than in
the case of the Allied operators
union which had almost no unemployed members. Empire has several hundred unemployed members.
Local 306 also has a few hundred

in
version,
and folks
we can't
howtheit screen
can miss
wherever
want see
to

unemployed. Unless the Mayor's committee can find some method for increasing the number of theaters employing union men, a solution of the
Empire union situation presents
many difficulties.
There is also another rump union

laugh. All the comedy of the stage version has been preserved, and some more
added via new scenes. Frank McHugh
does a grand job as Erwin, the poetry
writer who has a knack of picking winning
horses just for fun. He falls into the hands
of three small-time racetrack gamblers, who
practically kidnap him so they can milk
him for his valuable tips, which never go
wrong. Meanwhile "Oiwin" is worried
sick about his poetry job and the little
woman at home who doesn't know what
has happened to him. Joan Blondell does
a neat job as the dumb sweetie of Sam
Levene, who is the "brains" of the betting
syndicate. These three gamblers are a
continuous riot of laughs when they go
into action together — and that is for about
two-thirds of the film footage. Allen
Jenkins and Teddy Hart are the other two
members, and no three players have ever
extracted more laughs per frame than these.
Other roles that score are those of Guy
Kibbee as the head of the poetry factory,
and Edgar Kennedy as the barkeep who
helps the boys in their daily task of
picking the winners. The pressbook on
this production emphasizes the laugh angle,
and if you play it up that way it can't
miss at your box-office, for it is one of
the naturals when it comes to the heavy

guffaws.
Cast: Frank McHugh, Joan Blondell, Guy
Kibbee, Carol Hughes, Allen Jenkins, Sam
Levene, Teddy Hart, Edgar Kennedy, Paul
Harvey, Eddie Anderson, Margaret Irving,
George Chandler, Harry Davenport, Tola
Nesmith, Eily Malyon.
Director, Mervyn LeRoy; Authors, John
Helen Vinson's marriage to Tom Moore is
heading for the rocks, and the Rochelle Cecil Holm, George Abbott; Screenplay,
Hudson-Robert Kent romance is flounder- Laird Doyle; Editor, Ralph Dawson; Cameraing. Hersholt straightens things out for
man, Sol Polito.
them. The affair brings Esther Ralston,
Direction, Good.
Photography, The Best.
a washed up actress, back home and she
finds happiness with J. Edward Bromberg,
Envoy Sponsors Premieres
a local boy. The doctor finds a home for
Andre de Laboulaye, French AmGeorge Ernest, an orphan, with Alan Dinebassador to the U. S. will sponsor
hart and his wife. All this comes about
the Washington and New York preat the reunion.
mieres of "The Yellow Cruise," to
Cast: Dionne Quintuplets, Jean Hersholt,
be held at the Little Theater, WashRochelle Hudson, Helen Vinson, Slim Sumington, on Nov. 12, and at the 55th
merville, Robert Kent, John Qualen, Dorothy
St. Playhouse, N. Y., on Nov. 17.
Peterson, Alan Dinehart, J, Edward Brom- A host of notables have been invited
berg, Sara Haden, Montagu Love, Tom for both premieres.
Moore, George Ernest, Esther Ralston,
Katherine Alexander, Julius Tannen, Edward
McWade, Maude Eburne, George Chandler,
"In His Steps" Clicks
Claudia Coleman, Hank Mann and Hattie
Hartford, Conn. — Grand National's
Director, Norman Taurog; Author, Bruce
Gould;
Screenplay,
Sam
Hellman,
Gladys
Lehman, Sonya Levisn; Cameraman, Daniel
B. Clark; Editor, Jack Murray.
Direction, Lively. Photography, Excellent.

"Carnival" Goes 9th Week

(Continued from Page 1)

with Frank McHugh, Joan Blondell
First National
88 mins.
BROADWAY STAGE COMEDY SUCCESS
IS SUREFIRE LAUGH SPECIAL ON SCREEN.
After a two-year run on Broadway and
still going strong, Warners are doubling

and Sonya Levien. Norman Taurog's direction gives the piece a lively pace and it
blends the comedy with the dramatic in
a most entertaining manner. Honoring
Hersholt, the Chamber of Commerce, stages
a celebration to which the 3,000 persons
he has ushered into the world are invited.

McDaniel.

EMPIRE'S ABSORPTION
BY 306 TALKED TODAY

first
release,
Steps,"
been held
over "In
for aHis
second
week hasat
Loew's Majestic. It is the second
picture to be held over in the history of this house.

in the field,
which thetoMayor's
committee will endeavor
eliminate.

Columbia Execs. Flying
To Coast for Conference
(Continued from Page

1)

officials on current productions, including "Lost Horizons." Campaigns
for handling the pictures will be
discussed. The party consists of
Jack Cohn, Nate Spingold, Abe Montague and Joseph H. Seidelman.

Industry Will be Among
First in Jobless Check
(Continued from Page

1)

ployment gets under way, Film
Daily was advised yesterday by Assistant Secretary of Commerce Ernest Draper.
"It would be our plan to contact
the leading companies in the motion
said.
picture field", Secretary Draper

u.

S. Theater Admissions
Levy Nets $17,112,000
(Continued from Page

1)

ports by experts studying the tax
law revision. Unless continued, this
theater tax expires on June 30, after which time there will be a 10
per cent levy on all admissions over

GN Closes Ohio Deals
Grand National has closed complete product deals with three circuits in Ohio, including LefkowitchGreenberger,
Smith and Beidler and
the
Charnas circuit.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Theater Now Dairy Plant

Onalaska, Wis.— The Crystal theater here, erected 23 years ago by
The Teachers Union is having a
benefit at the Filmarte, tomorrow, Eugene Johnson and James Showers, has been remodeled into a dairy
where "Carnival in Flanders" is entering its ninth week.
plant.

films
of European
imports During
is Japanese
on the increase.
1935 20 per
cent
Europe.of all imported films came from

ou
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DID THE CRITICS

GET

"The producer has something of the Midas touch
— News-Week
as well as the showman's."

"A vivid and exciting motion picture . . . has stre
beauty and conviction . . . robustly acted and st<

i

IT? ... R

in sweeping cinematic strokes, the film betten

"Chalk up another hit for Samuel Goldwyn, one of
the few producers in Hollywood who refuses to be

book in nearly every respect . . . 'Come and G

content with mediocrity. His film version of Edna

is a rousing screen re-creation."

Ferber's 'Come and Get It' is as fine in its way as
those earlier Goldwyn successes of this year/These

— Howard B.
N. y. Herald-Tr

"Brought to the screen by Samuel Goldwyn

Three' and 'Dodsworth.' It has the same richness of
production, the same excellence of performance, the

producer's customary lavish and painstaking ma

same shrewdness of direction. "Frank S.Nugent,N.Y. Times

. . . it's vivid entertainment."— Rose Pelswick, N. Y. k

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

presents

Edna Fls/Uterik

inf

ii

HAVE

OF

H

FIVE OPENINGS

IN FRANCISCO
IIA

FIVE HOLDOVERS!

is but one.')

JRTLAND
efmitelyf)

D WHAT

THEY GAVE

IT!

"Edna Ferber's forceful story of American business
men has been made into a powerful movie, which
does not diverge from the usual Goldwyn

standard

of production and taste . . . 'Come Ond Get It' is a
stirring and exciting film."

— N.Y. Daily Mirror

"Suffice it to report that they came

and got the

picture yesterday. They came in droves and got it!...
'Come and Get It' will be gone to and gotten; of this
there is no doubt."

— Robert Garland, N. Y. American

» GET IT!

with

JOEL

FRANCES

McCRE A • FARMER
MAD Y CHRISTIANS • WALTER BRENNAN
FRANK SHIELDSDirected
• by
ANDREA LEEDS

HOWARD

HAWKS

and WILLIAM

WYLER

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS
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ALLIED READIES TWO
AFFILIATED ATTACKS
m

I\i<jt

drawn by Abram F. M
counsel of the organization.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

1>

neral

v committee of exports" is now
-ing the bill and is also preparing a brief in its support, it
stated. In connection with the pending litigation, the locale of which
not disclosed, "negotiations are
now under way to obtain the serone of the most distinguished lawyers in the state."
"The special defen.-e campaign of
on authorized
Cleveat the annual convention in to
and
land has now been presented
by regional conventions in
Wisconsin,
Western
Inand
Michigan
Pennsylvania.
diana/' said the bulletin.
Allied will continue its efforts in
behalf of passage of the Neely-Pettengill anti-block booking measure,
it was stated.
Concerning prospects of revival of
now-desomething resembling the code,
the
funct NRA motion picture
bulletin said:
"The papers are replete with speculation concerning a revival of N.
R. A. Undoubtedly the Administration will seek further concessions
from industry in the matter of
wages, hours and conditions of employment. That much he has pledged.
But that is a far different thing from
a coercive code, with a powerful code
authority dominated by the Big
Eight, the whole engineered by Sol
Rosenblatt. Many exhibitors have
already registered their opposition
to a repetition of that experience
and others will in due time. Exhibiwho voted for Roosevelt and
supported him in the campaign, particularly those who contributed to
the campaign fund, should register
their will in this regard with Chairman Farley of the Democratic National Committee."
Allied quoted E. M. Hartley, manager of Photophone Division, RCA,
as denying that "all theaters will
have to be equipped with either
Western Electric's Mirrophonic or
RCA's Push-Pull System in order to
exhibit major company film. Both
Western Electric and RCA systems
are being built so that film can be
interchanged and furthermore, the
systems are being so designed that
they can be modified to play either
single or double track film regardless of whether they are RCA or
Westen Electric recorded," continued the Hartley quote.
As a step to wipe out unfair competition, suggestion was made that
exhibitors report "all apparent instances of the use of unlicensed film"
to the Copyright Protection Bureau.
An analysis of Universal's trade
practice concessions, as given out
last Monday, is contained in the bulletin, which announces that Allied
will digest the trade practice announcements ofother distributors as
well.

OHIO ANTI-PLAYDATE
SUIT TRIAL NOV. 20

mon's isMines
"Solo
on — in
Robes
London
Paul
Robeson
being"

co-featured with Cedric Hardwicke
and Roland Young in the forthcoming Gaumont British film, "King
Solomon's Mines." He will introduce into the Sir Rider Haggard
spectacle three new songs composed
by Mischa Spoliansky.

♦

♦

GB Signs Finnish Singer
London — Aulikki Ratawaaia,
beautiful blonde songstress from
Finland, has been signed by GB
for a prominent role in the new
Cicely Courtneidge-Jack Hulbert
musical tentatively titled "The
Count's Livery" slated for early production.

$2,000,000 Manchester Circuit

Manchester, Eng.— R. C. Roy has
announced an Apollo circuit of five Amateur Hour for GB Theas.
theaters for Manchester, to be
London — Taking a leaf from
equipped with television and all Major Edward Bowes Amateur
latest improvements, at a cost of Hour, the GB exploitation department has brought Carroll Levis
$2,000,000. Houses will seat from
from Canada to conduct an Amateur
2,500 to 3,000.
Hour on the Air program from the
stages of GB theaters. At the end
Teaches' Producing Unit
Edinburgh — School teachers of of the week prizes of $50 will be
this city have formed a producing presented at each theater giving the
Amateur Hour with the winners
company to make their own educational films. The Edinburgh Educa- given
a chance to
broadcast
Hour.
GB in
is Levis'
tying
tional Committee has granted them next Amateur
the use of a studio in one of the up with the British Broadcasting
Company in the move.
city schools.

Warner's Zone Manager
Makes Pittsburgh Shifts
Pittsburgh
J. Latta,
Warner's
zone
manager— C.here,
announces
the
following managerial shifts: Ernest
Lieberman, assistant at the Arsenal,
to the managership of the Model;
Walter Davis from the contract department to the assistant managership of the Strand; Sam Kleben as
assistant at the Regal; Charles
Beckdel, from assistant at the Regal
to assistant to Joe Freeman, Greensburg's city manager, and Andy Hungerman of the Model as assistant at
the Ritz, replacing Harold Friedman
who was transferred to the Arsenal.

(Continued from Page

1)

similar measures in other states |
awaits outcome of the Ohio litigation. In event the distributors are
successful in outlawing the act, the
legislation will be submitted again
"in slightly modified form," Allied
predicts.

Whole

Copyright Statute
Is Challenged in Action
(Continued from Page 1)

to the movie industry and other industries using music.

This defense, it is said by Averbach, raises the question of the constitutionality ofthe entire Copyright
Act of 1909 for the first time. Section 25 (the so-called $250 penalty
clause) is under particular attack
in this defense, as are also the provisions permitting copyright of musical compositions without an examination by the Copyright Office as to
the originality of the subject for
which copyright is claimed, similar
to the search required by the Patent Office.
Radio Movie Columnist
This suit involves 25 compositions,
Broadcasts From Theater the originality of which has been
put in issue by the defendant. RePittsburgh — Walter Framer, radio
cently Dr. Sigmund Spaeth was exmovie columnist, is starting a new
amined and his testimony taken in
movie program tonight direct New York, on this question. This
from the stage of the Barry suit is being watched with considerTheater. Ten customers will be
able interest as a distinct test case.
called to participate in a movie question and answer game, with prizes
to the winners. A number of leading exhibitors will participate in the Loew's Own Checkers To
first program.
Function in 10 Sectors

Schulte Leases Theater
Being Built in Ferndale

Detroit — William J. Schulte has
signed a lease on the new theater
being erected by Saul Sloan in FernFire-Swept Texarkana
dale. The 1,000-seat house, to be
House Will be Rebuilt named
the Radio City Theater, will
be the second theater in Ferndale,
Texarkana, Ark. — Destroyed by northern suburb of Detroit.
fire last week-end, the Princess theater will be rebuilt at once, it is
announced by Ted Lewis. Blaze,
starting back stage, is attributed "Rembrandt" Tops In London
to defective wiring.
Alexander
Korda's
"Rembrandt",
starring
Charles
Laughton,
smashed
all-time records of the Leicester
Square Theater at completion of its
Screeno Appoints Elliott
initial week's run, setting new highs
both gross and attendance,
Traveling Representative for
United Artists London office cabled
Film opened there last
Clyde Elliott, who was the dis- yesterday.
Friday. Its New York premiere is
tributor for "Screeno" in Texas for scheduled for early December.
the past two years and who promoted the "Screeno" buildings at
the Dallas Centennial and at the
Fort Worth Frontier Days Exposi- Signing Players for Italian Pix
tions, has been recently appointed West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
as special traveling representative
Hollywood — J. D. Trop is here to
of the Screeno Amusement Co., and sign players for "She Took the Low
will cover the entire Eastern and Road" to be made in Italy by ToeNorthern section of the country.
plitz Productions.

Within
fourcheckers
weeks, operating
Loew's will
have
its own
in
10 territories. Staffs are at present at work in New York, Boston,
New Haven and Washington, with
organization activities now going on
at Cleveland and Detroit. Within
the next few weeks, checkers will
be serving Cincinnati, Pittsburgh,
Buffalo and Albany.

Northwest Exhibs to Raise
Fund to Fight Bank Night
Minneapolis — Northwest Allied
Theaters has sent out a letter asking its members to subscribe to a
defense fund, to fight "bank night",
according to Stanley Kane, executive secretary. Basis for the Allied
claim is that affiliated enterprises
are threatening to prosecute users
of the scheme who do not pay royalties and use idea under a different
name. Allied claims that courts will
decide against "bank night" because
it is not copyrighted. The unit is
also protesting to Al Lichtman
against use of M-G-M stars for a
radio program.

that radiate the appealing lure of youth.
On the radio she warms
a nation's hearth. From
the screen she'll warm
its heart.
'.'.'-.9':
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A "JUUU" fa*» Hollywood "£ots

By RALPH WILK
CHOOTING on "The Baby Derby"
13 starts in 10 days. Ken Goldsmith will produce it for John Factor Tamar Lane wrote the original
ttory and Robert Lee Johnson did
the screenplay. The story is based
on the Canadian stork derby.

Our Passing Show : Paul Soskirt.
ColGregor Rabinow itsch. Busterreau.
lier Jacques Tilery, Don Merse
Gertrude N u sen and Jean Negulesco
Springs;
enjoying the sun at Palm
Mel Shauer. Stuart Erwin, Lee
Tracy, June Colly er. Murray Fell,
Benjamin Leven. Harry Rapf. Sam
Bischoff, Marshall Neilan. Eddie
an dining at the Brown Derby;
Lou Lasty, Frank Vreeland and
Dickson playing tennis.
Grcger]
The "Trail Dust" company has
returned from Sonora, where they
shot 14 days of exteriors. The
Harry Sherman production, which is
released bv Paramount, was directed
by Nate Watt. The cast included
William Boyd, Jimmy Ellison,
George Hayes and Gwynne Shipman. The next "Hop-Along Cassidv" is due to go before the
cameras the last week of the month.
The tentative title is "Bring Me
His Ears," and Boyd, Ellison and
- will be in the cast.

With Wings"
"Men DAILY
Wellman Turns Producer With
THE FILM
Hollywood— William A. Wellman steps into the ranks of film producers following
the completion of "A Star Is Born", technicolor production which he is directing for
Selinick International, with Janet Gaynor and Fredric March co-starred. His first film
as a Paramount producer will be "Men With Wings", written by James Norman Hall,
who was a member with Wellman of the Lafayette Escadrille.

James Hogan will direct "Bulldog Drummond's Romance," in
which Ray Milland will play the
lead. Hogan has directed several
pictures for Paramount.
T

T

T

Casting assignments: Paramount
— Reginald Denny, "Bulldog Drummond's Romance"; Walter Wanger
— Lucian Prival and Georges Renavent, "History is Made at Night";
RKO Radio — Miriam Hopkins. "Escadrille" (as Herbert Marshall's costar); Warners — Winifred Shaw,
"Ready, Willing and Able"; First
National — Tom Brown, "Love BeT

T

producer was decorated for bravery
under fire by both General Pershing and the French Government.
T

*

T

George Barbier has been borrowed
by 20th Century-Fox from Paramount for a featured role in "On
the Avenue," Irving Berlin's new
musical. Edward Cooper, Alex Pollard and William Eddritt also have
been given roles.

▼
V
»
Lew Pollack,
musical
composer,
has signed a new five-year contract
with 20th Century-Fox studios, of
whose staff he has long been a member.
T

T

T

T

Raymond Friedgen is busy cutAnn Sothern and M a r g o t
ting "Killers of the Sea" for Grand
Grahame, vacations ended, have National. He returned from Panagins." to Hollywood to start their
returned
ma City, Florida, several days ago,
next pictures. In the case of Miss stopping for a short stay in PenSothern it was her honeymoon that sacola where he visited Captain
was ended, for she recently married Wallace Caswell, who is recuperatRoger Pryor. Miss Grahame made
ing in a hospital there after escapa trip to New York to see friends.
ing with a few injuries, the result
Both will appear in RKO Radio pro- of a battle with a tiger shark when
»
»
»
ductions, with Miss Sothern cast op- the "Killers of the Sea" company
posite Joe E. Brown in his first film was on locations.
Ralph Murphy has replaced Walfor that company, and Miss
T
T
T
ter Lang as director on "Top Of
the Town." for Universal. Lang is Grahame being co-starred with the
Lyda
Roberti,
who
is
co-starring
-uffering from a severe cold.
Viennese star, Anton Walbrook in with Patsy Kelly in a Hal Roach
T
T
T
the famous "Michael
Strogoff."
M-G-M feature production now be▼
T
▼
Boris Morros is busy at Paraing made, has made such a hit in
mount. He supervised the music
Arthur Hornblow's story in Read- the first scenes of the picture that
for "The Plainsman," "Maid of
er's Digest, revealing for the first her option was picked up by the
Salem" and "Champagne Waltz." time the inside information concern- Hal Roach Studios.
He will also supervise music for
T
▼
▼
ing the premature announcement of
"Waikiki Wedding," "Swing High, the world war armistice also disA set so large that it overflows
closes that the Paramount associate into an adjoining
studio has been
Swing Low," "Double Or Nothing"
and "Souls At Sea."
T

T

T

More Passing Show: Winfield
Sheehan. Maria Jeritza. Sam Wood,
Jack Conway, Fredric March, John
Cromwell. Phil Berg. Robert Hopkm>. Howard Emmett Rogers. Geza
Hersceg, Terry DeLapp, William
(harney at the U.S.C.-California
game

▼

T

»

Rupert Hughes will write an original story that will serve as Ronald Colman's starring vehicle for
Selznick International. Production
is due to start in February.

T

▼

T

This-and-that: First National is
testing Nigel Bruce for King Henry
VIII in "The Prince and the Pauper"
. . . Alice Brady completed her role
in "Mind Your Own Business" despite a serious throat ailment . . .
Jesat Lasky will have Alex A.
Aarons associated with him in the
production of "Radio City Revels,"
first of a yearly series of musical
extravaganzas to retain the same
title . . . Warners scent a new
■find" in Thais Dickerson, 19 and
blonde.

constructed for Walter Wanger's
forthcoming production, "You Only
Live Once," co-starring Sylvia Sidney and Henry Fonda. Sprawling
over several acres on the back lot,
the set represents buildings, towers, walls and recreation yard of a
modern penitentiary. Permission
was obtained to erect part of the set
on the Educational Pictures lot adjoining the United Artists studios.

T

▼

T

»

▼

»

Mack Gordon and Harry Revel
have been assigned to write two
melodies for "Private Enemy," on
the schedule for early production
at 20th Century-Fox.
Following close on the heels of
"Dodsworth" and "Come and Get
It," Samuel Goldwyn's third major
release of the season, "Beloved
Enemy," with Merle Oberon and
Brian Aherne starred, has now left
the cutting room and will shortly
be ready for release.
»
▼
v
Lionel Stander, Edwin Maxwell,
Billy Dooley, Clarence Wilson, and
the famous musical director Dr.
Leonard, who was guest director at '
the Hollywood Bowl this summer,
have been added to the cast of the
Selznick International, Technicolor
production "A
Star
IsT Born."
T
T
"Virginia Ham and Eggs" is the
title
a new song
written
by Herbert of
Stothart,
Chester
Forest
and| '
Bob Wright, and will be sung by
Nelson Eddy Tin "Maytime."
▼
T
Thomas G. Rockwell of RockwellO'Keefe, Inc., New York artists, is
now in Hollywood, where he will
remain for some time. Ernest Parker, the firm's local manager, has
just returned from San Francisco,
where he booked the Jimmy Dorsey
band in a series of one-night performances.

»

Quotes from N. Y. Reviews on Come and Get It
HERALD
TRIBUNE
(Howard
Barnes):
Vivid and exc ting motion picture . . .
ha- strength, beauty anil conviction . . .
Robustly acted . . . staged in sweeping cinematic strokes . . . film betters hook in every
re ipect . . . brilliant portrayal of leading
role by Edward Arnold gives photoplay power
and distinction . . . narrative full-blooded
and credible . . . has been moulded to a handsome and fluent filmic pattern.
TIMES
(Frank Nugent):
Another
bit for Goldwyn
...
as fine as
"These
Three"
and "Dodsworth"
. . . has
richness
of production
. . . excellence of
performance . . . shrewdness of direction . . .
as eloquent as any picture Goldwyn has introduced.
AMERICAN

(Robert

Garland):

_
wyn standard of production and taste . . .
splendid cast, directed with lightning punch,
i ich in character portraits, handsomely made.
NEWS
(Kate
Cameron):
Arnold dominates film . . . produced w'th
care . . . given benefit of fine cast and stunning photographic effects . . . film is a triumph
stardom.
for Arnold . . . Farmer rises to heights of
JOURNAL
(Rose
Pelsw:ck)
Ferber novel brought to
and pain taking manner . .
ment that boasts a carefully
roUist backgrounds.

:
screen in lavish
. vivid entertainchosen cast and

WORLD
TELEGRAM
(William Boehnel):
Moments of fine drama and expert acting
. . . Arnold. Mady Christians. Andrea Leedi,
Walter
Brennan
splendid.

Film has much appeal . . . "They" came
in droves and got it ...
a sumptuous
play . . . Arnold gn'
unt of him■elf . . . Frances FarmLotta
lirennan is to he praised . . "Come and
<i't It" will lie gone to and gotten; of this
there is no doubt.
It is, I gram you, an epic.

SIN
(Eileen
Creelman) :
Entertaining film . . . handsomely photographed and produced . . . carefully directed
. . . written in excellent taste- . . . Frances
Farmer headed for stardom . . . Brennan
effective.

MIRROR
(Bland
Johaneson):
Stirring film . . . Arnold
in be t role . .
powerful
and
stirring
drama
. . . forceful
-tury . . . does not diverge
from usual Gold

POST
(Archer Winsten):
A good honest production . . . Frances
banner beautiful . . . Arnold gives strong
performance ■ . • logging scenes magnificent
. . . story consistently
interesting.

»

»

After
filming
desert
scenes
in
country near Yuma, Ariz., which reproduces the topography
of Iraq,

the
Dawn"
has company
turned
to ofthe "Another
First National
studios
at Burbank,
with
several
additional days of shooting neces- I
sary before the picture is complet- ]
ed.
It is expected the film will go I
to the cutting room this Saturday.
Kay Francis and Errol Flynn star.
T

T

T

Paul Parry
has been signed for
a lead in a picture to be produced
by Willis Kent and may move over
to "U" later for another assignment.
t

t

▼

"Night Key" is in production at
Universal, with Boris Karloff being II
starred. Hobart Cavanaugh, Warren Hull, Polly Rowles and David
Oliver are in the cast. Sidney Salkow is directing from a screenplay
by John Francis
Larkin.
V
T
T
Adele Buffington is at Republic,
doing the screenplay on "Two
and a Woman," a circus yarn.

Men

Hull yourself together forthe laugh show of
the season! ... A big box-office cast of favorites the
in high-hat, low-down romance
of a model with a million-dollar figure
and a man with a million-dollar bankroll!

GEN
ANN SOTHERN
in

JhTgvh.
Wl

HELEN BRODERICK
ERIC BLORE
RIK RHODES
HARRY JANS
Directed

by Joseph

Santley

reduced by Edward

Kaufman

RKO
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"Duke" Clark Again Heads
Variety Club at Columbus
Columbus, 0. — Variety Club of
Columbus has elected these officers:
M. R. (Duke) Clark, Columbus manager of Paramount, president, (sixth
consecutive year) ; George M. Trautman, president of American Baseball Association, vice-president;
Harry Schrieber, RKO city manager, second vice-president; P. J.
Wood, secretary, who is also I.T.O.
of Ohio's secretary; and Jacob
Luft of Grand Theater, treasurer.
The six directors named are J. Real
Neth, president of Neth Theaters;
William C. Pullin, Sr., Linden Theater; Max Steam, Southern Theater;
Albert Redman, of Columbus Dispatch; Leo Haenlein, Olentangy
Park, and William S. Cunningham
of the Columbus Citizen. Messrs.
Clark and Stearn were selected to
represent the Columbus Tent at the
National Convention of Variety
Clubs.

Rosalind Russell Joins
Guild; Lift Suspension
Rosalind Russell has joined the
i Screen Actors' Guild and as a result the Actors' Equity Ass'n. has
lifted her suspension. Miss Russell
is the first of the 24 screen actors
recently suspended by Equity who
: has joined the Screen Actors' Guild.

Marconi Sees Television
Certain to Span Atlantic
Prediction that television would
span Atlantic was made in recent
four-way short wave broadcast by
Guglielmo Marconi, inventor of wireless. From his yacht in Mediterranean he conversed during the hookup with David Sarnoff, RCA president, in New York. Said Marconi,
without elaborating on his statement, "We will soon be able to see
each other by trans-Atlantic television."

Affiliated Enterprises
Suing Over Bank Night
Oklahoma City — The Standard
Theaters, Inc., operator of the Criterion, Midwest, Capitol and Liberty
theaters here, is named defendant
in a $10,000 damage and injunction
suit filed in the Federal Court.
Charging that the Bank Deposit
Award Night plan of the Standard
Theaters is an infringement of patent rights on the Bank Night setup,
the Affiliated Enterprises, Inc. of
Denver, asked an injunction to restrain the theaters from using the
plan and damages estimated at $10,000. The Standard Theaters claim
to have patented their Bank Deposit
Award Night plan.

French Film Stays
"Les Amours De Toni" (Loves of
Toni) will be held at the 55th St.
Playhouse for a second week. Jean
Renoir directed the film which is
released by the French M. P. Corp.

NEWS

of the DAY

Film Men Speak Before
State Federated Women

Today's board meeting at Hotel
Pennsylvania concludes State Federation of Women's Clubs' four-day
Beemer,
Neb. — Mrs. Pearl Retz the seating capacity from 280 to convention
during which organizahas sold the Gem to Raymond Dahl. 400. New seats, carpets, screen and
tion's film activities played promiheating system are being installed
nent part, with addresses delivered
Gibbon, Neb.— The Gibbon has in the theater. The interior is also by Jake Wilk of Warner Brothers,
been sold to C. H. Moffett by H. S. being completely redecorated.
Edward Finney of Grand National
Beuck.
and Louis Nizer, counsel for Film
Pittsburgh — Lou Gilbert, manager Board of Trade, who publicly exMarion, S. D. — The Marion has of the Warner Theater, has been
pressed gratitude of industry for
been sold to Charles Lee by J. A. moved to the Stanley to manage the efforts of the federated groups on
Flack.
house during Bill Scott's illness. behalf of better films. Mrs. WilBill Beck, assistant manager at the
liam Sporborg, chairman of federaSt. Paul, Minn.— The Selby, whoch Stanley, resigned this week. Pat
tion's East Coast Motion Picture
has been dark for some time, has Nataro is serving as temporary Preview Committee, asserted films
have become chief instrument in
been reopened, and is now the Ox- manager at the Warner.
ford. The house has been redecoreducation of adults.
ated, a new screen installed, and a
Detroit
—
The
Booth
Theater,
new canopy added. Theodore Mann formerly the Gladwin Park, reopens
of Minneapolis is the new manager. this week. Julius D. London has Centre Theater Corp.
Chartered in Roanoke
Madison, Conn. — Leo Bonoff , oper- completely remodeled the house.
ator of the Bonoff Theater, has seRichmond, Va. — A charter has
cured a permit for the erection of
Huntington, Ark. — Hoyt Kirkpatrick, of Fort Smith, has opened just been issued to the Centre Thea new house in Saybrook.
ater Corporation of Roanoke to conthe Roxy here. R. A. Patton is
duct a general amusement business.
Kirkpatrick owns a theDarlington, Wis. — An addition to manager.
ater in Fort Smith.
the Orpheum Theater here increases
The new corporation's authorized
maximum capital is $25,000. Officers are: John Strickler, president;
BOSTON
OKLAHOMA CITY
June Branscome, vice-president; Lucille P. Johnston, secretary-treasAs a result of a truck driver's
Managerial changes in the Standstrike,
Irving
Zussman,
head
of
urer.
ard Theaters, Inc., city theaters, re- Metro Premium, Inc., will operate
sulted in Todd Ferguson leaving the
Circle and going to the Ritz; Paul through transportation companies. Danubia Acquires Two
Ketcham moving from the Victoria Warehouse facilities will be retained. Zussman also announces the
More Hungarian Films
to the Circle; Jimmie Adams from
the Folly to the Victoria and Bob opening of four new offices in ChiDanubia Pictures, Inc., has just
cago, St. Louis, Milwaukee, and San
Johnson from the Ritz to the Folly.
imported two of the latest HungarMiss Elizabeth Dolen has re- Francisco.
sumed her duties as secretary to Sol
A bachelor dinner for Matty
ian talking films from Hungary —
Davis, branch manager, Republic Simons, salesman for Twentieth- "Sarga Csiko" (The White Colt) and
Pictures.
Century-Fox and brother of Saul "200 Pengo Fix" (Salary, 200
K. Lee Williams, president of the Simons, Columbia salesman, will be Monthly). The latter stars Paul
exchange that bears his name, has held at the Brunswick Hotel on Nov. Javor.
returned from Chicago.
30. Simons will be married early
The old Highland Theater, dark in December.
New Milwaukee Theater Co.
for several years at Guthrie, Okla.,
The M. & P. Theaters, Inc-, is
Milwaukee — Articles of incorporais being rebuilt for business pur- renovating the North Shore theater,
tion have been filed here by the CasGloucester.
tle Theater Co., to operate theaters.
poses.
Visitors on the row: John Thomas,
Incorporators
are Gertrude H. Marx,
Evelyn O'Neal is the new secre- Hartwig.
Kingfisher, Okla.; A. B. Momand,
Shawnee; Mr. Sigmund, Lexington, office. tary in Jack Goldstein's publicity Margaret E. Schmidt and Harvey C.
Okla.; Glenn Thompson, Healdton,
M. Thomas, formerly with First
Okla.; Jack Weiss, Cement, Okla.;
Leonard White, Weatherford, Okla.; Division, is now selling for Cameo
DENVER
John Gray, Bristow, Okla.; John Screen Attractions.
Screen Attractions, Inc., is
Terry, Wewoka, Okla.; George Her- nowCameo
located at 16 Piedmont St.
ber, Apache, Okla.; Carl Burton,
William Rosenfeldt, who formerly owned the Amity exchange here,
Cordell, Okla.; Pat Duffy, Mangum,
is
back from Chicago for a visit.
Okla.; Frank Miller, Marlow, Okla.;
Dewitt Webber, dean of Denver
SAN ANTONIO
Earl Gamble, Barnsdall, Okla.; J. R.
theater men, is touring Scotland,
Brown, Shamrock, Tex., Max Burger, Enid, Okla., and Lee White,
and Ireland, and the conTom Bridges, Paramount booker, England tinentWebber also owns the WebStrong Electric Corp., Toledo, O.
is back from Dallas.
ber theater building, having leased
A. N. Sack of Sack Amusement it last year to Fox.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Seen on the row: J. J. Goodstein,
Enterprises has returned from a vacation trip to Central American Rocky Ford; John Greve, Oak
At last "Mr. Deeds" has gone out
at the Blue Mouse of Portland,
Frank Dallas, ex-newsmonger, is Creek, Colo., Leo Adler, U. A. audiports.
where it looked as though it were now
spieling over the lobby mike
Harry Nolan is installing sound
permanently on the marquee. Six for the Empire Theater.
in his Colonial theater in Pueblo,
Colo.
complete months of showings was
The New Prince Theater, manthe record run staged by Herb SoConnie Marquand 16, daughter of
aged by Leon Max Oppenheimer,
bottka.
Ed Marquand, Fort Collins, Colo.
has been overhauled at a cost of torAnacortes, Wash., theaters of H.
Fox manager, died suddenly at a
C. Benson and Marlowe Woods are $10,000.
Collins hospital of pneumonia.
Film exchange visitors: W. J. Fort
again being operated by the owners.
Funeral was held there, with burial
Film Row visitor: Mrs. T. C. Ber- Lytle, E. R. Seffel, Jack Karmi, Paul
Longmont,
ry, exhibitor of Edmonds on the Garza, G. A. Lucchese, L. A. Meggs in Eddie
Sound.
Plass Colo.
has been added to the
and H. T. Wales.
Columbia staff in the poster room.

RING EVERY
DOOR-BELL
IN TOWN
and tell them Leo has done it <tf again!
We tipped you off about "San Francisco"

We promised you a sensation in "Great Ziegfeld"
We told you in advance about "Gorgeous Hussy"

We said "Shoot the Works" for "Libeled Lady"
And now we have just come from an uproarious projection room showing
of "LOVE ON THE Run" and we say "Gentlemen, here's one that tops them all!"
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EXPECT INDUSTRY WAGES-HOURS-PRACTICES MEET
Us ' Cancellation
Privilege to be EffectiveLikelyImmediately
No
to Result From Move

Language
of Contracts
Bar, Cochrane Tells
Exhibitors

Service "Theaters" Show Slight Increase During Year

Universal's 10 percent, cancellation privilege, as announced by R.
H. Cochrane, president, last Monday
in reply to the M. P. T. 0. A. 10point trade practice proposals, "will
be effective immediately irrespective
of the language of the contracts," it
was stated by Cochrane Saturday.
"In other words," said Cochranej
"any exhibitor
(Continuedwhoon has
Page contracted
4

OLDDEN COMPLAINT IN
PACENT CASE STANDS
U. S. District Judge Knox Saturday refused to dismiss the complaint
of Stanley K. Oldden as assignee of
creditors of the Pacent Electric Co.,
Inc., against A. T. & T., Western
Electric and ERPI for $6,000,000,
charging violation of the anti-trust
act.
Judge Knox's opinion in part
read:
"The

complaint
(Continued

discloses3)

on Page

a vast

45 Films in Production;
20th Cent.-Fox Heads List
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Forty-five pictures
are in production, with 20th Cenntury-Fox leading with eight. Warner Bros., and Paramount each have
(Continued on Page

U. S. Army
during the past
ships and shore
survey made for

and Navy posts and units showing motion pictures increased slightly
year. Army posts now total 77, compared to 75 last year while Navy
stations with film equipment jumped trom 306 to 326, according to a
the 1937 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.

Grad Sears to Hold Mid-Season Meet
of Warners Sales Heads in Chicago
Mid-season meeting of Warner policies, as well as for the setting
Bros.-First National sales executives up of sales plans for the remainder
and district managers will be held
this season's Warner product and
Wednesday and Thursday at the of
the outlining
coming season.of plans for the forthBlackstone Hotel in Chicago, GradWhile in Chicago, the men will greet the
well L. Sears, Vice-president and
General Sales Manager announced troupe of "Gold Diggers" girls and prinSaturday.
cipals from
of 1937," morning
who are
scheduled
to "Gold
arriveDiggers
there Thursday
Purpose of the gathering is for a aboard the "Gold Diggers" plane. The plane
(Continued on Page 3)
general discussion
of distribution

THE WEEE
By GEORGE

IN REVIEW

Events, predictive of even steadier
marches in industry's prosperity,
featured the week. Major George
L. Berry, head of Council for Industrial Progress, declared from
Washington that former NRA Code
Administrator Sol Rosenblatt, together with heads of majors and
other film organizations,
including
(Continued

=^

H. MORRIS

FOREIGN

Topping foreign news was Will H.
Hays' arrival at Naples Saturday on
Conte di Savoia and his immediate
departure for Rome to meet a crisis
which threatens to end American
film business in Italy. Recently,
Mussolini's distributors
government there
had notified
American
of its
on

intention
Page

8)

to

prevent

them

from

3)

N. Y. Cameramen's Union
To Rename Miller Head

B&K

Double Feature Policy Reported

to be Adopted by Chicago Subsequents

William Miller is slated for reelection as president of the Cameramen's Union, New York local, at its RKO Bids Eastern Critics
annual election on Dec. 1. He is unopposed. Frank Kirb and Charles
To "Winterset" Preview
Harten have been nominated for
About 75 critics of important
treasurer while Jay Rescher is unopposed as candidate for secretary. papers in Chicago and leading cities
Re-election of Charles Downs as east of the Mississippi are expected
(Continued
on Page
4
business representative is scheduled.

of NRA

Calling of a film industry conference to discuss establishment of
minimum wages, maximum working
hours and fair trade practices is
likely to develop from the National
Council for Industrial Progress
move seeking to salvage parts of
the outlawed NRA codes, it was
authoritatively indicated in New
York yesterday.
Within a few days, the Hays organization and various
com(Continued
on Page picture
10)

STUDY WILSON RULING
IN CONSOLIDATED CASE
Wilmington — Fate of the Consolidated Film Industries recapitalization plan hinges on whether Chancellor Wolcott, before whom a motion to enjoin the operation of the
plan was argued Friday, finds that
the Delaware
Supreme Court rul(Continued on Page 10)

Gov't Calls Film Leaders . . . Will Hays in Italy

DOMESTIC

to Salvage Parts

Chicago — Subsequent run houses
in Ch;cago are reported set to go
double feature on Dec. 6, following
action of the Balaban & Katz circuit
in adopting this policy. Warner
Bros, theaters in the city, however,
will remain on single feature
policies, according to James Coston.

Chicago Theater Grosses
Climb 20 p. c. Over 1935
Theater grosses in Chicago are
approximately 20 percent, improved
over a year ago, said James Coston,
Warner Bros, theater executive, in
New York, Saturday. He left New
York
returning to the
Windy yesterday
City.
"Bank Night" is making important
progress in the territory, Coston
said. His company is opening the
Rhodes, new house, next Spring.

Yates Works on Plan for
New Republic Financing
H. J. Yates is working on a plan
to obtain additional large financing
turday.
for Republic Pictures, he said Sa-

■a
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK
(QUOTATIONS

STOCK
MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)
Net
Close
High
Low
Close
Che.
26 H +
V«
26T'8
4% 26"*
407/8 40% — T/s

♦1%

Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con
Fm.
Ind
17
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd.. 17
i'4
177
East. Kodak
177

4%
17 '/4 -

14

177

do pfd
Gen. Th.

Eq
27%
26%
27 %
20%
63
63%
19%
Loew's.
Inc
63%
do pfd
18%
Paramount
20%
8% 148
9% 17%
18%
Paramount
1st pfd.. .148
1428%
Paramount 2nd pfd.
9
Pafhe
Film
35%
36%
45% 45%
9
9
RKO
36%
20th Century-Fox
. 45%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict. pfd
105% 105% 105%
Warner
Bros
17%
16%
17%
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Locw 6s 41 ww
101
100% 101
65%
67
Par. B'way 3s 55 ... 67
100%
Par.
Picts.
6s 55.-100% 100
99
RKO
6s41
99%
99
Warners
6s39
98
98
98
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia
Picts.
vtc
Grand
Natl
Films..
3%
3%
3%
Sonotonc
Corp
2%
2
2%
Technicolor
23%
223/4
233/,
Trans-Lux
4%
4?^
4%

Pigskin Parade
(20th Century-Fox)
One Way Passage
(Warner Bros.) (d)
Our Relations
(M-G-M
Pictures)
Accusing
Finger (Paramount
Pictures)
Cain and Mabel
(Warner
Bros.)
(a-b)
Here Comes
Carter
(Warner
Bros.-F. N.)

and

Juliet

—
+
+
—

MAN'S

REMINDER

that

1

%
%
1

RUN

LANGUAGE

PICTURES
week

OPENINGS

Dual bill. (b)
Silent with titles.

Subsequent

run.

E & M Industries Looks
To Television Revenues

(c)

%

Naples — Will H. Hays, president
of Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, arrived
here Saturday on liner Conte di
Savoia accompanied by Mrs. Hays.
During week end they left for Rome,
where Mr. Hays is to confer with
government officials regarding status of Italian branches of American
film companies who will be required
under terms of pending decree to
keep two-thirds of earnings in Italy.

H. R. Smith Joins Wilding
Chicago — Howard R. Smith has
resigned as editor of the Commerce
Magazine of the Association of Commerce and joined the Wilding Productions Inc. as an executive on the
Chicago staff.

0
Filmarte
Cameo
Cinema
de Paris
55th St. Playhouse
Little Carnegie

by

55th

St.

MAE HALLIDAY of RKO
day for Pittsburgh.

Playhouse
Paramount
Rialto

Cullman Asking $20,000
More As Trustee of Roxy

Strand
Filmarte
current

bill.

(d)

left by plane Satur-

RICARDO SALCEDO is at the Mayfair House,
having returned from Hollywood. He sails Friday
midnight for Lima, Peru.

Capitol
Music
Hall
..Rivoli

Follows

FANCHON ROYER left New York Saturday
plane returning to the coast.
LEWIS MILESTONE has arrived in New York.

KENNETH THOMPSON, executive secretary
of the Screen Actors' Guild, left Saturday for
Tampa where he will represent Central Trades
Council at the A. F. of L. convention.

♦

The Yellow
Cruise— Nov.
17
Go West, Young Man
(Paramount
Pictures) — Nov. 18
Murder with Pictures
(Paramount Pictures) — Nov. 18
Tarzan
Escapes
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Nov. 19
Garden
of Allah
(United
Artists)
(c)
Rembrandt
(United
Artists)
(c)
Three Men on a Horse
(Warner-F.
N.) (c)
Janosik
(French
M. P. Co.)
(e)

(a)
(e)

B. SANFORD, JR., northeastern sales manager of Electrical Research Products, Inc. returned to New York yesterday following a
general survey of the New England area.

Astor

Kermesse
Heroique
(Carnival
in Flanders)
(French) — 8th
Nightingale
(Amkino) — 3rd week
Les Miserables
(Franco-American) — 3rd week
Les Amours de Toni (French) — 2nd week
Song of China
(Douglas MacLean)
(e)

♦ FUTURE

.ROY SIMMONS, of 20th Century-Fox; LOUIS
ALLEN, general manager
for Gilbert Miller productions; OLWEN MESSEL, stage designerRUTH GORDON, American actress; ELENA
MIRAMOVA, who is to appear in New York
production of "The Two Mrs. Carrolls" and
JEANNE STEWART, English
actress, who will
also have a role in same play, arrive today on
the Queen
Mary.
JAMES
COSTON
returns
to Chicago
today
from New York.

♦

week

Revival

Howard S. Cullman, trustee for
the Roxy theater, has made application in U. S. District Court for an
interim allowance of $20,000 for his
services from December, 1935, to
date. A hearing will be held Nov.
27. Cullman already has received
$40,000 for his services as Ros
trustee.

Smith and Ayres Tossed
Party at Albany Today
Albany — Upstate exhibs. and exchange managers will be hosts today to Ray S. Smith, departing Albany branch manager for Warners,
and his successor, Norman Ayres,
the party being staged at the Ten
Eyck. Smith goes to Buffalo for
Warners, Ayres steps up from a
salesman's berth at Washington. In
charge of ararngements for the affair is Warner's theater zone head,
Moe Silver.

Will Hays Docks at Naples
And Then Departs for Rome

...
—
—

(a)

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 13th

♦ FOREIGN

A. M. BOTSFORD, associate producer for
Paramount, arrives in New York
today with
Mrs. Botsford and their daughter Ruth Botsford
on the S.S. Santa Paula from the west coast.

Paramount
Capitol
Strand
Rivoli
Music
Hall
Roxy
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
Palace
Palace

♦ TWO-A-DAY
Romeo

i/4

SHOW-

Give
your
theater
a "front"
catch the eye of every passer-by.

The Big Broadcast of 1937 (Paramount) — 4th week
Libeled Lady (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)— 3rd week
Charge of the Light Brigade
(Warners)— 3rd week
Come
and Get It (United
Artists)
Theodora
Goes Wild
(Columbia
Pictures)

London — Alfred Clark, chairman
of Electric & Musical Industries,
Ltd., which has a patent tieup with
1
RCA, stated at the annual meeting
6
% that sales of television apparatus
% eventually are going to form an im%
portant part of the company's trading. Progress is expected to be slow
%
% but as pioneers in the development
television, EMI in+ % of hightends todefinition
hold the premier position it
- % has achieved, Clark declared.
—

Theater

Announce Players' Wedding

Milwaukee, Wis. — Ruth Peterson,
former Milwaukeean, was married
on Sept. 25 in Beverly Hills, Calif.,
to Charles Bradford Coleman of
Pratt, W. Va., and Hollywood, according to an announcement by her
parents here. Both are working un-j
der contract with 20th Century-Fox. j
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OLDDEN COMPLAINT IN
PACENT CASE STANDS

WARNERS SALES MEET
AT CHICAGO WED.

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
left on its national tour Saturday
morning
from Los Angeles.
Home office executives, in addition to Sears,
who leave by plane tomorrow night for the
Chicago meet are: Major Albert Warner,
vice-president and treasurer; S. Charles Einfeld, vice-president in charge of advertising
and publicity; Carl Leserman, assistant general sales manager; Norman H. Moray, in
charge of sales for Vitaphone short subjects
and trailers; Robert Mochrie, Herbert J.
Ochs, and Arthur Sachson.
District managers who will attend are Roy
Haines, eastern district manager with headquarters in New York; Robert Smeltzer, midAtlantic district manager with headquarters
in Washington; Ben. Kalmenson, cential district manager with headquarters in Pittsburgh; Leo Blank, inmid-west
manager
with headquarters
Chicago; d'strict
Fred M.
Jack,
southern district manager with headquarters
in Dallas; and Wolf Cohen, Canadian district
manager with headquarters
in Toronto^
The meeting will be concluded Thursday
night with the home office representatives flying back to New York that night.

45 Films in Production;
20th Cent.-Fox Heads List
(Continued from Page

1)

five before the cameras, while Columbia, Universal and M-G-M follow with four each. RKO-Radio has
■ three pictures in the making. Walter
■ Wanger is making two and Selznick' International one. Hal Roach, Grand
I National, Principal, Conn, Crescent
i and Halperin Bros., each have one
I in production.
David L. Loew has started work
I on "When's Your Birthday", star! ring Joe E. Brown, "We the Jury"
has just started at RKO-Radio. "I
Hate Horses" is starting at Universal and "Join the Marines" and
"Larceny on the Air" at Republic.
"Pick a Star" is Roach's newest production.
Harry
Sherman
has
completed
"Trail Dust" for Paramount release.

DATE

• •
• THE LADS who work on the sales force of Warners
must get an unusual kick out of their daily efforts
for
they realize that their Chief is a gent like Police Commissioner
Valentine
who invariably promotes his men from the
ranks
for Grad Sears also believes that when a man has
proven himself on current assignments, he is in line for a
bigger job
and of course that means more dough
and if you have ever been present when two or three Warner
sales lads get together
you realize that their enthusiasm
is not synthetic but something that is motivated by a healthy
selfish interest
they know they are going to be rewarded
eventually for a job well done
T
T
T
• •
• THE PROOF of this policy is in the list of names
that follow
and a converation with any of these men
who have benefited through this healthy selfish system which
benefits Warners as well as the individual
Carl Leserman, formerly assistant to Sears when the latter was salesmanager for the south and west, now brought back to the
Warner fold as assistant general sales manager
Bob
Mochrie, formerly assistant to Andy Smith, now assistant to
Sears, handling sales for the east and Canada
Herb
Ochs, formerly branch manager in Atlanta, now assistant to
Sears, and handling sales for the west and south
Joe
Vergesslich, the company's
Florida representative,
upped to
branch manager
in Atlanta
Charles Rich, Pittsburgh
branch head, promoted to New York metropolitan district as
manager.
Harry Seed, formerly Buffalo branch manager,
assigned the post in Pittsburgh
Ray Smith, formerly
Albany branch manager, made head of the Buffalo exchange
Norman Ayers, salesman in the Washington branch,
promoted to Albany as branch manager
W. E. Calloway,
formerly Dallas branch manager, promoted to branch manager
in Los Angeles
E. E. Anderson, salesman in Minneapolis, made Des Moines branch manager
so, when a
sales gent proves himself in a small spot, he eventually gets a
more important territory to supervise
and the dough
that goes with it

T

T

BOOK

T

T

Nov. 17: Allied Theaters of New Jersey, meeting at Hotel
Lincoln,
New York City.

• • • TALKING TO an indie producer who announced
a schedule of nine for the season and who is still working on
the first
"Phil, I gotter sell three more territories before
Isocanwe goasks
ahead,
because
I have
only sewed
six to
so far"
politely when
he expects
the upopus
be released

Nov Willard
21: Washington
Hotel.

"Positively not later than the season of 1937-38," he
said optimistically

Variety Club's frolic,

Nov. 22: Pittsburgh Warner Club dinner dance,
William
Penn
Hotel.
Nov. 24:
American
Dinner Dance,
Mass.

Legion
(Theatrical
Copley Plaza Hotel,

Post)
Boston,

Nov.

24:
Allied Theaters of Connecticut,
meets at New Haven.

Nov.

27:
Statler,

Bufalo
Variety
Buffalo.

Club

Ball,

Inc.,
Hotel

Dec. 1-2: State convention of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio, Deshler
Hotel,
Columbus.
Dec. 7-8: M.P.T.O. of North and South
Carolina, annual convention, Charlotte
Hotel,
Charlotte,
N. C.
Dec. 11: Cleveland
banquet,
at the

Variety Club's
Mayfair
Casino.

annual

Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Dec. 14-15:
Biltmore

Oklahoma MP TO
convention,
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.

T

T

T

•

• • A PREVIEW showing of "Winterset" on Wednesday afternoon for the press at the Music Hall projection rooms,
followed by a cocktail party with Burgess Meredith, star of
both stage and screen versions, as guest of honor . . . • "Sinbad the Sailor," first full color three-dimensional two-reel cartoon, will be a feature of Paramount theater's tenth anniversary starting Wednesday.

«

«

"Horse" Released Saturday
First National's screen transcription of "Three Men on a Horse,"
will be nationally released next Saturday and will have its New York
premiere at the Strand Theater following "The Charge of the Light
Brigade" on Thanksgiving Day.

Stage Shows for Stanley
Pittsburgh — Harry Kalmine, Warner's zone manager, and Harry
Feinstein, head booker, returned
from New York where they booked
several stage shows for the Stanley.
Attractions to play here include
Ben Bernie and Leon Errol.

»

NOVEMBER
16
Lawrence Tibbett
Corinne Griffith
Keene Thompson
Bruce Mitchell
Caryl Lincoln
NOVEMBER
17
John R. Freuler
Samuel Goldstein
Edna
Murphy
Eddie Baker
Milton
H. Feld
Frank Fay
Crane Wilbur
Leon Rosenberg

• •
• A NOTE from Helen Hoerle, touring Canada in
advance of Ruth Draper and doing fine biz
and she sends
this item about Gene Lockhart
Charles Carruthers, city
manager of the Free Press at London, Ontario, told Helen that
he dropped into the Patricia theater
which is built on
the site of the house in which Gene was born
and a picture being shown was Gene's Pathe short, "Let Us Have a
Good Cry"
T
T
T

«

Alice Mills In Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — Alice Mills, former
movie star, has been here for several days visiting relatives. She just
returned from an eight-month stay
in the French Riviera and is heading
for Hollywood and motion picture
work this week.

T

• •
• AND THERE is the Sad Plight of the associate
producer who was all set in big with three pix to deliver
and the guy finishes his first and finds he has EXHAUSTED
his budget for the three productions
oops

▼

scheme to prevent or diminish competition in the fields of sound recording
soundnow
reproduction."
The case andmust
go to trial.
Pacent Electric Co. was engaged
in the business of manufacturing,
distributing and selling talking picture apparatus.

»

»

NOVEMBER
Claude Macgowan
Frances Marion

18
Margaret Seddon
Eugenia Gilbert

NOVEMBER
19
Wallace Sullivan
Louis Graf
Nancy Carroll
Ralph Gervers
William Massce
NOVEMBER 20
Robert W. Armstrong Elsa Benham
Rosita Delmar
None
NOVEMBER

21

NOVEMBER 22
John Monk Saunders Arthur De Bra
Sal Silver
Bobby Burns
Rosetta Duncan
Hobart Henley
NOVEMBER 23

THE
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RKO Bids Eastern Critics
To "Winterset" Preview
frotr. Page

NEWS OF THE DAY

*

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

1)

for 100 percent of Universal'* L936eature product and whose contract is in good standing on the date
of his application for elimination
will be entitled to exercise his elimination privilege irrespective of
whether the average rental was
mort
than $250.
"We
will also accept notice of
elimination of any picture within 10
days after notice of its availability
•le particular exhibitor instead
of within 14 days after release date
rmerly provided.
"We have not as yet had an opmity to confer with exhibitors
provision which will insure
many
pictures being
eliminated during the early part of
the contract, but for the present we
will permit two cancellations out of
the first 20 pictures in any case
where the exhibitor is otherwise entitled to elimination."

finm-J
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t.. arrive here Tuesday as the guests
of RK() Radio to attend a special
'Winterset" and be repreviewgallyofentertained.
The clitics will be housed at the
•el. After attending a
ial preview of "Winterset" TuesD at the Radio CityMusic Hall together with the local
movie critics and the members of
the "Critics Circle," the local drama
critics' organization which voted
"Winterset" the best play of last
n. there will be a cocktail party
with Burgess Meredith, star of the
film, as guest of honor. The critics
will then go to the Roosevelt Hotel
for dinner, attend the play in town
they wish to see and windup the
evening with a party at the French
Casino.
Karl Krug, Harold Cohen and
Caspar Monahan, Pittsburgh critics
among those sending acceptanc

Recommends 2 U. S. Films
Huge African Location Camp
Berlin — The Committee of Three
Pietermaritzburg, Natal — GB is of the German Department for the

establishing one of the largest location camps in motion picture history
in Xatal for authentic outdoor scenes
in "King Solomon's Mines." The
camp will have all the features of a
complete South African kraal, and
in addition will provide housing,
food, transport, and communication
facilities for 4,000 native warriors
and their families who will be photographed inseveral sequences. Hundreds of laborers and interpreters
will also be engaged by the film peodeple to handle the commissary sets.
partment and to construct the
A direct radio telephone link will be
made with the GB headquarters at
Shepherd's Bush. Director Robert
Stevenson and the cast of principals, which includes Cedric Hardwicke, Roland Young, Anna Lee,
Paul Robeson, and John Loder, will
sail for South Africa the latter part
of this month.

U. S. Stars for Australia
Bedford of ComSydney — Eric Pictures,
returned from
monwealth
an extensive tour of the United
States, announces he has arranged
for Jack Holt, Hoot Gibson, "Big
Boy" Guinn Williams, Tim Holt and
Aussie "Snowy" Baker to visit
Australia next year for a series of
polo matches, personal appearances
and to appear in Commonwealth's
production of "The Black Patrol".

One-Picture Stereoscopics

Berlin— Th. P. Etbauer, Berlin
designer and architect, demonstrated
stereoscopic films by a new principle at the recent Hamburg colorsound congress. He aims at getting
the effect of depth, not by the use
of spectacles or the double-picture
principle, but by the use of a onepicture process. He uses a "fanscreen", that is, two mirrors, inclined to each other at an angle of
Report P. C. Crown Ready
15 degrees. By this process, he
To Invade Griffith Area claims,
any picture at all may be
made
to
appear stereoscopic. Exof
Crown
C.
P.
City—
ma
Oklaho
periments are still being conducted.
Tulsa, is reported as invading the
Crown
ry.
Griffith circuit territo
will open his New Crown Theater at England Launches Television
Pampa, Tex., about Dec. 1, where
London — Television was officially
the Griffiths have three houses, and
in England by the Postit is understood that Crown will also launched master
General at the Alexandra
build a new theater in Bartlesville, Palace last week. Lord Selsdon,
also
Okla., where the Griffith houses
chairman of the Television Advisory
number three.
Committee, said there would be no
radical changes in television for the
High
New
Hits
Para. 1st Pfd.
next two years, insofar as the public
preferred ad- is concerned. He estimated that
Paramount first
vanced six points on Saturday to 10,000,000 persons formed the poanother new high of 148 at which
tential audience for the Alexandra
it closed. Warner common advanced Palace broadcasts.
high.
new
a
17%,
at
g
closin
point,
Vi

Appraisement of Merit in German
and Foreign Films, in its report on
films shown here between Aug. 1
and Sept. 30 included two American
pictures in recommended list:
"Mutiny on the Bounty" and "The
Moon's Our Home".

James Brennan Theater Deals

Ashtabula, D.— D. R. Bly, Conneaut theater owner, will build a
700-seat movie theater here.
Canton, O. — Young and Rnehart,
operating several subsequent run
movie houses here are modernizing
the front and lobby of their McKinley theater.
Green
Cormick
reopened
Springs,

Forest, Ark. — Lester Mcis managing the Majestic,
by Ed McCormick, Reed
Mo., following renovation.

Beloit, Wis.— The State, new 550seat theater, has been opened by G.
A. Turner and M. T. Ellis, operators
of the Rex and Majestic theaters
here, respectively.

Lancaster, Eng. — James Brennan
has acquired controlling interest in
Chicago— A. R. Bell, M. W. Bell
four theaters here and proposes to
and L. Deligiannis have organized
build two supers in Northwest Eng- the Harvard Theater Corporation.
land, at Ulverston and Kendal.
These bring his new Roxy circuit
Amery, Wis.— The new Amery
up to nine houses.
theater is nearing completion here
and is expected to open shortly under the direction of A. M. Paulson.

Korda Signs Clive Brook

London — Clive Brook, who comChicago — Isadore M. Halperin, L.
pletes work shortly in the Sherlock Posner and B. Schiff have organized
Holmes Story being produced by As- the Meriden Theater Corporation to
sociated Talking Pictures of Lon- operate moving picture theaters.
don, has been signed by Alexander
Korda to play the lead in a feature
Rome, Ga. — Gordon theater here
production yet untitled scheduled to is under the management of F. O.
Buchanan.
get under way Jan. 2.

U.S. Seeking British Theaters?

Cherryville, N. C— Black's, Inc.,
has been organized here by J. M.
Black, Isador Black and Robert G.
Carpenter to engage in theater operation.

London — Reports are heard frequently here of various American
interests which have been seeking to
buy outright, or obtain an interest
in, British theaters in order to have
Oxford, Miss. — The new Ritz Thean assured outlet for their product
ater has opened.
House seats 775.
in the United Kingdom. Harry
Birmingham, Ala. — Frank NickBuxton of Lancashire and other exhibitors in the north of England are ens is the new skipper of the Pantages,
has opened, with
among those approached with offers vaudevillewhich
and pictures.
to buv into their houses.

Korda Has 5 Pix in Work
London — Five London Films productions are before the cameras:
"I, Claudius" with Charles Laughton
and Merle Oberon, William Cameron
Menzies directing; "Knight Without
Armor", Marelene Dietrich - Robert
Donat stellar vehicle, with Jacques
Feyder directing; Victor Saville has
two productions in work, "Storm in
a
Teacup"
Erich
Pommerandhas"South
sent a Riding";
camera
crew on a troopship bound for the
near East to get background shots
for "Troopship".

Halifax, N. S. — Mintz Brothers
are building a $40,000 film theater
here.
Montreal — Fifth Avenue Theater
Corp. is rushing construction of a
theater on Fifth Ave., Verdun,
Greater Montreal, with completion
set for mid-December. House will
seat 1,000. S. J. Dunning is managing director of the corporation.

Canton, O., Grosses Up
10 Per Cent Over 1935

Canton, O. — Motion picture theater
grosses at Canton's three major first
run houses are approximately 10
Stockholm — "The General Died at per cent ahead of last year, The
Dawn" is grossing more money at Film Daily learns. Improved industhe China Theater here than any
trial conditions and duals generally
picture since "The Sign of the playing a week instead of three or
Cross." The premiere was attended four days are credited as factors.
by the brother of the King of Swed- Subsequent run houses also report
en, Prince Carl, who appeared to be better B.O. business this year than
extremely well satisfied with the
film.
last, despite a recent five-cent admission price at night for adults.

"General" Big in Stockholm

*
*
ce
who 1$ she 7

She's DOROTHY LAMOUR and she's what you've
been waiting for for years ... a lovely, alluring,
excitingly beautiful girl who can play a female
Tarzan and give Paramount's thrill-a-second romance of the Malay wilds "THE JUNGLE PRINCESS"
nch even than the successful
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EXPLOITETTES
Scrappy Banks as
Theater Promotions
"CCRAPPY" banks are being
distributed to theaters by
Associated Stub Clubs of New
York City, distributors of audience promotions. Plans have
been devised by that company
for local tie-ups with banks or
other business establishments
which would pay part or all of
the cost of the banks in return
for advertising imprints.
"Scrappy" banks are manufactured exclusively by Zell
Products Co., Inc., of New York
City under a license from Columbia Pictures Corp., owners
of the animated cartoon character, "Scrappy." The banks
are durably constructed of all
metal, covered in rich grained
leather finish and are decorated
with Scrappy 's portrait in full
colors. Every purchaser becomes
entitled to a membership card
in the "Scrappy Thrift Club"
together with a club button.
— Columbia Pictures.

Annapolis Sunday Film
Referendum in Summer
Baltimore — Steps are being taken
by the City Council of Annapolis,
Md., to hold a referendum on Sunday movies in the State capital next
July. The houses were ordered
closed on Sundays recently when the
Grand Jury contended that the performances, which were in the form
of benefits, were in violation of the
law.

Ex-Convict's Confession
to Loew Robbery Claimed
Canton, 0. — Albert Farr, of Chicago, a paroled convict wounded in
an attempt to rob a drug store here,
has confessed, police claim, that he
single handed held up Loew's theater here and took $1,600 from the
safe last Sept. 13 after tying up
the assistant manager, whom he
compelled at gun point to open a
door leading into an inner office
where the money was kept.

Arlington, Mass., Goes to
First Sunday Movie Show
Boston— Arlington had its first
Sunday movies yesterday at E. M.
Loew's Legion theater.
Town finally approved Sunday
shows, reversing result of preceding
referendums.

Films' Bureau
Library
Use FILMGrows
of THE
{D/IILT!

mm

Reviews of Hew fUms
Bing Crosby

with

"PENNIES
Madge

FROM

Evans,
Edith
Armstrong

Warner Oland in

"CHARLIE

HEAVEN"
Fellows,

CHAN
Henry

AT THE

Louis
with

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount
90 mins
CATCHY TUNES AND ENTERTAINING STORY MAKE THIS AN EXCELLENT
CROSBY VEHICLE.
Emanuel Cohen can take a bow on this
Bing Crosby picture. It is an ideal vehicle
for the singing star and he is surrounded
by talented players. Little Edith Fellows,
as his aide is splendid as an belligerent
child. Donald Meek and Madge Evans
are also prominent in the supporting
cast and do good work. Dusky Louis Armstrong, the trumpetist, almost steals the
picture with his novelty number, "Skeleton in the Closet." Catchy songs by Arthur
Johnston and John Burke are "One, Two,
Button Your Shoe," and the theme song.
They also fashioned a romantic ballad, "So
Do I." Norman McLeod did an excellent
job of directing, while Jo Swerling concocted a clever screen play based on the
story by Katherine Leslie Moore and William Rankin. Bing is a wandering troubadour, who hopes to visit Venice some day.
He meets Edith, an orphan, and her grandfather, Meek. Madge Evans, a social welfare worker, threatens to place Edith in
an orphan asylum. Bing and Meek convert
a reputed haunted house into a ChickenDinner Road House Inn, and it fails. Bing
is injured doing a trick stunt while working for a carnival and is taken to a hospital. Of course, Bing and Madge fall in
love and they agree to adopt Edith.
Cast: Bing Crosby, Madge Evans, Edith
Fellows, Louis Armstrong, Donald Meek,
John Gallaudet, William Stack, Nana Bryant,
Tommy Dugan, Nydia Westman.
Producer. Emanuel Cohen; Director, Norman Z. McLeod; Authors, Katherine Leslie
Moore, William Rankin; Screenplay, Jo
Swerling; Cameraman, Robert Pittack;
Music and Lyrics, Arthur Johnston, John
Burke; Song arrangements, John Scott Trotter; Musical Director, George Sroll; Editor,
John Rawlins.
lent.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Excel-

FOREIGN
' WENN DER HAHN KRAEHT" ("When
the Cock Crows"), a German dialogue film,
directed by Carl Froehlich, with Heinrich
Georg, Claire Reigbert, Hildegard Barkow, et
al. A Europa production, presented at 86th
Street Casino Theater.
Entertaining comedy, nicely acted and
splendidly photographed. Story tells incidents on night excursion of a small village's
rotund mayor, and the love affairs of a trio
of couples, one of which is mayor's daughter
and a young veterinary. There is plenty of
sharp, amusing dialogue.

Washington

Washington — Films are being
used more and more in reference
libraries throughout the country in
much the same way that books and
papers have been in use for years,
the National Bureau of Standards
discloses.

DAILY

"WALDWINTER" ("Winter in the
Woods"), a dialogue film in German, produced by UFA; directed by Fritz Peter
Buch, with Hansi Knoteck, Viktor Staal,
Hans Zesch-Ballot, et al, in cast. At 86th
Street Garden Theater. With background
of excellent winter scenic shots, a pleasing

Boris Karloff, Keye Luke, Charlotte
(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

20th Century-Fox
66 mins.
WITH SWELL SUSPENSE,
OPERA" GOOD ACTING
AND DIRECTING, THIS IS ONE OF THE
BEST OF THE CHAN SERIES.
This Charlie Chan with its mystery laid
in an opera house is one of the best of
the series. The theater, with its trapdoors and cob-web laden rooms, and the
production with its make-up and costumes,
allows for some swell suspense. H. Bruce
Humberstone, the director, has provided
the piece with plenty of that quality while
injecting a swift pace that never lets
down. The climax is held to the very end.
The mysterious happenings are interpolated
into the operatic numbers and together
they make for interesting entertainment.
In this, Chan, two important names vie for
top honors. Warner Oland is still the proverb quoting detective and Boris Karloff
plays a mad singer. His role is more sympathetic and his make-up not nearly as
weird as in his previous pictures. Keye
Luke, Chan's impetuous son and helper, is
good for a lot of laughs, as is William
Demarest, a detective who is always wrong.
Nedda Harrigan is splendid as the avenging
wife, and Margaret Irving does nicely as
the opera star, who is murdered. Scott
Darling and Charles Belden did the screenplay from Bess Meredyth's story. The
situations are very well developed and
the dialogue sane and fitting. Music
is important throughout, and Sam Kaylin's musical direction makes it an integral
part of the picture. Associate Producer,
John Stone has given the piece excellent
production. A patient escapes from a mental
institution. Margaret Irving receives threats
of violence, and Chan is called in to investigate. Miss Irving is supposedly stabbed
while giving her performance, and her lover,
Gregory Gaye, is found dead in his room.
Later, Miss Irving is also discovered to be
dead. Everything points to Karloff as the
murderer, but when Charlie brings together
the loose ends, it is Nedda Harridan, Gaye's
wife, who has done the killing.
Cast, Warner Oland, Boris Karloff, Keye
Luke, Charlotte Henry, Thomas Beck, Margaret Irving, Gregory Gaye, Nedda Harrigan, Frank Conroy, Guy Usher, William
Demarest, Maurice Cass, Tom McGuire.
Associate Producer, John Stone; Director,
H. Bruce Humberstone; Author, Bess Meredyth, based on the character "Charlie
Chan" created by Earl Derr Biggers; Screenplay, Scott Darling, Charles S. Belden;
Troffey.
Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Editor, Alex
Direction, Suspenseful. Photography, Excellent.
and well-directed story unfolds, dealing
with the romance of a young writer-in-themaking and the beautiful wife-in-nameonly of a jaded, neglectful man. Outstanding performances are contributed by Hansi
Knoteck, one of Germany's loveliest and
most talented screen actresses, and Eduard
von Winterstein, prominent European actor.

TIMELYTOPICS
"Break the Rules" Says
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
piLM
producers
up
a sort
of codehave
for built
making
pictures, but the most successful of them have been breaking
the rules. Most producers believe that films must be made
according to a set of formulae,
based on estimates of the public's likes and dislikes — estimates which are sometimes erroneous. What these rules are,
there is no need to go into, but
you know the sort of thing I
mean- "Boy meets girl — boy
loses girl— boy gets girl" is the
kind of set formula I am thinking of. Yet it seems to me that
the best films are made by
breaking these generally-accepted rules. For example, "It Happened One Night" and "Once In
A Lifetime" were two important
pictures at the box-office. Yet
both pictures, so charming and
successful, broke nearly every
one of the usual producers'
rules. Frank Capra is a director who evidently believes in
breaking ofrules.
"Mr. Deeds"
another
his typical
pictures;is
and again, the rules are broken
and the picture is enormously
successful. "Nine Days a
Queen" is another example. It
broke all sorts of rules. It had
no real hero; the most sympathetic characters in the story
were "bumped off" by Tudor
gangsters; the heroine herself,
Lady Jane. Grey, had to die.
The ending was as unhappy as
you could possibly imagine. Yet
it has been accepted, as it deserved, as a great picture. Originality really does count for
something- No good artist, and
no good director, can be expected to work according to rigid
formula; and the overwhelming
success of films like the ones I
have mentioned surely proves
that only by disregarding the
so-called rules of film production can we make any sort of
progress. — Cedric Hardwicke

NEW

ORLEANS

The Majestic Theater, built in the
middle of an oil field at Rodessa,
was almost wholly destroyed by fire.
The Strand at Cotton Valley, La.,
is to open about Nov. 21 under management of the
circuit. It's
another oil
boomAdams
development.
Jimmie
GN'shere.
western
head
was Wynn
a visitor
Dittosales
for
Mrs. Corinne Nasif of the Palace
at Jonesville, La.
Gaston (Iron Horse) Dureau,
Saenger
booker, is back from vacation.
Wilma Francis, Paramount player,
with her sister Elinor, also in the
movies, are home for Thanksgiving.

THE
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A "£UtW from Hollywood "Lots

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
\V ITH the first two stops on their
^ coast-to-coast air tour behind
Bros.' flying "Gold
them. Warner
north today
Diners of 1987" headed
id Dallas and the Mississippi
left
which
troupe,
The
Valley.
Saturday on a visit to
principal cities of the country,
ami
has already appeared in El Paso will
rth. From Dallas they
to
nphis. Tenn.. tomorrow,
scort of National
lanes and a colorful civic
„. Travelling in a new
. Airlines club flagship are
three of the featured players in the
new Warner Bros.' musical comedy
hit— Jeanne Madden, Rosalind Marquis and Fred Lawrence, and twelve
chorines selected by Busby Berkeley.
scheduled to arThe company Losis Angeles
Dec. 12.
rive back in
T
T
▼
Soli-dad Jiminez, Harry Holman
and Pat West, are the latest addition- to the cast with which Columbia i- surrounding its musical star,
Grace Moore,» in »"Interlude."
•
Bj

RALPH

King Guidice has signed Arthur
of "Timbereditormusical
Brooks as
which
outdoor
:he film
Guidice is producing in Spanish,
French and English. The picture
has a shooting schedule of 67 days.

»

»

»

Norman Krasna and Groucho
Marx have completed the script of
and the Chorus Girl"
The Kine
after
working day and night for
MTeral ireeka, The script has been
turned over to Mervyn LeRoy.
Warner
Bros, producer, who will

Silver Medallions, Paperweights Mark Zukor Jubilee

West Coasi Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
throughout the country who played "Queen Elizabeth,"
Hollywood— Exhibitors
starring Sarah Bernhardt in the first full length picture shown in U. S. and the medium
was able to pioneer in production of feature pictures as
Zukor
Adolph
which
through
today will receive special silver medallions during Paramount's Silver Jubilee in
known
honor Each medallion will be personally engraved. Silver Jubilee paperweights will
his
be presented during 17-week anniversary observance beginning in January to all expictures.
hibitors playing Paramount

concluding arrangements with the
personally direct, and shooting is big Barnes Circus, now winter quarnext
the
to begin within
tering near Los Angeles for the
expected
days.
ten
show's facilities, including famous
tiger and lion acts, as background
After only a week under per- for its coming feature "Circus
sonal contract to Abe Meyer, Joseph Myrow and Milton Royce have
T
T
T
sold songs for three feature picCasting assignments: B. P. Schultures and been engaged to write special material for Bobby Breen as
berg — Helen Burgess, "A Doctor's
soloist at the Pacific Coast Auto- Diary";
Queen." 20th Century-Fox— Victor
mobile Show in San Francisco. Kilian,
"Death in Paradise Canyon";
They have been engaged as song Columbia — Helen Mack, "I Promise
writers for the next Halperin pro- to Pay"; Henry Roquemore and
duction, "Avenging Angel." They Thomas Pogue, "Women of Glamhave sold two numbers, "Day After
our"; Wilfred Lucas, Mary Mersch
Day" and "Why Waste the Moon" and Edward Le Saint, "Counterfeit
to Jed Buell and George Callaghan
for the next Spectrum production,
T
T
T
starring Fred Scott, "The Song of
Michael
Fessier
has
been signed
the Prairie," and they have been
signed as song writers for the next toLady."
a long term contract is a proWillis Kent feature, as yet untitled.
ducer at M-G-M. Fessier was the
T
T
T
scenarist on "Society Doctor" and
"Exclusive Story" and was associHighlightswillofteam
theLewday's
Paramount
Ayresnews:
and
ate producer with Lucien Hubbard
Mary Carlisle again in "Saturday on "Women Are Trouble" and "AllNights Free" . . . Doug. MacLean
has signed Mei Ling, ingenue of American Chump."
"Song of China," for his forthcom"Mule Skinner," is the title of
ing "China" . . . Mae West, down
with intestinal flu, has cancelled her Columbia's next starring vehicle
p. a. at the New York Paramount. for Charles Starrett. Rosalind
T
T
T
Keith will play the feminine lead,
Blangstead
directing.
General Pictures Corporation
is with Folmar
t

▼

▼

TH E WEEK

IN

(Continued from Page

DOMESTIC
Office, Allied States, Motion
Picture Laboratory Association and
roe of New York Theaters
would receive early invitations to
confer in Washington week of Dec.
rig, said Berry, will serve
to exchange views on establishment
of minimum wages, maximum working hours and fair trade practices
within industry.

*

*

*

Pending
more
concrete
developments
to
Berry
proposal,
majors
merely
viewed
matter
• ly, without
taking any immediate steps
for participation.

*

*

*

Amusement
shares
were
much
to fore in
trading,
with Paramount
and Loew
ishitting
new
highs.
Box office
receipts
;e to mount.
Bulls
are looking
for
larger
dividends
from
Loew-

»

*

*

Despite action of picture companies in re. to finance plays owing to contractural
•rices with Dram v
i. about
12o
.ought
for production
between
Feb.
1
I. said President Sidney Howard of
This
is virtually
same
number
as
mparative period last year.

President R. H. Cochrane of Universal,
after conferences with General Sales Manager
R. Grainger, issued formal reply to
U P.T.O.A. trade practice proposals in letter to Ed Kuykendall, head of exhibitor association. Cochrane stated "U" will grant
10 per cent cancellation privilege under certain condition, and support local conciliation
board's plan. M.P.T.O.A. expressed elation
over "U" action, feeling it forerunner to
other distributors
falling in line.

*

*

*

M-G-M, with cooperation of Loew's, War's, and H & K circuits, launched a di
rect to the theater-manager survey to obtain
exhibitor reactions to its pictures, star values,
exploitation and general merchandising' policies
through
questionnaires.

*

*

*

Other headline happenings included Grand
National', budget boost on three scheduled
productions, and reducing total features from
45 to 43. . . . Hearst Metrotone News renamed "New- Of The Day" with M-G-M continuing as distributor, but name of Hearst
dropped. . . . Increa c in industry's revenue
is expected through use of outmoded pictures
by television interests, Thk. Fii m Daily was
informed. . . . Mayor La Guardia's board
trvey on industrial relations obtained
agreement under which Ixical 306 will absoib
Allied Operators' Union. I.T.O.A., which
mployed Allied members under 10-year
contract, will grant 25 per cent increase in
booth costs.

While negotiations are pending
for long term contracts as producer
between his representatives and two
major
studios, Howard J. Green has
writing.
returned to his first love — magazine
Following three years of writing
varied studio experience, the contract of Virginia Van Upp w»th
Paramount has been torn up by
William LeBaron, chief of production, who has handed her a new one
at a substantial salary increase.
Her current assignment is "High,
Wide and Handsome," an Arthur
Hornblow,
Jr., musical production.
T

T

T

New contracts: Sidney Fields,
with 20th Century-Fox; Dorothy
Lamour, with Paramount.

II Duces Son and Bride
Planning Hollywood Visit
Rome (By Cable) — Vittorio Mussolini, eldest son of II Duce, will
enter the motion picture business
in which the Premier recently has
been manifesting a lively interest.
Vittorio is expected to take his then
bride with him on a Hollywood visit
in the spring. Fiancee is Carla
Bugoli.

Gaxton, Lambs Shepherd
William Gaxton, stage and screen
actor, was installed as Shepherd of
the Lambs Club at an invitation
gambol yesterday at the clubhouse.
Gatxon currently is appearing in
"White Horse Inn" at the Center
Theater.

RE VI EW
1)

FOREIGN
sending more than one-third of their
revenue out of Italy, and suggested
balance of income be invested in
American films produced in Italian
studios. Distributors had countered
with
threat to close their agencies
entirely.
Almost coincident with announcement by
GB's American general sales manager, George
W. Weeks, that English-made product will
establish a new playing time record in U. S.
theaters during the current season, news
flashed from London that English studios are
hitting fastest large-scale production pace in
their history.

*

*

*

Associated British Picture Corporation's
stockholders received circulars stating firm's
profit for first six months of 1936 show increase of $750,000 over same period for 1935,
and that directors anticipate increase will be
maintained
for second half of 1936.

Dispatches from far-flung sectors of foreign
field to The Film Daily bore news of completion of plans for erection of 4,000-seat
theater on Kirkgate Market site at Bradford,

England . . . and Moscow reports new 3,000seat house to be constructed on site of former
Chinese Wall between the Hotel Metropole
and the Lenin Museum to be named Bolshaya
Cinema Theater. Amphitheater-shaped auditorium to be 180 feet long and 65 feet wide,
with screen approximately 1,000 sq. feet. .

Cable from Havana stated that a Cuban
film industry, to be financed by sale of postage
stamps and a special drawing of the National
Lottery, is proposed in bill now before Cuban
Senate. Passage of measure would make
possible government financing of individual

*

producers.

*

*

Japanese government completed month-long
campaign which required every film theater
in empire to show one educational reel in each
program
during
that time.

Incorporation at Lucknow, India, of Classical Cinetone Corp. with authorized capital of
Rs. 2,500,000 was reported . . . and from
Singapore came U. S. Trade Commissioner
Harold D. Robinson's estimate that American
film earnings in Straits Settlements territory j
are about 900,000 (Straits) dollars per year,
owing to dominant
pictures.

. . .

popularity of U. S.-made

You will be saying
when the final strains of music will be played at the
t
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THANKSGIVING
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25th

An event which promises to be the outstanding affair of the year
Music by Frank and Milt Britton
ENTERTAINMENT
SCREEN ST.
SCREEN STARS
SURPRISES

'-^

TICKETS $7.50 per person
Make Your Reservations With:
CHARLIE PENSER — TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
344 West 44th St., N. Y. City

RESERVATIONS

EXCHANGE

LIMITED
|

B
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STUDY WILSON RULING
IN CONSOLIDATED CASE

SEE INDUSTRY MEET
ON WAGES, HOURS
AM not complaining against
serenity or laughter in films.
panies will receive invitations to
send representatives to Washington Serenity is one of the great forms of
to attend a council conference set art, and laughter — well, it is significant that none of our dictators
for Dec. 10 and 11.
can endure a laugh at his expense.
"I rather imagine they'll par- What we must fight in the cinema
ticipate," said John Gregg Paine,
chairman of the management group is faNe, banal optimism, the preoccupation with soft-cushion words
of the Council, yesterday when
asked as to the possibilities of the and empty proverbs.— ERNST TOLmajor outfits taking part in the LER.
Washington
meeting.
Paine, who goes to Washington
The film stands nearer to the
tonight for preliminary conferences primitive, archaic symbolic thoughtin connection with the Dec. 10 processes; it more resembles the
gathering, said:
dream. For the public, therefore, it
"Whatever is done by the Council
easily to emotional efwill be based on careful, thoughtful lends fectitself
and imagination. — DR. JACOB
consideration of industry problems. BILLSTROM, Swedish censor.
A temptation to rush into legislation will be restrained."
It is easy for stage directors to
tell actors and actresses what to do
Imperial Fixes Release
before the screen but they cannot
Dates for 14 Productions make them sing. — MARY GARDEN.
Release dates on 14 features have
been fixed by Imperial as follows:
DETROIT
Dec. 1, "With Pleasure Madame";
Dec. 16, "Nevada Jones"; Dec. 20,
"Hiirn Hat": Jan. 10. "Demand PaySol Krim, Detroit circuit operator,
ment"; Jan. 15. Tim McCoy G-Man
story; Feb. 1, "Rich Relations"; Feb. is recovering from a severe attack
20, "The Deerslayer"; Feb. 15, of the grippe, following his return
"Powder River"; Mar. 10, "Judg- from following his return from Eument Day"; Mar. 15, Tim McCoy G- rope.
Associated Theater Circuit was
Man story: April 15, "Ride 'Em Montana"; May 15. Tim McCoy G-Man granted a permit for erection of
story; June 15, "Ranch of the projecting signs on the Center Theater, now being remodelled, by the
Raven';' July 15, Tim McCoy G-Man
City Council.
William Klarry assumes his new
duties as general manager for the
Tax Levy Is Appealed
Chicago— The State Street Thea- Jacob Schreiber Circuit, in succession to Jake Sullivan, this week.
ter Company through Aaron Jones,
iilent, has appealed to the He was winding up his duties as
board of tax appeals from a $9,683 head booker of the Krim Brothers
income and excess profits tax levy. Circuit, but no successor has been
The company has been dissovled ac- appointed by the Krims.
Joseph Kessler, manager of the
cording to the petition.
Lasky Theater, is recovering a tonsilectomy.
German Films At Pabst
The Lasky Theater, operated by
Milwaukee, Wis. — After an ab- the Krim Circuit, and the Casino,
sence of several weeks, German pic- operated by Tatu and Petriks, have
tures have been returned to the added two nights of vaudeville
Pabst theater here week-ends under weekly, booked by Charles Collins,
a new double feature policy. The former roadshow film booker.
films play the theater Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.
tinted

from

Fail,-

11

If people have time to point a
camera at me I have time to let them
click the shutter. You have to be
known to get places in the movie
business and having your pictures
in the newspapers is one of the best
ways to accomplish this. — DIXIE
DUNBAR.
Wives and female relatives are responsible for 50 per cent of all necktie buying. And the Lord never saw
fit to create a woman with the ability to select a modest, attractive
male necktie.— ROSS ALEXANDER.

(Continued from

New

Sparta

Duals in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh — Following their curBOSTON
rent attractions, the Warner, Harris
Alvin and Fulton theaters areswitching to double features. The
Harry Berman has brought suit in Warner will retur
n to its former
the Federal District Court in Bangor,
twin bill policy, while the latter two
Me., against Affiliated Enterprises! houses will
alternate between dual
Inc., of Boston, holders of the Bank and single bills.
Night franchise, charging infringement of
continued. copyright. The suit was
"Bandera" Rights Obtained
Goldstein Brothers have purchased
French Motion Picture Co., has
the building occupied by the Richmond Theater, North Adams, Mass. obtained U. S. distribution rights to
E. M. Loew Theaters, Inc., hold a "Bandera," French picture produced
lease on the theater which has about in Morocco and featuring General
Francisco Franco's Spanish Legion.
a year and a half to run.
Timothy O'Toole, branch manager The picture starring Annabella and
for Columbia, is back at his desk, Jean Gabin, noted French players,
fully recovered from an infection.
recently completed a 37-week run
The Strand Theater, Windsor, Vt., in Paris.
has reopened.
The Crown Theater, Lowell, recently transferred from S. SilverEuropean Films Shifts
blatt to M. Glickman, has reopened.
European Films Corporation, imSteve Broidy, salesman for Reporters and distributors of motion
public Pictures, is very ill at the pictures, has leased offices on the
Beth Israel Hospital.
seventh floor of the RKO Building
in Rockefeller Center. Quarters at
154 W. 55th St. have been occupied
MIDWEST
for four years. The firm is headed
Goldberg.
by
Max A. Goldberg and William
RCA Photophone at Kansas City,
LINCOLN
has moved to the Davidson building,
the St. Louis office now is combined
with the Kansas City branch. H. T.
Louis J. Finske, division manager Stockholm is district manager,
for J. H. Cooper houses in Nebraska Harry A. Somerville, district service
ABOUT
and Colorado, has been in here for manager and Don Davis district
conferences with the local city man- sales manager. The St. Louis service division remains intact.
ager, Jerry Zigmond.
Insurance adjusters have been on
The Metro, Johnson-Ruber house,
the scene of the recent Wymore, has opened at Red Wing, Minn.
Charles Shaffer has purchased
Neb., Lyric fire during the past week
and as soon as the payoff is an- the Woodbine Theater at Woodbine,
nounced, Manager R. W. Small and la., from Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Young.
Owner Bob Markle announced they la. C. A. Shepard is the new manager
would start rebuilding. It was a of the Palace Theater at Dubuque,
About 65 per cent of film earnings
500-seat house. Sole picture house
in the Argentine come from the theaters in Buenos Aires and suburbs, the
now is the Grand owned by
Dean Rice has purchased the FarFiank Hollingsworth.
other 35 per cent from the "country."
num Theater at Farnum, Nebr.

FILMS

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
Eleanor Powell

has had

two

small

dancing shoes painted on the side of
her car door to take the place of her
name — M-G-M.

1)

House Sold
The trouble with Hollywood now
Sparta, Wis. — The new Sparta
is that there are no "Yes-men." Due theater under construction here by
to the continued lampooning of Svirnoff & Marcus
of Ripon, Wis.,
them,
they are
now "No, No-men." — has been purchased by Burkitt &
WILLIAM
C. LENGEL.
Eskin, operators of the Classic theater here. The new house, seating
I adore motion pictures and go to
them frequently, but I have not about 600, will be ready about Nov.
changed my mind about acting in
them.— KATHERINE
CORNELL.

FACTS

NEWS

Page

ing last week in the Wilson Packing
case that no recapitalization plan
can
wipe
Consol
out also.
back dividends, affects
idated
Counsel for Norman Johnson, the
Consolidated stockholder who holds
that the plan is unfair to preferred
stockholders, stated that the Wilson
Packing Co. ruling did affect Consolidated. M. H. Lavenstein, Consolidated attorney, maintained that
it did not.
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Columbia Turns in $129,258 Profit for Third Quarter

KOENIG QUITS "U"; ROGERS NAMES JIM NORMANLY

Paramount to Produce in England Aside from Quota
One

Big-Cost Feature, "National Set
Velvet", Already

Radio Engineers Hear Dr. Goldsmith on Television
Rochester — Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, consulting engineer for RCA, will address the
annual convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers here today on "Commercial
Television and Its Need." The convention got under way yesterday and will wind up
tomorrow.

With one big-cost feature set at
the present time, Paramount is
understood contemplating production in England aside from quota
pictures.
First picture planned is "National
Velvet," which Arthur Hornblow is
scheduled to make in that country,
beginning in February. W. P. Lipscomb has completed the script and Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
sails from New York tomorrow on
Washington — While officials of
both the State and Commerce Dethe Queen Mary.
partments refuse to commit themselves, it is understood that certain
motion picture concessions are being
sought in reciprocal trade agreements now being negotiated with
Great Britain and Italy. In connection with the latter country, the
American film industry is concerned

ASKFILM CONCESSIONS 8 FILM SECURITIES AT
IN RECIPROCAL PACTS NEW HIGHS ON BOARD

GN TO FINISH 13 AND
RELEASE 11 BY JAN. 1

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Edward L. Alperson,
President of Grand National, announced yesterday that by Jan. 1st
his company will have completed
production on 13 pictures of which
11 will have been released by that
(Continued on Page 4)

Loew's Still Ponders
Stand on Concessions
Loew's has not as yet "made up
its mind" as regards trade nractice
concessions sought by the M.P.T.O.
A., it was stated yesterday by William F. Rodgers, general sales manager, following his return to New
York from the coast.
Pointing out that he has been
(Continued on Page 4)

Hirliman and Van Beuren
May Organize Shorts Co.
George Hirliman, Grand Nationand Amedee Van Beuralen producer,
are understood to be discussing
formation of a new company to produce shorts. Continental Pictures
is mentioned as the name of the
new company.

(Continued on Page 4)

Ross Executives Talk
New Lines of Endeavor
Harry Ross, President of Ross
Federal Service, Inc., entrained yesterday for Chicago to preside at the
fall midwestern convention of Ross
Federal field personnel at the Hotel
(Continued on Page 12)

Gen'l Business Managership
for Comptroller; Paul,
Studio Manager
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — William Koenig, general managerand
of Universal's
studio,
has resigned
Charles R. Rogers,
has appointed James P. Normanly
to the post of general business manager in charge of studio business
and financial contacts. Normanly
has been comptroller for the past

Film securities showed decided eight months.
Val Pal becomes studio manager.
strength in yesterday's active trad- Martin Murphy continues as proing. Wall Street reported eight moduction manager and William J.
tion picture issues at new highs,
Paramount 1st preferred leading the Fenler as studio superintendent.
As yet Koenig has not indicated
upswing by jumping 9 points to 157.
his future affiliation. He was forCompany's common shares closed at
merly with Warner Bros.
22, up 1%.
20th on
Century-Fox
com(Continued
Page 12)

Grand National Closes
5 More Circuit Deals
Grand National has closed five
more circuit deals on its 1936-37
product, in addition to the deal
under which the Warner circuit
plays its entire program. New sales
cover the following groups of
houses: Fox Mid-West, Skouras
New York, Randforce, Si Fabian
and Feiber & Shea.

Columbia Reports A Net Profit

STAR BROADCASTS AID
IF WELL DONE-COHEN

"If motion picture players give
creditable performances on the air,
they are not hurting the film industry, in head
my opinion,"
Emanuelas
Cohen,
of Major said
Pictures,
he discussed
the
radio
competition
(Continued on Page 4)

37 Vz Cent Cash Dividend
on 20th Cent.-Fox Pfd.

A cash dividend of 37 Vz cents per
share on its preferred stock for the
fourth quarter was declared by the
Columbia yesterday reported a net board of directors of 20th Centuryprofit of $129,258, after depreciation, Fox yesterday, in addition to a cash
"Gold Diggers" Plane's
amortization, Federal income taxes, dividend of $1 per share on its common stock. Both dividends are payReception "Tremendous" etc., for the quarter ended Sept. 26,
able Dec. 12 to stockholders of recDallas — Warners' "Gold Diggers" last. This is equivalent after diviord as of Nov. 27.
plane landed here yesterday, condend requirements on $2.75 preferred stock to 26 cents a share on
tinuing its Eastward tour, following
earlier stops at El Paso and Fort 296,649 no-par shares of common
Para. Report to
Worth. Receptions were "tremend- stock. No provision was made for ExpectShow
About $1,600,000
ous" at all points, both as to size surtax on undistributed profits.
and enthusiasm.
The net compares with $495,083
Announcement of the third quarMayor Sargent headed the wel- during the quarter ended Sept. 28,
ter Paramount report, which, accoming delegation here. A city tour
cording to reliable sources, will show
was followed by a luncheon at the 1935, equal after dividend require(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
$1,600,000,
approximately
(Continued
on Page 4)is expect-

For Third Quarter of $129,258

THE
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Cent.-Fox Exchange Ernest Hix New President
Breaks Shipping Record
of Screen Classics, Inc.
Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

20th Century-Pox New York City
Hollywood — Richard Kahn has reexchange broke its shipping record
Vol. 70. No. 118
Tues. Nov 17. 1936
signed from Screen Classics, Inc.,
lOCents
for the week ending Nov. 7. checkup and Ernest Hix takes over the presJOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher establishes.
Here's the report of Moe
idency. John Hix becomes vice-presSanders:
ident and Leonard Poole continues
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
as
secretary
and treasurer. The
1.102
features,
H48
reels
of
Movieat 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y
tone News. ,'!74 one-reel subjects, 221 company's policies and type producby Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. T \V
two-reel subjects, totalling 2.;*4f>
tions will remain unchanged. Co'Ai'COa,e' President- Editor and Publisher:
Donald M. Nfersereau. Secretary-Treasurer
shipments.
lumbia releases the subjects. The
and General Manager; Arthur \V. Eddv, AssoIn
addition,
it
made
-02
shipments
ciate Editor; Chester B. B.ihn. Managing
next "Strange As It Seems" subject
Editor. Entered as second class matter
to other exchanges of News, fea- will be titled, "The Veiled Express",
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
tures and shorts, plus 38 shipments which is a story based on the downV V, under the act of March 3, 1879.
for
Broadway screenings.
fall of Napoleon.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one vear; 6
That boosted the branch's total
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00. Foreign
shipments for the week to 2.585.
Franklin Considers New
should remit with order.
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Nathan L. Manheim, general manager of Universal's export division,
announced today that Leroy Brauer
will be the new manager of "U's"
Shanghai office. He replaces Norman Westwood, resigned.
Brauer has started for the coast
and will arrive at Vancouver in time
to catch the Empress of Japan bound
for the Orient. He is scheduled to
take over his new duties about Jan.
1. Brauer is an old Universalite.
Formerly connected with the domestic department for 12 years he resigned for a shoit space of years
only to return to the fold.
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NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
Edward Everett Horton buys old
trees and shrubs and transplants them
his ranch in California. It is his
aim to collect a tree or shrub from
every country in the world. — PARAMOUNT.

l/g
V»
'/g
3/g

Coming

Producing-Teacher Deals

LaGuardia Labor Board
Meets; No Announcement
Samuel O. Lewisohn, Howard S
Cullman and William Collins, members of Mayor LaGuardia's committee on industrial
relations in the
film industry, met yesterday afternoon at Cullman's office
the Roxy
Theater but declined toin say
what
went on at the meeting.
The committee is faced with the
considerable pi-oblem of arranging
for the absorption of the Empire
Operators Union by Local 306, which
presents unusual difficulties because
Empire has several hundred unemployed members. Admittance of this
large number of unemployed operators into Local 306 would complicate
the already serious unemployment
situation in that A. F. of L. union.

Harold B. Franklin, who a few
days ago resigned a production post
at the Columbia studio, is consider- U. S. Producers Gearing
ing another producing deal and also
Films for British Mart
a theater proposition, he said in
New York yesterday, following his
Hollywood producers are more
arrival from the coast. He intends
to remain east about 12 days before and more gearing their productions
for the British market since, under
returning to Hollywood.
present world conditions, it represents virtually all of their foreign
income, said W. P. Lipscomb, coast
ITOA to Take Up Labor
Situation at Meeting scenarist and playwright, in New
York yesterday after his arrival
from the coast. Lipscomb did the
The I. T. O. A., at a regular meetscriptattraction
on "Garden
of Music
Allah," Hall.
the
ing tomorrow at the Hotel Astor, next
at the
will again consider the labor situa- While in England, he will arrange
tion, including' a report from Presi- for production of his latest play,
dent Harry Brandt.
"Ninety Sailed," depicting the birth
of the English navy.

and Going

71 Out-of-town Critics

Bids

Accept "Winterset'

EMANUEL COHEN arrived in New York yesterday with plans for remaining 10 days before returning to Hollywood.
A. M. BOTSFORD
terday on the Santa

arrived in New York yesPaula from the coast.

BARNEY BALABAN and STANTON GRIFFIS
leave Hollywood late this week on their return
to New York.
HARRY
York.

DAVIS

of Salt Lake City is in New

HUNTER PERRY
from the South.
to

has arrived in New

York

ATTORNEY LOUIS PHILLIPS, who has gone
Dallas, returns to New
York Thursday.

W. P. LIPSCOMB, who has arrived in New
York from the coast, sails for England tomorrow on the Queen
Mary.

HARRY GOLDBERG, advertising manager of
Warner Theaters, is back from Chicago, Columbus, Pittsburgh, and Clarksburg where he
held merchandising conferences with Warner
theater managers.
HARRY ROSS, president of Ross Federal Service, Inc., left yesterday for Chicago to preside
at the fall midwestern
convention.
MAJOR ALBERT WARNER. GRADWELL L
SEARS, S. CHARLES EINFELD, CARL LESERMAN, NORMAN H. MORAY, ROBERT MOCHRIE. HERBERT J. OCHS and ARTHUR
SACHSON. all of Warners, will fly to Chicago
this afternoon.
LEO SPITZ and PANDRO S. BERMAN arrived
in New
York yesterday
from
Hollywood.
CHARLES DE GRANDCOURT, assistant to
Michael Balcon at the GB Studios, sails for
Mary.
tomorrow on the Queen
London
ARTHUR A. LEE, Vice-President of GB, left
yesterday for Buffalo and Toronto. Mr. Lee
will return to New
York tomorrow.
WILLIAM F. RODGERS
from a coast trip.

is back in New

York

DR. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH, RCA consulting engineer, has gone to Rochester to attend
the
annual Institute of Radio Engineers convention.
MONROE GREENTHAL, director of advertising and publicity for United Artists, left New
York yesterday for Chicago to confer with
Walter Immerman and Bill Hollander of B. & K.
circuit on campaigns for Goldwyn's "Come and
Get It," opening next Saturday at Roosevelt
Theater, and Selznick's "Garden of Allah,"
opening Nov. 27 at Chicago Theater.
MORRIS MARKEY is due to arrive in Hollywood today to write screenplay for M-G-M's
of "Tell
It To The
Marines."

re-make

EMMANUEL SILVERSTONE, American representative for London Films, returns to New
York from the coast today after attending
stockholders'
meeting
there as representative
of Alexander
Korda.
GEORGE
House.

HIRLIMAN

is in town at the Essex

WILLIAM GERMAN, general manager of i.
E. Brulatour, Inc., left New York yesterday
for the coast on a business trip.
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN, who has arrived in
New York from Hollywood, will remain east
about 12 days before returning to the Coast.
to

ARTHUR LOEW, who is now in Paris, returns
New York early in January.

JOE BERNHARD
from Washington.

returns to New

York today

EDWARD S. de MELCHER, former drama editor of the Washington Star, is stopping with
his family at 410 Park Avenue until he goes
to Hollywood at Christmas time.
SIDNEY HOWARD, Pulitzer Prize playwright,
will leave New York for Hollywood early next
week to begin work on the screen adaptation
of Margaret Mitchell's best-seller. "Gone With
the
Wind," which Selznick International is
producing.

Seventy-one out-of-town critics
had accepted RKO Radio's invita
tion
be the
company's
guestsprein
New toYork
to attend
a special
view of "Winterset," the film featuring Burgess Meredith and Margo
which was awarded the Critics' Circle prize last season as the best
play of the year, it was said yesterday by S. Barret McCormick, head
of the publicity and advertising department.

"Bank Nites" Banned
Pittsfield, Mass. — This city, on a
ruling from City Solicitor Charles
R. Alberti, has banned "bank nites."

TWA SLASHES FARES
Air Travel By TWA
Cheaper Than On
Limited Trains
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast to coast.

Non-stop
York andbetween
ChicagoNew

NOW 3 TWA OFFICES:
1503 Broadway
70 East 42nd St.
Air Travel Desk, Penn. Station
Telephone:
MUrray
Hill 6-1640

RUN!

DON'T

WALK!

"LOVE ON THE RUN"
IS GREAT! RUN TO THE
NEAREST PROJECTION
ROOM

AND

IT! THEN
Joan Crawford
looks great in
Gables loving arms.

SCREEN

RUN

AND

TELL THE TOWN!

THEN

WATCH

RUN

THEM

TO YOUR BOX-OFFICE!
AND,

OH

Gabs le'
rk arm
Claing
ares
lov
strong for loan I

BOY, GET

SET FOR A LONG RUN!

RUN
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STAR BROADCASTS AID
IF WELL DONE-COHEN
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(.Continued from Page

ation yesterday,
following1
his
al in New
York
from
HollyTo the contrary, such players
well-presented help the pictures in
which they appear," Cohen declared.
The producer has come East to attend the premiere of his Mae West
picture. "Go West, Young Man" at
the New York Paramount tomorrow.
He has just completed his second
Paramount production, "Mind Your
Own I
" and has started work
'Happiness Preferred," his next
- making: 24 feaParamount at the rate of I
a year under its current deal. I
n will stay in New
York
10 J
re returning to the coast. I

Expect Para. Report to
Show About $1,600,000
m Page 1 )

to be made shortly after return
Barney Balaban, president of the
company, and Stanton Griffis, chairman of its executive committee, to I
\eu York early next week following
studio conferences ai the coast.
the next regular meeting of
the Paramount board of directors
falls on Thanksgiving, it is expected
that the Bession will be held either
the day before or the day after the
holidi

"Gold Diggers" Plane's
Reception
"Tremendous"
11
Adolphus Hotel, tendered by the
Dallas Variety Club. Another city
tour included a visit to the Centennial where Governor
Allred
pre-1 Ranger commissions to
Jeanne Madden, Fred Lawrence and
iind Marquis, principals accompanying the 12 chorines. Carl
Hoblitzellc, Interstate Circuit operator, was host at dinner at the Baker
. after which the group made
a p.a. at the Majestic and then
broadca-t over the Texas Quality
network, with W'FAA as the local
out!'

Memphii
!••- "Gold
Dig
Aviation Day" here today as a 50plane air circus greets Warners'
flvmg "Gold Diggers". Radio broadcasts, a street parade, a Rotary
,un<;'
which
the Governors
of Tennesaee, Mississippi and Arkansa- have agreed to attend, and a
"Gold Diggers" Ball sponsored
the Junior Chamber of Commerceby
are among the highlights of the
welcome planned for the troupe here.

O Donnell

in Hospital

Portland, Me. — Pierce O'Donnell
of the Gaiety Theater, Van Buren,
who was injured in an auto accident
a month ago, has entered a
; "spital for observation.

1)

ments on $3 preferred stock then
outstanding to $2.64 a share on 182,382 shares of common stock outstanding at the end of that quarter.
• •
•
BIG THINGS planned for the arrival of the "Gold
Diggers of 1937" air troupe at the various key cities
typical
of what the troupe can expect at all stops is the schedule
planned
by the Warner
lads in Memphis
which
carries
the festivities right through the day, and hits every angle
of ballyhoo in a big way
. ■•▼
T
T
• • • FIRST COMES a broadcast welcome at the Airport,
with an airshow and a contest for a Gold Diggers trophy between 40 airplanes
a broadcast welcome
by the acting
mayor
a parade to the city hall with two brass bands
and an aerial escort by the local "Dawn Patrol"
a huge
Rotary Club luncheon with all business elements of the city
participating press conferences, radio interviews, appearance at the Warner theater
and a "Gold Diggers" ball
at the Peabody Hotel
T
T
▼
• •
•
THE ARRIVAL of the Gold Digger starlets at the
theater in the evening will be a Hollywood-style opening
with several motorcycle clubs combining to form an escort of
hundreds of cars to lead the flying starlets to the theater
the reception planned at Memphis will be duplicated in every
other stop-over point of the air entourage
the Warner
boys in every spot competing to see which outfit can stage the
most elaborate show
so from this point of vantage it is
safe to state that "Gold Diggers of 1937" is one of the heaviest
touted spectacles of several seasons
▼
T
T

• •
•
A FEW words about a gent who has been more
or less in the background
but has been greatly responsible
for the success of such pippos as "One Night of Love" and the
current Music Hall attrack, "Theodora Goes Wild" referring to
Associate Producer Everett Riskin
brother of the famous
Robert, who also does his stint for Columbia .
looks as if
Everett is just as competent in his specialty as brother Bob
is in his chosen work
Y
Y
w
•
•
WHAT TO do when the sound system goes blooey
^take a tip from Lester Pollock of Loew's Rochester
I?-6,
AC current laid down on the job
and
Mister h£r„eve
Pollock the
stepped
out on the stage and said come on folks
lets get chummy and have fun among ourselves till the darned
juice gets going again, or words to that effect
so one young
sport offered to play the organ
he was lousy, so they yelled
tor something else, and Lester gave 'em a sweet young
thing
with a sour voice who had been waiting all her life for
I break
like th.s
the audience cheered
and jeered, and the s.y.t.
didn t give a dam and kept right on yodeling then
a guy from the audience to tell some clean stories, and they got
a bunch
of rounders cheered themselves hoarse at the
novelty
so
•or half an hour till they fixed the AC juice everybody
had themselves aswell time
in fact it was so good that several
patrons have asked Manager Pollock to stage the
thing as a regular weekly gag
c'nyabeatit?
they probablv
had
bnu7w/UVhanrt!,ey C0"eCted from some of?h?reStar shJSr

•

ou
rJT
I Vk
u

P°,,teat0 teU L,ester 1°

°r * the mugg holSing

u anyway>
the ole bean was working, and
we think your bosses
in NewL*s,
York
▼
▼ should▼ be told about it

• •
•
THOSE
TWO
Eddies
Alperson
and Peskay
Ull
have bfen doing a sort of brother act together
both were
pals with the Skouras circuit
and are now nshS,?
0ge,thr a\ Grand National, having switched from SPp,t«
v, genera
dlstnbutl0n
Alperson the proxy
and
Peskay
his
l sales managewith
r and both going great 'guns

opened the
;;,.\v
by ,Breen
and
the,VB,°b
kid went
over big
with his
salesmanager of Republic, a Coast
first snow flurry t'other day in

«

«

«

Auto Show It Sin Francisco
singing ... • J. J. Milstein'
resident till recently, saw h"s
nis
J'
14 years

»

»

»

Loew's Still Ponders
Stand on Concessions
(Continued from Page

1)

away from New York for a month
Rodgers said that he would at once
take up the Kuykendall letter embracing the proposals.
Rodgers described his company's
installation of its own checkers in
some territories as "still experi-

N.".
mental

To Finish 13 and
Release 11 by Jan.
(Continued from Page 1)

1

time. Attractions comprise: "In His
Steps", "Devil on Horseback",
White Legion", "Yellow Cargof"
Captain Calamity",
"Song of the
Gringo", "Great Guy", "Hats Off"
"Nav
y Spy",
"Head
Rio'
Grande",
"We'
re in'
in for
the the
Legio
n
Now", "Killers of the Sea", and
"Arizona Days"
"Grand National has been organlzed some four months and actively
engaged in production the last three,
Alperson commented. "With the
selling organization functioning for
a little more than eight weeks the
company has already closed deals
with some 3,000 theaters for either
all or a good part of the product.
Mr. Alperson further stated that
the company has scripts on five other
pictures which are rapidly nearing
completion and that these pictures
will face the cameras before the first
of the year.

Ask Film Concessions
In Reciprocal Pacts
(Continued from Page

1)

over prospects of a regulation requiring them to keep substantial part
of their revenue there.
It is also understood that motion
picture concessions figure in conferences currently under way in regard
to trade agreements with San Salvadore, Argentina and other Latin
American countries.

B. b K. $200,000 Theater
on Chicago's North Side
Chicago — Balaban & Katz are
building a $200,000 theater at Devon
and Campbell Avenue on the northside of Chicago, making the fortysecond house under their Chicago
management.

4th Charge
Week of for
"Brigade"
"The
the Light
Brigade"
stays a fourth week at the New York
Strand.

I

m

1
1

LI

ii

n)

. . . as much a part of the play
as the title ... as "Mio," sworn
to avenge his martyred father.

\*

who captured New York's heart
as "Mirianne," ... the girl
who fled to "Mio's" arms from
a world of hate and danger.
^Tk

LLI

^^\

j
. . . unforgettable! ... as the assassin
whom "Mio" hunted down . . . cold, savage, sinister, he could not kill young love.

JOHN CARRADINE

EDWARD ELLIS
RKO

Md
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Reviews o$ the View TUvn*
Eleanor

"WINTERSET"

Burgess Meredith, Margo,
Eduardo Ciannelli

(HOLLYWOOD

*&

PREVIEW)
78 mins.

ONE

OF YEAR'S IMPORTANT PICTURES; WILL APPEAL TO DISCRIMINATING AUDIENCES.

This will rank with the really important
pictures of the year. It will have a special
appeal to discriminating audiences. Alfred
Santell has done a masterly job of directing
and produced a gripping picture. Maxwell

Powell

in

Joan

"BORN TO DANCE"

with James
Stewart,
Virginia Bruce, Una
Merkel,
Frances
Langford,
Buddy
Ebsen,
Alan Dinehart
(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

M-G-M

105 mins.

A MUSICAL ON A
SHOULD BE A WOW
OFFICE.

GRAND SCALE;
AT ANY BOX

This is one of the singingest, dancingest
mammoth musicals ever made. And it sure
is one grand show. As produced by Jack
Cummings, and directed by Roy Del Ruth,
Anderson's play has been faithfully trans- it is a big production that should be a
posed for screen purposes. The acting is
flawless, with Burgess Meredith, of the box-office wow. Everybody sings and everybody dances, but the topper of them all
stage cast, scoring heavily. His perform- is Eleanor Powell. Her dances are many,
ance is one of the best of year, while
and some of the routines are nothing short
Margo, Eduardo Ciannelli, Paul Guilfoyle,
of sensational. The songs by Cole Porter
Stanley Ridges, Maurice Moscovitch, John
Carradine, Willard Robertson and Mischa are in the hit class, with "I've Got You
Auer are among the principals who do Under My Skin", "Easy to Love", "I'm
good work. Carradine, a radical thinker, Nuts About You" and "Rap, Tap On
is railroaded to the chair for a crime he Wood", standing out. James Stewart sings
and dances, and he and Eleanor are splendid
did not commit. His son is determined
as the romantic interest. For comedy there
to clear his father's name. As the boy are Una Merkel, Sid Silvers and Buddy
grows up, Meredith drifts to New York,
Ebsen. Besides contributing a lot of laughs
and under the shadow of the Brooklyn
they are very important in the song and
Bridge meets Margo and her brother,
Guilfoyle, one of the participants in the dance set-up. Raymond Walburn adds to
the laugh footage. Virginia Bruce and
pay-roll robbery murder, for which Mere- Alan Dinehart have important roles, and
dith's father was executed. To Margo's
home also comes Ciannelli, one of the Frances Langford sings in nice style. Special
mention should go to Reginald Gardiner for
murderers, feeling that the case will be
a smash routine in which he directs a nonreopened and ready to wipe out anyone
existent symphony orchestra. Georges and
that can throw light on the crime. Another
Jalna present a superlative ball-room numdrifter to Margo's home is Edward Ellis,
ber, Barnett Parker has an enjoyable bit,
the judge who sentenced Meredith's father
and who is now demented. Margo falls in and Helen Troy's telephone skit is hilarious.
Juanita Quigley is a clever and beautiful
love with Meredith. Guilfoyle finally adchild, who gets her lines over well. The
mits his guilt, and is shot down by Ciandance ensembles, as staged by Dave Gould,
nelli's gunman, Paul Fix. By mistake Fix are gigantic numbers and are most imporfires upon, and kills Ciannelli. Anthony
tant in the total lay-out. The story by
Veiller's screenplay is an example of good Jack McGowan, Sid Silvers and B. G. De
writing. Peverell Marley's photography is Sylva, with screenplay by the first two,
fine work, and Pandro S. Berman can take
furnishes a peach of a structure on which
a bow as producer of the picture.
to use the songs and dances, and their
Cast: Burgess Meredith, Margo, Eduardo
dialogue is very clever. Ray June's photogCiannelli, John Carradine, Edward Ellis,
raphy gives scope to the numbers and his
Paul Guilfoyle, Maurice Moscovitch, Stanley work on the individuals is noteworthy. Roy
Ridges, Willard Robertson, Mischa Auer, Del Ruth's direction gives the piece a
Myron McCorrrvck, Helen Jerome Eddy, swift pace, with entertainment every foot
Barbara Pepper, Alec Craig, Fernanda of the way, and Jack Cummings can be
Eliscu, George Humbert, Murray Alper, proud of a production of this calibre. While
Paul Fix.
visiting his wife, Una Merkel, whom he has
not seen during his four years in the navy,
Producer, Pandro S Berman; Director,
Sid Silvers introduces a fellow sailor, James
Aifred Santell; (from the play by Maxwell
Stewart, to Eleanor Powell, who is desirous
Anderson); Screenplay, Anthony Veiller;
of getting on the stage. Eleanor goes for
Cameraman, Peverell Marley; Editor, Wil- James in a big way and he for her. A
liam Hamilton; Musical Director, Nathaniel
publicity gag involves him with Virginia
Shilkret; Musical Arrangements by Maurice
Bruce, an actress, and Eleanor thinks it
De Packh.
is on the level. Virginia falls for James,
Direction, Best
Photography, Excellent.
too, and he leads her on because of the
opportunity it affords him to maneuver his

Bill Scott, III, Resigns
Pittsburgh — Bill Scott, veteran
manager of Warner's Stanley Theater, ace downtown house, resigned
due to ill health. He will spend a
long vacation with his mother in
Camden, N. J., before returning to
work. The Stanley is being managed
temporarily by Lou Gilbert of the
Warner Theater.

Eleanor into Virginia's job, which the former is understudying. Jimmy's explanation,
plus Eleanor's professional success, reunites
them romantically.
Cast: Eleanor Powell, James Stewart,
Virginia Bruce, Una Merkel, Sid Silvers,
Frances Langford, Raymond Walburn, Alan
Dinehart, Buddy Ebsen, William and Joe
Mandel, Juanita Quigley, Georges and Jalna,
Reginald Gardiner, Barnett Parker, J. Marshall Smith, L. Dwight Snyder, Jay Johnson,

Crawford, Clark

Gable

in

"LOVE ON THE RUN"

with Franchot Tone, Reginald Owen, Mona
Barrie,
Ivan
Lebedeff,
Charles
Judels,
William Demarest
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M
80 mins.
RIOTOUS COMEDY PUT OVER IN
GRAND STYLE BY BOX OFFICE BIG
SHOTS.
One riot of a comedy is this "Love On
the Run". It sparkles with clever dialogue
that Joan Crawford, Clark Gable and
Franchot Tone put over in grand style.
In such a swell piece of entertainment,
this name cast should mean smash boxoffice returns. Every type and kind of
audience should love its gay, breezy, laughloaded qualities. Tone deserves special
mention for his performance. Crawford and
Gable are splendid in this light type of
comedy as they certainly know how to
put over the lines. Reginald Owen makes
a perfect suave spy, masquerading as a
Baron with an accent, and Mona Barrie
serves capably as his accomplice. Donald
Meek is in for a dance with Joan that
is a wow, and she and Gable do a routine
that will rock the audience. The piece
is filled with hilarious situations, and the
lightning tempo that is maintained never
allows for a dull moment. W. S. Van
Dyke's expert direction is everywhere to
be noted, and the screenplay with the
praiseworthy dialogue was written by John
Lee Mahin, Manuel Seff and Gladys Hurlbut.
Franz Waxman contributed a very appropriate musical score. This production
should do Joseph Mankiewicz, its producer,
proud. Gable and Tone are a couple of
double-crossing, fast - working reporters.
Gable meets Joan, who is hot copy and
befriends her while getting her story exclusively. In making a hurried getaway
they take Owen's airplane, in which they
discover a very important map. Joan and
Gable proceed to fall for each other and
when she learns his true identity, is off
him momentarily. Tone always manages
to be around somehow and he fortunately
slips in when it seems as though Owen
has got Crawford and Gable in his clutches.
Joan forgives Gable, and the picture ends
with both boys still trying to out-smart
one another.
Cast: Joan Crawford, Clark Gable,
Franchot Tone, Reginald Owen, Mona
Barrie, Ivan Lebedeff, Charles Judels, William Demarest, Donald Meek.
Producer, Joseph L. Mankiewicz; Director,
W. S. Van Dyke; Authors, Alan Green,
Julian Brodie; Screenplay, John Lee Mahin,
Manuel Seff, Gladys Hurlbut; Cameraman,
Oliver T. Marsh; Editor, Frank Sullivan.
Direction, Tops.
Photography,
Excellent.
Del Porter, Helen Troy.
Associate Producer, Jack Cummings;
Director, Roy Del Ruth; Authors, Jack
McGowan, Sid Silvers, B. G. Sylva;
Screenplay, Jack McGowan, Sid Silvers;
Cameraman, Ray June; Editor, Blanche
Sewell; Musical Director, Alfred Newman;
Musical Arrangements, Roger Edens; Dance
Director, Dave Gould; Words and Music,
Cole Porter; Orchestrations, Edward Powell;
Choral Arrangements, Leo Arnaud.
Direction, A-l.
Photography,
Excellent.

"THE ACCUSING

with
Paul

FINGER"

Marsha Hunt, Robert Cummings,
Kelly, Kent Taylor, Harry Carey,
Bernadene Hayes

Paramount

62 mins.

ANTI-CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT THEME
LACKING
SUSPENSE
AND
ACTION
MAKES ONLY FAIR ENTERTAINMENT.
Championing the abolition of capital
punishment, this feature is incomparably
stronger in its exposition of argument
than in its power to entertain. The footage
is generally lacking in suspense and action.
However, there is one sequence in particular that bristles with drama and furn'shes any audience with its money's worth.
This portion of the film deals with the
march of young Robert Cummings to the
electric chair, where, for a few stirring
moments he postpones his own death. Paul
Kelly, cast as the ambitious district attorney who thinks only of getting every
conviction possible, has sent the boy to
the death house. Kelly, unhappily married and in love with his pretty secretary,
is subsequently accused of murdering his
wife. On strong circumstantial evidence
he is found guilty and sentenced to the
chair, although the crime was actually committed by a burglar. The latter is finally
aoprehended by Kent Taylor, an investigator
in the district attorney's office. Taylor,
a>so in love with the attractive secretary,
thus frees the condemned man and wins
the girl. Film is well cast and acted, both
by principals and supporting players.
Photography
is fine.
Cast: Marsha Hunt, Robert Cummings,
Paul Kelly, Kent Taylor, Harry Carey,
Bernadene Hayes, Sam Flint, DeWitt
Jennings, Ralph Harolde, Fred Kohler,
Hilda Vaughn.
Producer, A M. Botsford; Director, James
Hogan; Screenplay, Madeleine Ruthven,
B-ian Marlow, John Bright, Robert Tasker;
Cameraman,
Henry Sharp; Editor, Chandler
House.
Direction,

Fair

Photography,

Fine.

K. E. Morgan Nominated
as SMPE Coast Chairman
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Kenneth E. Morgan
has been nominated for post of
chairman of the Pacific Coast Section of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers for 1937. He succeeds Gerald F. Rackett, who retires
from the office after two years.
C. W. Handley and Gordon A.
Chambers received nominations for
secretary of the coast section, while
members will select two managers
from three nominee, J. 0. Aalberg,
H. W. Moyce and L. L. Ryder. SMPE
members are voting by mail, with
ballots to be counted Dec. 1st.

It's a Columbia

Film

"Pennies from Heaven", starring
Bing Crosby, is a Columbia Picture
and not a Paramount production as
stated in credits accompanying yesterday's Film Daily review.

authentic and authorized inside peep
behind the scenes with the G-Men!
seen

You've

actors before — these are the G-Men

THEMSELVES in action! Led by the Nation's
Crime Catcher No. 1 — J. EDGAR
HOOVER!

THE MOST SENSATIONAL TWO
EVERY COMPANY WANTED
IT!

Get the special trailer! Get the special press book!

Get behind it and

SELL IT as something

that comes

to

your theatre once in a lifetime! It's
the showmen's

plum of the century!

REEL SCOOP

IN FILM HIST

THE
12

8 FILM SECURITIES AT
NEW HIGHS ON BOARD

The Foreign Field
♦

mon and preferred rose 2 and 2V4
points respectively to MS1, and 47 V
while Warners' common and preferred pained fractionally to 18 and

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Would End Title Clashes

London — The Film Group of the
F.B.I, is working on a scheme for
.New highs were also attained by the avoidance of title clashes, and
Keith-Albee-Orpheum and Warner in which it is hoped that American
bonds. The former's 6s 46 hit 98, producers and exhibitors will collaborate. The scheme is to have
and the latter's 6s 39 reached 99%.
a tryout starting Jan. 1, 1937, and
will probably consist mainly of an
Ross Executives Talk
advance interchange of proposed
New Lines of Endeavor titles.
(.Continued from Pane

1)

Congress. Accompanying him are
Controller Frank X. Miske and other
Home Office executives.
The convention, which will last
all this week, will be devoted to the
discus-ion of new lines of endeavor
projected by the company and to
more intensive home office supervision of the entire field forces. Upon
leaving for Chicago, Ross stated
that several important decisions concerning Ross Federal's checking service are expected to be made at this
convention.
All field executives of the Midwest Division, which is directed by
Walter I. Brown in Chicago, will attend the meeting, including Branch
.Managers P. A. Rosevelt, of Cleveland; Harry Schiffrin, of Des
Moines; B. E. Jolley, of Indianapolis; H. 0. Gleiss, of St. Louis; W.
O. Redden, of Kansas City, and
Murray K. Ross, of Minneapolis.

Warner Execs. Hopping Off
For Chicago Sales Meeting
Warners' home office executives
leave this afternoon by plane for
< hit-ago to attend the mid-season
meeting of Warner Bros.-First National .-ales executives and district
managers at the Blackstone Hotel,
on Wednesday and Thursday. Those
leaving from New York are Major
Albert Warner, vice-president and
treasurer; Gradwell L. Sears, vicepresident and general sales manager; S. Charles Einfeld, vice-president in charge of advertising and
publicity; Carl Leserman, assistant
general sales manager; Norman H.
Moray, in charge of sales for Vitaphone shorts and trailers; Robert
Mochrie, Herbert J. Ochs, and Arthur Sachson.

William Tidball Dies
Fort Worth— William Tidball, 90,
who was associated with his son, L.
C. Tidball, in the management of
the Isis Theater, until a year ago.
died here.

Hughes Shaken

Up in Crash

Howard Hughes, film producer, escaped with a shaking up when the
amphibian cabin airplane he was
landing at North Beach Airport was
caught by a tail wind and crashed
on its nose, damaging the hull and
light wing.

NEW "COAXIAL" CABLE
TO BE READY IN 1937

Dixey Scheme Progress
London — Independent exhibitors
in various sections of the country

♦

♦

are holding meetings to discuss
Captain Dixey's proposed exhibitors' renting company. Membership in the proposed company is
now near the 350 mark and 20
nominations for the board have
been made.

Cutting Bergner Film
London — "Dreaming Lips," Elisabeth Bergner's new film, now in the
cutting stage, is due for London
presentation in mid-December. Raymond Massey plays the masculine
lead. Dr. Paul Czinner, Miss Bergner's husband, directed.

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM >DAILY Staff Writer

A. T. & T. officially will open its
much-discussed (from the standpoint
of television) new "coaxial" cable
between New York
and Philadelphia
next year and not before, The Film
Daily learned
yesterday.
Terming of the new cable as primarily a television line, however,
was described as less than a halftruth. While the line already has
been opened to television experimenters, the cable is designed and
is being installed to handle
communication traffic betweengeneral
New
York and the Quaker City, it is
said.

As bearing upon this, Film Daily
was
advised
& T.'s gross
income
from that
rentalA. ofT. land
lines to
M-G-M Closing Dubbing
Briskin to Send 11 More
broadcasting systems is only some
RKO Films Before Camera
Studios; Hays in Rome five per cent of its total revenue.
The cost of the "coaxial" cable is
While Will H. Hays was arriving
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
reported at "about" $580,000. Television experiments during the year
Hollywood — Well out in front of in Rome to try his hand at solving
problem occasioned by an Italian now closing have cost untold milthe studio's 1936-37 feature sched- the
Governm
ent
ruling that American
ule, S. J. Briskin, production head
lions, engineers contacted by Film
at RKO Radio, will send 11 more film companies can export not more Daily being disinclined to estimate
than one-third of their revenue from
films before cameras this month.
total beyond
List includes:
the country, M-G-M announced in theIndicatio
ns are, saying
it was "many".
said, that
Rome
that
it
is
closing
its
dubbing
the best television reproductions
"We, the Jury," which Ben Holmes studio there as
a
result
of
the
situawill direct with Helen Broderick and
may come via land lines and not
Victor Moore in the top spots; sons. tion. The studio employs 23 per- through the ether direct; the latter
channel is deemed practical, of
"Michael Strogoff," starring Anton
In the controversy, M-G-M is be- course, but is more likely to produce
Walbrook, with Margot Grahame
ing represented by Arthur Loew, distortion of image and voice.
opposite, to be directed by George
head of the company's foreign deCuba,"
in
"Conventi
Jr.;
Nicholls,
on
partment, who is in Paris. He reJoe Penner starring, and Joseph
turns to New York early in January. Tingle With Royal Revues
Santley directing; "Robber Baras Theater Relations Head
ons," to star Edward Arnold with
Alexander Hall directing; "Esca- Anti-Fascist League Wars
West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
drille," Herbert Marshall
star
Hollywood — Royal Revues, Inc.,
and Anatole Litvak, noted the
Russian
on "The Siege of Alcazar" announce
s that J. H. Tingle has
director, in charge; "She Sang for
American League Against War
joined
its
organization as Vice PresHer Supper," Anne Shirley's next; and Fascism has launched a protest
ident in charge of Theater Relations
"Outcasts of Poker Flat," Preston
Foster tops and Christy Cabanne campaign against "The Siege of the Department.
" 20th Century-Fox producTingle was formerly treasurer of
megaphoning; "Satisfaction Guar- Alcazar,
tion.
RCA Photophone in New York, and
anteed," which brings Owen Davis,
Jr., back to the screen after a vacafor the past three years has been located in Hollywood in charge of
tion; "Miss Customs Agent," now Equity Calls on Business
being cast with Edward Killy slated
RCA theater equipment sales. He
to be "Theater Conscious" begins his new duties at once, coto direct, and two pictures, "Wings
of Mercy" and "Take It Easy", first
In a move to make New York
incident with the company's anto be produced
by William Sistrom
of a larger production
business men "theater-conscious," schedule for nouncement
1937.
and the second by Al Lewis.
Equity, the official magazine of the
Actors' Equity Ass'n, points out in
an editorial titled "Big Business
S. 0. S. Corp. Tripling
Up," that the legiti- Seeks Quins' Parents for
Space in New Quarters Shouldmate Wake
theater brings $331,000
,000 into
the coffers of local business. The
Pitt P. A. With "Reunion"
magazin
continue
e
s:
J. A. Tanney, President of the
Pittsburgh — George Tyson, adverS. O. S. Corp., has signed a long"On this basis businessmen should
tising director of the Harris Amuseterm lease in the building at 622-636 wake up to the fact that not only
ment Company, left for Callender,
11th Ave., the new quarters giving should they give their whole-hearted Ontario,
for a business conference
Tanney's company more than three support to the theater as a matter with Mr. and Mrs. Olivia Dionne. He
times its present floor
space. S. 0. of simple reciprocity but they could will try to persuade the parents of
S. will take possession in January, well afford to subsidize it."
the famed quintuplets to make a
coincid
sary. ent with its tenth anniverpersonal appearance at the HarrisImprovements in the new S. 0. S. Miss Sullavan Weds Hayward Alvin Theater here on Thanksgiving
Margaret Garland Sullavan, stage Week when "Reunion" opens an enbuilding are already under way, and
will include special loading and traf- and screen star, now appearing here
gagement.
fic conveyors for the company's mail in "Stage Door" at the Music Box,
jorder shipments, a separate "little was married in Newpor
Kolstad Elected Mayor
t, R. I., Suntheater" for visiting exhibitors and
day to Leland Hayward, literary
Hood
River, Ore.— R. S. (Art)
a private dining room for the S 0 agent
both. and film scout. Third try for Kolstad, theater owner, emerged
S. staff of 50.
victor in majoralty race.
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LOVE
ON THE RUN TO
YOUR BOX-OFFICE!
Keep Running with Leo of M*Q*M to Page 15—
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A "£MU" lev* Udlywood "lots
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
pRITZ LEIBER, whose character
work on the screen has attracted
much attention, will play Father
Andrews in "The Prince and the
Pauper," for Warner Bros. He has
appeared in "'Anthony Adverse," the
Story of Louis Pasteur," "Under
Two Flaps." "Hearts in Bondage"
and other pictures.
T
▼
T
Our Passing Show: Victor Schertzinger. Cliff Reid. Edmund Grainger,
S\ Bartlett. Arthur Lyons, William
Stephens. Eddie Ruben. Lee Marcus,
Don Mer-t reau, Ricardo Cortez, Sid
Rogell. Dare Garber at the U. C.
L. A. -Washington State game; Joe
E. Brown. W. Ray Johnston and
Trem Carr decorating the U. C.
L. A. bench at the game.

Paramount Start

"World Hunt" for Ideal Carmen

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A world-wide search for an ideal "Carmen" was begun by Paramount
today in preparation for production of the Spanish opera. William LeBaron, managing
director of production, is seeking a young actress, preferably unknown to screen audiences, to play the title role. Frank Lloyd is conferring with LeBaron foday with
the view of taking over the production and direction of "Carmen."

Valley," which 20th Century-Fox
will release. Howard Bretherton is
directing. Edward Gross is production manager.
T

T

»

Burroughs-Tarzan Pictures have
completed the editing of the feature
production, "Tarzan and the Green
Goddess." The picture is now being
scored. Substantially the same cast
that appears in "The New Adventures of Tarzan"
more recent
release. appears in this

play the feminine lead, with Fred
Keating, Edgar Kennedy, Maude
Eburne, Suzanne Kaaren, Margaret
Hamilton and Minor Watson in the
supporting cast. The picture will
be produced at the RKO Pathe studios. The story is an unproduced
play by Fred Ballard. George Robinson will be the cameraman on the
picture.

which is behind the British lines
during the World War.
▼
T
T
Whiteford Drake, executive vicepresident of Electrical Research
Products, Inc., has arrived in Hollywood. This is Drake's first trip to
Hollywood in three years or since
his appointment as active head of
Erpi. He will remain in Hollywood
until around the first of the month
when he will return to New York.
*

W

V

ZaSu Pitts has been set for a lead
in the General Pictures production,
"Trouble on Wheels," from the story
by Albert DeMond.
General Pictures also has arranged a loan-out deal with Paramount for the services of George

With its next three productions
to script "Three Legionready
for the camera, Burroughs- Waggner naires,"
from the novel by Juan Del
Charles Schoenbaum, who photoDavid L. Loew's first production, Tarzan Pictures are now casting
Rio, which will be the initial Gengraphed "Rainbow on the River," "When's Your Birthday?" starring
eral release. Waggner has just comstarring Bobby Breen, is doing the Joe E. Brown went into production "The White Glove," an air drama
pleted a script job for the Harold
camera work on Richard Arlen's yesterday under the direction of written by Charles Francis Royal
Jules
Molnar,
the locale of Hurley unit at Paramount.
first Principal production, "Secret Harry Beaumont. Marion Marsh will and
T

t

v

▼

U. S. Features Replacing
German in Austrian Mart
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — American feature
films have been gaining ground in
Austria at the expense of German
productions, according to a report
to the Commerce Department from
its Vienna office which says that the
outlook for continued improvement
in the position of American feature
films in the Austrian market appears
definitely favorable.
During 1935, the report shows,
there were 126 American features
exhibited in Austrian theaters compared with 110 in 1934 and 94 in
1933. The corresponding totals for
German feature films were 116, 129,
and 109, respectively. In the case
of short films, however, German producers have improved their position
in Austria, while the number of
American shorts has slightly declined in the past three years, the
report states.
Domestic production of motion
pictures in Austria, the report points
out, amounts to between 15 and 20
features and 25 shorts annually,
most of which are exported to European count i

Report Mary Pickford As
Confirming Wedding Plan
The Associated Press said yesterday that Mary Pickford had confirmed her reported engagement to
Charles
Rogers, would
and that
formal "Buddy"
announcement
be
made at a reception at the Beverly
Wilshire Hotel at which Rogers'
mother, Mrs. Bert Rogers, would be
present. The wedding, the press service added, would take place in the
spring.

T

T

Republic Closes Deals
With 3 More Circuits
Republic's New York Exchange
has sold the Warner Circuit in the
following situations: Capitol — Goodwin, Newark; Ritz — Savoy, Newark;
Elwood — Regent or Capitol, Newark
or Belleville; Tivoli — Central, Newark; Stanley — Mayfair or Cameo,
Newark or S. Orange; Roosevelt —
Hawthorne, Newark; Regent — Ritz
—Liberty, Elizabeth; Baker or Playhouse—Dover; Cranford, Cranford;
Union, Union; Fabian— Rivoli — Garden, Paterson; Sanford — Castle, Irvington; Milburn, Milburn; Hudson
or Lincoln, Kearney or Arlington;
Regent, Paterson; Eureka— FoxOriental, Hackensack; Warner,
Ridgewood; Stanley — State — Central, Jersey City; Lincoln — Roosevelt, Union City; De Witt— Strand,
Bayonne; Fabian, Hoboken; Royal—
Broadmoor, Bloomfield; Playhouse,
Passaic.

Republic's Milwa
Exchange
has sold the Warneukee
r Saxe Circuit
in six spots while its Indianapolis
Exchange has sold the U. V. Young
Circuit in six towns.

"Hot Money" on Screen as
Bandit Flees With $200
Tacoma — While a capacity audience viewed "Hot Money" at Louis
Perunko's Kay St. Theater, a masked
bandit forced Lena Black, cashier,
from the box office and held Manager K. R. Minkler, Selma Mayer
and Jay Brakebush at bay while
he scooped up approximately $200.
Police thus far have made no arrest.

Confederation Amusements
of Montreal Refinancing

Charles Repec, President
of New Boston Cinema Club

Montreal — Confederation Amusements, Ltd., controlling a circuit of
six theaters in Montreal is being refinanced. An issue of $625,000, 5
per cent bonds, redeemable in series from one to 20 years is beingfloated. Proceeds will be used to
redeem an issue of $325,000, 6y2 per
cent bonds issued some years ago,
and redeemable on Feb. 1, 1937, at
102. It will also be used to pay back
loans, to redeem mortgages amounting to $133,000, and to increase
working capital.
The financial syndicate handling
the issue is headed by Rene T. Leclerc, Inc., and comprises Credit Anglo-Francais,
Ltd., and Comptoir
National de Placement.

Boston — A Cinema Club was organized in Boston last week. At a
meeting at the Army and Navy Club
on Nov. 12th by-laws were drawn
up and officers were elected. The
Cinema Club is comprised of bookers, circuit bookers and office manaims. agers with social and charitable
Charles Repec of M-G-M was
elected president; Harry Martin,
Universal Pictures, 1st vice-president; William Cuddy, R-K-O, 2nd
vice-president; David Grover, R-K-O.
treasurer; and Harry Smith of RK-0 as secretary. Named to board
of governors were: Gerald Govan |
and Thomas Fermoyle of M. & P..
Sam Berg of 20th Century-Fox, and
Harry Higgins of Warner Bros.

Pitfield on U. A. C. Board

Montreal— Ward C. Pitfield has Remneck with Wolfe Agency
been elected a director of United
Martin Remneck, formerly identified with the play department of
Amusements Corp. Ltd., a circuit of
21 theaters in Montreal, Sherbrooke, Grace Morse office has joined Georand Lachine. Mr. Pitfield is already
gia Wolfe Casting Agency. His new
a director of some large industrial duties, however, will not prevent
companies, and member of W. C. Remneck from continuing his activities as a play broker.
Pitfield & Co.

G. N. Sets Coast 1st Runs
Grand

National completed arrangements yesterday for its first
runs at the Pantages Theater, Hollywood and the Hillstreet, Los
Angeles. Subsequent runs will be
closed in a few weeks by Sam Berkowitz, Hollywood exchange manager and Edward Peskay, newlyappointed general sales manager.

William Henry Marries
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Their own announcement disclosed the marriage last
Saturday of William Henry, screen
actor and foster brother of Duke
Kahanamoku, and Grace Durkin, actress and sister of the late Junior
Durkin. Ceremony was performed
in Ensenada.
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THE RUN ON YOUR
BOX-OFFICE CONTINUES!
Keep running! "Love On The Run" is just the
start-off of another M-G-M Run of Hits!

Read while you Run to Page iy—

'

A Calendar <$ ledtuM JUkasts
the next few
during
lor release
pictures scheduled
An alphabetical list ol English-speaking features released since June 15. 1936. including
=
Dates after titles are distributor
dates have been scheduled
monuhs and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release
Complete casts
Names after review dates are the principal players m the cast.
FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review.
release dales
reviews.
Title
Release Date
and production credits are included with FILM DAILY
Title
Release Date
K<-lea>e Date
Date
Release
Title
Help Wanted, Female
(Columbia) . .In Prod.
Jean Arthur, George Brent
Empty
Saddles
(Universal)
12-20-36
Accused
tl'mted Jr..
Artists'
FD: 10-17-36;
Buck Jones
D. Fairbanks.
Dolores Del Rio Not Bel
(First . Nat.)S
at Claws William
Dodd
Here Comes Carter! (First Natl.) . 10-24-36
Claire-15-36
FD: S-29-36: Warren
1 End of the Trail (Columbia)
9-19-36
FD: 11-14-36;
Ross Alexander. Glenda
-.ny Finger. The ( Paramount ). 10-83-36 Cavalcade of the West (Diversion)
FD: 10-31-36; Jack Holt, Louise Henry
Farrell
ID: 11-17-36: Paul Kelly. Kent Taylor
FD: 10-6-36: Hoot Gibson
Hideaway
Girl
(Paramount)
11-20-36
Everybody
Dance
(GB)
12-1-36
Aces and Eights (Puritan)
Shirley Ross, Robert Cummings
Cicely Courtneidge,
Ernest Truex
9-15-36
(Republic)
Cavalry
FD: 8-8-36: Tim McCoy
FD: 10-5-36;
Bob Steele
Hidden Power. The (GB)
Not set
Sylvia Sidney
Everything
Is Thunder
(GB)
10-1-36
Adventure in Manhattan (Columbia) .10-8-36 Charge of the Light Brigade (Warners),
Constance Bennett, Doug. Montgomery
11-7-36
FD: 1 0-23-36: J. McCrea, Jean Arthur
High Tension
(20th-Fox)
7-17-36
FD: 6-16-36; Brian Donlevy, G. Farrell
.12-25-36
After the Thin Man
(M G M>
FD
10-20-30; Errol Flynn, O. de Havil- Falling in Love
land
(Atlantic)
9-15-36
Wm. Powell. Myrna Loy
FD: 10-19-36:
Chas. Farrell, G. Ratoff
High Treason
(Treo)
12-16-36
Winifred Shotter, John Garrick
Alibi for Murder
(Columbia* . .
9-23-36 Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th-Fox),
the West (Diversion)
1-15-37 FeudFD: of5-19-36;
Hoot Gibson
FD: 10-2-36: Wm. Gar-pan, M. Churchill
His Brother's
Wife
(M-G-M)
8-7-36
FD: 11-10-36: Warner Oland
FD: 8-1-36; Robt. Taylor. Barbara StanAll American
Chump
(M-G-M I. . . .10-16-36
15 Maiden
Lane
(20th-Fox)
10-30-36
FD: H-29-36: St. Erwin. Rob. Armstrong
Charlie Chan
at the Race
Track
(20thFD: 9-29-36: Claire Trevor, Cesar Romero
History
wyck Is Made at Night (U. A.) . . .1-16-37
8-7-36
Alone Came Love (Paramount)
Fox)
Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur
11-6-36
FD: 7-14-36; Warner Oland
Final Hour,
The
(Columbia)
7-7-36
FD: 10-6-36: I. Hervey, Chas. Starrett
FD: 8-1-36: Ralph Bellamy, M. Churchill Hollywood Boulevard (Paramount) . .8-21-36
Clipper
(First National) ... .8-22-36
FD: 8-4-36; John Holiday. Marsha Hunt
Ambush Valley (Reliable)
11-1-36 China
Flying
Hostess
(Universal)
11-22-36
FD: 8-12-36: Pat O'Brien, Bev. Roberts
FD: 10 26-36: Bob Custer
Hopalong Cassidy Returns (Para.) . .10-16-36
Wm. Gargan, Judith Barrett
Coast Patrol
(RKO)
In Prod.
FD: 10-12-36: Wm. Boyd, Evelyn Brent
And Sudien
Death
\ Paramount) .. .6-19-36
Follow
Your
Heart
(Republic)
9-6-36
Victor McLaglen, Preston Foster
FD: 6-6-36: Rand. Scott. Frances Drake
(Wamer
Bros.)
7-18-36
FD: 8-11-36; Marion Talley, M. Bartlett Hot Money
FD: 7-25-36: Ross Alexander. Bev. Roberts
Code
of
the
Range
(Columbia)
10-9-36
For Love of You
(Celebrity)
11-15-36
Another
Dawn
(Warner
Bros.) ... .In Prod.
Charles Starrett. Mary Blake
Frank Forest
House
of Secrets (Chesterfield)
10-26-36
Kay Francis. Errol Flynn
Leslie Fenton, Muriel Evans
Come and Get It (United Artists) . .11-2-36 Fugitive in the Sky (Warner Bros.) 11-28-36
Anthony
A
irner Bros.) .. .8-29-36
FD:
10-29-36;
Edward
Arnold, Frances
Jean Muir, Warren Hull
Cover Chinatown
(Steiner) ....
Farmer
WD: .*> 12-86: F March, O. de Havilland
FD: 8-25-36; Norman Foster
April Romance
ISIGM )
11-20-36 Come Closer Folks (Columbia)
.6-19-38
11-7-36 Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Stand
Condemned
(U.
A.)
rd Tauber
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer
James Dunn, Marian Marsh
FD: 6-9-36; Harry Baur
9-1-36
Arixo:
>.rand National) . . . .Not set
Comeback, The (Treo)
11-25-36 Garden of Allah (United Artists) . .11-20-36
Was a Captive of Nazi Germany (Treo)
!Utter. Ethelind Terry
Max
Schmeling
FD: 11-3-36; Charles Boyer, Marlene DietArizona
Raiders. The (Paramount) .6-26-36
FD: 8-4-36; Isobel Steele
FI>
Huster Crabbe. John Downs Common Ground (Crescent)
12-8-36
rich
Tom Keene
Gay Desperado
(United
Artists) .. .10-2-36
As Tou Like It (20th-Fox)
1-8-37
I'd Give My Life (Paramount)
8-14-36
FD:
10-3-36:
Nino
Martini,
Ida
Lupino
FD: 7-28-36;
Sir Guy Standing. Frances
ID: U-0-M; Elisabeth Bergner
Drake
Conflict (Universal)
11-29-36 Gay Love
( Marcy )
John Wayne, Jean Rogers
FD:
6-10-36:
Florence
Desmond
Back to Nature (20th-Fox)
9-18-36 Convention
His Steps (Grand
National
9-29-36
in Cuba
(RKO)
In Prod. General Died at Dawn
(Paramount) .9-4-36 In FD:
FD: 8-14-36: Jed Prouly. Shirley Deane
9-22-36; Eric Linden. Cecilia Parker
Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
FD: 9-3-36; M. Carroll, Gary Cooper
In
Paris,
A.
W.
O.
L.
(Rowland-Wagner)..
BadDick
Man's
Territory
(Warner
Bros)
Not
set
Counterfeit Lady (Columbia)
In Prod. General
Foran
Spanky
(M-G-M )
12-11-36
FD: 4-7-36: Lola Lane, Irene Ware
Ralph Bellamy, Joan Perry
FD: 10-27-36:
Spanky
McFarland 8-10-36 Interlude
Banjo On My Knee (20th-Fox)
11-27-36
(Columbia)
In Prod
Gentleman
from
Louisiana
(Republic)
Country
Gentleman
(Republic)
11-9-36
B. Stanwyck. J. McCrea
Grace Moore, Cary Grant
FD:
10-24-36;
Olsen
&
Johnson
Behold the Brideirroom
(RKO)
In Prod.
Isle of Fury
(Wamer Bros.)
10-10-36
FD:
8-15-36;
Eddie
Quillan.
Cowboy
Star, The (Columbia)
11-20-36
B. Stanwyck. Herbert Marshall
Donald Woods, Margaret Lindsay
Charles Starrett, Iris Shunn
Ghost Patrol (Puritan)
Beloved
Enemy
(United Artists) ... 12-25-36
FD:
9-10-36:
Tim
McCoy
It
Couldn't
Have
Happened
(Invin.)
8-10-36
Crack
Up
(20th-Fox)
12-11-36
Merle Oberon. Brian Aherne
FD:
9-11-36;
Reginald
Denny,
Evelyn
Brent
Peter Lorre, Brian Donlevy
Ghost Town
Gold (Republic)
10-26-36
Benral Ticer i Warner Bros.)
9-5-36
Bob
Livingston,
Ray
Corrigan
9-25-36
FD: 7-7-30: Barton MacLane. June Travis Craig's Wife (Columbia)
FD: 10-2-36: John Boles, Rosalind
Rus- Girl from Maxims
(Hoffberg)
8-1-36 Jailbreak
Beware of Ladies (Republic)
12-21-36
(Warner
Bros.)
8-8-36
sell
FD: 9-16-36: Frances Day, Lady Tree
Donald Cook. Judith Allen
FD: 5-8-36; June Travis, Craig Reynolds
Crash
Donovan
(Universal)
7-26-36
Girl
on
the
Front
Page
(Universal)
.9-27-36
Beyond
Victory (Crescent)
1-18-37
FD:
8-11-36:
Jack
Holt
Jungle
Princess
(Paramount)
11-27-36
Tom
Keene
FD: 9-19-36: Edmund Lowe, Gloria Stuart
Dorothy Lamour, Ray Milland
of Dr. Forbes, The (20th-Fox) 6-26-36 Girls'
BUr Broadcast of 1937 (Paramount) 10-9-36 Crime
Dormitory
(20th-Fox)
8-14-36
FD: (i-10-30: Gloria Stuart, Robert Kent
Luck
(Guaranteed)
6-15-36
FD: 8-29-36: H. Marshall, R. Chatterton, JustFD: My 1-15-36:
WD: 100-.1i!: J. Benny. Bums and Allen
Charles Ray, Eddie Nugent
Criminal
Lawyer
(RKO)
In-Prod.
Simone Simon
Biir Game. The (RKO)
10-9-36
Justice After Dark (Warners)
In Prod
Lee Tracy, Margot Grahame
ID: 9-29-36: June Travis. James Gleason
Give Her a Ring (Atlantic)
8-15-36
John Litel, Ann Dvorak
Trail, The (Supreme)
7-25-36
Wendy Barrie, Eric Rhodes
BUr Noise. The (Warner Bros.)
6-27-36 Crooked
Johnny Mack Brown
KI) 4-20-30: Guy Kibbee. Warren Hull
Give Me Your Heart (Warner Bros.) .9-26-36 Kelly of the Secret Service (Principal) . . .
Crouching
Beast.
The
(Olympic)
FD: 7-14-36; Kay Francis, George Brent;
Bir Show. The (Republic)
11-16-36
FD: 7-22-36; L. Hughes, Sheila Mannors
FD: 8-22-36: Fritz Kortner. Wynne Gibson
G<>ne Autry
Rev. as "I Give My Heart"
Kelly the Second
(M-G-M)
8-21-36
Black Legion
(Warner
Bros.)
Not set
Trail (Crescent)
9-15-36
FD: 4-21-36; Patsy Kelly, Charlie Chase
Daniel Boone
(RKO)
10-16-36 Glory
H. Borart. Ann Sheridan
FD: 7-10-36; Tom Keene
Killer at Large (Columbia)
10-1-36
FD: 9-22-36; George O'Brien
Blackmailer
'Columbia)
7-10-36
FD: 10-27-36: Mary Brian, Russell Hardie
Below, The (Columbia) ... .In Prod. Go West Young Man (Paramount) . 11-13-36
FD: 7-23-36: Florence Rice. Wm. Gargan Depths
FD: 11-6-36; Mae West, Warren William
Dolores Del Rio. Richard Dix
King
of
Hockey
(Warner
Bros.)
.
.12-19-36
Blonde Dynamlt"
it
Not set
(Warners)
FD: 11-3-36: Dick Purcell, Anne Nagel
Devil-Doll. The (M-G-M)
7-10-36 God's Country and the Woman
Tala Birell. Walter Pidireon
Not set
9-11-36
King of the Royal Mounted
(20th-Fox)
FD: 7-7-36: L. Barrymore, M. O'Sullivan
Bold Caballero. The (Republic)
12-1-36
George Brent, Beverly Roberts
Devil Is a Sissy (M-G-M)
9-18-36
Heather Angel. Bob Livingston
FD:
9-9
36:
F.
Bartholomew,
J.
Cooper
Gold
Diggers
of
1937
(First
Nat'l)
.
12-26-36
FD:
9-29-36;
Robert
Kent,
Rosalind
Keith
Border Patrolman
<20th-Fox)
7-3-36
Dick Powell, Joan Blondell
Devil of the Sea (Treo)
12-10-36
Mines
(GB)
In Prod.
FD: 6-20-30: George O'Brien
Good Earth, The (M-G-M)
Not set KingPaul Solomon's
Barry Norton. Mary Carr, John Barton
Robeson
.11-27-36
Bom to 1>
"Mi
Paul Muni, Louise Rainer
Kiss Me Goodbye (Celebrity)
Not set
Devil On Horseback
(Grand Nt'l.) . .10-6-36
FD:
11-17-38;
Eleanor
Powell. James
Gorgeous Hussy. The (M-G-M)
8-28-36
FD: 9-30-36: Lili Damita, Del Campo
Stewart
FD:
9-1-36; Joan Crawford, Robt. Taylor
10-16-36
Boss Rider of Gun Creek (Univ.). .11-1-36 Dimples (20th-Fox)
Ladies
in
Love
(20th-Fox)
10-9-36
Grand
Jury
(RKO)
8-7-36
FD: 9-26-36: Shirley Temple
Buck Jones
FD: 10-29-36;
J. Gaynor,
L. Young.
C.
FD: 8-1-36: Fred Stone, Louise Latimer
(Liberty)
Brand of the Outlaws (Supreme) . . .8-15-36 Dizzy Dames
Bennett,
S.
Simon
Great Barrier, The (GB)
Not set
FD: 7-18-36: Marjorie Rambeau
Bob Steele
Lady
Be Careful
(Paramount)
9-4-36
Richard Arlen
City Trail (Columbia)
In Prock
Bride Walks Out. The (RKO)
FD: 10-10-36; Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle
. .7-10-36 Dodge
Charles Starrett, Marian Weldon
Great O'M alley. The (Warner Bros.). Not set Lady from Nowhere
FI) 7-1 -36: B. Stanwyck. Gene Raymond
(Columbia.
.
.11-21-36
Pat O'Brien, Sybil Jason
(United Artists)
9-18-36
Mary
Astor, Charles Quigley
Bulldog Edition
(Republic)
9-21-36 Dodsworth
FD: 9-19-36: W. Huston, R. Chatterton
Great Ziegfeld, The (M-G-M)
9-4-36
FI) 0-18-36: Evalyn Knapp. Ray Walker
Lady Luck
(Chesterfield)
7-7-36
FD:
4-9-36:
Wm.
Powell,
Myrna
Loy
Bunker
Bean
(RKO)
6-26-36 Don't Turn 'Em Loose (RKO)
9-18-36 Green Light (Warner Bros.)
FD: 9-14-36; Wm. Bakewell, Patricia Farr
Not set Land
FD: 9-24-36: Lewis Stone, Bruce Cabot
FD: 5-25-36: Owen
Davis. Jr.. Louise
Without Music
(GB)
Not set
Errol Flynn, Anita Louise
Down
the
Stretch
(First
National)
.
.9-19-36
Richard Tauber, Jimmy Durante
Latimer:
Rev. as "His Majesty, Bunker
FD: 11-5-36: Patricia Ellis, Mickey Rooney Green Pastures, The (Warner Bros.) . .8-1-36
Last of the Mohicans
(U. A.)
9-4-36
FD: 5-19-36: Rex Ingram
Down to the Sea (Republic)
8-25-36
Bean"
FD:
8-12-36;
Randolph
Scott,
Binnie
By Joan
the
Dawn's
Early
Light
(RKO)
In
prod.
FD: 6-38-36: Russell Hardie, Ben Lyon
Bennett. Fred Stone
Gun Grit (Atlantic)
8-1-36
Barnes
Jack Perrin, Ethel Beck
Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
1-18-37
Tom Keene
The (RKO)
6-19-36
Gun Ranger, The (Republic)
11-19-36 LastFD: Outlaw,
Cain and Mabel (Warner Bros.) . . . .10-17-30
6-3-36: Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson
Bob Steele
FD: 10-19-36: Marion Daviee. Clark Gable
Laughing at Trouble
(20th-Fox) . .12-18-36
6-6-36 Guns and Guitars
California Mail (Warner Bros.)
11-14-36 Early to Bed (Paramount)
(Republic)
6-22-36
Gene Autry
Jane Darwell, Sara Haden
Dick Foran
FD:
land 5-25-36: Charles Ruggles. Mary Bo6-25-36
Guns of the Pecos (Warner Bros.).. Not set Law Rides. The (Supreme)
Camille (M-G-M )
12-4-36
Bob Steele
Dick Foran, Anne Nagel
ta Garbo, Robert Taylor
Earthworm Tractors (First Nat'l) . .7-18-36
FD: 0-16-36: Joe E. Brown
Lawless
Land
(Republic)
11-23-36
Can This Be Dixie? (20th-Fox) .... 11-13-36
East Meets West (GB)
10-15-36 Happy Go Lucky (Republic)
Johnny Mack Brown
FD: 11-12-36: Jane Wit)
12-14-36
9-19-36: George Arllss
Phil Regan, Evalyn Venable
Legion of Terror (Columbia)
11-1-36
Captain Calamity (Grand Nat'l) .... 11-3-36 EasyFD: Going
FD: 11-3-36; M. Churchill, Bruce Cabot
(RKO)
In Prod. Hats Off (Grand National)
Not set
FD: 4-17-36: Marion Nixon. George HousBert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey
Libeled
Lady
(M-G-M)
10-9-36
Mae Clarke. John Payne
ton. Rev. as "Captain Hurricane"
FD: 10-7-36: Jean Harlow, Wm. Powell
In Prod.
(Invincible)
6-16-36 Head Over Heels (GB)
Captain's Kid. The (First Nat.)
11-14-36 Easy Money
Lion's Den, The (Puritan)
FD: 7-11-36: Onslow Stevens. K. Linaker
Sybil Jason. Guy Kibbee
Jessie Matthews
FD: 8-25-36: Tim McCoy
11-6-36 Heart of the West (Paramount) .. .7-24-36
Captains Courageous (M-G-M) . . . .In Prod. Easy to Take (Paramount)
10-20-36: John Howard. Marsha Hunt
Freddie Bartholomew
FD: 7-7-30: Wm.
Boyd. Jimmy
Ellison
Longest
Night, The (M-G-M)
10-2-3C
FD: 9-15-36; Robert Young, Florence Rice
Father
(20th-Fox)
7-10-36 Hearts Divided (First Nat'l)
Career Woman
(20th-Fox)
1-22-37 Educating
6-20-36
FD: 5-23-36: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Claire Trevor. Michael Whalen
FD: 6-9-36: Marion Davies, Dick Powell
Lost Horizon
(Columbia)
Not set
(Invincible)
11-5-36 Hearts in Bondage
Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt
Case of the Black Cat (First Natl.) 10-31-36 Ellis Island
(Republic)
8-15-36
Iionald Cook, Peggy Shannon
(Continued on Page 18)
Ricardo Cortez, June Travis
FD: 5-26-36: James Dunn. Mae Clarke
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A CcdemdaA o% feature Release*

Release Date

{Continued
Title

.■ Run (M-G-M)
I'D Gable11 :

11-20-36
!. Clark

Luck ol the Irian (Guaranteed)
..8-16-36
FD I
hard Hayward
Luckiest Girl in the World (Univ.) .11-16-36
FD: 10-32-36; June Wyatt, Louis Hayward
Mad HoIk!
11-13-36
Edmund .
ndi
Magnificent Brute. Th>
:i .10-11-36
ID
1'
i. Benme
Barnes
Maid of Salem < Paramount I
In Prod.
Claudette Colbert. K. MscMurray
Make H
liKOi
Anne Shirley. Herl* rt M..
Man I Marry. The (Uniren
. .11-1-38
Michael
FD: .:en 10-1S-36;
Dons
Nolan,
. .11-1-36
'• ho Lived Aam
(GB)
Boris KarloO
Twice (Columbia) . .9-25-36
Ralph
Bellamy.
Marian
Marsh
Mandarin Mystery. The (Republic) .. 12-7-36
Eddie Nugent, Charlotte Henry
Manhattan
Girl (RKO)
1-22-37
Lily Pons. Gene Raymond
Mary of Scotland
(RKO)
8-28-36
W
I Hepburn. F. March
May time iMG-M )
In Prod.
J. MacDonald.
Nelson Eddy.8-1-36
Nero Wolfe (Columbia)...
FD: 7-16-36; Edward Arnold
Not gel
Melody for Two
(Warner
Bros.)
James Melton. Patricia Ellis
Men in Exile (Warner Bros, i
In Prod.
Dick Purcell. June TraviMichael Strogoff (RKO)
In Prod.
Anton Walbrook. Margot
Grahame
■ t's Dream (Warner)
10-3-36
ID: 10-10-35
'hesterfleld)
9-15-36
WD
in 7-36: Roger Pryor. Muriel Evans
Republic)
N

Page
Title

Release Date

Release Date
N
Herbert, Patricia Ellis
li
Brook. Helen Vinson
- ,r (TJniven

from

Our

l:
PD:
lilh' 7-14 36:
P

; i, M
.... . . . .10-30 36
Laurel & Hardy
i Plata I RKO) .. .In Prod.

(Columbia) . .11-25-36
from Heaven
Pennies
PD: 11-16-36; Bins Crosby, Madge Evans
Penrod
and 9am
(Warners)
Not set
Mauch, Frank Craven
Pepper
i 20th-Fox i
9-11-36
FD
8-8-86; Jane Withers. Irvm S. Cobb
i
Phantom ol Santa Fe (Burroughs-Tarzan
11-15-36
Norman
Kerry. C. Geraghty
Phantom of the Range
(Victory) . .11-26-36
Tom Tyler. Beth Marion
Phantom Ship (Guaranteed)
10-15-36
Lugosi, Shirley Grey
Jim (M-G-M)
8-14-36
Fie [illy8-6-36;
Robt. Montgomery.
Madge
Evans
Pigskin Parade (20th-Fox)
10-23-36
FD: 10-20-36; Stuart Erwin, J. Downs
man, The (Paramount)
Not set
Gary Cooper. Jean Arthur
Plough and the Stars (RKO)
1-15-37
Barbara Stanwyck.
Preston Foster
Polo Joe (Warner
Bros.)
12-5-36
FD: 8-24-36: Joe E. Brown
Poor Little Rich Girl (20th-Fox) .. .7-24-36
FD: 6-6-36; Shirley Temple
Poppy
(Paramount)
6-19-36
FD: 6-9-36;
W. C. Fields
Postal Inspector
(Universal)
8-16-36
FD: 9-1-36: Ricardo Cortez, Patricia Ellis
Prescott Kid, The (Columbia)
FD: 10-17-36; Tim McCoy
President's Mystery. The (Republic) .8-8-36
FD: 9-28-36: Henry Wilcoxon. B. Furness
Prison Shadows
(Victory)
FD: 7-18-36: Eddie Nugent, Lucille Lund
Private
Enemy
(20th-Fox)
1-8-36
Victor McLaglen. Barbara Stanwyck
Public Enemy's Wife (Warners)
7-25-36
FD: 6-23-36: Pat O'Brien. M. Lindsay
Put on the Spot (Principal)
FD: 10-3-36; Eddie Nugent, Maxine Doyle
Quality Street (RKO)
In Prod.
Katharine Hepburn, Franchot Tone

Racing Blood (Conn)
FD: 8-13-36; Frankie
Darro, Kane Richmond
Racing Lady
(RKO)
1-29-37
Ann Dvorak, Harry Carey
" >
10-23-36 Rainbow on the River (RKO)
12-25-36
Bobby
Breen, May Robson
FD 7 11-86; Jack Haley. Betty Furness
I KKO)
7-17 -ii; Ramona
(20th-Fox)
9-25-36
FD: 9-16-36: L. Young. Don Ameche
WD: 7-8-36: Ann Shirley. John Beal
KKO)
1-1-37 Ranger Courage (Columbia)
10-30-36
Bob Allen, Martha Tibbetts
Mountain Justice (Warner Bros.).. In Prod. Ready, Willing and Able (Warners) .In Prod.
Josephine
Hutchinson,
Ross Alexander.
Ruby Keeler
George Brent
Boys (RKO i
|
Rebellion
(Crescent)
10-27-36
ter. Robert Wo.,
FD: 10-27-36:
Tom
Keene
.In Prod.
Harder in the Bad Barn (Olympic)
Red Lights Ahead
(Chesterfield)
'36: Tod Slaughter
Rembrandt
(United Artists)
...
.11-4-36
rles Laughton
Murder
on the Mississippi Universal)
.In Prod.
Return of Rallies (Invincible)..
James Dunn. Andy De-vine
Return ol Sophie Lang (Paramount) .7-3-36
Globe)
FD: 8 18 36; (iertrude Michael
dall. Eve Grey
Reunion
(20th-Fox)
11-20-36
■order With Pti
I'D Hersholt
li L3-36; Dionne Quints, Jean
I>«
0 Patrick
merlcaa Wlfi I Paramount)
8-7. '1(1 Rhythm on the Range (Paramount) .7-31-36
FD: 7-31-36; Bing Crosby
yh
\nn Sothern
Rule.
9-30-30
'in. Godfrey
(Universal)
GeneRanger,
Autry Ride (Republic)
f'
wm.
Powell. Carole Lombard
Kiddle
the Dangling
.lone- of Gleason,
ZaSu Pearl
Pitts (RKO) 12-ll-.'iti
Born (Republic)
d 1 .-, 36 Ride 'Em Cowboy
(Universal)
...9-20-36
8-2-36: Wm
Dodd
I'D: 10-8-36; Buck Jones
Navy Spy (Grand National)
N
Riding Avenger, The (Diversion)
Conrad
Nagel
FD: 7-14-36; Hoot Gibson
Nelson Touch.
The
(GB)
In Broil
Kip Koarin' Buckaroo (Victory) ... 10-16-36
rca Arliss
Tom Tyler, Beth Marion
Night Waitress
(RKOi
Road to Glory (20th?Fox)
9-4-36
Margot Grahame. Gordon Jones
I'D 6 •; 86; F. Ma-el,, w. Baxter
Nine Days a Queen
(OB)
8-1-86 Roarin' Guns (Puritan)
FD: 6-26-36: Cedric Hardwicke
FD: ' 7 38; Tim McCoy
Roar,,,'
Lead (Republic)
12-9-36
Nobody's
Baby I.yda
(M-O-M)..
In Prod
Bob Livingston,
Kay Corrigan
Patsy Kelly.
Robert!
North of Nome
(Colombia).. 11-14. iii Robber Barons i RKOi
in Prod.
FD: 10-28-36: Jack Holt
Edward Arnold
ll-l i 36
Robinson Crusoe of Clipper Island (Republic)
Oh. Susanna!
(Republiei
- 18-88
Mala-Mamo
:;e Autry
Old Corral (Republiei
12
Romance Rldec the Range (Spectrum)9-15-36
Gene Autry
Old Hutch
9-26-36
fd
9 22 36: Fred Scott, Clin" Naaarro
Romeo and Juliet (M-G M)
Not set
WD 9-32-86: Wallace Beery. Cecilia Parke,
ard
On the Avenue (20th-Foz)
FD: 7-|(l-3(i; Norma Shearer. Leslie How►c Powell
Once a Doctor ( Warner Bros. I
Not set
Dowl (Paramount )
10-30-36
Donald Woods. Jean Muir
FD
10 15-36: Tom Brown. E. Whitney
in Prod.
In a Million (20th-Fox)
l-]-.'S7 Saint in New York (RKOi
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli
Heme.
Adolph
Menjon

San

16)

Title

Release Date

Francisco
(M-G-M)
6-26-36
t; 26-36; J. MacDonald. Clark Gable
San Quentin
(Warner
Bros.)
In Prod.
in O'Brien, Humphrey
Bogart
Satan Met a Lady
(Warner Bros.) .. 8-8-36
PD: 7-23-36: Bette Davis. W. William
Sea Spoilers
(Universal)
9-20-36
FD: 10-24-36; John Wayne. Nan Grey
Second
Wife
(RKO)
8-21-36
FD:
8-14-36;
Walter
Abel.
Gertrude
Michael
Secret Agent
(GB)
6-16-36
FD: 6-13-36; M. Carroll, Peter Lorre
Secret .Valley
(20th-Fox)
1-15-37
Richard Arlen
Serenade on the Seine (RKO)
In Prod.
Ann Sothern. Smith Ballew
Seven
Sinners
(GB)
8-15-36
FD: 7-31-36; Edmund Lowe. C. Cummings
Shadow. The (Globe)
FD: 6-27-36
Shakedown
(Columbia)
7-17-36
FD: 8-18-36; Lew Ayres, Joan Perry
She-Devil Island (Grand Nat'l)
SheFD: Sang8-29-36
lor Her Supper
(RKO).. In Prod.
Anne
Shirley
Sing. Baby. Sing
(20th-Fox)
8-21-36
FD: 8-4-36; Alice Faye, Adolphe Menjou
Sing Me a Love Song (Warners) . .Not set
James Melton. Patricia Ellis
Singing Buckaroo
(Spectrum)
12-15-36
Fred Scott
Singing Vagabond,
The (Republic)
FD: 7-23-36: Gene Autry
Sinner Take All (M-G-M)
12-18-36
Sins of Man
(20th-Fox)
6-19-36
FD: 5-22-36; Jean Hersholt, Don Ameche
Sitting on the Moon
(Republic) .. .9-15-36
FD: 9-11-36; Roger Pryor, Grace Bradley
Smart Blonde
(Warner
Bros.)
Not set
Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane
Smartest Girl in Town
(RKO) .... 11-27-36
FD: 11-10-36; Gene Raymond. Ann Sothern
Son Conies Home, A (Paramount) . .7-31-36
FD: 8-8-36; Mary Boland, Julie Hayden
Song of the Gringo (Grand Nat'l) . .11-10-36
FD: 11-10-36; Tex Ritter. Joan Woodbury
Spendthrift
(Paramount)
7-10-36
FD: 7-23-36; Henry Fonda, Pat Patterson
Stage Struck (First National)
9-12-36
FD: 8-11-36; Dick Powell. Joan Blondell
Star for a Night
(20th-Fox)
8-28-36
FD: 8-14-36; Claire Trevor, Jane Darwell
Star Is Born, A (United Artists) ... .2-1-37
Fredric March, Janet Gaynor
Star of Empire
(Crescent)
12-8-36
Tom Keene
Stepping Toes (RKO)
In Prod.
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Stolen
Holiday
(Warners)
Not
set
Kay Francis. Claude Rains
Stowaway
( 20th-Fox)
12-25-36
Shirley Temple
Straight from the Shoulder (Paramount)
8-28-36
I'D

FD: 8-14-36; Ralph Bellamy, K. Locke
Strangers on a Honeymoon
(GB) . . .12-15-36
Constance Cummings, Hugh Sinclair
Student's Romance
(Alliance)
9-19-36
FD: 10-14-36;
Greta Natzler
Suzy
(M-G-M)
7-24-36
FD: 7-14-36; Jean Harlow, Franchot Tone
Swing Time
(RKO)
9-4-36
FD: 8-26-36; Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Sworn
Enemy
(M-G-M)
9-11-36
FD: 7-7-36; Robt. Young, Florence Rice
Tarzan Escapes
(M-G-M)
11-6-36
FD: 11-6-36; J. Weissmuller, M. O'Sullivan
Tenderfoot
Goes West. A (Treo) ... 12-1-36
Jack LaRue, Russell Gleason
Texas
Rangers
(Paramount)
8-28-36
FD: 8-22-36; F. MacMurray,
Jack Oakie
Thank
You, Jeeves (20th-Fox)
...10-2-36
FD: 9-17-36; Arthur Treacher
Theodora Goes Wild (Columbia)
...Not set
FD: 11-5-36; Irene Dunne, Melvyn Douglas
They Met in a Taxi (Columbia)
9-1-36
FD: 9-9-36: Chester Morris, Fay Wray
They Wanted to Marry (RKO)
In Prod.
Betty Furness, E. E. Clive
36 Hours to Kill (20th-Fox)
7-24-36
FD: 8-13-36: Gloria Stuart, B. Donlevy
Three Cheers for Love (Paramount) .7-17-36
FD: 6-27-36: Wm. Frawley. Roseoe Karns
Three Married Men
(Paramount) .. .9-11-36
FD: 9-25-36; Lynne Overman. R. Karns
Three Men on a Horse (First Nat'l) 11-21-36
FD: 11-13-36;
Frank McHugh, Joan
Blondell
Three
Mesquiteers
(Republic)
9-21-36
FD: 10-2-36: B. Livingston. Ray Corrigan
Three Smart Girls (Universal)
Not set
Charles Winninger, Alice Brady
Ticket to Paradise
(Republic)
7-10-36
FD: 6-25-36; Roger Pryor. Wendy Barrie

To

Mary — With Love
(20th-Fox) .. .8-1-36
FD: 7-21-36; Warner Baxter, Myrna Loy
Top of the Town
(Universal)
Not set
Doris Nolan, George Murphy
Trail Dust (Paramount)
12-4-31 a
Wm. Boyd. James Ellison
Trailin'
West
(First
9-5-31
FD: 10-17-36;
Dick National)
Foran
Traitor, The (Puritan)
■
FD:
11-6-36
Treve
( Universal)
Not set
Noah Beery, Jr., Chas. Winninger
Trouble Ahead (Times)
FD: 9-23-36; Charles Farrell
Tugboat Princess (Columbia)
10-15-36
Walter C. Kelly, Edith Fellows
Tundra
(Burroughs-Tarzan)
D- 15-36
FD: 8-25-36;
Del Cambre
TwoFD:
Against
(First Bogart,
Nat'l) 7-11-36
Dodd
7-11-36;the World
Humphrey
CI
Two-Fisted Gentleman
(Columbia) .. 8-15-31
FD: 8-25-36; James Dunn
Two in a Crowd
(Universal)
9-13-31
FD: 8-8-36; Joan Bennett, Joel McCrea
Two Minutes
to Play (Victory) •-• . ll-2-3i
Herman Brix
Two of Us, The (GB)
Not
Jack Hulbert
Under
Your
Spell
(20th-Fox)
11-6-38
FD:
11-4-36;
Lawrence
Tibbett
Wendy
Barrie
Undercover Man
(Republic)
9-24-36
Johnny M. Brown, Suzanne Karen
Underworld Terror (United Picture)
. ....
FD: 7-18-36; Nick Stuart. Nina Quartero
Unknown Ranger, The (Columbia*
.9-15-36
Bob Allen. Martha Tibbetts
10-2-36
Valiant Is the Word for Carrie i Paramount)
FD: 9-22-36: Gladys George, Arline Judge
Vengeance of Rannah
(Reliable) ... 11-6-36
Bob Custer. Rin-Tin-Tin,
Jr.
Vigilantes Are Coming (Republic) . . S-22-36
Bob Livingston, Kay Hughes
Walking on Air (RKO)
9-11-36
FD: 8-17-36; Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond
Wanted,
Jane Turner
(RKO)
12-4-36
Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart
Wanted
Men
(Hoffberg)
7-1-36
FD: 7-8-36; Charles Laughton
Way
Out West
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
Laurel and Hardy
We. the Jury (RKO)
In Prod.
Helen Broderick,
Victor Moore
We Went
to College (M-G-M)
7-3-36
FD: 6-23-36; Chas. Butterworth
We Who Are About to Die (RKO) . . .1-8-37
FD: 10-23-36; Preston Foster, A. Dvorak
We're in the Legion Now
(Grand National)
11-17-36
Reginald Denny, Eleanor Hunt
Wedding
Present
(Paramount) .... 10-16-36
FD: 9-24-36; Joan Bennett, Cary Grant
West of Nevada
(Colony)
FD:
Rex Bell
Will 7-21-36;
Hay
Where There's a Will (GB)
Not set
While London Sleeps (Ideal)
FD: 7-18-36: Victor Varconi
White Angel, The (First National) . .7-4-36
FD: 6-2-36; Kay Francis
White Fang
(20th-Fox)
7-3-36
FD: 7-9-36: Michael Whalen, Jean Muir
White Hunger
(20th-Fox)
12-4-36
Warner Baxter, June Lang
White Legion
(Grand
National )... 10-13-36
FD: 10-17-36; Tala Birell, Ian Keith
Wild Brian Kent
(20th-Fox)
11-6-36
FD: 10-22-36:
Ralph Bellamy. Mae Clark
Wildcat Trooper
(Ambassador)
FD: 7-14-36; Kermit Maynard
Winds
the Wasteland
(Republiei . .7-6-38]
FD: of7-11-36:
John Wayne
Winterset
(RKO) Margo, Burgess Meredith
11-20-36
FD: 11-17-36;
Without Orders (RKO)
10-23-31
FD: 9-25-36; Sally Eilers, Rob. Armstrong
Wives Never Know
(Paramount I .. .9-18-31)
FD: 9-9-36; Chas. Ruggles, Mary Boland
Woman
Rebels, A Katharine
(RKO)
FD: 10-28-36;
Hepburn 11 -6 -36
Women Are Trouble
(M-G-M)
7-31-36
FD: 6-13-36; Stuart Erwin. Paul Kelly
Women
in
White
(Guaranteed)
.
..."
Molly Lamont, Lester Matthews
Women of Glamor (Columbia)
....In Prod]
Melvyn Douglas, Virginia Bruce
Yellow
Cargo (Grand
National)
... 10 Hunt
-27-31)
FD: 6-6-36;
Conrad Nagel,
Eleanor
Yellowstone
(Universal)
8-30-38
FD: 9-19-36; Henry Hunter, Judith Barred
YouSylvia
Only Sidney.
Live Once
Henry(Unit.
FondaArt.) ... .1-1-37
Yours for the Asking
(Paramount) .7-24-36
FD: 8-20-36: George Raft. Dolores Costello
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CLEVELAND

CINCINNATI
Big Feature & Truckers are leading the Film Row bowling tournament. High individual scorers are
J. Alexander, manager, RKO Palace; Tom Smiley of Loew's, J. Christian of 20th Century-Fox and Tom
Byrnes of Columbia.
Otto Brown is reopening the
Brownie Theater, Middleboro, Ky.
The Automobile Show has created
impulse to buy. RKO Col. Arthur
Frudenfeld has purchased a new
Buick; Al Kolitz is sporting a new
Oldsmobile 6 and RKO Stanley
Jacques has just signed on the dotted line for a new Buick.
.\Y\v Dayton Variety Club has received its charter, celebrating with
a dinner meeting. Herb Byrd, manager, Little Playhouse, Ideal and the
Ohio, was elected first prexy. Duke
Clarke, Paramount manager, officiated at the ceremonies.
L. 0. Davis and Tony Cassinelli
are remodel-'ng their Blue Diamond
Theater, Blue Diamond, Ky., and
building a house, de luxe type, with
500 seats, to be known as the New
Theater, at Vicco, Ky.
John Howard, United Products, is
erecting a new 1,000-seat theater at
Lynch, which will be ready for
Christmas opening.
Mrs. J. Walters who operates the
Dixie, at Wyandotte, O., has changed
the house's name to the New Lyric.
C D. Hager has opened the Wharton Theater, at Wharton, W. Va.
Fire in an apartment above the
Logan Theater, Ferd Middleberg,
owner, at Logan, W. Va., damaged
the theater.

Babe Ruth Vitaphone Star
Babe Ruth is starred in a onereel Vitaphone mu-ical film entitled
"Home Run On The Keys", which
goes into production today at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios, Sam
Sax, production chief announces. The
Babe also has collaborated with Zez
Confrey and Byron Gay on the title
song: of the picture. In the supporting cast are Zez Confrey, Byron
Gay, the Three De Marco Children,
Joe Bolton, and Herbert Warren.
The film is being directed by Roy
Mack, and is scheduled for release
in Vitaphone'? one-reel novelty film
series.

West

"Scotty" Robertson Dead
Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount's oldest
employe and Hollywood's old fighting "extra," James "Scotty" Robertson, is dead at 77 years of age.
He had been employed in the Paramount carpenter shop for 12 years.
Prior to that he was an "extra" in
mock battles for some of Hollywood's great epics, including "Old
Ironsides." He was decorated 14
times in actual battle, fighting with
the British forces.

"Les Miserables" in Fourth
French version of "Les Miserables" starts its fourth week at the
Cinema de Paris today.

Tuesday, Nov. 17, 1936

NEWS

of the DAY

Springfield, Mass. — Samuel Goldstein, vice-president of the Western
Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., has
purchased the Richmond theater in
North Adams. The theater will be
operated by E. M. Loew on lease
until 1938.
Brattleboro, Vt. — The Santamore
Circuit has closed the Community
Theater in South Hero and the
Mansfield Theater in Underhill for
the winter.

— This theaterHogansvi
less
town lle,
is setGa.for its first house
next month.
Portland, Me. — Construction
crews are working overtime on the
Opera House at Woodland, Me., so

PITTSBURGH

George Frazer, assistant manager
at
girl. , is the father
babyUptown
new 's
of aWarner
The Cleveland Motion Picture Exthat Manager Fi-ank Foggia may
hibitors' Ass'n will entertain the
step up his opening date formerly newly
elected
and re-elected memset for Christmas Day, to Thanksbers of the Cuyahoga state legislagiving, according to Lester Hughes,
ture at luncheon today to be held
Paramount booker.
in the Chamber of Commerce.
The Variety Club of Cleveland has
West Springfield, Mass. — The Pine arranged to broadcast a show over
Point Theater, remodeled and reWGAR just prior to Christmas to
named the Lyric, has been opened raise
a Milk Fund.
under the managership of Tricca &
Bennett.
The proposed new $100,000 de
luxe motion picture theater announced for Akron, is reported to be
Portland, Ore. — The Masonic
project of A. J. Bianchi, who
Block at Canby has been remodeled the
recently built and now operates the
to house the Canby Theater, a 250- Ohio Theater at Cuyahoga Falls.
seat house. J. C. Allman, operates.
Sidney Cohen, a newcomer into
the field of motion pictures in spite
San Antonio — G. A. Lucchese has of his name which is associated with
plans for two new Spanish houses the organization of exhibitor associations, has joined the Washington
to be built here.
witz.
circuit as assistant to M. B. Horl

Bank Night Reinstalled

The local 20th Century-Fox ex-1
New Haven — Warner's have reinstalled Bank Night in the Lyric, change has leased the property imthe
of
manager
John J. Maloney,
Hartford, as of Dec. 2, and the State,
mediately adjoining its present location on which will be built a model
Metro exchange, was king of Va- Waterbury, as of Nov. 25, in addiriety Club's first luncheon of the
tion to Commodore Hull, Derby, re- miniature theater for private screenyear held in the William Penn Way
ings only. Present exchange will
vived last week. The game was disheadquarters yesterday.
continued all over the circuit in the be remodeled, re-equipped and re-1
decorated.
s Philadel- spring.
Lou Brager of Warner'
phia office is here on business.
The Film Rowers gifted Charlie
Rich, manager of the Warner Bros,
exchange who was transferred to
New York, with a desk lamp set.^
)
Radio programs originating in
theaters are growing in popularity
here. Warner executives claim that
their community singing feature
broadcast from the Enright Theater over WWSW on Fridays has
proven a heavy business stimulant.
' Ass'n of
The Theater
h has Managers
rejected a number
Pittsburg
y
of communit weeklies as theatrical
advertising accounts.

Storms Delay Queen Mary

37
EW
WARNER DAYS
TO XMAS

Louis Allen, general manager for
Gilbert Miller productions; Roy
Simmons, of 20th Century-Fox;
Ruth Gordon, American actress;
Olwen Messel, stage designer; Elena
Miramova and Jeanne Stewart, who
will appear on Broadway in "The
Two Mrs. Carrolls," are passengers
on the Queen Mary, arriving today.
The liner, due yesterday, was delayed by storms.

Ex-Maine Exhib. Drowns
Portland, Me.— The body of Herbert T. Dillon, former manager of
the Majest'c Theater at Brownville
Junction, Me., was found in Schoodic
Lake. His canoe had been located
on the bank, smashed. Death by
drowning was pronounced by Deputy
Sheriff Walter McLain.

Exhib's Mother-in-law Dead

Jacksonville, Fla. — Mrs. W. J.
Brown, of Greneville, S. A., motherin-law of John Crovo, manager of
the Arcade Theater, here, is dead.
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Trip on GB Situation

SEES LOCAL BOARDS SOLVING MAJOR FILM ISSUES
Name Berman Imperial G. M.; E. J. Smith, Sales Head
Film Tastes

New

. . . Juvenile Preferences
=

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

=

\A/HEN the good women of the sewing
circles assemble to discuss the movies,
as they do occasionally, a favorite target
for their critical shafts is the unhappy influence exerted by the films upon the rising generation. To hear the good women
talk, the youngsters, bless 'em, are headin'
for the bow-wows, and their movie tastes
are cited as proof positive.
Well, exactly what are those tastes?
An answer, interesting to the industry
and enlightening to the good women, comes
from the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures which recently polled its
Young Reviewers' section in connection
with the preparation of its annual Selected
Book-Films for Book Week.

— • —
DID the Young Reviewers vote for hotcha,
for lurid melodrama and for such other
themes as one hears mentioned when the
sewing circles are in session?
They did not. Instead, when the ballots
were counted, the biographical, historical,
costume type of picture was far in the
lead. Not only that, but the Young Reviewers were sufficiently interested to name
a number of classics and near-classics in
that category which the industry would
"do well" to picturize.
The importance of this cross-section of
juvenile opinion is accentuated by the
simple fact that it comes from "our movieminded children" themselves. And surely
the youngsters these days require no oldster to speak for them.

— • —
INCIDENTALLY, it is of some significance,
certainly, that a similar result was to
be noted the other day when the New
York Daily News, through the pulse-feeling
"Inquiring Photographer" feature of James
Jemail, queried the rising generation as to
its relative taste for Westerns and pictures based on historical themes.
The latter won an easy victory.
So it would seem that the kiddies, bless
'em, are safe enough.

Financing
Understood
Arranged As Imperial
Expands

William Pizor, president of Imperial, has designated Lou Berman,
who has been general sales manager,
as general manager of the company
and has named E. J. Smith, formerly
western division sales manager of
United Artists, as distribution chieftain.
Smith, who has just joined Imperial, was with Universal for 10
(Continued on Page 9)

TELEVISION IN 1938,
GOLDSMITH FORECAST
Rochester — Television will be a
commercial fact in 1938, it was predicted yesterday by Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, RCA consulting engineer, in an interview at the annual
convention of the Institute of Radio
(Continued on Page 9)

Films Immediate Future
Brighter, Official View
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Motion Picture industry will benefit with other lines
of business from improving business
(Continued on Page 9)

Pettijohn in Hospital
Condition

of

Charles

C.

Pettijohn

was reported as "good" last night at
Mr. Siani Hospital, New York, where
he is under observation in connection
with a gall bladder trouble. He collapsed in his office at the Hays association the previous day. He was resting comfortably and showed improvement, it was said at the hospital.

U. S. ACTS TO SETTLE
ITALIAN FILM DISPUTE
FILM

By

MILTON
F. LUNCH
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Acting on instructions from the State Department,
a United States official in Rome has
contacted the Foreign Office of the
Italian Government regarding the
possibility (Continued
of an on amicable
settlePage 12)

(Continued on Page 12)

NEW ANTI-TRUST SUIT
IS FILED IN BOSTON
Boston —

An anti-trust suit for

First Fund, Inc., and two individuals,
Simplification of Paramount's cor- Bernard Geddery and Edward Wood,
porate theater structure will be com- owners
of
the Humboldt Theater,
pleted by Dec. 10. a spokesman told
(Continued on Page 3)
The Film Daily yesterday in New
York. The number of its subsidiaries will be substantially reduced un- A. M. Botsford to Become
der the move.
Aide to William Le Baron
Work of simplifying other phases
(Continued on Page 9)

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
Aerial "Gold Diggers" in
Century-Fox, is understood planning
Milwaukee for Big Doin's to make another trip to London with-

(Continued on Page 9)

Handling of such major industry
problems as clearance and zoning,
designation of playdates and overbuying will come within the scope
of the local conciliation boards proposed by the M.P.T.O.A. in its 10point trade practice program, says
President Ed Kuykendall in a letter to R. H. Cochrane, president of
Universal, commending the company
for "definitely and publicly" accepting most of its recommendations.
Pointing out that the Universal
concessions impose five conditions in

Para. Simplification Will
$200,000 was filed Monday in United
States District Court here by two
be Completed by Dec. 10 corporations,
Sanford Theater Corp.,

20th-Fox Prexy May Go to London
Again on Gaumont British Situation
Milwaukee — After another rousing reception by 6,000 in Memphis
yesterday, Warners "Gold Diggers"
plane, with its cargo of 12 chorines
and three principals from "Gold Diggers of 1937," arrives here this
morning.
The party will be met at

Kuykendall
Lauds
Universal
for Accepting
Trade
Practice Ideas

in a few weeks in connection with
the situation which has developed
from the acquisition by John Maxwell of the Ostrer brothers' control
of Metropolis and Bradford Trust
Co., which owns Gaumont British.
Kent, who is en route to the coast
(Continued on Page

3)

A. M. Botsford, who has arrived
in New York from the coast, becomes
assistant to William LeBaron, managing director of Paramount production,
upon his on
return
(Continued
Page to
3) the stuParamount 1st Pfd. at 160
It was

the same

old story, so to

speak, on Wall Street yesterday, with
Paramount's first preferred again up
three points to a new year's high
of 160. The issue reached 163% during the trading,
receded. General
Para's
common
went upbut% then
to 22%.
Theaters Equipment advanced 2% to
29%; nerRKO
went up rose
% to %10%;
WarBros, preferred
to 65%.
On the bond market, Para's Broadway
3s55 advanced 1% to 68%.
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Selznick to Make 12 Pix
A Year for U. A, Release
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Columbia
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Inc
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Paramount
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and Going

NEIL F. AGNEW left New York yesterday
for Chicago and returns over the coming weekend.

WIMAN; and W. P. LIPSCOMB, author and
scenarist, sail for Europe today aboard the
Queen
Mary.

JOHN GREGG PAINE returned to New
yesterday
from
Washington.

LILY PONS, screen and opera star, and
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ, orchestra leader, arrived in New York last evening by plane from
the coast. REGINALD OWEN, film player, accompanied them as far as Dallas.

ARTHUR
the coast.

ALEXANDER,

MARK BRUM,
from
Zurich.

York

producer, is here from

Swiss film distributor, is here

DAVID PALFREYMAN is expected to leave
New York tomorrow night for Columbus.

PHIL REGAN, who just completed a picture
for Republic, arrived yesterday from Hollywood.

HARVEY PERGAMENT, sales manager of The
Film Exchange, Inc., returned from Porto Rico
on the Coamo yesterday.

A. M. BOTSFORD, who has arrived in New
York from the coast, returns to Hollywood in
10 days.

HAROLD LUND. Pittsburgh manager of Ross
Federal Service, is in New York.
MR. and MRS. LAURENCE GRAY and MEL
BERNS stopping at the Warwick.
L. W. CONROW, general operating manager
of Electrical Research Products, Inc., has left
on a ville
two-weeks'
business trip to Atlanta, Nashand New Orleans.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB general sales manager, leaves today for a trip through the midcago.dle west branches. His first stop will be ChiREG WILSON, GB special sales representative,
will arrive in New York from Indianapolis Fritives. day for conferences with home office execu-

FILM

DAILi

SYLVIA SIDNEY, her first starring vehicle
for Walter Wanger, "You Only Live Once,"
completed, has left the West Coast for a
brief holiday visit to this city, and will arrive
here by train today.
RODNEY BUSH, eastern representative for
Walter Wanger, leaves by plane for the West
Coast today to confer with officials there on
future Wanger productions. He will remain
on the coast for about 10 days.
ELEANOR POWELL, having completed work in
"Born to Dance" at M-G-M, arrives on the
Century from the coast today for a short visit.
SID SILVERS, co-author of "Born to Dance"
as well as actor in the film, and NACIO HERB
BROWN, song writer, also arrive at the same
time.
HEPBURN,

upon completion of

her role in "Quality Street" early next week,
leaves Hollywood for New York to rehearse
for scheduled lead in Broadway production of
"Jane Eyre."
C. F. DIXON of Paramount Film Corp., and
MRS. DIXON; VIRGINIA CHERRILL, screen
player; DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN. who will produce "On Your
Toes"
In London,
and MRS.

Schumann-Heink in Coma
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Lee Shubert Improves
Lee Shubert, confined to his home
with grippe since last week, is reported improving steadily.

SALE

of
Sound and silent motion picture negatives and prints 35 M.M. and 16 M.M.
Accounts

Receivable,

EMPIRE

Contracts,

etc., Laboratory Machinery
All Other Assets of

LABORATORIES

and

Equipment and

INC, and Affiliated Companies

By Order of the United States District Court for the District of New
Honorable John Grimshaw, Jr., Referee

599 JEFFERSON STREET,3onWEST NEW

Jersey

YORK, N. J.

Thursday, the 19th day of November, 1936 at 10 A. M.
and continuing thereafter until completed

Inspection

November

DAILY

Hollywood — Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink, who was given a number of blood transfusions over the
week-end for the recurrence of a
chronic ailment, was reported late
last night to be in a coma.

BANKRUPTCY

SOL EDWARDS, eastern sales manager for
Grand
National,
left for Pittsburgh yesterday.

KATHARINE

The first Swiss newsreel theater,
Cinebref. opened in Geneva on Nov. 1
and shows Paramount, GB and Ufa
news reels.

of THE

Important sales impetus asserting itself during the past few days
now
indicates
that approximately
GB's 1936-37
product
will reach
5,000 theaters, said George W.
Weeks, general sales manager, yesterday in New York.
An outstanding factor in the substantial improvement, stated Weeks,
is due to efforts made during the
current sales drive known as the
"Lee Sprint", in honor of Arthur A.
Lee. More circuit deals have also
been a factor in jumping the indicated total of accounts, Weeks
pointed out.
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GB Sales Impetus to Put
Films in 5,000 Theatc

and
NEW

Coast

Hollywood — Selznick International will make 12 pictures annually •
for United Artists release,
it was
stated here last night. Its board
of directors approved the increased
production policy and re-elected
David O. Selznick president, Meriar
C. Cooper as vice-president, John
Wharton as treasurer, Henry Ginsberg as general manager, Lloyd
Wright as assistant treasurer, E. L.
Scanlonasas assista
secretary, secreta
Daniel P. and
O'Shea
nt
ry
John Hay Whitney as chairman of
the board of directors, and named
the following to the board: Dr. A.
H. Giannini, Robert Lehman, David
O. Selznick, Myron SelznicK, C. V.
Whitney and Lloyd Wright.

16, 17, 18, 1936—8:30

A.

M. to 6:00 P. M.

Catalogue will be furnished on request to:
SAMUEL
M. FRIEDMAN,
trustee, 33 Newark Street, Hoboken,
N. J.
JACOB
E. MAX, trustee, 22 Journal Square, Jersey City, N. J.
EMANUEL WEITZ, trustee, 75 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N. J.
GROSS & GROSS, Attorneys for Trustees, 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City, N. J.
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KENT TO LONDON ON
GB SITUATION?

NEW ANTI-TRUST SUIT
IS FILED IN BOSTON

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Boston, against the New England
Theaters, Inc., and M. & P. Theaters Corp., charging restraint of
trade. A hearing will be held Dec.
1st. The plaintiff is represented by
Warner, Stackpole and Bradlee of
Boston.

A. M. Botsford to Become
Aide to William Le Baron
(Continued from Page

1)

dio and will also produce one or
two "A" pictures. Botsford has
made 15 "B" productions during the
past nine months. He plans to remain in New York 10 days.

T

Allied Theaters of New Jersey
yesterday decided to defer taking a
position in regard to the radio appearance of motion picture stars
pending completion of the Hays association investigation of the matter which is expected within a few
weeks. Determination was reached
following a report from a special
committee named to explore the situation.
Effects of the New Jersey election
upon theaters were discussed and
workings of the National Security
Act explained. Next meeting will
be held early next month.

Par. 20th Cent.-Fox Stand
on Concessions Expected
Paramount and 20th Century-Fox
are expected to next make announcements as to concessions to be granted in answer to the M. P. T. O. A.
trade practice proposals.
President Ed Kuykendall of the
inational exhibitor organization is
scheduled to arrive in New York
early next month, shortly after the
first, from the South. It is expected
that he will study developments in
the trade practice situation.

$10 ,328,761 Assets on
Columbia Balance Sheet
Columbia Pictures Corp. announces
that the consolidated balance sheet
for the quarter ended Sept. 26, 1936,
which is the first quarter of its
present fiscal year, shows current
assets of $10,328,761.40 and total
current liabilities of $1,459,201.42.
Earned surplus account amounted
to $4,021,993.94 and working capital
increased to $8,869,559.98.

Coal Co. Adds 5 Theaters
Fairmount, W. Va. — The Consolidated
Coal Co. which operates an independent
theater circuit in this territory added
five theaters in West Virginia, Manager Fred A. Kraft reports. The new
houses are located in Acosta, Jenners,
Ida May, Gray and Carolina.

T

• •
• FROM OUR point of view
it is one of the best
stories with a small town background ever flashed on the screen
"Theodora Goes Wild"
it is a cinch to go big in the
large cities
and it should be a mop-up in the hamlets and
rural centers because it tells of a small town gal who
threw off all the small town inhibitions of a lifetime and Let
Herself Go
and THAT, gents of the show shops, gives a
few million femmes who have been boiling under small town
suppressions all their lives the chance of a lifetime to Let
Themselves Go along with Theodora
and what better
place can they find for the celebration than in your theater as
they watch the Emancipation of the Small Town Gal unfold?

T

N. J. Allied Defers Action
on Stars' Broadcast Issue

T

T

T

• •
• THERE IS nothing highly dramatic
or preachy
about "Theodora"
it is just Good Clean Fun
if your
audiences cheered for "Mr. Deeds"
they will encore the
cheers for "Theodora"
for "Theodora" is the femme companion piece to the other
an entirely different theme, but
surcharged with the same zest and tang and general joy of
living that made "Mr. Deeds" ring the bell so emphatically
the story of a human being suffering regimentation who
craves a chance to stretch out and be himself
that is
the entire secret of the enormous success of "Deeds"
and
it goes for "Theodora"
that's why such films sweep the
public off their feet
for millions of femmes will cheer for
Theodora doing the things they'd like to do
▼
T
T
• •
• SOME OF the activities of the 20th Century-Fox
publicity boys
Leonard
Gaynor, trying out a new rifle,
ended the careers of two pheasants near his home in Glen Gardner, N. J.
Earl Wingart, calling the turn on the ArmyNotre Dame, Princeton- Yale and Amherst- Williams games, took
some swag away from other lads who questioned his judgment
Norman Corwin of the radio division, will be interviewed
by Penelope Summerwell on the "Ask Penelope" program over
WNEW at 4 p. m. today
subject will be "A Matter of
Facts," and will be tied in with exploitation of "Lloyds of London," opening at the Astor on Thanksgiving eve
▼
T
T
• • • IT SEEMS that Walter Fleishman, the press
agent, was dickering with the father of a foreign star in Hollywood trying to arrange for representation
finally
Walt received this letter from the old man
"Y am sorry
but Y cant give you satisfaction a This time beacause my dotter
she has a Manager know, and it is oop to him to car for publicity, wee personal have noething more to do with it for the
moment, but maby later on, who knows?"

T

T

T

• • • NOT LONG ago the Warner studio communicated
with the Director of the Motor License Bureau of Warsaw, Poland requesting two sets of license plates as props for a
forthcoming
production
the Bureau
communicated
with
the Warner office in Warsaw and said they would be glad to
furnish the plates on condition that they were not used in a
gangster picture
which gives you a slight idea of the troubles of the studio prop dep't

T

T

T

• • • A VERY charming young hostess was Deanna Durbin
at the cocktail party which was sponsored by Universal and Eddie Cantor at the Hotel Pierre
Deanna sang two
songs charmingly
She looks like a real bet for the pictures, with oodles of personality

«

«

«

»

»

»

from New York, is expected to return east early next month.
There has been some speculation
as to whether or not the MaxwellOstrer deal, which has been partly
effectuated, can be completed without the approval of 20th CenturyFox, which owns 49 per cent of Metropolis and Bradford Trust. When
Kent returned to New York from
London Nov. 2, he told The Film
Daily that the deal under which
Maxwell sought to buy his comstock was ofdefinitely
stood nopany'schance
revival. off and

Loew's-Ford Deal Still
on, William Morris Says
William Morris Jr., yesterday
denied
the Motor
deal between
Loew's
and thethatFord
Co., whereby
the
would provide
starsproducer
for a regular
Sunday M-G-M
night
broadcast, has collapsed, as reported
in some quarters. He declined to
indicate just when the agreement
may be closed.

Further Delay Indicated
in RKO Reorganization
Indications are that the RKO reorganization groups will ask for a
further delay in presenting a reorganization plan at the hearing in
Federal Court on Nov. 23, but that
a plan should be before the court
before the end of the year, The
Film Daily is advised.

Funeral Rites Today for
Anthony
Rutgers
Neilson,
75,
Rutgers
Neilson's
Father
Father of Rutgers Neilson, publicity
manager for RKO Radio Pictures,
died on Monday afternoon after a
short illness at the Doctor's Hospital here. Funeral services will
take place today at 2:30 p. m. at
St. Peter's Protestant Episcopal
Church, Perth Amboy, N. J.: inChurchyard.terment will be in St. Peter's

A. E. Aarons Funeral Today

Funeral services for Alfred E.
Aarons, veteran Broadway theatrical
manager who died Monday at Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center
at age of 71, will be held at noon today in Episcopal Church of All
Angels, 231 West 80th Street.
Aarons was chairman of the Lambs
house committee, member of board
of directors, and a trustee of Actors' Fund. He served for nearly
twenty years as manager for the
late A. L. Erlanger. Interment will
be in Kensico Cemetery.

Code Hits Fly-by-Nighrs
Indianapolis — The new Indiana fire
marshal code, regulating motion picture theaters, opera houses and all
places of amusement, now effective,
eliminates the fly-by-night exhibitor.

The fierceness and the tenderness of LOVE . . . the savagery
. . . under the

of HATE . . . the bitterness of BETRAYAL
brooding sky of a strange and OMINOUS

LAND ...vividly

lived on your screen by the two who

thrilled

audiences in "Road to Glory"!

WARNER

BAXTER
and

JUNE LANG
in

■

with

GAIL PATRICK
WILFRID

ALISON

LAWSON
Directed

GEORGE

SKIPWORTH
HASSELL

by Irving Cummings

Associate Producer Gene Markey.

Screen play by Sam

Duncan and Kenneth Eari. Based on a story by Gene Markey

Darryl

F. Zanuck

in Charge

of Production

A
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PANI WILL REORGANIZE
HIS MEXICAN COMPANY
By MARCO-AURELIO GAUNDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico City — With ambitious
plans for the reorganization of Cinematografica Latino Americana, S.
A., and a program calling for the
production of 20 feature-length pictures during 1937, Alberto Ricardo
Pani, president of CLASA, is back
behind his desk here after a threemonth sojourn in Los Angeles and
New York. Pani says his company
is assured of American financial
backing.
Further life has been injected into the Mexican motion picture industry by the success enjoyed by
Busamente and De Fuentes' first
feature production, "Alia en el Rancho Grande" (Way Down on the Big
Ranch), starring Tito Guizar, well
known to American audiences
through his radio and screen appearances, and with Esther Fernandez, Rene Cardona and Carlos Lopez ("El Chaflan") in the supporting cast. In the 25 days played in
Mexico City "Alia en el Rancho
Grande" has grossed close to 180,000 pesos, of which 50 per cent have
The picture's
producers.
gone to
total
costthewas
65,000 pesos.
La Mexicana Elaboradora de Peliculas is hurrying preparations for
the production of its next, "Heroes
Anonimos" (Unsung Heroes), a yarn
centering on the activities of the
Fire Department. Ramon Peon has
been picked to adapt and direct Joaquin Pablos Jr.'s original story.
Juan Orol Garcia, author-actordirector-producer, next week will
start his cameras grinding on
"Honraras a tus Padres" (Honor
thy Father and Mother), his fourth
in two years. The pix will feature
Victoria Blanco, Rene Cardona and
Orol Garcia himself.

Swiss Want More Action
in U. S. Pictures— Brum

ism
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BRITISH INDUSTRY IN
BUILDING BOOM GRIP

The Foreign Field
*

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

First Air Defense Film

♦

another
Cinesound
picture;
"Heritage", Expeditionary.

♦

By L. H. MITCHELL
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

and

London — With the eyes of the
whole world focused on the prog- Korda Signs Von Sternberg
ress of aeronautics, GB InstructionLondon — Alexander Korda has
first
al is completing "The Gap,"
Joseph von Sternberg to dishort subject to graphically feature signedrect the
London Films poduction of
the latest and most sensational
"I, Claudius". Production starts
phases of aerial defense. The film next
week with Charles Laughton
is being made with the cooperation and Merle Oberon co-starred.
Britthe
and
Force
Royal
of the
ish War
Office.Air

Want Swiss Newsreel
Geneva — Swiss exhibitors are demanding a domestic newsreel. A
conference looking to this result
the memwas recently held between
bers of the Federal Cinema Study
Commission and members of the
German-Swiss and French-Swiss
Cinematographic Ass'n, the Swiss
Renters' Ass'n and producers of
foreign newsreels.

New British Firm
London — Colosseum Films, a new
producing organization working in
association with Joe Rock, announces
a program of eight pictures. The
Saturday Night",
first
basedwill
on bethe"Every
B. B. C. radio feature,
"In Town Tonight". Second production will be "Scrap Book", based on
the Leslie Bailey and Charles
Brewer radio feature.

No "Horrifies" for London Kids
London — The London County
Council Entertainments Committee is
considering a recommendation that,
after Jan. 1, 1937, children under 16
shall not be allowed to see pictures
coming under nothematter
Englishif "horrific"
classification
they are
accompanied by adults. It is regarded as almost certain that the
recommendation will be adopted.

Union's Merger Stock

London — Union Cinemas, Ltd., the
new company into which are to be
amalgamated Union Cinemas Co.,
Ltd., Oxford and Berkshire Cinemas,
Ltd., and National Provincial Cinemas, Ltd., will issue new stock as
follows: 2,000,000 shares redeemable six per cent cumulative first
preferred at $5 per share; 1,500,000
redeemable second preferred cumulative shares of $5 each; 10,000,000
To Make Film in Burma
"A" ordinary (common) shares of
London — Capitol Films announces $1.25 each, and 2,000,000 ordinary
that it will photograph "Siamese shares of $1.25 each. Holders of
White", written by M. S. Collis, in participating preferred shares in the
Siam. Collis and F. H. Whitting- old companies will receive shares in
stall, former superintendent of po- the consolidated company.
lice, will go to Siam as technical
advisers.

Studio to Employ 25,000

Moscow — The Soviet studios at
Baidartal in the Crimea, which are
American pictures would have not well along in construction, will
more success in Switzerland if they
employ, it is stated, 25,000 persons
were produced with stories of inter- and will make 300 productions a
national appeal and had more action, year. A credit of 305,000,000 roubles
it was said yesterday by Mark Brum,
has been allocated for the construcof Monopole Films, Zurich.
tion and equipment of the studios.
Theater business in Switzerland
is on the upgrade after being off A number of American sound engineers have been engaged to superfor several years, Brum declared.
vise installation of sound recording
Factors in the rise are the recent
decision of the government to go off apparatus.
the country's
and the
standardfrom
the
slow gold
emergence
depression Australia's Quota Films
which hit it last of all the European
Sydney — Films available for Ausnations.
tralia's four per cent of quota films
Duals are banned in Switzei-land,
and so is any new theater building are "Clara Gibbings," produced by
Eftee; "Granddad Rudd", a Cineat the request of both exhibitors sound
picture; "Splendid Fellows,"
Beaumont-Smith,
"Thoroughbred",

FitzPatrick's Biograph'l Films

London — James A. FitzPatrick,
arriving in London from New York,
announced that Mutual in the U. S.
and Regal in Canada will distribute
his recently completed "Livingstone," starring Percy Marmont, the
first of his series of biographical
productions, with productions to follow based on the life of Robert
Burns, Shakespeare and Chopin, the
latter
to be
titled
"Velvet byFingers,"
the
name
given
to Chopin
George
Sand.

Atwill, Stone in British Films
London — Lionel Atwill has been
cast for the lead in Fanfare Pictures' "The General Goes too Far,"
and George E. Stone for Julius
Hagen's "She Got What She Want-

Geo. Bancroft Faces Knife

West roast Bureau of TIIF FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— George Bancroft, taken suddenly ill, faces an operation
for the removal of his appendix.
However, his condition is not such
as to necessitate an immediate operation and h's physician will permit
him to complete the picture in which
he is now acting.

La Dietrich Sees "Allah" at London Screening
London (By Cable) — A special screening of Selznick International's Technicolor
production, "The Garden of Allah," was held in London last night for Marlene Dietrich,
co-starred in the film with Charles Boyer. Miss Dietrich was to have seen the film
in its New York opening at Radio City Music Hall tomorrow but delays in her current
vehicle
"Knight Without Armor," made this impossible. A print was therefore for
rushed Korda,
to London.

ed."

Of the building of motion picture theaters in England there is
no end. The construction boom
which started late in 1935 has since
shown no let-up. Every issue of
the London film trade journals carries announcements of new theaters, along with news stories and
editorials crying out against the
over-seating problem — redundancy
or surfeit, as our English cousins
call it. Returning visitors to Great
Britain bring back news of new
building enterprises.
The boom in the building of British cinemas keeps pace — if not outdistancing — production expansion.

Union Cinemas, with 70 to 80 new building projects in hand, which will bring the
circuit up to more than 200 cinemas, is envisaging a more far-reaching program with
the combining into one giant company of
Union itself and all of its subsidiaries. Under
the new project, nearly 100 theaters with
seating capacities of from 2,500 to 3,000 will
be built in all key cities in Great Britain,
with 12 in view for the London area.
Bernstein Theaters has 16 new theaters
on the tapis, practically all of them bigcapacity houses. A 2,500-seater starts the
building parade for this firm in London, with
houses in Woolwich and Greenwich to follow next, other cities to be taken care of
later.
The Monseigneur News Theaters, with 10
houses in England and Scotland, has announced the addition of five to its circuit.
British Trans-Lux, not to be left behind
by its competitor, announced that it would
open
12 more theaters.
County Cinemas in the early summer came
out with a program of 20 new houses for the
ves.
London area with several more in the provinOscar Deutsch in September announced a
$50,000,000 building program, increasing the
building rate from 50 to 100 new houses a
year. Deutsch is invading Scotland with his
chain of Odeon theaters, and has acquired
15 sites for Odeons in Wales.
The A. B.C. circuit, already with 284 theaters, announced in September the building
of four more.
In the same month Lord Portal and J.
Arthur Rank proposed the formation of a
new circuit to embrace 200 theaters, mostly
by acquiring houses already in existence,
but with a building plan in the offing.
B. & D., earlier in the year, stated that
it would build six new supers; Ben Kantor
proposed to add eight new Rivolis to his circuit in the Manchester area alone, and George
circuit.
H. Scarborough planned the expansion of his
As an example of the theater building
activities in England, take the following items
from a single recent issue of the Cinema:
New 2,000-seat super, the Granada, just
opened by Bernstein, at Wandsworth Road;
New Lyceum, Dumfries Theater Co., house,
seating 2,000, opened in Dumfries; Birmingham architect preparing plans for a new]
house at Billingham-on-Tees; work started
on new cinema at Rhiwbina, Cardiff; funds
being raised for rebuilding the Bradford Civic
Playhouse, destroyed by fire; Regal, new]
Lou Morris hall in Chesterfield; L. J. Ravenscroft appointed manager of newly opened
Odeon
in Spa;
Stafford;
new inSalters'
Cinema just
at
Drotwich
Regal
Chesterfield,
opened; Richard Afton to manage the Forum,
Leeds, about to be opened; Sidney Webb
manager of newly opened Odeon at Bromley;
plans considered by Skegness town council
for a new 1,000-seat house; Herbert Morland
applying for approval of plans for a cinema
at Prescott; Forum, newsreel house, opened
in Leeds; site obtained for a 2,000-seater
at Grays, Essex; approval asked for erection
of a theater at King's Norton Green, Birm
ingham; Bernstein to build a new super at
Gidea Park; Grand Theater and Opera House
at Oldham, to be converted into a cinema;
Plymouth town council approves plan for
erection of a $2,250,000 building to house a
cinema and a hotel.

YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE

3 MEN

AT YOUR HOUSE FOR

thanksgiving

if you re smart.

I

211 Important Theatres Are Set To
GOGAY..INABIG WAY.. FOR THE HOLIDAY
with

u

3 MEN ON A
HORSE
ITS LAUGHS ARE HYSTERICAL ... ITS STAGE
SUCCESS
IS HISTORICAL!

Actually
Broadway

2 capacity

years

on

and still running! Ac-

tually 10 road companies setting international records in 5
countries! And
more

actually getting

Thanksgiving

bookings

than any picture ever released by

UJ*»***

FRANK McHUGH
JOAN BLONDELL
GUY KIBBEE . CAROL HUGHES • ALLEN JENKINS • Sam
Levene • Teddy Hart • A MERVYN LEROY PRODUCTION
A First National

Picture
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IMPERIAL APPOINTS
BERMAN AND SMITH
(Continued from Page

1)

years as managing director in England, then general sales manager in
the United States. He later became
Eastern sales manager of Warner
Bros, and afterwards was in charge
of distribution for both Associated
Exhibitors and Tiffany.
In connection with its expansion
move, Imperial is understood to have
arranged new financing.

Aerial "Gold Diggers" in
Milwaukee for Big Doin's
(Continued from

Page

1)

the Airport by five girls selected to
be the guests as the result of a Wisconsin News contest. Next on the
schedule is a parade through the
city, winding up at the local City
Hall steps, where they will be received by the Marquette University
football team.
Jeanne Madden will present the
team with a "Good Luck" token from
Pat
A
seriesO'Brien,
of radioMarquette
broadcastsgraduate.
have also
been arranged over Station WISN.
The troupe makes a p. a. at the Warner Theater tonight to be followed
by
a
"GoldHotel.
Diggers Party" at the
Schroeder
Chicago — A group of Warners'
home office executives, who wind up
a two-day mid-season sales meet at
the Blackstone Hotel here, tomorrow will be at the Municipal airport to greet the "Gold Diggers"
plane on its arrival tomorrow moi'ning.
Among those who will be here,
are: Major Albert Warner, vicepresident and treasurer; Gradwell
L. Sears, vice-president and general
sales manager; S. Charles Einfeld,
vice-president in charge of advertising and publicity; Carl Leserman,
assistant general sales manager;
Norman H. Moray, in charge of
sales for Vitaphone short subjects
and trailers; Robert Mochrie, Herbert J. Ochs and Arthur Sachson.

Loew Directorate Meets
The Loew board of directors holds
a regular session this afternoon.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
Charles Butferworth had to teach
Bobby Breen how to play the banjo
so Bobby Breen could teach Charles
Butter-worth how to play the banjo in
"Rainbow on the River." In the picture
Bobby teaches Butterworth, who portrays a butler, how to play a banjo. —
PRINCIPAL.

£££

DAILY

Reviews of Hew Til***
"Robin Hood in An Arrow Escape"
(Terry-Toons)
Educational
7 mins.
Elaborate
Quite an elaborate cartoon production done along the lines of a light
opera, with male choruses appropriate to the theme, and a fine original score written by Philip Scheib.
Robin Hood and his loyal ragged followers in the forest are seen as
their chief starts out on a romantic
adventure. He enters the king's
castle, and romances with the daughter till the king discovers him. The
king decides to marry her off right
away to the knight who wins in the
jousting on the morrow. Robin
Hood, the hero, comes in at the last
moment and engages the villain who
is about to claim the bride-to-be.
After a furious conflict Robin Hood
triumphs, and rides away with his

team. Many of the spectaculai
events connected wtih the pageantry of the games are included with
the contests, finishing with some
graphic night shots as the lights
flare across the enormous stadium.
Produced by Truman Talley. Edited
bv Lew Lehr. Commentary by Ed
Thorgersen.

TELEVISION IN 1938,
GOLDSMITH FORECAST
< Continued

from

Page

1)

day.
Engineers, which he will address to-

Television has already advanced
far beyond the stage reached by radio some 15 years ago when broadcasting was begun commercially, Dr.
Goldsmith said. Television is affected by preventable man-made interference because it is radiated in
Tim and Irene in
an unusually vulnerable region,
namely, the ultra-high frequencies,
"Modern Home"
18 mins. he declared.
Educational
"Automobile ignition systems and
Another adventure of the Wackv similar
sources can supeimpose on
Family. Tim and Irene go with the television picture the twinkling
her family to the new modern home
of a myriad of stars — an effect as
that, father has built with Tim's
dough. As Irene shows him around ■startling as it is unwelcome", he
the place, Tim realizes just what a said.
looney family he has married into.
The payoff comes when Irene and
her ma turn their home into a mu- Films Immediate Future
seum, and allow visitors to inspect
queen.
it for a dime. The climax has the
Brighter, Official View
(Continued from Page 1)
head
keeper
of
the
asylum
marshal"Sports
Headlines
of 1936"
ling his brood back to the home, and conditions throughout the country
(Adventures
of a Newsreel
Cameraman)
Tim realizes these prospective pur- which Department of Commerce ofchasers of the Wacky Homes are
20th Century-Fox
10 mins.
ficials predicted yesterday will hit
A very fine compilation of official just as looney as his wife's family. 192& levels in many fields around
photographs of the Olympic Games. With George Watts, Marie Hartman
The highlights are given of many Eddie Hall, Don McBride. Directed Christmas.
Factors in the improvement picthrilling contests in a variety of by William Watson. Story by David
ture are rise in the national income,
Freedman.
Photographed
by
George
sports, finishing with the exciting
decrease in unemployment, dividend
Webber.
relay race captured by the American
distributions, increased income of
farmers, and the rise in industrial

71 Critics Return Home

After Seeing "Winterset"
After a busy day of entertainment and a preview of RKO Radio's
picture
"Winterset,"
71 out-of-town
movie critics
from Canada,
Chicago
and points east of the Mississippi
who came here as guests of RKO
Radio left last night for their home
cities or were preparing to do so.
The critics, who were guests of RKO Radio, included Marjory Adams, Boston Globe;
Helen Allen, Toronto Telegram; Doris Arden,
Chicago Times; Louis Azrael, Baltimore News
Post; Nelson Bell, Washington Post; Herman
Bernfeld, Cincinnati Enquirer; Garrett Byrnes,
Providence Journal-Bulletin; Edward Carberry, Cincinnati Post; John Carmody, Wash
ington Star; Norman Clark, Baltimore News
Post, Harold Cohen, Pittsburgh Post Gazette;
Jos. Collier, Indianapolis Times; Wm. Cunningham, Columbus Citizen; A. A. Daugherty,
Louisville Times; George David, Rochester
Democrat and Chronicle; Humphrey Doulens,
Bridgeport Post-Telegram; Peggy Doyle, Boston American; Helen Eager, Boston Traveler;
Harold Eckert. Columbus State Journal; Elsie
Finn, Philadelphia
Record.
Also Thomas Forbes, Pawtucket Times;
Carol Frink, Chicago Herald-Examiner; Leo
Gafifney, Boston Sunday Advertiser; A. P.
Goodman, Rochester Times-Union; James
Hague, Bridgeport Times-Star; Mordaunt
Hall, Boston Transcript; Prunella Hall, Boston Post; Harry Haider, Baltimore Sunday
Sun; E. F. Harkins, Boston Record; Chas.
Haulier, Newark News; George Holland. Boston American; Ralph Holmes, Detroit Times;
Elinor Hughes, Boston Herald; Betty Hynes,
Washington Herald; Arthur Kelly, Dayton
Herald-Journal; Jeff Keen, Philadelphia Daily
News; V. Knox, Buffalo News; Dorothy
Krause. Rochester Journal ; Karl Krug, Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph; Edith Lindeman, Richmond Times-Dispatch; Al Marcello, Providence
News Tribune; Boyd Martin, Louisville Courier Journal; Mildred Martin, Philadelphia Inquirer; W. E. J. Martin, Buffalo Courier-Express; Dector Mason, Toronto Globe; Leo
M Her, Bridgeport Herald; Kaspar Monaban.
Pittsburgh
Press;
II. T. Murdock,
Pliila-

Ziegfeld Glorified Girls
Club Benefit Nets $2,000
The Chicago branch of the Ziegfeld Glorified Girls Club, Meredith
Howard Erskine, president, cleared
more than $2,000 on the benefit ball
it gave recently at the Sherman
Hotel, Chicago, for needy members
of the organization. The New York
branch of the Ziegfeld Club will give
die's today.
a benefit
luncheon at Leon and Ed-

General seasonal business advance
production.
of 10 per cent is predicted.

Para. Simplification Will
Be Completed by Dec. 10
(Continued from Page

1)

of the Paramount
corporate setup
has virtually been completed.
All
details will be arranged within six
months.

First-Run Deal on GB Product
Geo. W. Weeks, GB General Sales
Manager, announces the closing of
a deal with Fanchon and Marco, by
the terms of which GB's 1936-37
program
will play
& M.'s firstrun
situations
in St.F.Louis.

Adapting Annuity Plan

Rochester — Eastman Kodak
ticipates completion within a
weeks of its adaptation of its
ployees' annuity
cial Security
Act. plan to fit the

anfew
emSo-

delpliia Ledger: James Nelson. Baltimore SunAmerican; Patricia Nicolls. Newark StarEagle; F. F. Parry. Pittsburgh Press.
Also Corbin Patrick, Indianapolis Star; V.
K. Richards. Toledo Blade; C. Rodenbaoh.
Chicago Daily News; C. R. Rosenberry, Albany Knickerbocker Pres^; Mary L. Ross,
Toronto Saturday Night: Allen Saunders,
Toledo News Bee; C. Schneider. Cleveland
Pres^; Len Shaw, Detroit Free Press: Kay
Shephard, Newark Ledger; A. J. Sloane,
New Haven Journal Courier; Ardis Smith,
Buffalo' Times;' A.' Spaeth, Cleveland News;
■Wm. Stiegler, Cincinnati Time- Star; Virginia Sturm, Dayton News; Harold Stagg.
New Haven Register; J. Tuthell, Hartford
Times; S. T. Wilson, Columbus Dispatch:
Hollis Wood, Richmond News-Leader, and
Knlv Young, Toronto
Mail.

"Get It" In Second Week
Samuel Goldwyn's "Come and Get
It" enters on its second week at the
Rivoli today, following a recordbreaking first-week's bus:ness. The
feature played in the first seven
days of its run to approximately
70,000 patrons. The Film Daily
s informed.

SHOW-

REMINDER

MAN'S

Arrange programs to attract school
and college students home for the
Christmas
and New
Year holidays.

^cz^&sse* \

Opening day
beats "Deeds"!
Second day beats
"Deeds"! Third
beats
day
"Deeds"!
Wow!

I

I

IRENE DUNNE

i
/

BOSTON
Simply

sensational! Second

day gross tops
record - breaking
figures set by
"Deeds" opening !
>

~ - ~ T ? ~ T ~ T- "

PHILADELPHI

Wham! First day nearly
twice as big as first day

What

of

great

"Deeds"

a first weekend

Holdouts every hour! Gros:

run!

Mm

"Deeds"

I

I

I

MEMPHIS

i

50 per cent better

First three days

than
'"Deeds"!
And that
was top
money

/

grosser!

..f*»i>

s:i\ Lull

MELVYN

DOUGLAS

Thomas Mitchell
* Thurston Hall
"verett Risl
Rosalind Keith * Spring Byington
Screen play by Sidney

Buchman

• Associate

,

Directed by Richard Boleslawski
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ing day figures beat a
mile! Theatre jammed!

Music Hall with laughter!
raves N. Y. Daily Mirror

iiiH

—JEW.
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SEES LOCAL BOARDS
SOLVING FILM ISSUES
(Continued from Page 1)
connection with a 10 per cent cancellation
privilege, Kuykendall, however, a^ks that the
distributor reconsider its condition "which would
lake away exhibitor's right to reject any pictures
it he does not buy and license all of the pic
Hires released by Universal and put it on a more
teasonable basis, granting the exhibitor the
right to reject one picture out of each group
of 10 in all exhibition contracts for 10 or
more
features
Iwught
at the same
time."
Commenting on -the cancellation grant,
Kuykendall also says: "Wc believe that your
plan of practical operation of this cancellation provision with respect to notice of cancellation to be made in writing by the exhibitor within 10 days after he receives from
your Gin company a written notice of availability on the picture is fair and should remove the objections to the uncertain and
illusory condition previously imposed which
lu^cd the period in which a notice of can
cellation could be given on the release date
in the exchange territory which is frequently impossible for the exhibitor to determine."
The communication from the M.P.T.O.A.
also states that "we are entirely pleased" with
the Universal approval of the local conciliation hoards proposal. This setup affords a
means of solving such problems as unfair cutrate competition between theaters, actual unfair non-theatrical competition and "over loading an exhibitor
with short subjects,"
it is
pointed
out
Commenting
on thi Universal
position
on
clearance
and
zoning
the Kuykendall
letter

in part:

"With respect
an openly negotiated
and
published
uniformto maximum
clearance and
zoning plan in each metropolitan center, we
l>oth agree that this is desirable but may not
be possible in the present rather uncertain
status of the law with respect to such zoning
plans. There seems to be much confusion in
the court decisions which have never finally
adjudicated the legal questions involved. Able
and competent legal counsel give us conflicting opinions and interpretations of the court
decisions. Ultimately, we are convinced, a
systematic plan and an open and above board
zoning schedule will have to be developed in
the more complicated metropolitan districts,
but it may not lie possible to do so until the
law on the subject is clarified and the Dept.
of Justice is satisfied that such schedules
are

reasonable, proper and within the law."
Satisfaction is voiced in regard to the

distributor's views on overbuying, and policy
of no score charge.
"There seems to be a little misunderstanding concerning" use of a uniform exhibition
contract, observes the M.P.T.O.A. chieftain,
uhn explains that bis association has in mind
taking the already approved optional standard
license agreement in use by most distributors,
ill. after having separated it into what is
in effect the essential and nonessential sec. "have the exhibitor initially sign both
sections and from there on do business only
with the short form."
The letter also expresses satisfaction with
I niversal's statement that it is not forcing
shorts.
"We are certain that the modification in
-..lc- policies anil sales practices which you
have announced will prove a very definite
-i; towards removing the unnecessary friclion and needless irritations that have existed
ears in the trade relations between ex
bibitors

and

distributors,"

writes

Kuykendall.

Report Outside Interests
To Bid in Three Theaters
Three legit theaters on West 44th
and West 45th Sts. will be auctioned next Monday
at the Vesey
• t auction rooms to satisfy $1,mortgage held by Continen97,621
tal Bank & Trust
Co.. trustee,
nst Theater
Zone Realty Co.
Houses are the Masque,
Majestic
and the Golden. It is reported "outide interests" will buy the theaters,
olition is planned for erection
of modern building.
Chanins built
these houses some 15 years ago.
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U.S. ACTS TO SETTLE
ITALIAN FILM DISPUTE

EXPLOITETTES
12 National Tie-ups Set on
Warners' "Diggers of '37"

PN

addition to the coast-tocoast "Gold Diggers" plane
which is ballyhooing the Christmas release of Warner Bros.'
"Gold Diggers of 1937", the
company's home office advertising and publicity department
has arranged twelve national
tie-ups heralding the national
release of the feature. The tieups, which are scheduled to
break during the nationwide
plane
tourandof the
"Gold Diggers"
beauties
on release
date of
the picture, are:
1. Lux Toilet Soap will take
500 line day and date ads in 28
key cities, when the picture is
locally shown. Two Los Angeles papers, one Hollywood paper and in the New York Daily
News will take 1,000 line ads on
the feature.
2. The Buick Co., which is supplying afleet of cars in each city
where the plane is scheduled to
stop, will take 1,000 line ads in
each city announcing the plane
trip. Window posters will be
distributed to dealers to be used
in conjunction with the plane
trip and the showing of the picture.
3. The Mojud Hosiery Co. will
take ads in several cities tying
in with the showing of the picture, and will also distribute
dealer mats and arrange for
window displays.
4. The Elgin Watch Co. will
give the picture a huge magazine campaign tying in with their
product.
5. The Onondaga Silk Mills
have prepared a special dress
material with a design based on
the picture, for distribution
among leading department
stores, over the country. This
will be preceded by a big promotion campaign.
6. Studio Styles Dresses will
make a dress from the above-

Los Angeles Exchange Asks
Columbia Trade Extension
West

Coast Bureau

vf THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Application for extension of unlisted trading privileges in Columbia voting trust certificates for common stock and also
for the underlying common stock
has been made by the Los Angeles
Stock Exchange to the Securities
and Exchange Commission. The application indicates that there are issued and outstanding 20.3,986 certificates.

Releasing Czech

Film

J. H. Hoffberg Co. Inc., will release "Strycek Z Ameriky", (The
Uncle From America), Czechoslovakian feature comedy.

mentioned material, and will
distribute
it through their associated dealers.
7. Ronson Lighters will distribute dealer mats and window
display cutouts featuring Joan
Blondell and Dick Powell. This
will be done as part of their
Christmas promotion. They will
also take ads reading "Welcome
Gold
Diggers"
in all citiesto where
the plane
is scheduled
stop.
8. Kragshire Coats will send
out a large 30 x 40 cutout of
Joan Blondell wearing their coat
while embarking on an American Airline plane. In addition
to window displays in department stores, the cutout will be
on display in all American Airline airports.
9. Through the facilities of the
Scripps-Howard national chain
of newspapers, individual papers will run a contest in the
towns where the plane is to
stop. Five people will be chosen
to be the guests of the "Gold
rive.
Diggers" troupe when they ar10. Studio Style Hats will put
out a specially designed hat to
be distributed to leading department stores throughout the
country. The hat will be tied in
with the opening of the picture
with a large promotion cam11. Dunbar-Gibson who manupaign.
facture gold luggage tags, cigarette holders, tie-clips and powder scoops will place window
displays in department stores
all over the country, and in some
cases will have co-op ads placed
in local newspapers. They will
also give the tieup an extensive
publicity campaign in newspa12. The Platinum Products
Company will take day and date
pers.with the arrival of the plane,
ads
tying in with the Lektrolite
cigarette cases which the "Gold
Diggers" girls are
carrying.Bros.
— Warver

Body Believed That of Bowers

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

(Continued from Page 1)

ment of the dispute over the earnings of American film companies,
the State Department announced
yesterday.
Foreign Minister Galeazzo Ciano,
returning to Rome last night, was
expected to take the matter up with
Ambassador William Phillips. The
discord arose over the regulation by
the Italian Government ruling that
foreigners cannot send more than 25
per cent of earnings made in Italy
out of the country, directly affecting American film interests, also
ruling that foreign film companies
have restricted film quotas, not yet
definitely established.
The State Department spokesman
told The Film Daily that Ambassador Phillips is taking up this matter of getting fair treatment for
the American film industry. The
presence of Will Hays in Italy
makes a prompt discussion of the
question likely.

Pope Talks Films and
Morals With Will Hays
Rome (By Cable) — Motion pictures and their application to morals were discussed during a halfhour audience granted by Pope Pius
yesterday to Will H. Hays. The
American film industry leader afterwards described the interview as
the "apex" of his 15 years as head
or asof the producer
and distribut
sociation. He stated
that he found
himselfon inmorals
accordof with
Pope's
views
modernthefilms.

Pennsylvania's Censors
Hold Up Mae West Film
Pittsburgh — The Pennsylvania
Board of Censors held up Mae West's
"Go West, Young Man" which was
scheduled to open at Loew's Penn
this week. Metro's "Love on the
Run" has been substituted. "Valiant is the Word for Carrie" which
was reported to have encountered
censor trouble recently opens at the
Stanley Theater on Friday.

DAILY

Hollywood — The body of a man Philadelphia Orchestra to
tentatively identified as John BowGo On Theater Picket Line
ers, stage and screen actor, was
washed ashore yesterday on Malibu
Philadelphia — The Philadelphia
Beach. He disappeared after leavis scheduled to start picki ing home to motor to the beach ac- Orchestra
eting local theaters tomorrow in
cording to the repoi't his sister, Mrs. sympathy with the local musicians.
R. W. Bonyea, made yesterday to
Otherwise, the situation remains unthe police who instituted a search. changed.
Bowers is believed to have rented
a small sailboat which was found
adrift.
Otterson Interested in

$20,

,000 In Gems Stolen

Commercial Films Plan

Cincinnati — Annabelle Ward of
John E. Otterson, former Parathe Phoenix Amusement Co., Lexmount president, said yesterday that
ington, suffered loss of $20,000 worth he was interested in a plan to proof gems, when her home was robbed
duce commercial films.
Otterson J
during her absence. Miss Ward car- said he did not propose to return to 1
ried no theft insurance.
the film entertainment business.

&s
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A "JUtiU" £**» Udbjwood "£*ts
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
CUPREME'S western feature, "Silent Death," starring Bob Steele,
is in production, with S. Roy Luby
directing. The cast includes Don
Barclay, Harley Wood, Hans Joby,
Harry Murdock, Frank Ball and
Mickey Morati. The picture will be
released by Republic.

T

▼

▼

Actresses Touring for Zukor Silver Jubilee Drive

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Shirley Ross and Eleanore Whitney, sponsors respectively of the West
Coast and Cleveland districts in the Adolph Zukor Silver Jubilee Drive, leave here this
week for a visit to the exchanges in their territories. Miss Ross, leaving tonight,
will arrive in San Francisco Thursday. On Friday she will visit Portland and on Saturday Seattle. Miss Whitney leaves here on Friday, going directly to Cleveland, her home
town, where she will arrive Sunday. She will visit Pittsburgh on Tuesday, Columbus
on Wednesday and Cincinnati on Thursday.

John Hyde of Wm. Morris office
is here from New York, spending
two weeks at the agency's Hollywood headquarters.

Our Passing Show: William LeBaron, C. B. DeMille, Ernst Lubitsch,
King Vidor, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
Lewis E. Gcnsler, Wesley Ruggles,
Don M. Mersereau, Harold Hurley,
Frank Lloyd, Leo McCarey, Chris
Dunphy, Boris Morros, Harry Sherman, Bill Pine, J. D. Trop, Jack Cunningham, Edward F. Cline, Sid Brod,
Henry Herzbrun, Manny Wolfe, T.
Keith Glennan, Fred Leahy, Harlan
Thompson, Gary Cooper, Jack Benny, Lew Ayres, Shirley Ross, Bob
Burns, George Burns, Gracie Allen,
Larry Crabbe, Dorothy Lamour,
Harold Lloyd, Lloyd Nolan, Lynne
Overman, Sir Guy Standing, Gladys
Swarthout, Marsha Hunt, John
Howard, Fred MacMurray, Mary
Carlisle, Frank Forest and Eleanore
Whitney at the party given by
Adolph Zukor in honor of Barney
Balaban and Stanton Griffis.

Joan Crawford and Robert Montgomery will co-star in "The Last of
Mrs. Cheyney," soon to go into pro-

Hasson Quits Hollywood;
Will Produce in Egypt

New Quarters for Four
Exchanges in Pittsburgh

▼

TV

More Passing Show: Eddie Acuff
thawing out in desert sunshine after
a three-week visit to Broadway;
Harvey Stephens back from Lake
Mead with his new speed boat.
▼
▼
▼
Smiley Burnette has one of the
important roles in "Round Up Time
in Texas," a Gene Autry musical
western, which has just been completed at Republic. He will also
work in "Larceny on the Air," a
thriller with a radio background.

▼

▼

V

Pittsburgh — Art Morrone, president of the Superior Motion Picture
Hollywood — Bringing to a close Supply Co. which recently bought
his 10-year career with his work on two adjoining buildings on Film
Selznick International's Technicolor Row, revealed to The Film Daily
production, "The Garden of Allah," that the building at 82 Van Braam
Jamiel Hasson, technical expert on Street will be completely remodeled
Near-Eastern and desert pictures, to make room for four independent
plans to organize a film company exchanges. Work will start immedin Alexandria, Egypt, to make films
iately after the contracts with the
in the Arabic language, he an- various exchanges will have been
nounced today. A native of Damas- signed, Morrone stated. The tenants
cus, Hasson has been in Hollywood expected to use the new quarters
since 1927, serving as technical ad- include Republic Pictures, Grand
viser for practically every film pro- National, Royal Pictures, Inc., and
duced in that period dealing with Imperial Pictures, a new exchange
Bedouin life or desert romance.
which will open
an office here shortly.
West

Coast

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Grace Gannon Dies
Des Moines— Stricken by an infection which followed extraction of
a tooth last Friday, Grace Gannon,
presisecretary to Harry Weinberg,
dent of Central States Theaters,
died here Monday. Miss Gannon formerly was secretary of the Motion
Picture Code Authority at Kansas
City and prior to that was booker
for Central States at Des Moines
and with the A. H. Blank Co.

Fay Webb

in Oxygen Tent

Santa Monica, Calif.— Fay Webb,
divorced wife of Rudy Vallee, who
failed to rally from an internal
operation at a local hospital, was
reported late last night to have been
removed to an oxygen tent in a very
critical condition.

Circuits Conferring on
Maritime Strike Effect
Portland, Ore. — Frequent conferences have been held in both Portland and Seattle by two leading theater circuits to consider the effect
of the continued maritime strike.
Six months ago, prices at the first
runs were upped 5c, But if the strike
situation and unemployment in allied lines persists, there will likely
be some drastic changes made in admittance prices and operating overhead.

WELI Carrying Film Reviews

New Haven — Theater News, weekly local movie guide, goes on the
air over station WELI, with movie
reviews and impressions by "Penetrix."

duction in at M-G-M with Lawrence
Weingarten as producer, and Richard Boleslawski as director.

produced by Lucien Hubbard and
Ned Marin for M-G-M. This is
based on S. S. Van Dine's novel "The
Bishop Murder Case," with Bertram
Millhauser making the screen treatment and George Seitz directing.
The cast will include Edmund Lowe,
Florence Rice, Henry Daniell, Frank
Reicher, Theodore Von Eltz, Sarah
Haden and Dorothy Peterson.

▼

▼

▼

Sue Carol, who has been absent
from the screen for two years, today
signed a contract as a film actress
▼ T ▼
and went to work in a role in "A
Diary," which B. P. SchulLucien Littlefield, actor-writer re- Doctor's
cently given a term contract by berg is producing for Paramount.
▼ TV
Paramount, today was assigned a
Paramount today announced the
role in the Henry Hathaway-Grover
purchase of Albert Shelby Levino's
Jones production, "Souls At Sea."
▼ T T
football
"Yesterday's
for
1937 story,
production
with Lew Cheers"
Ayres
New writing contracts are an- and Mary Carlisle in the leading
nounced by M-G-M with R. C. Sher- roles. The story deals with the postiff and Bartlett Cormack.
college career of a gridiron hero
▼
▼
▼
and the obstacles he faces when the
"Under Cover of Night" will be cheering has ended.
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That grand o
no
Ike" combination that never
fails, in a new pair of youngsters who are fresh, full of

m
i?

pep, sparkling with youth,
clever dancers, and smart
comedians.
There's nothing bashful
about the way audiences are
howling at their "BASHFUL
BUDDIES." And it will
sound like a mass cheering
squad when you play their
latest

BDat j1
Another pair of names for
your marquee. Add Timberg and Rooney to Buster
West and Tom Patricola,
Tim and Irene, Jefferson
IN

Machamer and his ''Gags
and Gals", Buster Keaton,
Bert Lahr, Niela Goodelle,
The Cabin Kids, Kilco the
Kangaroo in Terry-Toons.
The finest list of stars in

j*

the greatest line of short
subjects in years.

0
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THE SPICE

OF THE

PROGRAM

d RHYJ"

Presented by E.W. HAMMONS

Distributed in U.S.A. by 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation

r

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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NEW

Distributors

YORK, THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

Set 4-Point Fire on

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Eighteen Years Old

TEN CENTS

19, 1936

Ohio Ploydate

Law

ISIDORE OSTRER SAILS FOR REPORTED KENT TALK
Sears
Reveals
Warners' $3,000,000 Production
Boost
Seen Representing
Maxwell
Budget
Jump
Anticipated
Post-Election Business
Upturn
Chicago — Three million dollars
was added by Warners six months
ago to its production budget for
[pictures to be released during the
homing winter and spring, it was
revealed yesterday by Gradwell L.
pears, vice president and general
pales manager, at the mid-season
sales meeting held at the Blackstone
[Hotel. The increased appropriation
Ianticipated the post-election biz. upturn, Sears explained.
"This great
increase
(Continued
on Page in
7) our ap-
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TELEVISION AND FILM
GO-OPERATION URGED

DAILY
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Sales Tax Appeal Hearing
Is Postponed to January
Owing to the fact that Attorney
Frederick H. Wood will be elsewhere
engaged on Dec. 3, hearing on the
appeal of major distributors from
the New York City 2 per cent sales
tax has been put over until January
in the Court of Appeals at Albany.

Universal Due for Record
Sales Year, Says Grainger

As Isidore Ostrer, head of the
Gaumont British interests, sailed
from England last night on the Normandie for New York, well-informed sources told The Film Daily that
it is likely that he will go to Hollywood to confer with Sidney R.
Kent, president of 20th CenturyFox, as an ambassador representing
John Maxwell in an effort to buy
the
American
interests
in GB.
Cables company's
from London
said

Following his acquisition of the
Ostrer brothers'
(Continued 51on per
Pagecent
3) interest

Washington — The Patman antiprice discrimination act as well as
the prospective amending bill to divorce manufacturing from retailing
Rep. Patman is contemplating introducing at the coming Congress
are "bound to come up for discussion" at the December conference of
{Continued

Move
to Buy
20th- Fox Stock

that Ostrer's surprise mission was
cloaked with the utmost official
secrecy.

PATMAN BILL COMING
UP AT WASH. PARLEY
Washington

In

Into the Page One spotlight today, with the able assistance of the indefatigable "Hap" Hadley,
steps Sol M. Wurtzel, executive producer with 20th Century-Fox. Sol literally wrote his way
into the film biz. After first working for a wholesale grocery firm on his graduation from
New York's High School of Commerce, he became secretary-stenographer for William Fox.
That
was rest,
in 1915;
two say,
years
later, he was sent to Hollywood as the studio's general manager.
And the
as they
is history.

Constitutionality of Ohio's Playdate
Law Challenged at Columbus Tomorrow

20th Century-Fox Reported
Plans Own Checker System
With the closing of the Century

Circuit, A. H. Schwartz, President,
20th Century-Fox is understood
comprising 41 theaters in the New
York Metropolitan district, James R. seriously considering establishment
Grainger, General Manager of Dis- of its own checking system throughout the country. M-G-M has already
tribution for the New Universal, anits own checking in a numnounced that the number of con- started
ber of territories.
(Continued on Page 7)

Rochester — Cooperation between
the motion picture and television industries and not disregard or hostility was asked yesterday by Alfred
N. Goldsmith, RCA consulting engineer, in a speech before the convention of the Institute of Radio En(Continued on Page 7)

50 Cent Regular, $1 Extra
Loew Dividend is Declared
A regular dividend of 50 cents and
an extra dividend of $1 was declared
by the Loew board of directors at a
meeting yesterday afternoon. Both
Dec. 31 to stockholders
payable
are
of record
Dec. 11.

Four principal points will be emphasized bymajor distributors when Goldstein Going to Coast
they attack the constitutionality of
In Move for Coordination
the Ohio law prohibiting designation of playdates at a hearing to be
E. H. Goldstein, vice-president of
held tomorrow in a statutory court
at Columbus. They will charge that Republic Pictures, on Monday leaves
the statute: attempts to regulate New York for his firm's between
coast stu60
dios where he will spend
Federal copyrights and licenses
operations
in studying
and 90 days
(Continued on Page 20)
on Page 7)
(Continued
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Mark Hilliard to Produce
Don Carle Gillette Play

Wehrenberg, Exhib. for 30
Years, Marks Anniversary
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M. J. SIEGEL leaves New
his return to Hollywood.

York Monday

on

}. J. MILLSTEIN, vice-president in charge
of sales for Republic, departs from New York
today for with
a two Chicago
weeks' as
tourhisof first
the company's
branches,
stop.
DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY has arrived in New
York
tures. from London where he worked in picJEFF LAZARUS leaves New
turning to the coast.

York Monday

re-

SIDNEY R. KENT, who has gone to Hollywood, returns to New York in two weeks.

%

%

EDDIE CANTOR and BENNY HOLZMAN, who
are currently in New York, return to Hollywood
in three weeks.

+1%
+
%
+75%
—
%

SEYMOUR ROBINSON, film writer, arrived
yesterday from Hollywood.

+

3%
2% +
243/4 —
5
+

%
1

%

DORIS MALLOY,
from the coast.

LOU GOLDBERG, general manager for Major
Bowes' units, left by plane yesterday for Pittsburgh.
CHAS. SCHWARTZ of Schwartz
has gone to the coast.

0

FRANK "OIWIN" McHUGH is expected to
reach New York from the Coast next Wednesday for the opening of "Three Men on a
Horse"
at the Strand.

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

MONROE GREENTHAL, director of publicityadvertising for United Artists, returned to home
office yesterday from Chicago where he conferred with B. & K. executives on campaigns
there for Selznick's "Garden of Allah" and
Goldwyn's "Come and Get It."
ARTHUR A. LEE has returned to New York
from Toronto.

Shirley Ross recently made a score of
85 out of a possible 100 bull's eyes on
the Los Angeles Police Department's
pistol range. It was the first time
she had shot a pistol in her life. —
PARAMOUNT.

PAULA TRUEMAN, stage and screen actress,
and HAROLD STERNER, portrait painter, who
were married Tuesday, are at the Gotham.
MAURICE DE ABRAVANEL, Portugues conductor of the Metropolitan Opera, and MRS.
DE ABRAVANEL, arrive in New York today
on S.S. Lafayette.
SYLVIA SIDNEY, screen star, arrived in New
York yesterday morning from the coast to spend
a brief vacation.
DON M. MERSEREAU, general manager of
THE FILM DAILY, arrives in New York today
after spending several weeks in Hollywood.

EDWARD ALPERSON and SIDNEY BIDELL are
now expected to return to New York Monday
from the coast.
MANNY GOLDSTEIN
day for Hollywood.

leaves New

York Mon-

Detroit — "Gold Diggers" plane is
scheduled to arrive in Detroit tomorrow where a duplication of the
huge receptions accorded the troupe
in its stop-overs to date, has been
arranged.
Philadelphia — Those aerial-minded
"Gold Diggers" chorines will man
Red Cross booths in the business
section here for one hour next WedRed Cross officials announced last nesday,
night.

Hospital Says Condition

"
is "Good
The condition
Charles
C. Pettiof Pettiofjohn
john, a patient at Mt. Sinai Hospital, yesterday was reported as
"good." He is under observation for
a bladder trouble.

ROY SIMMONDS, London publicity representative of 20th Century-Fox Films, is in town.
He flies to Hollywood tomorrow.
DAVE EPSTEIN arrives in New
Hollywood early next week.

York

from

JUDITH BARRETT leaves today for Kansas
City, Chicago
and Hollywood.
GLADYS SWARTHOUT left Hollywood yesterday for New York after completing "Champagne Waltz". After a series of radio appearances, Miss Swarthout will return to Hollywood for the Christmas holidays.
GAIL PATRICK, who has been on a vacation
in Hawaii as the guest of the Maharajah and
Maharani of Indore, arrives in San Francisco
today and then will fly to Hollywood.
IRENE DUNNE
New

has arrived in Hollywood from

York
some" Dec.and
1. starts "High, Wide

ROBERT LIVESEY, British stage and screen
star, is expected to arrive here on the Bremen today. His latest film role is the beggar
in

Alexander
Korda's
"Rembrandt."
JAMES MULVEY, vice-president of Samuel
Goldwyn productions, and MRS. MULVEY sailed

yesterday
the Queen
vacation inonEngland.

Mary

Diva's Rites to be Simple
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Film colony today
mourned death of Mme. Ernestine
Schumann-Heink, 75. The singer
had suffered a renewed attack of a
chronic illness and failed to respond
to blood transfusions administered
last week-end in an effort to save
her life. Plans for her funeral are
as yet unannounced, but the services, it is said, will be simple.

and Hand-

KENYON NICHOLSON and CHARLES ROBINSON, Paramount scenarists, have left Hollywood for a vacation in Chicago and New York.

Frohlich

NEWS

S

"Lady from Nowhere" Sat.

screen writer, is in town

MR. and MRS. DORE SCHARY are here from
Hollywood.
MRS. RICARDO CORTEZ left by plane last
night for Hollywood.

Warner Execs. Greeting
"Gold Diggers" in Chi.

Chicago — Winging here from MilMark Hilliard, will produce "In
waukee, where the party was rovally
the Bag:", a new comedy by Don
Carle Gillette, at one time dramatic received yesterday, Warners' flying
critic and editor of The Billboard "Gold Diggers" arrive this morning
and recently managing editor of for a Chicago stopover.
The welcoming throng at the airFilm Daily. Rehearsals will start
port will include a host of Warner
today and will open at a Broadway
executives, headed by Major Albert
theater Dec. 14.
Warner, vice president and treasurer, who are now holding a midseason sales confab at the BlackMrs.
Payne
Whitney,
Mrs. h"
Charles stone Hotel.
See "Alla
bs to
Cele
Shipman Payson, Herbert Bayard
Following a parade, the "Gold
Swope, Fannie Hurst, with parties, Diggers" troupe will be feted with
a
luncheon
at the Palmer House as
head the list of socialites and celebrities who will attend the first eve- the guests of the State Street Council. Press interviews and radio
ning performance of Selznick Inter- broadcasts
are next. At night, girls
national's technicolor production,
"The Garden of Allah," co-starring and principals make a p. a. at BalaMarlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer, ban and Katz's Chicago Theater. After the show, the troupe will attend
which
opens
sic Hall
today.at the Radio City Mu- a press supper at the College Inn,
in the Sherman Hotel.

and Going

ISIDORE OSTRER sailed from England last
night on the Normandie bound for New York.
ROY SIMMONS leaves New York today for
Hollywood.
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St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg,
owner of the Cinderella, Melba,
Michigan and Virginia theaters in
South St. Louis and for several
years President of the M. P. T. O.
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, will celebrate the
thirtieth anniversary of his entrance
into the exhib. field next week. All
of his theaters will join.
Wehrenberg now is erecting the
$25,000 Savoy Theater in Ferguson,
Mo. Seating 650, it will open about
Dec. 1. Wehrenberg through his
South Side Amusement Company,
also plans to begin the construction
soon of a new 1,500-seat theater at
the southeast corner of Grand
Boulevard and Eichelberger Street
to cost about $125,000. Sketches
have been prepared by A. F. and
A. Stauder architects. He further
plans to take a financial interest in
a new theater and store building
planned
ford
Road.for a site at 3196 Morgan-

Columbia will release "Lady from
Nowhere", featuring Mary Astor,
Wehrenberg is Chairman of the Charles
Quigley and Thurston Hall,
Saturday.
Board of Directors of the M. P.
T. O. A.

FINANCIAL
NEW
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TWA SLASHES FARES
Air Travel By TWA
Cheaper Than On
Limited Trains
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast to coast.

for a month's

ED KUYKENDALL is due in New
the south shortly after Dec. 1.

York from

SIDNEY R. KENT plans another trip to England, probably leaving the United States next

month.

MACK SENNETT, now at Richmond, Que., to
settle the estate of his mother, will visit New
York before returning to Hollywood.

Non-stop
York andbetween
ChicagoNew

NOW 3 TWA OFFICES:
1503 Broadway
70 East
Air Travel
Desk, Pent).
Telephone:

MCrray

HU1

42nd
St.
Station
6-1640
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ISIDORE OSTRER SAILS;
KENT TALK EXPECTED

BYRD COM. GETS U.S,
FILM DATA FROM ROPER
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Washington — Secretary of Commerce Daniel C. Roper at his weekly press conference here yesterday
declared his department had submitted all available data pertaining to its
motion picture activities to the Byrd
Committee which recently authorized the Brookings Institute to make
a survey of government productions.
At the same time secretary Roper
revealed the department was considering another new film similar
to its recent release, "Commece
Around the Coffee Cup."
"We have made every effort to obtain the reaction of business to our
last production," Roper told The
Film Daily, "It is our aim to produce films which will help industry
along educational lines and at the
same time which will not conflict
with the regular distribution units
within the motion picture industry
tself."
Every effort was being made, Roper said to cooperate with the Byrd
Committee. The report of the
Brookings Institute, according to a
spokesman at the Institute, is expected to be released for publication
in January after Congress convenes.
The Brookings report will cover all
angles of the government motion
picture activity, including W. P. A.,
R. A. and other "recovery films."
Senator Byrd is expected in Washington tomorrow to confer with
Brookings Institute authorities regarding the survey.

Patman

(Continued from Page 1)

DAILY

Bill Coming Up
At Washington Parley
(Continued from Page 1)

industry in Washington, The Film
Daily learned yesterday at the offices of the Council of Industrial
Progress while Coordinator Berry
was attending the A. F. of L. convention in Tampa.
The new Patman bill classifies motion picture exhibition as retail and
would tend to bar producer-distributor theaters. The Council yesterday said it expected motion picture
industry representatives at the coming conference to devote portion of
the industry's private caucus to a
discussion of this matter.

Dillingham Play Rights
Auction Scheduled Today
Auction of the rights in more than
100 plays in which the late Charles
Dillingham had an interest will be
held today in Room 237 of the New
Federal Building. It is said that
movie rights to some of the plays
are involved.
A group of authors have pooled
resources and have engaged Howard Reinheimer to represent them
at the bidding and if necessary acquire the rights to protect them, it
is understood. The Irving Trust Co.
is trustee for the bankrupt Dillingham estate.

▼
T
T
• •
• TOOK PART in a Show Miracle
one of those
things that showmen dream about all their lives and seldom
meet up with
there were about 80 gents in show biz notified to put on a Big Act on a few days notice
and they
put on the show without even a rehearsal
and the B. O.
receipts were exactly $75,250
for
▼
▼ that ▼ONE performance!
• •
• THE ABOVE
is what is technically known as a
Trick Opening
we're talking about the luncheon of the
Amusement Division of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropic
Societies staging their annual drive for funds
you
should know what we're talking about without us tellin' you
whoin'ell
could raise over 75 grand in an hour except the
Federation
1
|

▼

V

T

• • • THE LUNCHEON at the Hotel Astor was opened
by Louis K. Sidney, who noted with pleasure that extra plates
had to be set to accommodate the guests
then he turned
the job of master of ceremonies over to Louis Nizer
who
introduced David L. Podell, president of Beth Israel Hospital
...... a celebrated attorney who made an eloquent plea for the
aid of the Cause that takes care of exactly 91 Institutions in
the greater city
T
▼
▼
• • • AFTER WHICH Louis Nizer was back to cite some
graphic statistics covering the gigantic work of the Federation,
and the urgent need for greatly increased gifts to offset the
increased budget and deficit for the current year
Eddie
Cantor then stirred his hearers with an emotional appeal that
went right to the heart
and Eddie took occasion to give
hell to some Jewish entertainers in show biz in the top brackets
who never kicked in a dime to the Federation Fund
and
suggested that it would be a good idea to publish their names
and let their public know just what Reg'lar Fellers they were
in helping their own people in distress
▼
▼
▼
• • • THE NEXT speaker was Phil Baker, who said this
was the third serious speech he ever made unless you wanted to
count his radio programs
he was followed by Ben Bernie,
introduced by the emcee as "the painless, easy giver"
at
which Mister Bernie raised his personal ante from three grand
to five, and wowed the audience
the final speaker was
Lawrence Marx, Chairman of the Federation
he had every
one impressed covering the highlights of the Federation's activities while the speeches were being made, the subscription blanks were passed around
when they totaled 'em up,
the score was $75,250
with many subscriptions from gents
who were unable to be present
anywhere from 10 grand
down ... a grand and more was being pledged all over the room
just as easily as a hundred smackers
it was GLORIOUS.

▼

▼

▼

• •
• THE ROLL of Honor of those present was
Louis K. Sidney, Eddie Cantor, Lawrence Marx, David L. Podell,
Louis Nizer, Phil Baker, Ben Bernie, Eddie Dowling, Sam Morris, Sam Sax, Paul Felix Warburg, Allan Courtney, John G.
Paine, Donald Flamm, Leopold Friedman, Paul Ross, Max Gordon, Al Goodman, Ben Boyar, Sam Shaine, Budd Rogers, Ted
Friend, Sam Fox, Dick Stabile, Sam Dembow, Herman Bernice,
Jerry Goff, Mr. Danzig, John C. Adams, Miss Unger, Juliette
Lowell, Sylvia Froos, Jack Skirball, Irving Caesar, Max Rudnick, Harry Berman, Max E. Levine, Jack Milstein, Jules Levy,
Benny Goodman, Rex O'Malley, Mr. Flax, Maurice Sanders, William Morris, Jr., Bob Hall, Jack Bregman, Jack Harrower, Sidney Phillips, Jack Pearl, Lew Kashuk, Jack Waldron, Roy Norr,
Guy Lombardo, Yasha Bunchuk, Alexander Bunchuk, Bernard
Klawaus, Eddie Golden, Bill Robinson, Lazare Saminsky, Billy
Glaser, Ham Fisher, E. H. Morris, Sidney Piermont, Jack Alicoate, Belle Goldstein, Sander Heyman, A. P. Waxman, Bill
Gaxton, Leo Frisch, Arthur Auerbach, Lanny Ross, Charles
Tobias, Jack Curtis, Fred Allert, Michael Markells
and the
rest of you gents have until Jan. 1 to kick into the Fund
GIVE!

«

«

«

»

»

»

in Metropolis and Bradford Trust
Co. at the reported figure of $7,500,000 about Oct. 11, last, Maxwell
conferred with Kent at London in
an endeavor to buy the 20th Century-Fox 49 per cent holdings in
Metropolis and Bradford Trust,
which controls GB. This deal collapsed, however, with a difference
of opinion as to price as a major
factor. Upon Kent's return to New
York on Nov. 2, he stated that the
matter was definitely off and stood
no chance of revival.
Another angle which may enter
the Kent-Ostrer conversations in
Hollywood is the refinancing of GB.
Such moves cannot be undertaken, it
is understood, without the consent of
20th Century-Fox.
The Normandie bearing Ostrer is
due in New York Monday and he is
expected to depart for the coast almost immediately. Kent arrived in
Hollywood yesterday and is scheduled to remain there two weeks before returning east.

Five New Film Companies
Receive State Charters
Albany — Five new motion picture
companies have been issued charters
of incorporation by Secretary of
State Edward J. Flynn. In conjunction with these the C. King Charney, Inc. of Los Angeles, has been
empowered to engage in a general
motion picture business in this State.
The company has a capital of 1,000
way.
shares of stock. The New York
City office is located at 150 Broading:
The new firms include the followGramercy Pictures Corporation,
Manhattan — Motion pictures. Capital, 100 shares of stock. Shareholders: Joseph Allentuck, Harry
Eisenberg and Leah Tannenbaum,
New York.
Melrose Pictures, Inc., Bronx —
Theatricals and screen productions.
Capital, 100 shares of stock. Shareholders: Herman J. Tart, Sidney I.
Simon and Joshua S. Chinitz, New
York.
Mecca Film Laboratories, Inc.,
New York — Motion pictures. Capital, 200 shares of stock. Shareholders: Marvin Segal, Morris Block
and Helen Winkler, New York.
Yateswood Corporation, Gloversville, N. Y. — Theatrical and motion
pictures. Capital, 100 shares of
stock. Shareholders: J. Myer Schine,
Louis W. Schine and John A. May,
Gloversville. N. Y.
Miguelpictures.
Studio, Inc.,
New $20,000.
York —
Motion
Capital,
Stockholders: F. Armstrong, P. C.
Kaufmann and R. C. Richter, New
York.
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Herman Timberg Jr. and
Pat Rooney Jr. in
"Rah, Rah, Rhythm" 18 mins.
Educational
College Fun
A jazz story of the college boys
putting on their annual show, with
the co-eds cheering from the sidelines. Timberg gets the spot as the
star of the show with his fancy
stepping. He also grabs the college
queen away from his pal, Rooney,
Jr. The gags are concerned with the
efforts of each boy to grab the spotlight for the show and the girl. Finishes with both lads on for a big
number, and calling a truce as far
as the girl is concerned. Moves lively, with plenty of slapstick action
to a fast curtain. Art Kahn and his
orchestra furnish the music. Directed by William Watson. Story
by Parke Levy. Photographed by
George Webber.

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Hotel.
Nov. Willard
21:
Washington

Variety

Club's

frol

Nov .22:
Pittsburgh Warner Club dinner dam
William
Penn
Hotel.

♦

Nov. 22: Omaha

Paris Film Notes
Paris — For the first eight months
of
the government's
incometo
from1936
amusement
taxes amounted

$2,162,611, a decrease of $584,268
from the first eight months of 1935.
. . . The United States furnished
43 per cent of the productions shown
in Paris during September. French
pictures formed 41 per cent of the
total, Russian three per cent and
English two per cent . . . Tino Rossi,
Danielle Darieux and Yvonne Lebon
have been engaged by American
film producers . . . The government
is studying the matter of a law forbidding double feature programs. It
would also provide for a tax on an
author's screen earnings . . . Cecile
Sorel, who has been engaged by
Harry M. Warner to play the role
'Kiko the Kangaroo in a Battle
of Sarah Bernhardt, will sail for
Hollywood on Dec. 17 . . . Walter
(Terry-Toons)
Educational
7 mins. Wanger has offered Vera Korene an
Royal"
engagement to go to Hollywood
Exciting
The cartoon kid acts as manager next spring to make two pictures.
She will accept the offer if she can
for Al Falfa, the Farmer, who de- obtain
her release from the Comedie
cides to try for the $100 reward to
Francaise . . . Domestic production,
anyone who can stay a round with curtailed
from June to September
the Demon Pug at the county fair.
Al needs the dough to get back his
farm that the villain has foreclosed. 36 October Releases in
In the ring the champ almost tears
Al Falfa apart, but Kiko comes up
"Family Audience" Class
for the next round, and gives the
champ an awful beating. They
"Familly audience" feature picmarch home in triumph with the
tures released during October toaward. Planty of action in this anitalled 36, while features restricted to
mated.
the "mature" classification numbered only six, according to the diGrand National Releasing
gest of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures. "Mature"
Six Features up to Jan. 1
listings went to "Ladies in Love",
Revised releasing schedule of "Legion of Terror", "Love Letters
Grand National provides for the dis- of a Star," "Libeled Lady", "The
tribution of six features up to Jan. Man Who Lived Again" and "A Wo1. Following is the list: Nov. 22,
man Rebels".
"Captain Calamity"; Nov. 29, "Hats
Off"; Dec. 12, "We're in the Legion Schlank Goes to Chicago
Now"; Dec. 19, picture undetermined
As U. A. Branch Manager
as yet; Dec. 25, "Great Guy."

U. A. Tests Interstate
Checking in Cincinnati

♦

DATE BOOK ,■

«

when only 22 new pictures
made, is on the upgrade.

were

Italian Import Regulations
Rome — Italian authorities have
modified the regulations concerning
the importing of American motion
pictures. From Oct. 1, last, to Sept.
30, 1937, a new quota based on ad
valorem figures has been instituted.
The department of moneys and exchange of the Ministry of Finance
has fixed the quota of American importations as follows: Branches in
Italy of American distributors are
allowed to import pictures amounting in value to 13,000,000 lire (about
$2,470,000, the lire being worth 19
cents) during the period of Oct.
1, 1936 to Sept. 30, 1937; Italian
importers will be permitted to import American pictures to the value
of 3,000,000 lire ($570,000). It is
said that M-G-M has been alloted
2,860,000 lire, Paramount 1,300,000
lire, Warner Bros., 20th CenturyFox, Columbia and United Artists
each the same amount, while Universal's allotment is 520,000 lire.

RKO Planning No Theater
Expansion, Says Blumberg
RKO

has no definite theater expansion program in mind at the
present time but instead will acquire
whatever available houses which fit
into its needs, stated Nate J. Blumberg in New York yesterday. Only
addition planned is the Grand Opera
House located at 23rd St. and Eighth
Ave., New York. House closes in
January and becomes an RKO operation next September.

Expect Early Action on
Berger Review Petition

Irving Schlank, of United Artists
Salt Lake exchange, has been apSt. Louis — U. S. District Judge
pointed by Andy Smith to the managership of the U. A. Chicago ex- Charles B. Davis is expected to take
United Artists is trying out the
change. He will succeed Harry Lotz
new Interstate checking service in whose recent death left the position up for early consideration the petition of Joseph Berger, who as a
one spot, Cincinnati, and may adopt open. Jack Goldhar handled the afthe plan in some other territories
fairs for the past week until the se- general creditor of the Skouras
providing it works out satisfactorily.
lection was made.
Bros. Enterprises, Inc., has asked
In certain zones, present checking
the court to review the action of
arrangements considered adequate
Referee in Bankruptcy Hope in apwill be retained, it was stated yes"U" Shifts Release Dates
terday.
proving the sale by Bankruptcy
Universal has postponed the re- Trustee Nelson Cunliff of the assets
lease of "Three Smart Girls" from
ITOA Talks Labor Situation
Dec. 6 to Dec. 20 the release of "Mur- of the Skouras Co. to the BondholdI. T. O. A. members, at a regular
ers Protective Committee of the
der on the Mississippi" from Dec.
meeting at the Astor Hotel yester- 13 to Dec. 27, and "Top of the Town" Central Properties Corp.
day, discussed the current labor sit- from Dec. 27 to Feb. 21. Universal
Berger's was the only petition for
uation.
will release on Jan. 3, Albert Pay- a review that Referee Hope has permitted to be filed. He rejected three
son Terhune's, "Treve", and release
of "Four Days' Wonder" now other similar petitions recently.
"Legong", Cincinnati H. O. date
scheduled for Dec. 20, will also be Berger has a claim of $11,479
Cincinnati — "Legong" is in its changed.
third week at the Mayfair here.
against the Skouras concern.

Variety Club pre-Thanksgi\
ing party in club's quarters.
Nov. 24: American Legion (Theatrical Posl
Dinner Dance, Copley Plaza Hotel, Bostoi
Mass.
Nov. 24: Allied Theaters of Connecticut, Inc
meets at New Haven.
Nov. 25: Chicago Amusement Publicists Ass<
ciation annual ball, Hotel Sherman.

Nov. 27:
Statler,

Bufalo Variety Club
Buffalo.

Ball, Hote

Nov. 27:
Buffalo Variety Club's ball.
Dec. 1: F. B. I. Film Group dinner for Wi
England.
Hays, London,

Dec. 1-2: State convention of the Inde
pendent Theater Owners of Ohio, Deshli
Hotel,
Columbus.
Dec 7-8: M.P.T.O. of North and Sout
Carolina, annual convention, Charlott
Hotel, Charlotte,
N. C.
Dec.

11:
Cleveland
banquet,
at the

Variety
Mayfair

Club's
Casino.

an

Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annui
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratfor
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Dec. 14-15: Oklahoma MP TO
conventioi
Biltmore
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.
Jan. New
9: Haven.
Stagehands

Union

ball, Hotel Tafi

Feb. 3: Motion Picture Research Council'
benefit performance of Ballet Russe, Oak
land. Cal.

Nat'l Screen in Seattle;
New Eng. Service Starts
Seattle — National Screen Acces
sories, Inc., which recently openec
San Francisco offices, opens a Seat
tie branch Friday with Jack Flan
nery in charge and Herbert Cass
and Arthur Sullivan heading th
sales staff.
Boston — National Screen Acces
sories has commenced serving the
aters in the New England territory. The opening of the Bosto
office was supervised by Gaston
L. Stern, manager of service in the
New York home office, assisted by
Irving Berg. Booking Department
is located at 36 Melrose Street, with
Warehouse at 107 Arlington Street.
Harry Kirchgessner is the local
branch manager.

Three More 20th Cent.-Fox
Pictures to Play at Roxy
Three more 20th Century-Fo
productions are set to play the Roxy
under a deal closed yesterday by
John D. Clark, general sales manager of the company, and Harry Arthur,
the theater.
union"representing
opens Thanksgiving
Eve "Reand
will
"Stowaway"
"One be
in afollowed
Million" by
premieres
at the
house New Year's Eve.

"Flesh"

In San Antonio

San Antonio — The Majestic gets
its first "flesh" show of the season
Saturday, the stage bill augmenting "My American Wife".

an
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WARNERS BROS. BOOST
BUDGET $3,000,000

IARMY SEEKS ERECTION
OF SIX MORE THEATERS
By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Washington — With plans for the
erection of a new Army post theater
it Fort Bliss, Texas, through the cooperation of WPA, the Army Moion Picture Service through its
spokesman, R. B. Murray, today repealed that there were soon to be
:ubmitted estimates for five more
heaters at forts throughout the
:ountry. Each such project must
irst pass the State WPA officials
ifter which it is submitted to the
President for approval.
Requests for such theaters have
>een received from Forts Sill, Okla.,
Honroe, Va., F. E. Warren, Wyo.,
lamilton Field, Cal., and Fort Barancas, Fla.
The theaters, according to Muray, will be used for motion pictures
Ind entertainment in the evening
ind during the day for lecture halls.
According to Col. John B. Wogan
f the War Deptrtment, all requests
or such theaters will have to be
ubmitted and approved before next
une 30.

Jniversal Due for Record
Sales Year, Says Grainger
{Continued from Page

1)

A/fY most successful pictures have
been those in which women
played the leading part. And nearly every one of the feminine stars
I have directed has had an unusually large quota of intelligence. My
experience definitely disproves the
saying that beauty and brains rarely go together.— EDWARD H.
GRIFFITH.

(Continued from

Page 1)

to coordinating work goracts closed this year was greater with ingview
on at the coast and in the east.
han in any of the last six years.
Goldstein, who is in charge of gen"Universal's
sales records as of
eral corporate affairs for Republic,
will be accompanied to Hollywood
st Saturday",
said Grainger,
lose
that 606 more
contracts "dishave
by M. J. Siegel, vice-president of
een closed this year than in any Republic Productions, who has been
f the last six years. The records in the east on a protracted business
lso disclose that every important visit.
ircuit in this country and Canada
A testimonial dinner was tendered
las been sold and every one of the Goldstein last evening at the War44 important key cities has booked
wick Hotel when he was presented
Jniversal's new product. Further- with an onyx desk set. Attendance
nore, there is every indication that included: J. J. Millstein. Eddie
hen the selling season of 1937-38 Schnitzer, Joe Coffman, Herman
egins, Universal
will have closed Gluckman, Jack Bellman, Robert
ore contracts than were ever closed Delson, Joe Felder, Morris Goodthe entire history of Universal
man, Sam Hacker, Ed Lavenstein,
ictures Company".
Morris Landau, Ralph Poucher, Grover Schaefer, Moe Siegel, Leonard
Sills, Norton Ritehey, Walter Vincent, Dave Sohmer, and Al Adams.

"Green Light" on Way

Completed print of "Green Light",
tarring Errol Flynn, is due at the
Varner home office tomorrow.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

RKO PP Certifs. Up 75}A

In a sale yesterday of some RKO
part paid certificates, the price was
275%, 75% points above the last
sale. The price rise in the part paid
certificates is occasioned by the advance in price of RKO's common
stock; a block of 50 shares of common stock is included in the part
paid certificates.

Mo. ITOA Shifts Offices
Film courses were given this year for
the first time in six German universities
— at Munich, Heidelberg, Cologne, Leipzig, Freiburg and
Hamburg.

Kansas City, Mo. — Executive offices of the local ITOA have been
moved from the Zoglin Bldg., on
Film Row to the home of Emanuel
Rolsky, president.
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propriation for the production of
said, "was
A pictures,
Classentirely
" Sears
due
to the
foresight
of H.
M. Warner, president, Jack L. Warner, vice president in charge of production, and Major Albert Warner,
The film art is the only art that vice president and treasurer. It was
men now living have seen develop based on a shrewd appraisal of the
since its earliest days. Today it is whole national situation."
almost the only art actually alive.—
Mr. Sears said that the outstanding December release would be "Gold Diggers of
DR. IRWIN PATOFSKY of Princeton University.
1937", scheduled for Christmas Week. To

I like to get screen parts in which
I can do all kinds of tricks to "fool
about," mimicking characters. I'd
rather be considered a mimic than
Actors in applying lip rouge must
an actor, if by actor is meant, a man avoid the appearance of a Cupid's
who must forever go through per- bow. Strange to say, this is often
formance after performance in overlooked.— MAX FACTOR.
which he not only looks, but acts,
When I first came to Hollywood
himself.— FREDRIC
MARCH.
they put a cocktail-shaker in my
There are many forms of obscur- hands and I have never been able to
ity in Hollywood, but the most get rid of it. — ROBERT MONTnotorious form is to be leading man GOMERY.
for Mae West, an exercise in selfThe highly developed technique of
effacement which seems to be roughly equivalent to a job as cook in present black - and - white photography will prove wholly inadequate
the Automat.— B. R. CRISLER.
for the handling of color as we now
The highest grade of the laugh- know it.— VERGIL MILLER.

Goldstein Going to Coast
In Move for Coordination

(Continued from

getter (in films) is the one in which
the situation itself creates the comedy. More and more the motion picture is utilizing this brand of
humor. — RICHARD BOLESLAWSKI.

Television and Film
Co-operation Urged
(Continued from Page

1)

gineers. Dr. Goldsmith pointed out
that the movies have methods and
output which can be somewhat
adapted to the needs of a certain
part of television procedure, while
television can put certain new
methods and devices which should
be
useful at the disposal of the film
industry.
"The motion picture field, in our opinion
ha^ littie to fear from television broadcasting
if it maintains a forward-looking outlook and
is well-guided," Dr. Goldsmith said. "Certainly the relationship between these sister
aits could and should be pleasant and mutually
helpful
in the
interests exclusion
of each."of studio
Dr. Gold
mithbestadvocated
audiences from television broadcasts to eliminate annoyance resulting from alleged competition with theaters. He urged also that televi: ion sets have a minimum of adjustment
gadgets.
general
factors essential
for televi Of
ion the
success
Dr. Goldsmith
said:
"Commercial television broadcasting, to win
general acceptance and to enjoy a healthy
growth, must be built on the basis of a group
of necessary
element's.
These implemented
are a constructive
governmental attitude
by corresponding regulation, an active group
of television broadcasting stations at least
partly interconnected into national networks
for program syndication, forward-looking program-building organizations, careful engineering and manufacturing methods rendered
effective by suitable merchandising practises
and satisfactory servicing, an enthusiastic
and numerous group of home lookers, and
finally a number of broadcast advertisers willing and able to secure the part-time attention
of the home audience."

Further Adjournment to be
Asked in RKO Reorganization
RKO reorganization groups
not present a reorganization
in Federal Court tomorrow but
ask for a further adjournment
Film Daily is advised.

will
plan
will
The

follow, Sears named: January — -"The Great
O'Malley," "Smart Blonde", "Mountain Justice," "Sing Me a Love Song" and "Black
Legion'; February — "Green Light" and "God's
Country and the Woman"; March — "Stolen
Hobday" and "San Quentin"; April — "Ready,
Willing and Able," "Call It a Day"; May —
"The King and the Chorus Girl" and "Kid
Galahad"; June — "Danton, the Terror of
France" and probably "The Truth is on the

Sears also announced a concentrated sales
drive which will last for about IS weeks,
culminating in Easter Week.
Home office executives, in addition to Sear9,
who are attending the meet, are Major AlMarch."
bert Warner, vice-president and treasurer;
S. Charles Einfeld, vice president in charge
of advertising and publicity; Carl Leserman,
assistant general sales manager; Norman H.
Moray, in charge of sales for Vitaphone Short
Subjects and Trailers; Robert Mochrie, Herbert J. Ochs and Arthur Sachson.
District managers present are: Roy Haines,
eastern district manager with headquarters in
New York; Robert Smeltzer, mid-Atlantic
district manager with headquarters in Washington; Ben Kalmenson, central district manager with headquarters in Pittsburgh; Leo
Blank, mid-west district manager in Chicago;
Fred M. Jack, southern district manager with
headquarters in Dallas; and Wolf Cohen.
Canadian district manager with headquarters
in Toronto.

October Miss. Amusement
Tax Receipts up 15 p. c.
Jackson, Miss. — Amusement tax
receipts for the first 10 months of
1936 showed a 15 p. c. increase over
the same period last year according
to figures released by the state tax
commission. The receipts in October were the heaviest in the history
with $50,296, an increase of $15,594
over October last year. A total for
the first 10 months of this year was
$285,967.

"Blossoms" in Washington
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington
— "Broken
Blossoms",
Imperial
Picture
release,
has its
American premiere at the Belasco
here Thanksgiving eve.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

Get ready to fight the pre-Christmas
slump with a program that you can
conscientiously boost to the limit.
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Hollywood Much Maligned,
Says \onlist Janus Hilton
rOLLYWOOD

is a much

maligned place. To both
artist and moralist it is apt to
Iniquity Numappear as Public
ber One, if only because most
other places keep their iniquities private. In Hollywood nothing is private — least of all, life.
(You can cruise around the
quiet residential streets ofc Beverly Hills in a charban and
have "the homes of the astars'
man
pointed out to you by
with a megaphone.) Perhaps
this is why, from a strictly
moral angle, I found the place
almost dismayingly respectable
— even, at times, genteel. A
village behind a shop window.
litCranford. Gossip. All thefrom
tle local boys and girls
all over the world not only making good but being good. Well,
fairly good, anyhow.
Reallv, if I w-ere a reformI don't think
er in Hollyw
what to begin to
knowood,
I would
reform, except the municipal
ordinance which (presumably
with the most high-minded intentions) prohibits drinking in
the open air. A few boulevard
cafes, and a few sliding
roofs on places of amusements,
would bring Hollywood much
nearer heaven, both to eye and
mind.
But really bad pictures are
beginning to be rare — just as
are, in these days, really bad
books. That rather dreadful
word "competence" has to be
used continually to describe the
honest average as it strives to
get a little bit better. Occasionas in "San
sheer ally,
technical
skill Francisco,"
almost by
itself achieves a peak of genius;
but it is mind, after all, that
really counts — the flash of vision that, as in the picture
"Fury," holds for a few seconds
as "stills" the maddened faces
of the mob.
When
the cinema
can
do

H(

PITTSBURGH
Mike Cullen, manager of Loew's
Penn, has been placed in charge of
the stage attractions playing Warner's Stanley. He is retaining his
managerial post.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Morrone (he's
the president of the Motion Picture
Supply Co.) are celebrating their
silver wedding anniversary on Monday.
Tony Hamilton of the 20th Century-Fox foreign department joined
the local exchange.
Dave Kimelman, manager of the
Paramount Exchange, has returned
from Cleveland.
Business visitors: Bert Steam,
eastern division manager for U. A.;
Ned Dobson, Republic talent scout,
and Lou Goldberg, manager of the
Major Bowes attractions.

itthings like that, it proves
self as art. And if it be objected that the cinema does
things like that so rarely, let
the objector say whether the
big moments in books or stage
plays come any more frequently. *But the comparison should
be fair. Take the plays and
books that have appeared durc life's artisti
the cinema
ingsay,
time—
during
the past
20
have
many
how
years. Count
tic emotiond the
yielde
al thrill
thatauthen
comes from art
properly aligned to life; then
reckon up similar items from
cinema experience.
It must try everything, because it doesn't yet know (nor
do you and I) the territory in
which it is eventually going to
be supreme. As Capra says,
you can't set limits to an art
that has only existed for less
than a human lifetime. Every
ambitious writer, director, actor
and producer in the picture industry must feel the pull of
that continual challenge, must
feel inclined to shout out: "Tell
me what you think is impossible, and I'll go right now and

INTEREST

disordered,
even
hidden,
but
there all the same if you have
faith in a future — the goods!
— James Hilton in October
Cosmopolitan Magazine.

A Modernto Hollywood
Children's
Crusade
old inchild
with blond
curls
(~)UT
Hollywood
a 7-yearis drawing a salary reputedly
three times as large as that of
the President of the United
States. For looking after her
health and welfare her mother
is paid a sum which in itself
would mean to most families
luxury beyond their dreams.
And suddenly a new American thousands
get-rich-quick
zles
fromvision
coastdazto
coast. In miners' shacks in Montana, in breathless Philadelphia
flats, in farmhouse kitchens in
Kansas, parents are looking appraisingly at smart little Susie
or Sam.
onlyhim
a movie
tor couldIfsee
now, directhey

Anyhow, I found it always
do it!"
interesting
and sometimes fascinating to feel part of the life
of the studio, to show up work
for criticism as I had not. done
since student davs. to make
contact with a pioneer world in
which every valuation is questing and tentative. "This is a
lousy script," somebody says
one morning. "This is a magnificent script," another critic (or
maybe the same one) says the
morning after about the same
thing. There is nothing insincere
about such uncertainties. Every
explorer must experience them.
So I take temporary leave of
Hollywood with genuine affection for the place and its people, and with decided willingness to return one of these
days. A shop-window village
. . . and behind the plate glass,

are thinking, it might be the
end of all our worries about
meeting the rent or the mortgage payments. Masses of
able-bodied Americans are plotting to make the youngest and
weakest member of the family
the chief bread-winner.
Already, like the Forty-niners, scores of sober citizens
have left hearth and home to
seek their fortunes in California— with their hopes centered
on a child rather than on pick
and pan. Mothers who would
shrink from risking $10 in the
sweepstakes are putting all
their savings into two bus tickHollywood,anda singing
$20-amonthets toapartment
and dancing lessons for the
young timeshopeful,
somein lieu of purchased
food.
Ten thousand parents last
year besieged the Central Casting Bureau, which serves the
larger film studios in Hollywood, in an attempt to register
their children as screen extras.
Thousands of others are trying

NEW ORLEANS

DETROIT

«

to reach the movies throui
other channels — radio and stage
appearances; beauty contestsspecial child-placing directories,
agents and dancing schools o{
alleged influence with the Hoi
lywood powers.
Accessible to the Hollywood
scene, then, are a host of ac>
tive, not to say passionate, a:
pirants to juvenile movie fami
Despite the vogue of the baty
star, despite the fact thai
Shirley Temple tops Garbo am
Gable as the premier box-offii
attraction of the country — tl
eight big studios all togeth
probably do not employ on t!
average fifty children a daw
and the majority of these arjl
$5 extras. Thus it is only the]
exceptionally lucky or talented
child who can support his par-j
ents in the luxury of estates]
swimming pools and chauffeurs]
Still, the parents feel they
are right. They are rushing tq
be among the first to knock at
the door of the most glittering
of professions ever opened tq
children.
Cinderella today has her big]
chance at 6 perhaps more often
than at 16. Not one child alone
but a dozen in recent years have
achieved a millionaire's income
and world-wide acclaim beyoni
that
of the
princelings
o:
Europe. Few youngsters in his
tory have been so fantastically
publicized and feted.
In luxurious
bungalows
ii
the Hollywood hills child stars,
yesterday
sunk
in complet<
obscurity, live a life and wiel
an influence on style, manner
and business that occasionall;
is more than regal.
Guarded!
from kidnappers,
besought
bw
interviewers,
surrounded
by!
publicity men, taught by spe-|
cial tutors, petted by studio a
taches, protected in their health,
work and morals by emissarie:
of the State, they live necessarU
ly in the center of a world of
more or less hushed adulation}
— Eunice Fuller Barnard in
N. Y. Times Magazine!

NEW

HAVEN

Harry A. Mathe, formerly with
William K. Flemion, Excellent
A large Boston contingent is
Walt Disney, is back to visit his Pictures branch manager, is hunt- pected to attend the Yale-Harva)
parents before proceeding to Miami,
ing deer in northern Michigan.
game here Satm-day. First to
The former Paramount Exchange for tickets: Eddie Anson, Hard
Fla., where he plans to establish an
artists' colony.
Building is being remodeled by Al- Stoneman, Phil Smith, Mauri
Ed Frankel of Mobile will rename
bert Kahn, Inc., architect.
Wolf, Al Kane, Dr. Fisher, Mauri
his Crescent Theater after it is reJohn Harris of Pittsburgh, found- Green, and Charlie Stern. Lou Wecj
modeled.
er of the Variety Clubs, was a De- sler, local United Artists manag
will entertain a Boston group
troit visitor over the week-end.
Oscar Morgan, southern district
John F. Flynn, M-G-M divisional cocktails after the game.
manager for Paramount, is here reChamber of Commerce will bro;
portedly on the Paramount-Saenger- manager, is in Chicago.
cast three times weekly from tl
Affiliated-United Theater deal.
Paramount Theater over WIC
SOUTH
Talks on business and organ reciti
Exhibs. In Civic Posts
by Don Raphael will be featured
S. H. (Ted) Lewis is the new skipMorris Mendelssohn, Loew atto
Cincinnati — C. 0. Minnix of the
per of the Princess Theater at
month.here, will be married n
Southland theater, London, has ac- Swainsboro, Ga. Theater will be ney
cepted the post of County Clerk for remodeled and refurnished.
Laurel County. Al McClure of the
Ted Schlosser, manager of the
proper.
London Theater, has been appointed Plaza Theater at Miami Beach, has Miami
Gaiety Theater at Gulfport, Mi
superintendent of the school board.
been transferred to the Biltmore in is being remodeled.
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THE ELEMENTAL

FORCE

THAT

KEPT

HAS

"TOBACCO

ROAD"

LIKE

MIGHTY

MISSISSIPPI INTO YOUR
OWN

THEATRE!

ONLY

GREAT SHOWMANSHIP MIXES THESE
BOX OFFICE ELEMENTS:

• THE LOCALE

of "Tobacco Road"!

• THE ATMOSPHERE of "Steamboat Round the Bend"!
OF LOVE throbbing with the rhythm of
• SONGS
the great river!
• THE TURBULENT LIFE ... the thunderous laughter
... the dancing on the levee of primitive river
people!
*A

• DRAMA

OF A LOVE

mighty as the Mississippi!
Wrought into a memorable
picture by
20th Century -Fox!

'&&

artptz/m^

STANWYCK-McCREA
*n

EBSEN
• BUDDY
WESTLEY
with HELEN
CATLETT
• WALTER
BRENNAN
WALTER
DE MILLE
• KATHERINE
MARTIN
ANTHONY
THE HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
Directed by John Cromwell
Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson.

Based on a novel by Harry Hamilton.

Screen play by Nunnally Johnson. Music&lyrics byJimmyMcHugh

&Harold Adamson.

A GREAT DRAMA
WITH MUSK!

AND WHEN 20™ $ AYS
PICTURE IS GREAT
■

M

IT'S SENSATION
#2

Timed to catch the big Fall seasi
at its peak!

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

15
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'"THRILLING as any episode ever
enacted for the screen, with an
airplane racing to overtake a speeding express train, were the circumstances of the signing of Lew Pollack, song-hit composer, to a five
year contract by 20th Century-Fox
Studios. Pollack had left Hollywood when the studio decided he
was badly needed for the tunes of
the new version of "Seventh Heaven." Chartering an airplane, Bill
Dover, studio executive, grabbed a
contract form and set out after Pollack's train. He overtook it at Aland got line.
Pollack's signature on the buquerque
dotted

Ruggfes Favors Stage Test for Screen Material

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The comeback of the stage to popularity
is proof that it is still the
best medium
for testing audience
reaction
to stories, according
to Wesley
Ruggles,
Paramount producer-director.
"A play that stands
up under
the glaring spotlight
of Broadway
audiences
and
critics is almost certain to be a hit as a screen story," comments Ruggles, who just
returned from an extended New York visit.
The director, is currently preparing "I Met Him

20th Cent.-Fox — Betty Furness,
"Death in Paradise Canyon"; Selznick International — Edwin Maxwell,
"A Star is Born"; First National —
Alice Brady and Peter Willes, "Call
It a Day"; General — James Burke,
"Three Legionnaires."
t

▼

T

Warners announces the purchase
of an original story from Dorothy
Casting assignments: Universal Kilgallen, Globe-flying New York
— William Gargan, Binnie Barnes, woman newspaper reporter. Her
an air derby, based on exWendy Barrie and Cesar Romero, "I story ofciting
incidents during the actual
Hate Horses"; Columbia — Thomas
Mitchell, Lucille Ward and Billy Gil- flight, will be called "Fly Away
Farrell will be feabert, "Interlude"; Charles Wilson, Baby."tured Glenda
in the new production with
Hooper Atchley and Russell Hicks,
Barton
MacLane.
Miss Kilgallen,
"Woman in Distress"; RKO RadioJack Oakie, "The Robber Barons"; now here, is teaming with George

Winning Drive Salesmen
to Receive Wrist Watches
FILM

DAILY

George Blumenthal Joins
Brothers in 2 Exchanges
San Francisco — George C. Blumenthal, western division manager
for Educational Pictures Corp. for
the past 16 years, has joined his
two brothers, Sid and Edmund, in
the operation of independent film
exchanges.
The Liberty Film Exchange here
will be the western office, with
George and Sid in charge, while the
southern branch will be the Amity
Film Exchange in Dallas.

Bricker to write the screen
from her original story.
▼

T

play

T

Marian Marsh has replaced Ann
Sothern opposite Joe E. Brown in
David L. Loew's production which
Harry Beaumont directs. Miss
Sothern was previously committed
for another picture.
T

T

T

Billy Leiser, it is reported, will
leave Erpi to handle publicity for
General Pictures.

Screen Actress In Opera
Thalia Sabanieeva who plays the
feminine lead in the recently completed Ukrainian operatic film "Natalka Poltavka' (The Girl from Poltava), will again sing this year at
the Metropolitan Opera.

No Theater, Ban Sunday Films
Benson, Pa. — Sunday movies were
rejected during the recent general
election here. The action does not
affect any exhibitor, however, a3
there is no theater in Benson.

B. Kyne production was directed by
David Selman, from Frances Guihan's screenplay. Frank Medford
and Cornelius Reece wrote the story.

Having completely renovated the
I offices of Talisman Studios, John F.
Meehan has put a crew of men to
work on the exterior. All of the
build'ngs on the lot are to be repainted. A new entrance has also
been cut through from the Virgil
Street side. ,
T
■»
Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby
have been signed by RKO Radio to
write the screenplay of "Three on a
Latchkey," and Nat Perrin, recently
ticketed to a term contract, has received the assignment to script
"Easy Going," next feature comedy
for Bert Wheeler
sey.
t
t and tRobert Wool-

Paramount has purchased "Danger, Men Working," mystery story
with many comedy situations writT
T
T
ten by Manfred Lee and Fred Dan"The Cowboy Star," second of the nay, who collaborate under the name
present series of outdoor dramas in of Ellery Queen. Lynne Overman,
which Charles Starrett has the stel- Roscoe Karns and Benny Baker have
lar role, will be nationally released been assigned to play the leads.
by Columbia tomorrow.
The Peter

Buffalo Variety Club
Royal, New Independent
To Hold Ball Nov. 27
Exchange, in Pittsburgh

Buffalo— Buffalo Variety Club will
Hollywood — With Adolph Zukor hold its annual ball Nov. 27. Shea's
as honor guest, Paramount players Buffalo orchestra will provide the
acting as sponsors of the sales dis- dance music, it was announced following a conference in which Vintricts during the company's forthcoming Silver Jubilee in his honor,
cent R. McFaul, president and general manager of Buffalo Theaters;
met at a luncheon yesterday. Initial
action, under the chairmanship of Sidney Samson, of TCF, and MurBob Burns, delegate-at-large, was
ray Whiteman participated. Delea unanimous vote for the presentagations are expected from Pittstion of enscribed gold wrist watches
burgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Albany
to the winning salesmen in each of and Toronto.
the players' districts.
Dickenson Transfers Made
The players also developed tentative arrangements for trips to the
Kansas City, Mo. — Ralph Kieffer,
major cities of their respective dis- formerly in charge of two Glenn W.
tricts during the 17-week Jubilee Dickenson houses in Parsons, Kans.,
beginning in January. Attending, has been promoted to traveling auin addition to Mr. Zukor and Chairditor for the circuit. His place at
man Burns, were: Eleanore Whit- Parsons has been taken by Paul
ney, Shirley Ross, Marsha Hunt, Dixon, formerly manager of the
Mary Carlisle, Dorothy Lamour, Varsity Theater at Lawrence, Kans.,
Ray Milland, Lynne Overman, Wil- who is succeeded at that house by
liam Frawley, Roscoe Karns, Sir Skeets Mills, until recently an asGuy Standing and Robert Cummings.
sistant manager at Parsons, Kans.
Martha Raye was too ill to appear
Frank Whittam of Harrington,
and Gail Patrick still is in Hono- Kans., is replacing Ray Helson as
lulu on her vacation.
manager of the Dickenson house at
Osage City, Kans.
West Coast Bureau of THE

In Paris," starring Claudette Colbert.

//

Ralph Goldberg Purchases
Dundee Theater in Omaha

Omaha — Ralph Goldberg has purPittsburgh — Royal Picture, Inc.,
chased the Dundee theater building
a new independent distributing ex- from the McShane estate for approxchange, was formed here and offices
imately $50,000. C. A. Brown reopened in the MPTO building on
tains control of the theater for a
Film Row. The exchange will serve
as the distributor in this territory year under lease. Soon after Jan.
for the Chesterfield-Invincible prod- 1 Goldberg also will stall construcuct. Edward A. Golden, general
tion of another house in the Dundee's
vicinity on a site not yet selected.
sales manager for Chesterfield-InGoldberg, who operates the Town,
vincible who is financially interested the Avenue, Arbor and Military, and
in this venture, appointed David J. owns the Omaha theater, now on
Selznick, veteran Film Rower here, lease to Tri-States, and the State,
as manager. Associated with Selz- darkened downtown house, is now
nick is Ben Welansky of Boston.
largest independent owner of
Royal salesmen already appointed the
theater property in the state.
include Vince Josack of the Superior Motion Picture Supply Co. and
Sol Pearlman formerly with the U.
A. Exchange.

Maine's Only New House
of Year Nears Completion

Club
of T"
Reel of
There to
willSee
be a "M
special
showing
the progressive education issue of
"The March of Time" tomorrow
night at 7:30 o'clock in Milbank
Chapel, Teachers College, Columbia
University, under auspices of the
Audio - Visual Education Club.
Club's first laboratory meeting is
set for 4 p. m., Nov. 23 in Room
275, T. C. Annex.

Portland, .Me.— The new 488-seat
Waldo Theater at Waldoboro, Me.,
under construction by Carrol T. Cooney, Jr., of New York, at an approximate cost of $75,000, is expected to
be ready for opening on Thanksgiving Day. The house will be managed
by Harry Smith, former manager of
the Strand Theater here.
The Waldo is the only completely
new theater to be built in Maine
since Jan. 1.

New Film Row Building
New Orleans — Construction of another new building is scheduled to
begin on film row here as soon as
certain financial details are worked
out. The building, it is reported,
will house National Theater Supply
and Twentieth Century-Fox.

House Anniversary Marked

Boston — A huge birthday cake
was presented to Manager Stanley
Sumner and staff of the University
Theater, Harvard Sq., Cambridge,
by the Harvard Square Business
Men's Assn. in celebration of the
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The voice that poured its golden
splendor into a million homes now
takes glorious form— to pour a
golden harvest into your theatre.
The NEW UNIVERSAL presents

DEANNA DURBIN

SMART

I

with

BINNIE BARNES
ALICE BRADY
RAY MILLAND
CHARLES WINNINGER
MISCHA AUER • NAN GREY
BARBARA
READ • JOHN KING
DIRECTED BY HENRY KOSTER
Associate

Producer,

JOSEPH

PASTERNAK

CHARLES R. ROGERS
EXECUTIVE

PRODUCER

THE STARS OF TOMORROW SHINE FROM THE NEW UNIVERSAL TODAY
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The Center Music Store in Radio
City used a gag line in its display: "Listen to the big game
Big Game'
radio; seeThe'TheStetson
on the Rialto."
Shoe
at the
Co. made its display tie-up with
its "Hi-boy" brand of walking
shoes for women, while the
Frank Walker Sporting Goods
store in Radio City featured
small athletic equipment in its
window. The lobby display featured a 40x60 enlargement of a
"Big Game" tie-up with News
P'lash, Inc., which furnishes a
photo news service to 39,000
stores in the United States.
"King Kong" Klein, one of five
All-American football players
appearing in the picture, cooperated by posing with the lobby

"Big Gamf a Natural
For Exploitation
••-Flit: BIG GAME.'' RKO Ra1
ball picture, proved
to be a natural for exploitation
ned at the Rialto, New
Rialto
Mayer's
Arthur
York.
with RKO
aff teamed

Radio's exploitation department
of
in an extensive campaign
window tie-ups that brought the
film to the notice of Manhattan
with unmistakable sureness. In
Goods
Sporting
displays
■ mprehensive
from the picplaced,a stills
e with
window card were
bined with football equipi sports shoes to make
• ffective showing.
A tie-up with Florsheim shoes
and Alex Taylor, large athletic
equipment firm, saw Taylor furnishing the shoe stores with
Game"
gear,
ball
Co.
Shoestills
Adler
The"Big
and cards.

posters.

New York.
* — Rialto,
*
*

Moore and Windisch's
'Brigade" Campaign
T3. F. (Dinty) MOORE, managing director of the New York
Strand, and Irv Windisch turn-

came in on this tie-up, featuring heavy shoes in connection with its display of stills.

ed in a huge exploitation and
publicity campaign for Warner
Bros. "The Charge of the Light
Brigade". The highlights of
their advance campaign included
the distribution of 1,000 study
guides to High Schools, local
British organizations, the English Speaking Union, etc. A
week before opening 40,000 4 x
5 photographs of Errol Flynn
were given out in United-Whalen stores throughout the city,
carrying feature, date and theater. One hundred 8 x 10 easel
back cards of Errol Flynn and
Olivia de Havilland were placed
on the desks of leading hotels
in the city. Fifty 8 x 10 easel
back cards of Errol Flynn were
placed in store windows in the
Metropolitan area showing the
star using a Lektrolite. Numerous other co-op displays were
placed in windows of important
stores in the mid-town area.
Forty thousand football schedules mentioning theater, feature

Standardization Studied

by Council's Committees
ll'cst Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — William Koenig,
Chairman of the Academy Research
Council, has appointed two committees to study and make recommendations for standardization of sound
and picture projection equipment
characteristics, as part of the Comal's general program to improve the
quality
product
leaching of
the Hollywood's
screen.
The work of both of these Committees will be under the general
supervision of Carl Dreher, who will
act as Coordinating Chairman, with
the sound committee under the direct chairmanship of John Hilliard.
and consisting of John Aalberg,
Lawrence Aicholtz, Harry Jones, E.
A. McClintock, Gordon Sawyer, Wil'iam Thayer, Ralph Townsend, and
S. J. Twining, and the picture Committee under the direct chairmanship of Byron Haskin, and consisting of John Aalberg, George Crane,
Elmer Dyer, Arthur Edeson, Harris
Ensign, and Henry Goldfarb.
t-jVl/it JkVl&Jtt in knowing how to make life
enjoyable. Our atmosphere is truly Continental,
our view of the Park is superb, our service is really
superior, and our rates invitingly inexpensive. We
successfully created the now

famous

sidewalk

CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL

GRILL,

and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

SI.

MORITZ

5 0

CENTRAL

PARK

SOUTH

(m-ttii
- pcvdt.
NEW
YORK

Crosby Hangs Up $2,000
Prizes for Golf Tourney
West

i ,,ast

Bireau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — B;ng Crosby, stepped
into a new role recently as sponsor
of the $2,000 Bing Crosby Invitational Golf Tournament to be held
Feb. 6 and 7 on a course near his
ranch home. The film star will
donate cash for professional and
prizes for amateur contestants.
The play will be 36 holes each day
with 25 professional and 25 amateur participating. The tourney
will be preceded by a dinner at
which Crosby will be host.

fUtns

and playdate were distributed at
local football games a week in
advance, and 25,000 autographed
photos of Flynn were given out
in department stores, on hotel
counters, restaurants and the
theater a week before opening.
Cards were mounted and displays were obtained in many
cigar stores, flower shops, travel agencies, etc. in the shopping
district. In comjunction with
Postal Telegraph, display messages were posted in the
225 Postal Telegraph offices
throughout the city. Three days
before opening an attractive
street trailer cruised about the
Metropolitan area. Twenty-five
thousand announcements were
distributed in the most exclusive
apartment houses on the east
and west sides of town, while a
cross-word puzzle contest ran in
the N. Y. Daily Mirror, tying
in the picture and theater.
— Strand, New York City.

Theater Business Service
New E. H. Brient Venture
Richmond, Va. — Elmer H. Brient,
^resident and general manager of
Jie New Dominion Amusement Corporation, has organized the Theater
Business Service, with central offices in the American Building here.
New company will serve theater
iwners in Virginia, Maryland, North
Carolina and the District of Columbia. Associates in enterprise include
two architects, realty specialists,
•onstruction engineers and contractors, C.P.A., bonding firm and mortgage house, etc.-

Milwaukee Council Deaf
to Plea of Atanasoffs
Milwaukee — The common council
has rejected, because of lack
of jurisdiction, a plea by Dr. Joseph
\tanasoff that the city press his
claim and that of his brothers for
z Federal investigation of circumstances surrounding their loss of the
World hoodtheater,
south side neighborhouse.
"Hello New York," in Taps
Nothing so prosaic as shaking hands
marked Eleanor Powell's arrival at Grand
Central yesterday. But feet-shaking
and plenty of it was literally on top
with Eleanor in the grand, central role.
Aboard a dance-mat, and to the tinkling
tones of a transported Capitol Theater
piano, she tap-danced a hello to New
York (while four red-caps got dance
fever and accompanied her). The stunt,
which was duck soup for the lens boys
and reporters, broke the evening sheets
with a bang. It all grew out of the
fertile brain of Milton Weiss, a Howard
Dietz press lieutenant, to boost M-GM's "Born to Dance."

What

trade papers Say

dfHE Film Daily Year Book really
is an encyclopedia of the motion
picture industry, and I don't see how
anyone interested in this industry
can afford to be without it."
Jay Emanuel, Publisher
Philadelphia. New York State and
National Exhibitor.

AIT'S a grand Volume, and a real
credit to the industry at large."
Martin Quigley, Publisher
M. P. Herald. M. P. Daily.

liTS reliability and authenticity
have won for the Film Daily Year
Book the well deserved position it
occupies as the industry's outstanding reference work."
Charles "Chick" Lewis, Publisher
Showman's Trade Review.

"2 THOUGHT the Film Daily Year
Book reached the top last year, but
this year it's finer than ever."
Ben Shlyen, Publisher
Box Office.

IFlLM Daily Year Book unquestionably remains the most comprehensive issue of its kind."
Sid Silverman/ Publisher
Variety.

it

ipHE Film Daily Year Book is the
most valuable reference book, not
only of the motion picture industry
but of all show business."
Elias E. Sugarman, Editor
Billboard.

The 1937-Year Book of Motion Pictures Now in Preparation OUT IN JANUARY
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granted under them; interferes with
interstate commerce; deprives property without due process of law and
denies contractual rights granted by
the constitution.
The case will be tried with depositions, which were taken last week.
Paxton & Seasongood, Cincinnati
law firm, will represent the distributors. Abram F. Myers, general
counsel of Allied, will be present
to aid in the fight to uphold the law.
David Palfreyman of the Hays association is also expected to attend
the hearing.
Distributors are seeking to make
innent an interlocutory injunction obtained against the statute
tly after its passage and apal by the Governor of Ohio, who
is understood to have signed the bill
against the written opinion of Attorney-General John Bricker.

B. & K. to Rush Building
of Edgewater Area House J

Market Sts. by Dr. C. P. Church,
Columbus, O.— The West Side Imand manager of Burt's Theprovement Co. is constructing a owner ater,
opens Saturday.
1.000-seat theater building at a cost
new
The
of approximately $60,000.
DeFuniak Springs, Fla.— The Deto C. A. Mc- Funiak Theater has been purchased
jhouse has been leased Southlan
d and by the Martin Theater interests, of
jDonald, owner of the
Arlington Theaters.
Columbus, Ga., and will be operated
as The Ritz. R. E. Outlaw will be
Huntington, Ark.— Hoyt Kirkpat- manager.
rick has opened the Roxy here.
Greenville, Miss. — The Saenger
theater interests will build a house
to be called the Paramount. Dan C.
is Burgum will be manager.

Maryville, Tenn. — The Palace here
has closed permanently.
Ashburn, Ga. — Mrs. Al
operating the Ideal here.

Jones

Tallapoosa, Ga. — Work has begun
Brantley, 18, on the construction of a $30,000 theater building here for the DeKalb
of the Dixie,
who goes to Amusement Co., which operates moGa.
tion picture theaters in Cedartown
and Rome, Ga., as well as in several
Osceola, Mo. — G. C. Kaufman has cities in Alabama.
purchased A. A. Lacy's theater here.
Springfield, 111. — The Pantheon
Tupelo, Miss. — Malcolm Gilbert, Theater has reopened after complete
GN Sells 3,000 Accounts
assistant manager of the Strand at remodeling. The Kerasotes Bros.,
Apart from Circuit Deals Memphis, has been made publicity owners of the Strand and Senate
director of Malco Theaters here.
theaters, acquired the Pantheon in
Apart from major circuit deals,
July. Nicholas Kerasotes is manGrand National has already sold
Grand Island, Neb. — Harry Schilaging the house.
about 3,000 accounts on its initial
ler's 850-seat Grand, construction
season's program, it was stated at of which is being super-vised by
the
Theater Supply of Omaha,
day. company's headquarters yester- Western
will be finished in time for a
"In His Steps," lead-off attrac- Christmas opening.
tion, plays the Loew New York
houses opening Dec. 1 and also RKO
Montreal — The Arcade in the
theaters out of New York.
Deals to handle their entire output French-speaking section has been
have been closed by Grand National taken over by France Films, controlling nine theaters in the provwith 20 national theater circuits, inince, and now shows, exclusively,
cluding Loew, Fox, Butterfield, Cen- French-imported films.
tral States, Dickinson, Fabian, Dent,
rwJ
Hines, Comerford, Great States,
St.
John,
Que.
—
The
Imperial
has
Warner, Publix, RKO, Skouras, reopened.
Thalheimer, West Virginia, Randforce, Schine, Wometco and Midwest
Sykesville, Pa. — Sunday movies
Theaters.
have been legalized here, a Jefferson
County spot which houses one theater.
MIDWEST
Charles Lee purchased the MarFt, Branch, Ind. — L. N. Miller has
ion Theater at Marion, S. D., from
J. A. Flack.
reopened the old Strand Theater
here
and renamed it the Metro. The
Dickinson Theaters, Inc., announces new managerial changes: house had been dark for months.
Paul Dixon succeeds Taylor S.
Indianapolis — The Strand Theater
Myers as manager of the Dickinson
;ind Uptown at Parsons, Kan.; has advanced admission prices from
Skeeter Mills goes to Varsity at 15 and 20 cents to 25 cents. The
Lawience, Kan., succeeding Dixon. house has been redecorated, reseated and given a new marquee.
Ralph Keefer of Parsons has been
appointed traveling auditor.
Dale Bessler purchased the local
Louisville, Ky. — Milton Brooks,
theater at Burlington Junction, Mo., operator of the Hippodrome Theater
from R. V. Johnson.
here, is now directing the old Fifth
Raymond Dahl is the new skipper Avenue Theater in New York City.
of the Gem Theater at Beemer,
Nebr.
Mannington, W. Va. — ManningC. H. Moffett is the new owner of ton's new theater which is being
the Gibbon Theater at Gibbon, Nebr. erected at the corner of Mill and
Metter, Ga.— Ruby
is the new manager
succeeding Ted Lewis
the Dixie at Jackson,

Chicago — Erection of a new 1,500seat, $200,000 house on a Campbell
Avenue-Devon Street site leased
from the North Shore Holding Co.
will give Balaban and Katz Circuit
its second theater in the Edgewater
district, the 2,100 Nortown near
Western Avenue and Devon already
being in the string.
Two other theaters are projected
for this district by other interests.
The site next to the Nortown theater was purchased recently by Ellis Lazear, who is having plans
drawn by Rissman and Hirshfield for
a 1,200-seat theater. Last month,
Sam C. Meyers, operator of the Theater DeLago on the North Shore announced plans drawn by C. W. and
George
L.
Rapp for a 1,200-seat thenut. ater at Devon
and Maplewood AveB. & K. are starting work on the
Campbell Avenue house this week,
the others are still in the paper
stage. Morris Leonard, director of
the real estate department of B. &
K., negotiated the deal for the circuit and William L. Wallen and Sons
appeared for the leasing corporation. J. E. O. Pridmore has designed the new house.
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Jenkins Pioneer Television Exhibit in Washington
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Columbia Technical Institute has just prepared and assembled at 1319
F Street, Washington, an exhibit of the original television transmitting and receiving
equipment designed and used by the late Dr. Francis C. Jenkins. Transmitting aerials
are still standing on the grounds of the former residence of Dr. Jenkins in Georgia
Avenue extended, where he conducted his many experiments in the television field.
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,SK
HAYS ASS'N TO SEND] TRADE
MEETJELEG
eport Rockefellers to Get Nine
Millions
in RKO ATE
Plan
lear Rockefellers to Get 9
Millions in RKO Plan
Bargaining
Under the present setup, the
iKockefeller claim against RKO will
e allowed in the RKO reorganizaion plan without reduction from the
um of about $9,100,000 fixed by
special Master Thomas D. Thacher,
The Film Daily is advised. The
rading going on between the Rockfellers and the reorganization
jroups is concerned with the type of
securities the Rockefellers will get
mder the plan, it is understood.

28 Omaha Theaters Unite for a Weekly Bank Night
Omaha — A weekly bank night will be inaugurated here soon, with all 28 local theaters, including the five downtown houses, co-operating. The car give-away plan in
operation for nearly two years, will be abandoned after Dec. 9.
Evert R. Cummings, Tri-States district manager; Augie Herman, Muse co-owner
Walter Creal, owner of the Beacon; John Quinlan, assistant Brandeis manager, and Sam
Epstein of the Epstein Theater Corp. are the committee in charge. They expect 150 000
persons to register weekly for the new union bank night.

A. H. BLANK BUY-BACK AMPA UNANIMOUSLY
DEAL UP ON DEC. 10 DECIDES TO CONTINUE

By a unanimous vote, the A. M.
Conferences on whether or not
Paramount will exercise its buy -back P. A. yesterday decided not to fold
clause in the A. H. Blank circuit up the organization. Even Al Sherman, who made the motion to dissetup will commence in New York
band, voted in support of the resoabout Dec. 10. The provision, which
lution to carry on at a meeting at
runs for six months, expires Jan. 3. the Hotel
Edison.
Blank is due to come to New York
President Gordon White was emfrom Omaha.
powered to appoint members to fill
Paramount's
buy-back circuit
arrange-in vacancies on the directorate pendment with the Hoblitzelle
None of the movie companies will
ing setting up of a permanent board.
lave a representative aboard the Texas runs until next July.
The association has liabilities aptruiser Indianapolis which is taking
proximating $1,700, it was stated,
'resident Roosevelt to the peace
while uncollected dues amount to
Conference at Buenos Aires, but by Herbert Wilcox Pictures
more than $700.
Chartered in N. Y. State
.rrangements with the Navy De>artment, Lieut. Mansfield will take
(ictures of the President en route
Albany — A certificate of incorpo- Camera and Projection
(Continued on Page 12)
ration has been granted Herbert
Industry Report Gains
Wilcox Pictures Corp. by the SecreWashington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tary of State. It allows the com)ress Rehearsals for RCA
Washington — Both production and
pany to engage in production, distribution and all phases of the film employment in the photographic and
Television Near — Sarnoff
business. Records indicate that H. projection apparatus industry showed substantial increases in 1935 as
Emphasizing that television has William Fitelson of Fitelson &
(Continued on Page 4)
jeen making progress on all fronts, Mayers obtained the certificate.
an
in
t,
pi-esiden
RCA
Sarnoff,
David
iddress before the Franklin Instiphia said that "teleute ofvisionPhiladel
will be the great consumer of
irt and that it will constantly denand more and better writers, mu-

NEWSREELS DO AN A.P.
TO COVER PRESIDENT

(Continued on Page

12)

Demon Jinx Strikes!
Not one jinx, but two, too many,
are pursuing the anniversary stage show
at the New York Paramount theater.
First, Mae West cancelled her booking
over a disagreement, then Don Baker, organist, contracted appendicitis,
then Paul Draper dancer, quit the show,
and finally Jack Powell, drummer, fell
off the platform
into a sick bed.

Lower Budget M-G-M Pictures Will be
Handled by Joe Co/in, Studio States
Warner Sales Campaign
Named for Grad Sears

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

(Continued on Page 4)

Bid to
at

Major producing and distributing companies will not be asked to
individually send representatives to
the conference to be sponsored by
the National Council for Industrial
Progress at Washington Dec. 10
and 11 but instead have been invited to send a delegate through
the Hays association. This was
stated yesterday by John Gregg
Paine,
chairman
the said
council's
management
group,of who
that
Major George L. Berry, industrial
coordinator,
has written to Gov. Carl
(Continued on Page 4)

BALABAN AND 0R1FFIS
PLEASED WITH STUDIO
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Upon their departure
for New York Barney Balaban and
Stanton Griffis expressed themselves
as highly pleased with conditions
at the studio. Balaban declared that
both he and Griffis were delighted
with the marvelous changes brought
(Continued on Page

12)

GB Releasing First BIP
Picture Here on Nov. 20
"Week-End Millionaire," co-starring Buddy Rogers and Mary Brian,
will be the first B. I. P. picture to be
distributed by GB through arrangements made with Budd Rogers of
Alliance Films, stated Arthur A.
Lee in New York yesterday. A Nov.
Lee. release date has been set, said
20

DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M yesterday officially announced that William
Chicago — Nation-wide sales cam- Koenig, who on Monday resigned as
paign to be launched by Warners general manager of Universal's stuand affiliated companies will be
dio, has been appointed as its stuproduction manager. Joe
known as the "Sears Drive," taking Cohn dio and
will handle
production
of
its name from Grad Sears, Warner
(Continued on Page 4)

Sidney R. Kent Also
Attend
Confab
Washington

Texan Grosses Up 10 P. C.
Box office grosses in Texas are approximately 10 per cent better than a
year ago, said Joe Clemmons of that
circuit in New York yesterday. He
plans to return to his headquarters at
Beaumont,
Texas,
over the week-end.
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day from New
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JOHN
GREGG
PAINE,
who
has returned
to I
New
York
from
Washington,
plans to spend
Dec. 9, 10 and 11 in the Capital.
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MAJOR ALBERT WARNER, GRAD SEARS
CARL LESERMAN, S. CHARLES EINFELD NORROBERT MOCHRIE
H. MORAY,
ERT MAN
J. OCHS
and ARTHUR
SACHSON,, ' HERBall of
Warners,
return from
Chicago
today.
LOUIS PHILLIPS returns to New York today
from Dallas.
JOE CLEMMONS, who is now in New York
returns to Beaumont, Texas, over the week-end!
| Atlantic
RITA WEIMAN
and MAURICE MARKS
go to
City Monday for a week's vacation.
HELEN HOERLE returns to New York tomorrow from Quebec.

Exclusive Sound Photo Telephoned by International News.
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M. C. BATSEL, manager of Photophon
eneineer.ng for RCA Manufacturing Co.,e leaves
Hollywood for Camden tonight.

DUDLEY MURPHY
days for Hollywood.
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Seeking a likeness of Benjamin Franklin for "Lloyd's of London," recourse
was had to the U. S. one-cent postage
stamp as having one of his best likenesses—20th CENTURY-FOX.

"GOLD DIGGERS" WIN KEY TO CHICAGO on arrival at latest stop of
Warners' 4-week "Gold Diggers of 1937" sky tour. Maj. Albert Warner (standing
3rd from left) accepts honor for famed flying troupe. DETROIT NEXT!— (Advt.)

Allows Two to Intervene
In RKO Reorg. Proceedings

Roosevelt Urges Study of
Film Wages and Conditions

Federal Judge Bondy yesterday
granted leave to intervene in the
RKO reorganization proceedings to
William V. Hodges and James R.
Maroney. The former is a director
of the National Bank of Denver and
represents claims amounting to $81,271. The latter is secretary of the
Hoblitzelle Corp. of Texas which
has claims amounting to $624,502.
Both claims were allowed. Hodges
and Maroney are said to represent
independent claims totaling $1,300,000.

Washington

1%

—
+
—

goes to Boston to-

Alperson, Having Approved
5 Scripts, is Returning

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington- — Citing as one of
America's major contemporary problems the further absorption of workers by the motion picture and other
industries, President Roosevelt in a
letter to the business Advisory
Council of the Department of Commerce, which met here yesterday,
suggested that the Council also study
the problem of improving wages and
working conditions of employes in
the industry.
The Advisory Council, according
to Assistant Secretary Draper, did
not take under consideration the
question
so-called nuisance amusement taxes.

Having approved five more Grand
Pettijohn Better; Hopes
National picture scripts, Edward Alperson, president of the company,
to be at Desk Next Week
will arrive in New York Monday
from Hollywood. Sidney Biddell,
story editor, who went to the coast
Over the phone yesterday, Charles
with Alperson, is also expected back C. Pettijohn, a patient at Mt. Sinai
in town.
Hospital, reported that he was "feelNext Grand National productions
ing very much better." He hopes
scheduled for camera work are to get back to his desk at the Hays
office
next week. His visitors yes"Twenty-Three and One-Half Hours
terday included James Hines, DemoLeave", "Gold", "Sweetheart of the
cratic leader.
Navy", "Murder with Music" and
"Arizona Days."

Mrs. Earl Carroll Dead
Mrs. Marcelle Montabat Carroll,
39, wife of Earl Carroll and former
silent actress, is dead here. Mrs.
Carroll was a native of France.

Mongolian Film Opens

leaves New

York

in 10

BASIL and MRS. RATHBONE are planning to
return to New York next month from London.
WALTER E. BRANSON, mid-western district
sales manager for RKO Radio Pictures, has arrived in New York from Chicago for special
sales conferences with Jules Levy, vice-president and general sales manager.
MONTE PROSER, vice-president of the Blackstone Co., advertising and publicity agency,
left for Chicago last night to establish a Chicago branch.
HAROLD FRANKLIN left for the coast last
night, stopping off at Chicago en route.
LT.-COM. FRANK WEAD is stopping at the
Warwick for a few days before returning to
the coast.
MERKEL
for UNA
Thanksgiving.

is due here from

TIFFANY THAYER
plane today.

Hollywood

arrives from the coast by

CLAIRE TREVOR ends her New York vacation to start work Dec. 7 on "Time Out foi
LOU and ROSE GUIMOND will arrive in Hollywood about Dec. 5.
Romance."
ABE LASTVOGEL is due in New York from
the coast soon after Dec. 1.
en

KAY FRANCIS is due in New
route to Europe on vacation.

York today,

George Raft and Paramount
Settle Their Differences
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George Raft and
Paramount have settled their differences and the star has been reinstated on the company's contract
list. He will next work in "Souls

McLeod Joins Roach as
at Sea."
Producer and Director
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hal Roach has signed
Norman McLeod as a producer and
"Son of Mongolia," produced in the director. His first assignment is
Mongolian Republic with a native the topper story by Thorne Smith.
cast by Lenfilm, USSR, and pre- Roach has borrowed Jeanne Macsented here by Amkino, has its U. S. Pherson from Cecil B. DeMille to
premiere today at the Cameo.
write the screenplay.

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

SALES

SPECIALISTS

from Warner

h. o. enplane to Chicago

DALLAS GREETS 'GOLD DIGGERS'
beautiful plane-full with huge crowds,
acting Governor Watson bestowing
cheers, decorations respectively on
aerial angels from Burbank. During this
weekend glamorous troupe drops from

to give field men key slants on 'Green Light', 'Black Legion',
'Danton', 'Prince and The Pauper', other forthcoming specials.
'GO GET HER' was word to Warner talent scouts so Doris
Weston (right), N. Y. singing and acting sensation, was signed
for top feminine role in (aptly enough) 'The Go-Getter',
Cosmopolitan's Peter B. Kyne tale in which George Brent stars.

sky into Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh.*
THANKSGIVING

GIFT for New

York

Strand-goers is premiere on Wednesday of 'Three Men on a Horse' (below),
Mervyn LeRoy's laff-filled filming of international stage hit. Frank McHugh
stars in immortal role of 'Erwin' (pronounced 'Oiwin, Oiwin') with Miss Joan
Blondell and Allen Jenkins in support."

ONE

BASS

HIT is scored by the Behemoth of Bam, Babe Ruth,

in Vitaphone's novelty musical reel, 'Home Run on the Keys',
featuring hit tune of that name written by the Babe with
Zez Confrey.
Basso Ruth tunes up (above)
with daughter.
*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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ASK HAYS DELEGATE
TO U.S. TRADE PARLEY

KOENIG NAMED M-G-M
PRODUCTION MANAGER

(Continued from Page
.tinned from Pat]--

1)

r-budget pictures, it was stated.
Announcement was also made that
am Anthony McGuire and Norman Krasna have been made proA" pictures.

Warner Sales Campaign
Named for Grad Sears
vice - president and general sales
manager, it was announced here yesterday at the two-day mid-season
-"meeting.
Vote Warner
on motion,
bx Major Albert
and made
over
Sears' protests, was unanimous.
nipaign will start Dec. 20 and
run 15 weeks, ending April 3. Carl
Leserman, assistant general sales
manager, will be the drive's coordinator.
Meeting closed last night, with
company executives entraining for
New York and district sales managers for their respective posts.

Circuit Theater Building
Rise for '36 Said 10 P. C.
New

Orleans, La. — Theater construction and inquiries for locations
suitable for both large and small
houses have shown noticeable improvement over last year, Mort
Levy of Chicago, treasurer of the
National Association of Real Estate
Boards declared here yesterday.
Levy, who is here for the 29th
annual convention of the association, thought the increase of construction thus far over the same period in 1935 could be conservatively
placed at 10 p. c. His findings, he
said, applied only to circuit operations.

Warner Club Plans for
Kiddie Christmas Party
The New York Warner Club will
hold its annual Christmas Kiddie
party, to which children, grandchildren, brothers and sisters of members are invited, on Dec. 19. Santa
Claus will make his appearance and
distribute gifts.

"White Hunter" for Criterion

"White Hunter," 20th CenturyFox picture, has been sold to the
new Criterion and will open there
Thursday.

Those "Diggers" in Detroit

Detroit — Fresh from a big Chicago
reception in which Warner executives
participated, the flying "Gold Diggers"
— 12 chorines and three principals — arrive here today to face a program that
ranges from police fingerprinting to
attendance at the Junior League ball
and the automotive banquet. From this
city, the plane goes to Cleveland tomorrow and thence to Pittsburgh Monday.

1)

Milliken
of the Hays organization to
this
effect.

bi-weekly exploitation service has been
• A NEW
•
•
launched by Howard Dietz and Billy Ferguson this promotion feature is a printed bulletin designed to present to exhibitors practical publicity ideas on current Metro releases
set up in praca short, snappy paragraph on each idea
everythin'
dots
kolyum
this
as
format
same
tically thematerial
. the
in the first bi-weekly letter has 'n
a lot
of spot
theworried
and
just the thing for the hurried
news value
ater manager who finds no time to absorb the lengthy campaign
stuff
•
•
• ONE OF the sweetest tie-ups of the year
handled by Frank Megrand's exploitation dep't at Columbia,
a plug for "Penwith Les Kaufman doing the promotion
nies from Heaven"
General Electric kicks in with a swell
tie-in with a Dictionary of Food book for the housewife, showing how to economize on buying meat
this stunt has a
dozen angles with the GE dealers, house-to-house salesmen,
special window material, ad mats, etc
a pippo
•
•
• SOME VERY outstanding Art Work
(and the
capital letters are intentional)
to be noted in the Metro
the
book on Eleanor Powell's "Born to Dance"
campaign
lady
of the twinkling tap-tap toes is shown in pages of vivacious
action poses
these newspaper ads of all sizes are the kind
of eye-appeal that makes the tired business man say t'hell with
the slippers and lounging robe, Ma, let's go to the picture show
and no modern
and give this Powell gal the once-over
Missus will turn down such a proposition
for Ma would
like to know from first-hand knowledge what puts so much life
into the Ole Man
those Powell Poses, Mister Exhib, have
Selling Appeal
•
•
• A NOVEL stunt arranged by Universal
when
they took 14 newspaper scribes on a preview in the air of
"Flying Hostess"
aboard a TWA
plane from Newark
Airport
Judith Barrett, star of the film, acted as hostess
on a two-hour sky jaunt as the film was unfolded on a special
crystal-line screen
after the flight, Judith Barrett, Beulah
Livingstone, Joe Weil and Marc Lachman entertained the air
audience at a luncheon at the Robert Treat Hotel in Newark ....

•
•
• A STORK Derby is on at United Artists
Walter Gould, sales chief of the Latin-American division, and
T. P. Mulrooney, foreign sales manager, are both expecting
production increases in their respective homes any day now
latest reports have 'em running day and date with the
baby bird

•

•

• ONE OF the real Oldtimers dropped in on us yesterday P. M. Brink
he was a very active figure in
film circles for many years
he leaves for the Coast shortly .. . • Bennett Cerf, head man of the publishing firm of
Random House, mai'ks an item in a recent kolyum and sends
it in with a notation: "Faithful reader very shocked!"
it seems we made the slight error of telling about a film happening about to happen several days after it happened
gosh, Bennett, that's one reason why folks read us
we
take an Unusual point of view ... • John Niemoth, manager of the Sun theater in Lincoln, Nebr., went sentimental, as
it were, in his dual billing
as witness
"Early to Bed."
and "The First Baby"

«

«

«

»

»

»

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th Century
Fox and a personal friend of Major Berry's
has also been invited to attend by the coordinator, Paine told The Film Daily. AH
unions, exhibitor and trade associations within the film industry are also being asked
to cooperate at the conference.
Gov. Milliken yesterday said that the invitation has not come to his attention and the
association would not act pending advices
from Will H. Hays, who is at present in
Italy. Date of his return to New York has
not as yet been determined, said Gov. Milliken.
The conference scheduled for Dec. 10 and
11 will discuss minimum wages, maximum
working hours and trade practices. Antici
pating that the next Congress will enact laws
covering these three issues, the council de- ]
sires to confer with representatives of the
motion picture as well as other industries on I
these angles, said Paine.
"In event these laws are passed, as ex- 1
pected, it will be necessary for the motion J
picture industry to work out its own adapta-l
tion within the philosophy of the national]
industrial policy," Paine declared. He saidj
that no individual film conference is planned]
in connection with the meetings on Dec. 10 1
ad 11. Paine reiterated his belief that mo-|
tion picture organizations will accept the Berry
invitation to participate in the sessions.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM <DAILY\
Washington — The National Council for In-I
dustrial Progress, which is inviting a Hays
Association representative to a conference set I
here for Dec. 10-11, expects to make it the I
first of a series of "advisory legislative"!
Washington meetings on the part of indus- 1
try just before each Congressional session, ac-J
cording to report at the office of Major
George L. Berry.

Camera and Projection
Industry Report Gains
(Continued from Page 1)

compared with 1933, according to
preliminary figures compiled from
the returns of the Biennial Census
of Manufactures taken this year,
released yesterday by Director William L. Austin, Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce.
The value of the products of the
industry increased 37.3 per cent—
from $53,859,955 in 1933 to $73,966,1
259 in 1935. The number of wage
earners employed in 1935, 12,00lj
exceeded the number employed in
1933 by 33.7 per cent, and the increase in their compensation
amounted to 55.7 per cent.
The industry embraces those establishments engaged primarily in
the manufacture of cameras, including motion picture, motion picture
projection machines, film rewinders
and reels, etc.
Motion picture projectors made
in $3,057,771.
1935 totaled 36,123 with' a value
of

Para. Players in P.A.'s

Three players have been booked for
personal appearances in Paramount theaters in various parts of the country,
4.
fhil Baker opens at the Metropolitan
in Boston Dec. 4 and Francis Lederer
plays the same de luxer beginning Dec.
11. Herbert Mundin has been signed
for the Michigan, Detroit, opening Dec.

When their great romance unfolds . . .

an enraptured public will hold its breath . . .
(TURN OVER. ^»

<'\* HARDLY

WAIT)

W^MARLENE

DIETRICH

their romantic fire for the first
takes all the exotic beauty of
the greatest temptation
since

OF JilUlH
Produced

by

DAVID

O.

SELZNICK

and CHARLES BOYER kindle
time together on the screen it
TECHNICOLOR to depict
the Garden of Eden

ly Variety
"ENTERTAINMENT OF HIGHEST APPEAL AND STURDY BOX-OFFICEDatCALIBRE!"

"THE BEST COLOR PICTURE TO DATE!"

"MOST

-w.m

A B, 0. DRAW!"

"BREATH-TAKING IN BEAUTY!

- w/„ o. p.„.„

PICTURE

BEAUTIFUL AND COMPELLING

EVER MADE!"
Reporter

Hollywood

"THIS BEAUTIFUL PRODUCTION WILL PROVE TO BE A SURE-FIRE
BOX-OFFICE SENSATION!"
-lmp„,„„
"THE FINEST DRAMA OF THE YEAR AND
DAVID 0, SELZNICK'S GREATEST!"

ONE OF PRODUCER
_ *.„.. Cu„< m^u.

"AN EXCEPTIONALLY OUTSTANDING DRAMA THAT WILL APPEAL TO EVERYBODY!"
—" Modern

Screen

Magazine

"AN EXQUISITE PRODUCTION. IT MAKES SCREEN HISTORY ~~ INBostoCOLOR!"
n
Crlooe
SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL
Presents

DIETRICH-

BOYER

IN TECHNICOLOR
Produced

by DAVID

Directed by RICHARD BOLESLAWSKI

O. SELZNICK

• From f he book by ROBERT HICHENS
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"THE JUNGLE
with

Constance

PRINCESS"

Dorothy
Lamour,
Ray Milland,
Tamiroff, Lynne Overman
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Paramount

Akim

85 mins.

FAIR JUNGLE TYPE DRAMA INTRODUCES CHARMING PERSONALITY IN
DOROTHY LAMOUR.
Lacking the real thrilling excitement that
makes a Tarzan or Jungle picture, this
number is only mild entertainment of its
type. The picture's interest in the main,
is that it introduces the new and charming Dorothy Lamour, who exhibits physical
charm and personality that should mean
something. Her role is a difficult one and
she manages it well. She is given an opportunity to sing and reveals decided vocal
talents. Some very enjoyable comedy bits
are furnished by an ape, and Lynne Overman's dry humor is good. His lines are
neatly tailored. The idyllic love story glides
along until the very end before anything
really happens, and it is only Miss Lamour's
and Ray Milland's handling of the lovers
roles that keep it from becoming overly
draggy. The cast members all do well, and
iin the important roles are Akim Tamiroff,
Mala, Molly Lamont, Hugh Buckler and
Sally Martin, in addition to those already
mentioned. William Thiele, the director,
handled the players in fine style, and for
the material at hand did a very nice job.
Ellsworth Hoagland, the film editor, incorporated some good animal jungle footage. The screenplay by Cyril Hume, Gerald
Geraghty and Gouverneur Morris is imaginative and well constructed. But with all
the good technical contributions, the picture still lacks the vital tense situations
that really make this type of picture. Dorothy Lamour, an alluring female Tarzan,
grows up with a tiger who is most obedient.
When Ray Milland hurts his leg, Dorothy
nurses him back to health and also falls
in love with him. Ray, who is already engaged to Molly Lamont, feels it his duty
to return to her. Dorothy follows with
her tiger and in the course of time they
are captured by the natives who believe
there is some sort of deviltry attached to
them. The other whites are about to be
killed off, too, when Dorothy yells for her
ape, who brings on an army of apes who
storm the native village. Ray realizes
that it is the jungle girl whom he really
loves, and both return to the wilds. Credit
Miss Lamour and Milland for spiendid performances under difficult circumstances.
Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Ray Milland, Akim
Tamiroff, Lynne Overman, Molly Lamonr,
Mala, Hugh Buckler, Sally Martin, Roberta
Law, Bernard Seigle, Richard Terry, Nick
Shaid, Erville Alderson, Dan Crimmins.
Producer, E. Lloyd Sheldon; Director,
William Thiele; Author, Max Marcin,
Screenplay, Cyril Hume, Gerald Geraghty,
Gouverneur Morris; Editor, Ellsworth Hoagland; Cameraman, Harry Fischbeck, A.S.C. ;
Musical Director, Boris Morros; Music and
Lyrics, Frederick Hollander and Leo Robin.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

Bennett,
Oscar

Douglass
Homolka

"EVERYTHING
Gaumont

Montgomery,
in

IS THUNDER"

British

77

mins.

FAIRLY ENTERTAINING ROMANTIC
MELODRAMA FAILS TO UTILIZE CONNIE BENNETT'S GLAMOUR.
Adapted from J. L. Hardy's romantic
novel of the same title, this melodrama
is fairly good entertainment for audiences
generally, especially those whose tastes
fcr love triumphant over all obstacles transcend such elements as plausibility of plot,
technical solidity and the brighter facets of
acting skill. The picture gets under way
slowly, due to lengthy prologue-sequences
dealing with the escape of Douglass Montgomery from a German prison camp during
the World War. As the fraulein who
befriends, shelters and then falls in love
with him, Constance Bennett has virtually
no opportunity to let loose the glamour
which is her most distinctive screen asset.
In her role, she is not long in discovering that the German authorities are hotfooted in their quest to capture Montgomery on several counts, not the least of
which is the fact that he killed a sentry
while making his get-away. Time and
again, while hiding in her apartment, his
capture is imminent, but she bargains with
a traitorous war profiteerer and his accomplices to get her lover and herself over
the border into Holland and safety. With
their goal dramatically near, she is wounded by the pursuing law but they make
good their objective. Oscar Homolka, as
the unrelenting and not too morally conscientious detective who also loves the
tion.
heroine, gives a praiseworthy characteriza-

Cast: Constance Bennett, Douglass Montgomery, Oscar Homolka, Roy Emerton, Frederick Lloyd, Peggy Simpson, George Merritt Robert Atkins, Terence Downing, Clifford Bartlett, Albert Chevalier, H. F. Maltby, Norman Pierce, Frederick Piper.
Director, Milton Rosner; Author, J. L.
Hardy; Screenplay, Marion Dix; Cameraman, G. Grampf; Editor, C. Saunders.
Photography, Fair.
Direction, Fair.

Arrest Four in Faked

Photo Extortion "Plot'

Buffalo — Arrest here of Peter
Kosteros, 41, following indictment
in North Dakota, disclosed what U.
S. District Attorney P. W. Lanier
to
a "plot"
N. D.,
Fargo,
of
axtort
money
fromtermed
Lily Pons,
Rosa
and Carmela Ponselle and others
through the use of faked photos.
Kosteros, it is alleged, provided the
photos from which the faked pictures were built.
Lanier said that two prisoners and
a prison guard in the North Dakota
State prison, were under arrest in
North Dakota in connection with the
scheme. They are Theodore Larson,
serving a life sentence for three
murders; Frank S. Fowler, another
prisoner, and George Schultz, 70,
the guard.

"MURDER

WITH

PICTURES"

with Lew Ayres, Gail Patrick
Paramount
70 mins.
A THRILL SOCKO THAT WILL CLICK
BIG IN THE ACTION HOUSES. THIS
ONE MOVES FAST.
A terrific tempo marks this meller from
start to finish. It is chock full of trick
twists and surprises, always the unexpected
happening. The opus has a really ingenious plot. Lew Ayres is the reporter who
sets out to champion Gail Patrick, who
through circumstances appears to be the
killer in a sensational murder. Ayres is
convinced of her innocence. The entire
action revolves around a telephoto which
the hero is convinced will prove the innocence of the girl, and point to the real
killer. The photographic plate is passed
around from one to another, and Ayres,
the police and several mysterious and sinister people all are after it. The suspense
keeps building, with another murder, and
several attempted murders, and all the
while Ayres is helping the girl to keep
out of the clutches of the law till he can
clear her. A very fast and exciting climax,
with the murderer being uncovered in a
most dramatic manner. Play this one up
for the thrill fans, promise them redblooded action and he-man stuff in big
gobs, and you won't be deceiving them.
Cast: Lew Ayres, Gail Patrick, Joyce
Compton, Paul Kelly, Onslow Stevens.
Ernest Cossart, Anthony Nace, Benny Baker.
Producer, A. M. Botsford; Director,
Charles Barton; Author, George Harmon
Coxe; Screenplay, John C. Moffitt, Sidney
Salkow.

Catlett in
Wordy
"Fibbing Fibbers"
Columbia
ig mins.

Too wordy to score the laughs.
Catlett gets himself all tangled when
he tells a lie to his girl so that he
can go to the fights with his boss.
He calls upon Clarence Muse, his
valet, to aid him, and the colored
lad only makes matters worse. He
has lied that he was injured in an
auto accident, and when his girl
comes to look after him he has to
make the lie good, and bandage himself up. She calls a doctor, and when
the medico gets through with him
the "patient" is thoroughly licked.
Too much talk and too little action
to score the laughs. Produced by
Black.
Jules White. Directed by Preston
"LoonyLively
Balloonist"
(Scrappy Cartoon)
Columbia
7 mins.

The cartoon kid Scrappy has his
troubles with the youngster Oopy,
who keeps interfering as Scrappy
tries to get his balloon ready for the
air races. Finally Oopy sets the
balloon adrift with an old snoopy
gent, Scrappy and himself as passengers. 'By a fluke the balloon
wins the race from the fast
airplanes, and everything is
A
Charles Mintz production. okay.
Story by
Love. Rose, animation by Harry
Allen

Direction, Very good. Photography, Ex-

"Two
Crows"
(ColorLazy
Rhapsody)
pert.

SHORTS

"Robinson Crusoe"
Columbia
32 mins.
Kid Wow
This is a special running slightly
over a half hour designed for the
Happy Hour shows that Columbia
is putting on for the kid matinees
on Saturdays. The youngsters will
no doubt go for this filming of the
classic story by Daniel Defoe, especially because of the fact that the
famous radio "Uncle Don" opens up
at the mike and talks to his kid
audience in his well known intimate
style. Uncle Don does the narration all the way through, as the action shows Crusoe being shipwrecked, and all the manifold details of
his adventure till he leaves it years
later, just as the original story book
tells it. It was photographed upon
the actual island in the Caribbean
where Defoe placed his celebrated
hero. Directed by M. A. Weatherell.
Photographed by J. Rosenthal. Neither the acting of the hero Robinson
Crusoe or the direction are anything
to write home about, but the kids
no doubt will lack the critical attitude, for the glamour of Uncle Don
talking to them and the story itself
will hold them.

Columbia
7 mjns.
Good Animal Stuff
The sad story of two lazy crows
who loafed all summer and made
fun of all the other woodland animals for working so industriously.
When the real wintry weather
caught them still up North, they
had to seek shelter in the home of
hospitable squirrel. But when Mrs.
Squirrel came home, she threw the
three of 'em out. Done in Technicolor, with fine musical direction by
Joe de Nat. Directed by Charles
Mintz.

Dillingham Play Auction
Adjourned Until Dec. 11
Auction of the rights of the late
Chas. Dillingham, theatrical producer, in 112 plays was adjourned
yesterday until Dec. 11 by Referee
John E. Joyce at the request of the
Irving Trust Co., trustee of the
bankrupt Dillingham estate, which
requested time to write an unnamed
former employe of Dillingham, now
in California, to find the exact extent of Dillingham's interest in the
plays. Fifteen theatrical attorneys
were present at the hearing.
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NEWSREELS DO AN A.P.
TO COVER PRESIDENT
(Continued from Page

1)

to Buenos Aires and supply each of
the companies with a print.
The newsreel companies have
pooled resources, a la Associated
od will send W. W. Murray
and Ben Box, Fox Movietone cameramen, ahead by plane, to take
pictures of the President and supply
each of the companies with a print.

RKO to Loan Diane Gibson
to Idaho Springs Theater
Denver— One of the first little
theaters in the country to benefit by
in, producthe offer of SamKKOBrisk
in Hollywood,
tion executive of
to lend his players to art groups
over the country will be the Muckers' Playhouse in Idaho Springs,
Colo., 40 miles west of Denver.
Howard W. Fisk, production manager for the theater said that he
had received word that Diane Gibson, would be available as soon as
the group desires to use her. Fisk
is now picking a suitable play. Denver's University Civic theater has
ed the use of RKO playrequest
also
ers.

Military Honors Paid
Schumann-Heinle Funeral
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Military honors, both
here and at San Diego, will be paid
Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink,
members of the late diva's family
who previously had announced simple services bowing to the wishes
of friends and admirers. Services
here today will be directed by the
American Legion Post 43 and by
the Hollywood Post of the Disabled
Veterans of the World. At San
Diego, the local post of the Disabled
Veterans will be in charge of the
burial services Saturday.
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WILK
"You're
All I Want" for Kay FranHOLLYWOOD
cis
.
Hoagy
"Stardust" Carmichael
T URLINE FLEMING, who won the has been signed by Columbia to han■*" Australian Radio Quest, in which
dle the musical assignment for
1,000 candidates competed, is in "Buddy" Rogers' "College Hero".
V
T
T
Hollywood on her way home from
Roscoe Karns, who is sponsor of
New" York. She received a trip to
nine
in
sang
she
where
the Kansas City territory in the
New York,
recitals for NBC. While here she Adolph Zukor Silver Jubilee Sales
auditioned at several stu- Drive, leaves here today for his key
is being
dios and may return to Hollywood headquarters in Kansas City. Karns
after fulfilling engagements in Aus- moves on to Des Moines for Montralia.
day, on Tuesday he visits Omaha,
▼
T
T
back to Kansas City on Wednesday
Herbert
Silverberg
of Buffalo, and then stops off in St. Louis on
N. Y., widely known film attorney, Thursday.
is spending a week in Hollywood and
V
V
T
is registered at the Roosevelt.
Casting
assignments:
First Nat
v
T
tional— Patric Knowles and MonTed Richmond is handling pubtagu Love, "The Prince and the
licity for Maurice Conn Productions, Pauper"; Teddy Hart, "Love Bewhich include Ambassador, Conn,
gins"; Columbia — Frank Sheridan,
Melody and Television Pictures. He Arthur Loft and John Gallaudet,
recently arrived from Albany, where "Woman in Distress"; RKO Radiohe handled publicity for RKO cir- Joe Penner, "Take It Easy"; Aileen
Pringle, Irene Franklin and Bryant
cuit theaters in that territory.
T
T
T
Washburn, "Wanted!
Turner".
T
T Jane
▼
Highlights
o'
the
day's
news:
SelzMarlin
Skiles,
formerly
with
the
nick International has signed Dr.
Leonard Walker for the dual role of Paramount Studio music department
has been engaged by the Douglas
musician and actor in "A Star is
Born" ... Warners has signed Thyra MacLean Productions as musical director for "Great Guy," James CagSampter Winslow to a writer's con- ney's first Grand National picture.
tract; she'll adapt Katharine Brush's

ATTENDANCE GAIN
ESTIMATED AT 15%

Bv RALPH

Balaban and Griffis
Pleased with Studio
(Continued from Page

1)

about since Adolph Zukor took over
control of production.
Zukor stated that arrangements
are nearing completion whereby
Cecil B. DeMille will continue with
Paramount for at least two years.

12 Republic Films in Work
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL\

50 Foreign Correspondents
At "Winterset" Screening

A special screening of RKO Radio's "Winterset" was held yesterday for about 50 foreign correspondents in the preview rooms of the
Radio City Music Hall following
which there was a dinner for the
press representatives at the Mayan
Restaurant in the International
Bldg., Radio City. Ned E. Depinet, head of RKO Distributing Corp.,
Phil Reisman, head of RKO foreign
sales; Pandro Berman, producer of
"Winterset" and Burgess Meredith,
its star, were present at a reception
to the correspondents.

Hollywood — Republic currently
has 12 pictures in work. Cutters
are engaged with "The Bold Caballero," "Beware of Ladies," "Happy
Go Lucky," "Roaring Lead," "The
Mandarin Mystery," "The Old Cor"Carnival" Deals Closed
Four Paramount Pictures
ral," "Lawless Land," "Missing
"Riders of the Whistlin'
W. E. van Beveren, managing diNow in Broadway Houses Men,"
Skull" and "Round Up Time in
rector of American Tobis, said yesare shooting. "Join the Materday that Joseph Steiner, now
Paramount currently has four pic- Texas"
ing. rine" and "Dick Tracy" are preparcovering key cities, has closed firsttures on Broadway. They are "Go
run deals for Detroit, Chicago, MinWest, Young Man" at the Paraneapolis, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
mount, "Wedding Present" at the
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle,
Arson
Charges
Dismissed
Criterion, "The Accusing Finger" at
as well as smaller West Coast cities.
Appleton, Wis. — Arson charges,
the Globe and "Murder With Picgrowing out of the fire which razed
tures" at the Rialto.
the Colonial Theater at Kaukauna
House Dark 7 Yrs. Opens
April 1, were dismissed here last
week
against
Sylvester
Robedeaux
Madison, Wis. — The 950-seat GarBasketball Added to Dual
rick, dark since 1929, reopened this
of Kaukauna.
week as the New Madison Theater
Films at Brooklyn's Para.
under the direction of the Ashley
Fay Webb Dies on Coast
Theater Co. Art Goddard is manaThe Brooklyn Paramount Theater
Santa Monica — Fay Webb, 29, the
opens its second season of presenting a full-length professional former Mrs. Rudy Vallee, died here
basketball game on its stage every from peritonitis following abdominal
"Heroique" In 3rd Week
Friday night, when the Brooklyn operation. She began a motion picture career in 1929 and two years ger.Boston — "La Kermesse Heroique"
Jewels meet the Renaissance Five
later met and wed the prominent is in its third week at the Fine Arts
tonight. It's in addition to duals; orchestra
Theater.
leader.
no advance in prices.

Since start of the new season in
August, theater attendance has increased approximately 15 per cent
over the corresponding period of
last year, according to Standard
Trade and Securities, financial publication.

\

"Unit attendance has advanced
from approximately 2,800,000,000 annually, the depression low in 1933,
to 4,180,000,000 as estimated for
1936, which total compares with the
previous high of 3,920,000,000 at- j
tained in 1930," says the paper.
"Box-office prices, however, have
not advanced materially above the
depression lows. The average for
1936 is currently estimated at $0.22:'
for all theaters throughout the entire country, as against a low of
$0.20
1935. maintained in 1933, 1934 and
"At present there are indications
that a general advance in prices
may be attempted during the current season, although severe competition for patronage among the
excessive number of theaters operating may further delay a general
increase."

Dress Rehearsals for RCA
Television Near — Sarnoff
(Continued from Page 1)

sicians, actors and scenic designers ,
— new thoughts, new words, new .
songs,
new afaces,
"Unlike
play new
on backgrounds."
the screen or i
a motion picture which may run for
a year, the television program, once
it has been shown to a national audience, is on
the scrapheap",
Sarnoff
said. "It
is finished.
Television
will
call for a whole new generation of
artists. It should help materially
to solve the unemployment probNBC is planning to expand its engineering field tests during the next
few months into a series of dress
rehearsals of various types, the RCA
prexy declared. Though borrowing
from stage, motion picture and
broadcasting,
television will ultilem." mately create its
own individual art
form — a fresh and unique world of
illusion, he predicted.

L. A. Exchange Withdraws
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Los Angeles
stock exchange has withdrawn its
application for unlisted trading in
the no par value common stock of
Columbia Pictures Corp, it was announced by the Securities and Exchange Commission here yesterday.
The stock exchange has substituted
therefor an application for unlisted
trading in the voting trust certificates of Columbia Pictures as well
as in the common stock underlying
the certificates.
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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100 Paramount, 68 Loew Houses to Get Mirrophonic

[ARGUE OHIO PLAYDATE LAW CONSTITUTIONALITY
Para. Adds

12 Films to Zukor Jubilee Drive Schedule

^g new
Announces
Further
Titles, Bringing Total
Up to 23
With the Paramount Studio proluction activities rapidly moving
orward, plans are now completed
vhereby 12 additional feature proluctions have been added to the list
if 11 films, previously announced,
or release during the four month
period dedicated to the Paramount
international Silver Jubilee Drive
'or Adolph Zukor,
according
an
innouncement
yesterday
by toNeil
(Continued on Page

7)

GULF STATES GROSSES
ADVANCE 10 TO 30 P.G.
By WILLIAM
SPECHT
FILM 'DAILY Staff Correspondent

Exhib Charges "Freight" on His China Giveaways

Montreal — Local independent exhibitor has solved — at least, partly — the economic
problem entailed by giveaways.
cents

[resenting dinner-ware
on each piece.

to femme

patrons, he levies a "freight charge" of 10

Columbus — Interest of both distributor and exhibitor groups was
focused on this city yesterday as
the constitutionality of the new
Ohio state law, prohibiting the compulsory designation of playdates,
was argued in a special interlocutory court presided over by three
Federal Court judges. The court
thatJan.
depositions
h/e file<-l not
Work of simplifying the corporate Pictures, Inc., the holding company; ordered
later than
30.
structure of Educational will be corn- Educational Film Corp. of America,
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
pleted in about four months, with ' main operating company and Educa- of Allied, which is understood spon10 subsidiaries already merged up tional Productions, Inc.
Far East
soring similar legislation in other
to the present time. Major units to Film Corp. has been absorbed by states, presented the case for
be preserved
include
Educational ' Educational Film Corp. of America. Attorney - General John Bricker.
Paxton & Seasongood, Cincinnati
lawyers, were counsel for RKO,
U. S. October Admissions Levies Up $308,356 tion.
which appears as plaintiff in the ac-

Educational to Complete Corporate
Simplification in Four Months

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — That theater admissions were continuing on the upNew Orleans — Film theater box
bffice receipts for the Gulf States
grade was revealed here yesterday
sections served out of New Orleans when the Bureau of Internal Reveare decidedly healthier this year in
nue released its monthly compara(comparison with the same period in
[1935, estimates placing the increased
business at from 10 to 30 per cent. Expect Para. Fourth Quarter
The increases are due to a variety
Gains to Top That of Third
pf causes, the majority of which
mean more money for the film fan
A substantial improvement is exto spend on entertainment. Howpected to be shown by Paramount
ever, one decisive factor especially for its fourth quarter ending Dec.
(Continued
on Paije 7)
31, topping its last quarter by a big
margin, according to usually reliable
Wall Street sources. Earnings for
See Strict Supervision
the third quarter have been reported

if Spanish

Rebels Win

In the event that the Fascist
■forces capture Madrid and set up
'a
there, thewillprobability
is government
that film business
function
in the normal way though under
strict supervision, it was said yes(Continued on Page 7)

Bootblack Exploiteers
Boston — Manager Max Mayor of the
M. f> P. Washington St. Olympia, has
the local bootblacks working for him
as exploiteers. The boys are pasting
signs announcing the latest attractions
at the Olympia on their boxes!

The Court Orders Depositions
Filed Not Later
Than Jan. 30

(Continued on Page 2)

Time

tive statement of collections for October.
According
to the Bureau's
taxes
on admissions
for the report,
month
of October, 1936, are recorded at
$1,797,278.84, a gain of $308,356.16
over last year.

Films de Mexico to Make
Four Features, Says Bueno
Jose Luis Bueno, head of Films
de Mexico, Mexican producing company, said yesterday that he will
produce four pictures during the
coming year, including one featuring Esperanza Iris, a leading Mexican actress. Bueno is the producer
(Continued on Page 2)

100 Paramount- Affiliated Houses and

COLUMBIA SALES MEET
ON IN SAN FRANCISCO
The first of a series of district
meetings to be held by Columbia
Pictures opens in San Francisco today. A. Montague, general sales
manager who flew to Los Angeles
with Jack Cohn, vice president, last
week, will preside.
Present(Continued
at the ongathering,
which
Page 7)

u.

S.-China Confab on Film
Ban Threat Nets Progress

Progress is being made in the negotiations between the State Department and the Chinese Government in connection with the situa(Continucd

68 Loew Theaters Sign for Erpi Sound
About 100 Paramount-affiliated
Pittsburgh and Lincoln
theaters and 68 Loew theaters have
Theaters Advance Prices made commitments to install Mirro-

phonic sound, it was said yesterday
Pittsburgh— The Stanley Theater, by C. W. Bunn, Erpi sales head.
Warner's ace house here, boosted Erpi has received a considerable
its admission scale, to a new higfy number of orders for Mirrophonic
(Continued on Page 2)
from other circuits, Bunn declared.

on Page

7)

Quins in Color by Pathe
Callander, Ont. — And
for the first time, will
Quins in color on the
which has newsreel

now the world,
see those Dionne
screen. Pathe,
rights to the

Dionnes, has just "shot" the five little mam'sellcs in color, and the footage will be ready for release in a few
weeks.
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Buck Jones' famous horse, Silver, was
the first horse to cross the great bridge
over San Francisco Harbor. — UNIVERSAL
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LARRY

is en

route from the Coast.
comes East from Hollywood

December.

M. A.
solidated

SCHLESINGER,
head of African ConTheaters
and
African
Films
Ltd
arrived in Hollywood
from New
York.
MELVYN DOUGLAS comes to New York
from the Coast upon the completion of his
has

• • • THIS WEEK'S issue of News-Week devotes its
full pages to David O. Selznick's "Garden of
and three
cover
Allah"
coincident with the world premiere at the Music
Hall
the cover is an enlargement made from a clip of the
32-miilimeter Technicolor film
under the heading of "Entertainment" the mag gives a history of the production, with
all its problems
the difficulties the color work encountered,
the importance the film holds in the picture cycle
a really
unusual feature story arranged by the United Artists
home office in conjunction with Selznick International
T
T
T
• • • FROM LONDON we hear that David Bader's office
has added Charles W. A. Scott to its talent roster
he being the ace British airman who won the recent South African
race ... • Dagmar Wolfski, the famous talent scout with
headquarters in Paris, is in London for a confab with stage
and screen personalities
▼
T
T
• • • NEW NOTE in exploiting a pix .
with Cecil
De Mille making an airplane trip
hitting important key
spots such as Philadelphia, Dallas, Jackson, Mississippi, New
Orleans, New York, Omaha, Denver
the plan is for his
new opus, "The Plainsman," to be shown for one performance
only at each spot
to get the reactions of out-of-town audiences a la Hollywood opening
De Mille will also make
addresses from the stage on the production
T
▼
▼
• •
• RIGHT NOW
Mack Sennett is on his farm near
Richmond,
Quebec
he is settling up the estate of his
mother who died recently
he will return to Hollywood
soon, with ambitions regarding new discoveries for the screen.

Films de Mexico to Make
Four Features, Says Bueno
(Continued from Page

1)

of "Cielito Lindo" and "Mater NosOn
Bueno
which
tra."
Bueno
at the

his return to Mexico City,
will start his next picture
will feature Andrea Palma.
has made his headquarters
office of Cinexport here.

Studios Want Ready-Made
Stories, Is Porter View
Although movie companies are
clamoring for "important and unusual" stories, most of them are unwilling to buy the basis for a film
and work out the details, it was said
yesterday by Verne Porter, literary
agent.
The companies want ready-made
stories, Porter declared. "You may
suggest a book in response to a request for 'something novel, and not
done before' to be met with the re'But how will we do it,?"'
Porter ply, commented.

Expect Para. Fourth Quarter
Gains to Top That of Third
(Continued from Page

1)

as between $1,600,000 and $1,800,000. Report covering this period
will be announced by Paramount
shortly, following return of President Barney Balaban and Stanton
Griffis, executive committee chairman, to New York Monday following coast conferences.

Pittsburgh and Lincoln
Theaters Advance Prices
(Continued from Page

collectingtop
63c
former
screen policy
will continue
nation bills.

1)

evenings.
house's
during
its The
stage
and
was 57c. The theater
to operate with combi-

Santley and Perrin Scout
Here for New Film Faces

role in "Captains Courageous."
SIDNEY SHREIBER returns to
Monday from Columbus.

New

York

ABRAM F. MYERS is due back at his Washington office Monday from Columbus.
JOSEPH SANTLEY and NAT PERRIN, respectively director and writer for RKO Radio, arrive in New York tomorrow from Hollywood.
MRS. FLORENCE FISHER PARRY, Pittsburgh
Press movie columnist, has returned from New
York.
GEORGE TYSON, publicity director for the
Harris Amusement Company, Pittsburgh, is back
from
Callander,
Ont.
D. C. COLLINS, ERPI comptroller, is en
route to the Coast, his visit coinciding with
that of Whitford Drake, executive vice president.
ROSE DAV1ES and her daughter, PATRICIA
VAN CLEVE, have left the Ritz Tower fot
the Coast.
JAMES STEWART,
will come on to New

is visiting Pittsburgh and
York sometime next week.

STEPHEN PALLOS, general sales manager of
London Films, is due to arrive here on Monday. He will be accompanied by his wife,
the former ESTHER KISS, British stage star
who recently appeared in the London production of "Tovarich."
HOWARD DIETZ is expected to return to
New York next week from the Coast.
JOHN
America

NATHAN of Paramount sails for South
Nov. 28 on the Southern Prince.

HANNS GORDON, Paramount branch manager
in Berlin, has arrived in New York to receive
a new assignment.
ATTORNEY IRVING COHEN sails from New
York Dec. 10 for a West Indies cruise.
NEDDA HARRIGAN leaves New
returning
to Hollywood.

York today

GLADYS SWARTHOUT, arrives in Cleveland
today to rehearse a national network program
on which she will be featured tomorrow and
then entrains for New York. Her husband,
FRANK
CHAPMAN
accompanies
her.
RICARDO SALCEDO, Peruvian syndicate writer, sailed last night on the Santa Lucia for
home.
LILIANNE KEREKES and F. JOHN M. BEATTIE, "New Movie Types" contest winners return on Monday aboard the Normandie after
a week's stay in London.
ROLAND YOUNG and CEDRIC HARDW1CKE,
having completed their roles in GB's "King
Solomon's Mines," return to New York aboard
the Normandie
Monday.

Expect Pettijohn to Quit
Hospital Early In Week
Charles C. Pettijohn, who is recovering from a gall bladder trouble
at Mt. Sinai Hospital, is expected
to return to his home in Rye early
next week.

RKO Radio plans to produce a
"Allah" Big at Music Hall
in which all "new faces", as
Many requests are being made for picture
United
Artists' "Garden Of Alfar as the moviegoing public is conlah" on opening day Thursday at
"front-page"
stories.
cerned, will appear. Joseph Sant- Radio City Music Hall played to 19,ley, who will direct the film, and Nat
Perrin, who will write the script, 500 persons. U-A's home office said
have arrived in New York to search this was biggest first-day attend"U" Switches Title
ance for any of company's pictures
here for new personalities. Santley that have
played this house. At 5
Universal has reitled "Murder on and Perrin propose to look outside p. m. check-up yesterday receipts
professional
ranks
for
possible
playwere running ahead of opening day
the Mississippi" as "Mysterious
take.
ers in the cast.
Crossing".

RECORD

EIGHTEEN

DREARER

months ago Eastman Super X

Film was introduced as a special film for a
special purpose. Today it stands as the
world's leading all-purpose negative.
Breaker of records, it is a notable contribution to a record-breaking era in the
motion picture industry. Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour,
Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee, New York,
Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PANCHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X
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first-run R
na, which
ne of four leading
.11 theaters
which
hi
mplete new RCA I
y sound
equipment.
The
other houses are the Teatro Tri
in li
the Ben
Mariano, and the Ensue]

The Apollo, 1500 Harair-condi. is having
installed.
tioning equipment

Punxsu
Hairy B.
tini of the AlpiD
lircuit
ly remodeled ii) new
the seats
Al-

Lansing, Mich. — Harvey (
rane, manager of the Plaza, has completed remodeling of the house, including installation of air conditioning, new marquee, and front.

by the Ideal
ivith other installations
juipment

proand new ngs,carpets.

EQUII

the equipinen:
o located

The
use is the
in the outer

Jackson, Mich. — Jack Ross is instal ing a new marquee on the Orpheum this week.

New Theaters and N
NO. 3— UPTOWN
\A/ARNER

BROS.

UPTOWN,

T

the newest motion picture theater in

» » the nation's capital, was dedicated on October 29th. Located on
Pittsburgh — The Steinberg Bros, exclusive upper Connecticut Avenue at Newark Street, it is the fourreseated the Wilt Theater in Liteenth theater operated by Warners in Washington under the direction of
gonier, the New Beaver and Regent
Square here, the Scott house in John J. Payette, general zone manager.
Barnesboro and the New Laurel in
The Uptown was designed by John J. Zink, well-known Baltimore
Johnstown. The Dean in Williamsburg, Park in Franklin and the New theatrical architect, and was built under the supervision of A. Julian
roit — The City Council grantJ permits Wednesday for Brighton on the North Side installed
Brylawski. It is the second new theater to be opened in Washington in
the construction of marquees in new booth equipment.
connection with two theater remoda $4,000,000 building program announced last year by Harry M. Warner.
Bridgeport — Installations of new
eling jobs — the Greenwood for J. G.
11, and the Center for Asso- sound equipment have been made in The Penn, located at Seventh and Pennsylvania Avenues, S. E., was
ciated Theaters.
four houses in the territory in the dedicated last spring; the Sheridan is now being completed at 6217
past few weeks. Al Pickus has
Meriden, Conn. — Leo Ricci has in- bought equipment for the Stratford Georgia Avenue N. W. and work has started on the Calvert, Wisconsin
Theater, Sam Meadow for the State, Avenue at Hall Place, N. W.
stalled new lights in the Capitol.
New Haven; Henry LeWitt for the
The Uptown Theater is of the two-floor type, seating 1,400 people in
Springfield, 111. — New sound equip- Strand, Plainville, and Louis Anger
ment has been installed in the for the Barnum, Bridgeport.
orchestra, balcony and loges. Equipment, physical treatment and appearStrand by Kerasotes Bros., operaance are all the absolute latest in what a film theater should be: the
Des Moines — Bernie Zeeman, assistant manager of exchange opera- Uptown gives a definite impression of comfort and dignity and at the
tion for Columbia, closed with the
Prosser, Wash. — The Princess has
been completely remodeled, includ- Des Moines branch lessees Nov. 17 same time has a feeling of spaciousness.
for complete interior remodeling
The general color scheme is coral, silver gray, and black. The exterior
and redecorating. New office will
treatment
is of white limestone, trimmed with pink polished granite, and
be air-conditioned. Work to start
"MARVELOUS
SOUND"
i* what you will say
in ten days.
the
decorative
note of the entrance and marquees is black and silver.
whi'ii von hear the
RCA
High Fidelity
lucing apparatus
was
ted for last
in 42 thenlacing old equipment, acng to RCA Mfg. Co.

NKH
RCA
I'HOTOPHONE
Mil. II I IDKI.ITV
BOUND
SYSTEM
ju»t installed at the

Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc.
I'uhlic Projection Room
7 S3 :ih Ave. Tel. MEd. 3-3218 N.Y.C.

Entering, the lobby is wide, well-lighted and tastefully decorated. The
Wolbach, Neb. — Improvements
stai'ted on the Empress by J. N. lobby walls are imported Scaviola marble in delicate shade of rose and
Berney include rearrangement and
installation of new seats to increase
new International chairs under the
the capacity, enlargement of the nearby Saybrook, is being figured.
basement and lobby and installation The Hadelmans are redecorating and supervision of Lou Phillips of Modern Theatre Equipment. The house
of a new front.
refurnishing the Capitol, Bridgeport. has 600
seats.
Replacement of 300 seats in CanNew Haven — Considerable imnon's Theater, New Haven, is proceeding. The Guilford and Globe,
provement activity is in evidence in
Hollywood — Harry Rackin's new
Haven, have installed oil Franklin Theater at Highland Park,
the territory. The Community, Fair- New
burners.
in
Southern California, opened Nofield, is bidding on an interior redecoration job, as is the Whalley,
vember 5th with ERPI's Mirrophonic
New Haven. A new theater to be
Windsor
Locks, Conn. — Dave sound system. In charge of Arthur
Delmore,
managing
director,
the
built by Leo Bonoff of Madison, in Maglena of the Rialto will install
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Detroit— The C. & W. Sales Co.
has been formed by Louis J. Carrier,
as sole owner, for the purpose of expanding the business of the Oliver
J. Carrier Co., in which Louis J.
Carrier is also an owner. The new
company will sell Neon and all kinds
of electrical signs to jobbers already
established in four states. The company is planning to expand the business still further and will probably
incorporate within the next few
weeks. Headquarters are in the
Morgan Building at 429 Wayne
Street.

screen; Majestic, Madill, Okla., two
Peerless low intensity lamps, Premier carpet and rectifiers; Rex, Altus, Okla., Sloane carpet; Griffith
Circuit, Oklahoma City, 1,000 yards
Sloane velvet carpet; Chief, Waynoka, Okla., two Simplex semi-professional projectors and Walker silversheet screen; Temple, Kingfisher,
Okla., Walker silversheet screen,
Belson film cabinet, rewind table and
five point pedestal; Princess, Deming, N. M., 408 Irwin upholstered
chairs, silversheet screen, Sloane
carpet and padding.

mauve, while the floor is of Belgian black and white, with inlaid mats of
:olored rubber in advanced design.
The walls of the auditorium are laid off in invisible panels, each with

New Haven — A new ovenware
deal is being shown by N. C. Wrisley, for distribution in 15-cent
houses. Heretofore no ovenware has
been available for theaters in the
lower admission brackets.

in allegorical figure in low bas-relief, which treatment is carried to the
Hoscenium opening, which is blended inperceptibly into the ceiling, the
nain feature of the decoration. There in parallel rows are hundreds of
:oncealed lights of various hues and colors, which when lighted and
ilended produce a veritable sunrise of color. The absence of the stage
irch is not noted, as its place is taken by illusive effects in drapery and
ights.

Oklahoma City — The United
States Air Conditioning Sales Corp.
of Oklahoma and Texas, was granted articles of incorporation here,
with W. R. Curry, president; Tal
R. Richards, vice-president, and Don
R. Groth, secretary and manager.

Omaha, Neb. — Western Theater
Supply Co. announces the following
equipment installations: Two Simplex projectors, Wesco sound and
amplifiers, a Da-Lite screen and
drapes to the Colonial at Pueblo,
Colo., which was opened Nov. 13 in
a remodeled building by Harry T.
Nolan of Denver; Powers projectors,
drapes and other equipment to Mr.

The lighting fixtures, designed exclusively for the Uptown by Ramiusch, Inc., are most unusual and combine the double purpose of lighting
nd ventilating thus doing away with all ventilating grills and plaques.

Oklahoma City — Recent sales of
equipment made by National Theater Supply Co., Oklahoma City
branch, included: Paramount, Ardmore,
Okla.,
Walker
silversheet

Equipment Features
ASHINGTON,

D. C.

'here is not a radiator in the building.
Spacious and distinctive retiring rooms have been provided. An unusual

(Continued on Page 6)

REEVES
Most

STUDIO

Modern Equipped Sound
Studio in the East

Recording

•
•Equipment

Noiseless Film and Disc Recording
Location

ALL
WORK
GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway
MEd. 3-1270 New

lote in the men's smoking room is the use of split bamboo for the walls,

"he mezzanine corridors also bring out a note of distinction with a
ecorative scheme which can only be described as Pompeiian, as a
lodern decorator would see it, with several massive urns and columns
o emphasize this motif.
The Uptown was constructed by Associated Constructors of Washlgton and Philadelphia. Walter Cersley, formerly manager of Warners'
ivalon Theater, is managing the Uptown.
'ranklin represents the last word
l community theater appointments
nd equipment.

chestra pit to the back of the house,
occupy all the auditorium space.
Sinker and Carlin also operate the
Alvarado and Empire Theaters.

Hollywood — Max Sinker and Irvig Carlin, who are the C. & S.
Interprises, Inc., completely renoFresno, Calif. — Tony Bow of the
ated the Oriental. A new indirect
ghting system has been installed, Rex is completely redecorating his
New
carpets,
drapes,
le old seats removed and new indi- theater.
{Continued on Page 6)
idual loge seats installed from or-

"ACCUSED"
"JUST AS GOOD" WON'T DO—
IN THE PROJECTION ROOM
That's Why

STANDARD

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

Is Preferred

uiTinuaa
THEATRE

SUPPLY COMPANY

.iil'ju;

If ever you get in a spot like this, there's
not much you can do about it. But if it's
the appearance of your Theatre that has
you worried, a new Alexander Smith Carpet
may solve your problem.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

York
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(Continued from Page
5)
Equipment
Notes

Theater Improvements
chairs, and marquee will be included.
Stanley
will manage
the
house for Bow.
Hollywood— The Oriental, Sunset
Boulevard, one of the theaters in
the I
Enterprises, Inc.. was
recently renovated at a cost of $10,and reopened with ERPI's Mir000
rophonie.

NEWS

of the DAY

Des Moines— Fred Fritz will open
heater in Lost Nation, about
I. R. L. Harrington will manThe Grand Theater, Greenfield,
has changed hands. T. W. Morgan
to William Dussler.

Milwaukee, Wis— Alterations are
being made to the front of the
Roosevelt, local neighborhood house
by John Ludwig and John
operated
Adler.

Bluff, Ark.— The Alamo thePineelosed
recently when the Malco
lessee of the theInc.,
,
Theaters
ater for several years, opened the
Strand, will be re-opened soon by
1 W. M. Cole and J. B. Posey, of Vivian, La.
s
Urhng'
B.
W.
—
Pa.
pa,
Aliquip
new theater in the Elks Building
here will open next week. The house
Hope, Ark. — R. V. McGinnis,
has a seating capacity of 725 and formerly of the Ritz, Russellville,
equipped by the Superior Mo- will soon begin work on a new 300tion Picture Supply Co. of Pitts- seat ond
theater.
theater. It will be Hope's secburgh.
Canton, Miss. — The Canton has
installed new sound equipment.

Montgomery, Ala. — The Tivoli and
Strand Theaters have installed new
sound equipment.
Gainesville, Fla. — New equipment to aid the semi-deaf has been
installed in the Florida.
Columbus, O.— Work is expected
to start this week on a new structural glass front for the Garden.
W. C. Chesbrough, owner, is contemplating the construction of a new
theater building on N. High Street,
next Spring.
Murphy, N. C. — The Henn Theater
is installing new lighting equipment.
Durham, N. C. — The Carolina
Theater has installed head phone
sets for the benefit of the semi-deaf.
Indianapolis — The Walker has installed new Super Simplex mechanBloomington, Ind.— The Roxy has
new Irwin upholstered chairs supplied by the National Theater Supply Co.

Broadway Production Cut by
Lack of Hollywood Money
Withdrawal of motion picture
financing of stage plays has undoubtedly cut down Broadway production, it was said yesterday by
Brock Pemberton, producer. Any
number of plays would have been
done if movie capital were available,
Pemberton declared.

Bair Heads Kiwanis Club
Indianapolis — R. R. Bair, president of the ATO of Indiana and operator of a local theater circuit, has
been elected president of the Kiwanis Club.

World Gets Scott Picture
"Ninety Degrees South," film record of the Scott Antarctic Expedition, has been acquired for American exhibition by World Pictures.

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Allen Johnson will personally manage the new
Eastown which will have a Thanksgiving Day opening.

Elmer H. Brient Forms
Theater Business Service
A new and much needed service
is now available to theater owners
in Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina and the District of Columbia.
Elmer H. Brient, well-known theater man of Richmond, is the
founder of the service and central
offices have been established in the
American Bldg., Tenth and Main
Streets in Richmond. The name
"Theater Business Service" is selfexplanatory,
to be rendered because
will meet the
every"services
known
need of the theater man," it was
stated in announcing the formation
of the new company.
It was learned that the nature of
the service to be rendered is in some
respects quite similar to that rendered in other lines of business, except that in the case of "Theater
Business Service" construction, financing, real estate aid and other
assistance are offered.
Associates in the company are
leading professional and business
men of Richmond with contacts in
all sections of the country. Among
them are two leading architects, one
with a record of economical construction of medium sized and small
theaters, the other having built several of the finer theaters in the
territory to be served by the new
company. A real estate specialist
to render a complete real estate
management service, including buying, selling, leasing, appraisals, etc.;
construction engineers and contractors; a certified public accountant
and an income tax specialist; a
bonding firm and mortgage house;
a financial associate to render aid
in new theater construction and refinancing; theater management, advertising and exploitation; organization management and counseling,
decorating and remodeling aid will
also be available to exhibitors. Every

Detroit — The new Nortown, being erected by John Tatu and Victor Petriks in northeast Detroit, will
open next Friday.

and Mrs. Ralph Hinz, who recently
bought the Sterling at Sterling,
Neb.; two Preddy lamps to Mrs.
C. L. Snider for the Winn in Omaha,
and two Simplex projectors and reflectors for incandescent lamps for
Charles Satorius' Capitol at Hartley, la.

Denver — The Graham Brothers
Montreal — St. Denis, operated by Equipment Co. has had such great
France Films, is clicking after al- demands for repair work that they
terations costing $50,000.
have been forced to double the floor
space of their repair department.
Chicago — K. R. Gregory, C. O. This is looked to as an indication
Dederick and M. Watson have or- that business throughout the territory has been on the upgrade, makganized the Advance Theater Company to operate and build moving
ing it possible for the theaters to
picture theaters.
keep their equipment in good order.
Sales are keeping the shipping department busy, too.
Chicago — Plans have been completed by F. W. Dobe for the erecMiami — E. M. Covell has been
tion of a new 750-seat movie theater at Libertyville.
appointed as district manager of the
Motion Picture Advertising Service,
Sarnia, Ont. — Famous Players Inc., for Florida, Nassau and South
Canadian Corporation Ltd. is Con- Georgia, with headquarters at Lake
structing a$100,000 theater on S. Wales, Fla.
S. Christina St. North.
Atlanta — Western Electric Mirrophonic equipment will soon be installed in six Crescent theaters, nine
Decency Legionnaires to
Renew Pledge on Dec. 13 Sparks houses and in the 4,000-seat
Saenger Theater in New Orleans.
Cincinnati — Approximately two
Weirton, W. Va.— The State inmillion members of the Legion of
stalled complete new sound equipDecency will be asked on Sunday,
ment. A. H. Schurr of the PicturDec. 13, to renew pledges to remain
Fone Co., of Lima, O., made the
away from films "dangerous to moral installation.
life" and to stay away altogether
from places of amusement which
Pittsburgh — Local firms installed
show them as a matter of policy.
Archbishop McNicholas of Cincin- new booth equipment into the Dean
nati, founder of Legion of Decency, in Williamsburg, the Park in Frankasks pledge continuance in letter di- here.lin and the New Brighton Theater
rected to all dioceses in the United
States.
Pittsburgh — The Steinberg Bros.,
local theater equipment dealers, reRome (By Cable) — Cardinal Paseated the Wilt Theater in Ligonier,
celli, papal secretary of state, in an the Scott
in Barnesboro and sold
interview given Osservatore Romano,
seats to the New Beaver and Regent
official organ of the Holy See, expresses high approval of the Legion Square Theaters here.
of Decency's clean film campaign in
the United States and of the "great Early Chicago Trial for
results" attained.

Suit Involving the Quins

40 Key City Premieres
for "Rainbow
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

on
FILM

River"
DAILY

Hollywood — "Rainbow On The
River", recently completed Bobby
Breen starring vehicle, has been set
for Christmas week release and will
be premiered simultaneously in 40
key cities, according to an announcement today by Sol Lesser, president
of Principal Productions, who produced the musical film for RKORadio release. The Milton Blackstone Agency has been retained by
Lesser to handle special publicity
and exploitation in connection with
the New York opening. Ten exploitation men also have been engaged.
inquiry and proposed development
would be kept in strict confidence
because of the nature of the business.

A $1,000,000 suit against Pathe
Jews and other defendants and involving the Dionne quintuplets is
scheduled to go to trial in the Federal Court, Chicago, within three
weeks. The plaintiff is Ivan Spear,
who alleges that he had contracted
with the father of the famous youngsters to have them appear at the
World's Fair in Chicago. He charges
that Pathe News and other defendants induced Dionne to break the
agreement. William S. Savage of
RKO legal department will go to
Chicago to represent Pathe News,
which owns certain motion picture
rights to the quintuplets.

Sale Estate to Widow
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Entire estate of actor-author Charles (Chic) Sale, valued at "more than $5,000", is left to
his widow, Mrs. Marie Sale, under
terms of will filed for probate here.

■%
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GULF STATE GROSSES
ADVANCE 10 TO 30 P.C.
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in rural and neighborhood sections,
is giveaways, which have spread
even to houses operated by the
Saenger Theaters Corporation, principal circuit in this territory.

New Orleans first runs continue a puzzle.
While business has been up along the line,
the city is still a one picture town — the
house with the strong feature gets the play.
Various reasons are ascribed for this, including night club and cocktail bar patronage.
Among the local delupcers, Loew's State
holds the lead, with business up about 10 per
cent.
In the nabes, United Theaters with 18
houses, has installed Bank Night in the majority and shows an increase of 15 to 20
per cent. Independent nabes are also up,
individual cases running as high as 30 per
cet.
In the territory, southern Louisiana b.o.
increases for circuits and independents run
about IS to 20 per cent, while in north Louisiana oil has boomed business to the 25 per
pent column approximately. Rural areas,
with various giveaways,
are touching 30.
Southern Mississippi shows no evidence
bf large increases while Pensacola, Fla., is
apparently under last year, though the temporary shut down there as a result of a tax
fight between Saenger and the city council
may account for this. Southern Alabama
and northern Mississippi figures range from
steady to 10 per cent higher.
Construction slipped since mid-October, but
prior to that it was at least 100 per cent
over 1935. Remodelling is also down, but
in early 1936 it had a 100 per cent lead over
1935.
Much construction and remodeling is for
smaller theaters, but the Saenger circuit seems
committed to a moderate building policy with
a house going up in Jackson, Miss., and two
deluxe nabes scheduled for Shreveport. In
New Orleans, the Center remains the latest
building venture while Warren Salles of the
Garden has said he will build a neighborhood
deluxer on a lot formerly occupied by a
church. United Theaters also is quietly renovating its houses.

Para. Adds 12 to Zukor's
Jubilee Drive Schedule
(Continued from Page

Agnew, vice president
sales manager.

1)

and

general

Among the 12 added features, making a
total of 23 for the 17-week sales drive, are;
a Harold Lloyd production as yet untitled;
a B. P. Schulberg production tited "Doctor's
Diary" which Charles Vidor will direct with
George Bancroft, John Trent, Ruth Colman
and Helen Burgess. Also "Happiness Preferred" with Warren William and Karen
Morley; "Internes Can't Take Money" with
John Howard, Sir Guy Standing and Lloyd
Nolan; "Betting Fever"; "The Clock Ticks
On"; "The Kid from Paradise"; "Every
Day's a Holiday" with an all-star cast of
youngsters headed by Eleanore Whitney; "Saturday Nights Free" with Lew Ayres, Mary
Carlisle, Benny Baker and Robert Cummings;
"Too Young to Die" with Charlie Ruggles
and Mary Boland; "Murder Goes to College" and "Street of Chance."
Included in the first group of releases
scheduled for the drive are: "College Holiday"
with Jack Benny, George Burns and Gracie
Allen; "The Plainsman," Cecil B. DeMille
production co-starring Gary Cooper and Jean
Arthur; "Maid of Salem" the Frank Lloyd
production starring Claudette Colbert and Fred
MacMurray; "Champagne Waltz" co-starring
Gladys Swarthout and Fred MacMurray;
"High, Wide and Handsome" with Irene
Dunne and Randolph Scott; "Swing High.
Swing Low" with Carole Lombard and Fred
MacMurray; "Waikiki Wedding" with Bing
Crosby, Shirley Ross and Martha Raye; "John
Meade's Woman," a B. P. Schulberg production starring Edward Arnold; "Souls At Sea"
starring Gary Cooper; "She Met Him In
Paris" starring Claudette Colbert and "That's
What Girls Are Made Of" with Sylvia Sidney and Fred MacMurray.

Farrell and

"SMART

Barton

McaLean

in

Charles Laughton

BLONDE"

with Winifred Shaw, Craig Reynolds,
Addiso
Richards, Charlotte Witners
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Warner
Bros.
65 mins.
SATISFYING PROGRAM FARE WITH
MUCH ACTION AND FRESH COMEDY.
This is a very satisfying program offering. It has much action, fresh comedy and
has been well directed by Frank McDonald.
Glenda Farrell, as a newspaper woman, is
an ideal choice for the title role and does
excellent work. Barton MacLane is convincing as a detective, while Addison Richards is impressive as a night club owner,
who tries to shield his sweetheart from a
murder charge. Jane Wyman, a newcomer,
stands out in a comedy role, and Tom
Kennedy also contributes many laughs.
Winifred Shaw, Charlotte Winters, Max
Wagner and David Carlyle do good work.
Joseph Crehan, who is about to buy all the
amusement interests owned by Richards,
is murdered. Suspicion points to Wagner,
one of Richards' aides. Wagner is also
murdered. Although Richards takes the
blame for the murder, Glenda and MacLane expose Richards' financee, Charlotte
Winters, and Carlyle as the real murderers.
Of course, Glenda and MacLane decide to
marry. Don Ryan and Kenneth Garnet fashioned an interesting screenplay.
Cast: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane,
Winifred Shaw, Craig Reynolds, Addison
Richards, Charlotte Winters, Jane Wyman,
David Carlyle, Joseph Crehan, Tom Kennedy, John Sheehan, Max Wagner, George
Lloyd.
Associate Producer, Bryan Foy; Director,
Frank McDonald; Author, Frederick Nobel;
Screenplay, Don Ryan, Kenneth Garnet;
Cameraman, Warren Lynch; Editor, Frank
Magee; Music and Lyrics, M. K Jerome,
Jack Scholl.
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

See Strict Supervision
If Spanish Rebels Win
{Continued from Page 1)

terday by a major company official.
In any case the film business in
the province of Catalonia, controlled
by the Loyalist forces, will continue
to be nationalized. Catalonia has
supplied about one-third of the revenue received by major companies
from Spain.
At the moment, the major companies are estimated to have several
million pesetas tied up in Spanish
banks. The present value of the
peseta is uncertain. Prior to the
civil war it was quoted at 14 cents.

in

(Continued from Page

"REMBRANDT"
United
AS

Artists

COLUMBIA SALES MEET
ON IN SAN FRANCISCO

84 mins.

A LAUGHTON CHARACTERIZATION A MASTERPIECE BUT AS FILM

FARE IT JUST ISN'T THERE.
This London Films production is a Roman
holiday for Charles Laughton as the greatest living actor at reading lines; further,
it is an artistic triumph and a beautiful series of pastel studies done in terms of motion picture — but as film entertainment for
the average audience it is lacking. As the
painter of brilliant genius Laughton suggests the great Rembrandt adequately
enough, but his part is really written to
make him stand out as the great reader of
lines. He indulges in at least three lengthy

1)

will be in session two days, will be
Rube Jackter, assistant sales manager; Jerome Safron, western division manager, as well as the
branch managers, office managers,
bookers and the entire sales force
of Columbia's six West Coast exchanges— Denver, Los Angeles,
Portland, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, and Seattle.
The branch managers attending
include: W. C. Ball, W. C. Riter, J.
R. Beale, R. C. Hill, L. E. Tillman
and Neil Walton.
The San Francisco meeting will
be followed by similar gatherings in
New Orleans and Chicago. No dates
for these sessions have been set as

speeches, quite obviously intended to capitalize on the furore he created when he
read the Gettysburg Address in "Ruggles
of Red Gap," and his big effort is a rendition of the Twenty-Third Psalm. But we
contend this is not film material, and fails
utterly as mass entertainment regardless
of its undoubted artistic attainments. That
also goes for the general story structure
throughout, which moves leisurely, episodically and somewhat jerkily from one episode to another, and seldom hits a real dramatic note or anything resembling action.
Here is fine material for a two-reeler, but
certainly not intended for over an hour of
entertainment for mixed audiences in
America most of whom know little about
Rembrandt and care less. The sex interest istoo slight to offset this fatal lack
of general appeal. The work of Laughton
and Elsa Lanchester and Gertrude Lawrence is superb. Expertly directed and photographed. Settings are unmatched in their
artistry.fan.But it isn't film fare for the
average
Cast: Charles Laughton, Elsa Lanchester,
Gertrude Lawrence, John Bryning, Richard
Gofe, Meinhard Maur, Walter Hudd, John
Clements, Henry Hewitt, Edward Chapman,
William Fagan, Raymond Huntley, Lewis
Broughton, Fred Burtwell, George Merritt,
John Turnbull, Sam Livesey, Lawrence
Hanray, Abraham Sofaer, Baroness Baranay,
Marius Goring, Alan Jeayes, Basil Gill, Herbert Lomas.
nal.Director, Alexander Korda; Screenplay,
Carl Zuckmayer; Cameraman, Georges PeriDirection, Expert

Photography, The Best.

U. S. -China Confab on Film
Ban Threat Nets Progress

yet.

(Continued from Page 1)

tion due to the former's protest
against world distribution of Paramount's "The General Died at
Dawn", it was stated in New York
yesterday. The Chinese Government has threatened to ban all Paramount pictures in its country unless
Paramount ceases to distribute the
production throughout the world.

Winging "Diggers" to Stay
In Cleveland Over Sunday
Cleveland — Warners troupe of flying "Gold Diggers" and principals
from rive
"Gold
Diggersthisof morning
1937" ar-at
from Detroit
the Cleveland Municipal Airport to
spend the week-end here as guests
of the city. Mayor Harold W. Burton will officially welcome them at
the City Hall.
Troupe will visit the Auto Show,
broadcast over WGAR, appear at
the Hippodrome Theater at 9 P.
M. and then go to The Carter Hotel's
Rainbow Room
ance at 11:30
P. M. for a performThe troupe will remain in Cleveland tomorrow before proceeding on
their trans-continental tour. In the
afternoon they will be guests at a
local professional football game.

S. O. S. Corp. Appoints
At was
Detroit,
met the
by 42"Gold
planesDiggers"
of the
Agency for the Far East plane
First Pursuit Group. Police Deputy

Contracts have just been signed
between S. O. S. Corp., and Muller
$200,000 Montreal Film
& Phipps (Asia) Ltd. for exclusive
Theater Nears Completion sale of all S. O. S. theater equipment products in the Far East, including Hong Kong, the Chinese
Montreal — The Snowden Theater of the United Amusement Cor- Republic, Siberia and Manchuria.
Headquarters will be in Shanghai
poration, at present under construc- and Hong Kong.
tion, is set for opening in mid-JanuThe deal was set for S. O. S. by
ary. Located in the rapidly growing, English-speaking district, on J. A. Tanney, president, and A.
Decarie Boulevard, Notre Dame de Arce, export manager and viceGrace, it will cost $200,000, seat president, as part of the expanding
S. O. S. activities in the foreign
1,000 and will be Montreal's first field.
fully air-conditioned theater.

Inspector Fred Frahn, just to be
different, took the chorines knee
prints in lieu of the customary finger prints.

2 RKO
Filmstheaters
for B'way
Two
Broadway
will play
first run RKO Radio product the
week beginning Nov. 27. The Palace will house the new Ann SothernGene Raymond comedy, "Smartest
Girl in Town," which was directed
by Joseph Santley, while the Globe
will show
"Wanted,
Jane Turner,"
with
Lee Tracy
and Gloria
Stuart.
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A "JUUU" £«w» Hollywood "Xois
IU

RALPH

Maurice Hill, Chicago millionaire
hubby of Fifi D'Orsay, has been
signed by Doug. MacLean for the
male lead in "23% Hours Leave."

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
HTHE completion of "You Only Live
Once," starring Sylvia Sidney
initiates the busand Henryin Fonda,
in the career of Walter
Wnnger. with two more films scheduled for early release, and five
being readied for the camothers
eras.
For earlv production there are
"History Is Made at Night," the
an Frank
vehicle
Arthur Borzage,
Boyer-Jeby
Charles"
to be directed
and "Summer Lightning," the Joan
Bennett film with William K. Howard directing.
The screen version of Emily
Bronte's "Wuthering Heights" is being adapted by Ben Hecht and
Charles HacArthur as a Charles
Boyer-Sylvia Sidney vehicle, with
Anatol Litvak as director. Vincent
Sheean's best-seller, "Personal History," which Irving Cummings will
direct from a Ferdinand Reyher
Intrigue," to be di"Desert
script; rected
by John Ford from Alfred

Paul Malvern, associate producer of the John Wayne starring features for Trem Carr, pulls out for
northern California early next week
Highlights
the day's
news:to to select locations for the next
Francis
Lederero' returns
to RKO
Haul."
appear in "Good Morning, Philipes- Wayne production,
v
T "Short
T
que," by Dr. Richard A. Berman and
Curtis Kenyon has the distinction
Wells Root David O. Selznick has
signed Rupert Hughes to write an of having his initial screen story,
original for use of Ronald Colman. "Lloyds of London," booked into a

"Swing Time" Character
Basis of $150,000 Suit

Chicago City Judge Declares
Bank Nights Are Illegal

IATSE

Chicago — Municipal Justice John
Lyle yesterday declared bank nights
a lottery and hence illegal, in an
action brought by Mrs. Catherine
McDonough against the 63rd Street
Theater Corp., operators of the Englewood Theater, for $600 she alleged was due her as a bank night
prize. Judge Lyle said prosecution
was in the hands of the city authorities.

Detroit — Exhibitors revised the
agreement with Local 199, I. A. T.
S. E. for all houses in Detroit of
1,000 to 1,500 seats, granting a $5
increase in the weekly scale. The
agreement was negotiated by Roger
Kennedy, business agent of the I.
A. T. S. E., and Henderson M.
Richey, general manager of Allied
Theaters of Michigan. A wage scale
raise of $3.50 was negotiated with
the Rialto Theater, Flint, operated
by Associated Theaters Circuit.

RKO Radio and RKO Distributing
have been served with a summons
in connection with a §250,000 action
filed in the New York State Supreme
Court by Ricardo Romero, who seeks
damages due to use of a character
named Ricardo Romero and played
"SwingtheTime."
Metaxa inunder
Georges
by
Action
is brought
civil
rights law.

Defense Will Ask Delay
In Sigbert Cohen Suit

Batson's novel, "African
Intrigue";
' being written
by
"Araand
Spewack;
Sam and Bella
bian Nights." to be filmed in techscenaHarold Lamb's
rio withnicolor
anfrom all-star
cast including
Sidney, MadeCharlesleineBoyer,
Carroll andSylvia
Henry Fonda, are
in various stages of preparation.
t

▼

▼

Casting assignments: RKO — Fay
Bainter, "Michael Strogoff"; M-G-M
— Harry Carey, "Captains Courageous"; First National — Beverly Roberts, "Her Husband's Secretary"
(replacing Ann Sheridan); Columbia
— Harvey Clark and Antrim Short,
"Woman of Glamour"; Max Hoffman, Jr., Richard Terry and Harry
Bernard, "Counterfeit Lady."
r

t

T

T

T

T

Dean Benton, juvenile, has been
signed to a term contract by Republic, starting on the ticket next Monday. Deal negotiated by the Bill
Charney agency.
T

T

T

T

"Avenging Angels" is being produced by Treasure Pictures, with
Victor Halperin directing. The cast
is headed by Noel Madison and Lila
Lee. It will be released through
Television Pictures.
T

two-a-day picture theater, the Car
thay Circle. He is now doing i
treatment for "She Had to Eat,
also for 20th Century-Fox.

T

T

▼

The New York State Supreme
Roxy Hearing Adjourned
Court has denied application for a
Hearing
on the Roxy reorganizatemporary injunction to restrain
tion was adjourned yesterday in FedParamount from distributing "The
eral Court until Dec. 4. It is exScoundrel." Move is part of a
pected that by Dec. 4, the arbitraplagiarism action brought by Sigbert
tion of the Roxy lobby lease will
Cohen against the distributor and
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, have been completed so that a plan
can be presented by the first mortthe latter producers.
gage bondholders' committee for
Arguments on the permanent in- which White
& Case is counsel.
junction are now scheduled for Dec.
15 but an adjournment will be
sought by the defense.

Negotiates Scale
Boosts in Detroit, Flint

T

▼

Upon the return of John Fori
from the South Seas, where he ha
been conferring with the Goldwyi
location unit on "Hurricane," whicl
he will direct, final selection will b
made for the leading roles in thi
James Norman Hall-Charles Nord
hoff story which Samuel Goldwyn i
producing. Margo has been testei
for the role of the native girl in thfilm, and John Payne and Franl
Shields are testing for the masculim
lead. There will be no definite cast
ing, however, without the approva
of Ford.
T

T

Slim Summerville, currently ap
pearing in "Reunion," the Dionne
Quintuplets' second stellar pictun
for 20th Century-Fox, has signet
a new long term contract with tha
studio.

Will Give 25th Anniversary
Dinner for Adolph Zukoi
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAIL1

Hollywood — The motion pictur<
industry in co-operation with th<
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
will give a dinner-dance Dec. 3 ii
honor of the 25th anniversary oJ
Adolph Zukor as a maker of screei
entertainment. Darryl Zanuck wil
be chairman of the committee anc
George Jessel toastmaster.

Hearing Set for Dec. 7
on Plagiarism Dismissal

Hearing will be held Dec. 7 in th«
chambers of Federal Judge Woolsej
in regard to a motion to dismiss th<
Claims Cut Actress' Estate
William G. Chisholm, trust officer action brought by Allen Caruthers
of the City Bank Farmers Trust Co., attorney, against RKO Radio charghas submitted an affidavit in Suing that "Cimarron" is a plagiarise
preme Court here to the effect that of his story entitled "The Sooners.'
there is not enough in the estate of The plaintiff seeks an accounting
Marilyn Miller, actress, to pay the damages and an injunction.
claims of creditors, and the legatees
under her will would receive nothing
if
the claim of her husband, ChesHold Fay Webb Rites
Mme. Schumann Heink Buried
ter Lee O'Brien, to half a share of
Santa
Monica, Calif. — Funeral
Whelan Suit Dismissed
San Diego, Calif. — Following a a $60,000 trust fund outside the esservices for Fay Webb, 29, tho for
Urichsville, O. — Suit filed in com- full military funeral yesterday in
tate is allowed by the court. The af- mer
wife of Rudy Vallee, will be
mon pleas court, ajrainst Charles E. Hollywood, body of Mme. Ernestine
fidavit supports the bank's motion
Whelan, president of the Union bank Sehumann-Heink will be interred to dismiss Mr. O'Brien's suit for $5,- held at 2 p. m. today at Leslie &
here, to foreclose on the State The- here this afternoon at Greenwood 000 plus half the rest of the trust Todd Chapel. She died Wednesday
night of peritonitis which developed
ater building here, has been dis- Cemetery, with disabled veterans fund, or a total of $32,500.
after abdominal operation. J
missed. The suit sought judgment conducting final services. Taps and
for $34,678. A motion will be heard a farewell salute will be sounded at
shortly in the court for the appoint- the grave.
453 "Plow" Bookings
ment of a receiver to collect rents
Lincoln
— Resettlement AdminisProjectionists Get Advance
of the various theater holdings here
tration, getting out a report for
"Brigade" In Final Week
and in other nearby towns.
Springfield, 111. — Kerasotes Bros.,
Washington, D. C, lists 453 book- operators
of the Strand, Senate and
"The Charge of the Light Brigings played to date for the RA pro- Pantheon theaters, announced that
ade" starts its fourth week at the
"Slalom" toTia755th Street
paganda film, "Plow That Broke the they have increased the salaries of
New York Strand today. Picture
"Slalom," ski film released
Plains". The office here is booking their picture machine operators 17
to stays until Wednesday when "Three the
World Pictures, has been booked by
film in 22 states and concentraper
cent. to
TheOct.
new15. wage scale is
open at the 55th St. Playhouse.
Men on a Horse" replaces.
tion is now on Texas.
retroactive
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$3,17J,3J2 WARNER OPERATING PROFIT FOR '36
Lord
Ragnor
Forms U.S. Company to Make
"A"
Filmsa
ritish
Banking
and
Film
Equivalent
to 75 Cents
Money Financing
B. N. A.

Posts "Ziegfeld" Contract in Lobby to Explain B.O. Jump

Pittsburgh — Metro's "Great Ziegfeld" contract with Mark Browar of the Roosevelt
Theater is posted in advance in the lobby of that house to explain the reason for the
boost in the regular admission scale. Browar feels that this move will avoid any
possible patron resentment.

With Lord Ragnor, chairman of
le board of British Colonial Trust
f London, as president, British Naonal of America, Inc., has just
een incorporated at Albany as a
ew American motion picture projcing organization. Financed in
art by British banking and film
iterests, the new company plans
lass A product for major national West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
•oduction under a budget announced
Hollywood — Production has shown
i "in excess of a million dollars." a slight increase, and 52 pictures
Elmer Pearson, former vice-presi- are now in work. Warners and 20th
nt and general manager of Pathe
Century-Fox lead, with each having
(Continued on Page 10)
seven in the making. Paramount
and M-G-M each have five before the

COAST PRODUCT'N UP; 5,600 THEATERS NOW
52 PICTURES IN WORK
"BANK NIGHTS"
USING
"Bank Night" is now being used

lAYOR'S BOARD GETS
DATA ON ALL HOUSES

(Continued on Page 6)

THE WCtr

Share on Common

Stockof Warner Bros.
Operating profit
Pictures for the year ended Aug. 29,
last, after deducting all charges including Federal income taxes, was
$3,177,312.73, as compared with an
operating profit of $674,158.96 for
the
previous year, it was announced
Saturday.

The new figure is equivalent to
75 cents per share on common stock,
after deducting shares held in the
by 5,600 theaters and within six treasury and after providing for the
months, the total will rise to 6,000, current year's dividend on preferred
compares with seven
said Claude Ezell, sponsor of the stock, and
(Continued on Page 10)
game, in New York yesterday. He
leaves town tonight for Minneapolis.
Ezell, in
commenting on a recent
(Continued on Page 6)

HOWARD HUGHES MAY
RE-ENTER PRODUCTION

IN REVIEW

Hays Office Gets U. S. Parley Bid . . . Isidore Ostrer Comes
Howard Hughes is contemplating
re-entering the production field with
======
By GEORGE H. MORRIS ===========
Mayor LaGuardia's board of sura program of one or two pictures.
y for the motion picture industry
FOREIGN
Hughes formerly produced for
ans first to get the Local 306- DOMESTIC
llied merger out of the way before
Invitation was extended to the
England
and
the
continent
supUnited
Artists release, with "Hell's
ckling the Empire union situation,
pliedterestsalient
news.
Of was
dominant
in- Angels" asduction.his
for major film represenHe is most
in Newimportant
York at prothe
to
film
circles
wireless
it in the meantime data is being Hays office
tation at Washington meeting Dec.
ithered on labor conditions in all 10 called by the National Council for
present time.
flash
from
London
that
GB's
head,
eaters throughout the city.
Industrial Progress. Thus organized Isidore Ostrer, boarded the NorThe problem of having the Empire filmland will have one delegate in- mandie Wednesday night for New "Romeo" Three Days Tops
(Continued on Page 10)
stead of individual company spokes- York and thence to Hollywood for
conference with Sidney R. Kent,
men. Conclave's purpose includes
Full Week of "Zeigfeld"
president. Aldiscussion of minimum wages, maxi- on20th
Page Century-Fox
9)
Box-office news of the last week
j/eek's Adjournment to Be
( Continued
Requested in RKO Hearing
uncovers outstanding results in the
"Romeo and Juliet" roadshows, with
Adjournment for one week will
several towns giving the Norma
asked by the chief RKO reShearer vehicle more business in
ganization factors at the hearing
three days than "The Great Ziegday before Federal Judge Bondy
feld," M-G-M's previous roadshow,
(Continued on Page 10)

Drafting of Definite U. S. Television
Standards Deferred for About a Year

45 Houses in School Co-op
Forty-five houses in Greater New York
are now cooperating with the new
Schools Motion Picture Committee
which is previewing newsreels and short
subjects to be selected for week-end
programs for boys and girls. Engaged
in the plan, which has been worked out
in association with the Hays office, are
parents and faculty members representing more than 50 public and private
schools.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

"Diggers" at Pittsburgh,
Washington — No hearings on allocation of television channels for
Washington's Next Stop commercial purposes are anticipated

Pittsburgh — ■ Leaving Cleveland
this morning after a two-day sojourn, the Warners "Gold Diggers"
plane is due here at 11 A. M. today.
At 10:30 A. M. a convoy of planes
headed by Al Williams, Navy flyer,
(Continued on Page 6)

by the Federal Trade Commission
until the elapse of approximately
one year, The Film Daily was advised in an informal statement by
an F.C.C. spokesman.
The Commission's
policy
(Continued on Page
6) now, it

(Continued on Page

10)

Briskin Pact Runs 3 Years
Contract between Sam 1. Briskin and
RKO Radio runs three years from Jan. 1,
President Leo Spitr of RKO told THE
FILM DAILY Saturday, denying a coast
report
that arrives
the company's
production
head, who
in New York
today,
was coming in to talk renewal of his
agreement. Briskin will attend home
office conferences and see shows, stated

Spitz.
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS
Am. Seat
Columbia
Columbia

NEW

YORK

A-0
6s46
6s 41ww

47'8
17
181
160
29'2
62'8
106
20'8
148
185,
8?8
9'8
3738
46V4

43^
17
180U
160
2858
62''8
106
20
148
18'i
8S8
9' 2
36''2
46'/4

4%
17
181
160
2858
625/g
106
203'8
148
18V8
834
93/4
37^
46'/4

16%

165/g

16y8

BOND

+
1/g
—
Vs
—
Vs
— 2y2
+
'/s
+
5/8
+
Vi
4%
+ 2
434
+
Vs
+
l/g
-f
S/g
+ 1
+

V4

101

101

Par. B'way
3s 55
71
70"2
70''2
Par. Picts. 6s 55 . ..100'i 100'2 100i/2
....
RKO
6-.41
101 1 i 100'i 101 Vi + 1
Warner's
6s39
98U
98%
98 '/4 —
3/g
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia

Picts.

DIGGERS"

DROP

INTO

DETROIT

to ballyhoo Christmas

vtc

Bros.'
Ball,

3''2
228
23 3 8
5

3'/4
238
23 ',
4'/g

3Vi+
238 —
23 '/g
4'/g —

to date, United Artists officials re'Come and Get It" Topping
ported Saturday.
In almost all the Loew, RKO and
"Dodsworth," U.A. Reports Warner spots where the two films
have been shown, "Come and Get
It" has exceeded the business of
"Dodsworth" by a considerable margin, in many cases almost 40 per
cent. The Edna Ferber story has
been held over in 18 first runs.

The B.O. record of Samuel Goldwyn's "Dodsworth" has been eclipsed
by "Come and Get It," his latest
production, in practically every situation the two pictures have played

11 The Broadway

Parade

V4
Vs
Vs

Pigskin Parade
(RKO Radio) — 2nd week
Three Men on a Horse
(Warner Bros.)
Wedding Present
(Paramount Pictures)
Murder with Pictures
( Paramount)
Corns Closer, Folks (Columbia
Fictures)
A Woman
Rebels (RKO Radio)
(a-b)
Can This Be Dixie? (20th Century-Fox)

Juliet

( Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer) — 14th

♦ FOREIGN

Capitol
Rivoli
Paramount
Roxy
Strand
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
Palace
Palace

(a)

♦ TWO-A-DAY
and

LANGUAGE

RUN

0

week

Astor

PICTURES

Son ot Mongolia
(Amkino)
Carnival
in Flanders
(French)— 9th week
Les Mlserables
(Franco-American)— 4th week
Yellow Cruise (French M. P. Co.)— 2nd week

♦ FUTURE
wishes

from

The Film Daily to the
following on their
birthday:
NOVEMBER

23

Hobart Henley
Rosetta Duncan

OPENINGS

(b) Subsequent run.

♦
Cameo
Filmarte
Cinema
de Paris
55th St. Playhouse

4

White Hunter (20th Century-Fox)— Nov. 25
Love on the Run (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)— Nov 26
Reunion
(20fh
Century-Fox) — Nov.
26
Wanted, Jane Turner
(RKO Radio)— Nov. 28
Hideaway
Girl (Paramount
Pictures)— Dec. 2
Mad
Holiday
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer(
(cl
Rembrandt
(United
Artists)
(c)

(a) Dual bill,

II

Theater
Music
Hall

Tarzan
Escapes
(Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer)
Come and Get It (United Artists) — 2nd week
Go West,
Young
Man
(Paramount
Pictures)

Romeo

Best

release of Warner

Picture and Distributor
The Garden of Allah (United Artists)

MARKET

YOUNG

Radio producer, re-

PAUL GALLICO, writer, and GERTRUDE KAPPEL, opera star, arrived in New York Saturday
from Europe on the Hansa.
WILLIAM GRANER arrives in Pittsburgh from
New York today to assume post as manager
of Ross Federal Checking Service. HAROLD
LUND, who formerly held position, comes to
New York in executive capacity.

"Gold Diggers of 1937" with huge airport throng, socialite crowds at Junior League
businessmen at Automotive Banquet.
PITTSBURGH
NEXT!
(Advt.)

Close
Chg.
27!8 +
Vs
37>/4 +
%

ROLAND

CHARLES "BUDDY" ROGERS sails Thursday
for London to make another picture for B. I. P.
HERBERT WILCOX and ROBERT GRAHAM
sail Wednesday on the Normandie
for London.
WHITFORD DRAKE, Erpi executive vice-president, is expected
next week
from
the coast.
KAY FRANCIS is stopping at the Ritz Tower.
She will sail for Europe on Wednesday on the
Normandie, and expects to be abroad for about
two months.

AS OF SATURDAY) Net

101

Grand
Nafl
Films.
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

PANDRO BERMAN, RKO
turns to Hollywood today.

"GOLD

MARKET

H'gh
Low
27ft
27'8
vtc. 37'/4
37y4
pfd

Tiers,
Picts.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
pfd.
East. Kodak
do pfd.
Gen. Th. Eq.
Loews.
Inc.
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.
Paramount 2nd pfd..
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Cent -Fox
20th Cent -Fox pfd.
Univ
Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd.

Keith
Loew

STOCK

MARSHALL,

WICKE and
JOHNNY
WEISMUL
SIR CEDRIC
HARD-'
LER.HARDWIC
LADY
KE, MARTIN
BECK. MARC A' LEGRET, French stage director
ALMA CLAYBURGH, concert singer, HERBERT
GRAF, stage director at the Metropolitan Opera
House, LADY STANDING wife of the actor Sir
Guy Standing, ETTIENNE PALOS, general sales
manager for London Films, JOHN BEATTIE and
LILIAN KEREKES, winners in the "movie type
contest,"
Normandie. arrive today from Europe on board the

(c) Follows current bill.

Criterion

Capitol
Roxy
Globe
Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli

PAT O'BRIEN arrived in Pittsburgh to attend
Saturday's
Duquesne-Marquette
game.
JACK BERNHARD, son of Joseph Bernhard,
arrives in New York from Pittsburgh next
Thursday prior to leaving for the coast to join
Mervyn LeRoy's production unit. He was connected with Warner's Pittsburgh offices.
JANE WYATT, still a New York socialite,
whose picture, "The Luckiest Girl in the World,"
is soon to play the Roxy, returned Sunday to
Universal
City from
New
York.
SAM BRISKIN arrives in New York today
from the coast.
CLAUDE EZELL, who is in New
tonight
for Minneapolis.

York, leaves

FRANK
from

a

CAHILL, Warner Bros, theaters executive, has just returned to the home office
business trip to Washington,
D. C.

Chas. Clark, New Mgr. of
20th Cent.-Fox O.C. Office
Charles Clark, for four years
salesman for 20th Century-Fox at
New Orleans, today becomes branch
manager of the Oklahoma City office. The appointment was made by
John D. Clark, general manager of
distribution.

" - - the boss says
to use an iron
chain instead
of the tape- -

d
l
o
G
.
Diggers
of 193 7
for Christmas!

a

The Mightiest Musical of Them All
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A Hundred Merry-Makers
A Million Moments
of Melody
and

"MY FIRST THRILL"
"MOANIN" MINNIE"
"THE RUNAROUND"
"NOTHIN' ON EARTH"
"LEADER OF THE BAND"

-^'

GREAT
SONG
HITS

"SHE SHALL HAVE MUSIC"
"THE BAND THAT JACK BUILT"
"DON'T ASK ME ANY QUESTIONS"
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& industry; newest
blessed event !
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5,600 THEATERS NOW

COAST PRODUCT'N UP;
52 PICTURES IN WORK

USING 'BANK NIGHTS'
(Continued from Page 1)

cameras,
while RKO
follows with
four.
Universal is producing three
Wanger
is making
two
and Republic a like number. Selznick
national. Principal. Hal R
Grand National. Willis Kent, Amach have
one in production.
Warners new productions include
It a Day." "Her Husband's
rokee'ed Strip."
at Univer-"1
Hat.
sal and "Michael Strogoff" at RKO.
:ht" has just
Treasure is makand Ambasnging Angels"
i. Jr." -Smashing
is being made by
Willis Kent.

Diggers" at Pittsburgh,
Washington's Next Stop
m Page 1 )

will take off to escort the "Gold
plane into Pittsburgh. At
the airport, the troupe will be greeted
by city and county officials, a 65
piece drum and bugle corps, the
Junior Birdmen, Hawkins Kids Club
members, the Boy Scouts and Ben
■ie and his lads.
A luncheon party will be held
under the sponsorship of the Community Fund. The girls will take
part in a living billboard display set
up on the marquee of the Stanley
theater at 8 P. M. and after a p.a.
will held
attend
a "Gold
Diggers"Room
ball of
to
be
in the
Chatterbox
the William Penn Hotel.
The "Gold Diggers" plane goes to
Washington tomorrow.

Other Studios to Adopt
Double-Track
Recording
Other of the major producers plan
to follow M-G-M in using the doubletrack method of sound recording and
who have not yet decided to
take this action are considering it,
Thk Film Daily was advised Saturday by C. W. Bunn, Erpi sales head.
Some adjustments in existing
sound recording apparatus are necessary for double-track recording,
which gives clearer sound. After
the initial double track recording,
the sound is re-recorded and printed
on a single track.

Unions Stage Auto Parade
In furtherance of the campaign
to restore musicians and actors to
theaters that formerly employed
them, Local 802, musicians' union,
and the Amer. Fed. of Actors, held
a colorful auto parade Saturday afternoon through the theatrical district in which many noted bandleaders appeared. The musicians and
actors are now picketing 26 theaters.

T
T
▼
• • • IT SEEMS that an epoch of some kind or another
who back in
has occurred in the career of Hal Roach
1914 braved risking $800 capital and some custard pies to
Mister Roach is
launch himself on a producer's career
as witone of these fellers who grows with the times
ness the fact that a year ago he discarded the two-reel comedy
idea entirely, and started producing features after making five comedy features, he now takes another forward step
he feels that his studio can go into the more ambitious
program of six great musical comedy features
so a few
"Pick A Star."
was launched
davs ago the first of these
T
T
▼
• •
• IT WILL be interesting to watch the development
of this ambitious experiment
Hal Roach has been one of
the most consistent successes Hollywood
has ever known
and we are betting that he will go over strong with
his new
policy
for a "Pick
Star"
augurs
well
for its
b. o. successthe line-upwith
cast ofA top
comedians
including such names as Jack Haley, Laurel and Hardy, Patsy
Kelly, Lyda Roberti, Mischa Auer, Our Gang
a dancing
chorus of 160 under direction of Eddie Court
directed
and supervised by Edward Sedgwick, one of those sure-fire directors the screenplay
by Richard
Flournoy,
Arthur
Vernon Jones and Tom Dugan, a strong combo
and the
music and lyrics for five song numbers by Fred Stryker and
John Lange
with Arthur W. Morton as musical director.
• • • IT WAS in 1912 that Hal Roach busted into films
when he answered an ad for screen cowboys, and started work
at Universal at five bucks a day
two years later he decided
he knew enough about the biz to become a comedy producer
he was evidentally. right
look at him today
at the top of the heap
and still going strong
a
young man of 43 with his life still before him
Hal is
one of those optimistic gents always looking ahead to bigger
and better things
he tells his friends that with a reasonable break he hopes to get somewhere in this film biz
he figures he has Just Started
- what a man!
•

•

• LOOKS AS if the current Christmas issue of Esquire has been subsidized by Republic Pictures
on page
133 the candid cameraman
writes at great length on "The
President's Mystery"
and Al Adams,
the suave and
diplomatic ad and pub director of Republic, intimates that we
could do a full kolyum on this splendid article alone
we could
but we won't, Al
a lot of gents with
other hot items left out would get sore . but to return
to Esquire, we find an article on page 73 by Republic's own
story editor, Harry Salpeter and the cartoon on page
101 you will readily recognize as another Rodney deSarro gem,
for no other artist has that kind of deft technique
and
deSarro, you will recall, is the art director for Republic
T
▼
▼
• •
• NICE BREAK
in the Cincinnati Post for E. V.
Dinerman, publicity director o fthe RKO theaters in that city
in a feature article by Pat Kirwin he is picked as one
of the Modern Ballyhoo Men who stand out ...... A Jersey
theater man has refused to book a very pop b. o. pix because
the name is too long for his short marquee
oops
T
T
T
• •
• THE BOYS in Denver are still talking about that
annual banquet of the Gibraltar Enterprises
the hosts
being Charles Gilmour, E. W. Ward, E. J. Schulte, E. John
Greer, W. H. Ostenberg, Thomas
Murphy and Everett Cole
guests from out of town included A. W. Schwalberg
of Warners, Jack Brower, district manager for Warners, and
J. T. Sheffield, head of the Republic- Sheffield exchanges

«

«

«

»

»

»

statement by Al Steffes concerning
"Bank Night": "Al Steffes is a fine
gentleman and an experienced showstatus ofwhich
'Bankonly
Night'
legallyman but
is the
something
the
courts can decide."
Milwaukee — Regulation of screeno,
bank night, etc., will be attempted
by the city through an ordinance
which Assistant City Atty. Carl F.
Zeidler is drafting at the request
of Alderman J. A. Schultz. The ordinance would provide an annual
license fee of $100 to be paid by
operators.

Commercial Television Off
More Than Year, FCC View
(Continued from Page 1)

was pointed out, is to consider television strictly on an experimental
basis, granting licenses for experimental purposes. F.C.C. has now
outstanding approximately 12 such
licensed cations
stations,
with several applistill pending.
F.C.C. anticipates that in about a
year work will start in drawing up
definite television standards of practice after reviewing hundreds of
pages of testimony and technical
data gleaned from two F.C.C. hearings bearing on television held June
15 and Oct. 5. No further such general allocation hearings have been
scheduled, F.C.C. passing on individual applications as they arise.

Melbert to Distribute
"Revolt of the Zombies"
Robert Benjamin, co-assignee of
Melbert Pictures, on Saturday stated
that Melbert has arranged to distribute "Revolt of the Zombies" untory. der its original title and in its original form in the metropolitan terriThe deal was made through
Amusement Securities Corp., which
previously obtained an injunction
against
the usehasof been
the picture's
Arrangement
approvedtitle.
by
Justice Wasservogel of the Supreme
Court. Phillips & Nizer were attorneys for Melbert and Krellberg &
Fitzsimons were counsel for Amusement Securities in procuring the
court's approval.

Fawcett, Party Host
Fawcett Publications plan a cocktail party Wednesday at their new
quarters on the 23rd floor of the
Paramount building when W. H.
Fawcett, president, will be present
to meet the guests.

SMPE

Board to Meet Here

The S. M. P. E. board of directors
will hold a meeting in January in
New York.

RKO-RADIO'S
NOMINATION
FOR THE BEST
PICTURE OF
1936
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repeating on the
screen his brilliant
as "Mio,"
the
youth
whose
triumph
life burned with
the sole ambition
of avenging his

NEW YORK'S TWOSEASON STAGE
SENSATION . . .
WITH THE STARS f.

martyred father.
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who overnight won
her way to New
York's heart... as
"Mirianne," a girl
alone
to
"Mio's"who
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from
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a shadowed world
of hate and fear!
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superbly sinister
in the role of the
cold, savage, killer
...the menace incarnte. . . whose
power stopped cold
in the face of flam
mg young love.
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A "JUitU" from Hollywood "Ms
HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
CMILEY BURNETTE, for a year
playing featured comedy roles
in the Gene Autry westerns for Republic, has been upped to featured
comedy roles in Republic's productions. As a result of the promotion,
he has cancelled 90 days of personal
appearances he had lined up.
T
▼
T
Donald Henderson Clarke will do
the screenplay for the Selznick International production, "The World's
Our Oyster," starring Edward Arnold. E. Lloyd Sheldon will produce.
T
T
▼
Charles R. Rogers has been confined to his home with a cold. He
is not seriously ill and is expected
back in a few days.
T

T

T

Colbert Clark, associate producer
of Republic's forthcoming "Army
Girl," and Lt. Colonel Charles Clif-

Eleanore Whitney, Zukor
Drive Capt. at Cleveland

Autographs from 51 Countries in Zukor Jubilee Album

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With separate pages traveling around the world for signatures, an
?utograph album of record proportions is being assembled for presentation to Adolph
Zukor during Paramount's ce'ebration of his Silver Jubilee. Pages now are being circulated in a'l of the 51 nations into which the activities of Paramount extend. Presentation will take place at the Silver Jubilee dinner in Zukor's honor at the studio the
night of his birthday, Jan. 7.

for the screen by Mervyn
LeRoy,
Warner Bros, producer and director.
▼
T
r
Two
pictures
were
completed at
T
T
T
Universal City on Saturday night.
Warner Bros.-First National West One was the Albert Payson Terhune
Coast studios set Saturday what is story, "Treve," and the other was
believed to be an all-time record for "Blonde Dynamite."
T
T
T
a major film company — completion
of three new feature pictures in a
Warners screen transcription of
single day. They were "Trial the stage play, "Call It A Day,"
Horse," "Lords of the Land" and will go into production early this
"Midnight Court."
week. The original play was written by Dodie Smith, and the screen
"Death in the Deep South," by play is the product of Sheridan GibWard
Greene, has been purchased ney, Warner
Bros, ace scenarist.

ford, author of the story, are at
Fort Clark, Texas, looking for possible locations for the picture. They
will also visit Fort Bliss.

r

▼

t

Testimonial for Morrone

Pittsburgh — ■ Film Row folks
staged a testimonial dinner at the
Cleveland — Eleanore Whitney, one Commodore on Sunday in honor of
of the sponsor-players in connection Mr. and Mrs. Art Morrone who celewith the Adolph Zukor Silver Jubilee
brated their silver wedding anniverDrive, and captain of the local tersary last week. Morrone, a veteran
ritory, upon her arrival here from
the Coast Sunday night, was greeted film man here, is the president of
by leading circuit and independent
theater operators. While here Miss the Superior Motion Picture Supply Co. Around 200 persons atWhitney will be guest of honor at a
gala luncheon sponsored by the tended.
Cleveland Variety Club. Following
Morrone purchased the two twoher visit here she will leave for
Pittsburgh, Columbus and Cincinnati story buildings on 82-84 Van Braam
where the Variety Clubs in those St., on Film Row preliminary to an
cities will sponsor similar luncheons. expansion program.

TH
DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

mum working hours and fair trade
practices within the industry.

Motion picture securities had field day
Tuesday, eight issues ascending to new highs
for year. Paramount first preferred jumped
9 points to 157; the common to 22, up l3ATwentieth Century-Fox common and preferred
rose 2 and 2'/2, respectively, to 38J4 and
4754, while Warners' common and preferred
gained fractionally to 18 and 65 V\. K-A-0
and Warner bonds also attained new highs.
Former's 6s 46 hit 98, latter's 6s 39 readied
99H-

*

*

*

Tuesday also saw speeding of dispatch from
The Film Daily's West Coast Bureau stating that William Koenig. Universal studios'
general manager, resigned. Charles K. Rogers, company's executive vice-president in
charge of production, immediately appointed
James P. Normanly to post of general business manager in charge of studio business and
financial contracts. Normanly has been
comptroller for past eight months. Shift put
Val Paul in as studio manager, and William
T Fenler, studio superintendent.

*

*

*

Forty-eight hours later M-G-M officially an
nounced Koenig's appointment as its studio
and production manager. Joe Colin will han
The
pictures.
die production of lower-budget

E WEEK

company also announced that William Anthony McGuire and Norman Krasna have
been made producers
* of* "A" * pictures.
Out of Chicago at mid-week came word
from Gradwell L. Sears, Warner vice-presi
dent and general sales manager, that $3,000.000 had been added by the company to production budgets.

*

*

*

Columbia provided a news high-spot by turning in $129,258 net profit for third quartei
of 1936. ended Sept. 26. This is equivalent
after dividend requirements on $2.75 preferred
stock to 26 cents a share on 296,649 no-par
shares of common
stock.

*

*

*

Test Reel to Be Employed
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Olivia de Havilland will be starred
with Ian Hunter
playing opposite.
▼
T
T
Edward Hearn, Bob Burns and
Lou Meehan, complete the cast for
"DodgesicalCity
Columbia's
muwestern Trail,"
with Charles
Starrett
in the stellar role and Marion Weldon as the feminine appeal.
Cyril Ring,WTom TRicketts
and Ann
•
Merrill have been signed by Columbia for important roles in "Help
Wanted
Jean George
Arthur's Brent
new
starring Female,"
vehicle, with
as the leading man.
»
»
»
Al Wilson is acting as production
manager
on Staub
"Join isthe
Marines,"
which Ralph
directing
for
Republic.
»
»
»
"Secret Agent X-9," newspaper
strip by Alex Raymond, began its
serial career at Universal City today. Some preliminary scenes were
shot last week.

Isidore Ostrer Arrives
Today; See Kent Meeting

Hollywood — Acting to help materially improve theater sound quality, members of Research Council
Committee of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences met

More light on the John MaxwellGaumont British situation based on
the partly-concluded deal under
which the former is acquiring control from the Ostrer brothers, is
expected to be shed today when
at Warner Bros.' Hollywood The- Isidore Ostrer, chairman of the GB
ater here. They listened to sample board, arrives in New York on the
reels comprising latest recordings Normandie. He is expected to leave
from various studios to select best immediately for the coast to confer
with Sidney R. Kent, president of
sections of film, and make subse- 20th Century-Fox, as regards the
quent recommendations to producing position of that company, which
companies on how to better their fu- owns 49 per cent of GB, in the matture recordings.
ter.

IN

CEVI

EW

houses have made commitments to install
Mirrophonic sound, declared Erpi sales head,
C. W. Bunn . . . Late last week interest ot
lioth distributor and exhibitor groups were
focussed on Columbus, O., as constitutionality
of new Ohio state law prohibiting compulsory
designation of playdates was argued before
three Federal court judges.

FOREIGN

(Continued from Page 1)

though Ostrer's mission purpose was
officially undisclosed, it was expected conversations with Kent will
deal with possible acquisition of
20th Century-Fox's 49 per cent holdings in Metropolis and Bradford
which controls GB. This deal recently collapsed in London negotiations. New Kent-Ostrer huddle may
be confined to proposed refinancing
of GB, requiring 20th Century-Fox
Rome again was
consent.
*in spotlight,
* with Will H.

Interesting flashes also included: Imperial's
President William Pizor's designation of Lou
Herman as general manager of company, up
a notch from general sales managership. E. J.
Smith, formerly western division sales mana
ger, was made distribution chieftain . . _.
Paramount, it was authoritatively learned, i=
contemplating production in England aside
from
quota W.
pictures.
First picture's
script
went with
P. Lipscomb
on the Queen
Mary last Wednesday . . . Tnr. Film Daily
was advised that under present set-up. Rocke- Hay, acting to have Italian government rescind edict preventing American film branches
feller claim against RKO will be allowed in
RKO reorganiznt:on plan without reduction from sending more than one third of earnings
from sum of about $9,100,000 fixed by Spe out of Italy. Favorable results were excial Master Thomas D. Thacher . . . About pected to develop through Hays' presence,
100 Paramount-affiliated
theaters and 68 I.oew despite cable advices to effect that M-G-M

#
is closing its Rome dubbing studio employing
23. Last Tuesday Pope Pius received the
American film chieftain in private audience
at the Vatican. Hays described this audience
with the Holy Father a; "apex" of 15 years
of experiences
as head of producer and distributor association.
Gleanings from overseas comprised: Word
from London of official launching of television by Postmaster General at Alexandra
Palace. Lord Selsdon, chairman of Television
Advisory Committee, said there would be no
radical changes in television for next two
years as far as public is concerned . . .
Alexander Korda was reported having no
less than five pictures now before cameras
for London Films . . . Reports persisted in
British circles that American producing companies were planning acquisition of chains of
houses in United Kingdom to assure outlets
for their product . . . Two U. S. features.
"Mutiny
on the
"The Moon's
Our Home."
were Bounty"
included and
on compiled
lists
of the Committee of Three of the German Department for Apprai ement of Merit in German and Foreign Films . . . Stockholm
reported "The General Died at Dawn" bigrosser in Sweden since "The Sign of
the Cro s" in 1932 . . . Sharp rise in popularity nl American films in Austria was reportr.l . . • and Paris declared Hollywood
pictures comprise some 43 per cent of films
recently

shown

in Paris.

mn
10

LORD RAGNOR'S GO.
TO MAKE "A" FILMS

*
c
the
of
f
g
g
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NEWS

San Francisco— The El Ray
West (.'oast Theater in Salinas,
resumed full operation. During
lettuce strike which prostrated
district, the house was open
three days a week.

Fox
has
the
that
only

Exchange, Inc.. is vice-president in
i>
•' distribution. Harold
has been named general manager
and vice-president in charge of production. Joseph R. Fliesler, publicist
and exhibitor, pioneer of the film
little theater in» -merit, is secretary
Kingfisher, Okla.— Despite severe
in charge of publicity and advertis- injuries received in an auto accident
ing.
day, John Thomas starton opening
ed his new Thomas Theater here as
gotiations for stories, talent
and technical staff are now in scheduled.

the company's offices in
progress
the
RKO at
buildinsr.
H.N. A. pictures made wholly in
America by an all- American staff
will receive preferred booking in the
British Dominion through British
■ rial Pictures, headed by Lord
Ragnor and originally capitalized at
'00.000. Original American
B.N'.P. production plans, announced
in The Film Daily on Oct. 31, called
for only two pictures, first to go into
work in March next.

"Romeo" Three Days Tops
Full Week of "Zeigfeld"
,

•

»: Page 1 )

received
in a full week, the home
office announced Saturday.
At the College Theater, New
Haven. ''Romeo and Juliet" in three
days topped the previously successful full week engagement of "Ziegfeld" bv $400. In Columbus, at the
Broad Theater. "Romeo" in a threeday engagement likewise topped the
full week business of "Ziegfeld's"
road-showinjr. At York, Pa., "Romeo"
did a third more business at the
Strand than was done by "Ziegfeld."

Fox
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Film

Stock

Mayor's Board Gets
Data on All Houses
{Continued from Page 1)

Union absorbed by Local 306 to end
the multiple union situation in the
city is complicated by the large number of unemployed in Empire who,
if added
to the list of jobless in
Local 306, would make the situation
in that union critical.
The solution
is for a large number of local theaters now non-union to employ only
union members, it is held.

Weeks Adjournment to Be
Requested in RKO Hearing

nf

THE

DAY

Panama City, Fla.— The Ritz Theater will be opened by Dec. 1, according to H. T. Kimmell, who
comes from Douglas, Ga., where he
was manager of the Martin Davis
Theater.

Omaha — New house being built at
Harlan, la., by Ray Brown opens
about Jan. 1. His son-in-law will
manage both it and the Harlan,
Brown's present theater.

$10,000 For Joyce
Special Master John E. Joyce has
been awarded an interim allowance
of $10,000 by Federal Judge Coxe
for his services in the Paramount
jreorganization from June, 1934, to
I date.

ARE

(Continued from Page 1 )

cents a share calculated on a similar
basis.
Dividends on the preferred stock
since Mar. 2, 1932, are in arrears.
Profits for the fiscal year ended last
Aug. 29 are not subject to the surtax
on undistributed earnings.
"In addition to the operating profit, there has been a net credit to
the deficit account in the amount of
$1,314,849.08, and capital surplus has
been increased by $124,013.68," says
the statement by Harry M. Warner.
"The operations of your company
for the quarter ending Nov. 28,
1936, will show a substantial improvement over the net operating
profit of $1,031,315.96 reported for
the corresponding quarter last year."

UNCOMFORTABLE

MAKING

A

OUT

OF

CHAIRS

SOLITAIRE

PLAYER

CASHIER?

{Continued from Page 1 )

on a motjon to pay off $750,000 of
RKO notes, with the probability that
next week the reorganization plan
will be presented to the court.
Under the plan, the Rockefeller
claim is not being treated like that
of other general creditors.

CHICAGO

Delivered

H. and E. Balaban and D. F.
Quinn have organized the Esquire
Washington — Chase National Bank Theater Corp. to purchase, erect and
in September delivered 13,806 com- manage theaters. Sonneschein,
mon and 27,612 preferred shares of Berkson, Lautman, Levinson and
20th .Century-Fox Film Corp. to Morse handled the legal details.
of General Theaters EquipThe Harvard Theater at Harvard,
ment. Inc., in accordance with terms 111., has been transferred from A.
of option granted in connection with M. Hallam to the Harvard Theater
•al Theaters reorganization. Up Corp. under the Bell management.
to Sept. 30, the bank delivered out
The Chicago Theater now has its
of escrow 19,751 common and 30,503
own crystal radio room, with Fanny
preferred. Transactions are dis- and Eddie Kavanaugh
in charge.
closed in the current SEC report.
Bill Holden of Southtown Theater won out for president of the
2nd 1st Run For "Horse"
Katz Employees' AssoKansas City — After a big week at Balaban ciationand
ina hotly contested election.
the Main St. Theater, Warner's
Ed O'Donnell, of the Senate Thea"Three Men on a Horse" has moved
ter, was named first vice-president;
to the Newman Theater for a conA. P. Conroy, manager of the Uptinued first run.
town Theater, second vice-president;
Bernard Cobb, assistant manager of
the Roosevelt Theater, third vicepresident; Jeanette Grossman of the
J. A. Hill has been named repre- headquarters staff, secretary, and
sentative for the Alexander Film
Edward
Trunk, treasurer.
Co. in this territory.
Jack Katz was named manager of
Julius Green, former assistant
manager of the Schenley Theater, the Coven Theater, succeeding Mchas been transferred to Warner's
Neill Smith, Theater
who goesof to
Will Rogers
thethe'
B. new
and
Stanley to a similar post.
K. circuit.
The Roosevelt Theater, Mark
Crown Theater at Division and
Brower's Hill District house, has
switched to a temporary stage and Ashland Ave., now opens its doors
at 7 A. M.
m policy.
Bwcau

WARNER BROS. PROFIT
EQUALS 75 CT. A SHARE
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NO MAXWELL CONTROL OF GB, OSTRER DECLARES
Loew's
Net on Profit for 1936 Soars to $11,076,8
Insists Ostrers
Not 22
Going
Equivalent
to
$81.02
Preferred, $6.79
on Common
Net profit of Loew's Inc., after
all charges for the fiscal year ended
Aug. 31, 1936, was $11,076,822, equal
I to $81.02 a share on the preferred
; stock and $6.79 a share on the common stock, the company's highest
I earnings in five years. Net profit
|for the 12 week period preceding
[Aug. 31, was $3,686,327.
Profit for the fiscal year 1936 was
(Continued

on

Page

3)

LONDON FILMS TO DO
12 FEATURES IN '37

Chi Giveaways Hit 6 Millions in Two Years, Trib. Says

To

Chicago — Two hundred and fifty Chicago theaters using various giveaway plans have
distributed $6,000,000 in the last two years, according to estimates published here
by the Chicago Tribune.

By ARTHUR
Associate Editor,

SEE OTHER PLAYDATE $1,446,922 PROFIT
LEGISLATION AS OFF FOR RKO IN 39 WKS,
Inasmuch as no decision as to the
constitutionality of the Ohio law
banning compulsory designation of
playdates can be reached until after
March 1, indications are that enactment of similar bills by other legislatures will not occur until 1938, at
the earliest. By the time the Federal
judges in Columbus render a ruling
on the moot question, virtually all
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Sell Control
"to Anybody"

W. EDDY
FILM
DAILY

Arriving on the Normandie yesterday preliminary to conferences
with Sidney R. Kent, president of
20th Century-Fox and Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of its board, Isidore Ostrer, chairman of the Gaumont
British directorate, stated that
RKO and subsidiaries showed a
consolidated net profit of $712,430 "the Ostrers are not going to seli
for the third quarter which ended their
to anybody."
In acontrol
bombshell
statement, Ostrer
Sept. 26, bringing total profits for
first 39 weeks of 1936 to $1,446,922 asserted: "John Maxwell has only
after all charges, but before pro- become a moderate-sized shareholder in our company through acquisivision for possible surplus tax on
tion of 240,000 shares of Class B.
undistributed profits.
The third quarter profit exceeds stock of Metropolis and Bradford
the profit of $684,732 made during Trust Company
Gau(Continued which
on Pagecontrols
3)
the entire year of 1935. Profits for
the first 39 weeks of 1936 already
double the 1935 profit.

London Films plans a program of
12 features for its 1937-38 season, Conn. Allied Theaters
as compared with a lineup of 10 for
Tackles Long Program Paramount Directors Hold
the current year, Ettiene Pallos, general sales manager, said as he arNext Board Parley Dec. 3
rived in New York yesterday on the
New Haven, Conn. — Allied TheNormandie. Pictures are released
Paramount
will hold its next board
aters of Connecticut will meet today
Edward L. Alperson, president of
through United Artists.
at the Kilfeather Building headquar- of directors meeting on Dec. 3 as
Pallos plans to remain
in the
ters, with a long discussion agenda.: the regular session date falls on Grand National Films, Inc. today announced that Victor Schertzinger in
(Continued
on Page 6)
Double track film and change of Thanksgiving, said Stanton Griffis,
present equipment to meet it; the chairman of the executive commit- a unit with Zion Meyers has been
tee, yesterday
as he returned to New signed to produce a series of six
Neely-Pettengill Bill; Allied litiga(Continued on Page 3)
( Continued on Page 3)
pictures for Grand National, and
"Gold Diggers" Welcome
that Richard
A. Rowland will also
at Pittsburgh is Tops
(Continued on Page 6)

ROWLAND.MEYERSAND
SCHERTZINGER GO GN

Pittsburgh — Those flying "Gold
Diggers" received their greatest
welcome of their transcontinental
tour here yesterday, with 5,000 present as the plane, escorted by Army
bombers, arrived. Police were hard
pressed to maintain order.
Among
(Continued on Page

"Mystery"

Trails

3)

F.D.R.

Republic has rushed a print of "The
President's Mystery Story," idea for
which was suggested by Franklin D.
Roosevelt, for premiere at the Gran
Teatro Opera, Buenos Aires. The run is
set for two weeks, starting Dec. 4,
immediately following the President's
visit to B. A. and co-incidental with
the opening sessions of the Pan-American Peace Conference.

RKO*s Reorganization Plan Presented
To U. S. Court/ Hold Hearing Dec. 23
Pennsy. Amusement Tax
Receipts at New High
Pittsburgh — The state amusement
tax receipts reached a new high last
month when $73,853.06 were collected. This is in keeping with the
steady improvement in the theater
business, the monthly collections
showing a regular increase since the
levy went into effect. The total receipts for the months in 1936 are
$398,952.46.

Expect Hays Confabs to
Win Italian Concessions

Modification of Italy's new regulations concerning American films
is
expected
as a result of conferThe long-awaited RKO reorganiences being held by Will H.
zation plan was presented yesterMussolinion Government
ofday to Federal Judge Bondy in a Hays and(Continued
Page 3)
somewhat preliminary form which
omitted mention about the new directors, the estimated reorganizaParamount: 25 Stars!
tion expenses and other matters.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hearing on the plan was set for
Hollywood — The Paramount Pictures
Dec. 23 at 2:30 p.m. in Room 318 of
trade-mark, now containing 24 stars,
the Federal Bldg.
will be increased by one, making a total
of 25 to commemorate the silver anAccording to the plan, the total
niversary of its founder, Adolph Zukor,
amount
of $55,121,179
in claims
By EDWARD
FILM
DAILY

(Continued

HARRISON
Staff Writer

on

Page

8)
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Copyright Bank Night Plan
Said Not Affected by Case
Chicago— So-called "bank night"
plan involved in the Municipal Court
action which brought a lottery ruling by Justice John Lyle was not
the copyright bank night plan for
which Affiliated Enterprises of Denver is licensee, according to Harry
Smythe, local representative. Affiliated claims 200 theaters in the
Chicago area and 100 more in other
parts of the state using the copyright plan.

Charles Hamilton Dead

24

E. V. Du Par
Alex Moss
Arthur
E. Christie
John Francis Natteford

Levine Names

Manheim

Studio
West

Cast

Bureau

Publicity Head
of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Harold "Het" Manheim has been made publicity director by Nat Levine at Republic Studios. In this position, Manheim will
be in charge of all studio advertising, publicity and trailers.

South Norwalk,
Hamilton, former
the Empress, and
ander Hamilton,
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brother of AlexHollywood — James P. Normanly,
present manager
in charge of business and financial
' contacts for Universal, has been
is dead.
made a vice-president of the company.
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Hollywood— Within the next
six
weeks, 20th Century-Fox will start
14 releases for '37, it was announced
yesterday.

Theaterphones at Criterion
Broadway's New Criterion Theater has ordered latest type Acousticon Theaterphones installed in orchestra and mezzanine section, thus
permitting patrons with impaired
hearing to enjoy programs. New
receiver-devices are combination
pone and air conduction, representing latest scientific advanc
in
theater audibility-aids for ements
the deaf.

Make Benchley Shorts Here

Two shorts with Robert Benchley
will be produced by Loew's in New
York within the next few months.
Benchley, who has a total of six to
make for the company, goes to Hollywood m March to resume work
there.

M-G-M

Closes Cleve. Deals

"Reunion" at Roxy Thursd
ay

Cleveland, O.— Frank Drew,
M branch manager, has closedM-G100
"Pigskin Parade", the 20th CenJimmie Briant III
per cent product deals for 1936-7
tury-Fox musical comedy, will end
with
both
its run tomorrow night instead of
the
Associated Theaters
New Orleans — Jimmie Briant, Mnity circuits. Deals inG-M manager for this territory, is and Commu
Thurs
day.
ion",
volve
theater
31
will
s.
open
1 nanksg
iving "Reun
Day.
seriously ill in Touro Infirmary.

Louisiana Theater Burns

Rodessa, La.— The Majestic Theater was destroyed by a fire which
swept the local hotel and one other
store here.
HERBERT WILCOX sails from New York
tomorrow on the Normandie returning to London.
DAVE EPSTEIN, who arrived in New
York

*•»
NEAGLE
'"™intomor^ New*° York
^^ from
weeyk
?woANNA
s *" sails
row on her return to England.
HARRY
David
genefa|
president
of the Intcrmountain
Theaters
Inc
is in New York City from Salt Lake City.
GLADYS SWARTHOUT, arrived
in New York
yesterday for a vacation and rest
befoTe embarking on a concert tour embracing engage
ments ,n 15 Cities shortly after the New
Yen
Miss Swarthout was accompanied
by her hm

NOVEMBER

Albany — Claude Watkins of this
is the new president of the
New York State Association of Motion Picture Projectionists, his election taking place at the Utica convent ion which set the summer session for Rochester, opening June 12.
Other officers chosen were Melvin
Denny, Syracuse; W. W. Byrne, New
York, and Fred Boekhout, Rochester, vice presidents, and Harry
Brooks, Troy, secretary-treasurer.
Glenn Humphrey, Utica; Earl Tuttle, Binghamton; Robert C. Griffin,
Cortland; Cal Bornkessele, Rochester, and Denny were appointed members of the legislative committee.
Charles Skinner, Utica; Paul Shay,
Elmira; Robert Leonard, Watertown;
John Meany, Syracuse, and Watkins
were elected to the executive board.

Expect 1,000 to Attend
M. P. Salesmen Dinner-Ball
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Off"
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roles
here
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"Les Miserables" in 5th
to

The French version of "Les Miserables" starts its fifth
at the Cinema de Paris. week today

TWA SLASHES FARES
Air Travel By TWA
Cheaper Than On
Limited Trains

Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast to coast.

Non-stop
New
York andbetween
Chicago

NOW 3 TWA OFFICES:
1503 Broadway
70 East 48nd St.
Air Travel Desk, Fenn.
Station
Telephone:
MUrray
Hill 6-1640
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OSTRERSAYSMAXWELL
NOT TO CONTROL GB

LOEWS 1936 PROFIT
UP TO $11,076,822

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Pane 1 )

$3,497,079 above 1935. Net earnings on the common stock last year
was $4.57, and $55.44 on the preferred.
Loew's consolidated balance sheet
shows assets of $138,562,712. Earned
surplus balance as of Aug. 31, 1936,
was $44,354,379.

"Gold Diggers" Welcome
at Pittsburgh is Tops
(Continued from Page

1)

the greeters were Ben Bernie, Basrak and Henryon, football captains
at Duquesne and Carnegie Tech, respectively, and 40-piece fife and
drum corps.
KDKA broadcast the official reception and WJAS the luncheon at
the Hotel William Penn attended by
publishers, officials, critics and editors, and civic leaders. Another
KDKA broadcast followed. "Gold
Diggers" Ball at the William Penn,
followed SRO appearance at the
Stanley, closed the day's activities.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Fresh from a rousing reception in Pittsburgh yesterday, Warners "Gold Diggers" plane
is scheduled to land at Boiling Field
here this morning. The 12 girls and
three principals, Jeanne Madden,
Rosalind Marquis, and Fred Lawrence will go to the District Building for luncheon. Later there will
be press interviews, WJSV broadcast and two performances at the
Earle. Philadelphia is the next stop.

Conn. Allied Theaters

mont British.
There are 1,000,000
shares of Class B stock outstandT

from

Page

1)

tion to divorce production from exhibition; the Metro rider form in
the new contract; analysis of Universal's concessions to the MPTOA
trade recommendations; free shows
using unlicensed films; and the RKO
test case in Ohio on compulsory
designation of play dates will be
studied. A legislative committee for
this State will be appointed.

Expect Hays Confabs to
Win Italian Concessions
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ficials at Rome, according to advices received in New York yesterday. Hays was reported delayed in
connection with his proposed trip to
Paris, where he was due yesterday.
A major feature of the new rules
would compel American distributors
to retain three-quarters of their revenue in Italy.

Film Board's New

Location

Chicago — The Chicago Film Board
of Trade now has headquarters in
Room 1215, 624 S. Wabash Ave.

▼

• •
• AND NOW we have the Glorified Tabloid
LIFE
published weekly by Time, Inc.
who also have
a radio feature, and also a screen feature, we understand
Ralph Rolan of The March of Time thoughtfully sent us a copy
knowing darn well that you can't buy one for love or
money
on the newsstands the first issue being strictly
limited on purpose to ballyhoo the product
an old idea, but
still good
this Time crowd know their stuff
pictures,
pictures, with just a li'l reading matter they have learned
from the cheap daily tabs and the fillum biz how the public
loves pics and such photos you never did see all in one mag
that is, not a mag for 10 cents we especially liked
that series of photos about Spangler Arlington Brugh
known to us film mugs and the pulsing public as Robert Taylor,
the Great Lover of the Screen and did you know that Mister Taylor was almost lost to the world of the films because a
careless cameraman forgot to focus, in his first screen test for
M-G-M?
next Mister Goldwyn made a test and told the
lad "Go home and fatten up."
can ya beat it?
T
T
▼
• •
• A GRAND break for Loew's in Syracuse
with
Manager Ed McBride thinking fast and lining up the lost grandma of 80 who came to town from upstate and got separated
from her big farmer sons
Ed arranged for a police matron
to bring grandma to the theater, with a special booth reserved
in her honor
the yarn broke all the local sheets, with
photos
...
T

T

T

•

• • BIG DOINGS in Detroit with Warners' Flying Gold Diggers appearing at the annual ball of the American
Automobile Association for the first time in the history
of this event, Henry Ford remained at the banouet for the entertainment George W. Trendie, prexv of the United Detroit Theaters said it was "one of the outstanding exolo't^tion
achievements
in the history
showmanship"
to
the
entire festivities
that hadofDetroit
on its collectivereferring
ear
T

Tackles Long Problem
(Continued

T

T

T

• • • A LOT of the veteran married couples of the film
biz gathered last Saturday nite to felicitate or console
according to your married viewpoint Irw:n Zeltner of
Loew's and his Missus
at their Yonkers home
it being their tenth wedding anniversary among the merry
mourners were the Oscar Doobs, the Lawrance Beautus', the
Ernest Emerlings, the Julius Singers, the Charles Burns, the Hv
Gardners
Walter Keenan of the Times, with Walter assur;ng the gang that he had met that very afternoon the most
charming girl in his office, but he didn't know her name or address which goes to show you what good a reporter's-,
(raining is to a guy when it comes to a personal situation
•
• DOWN
Antonio
theBank
theater
wives• have
started aINclubSanknown
as the
Nightmanagers'
Widows
which meets each Tuesday nite ... • For the ninth consecutive year, the Radio Division is the first of the 137 groups
to raise their quota for the Federation of Jewish Philanthropic
Societies
▼
T
▼
9
•
• THAT
STORK Derby at United Artists has been
won by the T. P. Mulrooneys of U. A. foreign sales The
Mulrooney House was all set for an usherette, but Producer
Stork invoked an old NRA by-law calling for a Duplicating
Form Report on male priority
the Walter (U. A. LatinAmerican Sales) Goulds, nearest competish for Stork product,
will have to be satisfied with a subsequent run deal
«

«

«

»

»

»

This statement came as a su
ismuch
as it lia-. been generally understood thai Maxwell is obtaining a controlling interest in GB
and has already
completed
the lust ol
step- in this move.
Ostrer declined to describe the nature (if
the conference he is to hold with Kent and
Schenck at the coast and for which he leaves
New York tomorrow or Wednesday. He

ing."stated that he plans to "cooperate"
merely
with these 20th Century-Fox officials. Ostrer
said that he may also confer with Nicholas

M. Although
Schenck, Ostrer
presidentdid of not
Loew's.
admit it, there
was occasioned some speculation as to possibilities of his trying to revive his original
deal with Loew's and 20th Century-Fox under
which the American companies would have
acquired substantial interests in GB. This
plan, however, apparently collapsed in late
September, although officials of both organizations still in ist that an actual deal has
been made.
However, well-informed sources pointed out
that control of (IB cannot lie transferred without the approval of 20th Century-Fox, which.
through Metropolis and Bradford Trust, owns
49 per cent of the English firm. They speculated as to the prospects of this factor entering the Kent-Schenck-O. tier conversations in
Hollywood from the angle of a Maxwell deal.
Denial that he is acting as ambas: ador for
Maxwell was made by Ostrer. It had been
reported that he might approach Kent and
Schenck in an effort to revive the deal through
which Maxwell might buy the 20th CenturyFox GB stock.
Ostrer, on the other hand, was strongly
insistent that a deal between himself and Maxwell had not been and would not be closed.
He declared that Maxwell, through his purchase of Class B stock in Metropolis and
Bradford, had acquired no voting power
and no place on the GB board. He also said
that he has not considered ending the arrangement under which 20th Century-Fox handles
physical distribution of GB pictures in the
United
States.
In reply to a Film Daily wire, Sidney
R. Kent last night said that until he has
conversed with Ostrer, he could not state
his company's position.
concerning
position
Loew's
in Asked
the situation
at thethepresent
time,of Nicholas
M. Schenck, through a spokesman, told The
Film Daily: "We have made a contract with
the Ostrer Brothers and have never given up
the idea. A deal has actually been made."
He was referring to the original move involving 20th Century-Fox
and his company.
A. C. Blumenthal, who has been reported
as
an engineering plan,
factoralso
in the
Loew's,
Century-Fox-GB
arrived
on -20th
the
Normandie. He declared that the Maxwell
deal
th thetoday
Ostrers
He leaves
New w York
for was
the "off."
coast, presumably
to keep in touch with the Kent, Schenck and
Ostrer conferences.
Arthur
A. Lee met Ostrer
at Quarantine.

Paramount Directors Hold
Next Board Parley Dec. 3
(Continued from

Page

1)

York from the coast with President
Barney Balaban. They had been
conferring with production executives, including Adolph Zukor.
The Paramount third quarter
statement will be announced later
this week, it was indicated.

Made
Coast Daughter's
Bureau of THE Guardian
FILM DAILY

West

Hollywood — In order to manage
the estate of her 16-year-old daughter, Gloria Swanson Somborn, Gloria Swanson was made legal guardian i>r the girl yesterday.

can deliver it for Nem

fears- Tm playing Warner
\ of 1937 on Christmas!
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LONDON FILMS TO DO

ROWLAND.MEYERSAND
SCHERTZINGER GO GN
■
produce eight productions,
which will be made for thil
tertxinger will produce three
for which he will write the
ic and also direct. The i
will also score the music
three dramatic features to be
produced by B
e of the" films. The Scheie's deal calls for their
inning Dec. 1.
has scripts in his pos:it he will be able to
n production immediately.
D and
Sidney
Biddell,
,1 National executive, flew to
the coast personally to close the
n deals.

Three N. Y. Legitimate
Theaters Sold on Block
Thi

N
York legit houses, the
le, 262 West 45th Street; Majestie. _; West 44th Street and the
le Golden at 242 West 45th
I were purchased at foreclosure auction yesterday by Magoro
Corporation for $700,000, the upset
price fixed by the court. Representing buyer was William Klein, attorney, who also represents the Shubert interests.
He denied that he
acting for the latter in this
ileal. Foreclosure action was brought
by Continental Bank and Trust Co.
against Theater Zone Realty Co.,
and other defendants. Amount
<>f judgement was close to two million dollars.

iiiith. Ark.— Oscar H. MilIt Rock, has been appointed
Ollie Brownlee,
iger of Fori Smith Theaters,
an anouncement
d, secretary-treasurer of the company.
Miller has
i the Malco Theaters, Inc.,
and previously with the
. enl
Amusement
Company,
Nashville, Term.

Benjamin
Nathan, father of
Edwin H. ("Buddy")
Morris, died
rday in Los Angeles.
Buddy
Morris is Vice-President and 1 1
eral Manager of Music Publi
.folding Corporation.

and

Sipe

built

Movie Projection Lamp
Prices Lowered by GE
Further price reductions on several MAZDA projection lamps used
in portable motion picture projectors
have been announced by the General
Electric Company's Incandescent
Lamp Department, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio. The new prices average
10 p. c. below previous prices for
these lamps and 25 p. c. below their
prices when they were first introduced. Reductions are said to have
been made possible by the concentiation of demand on fewer types of
lamps.

"Get It" Again Does
Samuel Goldwyn's "Come And Get
It" played to record week-end business for Roosevelt Theater, Chicago,
last Saturday and Sunday, United'
Artists'
home office reported yesterday. More than 20,000 persons saw
feature on the two days.

12 FEATURES IN '37
(.Continued from Page

1)

United States two months and will
go to the coast, visiting exchange
Lincoln — Bob Ferguson, owner of centers and theaters en route to get
the Capitol Beach open air theater American slants on production, he
which was almost completely
wrecked by wind and fire late last stated. London Films is particularly interested in securing the serreason,
vices of writers and directors, said
spring. is planning to rebuild in the
Pallos. Alexander Korda, head of the
outfit, plans a visit to America next
Bourlangue, Que. — Max Kaplan, Spring.
of Kirkland Lake, Ontario, is building a new theater here.

"Nick"
— L.
e, N. C.with
Charlottformerly
Warren,
the A.Criterion
theater in Durham and one time
Appomattox, Va. — The Lee, constructed near the site of the surrenDuke University athletic star, is
der of General Robert E. Lee to
manager of the new Cherokee The- General U. S. Grant, has opened.
ater in Gaffney, S. C, which opened

The lamps and classes of service
affected include the following: the
standard-voltage 100-watt and 200watt T-8 bulb lamps with bayonet
base, for 8-mm. and slide-film projectors; the standard-voltage 400watt and 500-watt T-10 bulb and
750-watt T-12 bulb biplane-filament
Gratke Rites Wednesday
lamps with medium base, for 16-mm.
Funeral
services
for John
E. projectors; and the standard-voltage
ke, managing
director of the 1000-watt short T-20 bulb biplaneBroadway
Association
since 1925, filament lamp with medium base, for
will be held tomorrow at 11 a. m. 35-mm. projectors.
at the Frank Campbell Funeral ParHe died Sunday from heart
ailment at his home, 175 West 76th Trampe Forms Imperial
Street.
His wife nad two sons surExchange in Wisconsin
vive him. Gratke served as a memof Oregon's State Legislature
C. W. Trampe, owner of the MidI -umine;
I'.roadway
west circuit, has formed the Imperiation
head. i
ial Pictures of Wisconsin, to distribute the "Imperial 30." Mr.
Trampe is president of the new exchange distributing Imperial Pic"Allah" Stays at M. H.
tures in Wisconsin and Northern
Playing to more than 100,000 pcrin the first four days of its en- Michigan. B. J. Miller and M. Zamil
trapment at the Radio City Music are associated with Trampe. The
Garden Theater in downtown MilHall, David O. Selznick's production
waukee will be the premiere theater
of "The Garden of Allah," will be for Imperial product.
held for a second week at the Nation's ace house.

Benjamin Nathan Dies

relay.
Powell
the new theater.

St. Louis Theater Rent
Claim is Cut $300,728

St. Louis — United States District
Judge George H. Moore has directed
Edmond Koeln, and James T. Blair,
St. Louis MPTO to Hear
as trustees for the Theater Realty
Kuykendall at Conclave Company, owners of the Fox Theater property at Grand and Washington Boulevards, to enter into a
St. Louis — Fifteenth annual meeting of the Motion Picture Theater stipulation with Milton C. Weisman,
the Fox Theaters CorpoOwners of St. Louis, Eastern Mis- receiver rationfor
in New York City, under
souri and Southern Illinois will be
held in the Crystal Room of Hotel which the trustees will be allowed
for Theater
$1,074,Coronado, on Dec. 11, according to $773,300
028 for on
renttheir
of claims
the Fox
an announcement by Fred Wehren- here.
berg, President. The gathering will
In their application to Judge
open with a luncheon.
Moore for permission to enter into
The principal speaker will be Ed the stipulation Koeln and Judge
Kuykendall of Columbus, Miss., na- Blair stated that the receivers for
tional president of M. P. T. O. A.
the Fox Theaters Corporation probwho is expected to outline its posiably will pay about 30 per cent of
tion in regards to contemplated na- the claim in the early part of 1937.
tional legislation for the regulation
of the industry.
The local organization is expected Quality Pictures Only
to line up behind the 10-point proFrom
Selznick — Whitney
gram outlined by Kuykendall, and
if it is found impossible to solve
Merian
C.
Cooper, vice president
these matters within the industry,
of Selznick International, will be in
then there will be considerable sup- charge
of several future productions,
port here for new Federal laws to
it was announced yesterday as John
iron out the wrinkles.
Hay Whitney, chairman of the board,
issued a formal statement confirming coast reports of the company's
Lynchburg, Va., Exhibitor
of large-scale reWins Sunday Movie Battle decision infinancingfavor
and expansion.
Whitney's statement commenting
Richmond, Va. — Fights in behalf
upon the contemplated 10-12 major
of Sunday movies continue largely film
program for 1937
to be won in various communities said, production
in part:
of the state despite the failure of
"It is our hope to take the comthe legislature
to repeal Virginia's
ancient
blue laws.
manding position in the independent
Willis Grist, Jr., manager of the field, and to be the first independent
Paramount in Lynchburg, was found company operating on a large scale
not guilty by a jury when he was to concentrate solely on high quality pictures. We have no intention
tried on the charge of operating the
playhouse on the Sabbath. He has of adding to the industry's burden
not decided, however, whether the
Trenton and the Isis, which are un- of cheap product."
der the same management, will operate Sunday.
"In the Bag" Opens Dec. 14
Mack Hilliard has leased Belmont
Found guilty by a jury in corporation court in Alexandria, Va., on Theater for presentation of Don
Friday of operating a moving pic- Carle Gillette's comedy "In The
ture house on Sunday in violation of
Bag", scheduled for premiere on
the State code, Harry A. Wasserman Monday
Dec. 14. Michael
and Edward Pinkham were assessed Markham night,
is directing rehearsals.
the minimum $5 fine in each case. Among cast are Dudley Clements,
Wasserman and Pinkham had ap- Morgan Conway, Joan Churchill,
pealed police court convict ions and
Van Zandt and Frank Mcwill continue to carry the ease up Philip
Cormack. Gillette was formerly manto the higher courts.
aging editor of The Film Daily.
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Reviews &f> ike View 7-ifan&
Jean

Arthur

in

"THE PLAINSMAN"
with James
Ellison, Charles
Bickford,
Helen Burgess, Porter Hall, Paul Harvey,
Victor Varconi
(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

Paramount

115 mins.

STIRRING PICTURE OF THE SETTLEMENT OF THE WEST IS GRAND B. 0.
MATERIAL.
Cecil B. DeMille has drawn the wellknown historical characters, Wild Bill
Hickok, Calamity Jane and Buffalo Bill
Cody as such dynamic figures in the
settling of the West that one cannot help
but be fascinated by them. With Gary
Cooper, Jean Arthur and Jimmy Ellison as
those characters, more perfect players
could not have been chosen. The piece
is a stirring one with battle scenes that
are terrific. Everywhere the DeMille touch
for the spectacular is to be found. It is
a big production of the "Cimarron",
"Covered Wagon" type and its appeal
should be to the same kind of audience,
and its box-office returns should therefore be great. Cooper in one of those
he-man roles which made him famous and
which are tailor-made to his talents is
superb. A more perfect Calamity Jane
could not be dreamed of than Jean Arthur.
The handsome Jimmy Ellison as the youthful Buffalo Bill is a natural. While injecting his very likeable qualities into the
characterization, he still gives it forcefulness. His acting is of the calibre that
stamps him as one of the better of the
younger players. Helen Burgess, as his
youthful wife, is very capable, and Charles
Bickford, as the white man who sells rifles
to the Indians, is all that the villain should
be. Porter Hall, as a stool pigeon for
Bickford, is excellent, and Frank Albertson's
work as the hysterical soldier is praiseworthy. Victor Varconi, John Miljan and
Purnell Pratt are others who do well in
important parts. With data from stories
by Courtney Ryley Cooper and Frank J.
Wilstach, and material compiled by Jeanie
MacPherson, the continuity writers, Waldemar Young, Harold Lamb and Lynn Riggs,
have fashioned a screenplay that is ever
interesting in historical material, characterizations and situations. Their dialogue is
most fitting. As director, Cecil B. DeMille,
has injected a fast moving tempo to the
proceedings, something worthwhile is always on the screen, and the performances
of the players are of the highest order. As
producer, he has come through with a big
scale production of merit. Victor Milner
and George Robinson have done fine work
on the photography, especially on some of
the scenery. The music, as directed by
Boris Morros, is important; in the battle
scenes especially it is very effective in
gaining the effect. With the end of the
Civil War, Cooper returns to the West
as a scout. Ellison has married and wants
to settle down. The Indian raids make it
imperative that the latter return to scouting. Jean Arthur is in love with Cooper
and even though he refuses to admit it,
he loves her. Cooper and Ellison take
part in Indian battles and Cooper learns
that Bickford
is selling guns to the red-

skins. Cooper, in self-defense, kills three
Army men who really are deserters associated with Bickford. He becomes a hunted
man and his old pal, Jimmy, is the one
assigned to bring him in. Following the
gold strike to Deadwood, Cooper meets
Bickford there, where in a gun battle he

as does Eric Linden in the thankless role

of their weakling son. This first assign-

#

#

Cast: James Dunn, Marian Marsh, Wynne
Gibson, Herman Bing, George McKay, Gene
Lockhart, John Gallaudet, Gene Morgan

ment of Milton Feld's as associate producer, under Sol Wurtzel, was a job that
Director, D Ross Lederman; Author,
required intelligent understanding, and he Wallis Cl
* '
ark.
Aben Kandel; Screenpla
y, Lee Loeb, Harold
can be proud of his accomplishment. Claire
Buchman; Cameraman, Henry Freulich.
Trevor, just out of law school, and Michael
Direction, Good
Photography, Okay.
kills him. While holding Bickford's hench- Whalen, a show-man lawyer, disagree on
men awaiting the arrival of the Army, the ethics of conducting a trial. When
Cooper is shot in the back and dies in Isabel Jewell is accused of killing her
Jean's arms.
father, Claire, her friend, takes the case.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur, James There is every indication that she will be
Ellison, Charles Bickford, Helen Burgess, convicted by the small town pre-trial con"ALLA EN EL RANCHO GRANDE"
sensus of opinion. Whalen drops in to ("Out On The Big Ranch"), dialogue
Porter Hall, Paul Harvey, Victor Varconi,
film
John Miljan, Frank McGlynn, Sr., Granville help Claire with her job, and when he in Spanish; directed by Fernando de
sees
that
everything
is
lined
up
against
Fuentes; a Bustamente y Fuentes producBates, Frank Albertson, Purnell Pratt, Fred
tion, with Tito Guizar, Esther Fernandez,
Kohler, Sr., Pat Moriarity, Charles Judels, them, gives the jury a biting lecture on
Harry Woods, Anthony Quinn, Francis Mc- their predetermined prejudices. This up- Rene Cardona, Lorenzo Barcelata. Presets the court and also causes Claire to
sented at Teatro Cervantes. Running time:
Donald, George Ernest, George McQuarrie,
break temporarily with him. It does give 97 mins.
George Hayes, Fuzzy Knight.
Producer, Cecil B. DeMille; Director, her the opportunity to apologize to the
This is a well-made feature, indicative of
Cecil B. DeMille; Associate Director, Arthur court and present her case in a simple high production standards prevailing in
honest fashion that wins the jury.
Mexican
studios. In starring role, the
Rosson; Authors, Courtney Ryley Cooper,
Cast: Claire Trevor, Michael Whalen,
Frank J. Wilstach; Material compiled by
popular young Mexican tenor, Tito Guizar,
Isabel Jewell, Eric Linden, Virginia Field, demonstrates that his wide favor rests on
Jeanie MacPherson; Screenplay, Waldemar
Gene Lockhart, Edward S. Brophy, El more assets than a silvery voice. He both
Young, Harold Lamb, Lynn Riggs; Editor,
Anne Bauchens; Cameramen, Victor Milner, Brendel, Guinn Williams, Sterling Holloway, sings with impressive sureness and gives
Charles Middleton, Charles Waldron. Sr., a vivid performance opposite pretty Esther
George Robinson; Special Effects, Farciot
Edouart, Gordon Jennings; Musical Director, Paul Stanton, Kathleen Lockhart, Frank Fernandez. Upon this couple Hollywood
Boris Morros; Original Music, George McGlynn, Sr., June Storey, Lynne Berkeley, eyes will do well to fall. Lively in tempo,
Antheil.
Ray Brown, George Meeker, Howard Hick- the film reflects skillful direction of
man, Spencer Charters, Erville Alderson, Fernando de Fuentes and the photography
Direction,
The
Best
Photography,
Excelis excellently handled. The story, judged
Ely Malyon, Otto Hoffman.
lent.
Executive Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; by Nordic race standards, would be relaAssociate Producer, Milton H. Feld; Director,
tively unimpressive; but exhibiting as it
"CAREER WOMAN"
Lewis Seiler; Author, Gene Fowler; Screen- does the Latin vitality, flare and idealism
with Claire Trevor, Michael
Whalen,
play, Lamar Trotti; Cameramen, James Van for romance, it takes on a vivid interest.
Isabel
Jewell,
Eric
Linden,
Virginia
Trees, Robert Planck; Editor, Louis Loeffler. Guizar as a youth has a tender affection
Field, Gene Lockhart
Direction, Suspenseful. Photography, Ex- for a little girl whom his family adopts.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
cellent.
Because she is not the flesh and blood
20th Century-Fox
70 mins.
of his parents, her lot is that of a Cinderella. The boy grows up in close friendCOMPELLING STORY OF "FRONT
"COME CLOSER, FOLKS"
with James
Dunn, Marian
Marsh
PAGE" TYPE MAKES COMMENDABLE
ship with the ranch owner's son. The
PROGRAM
FARE.
Columbia
61 mins. latter inherits the property and eventually
falls in love with the now matured girl,
This strong, compelling drama, which
AMUSING ADVENTURE OF A BROADWAY PITCHMAN IN A SMALL TOWN
grown to be an exceptional beauty. Guizar,
both compares and condemns the big city
absent on a mission, nearly loses the sweettype of murder trial with its theatricalism GETS THE LAUGHS.
heart of his youth when the handsome
and the small town form of conviction
Just a good Class B exhibit, that will head of the
ranch courts her, having been
before actual court judgment, makes a get the laughs in the subsequent runs and
most commendable program picture. Taking the drop-ins. Made for light diversion and duped by the stepmother to believe the
what must have been a front page story not to be taken apart by critical audiences. girl loves him. But he returns to win
of a girl who is charged with having James Dunn as a pitchman hits a small her in a dramatic scene in which bloodshed
killed her tyrannical father because of an burg in Pennsylvania with his moll and is narrowly averted. Rene Cardona, as the
innocent love affair, Lamar Trotti has side-kick. He is rescued from trouble by ranch heir, is splendid. The character of
fashioned an intelligent screenplay that
Martin, played by Lorenzo Barcelata, furthe daughter of a gent who runs a denishes many exceptional comedy touches to
takes some surprising twists. The dialogue
partment store. He sells himself into her
is down to earth language and very fitting good graces to the extent of landing a lighten the tense action.
to the situations. The original story was job as salesman at the bird counter, hoping

FOREIGN

Gene Fowler's. With this material, Lewis
Seiler, the director, has built a picture that
is highly suspenseful, that moves along at
a good clip, and one in which the performers do some exceedingly good work.
Bits of comedy are everywhere injected,
and there is just enough romance to keep
the two leading characters, Claire Trevor
and Michael Whalen, together. Whalen
surprises with a performance that takes
some real ability, and the mustache adds
to his physical attraction. Miss Trevor
is capable, and Isabel Jewell is excellent
in a difficult role. Gene Lockhart's portrayal of a small town editor personifies
the character to a tee, and Edward Brophy
is swell, and good for a lot of laughs as
Whalen's henchman and valet. Charles
Waldron, Sr., as the small town prosecutor,
and his wife, Kathleen Lockhart, do nicely,

to pull a fast one and
some easy jack. But he
spell of the girl proprietor
a consignment of damaged
almost running the store.

get away with
falls under the
after unloading
percolators and
However, with

the help of the girl's dad who likes him,
he stages a brilliant comeback by pulling
off a sensational sale with the help of a
bunch of imported pitchmen from the big
town. They wow the customers, taking
them away from the rival department store
across the street. The usual happy love
interest for the finale. Dunn makes this
worth while with his fast chatter and
breezy style. Also good are Marian Marsh
as the girl. Wynne Gibson is the type
as the moll. Herman Bing does his spluttering vowels act for a bunch of laughs.
Director D. Ross Lederman got all that
was possible out of a rather loose script.

"SON

OF MONGOLIA," Mongolian language feature with English subtitles, produced by Lenfilm in Mongolian Republic.
Screenplay by B. Lapin, L. Slavin, Z. Khazrevin; directed by llya Trauberg; presented
by Amkino at Cameo Theater, with Tseven
Rabdan,
Igin-Khorlo, Sosor-Barma, et al,
in
cast.
Powerful, interesting production richly
endowed with scenic and acting highlights.
Although crude technically, film is unusual
and will appeal to discriminating audiences
and those interested in romantic lands of
Eastern Asia, their people and political
problems. While essentially propaganda
againstmentJapanese,
it is effective
entertainwith love theme.
Fact that
film is
first Mongolian-made feature adds to interest.
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"| SEE OTHER PLAYDATE
j LEGISLATION AS OFF

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD ego, "Interlude"; 20th Century-Fox
T UMSDEN
HARE,
who was in — Amo Ingraham and Douglas Fowtiled
thi
-^ "Llovds of London"
and "The ley, "On the Avenue"; Frank Con**•- I
the Mohicans"
has been roy, Dudley Digges and Jane Darfor a role in "Parnell," which Laglen
well, "Love
is News";
Victor"Nancy
Mc
and Walter
Connolly,
.hi is directing for M-G-M.
-r e~nt
an]
C paid
off
pioSteele
is
Missing."
▼
T
T
mmon
T
T
T
Fanchon & Marco will audition
Paul Muni, long noted as a star
Alberta Dugan, child screen per- in character rotes, has been borformer, for a personal appearance
rowed from Warners by RKO Radio
tour.
T
T
T
to
appear
"Escadrille," a picturization
of inJoseph
Kessel's French
Gene Autry has left on a three- novel, "Equipage."
He will co-star
months
personal appearance
tour in the film with Miriam
Hopkins.
}>m: through
the southwest
that will
fSi cany him through a total of 33
The script of "High, Wide and
cities. First appearance of the Rebear 5!i per
public singing cowboy film star will Handsome," written by Virginia Van
lie at any
Upp, Paramount scenarist, for the
be at El Paso's Plaza Theater to- Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. production
morrow.
i;ng the
treated,
starring Irene Dunne, has been accepted by the dramatic class of
created premmon
stock
Highlights of the day's news: 20th
Century - Fox has acquired film Washington University, St. Louis,
.imount
of claim
scenario.
i lie preferred
will pay
D. Edmonds' Mo., as a model
< ich share
and
is rights io Walter
▼
T
T
'Drums Along the Mohawk" and
-hares of common.
the author will adapt. . . Same studio
Determined to direct an American
k will receive
'A
■x common
for each share of old also has purchased Walter Hackett's
musical and demonstrate to Holly"The Fugitives", and Gene Fowler
wood executives his aptitude in this
preferred and common stock have
the
,
will
adapt.
.
.
And
the
same
studio
i.-te each.
,
medium, E. A. Dupont, Paramount
has
signed
Borrah
Minnevitch
to
a
shares of
sOO.000
receive
director, has purchased the Viennese
Rockefellers
The
k in settlement of all their claims , long-term pact. . . Pandro S. Berman
c entered into an agreement covering
.
n ,„.<.!, aepH
PJr\ GU.
Wndphnii<5p'<
5S musical yarn, "Marie of the Circus,"
WOOenOUSe
purtnasea
nas
Music
the
._i
_r Hall— __ and
•«
D kCenter
II
in
"A
I lo
n% cat
i*»
I lief HflC'C
'
oc?
o
ot •» w* _
of
by Lejos Morajei. With Nick Bar..Deration
in
A
Damsel
in
Distress"
as
a
star
Theaters, and the rental of space to RKO
rows he will now work out a screen
the RKO
Bldg.
.
ring vehicle for Fred Astaire; the treatment
of the piece and then apGershwins
will
do
the
score
and
Kockethat the
provides
agreement
This
the
the space
proach Paramount with a proposifellers shall lease to RKO
George
Stevens
will
direct.
tor
it.
Bldg.,
tion which will allow him to direct
company now occupies in the RKO

$2 per
a period of 12 years at a rental ofadditional
souarc foot with the right to lease
current
the
at
floor
18th
the
below
space
Also that the Rockefellers and
market price.
for operation
an agreement
.-hall make
KKO
I all and Center Theater for a
of a commitunder direction
four of whom
no less than
tee of seven,
and
rs
Rockefelle
the
by
1 be selected
RKO will receive an annual
three by KKO.
fee for consultant and advisory ser$25,000
. chargeable as operating expenses.
■ r the
operating
expenses
are
paid,
Rockefeller Center will receive the first $700Hall.
of the Music
000 of surplus earnings
:c next $100,000 of earnings, Rockefeller
and RKO
three-quarters
will receive
Center
The remaining surplus earnings
one-quarter.
Rockefeller
between
equally
will be divided
If after paying operating
Center and RKO.
the Music Hall, the surplus earnof
expenses
ings are le-s than $700,000 in any year, the
up to Rockefeller
will be made
denciency
above
earnings
surplus
out of any
Center,
$60,000 of the Center Theater for that year.
Centhe
of
expenses
After paying operating
will receive
Center,
ter Theater, Rockefeller
earnings.
surplus
of
$60,000
first
the
annually
earnings.
of surplus
$100,000
the next
Of
will receive three-quarters
Center
Rockefeller
and RKO one-quarter.
The remaining surplus
earnings
will
be
divided
equally
between
Rockefeller Center and RKO.
If after payTheater.
ing operating expenses of the Center
the surplus earnings shall be less than $60,000
in any
year, such
deficiency
not exceeding
$60,000, shall be made up to Rockefeller Center out of any surplus earnings of the Music
Hall in excess of $700,000 for that year.
If a picture policy or a combination picture and stage show policy shall be put in
effect in the Center Theater, all surplus earnings of the Center above $60,000 is to be divided equally between the Rockefellers and
RKO, and if RKO takes over complete operation of the Center in connection with any
such policies, RKO's compensation will be
increased to a figure to lie mutually determined.
RKO will receive earnings of the Mu^ir
Hall in excess of $910,000 for the year 1937
if before Jan. 1, 1938, the market price of
RKO stock for a 10-day period is $18.30
i «hare.
The
Rockefellers
are given rights to terminate the agreements in the event of bankruptcy
or receivership
under
certain conditions.
Cash
on hand
of RKO
and
subsidiaries

(.Continued from Page

1)

legislatures will have adjourned for
the year.
In the Ohio case, the defense has
been given until Jan. 31 to take rebuttal testimony. After that date
the plaintiff, RKO, will have 15 days
in which to file briefs and then
defense will have until Mar. 1 the
to
file supplemental briefs. Pending
determination of the issue, the law
is being held in abeyance.

Sterling Pictures Corp.
Files Albany Statement

Albany — Sterling Pictures Corporation, chartered under Delaware
laws, with W. Ray Johnston as president and New York City offices at
1270 Sixth Avenue, has filed a certificate of statement and designation in the office of the Secretary of
State to enable it to do business
in New York State. Fitelson &
Mayers are attorneys for the corporation. Certificate shows capital is
25,000 shares of preferred stock with
$10 par value and 10,000 shares of
common stock with $1 per value.
Stadium Theaters Corp., chartered
under Delaware laws, also has filed
a certificate of statement and designation in the office of the Secretary
T
T
T
of State to enable it to do business
Casting assignments: Columbia —
T
T
T
in this state. J. Henry Walters is
Lee Shumway, Ralph Byrd and Edattorney for the theatrical holding
June
Lang's
engagement
to
Vicdie Hart, "A Slug for Cleopatra";
corporation which has $100,000 capnounced.
tor
Orsatti,
actor's
agent,
is
anWallis Clark and Charles Arnt, "I
ital, and of which Leslie E. ThompPromise to Pay"; Carmen Samanison is president.
Duplico Film Corporation, New
the common stock to be issued to Atlas
amounting to $6,558,276 will be retained by
Corp. or to provide the $1,600,000 in new cash.
York City has changed its corporate
the companies for operating and capital reOf the $11,000,000 of 6 per cent cumulative
name to Duplistat Corporation.
quirements. To provide RKO with $1,600,convertible preferred stock at $100 par value
000 in additional cash, additional shares of
Jacob
Schild, 300 Madison Avenue,
is
attorney.
will be outstanding.
common stock will be offered for sale to $6,000,000

holders of unsecured allowed claims and common stockholders at price to be fixed by Atlas
Corp. and the court. Atlas Corp. will underwrite the issue at terms approved by the
court.
Regarding management the plan states that
RKO will have a board of not less than nine
directors and that the first board will hold
office for two years.
For the purpose of simplifying the RKO
corporate structure and as a step in consummation of the plan, RKO Pathe Pictures,
Inc., RKO Pathe Distributing Corp., RKO
Pathe Export Corp., RKO
Pathe Studios
Corp., Ltd., RKO Distributing Corp., RKO
Studios, Inc., and RKO Export Corporation
will be merged into RKO Radio Pictures,
Inc. It is contemplated that this merger
will become effective prior to confirmation of
the plan.
The plan provides that non-assignable option
warrants may be issued to executives and employes of RKO at prices to be stated, but
that the aggregate amount of shares purchasable under these warrants shall not exceed
10 per cent of the outstanding common stock.
Any warrants issued prior to consummation
of the plan must specify $10 as the price
per share.
The certificate of incorporation will provide
that the board of directors shall have power
to create and issue rights or options to buy
capital stock of the company without vote
of the stockholders, according to tin- plan.
The plan authorizes issuance of SIX.om
of S'A per cent sinking
fund
convertibli
.!
bentures of which $12,718,500 will be outstand
intr on i
ummal ion oi tin- plan.
Sim
4,000,000
shares
of common
stock are
issued of which
2,163,148
shares
will be outstanding. The total figure doe- not i

Consolidated balance sheet as of Sept. 26,
1936, shows total assets of $66,052,329. Balance sheet as of Sept. 26, 1936, and after
consummation of the plan, shows total assetof $66,852,329. On the liability side on
this balance sheet capital surplus is put at
$13,365,908 and 2,163,148 shares of common
stock are carried at $1 each.

Electrical Workers Win
Jurisdictional Argument

St. Louis, Mo. — The jurisdictional dispute between the Electrical
RKO Unsecured Creditors
Workers' Local Union No. 1 and the
Critical of Treatment International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes and Motion Picture
Machine Operators of the United
Carlos Israels, of White & Case, States and Canada, also known as
representing unsecured creditors, the Theatrical Brotherhood, has been
including Karl Hoblitzelle, with settled out of court in favor of the
claims approximating $1,500,000
former, and the injunction suit filed
against RKO, said yesterday that he by the management of the St. Louis
would oppose the treatment given and Missouri theaters to restrain the
unsecured creditors under the RKO members of the Electrical Workers
reorganization plan.
picketing the two houses will
Israels was granted leave to in- from
be dismissed when called up again
tervene in the RKO reorganization in the Circuit Court on Dec. 10.
on behalf of the unsecured creditors
by Federal Judge Bondy yesterday.

Harris Co. Takes Palace

Buys
Lady"
W. Ray"Tintype
Johnston of
has a purchased
Kathleen Shepard's novel "Tintype
of a Lady" for the initial program
of
his new Sterling Pictures Corporation.

Pittsburgh — The Harris Amusement Company is adding the Palace
Theater Thanksgiving Day as a firstrun house. Part of the 20th Century-Fox and Columbia product will
be shown there. Johnny Morin will
continue as Palace manager.
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Rockefellers to Get 20 Per Cent Voting Interest in RKO

NICK SCHENCK, (OTHER .AND BLUMENTHAL CONFER
Wilcox Advances
Thanksgiving
. . . Some Reasons for It.
===== By CHESTER B. BAHN
=
n in
THIS editorial is eloquently writte
terms of headlines from The Film Daily
for a scant two months' period:
"RKO and Para. Subsidiaries to Pay Out
Profits"— Oct. 1.
"Reade Co. to Build 100 Theaters in 5
Years"— Oct. 2.
"Foreign-Policy Houses Increasing in
U. S."— Oct. 3.
"'Ziegfeld' and 'Hussy' Hold Over in
90% of spots"— Oct. 3.
"Expenditures for Prints in 1936-37 Will
Set Record"— Oct. 5.
"Universal to Increase Schedule by 10
to 52"— Oct. 6.
28 Pictures"—
Oct."U. 1.A. Plans to Release

"Higher Admission Tax Receipts Reflect
B.O. Gains"— Oct. 9.
"Rising Film Attendance Swells Majors
Nets"— Oct. 10.
"Theater Building Forges Ahead in South
and West"— Oct. 13.
to
"Studio Expansion Program Estimated
Cent.-Fox Million Yearly —
20th
Save
Oct. 13.
Any
"Exchanges Fire Loss Lowest for
14.
Oct.
ry"—
Indust
American
Extend
"RCA, Erpi and German Firms
Patent Pool Pact"— Oct. 16.
Davis
"Warner Bros. Victorious in Bette
Injunction Suit."— Oct. 20.
Building in U. S. Shows
House
nriLM
• Marked
Activity"— Oct. 21.
of 20
Plan Minimum
"U. S. Producers
Color Features"— Oct. 24
"K-A-0 Net Profit for Third Quarter Hits
^"S'^-Fof'Looking
to $7,500,000
Profit"— Oct. 26.
Set by R-K-O
Activity Mark
"Studio
.
Films"— Oct. 28.
Soars
Advertising Volume
Movie
"1936

Upward"— Oct. 30.
"Agreement Reached
hibs. on Music"— Oct.
"B. O. Gains Up to
troit Film Theaters"—

With Canadian tx31.
25 Per Cent in DeNov. 4.

{Continued on Page 2)

Sets

GB as English Film Outlet in U. S.

Example
With
for Distribution
5 Features

of

Pact

Convinced that a friendly American market offered most favorable
opportunities and prepared to advocate that Gaumont British be utilized as the American distributing
medium for "any worth while English pictures," Herbert Wilcox, executive producer of British Premier
Productions and head of the recently
(Continued

on Page

4

U. S. "Hollywood"

Envisioned

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM >DAILY
Washington — Uncle Sam — or at least
some of his nephews in governmental
service — are envisioning the establishment of a "Little Hollywood" here for
centralized production and distribution
of educational and departmental films.
Projected central bureau would be
manned by Hollywood-trained technicians, etc. Senator Byrd, whose committee has engaged the Brookings Institute to survey U. S. film activities,
is understood to already have a complete plan for the consolidation of all
Government motion picture activity.

Ostrer and Blumenthal Leave
Today for Kent, Joe
Schenck Talks

President Nicholas M. Schenck of
Loew's, Isidore Ostrer, chairman of
the Gaumont British directorate and
A. C. Blumenthal are understood to
have conferred yesterday afternoon
at the Loew home office on matters
pertaining to the future setup of the
English company. Blumenthal is reported to have been an important
factor in (Continued
arranging
the deal under
on Page 4)

N. J. ALLIED TO JOIN GEHRING HEADS NEW MILLIKEN-JONES TALK
IN SALES TAX BATTLE 20TH CENT.-FOX DIV. SEEN PARLEY PRELIM.
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
John D. Clark, general manager
will fight to prevent levying of the of distribution of 20th Century-Fox,
New York City sales tax against
announced the appointits member theaters when the ap- yesterday
ment of William C. Gehring as mandeDivision
peal from the Appellate
Central Diager ofvisiona ofnewly-created
the sales force. Other
cision is argued in the Court of Appeals at Albany in January, a changes and promotions, reflecting
Neither the company's policy of promotion
yesterday.
stated on
spokesman(Continued
Page 4)
(Continued on Page 9)

34 Warner Bros. Theaters
Have Installed RCA Sound
To date 34 installations of RCA
High Fidelity equipment have been
made for Warners since the first
trial installation in the Philadelphia
Stanley, a few months ago.
Included (Continued
are contracts
just anon Page 4)

British National to do
10 Pix for Next Season

Sullivan Jones, assistant coordinator associated with Major George
Berry in the National Council for
Industrial Progress, is expected to
confer with Gov. Carl Milliken of
the Hays association immediately
on Page 9)
concerning(Continued
the organization's
send-

Pettijohn Leaves Hospital
For Rye Residence Today

Charles C. Pettijohn is scheduled
to return to his home at Rye, N. Y.,
British National of America, Inc., today after a stop at Mt. Sinai Hospital due to a gall bladder trouble.
newly-organized film company, plans
His condition is greatly improved
next
for
pictures
production of 10
no operation will be necessary,
season for major release, it was and
it was said yesterday.
said yesterday by Harold Berg, vice
(Continued on Page 4)

RKO Reorganization Plan Would Give
Rockefellers 20 P. C. Voting Interest
Under RKO's new capital setup
as outlined in the reorganization
plan for the company, the Rockefellers with their 500,000 shares of
General Pictures Corp. yesterday common stock will have more than
sold a five-year franchise for its a 20 per cent voting interest in RKO.
product in the Greater New York The plan provides for issuance of 2,163,148 shares of common stock, interritory (Continued
to Melvinon Hirsch,
Page 9) who op-

General Pictures Sells
Hirsch N. Y. Franchise

(Continued

on Page

9)

It's a bird of a break for Newu"York
ving Eve "Men
Thanksgi
picture
patrons that this is not only
Thanksgiving Eve but a night when
Broadway spreads a feast of nearly all
new films ... and theaters stay open
until the wee sma' hours with midnight
shows. Menu includes: Capitol, "Tarzan Escapes" (12:23); Criterion, "White
Hunter" (1:35); Loew's State, "Libeled
Lady" (1:00); Paramount, "Go West,
Young Man" (1:17); Palace, "Ladies
In Love" (12:15); Rialto, "A Mad
Holiday" (1:50); Rivoli, "Come And
Get It" (12:23); Roxy, "Reunion"
Men
Strand,
12:04);
(preview,
On
A Horse"
(12:40)
. ."Three
. and the
premiere of "Lloyds of London"
Astor Theater
(8:30).

at the
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ALICOATE

LOU DIAMOND, head of Paramount's short
subject department, will arrive in Hollywood
from New York, on Dec. 10.

10 Cents

FRANCIS LEDERER. next to make "Chopin"
for Columbia, and MARGO. who has just
completed work in "Lost Horizon" for Columbia
arrive here this morning
from the Coast.
BUDDY
DeSYLVA,
recently
signed by R. H
Cochrane,
President
of the New
Universal to
aHollywood
long
term
producing
contract,
tomorrow
from New
York. arrives in
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MRS. EDDIE CANTOR
at the Warwick.

LEE GOLDBERG, of Big Features, has returned to Cincinnati
from New
York City.
MAURICE CHASE, of Cincinnati, B. F. special
sales representative, is visiting his daughter
here.
BOBBY
BREEN,
who
has
just
completed
Rainbow
on the River," is en route to New
York from San Francisco.
He is accompanied
by his sister, SALLY
BREEN.
WILLIAM P. FARNSWORTH, formerly deputy
administrator in charge of tbe motion picture
code, returns to Washington today from New
York.

Wir*W*W4W4aP!W
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NEW

YORK

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc
Columbia
Piers, pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. .
East
Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loews.
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.
Paramount 2nd pfd.
Pafhe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW
YORK
Keith
A-0
6s46
Loew 6s 41ww
Par. B'way
3s55 . ...
Para. Picts
6s55
RKO 6s41 fl pd.
Warner's

6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Grand Nat'l Films
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
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MARKET
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27'.,
3758
434
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263,
3634
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16' 2
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1934
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by Arizona's Sen. H. F. Ashurst (inset, 2nd from

stop of Warners'
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. . . Some Reasons for It.
(Continued from Page 1)

"20th Century-Fox Nets $4,451,851 in 39
weeks" — Nov. 6.

"EIGHT
Film Securities
■™ on Board" — Nov. 17.

at

New

Highs

"Columbia Turns in $129,258 Profit for
Third Quarter" — Nov. 17.
"Sees Local Boards Solving Major Film
Issues" — Nov. 18.
"Universal Due for Record Sales Year,
Says Grainger" — Nov. 19.
"Sears Reveals Warners' $3,000,000 Production Boost" — Nov. 19.
20."Texan Grosses Up 10 Per Cent" — Nov.

"Expect Para. Fourth Quarter Gains to
fop That of Third*'— Nov. 21.
"Gulf States Grosses Advance 10 to 30
Per Cent"— Nov. 21.
" 'Romeo' Three Days Tops Full Week
of 'Ziegfeld' " — Nov. 23.
'36"— Nov. 23.
"$3,177,312 Warner Operating Profit for
25

Margaret
Livingston
Lincoln Quarberg
Vera Reynolds
Louis D. Lighton

of political

right) greets 10th

NEXT!— (Advt.)

"Gold Diggers" at Philly;
Reach New York on Friday

Thanksgiving

"AMPA Unanimously Decides to Continue"— Nov. 20.

NOVEMBER

as huge committee

GEORGE W. WEEKS
Chicago.
from
today

is due back in New

—Nov.
24.
"$1,446,922
Profit for RKO in 39 Weeks"

"Loew's Net Profit for 1936 Soars to
$11,076,822"— Nov. 24.
"Submit RKO Reorganization Plan; Hearing, Dec. 23" — Nov. 24.
Yes, the industry of which YOU are
a part well may give thanks tomorrow.

Philadelphia — Fresh from their
royal reception in Washington, the
Warner Bros. "Gold Diggers" plane
lands this morning at the Camden
Airport,trance into
prior
to the troupe's
enPhiladelphia.
The Mayor
will greet the arrivals.
Pictures of the group will be
taken at the University of Pennsylvania's Mask and Wig Club, and the
troupe will then lunch at the Shrine
Club after which the girls will aid
in the city's Red Cross Drive.
Tomorrow morning the troupe
leaves for Providence for a brief
reception before proceeding to Boston, their next stop.
New York follows on Friday, the
plane being due at the Newark airport at 10:30 a. m. New York headquarters will be at the Warwick. On
Sunday, H. M. Warner will be host
to the party at his Mount Vernon
day.
estate. The return trip starts Mon-

Rodgers Dinner Purse
Presented to Charities
The sum of $2,500 derived from
a testimonial dinner tendered William F. Rodgers, M-G-M general
sales manager, at the Waldorf-Astoria on Sept. 25, last has been presented to four charities in memory
of Felix F. Feist. Total of $200
has been given to The Film Daily
relief fund, $200 to the Motion Picture Charity Fund, $200 to the Motion Picture Salesmen's Charity
Fund and $1,900 to the Hospital for
Joint Diseases. The last donation
will be used for an endowed bed.

York

SULLIVAN JONES, assistant coordinator for
the National Council for Industrial Progress
is in New York from Washington.
LYLE BROOKOVER, publicity director for the
National Council for Industrial Progress, arrives in New York today from Washington.
WILL H. HAYS is due back in New
from Europe Dec. 9 or 10.

155
+13
19V4 + 1%
8i/2 +
%

70
101
116

STANDARD

PHILADELPHIA

"English Films to Set New U. S. Playing Time Record" — Nov. 10.
"Projectionist 'Peace Treaty' Affects 220
73/4
81/4 —
3/4
3634 3738 + ll/g Theaters" — Nov. 12.
45 34 46i/8 + %
"1936 Pittsburgh Film Theater Business
105 105
1638 171/4 + 1
Up 30 Per Cent"— Nov. 14.
"Chicago Theater Grosses Climb 20 Per
Cent Over 1935"— Nov. 16.
MARKET
"GN to Finish 13 and Release 11 by
99%
99% + 1
1003,101
Jan. 1"— Nov. 17.
17%
8%

BOND
99%
101
7034
70
101
10038
116
107%
98%
CURB
41
3%
2%
23%
4%

Net
Chg.

Close

has joined Mr. Cantor

JOHN GREGG PAINE
Monday from New York.
ARTHUR

LUBIN

York

goes to Washington

is in New

York from the

coast.
DAVID RUBINOFF returns today from Washington where he demonstrated his collapsible
violin
in connection with the patent celebration.
WESLEY RUGGLES, Paramount director, is
en route to Lake Placid, to map out a sequence for his next picture, "I Met Him In
Paris," starring
Claudette
Colbert.
RICK RICKETSON leaves New York immediately for Denver.
ton.HERMAN RIFKIN is in New York from BosJACK NELSON, "Bank Night"
Washington,
is in New York.
NEIL F. AGNEW and JOE UNGER
New
York today from Boston.

sponsor in
return to

JAMES CAGNEY, completing "Great Guy"
next Tuesday, is exepcted East for a rest at
his new Martha's Vineyard (Mass.) home.
NEDDA HARRIGAN, screen player, has returned to the coast following visit to New
York.
CLAIRE LUCE, ZASU PITTS and KAY FRANCIS, screen players; ANNA NEAGLE, British
film actress; HERBERT WILCOX, English producer; DELMAR DAVES, writer; JIMMIE CAMPBELL, head of Gaumont-British music staff,
and MRS. CAMPBELL, known on English stage
as Betty Balfour; CLYDE HAGER, comedian, who
recently appeared in Eddie Cantor feature
"Strike Me Pink"; ANDRE MAUROIS, French
novelist, and MRS. MAUROIS; COUNTESS
MARTHE DE FELS, French writer and lecturer;
ALBERT LEWIN, Paramount producer; JEAN DE
CAVAIGNAC, French film producer; and HARRY
FOSTER and SIGMUND GESTETNER, London
impresarios, sail today for Europe on the Normandie.
GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB general sales manager, returns today from a trip to Chicago.

"Come And Get It" in 3rd
Samuel Goldwyn's "Come And
Get It", enters its third week at
the Rivoli Theater today. Alexander Korda's "Rembrandt" eventually will follow.

N0W «, »»* »""

™e DIONNE
QUINTUPLETS
REUNION

and the year's most important cast in

with

JEAN HERSHOLT
ROCHEUE HUDSON • HELEN VINSON • SLIM SUMMERVILLE
ROBERT KENT • john qualen • dorothy Peterson • alan
DINEHART
LOVE

• J. EDWARD

• TOM

MOORE

BROMBERG
•

GEORGE

• SARA HADEN
ERNEST

•

• MONTAGU

ESTHER RALSTON

Scenes of the Dionne Quintuplets photographed under
the Technical Supervision of Dr. Allan R. Dafoe

Directed by Norman

Taurog

Screen play by Sam Hellman, Gladys Lehman
Sonya Levien. Based on a story by Bruce Gould
Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge of Production

YOURS
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

FOR HOLD-OVERS

ST0BV

THE
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NIGKSGHENCK.OSTRER,
BLUMENTHAL CONFER

WILCOX URGES GB AS
ENGLISH FILM OUTLET

(Continued

berl

\\ ilcox

■

.i-

eptive
be had
from
no

BritAmerican
been enless than

Tht
peli

also expressed
himill the progress
made
i oi tin- New Universal."
with Charles R. Rogers,
he said arrangements bad been made for cooperation on stories, consultation upon English and American slants of certain picture
material and the exchange of technicians and
talent.
Negotiations. Wilcox revealed, were proceedr the joint production
of two pictures.
.1 Universal
subject, would
he made
in
England; the other. English subject, in Hollywood. The deal contemplates joint financing.
it was added.
Wilcux proposes to maintain the separate
identity of his pictures on this side, and will
establish nationwide advertising and publicity.

N. J. Allied to Join in
Fight on N. Y. C. Levies
{Continued from Page 1)

the city of New York nor United
Artists are satisfied with the lower
court ruling. The former objects to
exemption of theaters in the metropolitan area but outside of the city
proper while the distributors oppose
the tax generally.

34 Warner Bros. Theaters
Have Installed RCA Sound
(.Continued from Page

1)

nounced by Edwin M. Hartley, RCA
Photophone sales head, for High
Fidelity sound installations in the
Colonial, Atlantic City; the Stanley,
Jersey City; the Liberty, New Kensington, Pa.; and the Astor, Reading, Pa.

British National to do
10 Pix for Next Season
(.Continued from Page

1)

president in charge of production.
Already two distribution offers have
been received, Berg declared.
The company may produce both
east and west, but has made no deMeanwhile the work of
building
>ng. up an organization is pro-

1)

• • • THE LADS are getting plenty of favorable reaction
on their tuneful efforts meaning the numbers written by
Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell for 20th Century-Fox's "Pignumber
in particular has
caughtskinonParade"
big
, . . .that "Balboa"

Pittsburgh — Dr. C. E. Herman,
Carnegie, was re-elected chairman
of the board of directors of the
MPTO of W. Pa.

▼

T

T

• • • AUDIENCE TESTED in 14 key cities before being
edited thai is the radical departure inaugurated by Samuel
J. Briskin for "The Plough and the Stars" for Mister
Briskin feels that these sneak previews around Hollywood are
more or less the bunk with Hollywood audiences so picture-wise
that a producer can't get a reaction that means anything

T

istlc."
I (he m»

Page

•
•
• WHAT WAS started by Joe Weil as an exploitation
stunt for Universal's
"Flying Hostess"
(that ballyhoo
premiere showing of the film in a TWA transport plane 8,000
feet above New York)
actually resulted in solving some
important technical and physical problems in connection with
picture showings in giant skyliners Joe and Harry Ormiston, his right-hand showmen, achieved the entire showing of the
full length sound picture without a hitch demonstrating the
feasibility of regular showings on transcontinental flights in the
near future William Hotine, technician for Films, Inc.,
projected the picture, using a 16 mm. sound print
the Edison Company prepared special nickel-iron-alkaline storage batteries placed in the rear baggage compartment

Pic; to-

N rmandie.
SimulUu
came
nouncement by Arthtu
vice
: genera] manage]
Gaumont
British Productions, that
GB will distribute - five
i:i theof U.Wilcox's
S. The

from

which Loew's and 20th Century-Fox
sought to acquire substantial interest in GB.
No statements were issued after
the reported meeting, which ran into late afternoon.
Ostrer and Blumenthal leave New
York today for the coast to confer
with Sidney R. Kent and Joseph M.
Schenck, respectively, president and
chairman of the board of 20th Century-Fox.
In a statement issued in Hollywood yesterday, Joseph M. Schenck
said "When Ostrer arrives here, both
Kent and I will cooperate with him
in every way whatever regarding
the purpose of his visit. We will
not, however, be interested in selling our holdings in Gaumont British
to Maxwell or anyone else."
Nicholas M. Schenck on the previous day had reiterated to The
Film Daily that he regarded the arrangement made between the Ostrer
brothers, his own company and 20th
Century-Fox as an actual deal. Joseph Schenck, on several occasions,
has stated that his company would
take steps to bring about materialization of its deal to buy the Ostrer
control of Metropolis and Bradford
Trust Co., which controls GB.
Maurice Ostrer, brother of Isidore
and a member of the GB board, sails
from England today for New York
on the Queen Mary, presumably in
connection with the current situation.

T

T

• •
• THE PLAN arranged by the RKO production chief
is simple
Cliff Reid and Robert Sisk, co-producers of the
film. . will act as Briskin's representatives in obtaining public suggestions for the final editing
they are taking unedited prints into key spots from coast to coast
in each
city the picture will be "sneak previewed" in a major theater
preview cards will be supplied the audience and they will
be asked to suggest and criticize to the limit
and when
the last batch of these cards is before him, Mister Briskin is
sure he will have felt the pulse of the nation on an important
production before it is released

• • • THAT WAS a sporting gesture on the part of
"Woody" Van Dyke for unstintingly giving credit to Clarence
Brown for what he did for "Love On the Run"
no one outside Hollywood would ever have known of Brown's contrib,
since he declined to take any credit on the screen ... • Alec
Moss of Paramount had to find out that he had a birthday yesterday by reading the birthday box in the li'l ole paper
so he invited all the boys to step over after office hours to the
Astor Bar
sorry we couldn't let all his pals know in time,
so they could have blocked traffic in front of the hotel and used
up Alec's bankroll
a pretty thot, what?
•
•
• A NEW audience reaction on the airwaves
when Charles Laughton's speech concerning "every-woman-inone-woman" from his role in "Rembrandt" went out over the
Magic Key short wave hour
there were over 400 requests
received for copies of the speech itself
and that gave the
U. A. pub dep't a tip-off
are printing thousands of
leaflets containing the speech soto they
anticipate the demand at tht»
theater showings ... • Larry Beatus, the Loew district manager, leaves today for a Hollywood vacation, along with John
Murphy, assistant to Joseph R. Vogel ... • Sidney Samuelson's moustache has scored four consecutive weeks and appears
to be a smash hit . . . • Eddie Klein has been parking on the
transatlantic phone to London for three days, and if he doesn't
land the Big Deal he will be in hock over the Holidays

Dr. Herman Re-elected

«

DATE BOOK

Today:
Nov.

«

«

»

»

»

Chicago
Publ;cists Association annual Amusement
ball, Hotel Sherman.

27:
Statler,

Bufalo
Variety
Buffalo.

Club

Ball,

Hotel

Nov. 27:
Buffalo Variety Club's ball.
Dec. 1: F. B. I. Film Group dinner for Will
Hays, London,
England.
Dec. 1-2: State convention of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio, Deshler
Hotel,
Columbus.
Dec. 7-8: M.P.T.O. of North and South
Carolina, annual convention, Charlotte
Hotel, Charlotte,
N. C.
Dec. 11: MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois, annual meeting, Hotel
Coronado, St. Louis.
Dec. 11: Cleveland
banquet,
at the

Variety Club's
Mayfair
Casino.

annual

Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Dec. 14-15:
Biltmore

Oklahoma MPTO
convention,
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.

Dec. 3: Industry dinner dance honoring
Adolph Zukor,
the Trocadero, Los Angeles.
Jan. 9: Stagehands Union ball, Hotel Taft,
New

«

»

Haven.

Feb. 3: Motion Picture Research Council's
benefit performance of Ballet Russe, Oakland, Cal.

20tb's BIG, NEW

•SHOW!

Mm

A DRAMA

WITH MUSIC I

SHIF
Yt l

HIP* 'w**&&

NT DATES!

Iinary
most
it
when
it smartly

powerf
brings j

ightily!
a hold- over I

P.

BARBARA

STANWYCK

with HELEN
WESTLEY
• BUDDY
EBSEN
WALTER
BRENNAN
• WALTER
CATLETT
ANTHONY
MARTIN
• KATHERINE
DE MILLE
THE HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
Directed by John Cromwell
Associate
Harry

Producer

Hamilton.

and

Music

Screen
and

Play Nunnally

Lyrics

by Jimmy

Johnson.
McHugh

Based
and

on a novel

Harold

by

Anderson.
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GET 20 PER GENT
RKO VOTING INTEREST
{Continued from Page

1)

eluding the 500,000 shares allotted
to the Rockefellers, and 160,000
shares of preferred stock. Both
classes of stock have one vote each.
By simple calculation, the Rockefellers would thus have more than 20
per cent control of the company.
The RKO plan was presented to
the court by Atlas Corp. and associated interests representing 25 per
cent of the debentures and 10 per
cent of all classes of stock.
It was learned yesterday that the
regular RKO stockholders' committee, which controls 15 per cent of
the stock and for which Sullivan &
Cromwell is counsel, has not yet
given its approval to the plan.
RKO 6s41 full paid certificates
rose 13 V2 points yesterday to a new
high for the year of 116 points.

MILLIKEN-JONES TALK
SEEN PARLEY PRELIM.

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

German Film Courses
Berlin — For the first time this
year many German universities are
including in their courses of instruction matters pertaining to motion
pictures. Questions concerning the
films are discussed in lectures on
current affairs, the theater, national
economy, music, and the history of
art. Universities which plan to give
instruction on film matters during
the current collegiate year include
Munich, Heidelberg, Cologne, Leipzig, Freiburg and Hamburg. The
purpose of the courses is to give a
general acquaintance with film art
and technique, rather than to attempt to develop artists, producers
and technicians.

♦

♦

less than for the same months of
the preceding year. Imports from
America for the nine months were
22, from Austria 11, France six,
Czechoslovakia two (in German),
and one each from Holland, Poland,
Italy and England. German pictures for the same period amounted
to 80.

Austrian Censor Setup
Vienna — The centralization of the
censorship for Austria is now in
operation. A committee representing nine federated states will pass
upon all imported productions.

Chilly on Dixey Scheme

London — London and Sussex exhibitors have shown themselves
N. Z. Gov't Films
lukewarm,
even chilly, towards CapWellington, N. Z.— The Governtain Dixey's co-operative producment
of
New
Zealand
is
proceeding
General Pictures Sells
tion scheme, Independent Exhibiwith its plans to produce scenic and
tors' Distribution Company. Other
Hirsch N. Y. Franchise industrial films for exhibition in territories,
have embraced
foreign countries. Advance orders the scheme however,
and nominations of exfor
these
films
are
reported
to
have
(.Continued from Page 1)
hibitors to the board of directors
by the Imperial Inerates the Syndicate Exchange but been submitted
stitute in London for distribution to have been made in many sections
of the United Kingdom.
will handle the General output indeschools, technical and sopendently of that association, it was colleges,
cial institutions in Great Britain. It
made known by Mack D. Weinberger,
is anticipated that industrial films
general sales manager. The fran- for advertising New Zealand pro- "Forever and Ever" to Start
chise will provide Hirsch with 6
London — Production of "Forever
duce and manufactures will be propictures this season and 26 features
duced for exhibition abroad. It is and Ever," Criterion production
starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
and 8 all-color musicals during 1936reported that a large American dis- begins Nov. 23. Valerie Hobson and
37.
tribution company has placed an advance order for a number of these Alan Hale head a strong supporting
"Three Legionnaires," first of the
General output, is being whipped films for exhibition in Far Eastern cast. Script is by Hollywood's John
into shape, according to word from countries.
Meehan, Raoul
from Walsh
Gordonis McDonnell's
novel.
directing.
Robert E. Welsh, production head.
General plans to set up a number "U" Talent Scout in London
of its own exchanges in addition to
London — Baroness Else Von Koe- Latin Amer. Films Preferred
granting franchises in some places.
Lima, Peru — Motion pictures prozian, European editorial representaduced in Latin-American and Eurotive for Universal Pictures, has arpean countries are gaining prestige
rived here to establish permanent
Schlesinger Drops Deal
headquarters, although the Contin- in Peru at the expense of American
be visited. She will receive films. Last year American films acfor New Novelty Series playsent will
and books, interview stage and
counted for 90 per cent of the motion pictures exhibited in Peru, a
screen talent for possible assignWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ments with Universal.
proportion which has declined to
Hollywood — The deal whereby
approximately 80 per cent at the
present time. The decline in the
Leon Schlesinger was to have proOpen
Air
Cinema
for
200,000
for
shorts
duced a series of novelty
popularity of American-made films
Brunswick, Ger. — An open air mo- is due to the fact that most PeruvM-G-M has been dropped. Schlesians prefer pictures having Spanish
tion picture theater capable of seatinger will concentrate on his "Merpersons, is being built dialogue. American producers, howTunes" here.ing 200,000
"Looney
and
Melodies"
rie
The
screen
will
be
36
feet
cartoons.
ever, will undoubtely be able to rehigh and 18 feet wide. Lighting ap- ket. tain the bulk of the Peruvian marparatus powerful enough to ensure
visibility at a distance of 630 feet
will be installed.
Arthur In St. Louis
May Trade Stellar Roles
St. Louis— Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,
London — Negotiations are in
30
Czech
Films
in
1936-37
vice president and general manager
progress
whereby Douglas Fairfor F. & M., is back in town and
Prague — The government has set
while here will confer with Thomas aside a credit of 10,000,000 crowns
banks, Jr., upon completion of "Forever and Ever," may exchange
- to further domestic production of
Dysart, chairman of the Bondhold
with a Hollywood star
ers Protective Committee of the Cen- motion pictures during the 1936-37 temporarily
tral Properties Corp. relative to the season, sufficient to permit of the for a future Criterion production.
Under the contemplated plan, Fairmanagement of the 22 neighborhood production of 30 features.
banks, Jr., would go to Hollywood
and second run houses in the St.
to make a film over a period of
Louis Amusement Company circuit.
about two months, while his next
The F. & M. interests are to take Germany's 9-Month Imports
Berlin — During the first nine starring assignment for Criterion
over the direction of the houses un- months of 1936 the German censors would be filled by one of Hollyder a 10-year management contract
wood's leading actors.
admitted 45 imported pictures, two
soon.

(Continued from Page

1)

ing a film industry delegate to the
conference planned for Dec. 10 and
11 at Washington. Purpose of the
meeting is to take preliminary steps
towards establishing fair trade practices for all industries, plus minihours. mum wages and maximum working
Gov. Milliken is understood to have
written Major Berry that the association's position in the matter will
be determined by Will H. Hays, who
is currently in Europe. Hays is due
back in New York Dec. 9 or 10.
Lyle Brookover, publicity director
for the council, arrives in New York
today from Washington. John Gregg
Paine, head of its management
group, goes to the Capital Monday
for further conferences in connecence. tion with the forthcoming confer-

W. C. Gehring Heads New
20th Cent.-Fox Division
(Continued from Page

1)

from within the ranks also were announced.
Division headed by M. Gehring,
who for the past two years has been
Kent Drive leader, will include the
Twentieth Century-Fox1 offices in Chicago, Minneapolis, Detroit, Milwauand the
kee, Omaha, Indianapolis

Dominion of Canada. Increase in volume
of
the itcompany's
year
made
necessary sales
to setduring
up a the
new past
division.
Clark said.
William Sussman continues as manager of
the Eastern Division, and William J. Kupper
as Western
Division manager.
Succeeding Gehring as Drive Leader will
he
J.
P.
O'Loghlin,
nowup district
manager
Canada. He will take
his duties
immedi-in
ately following a meeting of District Managers in Kansas City next February.
At the same time, Clark announced that
Moe Levy, formerly in charge of the Minneapolis office, will be district manager of the
territory comprising Minneapolis, Omaha and
Des Moines in the Central Division.
The District Managers Convention will be
attended by the home office executive force
and assistants, and by District Managers
Edgar Moss, T. H. Bailey, George A. Roberts, J. P. O'Loghlin. Ward E. Scott, Harry
G. Ballance, Herman Wobber and Moe A.
Levy, in addition to Clyde W. Eckhardt,
Lester
Landis. Sturm, J. H. Lorentz and George
Clark also announced the resignation of R.
A. Higdon, formerly in charge of the Oklahoma office, who will be succeeded by Charles
Clark, now sales manager at New Orleans.

Funds Assured Film Censors
Milwaukee, Wis. — As a result of
protests from club women and city
officials, the proposed elimination of
funds for the motion picture commission by the board of estimates
has been forestalled and the $1,600
requested by the commission for
1937 expenses has been pared to
$1,240.
Craig Heads Chi. Publicists
Chicago — Dennis Craig has been
elected president of the Chicago
Amusement Publicists Association.
Offices and rest rooms have been
taken at the Hotel Sherman.
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A "JUttU" fa*» Uotfywood "Ads
Ux

RALPH

Wll K
HOLLYWOOD
RKO Radio's
oi
THK theme music
1
shortly to be inthe air waves, will be
the first motion picture score ever
to bo contributed to the music world.
Thirty of the nation's
eived a leading
condensed
.ore to be played
m. Andre Kostelanetz,

con<:
Lily Pons' radio orchestra, is expected to be the first
to present the composition.
Among
the other conductors
to introduce
it will be Paul Whiteman,
Victor
Young, Frank Black, Jack Shiikret.
mack.
Meredith
WilRaymond Paige, David Broekman.
Erno
Rapee,
Gustave
Haen!. Ferde Grofe, William
Daly,
rhees,
Al
Goodman
and
Jimmy Dorsey.
Written in four days on 100 piano
pages by Nathaniel Shiikret, RKO
musical " director, the "Winterset"
score requires one hour to play. In
its condensed version, however, it
will run only a little more than
five minutes. Because of the many
requests for permission to introduce
the music. Shiikret wrote the orchestration into a single movement,
subtitled "Echoes of the Metropolis

T

T

T

Moore, popular New "York
Victor
■tage
comedian, has been assigned
iht leading male role in "The Years
\re So Long," Paramount's film
Josephine Lawrence'sn
retaioa of to
go into productio
novel boob
under direction of Leo McCarey. The
leading feminine role will be played
h> Beolah Bondi.

▼

▼

▼

Anita Louise, Warner Bros, featured player, will be the guest of
honor at the home-coming
of the
University of South California football team at Los Angeles on Dec.
■I. This honor was bestowed upon
her at a banquet
of the Women
Alumnae
of the University.
Donald Woods, also a Warner featured

PITTSBURGH
Jimmy Stewart, M-G-M player, is
vacationing at his home in Indiana,
Pa.
Bob Senft of the Barry Theater
moved to the Fulton as assistant
house manager.
Dale McFeatters, Press movie reviewer, lost his father last week.
Pasquale Lancio, Hollywood scenarist and movie villain, is in town
to co-author a biography of Judge
M. A. Musmanno, author of the
Paul Muni picture, "Black Fury."
Billy Mulvihill is leaving for Hollywood Dec. 15. She will be known
on the screen as Evelyn Terry.
The Arcade Theater here is bein^
entirely remodeled. F. E. Hasley
■o remodeling his local Terrace
Theater.
-Mis. Dean Grassmeyer acquired
the Dean Theater in Wilkinsburg.

Selznick's Steiner Made Officer of the French Academy

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
received
rie'lvwood— Max Steiner. Selznick International musical director, yesterdayOfficer of
official notification from the French Government that he had been made an
t
appointmen
The
France.
of
outside
awarded
seldom
the French Academy, a recognition
a tribute to the
was made by the Minister of National Education and Fine Artswasas recently
to
signed
Steiner
music.
modern
on
to
composer for his general contributi
the
a long-term contract by David 0. Selznick, and as his first assignment composed
musical score for "The Garden of Allah."

player, is to be master of ceremonies
at the team's home-coming.

T

▼

T

Bette Davis, Warner Bros, star
who recently returned from a trip
to England, will have the leading
role in "Marked Woman." Humphrey Bogart will play the male
lead and Lloyd Bacon will direct.
The story is by Abem Finkel and
Robert Rosson.

▼

r

r

Governor Herbert H. Lehman,
who has been vacationing in California since his recent election to
a third term as New York chief
executive, was guest of honor at a
luncheon given over the week-end
by Jack L. Warner at the Warner
studios in Burbank, Calif. Other
guests included Mrs. Jack L. Warner, studio executives and a group
of Warner Bros, stars including
Olivia de Havilland, Al Jolson, Ricardo Cortez, Anita Louise and
Glenda Farrell.

T

▼

T

Francis Sayles, Homer Dickerson
and Richard Scott, are the latest additions to "Help Wanted Female,"
the Columbia picture starring Jean
Arthur and George Brent and featuring Lionel Stander, Ruth Donnelly, Reginald Denny and Dorothea
Kent, which is being directed by Alfred E. Green.
!
T
T
T
I
| Gloria Stuart and her husband,
Arthur Sheekman, are both represented at the Los Angeles theaters
currently. Miss Stuart is starring
in "Wanted — Jane Turner," and
Sheekman is one of the authors of
"Pigskin Parade."

PORTLAND,

ORE.

Sol Gerber of Portland was recently appointed M-G-M supervisor
tor Maine.
Tim O'Toole, manager of the Columbia Exchange, Carl Dixizia, RKO
salesman and Al Bevan, M. and P.
buyer, are on a hunting trip in the
Blaine woods, near Woodman.
Film Row Visitors: Smiler Callahan, Columbia; Ernest Warren,
W. B.; Joe Cronin, U. A. and HarrySegal, district sales manager for
Grand National.

Leaves to Take U. S. Post
Buffalo — Jane Halloran, who was
Campi's secretary here under the
now defunct NRA, and lately with
the United Artists office staff, has
resigned to go to a post in the fedton. eral department of labor, Washing-

Burroughs-Tarzan Pictures is expected to complete negotiations with
Gilda Gray to play the female lead
in "Asia Roars" to be produced and
directed by Clyde E. Elliott in Malacca, Malaysia.
v

T

T

Replacing Fred Stone in the star
part, Guy Kibbee has been signed

The December issue of Popular
Science carries a four-page story of
how Fairbanks & Carlisle gather
their material and how they make
their Popular Science shorts, which
Paramount releases.
In "A Doctor's Diary," B. P.
Schulberg is using several new
players. They include John Trent,
who made his screen debut in "John
Meade's Woman"; Helen Burgess,
whose first picture is "The Plainsman," and Ruth Coleman, who is
under contract to Paramount. Ra
Hould, a newcomer from New Zealand, is making his initial American
appearance in the picture.

by RKO Radio to appear in "Once
Jeanie Roberts, after laughing
Over Lightly," which will be directed by Christy Cabanne. Una Merkel
and Lynne Overman have also been and signing her way through pictures for five years, is "keeping
added to the cast. The picture is
scheduled to go into work Dec. 1st. company" with a mortician.
V

T

T

"Super-Sleuth," an original story
by Harry Segall, has been purchased
by S. J. Briskin, vice president in
charge of production at RKO Radio,
as a starring medium for Jack
Oakie. It will be produced by Edward Small.
T

T

T

Buck

Jones, who recently completed "Sandflow," is preparing to
start a new production the first week
in December. The vehicle selected
is "Left-Handed Law," a novel by
Charles M. Martin. Frances Guihan
has been assigned to make the
screenplay and Les Selander will do
the directing.

Jack Oakie's mother, Mrs. Evelyn
Offield, caused a flurry in the Brown
Derby when she released several of
her special pumpkin pies to Manager Bob Cobb and several of his
chosen patrons. The stalwart pie
fanciers included Pat O'Brien, Lionel Stander, Victor McLaglen, James
Cagney and Fred MacMurray.

WESTERN

MASS.

Western Massachusetts Theaters,
Inc., has postponed reopening the
Colonial Theater, Pittsfield, until
spring.
day.
Poli's Theater, Springfield, has
changed its opening day to Thurs-

Ward Bond and Ted Oliver have
been added to the cast of Joe E.
Brown's "When's Your Birthday?"
which David L. Loew is producing.
Harry
Beaumont
is directing.
T

T

▼

Reginald LeBorg is directing "The
Best Years," a two-reel M-G-M subject. Jack Chertok is the producer.
T

T

Lucien Hubbard

T

and Ned

Marin

are producing "Under Cover of
Night," for M-G-M. George B. Seitz
is directing. The cast includes Edmund Lowe, Florence Rice, Henry
Daniel and Dorothy Peterson.
The Washington Times carried a
four-column article, written by Mrs.
Hardie Meakin, and dealing with
her trip to Hollywood. Her hosts
while here include Bob Sisk, Frank
Whitbeck and Het Manheim. Mrs.
Meakin's husband is manager of the
RKO-Keith's, Washington, and a
former newspaperman.

CLEVELAND
Al Shuman has temporarily interrupted the foreign film policy at the
Penn Square Theater to play Hollywood pictures on a daily change,
double feature policy. Foreign films
will again be presented there after
Dec. 26. Milton Korach is handling
the house under the temporary

Carl Nilman, owner of the Memorial Theater, Shelburne Falls, is
Amkino has opened a local office,
renovating the Majestic in Hins- policy.
dale, N. H., for an early reopening. first time it has had Ohio repreThe Royal Theater, Worcester, is
sentation. C.Robert Peters is mannow being operated by Premier Theaters, Inc., with Max D. Lamer as
Harry Klein has revived Pay Off,
manager.
aager.
copyrighted giveaway plan. It
is now playing at the Circle Theater.

"Tanzmusik"

Opens in Boston

"Tanzmusik," Austrian musical
comedy, released by Lenauer International Films, Inc., will start a
first-run engagement at the Fine
Art Theater, Boston, today.

Paul Harsch, Jr., is having plans
prepared for a new theater to be
built on Bancroft St., Toledo.
today.
Nazera
Zegiob's redecorated
Dreamland Theater, Lorain, opens
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HELEN BRODERICK
ERIC BLORE
ERIK RHODES
HARRY JANS
Directed by Joseph Santley
Produced by Edward Kaufman
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REVIEWS

»

FOREIGN
"NE SIRJ EDESANYAM" ("Don't Cry,
Sweet Mother"), Hungarian dialogue film,
directed by Georges Pallu; produced by
Les Producteurs Associes, with Jean Bara,
Collette Darfeuille, Georges Milechor, Viola
Masson, et al, in cast. At the Modern
Playhouse.
Technically fine, expertly produced feature whose story locale is renowned "miracle" town of Lourdes, where, in middle
of 19th Century the Virgin Mary is believed to have appeared to a shepherdess,
resulting in founding of famous shrine.
Narrative has child actor, Jean Bara, in
lead role, and recounts his being crippled
by accident and subsequently cured. Bara
gives a superb performance that lifts him
world's leadto impressive heights among
ing young screen players. With picturesque
Lourdes as background, the photography,
aside from being fine in its own right,
becomes doubly interesting. Film is one

of Hungary's best.

"DER MUTIGE SEEFAHRER" ("The Valiant Navigator"), German dialogue film, a
Transocean-Minerva production, directed
by Hans Deppe, with Paul Kemp, Lucie
Englisch, Carsta Loeck, Maria Krahn et al
in cast. Presented at 86th St. Casino Theater.
Sprightly romantic comedy dealing with
Paul Kemp's fruitless effort to leave the
Fatherland and visit a rich New Yor* relative. At end of amusing episodes he remains in Germany and marries a pretty
little baker's daughter. It is light, fairly
interesting entertainment, but one of lesser
productions from German studios.

SHORTS
"A Spanish Interlude"
18 mins.
J. H. Hoffberg
Unusual
Decidedly unique short produced
in Barcelona, Spain, from a story
based on fact. Action is so clearly
delineated that minimum of dialogue
is used — the few spoken lines in
Spanish being crisply translated by
English flash-in titles. Footage
packs a powerful climax punch, and
throughout is highly emotional, exciting entertainment all audiences
will enjoy. Director Sidney Martin
handles script with artistry and
showmanship, and photography by
Ted Pahle is adequate to register
strange circumstances under which
death comes to a once famous toreador, supported in old age by a
cabdaughter who dances inthelowly
night of
aret. Returning home
his birthday, the devoted girl puts
a coin in gas meter, accidentally
killing her father as this aged paralytic is asleep in his wheelchair.
Scenes depicting his being gored at
height of his career during a bullfight are breath-taking. An unusual
two-reeler.

Banking Dept. Sells House

Newark, N. J. — The New Windsor,
West Orange, formerly the Edison,
has just been sold to Westor Theaters, Inc., by the Department of
Banking & Insurance of New Jersey as conservators for a building
and loan concern.

NEWS

of the DAY

St. Louis — - The Grand Opera
House has closed its doors, Charles
Daniels, manager, claiming it impossible to obtain an adequate supply of first-run pictures.
Pittsburgh — A new 500-seat theater is being planned in the Mt. Lebanon district.
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Manager
Bob Boardman of the Playhouse
Theater is announcing a new winter policy, one first-run picture
daily and vaudeville shows four
days each week.
Bellows Falls, Vt.— The New Park
Theater, completely renovated, has
been reopened.
Akron,

O.

The

proposed

new

Got Only Third of Film,
Is Claim of Suing Exhib.
Spencer, la. — Suit for $1,500 has
been filed in district court at Omaha
by M. L. Finkelstein & Sons against
the Railway Express Co. as result
of loss claimed to have been sustained when only one of three cans
of "Ah, Wilderness" was delivered
for the scheduled showing Feb. 16,
1936. The petition sets forth the
balance arrived the following day,
too late to use.

Assault Action Settled
In an action for assault brought
by Richard E. Matthies, checker of
Ross Federal Service, Inc., against
H. Tishkoff, an exhibitor in Rochester, a financial settlement has recently been made out of court by
the exhibitor.

Cancilla Is Receiver
Indianapolis, Ind. — Peter A. Cancilla was appointed receiver of the
Dearborn-Tenth Realty Co., owners
of the Rivoli Theater property,
against which receivership action
has been pending two years.

"The Wome
Cast in
Arlene
Frances
and n"
Barbara
Adams have been added to the cast
of "The Women," Max Gordon show.
Betty Lawford has arrived in New
York from Hollywood to play a principal role.

» NEW BOOKS

«

"PHOTOGRAPHY YEAR BOOK"
(1936-37). A compilation of significant camera art of the year, edited
by T. Korda. Published by month"Phot
48
Fettely
r magazi
Lane, neLondo
n, ograp
E.CA. hy,"Price

$100,000 de luxe motion picture theater recently announced for Akron
is reported to be the project of A.
G. Bianchi, who recently built and
To cinema cameraman, whether
now operates the Ohio Theater at his interest lies in moving or still
nearby Cuyahoga Falls.
pictures, this volume has lively appeal both from technical and artistic
Oklahoma City— T. B. Noble has standpoints. Nor is it to this wing
set Christmas Day for the opening
of the industry alone that book's
of the new Arcadia.
nearly 400 pages are of interest,
for variety and character of conSarasota, Fla. — Approximately
tents are geared to furnish ideas
$16,000 will be spent on improve- to film advertising and art departments. Amateur cameramen, too,
ments to Sparks' Edwards Theater,
according to Manager W. R. Hart.
can gain practically and inspirationally from this year book. Seven diNew Smyrna, Fla. — The Victory
visions present pictorial and comTheater is being opened after a
mercial photography; trick photogcomplete job of remodeling is comraphy,
with examples of photomonpleted. Approximately $12,000 was
tage, photogrammes, composites and
expended
for
equipment
and
furnidistor
tograms; scientific; applied
ture.
photography in form of photo-murals, photo-posters, showcards and
Second Reliance Picture
display material; printed salesmanship, presenting sample brochures,
Will be Released by GB
catalogues, folders, book jackets,
ne and newspaper covArthur A. Lee announced yester- plus magazi
ers. A section on advance of amaday that, by arrangement with Budd
teurs, and the camera in advertising,
Rogers, GB will release the Alliance conclude contents which have been
Production, "Living Dangerously" gathered from many countries in
co-starring Otto Kruger and Leonora the world. It is a splendid volume
Corbett, and featuring Francis Lis- that will furnish the owner with
ter and Aileen Marson. With "Week many hours of diversion, and remain
End Millionaire," already in the GB a permanent asset to private or
branches, "Living Dangerously" thus business bookshelves as a reference
becomes the second Alliance picture work.— G. H. M.
to be released under the GB banner on this side.
NEW ORLEANS
Oil has been found within eight
miles of an Oklahoma farm owned

New Theater in Montreal

Montreal — The Astor, owned by
the Suburban Theater Ltd., is nearing
completion
St. isLambert's,
Greater
Montreal,at and
expected
to open early in December.
United Amusement Corporation
of Montreal has acquired a substaninterest in suburban Theaters Ltd.

Three Get "Family" Listing

Newest weekly guide to selected
pictures released by the National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures
gives "family" classification to
"Love on the Run", "The Plot Thickens" and "Reunion".

Usherettes for Tri-State

Detroit— Bill Petite, Tri-State's
chief of service, is installing girl
ushers in the Paramount, Cedar Rapds, following the change-over in the
Goldenberg's
NewGoldenberg,
Post
Berkeley,
Cal.— Henry
Des Moines theater recently. All
former manager of the giant 5,000 Tri-State "A" houses probably will
seat Fox Theater, has taken over follow suit, according to Petite.
directorship of Joe Blumenfeld's
Berkeley Theater, first-run house.

Carewe Renews Application

Rebuild at East Rockaway

17

San Francisco — Edwin Carewe has
The Atlantic, East Rockaway renewed his application for his suspended permit to sell stock in an
house which was destroyed by fire
several months ago, is being rebuilt educational film studio at Palo Alto.
by Percy M. Brown and will soon Carewe plans to produce a series of
16 mm. films for schools, colleges
reopen as the Criterion.

by
Joe here.
Moreland, United Artists'
booker
E. V. Richards has returned from
a vacation which took in Mexico and
California.
Film row visitors: Claude Darce
of Morgan City's Opera House, H.
A. Everette of McGehee, Miss., Ed
Ortte of the Pensacola, Fla., Belmont.
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ST. LOUIS BUILDING I
UP 200 P. G. IN YEAR

N, J, TOWNSHIP WOULD
BLOCK READE THEATER
rule of the people. Censorship applies when a group imposes its will
I can get ho Id on the press, art, music, drama. —
nto, son,
the Dover Township Committee
WILLIAM
H. BRISTOW, Secretary,
wit, a » 10 finf"s
block construction of a new theater of andthopul3awat ^ens
National
Congress
of Parents and
_the_ten
and
u,ltl1
id
OUt
of
introduction
through hasty
hereordinance
for
after application
an
on my forehead. — Teachers.
I MUNI.
a permit had been made will 1
fought
by Walter
Reade,
"Gags" come from any and everyTo understand humor, to know
where. Iget comedy situations while
what
laughs
are
made
of,
one
must
rney annoi:
terday.
just about to turn out the light for
sufTer. Every laugh is built on the night, when getting up in the
laring the ordinance, prohibit- heartaches, sometimes tears. Funny.
morning, at coffee, driving to work
of a new theater
hool or church isn't it? But it's true.— W. C. or on the set.— BOBBY VERNON.
FIELDS.
.■ ade's
■
political
Dublin picture houses have in reWilliam
W. Whitson
promIf all the stars kissed like Mae
cent years shown films that are of
iab tiirht.
.ide, owner of a number of the- West my job would be comparative- benefit to the people, and Dublin
- in the state, recently purchased
ly easy.* There's no bank, turn or does not want any of the stuff we
pro;
B and disclosed
plans wing-over to her kisses — so there had to condemn two years ago. —
• theater.
At a meet- isn't much of a lipstick smudge to ALFRED BYRNE, Lord Mayor of
repair afterwards.— WALLY WEST- Dublin.
crning body this v.
MORE
Whi>ed for a building permit. He was told he would first
Every film that reflects the character of its country of origin widens
Censorship is the autocrat's methhave to obtain permission from the
od of stifling discussion, and discus- the horizon of the public in all
te Labor Commission. After
sion has been and continues to be countries where it is shown. — DR.
Whitson left, an ordinance was in- the primary force which makes it
FRITZ OLIMSKY.
troduced which would prohibit con- possible for democracy to achieve a
struction of the theater on the site
purchased by Reade. It was passed
Washington Insurance
on first reading.
Exhibitors Jubilant as

Sealtite Film Cabinet
Given Chicago Approval
In line with the extensive changes
which are being made necessary in
methods of film storage in the theater booths throughout the country,
because of the 2000 ft. reel, the Chicago Municipal Bureau of Electrical
Inspection, has officially approved
the Sealtite Film Cabinet, recently
added to the Neumade Products
Corporation's line. This approval,
announced yesterday, makes the
item legal for use in all theaters in
the second largest city in the United
States.
The Sealtite, which has fixed capacities for five, six, eight, 10 and
12 reels, is of heavy metal construction, with a double-walled compartment for each reel. The compartments are closed by gravity, the reel
being about half surrounded with a
permanent metal container attached
to the vertical door, which has a fullhand grip.
The formal approval has been announced by Samuel R. Todd, Chief
of the Chicago Bureau.

"Lloyds Of London"
Opens
at Astor and in Hollywood
"Lloyds Of London," has its world
premieres at the Astor Theater here
this evening, simultaneously with
its opening at the Carthay Circle,
Hollywood. Madeleine Carroll and
Freddie Bartholomew are starred
and the featured cast includes Sir
Guy Standing, C. Aubrey Smith,
Tyrone Power and Virginia Field.
Picture, directed by Henry King, is
called by Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the board of 20th CenturyFox, the "greatest film ever undertaken by the company".
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Maine Mills Up Wages
Portland, Me. — Cotton and worsted
mills in the Sanford, Lewiston, Biddeford, Saco and Augusta areas have
announced wage increases effective
yesterday and next Monday, that
will boost employee purchasing
power approximately $900,000 annually, if continued in effect. In
most cases increases are set at 10
per cent and will affect some 14,000
employees.
Theater men in the areas affected
are jubilant. Not more than a year
ago mills in various parts of the
State were shutting down, either
from the ravages of the flood or
from previously existing hard times,
throwing thousands out of work and
damaging theaters to such an extent
that in some cases houses were
forced to close or cut changes to a
minimum.
Theaters now looking to benefits
are the City and Central Theaters,
managed by Frank Venett and Harry
Mulqueen, respectively, Biddeford;
Cumberland Theater, W. C. Murch,
manager, Brunswick; E. M. Loew's
Capitol, B. J. Perkins, manager,
Sanford; Empire, C. K. Conners,
manager and the Strand, Harry
Rosenthal, manager, both of Lewiston.

Ex-Loew House Goes Burlesk
Bridgeport, Conn.— The 3,000-seat
Lyric, former subsequent run, has
been leased by Loew's for burlesque
to Ilo and Hertig, who operate a
similar house at Jacques, Waterbury.

W. M. T. to Celebrate
Springfield, Mass. — Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc. will celebrate its first anniversary Dec. 419. Special shows will be staged in
all theaters.

Restrictions Revealed

Portland, Ore. — Sound picture projectors and projection room equipment, including sound or talkingequipment when installed for continuous use in theaters and auditoriums in the state of Washington
will hereafter not be covered by insurance companies writing marine
and inland marine coverage. No
reason was given for the decision.

Broadway Amusement Tax
Collections Show Jump
Sharp rise in box-office taxes collected by Department of Internal
Revenue from Broadway area during
October indicates usually strong
public demand for entertainment
here. Taxes for theater admissions
rose some 9 per cent during month,
from nearly $490,000 to more than
$537,000. National collections also
showed gains with theatrical taxes
up about 8 per cent over October
a year ago.

St. Louis— Opening of the 750-seat
Will Rogers Theater, erected by the
Union Southern Corp., serves to emphasize the theater building boom
that has seized the St. Louis territory during the past year. In this
period such houses as the Avalon
Varsity, Norside, Apollo, Circle, Studio and Temple have actually
been opened in this sector, while
many other new houses are contemplated.

It is the biggest building boom
since the pre-depression days and
more than 200 per cent above the
construction program for the prior
year. In St. Louis proper, 22 new
theaters have been announced. Collectively they would add 21,750 seats
to the town and cost about $3,100,000, while outside of St. Louis in
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois 17 new houses have been announced since Jan. 1, 1936. These
houses would cost about $500,000

Sparks and Managers Off
on Mexican Hunting Trip
Jacksonville, Fla.— E. J. Sparks
and a party of his theater managers have left in a private car for
Mexico on a hunting expedition.
Those accompanying Mr. Sparks are
*red Kent, attorney for the Sparks
circuit; Guy Kenimar, Jacksonville
W. A.CtKraus
wtrA1
manag
Johnmanag
Crovo
e,er>'
theate
ers and
of
Jacksonville; Locke r Crum
ley St
Augustine; Frank Bell, Deland; A.
P. Talley, Tallahassee; A. F. Ninnmger, Fort Lauderdale; Bob
Thomas, West Palm Beach; J L
Mariontette, Sanford; Harry Vincent, Orlando; J. L. Cartwright,
Daytona.

SEATTLE
Don Geddes has been appointed
as house manager of the reopened
Music Hall.

"Fascist Propaganda" on
Mexican Screens Fought

A number of new exchanges are
soon to come into local film row.
James Q. Clemmer has been
named as manager of the Orpheum.
The Princess of Prosser, Wash.,
is undergoing extensive improvements.

Mexico City — Mexico's Labor Federation yesterday announced all
fascist propaganda would be banned
entirely from motion picture screens.
Three distinct censor boards are set
to pass on all films shown in the
country. They are Federal District
Board, Interior Department Board
and committee of the powerful Confederation of Workers of Mexico.
Enforcement of censorship edicts is
made possible through labor federaerators.tion's control of motion picture op-

Capitalization set-up has been
changed by the Mt. Tabor Theater
Co., Inc., of Portland, Ore., as 100
shares common replace the 50
shares common and 50 shares preferred of previous capitalization.
Washington Amusement Co. is a
new corporation at Shelton, Wash.,
filing papers for amusement enterprises as well as the Paramount
Theater there. Incorporators are R
P. Burfield of the Paramount; G. A.
Graf, Oliver Ingersoll, and W. F.
Van Ruff.
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CINCINNATI
inter Bros, bowling team, in
the i
the Film Bowling
nam
Bi>r Feature-Trackers
three games.
On the Beeond lap oi
the tournament. B. F. & Trn
still lead, how.
Col I. LQmoo, RKO theaters, is
taking a short rest at French Lick
Spri:
by Maury
Wh.
Paramount's
. is here. auditor, A. M. BerSi James of Eaton is building a
>ille, 0.
Phil Chak i
Springfield is
a 700-seat house at Hillsboro. •ing
\ Goldberg of Falmouth. Ky..
nening a new house at Butler,

Orville Wood has reopened his
Dover Theater at Camden.
CoJ. Milton Jacobs, formerly ofWest
lumbus, is temporarily making
Virginia, for M-G-M.
s: J. C. Newbold and L.
ling, Omar and lager, W. Va.;
Broad, Regent, St. Mary's;
Tom
William Settos, Liberty, Springfield;
Joe Beshara, Palace, Glouster; Bert
Hukle Roxie, Huntington; Mrs.
ester AmuseEthel Sparks, Winch
ment Co., Winchester, Ky.; Ted
Pekras, Ritz, Col.; and Roy Smith,
Palace, Huntington, with his wife
and daughter.

SAN FRANCISCO
soon begin conBill Logan will500-se
at house in
struction on a
Rodeo.
Alvin Hatch, owner of Half Moon
Bay Theater, was elected county
supervisor.
M. S. Vidaver, former publicity
director for the FWC Paramount
Theater, Oakland, now on the staff
of National Screen Accessories.
Roy Young, associated with the
Paramount Theater for some time,
has been appointed assistant mana-g
ger, succeeding the late Sterlin
Goss.

LINCOLN

BOSTON

EXPLOITETTES
Lavish Exploitation
Of London" of
For "Lloyds
"jVTOT since
ade" the release

1X1 "Cavalc
ami the "House
Of Rothschild" have the now
combined forces of 20th Centuryion camFox put on a promot
paign comparable to what is
launch
done " towith
beingLondon
worlds
twin"Lloyd'
Of
premieres at the Astor, New
York, and the Carthay Circle,
Hollywood today. Exploitation with reference both to
the two-a-day and the subsequent engagements is under
way. Both the Astor and the
Carthay Circle underwent
architectural changes. The lobby
and front of the New York
house was rebuilt, and in
Hollywood a replica of the historic Lloyd's Coffee House, at
which the famous underwriters'
association had its humble beginning, has been constructed
in front of the theater. A serialization of the story, prepared
by Peter B. Kyne, noted fiction
writer, and illustrated by Wallace Morgan, is being distributed
nationally by the company. Already, the Los Angeles Times,
which is running the twentyinstallment story, has fully exploited it with three full-page
ads in color, as well as newscolumn tie-ups and radio announcements. In New York, a
15-installment pictorial strip of
the story is being run by the
Daily Mirror. West Coast radio
stations KHJ, KFI, KNX and
KECA are nightly announcing
the premiere at key program
spots two weeks
in advance.

Century Circuit Settles
Action for Infringement

Infringement suit brought by
Westland Theaters here took a Affiliated Distributors, which conmove in both directions on price this
trols "Bank Night" against the Centhis week.. The Kiva, action picture
tury Circuit, has been settled out of
spot and second-runner, is now go- court with the plaintiff receiving a
ing for a dime all day. It formerly
sum of money," it was
had a 15-cent top at nights. The "substantial
announced yesterday. The circuit
Varsity, the circuit's acer here, is now adopting the game and aljumped from 25 to 35 cents top.
ready is using it in 12 of its houses.
The Rivoli, Hastings, Neb., is takThe Claude Ezell outfit has also
ing an occasional vaude show now.
won infringement actions recently
It's one of the A. H. Blank Tri- against the Harry Brandt circuit
State string and managed by Orville and the Belvedere, New York house.
Renie. The Rivoli, Falls City, Neb.,
has a steady, one-day weekly flash
policy, according to Manager Oscar
Johnson.
Cunningham to Sponsor

Arkansas Tax

"Love in Exile" to Play
Day and Date on Coast

Measure

New York radio commentators
are to discuss the picture in advance, and Norman Corwin, of
the 20th Century-Fox publicity
staff, will be interviewed by
Penelope Summerwell over
WNEW during this week. A
novel feature of the radio exploitation is a traveling unit
of KMTR now making door-todoor stops at houses in the Los
Angeles area, asking householders and members of domestic staffs questions concerning Lloyds'
London interviews
after the
manner
of of
sidewalk
being featured by several stations. The picked-up interviews
are relayed back to KMTR on
short-wave, and there rebroadcast. Billboard and 24 - sheet
displays are liberally employed
on both East and West Coast
ends. Other devices include the
posting of banners on Los
Angeles street cars as well as
displays on all 20th CenturyFox trucks. An intensive newspaper advertising campaign, surpassing all previous efforts, has
been scheduled in the drive.
The ample space available in
front of the Carthay Circle has
given theater and studio personnel opportunity to make a
colorful spectacle of the premiere night. Members of the
cast are to arrive at the door
clad in the costumes of the
Nelsonian period, borne by footmen in sedan chairs. The
usherettes at the house will be
dressed in costumes actually
worn by Madeleine Carroll and
Virginia Field during production.

Denver Interests Form
New Theater Corporation
Denver — Dave Cockrill, president
of the Denham Theater, Inc., and E.
S. Kassler, also of this city, have
formed the Clinton Realty and Investment Co. for the purpose of
building and acquiring theaters in
various cities in the Rocky Mountain
region. Cockrill, who is manager of
the Denham theater, Denver, will
also have charge of the theater activities of the new company. The
company
plans no activities in Denver.

Foreign Rights to Bell
Westerns Sold by Cordero

Little Rock, Ark. — When the next
session of the Arkansas legislature
convenes an amusement tax will be
Jos. Cordero, head of Rador Cin"Love In Exile," GB special proema Bureau, has sold the Transduced by Capitol Films, will play sought by Representative-elect S. L.
who is also consider- Oceanic Film Export Co. all foreign
day and date at Grauman's Chinese Cunningham,
ing
measures
for
a
general
store
tax
rights to the six Rex Bell westerns
and Loew's State Theater in Los Angeles, commencing Dec. &.
produced by Colony Pictures.
and a general luxury tax.

Don Mitchell, manager of the Paramount, Needham, has succeeded im
prevailing upon the bus lines tqj
extend service wherever he has
late show.
Charlie Frank is now a musi<
director with the WPA.
"Ski Chase" starts at the Finei
Arts Theater on Dec. 6. The]
opening will be a benefit perform^
ance for the Associate Nurserjn
School.
Ann Harrington of the M-G-M ofJ
fice, is on vacation.
Bill Broidy, Steve's brother, is
still very ill at the Beth Israel Hos
Visitors: E. R. Hutchinson, Strong
Theater, Burlington, Vt.; Abe Good'
pital.
side, Portland, Me.
Gerald Swabbe, who recently re
signed as a salesman with Academy
Pictures, will shortly open a theater
in Pepperell.
Timothy O'Toole, Columbia man
ager, is on a hunting trip in th(
Maine woods.
Max Finn, general manager of
M. Loew
Theaters, Inc., has n
turned from a business trip to Roch
ester, N. Y.
The Armory Theater, Eastportj
Me., has been closed for the winte

CHARLOTTE
C. G. Lawing has reopened thfl
Carolina at Badin. Lawing also opT
erates a theater at Pageland, S. CI
The Anne Theater at Estill, S. CJ
has been opened by Charles A. Har^
W. H. Webb will open the Rogers
per,
Jr. at Shelby today.
Theater
He al
operates the Webb there.
The Dunn at Dunn has been!
opened by Worth Stuart who alsd
has charge of a house at Farmville.
Powell and Sipe are building thel
Cherokee at Gaffney, S. C.
S. P. Robinson is building a newj
house at Atlantic.
Charlie isPicquet's
Carolina at
Pinehurst
open.
J. C. White, with Affiliated Producers, who has had to take timd
out in the Mecklenburg Sanitorium,
is much improved.

ry, assistant mana0. gerMontgome
of the Carolina Theater here
has been transferred to Henderson^
ville
Theater.where he will serve as assist
tant manager of the Carolina Theaj
ter and as manager of the State

OMAHA
A.

Phillips, who
recently purchased the Palace at Clearwater,!
Neb., from Henry Vinker, has soldB
the house back to him.
John Quinlan is in charge of thel
Brandeis in Omaha during Manager
Chicago.
Will Singer's visit to his mother in|
Community Chest donations from
film row are being collected by Miss
Regina Molseed, secretary of the
Omaha Film Board of Trade.

Greenblatt With Jolly Art

Robert Greenblatt has joined the
Jolly Art Co., Inc., in charge of
sales of the President Medallions.
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Dunlap Sterling Production Chief

SEE
MAMS
INCREASING
"B"
PICTURES
OUTPUT
Paramount Opens Coast Production Parley Dec. 10
Plans for '37-38 Program to
Be Discussed By
Executives

France to Glorify Film Progress at 1937 Exhibition
France will glorify film progress at 1937 International Exhibition of Arts and Technics
in Modern Life to be held at Paris from May 1 to Oct. 31, Jean E. Grelet, secretary
of Franco-American Committee yesterday informed THE FILM DAILY. "There will be
a pavilion where everything pertaining to the motion picture industry will be exhibited,"
Grelet states.
Buildings for event are being erected on both banks of River Seine.

Tremendous

Demands

Made

by the
DualReason
Bills Is

Convinced that double features
Paramount's 1937-38 program will
are in for what might be termed a
be discussed and outlined at connon-stop flight, major producers are
ferences to be held on the Coast
expected to substantially increase
for three or four days, beginning
their outputs of low-cost pictures
Dec. 10. In addition to Adolph Zufor the 1937-38 season. This should
kor and William LeBaron the eastparticularly prove the case where
ern contingent attending will inthey have large theater interests
clude Neil F. Agnew, Robert Gillwhich have developed enormous film
ham, Russell Holman and perhaps
appetites through adoption of dual
Y. Frank Freeman, head of the
London (By Cable)— 20th Cen- towns, according to advices received bills.
tury-Fox,
S.
S.
Crick
and
C.
Em
here.
Control
remains
in
British
That this trend is certain is also
company's theater department.
Monroe, chief of Hoyts and General hands, said a statement by Walter J.
by story buys being made
Theaters have acquired substantial Hutchinson, foreign manager of 20th indicated (Continued
on Page 4)
holdings in the Amalgamated Circuit Century-Fox. Deal gives the Amerof New Zealand, which controls 65
ican company coverage in 150 theahouses in key cities and provincial
ters throughout Australasia.

20th Century-Fox Purchases Interest in
New Zealand's Amalgamated

Circuit

PATENT-POOLING PACT
MEASURE IS DRAFTED

A new bill providing for registration of all patent-pooling and crosslicensing agreements but eliminatfor such regising the high charge ance
with the
trations in conform
wishes of RCA, A. T. & T. and other
big corporations, is being prepared
for introduction at the next session
(Continued on Page 9)

Flying "Gold Diggers" Off
For Albany on Return Trip
After a busy week-end, the program including a visit to the Mount
Vernon estate of Harry M. Warner
s
yesterday, the flying "Gold DiggerAirk
hop off for Albany at Newar
port this morning on the return trip
(Continued

on Page

9)

"Born to Dance" Pulls Ahead

M-G-M home office was jubilant Saturday over opening biz of "Born to
Dance" in such spots as New Bedford,
Mass., wher 'twas said the musical drew
years; in Denthe biggest gross in seven
ver where the gross in two days was
that of
double
than
more
reported
where
"Broadway Melody"; in Albany,
was
opening
the
advised
was
M-G-M
and
"
"Melody
of
almost five times that
o'; in
double that of "San Francisc
rewas
opening
the
Pittsburgh, where
ported two and a half times that of
"Melody."

THE

WEEE

IN REVIEW

ANNUAL FUND DRIVE
HAS STARTED STRONG

A swell start has been made in
the
annual drive to build up the Film
H. MORRIS =
Daily Relief Fund. The checks are
FOREIGN
coming in from gents who have
Cable clicked from London on Fri- something to give to those of the
day that government supervision of film lads who need it.
] British film industry was urged in
Everymitteeyear
this timeto the
ComI report filed there by a Board of
finds it at
necessary
replenish
jTrade committee,
asking steps be the depleted Relief treasury that has
taken to prevent any control pass- been exhausted by the steady demands through the year. This year
interests.
Recomon Page ing10)to foreign

Majors' Earning Harvests . . . Britons Hit Foreign Film Control

DOMESTIC

By GEORGE

Despite intervening Thanksgiving
holiday, s;gnificant happenings were
unusually numerous. Four majors,
Warner Bros., RKO, Loew's and
Paramount, announced earning harvests. WB's operating profits for
year ended Aug. 29, after deducting
(Continued

5. /?. Dunlap Tops Sterling Production/
Organization to Function in February

(Continued on Page 9)

AM PA to Hear Dodge at
Program

Meet Thursday

The AMPA announces its first big
program meeting of the year at the
Hotel Edison on Thursday. The new
W. Ray Johnston, president of Board of Directors, selected by the
British Nat'l of America
Sterling Pictures Corporation on Sa- president on the authority voted him
turday announced the appointment
To Make One in the East
meeting, will be anof Scott R. Dunlap as production at the last
(Conti)iued on Page 9)
chief of his new organization. Dunlap becomes vice-president in charge
British National of America will
Kent Aids Seal Drive
make at least one picture in the of production for Sterling Pictures
East, The Film Daily learns. Elmer Corporation, the parent organizahas been named chairR. Kent
Sidney
man of the
Motion Picture Section of
Pearson, distribution head, and Har- ary. tion, and vice-president of Sterling
the business groups cooperating in the
old Berg, production head, leave for Productions, the producing subsidi30th annual Christmas Seal Drive of the
the coast late next week to arrange
Tuberculosis and Health AssoNew York
ciation, which started Thanksgiving Day
for studio accommodations and other
Dunlap, formerly a director for
and runs until Christmas.
(Continued on Page 4)
production details.
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VIRGINIA FIELD leaves Hollywood by plane
tonight for New York where she will spend a
few days
before sailing for a six-weeks' vacation in England.

10 Cents
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SULLIVAN JONES, assistant industrial coordinator, has returned to Washington from
York.

New
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RUSSELL HOLMAN and A. M. BOTSFORD
leave New York Thursday for Hollywood.
GEORGE GERHARD
from New York.
KARL

HOBLITZELLE is scheduled to arrive
New York Wednesday from Texas.
COLE
week.PORTER leaves for the Coast early
this

BARNEY BRISKIN, arrives in New
the Coast today.
for New York.
r S9,L LE^SER

(QUOTATIONS
Am. Seat
vtc.
Columbia
Picts
Columbia Picts.
pfd
Ind.
Con. Fm
Con
Fm. Ind. pfd.
East
Kodak
do pfd
Gen
Th
Eq
Loew's.
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.
Paramount
2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Cent. -Fox
20th Cent-Fox
pfd.
Univ. Picts. pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW
YORK
Keith
Loew
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6s 46
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—
—
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—
+
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%
%
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65 Va
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19% 19%
8%
8%
8
8
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37% 373/4
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47
47
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MARKET
+

%

.101 10034 100% —
116% 115'/4 115% —
. 97% 97%
97% —
3%
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
2%
Columbia Picts vtc

%
1%
%

Par.
B'way 6s 3s55
Par. Picts.
55
RKO
6s41
Warners
6s39

.101 %

17

100%

101%
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Grand Nat'l Films .
Sonofonc
Corp.
Technicolor
22%
V/»
Trans-Lux
. . . . 51
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_2%
21 %
5
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22%
5
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J. Henry Walters are listed as the
directors of the Will Rogers Memorial Fund in incorporation papers filed
Albany — Will H. Hays, Gene
Buck, F. Trubee Davison, Edward V. with the State Department of Social
Rickenbacker, Alfred E. Smith, Jos- Welfare. Fund will aid needy theeph M. Hartfield, Harold Rodner and
atrical people in New York State.

Rogers

Fund

Incorporates

H The Broadway
Picture
Go West,

Lloyds

of

London

(20th

30

R0xy
Strand
Criterion
Globe
Rialto
Palace
Palace

RUN

♦
Astor

LANGUAGE

PICTURES

Carnival
in Flanders
(French)— 10th week
Son of Mongolia
(Amkino) — 2nd week
Les Miserables
(Franco-American)— 5th week
(French

M.

OPENINGS

♦

Cinema

P. Co.)— 3rd week

♦ FUTURE

Reginald Denny
Karl Struss
Jacqueline Logan

Capitol
Rivoli
Music Hall

Century-Fox)

♦ FOREIGN

55th

(c) Follows current bill.

Filmarte
Cameo
de Paris

St. Playhouse

♦

Hideaway
Girl (Paramount) — Dec. 2
Rembrandt
(United
Artists) — Dec. 2
Tundra
(Syndicate
exchange)— Dec. 2
Wintersef
(RKO Radio)— Dec. 3
Old Hutch
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Dec. 5
Born to Dance
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)— Dec. 11
Gold Diggers of 1937 (First National)
(c)
The Luckiest Girl in the World
(Universal)
(c)
Rose Bowl
( Paramount)
(c)
Abyssinia
(Amkino)
(c)
Janosik
(French
M. P. Co.) (c)
Slalom
<DuWorld)
(c)
(a) Dual bill,
(b) Subsequent run.

H
Theater
Paramount

Love on the Run
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Come and Get It (United Artists) — 3rd week
The Garden of Allah (United Artists) — 2nd week
Reunion
(20th
Century-Fox)
Three Men on a Horse (Warner Bros.)
White
Hunter
(20th Century-Fox)
Wanted,
Jane Turner
(RKO
Radio)
Mad
Holiday
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Ladies in Love (20th Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Smartest Girl in Town
(RKO
Radio)
(a)

Yellow Cruise

NOVEMBER

Parade

and Distributor
Young Man
(Paramount) — 2nd week

♦ TWO-A-DAY
%
%
%
%

the

Coas* next Thursday

MAURICE OSTRER. studio administrator for
Gaumont British; JANET JOHNSON, film player; EFRAM ZIMBALIST. renowned violinist; and
the YACHT CLUB BOYS arrive today from
Europe on the Queen Mary.

OFF TO ALBANY, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Columbus and other points west goes the "Gold
Diggers of 1937" sky tour, on the second lap of its history-making exploitation for the
Yule release of Warners' top musical.
(Advt.)

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

leavcs

York from

JOHN B. NATHAN, Paramount executive
Buenos Aires, arrived in New York Saturday at
on
the Northern Prince for home office conferences.

FINANCIAL
YORK

this week

in

Terms
(Postage
outside6
of Greater
New free)
York I'nited
$10.00 State*
one year;
months. $5 00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY.
16S0 Broadway,
New
York.
N. Y.
:le 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739.
Table Adlre*-: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Bird.. Phone
Granite
6607.
London—
• W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133
I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
:.'5. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
• trsraphie
Francaise,
Rue
de la Course. N es, 19.

NEW

goes South

Paramount
Rivoli
Criterion
Music Hall
Globe

Capitol
..Strand

Roxy
Rialto
Cameo
Filmarte
55th

St.' Playhouse

HAROLD BERG and ELMER PEARSON, production and distribution heads, respectively, of
British National of America, leave for the
Coast
next Saturday.
J. J. MILSTEIN, Republic sales head, returns
tomorrow
from
a western
trip.
FENN KIMBALL, president of General Pictures, leaves for the coast today with a stopover at Chicago and Denver.

EVELYN LAYE sailed on the Europa Saturday
for
ton. New York to join her husband, Frank Law-

Set

Nat'l of
Lloyd's
London"
Release
for Feb.

20th Century-Fox will release
"Lloyd's of London," now at the Astor and at the Carthay Circle, Los
Angeles, nationally in February, the
Henry King-directed picture becoming one of 10 specials to be available
during January, February and
March.
"One In A Million," "On The
Avenue," "Love Is News," "The
Last Slaver," "Nancy Steele Is Missing," "7th Heaven," "Living Dangerously" and "Cafe Metropole" are
among
the early K-4 releases for
1937.

TWA SLASHES FARES
Air Travel By TWA
Cheaper Than On
Limited Trains
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast to coast.

Non-stop
between
New
York and Chicago

NOW 3 TWA OFFICES:
1003 Broadway
70 East 42nd St.
Air Travel Desk, Penn. Station
Telephone:

MCrray

HU1

0-1640

qA Statement to the Trade
Hollywood, Calif.

On my periodic visit to our studio, I have seen a number of new
pictures. While I have made it a rule to be sparing in personal endorsements of pictures, I feel you should know that " Banjo On My Knee" is
one of the truly great productions of the season.
No picture has ever before told the real story of the singing,
dancing, brawling, foot-loose and happy Mississippi River folk. This
tells about them with a power that spells bigness.
The story has all the dramatic force of "Tobacco Road" and
the mellowness of "Steamboat Round the Bend", with a quality of its
own that makes "Banjo On My Knee" refreshing and different. Added
to that are the songs and dances which faithfully reflect the fascinating
lives of the river people.
Darryl F. Zanuck and everybody else connected in any way with
"Banjo On My Knee" can be proud of an exceptional job.
I most strongly urge exhibitors who play this picture to handle
"Banjo On My Knee" with the enthusiasm it so richly warrants.

President, 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.

Monday, Nov. 30, 1936

DAILV

SEE MAJORS ADDING
TO 'B' FILMS OUTPUT

URGE GOV'T BOOST
ON ADVANCE CREDITS

-: Pa.;,- 1 )

bv the major outfits in both
SupplementYork and Hollywood.
.argestories is asuitable
ing a rush for big
scripts
for
scale scramble
for Class B pictures.
On the sidelines are standing a
number of independent producers
and distributors, not affiliated with
major distributing setups, who
situamistically viewing the York
tion, according to New
spokesmen Saturday. Increase of
production of "B" pictures on the
part of the majors means that their
chances of getting playing time on
national circuits' dual bills will
be substantially reduced. Their woe
is also augmented by an increased
tendency on the part of major theater groups to give additional playing time to "A" product.

Dunlap Named Sterling
Production Executive

T

▼
• IN THE current issue of the new mag, Life
• •
which has broken all records for fast newsstand sales
.seven pages are devoted to beautiful art photos of Alexander
Korda's pix, "Rembrandt" also included are gorgeous
.
reproductions of the Dutch master's paintings in color
looks as if
a standout job for the mag and the picture
of Rembrandt"
this issue "The Life
thev should call the
Korda representative at the U. A. offices,
Morris Helprin.
did the leg and sweat work on this one

T

T

Warners
and
Columbia,
for the past
>ears has been a partner in the agency
firm of Frank and Dunlap.
He retires from
the Utter Jan. 1.

Dunlap's first activity in the new organizaAas the acquisition Saturday of "The
Belled Palm," by Allan Vaughan Elston. It
is relea-ed under the title of "Paradise Isle"
and the company goes to Tahiti next February for production.
story buys la^t week

by W.

Ray

Johnston include: "Freckles Comes Home,"
novel by Jeanette Stratton-Porter and "Her
Father's Daughter," popular novel by Gene
Stratton-Porter. The latter will be produced
under the title "Romance of the Limberlost."
Dunlap is starting negotiations for studio
headquarters and selection of production personnel for the new Sterling producing organization which will be set to •.tart functioning next February. The plan outlined by
Johnston and Dunlap is to have at least four
or five features completed for the opening of
the 19J7-JS season.

IK

INI MWWUlk
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•

▼

| I

;ht of the week

SIDNEY

KENT
Khis clear and

comprehensive reply to
the M. P T 0. A.
trade pro c t
c e propoints.

▼

• IN ORDER to stress the particular appeal of "Magnificent Brute" to the steel workers of Syracuse, N. Y.
Manager David Freeman and Pressagey Joseph Ott of the Eckel,
arranged with the local telegraph office to send special wires
to all the steel mills and metal fabricating plants
the
wires were preceded by explanatory phone calls to the plant
managers which assured their placement on the bulletin boards.

▼

T

T

• • • IT HAS happened at last
two cullud gemmen sat behind each other in a Detroit film house
the
guy in front kept wiggling his kinky dome from side to side
and annoyed the lad behind so much that he slashed the other
with a razor
the judge, an ardent movie fan, was regretfully forced to find the annoyed gent guilty of felonious
assault

T

T

▼

• •
• SPECIAL
INDUCEMENTS
are being offered by
Roberts
a new and delightfully atmospheric restaurant
on Ninth Street in Greenwich Village
to attract the film
crowd when they want to throw a party
Dorothy Cleveland, the well known film press agent, is handling the account.
T

PDAILY

▼

•

_

For

T

• • • ON THE piano behind the set of the "Love Is
News" company at the 20th Century-Fox studio, somebody was
"Don't Bring a Frown to Old
playing the old song hit
the hit number from that early talkie, "The
Broadway"
a group of extras crowded round
Broadway Melody"
one of their number got up and danced and
the piano . . .
Tyrone Power,
sang the number, and wowed the gang
standing by, said: "That's the most perfect imitation of Charles
that I've ever
King singing his
seen."
sure role in the
for'Broadway
it was theMelody'
same Charlie King,
now an extra in Hollywood

{Continued from Page 1)
Fox,

Other

▼

T

T

• •
• AND
NOW
a stamp collectors' club
the
New York Film Philatelic Club, has been organized
all
film men interested in stamp collecting are invited to join
address Jack Levy, club secretary, at National Screen
Service, 630 Ninth Ave
next meeting will be held Wednesday, Dec. 9, and every third Wednesday of the month thereafter
officers are: Arthur Weinberger, president
Harry Gans, vice-president
Harry
Brenner, treasurer
Emanuel Fine, recording secretary
Jack Levy,
secretary Howard Levy, custodian

T

T

▼

• • • IT WAS a tuff assignment to photograph the
Dionne Quins in natural color
according to Jack Connolly, general manager of Pathe News
every two months
this outfit has the exclusive privilege of photographing the
babes, and this time they decided to use color
so cameramen
Larry
O'Reilly
and
Nick
Rogali
had
their
hands
trying to keep the mercurial kids in the line of focus with full,
two
lenses being used for the two-color process

London (By Cable) — That the
English Government encourage financial interests to make advance credits
to British producers is recommended
in
the report
made committee,
by Lord Moyne's
Board
of Trade
which
also urges increase of the penalty
for violations of the blind booking
provisions to $1,250.
Under its quota law proposals, the
exhibitors' quota will be fixed at 15
percent, and the renters' quota would
rise to 50 percent.
The Board of Trade committee
further recommended that a commission with membership entirely
unconnected with the film industry
be appointed to deal with quota
questions.
An institution to give a "quality
test" for British films was also recommended, to raise the standard of
productions up to or above those of
Hollywood.
American distributors Saturday
said the recommendations left
"American films in Britain exactly
as
stand noat effort
present."
werethey
confident
could They
keep
Hollywood films off the British market, at least at present.

Milton, Fla. to Get House
Milton, Fla. — Milton is soon to
have its first movie house. Work
is now under way and the building
will be completed before the first of
the year. J. A. Hall is in Memphis
buying sound equipment and other
apparatus.

"Theodora" Clicks In Pitt
Pittsburgh — "Theodora Goes
Wild" is playing it third week downtown at the Harris-Palace Theater.
The operators are planning to hold
the picture for an indefinite run.

« DATE BOOK »
Dec. 1-2: State convention of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio, DeshlerWallick
Hotel, Columbus.
Dec. 7-8: M.P.T.O. of North and South
Carolina, annual convention, Charlotte
Hotel,
Charlotte,
N. C.
Dec. 11: MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois, annual meeting, Hotel
Coronado, St. Louis.
Dec. 11: Cleveland
banquet,
at the

«

«

»

»

»

annual

Dec. 13: Philadelphia Variety Club annual
formal stag banquet, Bellevue Stratford
Hotel. Philadelphia.
Dec. 14-15:
Biltmore

Oklahoma MPTO
convention,
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.

Dec. 3: Industry dinner dance honoring
Adolph Zukor, the Trocadero, Los Angeles.
Dec. 24: Fox Westcoasters Club dinner and
revue, the Ambassador Hotel, Hollywood.
Jan. 9: Stagehands Union ball. Hotel Taft,
New

«

Variety Club's
Mayfair
Casino.

Haven.

Feb. 3: Motion Picture Research Council's
benefit performance of Ballet Russe, Oakland, Cal.
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ANSHIP GIVE
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Directed by Ku?t Newmann

> YOU THE
USTMAS!

ss

The boy wonder singer who took

the screen by storm in "Let's
Sing Again.". . . MORE AMAZING
THAN EVER... in the song-drenched story of a waif adrift
away down deep in Dixie !...Romance .. .Tears .. .Laughs. .. and
Tug-at-your-heart Drama... in a picture bristling with the
angles that smart showmen know mean THE BIG MONEY!

Hear Bobby sing the
new hits, "Rainbow
on
the River"
and
"Waitin'
For The
Sun" and many of
those never - old
songs that echo forever in the garden
of your memories 1

IBIBUlM

83%

in

Mi

AY ROBSO
UTTERWORTH
. HUME * ALAN MOWBRAY * LOUISE BEAVERS
/^O'NEILL * MARILYN KNOWLDEN...and the
3U§^flilLUOHNS0N CHOIR... Produced hY
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Jleviews of tl*e> Hew Ti£*ns>
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•MAD

with

Edmund

Pim.

Ted

HOLIDAY"

Lowe.
Healy.

Elissa

Edmund
Kennedy.

"WANTED:

Landi,
Gwenn,

M-G-M

ZaSu
Edgar

with

JANE TURNER"

Lee Tracy

INTERESTINGLY,
71 Mins.

MILDLY DIVERTING MYSTERY STORY
GENEROUSLY FILLED WITH LAUGHS FOR
AVERAGE
FANS.

and

Gloria Stuart

RKO-Radio
WELL-ACTED
ING.

AND

LIVELY
SOLIDLY

67 Mins.
CRIME

FILM

Well-paced and nicely rounded melodrama of unrelenting fashion in which Post
Office Department tracks down violators
of its services. John Twist lives up to his
name handsomely as writer of the screenplay, for there are several themes running
i through the main action, all of which are
skillfully, logically and amusingly handled.

Direction,

Peppy

Photography,

Capable

FOREIGN
DIE GANZE WELT DREHT SICH UM
LIEBE" ("The Whole World Revolves About
Love"), Europa Tonfilm production with
German dialogue, directed by Erich Waschneck with Charlotte Susa. Karl Ludwig
Diehl, Ralph Arthur Roberts, et al. in cast.
Presented at the Garden Theater.
Pleasing mystery-romance with action
taking place on train aboard which a beautiful woman finds her jewels have been
stolen. There are several suspects in the
best Hollywood film manner, — a count, a
professor and even a detective. A handsome

waiter aids the lady,
wins her love. Aside
ing story, picture has
Susa and Karl Dehil
neck's direction.

retrieves her gems and
from briskly entertainadvantage of Charlotte
in leads, plus Wasch-

"BEFEHL 1ST BEFEHL" ("Orders Are
Orders"), a DEKA production with dialogue
in German; direction by A. Elling, and a
cast including the popular Bavarian comedian, Weiss Ferdl. Presented at 86th Street
Casino Theater.
Despite thin material Ferdl performs
capably and amusingly as the young soldier
who comes out of the army and tries to
adjust himself to civilian living. He takes
charge of bellboys in a badly mismanaged
hotel and succeeds in instilling military
bearing as becomes the best traditions of
the military. His efforts win him a better

job.

The March of Time
(21stTimely
Release)
RKO Radio
20 mins.

ENTERTAIN-

Presenting frothy, light entertainment
and tragedy at the same time, it is difficult to classify this laugh-studded mystery
drama which appears to be both a travesty
and a very serious piece of business. Only
the individual picture patrons c?n decide.
But anyone, regardless of how his or her Edward Killy's direction is peppy and the
interpretation is gaited. will discover 1 photography clear-cut. Lee Tracy is the
enough all-around diversion to make the young, able and somewhat personally irresponsible inspector who is assigned to
ticket investment fairly worth-while. Just
about everything happens on the boat that run down a bandit-killer who has perpetrated a hold-up on a U. S. mail truck
bears Edmund Lowe off on his vacation. He
is weary of working in crime pictures, so and murdered the driver. Assisting the
off he goes to rest his nerves. Out on the sleuth is a department secretary, Gloria
Stuart, whose attractiveness is far more
high seas he meets a pretty blonde who
introduces herself via a mock murder. For apparent to film audiences than to Inspector
it is she who is the undercover author of Tracy, who tardily is enamoured of her.
the screen thrillers in which the jaded They go to Los Angeles on the case, find
Lowe has repeatedly been the leading man. that the killer and his gang are in hiding.
But there is an actual killing aboard ship, Two young lovers are made innocent victims of circumstances in the final round-up,
and the actor and author team to solve it.
It all happens because of the magnetic but all's well that ends well, — and this exciting film does. The innocent ones are
magnificence, size and value of a diamond
vindicated, and belatedly the dynamic Mr.
known as the "White Dragon." As every Tracy discovers that his heart is shared by
film fan knows, the hero and heroine aphis duty and his genuine devotion to Gloria
prehend the thief. They naturally fall in
Stuart whom he saves in the nick of time
love. But the real thing the audience
from death at the hands of the gang leader.
doscn't suspect is the amount of comedy Audiences will find this above par as crime
and parody that reigns in this production.
films go. The dialogue and characters are
That is the surprise. ZaSu Pitts is the nottrue to life and thrills and sordid happenoverbright lady who causes most of the
ings are deftly counterbalanced by humor.
laughs. Her not-overbrightness is just the
Cast: Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart, Judith
character she portrays, and well, too. Lowe
is a pleasing hero, ani Elissa Landi ef- Blake. John McGuire, Frank M. Thomas,
fective. Picture is best suited to houses Patricia Wilder, Barbara Pepper, Willard
whose customers are mystery-minded and Robertson, Aileen Pringle, Irene Franklin,
like screenplays that arc no tax on intro- Paul Guilfoyle.
spective powers.
Producer, Cliff Reid; Director, Edward
Cast: Edmund Lowe, Elissa Landi, ZaSu Killy; Authors, John Twist, Edmund L.
Ted Healy, Edmund Gwenn, Edgar Hartman; Screenplay, John Twist; CameraKennedy. Soo Yong. Walter Kingsford. man. man, Robert de Grasse; Editor, Ted CheesHerbert Rawhnson, Raymond Hatton, Rafaela Ottiano, Harlan Briggs, Gustav Von
Direction, Peppy
Photography, Clear cut.
Seyffertitz.
Producer: Harry Rap'; Director, George B
Seitz; Author, Joseph Santley; Screenplay,
Florence Ryerson, Edgar Allen Woolf;
Cameraman, Joseph Ruttenberg; Editor,
George Boemler.

SHORTS

The situation of present-day Belgium under the rule of young King
Leopold is presented very graphically, dealing with the political phases
centering around the activities of
Leon Degrelle's party, the "Christus
Rex." His growing power is emphasized as he swings the youth
of Belgium to his banner, and his
sensational career in the past year
may point to the birth of a new
Fascist party a la Hitler. Meanwhile Belgium's government does
everything in its power to preserve
a strict neutrality, leaning neither
to communism or fascism. The army
has been strengthened, and the air
is surcharged with a jjolicy of
watchful waiting. The 30-year-old
problem of a St. Lawrence waterway, linking the Great Lakes with
the Atlantic via the St. Lawrence
River is again being agitated by
important groups in Washington
and out. Charts and photographs
make clear the enormous benefits
that would accrue to a dozen lake
cities if the dream ever becomes a
reality, only requiring that the obstacle of the 48-mile International
Rapids section be overcome. The
reel closes with a review of the Federal Theater project. The subject
shows how the old troupers of the
stage carried on in the palmy days
of the living theater. Then today
we see the Federal Theater functioning in its second year and moving ahead mightily, giving employment to thousands in varied activities, and bringing recreation to
towns that have never before witnessed stage performances.

<* d

a highly entertaining reel that holds
the interest easily with its factual
story of tracking down dangerous
criminals. Hoover finishes at the
close with a short talk. Narration
by Lowell Thomas. Produced by
Charles E. Ford. Photographed bv
William J. Miller.

"Paradise of the Caribbean"
(Going Places No. 31)
Universal
io mins.
Fine Scenic
A very interesting camera jaunt
through the British Island of Jamaica. The narrator guides the
audience through the capital, Kingston, and then out into the Island
where the natives are seen at their
daily tasks. The market place with
its abundant variety of tropical
products. The Panama hat industry as conducted by the women who
manufacture the hats in their
homes. The sugar plantations, showing how the product is prepared for
the markets of the world. The novel method of digging Jamaica ginger
out of the bog lands. The hard wood
industry. And finally the banana
plantations, and the shipment on the
vessels in the harbor. Closes with
some gorgeous shots of the scenic
attractions of the Island.
"Wonders of Nature and Art"
(Going Diversity
Places No. 30)
Universal
10 mins.

Three interesting subjects are
presented, opening with the Petrified Forest of Arizona, tracing the
transformation of the rainbow forest down through the ages. The
glass-blower's art, showing through
the work of one expert how the ball
of fiery material is fashioned into
the article of commerce or the object of art. The third sequence is
"You Can't Get Away With It" a novel journey aboard a Chinese
Universal
26 mins.
steamer plying the dangerous gorges
Graphic
of the Yangtze River. Good narration throughout.
A very graphic presentation of
the behind-the-scenes work of the
G-Men, the film being taken by per"Television Highlights"
mission of Attorney General Cum10 mins.
mings, and with the cooperation of Universal
Routine Vaude
J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation of
Still another gag to take the
teh U. S. Dept. of Justice. In fact curse off the presentation of ordiHoover opens the film as seated at
nary vaude acts that have no parhis desk he outlines briefly the aims
ticular outstanding merit. Just fair,
of the department and what his men this collection. The gag is having
are expected to do. Then into the Henry Youman, emcee at the Yacht
actual work, showing the training Club nite spot in New York, trying!
of the investigators and operatives. to interest Lew Hearn in a televi-,
The highlights of many episodes sion instrument. He demonstrates j
connected with the capture or kill- the invention, and in turn the acts
ing of noted public enemies are cov- do their stuff as if coming through:
ered very interestingly. The detail- the screen of the cabinet. Gogo del
ed work of the various scientific deLys, the
doesCompany
a num-<
partments such as the laboratories ber.
Mae radio
Wynnsinger,
& Zella
in checking up the clues on various do their vaude routine. Roy Smeck;
crimes, the work of the different de- does a swing number. Patsy Wynn;
partments such as finger-printing,
Girls do their'
song the
and Twelve
dance Prom
specialty.
kidnapped persons, etc., all forming and
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ANNUAL FUND DRIVE
HAS STARTED STRONG

NEWS

of the DAY

(Continued from Page 1)

Ambridge, Pa.— Harry Walters,
he demands have been unusually ex-assistant at the Kenyon theater
leavy. In many instances where a Pittsburgh, has been named man-,
;en-dollar bill was urgently needed
ager of the Prince theater here.
t was necessary to split it in half
;o that some other worthy case
Lisbon, O. — The new Manos, ocvould not be turned away without
cupying the site of the old Rolloiny help whatever.
We of the film biz have always wav skatine rina:, just off the public
>rided ourselves on our ability to square has been opened.
ake care of our own needy cases,
Painesville, O. — Alterations to
•'or ten years the Relief Fund has
>een doing more than its share to cost approximately $10,000 have
ichieve this object. We are not go- been started at the Utopia theater
ng to fail this year, even as we have here, operated by the Inter-Cit
y
ilways met the call in the past. But Amusement Co.
ve are depending on YOU to do your
hare.
Wellsburg, W. Va.— The MascaIt is only necessary to remind you.
iVe realize that. The Committee is lino Brothers in conjunction with the
tot asking you to sacrifice anything. Alpine Theater Circuit will open a
new house here on Christmas Day.
Jive what you feel you can. Don't
eel that the amount you can spare
rom your charity budget is too
Pittsburgh — Harold Lund, manmall. Send it along. Every dollar
ager of the Federal Ross Service
[dps.
office here who was promoted to a
In a few days we will start pub- post in New York, was the guest
ishing daily till Christmas the of honor of a farewell luncheon
tames of the Regular Fellows who staged at the Variety Club. He was
Kave signed up with their names on presented a traveling bag.
leir checks. We are holding the list
o that you can have a chance to
Glenwood, la. — The Gem has been
>e there.
Of course you want to be there, opened here by H. V. Mullins.
t is a privilege and a pleasure that
ou do not want to deny yourself.
5o send the Committee your famous
lutograph RIGHT NOW— on a Flying "Gold Diggers" Off
For Albany on Return Trip
;heck that is as substantial in
imount as you can afford. Thank
(Continued from Page 1)
ou.
to the Coast. Itinerary includes 11
stops enroute.
loxy Reorganization Plan

To Reach Court on Dec. 4

According to Howard S. Cullman,
toxy trustee, a reorganization plan
or the Roxy Theater will be preented in Federal Court on Dec. 4.
'ederal Judge Caffey has reserved
ecision on Cullman's application for
in interim allowance of $20,000 for
lis services as Roxy trustee.

Para. Week

in Cuba

Havana — This week throughout
Juba is being celebrated as Paratiount Week. It is a national celeration, with the entire Motion Picure Exhibitors' Association of the
ountry participating.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Czechoslovakia!! censors passed 101
American films (including 13 German
versions) from January to September inclusive 1936. Germany was second with
53 productions.

PATENT-POOLING PACT
MEASURE IS DRAFTED

Albany — State and city officials
were assembled at the Albany Airport this morning to welcome the
"Gold Diggers" plane, due at 11 a.m.
Official receptions at the Governor's
Chambers and City Hall will be followed by attendance at the Denial
Day civic luncheon, launching the
Mayor's Christmas Fund drive.
Troupe appears at the Strand and
special super dance at the De Witt
Clinton tonight, and proceeds to
Syracuse tomorrow.

1 18 Theaters Sign For
Profit Sharing Coupons
Theater Profit Sharing Corporation of America has taken over the
contract from M. G. Felder for the
distribution of United Profit Sharing
Coupons in the national picture theater field.
Executive offices will be opened in
the RCA Building, Rockefeller center, tomorrow.
Total of 118 theaters have been
signed up to date with the Cameo !
Theater, Newark, N. J., being the
first, starting Dec. 11-12. All other
contracts are effective after the first
of the year. Distribution agents will
be appointed in all film Exchange
centers.

Olin la.— The Plaza has been sold
to Faul Swanson by Stingly & Barber.
Scottsbluff, Neb.— The Otoe, built
here by the Midwest Amusement
and Realty Co., opened Thanksgiving Day. The Otoes were a
of Indians, making the nametribe
fit
well since the house carries out the
Indian motif in architecture and interior decorations.

(Continued from Page 1)

of Congress, it was said yesterday
by Dr. William I. Sirovich, chairman
of the House Patent Committee. The
Commissioner of Patents and a
House Committee is working on the
bill, Dr. Sirovich said.

AMPA

Omaha— Sam Stern of Capitol
Pictures purchased the 500-seat
Winn, local neighborhood, from Mrs.
Blanche Snider, then closed it two
days later until he could make up
his
make.mind on what improvements to

to Hear Dodge at
Program Meet Thursday
(Continued from Page 1 )

nounced, together with the new
working committees which already
have started a schedule of activities
to continue through the season.
District Attorney William C.
Dodge of New York will be the prinReedsburg, Wis. — Articles of incipal speaker, his subject, "Crime
corporation have been filed here by Prevention and the Movies." He will
discuss
particularly the effect of picthe Sauk Theatre Corp. with Nathan
tures on New York City law enforceW. Heller, B. H. Wozniak and Michment.
ael Levin as incorporators.
Athough the most important group
Detroit — Downtown Theater, re- of celebrities in many months will
leased by R-K-0 last July, which be present, the program is planned
has been operating for the past five to finish at 2:15. Luncheon will be
at 12:45 p.m. in the College
weeks as an independent house un- served
Room. The program will start at
der
manageme
of
Clem
Pope,
the
nt
has closed.
1:30 p.m.

THE GARDE
OF ALLAH
Thanksgiving
Day
Aldine, Philadelphia
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A "JUUU" from Hollywood "lots
II* RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
REGINALD DENNY was signed
"^ for an important role in "Join
the Marines." This is the first time
Dennv has appeared in a picture on
the Republic lot. Paul Kelly and
June Travis have the leads. Ralph
Staub is directing.
T
»
▼
Rufus LeMaire, who is Charles K.
Ropers' executive assistant, was
piven an added duty and becomes
an associate producer. He will do
two pictures this year, the first will
be "He It Ever So Humble" an
original story by Eleanore Griffin
and William Rankin.

," is to be
stage hit, "Nine Officers
filmed by German producers, is
made bv* Carl Laemmle, Jr., who
>ays: "I have acquired the world
picture rights to 'Nine Ofmotion
\
ficers,' and I intend to make the
in Hollywood for repicture here
lease through a major distributing
(

company."
New story purchases for W. Ray
Johnston's Sterling Pictures Corp.
include: "New Orleans," by Barrett
McDonald; "Thirteenth Man" by
Revmond Ray, and "Flying Orders,"
Noble. "Dreams Come
by William
True"
has been selected as the
screen title of the recently acquired
*
*
*
,. "Tintype of a Lady," novel by Kathleen Shepard which Sterling will
Yal Paul, recently made studio
manager at Universal, was given a produce.
»
T
T
new term contract by Charles R.
Although her picture never apRogers with a substantial boost in
pears on the screen, the fan mail of
salary and a longer period of time.
»
»
»
Virginia Van Upp, Paramount scenarist, has achieved proportions that
Jessie Ralph has been added to
the cast of the M-G-M production,
The Last of Mrs. Cheney." Sidney
Bracv will plav the role of the but- Omaha U. A. Exchange Shifts
ler in "Sinner Take All."
Omaha — Manager D. V. McLucas
T
T
▼
of
United Artists exchange anGeorge Harmon Coxe and Patnounces the following changes for
terson McNutt added to the writers' his organization here: Booker Dan
staff at M-G-M. Coxe's first as- McCarthy promoted to salesman,
signment will be the adaptation of
Shipper George McCool promoted to
"Arsene Lupin." No assignment booker,
and employment of Harry
as yet for McNutt.
T
▼
T
Lefholtz,
who managed Universal's
M-G-M has renewed the contracts Omaha exchange for 12 years prior
on George Murphy and Cecilia to 1926, as salesman replacing Milt
Parker.
Frankle. The latter resigned to enter the air conditioning field at Des
Vigorous denial that the Viennese Moines.
t

▼

(.Continued from Page 1)

all charges including Federal income taxes, was $3,177,312.73, as
compared with $674,158.96 for previous year. RKO and subsidiaries
showed consolidated net of $712,430
for third quarter ended Sept. 26,
bringing total profits for 39 weeks
of 1936 to $1,446,922 after all
charges, but before provision for
possible surplus tax on undistributed profits.
Net profit of Loew's, Inc., after all charges
for fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 1936, was
$11,076,822, e<|ual to $81.02 a share on pre
ferred stock, the company's highest earnings
in five years. Net for 12-week period preceding Aug. 31 was $3,686,327. Paramount
operating profit before provision for estimated
normal income tax and after applying $200,000 of inventory reserve set up as of Dec.
28, 1935, was $1,609,224 for its third quarter.

*

*

Arriving on Normandie, Monday, GB board
Chairman Isidore Ostrer said: "the Ostrers
are not going to sell their control to anybody,"
adding bombshell statement, "J'lhn Maxwell
has only become a moderate-sized shareholder
in our company through acquisition of 240,000 shares of Class B stock of Metropolis
and Bradford Trust Co. which controls GB.
There are 1,000,000 shares of Class B stock
riding." Ostrer and A. C. Blumenthal,
who also arrived on Normandie, conferred
Tuesday

with

Loew's

▼

▼

▼

DOMESTIC

♦

t

president,

Nicholas

M.

would arouse the envy of many a
star. Miss Van Upp's fans do not
write for autographed pictures nor
locks of hair or other souvenirs, but
for advice. They want to know how
to become a screen writer like herself. Most of the letters are from
college girls and business women,
and her advice to all is: "Just keep

Kenneth Goldsmith will soon start

production on "Baby Derby." Bennie F. Zeidman is readying "St.
Elmo" for Grand National release
and Imperial Productions will probably turn the cameras on the first
of the Tim McCoy series this week.
▼

t

▼

A two-reel Vitaphone musical
short subject, based on the life of
Robert Burns, the Scotch poet, is
TV
on writing." ▼
currently in production at Warners.
Freddie Bartholomew has a private The film, which is the latest in the
bodyguard, the result of threats series of Vitaphone short subjects
made in a reported $50,000 kidnap- based on historical personages, is
extortion plot.
being directed by Crane Wilbur, and
T
▼
T
features Owen King in the role of
With Treasure Productions still Robert Burns.
shooting on "Avenging Angels," I.
Columbia's "Help Wanted, FeE. Chadwick making "The Outer
male," the picturization of Matt
Gate" with Ralph Morgan, Kay Linaker and Ben Alexander, and Cres- Taylor's Collier's Magazine story,
cent Pictures starting "Battle of has been permanently titled "More
Greed" with Tom Keene, Gwynne Than a Secretary." This latest Jean
Shipman and James Bush, Talisman Arthur-George Brent starring vehicle is directed by Alfred E. Green.
Studios is humming.
▼
T
» 20th CenCasting assignments:
tury-Fox—
James
Stewart,
"Seventh
Organize to Aid Theater
Heaven" (opposite S'mone Simon);
Representatives of the Actors' First National — Minerva Urecak
Equity
Guild and Clara Blandick, "Her Husband's
and the Ass'n,
League Dramatists'
of N. Y. Theaters
Secretary"; Warners — Murray
are slated to meet tomorrow to form Kinnell, "The Prince and the Paupa permanent committee which will
er"; Ed Cobb and Tom Brower,
take concrete steps to improve the "The Cherokee Strip"; Columbiacondition of the America Theater. Thurston Hall and Mark Lawrence,
Among the plans is an increase in "I Promise to Pay"; George Chesethe number of roadshows, stimula- bro, Al Bridges and Edward Keane,
tion of local business to support the "Mule Skinner"; Chesterfield — Andy
theater and a proposal to have rail- Clyde, "Red Lights Ahead"; Pararoad excursions from neighboring
mount— Milburn Stone, "A Doctor's
states to see the Broadway plays.

THEWEEI^INREVIEW

Diary." ♦

Schenck, and left for the coast for meeting
with Joseph M. Schenck, 20th Century-Fox
board chairman, and its president, Sidney R.
Kent. Wednesday, Nicholas Schenck told
The Film Daily, through a spokesman, "I
still insist that a deal has been made between
the Ostrers and my company and 20th Century-Fox." While Joseph Schenck, Kent.
Ostrer and Blumenthal were in coast huddle,
cable from London sources close to John
Maxwell stated conviction that Isidore Ostrer
had gone to U. S. to induce Kent and Joseph
Schi-nck to sell their 20th Century-Fox holdings in his company to him so Maxwell control deal can be immediately consummated.
Maurice Ostrer, brother of Isidore and a
(JB executive, arrives today on Normandie.

unofficially appraised as both an industry and
personal
victory by film leaders.

*

*

*

Outstanding news included F. C. C.'s report from Washington to effect that television
ill strictly experimental and no channels
for commercial purposes will be allocated until expiration of a year . . . With Lord Ragnor, board chairman of British Colonial Trust
of London, as president, British National of
America, Inc., was incorporated at Albany a;
a new U. S. film producing organization . . .
Long-awaited RKO reorganization plan was
presented Monday to Federal Judge Bondy in
somewhat preliminary form, omitting mention
about new directors, estimated reorganization
expenses and other matters. Hearing was set
for Dec. 23 . . . Thanksgiving Day grosses
of Broadway houses were reported biggest
in four-year period, "take" up from 15 to
50 per cent . . . Under new capital setup,
Rockefellers with their 500,000 shares of
RKO common will have a 20 per cent voting
interest in that company ... A 10 per cent
cancellation
privilege
under
certain
specified

conditions was granted to M. P. T. O. A. in
reply from 20th Century-Fox president to Ed
Kuykendall, exhibitor association head . . .
The Film Daily launched its tenth annual
Relief Fund drive to assist needy in the
industry . . . John Boettiger, assistant to
Will Hays and son-in-law of the President,
resigned to become Hearst publisher in Seattle.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

mendation was also made that quota
films be made to pass test for minimum standard regarding entertainment values, and such measures be
exercised by special committee. Extension of quota system as protection to producers was urged for another 10 years.
*
*
*
Will H. Hays, American film administrator,
left Rome Wednesday for Paris following
conferences with Premier Mussolini, Foreign
Minister Count Galeazzo Siano, and Minister
of Propaganda Dino Al fieri. Rome cables said
sweeping restrictions imposed by Italian government against American film branches were
lifted, with assistance of U. S. Ambassador
William Phillips. Amount of profit permitted to be taken out of Italy is -aid to have
been appreciably increased over original dictum prescribing that only some 33 per cent
could be exported from total earned there.
Italy had ordered American export of films
to that country cut to 48, but this figure, too,
was

favorably

adjusted.

Hays'

mission

was

*

*

*

Convinced that friendly American market
offered unusually favorable opportunities for
any worth-while English pictures, Herbert
Wilcox, executive producer of British Premier Productions and head of recently incorporated Herbert Wilcox Pictures Corp., sailed
for England from New York on the Normandie prepared to advocate more intensive invasion of U. S. by Great Britain's film interests. Coincident with Wilcox's departure,
Arthur Lee, vice-president and general manager of GB Productions, announced his company would distribute five of Wilcox's forthcoming features.

*

*

*

Flashes from foreign field: New Zealand
government is rushing plans to produce scenic
and industrial films for exhibition in foreign
countries . . . Austria now has in operation
centralized censorship bureau with committee
comprising representatives of nine federated
states prepared to pass on pictures . . . Latin
American films are said to be showing popularity gains over Hollywood product in Peru.
Observers attributing gains to production rises
in Spanish language features produced in
Mexico and continental Europe ...
At
Brunswick, Germany, an open-air cinema seating 200,000 is in course of construction. The
screen will be 36 feet high and 19 feet wide.
cable states . . . Czech films have received
new government subsidy amounting to 10,000,000 crowns. Sum is sufficient to make
30 features . . ■ London premiere of Selznick's "Garden of Allah" set for Christmas
at Leicester Square Theater, with tickets
priced at $5 each. . . .

o photograph of human

misery... no

painting of vivid words will ever stir you. ..if
you cannot look into your own heart and
discover
those

who

some small corner reserved for
are

less fortunate
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Cut $100,000 Minimum Recording Charge

SAYS 20TH CENT.-FOX HOLDS KEY TO GB CONTROL
See
No Plan,Need
(or Conciliation
Under
MPTOA
Local
Pennsy Unions Seek Referendum

Boards

to be
Advisory

Only

"There is no need for a central
appeals board in connection with
the local conciliation boards' setup
proposed by the MPTOA inasmuch
as the territorial bodies will not
render decisions but merely aid in
working out disputes and problems,"
said a spokesman for the exhibitor
association in New York yesterday.
The recommendation was made by
Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
Century-Fox, in his reply to the
M.P.T.O.A. trade practice proposals.
Establishment of local boards is
(Continued on Page

18)

STERLING PRODUCTION
BUDGET AT $2,300,000
A $2,300,000 production budget
has been set by W. Ray Johnston,
president, and Scott R. Dunlap,
vice-president, of Sterling Pictures
Corp. This amount will provide for
production of 26 feature dramas and
8 westerns.
Serial end of the program still
remains to be set, as Johnston and
Dunlap plan to make two special
(Continued on Page

18)

Allied to be Represented
at Washington Meetings
Allied will be represented at the
conference to be held under sponsorship of the National Council for
Industrial Progress at Washington,
Dec. 10 and 11 to generally discuss
plans for establishing minimum
(Continued on Page

Oh,

Mister Cantor!

Boston — Sign
ater marquee:

"The

18)

on Keith's
In Person
Eddie Cantor

Smartest

Girl

Boston

in Town''

The-

Boards' Appeal
Body
Maurice
Ostrer
Declares

on Sunday Stage Shows

Pittsburgh — Officers of the local stagehands and musicians unions are making plans
to file a bill at the legislative session in Harrisburg opening in January to permit a
general vote on Sunday stage shows during the next election. At present, only movies
are legal in Pennsylvania theaters on Sundays.

LOEWS TO REPLY TO SEE MAURICE OSTRER
SALES POLICY ATTACK GR PRODUCTION HEAD
Loew's will reply to attacks upon
its current season sales policies
when Al Lichtman, assistant to
Nicholas M. Schenck, and William
F. Rodgers, general sales manager,
today attend the annual convention
of the I.T.O. of Ohio at the DeshlerWallick Hotel, Columbus. Lichtman
and Rodgers left New York last
night for Columbus.
Other speakers on the program
include: Governor Martin L. Davey;
(Continued on Page 4)

No. 306 to Absorb Allied;
Contract Waits on Browne
Practical agreement has been
reached on the pact under which
Local 306, A. F. of L. operators'
union, will absorb the Allied Operators' union, with signaturing of the
contract awaiting the return from
Tampa of George E. Browne,
IA.T.S.E. president, it was said
yesterday at union headquarters.

Maurice Ostrer, who is currently
British's
Gaumont
charge ofstudio
in
Gainsborough
in England
and
who is also assistant managing
director of GB, is slated to succeed
Michael Balcon as production head
of the company late this month, it
was indicated yesterday when Ostrer
arrived in New York on board the
Queen Mary.
Balcon, who personally is in
charge of production on most of
the organization's product at Shepherd's Bush studio, ends his connec(Continued on Page

18)

Wall St. Looks for $5-$6
Para. Dividend Thursday
A dividend on preferred stock will
be declared by the Paramount board
of directors at a meeting Thursday.
Although no official statement has
been made on the matter, Wall
Street reports say that the figure
will be between $5 and $6.

Major Companies Negotiating a New
Deal With Erpi Seeking Readjustments
Schines Buy Ky. Circuit
Major companies now engaged in
Of Seven for $450,000 negotiating a new agreement with
Lexington, Ky. — Schine interests
of Gloversville, N. Y., are reported
to have paid $450,000 for 95 per
cent of the 30,000 shares of stock
of Phoenix Amusement Co., controlling four Lexington
theaters,
(Continued on Page

18)

Erpi covering recording apparatus
have requested Erpi to lower its
$100,000 minimum guarantee and
allow a credit of 25 per cent on the
amount above the reduced guarantee
towards payment of new equipment.
Erpi has offered the majors a
(Continued on Page

18)

Maxwell Deal Hinges
on U. S. Firm

"As long as 20th Century-Fox
doesn't sell its Metropolis and Bradford TrustMaxwell
Co. shares,
see
how John
can Igetdon't
control
of Gaumont
declared
Maurice
Ostrer, British,"
assistant managing
director
and head
of the
company's
Gainsborough
studios,
yesterday
as
he arrived on the Queen Mary from
England.
"If Maxwell gets the 20th Century-Fox stock," he admitted, "we
(the Ostrer brothers) would automatically sell our shares to him."
Ostrer stated: "I don't see a
chance of a revival of the deal under
which 20th Century-Fox and Loew's
would acquire substantial interests
made
in Denial
GaumontwasBritish."

that Isidore

(Continued on Page

18)

GRAINGER HOLDS N. Y.
SALES PARLEY FRIDAY
Intending to zoom up interest in
"Three Smart Girls" and "Top of
the Town," James R. Grainger, Universale distribution head, on Friday will hold the first of a series of
midwinter(Continued
sales conferences.
Openon Page 4)

Ascap Without Plans to
Quit Canada, Says Mills
Despite opposition from groups of
film men to the new music tax rates
worked out for Canada by Ascap,
and apparent intention to challenge
the rates (Continued
by appeal
to the
on Page
4) govern"Ingagi"

Finally Cleared

Cleveland — "Ingagi" which the Ohio
censor board threw out five years ago.
has now been passed and will be distributed in Ohio and Kentucky by Harry
Lande and Nate Gcrson of Independent
Film

Service.
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Trial of the Skouras Theaters'
Vallar, who has been man- injunction and damages action
against
RKO, based on alleged
German
lint
r y,
for ;'
1 as inmanage
playing of 20th Century-Fox picPratsucceeds lyArthur
tures by RKO's
St. in
theater
day
made man- and date
with its81st
houses
the same
was recent
who the
including
division
area, is now scheduled in two weeks
West Indies and northern in the New York State Supreme
u America.
Court. Efforts at an out-of-court
Dr. Hanns Gordon, who has been settlement so far have not matetger for the company, rialized.
Berh
ew York Friday to become
int manager at Panama.

Souland Off for Coast
and Production Talks

E. J. Grubel, Kansas City
Theater Operator, Expires

Kansas City, Mo. — A heart attack
is believed to have caused the death
of Edward J. Grubel, 66, dean of
theater owners in greater Kansas
City, whose body was found in the
bathroom of the home of A. F.
Baker, general manager of the
Grubel interests, the Electric Theater Amusement Co., with whom the
deceased made his home.
Grubel was president of the company which operates motion picture
theaters in Kansas City, Kansas,
Joplin, Springfield, Sedalia, St.
Major Warner on Air
Joseph and Pittsburg, Kans. A
Major Albert Warner, vice-presi- brother, Frank Grubel, survives.
dent and treasurer of Warner Bros.
"Allah" Grows at M. H.
Pictures, spoke on "Business Leadership and Philanthropy" last nght
Biz of "Garden of Allah" at the
over Station WHN, as a part of the Radio City Music Hall continues
weekly broadcast of the Federation to grow in its second week at the
of Jewish Charities. Major War- world's largest theater, the first
ner is the Co-chairman of the four days of the second week beatAmusement Division of the Federaing the similar period of the first
tion.
week by more than $9,000, U. A.
home office said yesterday. The
U. A. release likewise was said to
Darby, Pa., House Burns
Philadelphia— The Darby, Darby, be ahead of the week's gross of
Pa., burned to the ground in an any pix shown at the Aldine, Philadelphia, this year though it has yet
early morning fire yesterday. House
two days to go to complete its first
was a second-run in the suburban week.
Philadelphia area. It was the district's most disastrous fire in years
with several firemen injured.
Gordon Corp. Files in N. Y.
Albany — Max Gordon Plays and
Pictures Corp., chartered under
Rites Held for Mrs. Lynch
Delaware laws, with capital of 1,000
Funeral services were held yester- shares of no par value stock, and
day for Mrs. Ann Lynch, mother- with Max Gordon as president, has
in-law of Charles C. Pettijohn. She filed a statement of statement and
died Friday at the Pettijohn resi- designation in the office of the Secdence in Rye. Pettijohn is expected
retary of State to enable it to do
back at his office today following his business in New York State. Abrarecent illness.
ham L. Berman is attorney for the
corporation.

J. M. Souland, executive president of Archland Productions, Inc.,
left yesterday for a two weeks' visit
to Hollywood, where he will discuss
feature productions with independent producers. Souland will confer
with D. C. Hickson for production
at the General Service Studios in
Hollywood. On his way to the Coast,
Souland will visit several key city
exchanges.

B. N. of A. Incorporators

Albany — Incorporation papers
"Plainsman" Trade Showing
filed here by British National of
A trade showing of Cecil B. DeAmerica, Ltd., list Max Whitman,
Henry J. Umans and Miriam Glazer Mille's "The Plainsman," given by
Paramount yesterday at the Astor
as incorporators.
theater, was attended by leading
circut
operators and independent exCol. Meeting for Chicago
hibitors. DeMille leaves New York
Columbia will hold another re- tomorrow for Omaha and Denver to
gional sales meeting in Chicago further preview his production.
Thursday and Friday, it was announced last night.
Exhibs to Make Westerns
Cleveland — Max Young, Akron
exhibitor, and his uncle, Phil
Pittsburgh — Both Warner's Stan- Selznicj of Cleveland, leave here
Jan. 5 for California to complete
ley and Loew's
Penn return
to Friday
openings
this week.
The Penn
will plans for the production of the John
have Mae West's "Go West Young Alden Selzter westerns, the picture
Man" which has just been OK'd by
the Pennsylvania Board of Censors. rights for which they recently ac-

Pitts. Back to Fridays

DECEMBER
1
Demetrios Alexis

quired.

Coming and Going
AL LICHTMAN and WILLIAM F. RODGERS
left New York last night for Columbus.
MAURICE OSTRER, who arrived in New York
yesterday on the Queen Mary, leaves for Hollywood tonight, accompanied by MRS. OSTRER.
JANET JOHNSON, Australian actress, leaves
New York for Hollywood in four days following
her arrival yesterday on the Queen Mary.
FRIEDA WOLFE, singing instructress, arrived
on the Queen Mary yesterday, bound for Hollywood.
HOWARD DIETZ
from
the Coast.

has returned to New

York ,

BOBBY BREEN, here for a two weeks' stay,
is anxious to prolong the visit until the world
premiere of his new

film, "Rainbow

on

the

JACOB PRICE is in Boston for the opening
today of the new branch of Price Theater
Premiums,
Inc.
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER leaves New
the week-end for the Coast.
River."

York over

GEORGE TYSON of the Harris Amusement
Co., Pittsburgh, is in New York.
JOHN SCULLY of GB
today from Boston.
ANDRE
from
the
RITA
returned

is due in New

OLSEN has arrived in New York
coast after landing
from
Java.

WEIMAN
to New

HAL HORNE
Hollywood.
SIDNEY

and MAURICE MARKS have
York from Atlantic
City.

has arrived in New

SKOLSKY

is in New

DR. HANNS
for

GORDON

York from !

York rom Hol-

lywood.
RODNEY BUSH returns to New
Coast
in one week.
Friday

York

York from the

leaves New

York City

Panama.

J. M. SOULAND, president of Archland Productions, Inc., left yesterday for the Coast,
with en route stops at key city exchanges
scheduled.
EDWARD ALPERSON, now at the Coast, returns to New York late this week.
CECIL B. DEMILLE leaves New
row for Omaha
and Denver.

York tomor-

SPYROS SKOURAS left by plane yesterday
for St. Louis and will go from there to Los
Angeles.
BARBARA
for the 20th

McLEAN leaves by plane today
Century-Fox coast studios.

EDITH and JACK DORRANCE left yesterday
for Los Angeles for F. & M. Stageshows.
ERROL FLYNN and his wife, LILI DAMITA,
arrive in New York this morning from the Coast,
bound for a European vacation. They will remain here about a week.

TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast
Non-stop
between
New
York and
Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503 Broadway, 70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Penn. Station
Telephone: MUrray Hill 6.1640
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LOEWS TO REPLY TO
SALES POLICY ATTACK
tinned

from

Pug*

ReichelRoy
theFilm CensorviceDargusch,
chairman of the Ohio Tax Commisvrnor Harold
an Arthur P.
• ctorney
Genera!S. Duffy.
improvement;

Cincinnati — Local contingent at
I.T.O.'s Columbus,
parley
include
- Ralph Kinsler, Republic's Bill
Onie, Wilson.
and GB's Herman Booth and

Philly Exhibitors Approve
Date Strike Against Loew
Philadelphia — At an open meeting of exhibitors, sponsored by the
UMPTO, at the Broadwood Hotel,
here, yesterday, it was unanimously voted to approve a date strike
against Loews as a move against
the company's alleged unfair selling policy. Unanimous approval was
also given to the board of managers
to take any further steps necessary
at such time as the plan may go into
effect. Representatives of the ITOA,
York City unit, did not show
up as scheduled.

"3 Men" Going Strong

Early reports from seven cities,
where "Three Men On A Horse"
opened simultaneously last week, reveal that the feature is setting
records in all situations to date,
Warners home office said yesterday. Houses are the Strand, Albany; Warner, Worcester; Orpheum,
New Orleans; Apollo, Indianapolis;
Mary Anderson, Louisville; United
Artists, Portlandj and the Strand,
New York.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Wilma

(Continued from Page

Francis builds boat models in

her spare time. She learned the craft
from her father, a retired naval officer.
—PARAMOUNT.
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ing session takes place in New York
and the second conference is planned
for Chicago on Dec. 10.

1)

Harrison, who will \x'w
analysis
of this year's
am F. Myers, general counsel
N'ational
AIL'
ernor
• Eberbju
leral Housing
:nistrator, wl.
( ak on the

GRAINGER HOLDS N. Y.
SALES PARLEY FRIDAY

T
T
▼
• • • A GOOD suggestion is advanced by J. P. McEvoy,
the Paramount writer that the studios aid the colleges
courses in an effort to develop writmotion picture
maintaining
he says there is no place where young
ers for the screen
writers can turn to get training from practical screen writers
. .so he suggests that the ace screen writers like Robert
Riskin, Grover Jones, Howard Estabrook, Claude Binyon, Frank
Butler, lecture at some university when not on assignment on
some script the screen would eventually benefit immeasurably by the new writers thus given a fine technical start by
experts
T
T
T
• •
• THE REPORTS from a bunch of first-runs in key
cities on "Born to Dance" directed by Roy Del Ruth
show
that it is eclipsing the smash biz done by "San Francisco"
in Richmond, Va., in three days it ran ahead of the receipts
of both "Ziegfeld" and "San Francisco" for a similar period
in Philly and Norfolk, Va., it was far ahead of "San Francisco," "Tale of Two Cities" and "Broadway Melody"
in
San Diego the picture doubled the biz on "The Great Ziegfeld"
and was 50 per cent ahead of "San Francisco"
Oklahoma
City reported the biggest business in the past three seasons
reports from Chicago, Omaha, Milwaukee and Seattle all
put "Born to Dance" away out in front and smashing most of
the records set by the other Metro b.o. blaze
▼
T
T
• Rivoli
• • tomorrow,
AT THE evening
performance
"Rembrandt"
at
the
leaders in
the world of
of arts
and letters
will attend including Leslie Howard, Gertrude Lawrence,
Lord and Lady Duveen, Ben Hecht, Herbert Winlock, director
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and Roger Livesey . . .
• The AMPA luncheon at the Edison Hotel on Thursday will
have J. C. Flippen as master of ceremonies, with Bobby Breen,
Burgess Meredith and Margo among the honor guests
T
T
T
• • • OUT IN York, Nebraska, theater manager Carl
Rose is capitalizing on Shirley Ross playing in "Big Broadcast"
for Shirley once lived in his town under her real name
of Bernice Gaunt, and that's the way she appears on his marquee likewise when Robert Taylor plays within 40 miles
of his home town of Beatrice, Nebraska, the marquees scream
his real name, Arlington Brugh
T
T
T
• • • AND NOW Eleanor Powell will have a street in
Springfield, Mass., named after her, if Mayor Henry Martens
wins out
it seems that Rhea Martens and the star were
classmates in a Springfield dancing school when the latter lived
in this town
T
T
T
• • • IN THE current release of Movietone News, the
Ail-American football team of 1936 is presented as selected by
Ed Thorgersen and Tom Cummiskey
they are Larry Kelley (Capt.) End (Yale)
Ed Franco, Tackle (Fordham) ....
Max Starcevich, Guard (Washington)
Alex Wojciechowicz,
Center (Fordham)
Steve Reid, Guard (Northwestern)
Ed Widseth, Tackle (Minnesota)
Gaynell Tinsley, End
(Louisiana State)
Joe Riley, Quarterback (Alabama)
Ray Buivid, Halfback (Marquette)
Andy Uram, Halfback
(Minnesota)
Sam Francis, Fullback (Nebraska)

"Ceylon" Film For U. S.
"Song of Ceylon", the documentary film produced in Ceylon by
Basil Wright under the supervision
of John Grierson, and which was
awarded the Gold Cup and First
Prize at the Brussels International
Exposition, will be released in the
United States by World Pictures
Corporation it was announced yesterday by Irvin Shapiro, general
manager.

Conn. Allied Meets Dec. 8
New Haven — Allied Theaters of
Connecticut will present for adoption the national Allied Constitution
and By-Laws, at the next regular
meeting, on Dec. 8, at the Film
Building headquarters. Bills impending in the State Legislature
and considered onerous to independent exhibitors will also be brought
up for discussion.

Attending the one-day New York meeting
will be: F J. A. McCarthy, eastern sales
manager; E. T. Gomersall, western sales
manager; Sig Wittman, eastern district manager; H. D. Graham, southern district manager; Clair Hague, Canadian general man
ager; and A. J. Herman, New England district manager. Edward Bonns, Sidney Singerman and William Kraemer. Exchange managers from ten exchang will attend this sales
conference. They aree Leo
Abrams of New
York, Dave Miller of Cleveland, J. Kaufman
of Pittsburgh, Nate Sauber of Buffalo, loe
Washington,
"of
Heiber
of Philade
Engel
Pete lphia,
Dana Edward
of Albany,
Morris
Joseph of New Haven, W. P. Kelly of Boston and S. Brint of Toronto.
At the Chicago meeting at the Blackstone
Hotel, attendance will include: E. T. Gomersall,
western sales manager, and the following exchange managers: Henry Herbel of Chicago,
Paul Krieger of Cincinnati, Jerry Spandau
of Des Moines, L. J. Miller of Omaha, Wil
ham Benjamin of Kansas City, J. E. Garri
son of St. Louis, J. F. Camp of Milwaukee,
Floyd Brown of Indianapolis, Manny Gottlieb
of Detroit, Frank Mantzke of Minneapolis.
Following the Chicago confab, Grainger,
with a print of "Three Smart Girls." will
hold a series of brief sessions with individual
branch managers over a period of four weeks.
His itinerary calls for stops at Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco.
Los
Moines. St. Louis, Denver, Omaha and
Des Angeles,
F. J. A. McCarthy,
returned to New York
through the southern
ferences were held at
New Orleans.

eastern sales manager,
yesterday after a trip
exchanges, where conCharlotte, Atlanta and

Ascap Without Plans to
Quit Canada, Says Mills
(.Continued from Page

1)

ment, Ascap has no plan to withdraw from Canada, but plans to
endeavor to operate under conditerday.tions as they develop, E. C. Mills,
Ascap general manager said yesFor the present at any rate, the
situation in Canada is not critical,
Mills said. Ascap had hoped and
even expected that the new rates
worked out with leading Canadian
exhibitor interests would not be
opposed.
Ascap board met yesterday, elected some new members but deferred
action on the fourth quarterly dividend until its next meeting to be
held shortly.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
The government of New Zealand will
produce scenic and industrial films for
exhibition
in foreign countries.
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Mr. and Mrs. Thin Man
and that dog of theirs
are back in a brand new
movie that's headed for
the headlines just like
their previous hit!
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PLEASE CONSULT THE
FILES OF LAST JUNE!
We made promises!
We told you oi our BIG plans —
We said that Leo was rarin' to go!
With big budget productions
With multi-starred attractions
For the greatest days of showmanship
Ever known in the amusement world We modestly believe we've delivered
But don't be convinced just by
Pictures like "Great Ziegfeld",

( continued )

(continued)

"Gorgeous Hussy", "Libeled Lady" and other
Early Fall Season productions!
The flood of hits rolls on
Like mighty Niagara —
It's amazing
But M-G-M is geared to do it!
Right now another Big One is
Packing them in

"Love On The Run" {Crawford, Qable, Tone)
Is a Hold-over everywhere!
Then your customers get a $6.60 show
"Born To Dance" — Bigger than Broadway's Biggest!
Watch for the preview reports next week
On "After The Thin Man" — it's great!
Then comes "Camille" — a Sensation!

AND

ALL OF THESE GIANT

HITS ARE

JUST
THE
BEGINNING
(Sept to Dec— Imagine/)
Early winter brings "Captains Courageous"
It's another "Mutiny On The Bounty" Sea Epic!
And then comes another 4-star smash:
Joan Crawford, William Powell, Bob Montgomery

and Frank Morgan in "Last of Mrs. Cheney" —
Also Clark Gable, Myrna Loy in "ParnelP
Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy in "Maytime"
And the Marx Brothers direct from the Opera
To "A Day At The Races". . .
Didn't we tell you at the Season's start!
And aren't you
happy you listened —
(Last page coming! With an autographed picture

on it! Turn!)

IT'S GREAT TO BE AN M-G-M SHOWMAN!
The industry called it Young Blood when Leo leaped to the
front 12 years ago. Today just as then the unconquerable
spirit, pep and enthusiasm of this family of showmen flames
brighter than ever in the Year of your Biggest Box-office
success . . ♦ 1936-1937*
Printed In U. 8. A.
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Barbara Stanwyck and Joel McCrea

"BANJO ON

in

MY KNEE"

Walter
Brennan,
Buddy
Ebsen,
Helen Westley, Walter Catlett
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
20th Century-Fox
80 mins.
WARM AND LOVABLE HUMAN PICTURE THAT SHOULD PROVE A DRAW AT

"LOVE LETTERS OF A STAR"

with Henry Hunter, Polly Rowles
Universal
62 mins.
EXCITING MURDER MYSTERY BUILDS
GOOD SUSPENSE TO A THRILL CLIMAX
THAT SATISFIES.

"CALL OF THE

PRAIRIE"

with William Boyd, Jimmy Ellison

Paramount

64 mins.

SOLIDLY
PRODUCED RIP-ROARIN'
WESTERN DRAMA SUITED TO EVERY
CLASS OF PICTUREGOERS.

A thoroughly worthy addition to the traA slashing meller set in a ritzy atmosphere
ditional, saga-like exploits of William Boyd
involving a very wealthy family with practiANY BOX-OFFICE.
cally everybody suspected till the last gasp- in the role of the indominable Hop-A-Long
Here is a warm, lovable, human picture
ing climax when the guilty person is un- Cassidy, this feature is well-made, expertly
that should do excellent business at the
covered. Meanwhile two murders have been photographed and full of logical, rip-roarin'
box-office. It deserves much exploitation, committed and
it looks pretty bad for the action. There is a particular quality about
because once the fans are in they will be
highly entertained and will give the picture hero for a time. The married daughter of Boyd in this picture. Not only is he a
the family commits suicide when a black- western hero of the stout-spine type, but
much word-of-mouth advertising. The commailer keeps threatening her with some let- ne exhibits all the symptons of a fatalist,
edy has the lazy, haunting atmosphere of
ters she once wrote to an actor. When the
the Mississippi River and introduces quaint
so heedless is he of the bullets that rain
characters. John Cromwell has done a blackmailer visits the lady, the hero enters
about
him as he marches complacently up
masterly directorial job. Walter Brennan is into a scuffle with him, and the vidian
a standout as an old river man, who wants drops dead, evidently from a heart attack. to a prospector's shack to bag a trio of desto be a grandpa again before he dies. He really has been shot by the hidden
perados. The gray-thatched Boyd, astride
Barbara Stanwyck does excellent work as a murderer with a silencer on his gun. Then nis magnificent gray horse never has either
land girl, who marries Joel McCrea, Bren- the excitement of trying to get rid of the the time or inclination to be romantic. He
body. A stranger who discovers the dead
nan's son. Joel is convincing as a river boy,
who, believing he has killed Victor Killian, body as it is being transported in a car, just engineers the thrills for the audience,
who has violated river custom by kissing the shoos the police onto the hero and his and does a bang-up job of that. But the
bride, runs away on his wedding night. pals, but the detective is a cagy gent and film is not without its love interest. This
Buddy Ebsen, Helen Westley and Spencer holds off making the arrest, till he can get
is engagingly supplied by Jimmy Ellison and
Charters turn in excellent performances as more evidence. In this way the stranger
river folk. Katherine de Mille does good who has been so anxious to help justice the magnetic Muriel Evans. The former is
work as a river girl, who sets her cap for turns out to be the murderer, the valet of Boyd's pal who gets himself involved with
Joel and does everything possible to win the actor who had not destroyed the letters a clique of bandits who take advantage of
him away from Barbara. Walter Catlett, from the suicide lady when his master so nis youth and inexperience. Boyd swings
Minna Gombell and Anthony Martin round ordered. The yarn is filled with lots of into the saddle, and after sizzling episodes
out the capable cast. When Joel fails to twists and surprises, and will satisfy the captures the culprits and clears Jimmy's
name. The latter, enamoured of the pretty
return to her after six months, Barbara goes thrill fans. Capable performances are turned
to New Orleans. She works in a cafe and is in by Henry Hunter as the hero; Polly daughter of a sly old miner, wins her after
joined there by Brennan, who is hired to Rowles as the heroine; C. Henry Gordon as rhe father gets back on the straight-andthe detective. In fact the entire cast is very narrow in time to save his skin. There is
play his home-made musical "contraption." adequate. The directors Lewis Foster and
Joel comes to New Orleans, and sees Barbpositive genius in Boyd's split-second shootara with Catlett. In a terrific brawl, Joel Milton Carruth have sustained a tense ating, or perhaps credit should be given to
mosphere throughout.
Howard Bretherton, director, who knows
wrecks the cafe and lands in jail. Katherine
pays his $20 fine and they return to the
Cast: Henry Hunter, Polly Rowles, C. how to maintain suspense to the limit.
river boat, where Joel is to marry her.
Patrons generally will like this refreshing
Henry
Gordon, Walter Coy, Hobart Cava- drama of the plains.
Barbara arrives in time to battle with
naugh, Mary Alice Rice, Ralph Forbes, Alma
Katherine, and, of course, is re-united with Kruger, Samuel S. Hinds, Rollo Lloyd, Zeni
Cast: Wiiliam Boyd, Jimmy Ellison, Muriel
Joel. "Where The Lazy Rives Goes By'', Vartori, Virginia Brissac, Olin Howland, John Evans, George Hayes, Chester Conklin, Al
'There's Something In The Air" and "Banjo Hamilton, Reynolds Denniston, Warren
Bridge, Hank Mann, Willie Fung, Howard
On My Knee", songs by Jimmy McHugh and Hymer, Halliwell Hobbes, Pierre Watkins.
Lang, Al Hill, John Merton, Jim Mason.
Harold Adamson, tit the mood of the picProducer, E. M. Asher; Directors, Lewis
Producer, Harry Sherman; Director,
ture. Harry Hamilton's novel is ideal ma- R. Foster, Milton Carruth; Author, Rufus
erial and has been effectively scenarized
Howard Bretherton; Author Doris
jy Nunnally Johnson, who also rates special King; Screenplay, Lewis R. Foster, Milton Schroeder; Screenplay, Doris Schroeder,
Carruth, James Mulhauser; Cameraman,
sows as associate producer.
Vernon Smith; Cameraman, Archie Stout;
Milton Krasner.
Editor, Edward Schroeder.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea,
Direction,
Good
Photography,
Very
Good.
Direction, Firm. Photography, Tops.
vValter Brennan, Buddy Ebsen, Helen WestKarheMartin,
Anthony
Catlett,
Walter
ey,
-ine de Mille, Victor Killian, Minna GomChi. Holds Over U. A. Pix
aell, Spencer Charters, George Humbert,
Hilda Vaughn, Cecil Weston, Louis Mason,
Hall Johnson Choir.
"EMBER A HID ALATT" ("Man Under
David O. Selznick's
Chicagoof —Allah"
"Garden
continues at the The Bridge"), Hungarian dialogue film, diDiJohnson;
Chicago
Theater
for
another
seven
Nunnally
Associate Producer,
rected by Laszlo Vajda, with Maria Lazar,
Julius Csortos, Ferenc Kiss, Zoltan Szakats,
rector, John Cromwell; Author, Harry Hamil- day stanza. Samuel Goldwyn's
ton' Screenplay, Nunnally Johnson; Camera- "Come and Get It" has earned an et al, in cast. Distributed by Danubia Picman, Ernest Palmer; Editor, Hansen Fritch; extra week at the Roosevelt, and
tures. Presented at Modern Playhouse.
Musical Director, Arthur Lange; Music and from there the B. & K. management
Author Otto Indig and Director Laszlo
will shift it to the Garrick for a Vadja collaborated on this screenplay which
Lyrics, Jimmy McHugh, Harold Adamson.
third week.
is mild entertainment. Artful Maria Lazar,
Photography, Excellent.
Direction, Aces.
a favorite with Budapest dramagoers, has
her initial feminine lead in the cinema.

FOREIGN

New Advertising Film Co.

Projectionist is Burned

Harmon Yaffa, exhibitor, has
formed the National Advertising
pro,
Vinson
I. J.
Portland, Ore.— Rex,
was severely Film Co. at 36 West 44th Street,
jectionist at the
burned in combatting a booth fire. for
films.the distribution of advertisingCapacity audience filed out orderly.

vicissiphysician's
with young
Story deals
tudes in establishing
himself
professionally.
A love triangle evolves between him, an
older doctor and the latter's wife. Cast
does as well as possible with opportunities
furnished.

#

#

SHORTS

"Gopher Trouble"
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal
7 mins
Exciting Action
The trials of Henrietta the Hen
with her beautiful garden, when
Billy Gopher started to dig holes in
it and wreck everything. So Henrietta calls in Oswald, the gopher
exterminator. The latter arrives
with his assistant, Elmer the Pooch
Before they land Billv they are
lorced
to use dynamite and blow the
entire garden
up.

"Royal
Cafe"
Univer
sal
Novelty Vaude J0 mins.
A somewhat different gag to get
over
few ofvaude
"LazyComed
Dan"'
Kaufmaan
the acts.
old Avon
y
Four is seated at a table in a cafe
trying to sell his act to Eddie Bruce
whom he thinks is the proprietor.
Meanwhile the various acts in the
show go on. May Mayfield from the
Broadway show "New Faces" sings.
Then the Powers Dancing Chorines
from the Hollywood Night Club in
a rhumba. Dunn Brothers & Dotty
do a novelty dance number with a
bootblack atmosphere. The final act
is the Cecil Mack Choir, a colored
mixed group. Kaufman sneaks away
from Bruce and puts on a blackface
makeup and leads the Choir with a
neat solo number. When the act
goes over big he rushes back to
Bruce and reveals himself as the
guy
has been trying to sell
himselwho
f all evening. Bruce gets up,
showing a waiter's towel, and leaves
Kaufman flat, realizing his error.

"Turkey
Dinner"
Lively
(Meany, Miny, Moe Cartoon)
Universal
8 mins.
The drama of the turkey who
turned the table on the three monks
trying to get him to decorate their
Thanksgiving dinner. After they
have prepared everything, Moe goes
out to snare the turkey, but he is
too smart to get his head chopped
off. Winds up with the turkey
sneaking in and cleaning the table
of all the food, while the monks
wind up eating at a hot dog stand.

Warners' Conn. Changes
New Haven — Warner's announce
the promotion of I. Hatkoff, former
assistant to Kugel at the Palace,
South Norwalk, to manager of the
Capitol, Danbury. Frank Morin,
former Danbury manager, goes to
the Regal, Hartford, to succeed
James Wiest, resigned. The South
Norwalk assistant's post remains
unfilled.

New

Reward for Amateurs

Northampton — The Calvin Theater will stage amateur shows with
winners gelling week-end trips to
New York.
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ASK $100,000 ERPI CUT
IN RECORDING CHARGE

The Foreign Field
*

{Continued from Page

20TH CENT.-FOX SETS
4 ROADSHOWS ABROAl,

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

I)

credit allowance of 25 per cent above
the $100,000 minimum royalty towards payment of new equipment,
but the majors claim that this does
not give them much opportunity to
pav for the equipment by means
of "the allowance. Erpi
As an increase
alternative
the
that
thev
26 per cent allowance above $1 00,000.

Yves Mirande for Hollywood

French Raw Film Quota

Paris — Yves Mirande, author, it is
stated, will soon leave here for Hollywood where he will make an
for
of "Baccara"
versionWilliam
American
M-G-M in which
Powell and
Greta Garbo will be starred.

Paris — The quota on raw film for
the last quarter of the year will be
apportioned as follows: 12,315 kilos
from the United States; 12,415 kilos
from Germany; 2,520 kilos from
Belgium-Luxemburg; 716 kilos from
England and 290 kilos from Canada.

Television for Provinces

London — Major B. C. Tryon, the 1 Usher for Every 150 Patrons
British Postmaster-General, has anLondon — New regulations concernnounced early television developing safety in motion picture theaters
ments in the linking up of provincial
centers for the transmission of tele- stipulates the employment of one
. from Page 1)
each group of 150 specprograms. First cities to be usher fortators.
Theaters are classified into
r. head of GB, who is now at linked vision
by
cable
with
London
will
Sidney
three categories as concerning fire
the coast conferring- with Schenck
be
Birmingham
and
Manchester,
he
,
M.
risks.
R Kent and Joseph
stated.
is acting for Maxwell. The talks
are expected "to patch up hard
See Maurice Ostrer As
feeling" on the part of the 20th Schines Buy Ky. Circuit
Century-Fox executives who are
GB's Production Head
Of Seven for $450,000
•disappointed" owing to the collapse
of their deal for the Ostrer shares,
{Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)
according to the official. As a two Richmond houses and one the- tion with GB late in December and
has
l
Maxwel
minority stockholder,
ater in Paris. Schines are under- is expected to become associated
no influence in the affairs of GB,
stood to have deposited $285,000
except as a member of its board, with the Bank of Commerce, closing with the M-G-M producing venture
said Ostrer.
in London. This makes him a colthe deal.
league of Ben Goetz, who heads the
Ostrer denied that he has come
Eugene R. Custer, former district
to America to participate in the manager of Schine theaters in enterprise.
GB plans 22 features for release
conversations now in progress at
takes over direction of the
the 1937-38 season. Fourthe coast. His mission, he stated, Ohio,
Phoenix circuit, with managerial duringteen will
be made at its Shepherd
is to sign starring talent. Accom- shifts to follow.
and eight at Gainspanied by his wife, he leaves New
Directors of the Phoenix Amuse- Bush plant
borough studio.
ment Co. have resigned. They are
York tonight by train for Hollywood, where he intends to remain John D. Elliott, Louis A. Congleton,
about 10 days, returning East with Annabelle Ward, H. F. Wilhirson, Sterling Plans 34 Films
his brother. He plans to return to W. S. Anerson, E. A. Wise, T. C.
With $2,300,000 Budget
England in three weeks.
Buckley. W. F. Klair and John L.
Janet Johnson, Australian actress Bradley,
{Continued from Page 1)
signed by Joseph M. Schenck for
John D. Elliott and associates will
the initial year's pro20th Century-Fox, was another pass- continue in the amusement field, it serials gram onfor Sterling.
enger on the Queen Mary. She
was
announced.
They
are
remodelleaves New York in four days for
Dunlap, production chief of Stering the Kentucky Theater at Somerling, will start his editorial and
the coast to start work under a
set,
and
plan
to
build
additional
writing staff functioning Jan. 1st,
houses.
five-year contract.
Frieda Wolfe, singing instructress,
Deal was closed by J. Meyer assembling a group of about 10
also arrived on the snip, bound for Schine, president of the Schine writers. Five unit supervisors will
Corp., Gloversville, John A. May, be employed, four of whom will
Hollywood to work for M-G-M.
Bookings made by John Cecil Louis Lazar, and W. H. Townsend, assume responsibility for the 26
features, the other to be in charge
Graham, Paramount official in Lon- Lexington attorney.
of the western unit. No outside
canwere
Laye
Evelyn
don, and
producers are contemplated, it is
celled before the ship departed from
$180,000 Theater Will
said.
England.

Says 20th Century-Fox
Holds Key to GB Control

be Built by Auerbachs

20th Century-Fox will give road
show presentation to four produc
tions in Europe. Selected ar.
"Lloyd's of London", "The Las
Slaver", "King of the Khyber Rifles: '
and "Wings of the Morning".
According to plans of Europeai
Sales Manager Ben Miggins, whi
arrives in Europe this week, road
show presentations will fall betweei
January and June.
Continental European cities when
road-show debuts for the above pro
ductions are contemplated, witl
starting dates dependent upon whei
prints will be available for loca
presentation, are: Paris, Berlin
Stockholm, Oslo, Rome, Vienna
Budapest, Brussels, Copenhagen
Bucharest, Prague, Warsaw ant
Amsterdam.
The European sales conventior
will be held about May 1, following
the British convention that is
planned to be held in London some
time in April. The convention dates
will be fixed so that President S. R
Kent will be able to attend botr
meetings and so that they will no1
interfere with his plans to be al
the domestic convention scheduled
to be held in Movietone City during
the first week of June.

Allied to be Represented
At Washington Meetings
{Continued from Page

1)

wages, maximum working hours anc
fair trade practices for all industries, a spokesman indicated to Thi
Film Daily yesterday.
It is expected that Abram F
Myers, chairman of its board anc
general counsel, who headquarter;
in
Washington, will attend th<
sessions.
The M.P.T.O.A. is also understooc
planning
meetings. to send a delegate to th<

Local

Boards'
Appeal
Body Held Unnecessary
{Continued from Page

1)

virtually assured as all nationa
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
companies are understood to favoi
500 to Attend Academy
Salt Lake City — Auerbach Comthe plan. Two, Universal and 20tl
Hollywood — Sidney R. Kent, Jopany of this city, headed by Herbert
Banquet for Adolph Zukor Century-Fox, have officially ex
seph M. Schenck and Isidore Ostrer
S.
Auerbach,
will
erect
a
1,400-seat
yesterday held preliminary discus- balcony-less theater on the site of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY pressed their approval.
According to the MPTOA idea
sions relative to the Gaumont Brit- the old Knutsford hotel here at a
Hollywood — Five hundred mem- the boards will consist of an equa
ish situation. Further discussions cost of approximately $180,000.
bers
of
industry
will
attend
Acadnumber of exhibitors and distrib
are now awaiting the arrival of
The exterior will be of decorative
emy banquet Thursday in honor of utors and may vary in size. Withii
Maurice Ostrer who arrived in New
concrete
and
terra
cotta.
An
ortwenty-fifth
an- their jurisdiction will come many o:
York yesterday from England.
niversary in business.
Joseph
namental tower may later be utilized Adolph Zukor's
Early next week Nicholas Schenck for office space. The building has Schenck, Louis B. Mayer, Jesse L. the vexatious problems now con
will arrive to participate in the con- been designed by Ashton & Jenkins, Lasky and Frank Lloyd are to be fronting exhibitors and distributors
ferences.
Salt Lake City architects, with Wal- the speakers, with Darryl Zanuck
ker and Eisen of Los Angeles as as- as chairman and George Jessel as
master of ceremonies.
sociated architects.
Mass. Pay Boosts Aid B.O.
Criterion Tests Duals
The site has great significance in
Boston — Theater managers in Western Massachusetts, particularly in
Utah history. It was here in 1847
The Criterion will play its initial douBuys Hoffman, Schlager
ble features beginning Wednesday when
that the pioneers first applied water West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Springfield, Worcester, Holyoke, Chicopee and Pittsfield, report 10 to 15 per
"King of Hockey" and "Tundra" open.
to the parched land of the great
Success of bill may determine whether
Hollywood — The newly formed
cent increase in business as the result
or not the house continues the policy.
basin, and modern irrigation was Sig Schlager
Agency
has bought
of pay boosts in textile mills.
born.
out Hoffman, Schlager.
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Words and Wisdom

NEWS

Blasting Injuries Fatal
to Ernest H. Horstmann

of the DAY

Boston— Cremation of Ernest II.
Horstmann, 68, former treasure
Merrill, Wis.— Raymond G. Blakes- the MPTOA and president of the
La Crosse, Wis. — Ted Bolnick has
New England MPTO, took place
manager of the Medford Thebeen named manager of the Holly- lee,
yester
day at Marblehead. Horstcity.
ater m Medford, Wis., was married
wood, new theater to be opened
mann died at Salem Hospital of
here shortly by the Welworth Thea- to Miss Kathryn J. Doriot of this internal injuries as a result of a
tre Co., Minneapolis. He will also
blasting accident near his home a
We never get truly shocked in the direct the supervision of 10 other
week ago. At the time of his death,
Cincinnati— A. B. Clemens, oper- Horstmann was secretary of Indecinema. That should be one of the Welworth theaters in Minnesota and
ating three theaters in West Virthe Dakotas
from headquarters in
functions of the theater. — SYBIL this
city.
Inc., Allied's
pendent Exhibitors
, te,
ginia, has taken over the Oakhill at New Englan
THORNDIKE.
and part
d affilia
Oakhill.
owner of the Wakefield and Princess
America, emerging as it is from
South Boston, Va. — Lee Theater,
Theaters, Wakefield, and the Middlethe economic depression, has a clear destroyed by a $60,000 fire whose
Cambridge, O. — Lashinsky Bros, boro Theater, Middleboro. His infield to create the type of picture origin is attributed to spontaneous have taken over the Chase at
Senedustry activity dates back to the
i which the public is looking for. — combustion, will be rebuilt, accord- caville. Theater is being completely "arcades" in Lynn in 1902. He was
CHARLES
E. MUNRO
of Hoyts
ing to Manager A. L. Walters.
remodeled and reseated, and the
one of the originators of Gordon's
J(Theaters, Ltd.
changed to "The Seneca."
name
Olympia circuit.
Springfield, Mass. — Albert AnHe is survived by his wife, Alice,
The great films of the past two
ders, operating the Bijou Theater
Columbus, O. — C. A. MacDonald and a daughter, Anona.
bears have sent adults who never here, has started alterations to inbefore have been numbered among
crease the seating capacity of the will call his new de luxe house "The
tthe reading public hurrying to the
Westmont." Theater will open early
Bijou's balcony and the construction in 1937.
New Steubenville House
(libraries in thousands. — MRS. WIL- of a new projection booth. A secLIAM DICK SPORBORG.
Steubenville, O. — Plans have been
ond stairway to the balcony is also
included in the plans.
Melbourne, Ark. — The Ozark completed for a new 700-seat house
Orange Team and Band to
Amusement Co., owners of a number to be built at Mingo near here by the
Boston — Harry Gourfain, produc- of theaters in northwest Arkansas, Albomac Realty Co. The proposed
tion head at the Metropolitan The- has rented the local theater and will theater is expected to be ready for
Greet Flying "Diggers"
ater, has resigned.
present a picture show once a week. opening in February. The AuditoSyracuse — Warners' flying "Gold
rium theater now operating here will
The company has used this plan in
Diggers" troupe will arrive here this
several adjacent towns during the be darkened when the new house
morning at 11 o'clock, the 17th city France Films, Montreal,
:o be visited in its trans-continental
Elects Vallee as Head past two years.
;our in the interests of "Gold Digopens.
gers of 1937." The party will be
net by the Syracuse University
Montreal — Arthur Vallee, former
Football team and band, which will head of the Montreal bar and the
oe followed through the city to the Province of Quebec Bar Association,
Dnondaga Hotel, local "Gold Dig- has been elected president of France
headquarters. A luncheon, Films, first distributing company of
4 oress gers"
interviews, broadcast over French language films in Canada.
WFBL and p. a. at RKO Schine Alban Janin becomes vice-president,
Keith's are events scheduled by and Jos. A. DeSeve, secretary, Ghis W. Lampe, Schine divison chief treasurer of the organization. Other
directors are, R. A. Benoit, registrar
iL: ind Jay Golden, Keith manager.
of the Quebec Legislature, Robert
Albany
— Despite near Arctic- Hurel, Pierre Charton and Albert
weather,
Albany
turned
out
en
jo masse
yesterday
to welcome
the Janin.
Robert Hurel is also president of
the Compagnie Cinematographique
the Governor's
Received
troupe.
tej
:o Chambers
and the at City
Hall, the Canadienne, an allied company.
;roupe was presented with the keys
J ;o the city after a parade through
;he city.
Joe Reed to Give Conn.
| A SCENARIO
is almost as flexJ
ible an art form as the sonnet,
*and the scenario writer (of a historical picture) has to be allowed
, at least as much license as the poet
in making his material correspond
to his medium. — CECIL B. DeMILLE.

f MARY

Town Its First Theater
"Dodsworth" In Unique

Run at Atlantic City

Ridgefield, Conn. — Agitating for
the establishment of a moving picture theater for several years, the
31 Atlantic City — "Dodsworth" en- 3,700 residents of this city will have
runs
unique
joyed one of the most
that has been witnessed here in their objective by this summer, it is
annouced. Joseph Reed of the Wash/ears.
ington Theater Corp. has purchased
ion
product
yn's
Goldw
l
Samue
a site for a 500-seat house, to be
Apollo.
the
at
week
full
a
played
built in the spring. Reed, who also
Then it was shifted to the Strand
operates a 400-seat house in nearby
EmThe
for a period of 11 days.
Depot is the vice-presilei bassy gave it a full week following Washington
dent of Allied Theaters of ConnecI1J the Strand run, but the demand for ticut.
a repeat grew so great at the Strand
that the management postponed the
Flavin Moves Offices
tion and gave "Dodsattrac
current an
", worth"
extra week-end of playHarold J. Flavin, Inc. yesterday
ing time, thus completing three moved his offices from 250 West 54th
weeks on the boardwalk. From there St. to 209 West 48th St.
the picture ran two more weeks at
the Ventnor and Capital.

Defer Colwood Hearing

"Les Miserables" in Sixth

French screen version of "Les
Miserables" enters its sixth week
today at the Cinema de Paris.

Detroit — The hearing on the reorganization plan of Colwood Company, operators of the Fox Theater,
has been postponed until Dec. 19.

ONES

have discovered

truly Continental atmasphtTf —
view of Central Park, superior
service,

invitingly

inexpensive

rates. (Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-87)

only
popular

CONTINENTAL

GRILL, the CAFE

de la PAIX and

The

Anierira's

RUMPELMAYER'S

* pmart, meaning i!>«' clever, the knowing and, of course, the fashionable!

TZ-ON-THE-PARK
T. MORI
50 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH. NEW YORK
Direction: S. GREGORY

TAYLOR

THE
20

-c&<
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OMAHA

DENVER

Four weekly free Saturday morning shows are being given at the
Town by Ralph D. Goldberg, head of
Goldberg Theater Corp., for poor
children.
By RALPH WILK
Rites were held at Pierce, Neb., for
HOLLYWOOD letters to Santa Claus this way:
"We would like two new bicycles, Eric Wesselman, operator of the
DEVERELL MARLEY, whose camtwo pairs of roller skates," etc., and Strand here, who died at the Lincoln
era work on "Winterset" is out- either.
Veterans' hospital after a long illstanding, will be in charge of the they don't use that "we" editorially, ness.
T
T
T
at
Barons,"
"Robber
photography
Carolyn Ogilvie, formerly cashier
RKO. He was onchief
cinematographer
Archie
Mayomonths.
hasn't The
eatendirector
a po- for Republic's Omaha exchange, is
tato in four
on "Sing, Baby, Sing" and "King of
taking her marriage vows to Robert
is onlist.
a diet
on McClary, Des Moines commercial
Burlesque." T
the
In and
that potatoes
time he aren't
has lost
T
T
aviator but formerly with Republic
Henry Hull will play the leading 60 pounds.
here, at the Little Brown Church in
role in "Sour Mountain," written by
the Vale at Nashua, la.
T Show:
T
»
Our
Passing
Hugh
Herbert
George Bricker. and to be produced
The Paramount theater staff here
by William A. Brady, in association is working on a collection of inter- were guests of Manager Ted Emernational humor; Frieda Inescourt
with Frank Craven. Bricker is a
son at a wiener roast.
has just read her 2,000th novel;
Warner Bros, scenarist.
Jean Muir got an A in a midterm
▼
T
T
SOUTH and WEST
examination at U. S. C. ; Ferdinand
Ruth Hilliard, former London Gravet has already tasted 43 difJ. B. Posey and W. M. Cole have
showgirl, has been placed under conferent American dishes since his reopened the Alamo Theater at Pine
tract by Columbia.
arrival in Hollywood; Jane Wyman Bluff, Ark.
▼
T
T
can sing the St. Louis Blues in six
Oscar H. Miller is the new asMitchell Gertz, Hollywood agent, languages.
sistant skipper of the Fort Smith
who recently returned from the
▼
T
T
Theaters, Inc., in Fort Smith, Ark.
East, has made an affiliation with
Jefferson Amusement Co., will
The life of the late Sir Basil
CHICAGO
Kass and Sue Tohrner, New Zaharoff, munitions king who died open two of its new neighborhood
William S. Gallagher, Edith S. Arthur
York agents.
a few days ago in France, will be theaters in Beaumont, Tex., about
Campson and Joseph E. Clayton have
T
T
T
organized the Regal Booking
Actionized in a screen play by War- the first of the new year.
H. S. Ford is the new partner of
Hal Wallis was on the U. S. C.
ners. No cast for the picture has
Apency.
The Harmony theater under Ben bench Thanksgiving Day when yet been announced, although the C. V. Caver in the Texas Theater
Supply Co., at Dallas, with Sorenson
Danovitz's management, has placed U. S. C. and U. C. L. A. played a temporary title of "Uncrowned Em- continuing
as manager.
orders with the Goldburg organiza- 7 to 7 tie. Joe E. Brown, Trem
peror" has been given to it.
tion for new booth and men equip- Carr and Pat O'Brien were among
ment and modernistic chairs for the gridiron enthusiasts decorating
the house.
the U. C. L. A. bench.
Joe Burk is remodeling the Vanity
T
T
T
Fair Theater at Batavia, 111., with
Billy
and
Bobby
Mauch,
Joe Goldburg Company handling the old twin starlets, always 12-yearget the
job.
Balaban and Katz now permit same toys and so they start their
smoking in the balcony of the Apollo
theater in the Loop.
NEW ORLEANS
A. W. Laxear, A. Morse and H.
Kitchy have organized the Diana
Atlantic Pictures has signed an
Theater Corporation.
agreement making product distributed in Atlanta and Charlotte by
PITTSBURGH
Paragon Pictures available to it
Edward Auld is the new assistant here.
B. J. Dudenheffer, manager
manager at Warner's Schenley, suc- of the indie exchange, says this will
transceeding Jules Green who was
give his company 40 features for
ferred to the Stanley.
The office is being enlarged.
Harry Walters, formerly with the 1937.
Maurice F. Barr, Saenger de luxe
Kenyon Theater here, was named house
is in the Baptist
manager of the Prince Theater in Hospitalmanager,
for an operation.
Ambridge.
Affiliated Producers here, through
Harold Radi has been named as- Bill Schiell, has closed with AffiliRowated Theaters and United Theaters
Theater.manager of Warner's
land sistant
Emmett Cashman, RKO auditor, for the first of Stage and Screen
Production's serials to be released
at the local exchange on business.
this season.
Ira H. Cohn, 20th Century-Fox
exchange manager, and George F.
Callahan, president of the Exhibi- Confederation Amusements
tors Service Co., are back from New
to Pay 60 Cent Dividend
York. Cohn has been appointed
Montreal- — Confederation AmuseFilm Row chairman of the Community Fund Drive.
ments, Ltd., of Montreal has declared a dividend of 60 cents on
The Lipsie Brothers, local exhibitors, lost their mother.
preferred stock, payable Dec. 20,
A boy was born to Mr. and Mrs. 1936, to shareholders of record at
Joe Gins. Father is sales repre- close of business on Dec. 1. E. N.
sentative at the Columbia exchange. Tabah is secretary-treasurer.
The company through its trustee,
General Trust of Canada, will res"
Night
"Bank
Bishop e,Raps
deem, on Feb. 1, 1937 (before their
N. C— "Bank Nights"
Charlott
in motion picture theaters were de- maturity), at 102 per cent of their
nounced by Bishop Paul B. Kern of par value, plus accrued interest, all
Greensboro, addressing the North of their first and general mortgage,
Carolina Methodist Episcopal con- &Vz per cent gold bonds, Series A
ference in New Bern.
$325,000, dated Feb. 1, 1931.

A. C. Knox. ERPI district manager, is recovering from a tonsilectomy.
Dave Davis, manager of the Atlas
Theater houses, has concluded an inspection tour.
Following the resignation of
Charles Feldman from Grand National to take the job as manager of
the Salt Lake City Mercury exchange, James Keitz, Grand National salesman out of Salt Lake
City, has been brought here and will
(.over this territory for a time. Feldman succeeds C. C. McDermott as
manager for Mercury.
Ben Perlman, National Display
manager here, was called to Los
es by the death of his father.
L. J. Finske, district manager for
J. H. Cooper Enterprises and Walter
Shuttee, Pueblo, Colo., city manager,
are recovering from injuries incurred when their car was wrecked.
Charles Klein was in Denver from
Deadwood, S. D.. to confer with his
partner, Charles U. Yaeger.

A "£M*' plot* "Ms"
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Loew's Weighs Flat Rental on All But Four Productions

FILM STUDIO EMPLOYMENT SHOWS 44 P. C. RISE

R-K-O

Creditors to Claim Plan Favors Stockholders

Unsecured Creditors Committee to Outline Views
in Letter
The Committee for Unsecured
Creditors of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp. will shortly send forth a letter to creditors setting forth its reant ofson for opposing the settleme
fered unsecured creditors under the
Carplan, it was said yesterday by counlos Israels of White & Case,
sel for the committee.
CommitIt is understood that the ors
will
tee for Unsecured Credit
maintain that they were not better
taken care of under the plan because of the desire of the chief reorganization factors to give the
(Continued

on Page

6)

EXPECTl5lEATURES
FROMPARA.FOR'37-38

ERPI IN PROTECTION
DO WE GET Y-O-U-R
RELIEF CHECK TODAY? PACT WITH BAIRD CO.

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

The spirit of the Holidays is in
the air. How do we know? By the
very generous response of the Regular Fellows to the Film Daily Relief Fund.
We are still waiting to hear from
a slew of you chaps who have never
yet missed getting in on this grand
movement to help those in the industry who are in genuine need of
assistance at this time.
The list of unfortunates is large.
We are in honor bound to take care
of our own. The time is short to
put on this Drive. It will be over
by Christmas Day. Won't you come
through Right Now and help this
(Continued

on Page

6)

"Hope for the Best", U. S.
View on Moyne Proposals

No formal protest against the
proposals for drastic revision of the
Film Acts in England made by Lord
Moyne's committee is contemplated
65 features for 1937Post of an associate producer has by American national distributors,
a program of
1938 at its annual coast production been given Rufus Le Maire by terday.
it was indicated in New York yesconference which yesterday was Charles R. Rogers at Universal. Le
on
ry
Janua
to
10
Dec.
shifted from
"We'll hope for the best," said
Maire, who has been a talent execua date yet to be decided upon. The
tive, has a new contract which calls a spokesman pessimistically, and
fact
the
for him to make two productions pointed out that English exhibitors
change was made ov ing to
rn execu- during the current season. First are certain to be hurt by the recomthat a number of Easte
about
tives will be in Hollywood
mended requirement that theaters
will be "Be It Ever So Humble", a
devote 50 per cent of their programs
Jan. 7 to attend the Jubilee dinner
story
by
Eleanore
Griffin
and
William Rankin.
to British-made productions.
to be tendered Adolph Zukor on his
birthday.
__

Albany— Five new motion picture
d by
companies have been chartere
State Edward J. Flynn.
tary of e:
Secre
Thev ar
._ , .
Valentine Davies, Inc., Manhattan,
{Continued

on Page

6)

House Dark 8 Yrs. Reopens
Peru Ind.— Add signs o' the times:
The Wallace theater, dark for eight
has been reopened by the Gregory
years,
Circuit.

42.6 Over 1933, Gov't
Figures

Washington — Both employnu nt
Erpi has agreed to protect the
Baird Television Co. of England, and production in the motion picGaumont British affiliate, on patents
ture industry spurted with pronounced increases in 1935 as compared
on the television transmitter Baird
furnished to the British govern- with 1933, which was the last preceding year for which statistics were
ment, and is permitting its English
licensees to furnish films to the Brit- published, according to preliminary
ish Broadcasting Co. for experimen- figures compiled from returns collected this year, Director Wm. L.
tal television use without charge until July 5, 1937, but has refused to Austin of the Commerce Departments Bureau of the Census remake a general deal for its television
vealed yesterday.
patents with Baird because it
The
number
of persons employed
doesn't know where television is goin
production
in
1935 totaled 27,417,
ing, The(Continued
Film Daily
(Continued on Page 6)
on Page was
6) advised

Rufus Le Maire Advanced
to "U" Associate Producer
Paramount is expected to lay out

Five New Film Companies
Receive State Charters

Wages Paid in 1935 Increased

AILichtman Reveals Loew's New Stand
On Percentage at Columbus ITO Parley
Hays Group Sees McLaglen
Squawk Outside Province

Columbus, 0. — Devulging what he
termed "facts the independent exhibitors should know", Al Lichtman,
assistant to President Nicholas M.
In a reply to a communication
from Allied Theaters of New Jer- Schenck of Loew's, Inc. defended the
producers' position in the preferred
McLaglen's play date and percentage pictures
Victor
criticising
White sey,Horse
Troop
as militaristic,
the Hays association has written to controversies for an assemblage of
to the fourth ansecre- over 100 delegates
Davis, on executive
Joseph A.(Continued
(Contimicd on Page 7)
Page 6)

ILLINOIS GIVEAWAYS
BRANDED 'LOTTERIES'

Chicago — Attorney General Reiner made public a letter at Springfield yesterday in which he listed all
giveaways and chance contests as
lotteries. At the same time, Chicago
Better Business Bureau warned Chicago exhibitors
(Continued and
on Allied
Page 6) Theaters

Will Hays Sails for U. S.;
Reaches New York Monday
Following
conferences
with the
Italian Government on its new film
regulations and a visit to London,
today sails from EngWill H. Hays
(Continued on Page 6)

New

Bargain

Night

Stunt

Sedalia, Mo.— R. M. Thomason of
the Uptown claims credit for a new
the
slant on "bargain nights.''he On
ties in
weekly dime bargain nights
with local merchants for cards which
are distributed to patrons by ushers.
When the cards are presented to the
merchant, they are discounted for 10
cents on articles of general use and ap-
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Monday.
WILL H. HAYS sai's from England today on
the Normandie which is due in New
York

10 Cents

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK leaves New
'ate this week for the coast.
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JAMES E. FRANCIS, western division manager of RCA Manufacturing Company, is at
Camden for general business conferences with
company executives. He returns to Hollywood
in about two weeks.
ERROL FLYNN arrived in New York yesterday from Hollywood en route to Europe for
a vacation.
FLORENCE
ing visit to
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DR. HERBERT ERLANGER, Warner Bros,
sel; LUDOVIC GEISKOPP, of Paramount
and group of 12 artists scheduled to
on Broadway in a French Casino revue,
in New York today from Europe on S. S.

'A
'A

'/»

THEY'VE
YORK

Sound

GOT THE KEY TO THE NATION!

Another giant reception and another city's

renown gives theatres year's top exploitation for Yule release of Warners' top musical,

—
'Gold Diggers of 1937'!— (Adit.)
—
$500,000 Asked in Cartoon
—
Stock Exchange
— 1 Vi Boston's
Asks
Pathe
Trading
Right
Suit Against Paul H. Terry
—+ 2 %
— v» Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
That Frank H. Moser, cartoonist
Washington — The Securities and of Hastings-on-Hudson, had filed
+
+ 2 Exchange 'ACommission yesterday an- suit in the Supreme Court, White
Plains, against Paul H. Terry, presnounced
+ Vi
+■'A that the Boston Stock Exident, and William M. Weiss, secrechange had made application for un-

tary-treasurer of Terrytoons, Inc.,
listed trading privileges for the
— Vi Pathe Film
Earle W. Hammons, president of
Corporation.
2
—+ v»
According to the S. E. C. an- Educational, and the corporation of

+
+

nouncement, Pathe is listed as having $1 par stock. The application
states the no par value common
stock of Pathe Exchange, Inc. was
admitted to unlisted trading privileges and on August 15, 1935 Pathe
Vi Corporation was incorporated as
successor in reorganization to Pathe
Exchange.

4-

Gordon
West

Coast

Republic Story Head
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Donald Gordon has
been given a long-term contract as
Republic's new story editor. Terry
Kellum has been made sound head
for the company, succeeding Harry
Jones who rejoins RCA.

DECEMBER 2
E. W. Mammons
Julian Arthur
Frank Reicher
A'fred Reeves
Otto Brower
Alfred
Louis Werkcr

Photo by International News.

key go to 'Gold Diggers' upon Syracuse arrival of their famed Sky Tour as mounting
:hg.
Net

BRITTON is coast-bound
New
York.

follow-

SIR CEDRIC and LADY HARDWICKE, of London and Hollywood; DENIS O'DEA, of Dublin
Abbey Players, who has just completed film,
"The Plough and the Stars"; ERIC von STROHEIM, director and actor; and SYDNEY ED
WARD LINNET, London theater manager, sa "
today for Europe on the Queen Mary.

FIN AN CIAL
NEW

York

Moser & Terry, for $500,000 or restoration of his half interest in the
firm, was learned yesterday when
Justice Raymond E. Aldrich reserved decision in a motion to examine
Hammons before trial. Moser claims
he was jockeyed into selling his interest in the firm for $24,200 on allegations that the company was in
a bad way and that Hammons might
not renew the contract for distributing the cartoons. A short time later,
he alleges, he learned that Hammons
had renewed the contract and that
the corporation made a profit of
$140,728 in 1935. All the defendants
deny the charges.

National Women's Council
to Hear Albert S. Howson

counNews;
appear
arrive
Cham-

L. J. LUDWIG and JOHN FRIEDL arrived in
New
York
yesterday
from
Minneapolis.
plain.
A. H. BLANK
is in New York from Omaha.
MAURICE OSTRER and ARTHUR A. LEE leave
New York today. Ostrer goes to the coast
while Lee accompanies him as far as Dallas
where he will confer with Ken Hodkinson, assistant to George W. Weeks.
ARTHUR GOLDBERG,
New York on business.

Chicago attorney, is in

A. M. BOTSFORD leaves New
row on his return to Hollywood.

York tomor-

JOE

SANTLEY leaves New York today returning to the Coast.
BILL PINE flies to Chicago today from New
York.
N. L. NATHANSON
from Toronto.

has arrived in New

York

ARTHUR LUBIN, arrives back at Universal
City today after a Thanksgiving vacation in
New York.
VIRGINIA FIELD, seen as Polly in "Lloyds
of London" at the Astor, arrived at Newark
Airport
yesterday
from
Hollywood.
WESLEY RUGGLES, Paramount producer-director, and OTHO LOVERING, his film editor,
arrived in Lake Placid yesterday and started
work making background shots for "I Met
Him
In Paris," to star Claudette
Colbert.
MARC LAWRENCE, who has just completed
an important role in Columbia's "I Promise
to Pay,'' arrives at Newark Airport from Hollywood today for a brief vacation.
CLINTON M. WHITE, assistant to Geo. W.
Weeks, will visit the GB exchange at Indianapolis tomorrow. White, together with Reg
Wilson, district representative, is attending the
convention of the I.T.O. of Ohio at Columbus.
HENRI
ELMAN
is in town
from
Chicago.
HERBERT
wood.
PAT

CASEY

MARSHALL
returns

is here from

Friday

Holly-

to Hollywood.

Gail Patrick at Memphis
on Zukor Jubilee Visit

Memphis — Gail Patrick, one of the
sponsor-players
in the Adolph ZuAlbert S. Howson, director of cenkor Silver Jubilee Sales Drive, arsorship for Warner First National,
rived here from Hollywood yesterday
Gatzert Forms Producing
will address the National Council of
Firm; Plans 12 Features Women this afternoon at the Ho- on the first leg of her trip through
the exchange cities under her supertel Astor. Mr. Howson's topic will
vision. She was met by Oscar MorWest Coast Bureau of Tllli FILM -DAILY
be "What People Like In The Movgan, Paramount district manager.
Hollywood — Milton Gatzert has
ies." His talk will be broadcast on Miss Patrick leaves for Atlanta on
formed International Film Corpora- a nation-wide hookup over Station
she will
the visit
Mation. The company will make 12 fea- WJZ at 2:30 P. M. Yesterday How- Friday where
haranee of Indore
for join
a short
tures of exploitation and adventure
son addressed the Matinee Musical to New York, returning to Atlanta
type. "Manchuria" and "Black Club of Philadelphia, on the subject on Dec. 10th and continuing on to
Ivory" will be the first stories to of "The Eighth Art", at the Belle- New Orleans and other exchange
go into production.
vue-Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia. centers in her district.

41 WlSHElYOU A MERRY XMAS
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
0

0

0

4 IN DEC.
4 IN JAN.
January

December
CONSTANCE

i

CUMMINGS*HUGH

STRANGERS
NOAH

SINCLAIR

JESSIE MATTHEWS
HEAD OVER HEELS IN LOVE

on a HONEYMOON

BEERY • BEATRIX LEHMANN

Song hits by Gordon and Revel
Author, Francois de Croisset • Director, Sonnie Hale

Based on the novel, "The Northing Tramp, " by Edgar Wallace

Director, Albert de Courville

CLIVE BROOK

• HELEN

SYLVIA SIDNEY
THE HIDDEN POWER

VINSON

LOVE IN EXILEt
with MARY

CARLISLE

OSCAR

Author, Gene Mar key • Director, Alfred L. Werker

BUDDY

WEEK

ROGERS

• MARY

END MILLIONAIRE

KRUGER

• LEONORA

* An Alliance Production
t A Capitol Film

TESTER • JOHN

LODER

From the play, "The Nelson Touch, " by Neil Grant

Director, Herbert Mason

JOHN

CORBETT

?

DANGEROUSLY"
LIVING
From the play by Reginald Simpson and Frank Gregory
Director, Herbert Brenon

• DESMOND

GEORGE ARLISS
MAN OF AFFAIRS

BRIAN

Director, Arthur Woods

OTTO

HOMOLKA

Adapted from the novel by Joseph Conrad
Director, Alfred Hitchcock

• JOHN

LODER

RIVER
OF UNREST
ANTOINETTE CELLIER
From the play, "The Trouble," by Dudley Sturrock and Noel Scott

\

Lt
V

LODGE

Director, Brian Desmond Hurst

Canada Distributors
'
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STUDIO EMPLOYMENT
RISES 44 PER CENT

ERPI IN PROTECTION
PACT WITH BAIRD CO.

(Continued from Page
(Continiud from Pagt

11

yesterday by Whitford Drake, Erpi
executive vice president.
ompany here has asked Erpi for per
■ to use films recorded on its apparatu
for experimental television purposes, but il
they did make requests they would pi
be granted. Drake declared. He said that
A. T 8 T. had very clear patents in rel.i
tion to the use of motion
pictures
for lele
Erpi has no intention of reducing its mini
mum royalty guarantee for its major company
recording licen-ees. the Erpi executive
-

Do We Get Your Check
For the Relief Fund Today?
»: Page 1 )

iist to prow to sizeable proportions?
We expect to see it run from A to
Z across several columns of this
paper before the Drive is finished.
Will your name be there? Of course
it will. Shoot the check right now.
Give your secretary a buzz, and tell
her to attend to it' TODAY
fail. That's a good feller.
Here's the list of gents
heart who have responded:

without
with

a

Charles C Moskowitx, Don Hancock. In
Memory of Walter F. Eberhardt, City Pint
Engraving Corp., Milton Silver, I.ouis K
Sidney. Hoe Streimer. Cresson E. Smith.
Harold F. Hendee. Quigley Publications, li>
ing Samuels, Henry D. Behr, Anonymous,
Nate Golden. Dennis R. Smith, Jack Alicoate,
Hersereau. Edna Sus-man. Addie Dannenberg. Ned E. Depinet, Frank- C. Walker.
Alan F. Cummings, Richard Brady. Leon
Bamberger, Jerome J. Cohen, George Gerhard.
Sophie K. Smith and Anonymous.

R-K-0 Creditors Group
To Claim "Favoritism'
(Continued from Page

1)

stockholders a better deal. The proforma balance sheet showing the
company's condition prior to the reorganization plan going into effect
listed excess of assets over liabilities at $6,193, which would be the
equity of the stock in the company.
With such an equity for the stock,
the committee is understood to maintain that the stock should not have
obtained the treatment it did and
that the creditors should have been
better treated.

Hays Group Sees McLaglen
Squawk Outside Province

• • • A NEW technique for luring 'em into the grind
houses discovered by one of those 15 cent palaces on Fortysecond Street blow-up photos are hung across the front,
with the star saying sensational — almost naughty things, which
of course are not said in the pix but the lines are in big
white letters in quotes, and they stop the pedestrians they
would stop the producers of the pix, too
also the star
whose lips are supposed to utter the shocking words
if
'em
lamp
and
Forty-second
along
walk
they ever

0 0 0 IT SEEMS that newspaper editors are beginning
to sense the importance of their motion picture news to their
readers . as witness the action of the Akron Times-Press
which is making a serious effort to learn the likes and dislikes
of the fans through a coupon that asks four questions
1.
Which do you enjoy most — (a) one well chosen picture with a
full program of short subjects; (b) two full length pictures.
?,.. Who is your favorite actress? (The Times-Press will publish a series of articles on the life of the favorite at the end of
the poll.)
3. Do you think the theaters show too much of
the coming attractions in the trailers ?
4. What items do
you enjoy most in a newspaper motion picture theater column —
(a) reviews of the pictures in Akron? (b) news of pictures
in production? (c) Hollywood gossip? (d) stories of the movie
stars' lives ?

• • • THE DIRECTORS of the Cinema Club will hold a
regular monthly meeting tomorrow at 1 p. m. at the club . . .
• David Fleisher, brother of Max, the cartoon producer, has
purchased a home in Miami Beach ... 0 Added to the honor
guests at the AMPA luncheon tomorrow are Harold McCracken,
explorer, and Count Alessandro Castrini of the Italian film industry ... • Jack ("Birdman") Cohn is now flying back and
forth to the coast blithely, he having been sold on air-travel
after
seeing Universal's
"Flying people
Hostess"
that pictures
really do influence
for good that shows you

• • • A JUVENILE delinquent in York, Nebraska, was
sentenced by Judge John Riddell to see a movie to put him on
the right track, the pix being "The Devil Is a Sissy" ... • A
recent visitor was Sim E. Rost, general manager of the Henry
Morton Theaters in Canada
this is his first visit in 20
years Rost is the chap who broke all Canadian records
when
he ran
weeks
, . "Mi-. Deeds" at the Garrick in Winnipeg for eight

(Continued from Pane 1 )

tary, suggesting that the unit contact the star inasmuch as he is a
free-lance player engaged in a personal undertaking. In the absence
of Will H. Hays, David Palfreyman
of the theater service department
handled the correspondence.

Illinois Giveaways Are
Branded as "Lotteries"
(Continued from Page

1)

of Illinois that prize drawings, if
continued, will bring request from
them for police action. Theater managers are meeting to work out a
solution of the problem.

• • • IT MEANS $10,000 for one scene in "She Met Him
In Paris," so Wesley Ruggles is up looking at the snow track
in Lake Placid before he okehs bringing Claudette Colbert and
the rest of the company East it's a humorous scene, with
Claudette on a toboggan, but producer-director Ruggles wants
to be sure the slide is slick enough
(doesn't it beat hell
how we get these nice fresh items?
lookit!
another
one)
Understand the German director E. A. Dupont, might
make "Artists and Models" for Paramount ... • Art students
have been sent invites to an exhibition of Rembrandt reproductions at Gimbels to be held Dec. 1 to 4
the United Artists
pub lads engineered this in connection with the showing at the
Rivoli of the Charles Laughton pix

«

«

«

»

»

»
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representing increase of 44 per cent
over the 19,037 reported for 1933.
Compensation in 1&35 — $101,754,426
—exceeded the 1933 figure — $71,343,941— by 42.6 per cent.
Total cost of work done last year
on finished and unfinished productions was $188,469,660 or 57.9 per
cent above the corresponding figure
$119,342,866, reported for 1933.
Director Austin's report discloses
that California contributed 23,179,
or 84.5 per cent, to the total number
of employees, and $165,064,504 or
87.6 per cent to the total cost of
production.

Five New Film Companies
Receive State Charters
(Continued from Page

1)

Theatrical and motion pictures. Capital 200 shares. Shareholders: Valentine Davies, James J. Brennan
and Edith M. Brewer, New York.
Royal Film Exchanges, Inc., New
York. Theatrical business. Capital
90 shares of stock. Shareholders:
Samuel L. Cohen, Irving Klein and
Irving B. J. Levine, New York.
The Puppet Show, Ltd., New York.
Theatrical and motion pictures. Capital 200 shares. Directors: Walter
MacDougall, Marie Virginia Vibert
and Helena C. Franke, New York.
Magnet Pictures, Inc., New York.
Theatrical business. Capital 200
shares of stock. Shareholders: Melvin Hirsh, George Elkin and Harold
A. Lerman, New York.
Austro-American Pictures Corporation, New York. Motion pictures.
Capital $5,000. Stockholders: A.
Townsend Kaplan, Samuel Kaplan
and Max Zipperman, New York.

Will Hays Sails for U. S.;
Reaches New York Monday
(Continued from Page

1)

land on the Queen Mary, due in New
York Monday. Upon his arrival he
will decide whether or not his association will send a representative to
Washington to attend the conference to be sponsored by the National
Council for Industrial Progress Dec.
10 and 11. Another matter Hays
will take up upon his return is the
appointment of a successor to John
Boettiger, his assistant, who recently resigned to become publisher of
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.

Indiana Considering New
Theater Tax Legislation
Indianapolis — Additional taxes on
theaters in Indiana is being considered by a special legislative committee appointed by Governor Paul McNutt, to finance the social security
program in the state without increasing property taxes.

THE
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FEDERAL 'HOLLYWOOD'
SEEN CUTTING COSTS

Reviews of Hew ?U*n*
Dick

1 Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Proponents of the
U. S. "Little Hollywood" plan,
brought forward as the Byrd Committee surveys Federal expenditures for departmental and agency
jfilm production and distribution, see
,!a central, government-controlled bureau materially reducing the cost
pf such Federal pictures and putting
Ian end to the present practice of
[farming out some such production
[to old line commercial companies.
Latest government bureau to be
contacted by both the Byrd Committee and the Brookings Institute is
the National Archives which has
made a survey of Federal motion
oicture projects within the District
jf Columbia and contemplates na;ional expansion of its inquiry.
Question of a Federally controlled
aboratory for Government films
las long been a controversial point,
md it is expected to be brought
harply into relief again when the
3yrd Committee reports.
Critics of the plan see in it cerain temptation to expand Governnent production and, at some fuure date, a possible attempt by such
i bureau to extend its scope as a
ederal regulatory agency.

Loew's Weighs Flat Rental
on All But Four Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

mal convention of I. T. O. here tolay.
Lichtman pointed to thet great
urns of money which picture firms
pend in addition to supplying costy talent for big productions as jusification for their stands.
Exhibitors are not concerned so much
nth the cost of the picture as with paying
/hat a picture is worth and all customers
f M-G-M must be satisfied," he declared.
In addition Lichtman stated that Loew's
as considering the policy of delivering piclres on a flat rental to the independent
xhibitor, reserving only four to be played
n percentage and that reservation, he exlained, was necessary because with the great
pst of certain pictures it became impossible
estimate the respective worth of the film to
idividual houses.
C. S. Dargusch, vice chairman of the Ohio
'ax Commission, warned the delegates that
ith the repeal of the sales tax on food in
Ihio and the consequent need for further
ixation, an effort was certain to be made
i the coming legislature to bring about the
admis■enactment of the old ten per cent owners
on tax. He advised that theater
;t ready for a fight.
Other speakers on the afternoon program
icluded Abram F. Myers, general counsel
: the Allied States Association of Motion
icture Exhibitors. A. O. Eberhart former
overnor of Minnesota and special assistant
, Federal Housing Administrator, P. S. Har's Reports and
son, publisher of Harrison
rfer, supervisor of film censoroy inReichelde
Ohio.
[lip

Powell

"GOLD

with

and

Joan

DIGGERS

Blondell

in

OF 1937"

Glenda
Farrell, Victor Moore,
Lee
Dixon, Osgood Perkins
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
First National
100 mins.
RATES AS THE BEST OF THE "GOLD
DIGGERS'' SERIES WITH A SPLENDID
CAST AND LOADED
WITH
LAUGHS.

"ISLE OF FURY"

with Humphrey Bogart, Donald Woods,
Margaret Lindsay
Warners
60 mins.
PUNCHY, EFFECTIVELY PRODUCED,
AND SINCERELY ACTED SOUTH SEA
DRAMA
THAT
PLEASES.
Based on Somerset Maugham's novel,
"Three In Eden", this nicely produced
feature vibrates with both the drama and
enchanting atmosphere of the South Seas

This can be rated as the best of "Gold
which prevails in so many of the writer's
Diggers" series. It has a far better story stories.
Audiences in general will like this
than the usual musical comedy and is
attraction
for its vigorous entertainment
loaded with legitimate laughs. Much credit
is due Director Lloyd Bacon and Associate elements. Frank McDonald's direction is
Producer Earl Baldwin. Warren Duff turned thorough, while Frank Good's photography
is even better than that name implies.
in a swell script, based on the play, "Sweet Location shots are skillfully chosen, and
Mystery Of Life". Leading the laugh- natural beauties of settings ingeniously
grabbers are Victor Moore and Glenda
Farrell. Dick Powell turns on the per- captured. Both male lead-roles are of
sonality to excellent results, while Joan equal importance. Humphrey Bogart portrays the trusting, energetic master of a
Blondell is effective as the love interest
far-flung Pacific isle where he trades in
opposite him. Lee Dixon, a newcomer,
scores heavily with his tap dancing and pearls. Donald Woods is the mysterious,
Osgood Perkins is a standout as one of adonis castaway, shipwrecked at night on
the coast at that dramatic moment when
Moore's partners. Chas. D. Brown is also Bogart is being married to Margaret Lindsay.
good as one of the partners. Harry Warren
The isle hardly lives up to its designation
and Al Dubin fashioned "All's Fair In
Eden, for in the best MaugLove And War" and "With Plenty Of as a "Pacific"
ham manner things happen with both
Money And You", while Harold Arlen and fury and alacrity. The handsome castE. Y. Harburg wrote "Let's Put Our Heads
away falls in love with his benefactor's
Together" and "Speaking of the Weather." attractive,
newly-acquired wife; native pearl
Perkins and Moore gambled with Moore's divers verge on riot because of a seamoney and lost it. They are in a quandary
over raising money for a new show. Glenda monster who is destroying their numbers
on the ocean floor; Woods saves Bogart
suggests they have Moore's life insured by from the terrible embrace of a giant octoPowell, an agent. This is done, and Perkins
pus; there is intrigue, murder, and sundry
and Brown hope he will die, as they are
the beneficiaries. Powell and Dixon try spine-tingling events, — and everything terminates very much according to honor codes.
to keep Moore well. Moore falls in love
with Glenda and Powell with Joan. Perkins Cast is carefully chosen, with featured and
and Brown are ousted and Powell puts on supporting players enacting character parts
the show for Moore. Musical numbers sincerely and effectively. Picture is punchy,
created and directed by Busby Berkeley diverting and in several respects unusual, —
particularly the ending.
are eye-filling and novel.
Cast: Dick Powell, Jean Blondell, Glenda
Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Margaret Lindsay, Donald Woods, Paul Graetz, Gordon
Farrell, Victor Moore, Lee Dixon, Osgood
Hart, E. E. Clive, George Regas, Sidney
Perkins, Charles D. Brown, Rosalind Marquis, Irene Ware, William Davidson, 01 in Bracy, Tetsu Komai, Miki Merita, Houseley
Howland, Charles Halton, Paul Irving, Harry Sievenson, Sr., Frank Lacteen.
Director, Frank McDonald; Author,
C Bradley, Joseph Crehan, Susan Fleming
Producer, Hal B Wallis; Associate Pro- Somerset Maugham; Screenplay, Andrews
ducer, Earl Baldwin; Director, Lloyd Bacon; and Jacobs; Cameraman, Frank Good;
Authors, Richard Maibaum, Michael Wal- Editor, Warren Law.
Direction, Thorough
Photography,
Fine
lach and George Haighf; Screenplay, Warren
Duff; Cameraman, Arthur Edeson; Editor,
Thomas Richards; Music Director, Leo F
Forbstem; Music and Lyrics. Harry Warren
and A! Dubin, Harold Arlen and E Y
Harburg; Dance numbers, created and
directed by Busby Berkeley
Direction, Tops
Photography,
Excellent

Kiwanis Club Entertains
"Gold Diggers" at Buffalo

Buffalo — Warners Flying "Gold
Diggers"
from Syracuse at 11troupe
A. M. arrives
today, making
the
18th stop on its trans-continental
tour. Kiwanis Club will be hosts at
"The General" Big Abroad
"The General Died At Dawn" is the Hotel Statler.
proving to be an outstanding sucTroupe makes a p. a. at the Great
cess in many centers abroad, ac- Lakes Theater tonight, and the Hocording to cable dispatches received
tel Statler has designated this evein New York by Vicening as "Gold Diggers" Night.
Plans of the TTm. P. T. 0., Phila- yesterday
President
John
W.
Hicks,
Jr.,
of
Troupe flies on to Columbus toelphia exhibitor association, for a Paramount. Notable additions to morrow.
|ate strike against M-G-M were the success list have been those in
vired to Pete Wood yesterday by Australia, Cuba and India. Picture
[eorge P. Aarons, secretary of the
Crosby Film for Para.
is being shown for successful exennsylvania unit.
tended seasons at the China The"Pennies From Heaven," Colum"Close cooperation by units can
bia picture starring Bing Crosby,
ater, Stockholm, the Carlton Theolve the situation," said Aarons,
ater, London and the Capitol The- ater.
,nd asked for the reaction of the
Dec. 9 at the Paramount Theopens
ater, Manila.
)hio group.

LITTLE FROM LOTS
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

DISCOUNTING
reports that he
would shortly star
in a Universal serial, Buck Jones states he has
had no commitment
for intention
a "U"
chapterplay,
and had no
of appearing in any pictures this
season outside of his starring series
of eight outdoor productions being
made for Universal release. The
western star has completed two features for the present season and has
started work on his third, "LeftHanded
Law," which Les Selander
is directing.
T
T
▼
Our Passing Show: Warner Baxter, Dave Butler, B. G. DeSylva, Edmund Lowe, Eddie Kaufman, Lou
Ostrow, Nat Goldstone, Sidney Lanfield, Edwin Knopf, Howard Emmett
Rogers, J. K. McGuinness, John Mahin, Herman J. Mankiewicz, Edward
Killy, Paul Page, Edward Cahn,
Cliff Reid, Tony Martin, Irving Starr
watching the Los Angeles Bulldogs
play the Salinas Packers.

▼

▼

▼

Highlights o' the day's news: MG-M will star Lionel Barrymore in
"Skidding," Aurania Rouveral's
stage play Illness has forced Dr.
Otto Ludwg Preminger to give way
to George Marshall as director of
"Nancy Steele is Missing" for 20th
Century-Fox. . Universal will make
"The Further Adventures of
Flash Gordon," serial sequel. . Director George Archainbaud sent
"Clarence" before Paramount's cameras yesterday
Follies"
will take
the form "Goldwyn
of a counterblast
against dramatic critics.
▼

t

▼

Casting assignments: M-G-M —
Joseph Calleia, "The Man of the
People"; Paramount — Monte Blue
and Tully Marshall, "Souls at Sea";
Dorothy Lamour, "Swing High,
Swing Low"; Warners — Frank McHugh and Hugh Herbert, "Marry
the Girl"; First National — Jane
Bryan, "Marked Woman."
T
T— Jessie
»
New contracts
Ralph,
Philip Wylie, Catherine Turney,
Eleanor Griffin, Morris Markey and
Waldo Salt, with M-G-M; George
Sanders, with 20th Century-Fox;
Sam Mintz, with RKO Radio.

20th-Fox To Distribute

$500,000 in Bonuses
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

>!>AILY

Hollywood — Twentieth CenturyFox will distribute around half a
million dollars in Christmas bonuses,
it was announced yesterday by Sidney R. Kent and Joseph M. Schenck.
The bonus will apply solely to working forces in the lower pay ranks at
the Westwood Hills studios, 20th
Century-Fox sales and distribution
forces throughout the world. Kent
stated that the full bonus would be
paid to those in the company emtially. ploy for one year, while those employed six months would benefit par-
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Leading Executives Invited to Industrial Confab. Dec. 9

REPORT 1TH-F0X, LOEfpB IN HOLDING CO. DEAL
Radio Competition Not Worrying Exhibitors— De Mille
roducer - Director
Bases
Opinion Upon Talks
With Theatermen

How

They

Started

on Page

8)

4th K. C. House Triples
Kansas City, Mo.— The Circle Theater
has entered the triple bill parade, makexing the fourth in Kansas City now
hibiting trios. Admission prices 10 and
15 cents.

of

THE

(Continued on Page
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W. R. JOHNSTON WILL
OPEN 7 EXCHANGES
Having

Batcheller,
For 12 years, he's been prexy of Chesterfield Productions has George R. (for Randall)
to days
but the subject of el' Colonel "Hap" Hadley's brush-and-palette study can look back
(c)
troupes,
burlesque
for
man
advance
was
(b)
office,
when he (a) checked acts for the Keith
course,
of
which,
of
All
Cincinnati.
in
Metro
for
sold
(d)
and
Belles
Boston
produced Bafchelor's
Dartmouth
old
dear,
at
days
his
to
was subsequent

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued

Bureau

public.

RIEDL-LUDWIG PLAN
TO EXPAND IN MINN.

Boston— Four Sherman anti-trust
its for damages totaling $600,000
,ve been filed in U. S. District
>urt here by the present and past
raers of the Humboldt Theater in
e Roxbury district of Boston. The

Coast

Hollywood — It is reported that Joseph M. Schenck, Sidney R. Kent
and Isidore Ostrer have reached a
tentative basis for a deal combining
the British interest of 20th CenturyFox, Loew's and Gaumont British
into a British holding company with
ownership equally divided among
the three firms, and also offering
50 per cent of their holdings for
purchase by the British investing
The deal would combine
British

{Continued on Page 8)

our Boston Anti-Trust
Suits Ask $600,000 Balm

Per Cent
of Holdings
Would be Offered to
British Investors

West

After talking personally with exibitors in various key cities
iroughout the country, Cecil B.
leMille, in a New York interview
esterday prior to his departure for
hicago, declared that "I can't see
ny cause for worry over the soiled competition due to the abearance of film stars on radio
rograms.
"All the theatermen I talked to
jit the same way about the mat>r,"
the determine,
producer-director.
"As
ir assaid
I can
the industry

Further expansion in Minneapolis
planned by John Friedl and L. J.
udwig, in addition to three new
mses which will bring their total
;tive theaters up to 86, they said
sterday as they arrived in New
ork from their home city. They
ill confer with Y. Frank Freeman,
*ad of Paramount's theater activi;s, while in town.
New houses planned aside from

50

20 Major Officials Called to Meet
With Major Geo. Berry at Washington
Recording Equipment to

Leading major company executives are being invited to attend a
Revert to Erpi in '44 special conference with Major
Erpi has reached a definite un- George Berry, industrial coordinator, at Washington, Dec. 9, prior to
derstanding with the major companies that the recording equipment
of the general two-day
opening
the
used by the companies will revert to meeting sponsored by the National
Erpi on expiration of the licensing Council for Industrial Progress the
agreement in 1944, The Film Daily following day. About 20 officials
is advised by Whitford Drake, Erpi
will be asked to participate, in adexecutive vice president.
The madition to representatives of exhibi(Continued on Page 14)
(Continued on Page

14)

formed Sterling Exchanges, Inc., W. Ray Johnston,
president of Sterling Pictures Corp.,
plans to operate his own exchanges
in seven territories, which are as
follows: New York, Boston, New
Haven, Philadelphia, Washington,
Buffalo and Albany. These territoriesbasis.
will not be placed on a franchise

ExchangonesPagewill
Sterling(Continued
5) also ac-

Hal Home Joins Wanger
As Production Executive
West

Coast

Bureau

Hollywood —
steps in Walter
program is the
Hal Home has
as an associate

of THE

FILM

DAILY

One of the initial
Wanger's expansion
announcement that
resigned from RKO
producer to become

(Continued on Page 5)

"
Room
600$75,000,
HasNew"Cry
g,e la.—
Hous
Emmetsbur
New
Iowa theater being erected here by
seat
A J. Swanton to replace the house
destroyed by fire a year ago will include a "cry room" for babies.
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Seizure of Cash Prizes
Para's Reply to M. P. T. O. A.
In Chicago is Suggested
Proposals Is Nearing
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Chicago — Irving S. Roth, president of the Lawyer's Legislative
League of America, has sent a letter to Attorney General Otto Kerner, pointing out that the state has
the power to seize all cash prizes
now being offered by theaters, and
may also recover all prizes already
won under the forfeiture provision
of the State lottery laws.
A demand was made in the letter
that the Attorney General take action under Sec. 406, Chap. 38 of the
Imperial N. Y. Exchange
To Function on Dec. 15 Illinois revised statutes of 1935.
Mayor Kelly said yesterday that
gift nights, etc., will continue here
Imperial Distributing Corp. an- "as long as the public demands
nounced yesterday that its New
York exchange opens Dec. 15, at them", but added that his talks with
theater owners indicate they favor
630 Ninth Ave., to distribute the their
discontinuance.
"Imperial Thirty" in the metropolitan area starting with "Broken
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American Seating Co.'s
Operating Deficit Ci

Buried

and Going
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Hollywood — A. M. Botsford ha
been Paramo
made unt,
productsupervi
managt '
ion plansing
at
shoi
subjects and casting departments i
well as stock company and trainin
school and scheduling of directoi
awaiting assignment.
Bogart Rogers has been made e;
ecutive assistant to William I
Baron, managing director of pn
duction, and treasurer George Baj
nail will also be executive stud
manager. Harold Harley continut
as assistant to Le Baron, dividiu
general
with
him. supervision of productic

Current assets of American Sea
ing Company as of Sept. 30 las
Rites For Mrs. Crooker
Lincoln, Neb. — Eric Wesselman, amounted to $4,073,545, with currei
Funeral services for Mrs. Louise late manager of the Strand, Piei'ce, liabilities of $757,786, compan
J. Crooker, mother of Herbert Neb., died in the vets' hospital here with $4,135,598 current assets ai
and was buried in the hometown
Crooker of Warner Bros., will be cemetery.
$1,253,482 current liabilities on De
held today at the Presbyterian
31, 1935. Consolidated balance she)
shows total assets of $6,883,04
Chapel at Middle Village, N. Y.
Mrs. Crooker died of pneumonia on
compared with $6,875,160 on De
Monday.
Report K A-0 Dividend
31, 1935. Capital surplus remain*
Keith-Albee-Orpheum board of di- the same, but operating deficit wi*
rectors is understood to have voted substantially cut from $369,881 i
"Diggers" at Columbus
a dividend on the preferred stock close of 1935 to $62,768 as of ei
Columbus — Forced to proceed to yesterday.
According to report, the of September this year.
Buffalo yesterday by train because
of bad flying weather, Warners directors also agreed to give a bonus
to employes this year as was done
"Cold Diggers" troupe is scheduled last.
3 U. S. Firms Named in
to arrive in Columbus at 11 A. M.
today. There will be official welManila Anti-Trust Su
come at the state house by the GovJohn Ringling Dies at 70
ernor and the City Hall by the
Anti-trust action has been filed 1
John Ringling, 70, circus king, the Arco Amusement Co. again
Mayor. Tonight the troupe will
died here early yesterday in his Warner Bros., United Artists ai
make
a
p.
a.
at
Loew's
Broad
Theater.
apartment at 270 Park Avenue 20th Century-Fox in the Court j
Troupe moves on to Cincinnati to- where he had been ill for several the First Instance, Manila, Phili
morrow.
days of bronchial pneumonia.
pines. Distributors are understol
to have engaged the law firm
Gibbs, McDonough and Ozaeta.

Eric

Blossoms."

HARRY CLIFTON, who has financed British
production,
is in Now York from London.
F. W. LYON, special representative of Interstate Checking Service, has gone to New Orleans and will also visit Dallas, Oklahoma City
and Hollywood, where he will spend two weeks.
AL LICHTMAN
Columbus.

is going to the Coast from

WILLIAM F. RODGERS. who was in Cincinnati yesterday, visits Indianapolis and then
returns to New York over the coming weekend.
JOHN BALDERSTON has returned to Hollywood after spending
six months
in London.
ERROL FLYNN and his wife, LILI DAMITA,
are stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria.
ERIC VON STROHEIM, who sailed yesterday
for Europe on the Queen Mary, will make a
picture in Paris.

DECEMBER 3
Monty Collins
Marion
Shilling
Basil Smith

Rogers, Bagnall
In Para. Studio Shift

Washington

MARKET
3'/8
1 7/8
21 1/4
45/g

Paramount will announce its reply to the M. P. T. O. A. trade practice proposals before the end of the
current week, it was indicated yesterday in New York. Austin C.
Keoueh, general counsel, is studying the concessions prior to issuing
ii official statement. Universal
•md 20th Century-Fox have already
announced their positions in the matter.

Botsford,

EDWARD BONNS, short product manager of
Universal Pictures, returned yesterday to New
York from a three months' trip which took
him to all of Universale
Southern
Exchanges.

DENIS O'DEA, one of the Abbey Theater
players who recently visited the United States
to appear in RKO Radio's production of "The
Plough and Ihc Stars," sailed yesterday on the
for Ireland,
Mary
Queen

DEANNA DURBIN returns to New York tonight from an engagement with Eddie Cantor's
troupe at the Keith Theater in Boston. Friday
is her 14th birthday.
SPENCER TRACY will arrive in New York
on Saturday for a short vacation stay in the
East. Tracy has just completed a new role in
M-G-M's
"Captains
Courageous."
LOU DIAMOND, head of Paramount's short
subject department, will arrive in Hollywood
from New York on Dec. 15 instead of Dec. 10,
as originally planned.
ARTHUR LEE, GB
terday for Chicago.
CECIL
Chicago,

vice president, left yes-

B. DE MILLE left here yesterday for
Omaha,
Denver
and
Hollywood.

NAT PERRIN leaves New
return to Hollywood.

York today on his

BIJOU BARRINGTON, under managerial contract to Frances Weil, has gone to the coast
New
York.

Bureau
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Washington — Secretary of Coi
merce Daniel C. Roper at his pre
conference yesterday declared til
the N. R. A. report, including col
histories of the motion picture i
dustry, would be in his hands B
submission to the Chief Execute
by Dec. 31.

TWA CUTS FARE!
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coa«t-to-coast

from

SAM BRISKIN is expected to leave New
York Monday
returning
to Hollywood.
JOHN

WILDBERG returns to New
morrow from the coast.

York to-

MARGUERITE
CLARK, early film star of the
silents, leaves New Orleans by plane today for
Hollywood
to attend
the academy
dinner for
Adolph
Zukor.

INon-stop between New
York and Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICE
1503 Broadway, 70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Drsk — I'cnn. Station
Telephone: Ml rray Hill 6.1640

LEO JUNIOR
THE FLOOR!

HAS

" Listen folks, you've been reading a lot about
Pop's Feature Pictures [Roar! Roar! Roar!) Sure,
they're great! But I positively refuse to let the old
boy hog the spotlight. Everybody tells me I've
been doing things in Shorts that gives many a
feature [not Pop's of course!) a close run for entertainment and box-office appeal! Here are just afew
of the heap of praises for your little pal Junior/'
(For happier programs, read on to next page!)

A CHIP OFF THE
OLD BLOCK!
Did You

Ever Read Reviews
"NO

Like These!

PLACE LIKE ROME"

"Deserves to be called by some name other than 'short' . . . equal
to the best M-G-M has turned out in features . . . excellent."

— Shotvmen's Trade Review

The Newest

"Crime Doesn't Pay" Release
"THE PUBLIC PAYS"

'Entertainment value worthy of a feature." —

'Very convincing . . . very dramatic . . . carries a strong thrill-punch."

"One of the most pretentious and entertaining shorts of the year
. . . dazzling girls . . . swell music . . . some of the best laughs ever
extracted from a short or a feature . . . will score big with any

direction and production."

audience."

'Well photographed

— Film Daily

"Idea is swell . . . well done . . . pleasant songs . . . it's all great fun
which even nabes will appreciate . . . excellent."

— Jay Emanuel Publications

"Very amusing. ..decidedly well done. ..excellent." — M. P. Herald
—
P. Daily
"Lavishly produced . . . enough
to warrant marquee M. attention."

'M-G-M deserves another round of applause . . . splendid acting,
— Showmen's

Flash from Coast Preview of M-G-M Shorts!
"M-G-M's shorts product for the 1936-37 season should be outstanding ifthe first are indicative of the quality of the rest . . .
subjects maintain a high degree of entertainment
value." Reporter
— Hollywood
A menu of first class entertainment that many an exhibitor would
be tickled to have as a straight bill of fare . . . subjects embrace
wide scope of entertainment from sports to history ... all are
handled with the usual M-G-M dressing. ..capable casts... sufficient
mounting."
— Coast Variety
Time out, please, from the customary film reviews to doff our
editorial chapeau to Pete Smith, who makes our
favorite film
shorts."
— Liberty
Magazine

M-G-M

IS GOING

WITH ITS HOLIDAY

Review

'Engrossingly dramatic ...excellent companion piece for a comedy
or musical feature... moves forward swiftly and surely."
— Boxoffice
— M.
P. Daily
'Feature mounting . . . direction keeps action moving rapidly."

Something

New

in

"Plenty of human

interest ... an

— M. P. Herald

Novelties!

M-G-M

"HOLLYWOOD

EXTRA"
— Film
Daily
subject
to countless

absorbing

film-struck girls . . . fine explanatory narration

by Carey Wilson."
— Boxoffice
narration in fresh and

"Extremely interesting . . . authentic
amusing
style." . . . interesting . . . humorous."
"Extraordinary

— Showmen's Trade Review

"Excellent."

—Jay

Emanuel

Publications

— M. P. Herald

"Interesting . . . good."
"Should be of much interest . . . well produced . . . very informative
M. P. Daily
as well as entertaining."

TO COP THE XMAS
CARTOON

Trade

and cast . . —
. carries
a punch Publications
. . . excellent."
Jay Emanuel

'Worthwhile entertainment."
"Brilliantly satirical. ..swell entertainment for any type of audience
...worthy of marquee billing."
— Boxoffice

Film
Daily
— Variety

COIN AGAIN

THIS YEAR

CHRISTMAS."
"THE PUP'S
(Harman-lstng's Masterpiece!)

WATCH!

THE
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W. R. JOHNSTON WILL
OPEN 7 EXCHANGES

REPORT 20TH-F0X, GB,
LOEW IN HOLDING CO,
(Continued from Pane

1)

distribution of the three companies
and place all GB theaters in the
holding company.
Kent and Schenck refused to
make any statement pending final
conferences to be held with Maurice
Ostrer and Nicholas M. Schenck
upon their arrival.
An earlier report of the KentSchenck-Ostier conferences was that
they were aiming towards revival
of tha original deal under which
20th Century-Fox and Loew's would
obtain substantial holdings in Gaumont British. Purchase of the
Ostrer Brothers' shares in GB is
reported being again discussed.
Plans of Nicholas M. Schenck,
president of Loew's, for arriving
here early next week to join the
meetings lends credence to the report.
What effect, if any, the holding company deal or the revival deal will
exercise on the status of John Maxwell in
connection with the GB setup is not definitely
known. According to speculation in wellinformed quarters, the situation, however, may
wind up with Maxwell as a minority associate
of Loew's and 20th Century-Fox in GB.
When Isidore Ostrer, president of GB,
landed in New York Nov. 23 from London,
he tossed a bombshell in the situation by
indicating that Maxwell was not going to
get control of his company. He admitted,
however, that the film magnate had acquired
non-voting shares in the company but claimed
he had no voice in its affairs. In view of
the present conferences between Ostrer, Joe
Schenck and Kent, it would seem that the
Ostrers now regard the American deal as
the most advantageous one, it is reported.
Under conditions through which 20th Century-Fox own a 49 per cent interest in GB,
via Metropolis and Bradford Trust Co., the
company has the right to approve or reject
any new financing plan. This angle might
be stressed, it is understood, in preventing
final consummation of the Maxwell control
plan.
Loew's and 20th Century-Fox would each
secure a 20 per cent interest in GB under
the original deal which both Schencks have
from time to time insisted still holds good.
Under the plan 60 per cent of the shares
would remain in England.
Maurice Ostrer, assistant managing director of GB, left New York yesterday for the
coast to enter the proceedings. He is being
accompanied by Arthur A. Lee as far as
Chicago.

BIG.
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
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dachshund
has
become
Hollywood's most popular dog, according to
a telephone census of the film colony.
— M-G-M.

(Continued from Pane
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• • • THAT SILVER Jubilee celebrating Adolph Zukor's
25 years as a producer will start in Hollywood this eve with a
dinner given by the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences in his
honor
Darryl F. Zanuck will act as chairman
George
Jessel will be toastmaster the sponsoring committee includes Mary Pickford, Jesse L. Lasky, Louis B. Mayer, Cecil B.
DeMille, Frank Lloyd
Norman Taurog, Claudette Colbert,
Grover Jones, Kay Francis, Waldemar
Young
Frank
Capra, Carole Lombard, Howard Estabrook, William Powell . . .

T

T

T

• • • OTHER EVENTS that will do honor to Mr. Zukor
during the Jubilee include a Paramount Studio Club dinner on
the occasion of his 64th birthday, Jan. 7
an international
premiere in the capitals of the world on Jan. 22 of "Champagne
Waltz," the Paramount Silver Jubilee production
a reissue of Mr. Zukor's first film, Sarah Bernhardt in "Queen
Elizabeth" awarding of silver medallions to some 200
theater men now active as showmen who played A. Z's first pix
25 years ago in their theaters
a series of civic dinners in
the Grand Old Man's honor in New York, Washington and other
principal cities during January
▼

▼

T

• •
• THE S.R.O. sign has been up for two weeks now
at the Fusion headquarters of Musicians' Local 802
with
the election only two weeks away, candidates on the Fusion
ticket have been swamped by new faces, day and night, to the
tune of about 800 per week
the central headquarters were
opened one month ago
and since then more than 2700 musicians have come in to meet and discuss with the candidates
leading issues relative to the welfare of Local 802
the candidates include Selig S. Liese, Henry Maccaro, Harold Basch,
Albert Casseday
▼

▼

T

• •
• AND NOW Tay Garnett
has finished his world
cruise
with 60,000 feet of film taken in odd corners of
the world
using the 105-foot auxiliary ketch Athene
the vessel left Los Angeles a year ago, and has covered 25,000
miles
according to Paul Schwegler, assistant to Garnett,
the latter believes that hereafter Hollywood will not build so
many expensive sets
but will use background scenes taken
abroad
the pix that Tay plans producing
are "World
Cruise," "Trade Winds" and "Singapore Bound"
scripts
for these were taken along so that exact shots could be made.

T

▼

T

• • • FOURTEEN GIRLS who signed their letter as "A
Bunch of Girls from Journalism School" gave Manager Herman
Landwehr a gentle rib on "Love On the Run" playing at his Capitol theater
the gals said in the letter
"We'll admit
that Gable is a grand teacher on love subjects, but he certainly
is either a terrible newspaper reporter or else our profs at college are teaching us the wrong way to be reporters"
incidental y a poll of 456 vet newspapermen and women who saw
the pix reveals only two reporters who would admit they ever
had that much fun or expense account on an assignment
(we take pleasure in running this publicity blurb, because Ben
Serkowich of the Capitol is one of the few pressageys we ever
knew who realizes that criticisms of this nature are absolute
boosts)

T

T

T

• • • DON'T OVERLOOK that AMPA luncheon today at
the Edison hotel in the College Room
ole Colonel Jay Flippen is the emcee, no less

«

«

«

»

»

»
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quire branches now operating in several other key cities under deals now
being negotiated, it was announced
by Johnston, prior to departing from
the coast for his trip east which
calls for stopovers in Denver, Dalcago. las, Kansas City, St. Louis and ChiJohnston has been conferring with
various state right exchange operators in Hollywood, in addition to his
production setup talks with Scott
R. Dunlap, production head. The
group includes Howard Stubbins and
Ray Olmstead of Los Angeles. B. N.
Judell of Chicago and Sam Decker
of Detroit. Franchise deals were
discussed but none closed. Johnston
made it known that no franchises
will be awarded until after the first
of the year when all Sterling plans
for production and distribution are
completed. He plans to be back in
New York in time to attend a special meetine of Monogram stockholders on Dec. 18.

Hal Home Joins Wanger
As Production Executive
(Continued from Pane I)

identified with Wanger's organization as a production executive.
Home's first assignment will be in
connection
"Vogues
which is nowwith
being
writtenofby1937",
Sam
and Bella Spewak. The picture will
go into production early next month
and will be produced in Technicolor.
Home leaves RKO this week, starting with Wanger on Monday.

GB To Release 8 Films
in December, January
Arthur A. Lee announces that GB
will release eight productions during the months of December and
January at the rate of one picture
a week. Releases scheduled for December include: "Strangers on
a Honeymoon", "The Northing
Tramp", "Love In Exile", "Week
End Millionaire" and "Living DanJanuary release schedule embraces
"Head
gerously.'Over Heels in Love", "The
Hidden Power", "Man of Affairs",
and "River of Unrest."

SHOW-

REMINDER

MAN'S

Canvass shops to get them to give
tickets to your theater Instead of toys
to children for their Christmas contributions to under-privileged children.
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"THE BOLD CABALLERO"
with
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Robert

Livingston.
Heather
Angel.
Sig Rumann
Republic
69 mins.
MILDLY DIVERTING DRAMA WHOSE
DIRECTION AND DIALOGUE HANDICAP
ITS EFFECTIVENESS.
Filmed entirely in color, this is essentially in plot an up-to-the minute version
of the screen classic. "The Mark of Zorro".
Whether Wells Root, director, labored under the disadvantage of having to equal
or transcend the merits of the original, or
was compelled to pack the story's stirring
incidents into more compact footage, may
appear to be irrelevant, but there is a quality to the production which somehow restrains itfrom reaching its potential heights.
To begin with, the dialogue has a brittle, insincere ring; the settings have an
unnatural atmosphere about them, and the
acting gives the impression of being much
less in the Hollywood manner than in the
style of the legitimate stage. Root's handling of his own scenario leaves one with
the feeling that either the script is at
fault or his direction is. But despite obvious flaws, this feature is entertaining
for the most part, and rises to exciting
heights in late sequences. Audiences who
like their diversion studded with beauty
and action, may overlook the staccato
speeches of the players and melodramatic
nuances. Principals and supporting players
have little opportunity to impress, because
of the hurried and harried tenor of the
episodes. Robert Livingston plays Zorro,
the Robin Hood of the oppressed Indians
in the southwest under Spanish rule.
Heather Angel is the heiress of this realm,
following the murder of her father, the
appointed Governor. The young couple
find eventual happiness in marriage after
they are subjected to indignities, and face
death through the treason of the Spanish
soldiery. Sword-play, vigorous riding and
Livingston's heroics contribute largely to
patron enjoyment. Photography is adept
and color good.

Jimmy

"ONCE

with

Nikita

Savo

in

IN A BLUE MOON"

Balieff.
Cecilia
Armstrong

Paramount

Loftus,

Edwina

72 mins.

THE HECHT-MacARTHUR EXPERIMENT
HITS BROADWAY AT LAST AND IS AS
BAD AS REPORTED.
This flight in pure fancy undertaken a
year ago at the Astoria studio by the HechtMacArthur combo was shelved for good
and sufficient reasons. With the announced arrival of Jimmy Savo in a stage play,
the proprietor of the World theater off
Broadway saw a chance to capitalize on
the discarded opus, so it is being run on a
double bill. We have never seen so many
people get up and walk out during the
running of a film. In plain words, it's terrible. Jimmy Savo is the only real actor in
the cast. He does heroically, carrying on
against terrific odds. But it licks him
completely. The plot is such a rambling
and jumbled affair that it is hard to make
it sound coherent. Just as the Red Revolution breaks in Russia, the great general
of the Czar makes his escape with his
wife, two nieces and a nephew. They encounter Savo in the forest as they flee,
Jimmy driving his circus wagon, he having
lost his group of players. He mistakes the
royal family for actors, and takes them
along, they being all intent on reaching
Paris and safety. Then into a lot of complications as the General (played by the
late Nikita Balieff) tries to stir up a counter-revolution. Savo the clown carries on
a whimsical romance with the Princess
which is rudely shattered at the climax
when he discovers she is of royal blood.
There are so many far-fetched and fantastic incidents interwoven that it is impossible to classify this picture. But it
certainly is not entertainment. The direction is awful, if any. The acting is likewise. Only Savo survives. The great little
pantomimist couldn't be bad even under
these handicaps.

Cast: Robert Livingston, Heather Angel,
Sig Rumann, Ian Wolfe, Robert Warwick,
Emily Fitzroy. Charles Stevens, Walter
Long, Ferdinand Munier, Chris King Martin. Carlos De Valdez.

Cast: Jimmy Savo, Nikita Balieff, Cecilia
Loftus, Whitney Bourne, Edwina Armstrong,
Sandor Szabo, J. Charles Gilbert, Hans
Steinke, George Andre, Jackie Borene,
Michael Dalmatroff.

Producer, Nat Levine Director, Wells
Root; Screenplay, Wells Root Cameramen,
Alvin Wyckoff, Jack Marta; Editor, Lester
Orlebeck.

Producers: Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthur; Directors, same; Authors, same; Cameraman, Lee Garmes.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

Direction, Poor

Photography, Okay.

to say nothing that might land him
in an English prison overseas. Washington in a letter persuades her to
relent for the cause of liberty, she
attends the Congress, and as Henry
sees her as he starts his speech, he
launches into the great oration that
made him famous. John Litel in
the role of Patrick Henry is superb,
and the long oration he delivers is
one of the finest readings ever presented on the screen. The climax
will bring cheers from any patriotic
audience. Expertly directed by B.
Reeves Eason. In the cast are Nedda
Harrigan, Carlyle Moore, Jr., Robert
Warwick, George Irving, Boyd Irwin, Gordon Hart, Myrtle Stedman,
Shirley Lloyd, Theodore Osborn.

&

&

The camera then jaunts through the
interior, showing a variety of marvellous views of tropical scenery
that are like Fairyland. Also some
unusual scenes of workers in a gold
mine far underground, with all the
steps of the mining operations disclosed. The subject finishes with a
night shot of the harbor, with the
myriad lights of the city making a
gorgeous
spectacle.
Okay

"Cats In a Bag"
(Terry-Toons)
Educational

7 mins

The little pup has an exciting adventure when he attempts to mother
the little kitties. After risking his
neck
with his human baby pal, they
Jefferson Machamer in
arrive home in a terrible storm, and
"Amuse Yourself"
Educational
20 mins. the pooch is left outside with a nice
turkey and a bottle of milk for a
A Knockout
dinner. He takes these back to the
A very fine novelty with the car- barn where he feeds the kitties.
toonist Jefferson Machamer and his
Very lively and with a lot of cute
"Gags and Gals" in an arty bit of little tricks in technique that bring
foolery. Jeff calls at the office of the laughs.
three eccentric partners, old men
who keep him waiting in the outer
office. So he follows instructions to
amuse himself and brings on his
"Legend
of the
Lei"
(Treasure
Chest)
troop
of
"Gals"
with
their
"Gags."
After being called in to see the three Educational
12 mins.
Romantic
old partners, he stages a party, and
they all go forth to make merry.
A very beautiful number in natJeff introduces the different girls
ural colors, telling the story of how
and their acts by sketching them
quickly, and then reversing the the lei, the symbolic wreath that is
drawing board as they come to life. given to departing travelers from
Snappy, classy, and the girls are Hawaii, came into vogue. Native
knockouts.
players are used, with Norman Brokenshire supplying the running descriptive narration. The young prinBuster West and Tom Patricola in
cess is forced by her father to marry
"Any Old Port" 18 mins. a prince of a neighboring island,
Educatonal
Fast Stepping
while her sweetheart watches her
A slam-bang adventure of the two
comedy dancers as gobs aboard ship,
who obtain shore leave to visit a
wealthy eccentric with his two beautiful daughters. There they run into some excitement as a masked robber attempts to steal the cash in
the safe intended for the poor orphans. After much rushing about
and some dizzy stunts, the yegg is
captured and the boys are heroes
in the eyes of their host and the
girls. But on returning aboard ship
they have to face the two marines
who they tricked into visiting a
tough joint, thinking they were
going to meet the two charming
rich girls. Done in the usual Patricola-West technique, the boys doing some fancy stepping in their
taps specialty.

depart after placing a garland of
flowers about her neck. The wreath
is dropped in the water by the girl,
it floats to shore where her grieving
sweetheart waits, and thus the
tory.
vogue of the lei was born many
years ago in Hawaiian native his-

"Here Comes the Circus"

(Broadway Brevity)
Vitaphone
18 mins.
Great Circus Stuff

brated patriot. It will stir every
American heart, and is a sample of
Here is a swell tabloid circus, givthe fine work that the motion picture can do with a serious historical
ing the kids a little of everything
"Give Me Liberty"
theme and still produce a picture
they have ever seen under the big
(Broadway Brevity)
top. A barker introduces the acts,
Vitaphone
22 mins. with 100 per cent pure entertainment. Patrick Henry is shown in
including "Poodles" Hanneford and
Splendid
Company, the equestrians Ray
A very impressive dramatization his home where his wife is giving a
Goody, wire walker; the clowns,
of the historical highlights in con- party. One of the men sings a patriotic
song
against
the
King,
which
nection with the famous speech of
three of 'em, doing their nonsense
"Touring Brazil"
Patrick Henry before the Continen- has been pronounced seditious. The
that will wow the kids; Carlo's fam
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
tal Congress, which served to swing arrest of the singer by British ofous ponies. Then the finale has
ficers
follows.
Later
the
Continen20th
Century-Fox
10
mins.
Capt.
Proske handling his lions and
RevoBeautiful
Virginia into the War of the
tal Congress is in session, and Washtigers in a really thrilling stunt that
lution along with the northern Colington is striving to bring Henry
onies. Done in Technicolor, here is
Very timely subject, with Presi- will get the grown-ups as well as
Roosevelt now making his tour the youngsters. Here is a flashy
an outstanding short, with a tre- to make a speech and swing Vir- to RiodentJaneiro.
The beauties of Rio short that has all the color of the
ginia into line with the other Colmendous emotional and dramatic
onies. Henry has promised his wife are seen, and the magnificent harbor. circus.
Directed by Roy Mack.
celethe
of
punch in the fiery speech
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. POWELL
KAY FRANCIS
One Way Passage
Directed by Tay Garnet!
Re-Book It! Re- Advertise It! Re-Date It for Preferred Time and You'll Realize the Big Reason for

WARNER

BROS! Simultaneous Nation- Wide Re-Release December 12th!
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FRIEDL-LUDWIG PLAN
TO EXPAND IN MINN,

RADIO COMPETITION
NOT EXHIB. WORRY
Portland. Me. — Arthur Allaire,
benefits from the broadcasts. Sitting former assistant manager of the
in their chairs beside 20,000,000 Haines Theater, Waterville, has
hearthsides, radio listeners can re- been given the same position at the
ceive a personal contact with the Star in Westbrook. The house is
by Fred Eugley.
players who are broadcasting. I managed
consider it publicity which is cerpopularity."
increase
Aliquippa, Pa.— The Temple has
Thetain tonew
deal their
between DeMille been
selected as the name for the
and Paramount under which he will new $125,000 house erected by the
direct four more pro- Beaver Theater Co. Cooperator is
produce and
ductions will be completed when he W. B. Urling. This house is the
returns to the coast Monday, in third for Aliquippa.
time to do his next Lux broadcast.
He leaves New York today en route
Williamsburg, Pa.— A fire startOmaha and Denver.
ing in the basement destroyed the
interior of the Dean Theater here
estimated at $15,causingThedamages
Four Boston Anti-Trust
000.
house, operated by Mrs.
r, will be reSuits Ask $600,000 Balm habilitate
Ruth Dean
d. Grassmye
(Continued from Page 1)

( Continued

from
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defendants in each case are as follows: Publix NETOCO Theater
Corp.: New England Theaters, Inc.;
New England Theaters Operating
Corp.; M. & P. Theaters Corp.;
United Holding Corp.; Shawmut Investment Corp.; Martin J. Mullin;
Jacob Lourie, and Samuel Pinanski.
Two $200,000 suits have been
by the Sanford Theonewhich
brought,
ater Corp.,
is an operating
company managed by Irving A.
Isaacs, and the second by Bernard
L. Geddry. Two $100,000 suits have
been filed by Edward M. Wood and
First Fund, Inc., respectively. These
suits have been brought by the consecutive owners of the Humboldt
Theater since 1930.
It is alleged that the defendants
have monopolized trade in the entire
New England district as well as in
the particular case of the Humboldt
Theater. Furthermore, it is claimed
that these alleged abuses, including questions of first runs and
clearances, have been existent since
1930.
The attorneys for the plaintiffs are
Warner, Stackpole, Bradlee, Palfrey
and Walsh.

Henri Elman To Handle
General Pix in Chicago
General Pictures Corp. has closed
a five-year franchise deal for the
Chicago territory with Henri Elman,
who operates the Capitol Film Exchange in the Windy City but who
will form General Pictures of Illinois to distribute General product,
it was made known yesterday by
Mack D. Weinberger, general sales
manager. "Three Legionnaires,"
first of the General output, will be
released Feb. 15.

Coward

Play to be Given

"The Young Idea," by Noel Coward, third play to be presented this
season by the senior students of the
Feagin School of Dramatic Art, will
be given tomorrow night at the theater of the school, 316 West 57th St.

(Continued from

Boston — Joe Dondis is taking over
the State Theater, Calais, Me., on
Jan. 1.

Pane

1)

the Minneapolis program, which is
now being developed, are: Time,
Rochester, Minn., seating 500; Austin, Austin, Minn., seating 500; and
Boston — Carrol T. Cooney, Jr.,
500-seater at St. Cloud. One new
Waldo Theater, Waldoboro, Me., and atheater
is to be named the L. J.,
William Harwood, Strand Theater, states Friedl,
over the protest of
Gardiner, Me., have become mem- his partner.
bers of Independent Exhibitors,
The company is also remodeling
Inc., Allied unit, according to Busi- the State at Eau Claire and the
ness Manager Arthur K. Howard. Fargo at Fargo.
Jacksonville, Fla. — A $25,000 fire
has destroyed the Foley Theater and
adjacent garage at Foley, lumber
town near here.

New

South Wales Moves
for Quota Enforcement

(By Cable) — Government
St. Louis — The Volland Studios, of Sydney
New South Wales has served a
Inc., of St. Louis, has been incorporated by Louis Freund, James S. show cause order on six American1
distributors here in a move to enMcClellan and Leona Fuchs.
force film quota legislation.
At the same time, there was a

Acme, Manila, to Handle
Republic in Philippines

clarifying definition of the "ac-|
quire" phraseology in the quota
statute. "Acquire," it is held, means
both production of or obtaining possession of films for quota purposes.
M.
Goodman,
vice
president
in
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM \DAILV
Quota
legislation passed last year
charge
of
foreign
sales
for
RepubHollywood — W. Ray Johnston,
lic, announced last night that he had requires distributors to handle 5 per
president of Sterling Pictures Corp. closed a deal with Acme Films, Inc.,
announces that the first release on of Manila for distribution in the cent of native films in 1936 in comparison to the entire total of forthe new Sterling program will be
eign pix distributed here, and 5,
"Legion of Missing Men". Second Philippine Islands of Republic's en- 7y2, 10, 12 V2 and 15 per cent in the
tire first year's program of features,
production set by Scott R. Dunlap,
Westerns and serials. Acme's New succeeding five years, respectively.
"Paradise
be
will
head,
General impression here is that
production
Isle".
Others among first group in- York representatives are S. M. Berthe quota measure thus far has done
clude "A Romance of the Limber- ger & Co. of this city.
little to assist either Australian prolost", by Gene Stratton-Porter;
ducers or exhibitors, and that there
"The County Fair", "The Marines
will be renewed agitation for an
Cooper Personnel Shifts
Are Here," "Dream Come True"
Denver — Recent managerial Imperial Quota.
and "The Thirteenth Man."
changes in the J. H. Cooper Enterlows : prises theaters (Publix) are as fol- Indianapolis Variety Club
oon A. C. In Washington
Names Niesse as President
Typh<
With Russell B. Bedford in charge,
M. Irwin, assistant at the Mission
Typhoon Air Conditioning Co., Inc., at Grand Junction, Colo., has been
Indianapolis — Carl Niesse, manhas opened a new Washington promoted to the managership sucager of the Central Amusement Co.,
branch at 1224 Connecticut Ave.,
ceeding R. W. Huffman, who now is has been elected president of the
manager
of
the
Uptown
in
Pueblo,
WashingtonIndianapolis Variety Club. Floyd
serve the
N. W., toterritory.
Baltimore
Typhoon is now Colo.; Edward Vaughn has been
doing work for the Republic Theater, transferred from the Uptown to Brown, Universal, was elected first
vice-president; A. C. Zaring, of ZarWashington, and the Walker Thea- manage the Sterling at Greeley, ing's Theater, second vice-president:
ter, Richmond, Va. Bedford has been Colo.; and Mancel Lofgren is now B. E. Jolly, Ross-Federal Service,
identified with the air conditioning manager of the Park at Greeley.
treasurer and Sol. Greenberg, RKO,
field since 1901.
secretary. Directors are: Curtis
Butler, Kenneth Collins, R. W,
Baker,
Joe Cantor, Henry Markun
"Yellow Cruise" Bookings
S. F. Circuit Buys GB Program
and Dale Miller.
"Yellow
Cruise,"
now
in
its
third
George W. Weeks has announced the closing of a deal with week at the 55th Street Playhouse,
the T. & D. Jr. Circuit, San Fran- has been booked into the Europa, Modern Appointed Foreign
cisco, whereby GB's entire 1936-37 Philadelphia, for Dec. 31. Other
Conn-Halperin Distributor
program will play over the theater scheduled engagements, according
to
the
French
Motion
Picture
Corchain which consists of twenty-four
Modern Film Sales Corp. will disporation, are San Francisco, Los
situations in and around San Frantribute exclusively for the foreign
cisco. The deal was negotiated by ton.
Angeles, Seattle, Oakland and Bos- market 28 pictures to be produced
Jack Erickson, GB San Francisco
by Halperin Brothers and Maurice
branch manager, and Ken HodkinConn. Victor and Eddie Halperin
son, assistant to Geo. Weeks.
\vill produce the eight exploitation
Kiwanis Honors Rudolph
features. Conn will produce the
St. Louis — Edward E. Rudolph, Tomlin, Darro and Maynard series
F. F. Plimpton Retires
owner-manager of the Studio The- of four, eight and eight pix, respecBoston — F. F. Plimpton, manager
ater, at Pine Lawn, has been elected
tively. "Avenging Angels", second
and superintendent of Tremont Tem- lieutenant governor of the Missouri- picture in
the new Halperin-Conn
ple for the past 35 years, has re- Kansas-Arkansas district of the Ki- line-up, is now in its third week oi
tired. He has been an active memwanis. Rudolph is President of the
ber of the Allied Theaters of Mass. Pine Lawn Business Men's AssociaInc. and was one of the directors at
tion and a Past President of the production.
First picture released is "With
Love and Kisses", starring Pinky
the time of his retirement.
Normandy, Mo., Kiwanis Club.
Tomlin and Toby Wing.

Sterling Sets Titles for
Its First Eight Pictures
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openings: (l)Carthay Circle Usherettes. (2) Tyrone
Power, Sonja Henie.
(3) Dick Powell, Joan Blondell. (4) Madeleine Carroll. (5) Freddie Bartholomew.
(6) Warner
Oland. (7) Lionel Barrymore.
(8) Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Taylor. (9) Buddy
Rogers, Mary Pickford.
(10) Governor & Mrs.
Lehman. (II) Fredric March. (12) Virginia Field, Sir
Guy Standing. (13) Gene Markey, Joan Bennett.
(14) Miriam Hopkins, Rouben Mamoulian. (15) Mr. &
Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch. (16) George Burns,Gracie Allen
(17) Henry King. (18) Edmund Lowe. (l9)Mr. & Mrs
John Barrymore. (20) EdWynn. (21) Sarah Chur
chill, Vic Oliver. (22) Eddie Sutherland, Loretta
Young.
(23) Jack Benny, Mary Livingstone.
(24) Jeannette
MacDonald, Gene
Raymond.
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(27) Mr. & Mrs. Mark Hellinger.
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"CAVALCADE!"

S. R. O. at both Hollywood's Carthay Circle

TOAST OF BOTH
COASTS IN SMASH
L

and New York's Astor. Solidly sold out for
weeks in advance. Audience reaction and
word-of -mouth sensational as cheering crowds
hail "Lloyds" the top picture of this year

TWO-A-DAY
RUNS!

\

CARROLL
SIR GUY STANDING
TYRONE POWER

and MADELEINE

with

C. AUBREY
VIRGINIA
AND

SMITH
FIELD

A MAMMOTH

CAST

Directed by Henry King
Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan
Screen play by Ernest Pascal and Walter Ferris.
From a story by Curtis Kenyon.
Darryl F. Zanuck

in Charge of Production

THE KEYSTONE

OF YOUR FUTURE

THE
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A "JUUU" fcotn Uottywood "Ms
Joan Blondell and Jane Wyman
will lead a French can-can number
f"LARK GABLE will star in in "The King and the Chorus Girl,"
^ "Idiot's Delight," taking the Bobby Connolly staging it.
role on the screen played by Alfred
T
T
T
Lunt on the New York stage. The
Sol Lesser is already planning for
film adaptation of Robert E. SherBreen's future and says that
wood's Pulitzer prize play of 1936, Bobby
he may send the youngster to Italy
which is still playing at the Shu- for further vocal studies and star
bert Theater, is expected to get un- him in an operetta upon his return,
der way in the near future at the
with opera to follow later.
M-G-M studios.
▼
▼
T
▼
▼
T
"Woman- Wise" will be the release
There is a strong possibility that
Donald Woods will play Perry Ma- title of the Michael Whalen-Rochelle
son in First National's screen tran- Hudson picture, directed by Allan
which has been under production at
scription of Erie Stanley Gardner's
'The Case of the Stuttering Bishop." 20th Century-Fox with the tentative
Ricardo Cortez, who took the part title "Peach Edition."
▼
T
T
of Perry Mason in "The Case of the
Black Cat," has been withdrawn
"Way
Out
West,"
the
Roachfrom the picture to join the cast of M-G-M feature comedyHal starring
'The Go-Getter."
Laurel and Hardy, is proving such
▼
▼
T
a laugh provoker to those who have
Bobby Breen makes his second seen it approaching shape for preview that Hal Roach has placed the
appearance for RKO Radio Pictures
director, James W. Home, under
in "Rainbow on the River," which is term
contract.
among the company's releases for
December. Other features to be rev
r
r
leased this month are: "Wanted:
Casting assignments: First National— Leonard Mudie and Adrian
Jane Turner," "The Plot Thickens,"
and "Night Waitress."
Rosley,
"The King and the Chorus
▼
▼
▼
Plans are afoot finally for the Girl"; Anita Louise, "The Go-Getter"; Walter Wanger — Leo Carrilunveiling of Sigrid Gurie, Norwe- lo, Colin
Clive, Ivan Lebedeff , George
gian screen star who was secretly
signed by Samuel Goldwyn four Meeker, Lucien Prival, Georges Renmonths ago, and who has since been avent, "History is Made at Night";
undergoing a vogorous training 20th Century-Fox — Victor Kilian
course for American films, Miss and John Carradine, "Seventh Heaven"; Adolphe Menjou, "Cafe MetroGurie, who came here from the Norwegian National Theater, will make pole"; Walter Catlett, "On the Aveher first screen appearance with
Gary Cooper in "The Adventures of
Marco Polo," which Goldwyn will
Georgia Carneal, author of "The
produce in partnership with Doug- Great
Day" and "Conqueror of
las Fairbanks. Miss Gurie's name Spain," has been assigned by Trekowill in all likelihood be changed.
log Films to do the narration and
▼ ▼
▼
dialogue on White Gods," the pic'Last Train for Madrid," original turization of Andre Roosevelt's and
story by Paul Hervey Fox, has been Cyril Von Baumann expedition to
bought by Paramount.
Ecuador.
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

'Progress" Seen in Move
to Aid American Theater

Philly's Variety Club
Names Amsterdam Barker

Frank Gillmore, president of AcPhiladelphia— Tent No. 13, Variety Club, has elected officers for
tors' Equity, and members of the
League of N. Y. Theaters conferred 1937 as follows: chief barker, Ben
again yesterday at Equity headquar- Amsterdam; first assistant chief
Pizor; second assisters on proposals for improving the barker,tant Lewen
chief barker, Sam Schwartz;
condition of the American theater property man, Milton Rogasner;
and reported "progress." Luise Sil- dough guy, Charles Segall; delegate
cox, executive secretary of the Dra- to national convention, Earle Sweigert; alternate, Leonard Schlesinger.
matists' Guild, was unable to attend.
Gillmore said that another meetR. K. Chambers Weds
ing would be held in a few weeks.
Canton, 0. — Robert Keith Chambers, for several years manager of
He declared that among the matters discussed was the question of the Palace Theater here and Miss
Helen Ruth Ryan, also identified
finances for attaining the desired
with the same theater, were married Nov. 23 at Wellsburg, W. Va.
objective but that no definite action
had been taken on the matter.
They will reside here.

Further casting assignments:
Selznick International — Owen
Moore, "A Star is Born"; Columbia
— Montague Shaw, Romaine Cullender and Patsy O'Connor, "The O'Connor Family"; John Picorri, John
Tyrrell and Joe Twerp, "Counterfeit Lady"; Leona Maricle, "Women
of Glamour"; Paramount — Harvey
Stephens, "Swing High, Swing

rent George O'Brien feature, "Park
Avenue Logger." Sol Lesser is currently filming his Richard Arlen
starring picture, "Secret Valley" at
RKO-Pathe.
T

T

T

Ben Blue, who scored a success
in his role in "College Holiday" has
been given a year's contract by
Paramount.
T

T

T

Martha Raye, who recently soared
Walter Wanger has taken up Pat to fame as a screen comedienne,
returned
to Hollywood today after a
Paterson's option for another year,
and will probably assign her to an two week vacation devoted to entertaining her grandmother, Mrs.
important
role in the forthcoming
Low."
Theresa Kleinhans, in Great Falls,
production of Emily Bronte's Mont.
"Wuthering Heights." In this event,
T
T
▼
she will appear for the first time in
a film together with her husband,
Henry Potter arrived in Universal City yesterday to discover that
Charles Boyer, who will be costarred with Sylvia Sidney.
Universal has assigned him to diT
V
T
rect "Wings Over Honolulu" by
The George Hirliman Productions Mildred Gram. The screen play is
will go into work immediately written by Isabel Dawn and Boyce
at RKO-Pathe studios on the cur- De Gaw.
T

T

T
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Oklahoma, Loyal to Singles, to Hear About Duals

Oklahoma City— Duals will be discussed in this last stand of single feature programs
the
when the MPTO of Oklahoma convenes here Dec. 14-15 for its annual convention,
subject being assigned C. O. Fulgham, of the Griffith Amusement Co., for a talk.
a
Only
policy.
feature
Oklahoma is virtually unique in its allegiance to the single
dozen houses in the state are using duals regularly.

tor associations and other film industry groups.
Coaxial Cable Tests
The film executives will be requested to name a permanent member of the national council who could
"Up to Expectations"
Testing of the recently installed
be a delegate from the Hays association. Major Berry will also ex- A. T. & T. coaxial cable will continue during present month, The
plain the functions and scope of the
national council, which is a volun- Film Daily is informed. Communion line, while popularly known
tary organization not affiliated with
the Government. Its membership as a "television pipe," is primarily
consists of representatives of 147 designed for commercial telephone
industries as well as delegates from conversations between New York
and Philadelphia, which cities it
labor groups- It acts as an indus- connects.
trial laboratory making recommenSources close to project indicate
dations to the President and Con- cable
will not be officially tested for
television until some time in 1937,
although A. T. & T. engineers are
said to have already informally
Recording Equipment to
Revert to Erpi in 1944 demonstrated cable's basic practicability as television channel.
r.:inucJ from Page 1)
Dr. Frank A. Jewett, president of
jor companies have been paying for Bell Telephone Laboratories, proof the equipment since sound
nounced this week's tests "up to exwas instituted. Erpi has taken the
pectations" and added "we think we
stand from the beginning that the know how to use the cable for teleapparatus was only leased.
months off."
vision, but it's
Television
wasseveral
not demonstrated

Gregory Enterprises Will
Build Ottawa, III., House
Chicago — James Gregory, vice
president of Gregory Enterprises announces plans are being completed
for a new 1,100 seat theater to be
erected at Ottawa. This will give the
circuit three houses in Ottawa, when
completed; the other two are the
Roxy and the Illinois.
The Sipe theater of the circuit at
Kokomo, Ind. is being remodeled and
will seat 1,300 when the improvements are completed. This week the
Lew Wallace theater will be opened
at Peru, Ind., with Bale Loomis manager. The new house cost $85,000
and seats 1,000.
This will make 25 houses in the
circuit, in Wisconsin, Indiana and
Illinois. S. J. Gregory is president
of the company.

Extended Runs Planned
in Pitt, by Harris Co.

Chicago — Police Lieut. Harry M.
Costello of the Chicago Censor
Board says that the board will review approximately 6,500,000 feet of
film this year. Board meets five
days a week.

Cameo Opens New Boston
Offices; Accounts Jump
Boston — Cameo Screen
tions, Inc. has opened its new
under the managership of
Davidson. Walter C. Gillis
manager
and the secretary
Misky.

Attracoffices,
Samuel
is office
is Ella

OHIO EXHIBS ATTACK
LIGHTMAN STATEMENT
Columbus, O. — An undertone of
exhibitor antagonism to the new MG-M contract flared up yesterday
afternoon in the open business session of the I. T. O. of Ohio convention. The exhibitors attacked the
statements made Tuesday by Al
Lichtman, M-G-M executive, and
took exception to the high salaries
and other dividends paid film executives..

The exhibitors held that the high
production cost of films was no justification for preferred playdate and
percentage clauses in the contract.
They disagreed with a Lichtman
statement to the effect that producers were vitally dependent upon foreign support for existence, contending that if salaries and bonuses paid
film executives were in proportion
to those of other industries the
Boston Top Up for Cantor;
United States would easily be able
Lincoln House Jumps Dime to support all films produced here.
A motion was made and carried
authorizing Secretary P. J. Wood of
Boston
—
Prices
at
Keith's
Boston
Theater have been boosted to 65c the I. T. O. to communicate with
all day long during the six-day run Lichtman by mail the true sentiment
of Eddie Cantor's stage show and of the Ohio group and the reaction
"The Smartest Girl in Town." Morn- of that body to his Tuesday address,
on the line Tuesday because terminprices were formerly 35c. The explaining that out of courtesy to
al instruments now in use are not 9:30 ing
A.M. opening has been changed
guest the delegates resuitable for motion pictures.
to 8 A.M. with 5 shows instead of 4. an invited
frained from expressing themselves
his presence.
Pacific Maritime Strike
Lincoln ■— Varsity has upped its in All
officers of the I. T. O. were
price
10
cents
to
35
cents
without
Troublesome to Studios
re-elected
including Martin G. Smith
a patron whimper.
of Toledo, president; Sam E. Lind
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM \DAILY
of Zanesville, vice-president Charles
Hollywood — Maritime labor
Weigel of Cincinnati, vice-president;
Cameramen's
troubles along the Pacific Coast are New York
Union Renames Miller M.
B. Horwitz of Cleveland, treasproving troublesome to studios, with
urer, and P. J. Wood of Columbus,
the current strike forcing suspension
William Miller has been re-elected
secretary.
Dwight Jones of Jackof work on several films and delay- president of the New York camerason was named to succeed Henry
ing the start of others. Two picBieberson
of
Delaware on the board
men's local, with other new officers
tures with maritime backgrounds as follows:
vice-president, Harold of directors.
have been postponed indefinitely by Muller secretary, Jay Rescher;
Universal Studio because of the treasurer, Frank Kirby; business
strike.
representative, Charles Downs; serMuseum Gets Collections
Samuel Goldwyn's production of
Frank Landy. MemThe
Museum of Modern Art has
"Hurricane" may be delayed until geant-at-arms,
bers of the executive board named
the strike situation is settled. The
are: Fred Fordham, George Hinners, received from Walter P. Chrysler,
producer had planned to film the
gift
of two important
collecpicture at Pago Pago but has been William Kelley, Edward Hyland, Jr., a tions
of Surrealist
books, material
Walter Lang, Roy Edwards, Al and Be
unable to ship equipment.
memorabilia:
the Paul Eluard
ery
Gold, Ulygate Whipple, James Per- Collection and the Dr. Camille
gola, Walter Nase. Ray Foster was Dausse Collection.
Springfield, Mass., Will
made a trustee for three years. Lester Lang for a one-year term.
Get 2 New Neighborhoods

Springfield, Mass. — Two new
Pittsburgh — With its Palace The- neighborhood
film houses are planned
ater switched to a first-run policy,
for early spring. Winchester
the Harris Amusement Co. is plan- here
Square Associates are planning to
ning to give extended downtown en- rebuild the huge block at Winchester
gagements to every important film.
Following their regular runs at the Square into a movie theater. Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc.
Alvin, the pictures will be moved
to the Palace for indefinite engage- has acquired land in the Forest Park
ments. The experiment was started section and will probably start in
with "Theodora Goes Wild" and fol- March on a new building. Both
sections at present have movie
lowed this week with "Reunion."
theaters.

Chi. Censors 5-Day Week

a

"Libeled Lady" Stays On

Portland, Ore. — Following three
weeks at the Broadway, "Libeled
Lady" was moved to the Mayfair
for a fourth week of continuous
down-town run. And then continued for a fifth.

Mr. Davidson announces that the
Morse & Rothenberg circuit have
contracted for the entire new group
of product and that the M. & P.
Theaters, Inc., have signed up for
several serials. More than 300 accounts are on the books at the present time,
crease overrepresenting
last year. a 25 f'r in-

Germaine, Price Boston Mgr.

Obliges The Press

Cleveland — Wallace Beery will arBoston — New Boston branch of
rive here Dec. 8 to preside without
Price Theater Premiums, Inc., just
opened will be managed by Harry compensation over the amateur performances tobe given in Public Hall
Germaine, formerly an auditor with
Universal Pictures and for five years under the auspices of The Cleveland
with Price Premiums in the Middle Press. This is the Press' annual
West. Gerald Swaebe, who was with Christmas Party and has grown to
Pathe for eight years and recently become a local institution.
resigned from Academy Pictures,
Stein Forms Photo Co.
has
joined the company as salesmanager.

Changes In Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — Charlie Eagle, manager of the Enright Theater, was
named manager of Warner's Stanley, succeeding Bill Scott. John McCurdy, recently manager of the
Brooklyn Paramount, was appointed

Sol Stein, formerly in charge of
production at Reel Photo Co., Inc.,|
and recently on the sales staff of
Consolidated Film Ind., Inc., has
organized Photo Co., Inc., and
opened
a plant for the manufacture
City.
of photographic prints and enlargements at 209 W. 48th St., New York
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BUFFALO
Two New Film Theaters
Make Bows at Detroit
Detroit — Two new Detroit houses
have opened. One, the $250,000
Western, is the 10th neighborhood
house operated by the Frank Wetsman-Lew Wisper circuit, Victor
Dodge is house manager. Second is
the Nortown, with 1,000 seats.

"Business is Good" and
So Charity is Increased
exMinneapolis— All of the local last
changes have doubled their
butions to the Minneapyear's contri
olis Community Fund, proof that
the film business is better.

k to Attend
uerite Clar
Marg
. 6:..
- THE FILM DAIU

Hollywood — Marguerite Clark,
star and Adolph
early "dav film
Zukor's first discovery, will go by
plane from New Orleans today to
attend the M. P. Academy dinner
on his 25th annihonoringversaryZukor
as a producer.

Ohio House to Schines

Norwalk, O.— The Moose Theater,
owned and operated by the Norwalk
Moose Lodge since 1922, has been
sold to the Schine Theaters, Inc.,
for $15,000. It will be operated in
connection with Schine's Forum
Theater, built two years ago.

3 Family Audience Listings

NaNewest weekly guidew ofof the
Motion
tional Board of Revie
Pictures gives family audience ratine to "Born to Dance," "Pennies
,
from Heaven" and "White dHunter
while "Wintersef is place in the
mature audience category.

Dismiss Infringement Suit

Fort Wayne, Ind.— Suit of Affiliated Enterprises, Inc., Denver,
against Jack Eiser, Ft. Wayne, and
his associates, for the purported infringement on equity rights in a
idea, has
"bankin night"
hted sed
copyrig
U. S. District
been dismis
Court.

CLEVELAND
In honor of the tenth anniversary
of Frank D. Drew as manager of
the local M-G-M exchange, the office has set aside the period until
Feb. 22 for a sales drive.
Jack Greenbaum, independent distributor, has joined the Variety Post
of the American Legion.
Mrs. Georgia Moffett, local Film
Board secretary, who acted as vicechairman of the theatrical division
for the Cleveland Community Fund,
reported that the theatrical division,
for the first time in history, went
over its quota.
A. M. Goodman, United Artists
branch manager, was called to
Baltimore by the death of his father.
Miss Sylvia Zuckor, sister of
the Columbia salesman, Lester
Zuckor, and a member of the Paramount office force, selected Thanksgiving Day for the announcement of
her engagement of Louis Chisek.

Unique Church-Styled

Maine Theater First of Circuit

Boston — The new Waldo Theater, Waldoboro, Me., opens shortly. The 477-seat,
$125 000 house in architectural design resembles a church. It has certain provisions
tor television, and its seats slope up to a high screen. The only theater constructed
in Maine this year, tt is the first of a string of similar houses planned by Carrol T. Cooney, Jr.. wealthy New York lumberman, and his three sons.

Elliott Expedition Off
Akron Planning Board
For Malay Jungle Dec. 26 J
Approves Bianchi Plan

■

Thomas J. Walsh, Radio Pictures 1
managers here, has gone to Butte, i
Mont., to attend the funeral of his
father, John F. Walsh, who died \
suddenly Sunday.
Yeggs broke into the Circle Theater, West Side community theater,
but, according to Paul Grummitt,
house owner, they could not crack
the strong box.

Akron, O. — The city planning
board finally has approved plans for
William C. Gehring, soon to asHollywood — The Burroughs- the erection of a deluxe movie theater on W. Market St.
Tarzan-Clyde Elliott Expedition insume the new central division manto the interior of the Malay jungle
A. J. Bianchi and associates who
agership of 20th Century-Fox, and
to produce
leaves 26.
on operate the Ohio theater, only a year Mrs. Gehring, here for a holiday,
the
N.Y.K."Asia
LineRoars"
on Dec.
old at nearby Cuyahoga Falls, will
are sailing on a Caribbean cruise.
The expedition is now assembling its erect the new $100,000 theater.
equipment and one of the largest
A. Charles Haymen, managing diand most ambitious commercial tierector of the Lafayette, has reTheater Fire Investigated
ups is being completed with more
turned from a New
Beatrice, Nebr. — Investigation in- will handle theater York trip. He
than 60 manufacturers of nationally
affairs during
to the $10,000 fire which destroyed
known products.
the interior of Frank Hollings- the three-week absence in Florida
"Asia Roars", to be produced and worth's 400-seat Rialto here has of his house manager, George H.
directed by Elliott, will have Ameri- been launched by State Fire Mar- MacKenna.
can principals, the balance of the
shall Horace Davis after receiving
Vincent R. McFaul is back from
cast being native. Whether the pic- reports an explosion was heard just a holiday stay in Toronto.
ture will be produced as a Bur- before the blaze. Insurance covers
Michael H. Wilkes of United Artroughs-Tarzan picture or as a the loss and Hollingsworth plans to
ists, Toronto; Frederick Schweppe
National release will be determined reopen the house within a month.
of the Capitol, Elmira; Harold
when the expedition returns. ExRaives of Rochester; Mr. and Mrs.
pedition is officially sponsored by
Nathan Marcus of Syracuse; Mr.
B. & K. Dropping Vaude
the California Zoological Society.
Chicago — Balaban and Katz have and Mrs. A. T. Harris of Rochester
dropped vaudeville from all houses and Morris Briskin of Syracuse
except the Chicago and the Oriental were among the out-of-towners at
UTAH
theaters in the Loop.
the Variety Club's ball.
General Manager and Vice-President Harry David of the Intermountain Theaters, Inc., returned
from a trip east.
Managers W. W. McKendrick of
the Local Grand National exchange
and Charles Walker of the 20th
Century-Fox here are back in their
respective offices after extended territorial trips.
If est Coast Bureau of THE
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Stage production, "Boy Meets
Girl," will be presented at the Salt
Lake Paramount Theater Dec. 910. This is one of the Intermountain Theaters, Inc., houses.
Wm. B. Youngdale, veteran Utah
orchestra leader, died here.
Branch Manager Heaton Randall
of the local National Theater Supply Co. offices leaves soon for a
business trip to Los Angeles.

LINCOLN
Fire did $10,000 damage to the
Rialto, Beatrice, Neb. It was owned
by Frank Hollingsworth and the loss
is fully covered by insurance. Conflagration threatened three city
blocks, but was finally checked.
Sunday movies are now in vogue
in Edgar, Neb. Although the village had voted the measure down
many times, it was finally legalized
by a city ordinance passed Nov. 15.
Insurance adjusters have finally
allowed Bob Markle, owner of the
Lyric, Wymore, Neb. $11,000 on the
recent $20,000 loss of property by
fire. Markle says rebuilding will
start immediately.
Henry Vinker has bought back
the Palace, Clearwater, Neb. from
Art Phillips.

« Hurry—Only 14 More Days to Aid the Relief Fund »
Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Directors Vote $3,384,279 in Dividends

ANTITRUST LAW MODIFICATIONS TO BE SOUGHT
Deal Under Way
Federal

Judge
Bondy
Dec. 21 for the
Hearing

Sets

for RKO

to Acquire Orpheum Assets
Paine

Washington Nabes Biz Up; Parking Problem a Factor
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

to

DAILX

Washington — While Washington
down-town
houses
report that business
is about as
good as a year ago, neighborhood theaters state that their grosses are up between 10
and 15 per cent.
De luxers partly blame use of automobiles and the incidental parking problem as responsible for increased attendance at outlying houses.

Reveals NCIP
Move
Protect
Film
Interests

By ARTHUR
W: BODY
Associate Editor of THE FILM DAILY

Deal under which RKO would acquire all assets of the Orpheum Circuit, Inc., including the former Orpheum theaters now operated by
Stadium Theaters Corp., were submitted yesterday in Federal Court
Trust Co., RKO trusIrving
the
by
tee.
Judge Bondy fixed Dec. 21 as date
for hearing, and notice will go out
to all RKO creditors to show cause West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY this time relative to the Gaumont
Hollywood — After a lengthy sesthe Irving Trust Co. should
Why
sion which lasted into the evening, British-20th Century-Fox-Loew sitnot authorize Stadium Theaters to
uation. Attending the session were
Sidney R. Kent, spokesman for
bankum
from edtheon Orphe
[purchase (Continu
Page 11)
those conferring, declared that no Joseph M. and Nicholas M. Schenck,
(Continued on Page 12)
official statement could be made at

Washington — That the National
Council for Industrial Progress plans
to recommend modifications of the
anti-trust laws to protect all interests in the motion picture as well
as other industries was disclosed at
the general industry conference held
t the Federal Auditorium yesterday.
This was indicated by John Gregg
Paine, chairman of the board of the
Music Publishers' Protective Association and head of the Council's
management group in an address in

Clause

ALLIED TO PRESS FOR
MORE PLAYDATE LAWS

Kent, Schencks, Mayer and Ostrers
Hold Inconclusive GB Conference

OPERATORS PACT MAY
BE SIGNED TUESDAY

Para.-Hoblitzelle Pact Drops Re-Purchase

Barney Balaban, President of Paramount Pictures, Inc., announced
yesterday
that the board of directors
on
tee
commit
a's
Guardi
Mayor La
rep- had approved a new agreement with
movie industrial relations and I.T.O.
Karl Hoblitzelle of Dallas, effecting
resentatives ofLocal 306, the
A. and the Allied operators union a permanent consolidation of the interests of Hoblitzelle and of Parawill meet Tuesday at the Roxy ofThethe
mount, in the corporations known as
ater to work out final details
agreement under which Local 306
will absorb the Allied union. According to Ben Golden, advisor to
(Continued

on

Pane

10)

Para.'s MPTOA Proposals
Reply Expected Today
Paramount expects to have its
cancellathe MPTOA on
reply to other
matters ready today,
tions and
it was said yesterday at the company's offices. Reply has been delayed by the illness of Austin
mount counsel, who reKeough, turnedPara
to his desk.
Night!
And Now It's Rent manage
r of

Boston— Harry Goldstein,
has
the Shawmut Theater, Roxbury,
." Holder of
initiated "Rent Night
paid
rent
his
gets
the winning number
for a month.

Interstate Circuit, Inc. and Texas
Consolidated Theaters, Inc., respectively, which operate a chain of approximately 110 theaters in Texas
and adjacent States. Balaban stated
that the new agreement includes the
elimination of the re-purchase clause
in the prior agreement.

Para. Board Authorizes $12 on
First Preferred, 60 Cents on Second
Canadian Loew Theaters

Report Net of $81,795
Toronto — Marcus Loew's Theaters
of Canada show net profits of $81,795 for the fiscal year ended Aug.
27, 1936, after all charges, compared
to $52,862 in the preceding year.
Profit is equal to $12.51 a share on
the 6,539 shares of preferred stock
outstanding, compared to $7.83 a
share the year before. Preferred
dividends are in arrears since Mar.
31, 1930. There are also 7,500 shares
of common stock outstanding.

(Continued on Page 4)

Washington
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Washington — Delay in the Ohio
court decision pertaining to the constitutionality ofthe state's new law
prohibiting compulsory designation
of playdates will not interfere with
plans of Allied to introduce similar
legislation(Continued
in otheron legislatures
durPage 10)

Laemmle, Jr.,-Harris Play
Deal Cold, Says Counsel

Board of directors of Paramount
Carl Laemmle, Jr.'s plans are still
Pictures, Inc., at a meeting yester- not definitely set, it was said yesterday voted dividends totaling approxday by John J. Wildberg, his atreturned from
torney,
who has just
imately $3,384,279 including $12 a
(Continued
on Page 4)
share on almost 250,000 shares of
1st preferred stock outstanding and
Limited Run
60 cents a share on 640,465 shares
Exactly two more weeks for all you
of 2nd preferred stock.
The dividend on the 1st preferred
to hop aboard the ReReglarlief Fellers
Fund with your contrib to help
wipes out all arrears. There is still
the film folks who need assistance at
this Holiday season. We know you
60 cents owing on the 2nd preferred.
want to get in on this very worthy
The payments put the company in
cause. Let the Good Impulse go to
on your checkbook right NOW.
work
boy!
Atta
dividends on its composition to pay
mon stock. Dividends on the 1st and
(Continued

on

Page

11)
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Coming and Going
J. DON ALEXANDER, leaves New York today
stopping over in Chicago on his way to Colorado
Springs
where he will spend the holidays with
his family.
GEORGE
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YORK

STOCK

SAM ENGEL. 20th Century-Fox associate
producer, and MRS. ENGEL. the former Ruth
M. Franklin, left yesterday (Thursday) for
Hollywood. The couple had been honeymooning
in New
York.
N. L. NATHANSON, head of Famous Players
Canadian; CHARLES C. MOSKOWITZ of Loew's
and ARTHUR W. EDDY, return from Washington today.
GILBERT W. GABRIEL, New York American,
dramatic critic, novelist and screen writer, has
returned to New York from Hollywood to begin work on the screen play of "Victor Herbert" to be produced by Paramount.
TOM
MOORE
yesterday.
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Operating Managei

DAVID BUTLER, LAURENCE SCHWAB and
LEONARD PRASKINS will arrive from Hollywood
at the week-end to confer with Eddie Cantor
on "Saratoga Chips," his first starring film
for 20th Century-Fox.

FOR

THE

GRAND

FINALE!

With

Salt Lake City the latest stop on their jour-

nalistically famed journey, the flying 'Gold Diggers' take off today on the final hop of
NEW

CARRINGTON,

of Erpi, is on a 10 days' business trip thiu
the south. His itinerary will carry him as
(ar as New Orleans.

Warners' 4-week Sky Tour, leaving a trail of millions of Xmas
of 1937'.
SAN
FRANCISCO
NEXT!— (Advt.).

Flying "Gold Diggers"
At Frisco, Then "Home"

San Francisco — With more than
10,000 miles of flying behind them,
Warners "Gold Diggers of 1937" today wind up their coast-to-coast
good will air tour here. Party will
be welcomed by Mayor Angelo Rossi
and committee and will be guests of
the Shrine Luncheon Club. Tomorrow
they hop to Los Angeles for a welcome home.

patrons for 'Gold Diggers

Better Times Increasing
Pix Budgets, Says Rubin
Major companies are now willing
to spend more money for production of pictures because they are
certain of getting more money in
returnness in
fact than
that it
"busiis soview
muchof the
better
has

left

J. WALTER RUBIN,
from Hollywood.

by

plane

M-G-M

DAVE LOEW and MERVYN
east soon after Jan. 1.

for

the

coast

director, is here
LeROY

will come

PHILIP C. SNOW, president of Globe Ticket
Company of Philadelphia, and JOHN M. CUMMINGS, vice-president of the Boston branch,
arrive in New York today from Mexico on
the Grace
liner, Santa
Elena.

Either Col. or M-G-M
to Get "Double Dummy"

John J. Wildberg, attorney, expects to complete sale of film rights
to "Double Dummy" shortly to
been in years," it was said yester- either M-G-M or Columbia. All
day by J. Walter Rubin, M-G-M di- companies except Paramount are
rector. This condition is very enbidding for
"Johnny Johnson," accouraging, Rubin commented.
cording to Wildberg.
Rubin is here to work A. E.
Thomas on the script for "The Old
Ascap Members to Split
Lottie Pickford Dead
which will star Wallace
Million for 4th Quarter Soak,"
Beery. Shooting on the film will West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
start Feb. 1.
Hollywood — Lottie Pickford, 41
Ascap board of directors yesterday declared the fourth quarterly
Mary Pickford's younger sister, died
of a heart attack at her Brentwood
dividend in advance. The sum to be B. & K. Spending More Than
paid out is approximately $1,000,000.
$250,000 on Improvements (Heights
following
a three
illness. home
At her
bedside
when days'
she
died
were
her
husband,
John
Locke,
Chicago — Balaban and Katz are
Sales Tax Fight Impends
$250,000 on im- her daughter, Gwynne, and Mary
Springfield, 111. — A court battle spending moreprovements tothan
theaters down state Pickford. Her death is expected to
threatens the proposed extension of included in the Great States subdelay the latter's trip East, planned
for next week. Interment will be
the state's 3 per cent sales tax, two
sidiary
under
Jules
Ruben's
direcmembers of the House of Represention. Houses in Peoria, LaSalle, in the family mausoleum at Forest
tatives raising a formal protest to
LaGrange, Aurora and Lawn Memorial Park.
the recording of three absentee Waukegan,
votes in favor of the measure. The other spots will benefit.
House vote was 105 to 23. The bill
Luigi Pirandello Dies
is expected to have a speedy trip Gets "Spain In Revolt" Rights
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
through the State Senate.
Rome (By
Cable)
— Italy's 69,famed
Luigi
Pirandello,
was
Hollywood — Current Film Co., dramatist,
Ltd., managed by Richard C. Fox, found dead in bed by members of
Keefe as Toastmaster
former Buffalo exchangeman, will
his family yesterday, with enlargeMilwaukee, Wis. — James Keefe,
ment of the heart bleieved the cause.
"Spain in Revolt," fouradvertising manager for the Fox distribute
reel subject, in California, Nevada,
circuit, acted as toastmaster at the Washington, Arizona and Hawaiian
annual luncheon meeting of the Mil- Islands.
tor.
Picture is in English and
ANIMATION
STAND
waukee County Better Films Coun- Spanish versions and has a narrafor sale, equipped with Universal
cil here this week.

RKO, Pathe Boards Meet
RKO Radio and Pathe News
boards of directors met yesterday.
Meetings are described as routine.

Reorg. Hearing Dec. 22
Boston — Hearing on the reorganition plan of the Metropolitan Theater, has been postponed to Dec. 22.

Camera, with F 3.5 three-inch lens.
Stop motion attachment. Brand new
Cooper Hewitt M lights, Mounted on
all metal vertical stand with pulley
and weight. All in perfect condition.
ExcellentNEW for PROCESS
trailers.
STUDIOS

49

East 21st St.

Tel.

TO 6-4312

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

11 HITS, NO ERRORS expected from busy Warner
studios where new industry record is being set by 11
units shooting on 22 stages. First to finish will be

STAMP

COMRADE

O'Hara,

prosecuting attor-

ney in nation's indictment
of hooded fiends. Newest
Warner headline scoop is

Claudette Colbert (above)

wins coveted role of Grand

AUTHEN-

Archie Mayo's production of
'Black Legion' by Chester P.

'Ready, Willing and Able', unique comedy featuring 'Secretary Stomp' by pedi-typists Keeler, Dixon.
COMELY

OF

TICITY is given Director

Duchess in Warners'

picturization of 'Tovarich', N. Y. legit season's biggest hit. She will p|ay Marta Abba's part, will be
aided by stellar cast, will start right after holidays.

readying amidst great
secrecy for January release.
'RED

BOOK'

BLUE

RIB-

BONS 'Green Light' (left)
by selecting Frank Borzage
film as Picture-of-the-Month.
Pre-release interest in next
Cosmopolitan

Production

reaches new peak as second award of merit goes to
stars Errol Flynn, Anita Louise.

»1

p*

«H

WARNERS GO TRUCKIN' with motorized sound recording fleet, able to reproduce dialogue
perfectly under any conditions on any location. Revolutionary departure in equipment is but one
detail of larger mobile production unit, including new property trucks, now under construction.

—2&»l
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TO SEEK CHANGES IN
ANTI-TRUST STATUTES

FILM THEATER BIZ UP
25 P. G. IN NEBRASKA
FILM

Omaha — Despite the competition
in October and November to Omaha
exhibitors of rival attractions, which
in several cases drew record-breaking attendance, Evert R. Cummings, district manager for TriStates, estimates that business for
the entire area covered by the Omaha Film Board of Trade is up 25
per cent for the first 11 months of
1936.
This achievement is accorded despite last winter's record low temperatures, the heavy spring dust
storms and the fall dust storms —
for when the dust is blowing middlewesterners stay home.

The best barometer of increasing business
is Tri State's own deluxe Paramount, which
the circuit reopened with crossed fingers on
a single feature, SS-cent top policy. And the
bou-e went over beyond all expectations, attendance figures exceeding all those of even
the boom days.
TriStates also finds a warm public acceptance to increased admission prices in other
ska and Iowa towns by the circuit a
good indication. In no case did the raise
exceed a nickel, but in each case increased
box office receipts
resulted.
So confident are Nebraska and Iowa exhibitors of a bright future that building operations are the most extensive in years.
Business for the supply houses has been
excellent. Exhibitors are improving their theaters, both inside and out; purchasing the
latest equipment and in general making it
pleasant for the public.

Laemmle, Jr., -Harris Play
Deal Cold, Says Counsel
(Continued from Page

1)

the coast. Deal under which Jed
Harris would produce plays for
Laemmle is cold, Wildberg said.
Wildberg returns to the coast after
Jan. 1st to work on final details
of the new Junior Laemmle setup
and expects to return to New York
with Laemmle about Jan. 15.

'Can't Get Away With It"
Gets One Slash in Ohio
Cleveland— "You Can't Get Away
With It" was finally passed yesterday by the Ohio Censor Board with
one elimination.

Malco Makes Changes

Little Rock, Ark.— M. S. McCord,
secretary-treasurer of the Malco
Theaters, Inc., North Little Rock,
has announced that the Dunlap Theater at Clarksville is undergoing extensive remodeling and when completed the name will be changed to
the Strand Theater. Malcolm Gilbert has recently been named managerr.
of Malco's Joy Theater at
Smackove

Sale Estate to Widow
Wat

Coast

(Continued from Page 1)
body.
which he explained purposes of his

By ( LAVDE WIl.BCR
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
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Los Angeles— Will of Charles P.
"Chic" Sale, admitted to probate
here, gives his entire estate to his
widow, Marie B. Sale.

T
T
T
• • • AT LAST a film producing company has discovered
that there are amateur movie makers by the thousands in the
nation that the 16 mm. activities are really important . .
and that it might be possible to cooperate with these same amateur enthusiasts to the advantage of all hands
if you ask
us the name of this astute producing outfit we can but chortle
and ask you what company can always be relied upon to do the
right thing at the right time
and if you guess M-G-M we
will say uh-uh
. .
T
T
T
• •
• IT ALL started when two 20-year old amateurs
it
called "Wanted — A Master"
film Smith
a 16 mm.
produced
was
reproduced
as a Pete
Specialty and is now showing
in theaters as a regular short subject
the first amateur
effort ever to reach the professional screen ... so from this
came the Big Idea
the Liberty-Pete Smith Amateur Movie
Contest offering $500 to each amateur film which can be
similarly reproduced as an M-G-M short
T
T
▼
•

• • THE TIE-UP is with the mag Liberty starting the announcements in the Dec. 26th issue the urge
of course is to the readers who are 16 mm. fans to rush to the
theaters of the land and lamp "Wanted — A Master" so they can
see just how it is done
the publicity campaign will run for
10 weeks in Liberty and be plugged in all the other MacFadden publications
and the contest will also be aired on
the MacFadden network
program
another slant is that
in addition to the film awards, Metro will offer contracts for
three kinds of talent unearthed in the 16 mm. films potential directorial talent, amateurs showing originality in story
treatment, and for any persons appearing in the films who display acting talent
T
T
T
• • • AT THE AMPA luncheon George Hummel of .the
Times-Wide World demonstrated the new portable sending apparatus of Wide World Wired Photos
within the hour a
negative and five prints had been returned from the Times
office
and there were the guests of honor perfectly photographed really a marvellous modern development of photographic news service
Gertrude Michael spoke charmingly and intelligently about the importance of press agents
the principals of "The Robber Symphony"
director and
author Friedrich Feher, and the principal players, Magda Sonja
and Hans Feher, her son
and Herr Feher told of his employment of sound and music instead of dialogue to produce
his picture
Cobyna Wright and Larry Urbach were presented to the pay guests
Larry is now m.p. ed for Midweek Pictorial and Judge
a big turnout made Prexy Gordon White and the new directorial board feel repaid for their
efforts
▼
T
T
• •
• SCOOP
claimed by Paramount
News
with the abdication of King Edward, the newsreel editor, A. J
Richard, phoned the company's exchanges in 31 cities throughout the U. S. instructing them to release at once to the theaters
the prints of the abdication screen story that had been prepared
in advance right here on Broadway the Embassy theater
said it had the story on the screen an hour before the newspapers had the extra editions on the street
that's thinking ahead, lads
▼
▼
T
• • • AT THE Newspaper Photographers' exhib in the
RCA building, Jimmy Sileo of Cosmo-Sileo has eight of his pictures on display ... • Howard S. Cullman, the Roxy theater
receiver, became the proud daddy of a girl at the Lenox Hill
Hospital Tuesday eve, to be known as Marguerite Patricia . . .
• Deanna Durbin, the Universal singing sensation, will be interviewed byRadie Harris over WHN tonite
«

«

«
»

»

»

"Basic problems are not fundamentally different in the motion picture, music and other industries with
which I have been connected", declared Paine. "We intend to establish a broad, national economic basis upon which can be set up details
overing the needs of individual busiOther speakers included John
Dickinson, assistant attorney-general in charge of anti-trust laws en-i
nesses."
forcement, and William Green, head
of
bor.the Council's group handling laFilm representatives present were
Abram F. Myers, chairman of Allied board; President Natham Yamins and Sol A. Rosenblatt. The council's roster shows that other industry representatives are Lowell Mason, delegate for the ITOA of New
York and Fred Dempsey, IATSE official.
The council holds an executive
session today, thus winding up its
meetings for the time being.

Hope for Revival of NRA
for Film Industry Fades
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — All hope for possible
revival of the NRA for the motion
picture and other industries faded
yesterday when it was disclosed by
sources close to the Administration I
that the special Presidential com-]
mittee studying the question had
dropped any thought of recommending the establishment in its report
which will be completed at the end
of the month.
At the Commerce Department, it
was learned that the committee does
not contemplate making any legislativeof the
proposals
than objectives
that certain
NRAother
original
— maintenance of fair wage and hour
standards — should be kept in sight
by the government.

Norman New Fawcett Mgr.
Allen E. Norman has been appointed general manager of Fawcett
Publications, Inc., according to an
announcement made by W. H. Fawcett, president and publisher. Joining the Fawcett organization in
1934, as advertising promotion manager, Mr. Norman, has since served
as assistant advertising director,
assistant general manager and for
the past several weeks as acting
general manager.

Neumade's New Quarters

Neumade Products Corp. will oc
cupy the entire seventh floor at 427
West 42nd St. on Dec. 30, Oscar F
Neu, president, announces.
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By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
of conferences
weeks
two
AFTER
**■ with New York officials of the
film company, S. J. Briskin, vicepresident in charge of production at
RKO Radio, has returned to Hollywood with plans completed for unusual activity at the studio during
the next 30 days. Within a month,
Briskin stated, nine new RKO features are scheduled to go into production, with such stars as Paul
Muni, Edward Arnold, Miriam Hopkins, Anne Shirley, Jack Oakie, Joe
Penner, Preston Foster, Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey all before
the cameras. In addition to this
heavy December schedule, Briskin
pointed out that four pictures are
now filming, and eight are in the
cutting room.

»

▼

t

»

Due to the cramped office conditions on the Pathe lot, Fenn Kimball, president of General Pictures
Corp., and Bob Walsh, production
chief, are moving their organization
to new quarters in the Culver City
Hotel Building.
Those moving to
the new spot include: George Waggner, Mrs. Wallace
Reid and Ray
Doyle, writers; Arch Buchanan, production assistant; Hal Cusson, accountant; Bob Joyce, publicity director, and Carolyn Gillingwater and
Evelyn Hart, secretaries.
T

T

■— sponsible for the critic-coined descriptive phraseology, "Lubitsch touches".
Professional career is rooted in the German theater of Max Reinhardt. First
film work for the old Berlin Bioscope. In 1915.
began to direct features, introducing symbolism.
Attracted American attention in a big way with
"Mine. Du Barry" ("Passion") in 1919. Accepted
an UFA offer. Thence to Hollywood to direct
Mary Pickford in "Rosita". After that, a string
of successes and international fame. Found the
talkie technique easily mastered, witness "The
Love Parade." Became managing director of production for Paramount in 1935, but asked to be
relieved to produce-direct. Hobby: That black
cigar.
Hair, black.
Eyes, brown.
Stands 5, 7.

teriors, on "Silks and Saddles," a
Brix, the former Olympic champion,
race track story, starring Herman
and featuring Toby Wing, Trixie
Friganza, Fuzzy Knight, Frank
Melton and Robert McClung. Sam
Katzman is supervising production
and Bob Hill is directing.
T

Heroine

\v7st Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Gertrude Orr has been
signed by General Pictures to do the
script of her own original biography on
Mabel Stark, wild animal trainer, titled
"Hold That Tiger," which is now appearing serially in the Blue Book. Mrs.
Wallace Reid will supervise the story
which is to be filmed under the title
of "The Circus Queen."

T

T

Title Changes: By Paramount —
From "Bring Me His Ears" to "Borderland"; by First National — From
"Trial Horse" to "Don't Pull Your
Punches".
V
T
T
Theodore Von Eltz today was
added to the cast of "Clarence',
faramount's film version of the
Booth Tarkington story in which
Roscoe Karns, Charlotte Wynters,
iiileanor Whitney and Johnny Downs
are playing leading roles under direction of George Archainbaud.
▼

T

Using more than $50,000 worth
of fast racing cars, and some of
America's greatest auto racing
drivers, Fanchon Royer's latest action picture, "10 Laps to Go," is
now shooting racetrack sequences at
the McLaglen Studios in Hollywood.
Ronnie Householder, eastern midget
champ, and Karl Young and Bob
Swanson, who are alternating so
far this season as the coast midget
driving champions, are among those
the picture, which Elappearing
mer Cliftoninis directing.
t
t
v
go to Powill
s
Picture
Victory
*nono Race Track, to shoot the ex-

Mabel Stark, Film

IN HOLLYWOOD

• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 5
• • •
CRNST LUBITSCH. Producer and director for Paramount, and the man re-

▼

"Camille," Greta Garbo's new MG-M picture, in which Robert Taylor has the masculine lead, will have
its world premiere tomorrow night
at the new Plaza Theater in Palm
Springs.
This 800-seat house has
just been built by Earl Strebbe.
Tickets for the opening night are
scaled at $10 a person,
r

WHO'S WHO

T

T

Casting assignments: 20th Century-Fox— Jean Hersholt, "Cafe
Metropole"; Mady Christians, "Seventh Heaven"; Patricia Ellis, "Step
Lively, Jeeves"; Joan Davis, "Time
Out tor Romance"; Brian Donlevy,
"Midnight Taxi"; Warners — Kenny
Baker, "The King and the Chorus
Girl"; Charles Winninger, "The GoGetter"; Columbia — Gene Morgan
and Robert McKenzie, "Interlude".
»

T

T

Irene Dunne now makes the discovery that the portion of the movie audience who appreciates comedy is more articulate than sober
students of the movie drama.
Ever since the star changed her
style to out-and-out comedy in
"Show Boat" and 'Theodora Goes
Wild," her fan mail has tripled in
size.
Miss Dunne will return to dramatic work in "Madame Curie" and
then take another inventory of her
fan mail. If it has not prospered,,
then the field of comedy will have
a new permanent resident in Irene
Dunne, erstwhile dramatic star.

Janet Gaynor will continue as a
free-lance star following completion
of her latest film, Selznick International's Technicolor production, "A
Star Is Born", in which she is costarred with Fredric March, Miss
Gaynor stated today. "I will not
bind myself again to long-term contracts," Miss Gaynor said, "and in
all probability will limit myself to
three films a year or less."
t
v
v
First picture about the new sport
of midget auto racing went into
production last week when Fanchon
Royer, Hollywood's only woman producer, put into work "10 Laps to
Go." Racing feature was adapted
from William Bloecher's original
story by Charles Condon. Elmer
Clifton is directing and Gaston Glass
is the production manager. Arthur
Martinelli is the chief cinematographer. Cast includes Rex Lease,
Muriel Evans, Tom Moore, Marie
Prevost, Duncan Renaldo, Charles
Delaney, Yakima Canutt, Earl
Douglass, Walter McGrail, Valerie
Davis and Monte Joyce.
George R. Batcheller of Chesterfield Pictures has started production
at Republic studios on "Red Lights
Ahead," with Lucille Gleason, Roger
Imhof, Andy Clyde, Paula Stone,
and Frank Coughlan, Jr. Roland
Reed is directing.

cial number for the Ritz Brothers
in "On The Avenue," the musical
film being produced by 20th Century-Fox from an original story and
score by the noted popular comAin't
song.Got Rhythm" is
of "Hethe
the title poser.
▼

T

T

Jacksubject
Chertok,
head of will
M-G-M's
short
department,
make
a two-reel subject based on the Monroe Doctrine.
▼

T

T

The 250-pound buck which John
Boles shot near San Angelo, Texas,
the other day, is on its way to Hollywood by refrigeration express to
be distributed among several of the
singing star's close friends. Boles
is having such a good vacation he
has postponed his return to Dec. 15.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
of Technicolor, disseminates a few
cold, hard figures that best describe
color's progress:
"During the year 1934, the Technicolor positive print plant delivered
approximately 11,000,000 feet. The
corresponding figure for the year
1935 was 22,000,000 feet and for
1936, the indications are that the
figure will approximate 40,000,000
feet," stated Dr. Kalmus.
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Paramount
associate producer, is the only one
so far as known in Hollywood to
receive an invitation to the famous
gridiron dinner in Washington Dec.
21, which President Roosevelt and
Gov. Landon will attend. Hornblow
is a former Washington correspondent and served as intelligence officer in the U. S. army during the
World War.
Word that he has received the
Beaux Arts Medal of the Central Europe Architectural Alliance has been
received by Paul Lazlo, noted Viennese architect and interior decoranow a member of the Hollywood
film tor,
colony.
The medal, according to advices
from Vienna, was awarded on Laszlo's designs for a rural house that
is to be built in California for E. A.

Dupont, European director now under contract to Paramount, who recently acquired acreage in San Fernando valley for a country estate.
Moving from her old home to a
new establishment in Beverly Hills,
Sally Eilers discovered the first lot
of fan letters she ever received and
Drummond To Carry On
which she has been saving for meCoast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
West
mentoes. The most interesting letter was a fervent missive of admiraHollywood — Paramount production executives are so pleased with "Bulldog
tion and encouragement from a high
Drummond Escapes," now before the
school youth in Cincinnati, O. The
cameras with James Hogan directing,
that the company has optioned four
letter was written by Tyrone Power,
more Drummond stories, "The Return
now a star in his own right by virof Bulldog Drummond," "The Final
tue of his brilliant debut in the 20th
Count," "The Third Round" and "The
V

V

T

Century-Fox production of "Lloyd's
of London."
Irving Berlin has written a spe-

Female of the Species," all of which
were written by H. C. (Sapper) McNeile and Gerard Fairlie.

10

OPERATORS PACT MAY
BE SIGNED TUESDAY

ALLIED TO PRESS FOR
MORE PLAYDATE LAWS
(Continued from Page

1)

ingr sessions beginning next month,
a spokesman for the exhibitor organization indicated yesterday.
Similar bills are being prepared
for introduction in a state as yet unidentified.

Para. Promotion Manual
Out for Zukor Jubilee
Promotion manual has been released by Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
advertising department, in connection with its Silver Jubilee Sales
Drive for Adolph Zukor, commemorating Mr. Zukor's 25 years in the
film industry.
Manual, 24 pages, and printed in
silver, maroon and black, contains
exploitation suggestions to theater
managers for promoting Silver
Jubilee shows when exhibiting Paramount pictures during the fete period, Jan. 3 to May 30. It also illustrates and describes advertising mats
prepared for theater newspaper advertising during the Silver Jubilee,
posters and pennants, the life story
of Adolph Zukor in serial form, and
other publicity and advertising items
which theaters can use or develop.
Copies of this manual are now being distributed to exhibitors who
will show Paramount pix during
1937.

Court's Order Halts Sale
of Television Corp. Stock
Court order signed by Justice Salvatore A. Cotillo on application of
Attorney General John J. Bennett,
Jr., restrains Television Corporation
of America and seven individuals,
including President Oliver C. Harriman, from the further sale of securities in New York State.
The order is returnable December
18 and requires defendants to show
cause why the injunction should not
be continued pending the final determination ofthe action and why a
receiver should not be appointed for
the concern, which has offices at 515
Madison Avenue.
Television Corporation, according
to a complaint filed by Attorney
General Bennett, is a Maryland corporation capitalized at 6,000,000
shares of $1 par value each.

Constitution Adopted

New Haven — Allied Theaters of
Conecticut has formally adopted the
constitution and by-laws of national
Allied.

"Handicap"
Demonstrated
Theater
executives,
film company .
representatives and newspaper men
were luncheon guests of Meridian
Pictures Corp. at the Astor yesterday. A demonstration of the company's race game, "Broadway Handicap," as revised, followed.

San Antonio — The Leon, Negro
house, has closed.
Ellwood City, Pa.— William Brock,
formerly theater manager in Knoxville, fenn., has been appointed
manager of the Manos Theater here.

(Continued from Page 1)
Wheeling, W. Va. — The Capitol
Theater, until recently involved in
receivership, largest movie theater the Mayor's Committee, the agreement ending the dual union difficulin the upper Ohio valley, is under- Tuesday.
ties in Manhattan may be signed
going complete renovation.

University City, Mo.— Bids have
been opened for the construction Enforcement Agencies
of a new motion picture theater
Indiana, Pa.— The Ritz Theater, here. The plans were prepared by
Co-op for "Great Guy"
recently acquired by the Manos The- O. W. Stiegmeyer, of St. Louis. For
James Cagney's "Great Guy," will
atrical Enterprises, has been re- the time being, the name of the have
the coop, of law enforcement
named the Manos.
owner and operating company are
agencies whose special duties conbeing withheld.
sist of checking up on food chiselers
St. Louis — Gene Baker, who has
been chief of service for the AmPeabody, Mass. — Royal Dam, and short weight merchants.
In this film, based on James Edbassador Theater, has been pro- formerly with Bill Grey in
moted to treasurer for the house in has been appointed manager Maine,
ward Grant's story, which Grand
of E. National
will release on Christmas
a rearrangement of the executive M. Loew's Strand Theater here.
personnel. Donald Norlin is the new
Day, Cagney plays the role of
chief of service, while Paul Buck,
Yakima, Wash. — The Lyric, for- Johnny Cave, inspector in the Deformer treasurer, is now assistant
partment of Weights and Measures.
merly operated by Harry Fegler,
manager.
has been taken over by Adams and Matthew J. Diserio, Deputy ComBell.
missioner, Department of Public
Charlottetown, P. E. I.— The GenMarkets, Weights and Measures in
eral Theater Investment Co., Ltd.,
Bellow Falls, Vt.— Interstate has New York, was consulted by Grand
with capitalization of 100,000 shares opened
National in making the picture. Now
the Park Theater.
the Commissioner is preparing to
of no par value, has been incorporated here.
Windsor, Vt. — Fred Sharby has cooperate further so that John Q.
purchased the Strand Theater from Public may learn the constant vigiHelena, Ark.— The Pastime
The- J. Mathieu.
lance being exercised to protect the
ater is being remodeled.
family pocketbook. Similar departments located in every large city in
R. I — Palace Theater
Kannapolis, N. C — The new Gem hasJameston,
closed for the winter.
the
country
in addition to the NaTheater
will
open
on
Christmas
Day.
tional, State and County Bureaus,
personnel totals more than
Westbrook, Me. — Scenic Theater whose
10,000 persons, will also coop.
Houston — A. Farb will erect a has been reopened as the Rialto.
new $60,000, 1,000-seat house for
Negroes.
Siasconsett, Mass. — The Casino Anti-Theater License
has closed for the winter.
Bill Before Committee
Orlando, Fla. — The Lincoln, a new
Negro theater, is being erected at a
Oak
Bluffs,
Mass.
—
The
Sea
cost of $30,000. Seating 700, it will Breeze has closed.
Report on a bill introduced before
open Feb. 12.
the Board of Aldermen to bar licensing of theaters in the midtown area
Wilmington, Del. — John Smith,
Ft. Meade, Fla. — Marion Lee has
taken over the management of the manager of the Aldine Theater on Fifth, Park and Madison Avenues, as well as on 34th St. and 57th
Fox Theater. Lee comes to Ft. (Warner Bros.), has resigned and
Meade from Punta Gorda and M. O. left for the coast where he will be St., is expected from the aldermanic
Purdy, whom he succeeds, goes to affiliated with production work. Mr. committee on general welfare before the next board meeting on
Kissimmee.
Smith was formerly representative Tuesday.
for George Bancroft. His home is
Attorneys for two estates which
Cocoa, Fla.— The Aladdin Theater on the coast. His successor has not
has been closed for remodeling. been named.
have property in the zone considered
suitable for motion picture theaters
$15,000 will be spent on the building, and when it reopens the name
are opposed to the bill contending
Detroit
—
George
Nichols
has
will be changed to the State. Jack taken over the Rialto Theater at it is "spite legislation" and not
Hodges is manager. This is a Grand Rapids, formerly operated by properly a matter for the aldermen
Sparks house.
the Grand Rapids Amusement Co. anyway. Powerful real-estate interests, including the Fifth Avenue
Ramey, Pa. — P. J. Pitrovich has with R. G. Taylor as manager.
Ass'n are supporting the measure.
closed his Pastime Theater.
Philip Le Boutillier, president of
New Haven — The local RKO exFifth Avenue departchange will move into the former Best &ment Co.,
Sacramento — Arthur Klein, has instore, said that if theaters
corporated amotion picture and the- Warner loft in the Kilfeather Build- were erected in the neighborhood of
atrical agency. Klein was formerly
ing, about Feb. 1st, Barney Pitkin,
associated with John Zanft. Now manager, announces. The quarters his store, he would ask for a 50 per
in the assessed valuwith Klein are Ivan and Bernardine are being remodeled along the same cent reduction
ation of the building.
lines as the new Warner offices.
Stauffler.

Thief Turns Vandal

Stein Joins Cosmo Studios

Heavy "Rainbow" Bookings

With a world premiere at Radio
Newark, N. J. — Police of this city
Harold Stein, formerly studio di- City Music Hall, the new Bobby
rector and head of National Studios Breen picture, "Rainbow on the
are seeking a thief who, not content with stealing everything he press service has joined with Cos- River," will, from present indications, have holiday bookings in more
could move from the Lewis Theater,
mopolitan Studios, Inc., under Her- than 200 theaters in key city situaman
Rosenberg.
Stein
will
be
in
smashed equipment room and elsetions. It will play the Music Hall
where. The loss through theft and charge of a new press service for
vandalism was estimated at $1,000 photographing the arrival and de- during the holiday season, opening
severallease ondays
before Day.
the general reby Harry E. Katz, owner.
Christmas
parture of stars.

,
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PARA, DIRECTORS VOTE
PREFERRED DIVIDENDS
(Continued from Papc

1)

2nd preferred are payable Dec. 26 to
stock of record at the close of business, Dec. 15, and Dec. 17 respectively. *|
The dividend payments are the
first made by the reorganized companies.

Lavene Re-elected Head
of Buffalo Variety Club
Buffalo — Jacob Lavene, manager
of the Academy Theater, was reelected chief barker of Buffalo Variety Club, with his two assistants,
John M. Sitterly of Pyramid Exchange and Robert T. Murphy of
the Shea Theaters. W. E. J. Martin, movie and drama editor, Courier-Express, was re-elected secretary for his third term and treasurer
for his second.
Carl W. Kempke, Stanley Kozanowski of the Rivoli Theater, H. N.
Webster of Shea's Century staff,
and John A. Read of the Hollywood
Theater, Gowanda, were re-elected
as directors. New directors are Herbert T. Silverberg, widely known
film attorney; Ralph W. Maw of
M-G-M staff and Otto A. Siegel of
.Universal. Installation is scheduled
for
the
Chief
Barker's
dinner
Uan. 11.

Stage Seeks Gloria Swanson
Negotiations are under way for
IGloria Swanson to appear in the
(Gladys Hulbert comedy "Lovers'
[Meeting,"
whichIndications
Theron Bamberger
will produce.
are that
Miss Swanson will take the role,
John J. Wildberg, counsel for Bamberger, said last night.

W. H. Carrier Is Feted
Newark, N. J. — Celebration of the
25th anniversary of the founding of
the science of air conditioning is
being observed this week by the
Carrier Corp. Willis H. Carrier,
who initiated the idea of "manufactured weather" was feted recently
[at a luncheon in the headquarters of
|the firm which bears his name.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Discovering that he can do more
writing at night than during the daytime, Charles Kenyon has switched
his living schedule completely around
in order to make speed on the script
of "The
Road Back."— DAVE
EPSTEIN.

Words

and Wisdom

HAVE seen several potentially
i great
pictures utterly ruined by

starting production without sufficient preparation. The big burden
of the flop falls right on the director's shoulders instead of on the
clavicles of the producer who started
shooting the story with an idea but
without a properly prepared story.
—RICHARD BOLESLAWSKI.
Our tribe used to be known as
"gag" men, but now they've given
us a little more dignity by calling
us "comedy constructionists." The
new term is a little closer to the
truth at that.— BOBBY
VERNON.
Eleanor Powell, Fred Astaire,
Ruby Keeler, Ray Bolger, Bill Robinson and other tap dancers are
crusaders in a battle to save the
country. They want to preserve
the supremacy of America as a nation of strength through perfect
health.— DAVE
GOULD.
A

movie

actor

has

to be either

Kridel Cites
Fear in"Reprisal"
Suit Affidavit
Orange, -N. J. — An affidavit has
been filed in Federal Court by Moe
Kridel, president of the Ledirk
Amusement Co. of this city charging that potential witnesses in a
$1,060,000 damage suit against several of the major picture concerns
will avoid testifying in fear of reprisals. Trial of the suit was scheduled to open Dec. 14, but it was
postponed indefinitely by Judge
Clark, who announced he will rule
Friday on the defense motion seeking to obtain the names of the potential witnesses through a bill of
particulars.
Kridel said witnesses referred to
in his affidavit were principally
proprietors of theaters who allege
they have been unable to obtain any
or a sufficient number of first-run
pictures. He claimed some have expressed the belief they will be "intimidated and terrorized" if they
testify.

RKO RADIO MAY GET
ALL ORPHEUM ASSETS
(Continued from Vain

1)

an empty-headed fool or a person ruptcy trustees
for $700,000 cash
of great intelligence and power of
concentration. There is no such all assets held by the trustee, including collateral now held by Stathing as average intelligence in the
dium. In addition to the cash paymovies.
WICKE. — Sir CEDRIC HARDment, Stadium would cancel $2,880,686 in notes made by Orpheum in
favor of RKO which notes are now
I am inclined to believe that much held by Stadium.
of the criticism of English pictures
Stadium was founded by RKO to
here has been justified, and that de- operate various Orpheum properties
fects in English productions have in payment for debt owned by
RKO
been largely due to the fact that
English cutters or editors of films by Orpheum.
have been much less capable than 21 Theatrical Unions to
those
POLE. in Hollywood.— HUGH WAL-

Protest WPA's Layoffs

What is chiefly needed (in English film production) is an original
choice of subject. Of these none is
more interesting than men doing
their jobs. Such films, often of
great distinction, have been made,
but the possibilities have scarcely
begun to be explored. — CHARLES
MORGAN, critic of the London
Times.

Independent Exhibitors
Directorate Will Meet
Boston — Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., Allied affiliate, will hold a director's meeting today.
Allied Theaters of Mass. Inc., has
elected the following officers and directors:— Samuel Pinanski, president; John H. Devlin, vice-president;
Stanley Sumner, treasurer; Joseph
H. Brennan, secretary; and Charles
W. Koerner, Max Mellincoff, M. J.
Mullin, E. A. Cuddy, H. M. Addison,
V. J. Morris, B. E. Hoffman, George
E. French, John J. Ford, Al Somerby, James H. Doyle, John S. Giles,
and George V. Brown, directors.

Omaha's Variety Club
Honors A. Mendenhall

Omaha — Omaha Variety Club has
elected Paramount Exchange Manager A. Mendenhall chief barker; E.
R. Cummings, first assistant; Walt
Green, second assistant; Glen Rogers, doughguy; Edward Shafton,
property master, and D. V. McYellow Dogs Name Golub
Lucas, retiring chief barker; Harry
Denver — Local chapter of the Yel- Shumow, Leroy Miller, Bob Ballanlow Dogs will incorporate. Officers
for 1937 are: Harry Golub, chief tyne and Sol Francis, directors. The
annual holiday supper-dance
mongrel; Bill Williams, worthy club's
Dec. 20 at the Fontenelle Hotel will
mongrel; Ross Bluck, keeper of the be featured by amateur movies
bones; J. J. Morgan, keeper of the
by Green
during the club's
fleas; and Eddie Loy, Joe Dekker and taken
September
golf tourney.
Ross Rluck, trustees. The annual
party will be held Dec. 29 at the
Old Town Hall, with entertainment
Loew's in Charity Move
and initiation.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Carrying out the
Christmas
spirit, Loew's Capitol
Clork Original for Brown
Theater tomorrow morning will preDave Loew has signed Harry
sent a special Christmas Cheer matClork to write an original for the
inee for Washington's "Forgotten
second Joe E. Brown starring pic- Children." Meanwhile, collection
ture he will produce for RKO Radio boxes have been placed in all Loew
release.
houses for contributions.

Twenty-one theatrical unions will
hold a mass meeting Saturday at
the Manhattan Opera House in protest against the proposed wholesale
WPA layoffs. Speakers will include
Frank Gillmore, Actors' Equity president; William Feinberg of Local
802, musicians' union; James Brennan, president of Local 1, stagehands' union; Lee Simonson, representing the Scenic Artists' Union;
George Meany, representing the N.
Y. State Federation of Labor, Ralph
Whitehead, executive secretary of
the Amer. Fed. of Actors, and Wm.
Collins, representing the Amer. Federation of Labor.

Basil Bros. Will Build
Niagara Falls Theater
Buffalo — Nicholas J. Basil, president and general manager of the
Basil Brothers Theaters, has announced purchase of land in Niagara
Falls, N. Y., and plans for constructing thereon a 1,200-seat theater. It
will be completed in August and
will be known as Basil Brothers'
LaSalle. Third of the brothers'
houses in Niagara Falls, it also will
be the eleventh in their circuit in
Erie and Niagara Counties.

Sam Marx Joins Goldwyn
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sam Marx is joining
the Samuel Goldwyn organization
as a member of the executive staff,
effective on Jan. 1. He will be editorial assistant to Goldwyn and will
work with the writers.
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INCONCLUSIVE 6B
CONFAB IN H'WOOD
(.Continued from Page

1)

Kent, Louis B. Mayer and Isidore
and Maurice Ostrer.
It is believed that the Ostrers'
proposal is that the British interests of 20th Century-Fox, Loew and
Gaumont British be combined into
a British holding company with
ownership equally divided among
the three firms and that 50 per
cent of their holdings be offered for
purchase by the British investing
public, as previously reported.
final action is expected at this
time due to numerous ramifications
that have to be worked out. A further conference in England will be
necessary, it is believed, with Kent
attending. Kent is scheduled to
leave Hollywood for New York on
Sunday.

New N. 0. Code Likely to
Set Theater Temperature
New Orleans, La. — Regulation of
the temperatures in air-conditioned
buildings, theaters especially, was
seen as likely here today as a result of the suggestion made to the
building codes revision committee by
Dr. J. M. Batchelor, city board of
health superintendsnt.
Asserting that the majority of
"theaters and public buildings in
New Orleans" equipped with air
conditioning are "maintianing a temperature far too low for the health
and comfort of patrons," Dr. Batchelor asked the building code committee to provide for a minimum
summer temperature of 74 degrees
and a minimum winter temperature
of 80 degrees. The committee replied that this might be incorporated in the code.
If the building code defines ailconditioning, a number of smaller
houses installing systems which cool
the air only, may find themselves
in difficulties.

Early Sunday Admission
Problem Still Unsolved

50 CENT DIVIDEND ON
TECHNICOLOR COMMON

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

Board of directors of Technicolor
Inc. yesterday voted a dividend of
50 cents a share
the 725,094
shares of common on
stock, payable
Mary Ellis in British Film
Dec. 26 to stock of record Dec. 18
London — Mary Ellis will play her It was stated unofficially after
the
original (stage) role in "Glamorous meeting that Technicolor Motion
Night," which B. I. P. will shortly Picture Corp., the operating comput into production with Brian Despany, would probably show profits
mond Hurst directing. Other pro- of $750,00
0 after taxes but before
ductions scheduled by B. I. P. for provisi
on for special amortization.
early production are: A radio story
being prepared by Carol Levis, B.
B. C. amateur hour organizer; WilkJubilee Confab. In Detroit
ie Collins' "Woman in White," ArDetroit — Conferences on the
nold Bennett's story, "The Card," and
an untitled story being written by
Adolph Zukor Silver Jubilee prothe Irish playwright, Lenox Robingram in the midwest will be held
son.
here Dec. 18. Among those attending will be Charles Reagan, divisional sales manager, Robert M.
Orient Books Jubilee Film
Gillham, director of advertising and
Manila — "Champagne Waltz,"
Paramount production starring publicity for Para.; William B. Pine
production associate of Cecil B. De
Gladys Swarthout and Fred Mac- Mille and
William Frawley. Latter
Murray, has been booked during the will
leave Hollywood today for a
week of Jan. 22 in the Capitol and
Grand here and in Cebu at the 10-day trip through the Mid-West.
Oriente and Ideal Theaters. This In Chicago, Frawley will join Paramount sales executives for a p. i
Adolph Zukor Silver Jubilee release
has also been booked for the Grand, tour of major cities in the distrie
including Milwaukee and Indian
Shanghai; Queens and Alhambra,
Hongkong, and the Grand, Tientsin.

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

M. P. Society of India Protests
Bombay — Sir Phiroze Sethna,
president of the Motion Picture Society of India, has addressed to
members of the organization a vigorous protest against the invasion
of the Indian exhibition field by foreigners. The pi*otest was called out
by the proposed construction by
Americans of a cinema theater at
Dobi Talao, Bombay. Agitation to
get the government to take action
against the "invasion" is under way.

Australian Film Figures
Sydney — Attendance at Australia's
1,500 motion picture theaters during 1935 was 180,000,000; admissions for the year totalled $29,000,000; taxes amounted to $5,000,000;
the Australian branches of the eight
major American film companies,
paid $1,575,215 in customs duties;
primage and other charges. Local
capital invested in motion pictures
is more than $150,000,000. Out of
every 25 cents taken in at the boxoffice 21 cents is spent in Austria,
try.
but four cents going out of the coun-

♦

♦

Soviet Royalty Arrangement
Australia Bans Old Film
Sydney — Australia's film censor
has banned the 10-year-old motion
picture from Soviet Russia, "Ten
Days That Shook the World."

British Malaya Bans Films
Singapore — Local censors have
banned six American, one British and
one Chinese motion pictures because
of excessive gun-play, gangsterism,
cruelty to animals and other matters which might prove disturbing to
the Straits Settlement public. U. S.
films banned are "Fury," "Big
Brown Eyes," "The Sky Parade,"
"Another Face," "Forgotten Faces"
and "Taming the Wildcat." The British film barred is "Pot Luck"; the
Chinese, "Midnight Vampire."

Milwaukee — A plan to eliminate
early Sunday admissions in Milwau- Briskin Sees Television
kee county has been temporarily
As Boon to the Industry
tabled. Sunday price changes vary
with the various neighborhood
Television will prove to be the
houses, some holding the early adgreatest thing that could happen
mission price as late as 5 p. m.
to the industry, according to Samuel Briskin, RKO Radio production
Ohio Moose Sell Theater
chief.
Norwalk, O.— Officials of the Loyal
Regarding the widely-expressed
Order of Moose lodge here have an- concern about television's effect on
nounced the sale of the Moose the- the industry, Briskin pointed out
ater, owned and operated by the that 10 years ago when radio broadlodge since 1922, to the Schine Thecasting began many feared people
ater Co. for $15,000.
would sit at home with earphones
and listen to the free radio entertainment. Instead, the movies have
French Film's Premiere
had their best years since radio
"Le Prince Jean," French film broadcasting came in, he comwith English titles, and starring
Princess Natalie Paley and Pierre mented.
Furthermore, it will be fully 10
Richard-Willm, has its U. S. premiyears before television is as cornere at the Cinema de Paris today.

Moscow — Under a royalty arrangement adopted by the Soviet
motion picture industry, the director, author and composer of the musical score for a motion picture each
received 1 per cent of the gross intake of the film. Earnings of these
craftsmen are very large.

polis.
Berlin
West

Coast

Musical
Bureau

for 20th-F

of THE

FILM

DA1L.

Hollywood — Irving Berlin's secom
music production for 20th Century.
Fox will be "Alexander's Rag Time
Band", taking its title from Berlin's popular song. The picture will
be, it is stated a "Cavalcade of
American music" and will trace the
development of modern music from
1910 to the present time. In the
Veidt
for
"Red
Robe"
London — Conrad Veidt has been score will be many songs that have
engaged for the lead in Robert T. contributed to Berlin's fame as a
Kane's second New World produc- composer. Berlin expects to go ti
tion, "Under the Red Robe," from New York for the holidays.
Stanley J. Weyman's novel. Script
was prepared by Philip Lindsay, Lajos Biro and Arthur Wimperis, RayMay Close Orpheum
mond Massey, Monty Banks, Sophie
St. Louis — Fanchon & Marco, it is
Stewart and Patricia Hilliard are
reported, will close the Orpheum
other members of the cast.
Theater unless the management re
ceives concessions from the I. A. I
S. E. Harry C. Arthur, Jr., vice
Credit Projectionist
president of Fanchon & Marco
With Averting Panic plans to confer with John Nick
International vice-president of th<
Omaha — Although nearly suffo- I. A. T. S. E., this week.
cated, Benjamin Tuttle stuck to his
Although the Orpheum hasn't ha<
projection booth post in the Epstein stage shows for years it carries five
stagehands.
Theaters Corp.'s Tivoli here and is
credited with having averted a panic
when smoke poured in from a fire
next door.
Tuttle, who was seriously burned
in a projection booth fire two years
ago, explained he feared stopping
the picture would cause a panic.
Eldon Briggs, doorman, made an announcement from the stage and a
large crowd filed out in an orderly
manner.
mercialized
added.

as

radio

is

now,

Improving Pueblo Theaters

Denver — The Pueblo theaters of
Westland Theaters, Inc., are gettinj
a bit of remodeling. Now closed foi
alterations are the Pueblo and th<
Chief. The latter will reopen oi
Christmas, but reopening date oi
the Pueblo is indefinite. Dec. 13 is
closing date for the Colorado, and itj
will reopen on Dec. 25 also. The
he
Rialto, Westland 's fourth Pueblff
house, will close on Dec. 24.
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W
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• All the facts you need to know to Put This Big
Paramount Holiday Special in the top grosser class
Believing that trade advertising should be informative as well as
stimulating reading, Paramount here publishes the first of a series
of sales analyses on major Paramount productions. Any questions
not completely covered in these analyses will be gladly answered
either at your local Paramount Exchange or at the Paramount
Home
filtiUf&K*

Office, Paramount Building, Times Square. New York City.

(JW

tj K

... is the first and most important

sales angle on "College Holiday"'. Paramount gives you Jack Benny,
George Burns and Gracie Allen, and Martha Raye right while the
public i> hot for them after their smashing success in "The Big Broadcast
of 1937". In addition to their popularity with picture fans ... do not forget
that riiiht now i> the height of the radio season, and all of them are now radio
headlines! In addition to these "Big Broadcast" stars, "College Holiday" presents that tried
and true box-office favorite, Mary Boland,\vith Etienne Girardot. Ben Blue, and a whole
lineup

Paramount

<>f those

youngsters

we

have

been

building

in recent

hit pictures.

1 IItJLI-jjL.1.1 1I-ji5o. .. is the next important sales angle
on "College Holiday". Realizing that holiday business depends
for the most part on youth appeal. Paramount has for the past
^few

years given exhibitors a big-time college musical for the

holiday season. Last year's "Collegiate" was one of the big grossers
of the year. "College Holiday" has the same appeal plus. J. P. McEvoy.
Walter De Leon, Harlan Ware, Frederick Hazlett Brennan, Henry Meyers,
Jay Gorney, Arthur Sheekman, Nat Perrin, James Seymour, Bobby Vernon
and Edward Welch . . . the pick of Hollywood's gag men . . . have combined to turn out a
college musical not "just as good as ^Collegiate'," but about twenty times faster and funnier.
Frank

Tuttle.

who

directed

the

first "Big Broadcast." is in charge

U 1 1 mIj *5 . . . these days

of "College Holiday1'.

are

one of

the most

important sales angles on any picture. "College Holiday" has actually
more potential radio hits than "Rhythm on the Range", Paramount's
outstanding
tune show
for 1936.
Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin
ave knocked out another of their wow

"A
addition
Holidav"

Rhyme for Love" and "So What?"

you "Sweetheart

Waltz",

"Who's

That

numbers "I Adore You", also

Burton Lane and Ralph Freed give
Knockin' at

My

Heart".

And, in

to these, plus a Minstrel Number sung by none other than Martha Raye, "College
contains the Alma Mater songs of seven leading American universities.

PRODUCTION
returns.

VALUE...mea»s

plenty in box-office

A fan can smell a weak production a mile away.

"College

Holiday" is one of those big-time productions which Paramount has
succession.
in impressive
been turning out these past few months
Here are a few facts to back up this statement:

Sets include a huge Greek

temple, covered entirely in white satin, with living models; an acre of I he studio's
2 ■- i)ack lot was transformed into the rotunda of a girl's school, jutting out over a real
lake; a hotel lobby, one of the largest sets ever constructed at Paramount, is made even
more impressive by a mural painted by a noted artist especially for the picture.

OLtECC UoUDAY
Further facts

on

next

page
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CLEVELAND
William Finegan has been elected
business representative of the local
Theatrical Stage Employes' Union
to succeed Manus McCaffery. John
B. Fitzgerald, stage manager of the
municipal auditorium, is the newpresident.
John Huebner, Marion exhibitor,
has been elected president of his
home town Kiwanis Club.
Jerry Steele announces the opening
of his enlarged and redecorated
Apollo Theater, Oberlin, on Dec. 15.
George Stevens, manager of one
of Paul Gusdanovic's houses, found
a $600 pearl in an oyster served to
him at a local restaurant.
LeMotto Smith, owner of the MuWah-Tu Theater, Coshocton, is in
Florida.
Meyer Kaplan, president of the
Jerold Amusement Co. operating a
chain of circuit theaters, accompanied by his wife, baby, mother and
father, leave after the holidays for
k six-weeks' stay in Miami,
i The Warner Club is celebrating
phe second of its series of monthly
opening house programs on Friday
Uith a buffet luncheon.
Showman's Club of Cleveland has
;lected the following officers: President, Frank Greenwald; vice-presipent, Burt Diener; treasurer, Howard Reif ; secretary, Louis Swee and
Recording secretary, W. J. Banks.
Morris Berkowitz is giving a free
Christmas show at his Ritz Theater
[or the sons and daughters of the
members of his Masonic Lodge.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fly Wyn of the Wyn Spook Show
! coming "home" for a vacation
uring the holidays to visit his
arents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Peck,
'eck, Sr., has been cashier at the
seal Universal office for 21 years.
Ralph Peisa has been placed in
he managerial position at the local
Jaumont British exchange with
■rank L. Dent, formerly officiating
■ere, working on the road at presnt.
I Manager Heaton
Randall of the
Halt Lake offices for National Thea•v Supply Co. is in Los Angeles.
Leo Adler, traveling auditor for
United Artists, is here.
Rick Ricketson, division manager
>r Fox- West Coast, has headed for
os Angeles after a visit in Salt
i ake City and will stop over again
lip his way back to Denver.

Plans New Boise Theater
Boise, Idaho — Harold Jones, manger for the Fox theaters of Nampa,
nnounces the Arvidson building
'ill be remodeled as an 800-seat
leater in early spring.
Jones also announced that the
ompany also will improve both the;
llajestic and the Adelaide.

CINCINNATI

PITTSBURGH

CHICAGO

The Harris Theaters here will
Queen City Variety Club is setWork is under way for a $25,000,
ting the stage for its annual Christhave
daily "Bank Night" Christmasa Week.
mas party for the kiddies. Prexy 150-seat addition to the Cinema Theater
under
the
managem
ent
of
Pop" Wessell has announced the Charles Stern.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lefko (he's
affair will be held in the
the RKO
Exchange manager) are
Netherland
Plaza clubrooms.
leaving
for a holiday vacation on
Clark Theater, under the Trinz
the coast. Mrs. Lefko will remain
Harry Schwartz, owner of the Op- management, is being remodeled.
there all winter.
era House, Lexington, will open a
Dayton
Keith,
chairman
of
the
new house in Frankfort within 90
George Davis has been named
days.
bondholders' committee of the Belmanager
of the newly-opened Tempark
Theater,
reports
the
bondholdUhrling & Davis have taken over
ple Theater in Aliquippa.
ers have agreed to accept the offer
the
Hartfo
Myron
J. Stahl, veteran film
rd
Theate
of
Balaban
r,
and Katz, present lessees
at Hartford,
W. Va.
of the house for the payment of 82 salesman, has been named office
Si James, who owns the star, at per cent of the par value of the manager of the U. A. Exchange by
Eaton, has completed a new house bonds. The amount involved is ap- Bert Stearn, district manager. He
at Brooksville, and will open on
proximately a half million dollars. succeeds Joel Golden, resigned.
Dec. 18.
George F. Callahan, president of
American Seating Co. has apGil Shepherd of Theater Poster
pointed Fred Slygh as Indiana res- the Exhibitors Service Co., is leaving for California for the winter
ident agent for the company with
Supplies is the new secretary for
season. During his absence, his son
the Film Row Bowling Tournament. Indianapolis headquarters.
Shepherd succeeds Tom Smiley of
Allen Usher, Paramount Ex- will be in charge of the office.
M-G-M.
Jake Silverman, Altoona exhibichange manager, will address the
tor, has gone to Tucson, Ariz., for
John Robertson is building a new Dec. 16 meeting of the Better Films the winter.
Council of Chicago.
theater at Blanchester.
Chicago theater managers are
M. N. Shapiro and Archie FineDon Reda is remodeling a house
their new 600-seat Reat Mullins, W. Va., and will open getting into print these days "Bun- man opened
gent Square Theater here today.
Jan. 25. Reda also operates a house
ny" Ryan, manager of the Pantheon
Johnny Harris and Jimmy Balat Vico.
Theater, has a story in the current
issue of Esquire, and Danny Graham mer, executives of the Harris
The Little Playhouse, at Dayton,
Amusement Co., are back from In0., has been taken over by William has sold a story on "Straight men dianapolis.
and
Stooges,"
for
an
early
issue.
Bill Liebler, veteran independent
Keyes, who also owns the Victory,
in that city.
Frank Smith, manager of the Pal- exhibitor here, i*esigned as assistant
ace Theater, is spending a few days project head of a local WPA vaude"The First Club," a Fox organiza- at Biloxi.
ville unit.
tion, will hold a Christmas party at
the Hotel Alms, Dec. 22.
L. B. Wilson, who operates the
Liberty, in Covington, has departed
» .
for the winter season in Florida.
Visitors: Freddy Krim, Apollo and
Mayfair, Dayton; Harry Abrams,
Palace, Lancaster; Frank Weitzel,
Smart, but not snobbish. ContinenAlpine Circuit, Pt. Pleasant: Lee
tal, yet conservative. Diplomatic in
service . . . democratic in price.
Blumberg, here with the "Gold DigHome
of:
gers" plane; M. Goldberg:, Falmouth
and Butler, Ky; B. E. Zeeman, CoNew Restaurant de la Palx and
lumbia, home office representative.
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The Columbia Club is planning a
Christmas Party at a local night
club on Dec. 21, while the annual
office party will be held on Dec. 24.
Al Swerdlove, injured in an automobile accident in Detroit, is recupT
evating in Boston.
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Shrine 'Theater" Exits

Oklahoma City — The Shrine Auditorium's theatrical "career" has
ended.
Opposition from downtown theaters was too great to overcome
and Manager Jules Walters, Jr., after submitting his resignation to
the Federal receiver, cancelled all
attractions.
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Legit, in Cincinnati
Cincinnati — The "legit" after several sorry attempts, has finally
come back in Cincinnati. Both Cox
Theater and Taft Auditorium are
open, showing dramatic productions
and musicals. RKO Shubert's has
been running vaudeville and films
since its opening in October.
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"MORE

*

THAN

TlevUws o% #*£ View TU*n&
A SECRETARY"

with Jean Arthur, George
Columbia

Brent
77 mins.

LIGHT BIT OF FROTH THAT HAS ITS
LAUGHING MOMENTS BUT WONT
BUST RECORDS ANYWHERE.
Another of the office secretary cycle,
served with the light touch and not to
be taken seriously. Five writers receive
credit of a sort for their participation in
turning out this one, and that may account for the fact that the story simply
did not seem to jell effectively. It wanders along at times as if seeking some place
to alight and get going with a purpose and
a clear notion of what the climax is going to be. Jean Arthur is an efficiency
stenog who learns from a dumb blonde
how to handle bosses in the business world.
As secretary to the editor of a health
mag, George Brent finds her efficient but
she finds him a pain in the neck when
the dumb little blonde is hired by him as
a stenog and he goes for her in a foolish
moment. So his sec quits the job, goes
off on a vacation, and the editor in desperation realizes he loved her all the time.
He gets her back to the office by a
ruse, and so the happy ending. Jean Arthur
is very stereotyped in her part. George
Brent acts as if he hadn't been sold on
his part, either. Lionel Stander does his
part for the editor, but they didn't
stooge
give him the lines or the business to score
with. Director Alfred E. Green did wonders with a script that called for plenty
of directorial bolstering.
Cast: Jean Arthur, George Brent, Lionei
Slander, Ruth Donnelly, Reginald Denny,
Dorothea Kent, Charles Halton, Geraldine
Hall.
Producer, Everett Riskin; Director, Alfred
E Green; Authors, Ethel Hill, Aben Kandell, Mat Taylor; Screenplay, Dale Van
Every, Lynn Starling; Editor, Al Clark;
Cameraman, Henry Freulich.
Direction, Good
Photography, Very Good.

SHORTS

Screen Snapshots — Series 16, No. 3
Columbia
10 mins.
Stars by Wholesale
One of the best of the series. It
moves fast, and introduces scores
of Hollywood stars and tennis celebs.
The Pacific Southwest tennis tournament is filmed, and this allows opportunity to give close-ups of the
stars as they watch from the stands.
Two very exciting matches are
shown in the tournament. The fans
will go for this one in a big way,
for the lineup of studio celebs has
probably never been equalled for
number in any shoi-t. There are
literally scores of them seen at close
range and in characteristic poses.
Photographed by Robert Toby.
"Sus-Ti-Ka"
DuWorld
10 mins.
Scenic Wonders
The wonders of the Northwest
country are presented in Magnacolor, with a well handled narration
bringing out graphically the fine
points of the various scenic spectacles presented. Among the highlights are the grandeurs of Mount
Shasta and the famous cascades. An
old mining town is seen, and nearby
the first joss house erected in
America. Then come some gorgeous
scenes in Trinity County, famed as
America's Switzerland. The government's fish hatchery, largest in the
nation, is shown. Then into the high
snow country, with close-ups of the
crater in Lassen Volcanic National
Park. The closing sequences present
the changing scene of geysers, hot
springs, the animal life and the
skiing down steep mountainsides.
Pi-oduced by Bruce Merman.

DETROIT

DENVER

M. A. Tork, has been appointed
manager of the Booth Theater formerly the Gladwin Park by Julius D.
London, owner.
Sol Krim, circuit owner, has been
in the hospital suffering from grippe.
Election of officers for the Detroit
Variety Club is scheduled to be held
today.
Gus Coplan, veteran Detroit owner,
formerly of the Columbia, has opened the new Vanity Theater at Windsor, across the river in Canada, in
partnership with William Furlong,
K. C. Cronin, and A. D. Cronin.
Plans for a 400-seat theater at
Lake Odessa are announced by H. H.
Chase, operator of the Diamond
Theater there.
New Avon Theater has opened at
Rochester. Formerly the Idle Hour,
it was remodelled by Bennett and
Straight, theatrical architects, of
Detroit.

New publicity director at the Denham is John Echols from Fort
Wayne, Ind. Allan B. Cooper, former
assistant manager in charge of publicity, has gone to Los Angeles.
Homestake Milling & Mining Co.
have sold the Homestake opera
house to the Black Hills Amusement
Co., of Deadwood, S. D.
Harry Nolan is vacationing on his
ranch in Brownsville, Texas.
Ross Labart, who already runs a
portable circuit and film delivery
route, has now started selling Buicks
on the side. Seen driving new Buicks
are Harry Nolan, Ort O'Connell, Bob
Kane, Gene Gerbase and Frank
Sheffield.
It's a new girl at the home of Max
Gilbert, shipping clerk at the Columbia exchange.
L. L. Dent, Westland Theaters,
Inc., is back in town from his ranch
in Ramah, N. M.
Eddie C. Rohr, engineer for ERPI,

"A Story of A Rose"10 mins.
DuWorld
Pleasing Fantasy . .
An old Irish grandpa tells his
granddaughter the story of a faded
rose. It is a typical fairy story of
the Emerald Isle, all about elfins and
goblins and the little men of the
forest. They come to the help of a
poor shepherd lad who is in love
with a princess, by providing him
with a beautiful rose which she is
anxious to possess. The story finishes
with grandma coming in to complete
the story as the child asks if the
story ends with the lovers living
happily ever after. The children will
like this as a Holiday offering with
the special technique of cartoons and
marionettes combined with the human actors. Done in Cinecolor. Produced by Smith & Wood. Directed
by George Cleveland.
Andy Clyde in
"Love
Comes
to Mooneyville"
Columbia
18 mins.
Good Laffs
A typical hicktown comedy, with
Andy Clyde as the sheriff, and Bob
McKenzie as the volunteer fire chief,
find themselves rivals for the affections of a widow (Esther Howard).
The competition is fierce, with both
of them playing tricks to get each
other out of the widow's home as
they go courting. The fire chief is
away out in front when he gets the
widow to go to a dance with him,
but Andy evens things up as a fire
burns the rival's store and he is left
with the widow in his arms. Produced by Jules White. Directed by
Preston Black.

OMAHA
United Artists Manager D. V.
McLucas is combatting an attack of
neuritis at Excelsior Springs, Mo.
Pre-Holiday shifts by Grand National brought Salesman Ed Solig
to the Omaha office from Milwaukee
for two weeks and sent Larry Hensler to the Des Moines office until
Jan. 1.
M-G-M's annual office party will
be held the third Saturday in January. The committee in charge includes Hazel Andersen, Elaine Anderson, Mrs. Frank Sanders and
Jane Stam.
Assistant Manager Johnny Quinlan of the Brandeis is visiting his
folks in Minneapolis.
is now at the Seattle office, on transfer.
J. H. Moran has bought the Isis
theater at Red Lodge, Mont. He will
reopen it as the Park theater after
installation of new equipment and
remodelling and redecorating.

# d

"Zizzy
Ducks"
Lively
(Scrappy
Cartoon)
Columbia

7 ming

This cartoon features a duck hunt
with Scrappy and Oopy in then
boat hitting everything but thi
ducks. They are getting frantic ai
their ammunition is being used uj
and no ducks to show for it. Th<
climax has the youngsters tumbling
out of bed, for it was all a night
Story by Art Davis.
mare.
"Plane Devils"
(News World of Sports)
Columbia
9 mins
An assembly of old library shot
of the early airplanes, from th(
Wright Brothers experiments right
down to the present day. Some exciting crashes are shown in th<
earlier planes and also some thril!
shots of modern daredevils doing
their stunts and risking their necks
A fast reel with plenty of excitement. Narrative by Jack Kofoed
Described by Ford Bond.
"A (Color
Boy and
His Dog"
Rhapsody)
Columbia
7 mins.
Very Good
The story of a little boy who wa
always
teasing his dog, and hi
mother warned him of the conse
quences when the dog grew up \
be bigger than he was. The youn]
ster falls asleep, and in his drean
the doggie becomes a monster th:
makes
his life miserable
by toi
menting him as he had been in th
habit of worrying the pup.
Has
good moral for the kids that wi
jplease the mothers.
Produced b?
Charles Mintz in Technicolor. Story
i
by Sid Marcus.

MINNEAPOLIS
Ed Rubin
in LaCrosse,

opened his Hollywo
Wis., last week. T

Bolnick
manager,manager.
and John Di'
tenhoffer isassistant
Moe Levy has been promoted to

district
manager
and ''
Joe Podoloff
has for
been Fox
madehere,
branch
manager for 20th Century-Fox.
John Cliplef is in town from
Devils Lake, N. D., his father \i
very ill.
Dave Gillman has purchased a
house in Merrill, Wis.
GB Film For RKO

Circuit

"Everything
Is Thunder"
GB's
screen
adaptation
of the famous
novel by Jocelyn Lee Hardy, has
been booked to play over the entire
RKO Metropolitan Circuit. The picture will play in the New York theaters commencing Dec. 22, and in the j
Brooklyn theaters starting Jan. 5.

MR. A
Former Sales
Manager
(Illness)

Widow of
Ad Manager
(Destitute)

MR. C

MISS D

MR. E

Former

Secretary to
Executive

Former writer
for trade press

Exploiteer
(Accident)

(Invalided)

i
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HAPPEN
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course not! Your name is on the door in gold letters and
ictically everybody slaps your back! Everything looks rosy
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d it's going to be the jolliest Christmas in years!
can't happen to you! That's what lots of big shots and small
pts of this ever-changing business thought. Thank heaven
j're decent and regular enough in our business to help anydy who's down on their luck. NO QUESTIONS ASKED!
le Film Daily Relief Fund is a pal that comes through. The
t (to the right) is just starting. Everyone with a heart should
\ listed. Don't be anonymous. Let them print your name. Give
hat you can afford. One dollar carries a blessing as well as a
undred. Let everybody see that everybody's for the Fund! Full
ages of names by Christmas. Send yours NOW!
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TIMELY
Effect
Spain's
Civil
Wor on ofFilm
Business
CPAIN is being torn by the
unspeakable horrors of Civil
War. Yet in the midst of the
holocaust her kinemas are open
— there are even long runs of
successful films— and newspapers
advertise them exactly as a few
short weeks ago, when the
country was at peace. The fact
is there is no country in the
world in which the people are
so movie-mad as in Spain. In
normal times — and. it must be
remembered, however, times are
normal in Spain, the country
is rarely free from political and
social disturbance — the Spaniard
will have his amusement at all
costs. Today there is no type
of entertainment in Spain which
can vie with the kinema. It has
been asserted that as a national
amusement it has ousted the
bullfight. The theater, once the
glory of Spain, has fallen into
such decadence that it hardly
counts. There are some 2,500
kinemas in Spain, forty of which
are in Madrid alone, six being
news or partly news halls. In
addition, it is not infrequent for
an ordinary theater with a run
of ill-luck to try and recuperate
by going over to movies. Most
of the kinemas are bright and
commodious, particularly in
Madrid. Performances, like
everything else in Madrid, start
late. Apart from the two or
three theaters running continuous performances from early
afternoon, kinemas give two
sessions: in winter at 6.30 and
10.30, terminating just before
9 p.m. and 1 a.m. respectively,
and in summer they run a quarter of an hour later. Most
Spaniards go to the kinema at
least once a week, many two or
three times, and not a few every
day, and this practically throughout the year, for in winter,
which can be extremely cold,
the halls are well heated, while
to attract audiences in the fierce
heat of summer most kinemas
have refrigerating systems installed, or project in gardens
attached to their halls, or on the
terraces or roofs of their buildings. Sunday is the favorite
day. Nearly 500 films are projected yearly in Spanish kinemas, and this represents the
output of many countries. The
United States, of course, lead,
Germany follows a fair second,
and France comes third. English
films only occasionally dribble
through. National production is
still in its infancy, and, apart
from the terrible existing circumstances, which will be an
enormous set-back, it has heavy

EXPLOITETTES

TOPICS
uphill work. However, from
small beginnings — in 1932 no
more than three national films
were projected in Spain — it has
forged valiantly ahead, and last
season saw on the home screens
some 40 national productions.
The Spaniard is exceedingly
proud of his native scenery,
customs and manners, and so
it is that nearly all successful
home productions have concentrated on a background of folklore, bullfights, regional dancing, local custom and religious
processions. The Spanish audience is quick to react to what it
sees, and applause in approval,
or whistling and stamping of
feet in disgust, are frequently
heard, particularly in news films,
for the political situation of the
moment has its repercussions.
— Gertrude Hartsilver,
in Kinematograph Weekly.

File B'klyn Fox Plan

Plan for reorganization of the
Fox Theater and 10-story office
building at Flatbush Ave. and Nevins St., Brooklyn, was filed in the
U. S. District Court yesterday. The
plan provides for the organization
of a new company and the sale of
the building to the highest bidder
at a knockdown figure not less than
the outstanding first mortgage 6V2
per cent bonds— $5,650,000.

Friday, Dec. 11, 193;

,

Public Library Tie-up
"Libeled Lady" Feature
QNELibeled
of the Lady"
highlights
of the
campaign
conducted by Milton Harris for
Loew's State, Cleveland, campaign was a tie-up arranged
with 22 branches of the Cleveland Public Library, with artistic and colorful displays of posters and stills on bulletin boards
as well as displays in glass
fiames in front of each building.
Over 5,000 bookmarks were distributed to patrons at lending
libraries of Burroughs Book
Stores and in lending libraries
of department stores and other
book shops along Euclid Avenue; 5,000 blotters were distributed to patrons at principal
branches in the Cleveland Trust
Company banks; 300 gummed
stickers were placed on windows
and behind fountains exploiting
a "Libeled Lady Sundae" and
giving names of cast, theater,
and date. These were displayed
in all Kresge, Woolworth, McCrory, and Miller chain drug
stores.
Seventy-five Postal Telegraph messenger boys carried
triangular cards on their bikes
for a week prior to playdate. A
large banner was displayed at
League Park during the Baldwin-Wallace Western Reserve
football game, and 10,000 score
cards, giving names of players
of both teams with appropriate

copy
Lady"
were concerning
distributed."Libeled
The Mayfair
Theater Restaurant and night
club placed its own small cards
at tables reading "This table
reserved for 'The Libeled
Lady.' " Three thousand hangers were placed on mouthpieces
of public pay station phones by
special permission of Ohio Bell
Telephone Co. Over 10,000 tabloid newspaper heralds were distributed from home to home;
8,000 special heralds were inserted in Liberty Magazine and
distributed from heme to home;
10,000 one-page heralds were
distributed by Firestone employees to all patrons visiting service stations; 5,000 heralds were
distributed from office to office
by attractive young ladies and
also inserted on windshields of
parked autos in downtown
Cleveland; 10,000 heralds distributed to passengers on Greyhound Bus Lines; 5,000 special
heralds were distributed at
fights and wrestling matches at
Armory and Public Hall. A radio contest was arranged, with
guest tickets awarded to listeners guessing names of melodies
played by a studio orchestra.
Silk badges were worn by 500
clerks and soda fountain attendants and waitresses with copy
on the picture.
— Loew's State, Cleveland.

Landers' Campaign
United States Universities Stressing Foreign Films For "In His Steps"

University and collegiate interest
in foreign films is growing.
In Virginia, State Division of M.
P. Censorship is expediting examination of French films to meet demands for them. In addition, the
University of Virginia is displaying
a lively interest in English films. At
Richmond, the Sigma Union Literary Fraternity and the Bryn Mawr
Club are uniting to sponsor French
films.
In Portland, Ore., Reed College
will start weekly presentation of
foreign product Jan. 7, student committee selecting "Brothers Karamazov" for the first program.
In Oberlin, O., Jerry Steel of the
Apollo theater has tied up with the
French department of Oberlin College to present a series of French
pictures.

Kittanning, Pa., House
Is Purchased by Dipson
Kittanning, Pa. — The Dipson Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., acquired
the Lyceum Theater here from its
veteran owner, Dominick Serrao.
The deal was consummated last
week by N. D. Dipson of Batavia,
N. Y., president of the circuit which
operates some 20 theaters in Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio and West
Virginia. The Lyceum will continue
to operate as a first-run house.
Serrao, an independent exhibitor for
15 years, stated he has no definite
plans for the future.

Arthur Johnston to Wed
West

State Job for Clark?

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Arthur Johnston,
film
song writer, and Loretta Sayres,
Philadelphia — Jim Clark of the
Horlacker Delivery Service is being former actress, plan to be married
mentioned as a likely appointment to during Christmas holidays. Johnston
the Delaware River Bridge Commis- says ceremony may take place at
sion. He is active in political af- Miss Sayres' family home in Larchfairs in this city.
mont, N. Y.

advertising
J^ theater
STRIKING
exampleandof pubhow
licity may be built to merge the
various units into one compact,
ticket-selling campaign is that
prepared by George E. Landers,
manager
of E. Conn.,
M. Loew's
Theater, Hartford,
on Grand
National's
"In
His
Steps."
Starting two weeks in advance,
a special lobby display was arranged including a booth where
copies
of the book
"In His
Steps" was placed on sale. Ushers wore
sashes bearing the
title. A special trailer was also
shown followed by the regular
trailer one week later.
Eleven
days before the opening, 5,000
heralds were inserted in the then
current issue of Liberty Magazine which carried an article
by Charles M. Sheldon, author
of "In His Steps." Ten days in
advance, 200 one-sheets
were
posted in store windows around
town.
One week before opening date 200 half-sheets and
500 window cards were posted;
5,000 book marks were distrib'I w .
uted to branch libraries; 10,000
heralds were distributed house
to house.
— Loew's, Hartford.
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See Further Confabs on GB Situation in New

York

WARNER FIRST QUARTER NET ABOVE $2,000,000
Major Licensees of Tobis Ask Local Currency Pact
Would Apply to Lands Where
Money Export is
Restricted

How

They

Started

Wilmington — Consolidated net
profit in excess of $2,000,000 for the
first quarter ended Nov. 28, last, was
reported by Warner Bros, at its annual stockholders' meeting yesterday here. This compares with $1,031,315 for the corresponding quarter last year, it was stated by Atsion.
torney Ivan Culbertson, Wilmington

Major company licensees of Tobis
Tongfilm Syndicat will confer this
week with Milton Diamond, American counsel for Tobis, in an effort
to secure a pact providing that
royalties due Tobis in such countries
as Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Jugoslavia and Rumania,
where export of money is restricted,
shall be paid in local currency.
Under the Paris agreement of
1930, American companies have to

The company is negotiating a refinancing program, said Culbertson,
attorney, who presided at the sesand as a ( result,
dividend
policy
Continued no
on Page
4)

(Continual on Pa<ie 4)

IS YOUR NAME LISTED
ON THE HONOR ROLL?
The returns on the Relief Fund
Drive are encouraging. There is
more money floating around this
year, evidently, and the average film
gent seems ready to loosen up and
kick in to help this most worthy
cause.
But there are still a lot of you
fellows to be heard from. Just about
two more weeks to go. We are cali(Continued on Page 11)

Alliance Will Import
8 to 10 BIP Features
Between eight and 10 B. I. P. features, selected from a program of
16 productions, will be brought to
this country by Alliance during the
current year, Budd Rogers indicated
yesterday in New York. The Johne
Maxwell company is making definit
strides in the direction of the Ameri(Continued on Pane 4)

B. & K. Add
Chicago
switched
houses.

—
Balaban
to duals
in

to

Duals

and

Katz

nine

more

have
"B"

Refinance
Program
Being
Meets Today
Negotiated;
Board

RULINGS IN 2 STATES
HIT CASH GIVEAWAYS

"Born and raised in the business" is something more than merely a figure o' speech when applied
brush-and-palette subject of
to David L. Loew, son of the well-beloved Marcus, and today's
his
Hap Hadley the inimitable. Now an independent producer releasing through RKO theRadio,
N.
Y.
includes Loew's-M-G-M and Hal Roach, plus service
Board
Clearance
industry background

Believe Ostrers, Kent and Schenck
May Resume Meetings in N. Y. Soon
Otterson and Anderson to

Monogram to Vote Friday
ng
on Merger With Sterli
Decision as to whether Monogram
and Sterling are to be merged or
remain separate units will be made
the
by Monogram stockholders at10:30
for Friday at
meeting planned
d
(Continue on Page 10)

Further conferences on the GB

situation between Isidore and MauTestify in Erpi's Probe
rice Ostrer, Sidney R. Kent, presiJohn E. Otterson and R. Earle
dent of 20th Century-Fox and perpresident and
formerly
Anderson,
haps President Nicholas M. Schenck
treasurer respectively of Erpi, will of Loew's in New York shortly was
be among the first witnesses to be indicated yesterday, following ar{Continued on Page 11)

New Orleans — "Bank Nights",
"Sweepstakes" and other money
giveaways in theaters violate the
state lottery law, the Orleans parish
circuit court declared yesterday in
dismissing the suit of Charles Shan(Continued on Page 12)
cell, negro, against Fiorito's Dream

(Continued on Page

11)

Biz Good, Back Goes Balcony
Cleveland — Bern Nadler took out the
balcony of the Franklin Theater when
the house was recently remodeled and
opened after having been closed about
seven years. Business is so good, Nadler states, that he is arranging to put
the balcony back again. It will add
400 seats to his seating capacity
.
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TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates

\A
i'g

RKO Radio sales this year are
much better than they have ever
been, it was said yesterday by Ned
E. Depinet. head ef RKO Distributing Corp. Depinet said he was still
working on his reply to the
M.P.T.O.A. He expects to leave
around Jan. 1 for the coast.

New Haven — United Artists local
exchange will move to the present
RKO quarters in the Film Building,
Days if present negotiations are carried
Benjamin Spitz Dead
out. RKO awaits remodeling of the
With opening of eight Western former Warner offices which will be
Kansas City, Mo. — Benjamin
and midwestern exchanges within 60 ready in February.
Spitz, father of Mrs. Lawrence Leh
days, distributing setup of Imperial
man, wife of the manager of the
will be completed. Lou Berman
Advance Takes Films
Mainstreet Theater, died here yesleaves New York this week to visit
terday at Menorah Hospital. Mr.
Advance Film Exchange, Inc., has
key cities en route to the coast, comSpitz is survived by the widow and
taken
over
distribution
rights
for
pleting- distribution arrangements.
another daughter, Miss Nanette
I he following: "Parade of the Past," Spitz. Burial was this morning at
"Twenty-Five Years Ago", "Trailing Elmwood
cemetery.
New Chicago House
the Sea Horse", 13 new "Rambling
Chicago- — Balaban and Katz and Reporters", and "The Story of the
Sam Meyers, both of whom announc- U. S. Coast Guards".
Italian Film Is Set
ed plans for new movie theaters on
Devon Avenue, have agreed to build
"Lagrime
e Sorrisi", new Italian
Sue for Fire Insurance
dialogue film released in the United
the new house at Devon and Maplewood Avenue and abandon the one
Bucyrus, O. — Suit has been filed States by World Pictures Corporaat Devon and Campbell, projected in common pleas court by Otta and
tion, will have its U. S. premiere
by the B. & K. organization. The Eva Vollrath against the Richland showing at the Miami Theater, starting Wednesday.
new house will seat 1,200. Work County Mutual Insurance Co. for the
will start at once.
collection of $5,000 alleged to be due
on a fire insurance policy on the
Republic Stock Plan Off
burned Vollrath Opera House buildUncle Sam Gives Low-Down
Deal for a public stock flotation
1936. ing, which burned last January,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
for Republic Pictures, under negotiation between H. J. Yates and a
Washington — Despite those indusdowntown investment firm is off,
try press agented "telephone numThe Film Daily learns.
Margolies With GB
bers" salaries, there were no 1934
taxable incomes in California in the
Albert Margolies is leaving the
million-dollar category, final income United Artists publicity department
statistics announced by the Internal to join GB in a similar capacity
Rogers Replaces Sherman
Revenue Bureau here disclose.
early next month.
New Haven — Ben Rogers assumes
the managership of the New Haven
GB office this week, replacing Philip
Sherman, who has resigned. Rogers
comes directly from the Boston GB
office, and was previously associated
with Selznick.

Coming

and Going

CHRIS DUNPHY of Paramount arrived in
New
York
yesterday
from
Hollywood.

er producer,
yesterday.

JACK LAIT returned to New
from the Coast.

York yesterday

MACK D. WEINBERGER. General Sales Manager of General Pictures Corporation, has
returned
from
Boston.

ISIDORE and MAURICE OSTRER, who arrived
in New York yesterday from Hollywood, plan
to sail for England
after the holidays.

HAL HORNE arrived in New York yesterday
from Hollywood in search of talent for "Vogues
of
United1937,"
Artists.Walter Wanger production for

W. RAY JOHNSTON returned to New York
yesterday from Philadelphia and other stopovers en route from the Coast.
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK is expected back
in
New York Monday or Tuesday from Hollywood.
WILLIAM R. FERGUSON.
tion chief, is in Detroit.

M-G-M's

exploita-

HARRY BURNS, who just completed a deal
with Republic, left for the Coast Sunday
night via TWA.

Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast
Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

ALICE WHITE is stopping at the Warwick
before leaving for the Coast.

1503 Broadwav, 70 Eut 42nd Street
Air Travel Dnk — Peon. Station
Telephone: Mt'rrav Hill 6.1640

U. A. Exchange May Move

Imperial to Complete
Setup Within 60

PICKFORD arrived in New York yesterday from the Coast to join her fiance,
Charles (Buddy) Rogers. Accompanying her
is her niece GWYNNE PICKFORD. daughter
of the late Lottie Pickford.

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES

Theaters, Inc
has taken over the A. M. Graves <
circuit in New Hampshire and Vermont, the transfer to take effect Jan.
1. Six theaters are involved:—
Lyric, White River Junction, Vt.;
Rialto, Lancaster, N. H.; Plymouth,
Plymouth, N. H.; Sharkohn Theater,
Lincoln, N. H.; Bristol, Bristol, N.
H.; and the Corliss, North Woodstock.

No successor to Jim Davidson, assistant to the president of Grand
National, will be appointed, stated
Edward Alperson yesterday. The
company's directorate meets late
this week.

MARY

MAX REINHARDT arrived in New York from
Hollywood over week-end to direct rehearsals
of Franz Werfel's, "The Eternal Road," scheduled to open in early January at Manhattan
House.
Opera
JOSEPH

MANKIEWICZ.

Metro-Goldwyn-May-

left New

York

for the

West Coast

"SPECIAL

AGENT

K7"

RADIO'S

BIGGEST Story Teller and
CRIMINOLOGIST— plus
"ROAD-SHOW
ATTRACTIONS"

BILL PINE, who has returned to New York
from Miami, leaves tomorrow for Toronto and
Detroit
en route to the Coast.
LOU BERMAN leaves New
for a trip to Hollywood.
JOHN D. CLARK
from
Florida.

York this week

has returned to New

York

SIDNEY R. KENT is scheduled to leave the
Coast today returning to New York.
SPENCER TRACY
from New York.

has returned to the Coast

BARTLETT CORMACK arrives in New York
today from Hollywood to work on production
of his next play, "Hey,
Diddle. Diddle."
MARSHA HUNT, arrives in New York at
noon today for a vacation. The young actress
has
D. C.just concluded a p. a. tour of Chicago,

5

FIRST
RELEASE
JANUARY
Years on the Air! (Lucky

6

CRIME FEATURES
AND COURAGE
Personally written by

JU
W

George Released
F. Zimmer thru("K 7'')
Best Independent
Exchanges
Everywhere

Buffalo, Albany, Philadelphia and Washington'

GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN are
planning to leave Hollywood on Christmas
night to spend the New Year holidays in New
York. George's brother, Bill, and HARVEY
writer, will accompany.
HELM,

FIFTEENTH
Strike Program)

Produced
4376

Sunset

by C. C. BURR

Drive

Hollywood,

Calif.
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COAST PRODUCTION UP
WITH WB IN THE LEAD

KUYKENDALL URGES
DUFFY BILL SUPPORT

West

Oklahoma City — Urging all exhibitors to get behind the Duffy bill
seeking to amend the Federal copyright laws on music, Ed Kuykendall,
M P. T. O. A. president who is here
attending an exhibitor convention,
points out that although "the bill
doesn't pive exhibitors all they want,
it is a step in the right direction and
should have their full support."
Appealing to theatermen to settle
their differences out of the courts,
Kuykendall
that judgesofdon't
understand said
the mechanics
the
motion picture business and that
legal action should only be resorted
to when all other efforts fail.
The

M.P.T.O.A. president spoke in suptional organization's 10-point
■ d urged that theaters should become members of their local Chambers of
Commerce and that they should help to
promote new stars and new faces for the
screen. Theaters, he stated, are losing juvenile patronage because of their illogical programs.
Dave Palfreyman of the Hays Organization
stressed the importance of conciliation boards
membership in which, he said, should be
equallv distributed between distributors and
exhibitors. M. A. Lightman and other speakers addressed the meeting. Bank night in
Oklahoma was approved, and members of the
organization were urged to maintain contact with their state legislators and to join
in the activities of local civic association
and public school activities.

Tobis Licensees Ask
Local Currency Pact
l Continued from Paijc 1)

pay Tobis royalties for recording of
American films in the German
language, where such films are distributed in the so-called German
territory.
When a new agreement between
the major companies and Tobis was
signed here last March, Tobis agreed
to obtain the consent of the German
government to acceptance of royalty
payments in local currency for such
countries as Austria, Bulgaria, etc.
Tobis was only able to get the consent of the German Government for
payment in local currency in Germany.

Bedard

In Florida

St. Albans, Vt. — Fred Bedard,
owner of the Bellevue Theater, is
vacationing in Florida.

• • • THAT CO-OP bi-weekly campaign service issued
by Billy Ferguson's exploitation dep't at Metro has been growing by leaps and bounds here is one piece of sales literature that stays on the exhibitor's desk
or better still, is
clipped and filed away for future reference to be used when the
picture is booked here is practical showmanship
that
reaches the exhib fresh and crisp he sees what a brother
showman has done on the picture that he is ready to run
all sorts of clever campaign ideas boiled down to a few words
campaign
letterand isstarts
the "advance
man" that goes
ahead this
of the
pressbook,
the ball rolling
Have You Helped the Relief Fund?
• • • IT SEEMS that the matrimonial scoop of the week
in upstate New York was inadvertently scored by Ralph Wilk
ye Film Daily representative
in Hollywood
who
noted that Mayor Rolland B. Marvin and the Missus of Syracuse, N. Y. were visiting Emily Lane, wife of G. Carlton Brown,
Syracuse publisher, in Hollywood
Brown's own Syracuse
paper, the Bugle, confirmed the marriage
which took
place in a Dakota town
the story made the wire services
for Sunday
the bride is under contract to Universal . . . .

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Have You Helped the Relief Fund?
• •
• A BENEFIT
performance
will be given by the
Colored Actors and Performers
Association
on Tuesday
midnite at the Apollo Theater on 125th St.
Manager Frank
Schiffman has donated the theater
Bill "Bojangles" Robinson will head the bill
he is honorary president of the
association
J. Homer Tutt, of "Green Pastures" fame, is
president Rufus Greenlee, vice-prexy
Rex "De Lawd"
Ingram, a member of the Board, will appear on the bill
other celebs of stage, screen and radio who will appear include Ethel Waters, The Southerners, James Barton, Jean Austin, Four Mills Brothers
Cab Calloway,
Avis Andrews,
Smiling
Jerry Baker, Three Little Sachs, Don Kerr, Show
Boat
Folks

T

▼

T

• • • THE STORK editor reports that William James
Fadiman, head of Metro's New York story dep't, is the proud
poppa of a baby boy, born yesterday at Doctor's Hospital . . .
• Seen dining at the Edison Green Room: D. W Griffith, Gus
Edwards, Gertrude Michaels, Fannie Brice, Belle Baker, Frank
Albertson, Leslie Howard, Harry Richman, George M. Cohan .
You Helped the Relief Fund?

• • • NOT TO be outdone by the Albany RKO-Fabian
theaters which have a gift shower to patrons on the eve of
Dec. 23
Warners' theaters will have a similar shower on
Dec. 22
at which Santa Claus will give away a bright new
automobile recently at the Warner Ritz in this town 10
free music lessons were won by a taxi driver
he gave the
scholarship to a lady who won a guitar because his boss doesn't
like musical drivers

«

«

«

»

»
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"The Prince And The Pauper"
and "Marked Women" have started
at Warner Bros., "A Day At The
Races", starring the Marx Bros..
has been resumed at M-G-M. 20th
Century-Fox has finished "Love Is
News", while "Bulldog Drummond
Escapes" has been completed at
Paramount. "Left Handed Law",
starring Buck Jones, went before the
cameras at Universal this week.

Alliance Will Import
8 to 10 BIP Features
(Continued from Page

• •
• THAT FRONT
on the Strand on Broadway
for
"Three Men On A Horse" was done by hand-burning
this hand-burning of the wooden block letters was accomplished
by electric soldering irons to give the wood an antique appearance it's the old gag that you used when a kid in school
for hand-burning wood, but seems to us to be new for theater
fronts
the cartoons of the characters in the pix are also
cut out of wood, and hand-burnt for the effect
the front
was designed by B. F. Moore, the managing director, and constructed by the Sid Nagler Studio

Have

DECEMBER
15
David
Butler
Arthur
Hocrl
George
Barraud

Coast

Hollywood — Production has shot
upward, with Warners taking the
lead with 11 pictures before the
cameras. M-G-M follows with seven
pictures. 20th Century-Fox is making six and Paramount five. Universal and Columbia are making one
each. Selznick International, Hal
Roach, Wanger, David L. Loew,
Katzman, Fanchon Royer, Hirliman,
Conn, Chesterfield are to be credited
with one each.

1)

can market, said Rogers, who stated
that he is in constant communication
with Walter Mycroft, production
executive, as to American names for
their pictures. Latest Hollywood
player to be signed is Gertrude
Michael, who is due in England in
February to start work.

Warner First Quarter
Net Above $2,000,000
(Continued from Page

1)

can be announced at this time. Samuel Carlisle, Stanleigh P. Friedman,
Morris Wolf, Charles Guggenheimer
and Sam E. Morris, were all reelected directors. The board meets
today in New York.

Cinema Club to Meet
Boston — The newly organized
Cinema Club will hold a meeting at
the Soldiers and Sailors Club today.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE
PRESS
AGENT

Lionel

Barrymore

invariably plays

Bach on his piano in his dressing room
before going to the sound stage for a
M-G-M.
difficult scene.

Jl MAJESTICALLY APACE WITH WARNER
NOBLEST ACHIEVEMENTS

BROS;

Presents This Week
"The Most Inspiring and Important Short in Recent Years"

■i

"Splendid! An outstanding short, with a tremendous emotional and dramatic punch. It will
stir every American heart, and is a sample of
the fine work that the motion picture can do
with a serious historical theme and still produce apicture with 100 per-cent pure entertainment. One of the finest readings ever presented
on the screen and the climax will bring cheers
from any patriotic audience!" -Film Daily

"Too much cannot be said on behalf of this
grand piece of entertainment. Without a
doubt this is one of the most inspiring and
important shorts to come to the screen in
recent years. It will send a tingle up and
down your spine! You'll have customers deluging your box office".— Showmen's Trade Review
—The Exhibitor
"It will bring down the house. Swelegant!"

a two-reel 'broadway brevity' rel ase with john litel • nedda harrigan
eason
carlyle moore, jr.. robert warwick . george irving • directed by b. reeves

Filmed Entirely In Technicolor

WISEST THEATRE CIRCUIT!
THE GREATEST MONEY ATTRACTION
MOST VALUABLE PLAYING TIME OF
Grand Theatre, Atlanta

(Christmas
Week and New Year's)
Colonial Theatre, Reading

Loew's Theatre, Rochester

Loew's Theatre, Wilmington

Ohio Theatre, Columbus

Century Theatre, Baltimore

Loew's Theatre, Dayton

Queen Theatre, Galveston

State Theatre, Louisville

State Theatre, Norfolk

Warner Theatre, Worcester

Loew's Theatre, Richmond

State Theatre, New Orleans

Waco Theatre, Waco

Regent Theatre, Harrisburg

Great Lakes Theatre, Buffalo

Strand Theatre, Hartford

Madison Theatre, Detroit
State and Orpheum Theatres, Boston

And the dates still pour in!

FEATURE
FOR THE
IE YEAR!
ieatre, Denver
tieatre, Milwaukee

beatre, San Antonio
leatre, El Paso
atre, Chattanooga

eatre, Fort Worth
eatre, Jacksonville

eatre, Springfield
rman, New Haven
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Greta Garbo and

JlwUws o% the VUw Tilt**
Robert Taylor in

"THAT

"CAMILLE"
with Lionel Barrymore, Elizabeth Allan,
Jessie Ralph. Henry Daniell
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW!
M-G-M
115 tnins.
GREAT
LOVE
DRAMA,
EXPERTLY
ACTED AND PRODCUED, HOLDS APPEAL
FOR ALL TYPES OF AUDIENCES.
Greta Garbo and Robert Taylor in this
love drama should mean big box-office,
for its appeal should be to all classes of
audiences, especially the women from whom
it will elicit many a tear. Although the
ending is tragic, the plot development
throughout indicates such a finish, and when
the end comes it is not at all unexpected.
Garbo is beautiful and a few of the love
scenes have what it takes. Her emotional
portrayals rank with her best work. Taylor,
handsome as ever, does some of the best
acting of his career, and his admirers will
like the manly role which he plays. Laura
Hope Crews is splendid in a large assignment which carries most of the comedy.
Henry Daniell, as the haughty Baron de
Varville. is very good, as is Lenore Ulric
who plays a charmer and rival of Garbo's
in attracting men. Lionel Barrymore has a
short role in which he is superb, and Jessie
Ralph and Elizabeth Allan are other important members of the cast. George
Cukor has directed with fine feeling bringing forth splendid characterizations in this
highly dramatic piece. A good share of the
footage has Garbo and Taylor near the
cameras or in close-ups. The cameramen,
William Daniels and Karl Freund, deserve
much credit for the results obtained. Zoe
Akins, Frances Marion and James Hilton
have made an interesting screenplay from
Alexandre Dumas' play and novel. While
dealing with women of the play-girl type,
they have been drawn in such good taste
that nowhere is there a cheap note, and
in a production containing as many torrid
love scenes as does this picture the dialogue
is especially praiseworthly being very appropriate and of the highest type. The picture is lavishly mounted in every department and it expresses the very best. Herbert Stothart contributed the musical score
which in many spots is effectively used to
depict mood. David Lewis serves as associate producer on this meritorious production. Camille, a play-girl, meets Robert
Taylor who immediately falls in love with
her. She has expensive tastes and Baron de
Varville (Henry Daniell) supplies the luxuries. When she again meets Taylor, she
falls so in love with him that she forsakes
her luxuries for the country and Taylor.
His father, Lionel Barrymore, believing that
she is not the girl for his son, talks her
into giving him up. To cause a break-up
she tells Robert she no longer loves him and
goes back to the Baron. Never a strong
girl and unhappy without the one she loves,
she becomes desperately ill. When Taylor
does come back she is so elated and excited that her heart can't stand the
Cast: Greta Garbo, Robert Taylor,
Barrymore, Elizabeth Allan, Jessie
Henry Daniell, Lenore Ulric, Laura

Lily Pons, Jack Oakie and Gene Raymond in

strain.
Lionel
Ralph,
Hope

Crews, Rex O'Malley, Russell Hardie, E. E.
Cl>ve, Douglas Walton, Marian Ballou, Joan

GIRL

FROM

PARIS"

with Herman Bing, Mischa Auer,
Frank Jenks, Lucille Ball
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
RKO Radio
110 mins.
FAMOUS
DIVA IN A STORY RICH IN
MUSIC
AND
COMEDY
THAT
SHOULD
PLEASE ALL HER FOLLOWING.

Bert Wheeler

and

Robert Woolsey

"MUMMY'S

in

BOYS"

with

Barbara Pepper, Moroni Olsen, Frank
M. Thomas,
Willie Best
RKO
Radio
68 Mins.
MILDLY EFFECTIVE COMEDY WHOSE
HUMOR AND SITUATIONS GENERALLY
LACK PUNCH.

band. She also invites herself to the boys'
apartment in New York and manages to
elude immigration officers who are hot on
her trail. She, Lucille Ball and the boys

That there are all degrees of humor
is proved by this comedy. Audiences whose
taste for fun lies along path of the obvious
and slapstick may find this palatable; but
those patrons who like laughs served with
some semblance of the spice of cleverness and the salt of subtlety will be disappointed. For example, on the streets
of Cairo a fakir undertakes to make
Wheeler disappear from the confines of
a huge basket. Woolsey helps his sidekick step into it with the remark, "Put
all your legs in one basket." It's equally
easy to "get" the other dialogue quips.
The comics are cast in roles of ditchdiggers who graduate to join as excavators
a couple of archaeologists on an expedition to replace articles snitched from the
tomb of an ancient Pharaoh. One of the
scientists has a pretty daughter, to whom
Wheeler takes a hearty shine. The other
scientist goes literally mad when the party
reaches its destination, and runs berserk,
threatening death to all his companions
via a hypo-needle. Barbara Pepper, the

get jobs in Bing's New Jersey roadhouse.
When a newspaperman tips off the authori-

apple of Wheeler's eye, succumbs to his
aphasia-like charms. The treasures are

ties to Lily's identity, she dashes off to
York. She again meets Gaye and
at the Metropolitan Opera House.
again face a minister and are about
married, when Raymond and his musician pals break up the ceremony, and, of
course, Lily goes off with Gene. Willard
Robertson, Vincent Haworth and Rafaela
Ottiano are among the principals in the

duly replaced, the mad scientist is subdued, and love triumphs. And that's the
story, and nothing but the story. Fred

Lily Pons' second picture is rich in music
and comedy. In fact, it is a swell blending
of song and fun, with much credit due
Leigh Jason, who moves into the ranks of
important directors. The French singer is
a warm, vivid personality and handles
comedy with ease. Aiding materially in the
funmaking are Jack Oakie, Mischa Auer,
Herman Bing and Frank Jenks. Gene Raymond isvery good as the love interest opposite Lily. Howls of laughter are caused
when Lucille Ball, whose dancing shoes
have been soaped by Lily, takes numerous
falls during her number. Lily says "no"
when about to marry an operatic manager,
Gregory Gaye. She stows away on a boat
bound for the U.S.A. and is given a little
aid by Raymond, Oakie, Auer and Jenks,
who are members of an American swing

New
sings
They
to be

cast. Lily's most popular number is "The
Blue Danube", with the swing band boys
accompanying her and doing their stuff.
Nathaniel Shilkret did an excellent job as
musical director. Arthur Schwartz and
Edward Heyman wrote the English songs
sung by Lily. Pandro Berman deserves a
bow for the production.
Cast: Lily Pons, Jack Oakie, Gene Raymond, Herman Bing, Mischa Auer, Frank
Jenks, Lucille Ball, Patricia Wilder, Vinton
Haworth, Gregory Gaye, Willard Robertson,
Rafaelo Ottiano, Ferdinand Gotrschalk.
Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director,
Leigh Jason; Author, Jane Murfin; Adaptation, Joseph A. Fields; Screenplay, P. J.
Wolfson and Dorothy Yost; Music, Arthur
Schwartz; Lyrics, Edward Heyman; Musical
Director, Nathaniel Shilkret; Conductor of
"Tarantella", Andre Kostelanetz; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt; Editor; William Morgan.
Direction, Tops.
Photography, Excellent.
Brodel, June Wilkins, Fritz Leiber, Jr.,
Elsie Esmonds.
Associate Producer, David Lewis; Director,
George Cukor; Author, Alexandre Dumas
(fils) ; Screenplay, Zoe Akins, Frances
Marion, James Hilton; Cameramen, William
Daniels and Karl Freund; Editor, Margaret
Booth, Musical Score, Herbert Stothart;
Dance Director, Val Raset.
Direction, Splendid. Photography, Excellent.

Guiol, comedy's director, does as well as
could be expected with the material, — as
does the cast.
Cast: Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,
Maroni Olsen, Frank M. Thomas, Willie
Best, Francis McDonald, Frank Lackteen,
Charles
Burton. Coleman, Mitchell Lewis, Frederic
Director, Fred Guiol ; Authors, Jack Townley, Lew Lipton; Screenplay, Jack Townley, Philip G. Epstein, Charles Roberts;
Cameraman, Jack MacKenzie; Editor, John
Lockert.
Direction,

Fair

Photography,

*

*

a show to the hero in the mellerdrammer, but lose their jobs when
they muss things up. They try for
a job in a film studio, and the head
man says he needs a romantic type
who can also fight. So Patricola
appoints himself manager for Buster, and arranges for a screen test
to be taken in an actual fight with
a tough bruiser right in
Buster is nearly massacredtheby ring.
the
tough guy, and when they come
back to ask for the screen job, the
producer says he has signed the
tough pug instead. Gives Buster
West plenty of opportunity to do
his eccentric steps as he dances
around the ring trying to avoid the
slugger. In the cast are Dudley
Clements, Don McBride, Eddie Roberts, June Earle, Alice Weaver, Eddie Hall. Directed by William Watson. Story by Parke Levy. Photographed by Parke Levy.
Buster Keaton in
"Mixed Magic"
Educational
18 mins.
Tricky Laughs

A Buster Keaton laugh special,
with Buster securing the job as
assistant to the magician who gives
Buster the job on the pleadings
of his beautiful girl associate in
the act. Buster's job is to do the
manipulations of the props backstage. But he succeeds in getting
everything balled up, and putting
the Professor's act on the bum. He
retrieves himself at the end as a
hero, however, when he saves the
girl from the mad rival whose job
he had taken. In the cast are Eddie
Lambert, Marlyn Stuart, Eddie
Hall, Jimmie Fox, Walter Fener,
Pass Le Noir. Directed by Raymond Kane. Story by Arthur Jarrett and Marcy Klauber. Photographed by George Webber.

Good

FOREIGN
"MUJERES SIN ALMA" ("Soulless
Women"), Mexican-made film with Spanish
dialogue; a Juan Orol production; directed
by Ramon Peon, with Carmen Guerrero,
Juan Orol, Alberto Marti, et al, in cast.
Presented at Teatro Cervantes.
Fiery Carmen Guerrero essays role of
flirtatious, dissatisfied wife of an electrical

"Strike! You're Out"
(Song and
Comedy Hit)
Novelty
Educational
11 mins.

The housewives in a big apartment house decide to organize a
union, and go on strike for shorter
hours. Their husbands are licked,
till a strikebreaker comes along and
sells them the idea of hiring his
company's chauffeur. She accepts advances
beautiful strikbreaking gals who
of firm's manager who frames the husband
and sends him to prison. Latter escapes dance and entertain in between the
cooking business. So all the huband avenges himself. Acting is commendbies hire a cutie. When the wives
able, but film is not strong either technilearn of this they call off the strike
cally or in ability to entertain.
and surrender. Several specialty
numbers are introduced as the girls
SHORTS
dance for their employers in the
Buster West and Tom Patricola in kitchens. In the cast are Russ
Brown, Sandra Johnson, Marie
"The Screen Test"
Educational
18 mins. Hartman, Maxine Forman, the
Carlyle Sisters, Buddy Page and
Boisterous Fun
orchestra. Directed by Robert Hall.
The two comics, Buster West and Story by Art Jarrett and Marcy
Tom Patricola, are understudies in Klauber.

Whoi Seklnd That £i$kt Sail?

YOU'LL

NEVER

KNOW!

But Your Contribution
Will Help a Good Man
to His Feet*
If you knew the type of men
and women of the Industry
who draw upon this fund for
dignified assistance, you'd be
thankful for the opportunity to
send in your check right now.
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Advertisement by RKO-Radio
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WILK
HOLLYWOOD
DARAMOUNT'S "Jubilee" trailer.
celebrating Adolph Zukor's twentyexfive years in the industry,arcis an
shown
eellent job. Highlights
marking
pictures
various
from
Zukor's career, starting with Sarah
Bernhardt in the foreign - made.
sub"Queen Elizabeth." a four-reel presject and coming down to the
ent day. The trailer, which runs
by Herb16 minutes,
Moulton. was produced

Our Passing Show: Grace Moore.
Mar% Garden, Robert Riskin. Harry
Lachman. George Stevens Sid
RogeH Stanley Rauh. David Miller
and William Jason at the preview
Pans' ; Joe
of "That Girl From Dave
Chatkin,
Schnitzcr. Sam Katz,
a. Jues
Krasn
M I ichtman. Norman
Furthman. William Anthony McGuire at preview of "Camille".
George Seitz has been assigned to
the Drum", play
direct "Ada Beats
hv John Kirkpatrick which John
Emerson will produce for M-G-M.
The cast assembled to date includes
Guy Kibbee. Alice Brady, Betty Furrt
Stanlelly Morner
nes's,
Lewis. , Gene Lockha
and Mitche
T

▼

»

Warner Baxter and Wallace Beery

Quinn to Reintroduce Bill
On Transporting Fight Films
m
FILM

liam Arnold, Charles King

RALPH

l-HESCOTT
DENNETT
P.IIT.Y Staff Correspondent

RepresentaWashinuton
tive James Leland Qirnn, Democrat
of Pennsylvania, told Film Daily
at his Capitol Hill office yesterday
that he will reintroduce his bill regulating the transportation in interstate commerce of moving picture
films of professional prize fights at
the opening of the Seventy-fifth
Congress next month. The Pennsylvania Congressman stated he
would move for its consideration
by the House Inter-State andat Forthe
eign Commerce Committee
earliest possible opportunity.
Foreign
and
The Inter-State
Commerce committee already is
prepared to consider the new blockbooking and Federal Motion Picture
legislation.
Commission
Congressman Quinn said he would
reintroduce his prize fight film bill
in the same form as originally introduced at the last Congress. While
baning fight films from states barring such exhibitions or contests,
the bill specifically provides that
"no state shall forbid or prohibit
the transportation through that
state of moving picture films which
are consigned to any person or firm
in another state,"
or partnership
and "nothing in this law shall be
construed to forbid the showing or
transportation of any moving picture film showing any sparring
match or boxing contest for which
no cash prizes are given."

•

•

•

Introducing hi foes Zing Personalities: No. 7

•

•

•

MoFRANK LLOYD. Paramount producer and the only three-time winner of
tion Picture Academy awards ("Divine Lady", "Cavalcade" and "Mutiny
on the Bounty"!. Credit these achievements to a solid knowledge of both
stage and screen. Became identified with English theater at 15. Arrived in Hollywood in
1913 when industry was wearing swaddling
clothes. First job was writing, directing Universal single reelers. Subsequent affiliations:
Morosco-Pallas, Fox, Goldwyn, Joseph M.
Schenck, Sol Lesser, First National. Master of
spectacle. Few can equal him in extracting
maximum dramatic value from a scene. Slowspoken. Never reveals irritation. Active in
the Academy. Hobbies: His ranch, his Irish
terriers. Reads detective yarns, philosophical
works.
Hair, brown.
Eyes, blue. Stands 5, ll'/2.

will be co-starred in "The Last
Slaver" 20th Century-Fox studios
announce. The picture is based upon
Dr. George S. King's novel of the
the "black ivory"
days ofFaulkner,
closing William
trade.
Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman wrote the
screen play.

and

Harry Harvey, "A Slug for Cleopatra"; First National — Selmer
Jackson and Tom Kennedy, "Case
of the Stuttering Bishop"; Lionel
Pape, Elspeth Dudgeon, Lionel
Braham, Ivan Simpson and Lester
»
♦and Y the Pauper".
Matthews, "Prince
Raymond Griffith has been designated associate producer of "Alexander's Rag Time Band", the second
Irving Berlin musical for 20th Century-Fox, which will go into production early inY '37. Y
Y

Construction of a $45,000 threestory office building is under way on
the RKO Radio lot. New structure
will provide 36 individual offices for
writers, directors and producers. The
facade, at a cost of $8,000 additional,
is so designed as to permit its use
as a hospital, office building, school
ter in Hollywood Jan. 16. This
or
apartment house exterior in makGrand National picture will also
ing pictures. Construction and deopen at the RKO Hillstreet in Los
sign is being supervised by Dave
Angeles the same date.
Garber, RKO plant superintendent.
T

T

T

Y

Y

Y

"Great Guy" starring James Cagney will open at the Pantages thea-

Casting assignments: Warners —
Hugh V. O'Connell, "Marry the
Girl"; George Renevant, "The King
and the Chorus Girl"; Columbia —
Jack Rockwell, Clem Horton and
Eddie Cobb, "Mule Skinner";
Wil-

Duncan Renaldo has been cast by
C. C. Burr as the heavy in the first
of Burr's "Special Agent K-7" series,
which goes into production December 15. Walter McGrail will portray the title role.

Geneva Theater Company
Alters Corporate Name

Academy Film Editors
Award Group Is Named

Monogram to Vote Friday
On Merger with Sterling

T

T

T

Albany — The Geneva Theater Co.,
Inc., of Geneva, has filed a certificate
in the office of the Secretary of State
changing its corporate name to Geneva Theaters, Inc. H. M. Antwil of
Gloversville, is attorney for the corporation.
Audio Color Motion Pictures Corp.
of New York City, has filed a certificate in the office of the Secretary
of State reducing the number of
shares of its common stock $1 par
value from 50,000 shares to 1,000
shares common stock no par value
with 12,000 shares preferred stock
$25 per value remaining same as
heretofore.
The Leon Production Co. chartered under Delaware laws, with capital of $15,000, to engage in the theatrical business (New York City office 55 Cedar St., K. Martin, Vice
President), has filed a certificate of
statement and designation in the office of the Secretary of State to enable it to do business in New York
State.

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

{Continued from Page 1)

Hollywood — Harold J. McCord, a.m. at the company's headquarters
in New York, said President W. Ray
Chairman of the Academy Film Edi- Johnston yesterday, following his
tors Section, has appointed the fol- arrival from Hollywood. A session
lowing Committee to consider the
of the board is planned for 2:30
rules for the Film Editing Award,
o'clock the same day to ratify the
and to recommend any improvements stockholder action.
which may seem advisable for govThe company begins production
March 15 with "Paradise Isle" set
erning the coming year's Award: as
the initial picture, said Johnston.
Anne Bauchens, Martin Cohn, William Holmes, Harold J. McCord,
Eugene Milford, Maurice Pivar, Asher Takes General
Murray Seldeen, I. James Wilkinson
Fix for New England
and Gordon S. Mitchell, Manager of
the Academy Technical Bureau.
Mack D. Weinbergei-, General
The first meeting of the Commit- Sales Manager of General Pictures
tee is scheduled for tomorrow noon Corp. has closed contracts whereby
in the Academy offices.
Harry Asher, veteran Boston exchange man, has bought the General
Pictures franchise for the entire
New England territory. Asher has
Fawcett Appointment
formed Popular Pictures, Inc. under
name the product of General
Fawcett Publications, Inc. an- which
nounces the appointment of the J. Pictures will be sold. The franchise
runs for a period of five years.
M. Mathes Co. to handle its promotion advertising, effective Jan. 1.

Thomas Forms New Co.
"Three Men on a Horse" Prove Critics in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh — The movie editors of the three local dailies — Harold W. Cohen, Karl Krug
and Kaspar Monahan — were the subjects of a publicity stunt staged by the Warner
office in the interests of "Three Men On a Horse." They mounted a horse and posed
for newspaper
pictures.

Boston— The Theater Novelty Co.
has been organized by Mike Thomas,
formerly with First Division. Offices have been opened at 43-A
Church St.

THE
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IS YOUR NAME LISTED
ON THE HONOR ROLL?
(Continued from Page 1 )

ng the roll mentally on all you
folks who ought to be represented
m this Honor Roll attached.
We don't want to spoil your day
by detailing a sob story about some
individual case. Lots of these applicants for relief who are listed
:an tell stories that would wring
;ears from a block of marble. Let
it suffice that the Committee has
nvestigated every case. The facts
stated are found to be authentic.
VTou can take our word for it that
jvery dollar you give will be a
to some needy film man —
godsend
ind every cent of every dollar is
ipplied to the case.
We know that you want to be
isted on this Honor Roll. So why
jut it off any longer? Send that
:heck NOW.

HONOR
Iharles C. Moskowitz
Jon Hancock
II n Memory of
Walter
F. Eberhardt
doe Streimer
Bresson E. Smith
Valter Reade Theaters
!. W. Hammons
i. J. Ochs
,3eorge
Barnet
jtose Karess
/incent Sardi
iam Cohen
loan DuGuerny
loe Fliesler
\\\. Schneider
[k M. Warner
Sen Amsterdam
vl. Van Praag
V. f. Rodgers
Morman
C. Nicholson
n Memory
of
II Felix Feist
.ouis Frisch
iamuel
Rinzler
Vinfield
Andrus
V J. Dash
I Seorge Orth
ICharles G. Whitehead
ack Skirball
| Alexander
Film Co.
I:. B. Hatrick
Haskell M. Masters
I'Chick" Lewis
1 Iharles M. Mersereau
lack Levin
lube Jackter
lutgers Neilson
Jen Solomon
\rnold
M. Picker
Mbert Warner
William
Massce
)avid Barrist
Villiam Barnett
rlerbert S. Berg
Ted Curtis
jay Emanuel
E. C. Leeves

[Joe Weil

Eugene Picker
Queen
Feature
Dave
Weshner
Nathan Hirsh
; Service
I Arthur Eddy
I I. A. Schiller
| |E. M.Saunders
3abriel Hess
I Prospect Press
lack Trop
f Maurice
Kann
I Irene F. Scott
• (William R. Ferguson
f C. C. Pettijohn
f L. J. Schlaifer
*■ J. A. Tanney
(Albert O. Bondy
David Bernstein
ijos. R. Vogel
Charles J. Sonin
Silas F. Seadler
Carl E. Milliken
Morris Kmzler

ROLL
Paul N. Lazarus
Marvin
H. Schenck
Isaac Weinberg
Ben Shlyen
H. D. Buckley
Neighborhood
Theater, Inc.
Florence L. Strauss
Emanuel Silverstone
Dewey D. Bloom
Dave Epstein
Harold
F. Hendee
City Photo
Engraving
Corp.
Milton
Silver
Louis K. Sidney
Quigley
Publications
Irving Samuels
Henry D. Behr
Anonymous
Nate
Golden
Dennis
R. Smith
Jack Alicoate
Don Mersereau
Edna
Sussman
Addie
Dannenberg
Ned E. Depinet
Frank C. Walker
Alan
F. Cummings
Richard
Brady
Leon Bamberger
Jerome J. Cohen
George Gerhard
Sophie
K. Smith
Anonymous
John A. Schwalm
Edward McNamee
Renee
Carroll
Chester
B. Bahn
Jimmy
Sileo
Edward
Finney
Bert Sanford, Jr.
W. H. Clark
W. A. Downs
David Palfreyman
Joseph F. Lee
J. S. MacLeod
Irving Lesser
Kenneth O'Brien
Toby Grudn
Robert S. Wolff
Emil C. Jensen
William
Brandt
Harry Brandt
Louis Brandt
George
Brandt
Bingo
Brandt
Anonymous
Arthur
A. Lee
Budd Rogers
J. H. Seidelman
Lewen Pizor
Stella Hamlin
Harry Shiftman
In Memory of
Irving Thalberg
Neumade
Prods.
Oscar F. Neu
! L. A. Farrell
Harry
F. Shaw
Hugo
K. Kessler
J. George
Feinberg
1 J. H. Gallagher

n

DAILV
Paper

Dedicated

to Arlen

Syracuse — Something new in the way
of distinctions came to Harold Arlen
when, visiting his family here, the
Saturday Night Bugle spread a dedicatory line across the top of the first
page. Arlen, now composing in Hollywood, is the son of the Rev. Samuel
Arluck, cantor at the Temple Adath
Yeshurun
here.

SEE FURTHER CONFABS
ON GB IN NEW YORK
(Continued from

Page

1)

NEW

BOOKS

LAW OF THE STAGE,
SCREEN AND RADIO
Including Authors' Literary
Property and Copyright in Drama,
Music, Photoplays and Radio Script,
etc., by Roger Marchetti of the Los
Angeles Bar. Published by SuttonHouse, Ltd., San Francisco, Los Angeles and New York. 476 pages.
The author of this complete, ready
reference volume for stage, motion
picture and radio lawyers, executives and writers is a wel-known
coast attorney whose practice has
embraced the many legal angles of
motion picture pi-oduction. His book
covers practically every law situation that might develop relative to
stage and screen production and
radio broadcasting. It is presented
in ordinary, straight-forward English, avoiding all legal, technical
phraseology aside from quotations
of law cases and court decisions, and
is therefore easily understandable
by the layman in legal matters. It
should find a place on the shelf of
every lawyer, producer and writer
in
the three fields it covers so
admirably.

rival of the Ostrer brothers from
the coast. They stated that they
would remain in New York until
after the Christmas holidays.
As they arrived at Grand Central
Terminal, both Ostrers declined to
discuss any phases of the deals under discussion.
Kent is due to leave Hollywood
today by train for the East and
Schenck returns Monday, next week.
Although no official statements
have disclosed the nature of the
Ostrer proposals, recently coast reports from well-informed sources
said that the GB executives are tryCopyright, which is a fundamental
ing to work out an arrangement un- consideration in the amusement field,
der which a holding company would is logically dealt with first, in a
be formed with 20th Century-Fox, comprehensive historical survey and
Loew's and the Ostrers holding in its development as affecting the
equal interests.
three most popular branches of that
field. A fifth of the volume is given
to this subject and its ramifications.
Otterson and Anderson
A complete section is devoted to the
licensing and censorship
To Testify in Erpi's Probe regulation,
of stage, screen and radio. Other
(Continued from Facie 1 )
sections deal with defamation, the
called when the Federal Communi- invasion of personal rights and of
cations Commission resumes its inof privacy; with the pervestigation of Erpi activities here the right forming
artists and their contracts;
on Monday, Dec. 21, at 45 Broadway. the distribution of films; the theater
Present Erpi officials have also been
and radio entersummoned. Samuel Becker, F. C. C. and its operation;
tainment. The mutual duties and reinvestigas
p
o
n
s
i
b
i
l
i
t
i
e
s
o
f
exhibitors,
theater
the
conduct
will
counsel,
tion.
managers and their patrons are fully
covered.
The book is well considered and
ty Club'
Philly Varie
Dinner
Aidss Charities authoritative; laws and court decisions and other sources of inforPhiladelphia — Second annual din- notes. mation are covered in ample footner of Variety Club, Tent No. 13, atA valuable part of the volume is
tracted an attendance of 1100 here
elaborately subSunday night at the Bellevue Strat- the comprehensive,
divided chapters in the table of confor Hotel affair. Out of towners intents and the index. Type is clear
cluded Joseph Bernhard, Ed Peskay,
William F. Rodgers, Arthur Lee, and large. A pocket is provided on
Louis Nizer, Charlie Pettijohn, the back cover for supplements that
Frank C. Walker, Truman Talley, may be issued from time to time to
keep the subject matter up to the
Nate Blumberg, Ed Sullivan, Gover- latest rulings and legislation in the
H. Earle, Governor Har- three branches of the amusement
George
nor
old Hoffman of New Jersey, among
field. The book is an admirable inothers.
cursion into a field which has hitherBen Amsterdam was installed the
to not been covered and should prove
new chief barker. Gifts were given
artists
to retiring Chief Barker James P. indispensable to producers,
— L.attorneys.
H. M.
Clark as well as to Amsterdam. and exhibitors and their
George Jessel was master of ceremonies, with J. C. Fippen, ringmaster. A stage show, in addtion to
De Vries Rites Today
the speech making, highlighted the
Funeral services will be held this
event, with $1000 contributed to aid afternoon at the Central Funeral
four unfortunate children in fighting
for Sol P. De Vries, 63, Wininfantile paralysis, as last year. Chapel
ter Garden treasurer and for 24
Other charities will also benefit in
the future after all the receipts are years treasurer of the Treasurers
in. Affair was the biggest in any Club of America. Two brothers and
a sister survive.
Variety Club Tent's history.
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RULINGS IN 2 STATES
HIT CASH GIVEAWAYS

SEATTLE B, 0. GAINS
FOR *36 AT 25 P. C.
Seattle, Wash. — A year that so
far is running: approximately 25 per
cent ahead of attendance records
of the preceding 12 months is drawing: towards its close in Seattle.
Moreover, recent months have been
marked by considerable progress in
theatrical reconstruction and improvement.
July was by far the heaviest
month of the year — greatly exceeding: the 25 per cent average increase
so far this year. The National
Shrine Convention, Fleet Week, and
thousands of tourists and visitors in
town swelled B. O. receipts to tops.
Fall gains were reduced by the shipping: strike situation.
Several hundred thousand dollars
have been expended in Seattle in
various improvements during: the
first 11 months of the year.
The Hamrick-Evergreen theater
circuit of large first-run houses recently reopened the Music Hall.
The Sterling: circuit expended
about $40,000 for the opening: of the
Palomar Theater and is reconditioning- the Winter Garden, recently
*
purchased.
Dark houses in Seattle and other
state cities reopened during the year.
The only major new construction activitv on Puget Sound is that planned "by the Wash.,
Tower which
TheaterwillCo.erect
for
Bremerton,
a 1,000-seat, $250,000 theater.
At Grand Coulee, where the Federal government is building a gigantic dam, a new theater will be constructed for Manager Dick Lucas.

Cinematography Institute
Will Convene Dec. 18-19
WUl

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Industry leaders will
meet with educators for the fourth
annual session of the American Institute of Cinematography on Dec.
18-19, in connection with the Institute of World Affairs at the Mission Inn, Riverside, it is announced
Dr. Rufus B. von Kleinsmid, diby
rector.
Motion pictures, society and school
will be discussed at the first session
on Friday, Dec. 18 along with the
subject of teaching movie appreciation in the public schools. A special
preview of "Maid of Salem" will be
held for the delegates through the
courtesy of Paramount and Mrs.
Thomas G. Winter of the M. P. P.
D. A. Oliver Hinsdale, drama director at M-G-M studios, will be guest
speaker at the annual banquet on
on the "Inspeaking Pictures
Friday night,
fluence of Motion
on
Speech." Discussion of the objectives
and courses of study of motion picture appreciation and its integration
with the present curriculum will be
held Saturday, Dec. 19 with Dr. C. C.
Trillingham, assistant superintendent of Los Angeles county scho< '■;,
as chairman. Ralph Jester of Paramount studios will be speaker at the
luncheon, and will display a demon-

Tuesday, Dec. 15, 1936

Little Rock. Ark. — Bids will
shortly be opened on the new Crittenden Theater, West Memphis,
Ark., to cost about $40,000. The
house will be operated by the Crittenden Amusement Co. Wils Davis,
Memphis attorney, is president.

Detroit — Crescent Theater, reopens Friday night, following redecoration and installation of Cleveland Sound Engineering equipment.

I Continued from Page 1)

Theater. Suit had arisen over contention that Shancell's minor
Joseph, held the winning number son,
to
a drawing on the night when the
Lincoln — C. Fraser, Havelock, theater refused to sell him
admisNeb., is the new owner of the Havesion and that for this reason he lost
lock, having bought the lot and
y. House was being run in $105.00.
The court decision will be final unToronto. Ont.— A $50,000 theater propert
ion to him by Bob Winterappealed to the Supreme Court
is under construction at 356-364 Col- opposit
steen. Fraser also has the Joyo. beforelessDec.
22.
i lege Street, for M. H. Lipton, 514 Havelock is a Lincoln
suburb.
WinConfederation Life Building Toronto. tersteen has come back
E.
J.
Myrick,
general manager of
to the
Lincoln, J. H. Cooper house, where United theaters, said he would have
Ottawa, Ont. — Plans for a new
to consider decision. Allied presiy house manager be$30,000 theater are being prepared he wasfore formerl
ident Henry Lazarus said: "I think
own.
his
on
going
for theater on Somerset Street West.
the elimination of bank night will
Owners are Empire Amusement
St. Louis, Mo. — R. Horwitz, owner hurt small exhibitors. They're deCompany, Ottawa.
of the Red Wing Theater has
awarded a contract to Morris L.
pendent on it."
Springfield, Mass. — William E. Rosenbloom Co., for extensive alterChicago — Attorney General Otto
Kennedy, manager of the Arcade
ations. Plans were prepared by Wil- Kerner has formally ruled that cash
here announces that the theater will
liam J. Schlesinger, architect, im- drawings in movies are lotteries and
be renovated.
provements will cost about $20,000. illegal, according to a statement issued by Ernest Palmer, director of
New Orleans, La. — Ed Frenkel
Indianapolis, Ind. — F. A. Warford, the Illinois State Insurance Departwill open his old Crescent Theater
ment.
which has been modernized and will has acquired the Royal Theater at
Fairmount, Ind.
Kerner's opinion cites the Federal
probably bear the title 20th Century.
Court of Iowa, Southern District,
which held bank nite contrary to
Loew's London Theaters
Greene Files Appeal in
public safety. The decision of Colorado District Court was also quoted.
Reports Net of $11,105
St. Louis Amusement Sale
An insurance company wanting to
issue guarantees for Bank Night
St. Louis — Arthur Greene, Chicago
London, Ont. — Loew's London
investment man who sought to buy Theaters Ltd., show net profit of was
ment. the reason for Palmer's statethe St. Louis Amusement Co. stock $11,105 for year ending Aug. 27.
Still another angle to the local
of Skouras Brothers Enterprises, This is equal to 33 cents per share
Inc., and other assets of the latter on 33,741 shares of 7 per cent pre- controversy over cash drawings was
the statement issued by the Chicago
corporation after the public auction
ferred stock of $10 par value outBusiness Bureau to the efsale of Special Master Nelson Cunstanding and compares with net Better
fect that two major film houses not
liff had finally resulted in the ap- profit of $5,208, or 15 cents per
proval of the transfer of those asin preceding year. Preferred using such devices had formally desets to the Bondholders Protective share,
manded the City of Chicago enforce
dividends of 3% per cent were
Committee of the Central Proper- passed, leaving arrears of 32% per local ordinances banning lotteries.
ties Corp. by Referee in Bankruptcy cent as at Sept. 30. In addition to
Hope, has appealed to the U. S. Dis- preferred shares there are 50,000
Bridgeport — At the close of a
trict Court for the Eastern Diviof $10 par value outstand- Bingo hearing, Prosecutor D. Harsion of the Eastern District of Mis- shares
old Cotter ordered operation of the
ing, while earned surplus stands at
souri from the referee's order.
The annual meeting will be games to cease under the State lotIn the new petition filed Greene $4,838.
held on Dec. 18 in Toronto.
tery law, but suggested to charitable
contends that the referee was withorganizations that they attempt to
out authority to refuse to permit a
review of the order of sale. Greene
secure exemption at the coming session of the Legislature.
further asks that the court declare
Snake Bite Kills
him to be the successful bidded for
San Antonio— John H. Heiligman,
Lincoln, Neb. — While ignoring
the Skouras assets if a new public
theater billposter, 47, died from a
sale is not ordered.
bank
night, Attorney General WilThe principal assets of the Skou- rattle snake bite received while on
liam H. Wright has issued a warna
hunting
trip
in
South
Texas
Dec.
ras company are 52 per cent of the
ing to Nebraska merchants against
His mother, daughter and widow
stock of the St. Louis Amusement 9.
survive.
givingdiselottery
Company, operator of 22 second run
purchases.chances with merchanand neighborhood theaters and also
Pre-holiday visitors included —
the
erty. West End Lyric theater prop- Brad Sears and Doak Roberts, WarJefferson City, Mo. — The Missouri
ner Bros., Dallas; R. E. Griffith, Ok- Supreme Court is scheduled to hear
lahoma City; Jack Pickens; Don final argument in the Bank Night
Greene, who is associated with a
company that operates five theaters Hanna, Phoenix, Ariz.; Mrs. Al R. case on Jan. 7.
in Chicago and Wisconsin, has stated Lever and Mrs. Weldon Parsons,
that he has sought control of the Houston, Tex., Nancy Coppock, Auslocal houses as an individual.
tin, Tex., and others.
Bank Night Too Popular,

Joe Kahn Dead

Basketball Games Put Over

Memphis, Tenn. — Joe Kahn, 63,
Sunday Films Sought
connected with Memphis theaters
Perryopolis, Pa. — The popularity
Greenwood, Miss. — Petitions are of "bank night" at the local theater
for more than 40 years in various
being
circulated
asking
for
Sunday
capacities, died following
a long
has caused ofshows and will be presented to the staged ficialsonof theTuesdays
i illness.
Perry Township School
city council at the next meeting.
Junior Chamber of Commerce to postpone its four basketball
suation teaching film based on "The The
has indorsed repeal of the blue laws. games, originally scheduled for that
Plainsman."
night, to Wednesday.
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See Further Confabs on GB Situation in New

York

WARNER FIRST QUARTER NET ABOVE $2,000,000
Major Licensees of Tobis Ask Local Currency Pact
Would Apply to Lands Where
Money Export is
Restricted

How

They

Started

Refinance
Program
Being
Negotiated;
Board
Meets Today

Major company licensees of Tobis
Tongfilm Syndicat will confer this
week with Milton Diamond, American counsel for Tobis, in an effort
to secure a pact providing that
royalties due Tobis in such countries
as Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Jugoslavia and Rumania,
where export of money is restricted,
shall be paid in local currency.
Under the Paris agreement of
1930, American companies have to

Wilmington — Consolidated net
profit in excess of $2,000,000 for the
first quarter ended Nov. 28, last, was
reported by Warner Bros, at its annual stockholders' meeting yesterday here. This compares with $1,031,315 for the corresponding quarter last year, it was stated by Attorney Ivan Culbertson, Wilmington
sion.

IS YOUR NAME LISTED
ON THE HONOR ROLL?

{Continued on Pane 4)

The company is negotiating a refinancing program, said Culbertson,
attorney, who presided at the sesand as a result, no dividend policy

{Continued on Page 4)

The returns on the Relief Fund
Drive are encouraging. There is
more money floating around this
year, evidently, and the average film
gent seems ready to loosen up and
kick in to help this most worthy
cause.
But there are still a lot of you
fellows to be heard from. Just about
two more weeks to go. We are call(Continved on Page

11)

Alliance Will Import
8 to 10 BIP Features
Between eight and 10 B. I. P. features, selected from a program of
16 productions, will be brought to
this country by Alliance during the
.current year, Budd Rogers indicated
in New York. The John
'yesterday
i Maxwell company is making definite
strides in the direction of the Ameri(Continued on Pane 4)

RULINGS IN 2 STATES
HIT CASH GIVEAWAYS

"Born and raised in the business" is something more than merely a figure o' speech when applied
to David L. Loew, son of the well-beloved Marcus, and today's brush-and-palette subject of
Hap Hadley the inimitable. Now an independent producer releasing through RKO Radio, his
industry background
includes Loew's-M-G-M and Hal Roach, plus service on the N. Y.
Clearance
Board

Believe Ostrers, Kent and Schenck
May Resume Meetings in N. Y. Soon
Otterson and Anderson to

B. & K. Add
Balaban
—
to c uals in

to
and
nine

Duals
Katz
more

have
"B"

situation between Isidore and Maurice Ostrer, Sidney R. Kent, presiJohn E. Otterson and R. Earle
dent of 20th Century-Fox and perAnderson,
formerly
president and
haps President Nicholas M. Schenck
treasurer respectively of Erpi, will of Loew's in New York shortly was
be among the first witnesses to be indicated yesterday, following ar{Continued on Page

11)

Monogram to Vote Friday
on Merger With Sterling
Decision as to whether Monogram
and Sterling are to be merged or
remain separate units will be made
by Monogram stockholders at the
meeting planned for Friday at 10:30

inucd .'■'■' /'<'»' l°>

Further conferences on the GB

Testify in Erpi's Probe

Chicago
switched
houses.

New Orleans — "Bank Nights",
"Sweepstakes" and other money
giveaways in theaters violate the
state lottery law, the Orleans parish
circuit court declared yesterday in
dismissing the suit of Charles Shan(Continued
Pane 12)
Dream
againston Fiorito's
cell, negro,

(Continued on Page

11)

Biz Good, Back Goes Balcony

Cleveland — Bern Nadler took out the
balcony of the Franklin Theater when
the house was recently remodeled and
opened after having been closed about
seven years. Business is so good, Nadler states, that he is arranging to put
the balcony back again. It will add
4G0 scats to his seating capacity .
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U. A. Exchange May Move

New Haven — United Artists local
exchange will move to the present
\ Imperial to Complete
RKO quarters in the Film Building,
Setup Within 60 Days if present negotiations are carried
out. RKO awaits remodeling of the
With opening of eight Western former Warner offices which will be
and midwestern exchanges within 60 ready in February.
days, distributing setup of Imperial
will be completed. Lou Berman
Advance Takes Films
leaves New York this week to visit
Advance
Film Exchange, Inc., has
key cities en route to the coast, comtaken over distribution rights for
pleting distribution arrangements.
I he following: "Parade of the Past,"
"Twenty-Five Years Ago", "Trailing
New Chicago House
the Sea Horse", 13 new "Rambling
Chicago- — Balaban and Katz and Reporters", and "The Story of the
Sam Meyers, both of whom announc- U. S. Coast Guards".
ed plans for new movie theaters on
Devon Avenue, have agreed to build
Sue for Fire Insurance
the new house at Devon and Maplewood Avenue and abandon the one
Buoyrus, O. — Suit has been filed
at Devon and Campbell, projected in common pleas court by Otta and
by the B. & K. organization. The Eva Vollrath against the Richland
new house will seat 1,200. Work County Mutual Insurance Co. for the
will start at once.
collection of $5,000 alleged to be due
on a fire insurance policy on the
burned Vollrath Opera House buildUncle Sam Gives Low-Down
ing, which burned last January,
1936.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Despite those industry press agented "telephone numMargolies With GB
bers" salaries, there were no 1934
taxable incomes in California in the
Albert Margolies is leaving the
million-dollar category, final income United Artists publicity department
statistics
announced
the Intei-nal to join GB in a similar capacity
Revenue Bureau
herebydisclose.
early next month.
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TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates

Vi
Vi
V4

CHRIS DUNPHY of Paramount arrived in
New
York
yesterday
from
Hollywood.
JACK LAIT returned to New
from the Coast.

3/8

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK is expected back
in New York Monday or Tuesday from Hollywood.
M-G-M's

exploita-

HARRY BURNS, who just completed a deal
with Republic, left for the Coast Sunday
right via TWA.

Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

PICKFORD arrived in New York yesterday from the Coast to join her fiance,
Charles (Buddy) Rogers. Accompanying her
is her niece GWYNNE PICKFORD, daughter
of the late Lottie Pickford.

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

ALICE WHITE is stopping at the Warwick
before leaving for the Coast.

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
IS03 Broadway, 70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Peon. Station
Telephone: Mlrr.v Hill 6.16441

MARY

MAX REINHARDT arrived in New York from
Hollywood over week-end to direct rehearsals
of Franz Werfel's, "The Eternal Road." scheduled to open in early January at Manhattan
Opera
House.
JOSEPH

MANKIEWICZ.

left New

York for the

West

Lincoln
Plymout,h,N.N.H.;
H.; Bristol
Sharko, hnBristol,
Theatern!
'
H.; and the Corliss, North Woodstock.

Benjamin Spitz Dead
Kansas City, Mo. — Benjamin
Spitz, father of Mrs. Lawrence Lehman, wife of the manager of the
Mainstreet Theater, died here yesterday at Menorah Hospital. Mr.
Spitz is survived by the widow and
another daughter, Miss Nanette
Spitz.
was this morning at
Elmwood Burial
cemetery.

Italian Film Is Set
"Lagrime e Sorrisi", new Italian
dialogue film released in the United
States by World Pictures Corporation, will have its U. S. premiere
showing at the Miami Theater, starting Wednesday.

Republic Stock Plan Off

Deal for a public stock flotation
for Republic Pictures, under negotiation between H. J. Yates and a
downtown investment firm is off,
The Film Daily learns.

Rogers Replaces Sherman

New Haven — Ben Rogers assumes
the managership of the New Haven
GB office this week, replacing Philip
Sherman, who has resigned. Rogers
comes directly from the Boston GB
office, and was previously associated
with Selznick.

Coast

MACK D. WEINBERGER, General Sales Manager of General Pictures Corporation, has
from
Boston.

"SPECIAL
RADIOS

Metro-Goldwyn-May-

HAL

HORNE

arrived in New

AGENT

K7"

BIGGEST Story Teller and
CRIMINOLOGIST— plus
"ROAD-SHOW
ATTRACTIONS"

returned

W. RAY JOHNSTON returned to New York
yesterday from Philadelphia and other stopovers en route from
the Coast.

WILLIAM R. FERGUSON,
tion chief, is in Detroit.

er producer,
yesterday.

York yesterday

ISIDORE and MAURICE OSTRER, who arrived
in New York yesterday from Hollywood, plan
to sail for England
after the holidays.
'/g
V8

Boston— Interstate Theaters, Inc
has taken over the A. M. Graves
circuit in New Hampshire and Ver-j
mont, the transfer to take effect Jan.
1.
Six theaters are involved:
Lyric, White River Junction, Vt.;
Rialto, Lancaster, N. H.; Plymouth

No successor to Jim Davidson, asRKO Radio sales this year are
sistant to the president of Grand
much better than they have ever
been, it was said yesterday by Ned National, will be appointed, stated
E. Depinet, head of RKO Distribut- Edward Alperson yesterday. The
ing Corp. Depinet said he was still company's directorate meets late
working on his reply to the this week.
M.P.T.O.A. He expects to leave
around Jan. 1 for the coast.

York yesterday

from Hollywood in search of talent for "Vogues
of 1937,"
United
Artists.Walter Wanger production for
BILL PINE, who has returned to New York
from Miami, leaves tomorrow for Toronto and
Detroit
en route to the Coast.
LOU BERMAN leaves New
for a trip to Hollywood.
JOHN D. CLARK
from
Florida.

York

this week

has returned to New

York

SIDNEY R. KENT is scheduled to leave the
Coast today returning to New York.
SPENCER TRACY
from New York.

has returned to the Coast

BARTLETT CORMACK arrives in New York
today from Hollywood to work on production
his next play, "Hey,
Diddle, Diddle."
MARSHA HUNT, arrives in New York at
noon today for a vacation. The young actress
has just concluded a p. a. tour of Chicago,
Buffalo,
Albany,
Philadelphia
and Washington,

5

FIRST
RELEASE
JANUARY
Years
on the Air!
(Lucky

FIFTEENTH
Strike Program)

of

GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN are
planning to leave Hollywood on Christmas
night to spend the New Year holidays in New
York. George's brother, Bill, and HARVEY
HELM,
writer, will accompany.
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CRIME FEATURES
AND COURAGE
Personally written

by

JU

Released
thru
George F. Zimmer ("K 7'')
Best Inaecenaent
Exchanges Evciy where

Produced
4376
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PRODUCTION
Directed
by
JOHN
G. BLYSTONE
Presented
by
EDWARD L. • ALPERSON
Adapted from the "Johnny Cave Stories"
Originally Published in the Saturday Evening Post • Screenplay by Henry McCarthy.
Henry Johnson and James Edward Grant
Additional Dialogue by Harry Ruskln
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KUYKENDALL URGES
DUFFY BILL SUPPORT
Oklahoma City — Urging all exhibitors to get behind the Duffy bill
seeking to amend the Federal copyright laws on music, Ed Kuykendall,
M. P. T. O. A. president who is here
attending an exhibitor convention,
points out that although "the bill
doesn't give exhibitors all they want,
it is a step in the right direction and
should have their full support."
Appealing to theatermen to settle
their differences out of the courts,
Kuykendall
that judgesofdon't
understand said
the mechanics
the
motion picture business and that
legal action should only be resorted
to when all other efforts fail.
The M.P.T.O.A. president spoke in support of the national organization's 10-point
m. and urged that theaters should become members of their local Chambers of
Commerce and that they should help to
promote new stars and new faces for the
screen. Theaters, he stated, are losing juvenile patronage because of their illogical pro
grams.
Dave Palfreyman of the Hays Organization
stressed the importance of conciliation boards
membership in which, he said, should be
equally distributed between distributors and
exhibitors. M. A. Lightman and other speak
ers addressed the meeting. Bank night in
Oklahoma was approved, and members of the
organization were urged to maintain contact with their state legislators and to join
in the activities of local civic association
and public school activities.

Tobis Licensees Ask
Local Currency Pact
(Continued from Page 1)

pay Tobis royalties for recording of
American films in the German
language, where such films are distributed in the so-called German
territory.
When a new agreement between
the major companies and Tobis was
signed here last March, Tobis agreed
to obtain the consent of the German
government to acceptance of royalty
payments in local currency for such
countries as Austria, Bulgaria, etc.
Tobis was only able to get the consent of the German Government for
payment in local currency in Germany.

Bedard

In Florida

St. Albans, Vt. — Fred Bedard,
owner of the Bellevue Theater, is
vacationing in Florida.

COAST PRODUCTION UP
WITH WB IN THE LEAD

T9K& the Ham

West

• • • THAT CO-OP bi-weekly campaign service issued
by Billy Ferguson's exploitation dep't at Metro has been growing by leaps and bounds here is one piece of sales literature that stays on the exhibitor's desk
or better still, is
clipped and fiied away for future reference to be used when the
picture is booked
here is practical showmanship
that
reaches the exhib fresh and crisp he sees what a brother
showman has done on the picture that he is ready to run
all sorts of clever campaign ideas boiled down to a few words
this campaign
letter is the "advance
man" that goes
ahead of the pressbook, and starts the ball rolling
Have

You Helped the Relief Fund?

• • • IT SEEMS that the matrimonial scoop of the week
in upstate New York was inadvertently scored by Ralph Wilk
ye Film Daily representative
in Hollywood
who
noted that Mayor Rolland B. Marvin and the Missus of Syracuse, N. Y. were visiting Emily Lane, wife of G. Carlton Brown,
Syracuse
in Hollywood
Brown's ownwhich
Syracuse
paper, the publisher,
Bugle, confirmed
the marriage
took
place in a Dakota town
the story made the wire services
for Sunday
the bride is under contract to Universal
..

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

"The Prince And The Pauper"
and "Marked Women" have started
at Warner Bros., "A Day At The
Races", starring the Marx Bros.,
has been resumed at M-G-M. 20th
Century-Fox has finished "Love Is
News", while "Bulldog Drummond
Escapes" has been completed at
Paramount. "Left Handed Law",
starring Buck Jones, went before the
cameras at Universal this week.

Alliance Will Import
8 to 10 BIP Features
(Continued from Page

• •
• THAT
FRONT
on the Strand on Broadway
for
"Three Men On A Horse" was done by hand-burning
this hand-burning of the wooden block letters was accomplished
by electric soldering irons to give the wood an antique appearance it's the old gag that you used when a kid in school
for hand-burning wood, but seems to us to be new for theater
fronts
the cartoons of the characters in the pix are also
cut out of wood, and hand-burnt for the effect
the front
was designed by B. F. Moore, the managing director, and constructed by the Sid Nagler Studio
Have You Helped the Relief Fund?
• •
• A BENEFIT
performance
will be given by the
Colored Actors and Performers Association
on Tuesday
midnite at the Apollo Theater on 125th St.
Manager Frank
Schiffman has donated the theater
Bill "Bojangles" Robinson will head the bill
he is honorary president of the
association
J. Homer Tutt, of "Green Pastures" fame, is
president
Rufus Greenlee, vice-prexy
Rex "De Lawd"
Ingram, a member of the Board, will appear on the bill
other celebs of stage, screen and radio who will appear include Ethel Waters, The Southerners, James Barton, Jean Austin, Four Mills Brothers
Cab Calloway,
Avis Andrews,
Smiling Jerry Baker, Three Little Sachs, Don Kerr, Show
Boat Folks

T

▼

▼

• • • THE STORK editor reports that William James
Fadiman, head of Metro's New York story dep't, is the proud
poppa of a baby boy, born yesterday at Doctor's Hospital . . .
• Seen dining at the Edison Green Room: D. W Griffith, Gus
Edwards, Gertrude Michaels, Fannie Brice, Belle Baker, Frank
Albertson, Leslie Howard, Harry Richman, George M. Cohan
Have

You Helped the Relief Fund?

• • • NOT TO be outdone by the Albany RKO-Fabian
theaters which have a gift shower to patrons on the eve of
Dec. 23
Warners' theaters will have a similar shower on
Dec. 22
at which Santa Claus will give away a bright new
automobile recently at the Warner Ritz in this town 10
free music lesson-: woe won by a taxi driver he gave the
scholarship to a lady who won a guitar because his boss doesn't
like musical drivers

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Hollywood — Production has shot
upward, with Warners taking the
lead with 11 pictures before the
cameras. M-G-M follows with seven
pictures. 20th Century-Fox is making six and Paramount five. Universal and Columbia are making one
each. Selznick International, Hal
Roach, Wanger, David L. Loew,
Katzman, Fanchon Royer, Hirliman,
Conn, Chesterfield are to be credited
with one each.

1)

can market, said Rogers, who stated
that he is in constant communication
with Walter Mycroft, production
executive, as to American names for
their pictures. Latest Hollywood
player to be sigped is Gertrude
Michael, who is due in England in
February to start work.

Warner First Quarter
Net Above $2,000,000
{Continued from Page

1)

can be announced at this time. Samuel Carlisle, Stanleigh P. Friedman,
Morris Wolf, Charles Guggenheimer
and Sam E. Morris, were all reelected directors. The board meets
today in New York.

Cinema Club to Meet
Boston — The newly organized
Cinema Club will hold a meeting at
the Soldiers and Sailors Club today.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE
PRESS
AGENT

Lionel

Barrymore

invariably plays

Bach on his piano in his dressing room
before going to the sound stage for a
difficult scene.
M-G-M.

J^ MAJESTICALLY APACE WITH WARNER
NOBLEST ACHIEVEMENTS

BROS.'

Presents This Week
The Most Inspiring and Important Short in Recent Years"

,.-■■■ r--.

4hL

"Splendid! An outstanding short, with a tremendous emotional and dramatic punch. It will
stir every American heart, and is a sample of
the fine work that the motion picture can do
with a serious historical theme and still produce a picture with 100 per-cent pure entertainment. One of the finest readings ever presented
on the screen and the climax will bring cheers
—Film Daily
from any patriotic audience!

'Too much cannot be said on behalf of this
grand piece of entertainment. Without a
doubt this is one of the most inspiring and
important shorts to come to the screen in
recent years. It will send a tingle up and
down your spine! You'll have customers deluging your box office".— Showmen's Trade Review
Exhibitor
"It will bring down the house. —The
Swelegant!"

A TWO-REEL 'BROADWAY
BREVITY' REL
ASE WITH JOHN
LITEL • NEDDA HARRIGAN
BY B. REEVES EASON
DIRECTED
IRVING*
GEORGE
CARLYLE MOORE, JR. .ROBERT WARWICK •

Filmed Entirely In Technicolor

WISEST THEATRE CIRCUIT
THE GREATEST MONEY ATTRACTIO
MOST VALUABLE PLAYING TIME 01
md Theatre, Atlanta

Week and New Year's
(Christmas
Colonial Theatre, Reading

Loew's Theatre, Rochester

Loew's Theatre, Wilmington

Ohio Theatre, Columbus

Century Theatre, Baltimore

Loew's Theatre, Dayton

Queen Theatre, Galveston

State Theatre, Louisville

State Theatre, Norfolk

Warner Theatre, Worcester

Loew's Theatre, Richmond

State Theatre, New Orleans

Waco Theatre, Waco

Regent Theatre, Harrisburg

Great Lakes Theatre, Buffalo

Strand Theatre, Hartford

Madison Theatre, Detroit
State and Orpheum Theatres, Boston

And the dates still pour in!

.. .. ... ■. - ■

FEATURE
FOR THE
IE YEAR!
ieatre, Denver
tieatre, Milwaukee
heatre, San Antonio
ieatre, El Paso
:atre, Chattanooga
eatre, Fort Worth
ieatre, Jacksonville
eatre, Springfield
irman, New Haven

SELZNICK

INTERNATIONAL

pr.ienfi

Mjl. DIETRICH
CHARLES BOYER
in

IN

TECHNICOLOR

pJLudly DAVID O.SELZ
FROM

THE BOOK

Release

BY ROBERT

DIRECTED BY Rl
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Greta Garbo and

Jl&riews of the View 7-U*n&
Robert Taylor in

"CAMILLE"
with Lionel Barrymore. Elizabeth Allan,
Jessie Ralph. Henry Daniell
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
M-G-M
115 mins.
GREAT LOVE DRAMA, EXPERTLY
ACTED AND PRODCUED. HOLDS APPEAL
FOR ALL TYPES OF AUDIENCES.

Greta Garbo and Robert Taylor in this
love drama should mean big box-office,
for its appeal should be to all classes of
audiences, especially the women from whom
it will elicit many a tear. Although the
ending is tragic, the plot development
throughout indicates such a finish, and when
the end comes it is not at all unexpected.
Garbo is beautiful and a few of the love
scenes have what it takes. Her emotional
portrayals rank with her best work. Taylor,
handsome as ever, does some of the best
acting of his career, and his admirers will
like the manly role which he plays. Laura
Hope Crews is splendid in a large assignment which carries most of the comedy.
Henry Daniell, as the haughty Baron de
Varville, is very good, as is Lenore Ulric
charmer and rival of Garbo's
plays a men.
whoattracting
Lionel Barrymore has a
in
short role in which he is superb, and Jessie
Ralph and Elizabeth Allan are other important members of the cast. George
Cukor has directed with fine feeling bringing forth splendid characterizations in this
highly dramatic piece. A good share of the
footage has Garbo and Taylor near the
cameras or in close-ups. The cameramen,
William Daniels and Karl Freund, deserve
much credit for the results obtained. Zoe
Akins, Frances Marion and James Hilton
have made an interesting screenplay from
Alexandre Dumas' play and novel. While
dealing with women of the play-girl type,
they have been drawn in such good taste
that nowhere is there a cheap note, and
in a production containing as many torrid
love scenes as does this picture the dialogue
is especially praiseworthly being very appropriate and of the highest type. The picture is lavishly mounted in every department and it expresses the very best. Herbert Stothart contributed the musical score
which in many spots is effectively used to
depict mood. David Lewis serves as associate producer on this meritorious production. Camille, a play-girl, meets Robert
Taylor who immediately falls in love with
her. She has expensive tastes and Baron de
Varville (Henry Daniell) supplies the luxuries. When she again meets Taylor, she
falls so in love with him that she forsakes
her luxuries for the country and Taylor.
His father, Lionel Barrymore, believing that
she is not the girl for his son, talks her
into giving him up. To cause a break-up
she tells Robert she no longer loves him and
goes back to the Baron. Never a strong
girl and unhappy without the one she loves,
she becomes desperately ill. When Taylor
does come back she is so elated and excited that her heart can't stand the strain.
Cast: Greta Garbo, Robert Taylor, Lionel
Barrymore, Elizabeth Allan, Jessie Ralph,
Henry Daniell, Lenore Ulric, Laura Hope
Crews, Rex O'Malley, Russell Hardie, E. E.
Cl've Douglas Walton, Marian Ballou, Joan

Lily Pons, Jack Oakie and Gene Raymond in

"THAT

GIRL

FROM

PARIS"

with Herman Bing, Mischa Auer,
Frank Jenks, Lucille Ball
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
HO mins.
RKO Radio
FAMOUS
DIVA IN A STORY RICH
IN
MUSIC
AND
COMEDY
THAT
SHOULD
PLEASE ALL HER FOLLOWING.
Lily Pons' second picture is rich in music
and comedy. In fact, it is a swell blending
of song and fun, with much credit due
Leigh Jason, who moves into the ranks of
important directors. The French singer is
a warm, vivid personality and handles
comedy with ease. Aiding materially in the
funmaking are Jack Oakie, Mischa Auer,
Herman Bing and Frank Jenks. Gene Raymond isvery good as the love interest opposite Lily. Howls of laughter are caused
when Lucille Ball, whose dancing shoes
have been soaped by Lily, takes numerous
falls
number.
Lily says
"no"
when during
about tohermarry
an operatic
manager,
Gregory Gaye. She stows away on a boat
bound for the U.S.A. and is given a little
aid by Raymond, Oakie, Auer and Jenks,
who are members of an American swing
band. She also invites herself to the boys'
apartment in New York and manages to
elude immigration officers who are hot on
her trail. She, Lucille Ball and the boys
get jobs in Bing's New Jersey roadhouse.
When a newspaperman tips off the authorities to Lily's identity, she dashes off to
New York. She again meets Gaye and
sings at the Metropolitan Opera House.
They again face a minister and are about
to be married, when Raymond and his musician pals break up the ceremony, and, of
course, Lily goes off with Gene. Willard
Robertson, Vincent Haworth and Rafaela
Ottiano are among the principals in the
cast. Lily's most popular number is "The
Blue Danube", with the swing band boys
accompanying her and doing their stuff.
Nathaniel Shilkret did an excellent job as
musical director. Arthur Schwartz and
Edward Heyman wrote the English songs
sung by Lily. Pandro Berman deserves a
bow for the production.
Cast: Lily Pons, Jack Oakie, Gene Raymond, Herman Bing, Mischa Auer, Frank
Jenks, Lucille Ball, Patricia Wilder, Vinton
Haworth, Gregory Gaye, Willard Robertson,
Rafaelo Ottiano, Ferdinand Gottschalk.
Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director,
Leigh Jason; Author, Jane Murfin; Adaptation, Joseph A. Fields; Screenplay, P. J.
Wolfson and Dorothy Yost; Music, Arthur
Schwartz; Lyrics, Edward Heyman; Musical
Director, Nathaniel Shilkret; Conductor of
"Tarantella", Andre Kostelanetz; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt; Editor; William Morgan.
Direction,

Tops.

Photography,

Excellent

Brodel, June Wilkins, Fritz Leiber, Jr.,
Elsie Esmonds.
Associate Producer, David Lewis; Director,
George Cukor; Author, Alexandre Dumas
(fils); Screenplay, Zoe Akins, Frances
Marion, James Hilton; Cameramen, William
Daniels and Karl Freund; Editor, Margaret
Booth; Musical Score, Herbert Stothart;
Dance Director, Val Raset.
Direction, Splendid. Photography, Excellent.

Bert Wheeler

and

Robert

"MUMMY'S

Woolsey

in

BOYS"

with

Barbara Pepper, Moroni Olsen, Frank
M. Thomas,
Willie Best
RKO
Radio
68 Mins.
MILDLY EFFECTIVE COMEDY WHOSE
HUMOR AND SITUATIONS GENERALLY
LACK PUNCH.
That there are ail degrees of humor
is proved by this comedy. Audiences whose
taste for fun lies along path of the obvious
and slapstick may find this palatable; but
those patrons who like laughs served with
some semblance of the spice of cleverness and the salt of subtlety will be disappointed. For example, on the streets
of Cairo a fakir undertakes to make
Wheeler disappear from the confines of
a huge basket. Woolsey helps his sidekick step into it with the remark, "Put
all your legs in one basket." It's equally
easy to "get" the other dialogue quips.
The comics are cast in roles of ditchdiggers who graduate to join as excavators
a couple of archaeologists on an expedition to replace articles snitched from the
tomb of an ancient Pharaoh. One of the
scientists has a pretty daughter, to whom
Wheeler takes a hearty shine. The other
scientist goes literally mad when the party
reaches its destination, and runs berserk,
threatening death to all his companions
via a hypo-needle. Barbara Pepper, the
apple of Wheeler's eye, succumbs to his
aphasia-like charms. The treasures are
duly replaced, the mad scientist is subAnd that's the
triumphs.
story, dued,
andand love
nothing
but the story. Fred
Guiol, comedy's director, does as well as
could the
be cast.
expected with the material, — as
does
Cast: Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,
Maroni Olsen, Frank M. Thomas, Willie
Best, Francis McDonald, Frank Lackteen,
Charles
Burton. Coleman, Mitchell Lewis, Frederic
Director, Fred Guiol ; Authors, Jack Townley, Lew Lipton; Screenplay, Jack Townley, Philip G. Epstein, Charles Roberts;
Cameraman, Jack MacKenzie; Editor, John
Lockert.
Direction,

Fair.

Photography,

*

&

a show to the hero in the mellerdrammer, but lose their jobs when
they muss things up. They try for
a job in a film studio, and the head
man says he needs a romantic type
who can also fight. So Patricola
appoints himself manager for Buster, and arranges for a screen test
to be taken in an actual fight with
a tough bruiser right in the ring.
Buster is nearly massacred by the
le
tough guy, and when they corn*
back to ask for the screen job, th
producer says he has signed th
tough pug instead. Gives Buste.
West plenty of opportunity to do
his eccentric steps as he dances
around the ring trying to avoid the
slugger. In the cast are Dudley
Clements, Don McBride, Eddie Roberts, June Earle, Alice Weaver, Eddie Hall. Directed by William Watson. Story by Parke Levy. Photographed by Parke Levy.

E

Buster Keaton in
"Mixed Magic"
Educational
18 mins.
Tricky Laughs
A Buster Keaton laugh special,
with Buster securing the job as
assistant to the magician who gives
Buster the job on the pleadings
of his beautiful girl associate in
the act. Buster's job is to do the
manipulations of the props backstage. But he succeeds in getting
everything balled up, and putting
the Professor's act on the bum. He
retrieves himself at the end as a
hero, however, when he saves the
girl from the mad rival whose job
he had taken. In the cast are Eddie
Lambert, Marlyn Stuart, Eddie
Hall, Jimmie Fox, Walter Fener,
Pass Le Noir. Directed by Raymond Kane. Story by Arthur Jarrett and Marcy Klauber. Photographed by George Webber.

Good

FOREIGN
"MUJERES SIN ALMA" ("Soulless
Women"), Mexican-made film with Spanish
dialogue; a Juan Orol production; directed
by Ramon Peon, with Carmen Guerrero,
Juan Orol, Alberto Marti, et al, in cast.
Presented at Teatro Cervantes.
Fiery Carmen Guerrero essays role of
flirtatious, dissatisfied wife of an electrical

"Strike! You're Out"
(Song and
Comedy Hit)
Novelty
Educational
11 mins.

The housewives in a big apartment house decide to organize a
union, and go on strike for shorter
hours. Their husbands are licked,
till a strikebreaker comes along and
sells them the idea of hiring his
company's chauffeur. She accepts advances
beautiful strikbreaking gals who
of firm's manager who frames the husband
and sends him to prison. Latter escapes dance and entertain in between the
cooking business. So all the huband avenges himself. Acting is commendbies hire a cutie. When the wives
able, but film is not strong either technilearn of this they call off the strike
cally or in ability to entertain.
and surrender. Several specialty
numbers are introduced as the girls
dance for their employers in the
SHORTS
Buster West and Tom Patricola in kitchens. In the cast are Russ
Brown, Sandra Johnson, Marie
"The Screen Test"
Educational
18 mins. Hartman, Maxine Forman, the
Carlyle Sisters, Buddy Page and
Boisterous Fun
orchestra. Directed by Robert Hall.
The two comics, Buster West and Story by Art Jarrett and Marcy
Tom Patricola, are understudies in Klauber.
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YOU'LL

NEVER

KNOW!

But Your Contribution
Will Help a Good Man
to His Feet
If you knew the type of men
and women of the Industry
who draw upon this fund for
dignified assistance, you'd be
thankful for the opportunity to
send in your check right now.
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RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
DARAMOUNTS "Jubilee" trailer,
celebrating Adolph Zukor's twentyfive years in the industry, is an excellent job. Highlights are shown
f r 0 m various pictures marking
Zukor's career, starting with Sarah
Bernhardt in the foreign - made.
"Queen Elizabeth." a four-reel subject, and coming down to the present day. The trailer, which runs
16 minutes, was produced by Herbert Moulton.
T

T

▼

Our Passing Show: Grace Moore.
Mary Garden. Robert Riskin. Harry
Lachman. George Stevens. Sid
Rogell. Stanley Rauh. David Miller
and William Jason at the preview
of That Girl From Paris"; Joe
Schnitzer. Sam Katz, Dave Chatkin,
\1 Lichtman. Norman Krasna. Jues
Furthman. William Anthony McGuire at preview of "Camille".

WOOD
IN HOLLY
WHO'S WHOInteresting
• •
Personalities: No. 7
•

•

•

Introducing

•

of MoFRANK LLOYD. Paramount producer and the only three-time winner
tion Picture Academy awards ("Divine Lady", "Cavalcade" and "Mutiny
on the Bounty"!. Credit these achievements to a solid knowledge of both
stage and screen. Became identified with English theater at 15. Arrived in Hollywood in
1913 when industry was wearing swaddling
clothes. First job was writing, directing Universal single reelers. Subsequent affiliations:
Morosco-Pallas, Fox, Goldwyn, Joseph M.
Schenck, Sol Lesser, First National. Master of
spectacle. Few can equal him in extracting
maximum dramatic value from a scene. Slowspoken. Never reveals irritation. Active in
the Academy. Hobbies: His ranch, his Irish
terriers. Reads detective yarns, philosophical
works.
Hair, brown.
Eyes, blue. Stands 5, HVi.

ter in Hollywood Jan. 16. This
will be co-starred in "The Last Grand National picture will also
Slaver" 20th Century-Fox studios
George Seitz has been assigned to announce. The picture is based upon open at the RKO Hillstreet in Los
Angeles the same date.
direct "Ada Beats the Drum", play
T
T
T
of the
by John Kirkpatrick which John Dr. George S. King's novel ivory"
the "black
days ofFaulkner
M-G-M. closing William
Emerson will produce for includes
Casting
assignments:
Warners —
HellSam
,
trade.
The cast assembled to date
man and Gladys Lehman wrote the Hugh V. O'Connell, "Marry the
Guy Kibbee. Alice Brady, Betty Fur- screen play.
Girl"; George Renevant, "The King
Stanley Morner, Gene Lockhart
T
T
T
ness, Mitchell
and the Chorus Girl"; Columbia —
Lewis.
and
Jack Rockwell, Clem Horton and
"Great Guy" starring James CagWarner Baxter and Wallace Beery ney will open at the Pantages thea- Eddie Cobb, "Mule Skinner"; WilT

T

T

Quinn to Reintroduce Bill
On Transporting Fight Films
Hj
FILM

PRESCOTT
DENNETT
D.irr.Y Staff Correspondent

Wa shington — Representative James Leland Qulnn, Democrat
of Pennsylvania, told Film Daily
at his Capitol Hill office yesterday
that he will reintroduce his bill regthe transportation in interulatingcommerce
state
of moving picture
films of professional prize fights at
the opening of the Seventy-fifth
Congress next month. The Pennsylvania Congressman stated he
would move for its consideration
by the House Inter-State and Foreign Commerce Committee at the
earliest possible opportunity.
The Inter-State and Foreign
Commerce committee already is
prepared to consider the new blockbooking and Federal Motion Picture
Commission
legislation.
Congressman Quinn said he would
reintroduce his prize fight film bill
in the same form as originally introduced at the last Congress. While
baning fight films from states barring such exhibitions or contests,
the bill specifically provides that
"no state shall forbid or prohibit
the transportation through that
state of moving picture films which
are consigned to any person or firm
or partnership in another state,"
and "nothing in this law shall be
construed to forbid the showing or
transportation of any moving picture film showing any sparring
match or boxing contest for which
no cash prizes are given."

Geneva Theater Company
Alters Corporate Name
Albany — The Geneva Theater Co.,
Inc., of Geneva, has filed a certificate
in the office of the Secretary of State
changing its corporate name to Geneva Theaters, Inc. H. M. Antwil of
Gloversville, is attorney for the corporation.
Audio Color Motion Pictures Corp.
of New York City, has filed a certificate in the office of the Secretary
of State reducing the number of
shares of its common stock $1 par
value from 50,000 shares to 1,000
shares common stock no par value
with 12,000 shares preferred stock
$25 per value remaining same as
heretofore.
The Leon Production Co. chartered under Delaware laws, with capital of $15,000, to engage in the theatrical business (New York City office 55 Cedar St., K. Martin, Vice
President), has filed a certificate of
statement and designation in the office of the Secretary of State to enable it to do business in New York
State.

Academy Film Editors
Award Group Is Named
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Harold J. McCord,
Chairman of the Academy Film Editors Section, has appointed the following Committee to consider the
rules for the Film Editing Award,
and to recommend any improvements
which may seem advisable for governing the coming year's Award:
Anne Bauchens, Martin Cohn, William Holmes, Harold J. McCord,
Eugene Milford, Maurice Pivar,
Murray Seldeen, I. James Wilkinson
and Gordon S. Mitchell, Manager of
the Academy Technical Bureau.
The first meeting of the Committee is scheduled for tomorrow noon
in the Academy offices.

Ham Arnold, Charles King and
Harry Harvey, "A Slug for Cleopatra"; First National — Selmer
Jackson and Tom Kennedy, "Case
of the Stuttering Bishop"; Lionel
Pape, Elspeth Dudgeon, Lionel
Braham, Ivan Simpson and Lester
Matthews, "Prince
»
»and T the Pauper".

Raymond Griffith has been designated associate producer of "Alexander's Rag Time Band", the second
Irving Berlin musical for 20th Century-Fox, which will go into producT
tion early inT '37. T
Construction of a $45,000 threestory office building is under way on
the RKO Radio lot. New structure
will provide 36 individual offices for
writers, directors and producers. The
facade, at a cost of $8,000 additional,
is so designed as to permit its use
as a hospital, office building, school
or apartment house exterior in making pictures. Construction and design is being supervised by Dave
Garber, RKO plant superintendent.
T

V

T

Duncan Renaldo has been cast by
C. C. Burr as the heavy in the first
of Burr's "Special Agent K-7" series,
which goes into production December 15. Walter McGrail will portray the title role.

Monogram to Vote Friday
On Merger with Sterling
(Continued

from Page

1)

a.m. at the company's headquarters
in New York, said President W. Ray
Johnston yesterday, following his
arrival from Hollywood. A session
of the board is planned for 2:30
o'clock the same day to ratify the
stockholder action.
The company begins production
March 15 with "Paradise Isle" set
as the initial picture, said Johnston.

Asher Takes General
Pix for New England

Mack D. Weinberger, General
Sales Manager of General Pictures
Corp. has closed contracts whereby
Harry Asher, veteran Boston exchange man, has bought the General
Pictures franchise for the entire
New England territory. Asher has
Fawcett Appointment
formed Popular Pictures, Inc. under
Fawcett Publications, Inc. an- which name the product of General
nounces the appointment of the J. Pictures will be sold. The franchise
M. Mathes Co. to handle its promo- runs for a period of five years.
tion advertising, effective Jan. 1.

Thomas Forms New Co.
"Three Men on a Horse" Prove Critics in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh — The movie editors of the three local dailies — Harold W. Cohen, Karl Krug
and Kaspar Monahan — were the subjects of a publicity stunt staged by the Warner
office
in the interests
for newspaper
pictures. of "Three Men On a Horse." They mounted a horse and posed

Boston— The Theater Novelty Co.
has been organized by Mike Thomas,
formerly with First Division. Offices have been opened at 43-A
Church St.
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IS YOUR NAME LISTED
ON THE HONOR ROLL?
(Continued from Page 1)

ing the roll mentally on all you
folks who ought to be represented
on this Honor Roll attached.
We don't want to spoil your day
by detailing a sob story about some
individual case. Lots of these applicants for relief who are listed
can tell stories that would wring
tears from a block of marble. Let
it suffice that the Committee has
investigated every case. The facts
stated are found to be authentic.
You can take our word for it that
every dollar you give will be a
godsend to some needy film man —
and every cent of every dollar is
applied to the case.
We know that you want to be
listed on this Honor Roll. So why
put it off any longer? Send that
check NOW.

HONOR
Charles C. Moskowitz
Don
Hancock
In Memory of
Walter
F. Eberhardt
Moe Streimer
Cresson E. Smith
Walter Reade Theaters
E. W. Hammons
H. J. Oehs
George
Barnet
Rose
Karess
Vincent Sardi
Sam Cohen
Joan
DuGuerny
Joe Fliesler
A. Schneider
H. M. Warner
Ben Amsterdam
M. Van Praag
W. F. Rodgers
Norman
C. Nicholson
In Memory of
Felix Feist
Louis Frisch
Samuel
Rinzler
Winfield
Andrus
A. J. Dash
George Orth
Charles G. Whitehead
Jack
Skirball
Alexander
Film Co.
E. B. Hatrick
Haskell M. Masters
"Chick"
Lewis
Charles
M. Mersereau
Jack Levin
Rube Jackter
Rutgers Neilson
Ben Solomon
Arnold
M. Picker
Albert Warner
William
Massce
David
Barrist
William
Barnett
Herbert S. Berg
Ted Curtis
Jay Emanuel
E. C. Leeves
Joe Weil
Eugene Picker
Queen
Feature
Dave
Weshner
Nathan Hirsh
Service
Arthur Eddy
E. A. Schiller
E. M.Saunders
Gabriel Hess
Prospect Press
Jack Trop
Maurice Kann
Irene F. Scott
William R. Ferguson
C. C. Pettijohn
L. J. Schlaifer
J. A. Tanney
Albert O. Bondy
David Bernstein
Jos. R. Vogel
Charles J. Sonin
Silas F. Seadler
Carl E. Milliken
Morris Kmzler

ROLL
Paul N. Lazarus
Marvin
H. Schenck
Isaac Weinberg
Ben Shlyen
H. D. Buckley
Neighborhood
Theater, Inc
Florence L. Strauss
Emanuel Silverstone
Dewey D. Bloom
Dave Epstein
Harold
F. Hendee
City Photo
Engraving
Corp.
Milton
Stiver
Louis K. Sidney
Quigley
Publications
Irving Samuels
Henry D. Behr
Anonymous
Nate
Golden
Dennis
R. Smith
Jack Alicoate
Don Mersereau
Edna
Sussman
Addie
Dannenberg
Ned E. Depinet
Frank C. Walker
Alan
F. Cummings
Richard
Brady
Leon Bamberger
Jerome J. Cohen
George Gerhard
Sophie
K. Smith
Anonymous
John A. Schwalm
Edward McNamee
Renee
Carroll
Chester
B. Bahn
Jimmy
Sileo
Edward
Finney
Bert Sanford, Jr.
W. H. Clark
W. A. Downs
David Palfreyman
Joseph F. Lee
J. S. MacLeod
Irving Lesser
Kenneth O'Brien
Toby Gruen
Robert S. Wolff
Emil C. Jensen
William
Brandt
Harry Brandt
Louis Brandt
George
Brandt
Bingo
Brandt
Anonymous
Arthur
A. Lee
Budd Rogers
J. H. Seidelman
Lewen Pizor
Stella Hamlin
Harry Shiftman
In Memory of
Irving Thalberg
Neumade
Prods.
Oscar F. Neu
L. A. Farrell
Harry F. Shaw
Hugo
K. Kessler
J. George
Feinberg
J. H. Gallagher

Paper

Dedicated

to

NEW BOOKS

Arlen

Syracuse — Something new in the way
of distinctions came to Harold Arlen
when, visiting his family here, the
Saturday Night Bugle spread a dedicatory line across the top of the first
page. Arlen, now composing in Hollywood, is the son of the Rev. Samuel
Arluck, cantor at the Temple Adath
Yeshurun
here.

SEE FURTHER CONFABS
ON GB IN NEW YORK
(Continued from Page

1)

they
from

LAW OF THE STAGE,
SCREEN AND RADIO
Including Authors' Literaoy
Property and Copyright in Drama,
Music, Photoplays and Radio Script,
etc., by Roger Marchetti of the Los
Angeles Bar. Published by SuttonHouse, Ltd., San Francisco, Los Angeles and New York. 476 pages.
The author of this complete, ready
reference volume for stage, motion
picture and radio lawyers, executives and writers is a wel-known
coast attorney whose practice has
embraced the many legal angles of
motion picture production. His book
covers practically every law situation that might develop relative to
stage and sci'een production and
radio broadcasting. It is presented
in ordinary, straight-forward English, avoiding all legal, technical
phraseology aside from quotations
of law cases and court decisions, and
is therefore easily understandable
by the layman in legal matters. It
should find a place on the shelf of
every lawyer, producer and writer
in
the three fields it covers so
admirably.

rival of the Ostrer brothers
the coast. They stated that
would remain in New York until
after the Chinstmas holidays.
As they arrived at Grand Central
Terminal, both Ostrers declined to
discuss any phases of the deals under discussion.
Kent is due to leave Hollywood
today by train for the East and
Schenck returns Monday, next week.
Although no official statements
have disclosed the nature of the
Ostrer proposals, recently coast reports from well-informed sources
said that the GB executives are tryCopyright, which is a fundamental
ing to work out an arrangement un- consideration in the amusement field,
der which a holding company would is logically dealt with first, in a
be formed with 20th Century-Fox, comprehensive historical survey and
Loew's and the Ostrers holding in its development as affecting the
equal interests.
three most popular branches of that
field. A fifth of the volume is given
to this subject and its ramifications.
Otterson and Anderson
A complete section is devoted to the
regulation, licensing and censorship
To Testify in Erpi's Probe of stage, screen and radio. Other
(Continued from Page
1)
called when the Federal Communi- sections deal with defamation, the
cations Commission resumes its in- invasion of personal rights and of
of privacy; with the pervestigation of Erpi activities here the light forming
artists and their contracts;
on Monday, Dec. 21, at 45 Broadway. the distribution of films; the theater
Present Erpi officials have also been
and radio entersummoned. Samuel Becker, F. C. C. and its operation;
tainment. The mutual duties and reinvestigathe
s
p
o
n
s
i
b
i
l
i
t
i
e
s
o
f
exhibitors,
theater
conduct
will
counsel,
tion.
managers and their patrons are fully
covered.
The book is well considered and
ty Club'
Philly Varie
Dinner
Aidss Charities authoritative; laws and court decisions and other sources of inforPhiladelphia — Second annual din- notes. mation are covered in ample footner of Variety Club, Tent No. 13, atA valuable part of the volume is
tracted an attendance of 1100 here
Sunday night at the Bellevue Strat- the comprehensive, elaborately subdivided chapters in the table of confor Hotel affair. Out of towners intents and the index. Type is clear
cluded Joseph Bernhard, Ed Peskay,
William F. Rodgers, Arthur Lee, and large. A pocket is provided on
Louis Nizer, Charlie Pettijohn, the back cover for supplements that
Frank C. Walker, Truman Talley, may be issued from time to time to
Nate Blumberg, Ed Sullivan, Gover- keep the subject matter up to the
nor George H. Earle, Governor Har- latest rulings and legislation in the
old Hoffman of New Jersey, among three branches of the amusement
field. The book is an admirable inothers.
cursion into a field which has hitherBen Amsterdam was installed the
to not been covered and should prove
new chief barker. Gifts were given
to retiring Chief Barker James P. indispensable to producers, artists
— L.attorneys.
H. M.
Clark as well as to Amsterdam. and exhibitors and their
George Jessel was master of ceremonies, with J. C. Fippen, ringmaster. A stage show, in addtion to
De Vries Rites Today
the speech making, highlighted the
Funeral services will be held this
event, with $1000 contributed to aid afternoon at the Central Funeral
four unfortunate children in fighting
for Sol P. De Vries, 63, Wininfantile paralysis, as last year. Chapel
ter Garden treasurer and for 24
Other charities will also benefit in
the future after all the receipts are years treasurer of the Treasurers
in. Affair was the biggest in any Club of America. Two brothers and
a sister survive.
Variety Club Tent's history.
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RULINGS IN 2 STATES
HIT GASH GIVEAWAYS

SEATTLE B, 0. GAINS
FOR '36 AT 25 P, C.
Seattle, Wash.— A year that so
far is running approximately 25 per
cent ahead of attendance records
of the preceding: 12 months is drawing towards its close in Seattle.
Moreover, recent months have been
marked by considerable progress in
theatrical reconstruction and improvement.
July was by far the heaviest
month of the year — greatly exceeding the 25 per cent average increase
so far this year. The National
Shrine Convention, Fleet Week, and
thousands of tourists and visitors in
town swelled B. 0. receipts to tops.
Fall gains were reduced by the shipping strike situation.
Several hundred thousand dollars
have been expended in Seattle in
various improvements during the
first 11 months of the year.
The Hamrick-Evergreen theater
circuit of large first-run houses recently reopened the Music Hail.
The Sterling circuit expended
about $40,000 for the opening of the
Palomar Theater and is reconditioning the Winter Garden, recently
purchased.
Tark houses in Seattle <*rd other
state cities reopened during the year.
The only major new construction activitv on Puget Sound is that planned by the Tower Theater Co. for
Bremerton, Wash., which will erect
a 1,000-seat, $250,000 theater.
At Grand Coulee, where the Federal government is building a gigantic dam, a new theater will be constructed for Manager Dick Lucas.

Cinematography Institute
Will Convene Dec. 18-19
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE
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Hollywood — Industry leaders will
meet with educators for the fourth
annual session of the American Institute of Cinematography on Dec.
18-19, in connection with the Institute of World Affairs at the Mission Inn, Riverside, it is announced
by Dr. Rufus B. von Kleinsmid, director.
Motion pictures, society and school
will be discussed at the first session
on Friday, Dec. 18 along with the
subject of teaching movie appreciation in the public schools. A special
preview of "Maid of Salem" will be
held for the delegates through the
courtesy of Paramount and Mrs.
Thomas G. Winter of the M. P. P.
D. A. Oliver Hinsdale, drama director at M-G-M studios, will be guest
speaker at the annual banquet on
Friday night,
speaking Pictures
on the "Influence of Motion
on
Speech." Discussion of the objectives
and courses of study of motion picture appreciation and its integration
with the present curriculum will be
held Saturday, Dec. 19 with Dr. C. C.
Trillingham, assistant superintendent of Los Angeles county schools,
as chairman. Ralph Jester of Paramount studios will be speaker at the
luncheon, and will display a demon-

Little Rock, Ark. — Bids will
shortly be opened on the new Crittenden Theater. West Memphis,
Ark., to cost about $40,000. The
house will be operated by the Crittenden Amusement Co. Wils Davis,
Memphis attorney, is pi'esident.
Toronto. Ont.— A $50,000 theater
is under construction at 356-364 College Street, for M. H. Lipton, 514
Confederation Life Building Toronto.
Ottawa, Ont. — Plans for a new
$30,000 theater are being prepared
for theater on Somerset Street West.
Owners are Empire Amusement
Company, Ottawa.
Springfield, Mass. — William E.
Kennedy, manager of the Arcade
here announces that the theater will
be renovated.
New Orleans, La. — Ed
will open his old Crescent
which has been modernized
probably bear the title 20th

Frenkel
Theater
and will
Century.

Greene Files Appeal in
St. Louis Amusement

Sale

St. Louis — Arthur Greene, Chicago
investment man who sought to buy
the St. Louis Amusement Co. stock
of Skouras Brothers Enterprises,
Inc., and other assets of the latter
corporation after the public auction
sale of Special Master Nelson Cunliff had finally resulted in the approval of the transfer of those assets to the Bondholders Protective
Committee of the Central Properties Corp. by Referee in Bankruptcy
Hope, has appealed to the U. S. District Court for the Eastern Division of the Eastern District of Missouri from the referee's order.
In the new petition filed Greene
contends that the referee was without authority to refuse to permit a
review of the order of sale. Greene
further asks that the court declare
him to be the successful bidded for
the Skouras assets if a new public
sale is not ordered.
The principal assets of the Skouras company are 52 per cent of the
stock of the St. Louis Amusement
Company, operator of 22 second run
and neighborhood theaters and also
the West End Lyric theater property.
Greene, who is associated with a
company that operates five theaters
in Chicago and Wisconsin, has stated
that he has sought control of the
local houses as an individual.

Joe Kahn Dead

'The

Detroit — Crescent Theater reopens Friday night, following redecoration and installation
of Cleveland Sound Engineering equipment.

(Continued from Pacic 1)

Theater. Suit had arisen over contention that Shancell's minor
Joseph, held the winning aumber sonto
a drawing on the night when the
Lincoln — C. Fraser, Havelock, theat
er refused to sell him admisJNeb., is the new owner of the Havesion and that for this reason he lost
lock, having bought the lot and
property. House was being run in $105.0
The0.court decision will be final unopposition to him by Bob Winterappealed to the Supreme Court
steen Fraser also has the Joyo. beforelessDec.
22.
Havelock is a Lincoln suburb. WinE.
J.
Myrick,
general manage
tersteen has come back to the
United theaters, said he would rhaveof
Lincoln, J. H. Cooper house, where
he was formerly house manager be- to consider decision. Allied presifore going on his own.
the elimina
tion
"I think
said:night
Lazaru
dent Henry
of sbank
will
St. Louis, Mo.— R. Horwitz, owner hurt small exhibitors. They're deof the Red Wing Theater has
pendent on it."
awarded a contract to Morris L.
Chicago— Attorney General Otto
Rosenbloom Co., for extensive alterations. Plans were prepared by Wil- Kerner has formally ruled that cash
liam J. Schlesinger, architect, im- drawings in movies are lotteries and
provements will cost about $20,000. illegal, according to a statement issued by Ernest Palmer, director of
Indianapolis, Ind. — F. A. Warford ment.
the Illinois State Insurance Departhas acquir
the Royal Theater at
Fairmount, edInd.
Kerner's opinion cites the Federal
Court of Iowa, Southern District,
which held bank nite contrary to
Loew's London Theaters
public safety. The decision of Colorado District Court was also quoted.
Reports Net of $11,105
An insurance company wanting to
London, Ont. — Loew's London issue guarantees for Bank Night
ment. the reason for Palmer's stateTheaters Ltd., show net profit of was
$11,105 for year ending Aug. 27.
Still another angle to the local
This is equal to 33 cents per share
controversy
on 33,741 shares of 7 per cent pre- the statementover cash drawings was
issued by the Chicago
ferred stock of $10 par value outstanding and compares with net Better Business Bureau to the effect that two major film houses not
profit of $5,208, or 15 cents per
share, in preceding year. Preferred using such devices had formally demanded the City of Chicago enforce
dividends of 3V2 per cent were
local ordinances banning lotteries.
passed, leaving arrears of 32-% percent as at Sept. 30. In addition to
preferred shares there are 50,000
Bridgeport — At the close of a
shares of $10 par value outstand- Bingo hearing, Prosecutor D. Harold Cotter ordered operation of the
ing, while earned surplus stands at
$4,838. The annual meeting will be games to cease under the State lotheld on Dec. 18 in Toronto.
tery law, but suggested to charitable
organizations that they attempt to
secure exemption at the coming session of the Legislature.
Snake Bite Kills
San Antonio — John H. Heiligman,
theater billposter, 47, died from a
rattle snake bite received while on
a hunting trip in South Texas Dec.
9. His mother, daughter and widow
survive.
Pre-holiday visitors included —
Brad Sears and Doak Roberts, Warner Bros., Dallas; R. E. Griffith, Oklahoma City; Jack Pickens; Don
Hanna, Phoenix, Ariz.; Mrs. Al R.
Lever and Mrs. Weldon Parsons,
Houston, Tex., Nancy Coppock, Austin, Tex., and others.

Lincoln, Neb. — While ignoring
bank night, Attorney General William H. Wright has issued a warning to Nebraska merchants against
giving lottery chances with merchandise purchases.
Jefferson City, Mo. — The Missouri
Supreme Court is scheduled to hear
final argument in the Bank Night
case on Jan. 7.

Bank Night Too Popular,
Basketball Games Put Over

Sunday Films Sought
Memphis, Tenn. — Joe Kahn, 63,
Perryopolis, Pa. — The popularity
connected with Memphis theaters
Greenwood, Miss. — Petitions are of "bank night" at the local theater
for more than 40 years in various being circulated asking for Sunday
capacities, died following a long shows and will be presented to the staged on Tuesdays has caused officials of the Perry Township School
illness.
city council at the next meeting. to postpone its four basketball
The
Junior
Chamber
of
Commerce
stration teaching film based on
has indorsed repeal of the blue laws. games, originally scheduled for that
night, to Wednesday.
Plainsman."
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Laws as Regulatory Aid

FILM COPYRIGHT VIOLATIONS DECLINE! 1 P- C.
Hoblitzelle to Pay Para. $600,000 to Kill Buy-Back
The Poll is On
. . . And

Interest Soars

Improvement in Texas Properties Brings Cash
Consideration

The Hoblitzelle Corp. will pay
Paramount $600,000 cash in considAS the momentum of The Film Daily's
eration of cancellation by Paramount of its buy-back agreement on
**
15th
annualaccelerated
"Ten Best"
£olj
is still
further
and Pictures
the
'he Texas Consolidated Circuit, Film
mail bag grows still heavier, there . agr* *±JAILY was authoritatively advised
eral sidelights meriting industry considera- yesterday.
tion.
JP John R. Moroney, secretary of the
=

By CHESTER B. BAHN =

For one, there is the virtually unanimous
regret on the part of participating critics
that they are restricted to the selection
of ten pictures. To be sure, in the past
years there have been critics who, on
their own initiative ywere moved to give
honorary mention to- "Second Ten" lists.
On this occasion, however, not only are
the latter making their appearance with
surprising regularity, but busy critics are
taking time off to write that there were
pictures of potential "best"
of 40 the
upwards within
stature
specified release period.

— • —
THAT, if you please, is at once a tribute
to, and an appreciation of, the quality
of the product which has flowed eastward
from Hollywood during the year of grace
fast ending. Box office gains of 1936 are
perhaps due as much to improved picture
recovery.
quality as to the economic
Of prime interest to the industry, too,
is the increase in the number of newspapers, both large and small, which this
"Ten
year have elected to conduct local
Best" polls in conjunction with that of
are
contests
local
These
Daily.
Film
The
varied in nature, with the first, simple
adappioneer plans undergoing elaborate
tation in cities where alert publishers and
editors sense the tremendous promotional
and circulation possibilities.

— • —

to
IN this connection, a doff of the hat
ser,
dverti
News-A
0.,
othe,
the Chillic
whose theater editor, Alvin C. Zurcher, devised a novel plan providing for the
distribution of local poll ballots through
the Majestic, Royal and Sherman theaters,
with their managements and the paper
joining to offer prizes to winners.
All of which suggests that one major
film news story of early January will be
the result of The Film Daily's poll in which
406 critics already have voted.

Kenr-Schenck-Berry

Talks?

Wash. Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Sullivan D. Jones, assistant coordinator of industrial cooperation, yesterday stated that he
expects Sidney R. Kent and Joseph M.
Schenck, 20th Century-Fox officials, to
come to Washington soon to confer
with Major George L. Berry on developments in its motion picture pro-

1936
Violations
Only
9.3
P. C, Reports Copyright
Bureau

Motion picture copyright violations were found in 9.3 per cent of
theaters investigated by the Copyright Protection Bureau in 1936, as
compared with 17.4 per cent the
previous year, it is revealed in the
gram.
annual report of this agency today.
"In 1930 and 1931, irregularities
in the form of one or more violations were found in 44.6 per cent of
the theaters investigated," states
the report, which was submitted by
Jack H. Levin, director, and Gabriel
A short short story about a L. Hess, attorney, of the bureau.
The bureau meets today at the
pioneer film man. Not many years
ago he was sitting right up on the Hotel Astor to discuss its work for
top. Everybody in the biz has heard the coming year, the 10th year of
its operation.
of him by name at least.
(Continued
4)
Some years
ago
the
parade
startSays the
report,on inPagepart:
"Under
(Continucd on Page 10)

HERE'S A CHANGE
REPORT BRISKIN WILL TO STRUT YOUR STUFF
GET LONG-TERM PACT
(Continued on Pane 10)
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Hollywood — RKO top executives
are understood to have indicated
that they will give Sam Briskin,
production (Continuerf
head, ona Page
long-term
con4)

Harry M. Warner and All
Other WB Officers Renamed
All officers of Warner Bros., including President Harry M. Warner,
were re-elected by the board of directors yesterday at a meeting at
the home office. Next session of the
directorate is scheduled for Jan. 19.

Roxy Reorganization Plan
May Reach Court Friday
Carlos Israels, of White & Case,
counsel for the Roxy Theater first
mortgage
bondholders'
committee,
said yesterday
that he was
hopeful
that a reorganization plan for the
theater
would
be presented in Federal Court
Friday.

LORD RAGNOR COMING
TO SET STUDIO DEAL
Lord Ragnor, British banker and
chairman of the board of British National of America, sails Saturday
from London" and will remain here
for about five weeks.
Lord Ragnor
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Hold Interstate Commerce Laws Route
To Regulation of the Film Industry
100 More Theaters Added
to N. Y. Exchange Sector
Active theaters in the territory
served by New York exchanges have
increased by approximately 100
houses during the past year, according to a checkup just made. A year
ago, there were about 1,000 open
theaters. Increase is due to new
construction and re-opening of dark
houses.

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Whatever regulation of the film industry is attempted by the Federal Government as a
development of the National Council for Industrial Progress move
may be accomplished through laws
governing interstate commerce, according to generally reliable sources
yesterday. Such regulation can be
administered without collision with
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Major Distribs.
File Appeal
Briefs intoTax
Briefs \. .11 be filed by major distributors next week with the Court
of Appeals at Albany in connection
with their (Continued
appeal from
lower court
on Pagea \)

"Business
Good"Theaters,
Detroit
— United IsDetroit
Detroit's principal circuit, has experienced such a pickup of business that
installation of a new double switchboard has been necessary at the offices
to handle phone calls.
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Cook
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Oklahoma City - At the second
dav of the M.P.T.O. convention
resolutions were passed condemning
dual programs. A gold wrist watch
ed to President Morris
was present
ein.
Lowenst
After transacting routine business the following officers for ensuing rear were elected: Morris
ma City, reLowenstein, of Oklaho
elected president; Leonard White,
of Weatherford, re-elected vicedent; Orville Enloe, of El Reno, re-elected secretary -treasurer.
Directors elected were: Fred B.
Pickrel of Ponca City, L. C. Griffith
of Oklahoma City, Ralph Talbot of
Tulsa, with J. C. Hunter as alternate; Harry Lowenstein of Ardmore, Max Brock of Lawton, Homer Jones of Alva.

Para, and WB

Biz Ahead of

'35 Despite Holiday Drop

Cullman III, Meeting of
Mayor's Committee

Coming and Going

is Off

Illness of Howard S. Cullman,
Roxy trustee, yesterday caused postponement of the meeting of Mayor
La Guardia's committee on movie
industrial relations which was expected to take final action on approving the absorption of the Allied
Operators' Union by Local 306.

Conn. M. P. T. O. Discusses
Colorado Bank Night Case

SOL A. ROSENBLATT
today
from Washington.

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN
ington from New York.
T. NEWMAN LAWLER
today from
Washington.

York

ISIDORE and MAURICE OSTRER are booked
sail from New
York Dec. 26 for London.

present time.

BEN Y. CAMMACK, RKO Radio South
American representative, has arrived in New
York.

Park Quits Hospital
Braddock, Pa. — Alexander Park,
operator of the Capitol Theater
here, left the Mercy Hospital in
Pittsburgh following a serious
operation on his eyes.

WILLIAM WYLER, now in New York, returns to the Coast shortly to begin work on
"The Woman's Touch" in which Sam Goldwyn
will star Miriam
Hopkins.
MACK D. WEINBERGER, General Sales Manager of General Pictures Corporation, leaves
today on a swing around the mid-west exchanges.
HAROLD

McCroskey

ARLEN

has

arrived

from

Hollywood.

WARD WING sailed from New York yesterday on the Washington for England and later
Wind"
RKO. to make "Tea Leaves in the
goes toforCeylon
AL CHRISTIE, producing and directing for
Educational in the East, leaves today for the
coast where he will spend the holidays. He
will
be accompanied by his brother, CHARLES
CHRISTIE.
CHANNING POLLOCK, playwright, accompanied by his wife and daughter; MARIANNE
DAVIS, English actress; LORRAINE CRAWFORD,
American dancer; and HUGH WALPOLE, British novelist, sail today for England aboard
the Queen
Mary.
Columbia's District Manager SAM GALANTY
of Washington and Branch Managers PHIL FOX
of Albany; JOE MILLER of Buffalo and ALLAN
MORITZ of Cincinnati visited the Home Office
yesterday.
LORD RAGNOR, chairman of the board of
BritishLondon.
National of America, sails Saturday
from
MARY PICKFORD is stopping at the SherryNetherlands and plans returning with her fiance
CHARLES (BUDDY) ROGERS, and her niece,
GWYNNE PICKFORD, to the coast by plane
on Christmas Day.
M-G-M
producer,
JOSEPH
MANKIEWICZ,
is en route to Hollywood.
for

SYLVIA
SIDNEY
the coast to

leaves
New
York
shortly
resume
work
for Paramount.

in Car Crash

Lake Village, Ark. — C. H. Mc"Lloyds Of London," 20th Century-Fox special, goes into its fourth
Croskey, manager of theaters at
week today at the Astor, where it Dermott, Eudora, and Lake Village,
is running on a two-a-day schedule. was slightly injured and his car
completely wrecked when brake
mechanism failed and the car
"Rembrandt" Held for 3rd
crashed into a culvert near Eudora.
"Rembrandt," the Alexander Korda production, with Charles Laughton in the title role, will be held
Plagiarism Trial Jan. 15
over for a third week at the Rivoli
"The Scoundrel" plagiarism action
beginning tomorrow.
brought by Sigbert Cohen against
Paramount, Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur
is scheduled for trial in
"Horse" Stays for Fourth
"Three Men on a Horse," today the New York State Supreme Court
enters its fourth week at the Strand on Jan. 15. Case had been on the
Theater and will stay until Christ- calendar for yesterday.
mas Eve.

Following "Banjo On My Knee,"
two more 20th Century-Fox pictures
are set for the Roxy. Next will be
"Stowaway", Shirley Temple vehicle,
and "One In A Million".

returns to New

MILLY MONTI, Italian singer and actress
arrives in Hollywood from New York today
to begin work under her new contract with
Emanuel
Cohen,
president
of Major
Pictures.

Dinner For Senator Eames

Films for Roxy

has gone to Wash-

New Haven — Connecticut M. P.
T. O. met yesterday at the Hof Brau
Haus, with Irving C. Jacocks, president, in the chair. Analysis and
discussion of the Colorado Bank
Night decision in the District Court
of Appeals was led by Edward G.
Levy, Executive Secretary. There
also was discussion on the M. P.
T. O. A. 10-point program and distributor replies received up to the

Littleton, N. H. — Jack Eames,
owner of the Premiere Theater here,
the Colonial at Bethlehem and the
Colbrook Theater, will be tendered
a banquet tonight, the result of his
election to the State Senate.

20th-Fox

York

BILL GRADY has arrived in New York from
Hollywood.
ROBERT BENJAMIN, attorney, returns to
New
York today from Chicago.

to

Paramount and Warner Bros, officials said yesterday that business
Gilbert Succeeds Berlin
currently was ahead of last year
Irving Berlin, who serves on the
despite the usual pre-Christmas
slump. Nate Blumberg, RKO gen- executive committee of the Songeral manager, said business over
writers Protective Ass'n, has rethe RKO circuit was about the same
signed as first vice president and
as last year.
has been succeeded by L. Wolfe Gilbert, who was 2nd vice president.
George W. Meyer has been named
Dinner For Mendlesohn
2nd vice president.
New Haven — A bachelor dinner
for Morris Mendlesohn, local Loew
attorney, has been arranged foi
No Industry Legislation
tonight at the Hotel Taft. Erie
Charleston,
W. Va. — An advance
Wright, publicity man for the dis- check-up reveals
that no measure
trict, has issued invitations in the
form of a gravestone, and menus which directly concerns itself with
the motion picture industry will be
shaped like coffins. Mendlesohn has introduced in the regular legislative
not been dissuaded — he will marry session here opening January 13.
Esther Levine of this city on Dec. 20.

"Lloyds of London" In 4th

returns to New

Max Slott Leaves Warners
Max Slott, former member of the
Warner theater department in Chicago under James Coston, has left
the company to open the Park Theater there about March 15.

RepublicPictures
ANNOUNCES
For IMMEDIATE
PRODUCTION
THE

WOMAN
and

"THE

LADY

TO

I LOVE"
WANTS

DANCE"

CAPITOL
i*Lj

^iAE5STE\MART-S.SILVERB

r^.
Pv\
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ORlTO'*
r

LfcO *S
TO
SANTA
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HeW Over 3rd Wee/c as Thousanfis
pack the big Capitol on Broadway.

SMASH!
"BORN
HAPPY

3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd

TO DANCE

11

HOLD-OVERS!

WEEK at Capitol, N. Y.
WEEK: Pittsburgh
WEEK: Seattle
WEEK: San Francisco
WEEK: Chicago

2nd WEEK:

Baltimore, Richmond,

Albany, Philadelphia, Norfolk, Milwaukee,Denver,LosAngeles,Portland,
San Diego, Atlanta, NewOrleans, Dayton, Harrisburg, Reading, Wilmington,
New Haven, Cleveland, Cincinnati.

M-G-M
HITS
CRASH
THE
XMAS
CASH!

Isn't it lovely to get HITS when you
need em most! You'd think Leo
would let up after delivering " Great
Ziegfeld", "Gorgeous Hussy", "Libeled
Lady", "Love On The Run", "Tarzan
Escapes" and other early season hits.
But he's practically put Santa Claus
out
of business by bringing out
u
BORN

TO

NOBODY

DANCE"

right now!

CAN TOP THIS!

Pre-Holiday: "BORN TO DANCE
Xmas:
"AFTER THE THIN MAN
New Year's: "CAMILLE"
1937: "You ain't seen nothin' yet!

11

a

-. rTfr*.
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COPYRIGHT VIOLATIONS
SHOW 8.1% DECLINE
(.Continued from Page

1)

proposals of the Duffy Bill, which
had previously passed the Senate,
but did not pass the House, the distributors would have been denied
the right under their copyrights to
protect their theatrical customers
against the unfair competition of
'semi-public' exhibitions in schools,
churches, camps, hotels, fraternal
halls, factories, etc., to which there
is only restricted 'public' access, as
well as against 'public' exhibition to
advertise automobiles, beer, store
sales, here no admission fees
are charged.
"During the past summer the Bureau commenced an intensive investigation of motion pictures shown
under non-theatrical auspices, to determine the source from which the
prints are obtained.
Between July
1 and Oct. 31, 1936, 1,010 non-theatrical places of exhibition were investigated, as well as 520 towns and
villages to determine
if non-theatrical exhibitions were given therein. Where suspicious circumstances
were indicated, an investigation was
made to ascertain whether proper
bookings were made by the respective exchanges.
Many
cases
of
bicycling and subrenting have already been disclosed. In these cases,
the source of the prints was usually
a theatrical exhibitor in the locality.
In some instances, the audience was
'cicycled', so to speak, to the infringing performances."

Major Distribs. to File
Briefs in Tax Appeal
(Continued from Page

1)

decision finding that the New York
City 2 per cent sales tax applies to
films. Frederick H. Wood is slated
to argue the appeal for the distributors when hearing is reached next
month.

Brown-Sherwood

r^k^Sm^

Producing

Rowland Brown and George Sherwood will produce a romantic comedy, "In Praise of Love", on Broadway, with rehearsals to commence
the first week next month. Play,
which was written by Brown, was
tried out in Los Angeles.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Of the 36 feature pictures shown in
Czechoslovakia during September, 1937,
17 were from the U. S., including five
German versions.

T
▼
T
• • • WHEN A SHOWMAN who is also an Artist goes
lo work upon a picture
even though it's only a short subject then we get
like "Graveyard
of Ships"
Harold McCracken
did gems
the camera
work on this
Van Beuren
special with Don Hancock handling production McCracken
also wrote the descriptive narration and we don't know
when we have heard a narration that so graphically and beautifully enhanced the subject this epic of wrecks cast up
by the sea on the inhospitable shores of treacherous Cape Halteras haunts you long after you have left the theater
as we said, the subject treated by a Showman who is also an
Artist produces a gem of motion picture entertainment
T
T
T
• • • A TALENT Quest has been arranged by the Criterion theater on Broadway
to plug "Sing Me A Love
Song" which opens there Xmas morn
the contest is limited
to male singers, and it being a Cosmopolitan picture, will be
run with the cooperation of the Evening Journal
first
prize is a screen test at the Vitaphone studio under the personal supervision of Sam Sax
additional cash prizes will
be awarded
the finalists will sing their songs at the Criterion the week after Christmas
the judges will be the
song writers Irving Kahal, Charley Tobias, Abel Baer, Dave
Franklyn
James Melton, star of the pix, will be master
of ceremonies
the contest will go out over Stations WINS.
T
T
T
• • • A PERSONAL appearance tour has been arranged
by Sol Lesser with the William Morris office for Louise Beavers
the colored actress will be booked day and date with
showings
of "Rainbow On the River" in which she plays the
role of Toinette
T
▼
T
• •
• ANNUAL ELECTION of Local 802, the musicians'
union, will be held tomorrow
the administration ticket,
headed by President Jack Rosenberg, which has governed the
local for the past year, has a splendid record
having
achieved substantial gains for the union
T
T
T
• •
• OUT IN Chicago they were treated to some freak
showmanship
when the State Lake theater set a new
precedent by billing the Universal G-Man short, "You Can't
Get Away With It," over the feature
both in their newspaper ads and their house front
Fritz Block i of the State
Lake hit every possible exploitation approach
marquee,
front, lobby boards, tie-ups, newspaper
ads
handled
throughout with feature picture importance
T
T
T
• • • CAN YOU picture the feelings of Irving Caesar,
composer of the new song hit "That's What I Want for Christmas'
when he sat
20th Century-Fox projection
room yesterday, waiting forin histhenumber
to appear in the Shirley
Temple pix, "Stowaway"
reel after reel passed, and no
song number
while Irving started to get more and more
jittery .... was the darn thing on the cutting room floor?
. . . . . then in the last few hundred feet Shirley starts to sing
the song
and puts it over sensationally
oh boy oh
boy oh boy
was that Irving lad relieved! ... • E. W
Hammons is a member of a syndicate which has just acquired
a 33-foot sloop, with which they plan to do some extensive
racing next season

Family Ratings Given Six
By National Review Board
National Board of Review of Motion Pictures gives straight family
ratings to current releases in its
newest weekly guide to selected pictures. So rated are "Charlie Chan
at the Opera", "Fugitive in the
Sky", "Gold Diggers of 1937",
"Head Hunters of Borneo", "Island
of Demons" and "The Plainsman".

COMMERCE LAWS MAY
CONTROL INDUSTRY
(Continued from Page

1)

the question
declared. of constitutionality, it
was
The opinion is held that the regulation can only apply to distribution and exhibition inasmuch as U.
S. Supreme Court decisions, as in
the Binderup case, have found that
the handling of films comes within
jurisdiction
of interstate commerce
laws.

Report Briskin Will Get
Long-Term RKO Radio Pact
(.Continued from Page

1)

tract as soon as reorganization of
the company is effectuated. Briskin
recently returned to the coast after
conferences with President Leo
Spitz, the outcome of which was
a one-year deal continuing him in
his present post.

Lord Ragnor Coming to U. S.
To Make Studio Arrangement
(Continued from Page 1)

will accompany Harold Berg, production head, and Elmer Pearson^
distribution chief, to Hollywood to
settle studio arrangements there and
up.
will generally supervise the new set-

Loew's Asks Tax Relief

Providence — Loew's Theater and
Realty Corp. has filed a petition in
Superior Court here charging that
the Providence Board of Tax Assessors had over-assessed it by $160,000 and over-taxed it by $3,920.49
for 1936. The theater corporation
asks relief and a rebate from
the tax paid for the current year.
Hart, Gainer and Carr are counsel
for the theater corporation.

New Haven Co. Incorporates
New Haven— The Elm City State
Theater Corp. operator as of Dec.
16 of the State Theater here, has
filed its certificate of incorporation
in the Secretary of State's Office,
Hartford. Incorporators are Samuel
Meadow, who has leased the property to Morris and Sam Hadelman
for several years, Albert M. Hourwitz and Frank Meadow, all of New
Haven. The Hadelmans continue to
operate the Shelton Theater and the
Capitol, Bridgeport.

Ex-All-American Opens
New Waldo, Theater
Waldoboro, Me.— Carroll T. Cooney,
thrice named on Walter Camp's
All-American
while playing for
Yale, has opened the new Waldo
here.

FPCC's 60 Cent Dividend

Montreal — Famous Players Canadian Corp. has declared a dividend
of 60 cents per share.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

Check before the holidays all seats, carpets, stairs and flooring for breaks,
tears, nails and splinters that might
injure

patrons.

THEY'VE COME TO MAKE
YOUR HOLIDAY HAPPY!
Nick (Have a drink!) Charles.
Nora (Thanks l will!) his wife.
Asta (1 gotta go now!) his dog.
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A "JUUU" WHO'S
faun
Ho
llywood "l&ts
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
WILK
HOLLYWOOD
T>LANS to produce a musical film
under supervision of Fanchon
Royer, Fanchon and Marco, today
were announced by Paramount. The
picture will be a romantic musical
comedy based on Mildred Harrington's "Turn Off the Moon," in
which much of the action occurs in
a model cottage on the floor of a
department store. Marguerite Roberts will write the screen play. Featured roles will be given Eleanore
Whitney and Johnny Downs. Sam
Coslow has been assigned to write
five musical numbers.

en while working on her last Columbia picture, Dolores Del Rio,
contract leading woman, left the
studio yesterday for a week's complete rest in Ensenada, Baja.

By RALPH

Y

T

Y

From Texas, Gene Autry sends
word that new house records were
set in five of the first eight theaters
in which he and his troupe appeared
on his present p. a. tour through
the southwest.
There
will be
Charlie
Chan
Oland, who has
identified
with
signed
with
studios
to star
adventure
films

at least 10 more
pictures.
Warner
become inseparably
the character,
has
20th
Century-Fox
in 10 more
Chan
the first to be

Singer-Friedl Effect
Minn. Operating Deal
Minneapolis, Minn. — Six downtown Minneapolis theaters will go
under joint management of Mort H.
Singer and Minnesota Amusement
Co., it was announced yesterday by
oJohn Friedl, president of Minnes
ta Amusement. The Film Daily
previously reported such deal was
in prospect. Starting Dec. 25th
managehouses going under joint Orpheu
m,
ment are Minnesota,
State, Lyric and Aster. The Orpheum was previously operated by
Singer, the others by Minnesota
Amusement. Mort Singer will be
expectpresident of the new setup,
ed to be called Singer Minneapolis
J. Ludwig of MinCorp. Friedl, L.
nesota Amusement and Morgan
Ames of Singer interests will be
in charge.
the committee

David Robins Improves
David M. Robins, manager of the
Warner theater in Youngstown, 0.,
is in the New York Post Graduate
Medical School and Hospital, following a serious operation Dec. 9. He
is reported recovering.

Warners New

Haven Party

New Haven— The Warner Theater
Department will have a Christmas
Seven Gabparty on Dec. 22, at the
les Inn, with I. J. Hoffman in charge.
Theater managers of the more than
50 houses will attend, and a short
business meeting will precede the
party.

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 8
• • •
GOETZ.
Executive assistant ot Darryl F. Zanuck at 20th Century-Fox, and the youngest of five brothers, all of whom have won their
spurs in the industry. Rejected Brother Ben's advice that he prepare for a
berth in Consolidated Film Laboratories and instead went to Hollywood. First berth as second
assistant director for Asher, Small and Rogers.
Later affiliations: With Corinne Griffith as production head, then general manager; M-G-M
and Paramount as company production manager;
Fox Film as aid to Sol M. Wurtzel and producer; RKO as producer; 20th Century as v.p.,
executive assistant and associate producer;
finally, his present post as second in command
to Zanuck at Movietone City. His record in
itself is the most eloquent tribute to his brilliant executive ability. Hair, brown. Stands 5, 9.

W

•

•
.LIAM

"Charlie
Chan

at

the

Olympic

Games."
Robert North, has signed a contract with Paramount as an associate producer. His first picture will
be "Danger, Men Working," a com-

edy mystery story written by Manfred Lee and Fred Bannay, who collaborate under the name of Ellery
y
y
y
Queen.
Suffering
from
a recurrence
of
the "flu" with which she was strick-

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES
A L CHRISTIE, producing and directing for Educational at the
Astoria studios, completed work
yesterday on a one-reel musical
short featuring Terry Green, Eddie
Lambert, the Alan K. Foster Girls,
Murry Lane and Buddy Page and
his Educational orchestra. Warren
Murray assisted on the direction,
with George Weber doing the camera work.
"Fun Begins at Home" a two-reel
musical comedy produced by Mentone Productions for Universal release, has been completed at the
Biograph studios. The cast which
was directed by Milton Schwarzwald
includes Barry & Whitlege, Virginia
Verrill, the Charioteers, Montgomery and Withy, Eddie Bruce and
Mary Kelly. Larry Williams and
William Kelly did the camera work
and Harold Godsoe assisted on the
direction.
Ken Murray and Oswald, radio,
stage and screen players, completed
work yesterday in a two-reel Vitaphone comedy film, tentatively titled,
"Mail and Female" at the company's
Brooklyn studios. Lloyd French directed the short which will be released in Vita phone's "Broadway
Brevities" series.

short titled "PracThe two-reel
tically Perfect", now in work at the
General
Service
studio
under
the

ALICOATE
direction of William Watson and
featuring the Sisters of the Skillet,
will be completed Friday. Eddie
Lambert, Elvira Sessions, Earl Gilbert and Eddie Hall support the two
radio stars. Chris Beute is assisting on the direction, with George
Weber doing the camera work.
Roy Mack will complete work
Monday, at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studios on the direction of a tworeel musical short yet untitled and
featuring the Yacht Club Boys.
Work on the next of the Bill Corn in. sports pictures, now being made
under the supervision and direction
of Don Hancock, will be completed
Thursday at Madison Square Garden. It will
titled "The Ice Men"
and RKO
willbe release.

Y

Y

T

Casting assignments: RKO Radio— Wally Albright, "Escadrille";
First National — Alan
Davis.
"Marked Woman"; 20th CenturvFox — Peter er."
Lorre,
T
T "TheT Last Slav-

Celebrities of the picture colony
will attend the gala preview of
Alexan
der Korda'
s "Rembrandt,"
with
Charles
Laughto
n in the title
role at Grauman's Chinese Theater
in Hollywood on Dec. 22. The arrangements were completed by
Stephen Pallos, general manager of
London Films, now on a visit to the
West Coast. The film will open
regularly for an extended run at
the Four Star Theater in Hollywood on Christmas Day.
New

▼

▼

▼

long-term contracts are announced by M-G-M with Gladys

George, who last appeared in "Valiant is the Word for Carrie," Moss
Hart, Zoe Akins, and Robert Benchlev.

Omaha Weighs Occupation
Tax Affecting Exhibitors
Omaha — The city comptroller has
proposed to the city council an occupation tax on all Omaha business
firms which would adversely affect
exhibitors. The tax, designed to
raise $300,000 to meet a budget
deficit, would be 50 cents per $1,000
on the first $50,000 annual income
and $1 per $1,000 on income over
that. The minimum tax would be
$25 a year.

Pantages

Estate Small

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Estate of the late
Alexander Pantages totals only $5,026, his widow, Mrs. Lois Pantages,
executrix, reported to Judge Clarence L. Kincaid. She added she had
disallowed claims of about $1,500,000.

God's Lake Gets Films

Audio Productions is now at work have
God's
Manitoba—
beenLake,
introduced
for "Talkies"
the first
at the General Service Studios, in
time
to
the
people
of
this
isolated
Astoria on an industrial picture for
ing.
Ethyl Gas. Bob Roberts is direct- northern mining town. They are exhibited in the local community hall.
Joe Henabery will start work
Monday at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio on a short featuring Dave
Apollon.
B. K. Blake plans to get under
way next week on another of the
"Court of Human
Relations" series
of shorts he is producing for Colum-

bia release. Work will be done at
the Biograph studios.
Milton Schwarzwald will complete
cutting this week of the two-reel
musical short, titled "School for
Swing". Fen luring Sylvia Froos,
Russ Brown. Bert Gordon and Eddie
Bnier, it was recently completed at
the Biograph studios for Universal
relcn
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Buck Jones in

Shirley
with

Temple

Boris

in

OWAWAY"
RobertSTYoung 3nd Alice

"TUGBOAT
Faye

20th Century-Fox
86 mins.
SURE FIRE COMEDY DRAMA SHOULD
DO SMASH BUSINESS AT ANY BOX-OFFICE ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL THE
FAMILY.
This is one of the best Shirley Temples
by virtue of a story which has adult as well
as juvenile appeal. It contains every element which built the personable and clever
Shirley into one of the industry's biggest
box-office drjws. The star is shown as an
orphan living with a missionary couple in
China. When an outbreak occurs she is
sent to a nearby city in charge of a Chines escort who loses her and eventually
she meets Robert Young, a wastrel young
American, who takes a liking to her. Falling asleep in his car, she inadvertently
becomes a stowaway on a boat bound for
Bankok when the machine is loaded aboard.
This ties her into the life of Alice Faye,
en route to marry her fiance, an objectionable young fellow, and of Young, who
proceeds to fall in love with Alice Faye.
When the authorities plan to place Shirley
in an orphan asylum, Young persuades Faye
to marry him solely on the grounds that
then they can adopt the child they both
love. This plan effectuated, the wife goes
to Reno to get her divorce, as per the
arrangement, and Shirley, with the aide
of a kindly judge, "double-crosses" her parents, thus blocking the divorce and Alice
Faye's plan for wedding her ex-fiance.
Shirley troupes adorably and expertly, as
usual. The song numbers, especially "That's
What I Want for Christmas," are all the
kind you remember. The dialogue is swell
and modern.
Cast: Shirley Temple, Robert Young,
Alice Faye, Helen Westley, J. Edward
Bromberg, Arthur Treacher, Astrid Allwyn, Allan Lane and Eugene Pallette
Associate Producers, Earl Carroll and
Harold Wilson; Director, William A Seiter;
Author, Sam Engel; Screenplay, William
Conselman, Arthur Sheekman and Nat
Perrin; Music, Mack Gordon, Harry Revel
and Irving Caesar; Art Direction, William
Dariing; Photography,
Arthur
Miller.
Direction, Swell.
Photography,
Fine.

"HATS
with

OFF"

Mae

Clarke.
John
Payne,
Skeets
Gallagher
Grand National
67 mins.
RAMBLING STORY OF RIVAL EXPOSITIONS AND PRESS AGENTS RAILS TO
CLICK.
This one is too rambling and incoherent
to register with any intelligent audience.
It will only rate as a second on a double
bill in the unimportant spots. Mae Clarke
and John Payne are the rival press agents
who are handling the expositions for two
Texas cities that are putting on the shows,
a la the current Texas Centennial exposition. So Mae is forced to do some fancy
double crossing of the rival, who thinks
the girl is his pal and sweetheart. He has
all the honorable intentions in the world,
but she feels forced to pull a fast one on
him and get the big attraction from New
York for herself when
it was all set for

PRINCESS"

with Walter C. Kelly, Valerie Hobson, Edith
Fellows
Columbia

69 mins.

ENGAGING, WELL-PLAYED
INTEREST DRAMA, BUT WITH
AUDIENCE
APPEAL.

HUMAN
LIMITED

Walter C. Kelly and youthful Edith Fellows provide the highlights of this feature
through excellently interpreted roles. But
it is difficult to visualize this tender, human-interest story having more than a limited appeal to picture patrons, accustomed
as they are to brighter and more sensational themes. Exhibitors, however, who
feel that family trade contributes most to
the box-office, can book this picture safely.
There is nothing glamorous about the settings; there is only a subordinated love
story; and the scene designed to provide
a climax thrill (the heroic little crew of
an outmoded tugboat saving a passenger
liner from running aground in the fog) is
lacted without much drama; nevertheless,
to sympathetic souls in theater chairs, the
events will seem worth seeing. Edith
Fellows is an orphan, adopted by a portly
and adoring tug captain. While playing
ball on a dock, she accidentally falls into
the water and injures her leg. The financially depleted captain sees her through at
a hospital, but she is taken from him by
welfare workers who send her to an orphanage. She escapes and hurries to the
tug's usual berth. But it has gone on a
desperate towing mission to raise the balance essential to the captain's paying back
a mortgage on the craft. The boat is
sunk by a passenger liner which it heads
off from grounding in the mist and darkness. The mortgage-holding shipping magnate in gratitude (for it was his liner that
was saved) rewards the tug captain who,
as a result of the money obtained, wins
back the custody of the little girl. Character roles throughout are interesting and
played with fidelity. David Selman directed
the piece dynamically.
Cast: Walter C. Kelly, Valerie Hobson,
Edith Fellows, Clyde Cook, Lester Mathews,
Reginald Hincks.
Director, David Selman Authors, Dalton
Trumbo, Isador Bernstein; Screenplay, Robert Watson; Cameramen, William Thomptin. son, William Beckway; Editor, William AusDirection,

Good

Photography,

Good.

her rival. And so on from one mixed up
situation to another, with a local Texas
millionaire being dragged in by the girl on
a contract that she gets him to sign while
he is drunk, so that he is committed to
finance the big attraction. It all adds up
pretty sour, and does not put the dame in
the proper light that a heroine should be
in. The players are much better than
their material. Director Boris Petroff has
to struggle under the handicap, too.
Cast: Mae Clarke, John Payne, Helen

Lynd,
Luis Alberni,
Skeets
Gallagher',
Franklyn Pangborn,
Robert
Middlemass
, George
Irving, Clarence Wilson.
Director, Boris Petroff Authors, Sam Fuller, Edmund Josephs.
D>ection,
Okay
Photography,
Good

"THE MAN

Karloff in

WHO

LIVED

"BOSS
with

RIDER

OF

GUN

CREEK"

Muriel
Evans,
Harvey
Clark,
Lee
Phelps, Tom Chatterton
G-B
61 mins.
Universal
65 mins.
THRILL SHOCKER HAS THE STUFF TO
FIRMLY DIRECTED AND ACTED WESTGIVE THE FANS THE CHILLS THEY
WANT.
ERN DRAMA WHOSE WELL KNIT PLOT
Boris Karloff is at it again, this time WILL
PLEASE JONES'
FANS.
AGAIN"
Screenplay makes up for relative absence
working without any weird make-up, but
of
over-hil
l-and-dale galloping by presentvery effectively, as Doctor Laurience, a mad
ing some thrilling stunt riding plus a good
scientist who performs his shivery antics in
firmly-knit plot with many twists and ramia laboratory of chills and creepy atmosphere.
fications. Jones plays dual roles,— his own
Finally his mad experiments on animals are
turned in the direction of humans. He straight part, and that of a bad hombre
performs a brain transposition, placing the who looks just like him. In former characterization, heundergoes trial and is conbrain of a crippled man to the healthy
victed of the alleged murder of a girl.
body of another. Of course the motive is
revenge, and the terrible Karloff as the But his pop and a big-hearted sheriff enDoctor is getting even on a powerful newsgineer his escape. Of course it was Buck's
paper publisher who has allowed other double who actually committed the killing.
Our
wrongful
ly convicted hero, therefore,
scientists to scoff at him. This is only
the start of a series of hair raising inci- goes out to clear his own good name by
dents, culminating in another brain ex- bagging the guilty party. This is accomplished right at the outset of the story,
change which is thwarted by another doctor
working frantically in the laboratory. The for the double is lured to a cabin and killed
film hits the heights of weirdness and sus- by the sheriff. Buck, in the clothes of
pense in the closing minutes, and has his dead counterpart rides away to the
enough shock stuff to whet the appetite latter's haunts and is naturall
y taken by
of the most rabid thrill fan.
all the dead man's henchmen to be their
Cast: Boris Karloff, Anna Lee, John Lo- true boss. Operating against the band,
der, Frank Cellier, Lynn Harding, Cecil Par- Buck gains legal proof of his innocence and
the love of a pretty blonde maid. Direcker, Donald Calthrop.
tion is commendably executed by Les SeDirector, Robert Stevenson; Screenplay,
lander, as is the photography by Allen
L. du Garde Peach, Sidney Gilliat; Editor,
Thompson and Herbert Kirkpatrick. Jones
R. E. Dearing; Cameraman, Jack Cox.
is his usual robust self, while Muriel Evans
Direction, Good. Photography,
Okay
makes a comely leading lady. Story's structure is different from most current
westerns and therefore refreshing.
"FLYING HOSTESS"
with William
Gargan,
Judith Barrett
Cast: Buck Jones, Harvey Clark, Muriel
William Hall
Evans, Tom Chatterton, Joseph Swickard
Universal
70 Mins. Lee Phelps, Ernest Hilliard, Mahlon HamDRAMA OF THE AIRLINERS WITH
ilton, Alphonse Ethier, Alan Sears, Willian
Laurence, Ed Hearne.
GOOD ROMANTIC ANGLES AND PLENTY
OF THRILLS.
Director, Les Selander; Author, E B
This is done in the popular tradition of Mann; Screenplay, Frances Guihan; Camwhat the airliners offer in the way of rick.
eramen, Allen Thompson, Herbert Kirkpatglamour and thrills, with the addition of
Direct
ion,
Firm Photography, Good
love rivalry between the hostess and a couple of the hired help of the transport line.
The rivals are Bill Gargan and William
Friar's Club to Frolic
Hall for the affection of Judith Barrett,
Boston — The Friar's Club will
the hostess. Bill is a ground officer, while
William is the ace pilot of the line. The hold its annual New Year's
Eve
picture treats the inside workings of the Frolic in the main ballroom of the
air service very interestingly, and dis- Hotel Statler. The proceeds will be
closes alot of tricks of the trade that the used to send a group of youngst
ers
public will be avid to learn. The business
to a camp next Summer according
of training the hostesses will appeal to a
to the epreside
nt of the Friar's Club
N. Wolf.
lot of femmes. Most of the footage has Mauric
to do with the love affairs of the heroine
and a couple of her sister hostesses. The
Drew to Be Honored
drama does not get going till the final
Cleveland — A testimonial dinner
reel, when the thrills come plenty fast
and heavy. Whether a hostess new to the in honor of Frank D. Drew, who is
service is capable of bringing in a big
celebrating- his tenth year as local
piane at night through a dense fog while M-G-M branch manager, is in the
the two pilots lie unconscious at her feet
is a question we can't answer. But the
fact remains that the thrills get you, and
the long sequence makes excellent entertainment for those who want to gasp and
be held in taut suspense. The work of
the principals is very good, and that goes
for the entire cast. Murray Roth did an
excellent job on the direction.
Cast: William Gargan, Judith Barrett
William Hall, Astrid Allwyn, Ella Logan!
Andy Devine, Addison Randall, M.irla Shel-

making with Universal's Dave Miller in charge of arrangements. Tentative date is Dec. 28.
ton, Michael Loring, Mary Alice Rice, Richard Tucker.
Producer, Edmund Grainger; Director,
Murray Roth; Author, George Sayre; Screen
play, Brown Holmes, Harvey Gates, Harry
Clark; Cameraman, James Van Trees.
Direction, Good
Photography, Excellent
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HERE'S A CHANCE
TO STRUT YOUR STUFF
ntinued from

Pan,-

\)

ed to pass him by. Never could
seem to catch up with it. But he
has kept on trying, just the same.
The guy is game.
If you had told him a few years
ago that in this year of grace
known as 1936 he would be practically on a bread line he would
have thought you were a grand kidder. Well, that's where he is. On
our film bread line. He needs help.
Desperately.
Life is full of unexpected twists.
Today you are in the money. Some
day you may be in desperate plight
just as this individual we mention.
It can happen. We hope it doesn't.
But as long as you have it, give a
thought to this gent who is in a
tough spot through no fault of his
own.
Just the breaks of the game.
Time is growing short, fellows.
Just a few more days to Christmas.
Then the lists close for the Relief
Fund. . . And the Committee will
hate to close the lists without seeing YOUR name there. Are you
with us? Then shoot that check
in TODAY.

HONOR
Charles C. Moskowirz
Don
Hancock
In Memory
of
Walter
F. Eberhardt
Moe Streimer
Cresson
E. Smith
Walter
Reade Theaters
E. W. Hammons
H. J. Ochs
George
Barnet
Rose
Karess
Vincent Sardi
Sam Cohen
Joan
DuGuerny
Joe Fliesler
A. Schneider
H. M. Warner
Ben Amsterdam
M. Van Praag
W. F. Rodgers
Norman
C. Nicholson
In Memory
of
Felix Feist
Louis Frisch
Samuel
Rinzler
Winfield
Andrus
A. J. Dash
George Orth
Charles G. Whitehead
Jack Skirball
Alexander
Film Co.
E. B. Hatrick
Haskell M. Masters
"Chick"
Lewis
Charles M. Mersereau
Jack Levin
Rube Jackter
Rutgers Neilson
Ben Solomon
Arnold
M. Picker
Albert Warner
William
Massce
David
Barrist
William Barnett
Herbert S. Berg
Ted Curtis
Jay Emanuel
E. C. Leeves
Joe Weil
Eugene Picker
Queen
Feature
Dave
Weshner
Nathan Hirsh
Service
Arthur
Eddy
E. A. Schiller
E. M.Saunders
Gabriel Hess
Prospect Press
Jack Trop
Maurice
Kann
Irene F. Scott
William R. Ferguson

ROLL
Paul N. Lazarus
Marvin
H. Schenck
Isaac Weinberg
Ben Shlyen
H. D. Buckley
Neighborhood
Theater, Inc.
Florence L. Strauss
Emanuel Silverstone
Dewey D. Bloom
Dave Epstein
Harold
F. Hendee
City Photo
Engraving
Corp.
Milton
Silver
Louis K Sidney
Quigley
Publications
Irving Samuels
Henry D. Behr
Anonymous
Nate
Golden
Dennis
R. Smith
Jack Alicoate
Don Mersereau
Edna
Sussman
Addie
Dannenberg
Ned E. Depinet
Frank C. Walker
Alan
F. Cummings
Richard
Brady
Leon Bamberger
Jerome J. Cohen
George Gerhard
Sophie
K. Smith
Anonymous
John A. Schwalm
Edward McNamee
Renee
Carroll
Chester
B. Bahn
Jimmy
Sileo
Edward
Finney
Bert Sanford, Jr.
W. H. Clark
W. A. Downs
David Palfreyman
Joseph F. Lee
J. S. MacLeod
Irving Lesser
Kenneth O'Brien
Toby Gruen
Robert S. Wolff
Emil C. Jensen
William
Brandt
Harry 8randt
Louis Brandt
George
Brandt
Bingo Brandt
Anonymous
Arthur
A. Lee
Budd Rogers
J. H. Serdelman
Lewen Pizor
Stella Hamlin

HOBLITZELLE WILL PAY
PARAMOUNT $600,000

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

British Production Notes

London — Soskin Productions, Ltd.,
has moved its offices to Sackville
House, 40, Piccadilly, W.l. . . . Ralph
Ince, having finished directing "The
Vulture," is now at work on "Side
Street Angel"
for
Warner
Bros. . at
. . Teddington
Ricardo Cortez
and Sally Eilers have finished work
in the B. & D. production, "A Man
With Your Voice," under the direction of Carol Reed, one of the authors of the script ... As soon as
Robert T. Kane completes the Stanley J. Weyman romance, "Under the
Red Robe," with Conrad Veidt,
Raymond Massey and Monty Banks,
he will begin work on "Cyrano de
Bergerac" as his next production
for New World . . . Alexander Esway, having completed "Thunder in
the City" for Atlantic, with Edward
G. Robinson, is lining up his Atlantic program for 1937 . . . The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
has finished production on "Your
Enemy — the Rat," dealing with the
loss and damage caused by rats and
mice . . . First film to be made by
the new Standard International
Productions, Ltd., will be "MakeUp," which Alfred Zeisler will direct with Nils Asther and June
Clyde starred at Worton Hall . . .
John Baxter, back from his trip to
New York, will announce his next
production shortly . . . Will Fyffe
has written a film story about a
Scottish country doctor in which he of moving pictures" adopted a plan
will appear after completing "Rob which will shortly be referred to
Roy" and "Owd Bob" for Gainsbor- the Manchukuo Press Ass'n.
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Washington — Carter Barron,
Eastern division manager for Loew's
theaters, will be installed as chief
barker of the local Variety Club Jan.
4 at its quarters at the Willard.
Other new officers to be inducted
art: A. Julian Brylawski, first assistant barker; A. E. Lichtman, second assistant barker; Sam Galanty,
treasurer; Harry Hunter, secretary.
New members of the club's board of
governors to serve for two-year
terms are: Sidney Lust, A. E. Lichtman, Harry Hunter, Lou Rome and
Charles Kranz.
Harry Shiftman
In Memory of
Irving Thalberg
Neumade
Prods.
Oscar F. Neu
L. A. Farrell
Harry
F. Shaw
Hugo
K. Kessler
J. George
Feinberg
J. H. Gallagher
C. C. Pettrjohn
L. J. Schlaifer
J. A. Tanney
Albert O. Bondy
David Bernstein
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Jos. R. Vogel
Charles J. Sonin
Silas F. Seadler
Carl E. Milliken
Morris Kinzler
Dictograph
Prods.
Inc.
Al Scmels
Louis
Semels
Samuel
Rubenstein
W. F. Barrett
H. F. Krecke
W. S. Caldwell
Louis Astor
Sam
Dembow.
Jr.

Co.,

Western

Mass. Theaters
Battles for Col. Films

Springfield, Mass.-^Judge George
F. Leary in Superior court granted
a temporary order to Western Massachusetts Theaters Inc. restraining
Columbia Pictures Corp. from delivBaltimore— A suggestion that the
ering to M. F. Shaughnessy,
of
North Avenue Market, Inc., operat- The Academy of Music in head
Northing a large market building in the
important North Ave. and Charles Wild." ampton, the film "Theodora Goes
The order is returnable toSt. section of Baltimore, be permitmorrow for final disposition.
ted to use about one-third of the
The Western Massachusetts cirbuilding for a motion picture thecuit also seeks to restrain Columbia
ater has been placed in the hands Corp. from delivering
of Judge William C. Coleman in and two Frank Capra a Grace Moore
pictures, yet
the United States District Court. to be released,
to the Shaughnessy
The company has filed a petition
seeking reorganization under Sec- Company, claiming it has exclusive
tion 77B of the Bankruptcy Act. A first run rights to the pictures in
part of the building is not rented Chicopee, Holyoke, Westfield, Greenfield, Northampton and Pittsfield.
and it is said that several motion
picture theater owners are interested in taking over the space. The
Newton Stepping Out
Parkway and Aurora Theaters are
Des
Moines, Iowa — Having purin the same neighborhood.
chased ahalf interest in a laundry
and dry cleaning concern in Cedar
Illinois Sales Tax Stays
Rapids, Iowa, Rockey T. Newton
Springfield, 111.— Governor Henry will resign as district manager for
Horner has put his John Hancock Tri States Theater Corp. Jan. 1.
to the five companion bills that extend the state's 3 per cent sales tax
Sunday Films At Last
to May 1 and determine the manner
Grundy Center, la. — Put to a
in which the taxes shall be divided. vote
for the fourth time in five
The tax has been netting the state
years,
Sunday movies finally were
$3,000,000 per month.
approved here by a 130 majority.

Part of Baltimore Market
Washington Variety Club
Will Install on Jan. 4
May Be Used for Theater
Washington

(Continued from

Hoblitzelle Corp. will sign final papers in the deal here in a few days.
The
cash consideraton is being paid
ough . . . Clayton Hutton has signed
a new six-picture contract with A. because of the improvement in the
B. F. D. His first picture under the properties. Under the agreement,
contract will be "The Fun We the Hoblitzelle Corp. in which Karl
Have," written by W. P. Lipscomb Hoblitzelle, Bob O'Donnell and Mo. . . Rod La Rocque, George E. Stone
oney are stockholders, retain manand Constance Collier are working
agements rights over the Interstate
in Julius Hagen's "She Got What and Texas Consolidated circuits.
She Wanted," which Albert De
Courville is directing . . . Thomas
Federal Film Commission
Bentley is far advanced on production of the Sherlock Holmes story,
Backed by Reform Group
"Silver Blaze," in which Lawrence
Grossmith plays Sir Henry Basker- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ville.
Washington — Trustees of the Internationa] Reform Federation at
the annual meeting here went on
Films British Kids May See
record as solidly behind the program
London — At the recent Child Film
a Federal Motion Picture Commission.
Conference under the auspices of for
the British Film Institute, a proThe Federation trustees urged
posal to form a non-commercial passage
the Culkin bill providing
central body to purchase and dis- for the ofcommiss
ion principle or,
tribute films exclusively for juvenile
matinees was endorsed. The scheme failing that, the Pettengill-Neely
will be worked out in association block-booking bill with "safeguarding enforcemen
with exhibitors, educational authoriCanon
Williamt amendme
Sheafe nts".
Chase, who
ties and the Institute.
was elected president, praised the
NRA report issued last Spring and
Manchukuo Film Company
asserted the Federal Trade Commission favored creation of motion picHsinking, Manchukuo — Japanese
and Manchukuo authorities are
ture commission to handle picture
compla
ints individually ^and solve
making arrangements for the establishment of the Manchukuo Na- industry problems. He will bring
tional Film Producing Co. with a Federation's movie program before
capital of 3,000,000 yuan. The joint Senator Neely and Congressmen
committee studying the possibilities Pettengill and Culkin before Congress opens, he said.
of "propagating
Manchukuo's
national policies through
the medium
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New House, Fire-Swept,
To be Rebuilt at Once
Omaha — The Western Theater
Supply Co. announces rebuilding operations will start immediately on
Harry Schiller's Grand theater,
which was destroyed by fire Dec. 8
as finishing touches were being put
on it for a Christmas opening.
The 850-seat house, being built
at a cost of $85,000, replaces
Schiller's 450-seat Grand. The
Western Theater Supply has charge
of installation of equipment and
building operations.
The blaze was caused when timbers were overheated by a fire pot
being used to dry plaster. All equipment, except final decorations and
the seats, had been installed. Insurance covered the loss.

Equity Reminds Members
of Television Jurisdiction
In the current issue of its official
magazine, the Actors' Equity Ass'n.,
reminds members that it has jurisdiction over the field of television.
The magazine reprints a resolution
adopted by the Equity Council on
Sept. 29, 1931, which provides that
"no member of the association shall
appear or contract to appear in television, or upon any program broadcast by television, unless all persons
participating in any presentation as
actors, are members of Actor's
Equity Association, except by special premission of the Council."

NEWS

j^S

OAILV

of the DAY

Hartford, W. Va.— Charles AnCincinnati — Bob Passwater, has
derson, president of the
reopened the Passwater theater at Theater Circuit, opened a new Alpine
house
here.
Mt. Sterling, after complete reconstruction occasioned by a fire.
Baltimore — Lenox Theaters Corp.,
been incorporated by Edward
has
Rickeyville, Pa. — James Retter is
reopening the Roxy Theater here R. Young, Charles F. Obrecht and
late this month. Retter, an exhib- John M. Baumann, Baltimore, to
itor in California, Pa., reports that operate theaters, etc. It has authorized capital stock of $100,000.
he will also have an interest in the
new Hollywood theater which is
now under construction in that
Denver — Two houses recently retown.
opened by Fox are the Plaza, 540
seats, in Las Vegas, N. M., and the
Aspinwall, Pa. — The Aspin The- America, 582 seats, at Sterlater, formerly operated by Sidney towns.ing, Colo. Fox is exclusive in both
Pink, has been acquired by Dave
Leff, operator of the Metropolitan
Denver — The two new exchanges
Theater in Pittsburgh. The house
will be renamed Morgan Theater being built here by J. T. Sheffield
and will reopen Christmas Day.
will be ready for occupation in early
1937. Fox and G-B will move into
Durban, W. Va. — R. B. Summer- the larger building and Grand Naand Sheffield-Republic will
son has acquired the Durban The- occupy tional
the other.
ater.

CLEVELAND

John Knopf will take over management of the Royal Theater, Oak
Harbor, Jan. 1. Knopf owns the
building and has previously leased
the house.
"Romeo and Juliet" is booked for
road show engagements at the Utopia Theater, Painesville and at the
Ohio Theater, Lorain. These are
DETROIT
the first bookings following the recent M-G-M announcement that the
picture
will be road shown throughRecent additions to Detroit Variout the territory.
ety Club membership include "Doc"
R. H. White, who operates the
A. Eiscman, Flint; James Sharkey,
Theater at Grafton has reBob Fisher, Lee Timby, Max Ker- Diana cently
acquired from Sol and Dave
ner, and Sid Chapman, of Detroit. A
Schumann the Ritts Theater, Rittspecial keno party is being staged man.
by the club.
J. E. McCrea of Peerless Lamp
S. K. Decker, head of Excellent
Pictures, has returned from a Mfg. Co. is recovering from a serious operation at St. Vincent's
month's stay in Hollywood.
Local show business has contin- Hospital.
Joseph Simon is opening the Palm
ued to show returns that are encouraging new investment. Wisper Theater, Toledo, which has been
closed all season.
and Wetsman Circuit, now operating 10 houses, are planning to start
Paul Gusdanovic, local circuit
construction of a new house at Har- owner, is out again after a 10 day
per and Chalmers Aves. in March. tussle with the Flu.
Julius Baumstark has transferred
The local Columbia boys and girls
the Empire Theater, West Side will hold a Christmas party at the
house, to Eddie Pascoe, who is Alpine Village on Dec. 18.
building up a small local circuit.
Walter Morgan, who recently reopened the Crescent Theater, closed
Charity Shows In 23 Houses
seven years, has sold it to Eric
Kansas City, Mo. — Twenty-three
Clark, shipping clerk for Fox Ex- independent neighborhood theaters
change.
will play special charity matinees
New figures around the Film Ex- this Saturday admission to which
change include: Hilda Weiss, Na- will be in the form of canned food
tional Theater Supply Co.; Grace
Hoffman, Grand National Exchange; to be donated to the Salvation Army.
and Dorothy Sillis, United Artists. Films are being donated by local
distributors and operators are doJ. Ray Moore has closed the pronating their time. The committee
jection service which he formerly
operated in the Book Building. An- handling arrangements for the charitable effort is headed by Arthur
other service company closed is the
Motion Picture Service Co., special- Cole, Paramount office manager and
izing in theater repair work, and Emanuel Rolsky, president of the
local ITOA.
operated by Vic Gretzinger.
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United Detroit Theaters
Shifting House Managers
Detroit — United Detroit Theaters
through president George W. Trendle, announces a wholesale shift of
managers, effective this week: Morgan Creedon, former Madison manager, takes over the Alger Theater;
Joe Busic moves from Alger to Varsity, latest unit of the circuit, succeeding Russell Chapman, who resigned to go into business for himself.
Myron Van Buren, formerly with
Butterfield Circuit, has been promoted from assistant to manager
of the Madison Theater. Don Kuhn,
formerly manager of the Northwest,
has returned downtown as assistant I
manager of the State, while Fred I
Perry, late of the staff of the Madison, was given Kuhn's post at the
Northwest.

Jenkins Heads Union

Youngstown, O. — David J. Jenkins
is the new president and business
agent of Youngstown Local 35, International Association of Stage
Employes. Other officers are: N. J.
MIDWEST
Lehn, vice president; William Simon,
corresponding secretary; Charles
Ernest Grundman has purchased Sager, financial secretary; and John
the interest of his partner, John L. J. Tinney, treasurer. Installation
Zoz, in the Cook Theater at Cook, on Jan. 5 will be attended by George
Neb.
E. Browne, Washington, D. C, international president. Harry Lustig,
Ted Siler, former manager of the
Dickinson Theater at Lawrence, Kan. western representative for Warner
formember.
many years, was a onehas accepted a position with the Bros, time
Grand National in Los Angeles.
The Johnson Theater at Carroll4 Warner Houses Get RCA
ton, Mo., closed for repairs, will
RCA High Fidelity sound equipreopen as the "Uptown".
ment is to be installed in four more
J. R. McKinley, has opened a new
Warner
Bros, theaters, swelling the
$50,000 800-seat theater at Inter- list of Warner
theaters so equipped
national Falls, Minn., to replace a
in the past few months to 38, thus
house recently destroyed by fire.
V. W. Smith has purchased the far. The new contracts call for replacement of the old sound in the
Empress Theater at Akron, la., from Astor, at Reading,
Pa.; the Grange
Allen Banks.
and the Colney, in Philadelphia; and
F. L. McCurdy is the new skipper the Sherman, at Chillicothe, O.
of the Lyric Theater, Pierson, la.
BOSTON
J. P. Perry has taken charge of
the State Theater at Mason City, la.
Lowell Seelig has purchased a
The annual Christmas Party will
theater at De Soto, Kans.
be held in the M-G-M offices on Dec.
Dan S. Foley has opened the Mida 22, according to Branch Manager
Theater at Sweet Springs, Mo.
Maurice N. Wolf.
Dominic Tuturo, formerly of
Frank Hollingsworth is rebuilding his Rialto Theater, recently dam- Worcester, is planning to build a
aged by fire at Beatrice, Nebr.
theater in Milbury, Mass. Tuturo
Glenn Van Wey is the new man- is exhibiting in the Town Hall at
ager of the Rialto Theater at Arnold, Nebr.
present.
Rudolph Bruce, Film Daily corBen Dingham is completing a new
respondent, and Arthur K. Howard,
theater at Hanover, Kans.
business manager of Independent
Exhibitors, won silver cups at the
annual member and guest contract
Pittsburgh Actors Organize
bridge tournament of the Harvard
Pittsburgh — More than 200 local Club of Boston.
Ruth Berman is back in the
actors organized as the Entertainers Association of Pittsburgh dur- M-G-M office after an extended
ing a meeting held at Mildred Leo's leave of absence.
Studios here on Sunday. New orRoy E. Heffner, bank night diganization isindependent of the A.
rector for New England and presiF. of A. Its purpose, according to
dent of Specialty Pictures, Inc., is
the temporary chairmen Billie Con- vacationing in Oklahoma.
nolly and Nora Lewis, is to improve
Matty Simons, salesman for Twenworking conditions for the performtieth Century-Fox, will be married
next Sunday.
ers and curb independent booking.

WHAT
SHALL
JOHNNIE
FOR

WE
GIVE
CHRISTMAS?

They'll he lucky to have food in the house!
We don't need sermons in picture business. There
are more good sports to the square inch than any
business in the world. But some of us don't realize
that fellows we once knew, guys who had good jobs,
are up against it. They're hesitant to tell. If you
knew you'd dig down and help. The Film Daily
Relief Fund knows and helps. No red tape, no question aires, no embarrassment. A film man is in need,
a family is in difficulties . . . that's sufficient. It takes
money through the year to do it. Please be a regular
guy and give what you can.
{Checks, money-order or cash today to Film Daily Relief
Fund, i6so Broadway, Neu York City, will make somebody happy and you 11 he happy you sent it.)
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Laws as Regulatory Aid

FILM COPYRIGHT VIOLATIONS DECLINEJU P- C
Hoblitzelle to Pay Para. $600,000 to Kill Buy-Back
The Poll is On
. . . And
=

Interest Soars

By CHESTER B. BAHN =

A S the momentum of The Film Daily's
** 15th annual "Ten Best" Pictures poll
is still further accelerated and the editor's
mail bag grows still heavier, there are several sidelights meriting industry consideration.
For one, there is the virtually unanimous
regret on the part of participating critics
that they are restricted to the selection
of ten pictures. To be sure, in the past
years there have been critics who, on
their own initiative, were moved to give
honorary mention to "Second Ten" lists.
On this occasion, however, not only are
the latter making their appearance with
surprising regularity, but busy critics are
taking time off to write that there were
of potential "best"
pictures
of 40 the
upwards within
stature
specified release period.

— • —
THAT, if you please, is at once a tribute
to, and an appreciation of, the quality
of the product which has flowed eastward
from Hollywood during the year of grace
fast ending. Box office gains of 1936 are
perhaps due as much to improved picture
recovery.
quality as to the economic
Of prime interest to the industry, too,
is the increase in the number of newspapers, both large and small, which this
to conduct local "Ten
year have elected
Best" polls in conjunction with that of
are
The Film Daily. These local contests
varied in nature, with the first, simple
ng elaborate adappioneer plans undergoialert
publishers and
tation in cities where
editors sense the tremendous promotional
and circulation possibilities.

— • —

IN this connection, a doff of the hat to
I the Chillicothe, 0., News-Advertiser,
whose theater editor, Alvin C. Zurcher, devised a novel plan providing for the
distribution of local poll ballots through
the Majestic, Royal and Sherman theaters,
with their managements and the paper
joining to offer prizes to winners.
All of which suggests that one major
film news story of early January will be

the result of The Film Daily's poll in which
406 critics already have voted.

Improvement in Texas Properties Brings Cash
Consideration
The Hoblitzelle Corp. will pay
Paramount $600,000 cash in consideration of cancellation by Paramount of its buy-back agreement on
the Texas Consolidated Circuit, Film
Daily was authoritatively advised
yesterday.
John R. Moroney, secretary of the

Kent-Schenck-Berry

Talks?

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Sullivan D. Jones, assistant coordinator of industrial cooperation, yesterday stated that he
expects Sidney R. Kent and Joseph M.
Schenck, 20th Century-Fox officials, to
come to Washington soon to confer
with Major George L. Berry on developments in its motion picture pro-

1936
Violations
Only
9.3
P. C, Reports Copyright
Bureau

Motion picture copyright violations were found in 9.3 per cent of
theaters investigated by the Copyright Protection Bureau in 1936, as
compared with 17.4 per cent the
previous year, it is revealed in the
gram.
annual report of this agency today.
"In 1930 and 1931, irregularities
in the form of one or more violations were found in 44.6 per cent of
the theaters investigated," statet^,
the report, which was submitted t
Jack H. Levin, director, and Gabr'-^
A short short story about a L. Hess, attorney, of the bureau.
The bureau meets today at the
pioneer film man. Not many years
ago he was sitting right up on the Hotel Astor to discuss its work for
top. Everybody in the biz has heard the coming year, the 10th year of
its operation.
of him by name at least.
(Continued
A) "Under
Says the
report,on inPagepart:
Some years ago the parade start-

HERE'S A CHANGE
REPORT BRISKIN WILL TO STRUT YOUR STUFF
GET LONG-TERM PACT
(Continued on Page 10)

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO
top executives
are understood
to have indicated
that they will give Sam Briskin,
production (Continued
head, ona Page
long-term
con4)

Harry M. Warner and All
Other WB Officers Renamed
All officers of Warner Bros., including President Harry M. Warner,
were re-elected by the board of directors yesterday at a meeting at
the home office. Next session of the
directorate is scheduled for Jan. 19.

(Contimied on Pane 10)

Roxy Reorganization Plan
May Reach Court Friday
Carlos Israels, of White & Case,
counsel for the Roxy Theater first
mortgage
bondholders'
committee,
said yesterday
that he was
hopeful
that a reorganization plan for the
theater
would
be presented in Federal Court
Friday.

LORD RAGNOR COMING
TO SET STUDIO DEAL
Lord Ragnor, British banker and
chairman of the board of British National of America, sails Saturday
from London and will remain hero
for about I ( five
weeks.
Lord Ragnor
ontinued on Paoe 4)

Hold Interstate Commerce Laws Route
To Regulation of the Film Industry
100 More Theaters Added
to N. Y. Exchange Sector
Active theaters in the territory
served by New York exchanges have
increased by approximately 100
houses during the past year, according to a checkup just made. A year
ago, there were about 1,000 open
theaters. Increase is due to new
construction
and re-opening of dark
houses.

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Whatever regulation of the film industry is attempted by the Federal Government as a
development of the National Council for Industrial Progress move
may be accomplished through laws
governing interstate commerce, according to generally reliable sources
yesterday. Such regulation can be
administered without collision with
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Major Distribs. to File
Briefs in Tax Appeal
Briefs will be filed by major distributors next week with the Courl
of Appeals at Albany in connection
with their appeal from a lower court

"Business
Good"Theaters.
Detroit
— United IsDetroit
Detroit's principal circuit, has experienced such a pickup ot business that
installation of a new double switchboard has been necessary at the offices
to handle phone calls.

*k
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Cook

Oklahoma City — At the second
day of the M.P.T.O. convention
resolutions were passed condemning
dual programs. A gold wrist watch
was presented to President Morris
Lowenstein.

After transacting routine business the following officers for ensuing year were elected: Morris
Lowenstein.. of Oklahoma City, reelected president; Leonard White,
of Weatherford, re-elected vicepresident; Orville Enloe, of El Reno, re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Directors elected were: Fred B.
Pickrel of Ponca City, L. C. Griffith
of Oklahoma City, Ralph Talbot of
Tulsa, with J. C. Hunter as alternate; Harry Lowenstein of Ardmore, Max Brock of Lawton, Homer Jones of Alva.

Para, and WB

Biz Ahead of

'35 Despite Holiday Drop

Cullman III, Meeting of
Mayor's Committee

Coming and Going

is Off

Illness of Howard S. Cullman,
Roxy trustee, yesterday caused postponement of the meeting of Mayor
La Guardia's committee on movie
industrial relations which was expected to take final action on approving the absorption of the Allied
Operators' Union by Local 306.

Conn. M. P. T. O. Discusses
Colorado Bank Night Case

SOL A. ROSENBLATT
today
from Washington.

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN
ington from New York.
T. NEWMAN LAWLER
today from
Washington.

Paramount and Warner Bros, officials said yesterday that business
Gilbert Succeeds Berlin
currently was ahead of last year
Irving Berlin, who serves on the
despite the usual pie-Christmas
slump. Nate Blumberg, RKO gen- executive committee of the Songeral manager, said business over
writers Protective Ass'n, has rethe RKO circuit was about the same
signed as first vice president and
as last year.
has been succeeded by L. Wolfe Gilbei't, who was 2nd vice president.
George W. Meyer has been named
Dinner For Mendlesohn
2nd vice president.
New Haven — A bachelor dinner
for Mori'is Mendlesohn, local Loew
attorney, has been arranged foi
No Industry Legislation
tonight at the Hotel Taft. Erie
Charleston,
W. Va. — An advance
Wright, publicity man for the dis- check-up reveals
that no measure
trict, has issued invitations in the which directly concerns
itself with
form of a gravestone, and menus the motion picture industry
will be
shaped like coffins. Mendlesohn has introduced in the regular legislative
not been dissuaded — he will marry session here opening January 13.
Esther Levine of this city on Dec. 20.

Dinner For Senator Eames

Park Quits Hospital

Littleton, N. H. — Jack Eames,
owner of the Premiere Theater here,
the Colonial at Bethlehem and the
Colbrook Theater, will be tendei-ed
a banquet tonight, the result of his
election to the State Senate.

Braddock, Pa. — Alexander Park,
operator of the Capitol Theater
here, left the Mercy Hospital in
Pittsburgh following a serious
operation on his eyes.

In 4th

McCroskey

Films for Roxy

Following "Banjo On My Knee,"
two more 20th Century-Fox pictures
are set for the Roxy. Next will be
"Stowaway", Shirley Temple vehicle,
and "One In A Million".

returns to New

York

MACK
D. WEINBERGER,
?ger
of General
Pictures
changes.
today
on a swing
around
HAROLD

ARLEN

has

General
Sales Man- ,
Corporation,
leaves
the mid-west
ex-

arrived

from

Hollywood.

BEN Y. CAMMACK, RKO Radio South
York.
American representative, has arrived in New
WARD WING sailed from New York yesterday on the Washington for England and later
Wind"
RKO. to make "Tea Leaves in the
goes toforCeylon
AL CHRISTIE,
producing
and directing
for
Educational
in the East, leaves today for the '
coast where
he will spend
the holidays.
He
will
be accompanied
by his brother, CHARLES
CHRISTIE.
CHANNING POLLOCK, playwright, accompanied by his wife and daughter; MARIANNE
DAVIS, English actress; LORRAINE CRAWFORD,
American dancer; and HUGH WALPOLE, Brit
ish novelist, sail today for England aboar
the Queen
Mary.

:

Columbia's District Manager SAM GALANTY
of Washington and Branch Managers PHIL FOX
of Albany; JOE MILLER of Buffalo and ALLAN
MORITZ of Cincinnati visited the Home Office
yesterday.
LORD
RAGNOR,
British London.
National
from

of

chairman
of the
America,
sails

board
or
Saturday I

MARY
PICKFORD
is stopping at the Sherry-J
Netherlands and plans returning with her fiance]
CHARLES
(BUDDY)
ROGERS,
and
her niece,
GWYNNE
PICKFORD,
to the coast
by plane
on Christmas
Day.
JOSEPH
is en route

MANKIEW1CZ,
to Hollywood.

M-G-M

producer,

SYLVIA SIDNEY leaves New York shortly
the coast to resume
work
for Paramount.

in Car Crash

"Lloyds Of London," 20th CenLake Village, Ark. — C. H. Mctury-Fox special, goes into its fourth
Croskey, manager of theaters at
week today at the Astor, where it Dermott, Eudora, and Lake Village,
is running on a two-a-day schedule. was slightly injured and his car
completely wrecked when brake
mechanism failed and the car
"Rembrandt" Held for 3rd
crashed into a culvert near Eudora.
"Rembrandt," the Alexander Korda production, with Charles Laughton in the title role, will be held
Plagiarism Trial Jan. 15
over for a third week at the Rivoli
"The Scoundrel" plagiarism action
beginning tomorrow.
brought by Sigbert Cohen against
Paramount, Ben Hecht and Charles
"Horse" Stays for Fourth
MacArthur is scheduled for trial in
"Three Men on a Horse," today the New York State Supreme Court
enters its fourth week at the Strand on Jan. 15. Case had been on the
Theater and will stay until Christ- calendar for yesterday.
mas Eve.

20th-Fox

has gone to Wash-

MILLY MONTI, Italian singer and actress
arrives in Hollywood from New York today
to begin work under her new contract with
Emanuel
Cohen,
president
of Major
Pictures.
WILLIAM WYLER, now in New York, returns to the Coast shortly to begin work on
"The Woman's Touch" in which Sam Goldwyn
will star Miriam
Hopkins.

for

"Lloyds of London"

York

ISIDORE and MAURICE OSTRER are booked
sail from New
York Dec. 26 for London.

to

New Haven — Connecticut M. P.
T. O. met yesterday at the Hof Brau
Haus, with Irving C. Jacocks, president, in the chair. Analysis and
discussion of the Colorado Bank
Night decision in the District Court
of Appeals was led by Edward G.
Levy, Executive Secretary. There
also was discussion on the M. P.
T. O. A. 10-point program and distributor replies received up to the
present time.

returns to New

BILL GRADY has arrived in New York from
Hollywood.
ROBERT BENJAMIN, attorney, returns to
New
York today from Chicago.

Max Slott Leaves Warners
Max Slott, former member of the
Warner theater department in Chicago under James Coston, has left
the company to open the Park Theater there about March 15.

RepublicPichires
ANNOUNCES
For IMMEDIATE
PRODUCTION
THE

WOMAN
and

"THE

LADY

TO

I LOVE"
WANTS

DANCE"

M-G-M
HITS
CRASH
THE
XMAS
CASH!

Held Over 3rd Week as Thousands
pack the big Capitol on Broadway.

SMASH!
//

"BORN
HAPPY

3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd

TO DANCE

HOLD-OVERS!

WEEK at Capitol, N. Y.
WEEK: Pittsburgh
WEEK: Seattle
WEEK: San Francisco
WEEK: Chicago

Isn't it lovely to get HITS when you
need 'em most! You'd think Leo
would let up after delivering " Great
Ziegfeld", "Gorgeous Hussy", "Libeled
Lady", "Love On The Run", "Tarzan
Escapes" and other early season hits.
But he's practically put Santa Claus
out
of business by bringing out
u
BORN

TO

NOBODY

DANCE"

right now!

CAN TOP THIS!

Albany, Philadelphia, Norfolk, Milwaukee,Denver,Los Angeles, Portland,

Pre-Holiday:
BORN TO DANCE
Xmas:
"AFTER THE THIN MAN

San Diego, Atlanta, NewOrleans,Dayton, Harrisburg, Reading, Wilmington,
New Haven, Cleveland, Cincinnati.

New Year's: "CAMILLE"
1937: "You ain't seen nothin' yet!

2nd WEEK:

Baltimore, Richmond,

11
1:

n
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COPYRIGHT VIOLATIONS
SHOW 8.1% DECLINE
riMM.-J from Page

\)

proposals of the Duffy Bill, which
had previously passed the Senate,
but did not pass the House, the distributors would have been denied
the right under their copyrights to
protect their theatrical customers
against the unfair competition of
"semi-public' exhibitions in schools,
churches, camps, hotels, fraternal
halls, factories, etc., to which there
is only restricted 'public' access, as
well
as against
'public' exhibition
advertise
automobiles,
beer, storeto
sales, etc., where no admission fees
are charged.
"During the past summer the Bureau commenced an intensive investigation of motion pictures shown
under non-theatrical auspices, to determine the source from which the
prints are obtained. Between July
1 and Oct. 31, 1936, 1,010 non-theatrical places of exhibition were investigated, as well as 520 towns and
villages to determine if non-theatrical exhibitions were given therein. Where suspicious circumstances
were indicated, an investigation was
made to ascertain whether proper
bookings were made by the respective exchanges. Many cases of
bicycling and subrenting have already been disclosed. In these cases,
the source of the prints was usually
a theatrical exhibitor in the locality.
In some instances, the audience was
'cicycled', so to speak, to the infringing performances."

Major Distribs. to File
Briefs in Tax Appeal
(Continued from Page

1)

decision finding that the New York
City 2 per cent sales tax applies to
films. Frederick H. Wood is slated
to argue the appeal for the distributors when hearing is reached next
month.

Brown-Sherwood

Producing

Rowland Brown and George Sherwood will produce a romantic comedy, "In Praise of Love", on Broadway, with rehearsals to commence
the first week next month. Play,
which was written by Brown, was
tried out in Los Angeles

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Of the 36 feature pictures shown in
Czechoslovakia during September, 1937,
17 were from the U. S., including five
German
versions.
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JIM. COMMERCE LAWS MA'
&*$&&
T
▼
T
• • • WHEN A SHOWMAN who is also an Artist goes
to work upon a picture
even though it's only a short subject then we get
like "Graveyard
of Ships"
Harold McCracken
did gems
the camera
work on this
Van Beuren
special with Don Hancock handling production McCracken
also
the heard
descriptive
narration
and we don't
know
when wrote
we have
a narration
that so graphically
and beautifully enhanced the subject
this epic of wrecks cast up
by the sea on the inhospitable shores of treacherous Cape Halteras haunts you long after you have left the theater
as we said, the subject treated by a Showman who is also an
Artist produces a gem of motion picture entertainment
T
T
T
• • • A TALENT Quest has been arranged by the Criterion theater on Broadway
to plug "Sing Me A Love
Song" which opens there Xmas morn
the contest is limited
to male singers, and it being a Cosmopolitan picture, will be
run with the cooperation
of the Evening Journal
first
prize is a screen test at the Vitaphone studio under the personal supervision of Sam Sax
additional cash prizes will
be awarded
the finalists will sing their songs at the Criterion the week after Christmas
the judges will be the
song writers Irving Kahal, Charley Tobias, Abel Baer, Dave
Franklyn
James Melton, star of the pix, will be master
of ceremonies
the contest will go out over Stations WINS.
T
▼
T
• • • A PERSONAL appearance tour has been arranged
by Sol Lesser with the William Morris office for Louise Beavers
the colored actress will be booked day and date with
showings
of "Rainbow On the River" in which she plays the
role of Toinette
T
▼
T
• •
• ANNUAL ELECTION of Local 802, the musicians'
union, will be held tomorrow
the administration ticket,
headed by President Jack Rosenberg, which has governed the
local for the past year, has a splendid record
having
achieved substantial gains for the union
T
T
T
• •
• OUT IN Chicago they were treated to some freak
showmanship
when the State Lake theater set a new
precedent by billing the Universal G-Man short, "You Can't
Get Away With It," over the feature
both in their newspaper ads and their house front
Fritz Blocki of the State
Lake hit every possible exploitation approach
marquee,
front, lobby boards, tie-ups, newspaper
ads
handled
throughout with feature picture importance
T
T
T
• • • CAN YOU picture the feelings of Irving Caesar,
composer of the new song hit "That's What I Want for Christmas' when he sat in the 20th Century-Fox projection
room yesterday, waiting for his number
to appear in the Shirley
Temple pix, "Stowaway"
reel
after
passed, and no
song number
while Irving started to reel
get more and more
Jittery
was the darn thing on the cutting room floor?
then in the last few hundred feet Shirley starts to sing
the song
and puts it over sensationally
oh boy oh
boy oh boy
was that Irving lad relieved! ...
• E. W.
^J1".0118 is a member of a syndicate which has just acquired
aracing
33-foot
sloop,
with
which they plan to do some extensive
next season

Family Ratings Given Six
By National Review Board

Ex-All-American Opens
New Waldo, Theater

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures gives straight family
ratings to current releases in its
newest weekly guide to selected pictures. So rated are "Charlie Chan
at the Opera", "Fugitive in the
Sky", "Gold Diggers of 1937",
"Head Hunters of Borneo", "Island
of Demons" and "The Plainsman".

Waldoboro, Me. — Carroll T. Cooney,
thrice named on Walter Camp's
All-American
while playing for
Yale, has opened the new Waldo
here.

FPCC's 60 Cent Dividend
Montreal — Famous Players Canadian Corp. has declared a dividend
of 60 cents per share.

CONTROL INDUSTRY
(Continued from Page

1)

the question of constitutionality, it
was declared.
The opinion is held that the regulation can only apply to distribution and exhibition inasmuch as U.
S. Supreme Court decisions, as in
the Binderup case, have found that
the handling of films comes within
jurisdiction
of interstate commerce
laws.

Report Briskin Will Get
Long-Term RKO Radio Pact
(Continued from Page

1)

tract as soon as reorganization of
the company is effectuated. Briskin
recently returned to the coast after
conferences with President LeoSpitz, the outcome of which was
a one-year deal continuing him in
his present post.

Lord Ragnor Coming to U. S.
To Make Studio Arrangement
(Continued from Page 1)

will accompany Harold Berg, production head, and Elmer Pearson,
distribution chief, to Hollywood to
settle studio arrangements there and
up.
will generally supervise the new set-;

• Loew's Asks Tax Relief

Providence — Loew's Theater
and!
Realty Corp. has filed a petition in
Superior Court here charging that
the
Board of itTaxby Asses-'
sors Providence
had over-assessed
$160,000 and over-taxed it by $3,920.49
for 1936.
The theater corporation
asks
relief and
a rebate
from
the tax paid for the current year.
Hart, Gainer and Carr are counsel,
for the theater corporation.

New Haven Co. Incorporates
New Haven— The Elm City State
Theater Corp. operator as of Dec.
16 of the State Theater here, has
filed its certificate of incorporation
in the Secretary of State's Office,
Hartford. Incorporators are Samuel
Meadow, who has leased the property to Morris and Sam Hadelman
for several years, Albert M. Hourwitz and Frank Meadow, all of New
Haven. The Hadelmans continue to
operate the Shelton Theater and the
Capitol, Bridgeport.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

Check before the holidays all seats, carpets, stairs and flooring for breaks,
tears, nails and splinters that might
injure

patrons.

THEY'VE COME TO MAKE
YOUR
HOLIDAY
HAPPY!
Nick (Have a drink!) Charles.
Nora {Thanks l will!) his wife
Asta {l gotta go now!) his dog.
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A "£MU" from UoUuwood "£ots
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"DLANS to produce a musical film
under supervision of Fanchon
Royer, Fanchon and Marco, today
were announced by Paramount. The
picture will be a romantic musical
comedy based on Mildred Harrington's "Turn Off the Moon," in
which much of the action occurs in
a model cottage on the floor of a
department store. Marguerite Roberts will write the screen play. Featured roles will be given Eleanore
Whitney and Johnny Downs. Sam
Coslow has been assigned to write
five musical numbers.

T

▼

▼

▼

T

T

WHO'S WHO
W
•

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 8
• • •
GOETZ.
Executive assistant ot Darryl F. Zanuck at 20th Century-Fox, and the youngest of five brothers, all of whom have won their
spurs in the industry. Rejected Brother Ben's advice that he prepare for a
berth in Consolidated Film Laboratories and instead went to Hollywood. First berth as second
assistant director for Asher, Small and Rogers.
Later affiliations: With Corinne Griffith as production head, then general manager; M-G-M
and Paramount as company production manager;
Fox Film as aid to Sol M. Wurtzel and producer; RKO as producer; 20th Century as v.p.,
executive assistant and associate producer;
finally, his present post as second in command
to Zanuck at Movietone City. His record in
itself is the most eloquent tribute to his brilliant executive ability. Hair, brown. Stands 5, 9.

From Texas, Gene Autry sends
word that new house records were
set in five of the first eight theaters
in which he and his troupe appeared
on his present p. a. tour through
the southwest.
There will be at least 10 more
Charlie Chan pictures. Warner
Oland, who has become inseparably
identified with the character, has
signed with 20th Century-Fox
studios to star in 10 more Chan
adventure
films, the
first to be

Singer-Friedl Effect
Minn. Operating Deal

IN HOLLYWOOD

•
ILLIAM

"Charlie

Chan

at

▼

T

the

Olympic

T

Games."
Robert North, has signed a contract with Paramount as an associate producer. His first picture will
be "Danger, Men Working," a com-

edy mystery story written by Manfred Lee and Fred Bannay, who collaborate under the name of Ellery
T
T
T
Queen.
Suffering
from
a recurrence
of
the "flu" with which she was strick-

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

By CHARLES
Minneapolis, Minn. — Six downgo
town Minneapolis theaters will
A L CHRISTIE, producing and diunder joint management of Mort H.
recting for Educational at the
Singer and Minnesota Amusement Astoria studios, completed work
Co., it was announced yesterday by yesterday on a one-reel musical
o- short featuring Terry Green, Eddie
John Friedl, president of Minnes
ta Amusement. The Film Daily Lambert, the Alan K. Foster Girls,
previously reported such deal was Murry Lane and Buddy Page and
in prospect. Starting Dec. 25th his Educational orchestra. Warren
manage- Murray assisted on the direction,
houses going under joint Orpheu
m,
ment are Minnesota,
with George Weber doing the camera work.
State, Lyric and Aster. The Orpheum was previously operated by
ota
Minnes
Singer, the others by
Amusement. Mort Singer will be
"Fun Begins at Home" a two-reel
new setup, expect- musical comedy produced by Menpresident of the Singer
polis
Minnea
ed to be called
tone Productions for Universal release, has been completed at the
J. Ludwig of MinCorp. Friedl, L.
nesota Amusement and Morgan Biograph studios. The cast which
Ames of Singer interests will be ivas directed by Milton Schwarzwald
the committee
in charge.
includes Barry & Whitlege, Virginia
V err ill, the Charioteers, Montgomery and Withy, Eddie Bruce and
David Robins Improves
Mary Kelly. Larry Williams and
William Kelly did the camera ivork
David M. Robins, manager of the and Harold Godsoe assisted on the
O.,
town,
Youngs
in
theater
Warner
direction.
is in the New York Post Graduate
Medical School and Hospital, followKen Murray and Oswald, radio,
ing a serious operation Dec. 9. He
stage and screen players, completed
is reported recovering.
work yesterday in a two-reel Vitaphone comedy film, tentatively titled,
Warners New Haven Party
"Mail and Female" at the company's
Lloyd French diNew Haven — The Warner Theater Brooklynrected studios.
the short which will be reDepartment will have a Christmas
Vitaphone's "Broadway
Seven Gab- Brevities"leased inseries.
party on Dec. 22, at the
les Inn, with I. J. Hoffman in charge.
Theater managers of the more than
The two-reel short titled "Prac50 houses will attend, and a short
tically Perfect", now in work at the
business meeting will precede the General
Service
studio
under
the
party.

ALICOATE
direction of William Watson and
featuring the Sisters of the Skillet,
will be completed Friday. Eddie
Lambert, Elvira Sessions, Earl Gilbert and Eddie Hall support the two
radio stars. Chris Beute is assisting on the direction, with George
Weber doing the camera work.
Roy Mack will complete work
Monday, at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studios on the direction of a tworeel musical short yet untitled and
featuring the Yacht Club Boys.
Work on the next of the Bill Corn m sports pictures, now being made
under the supervision and direction
of Don Hancock, will be completed
Thursday at Madison Square Garden. It will be titled "The Ice Men"
and RKO will release.

en while working on her last Columbia picture, Dolores Del Rio,
contract leading woman, left the
studio yesterday for a week's complete rest in Ensenada, Baja.
▼

▼

T

Casting assignments: RKO Radio— Wally Albright, "Escadrille":
First National — Alan Davis,
"Marked Woman"; 20th Centura Fox— Peter er."
Lorre,
T
T "TheT Last SlavCelebrities of the picture colony
will attend the gala preview of
Alexander
with
Charles Korda's
Laughton"Rembrandt,"
in the title
role at Grauman's Chinese Theater
in Hollywood on Dec. 22. The arrangements were completed by
Stephen Pallos, general manager of
London Films, now on a visit to the
West Coast. The film will open
regularly for an extended run at
the Four Star Theater in Hollywood on Christmas Day.
T

New

T

T

long-term contracts are announced by M-G-M with Gladys

George, who last appeared in "Valiley.
ant is the Word for Carrie," Moss
Hart, Zoe Akins, and Robert Bench-

Omaha Weighs Occupation
Tax Affecting Exhibitors
Omaha — The city comptroller has
proposed cupation
to taxthe
cityOmaha
counciltV.^ness
a^ ocon all
firms which would adversely affect
exhibitors. The tax, designed to
raise $300,000 to meet a budget
deficit, would be 50 cents per $1,000
on the first $50,000 annual income
and $1 per $1,000 on income over
that. The minimum tax would be
$25 a year.

West

Pantages
Coast Bureau

Estate FILM
SmallDAILY

of THE

Los Angeles — Estate of the late
Alexander Pantages totals only $5,026, his widow, Mrs. Lois Pantages,
executrix, reported to Judge Clarence L. Kincaid. She added she had
disallowed claims of about $1,500,000.

God's Lake Gets Films

God's
Manitoba—
Audio Productions is now at work have
beenLake,
introduced
for "Talkies"
the first
at the General Service Studios, in time to the people of this isolated
Astoria on an industrial picture for
northern mining town. They are exing.
Ethyl Gas. Bob Roberts is directhibited in the local community hall.
Joe Henabery will start work
Monday at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio on a short featuring Dave
Apollon.
B. K. Blake plans to get under
way next week on another of the
\ "Court of Human Relations" series
of shorts he is producing; for Colum-

bia release.
Work will be done at
the Biograph studios.
Milton Schwarzu-uUI will complete
cutting this week of the two-reel
musical short, titled "School for
Swing". Featuring Sylvia Froos,
Russ Brown, Bert Gordon and Eddie
Bruce, it was recently completed at
the Biograph studios for Universal
release.
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Buck Jones in

Shirley

Temple

in

"TUGBOAT

"STOWAWAY"
with

Robert

Young

and

Alice

Faye

20th Century-Fox
86 mins.
SURE FIRE COMEDY DRAMA SHOULD
DO SMASH BUSINESS AT ANY BOX-OFFICE. ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL THE
FAMILY.
This is one of the best Shirley Temples
by virtue of a story which has adult as well
as juvenile appeal. It contains every element which built the personable and clever
Shirley into one of the industry's biggest
box-office draws. The star is shown as an
orphan living with a missionary couple in
China. When an outbreak occurs she is
sent to a nearby city in charge of a Chines escort who loses her and eventually
she meets Robert Young, a wastrel young
American, who takes a liking to her. Falling asleep in his car, she inadvertently
becomes a stowaway on a boat bound for
Bankok when the machine is loaded aboard.
This ties her into the life of Alice Faye,
en route to marry her fiance, an objectionable young fellow, and of Young, who
proceeds to fall in love with Alice Faye.
When the authorities plan to place Shirley
in an orphan asylum. Young persuades Faye
to marry him solely on the grounds that
then they can adopt the child they both
love. This plan effectuated, the wife goes
to Reno to get her divorce, as per the
arrangement, and Shirley, with the aide
of a kindly judge, "double-crosses" her parents, thus blocking the divorce and Alice
Faye's plan for wedding her ex-fiance.
Shi;l^troupes adorably and expertly, as
usuaL^rte song numbers, especially "That's
What I Want for Christmas," are all the
kind you lemember. The dialogue is swell
and modern.
Cast:
Shirley Temple.
Robert
Young,
Alice
Faye,
Helen
Westley.
J
Edward
AllAstrid
Treacher.
Arthur
Bromberg.
Allan Lane and Eugene Pallette
Associate
Producers,
Earl Carroll
and
Harold Wilson; Director, William A Seiter;
Author,
Sam
Engel; Screenplay,
William
Nat
and
Sheekman
Arthur
Conselman,
Harry Revel
Music, Mack Gordon,
Pernn;
and Irving Caesar; Art Direction, William
Darling,
Photography,
Arthur
Miller.
Direction, Swell.
Photography,
Fine.

"HATS OFF"
with

Mae

John
Clarke,
Gallagher

Payne,

Skeets

67 mins.
Grand National
EXPORIVAL
OF
STORY
RAMBLING
SITIONS AND PRESS AGENTS RAILS TO
CLICK.
This one is too rambling and incoherent
to register with any intelligent audience.
It will only rate as a second on a double
bill in the unimportant spots. Mae Clarke
and John Payne are the rival press agents
who are handling the expositions for two
Texas cities that are putting on the shows,
a la the current Texas Centennial exposition. So Mae is forced to do some fancy
double crossing of the rival, who thinks
the girl is his pal and sweetheart. He has
all the honorable intentions in the world,
but she feels forced to pull a fast one on
him and get the big attraction from New
it was all set for
York for herself when

PRINCESS"

with Walter C. Kelly, Valerie Hobson, Edith
Fellows
Columbia

69 mins.

ENGAGING. WELL-PLAYED
INTEREST DRAMA, BUT WITH
AUDIENCE
APPEAL.

HUMAN
LIMITED

Boris

"THE MAN

Karloff

WHO

in

LIVED

"BOSS

RIDER

OF

GUN

CREEK"

with
G-B
61 mins.
THRILL SHOCKER HAS THE STUFF TO
GIVE THE FANS THE CHILLS THEY
WANT.

Muriel
Evans,
Harvey
Clark,
Lee
Phelps, Tom Chatterton
Universal
65 mins.
FIRMLY DIRECTED AND ACTED WESTERN DRAMA WHOSE WELL KNIT PLOT

Boris Karloff is at it again, this time WILL
PLEASE
JONES'
FANS.
AGAIN"
S:reenplay makes up for relative absence
working without any weird make-up, but
very effectively, as Doctor Laurience, a mad of over-hill-and-dale galloping by presenting some thrilling stunt riding plus a good
scientist who performs his shivery antics in
a laboratory of chills and creepy atmosphere.
firmly-knit plot with many twists and ramifications. Jones plays dual roles, — his own
Finally his mad experiments on animals are
turned in the direction of humans. He straight part, and that of a bad hombre
performs a brain transposition, placing the who looks just like him. In former charbrain of a crippled man to the healthy
acterization, heundergoes trial and is convicted of the alleged murder of a girl.
as they are to brighter and more sensa- body of another. Of course the motive is
tional themes. Exhibitors, however, who revenge, and the terrible Karloff as the But his pop and a big-hearted sheriff enfeel that family trade contributes most to Doctor is getting even on a powerful newsgineer his escape. Of course it was Buck's
paper publisher who has allowed other double who actually committed the killing.
the box-office, can book this picture safely.
scientists
to
scoff
at
him.
This
is
only
Our
wrongfully
convicted hero, therefore,
There is nothing glamorous about the setgoes out to clear his own good name by
tings; there is only a subordinated love the start of a series of hair raising incidents, culminating in another brain ex- bagging the guilty party. This is accomstory; and the scene designed to provide
change which is thwarted by another doctor
plished right at the outset of the story,
a climax thrill (the heroic little crew of
working
frantically in the laboratory. The for the double is lured to a cabin and killed
an outmoded tugboat saving a passenger
by
the
sheriff. Buck, in the clothes of
liner from running aground in the fog) is film hits the heights of weirdness and suspense in the closing minutes, and has his dead counterpart rides away to the
lacted without much drama; nevertheless,
to sympathetic souls in theater chairs, the enough shock stuff to whet the appetite latter's haunts and is naturally taken by
events will seem worth seeing. Edith of the most rabid thrill fan.
all the dead man's henchmen to be their
Fellows is an orphan, adopted by a portly
Cast: Boris Karloff, Anna Lee, John Lo- true boss. Operating against the band,
and adoring tug captain. While playing der, Frank Cellier, Lynn Harding, Cecil Par- Buck gains legal proof of his innocence and
ker, Donald Calthrop.
ball on a dock, she accidentally falls into
the love of a pretty blonde maid. Direction is commendably executed by Les SeDirector, Robert Stevenson; Screenplay,
the water and injures her leg. The financially depleted captain sees her through at L du Garde Peach, Sidney Gilliat; Editor, lander, as is the photography by Allen
Thompson and Herbert Kirkpatrick. Jones
a hospital, but she is taken from him by R E Dearing; Cameraman, Jack Cox.
is his usual robust self, while Muriel Evans
welfare workers who send her to an orDirection, Good.
Photography,
Okay
phanage. She escapes and hurries to the
makes a comely leading lady. Story's structure is different from most current
tug's usual berth. But it has gone on a
westerns and therefore refreshing.
"FLYING HOSTESS"
desperate towing mission to raise the balwith William
Gargan,
Judith Barrett,
Cast: Buck Jones, Harvey Clark, Muriel
William
Hall
ance essential to the captain's paying back
a mortgage on the craft. The boat is
Evans, Tom Chatterton, Joseph Swickard,
70 Mins.
sunk by a passenger liner which it heads Universal
Lee Phelps, Ernest Hilliard, Mahlon HamDRAMA OF THE AIRLINERS WITH
ilton. Alphonse Ethier, Alan Sears, William
off from grounding in the mist and darkLaurence, Ed Hearne.
ness. The mortgage-holding shipping mag- GOOD ROMANTIC ANGLES AND PLENTY
nate in gratitude (for it was his liner that OF THRILLS.
Director, Les Selander; Author, E. B
was saved) rewards the tug captain who,
This is done in the popular tradition of Mann; Screenplay, Frances Guihan; Camas a result of the money obtained, wins
what the airliners offer in the way of rick.
eramen, Allen Thompson, Herbert Kirkpatback the custody of the little girl. Characglamour and thrills, with the addition of
ter roles throughout are interesting and
Direction, Firm Photography, Good
played with fidelity. David Selman directed love rivalry between the hostess and a couple of the hired help of the transport line.
the piece dynamically.
The rivals are Bill Gargan and William
Cast: Walter C Kelly, Valerie Hobson,
Friar's Club to Frolic
Hall for the affection of Judith Barrett,
Edith Fellows, Clyde Cook, Lester Mathews,
the hostess. Bill is a ground officer, while
Boston
— The Friar's Club will
Reginald Hincks.
William is the ace pilot of the line. The hold its annual New Year's Eve
Director, David Selman Authors, Dalton picture treats the inside workings of the Frolic in the main ballroom of the
Trumbo, Isador Bernstein; Screenplay, Rob- air service very interestingly, and dis- Hotel Statler. The proceeds will be
closes alot of tricks of the trade that the used to send a group of youngsters
ert Watson; Cameramen, William Thompson, William Beckway; Editor, William Aus- public will be avid to learn. The business to a camp next Summer according
of training the hostesses will appeal to a
the president
Direction, Good
Photography, Good.
lot of femmes. Most of the footage has to
Maurice
N. Wolf. of the Friar's Club,
to do with the love affairs of the heroine
her rival. And so on from one mixed up and a couple of her sister hostesses. The
Drew to Be Honored
situation to another, with a local Texas drama does not get going till the final
millionaire being dragged in by the girl on reel, when the thrills come plenty fast
Cleveland — A testimonial dinner
a contract that she gets him to sign while and heavy. Whether a hostess new to the in honor of Frank D. Drew, who is
he is drunk, so that he is committed to service is capable of bringing in a big
celebrating his tenth year as local
finjnce the big attraction. It all adds up plane at night through a dense fog while M-G-M branch manager, is in the
pretty sour, and does not put the dame in the two pilots lie unconscious at her feet
the proper light that a heroine should be
making with Universal's Dave Milis a remains
question that
we the
can'tthrills
answer.
But and
the
ler in charge of arrangements. Tenget you,
in. The players are much better than fact
tative date is Dec. 28.
their material. Director Boris Petroff has
the long sequence makes excellent entertainment for those who want to gasp and
to struggle under the handicap, too.
be held in taut suspense. The work of ton, Michael Loring, Mary Alice Rice, RichCast: Mae
Clarke, John Payne, I
ard Tucker.
Lynd, Luis Alberni, Skeets Gallagher, Frank- the principals is very good, and that goes
for the entire cast. Murray Roth did an
Producer, Edmund Grainger; Director,
lyn Pangborn,
Robert Middlema- , George
excellent job on the direction.
Murray Roth, Author, George Sayre; Screen
g, Clarence Wilson,
Cast: William Gargan, Judith Barrett, play, Brown Holmes, Harvey Gates, Harry
Director, Boris Petroff Authors, Sam Fuller, Edmund Josephs.
William Hall, Astnd Allwyn, Ella Logan, Clark; Cameraman, James Van Trees
Direction, Okay
Photography,
<
Direction, Good
Photography, Excellent
Andy Devine, Addison Randall, Maria Shel-

Walter C. Kelly and youthful Edith Fellows provide the highlights of this feature
through excellently interpreted roles. But
it is difficult to visualize this tender, human-interest story having more than a limited appeal to picture patrons, accustomed
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HERE'S A CHANGE
TO STRUT YOUR STUFF
. i)

ed to pass him by. Never could
seem to catch up with it. But he
has kept on trying, just the same.
The guy is game.
If you had told him a few years
ago that in this year of grace
known as 1036 he would be practically on a bread line he would
have thought you were a grand kidder.
Well,
that's
he is.help.
On
our film
bread
line.where
He needs
Desperately.
Life is full of unexpected twists.
Today you are in the money. Some
day yon may be in desperate plight
just as this individual we mention.
We hope it doesn't.
It canas happen.
But
long as you have it, give a
thought to this gent who is in a
tough spot through no fault of his
own.
Just the breaks of the game.
Time is growing short, fellows.
Just a few more days to Christmas.
Then the lists close for the Relief
Fund. . . And the Committee will
hate to close the lists without seeing YOUR name there. Are you
with us? Then shoot that check
in TODAY.

HONOR
Charles C. Moskowitz
Don
Hancock
In Memoiy
of
Walter
F. Eberhardt
Moe Streimer
Cresson
E. Smith
Walter Reade Theaters
E. W. Hammons
H. J. Ochs
George
Barnet
Rose^lCiess
Vincent
Sirdi
Sam
Cohen
Joan
DuGuerny
Joe Fliesler
A. Schneider
H. M. Warner
Ben
Amsterdam
M. Van Praag
W. F. Rodger*
Norman
C. Nicholson
In Memory
of
Felix Feist
Louis Frisch
Samuel
Rinzler
Winfield
Andrus
A. J. Dash
George Orth
Charles G. Whitehead
Jack Skirball
Alexander
Film Co.
E. B. Hatrick
Haskell M. Masters
"Chick"
Lewis
Charles
M. Mersereau
Jack Levin
Rube Jackter
Rutgers Neilson
Ben Solomon
Arnold
M. Picker
Albert Warner
William
Massce
David
Barrist
William
Barnett
Herbert S. Berg
Ted Curtis
Jay Emanuel
E. C. Leeves
Joe Weil
Eugene Picker
Queen
Feature
Dave
Weshner
Nathan Hirsh
Service
Arthur
Eddy
E. A. Schiller
E. M.Saunders
Gabriel Hess
Prospect Press
Jack Trop
Maurice Kann
Irene F. Scott
William R. Ferguson

ROLL
Paul N. Lazarus
Marvin
H. Schenck
Isaac Weinberg
Ben Shlyen
H. D. Buckley
Neighborhood
Theater, Inc.
Florence L. Strauss
Emanuel Silverstone
Dewey D. Bloom
Dave Epstein
Harold
F. Hendee
City Photo
Engraving
Corp.
Milton
Silver
Louis K. Sidney
Quigley
Publications
Irving Samuels
Henry D. Behr
Anonymous
Nate
Golden
Dennis
R. Smith
Jack Alicoate
Don Mersereau
Edna
Sussman
Addie
Dannenberg
Ned E. Depinet
Frank C. Walker
Alan
F. Cummings
Richard
Brady
Leon Bamberger
Jerome J. Cohen
George Gerhard
Sophie
K. Smith
Anonymous
John A. Schwalm
Edward McNamee
Renee
Carroll
Chester
B. Bahn
Jimmy
Sileo
Edward
Finney
Bert Sanford, Jr.
W. H. Clark
W. A. Downs
David Palfreyman
Joseph F. Lee
J. S. MacLeod
Irving Lesser
Kenneth O'Brien
Toby Gruen
Robert S. Wolff
Emil C. Jensen
William
Brandt
Harry Brandt
Louis Brandt
George
Brandt
Bingo
Brandt
Anonymous
Arthur
A. Lee
Budd Rogers
J. H. Seidelman
Lewen Pizor
Stella Hamlin

HOBLITZELLE WILL PAY
PARAMOUNT $600,000

The Foreign Field
*

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

British Production Notes

♦

♦

(Continued from

Page

1)

Hoblitzelle Corp. will sign final papers in the deal here in a few days.
i ough . . . Clayton Hutton has signed The cash consideraton is being paid
a new six-picture contract with A. because of the improvement in the
B. F. D. His first picture under the properties. Under the agreement,
contract will be "The Fun We the Hoblitzelle Corp. in which Karl
Have," written by W. P. Lipscomb
Bob O'Donnell and Mo. . . Rod La Rocque, George E. Stone Hoblitzelle,
oney are stockholders, retain manand Constance Collier are working
agements rights over the Interstate |
in Julius Hagen's "She Got What and Texas Consolidated circuits.
She Wanted," which Albert De
Courville is directing . . . Thomas Federal Film Commission
Bentley is far advanced on production of the Sherlock Holmes story,
Backed by Reform Group
"Silver Blaze," in which Lawrence
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Grossmith plays Sir Henry Baskerville.
Washington— Trustees of the International Reform Federation at
the annual meeting here went on
Films British Kids May See
record as solidly behind the program
London — At the recent Child Film
a Federal Motion Picture ComConference under the auspices of for
mission.
the British Film Institute, a proThe Federation trustees urged
posal to form a non-commercial passage of the Culkin bill providing
central body to purchase and dis- for the commission principle or,
tribute films exclusively for juvenile
matinees was endorsed. The scheme failing that, the Pettengill-Neely
will be worked out in association block-booking bill with "safeguarding enforcement
Canon
William amendments".
Sheafe Chase, who
with exhibitors, educational authorities and the Institute.
was elected president, praised the
NRA report issued last Spring and
Manchukuo Film Company
asserted the Federal Trade Commission favored creation of motion picHsinking, Manchukuo — Japanese
and Manchukuo authorities are
ture commission to handle picture
making arrangements for the es- complaints individually \and solve
tablishment of the Manchukuo Na- industry problems. He will bring
tional Film Producing Co. with a Federation's movie program before
capital of 3,000,000 yuan. The joint Senator Neely and Congressmen
committee studying the possibilities Pettengill and Culkin before Congress opens, he said.
of "propagating
Manchukuo's
national policies through
the medium

London — Soskin Productions, Ltd.,
has moved its offices to Sackville
House, 40, Piccadilly, W.l. . . . Ralph
Ince, having finished directing "The
Vulture," is now at work on "Side
Street Angel"
for
Warner
Bros. . at
. . Teddington
Ricardo Cortez
and Sally Eilers have finished work
in the B. & D. production, "A Man
With Your Voice," under the direction of Carol Reed, one of the authors of the script ... As soon as
Robert T. Kane completes the Stanley J. Weyman romance, "Under the
Red Robe," with Conrad Veidt,
Raymond Massey and Monty Banks,
he will begin work on "Cyrano de
Bergerac" as his jiext production
for New World . . . Alexander Esway, having completed "Thunder in
the City" for Atlantic, with Edward
G. Robinson, is lining up his Atlantic program for 1937 . . . The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
has finished production on "Your
Enemy — the Rat," dealing with the
loss and damage caused by rats and
mice . . . First film to be made by
the new Standard Internationa]
Productions, Ltd., will be "MakeUp," rect
which
Alfred
ZeislerandwillJune
diwith Nils
Asther
Clyde starred at Worton Hall . . .
John Baxter, back from his trip to
New York, will announce his next
production shortly . . . Will Fyffe
has written a film story about a
Scottish country doctor in which he of moving pictures" adopted a plan
which will shortly be referred to
will appear after completing "Rob
Roy" and "Owd Bob" for Gainsbor- the Manchukuo Press Ass'n.

Western

Mass. Theaters
Battles for Col. Films

Mass. — Judge
George' !
F. Springfield,
Leary in Superior
court granted
a temporary order to Western Massachusetts Theaters Inc. restraining
Columbia Pictures Corp. from delivBaltimore — A suggestion that the ering to M. F. Shaughnessy, head of
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
of Music in North-!
Washington — Carter Barron, North Avenue Market, Inc., operat- The Academy
ing a large market building in the
Eastern division manager for Loew's important North Ave. and Charles ampton,
the
film
"Theodora
Goes |
theaters, will be installed as chief
Wild."
The order is returnable tomorrow
for
final
disposition.
St.
section
of
Baltimore,
be
permitbarker of the local Variety Club Jan.
ted to use ahout one-third of the
4 at its quarters at the Willard.
The Western Massachusetts cirOther new officers to be inducted building for a motion picture thecuit also seeks to restrain Columbia
ater
has
been
placed
in
the
hands
art: A. Julian Brylawski, first as- of Judge William C. Coleman in Corp. from delivering a Grace Moore
and two Frank Capra pictures, yet
sistant barker; A. E. Lichtman, second assistant barker; Sam Galanty, the United States District Court. to be released, to the Shaughnessy
treasurer; Harry Hunter, secretary. The company has filed a petition Company, claiming it has exclusive
reorganization under SecNew members of the club's board of seeking
77B of the Bankruptcy Act. A first run rights to the pictures in
governors to serve for two-year part tion
is not rented Chicopee, Holyoke, Westfield, Greenterms are: Sidney Lust, A. E. Licht- and itof isthesaidbuilding
field, Northampton and Pittsfield.
that several motion
man, Harry Hunter, Lou Rome and
picture theater owners are interCharles Kranz.
Newton Stepping Out
ested in taking over the space. The
Parkway and Aurora Theaters are
Jos. R. Vogel
Harry Shiftman
in the same neighborhood.
Des Moines,
Iowa — Having
pur- ''
Charles J. Sonin
chased
a half interest
in a laundry
In Memory of
Silas F. Seadler
Irving Thalberg
and
dry
cleaning
concern
in
Cedar
1
Carl E. Milliken
Neumade
Prods.
Illinois Sales Tax Stays
Rapids, Iowa, Rockey T. Newton \
Morris Kinzler
Oscar F. N:u
Dictograph
Prods. Co.
L. A. Farrell
Springfield, 111. — Governor Henry will resign as district manager for »
Inc.
Horner has put his John Hancock Tri States Theater Corp. Jan. 1.
Harry
F. Shaw
Al Semels
Hugo
K. Kessler
to the five companion bills that exLouis
Semels
J. George
Feinberg
Samuel
Rubenstein
J. H. Gallagher
tend the state's 3 per cent sales tax
Sunday Films At Last
W. F. Barrett
C. C. Pettijohn
to May 1 and determine the manner
L. J. Schlaifer
H. F. Krecke
Grundy Center, la. — Put to a
in
which
the
taxes
shall
be
divided.
J. A. Tanney
vote
for the fourth time in five
W. S. Caldwell
Albert O. Bondy
Louis Astor
The tax has been netting the state
Sam
Dembow.
Jr.
David Bernstein
years, Sunday movies finally were
$3,000,000 per month.
approved here by a 130 majority.

Part of Baltimore Market
Washington Variety Club
Will Install on Jan. 4
May Be Used for Theater
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House, Fire-Swept,
To be Rebuilt at Once

Omaha — The Western Theater
Supply Co. announces rebuilding operations will start immediately on
Harry Schiller's Grand theater,
which was destroyed by fire Dec. S
as finishing1 touches were being put
on it for a Christmas opening.
The 850-seat house, being built
at a cost of $85,000, replaces
Schiller's 450-seat Grand. The
Western Theater Supply has charge
of installation of equipment and
building operations.
The blaze was caused when timbers were overheated by a fire pot
being used to dry plaster. All equipment, except final decorations and
the seats, had been installed. Insurance covered the loss.

Equity Reminds Members
of Television Jurisdiction

NEWS

of the DAY

Hartford, W. Va.— Charles AnCincinnati — Bob Passwater, has
derson, president of the Alpine
at
Theater Circuit, opened a new house
reopened the Passwater theater
here.
after complete reconMt. Sterling,
struction occasioned by a fire.
Baltimore — Lenox Theaters Corp.,
has been incorpora
by Edward
Rickeyville, Pa.— James Retter is R. Young, Charles ted
Obrecht and
reopening the Roxy Theater here John M. Baumann, F.Baltimor
to
late this month. Retter, an exhib- operate theaters, etc. It hase, auitor in California, Pa., reports that
thorized capital stock of $100,000.
he will also have an interest in the
new Hollywood theater which is
Denver — Two houses recently renow under construction in that
town.
opened by Fox are the Plaza, 540
seats, in Las Vegas, N. M., and the
Aspinwall, Pa.— The Aspin The- America, 582 seats, at Sterlater, formerly operated by Sidney towns.ing, Colo. Fox is exclusive in both
Pink, has been acquired by Dave
Leff, operator of the Metropolitan
Denver — The two new exchanges
Theater in Pittsburgh. The house
will be renamed Morgan Theater being built here by J. T. Sheffield
and will reopen Christmas Day.
will be ready for occupation in early
1937. Fox and G-B will move into
Durban, W. Va — R. B. Summer- the larger building and Grand National and Sheffield-Republic will
son has acquired the Durban Theoccupy the other.
ater.

J a the current issue of its official
Thjzine, the Actors' Equity Ass'n.,
Funds members that it has jurishate> over the field of television,
ing agazine reprints a resolution
with I by the Equity Council on
CLEVELAND
in Tt9, 1931, which provides that
nber of the association shall
John Knopf will take over manor contract to appear in teleagement of the Royal Theater, Oak
Charie-.or upon any program broad- Harbor, Jan. 1. Knopf owns the
Don H television, unless all persons
building and has previously leased
lnw"f,'(>ating in any presentation as the house.
Actor's
of
members
are
Moe St. fcssociation,
"Romeo and Juliet" is booked for
Cresson
except by speroad show engagements at the Utot'w.' Hae>ssion of the Council."
pia Theater, Painesville and at the
^
Ohio Theater, Lorain. These are
DETROIT
the first bookings following the recent M-G-M announcement that the
picture
will be road shown throughRecent additions to Detroit Variout the territory.
include "Doc"
ety Club membership
R. H. White, who operates the
A. Eiscman,
Flint; James Sharkey,
Diana
Theater at Grafton has reBob Fisher, Lee Timby, Max Kercently acquired from Sol and Dave
ner, and Sid Chapman, of Detroit. A
Schumann the Ritts Theater, Rittspecial keno party is being staged man.
by the club.
J. E. McCrea of Peerless Lamp
S. K. Decker, head of Excellent
Pictures, has returned from a Mfg. Co. is recovering from a serious operation at St. Vincent's
month's stay in Hollywood.
Local show business has contin- Hospital.
Joseph Simon is opening the Palm
ued to show returns that are encouraging new investment. Wisper Theater, Toledo, which has been
closed all season.
and Wetsman Circuit, now operatPaul Gusdanovic, local circuit
ing 10 houses, are planning to start
construction of a new house at Har- owner, is out again after a 10 day
per and Chalmers Aves. in March. tussle with the Flu.
Julius Baumstark has transferred
The local Columbia boys and girls
the Empire Theater, West Side will hold a Christmas party at the
house, to Eddie Pascoe, who is Alpine Village on Dec. 18.
building up a small local circuit.
Walter Morgan, who recently reopened the Crescent Theater, closed
Charity Shows In 23 Houses
seven years, has sold it to Eric
Kansas City, Mo. — Twenty-three
Clark, shipping clerk for Fox Ex- independent neighborhood theaters
change.
will play special charity matinees
New figures around the Film Ex- this Saturday admission to which
change include: Hilda Weiss, National Theater Supply Co.; Grace will be in the form of canned food
Hoffman, Grand National Exchange; to be donated to the Salvation Army.
and Dorothy Sillis, United Artists. Films are being donated by local
and operators are doJ. Ray Moore has closed the pro- distributors
nating their time. The committee
jection service which he formerly
operated in the Book Building. An- handling arrangements for the charitable effort is headed by Arthur
other service company closed is the
Motion Picture Service Co., special- Cole, Paramount office manager and
izing in theater repair work, and Emanuel Rolsky, president of the
local ITOA.
operated by Vic Gretzinger.

MIDWEST
Ernest Grundman has purchased
the interest of his partner, John L.
Zoz, in the Cook Theater at Cook,
Neb.
Ted Siler, former manager of the
Dickinson Theater at Lawrence, Kan.
has accepted a position with the
Grand National in Los Angeles.
The Johnson Theater at Carrollton, Mo., closed for repairs, will
reopen as the "Uptown".
J. R. McKinley, has opened a new
$50,000 800-seat theater at International Falls, Minn., to . replace a
house recently destroyed by fire.
V. W. Smith has purchased the
Empress Theater at Akron, la., from
Allen Banks.
F. L. McCurdy is the new skipper
of the Lyric Theater, Pierson, la.
J. P. Perry has taken charge of
the State Theater at Mason City, la.
Lowell Seelig has purchased a
theater at De Soto, Kans.
Dan S. Foley has opened the Mida
Theater at Sweet Springs, Mo.
Frank Hollingsworth is rebuilding his Rialto Theater, recently damaged by fire at Beatrice, Nebr.
Glenn Van Wey is the new manager of the Rialto Theater at Arnold, Nebr.
Ben Dingham is completing a new
theater at Hanover, Kans.
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United Detroit Theaters
Shifting House Managers
Detroit — United Detroit Theaters
through president George W. Trendle, announces a wholesale shift of
managers, effective this week: Morgan Creedon, former Madison manager, takes over the Alger Theater;
Joe Busic moves from Alger to Varsity, latest unit of the circuit, succeeding Russell Chapman, who resigned to go into business for himself.
Myron Van Buren, formerly with
Butterfield Circuit, has been promoted from assistant to manager
of the Madison Theater. Don Kuhn,
formerly manager of the Northwest,
has returned downtown as assistant
manager of the State, while Fred
Perry, late of the staff of the Madison, was given Kuhn's post at the
Northwest.

Jenkins Heads Union
Youngstown, O. — David J. Jenkins
is the new president and business
agent of Youngstown Local 35, International Association of Stage
Employes. Other officers are: N. J.
Lehn, vice president; William Simon,
corresponding secretary; Charles
Sager, financial secretary; and John
J. Tinney, treasurer. Installation
on Jan. 5 will be attended by George
E. Browne, Washington, D. C, international president. Harry Lustig,
western representative for Warner
Bros, time
formember.
many years, was a one-

4 Warner Houses Get RCA
RCA High Fidelity sound equipment is to be installed in four more
Warner Bros, theaters, swelling the
list of Warner theaters so equipped
in the past few months to 38, thus
far. The new contracts call for replacement of the old sound in the
Astor, at Reading, Pa.; the Grange
and the Colney, in Philadelphia; and
the Sherman, at Chillicothe, O.

BOSTON
The annual Christmas Party will
be held in the M-G-M offices on Dec.
22,
according
to Branch ManagerMaurice
N. Wolf.
Dominic Tuturo, formerly of
Worcester, is planning to build a
theater in Milbury, Mass. Tuturo
is exhibiting in the Town Hall at

present.
Rudolph Bruce, Film Daily correspondent, and Arthur K. Howard,
business manager of Independent
Exhibitors, won silver cups at the
annual member and guest contract
Pittsburgh Actors Organize
bridge tournament of the Harvard
Pittsburgh — More than 200 local Club of Boston.
Ruth Berman is back in the
actors organized as the Entertainers Association of Pittsburgh dur- M-G-M office after an extended
ing a meeting held at Mildred Leo's leave of absence.
Studios here on Sunday. New orRoy E. Heffner, bank night diganization isindependent of the A.
rector for New England and presiF. of A. Its purpose, according to
dent of Specialty Pictures, Inc., is
the temporary chairmen Billie Con- vacationing in Oklahoma.
nolly and Nora Lewis, is to improve
Matty Simons, salesman for Twenworking conditions for the performtieth Century-Fox, will be married
next Sunday.
ers and curb independent booking.
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WHAT
SHALL
JOHNNIE
FOR

WE
GIVE
CHRISTMAS?

They 11 be lucky to have food in the house!
We don't need sermons in picture business. There
are more good sports to the square inch than any
business in the world. But some of us don't realize
that fellows we once knew, guys who had good jobs,
are up against it. They're hesitant to tell. If you
knew you'd dig down and help. The Film Daily
Relief Fund knows and helps. No red tape, no question aires, no embarrassment. A film man is in need,
a family is in difficulties . . . that's sufficient. It takes
money through the year to do it. Please be a regular
guy and give what you can.
[Checks, money-order or cash loday to Film Daily Relief
Fund, i (150 Broadway, New York City, will make somebody happy and you'll he happy you sent it. )
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« Don't Delay Longer— Write That Relief Fund Check »
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Eighteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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and Hirliman Join

TEN CENTS

17. 1936

for Condor

Pictures

u. s. suTTtests sub run price regulation
Expect
Loew

Mayer

Studio
Chieftain
Reported Yet to Approve
Plan

GB

In On

Four-Ply Deal Discussions

Exhib. Would Put Radio Station in Nebraska Theater
Falls City, Neb. — Oscar C. Johnson is going after this entertainment business with vigor.
He has three theaters in this 6,000 population town and one of them uses stage shows
weekly. He also has a petition before the FCC in Washington asking that he be
allowed
to set up a radio station in the Rivoli Theater.

Louis B. Mayer is expected to arrive in New York Monday from the
Coast to take part in further discussions on the four-ply deal, covering operation of Gaumont British,
embracing Loew's, 20th CenturyFox, the Ostrers and John Maxwell,
who has been seeking control of the
English firm. It is understood from
Good morning! Have you sent
authoritative sources that the plan,
as set up at the present time, has your contrib to the Relief Fund?
not had the complete approval of No? Good night! Unbelievable.
the Loew studio chieftain, who is Don't you realize that we can't close
due to come East with President this Drive without hearing from
you ? Sure. We consider you THAT
Nicholas M. Schenck.
important.
conferthe
attending
Others (Continued on Page 3)
Just a few days left. The Drive
closes on Christmas Day. First, get
your personal donation in the mail.
But don't(Continued
stop there.
When
the
on Page 16)

Interstate Circuit And Majors
Named in Dallas Equity
Suit

Legality of film contract provisions regulating the admission
prices of subsequent run houses will
be tested in an anti-trust suit in
equity filed by the Attorney-General
yesterday in the Federal Court, Dallas, against the Interstate Circuit
and major distributors. This is the
first Department of Justice action
Interest and participation of ma- instituted since the St. Louis case
jor companies in the general indus- which involved Paramount, RKO
try plan of the National Council for and Warner Bros.
Industrial Progress is expected as
Upon being informed of the suit
soon as its legislative program has brought against the Karl Hoblitzelle
been drafted, a spokesman for the
Company and distributors, J. Robagency told The Film Daily last
ert Rubin,
vice-president
(Continued
on Page 3)and gennight. Major and independent companies evidenced no interest in the
motion picture conference called for
Washington
last week Wednesday,

MAJOR PARTICIPATION
DON'T HOLD RACK
FROM A GOOD CAUSE IS EXPECTED BY NCIP

20TH-FOX PROGRAM UP
AT KANSASCITY MEET
Preliminary plans for the 20th
Century-Fox program for the 193738 season will be discussed at a district managers' meeting to be conducted by John D. Clark, general
sales manager, at Kansas City early
in February. Clark, who is now in
New York at his headquarters, will
(Continued on Page

14)

Appellate Division Orders
Brandts to Produce Books
Harry Brandt and Louis Brandt
of the Brandt circuit yesterday were
directed by the Appellate Division
to product their books and records
for use in a proposed examination
M. Keating, attorney for
by John
(Continued on Parte 3)

No Films, So They Sing
Beatrice. Neb. — With Sunday films
barred here by municipal ordinance, L.
B. Sponsler, manager of the Rivoli, is
opening the theater on Sundays for
community singing.

Cowan

General

Manager

Under Wanger's Setup
Walter

Wanger yesterday announced completion of the nucleus
of his producing organization which
he heads as president-treasurer.
James R. Cowan has assumed the
(Continued

on

Page

16)

(Continued on Page 3)

Italian Modifications
Talked at Hays Session
Modifications of the new Italian
film regulations, requiring American
distributors to keep certain sums of
money within the country, were discussed(Continued
at a meeting
of foreign deon Page 14)

Production Activities of Four Indies
Joined in Van Beuren-Hirliman Co.
Alperson Signs Stone;
Will Produce for GN
Edward L. Alperson, president of
Grand National Films, Inc., today
announced that Andrew L. Stone has
been signed to produce for Grand
National. Stone's initial production will be an original, "Broadway
Chiselers." The script is nearing
completion and the film will get under way next month. Music from
some of Gilbert and Sullivan's stage
successes will be used in the film.

Condor Pictures, Inc., new company organized by Amedee J. Van
Beuren, George A. Hirliman and
Albert H. Lieberman, Philadelphia
financier to join in one firm the production activities of Hirliman and
other independent producers, will
have a paid-in capital of $1,250,000
with stock sale to the public
planned, it was made known yesterday by Van Beuren. Public flotation, after approval by the SEC
will run (Continurd
over $2,000,000,
on Page it
14) is under-

U. S. JOBLESS CENSUS
PROGRAM TAKES FORM

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

I) All Y

Washington — Not to be outdone
by Maj. George L. Berry insofar as
interest in the motion picture industry is concerned, Secretary of Commerce Daniel C-. Roper, at his weekon Pour
16)
deyesterday
conference
ly press (Continucd

Gifford and Ray Will
Be Called In Inquiry
Walter S. Gifford. president of
the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., and John H. Ray, former
and Westgeneral
A. T.
serving
nowErpi
lie, bul for
ern Electcounsel
ii .,,.
Page ■'<)

No Keller-Dorian Royalty
Only cost to be paid by producers
usini; the Keller-Dorian color process
will be that of film bought from Eastman Kodak, it w" stated at the Keller Dorian Colorfilm Co. yesterday. No
royalty or other fees will be assessed,
it was said. Other deals with producers will be announced within a few
days.
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221/2
Trans-Lux
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217/g
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Parley

Work of the Copyright Protection Bureau in guarding- exhibitors
against unfair non-theatrical competition was stressed at the annual
luncheon and meeting of the agency
yesterday at the Hotel Astor. About
20 sales department representatives
attended the affair, at which was
submitted the bureau's annual import.

Philly UMPTO Plans Meet
with N. Y., Conn., Ohio Exhibs
Philadelphia — Board of managers
of the U.M.P.T.O. yesterday announced that plans are being made
for a joint meeting with exhibitors
from Ohio, Connecticut, and New
York to further the campaign of
the local unit against high film
rentals. The association yesterday
okeyed picketing copy for use Jan.
2 against Metro. The meeting with
Metro sales manager, William F.
Rodgers, in New York City last
week resulted in an agreement that
a statement would be released regarding it,but as yet nothing has
been issued. It is believed the hitch
is on the form of the report of the
meeting between the U.M.P.T.O.
representatives and Rodgers.

Barnstyn Sets GN Deal
for S. A. Distribution
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Jack Barnstyn, head of the foreign department at Grand National
Films, Inc., today announced that
a deal has been closed with Jacobo
Glucksman representing Compania
Commercial Radiolux, S. A. for the
distribution of Grand National product in the Argentine, Uruguay,
Paraguay and Chile.

Bruno Cheli to be New
RKO Manager for Brazil
Bruno Cheli will succeed Nat
Liebskind as RKO Radio manager
for Brazil when Liebskind moves
shortly to take charge of RKO Radio operations in Argentine and
Chile, where Radio will soon open
its own exchanges, it was said yesterday by Ben Y. Cammack, RKO
Radio South American manager.
For the time being Radio will not
open its own exchanges in Chile, as
had been planned.
RKO Radio business in South
America during the past year has
been very good, Cammack declared.
He will return to South America after the first of the year.

$6,250,000 Exposition
Building Given a Boost
Pittsburgh — The erection of a
$6,250,000 exposition building,
which is to include a modern auditorium and theater, moved a step
nearer reality this week when Councilman George E. Evans introduced
an ordinance specifying that the
city make an application to the
PWA for a 45 per cent grant. The
Pittsburgh Exposition Society, composed of leading industrial men
here, would furnish the remaining
55 per cent.

Frank Buck to Make
Serial for Columbia
Frank Buck has been signed by
Columbia to make a serial. Production is understood slated to start
shortly.

Waxman

Accidental Shooting
Emmetsburg, la. — Pronouncing
the shooting accidental, Sheriff Bert
Montgomery has closed his investigation into the death of Harold
Cashen, West Bend (la.) theater
manager.
Denver — Herb
of publicity for
theaters, broke
he fell from his

Hillman, manager
the Harry Huffman
his shoulder when
horse.

"Janosik" for Filmarte

George

Barraud

"Janosik" will follow "Carnival
in Flanders" at the Filmarte on
Dec. month.
23. "Carnival" is now in its
4th

JOHN M. KIRKLAND, playwright and adapter
of "Tobacco Road," sails from New York for
Bermuda next Saturday, accompanied by his
wife, the former Betty Buck, whose film name
HARD
is JULIA
NORMAN McLEOD is due in New
in a few days from Hollywood.

York with-

SIDNEY R. KENT has delayed his departure
from the Coast, New York bound, until today.
LOUIS B. MAYER is expected to arrive in
New
York Monday
from Hollywood.
LULI DESTE, player, arrives in New
Dec. 22 on the Aquitania
from Europe.
MRS.

ABE KAUFMAN leaves New
morrow on her return to Chicago.

York

York to-

WILLIAM WYLER left New York last night
to direct "The Woman Touch"
the Coast
for Samuel
Goldwyn.
for
SOL LESSER sails from New York Dec. 26
the Normandie
bound
for Europe.
HARRY GOETZ returns to New York today
Philadelphia.
from
on

JIMMY

SAVO

goes to Boston Dec. 23 to

play a vaude date.
MR. and MRS. AL ROCKETT arrive in New
holidays.
York Monday from the Coast to spend the
JULES LEVY and CRESSON SMITH returned
yesterday
from a sales trip.
EDDIE CARRIER, M-G-M exploiteer, is in
town.
JOHN GREGG PAINE
Monday
from New
York.

goes to Washington

JAMES CAGNEY is expected to arrive here
this week from Hollywood to conclude negotiations for a play to be used as the initial
production for his "round robin" theatrical
troupe which he hopes will be well under
way by the spring.
MRS.
DOLORES
COSTELLO
BARRYMORE,
her
two children,
JOHN
BLYTH
BARRYMORE
and!
DOLORES
COSTELLO
BARRYMORE
sailed yes-!
terday on the Queen
Mary to spend Christmas
in Switzerland.
Also sailing was
LORRAINE
CRAWFORD,
dancer,
who
is to be married on|
Christmas Day in London.

EDDIE CANTOR and his family, and also
HARRY (PARKYAKARKUS) EINSTEIN have
left the Warwick
Hotel
for the Coast.
BORRAH MINEVITCH and his family are;
at the Warwick for the winter. Minevitch j
works
for RKO
Radio.

"Beloved Enemy" for Rivoli

IRVING BERLIN arrives today at the Newark:
airport from
Hollywood.
SONJA HEN IE leaves Hollywood Sunday byj
plane
for the East.
ERROL
FLYNN,
returns
to New
York today]
from
Florida for a short visit before
departing for the Coast
to begin
work
in "Thai
Prince and the Pauper."
FEODOR CHALIAPIN, Russian basso, re-]
turns to New York shortly after Jan. 1 to
fulfill opera
and concert
engagements.
GLADYS
SWARTHOUT
left
here
yesterdays

"Beloved Enemy," the Samuel
Goldwyn film based on the original
John Balderston story, with Merle
Oberon and Brian Aherne co-starred,
enters the Rivoli, succeeding "Rembrandt," on Christmas Day.

for Chicago where she will substitute for William Frawley as Zukor
drive
player-sponsor.l
She departs
for Hollywood
tomorrow.
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI arrives in Hollywood
today for conferences with Boris Morros, di-f
rector of the music department of the Paramount studio, regarding
future
activities.

A. P. Waxman, in charge of pub"Green Light" Due In N. Y.
licity and advertising for GB PicCutting and editing has been comtures, is leaving that post on Jan.
pleted on the screen transcription 1, it was
stated yesterday.
of the Lloyd C. Douglas novel, Al Selig officially
will take over charge of
"Green Light," and a print of the advertising and Albert Margolies
new Cosmopolitan picture to be re- becomes publicity manager.
leased by Warner Bros, is expected
to arrive in New York tomorrow.

Three Hurt in Crash

Hurt In Fall From Horse

DECEMBER 17
David Butler
Arthur
Hoerl

Leaving GB Jan. 1

Coming and Going

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

(DAILY

Hollywood — Miriam Hopkins,
Mrs. Fred Astaire and Yvonne Mallet, Miss Hopkins' maid, were injured when the Astaire and Hopkins cars collided.

Toll P. A. For I.T.O.A.

Lionel Toll has been appointed
publicity director of the Independent Theater Owners Association.
He will also edit The Independent,
"Born to Dance" in 3rd
"Born to Dance" starts its third
publicaBroadway week at the Capitol to- the organization's
tion which will comeofficial
out with
its
morrow.
first issue on Jan. 23.

TWA CUTS FARES;
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coa9t-to-coast
Non-stop
between
New
York and
Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
IS03 Broadway, 70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk— Penn. 9tation
Telephone: MUrray Hill 6-1640
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EXPECT MAYER IN ON
GB 4-PLY DEAL MEET

U. S, SUIT TESTS SUB
RUN PRICE CONTROL

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

eral counsel of Loew's,
following comment:

1)

made

the

"Theprimarily
Government
has a gone
into the ofequity
court
to seek
cancellation
contract provisions which Interstate Circuit, Inc.,
the operator of the first run theaters in several principal cities in Texas, made with each
of practically all the companies distributing
motion pictures nationally.
"These provisions are to the effect that
pictures exhibited first run by Interstate
Circuit's theaters in such cities at an admission price of 50c shall not be shown subsequently by any other theaters in the same
area at a night orchestra admission price to
adults of less than 25c. Interstate Circuit,
Inc. has insisted on such provisions as reasonable and necessary in view of the large
expenditures it makes in the advertising of
such motion pictures and the very high rentals it pays for the right to exhibit them in
contrast with rentals paid by the subsequent run theaters.
"Since Interstate Circuit, Inc., contracts
with the leading national distributors of motion pictures, the Government, in order to
have such provisions cancelled, has had to
join in the suit each of the national distributors with which Interstate Circuit, Inc.,
has contracts.
"I am informed that the Government does
not charge that such distributors conspired
among themselves in violation of the antitrust laws, but only that under the circumstances described, the agreement Interstate
required with each national distributor is a
violation of the Federal anti-trust laws and
should be cancelled.
"The issue of law presents problems quite
similar to those presented in the recent resale price maintenance cases before the SuUnited States in conpreme Court of the
nection with the statutes of California and
Illinois, which legalized the maintenance of
resale prices and provided for punishment
for those who knowingly sought to violate
such contract provisions.
"The legal question in the present suit
has never before been passed on in a case
in the Federal courts involving motion pictures and its outcome is awaited with interest A previous suit in Texas state courts
Circuit, Inc.,
upheld the right of Interstate
to make such contracts with distributors.

Gifford and Ray Will
Be Called in Inquiry
(Continued from Page

1)

be& T., will be other witnessesEarle
sides John E. Otterson and A.
Anderson when the Federal Communications Commission resumes its
investigation of A. T. & TVs activi
ties in the movie field on Monday
at 45 Broadway. Samuel Becker,
special counsel to the committee,
will conduct the examination.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Groucho Marx, although the youngest,
is the most business-like of the Marxes
and signs their collective checks.
M-G-M.

•
•
• AN EVENT of real significance to the exhibitors
of the land
instituted under the direction of Howard Dietz
at Metro
with Billy Ferguson being authorized to practically double the personnel of his exploitation representatives
in the field we are not talking of a temporary set-up to
campaign on one picture this is a PERMANENT organization functioning the year round
and now every
important key spot is covered for M-G-M by an expert exploiteer who knows every theater man in his territory
that means service to the exhib whenever he calls for it
and even when he doesn't
for if you know anything about
Billy Ferguson's check-up system, then you know that no situation that books the M-G-M product is overlooked on the exploitation assistance

ences are expected to include Sidney R. Kent, whose departure from
Hollywood has been delayed until
today, and Isidore and Maurice Ostrer, who are planning to remain in
New York until the day following
Christmas.
One result of the Loew buy of
half of the 20th Century-Fox holdings in GB, it was pointed out yesterday, is the solidifying of position
of both American companies as they
deal with the Ostrer brothers. Kent,
Joe and Nick Schenck have repeatedly indicated that they have no intention of selling their stock in Metropolis and Bradford Trust Co.,
which controls GB, to Maxwell.

Participation by Majors
•
•
• SO AFTER weeks of preliminary survey the
enlarged
staff has been assembled
Ferguson
flew out
to the Statler Hotel in Cleveland where the men were called
together
Tuesday
evening they held their get-together
pep confab till almost 5 o'clock in the morn
another meeting at 10:30 on Wednesday morn
then the men left for
their various territories
and from now on right through
the year their chief will be in touch with them by phone, wire
and letter
the Ferguson System of Personal Exploitation
Service has proved so successful for years in every key spot
where installed, that it was only logical that it should be
extended to all the main spots
•

•

• HERE IS the set-up of the augmented Metro Permanent Exploitation Field Staff W. G. Bishop, Detroit
C. C. Deardourff, Cleveland E. B. Coleman, Dallas
and Oklahoma
Morris Abrams,
Minneapolis
J. E.
Watson,
Cincinnati
John Walsh, Pittsburgh
Fred
Bartow, Chicago
Claude Morris, Kansas City and Denver
Jack Gillmore, Buffalo and Albany James Ashcraft, Philadelphia
Norman W. Pyle, Washington, D. C.
and Charlotte
Fred McKenzie, Boston
Louis Orlove,
Milwaukee
Bill Parker, Indianapolis Clinton Bolton,
New Orleans James Thames, Atlanta and Memphis
Jim Schiller, Los Angeles
Ken Renaud, Seattle and Portland Omar Kenyon, Des Moines and Omaha
Oscar
Kantner, San Francisco
Carlton Duffus, special exploitation on educational contacts and at the home office, Bill
Ferguson the Chief, with Eddie Carrier and Charlie Sonin as
lieutenants and that, gents, if you ask us, is what you call
A First Class Exploitation Staff that tops anything ever brought
together in the film biz
every man an Expert Showman.
.
T
T
T
•

• • WE HAVE had occasion from time to time to witness a beautiful example of team-work
between National
Screen Service and G-B when it comes to turning out the trailers for this latter company by the trailer specialists
Ed
McNamee's editorial dep't with Milton Silver and Arthur Housman batting for National Screen, and with Estelle Schrott supplying the feminine angle and the G-B box-office slant for the
producer
have been producing
trailers that have done
much to sell the British product to American audiences
and that reminds us that Advertising Director A. P. Waxman
of G-B has always been a consistent exponent of the Feminine
Slant in advertising and publicity
as Mister Waxman
truly says: "We of the industry are catering to a public that
is 85 per cent feminine. Every department store gets the feminine slant in its advertising copy. So why shouldn't every
producing company? I believe that there is a happy combination of male and feminine slants for advertising picture product. That's what strikes me as logical to reach an 85 per cent
feminine market."
well spoken, A. P
and the National Screen collaboration proves you are absolutely RIGHT.

«

«

«

»

»

»

Is Expected by N. C. I. P.
(Continued from Page

1)

with the result that the session was
cancelled.
The council's coordinating committee meets Monday in the Capital to prepare its legislative program. John Gregg Paine, chairman
of the management group, will attend, as well as Attorney Sigfried
Hartman, former Universal attorney tional
who is Association
now counsel
for the Naof Wholesale
and
Retail Tobacco Dealers.

Appellate Division Orders
Brandts to Produce Books
(Continued from Page

1)

Affiliated Enterprises, owner of
"Bank Night". The action affirms
a similar order issued by the New
York State Supreme Court. The
Brandts are appealing from the
lower court ruling on the grounds
that use of "Prosperity Nite" does
not infringe "Bank Night."

"Yellow Cruise" for Keys
Four additional key city bookings
of "Yellow Cruise" are set for January including the Little Theater,
tochester; Europa, Baltimore, Cinema, Detroit, and Art Cinema, Pittsleasing.
burgh. French M. P. Corp. is re-

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Australia's 1,500 theaters drew an
attendance of 180.000,000 in 1935 with
a box-office
intake of $29,000,000.
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"ACCUSED"

with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Dolores Del Rio
United Artists
84 mins.
MURDER MYSTERY CARRIES
WITH INGENIOUS PLOT AND
LENT CAST.

PUNCH
EXCEL-

While this production follows the usual
detailed technique of the British studios,
Criterion Films has nevertheless delivered
an absorbing theme with a strong plot that
builds to grand suspense, and a superb
cast of sterling players even in the minor
roles. Douglas Fairbanks Jr. plays the
husband of Dolores Del Rio who is accused
of the murder of an actress in her dressing
room in the Paris theater. All the evidence
is dead against the accused. Fairbanks,
assured of her innocence, strives desperately to save her. The trial scenes are impressive though long drawn out. The husband makes an impassioned plea, but to no
avail. The attorney for the accused fights
for time. There is but one slim ray of
hope — a missing witness seen at the theater backstage at the time of the murder.
At last the husband learns where he can
be found in hiding, drags him to the courtroom. Then in a clever examination by
the attorney, the guilt of the real murderer
is established with diamatic suddenness
right at the end of the picture. To single
out any members of the cast for praise
would be unjust. They are all excellent.
Clever direction by Thornton Freeland.
Cast: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr , Dolores Del
Rio. Florence Desmond, Basil Sidney, John
Roberts, Cecil Humphries, Esme Percy, Edward Rigby, George Moor Marrior, Cyril
Raymond, George Withers,
Roland Culver
Director, Thornton Freeland; Author, Zoe
Akins; Screenplay, Zoe Akins, George Barraud; Cameraman, Victor Arminese
Direction, Very Good
cellent.

Photography, Ex-

Court at Harrisburg
Find Bingo Gambling

FOREIGN

SLALOM", Swiss-made feature, produced by H. H. Sokal; a George KraskaWorld Picture release; authors, Ludwig von
Wohl, Helmuth Orthmann; screenplay, Dr.
Arnold Fanck; directed by Max Obal, with
Guzzi Lantschner, Walter Riml, Hella Hartwich in cast. Presented at 55th St. Playhouse.
Amusing love story is enacted in winter
settings of beauty, with skiing playing an
important part in film's sequences. A
pretty girl is derided by her sweetheart
for her awkwardness at his sport-hobby.
She determines to outdo his proficiency at
skiing, and does, after becoming an expert
as result of lessons taken from a short man
and a tall man. Her lover becomes very
proud of her, and love triumphs.
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Bureau

of THE
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SHORTS
"The Chesapeake
(Treasure Bay
Chest)Retriever"
Educational
10 mins.
Very Classy
A very appealing doe: number,
showing the famous Chesapeake
Bay Retriever at work in his native heath, and also in his native
water, for that is where he
comes by his name and where
he does his best work. The
champ retrievers are seen in action in the annual event, retrieving
the ducks from the briny and bringing them to hand right into the
blind where their trainer waits for
them. After the water work, the
judges put the dogs through their
paces on land, where they fight it
out between the two main contestants to a close finish. Produced by
Pedigreed Pictures. Narrated by
John Holbrook. Photographed by
Dal Clawson.

W. Van Beveren for Feyder

Horwitz Succeeds Schmertz

'DAILY

Hollywood — Fanchon & Marco's
new show, "Swing It Hollywood,"
opens in Vancouver at the Lyric
Theater the week of Dec. 26. Bookings in Seattle, Portland, Spokane,
Tacoma and the northwest circuit
follow. Musicale features Ernie
Stanton, with Joe Bennett, Clifford
and Moran, Jack Dale, Eddy and
Tours, Eda Edson, and the 12 Hollywood Swingettes.

Cameraman)
20th Century-Fox
9 mins.
This will be of great interest to
all dog lovers, with the camera
catching the prize dogs of all breeds
as they appear at the various show
events throughout the world. The
champs are magnificent specimens
and are graphically presented from
the camera angle. Then into a lot
of action shots of dogs in training
for the sled work in the far north,
and other breed dogs in stirring action in other lines of dogdom. Finishes with some comedv stuff presented bv Lew Lehr with his funnv
ley.
accent. Produced by Truman Tal-

Kiko the Kangaroo in
"Skunked Again"
(Terry-Toons)
Educational
7 mins.
Snow Adventure
A North Pole expedition in a big
blimp, with all the animals taking
the trip. For certain reasons they
put the skunks in a trailer blimp
roped on behind the big blimp. Arrived at the North Pole, the gang
headed by Kiko the Kangaroo and
Al Falfa, went in for the winter
sports in a big way. The skiing was
sensational, and the ice floats caused
a lot of excitement before the gang
got back on land Finishes with a
trial, with the walrus as the complainant, and things look bad for
the visitors till the little skunks
save the day. And so back to the
blimp
happy. and home, and everybody

Winifred Van Beveren has been
appointed personal representative
for Jacques Feyder, now directing
Harrisburg, Pa. — Judge Frank B. Marlene Dietrich and Robert Donat
Wickersham ruled that the game in Alexander Korda's "Knight
of bingo is gambling, the court ad- Without Armour." Feyder's "Carnival in Flanders" is now showing
judging Dave Lislie, bingo game at the
Filmarte in New York.
proprietor, guilty of operating a
gambling establishment. Exhibitors
ITOA Plans Mass Meeting
look upon the ruling as a favorable
At least 50 delegates of the
test case. A number of professional
UMPTO of Philadelphia and reprebingo establishments in the neighsentatives of other Eastern exhib
borhoods have been cutting into groups are expected to attend a
theater grosses.
mass meeting under ITOA auspices
here at a date to be announced later. Sales policies of major distributing firms will be on the agenda.
F. & M. Show Opens Dec. 26
West

"Dogging
It Around
World"
(Adventures
of a the
Newsreel

Wheeling House to Reopen
Wheeling, W. Va.— The Capitol
Theater, Wheeling's million dollar
house which was recently acquired
by the Wheeling Theaters, Inc., after
extensive litigation, will be reopened
as a vaudeville and picture house on
Christmas Day. The ballroom above
the theater accommodating 1,500
persons, will also operate.

ft

ft

"Trailing
the Sea Horse"
William
Alexander
11 Mins.

Splendid
The ocean floor
has few forms of
life as intriguing as the diminutive
sea horse. Although a popular exhibit at most major aquaria, there
are few visitors acquainted with
its natural habitats and habits. Nature Film Company has something
of a scoop in this reel, which will
grace any theater screen. Audiences are shown the sea horse in
its exhibition tank at New York's
famous Aquarium, and are then
transported to nearby Sayville
Long Island, and aboard Captain
Daniel Collins' boat. Into Great
South Bay a diver and a drag net
are lowered. There is the eel grass
are sea horses. Underwater shots
are very interesting. Clear photography and well-devised narration
contribute to enjoyment of this
splendid subject.

Territorial Exploitation
Aids Named by Ferguson
Detroit — Appointment of territorial exploitation representatives has
been made by William R. Ferguson,
Loew exploitation manager, who
conducted a meeting Tuesday at the
Statler Hotel in Cleveland. Appointees are: J. G. Walsh, Pittsburgh; J. E. Watson, Cincinnati;
Charles Duffus, Albany, and M. B.
Parker, Indianapolis. Other assignments will soon be made covering
Philadelphia, New Orleans, Dallas,
St. Louis and San Francisco.

Two-Man

Booth Measure
For Nebraska's Hopper

Cleveland — M. B. Horwitz has
been elected president of the CleveLincoln, Neb.— When Nebraska's
land Variety Club for the ensuing uni-cameral
legislature opens Jan.
year. He succeeds I. J. Schmertz. 5, legislators will have
plans drawn
Horwitz
was one Others
of the club's
charter members.
elected
to for about four bills affecting the
show business. One is the try for
serve this year are: First vice-presi- a two-man booth in all theaters
dent, Dave Miller; second vice-pres- over 600 seats, which will be sponident, Frank D. Drew; treasurer, J.
sored by the labor lobby.
S. Jossey; secretary, Frank H.
Two tax tries are also listed, one
Boyd. Directors are: Col. Harry E.
asking a tax on circuits, graduated
Long, Nat Holt, I. J. Schmertz, Jer- to increase the scale per house acome Friedlander, Harry H. Goldcording to the number of houses,
stein, Jack Shulman.
and the other a 1 or 2 per cent sales
tax, similar to the venture last year,
DENVER
which will affect the box-office.
Fourth measure is against circuses,
Art Eishenlaub. Fox city manager or traveling shows of any size, barat Pocatello, was married to Miss
ring them from the state 30 days
Jo O'Donnell of that city.
prior to the Nebraska State Fair.
The Washington Park theater has
been taken over by Walter Ibold,
who also owns the Comet here.
Swedish Film to Open
"Chuck" Doty gave up his lease on
"Soderkakar" ("Shantytown")
the house to Ibold.
John Lindhart and Warrick King, Swedish comedy, featuring Edvard
who have been operating a portable Pearson and Gideon Wahlberg and
circuit among 10 Colorado CCC directed by Weyler Hildebrand, has
camps, have renewed their contract its U. S. premiere at the Cinema de
Paris Friday.
for another six-month term.

.r-;
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IF YOU LIVE TO RE A MILLION, YOU'LL NEVER SEE ITS LIKE AGAIN!

V^j&
entertainment, .breath-takingly

lavish

with

spectacle... bristling

with

and laughter.. .and ever-sparkling with that priceless ingredient SURPRISE!

to runi|)letely eclipse 20th's record-breaking "Pigskin

Parade/ "Sing,

*

O

20th's

showmanship

strides

to

new

triumphs

with

this

unique

box office money names. ..crackling with zest and zip. ..gay with song

Aimed at your biggest show date, 'One in a Million" is smartly designed

Baby, Sing/ and "Thanks a Million'!

~
v
\j

(We've just he^

THE SHOW IN A MILLION FOR YOUR RIG NEW YEAR'S DATE! Spectacle

gliding, whirling in rhythmic ice revels amid soaring Alpine peaks! Romance:

Songs: Six melody-glorious hits they'll remember as 1957s tops! Laughter:

brilliant galaxy with Sonja Henie, lovely Queen of the Silvery Skates, now

Hundreds of glamorous girls. ..toes tipped with mirror steel. ..skimming,

-

^%

%

I

^^-

glowing with wind-free fervor in a gorgeous, cloud-swept winter wonderland!

£3
madly merry with the Ritz Brothers at their nit-wittiest! Stars: A name-

an exciting Queen of the Silver Screen... setting the ice afire, hearts aflame!

(Mows

no lime to stop!)

THE CAST OF A DOZEN DAZZLING STARS
'i.L"^..

SONIA HENIE
Queen

of the

Silvery

'

with ADOLPHE

Sknles
/

DON

AMECHE

DIXIE

DUNBAR

1 4$ *$

MENJOU

• RITZ

• LEAH

BROTHERS

RAY • SHIRLEY

DEANE

nd

beautiful

Sonja

Henie,

darling

of

five

continents,

triumphant

JE/VN
A R LINE

HEKSHOLT
JUDGE

A 20th Century-Fox Picture • Darryl
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith
Music
and
Lyrics
hy Lew
Pollack
and

• NED

• 110 II II A H

screen

in

her

debut!

SPARKS

MFNEVITCH

AND HIS
GANG

F. Zanuck in Charge of Production • Directed hy Sidney Lanheld
• Story and screen play hy Leonard Praskins and Mark Kelly
Sidney
I). Mitchell
• Skating
Ensembles
staged
hy lack
Haskell

THE SONUS: "One in a Million • "Who's Afraid
of Love?" • 'The Moonlit Waltz" • "We're Hack
in Circulation
Again" • "Lovely
Lady
in White"

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR

FUTURE

3W

May

we make a suggestion?...]

CELEBRATE

THE NEW

YEAR WITH

HOLD-OVERS!
'Ifj '

If *£r^_ <^

i/n. CU

AND

VI

YOUR

RING IN 1937

CASH REGISTER!

**

\.l

ON

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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A "JUMe." fW Uottywood "Ms
HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
/^\UT of deference to the people of
^ the British Empire, Harold
Lloyd today announced that he has
voluntarily decided to abandon production of the film comedy on which
he has been working for four
months as his next Paramount starring picture. The film, which was
scheduled to go into production
within a few days, is set in a mythical kingdom and is based on a
romance between a princess and an
American man. The decision of the
film star will not delay hisa producsecond
tion schedule as he has
story which he had planned to put
before the cameras following completion of the story which has been
abandoned.
T
y
▼
Warners —
ments:
Casting assign
Ruby Keeler and Ross Alexander,
"Variety Show"; Paramount — i
Thomas Mitchell and Louise Beavers, "The Years Are So Long";
Universal— Larry Blake, "The Road
Back"; 20th Century-Fox— George
Slaver."
Sanders, "The▼ Last
v
T
Many of the exterior scenes in
Claudette Colbert's next starring
picture, "I Met Him In Paris," will
be photographed in Sun Valley, Idaho, which is being developed as
reAmerica's greatest winter sports
sort. A location unit of 75 players
and technicians, headed by Miss
Colbert and Wesley Ruggles, who is
to produce and direct the picture,
will leave Hollywood shortly after
Jan. 1 for the snow safari.

▼

▼

▼

WHO'S WHO
•

•

•

Introducing

IN HOLLYWOOD

Interesting

all angles.

Born and educated

to Do "Zenda"

Colman
DAILY
West Coast Bu,., THE FILM
first
Hollywood— Ronald Colman s
Selmick International Picpictureturesfor
under his new contract will be
it was an"The Prizoner of Zenda."
nounced by David 0. Selmick today.
story were
Hope
ny
Antho
the
Rights to
Production is
purchased from M-G-M.
the 1937
ng
starti
1,
Feb.
for
led
schedu
announced
Selmick expanded program
time
short
a
by John Hay Whitney
ago.

No.

9

•

•

•

in Louisville, his industry advent was 'preceded
by newspaper work in St. Louis where he was
sports editor of the Times.

First film berth was

advertising-publicity director for the old Gold
wyn

company.

Subsequent

representative for Thomas

affiliations: Personal
H. Ince, 1919; inde-

pendent producer, releasing

through

Metro.

1922; Producers' Distributing Corp., producing
Pnsc ilia Dean and Harry Carey films; present
post, 1925.

Responsible

for

such

films

as

"Our Dancing Daughters," "The Thin Man,"
"Treasure Island", and, oh yes, "Naughty Marietta." Hair, brown.
Eyes, blue.
Stands 6 feet.

for her in the meantime, Kay Francis is planning to remain in Europe
until the coronation of King George
VI, she writes. Now in England,
she
plans to leave for the Continent
shortly.

▼

T

T

Douglas
MacLean
has
signed
James Ellison for the lead in "23 </2
Hours' Leave," which John Blystone
will direct.
T

T

T

Having finished her Universal assignment on "Be It Ever So Humble," Karem DeWolf is now at Republic, working on the script of
"Paradise Express."
V

V

T

Harold Tarshis has been assigned
Title changes by Universal: From
original mu"Treve" to "The Mighty Treve ; by RKO
sical short.to write an
r
t
v
, . ,
to
from "Hitting the High Spots"
"Breezing Home.'
"Don't Pull Your Punches" is the
AAA
final title of the picture B. Reeves
Mrs. Babs Johnstone, who held Eason recently finished directing
the distinction 15 years ago of be- for Warner Bros. It was originally
ing the only woman art director in called "Trial Horse." Barton Machas decided to re- Lane and June Travis head the cast.
motion pictures,work,
and has been
turn to studio
T
V
T
Columbia
Warners have changed the title
placed under contractl by
.
dresser
set
Pictures as a specia
Muni's next from "The
Her first picture under the new of Paul
is On the March" to "The
Truth
starlude'
"Inter
be
will
contract Grace
T
T
T
.
Zola."
Moore.
Story of Emile
ring
B. Schulberg's next production for
Gerald Oliver Smith, known on
Trap"
"Thed Love
Paramo
cchara
his
by Edward
for
directe
be be
is to will
which unt
the Broadway stage
Edand
en,
terizations of Englishm
by WalLudwig from a screen play
ward Keane, have been assigned to
lace Smith. The principal masculine
by Ricardo
role will be played
roles in "Interlude."
d
Unless a new picture is schedule

Personalities:

I [UNIT STROM BERG. Associate studio executive of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
' ' and possessor of an unusually wide knowledge of the film industry from

Cortez, on a loan deal with Warner
Brothers. Production is scheduled
to start next week, following Schulberg's return to Hollywood from
New York.
T

T

T

Grace Moore is battling the flu
at her home, with the attending
physician describing her condition
as "not serious."
▼
▼
T
David 0. Selznick yesterday was
accorded new honors when the National Box Office Digest, released
its championship ratings for 1936,
naming him top producer in the
independent field. The late Irving
Thalberg would have ranked slightly ahead, had he lived. Hunt Stromberg captured first honors in the
unit producers division.
V

T

T

Jean-Joseph Viala, French consul in Los Angeles, has presented
the Cross of Chevalier of the French
Legion of Honor to Darryl F. Zanuck.
v

T

T

Cecil
B. DeMille's
has
started
researchproduction
work as staff
the
first step of preparation for filming
of "The Buccaneer", scheduled to go
before the cameras in April as
DeMille's next production for Paramount. The picture will tell the
story of Jean Lafitte, the privateer
who, with a price on his head, allied
himself with Andrew Jackson and
held Louisiana against the British

Pittsburgh's Largest Sign
20th Century-Fox Contracts
To Adv. Harris Attractions
1,000
Than
More
se
Increa
Pittsburgh — The Harris Amuse20th Century-Fox has increased
ment Company is painting a huge
its feature billing 25 p. c. over the advertising sign on the side wall of
sales
previous year, now has 10,000 9,000 its Alvin Theater, now made viscontracts compared to under
ible through the razing of the Lycelast year and has had the greatest
um Building. The sign, when comnumber of holdovers in its history
pleted, will be the largest in the
during the past 12 months, a comcity and will advertise current atpany sales executive told The Film aters.
tractions in I lie local Harris theDaly yesterday. Data will appear
report.
annual
's
in the company

at the Battle of New Orleans. DeMille selected "The Buccaneei " as a
title because Paramount owns Maxwell Anderson's play by that name.
None of the story material of the
Anderson play, deaing with the life
of Sir Henry Morgan, will be used
in "The Buccaneer", for which a new
screen play is to be fashioned.
»

V

»

Sir Guy Standing has completed
his role in "Bulldog Drummond Kscapes" and left Hollywood for a
tour of Canada to make p. a.'s in connection with Adolph Zukor's Silver
Jubilee. Sir Guy will travel from
coast to coast, visiting Vancouver,
Calgary, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal and other cities, accompanied by
M. A. Milligan, general manager of
the Paramount organization in Canada.
t

v

T

New contracts — Paramount :
Charles Bickford; Columbia: Jean
Parker.
▼
▼
v
J. Edward
Bromberg,
who was
placed under contract by 20th Century-Fox after he completed his
prize-winning role in "Men In
White" on the New York stage, will
remain at that film studio for at
least one more year, the option on
Bromberg's services for that period
being exercised.
▼
T
T
H. Bruce Humberstone is out of
"I Hate Horses", Universal Production, because of illness, and is being
replaced by Milton Carruth.
T
▼
T
Edward Buzzell will direct "As
Good As Married" for Universal.
This is a Norman Krasna original.
Buzzell is collaborating with F. Hugh
Herbert on the screenplay.
T

T

T

Plans for the first annual Hollywood Fiesta, spectacular four-day
celebration to be held next summer,
are announced by Clyde F. McDermont, chairman of the Fiesta Committee for the local Junior Chamber
of Commerce. "The First Annual
Hollywood Cavalcade," created in
Spanish atmosphere and featuring
a Fun Festival Midway and a Mexican Market, is under the general direction of Charles E. Pressley, west
coast pageant and fiesta di rector,
and under the management of Fanchon & Marco Studios.
t
v
r
Arch Buchanan has joined General
Pictures as a production manager
and has been assigned by Robert
Welch to "Three Legionnaires".
GP Writers in Trailers
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — General Pictures has moved
three of the latest de luxe trailers on
the RKO Pafhe
lot for writers'
quarters. The trailers
have allheadthe
comforts of home, and the writers arc
the envy of other scriptcrs working in
the

usual

studio

cubby-hole.

—JX0>«
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20TH-F0X PROGRAM UP
AT KANSAS CITY MEET
{Continued from Page 1)

make a coast trip prior to the Kansas City session.
As yet size of the program has
not been determined.

Musicians To Continue
Picketing of Theaters
The theater picketing drive in
\'e\v York City will be continued
after today's bi-annual election of
Local 802, musicians' union, it is
stated by President Jack Rosenberg and his fellow officers, whose
re-election is expected, in a pamments. phlet outlining the union's achieveThe pamphlet states that the administration took office on Jan. 1,
1934, with a deficit in the treasury
and that the union on Sept. 30, 1936
had $287,266 in the bank and debts
of $5,596.

NEWS

of the DAY

St. Joseph. Mo. — George C. Sakeliaiis and R. C. Hastings are the new
owners of the Olive Theater.

Theater there is owned by the
Western Massachusetts Theaters,
Inc., also a Goldstein controlled cor-

poration.
E. "Doc" toCook
Indianapolis— The Indiana Theais Savannah,
erecting Mo.—
a newC. theater
be
ter, dark since last September, will
called "Tivoli."
open Christmas Day, the Monarch
Theater Corp. operating.
Walnut, la. — The Walnut Theater has been closed by B. Beard.
Shelby, N. C— The new $80,000
Detroit — George F. Theosin, for- Rogers Theater has opened with
mer secretary of Shamrock Pictures William Webb as manager.
Productions, is working on plans to
establish
a new producing company
Little Rock— Robb & Rowley Cirlocally.
cuit has acquired half interest in
the Liberty Theater at Malvern,
Springfield, Mass. — Richmond Ark., and the Imp at Benton, Ark.,
Theater Corp. has been incorporated as of Nov. 1.
by Samuel and Nathan S. Goldstein
and W. J. Althaus, all of SpringDallas— Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Matfield, as a holding company to as- son are erecting
a new theater at
sume title to the Richmond Theater Rockdale.
in North Adams.
The Paramount

Execs See "God's Country"

Italian Modifications
Talked at Hays Session

The first Eastern preview of WarTri-Lingual in Africa
(Continued from Page 1)
ner Bros.-First National new TechBrussels — Siegfried Arno has arranged to produce versions of a picnicolor production, "God's Country partment heads of major companies
ture he is to make in the Congo and the Woman," was held at the at the Hays office
yesterday. Atstalling Jean Murat in French, day.
home offices of the company yestertendants included Phil Reisman,
Flemish and English.
Joseph H. Seidelman and Thomas
Patrick Mulrooney.

POPULAR

PICTURE

Smart, but not snobbish. Continental, yet conservative. Diplomatic in
service . . . democratic in price.
Home of:
New Restaurant

de la Palx and

world famous RUMPF.LMAYKR'S
SINGLE

ROOMS
SPECIAL

from $3.50. .. DOUBLE
MONTHLY

RATES

$5.00
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Brumberg Takes Over

VAN BEUREN-HIRLIMAN
LAUNCH CONDOR FIRM
(Continued from Page

stood.

1)

M.
Hoffman will be associatedH.
with Condor.

Van Beuren states that Lieberman negotiated the financial background of the new
man.
company
. Lieberman has been backing HirliVan Beuren will be chairman of the board
president;
A. Hirliman,
ah Loil?T01';
and
Hoffman.George
will also be vice presidents
is stated.
i u a Lleberman' treasurer. Frank Snellit
The Van Beuren Corp. will be a part of
(.ondor, but will continue to produce shorts
tor Van
, RKO Beuren.
Radio. RKO Radio owns half
of
Building.
Condor will establish offices in the RKO
Pi eduction activities will be centered on
the Coast with Hirliman in charge. The
companies being merged into Condor are
George A. Hirliman Productions, Inc., Regal
Productions, Inc., Metropolitan Pictures,
Inc., and Pacific Productions, Inc. Metropolitan and Regal are producing color pictures for the domestic and foreign markets
using the new Hirlicolor process which they
own.
Hirliman is now producing for RKO,
Grand National, M-G-M and 20th Century.
Fox. He has under contract Geo. O'Brien,
Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt and is negotiating for other players.

Foreign House for Detroit
Detroit — Foreign films are catching on here. Plans call for opening of the old Library Theater
as the UFA Theater to show UFA |
product exclusively, by Frant
Scheuer. This would be the first uptroit. town foreign language house in De-

"La Kermesse Heroique" will be
Jacksonville, Fla.— Bill Brumberg
distributed
locally by Monarch Pichas taken over his duties as Florida
tures, with plans for a possible roaddistrict manager for Warner
show engagement.
Brothers succeeding Joe Vergesslich
who is now in charge of the comCINCINNATI
pany's Southeastern district. Mr.
Vergesslich, en route to Miami for
conferences with S. A. Lynch and
Queen City
Club, "Pop"
Wessell,
prexy,Variety
has increased
its
E. J. Sparks, told a Film Daily rep- quota of orphans and under priviresentative here of Brumberg's
leged children for entertainment at
appointment by Fred Jack, South- the annual Variety Club Christmas
ern district manager. Brumberg party. Instead of the usual 1,000,
has been transferred from the Dallas office.
1,700 will be treated at the Netherland Plaza Hall of Mirrors, Dec. 22.
Billy Bien is general chairman of
the affair, and E. V. Dinerman and
Rippingale Promoted
M. J. Whitmar of RKO are hanNew Haven — With the drafting of
dling publicity.
J. M. Johnston of BF is in Fl<
Harold A. Weinberger, office manager at the Washington Metro ex- rida for the holidays.
William Onie, branch manager of
change, to the production departRepublic is visiting his family ir
ment on the Coast, Fred Rippingale Cleveland,
O.
of the New Haven office has been
Mitchell Blackschlaeger of RK(
promoted to Weinberger's post in local office, will make a series ol
Washington. Frank E. Mullen has
been promoted from booker to of- addresses to mothers' clubs on "Bet
fice manager in New Haven, as- ter Motion Pictures for Children.'
M-G-M home office was representsisted by Charles Lazarus and Philip
ed this week by A. F. Cummings,
Gravitz as bookers.
J. Jonas and J. F. Cummings, here
for a visit. Other visitors: Reg WilU. A. Moves In Detroit
son, GB; Charley Stopflet, mgr. of
Detroit — United Artists Exchange the Margie Grand, Harlan; Tom
Powell, The Bandbox, Springfield;
has just completed moving the poster, shipping, and inspection depart- C. A. Robertson, Augusta theater,
ments from the fourth to the fifth Springfield; Joe Isaacs, Cumberland,
floor of the Film Exchange Build- Ky. ; son,
Mr.Plainand
City,Mrs.
O. Stewart Andering. The general offices will be
The
Big-Feature
Truckers, bowlmoved next week. M-G-M Exchange
ing team finally bit the dust, going
is expected to take over the vacated
down in defeat to the Metro Lions
for three straight games.
space.
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VER 1200 pages of information and statistical data compiled by the FILM DAILY with

the enthusiastic co-operation of every branch
of the Motion Picture Industry.
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DON'T HOLD BACK
FROM A GOOD CAUSE

The Foreign Field
♦

(Continued from Page

HONOR

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

11

conversation lags at the noon luncheon hour, ask the boys what can
be done in the way of helping the
Fund. You'll be surprised that your
friends have some Bright ideas.
Mebbe one of 'em will suggest a
pool. Or throwing the bones for a
few minutes. Make a game of it,
and see what you can do in this
Worthy Cause to help some fellows
in the film biz less fortunate than
yourself. You're a smart guy. Bet
you can think of a stunt to extract
some dough painlessly from your
friends for the Fund. Don't disappoint us. Stir the ole bean, and see
what you can do.
Look at the List attached. It's
growing. Slowly. One more name
should be there. If your name is
already there, we're not talking to
you. If your name isn't there —
Well, what's stopping you?

ROLL

Paul N. Lazarus
Charles C. Moskowitz
Marvin
H. Schenck
Don
Hancock
Isaac Weinberg
In Memory
of
Ben
Shlyen
Walter
F. Eberhardt
H. D. Buckley
Moe Strcimer
Neighborhood
Cresson E. Smith
Theater. Inc
Walter
Reade Theaters
Florence L. Strauss
E. W. Hammons
Emanuel Silverstone
H. J Ochs
Dewey D. Bloom
George
Barnet
Dave Epstein
Rose Karess
Harold
F. Hendee
Vincent Sardi
Sam Cohen
City Photo
Engraving
Corp.
Joan DuGuerny
Milton
Silver
Joe Fliesler
Louis K Sidney
A. Schneider
H. M. Warner
Quigley
Publications
Ben Amsterdam
Irving Samuels
M. Van Praag
Henry D. Behr
Anonymous
W. F. Rodgers
Nate
Golden
Norman
C. Nicholson
Dennis
R. Smith
In Memory
of
Jack Alicoate
Felix Feist
Louis Frisch
Don Mersereau
Edna
Sussman
Samuel
Rinzler
Addie
Dannenberg
Winfield
Andrus
Ned E. Depinet
A. J. Dash
Frank
C.
Walker
George Orth
Alan
F. Cummings
Charles G. Whitehead
Richard
Brady
Jack Skirball
Leon Bamberger
Alexander
Film Co.
Jerome J. Cohen
E. B. Hatrick
Haskell M. Masters
George Gerhard
Sophie
K. Smith
"Chick"
Lewis
Anonymous
Charles
M. Mersereau
John A. Schwalm
Jack Levin
Edward McNamee
Rube Jackter
Renee
Carroll
Rutgers Neilson
Chester
B. Bahn
Ben Solomon
Jimmy
Sileo
Arnold
M. Picker
Edward
Finney
Albert Warner
Bert Sanford, Jr.
William
Massce
W. H. Clark
David Barrist
W.
A. Downs
William Barnett
David Palfreyman
Herbert S. Berg
Joseph F. Lee
Ted Curtis
J. S. MacLeod
Jay Emanuel
Irving Lesser
E. C. Leeves
Joe Weil
Kenneth O'Brien
Toby Gruen
Eugene Picker
Robert S. Wolff
Queen
Feature
Emil C. Jensen
Dave
Weshner
William
Brandt
Nathan Hirsh
Harry Brandt
Service
Louis
Brandt
Arthur Eddy
George
Brandt
E. A. Schiller
E. M.Saunders
Bingo
Brandt
Anonymous
Gabriel Hess
Arthur
A. Lee
Prospect Press
Budd Rogers
Jack Trop
J. H. Seidelman
Maurice Kann
Lewen Pizor
Irene F. Scott
■ Stella Hamlin
William R. Ferguson
Louis Semels
Jos. R. Vogel
Samuel
Rubenstein
Charles J. Sonin
W. F. Barrett
Silas F. Seadler
Carl E. Milliken
H. F. Krecke
Morris Kinzler
W. S. Caldwell
Louis Astor
Dictograph
Prods. Co.,
Inc.
Sam
Dembow,
Jr.
Al Semels
Harry Shiftman

II. S. JOBLESS CENSUS
PROGRAM TAKES FORM

Eisenstein Making Color Film
Moscow — Eisenstein, who has
been absent from the screen for a
long time, is again in harness. The
production demanding his attention
this time is a color picture, "Bejzan,
the Peasant."

Increase Czech Output

♦

♦

clared that his program for an unemployment census of the motion
Czechoslovakian Quota Plan
picture and other industries was
Prague — It is believed that under taking shape via the Business Adthe Czechoslovakian quota plan, a
visory Committee. Roper stated he
sequel to the government's offer of himself had taken no action toward
aid for the production of native motion pictures, it will be necessary the establishment of a permanent
to enforce the showing of eight na- motion picture committee to handle
tive pictures to every 12 imported. industry problems.

Prague — Domestic production of
films will be increased following the U.P.T. Financial Statement
construction of new studios, Host
London — Trading profits of
Studios at Hostivar and Foia StuUnited Picture Theaters, Ltd., for
dios at Radlice.
the year ended Dec. 1 last shows a
rise of $55,000 to $139,145, but after
European Cinema Statistics
Paris — The International Federa- providing for charges for amortization, depreciation, debenture and
tion of the Cinema has published
interest the firm showed a
statistics showing the existence at mortgage
Europe of 28,876 cinema theaters net loss for the period of more than
wired for talking pictures, and 865,000.
4,995 unequipped which still show
silent pictures. Only Great Britain
and Sweden have all their theaters Acquiring 50 Theaters
wired — 5,000 for Great Britain, and
London — Associated British Prop1,581 for Sweden. Out of Spain's
erties, Ltd., John Maxwell's new
3,450 cinemas, 1,900 are not wired.
$15,000,000 company, which is listing a $10,000,000 stock issue of 4V2
To Exploit Ondiacolor
per cent first mortgage debenture
Paris — The recent new color proc- stock, is to acquire more than 50
ess for motion pictures called Ondia- theaters, by freehold or long leasehold from Associated Cinema Propcolor will be exploited by M. Hauderties, Ltd., for $15,000,000, it is rejian who has formed a corporation
for that purpose.
ported.

CHICAGO

PITTSBURGH

H and E. Balaban Corp. will open
the new Esquire theater about June.
House will seat 1,600.
S. R. Zatz, C. Lighter and M.
Carroll have formed the Star Theater Co. Mclnerney, Epstein and
Arvey are handling the legal details.
A. Bachman, manager of the B.
and K Terminal Theater says the
house will be modernized throughout
at a cost of $35,000.
Warner Bros, continue to make
improvements in their Chicago
houses. The Odgen theater is getting
a new sound installation and other
equipment. Harry Ryan has charge
of the installations.
Action has been started at Bloomington, 111. by the state's attorney
there against Publix Great States
houses for seven-day employment of
operators.

Walter Davis, assistant manager of the Strand Theater, has been
transferred to Warner's booking department, succeeding Jack Bernhardt,
who
joined
production unit
on Mervyn
the coast.LeRoy's

Claude Ezell III
Claude Ezell
Central Hotel.
In

Memory of
Irving Thalberg
Neumade
Prods.
Oscar F. Ncu
L. A. Farrell
Harry
F. Shaw
Hugo
K. Kessler
J. George
Feinberg
J H. Gallagher
C. C. Pettiiohn
L. J. Schlaifer
J. A. Tanney
Albert 0. Bondy

is ill at

the

Park

David Bernstein
Lowell
Calvert
Therese
E. Drazin
David
S. Stern
John W. Hicks, Jr.
Leopold
Friedman
Victor J. Morris
F. C. Quimby
Sam
Stern
Ray Johnston
Harry M. Bernstein
Herman
Robbins

(Continued from Page 1 )

C J. Latta, Warner's district
manager, has gone to Indianapolis
to visit his ailing mother.
The opening of the Regent Square
Theater here has been delayed until
next Monday.
Plans are afoot to reopen the Pastime Theater in Ramey.
The Dipson Theatrical Enterprises
acquired the Lyceum Theater in Kittanning, Pa., from Dominick Serreo.
Bert Stearn, U. A. district mananess. ger, is in Charlotte, N. C, on busiVisitors: Hy Shulgold, former
manager of the Roxian, McKee's
Rocks, now in New York; B. A.
Lewis, New York, and A. E. Klein,
RCA sales manager in Chicago.
Milt Broudy was promoted as
head of the Columbia accessory department, succeeding Sol Fineberg,
resigned.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Cohn (he's the
20th Century-Fox exchange manager) are leaving on an 18-day vacation cruise.
El McDade, former operator of
the Palace Theater here, is shopping for a new theater.

Cowan General Manager
Under Wanger's Setup
(Continued from

Paae

1)

post of general manager. Hal Home
is executive producer, Lloyd Right
secretary; George W. Johnson, business manager; Alexander Tuloboff
art director; Helen Taylor, in charge,
of costumes. Percy R. Guth is acting as comptroller and Dan Thomas
is handling publicity.
Sylvia Sidney, Charles Boyer and
Henry Fonda head the Wanger list
of long-term contract players along
with Joan Bennett, Madeleine Carroll, Frances Langford, William
Gargan, Pat Paterson, Alan Baxter.,
Lih Zehner and Tom Rutherford.
Directors are Frank Borzage, John
Ford, William K. Howard, Fritz
Lang, Anatol Litvak and Lewis
Milestone.

FWC Giving Employees
$175,000 More in Bonuses
West Coast Bureau of THIi FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood— Fox West Coast Theaters Corp. will give $175,000 additional compensation to its employees. This distribution will be
paid the week ending Dec. 19 to
every employee on home office and
theater staffs including union employees and janitorial staff working in theaters.

The extra compensation ranges from two
weeks salary to one-half week's salary with
a maximum of $250 to any one individual,
riome office employees of more than six
months will receive a sum equivalent to two
weeks' salary. Those of less than six months
employment will receive one week's salary.
Theater employees will receive one week's
salary if employed for six months or more.
Kmployees of less than six months' standing
will receive one-half week's salary. The
theater group during the past year has already participated in an additional salary
distribution of $75,000 through quarterly
drives.

Houses Trying Vaude
Detroit — Hamilton Theater Corp.,
Ltd., owner of the Granada Theaters at St. Thomas and Hamilton,
Ont., is putting a five-act vaudeville unit into both houses on a split
week basis. United Booking Association of Detroit expects to add
four weeks for the same series of
units in Ohio and Indiana next
month.

Obey That Impulse— Send That Relief Fund Check! ! *
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
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iternational in Scope
idependent in Thought
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lect S. R. Kent, John Maxwell to New GB Directorate

IEW DALLAS SUIT TESTS DOUBLE FEATURE BAN
Schulbers
ences Now 'Grown Up'Audi
Film
American
Begin Study of Conspiracy,
Para, to Pick
Films Never Going 100 P. C. Color, Asserts Briskin

oducer Says
Up Option for Another
Year

West

American movie audiences defup," it was
tely have "grown
y by B. P. Schulberg,
d yesterda
ucer
prod
ramount
rhe influence of the radio and
as
w tvpes of magazines such
have
,
Life
and
me, Esquire
of
ived roles in the improvement
rved.
/public taste, Schulberg obse God"The success of 'My Man
re
!y,> instances this. The pictu
time
long
a
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e
satir
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rjryone said satire would not
anis
'
Lady,
led
'Libe
Se screen.
are ready
^AmeSfaudiences
(Continued
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Restraint of Trade

DAILY

I don't think we shall ever
Hollywood— "Color has a place in motion pictures, but
says
Briskin, RKO Radio
Samuel Briskin,
says I Samuel
get to the point where all pictures will have color," but
don't

4)

ES, YOOCAMHELP
THIS SWELL STUNT

Pr<CoU|or'0hasC definite value for a certain type of picture, Briskin feels.
RKO Radio,
next season.
which has not used color in its present lineup, will make several color films

Sabath Committee Aide Says Huge
Fees of Receivers Are Action Basis
By ROBERT CHARLES LUNCH
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

cirWashington — Motion picturetoday
cles expressed keen interest Tupy,
in the announcement of J. L.
of the Sabath Committee investigating bankruptcy cases in Chicago
that Federal action will be taken
against receivers and trustees of
real estate holdings who received
huge fees while bondholders got
nothing. Included in the list of
those who would come under the
action were theaters as
proposed

well as hotels and apartment houses.
Close observers of the Sabath
Committee program in Washington
informed The Film Daily yesterl unwealth of materia
day that the the
chairman and his
earthed by
associates would necessitate a request to Congress for a continuance
of its investigatory activity the
coming session.
Sabath is expected after the opening of Congress to file detailed reons on
endati
including edrecomm
port (Continu
on Page
12)

Complaint

The new Dallas anti-trust case,
which was filed Wednesday in the
Federal Court there attacking distributor contract provisions controlling admission prices of subsequent
run houses, also tests legality of film
contract clauses prohibiting show-of
ing of double features, a study
the complaint yesterday in New
York disclosed. A high-court ruling involving the same issue is pending in Philadelphia and is expected
within a few weeks.
Conspiracy and restraint of trade
Justice
by dtheon Dept.
is charged
Page 6)of
{Continue
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a
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Alarm Stops Crashers
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its effectiveness
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20th-Fox President is Re-elected to
GB Board at Stormy London Meeting

London (By Cable)— Sidney R.
500 Mirrophonic Orders
Date
to
Kent, president of 20th CenturyReceived by Erpi
Fox, which owns 49 per cent of

Erpi has received approximately
500 orders to date for installationss
of its new Mirrophonic sound. Order
for installations are now being taken
of February befor the latter part
cause the manufacturing plant is
unable to turn out equipment as
1 fast as the orders are coming in.

Gaumont British, was re-elected to
the GB board of directors on a vote
by poll after the shareholders had
rejected him at their annual meetMaxwell, chairing yesterday. John
man of Associated British Produc
(Continued

on Page

4)

Blumenthal Coming East
As GB Meetings Resume
underA C Blumenthal, who is the
setstood to have had a hand in
undeal
GB
nal
origi
the
of
up
ting
and
der which 20th Century-4)Fox
(Continued
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Buys Seattle Theater

purchased
Seattle— Station KOL has
er here and
the 700-seat Olympic theat
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wMI "model it for broadcasting purpos
will be
Tt a cost of $30,000. Lobby
ays. Full
utilized for advertising displ
bo installed.
stage and console organ will
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STOCK
High
23%
34i/2
413/8
51/4
17

MARKET
Low
233/8
34
41 1/4
5
17

Close
233/8
343/8
41 1/4
5i/8
17

Net
Chg.
%
y4
i/4
1/8

Am.
Seat
—
Columbia Picts. vtc.
+
Columbia Picts. pfd.
+
Con. Fm. pfd
+
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
175V2 175
175
—1
do pf
Gen Th. Eq
3H/4 29%
29% —
645/8 63%
64
Loew's,
Inc
do pf
Vt
Paramount
21%
211/4 2n/4
150
150 150
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
193/4
191/2 191/2
Pathe
Film
9%
93/4 9%
RKO
8%
7% 7%
20th Century-Fox
361/2 361/4 361/2
45
45 45
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd. . . .
18
17% 17%
Warner
Bros
do pfd
68 1/2 68 1/2 68 1/2
—2
NEW YORK BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Locw
6s41ww
..101
100% 101
- y4
Para. B'way 3s55 . . .
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . 1661/4 100% 100%
RKO
6s4I
117
116
116
1% —2 3/4
31/2
1003% 993,4
Warner's
6s39
1% 993/4
33/g
NEW YORK CURB
MARKET
4i
/4
Columbia Picts. vtc. 382 i/g 38 41/4
22%
4i/4
Grand
National
.... 22%
38
211/8
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., met
vesterdav in projection room of 20th
Century-Fox branch, 345 West 44th
officers, trustees and
St., and namedcoming
year.
directors for
Joseph J. Lee, sales manager of
20th Century-Fox New York branch
was re-elected president; Jerry Wilson of Republic, 1st vice-president;
vice-president;
Matty Kahn,s, 2nd
office manager of
Morris Sander
York branch,
New
20th Century-Fox
treasurer; Charles Penser of GB,
financial secretary; Morris Fraum of
Columbia, recording secretary ; Louis
Kutinsky of RKO, sargeant-atarms; and Jacob Hartman, historian.
Trustees named were Saul Trauner and S. R. Schussel, both of Columbia. New directors are: A.
Greenblatt, GB; Harry Buxbaum,
manager of 20th Century-Fox New
York branch; J. Felder, Republic;
Max Fellerman, RKO; and Dick
Gledhill, 20th Century-Fox. Balloting on many of the candidates was
unusually close. Favorable action
on a move to shortly change the organization's name was announced.

Plaza First Theater to
Get Teleprogram Service
Teleprograms, Inc., of which J. R.
West, former Erpi executive, is president, has completed arrangements
to present musical programs in Leo
Brecher's Plaza Hotel beginning tomorrow, and daily thereafter from
12:30 to 1 p.m. The programs, origin Teleprograms'
central
broadcast inating
studio,
711 Fifth Avenue,
will come to the theater's audience
via telephone line and amplification
on the regular stage speaker unit.
Plaza is first house to inaugurate
this feature.

— %

Bea

Rutgers
Edwin

Neilson

H.

George
Arthur

18

Morris
Cooper

Metcalfe

The Criterion management has
definitely decided to stick to a first
run, single feature policy, said B.
S. Moss yesterday. "Sing Me a
Love Song", Warner-Cosmopolitan
production, opens Christmas Day
with
Grand
National's
Guy",
starring
James
Cagney,"Great
to follow.

General Outdoor Adv. Co.
Votes $3 Preferred Div.
A $3 dividend on preferred stock
was voted by General Outdoor Advertising Co. yesterday, thus reducing the arrears on the issue to $7.50
a share. The current dividend is
payable Dec. 26 and makes the
fourth such distribution since Oct.
15, when payments were continued
after a three-year lapse.

Lillie on Air

Para, and Ascap Giving

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood— Mrs. Adelaide Henry
Dunne, mother of Irene Dunne, died
of a cerebral hemorrage at the film
star's Holmby Hills residence yesterday.

ALBERT D. LEVIN, film attorney, is leaving
on a cruise to the West Indies on the Britannic.
JOE HUMMELL, who is now in Singapore,
due back in New York late in February.

Both Paramount and Ascap have
decided to give their employes
Christmas bonuses. The former's
plan, it is understood, applies to
employes receiving $40 or less a
week.

Weiss to Make 4 Serials
For Release by Columbia
Louis Weiss, head of Stage and
Screen Productions, has signed to
make four serials for Columbia release. One of the serials will star
Frank Buck. Weiss leaves for the
coast today.

Gail Patrick Marries
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Just returned from a
trip in the interests of the Adolph
Zukor Silver Jubilee drive, Gail Patrick eloped to Tijuana Wednesday
with Robert Cobb, manager of the
terday.
Brown Derby, it was announced yes-

Aherne on Stage, Screen
Brian Aherne, co-starred with
Merle Oberon in the Samuel GoldEnemy",
production,
wyn
scheduled
to open "Beloved
at the Rivoli Theater on Christmas Day, is slated alHuston's
to Walter
Iago the
so to playwhen
Othello
Shakespearian
drama opens on Broadway.

Bans "High School Girl"

Birmingham,
— "High
Girl"
was bannedAla.
from
being School
shown
at the Strand by Mrs. Harriett
Adams, city censor, who termed the
picture

"too

sexy".

is

FRANK FIELDING, RKO Radio field public relations representative is in Chicago for the purpose of completing a series of school tie-ups in
connection with "The March of Time".
ROBERT SCHLESS, European general manager
for Warners, sails today from Paris on the
S. S. Normandie for New York. He will be accompanied by MRS.
SCHLESS.
FRANCINE LARRIMORE will leave Hollywood
this week-end for New York for a conference
with John Foote, playwright.
NICK DYACK of the New York Seating Company returned to New York from Pittsburgh.
FLORENCE

BROWNING,

assistant to J. Robert

Rubin at Loew's, left New York yesterday
a three weeks' visit to the coast studio.
A. C. BLUMENTHAL is due in New
next week from Hollywood.
GENE

SNYDER

arrived in New

B. P. SCHULBERG

Employees Xmas Bonuses

Star's Mother Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE

Coming and Going

from Hollywood
after working
Town"
for Universal.

Stong
Succeeds
O'Neill
Gar
O'Neill
has resigned
as publicity director for Erpi. C. L. Stong
has been appointed sales promotion
manager heading a new department
under the supervision of C. W.
Mrs. Schuddings Dead
Bunn, general sales manager. Until
Seattle — Mrs. Elizabeth Schudrecently Stong has been identified
with the Erpi field organization in
dings, 69, mother of Mrs. John HamHollywood, Pittsburgh and Detroit rick, died this week after a brief
illness
during her visit to Mr. and
as division superintendent.
Mrs. Hamrick here. She was born
in Belgium.
Bea Lillie has been signed for
the Rudy Vallee broadcast Dec. 31.
She is currently playing in "The
Show is On", which opens at the
Winter Garden Christmas night.
Deal was arranged by Richard
Krakeur of the Leon Morrison office.

DECEMBER

Criterion to Stay Single
Feature, First Run — Moss

wood.
LULI DESTI,
the
Aquitania.
LOUIS

WEISS

York early

York

yesterday

in "Top

leaves Thursday

Viennese

for

of the

for Holly-

star, arrives Tuesday

leaves today

on

for Hollywood.

3 Holdovers in Seattle
Seattle — Holdovers are the rule
here. "Libeled Lady" is in its fifth
week at John Hamrick's Music Box,
"Theodora Goes Wild" is in its third
at theatLiberty
andMouse.
"Born to Dance"
ditto
the Blue

DATE BOOK

«

»

Dec.

18-19: Detroit Variety Club
Detroit-Leland
Hotel.

Dec.

19: American Institute of Cinematography fourth annual session, Mission Inn,
Riverside,
Cal.

Dec. 19:

charity party,

Cleveland Columbia Exchange
mas party, Alpine
Village.

Dec. 22:

Boston

M-G-M

Exchange

Christ-

Christmas

Dec. party.
22: New Haven Warner Theater department Christmas party,
Seven
Gables
Inn.
Dec.

24:
revue,

Fox Westcoasters Club dinner and
the Ambassador Hotel, Hollywood.

Dec. 28: Frank D.
Cleveland,
O.
Dec. 29:

Yellow

Hall,

Drew

Dogs

testimonial

holiday party, Old

City, Mo.,

Variety

Dec. 31 : 'Boston Friar's Club
Eve
Frolic,
Hotel
Statler.
4:

Jan.

Town

Denver.

Dec. ner-dance.
31: Kansas

Jan.

dinner,

Club

New

Installation of officers by
ton Variety Club,
Willard
Hotel.

7:

Inauguration

Silver

Jubilee

Jan. 8-10:

of

Sales

Paramount

the

din-

Year's

Washing-

Adolph

Zukor

Drive.
production

conference,

' Ambassador
New Haven. Hotel, Los Angeles.
Jan.

9:

Stagehands

Jan. 16: I.T.O.A.
Astoria.
Feb.

Union

annual

ball,

party,

Hotel

the

Taft,

Waldorf

3:
Motion Picture Research Council's
benefit performance of Ballet Russe, Oakland, Cal.

Feb. 13:

Columbian

Club

formal

dance,

Wal-

dorf-Astoria.
April

9:

Annual ball of
graphers at the
Hotel

the Press PhotoCommodore.

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

PREVIEWERS ACCLAIM Warners' filming of 'God's Country
and the Woman' as industry's most brilliant Technicolor
achievement. Picture's story is from James Oliver Curwood's
novel, heart-interest from George Brent, Beverly Roberts.
'EYS TO SUCCESS are displayed by this planeDad of players and pretties, returning to Los
Angeles after 30-day key-city transcontinental skyour ballyhooing Xmas release of 'Gold Diggers of
937', set to premiere next Friday at N. Y. Strand.*
tETURN

OF

THE

NATIVE.

Edmund

Goulding

below), veteran hit-maker, is most recent acquisiion to Warners' production staff. He will direct Bette
)avis in 'That Certain Woman', an original script
written by that versatile fellow, Edmund Goulding.

FOUR

OF A KIND

is this quartet of

zanies from 'Sing Me a Love Song',
'grand' Cosmopolitan comedy opening Dec. 25th at N.Y.'s New Criterion.
Laff-film really boasts octet of loons
with Hugh Herbert, Nat Pendleton,
Allen Jenkins, Hobart Cavanaugh ringing in the New Year with a giggle. t
TREE'S

A CROWDI

Spare that

woodman' begs starlet Marie Wilson
(right), as she is swamped by preXmas problems, including decoration
of festive tree, nabbing of more
comic roles from Warners' casting
department. All present indications
point to her success in both endeavors.
*A Warner Bros. Picture

fA Cosmopolitan Production

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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SCHULBERG DECLARES
AUDIENCES GROWN UP

KENT IS RE-ELECTED
TO GB DIRECTORATE
(.Continued from Paye

(Continued from Pain-

to accept the better kind of picture. Movie producers must be more
subtle, especially in love scenes.
Magazines such as Time have
taught them to think in terse
phrases, in short cuts. The screen
must keep pace."
Schulberg said he though stars
should be kept off the air during the
important evening hours, as between 7and 9 p.m. But, he declared,
star radio performances that are
entertaining, novel and intelligent
help the movies.
Schulberg said that Paramount
would pick up his option to make
eight pictures next season for the
company. The producer further
expressed confidence that John
Trent and Luli Desti, Viennese actress, who arrives Tuesday from
London would be future stars.
one picSchulberg plans to make
ture with Sylvia Sidney next season,
with
two
,
Arnold
two with Edward
John Trent, one with Luli Desti and
several others. He will leave for
the Coast Thursday after a press
luncheon for Miss Desti on Tuesday.

Blumenthal Coming East
As GB Meetings Resume
(Continued from Page

1)

Loew's were to acquire the Ostrer
brothers' control of their company,
is due to arrive in New York early
next week, possibly Monday, from
the Coast. He has been in touch
with conferences recently held there
by Sidney R. Kent, Joseph M.
Schenck, Nicholas M. Schenck and
the Ostrers, and is expected to be
close by during further meetings to
be held in New York next week
when the Schencks and Kent return
from Hollywood. The Ostrers are
now in New York awaiting resumption of the conference.

Bamberger to Speak
Leon J. Bamberger, sales promotion manager of RKO Radio, has
been invited to address the Peoria
Advertising and Selling Club on Jan.
11 at the Hotel Pere Marquette.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Myrna Loy, possessor of one of filmland's finest figures, will wear a bustle
in "Parnell."
M-G-M.

1)

imously.
tions, was elected a director unan-

n

T
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•
•
• THE
MOST
comprehensive
and well organized
plan to tie-up the schools and the students of the nation with
the theater
has been undertaken by March of Time, not
as a temporary campaign, but something that will work for the
individual exhibitor right through the school year

•
•
• THE PLAN is so clear-cut and practical that it
is a guarantee of greatly increased patronage from students
to any theater operator that employs
it
it is all built
around the Photo Reporter a newspaper published monthly by March of Time supplying
background
information
and
timely topical discussion for the class room on noteworthy
news events
this paper is used by over 100,000 students
in class every month

Almost every proposal made by
the board was voted down by the
stockholders, although the management won a major point when a
poll held on a share basis adopted
acceptance of a company report involving a new consolidated report.
Differences between the management and stockholders were a reflection of recent negotiations with
Loew's, and 20th Century-Fox to
buy substantial holdings in the corporation.

General Pix Will Hold
Exchange Parley in Chi
(Continued from Page

1)

the initial convention of General's
exchange-men to be held in Chicago
late in January.
•

•

• AND NOW the March of Time people have prepared a very attractive portfolio a ready reference guide
for the exhibitor to put the Plan to work smoothly and without
slip-up
a series of six cards printed on heavy stock are
enclosed in a pocket of the manual
step by step these cards
explain the school tie-up, how to introduce it, how to use it,
and (most essential, as every showman knows) how to keep it
working
behind it all is the tremendous prestige, power
and influence of the remarkable March of Time crowd, built
up through their dominant publications, their radio feature and
of course the screen feature
how can the theater operatoigo
wrong
hooking
in
with
this
School
can't
and he would be a chump not to put Plan?
this powerfulhe machine
to
work for him
these Time fellows command your admiration and respect for the thoroughness with which the Plan has
been engineered in every detail
practical showmanship in
terms of modern scientific selling none of the old childish
pooh-bah of the outworn ballyhoo school
so we think it is
in order that Ralph Rolan and Al Sindlinger, the prime factors
in this impressive school tie-up, be given credit for a splendid
stride forward in showmanship selling

•

• • WHAT IS claimed as the first time in motion picture history
a press preview and national radio broadcast
will be combined tonight when 20th Century-Fox's "One In A
Million" goes over the Columbia network for a solid hour from
9 to 10
the broadcast will go direct from the studio, the
first major commercial program to originate on a sound stage
of a major studio
the broadcast will be preceded by a
preview of the film for an audience of radio commentators and
the press the company will make a nationwide radio party
out of the affair, by inviting its sales forces and exchange personnel to listen in across the continent

•
•
• THE NEAT thing in promotion
is that stunt on
"Rembrandt''
engineered
by United Artists
12 leading
newspapers in as many big cities are carrying a 15-page novelization in special Sunday supplements the Philadelphia
Inquirer took half and quarter pages in its own sheet, plastered
the town with 24-sheets and its trucks with special banners,
and used the local radio stations for several days in advance to
ballyhoo the special feature results were so gratifying
that the other papers are following suit
here is a real
service to the exhibitor, right to the homes of his public

«

«

«

»

»

»

Fenn Kimball, president of General Pictures, will preside at this
convention, which is to be held at
the Blackstone Hotel. Elman will
be host to the gathering.

Wisconsin Theater Safes
Looted; 2nd Visit to One
Manitowoc, Wis. — For the second
time in six months, the Mikadow
theater safe was robbed here this
week.
Loss is given as $990.
Delavan, Wis. — Yeggs escaped
with van
more
fromThey
the Delatheaterthan
safe$100
here.
pried
open a rear door and knocked the
combination off the safe.

Set 1 to 7 p. m. as Sunday
Film Hours in Petersburg
Petersburg, Va. — Acquittal of S.
H. Northington, manager of the
Bluebird theater, on a charge of violating blue laws, has cleared the way
for Sunday films here. Theaters
will operate from 1 to 7 p. m. only
under an agreement reached.

fctl»,

1 S&, SHOW-

.REMINDER
i now your holiday charity maPlai for inmates
of orphan
asylums,
tinee
and >uch hospital patients as can be
taken out.

S
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By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
T30RIS MORROS, head of Paramount's music department, will
produce a new type of dramatic
screen musical. The story tentatively titled, "Queen of Spades," is
based on a prose poem by Pushkin,
famous Russian poet. The story
was written by Morros and Serge
Bertensen. Music by Tschaikowsky
has been woven into plot as an integral part.
T

T

T

•

•

•

Introducing

IN HOLLYWOOD

Interesting Personalities: No.

I EON SCHLESINGER. Producer of "Merrie Melodie"
^~ cartoons for Warner Brothers and a veteran of well
show business! First contact with theater was as usher
Theater, Philadelphia, and
^^^^^
^Jl
^P|k
W
lk

T

Motion picture rights to Allan
Vaughan Elston's story "The Belled
Palm" which appeared in December
Cosmopolitan have been sold to
Monogram Pictures. This is a story
of a black pearl in the South Seas
and its strong influence on the lives
of four white men and a half-caste
girl.
▼

WHO'S WHO

*«e* H

10

•

•

•

and "Looney Tunes"
nigh every branch of
at Blaney's Arch St.
thence into its box-

office. Next at the old Colonial, Chicago,
as
treasurer, with later years as p.a. and manager
for road shows and vaude.
First film post was
witl1 °'<' ^efro
Company
as salesman
out of
Chicago. Subsequent affiliations: Inter-Ocean
Film Corp., New York; Agfa Film as West
Coast sales manager; Pacific Title and Art Studio, which he founded. Then, back in '30,
Jack Warner suggested he make a cartoon,

P^Mtt
a^d»
K
£ Ml
H
X-.
MM
H

■0

wit'1 ^-day option for 12 more. It took Warner
Seven minutes after he saw the first to exercise
it. Now has a straight three-year Warner pact.

▼

Warners are planning to star
Frank McHugh, in a big musical
comedy picture entitled "College
Days." A script by Joseph Schrank
and Jerry Wald will be the basis
of the dramatic action. Meanwhile
McHugh is starting work with
Hugh Herbert in a film entitled
"Marry the Girl," which will be directed by William
McGann.

is not many years older than the
members of the original "Our
V
▼
T
Robert Taylor has been borrowed
Gang."
by 20th Century-Fox from M-G-M
to
head upon
the cast
of "Private
Based
an original
storyEnemy."
theme
by Darryl F. Zanuck, the film will
T
T
T
deal with an historic episode during the administration of President
Determined to find the type he
wants even if he has to test every McKinley. It formerly was titled
English actress in pictures, Clarence "The McKinley Case."
T
T
T
Brown is still searching for a girl
Kurt Neumann, director of the
to play opposite Robert Montgomery in "Night Must Fall," the cur- Bobby Breen musical, "Rainbow on
rent New York stage play which he the River" has been awarded a new
three picture contract by Sol Leswill direct for M-G-M.
T
T
T
ser, president of Principal ProducGeorge R. Batcheller of Chesterfield has signed Dan Milner as film Nazis Select Harz Site
editor of "Red Lights Ahead," now
For Television Station
in production under direction of Roland Reed. Lucille Gleason, Roger
Imhof and Andy Clyde are featured.
Berlin — Germany's second televis▼
▼
▼
ion broadcasting station is to be
Irving Pichel has been loaned by constructed on the Brocken in the
Republic Pictures to C. C. Burr to Harz mountains. The site selected
play the major heavy role in "Spe- for the station is 1152 meters above
cial Agent K-7" now in production sea level. The new station building
with Walter McGrail in the fea- will be 52 meters in height.
tured role. Raymond K. Johnson
The construction work has been
directs. ▼
▼
t
Mary Kornman, Mickey Daniels, preceded by two years of experimentation by German postal auJoe Cohb and Stymie Beard all came
thorities with a movable television
back to the Hal Roach Studios replant with a view to ascertaining
cently to appear again in an "Our
Gang" comedy. Three figures who the longest distance to be reached.
have been with "Our Gang" come- As ultra short waves which are bedies since their inception more than
ing employed do not reach farther
15 years ago, are Mrs. Fern Carter, than the horizon of the antennae,
schoolteacher; Charles Oelze, prop- the height of the latter is of especial importance, the report states.
man deluxe; and Art Lloyd, cameraman. But Director Gordon Douglas
The construction work is expected
to be completed by the spring of
1937. The following summer months
will be devoted to experimentation
Dix's Thornless Rose
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and it is expected that a public serWashington — Taking advantage of revice will be opened in the fall of
cent legislation which permits the patenting of plants and flowers, Richard
1937,
it was stated.
Dix, has filed with the U. S. Patent
Programs to be broadcast will be
Office a claim for a thornless rose which
obtained
from Berlin and conducted
he developed at his Hidden Valley,
Calif, ranch.
to the Brocken station by means of
a special television cable.

tions. As his first assignment
under the terms of his new contract
Neumann will direct "Boy Blue,"
the next Breen vehicle which will
go into production shortly after
the first of the year.
_
▼
T
Tand Carroll
Duncan Mansfield
Graham have just been engaged to
complete the first script of "Two
Shall Meet." This picture is scheduled for early production by B. F.
Zeidman, ductionas
latter's third
proto be the
distributed
by Grand
National.

▼

TV

Leslie Fenton, has been signed by
RKO Radio for the masculine lead
in "Miss Customs
Agent," shortly

OKLAHOMA

CITY

K. Lee Williams of the K. Lee
Williams Film Exchange, with his
wife and two daughters, has returned from New Orleans.
Dewey Gibbs, b.m. for Columbia,
and A. G. Leary, b.m. for Universal are back from Tulsa.
R. A. (Ray) Higdon, former b.m.
for 20th Cent.-Fox at Oklahoma
City, is the new special representaCity. tive for National Screen Accessories, with headquarters at Oklahoma
The Broadway at Anadarko,
Okla.,
is being remodeled and refurnished.
John Gray has taken over the
Crystal Theater at Broken Arrow,
Okla.

to go into production with Constance Worth, young Australian
leading lady, making her American
screen debut in the title role. The
cast also includes Gordon Jones,
Vinton Haworth, George Irving and
Frank M. Thomas, with Edward
Killy directing.
▼
T
▼
His first vacation in more than
10 years, Roy Del Ruth will depart by plane for New York following the completion of "On the Avenue," the 20th Century-Fox musical
production which he is now directing. Del Ruth plans on seeing every
current Broadway attraction.
▼
T
T
Ralph Forbes, yesterday was engaged by Columbia Pictures for a
prominent
role in "Weather
or No,"
in which Herbert
Marshall and
Ida
Lupino have the leads. The screenplay which was prepared by Ethel
Hill and Lynn Starling is adapted
from A. H. Z. Carr's Saturday Evening Post story and deals with that
much discussed, but never seen individual— the weather man. Alfred
E. Green is directing.

▼

▼

v

Charles Starrett, Columbia's
young western star, has started
work on "Raiding Guns." His leading
lady is Peggy Stratford, a newcomer
recently placed under long-term
contract by Columbia. Leon Barsha
is the director.
T

T

T

T

T

T

Clifford Odets, playwright, and
Lewis Milestone, director, are again
collaborating — this time on the
Walter Wanger film, "Castle in
Spain," which goes into production
early in February, with Madeleine
Carroll in the starring role. Milestone directed "The General Died
at Dawn," which marked the Hollywood debut of Clifford Odets, and
which also starred Miss Carroll, together with Gary Cooper. "Castle
in Spain" continues this collaboration, strengthened by the fact that
Milestone also had a share in the
authorship of this film, conferring
with the playwright during a recent
visit to New York.
"The public is looking forward to
1937 as the greatest production year
in the history of motion pictures,"
said Gail Patrick, Paramount's popular young contract actress, who returned to Hollywood yesterday after
a plane tour of the south making
personal appearances in connection
Silver Jubilee in
with
honor Paramount's
of Adolph Zukor.

German Pix Cost More
Berlin — To combat and compete
with foreign productions, German
film producers have decided to spend
more money on their productions.
In 1933 the average cost of feature pictures was $175,000. Today
the cost has risen to $250,000, and
may go higher.

Miljan Turns

Novelist

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — After devoting all his
spare time between pictures over a
period of three years, John Miljan, has
completed
a historical
drama, "Souls
the Soil", story
of the territorial
days of
of
the Dakoras, which has been accepted
for publication serially by an eastern
syndicate.

DAILV

NEW DALLAS ACTION
TESTS DOUBLES BAN
(Continued from Page

The Foreign
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

1)

in the Dallas action, instituted
against Interstate Circuit, Texas
Consolidated Theaters, Karl Hoblitzelle, R. J. O'Donnell, Paramount,
Warner Bros., RKO, Columbia, Universal, Loew's and 20th CenturyFox. Hoblitzelle is president of
companies and O'Donboth nelltheater
is general manager.
Counsel for major distributors
yesterday began to study the com-to
plaint and have 20 days in which
file their individual answers.
The injunction action refers to
Insterstate houses in Dallas, Houston. San Antonio, Fort Worth, GalConm and Austin and to Texas
solidated theaters in Waco, Wichita
Falls, Abilene, Amarillo, El Paso,
Breckenridge, Brownville, Brownwood, Consicana, Dennison, Denton,
Eastland, Harlinger, McCaully, Mercedes, Mexica, Paris, Ranger, Temple, Tyler. Waco and six theaters in
Albuquerque.
that the deAllegation is made
fendant distributors control 80 per
feature films'
the high class
cent "of the
area mentioned in the
sold in
int and "a virtual monopoly"
compla
of first run films exists there. It is
charged that in April, 1934, as applicable to 1934-35 product, an
agreement was reached requiring
subsequent run theaters, in situations where the Hoblitzelle interests operating first run houses, and
charge 40 cents or more, to charge
a night orchestra admission price of
not less than 25 cents.
Furthermore, it is charged, distributors denied these subsequent
run exhibitors the right to play their
pictures on dual bills. Exhibitor
defendants in the case, according to
t, informed the distribthe complainunless
their demands in
utors that
the matter were not carried out,
elsethey
where.would buy their product
Working on the case for the Government, in addition to AttorneyGeneral Homer Cummings, Justice
Department head, are: John Dickinson, assistant attorney-general;
Paul Williams, special assistant attorney-general; John A. Erhard, assistant U. S. attorney and Berkley
W. Henderson, special assistant attorney-general, who is in charge of
the proceedings.
The defendants are expected to
point to the fact that there is a
Texas state court decision upholding their right to control subsequent run admission prices under
such circumstances. This was decided in the action of Robert Z.
Glass against Hoblitzelle, O'Donnell, Interstate, Consolidated, Pascall Theaters and Dent Theaters.
On Dec. 11, 1934, the District Court
at Dallas acquitted the defendants
and the decision was affirmed by
the Court of Civil Appeals of Texas
on April 6, 1935. On July 17, 1935,
the State Supreme Court denied an
application for a writ of error.
Instituting of suit followed a num-

MG-M

British at Elstree

London — It is understood that the
productions to be made for the
world market by M-G-M in England (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer British
Studios, Ltd., the private company
recently announced by Ben Goetz
who is working out details of the
corporation), will be made in the
Amalgamated Studios at Elstree.
Company was formed with a nominal capital of $125,000 in $5 shares,
the subscribers of which are given
as H. S. Wright and G. R. Webb,
solicitors.

involved in the production of German motion pictures has tended to
place Germany's film-producing industry in a difficult position. During
the past three years production
costs of motion pictures in Germany
have increased from 70 to 80 per
cent against an increase of only 30
to 40 per cent in domestic receipts
and a decline in export profits. That
this position has not become even
more critical is due primarily to the
fact that the German film industry
has not been able to accomplish announced production program. Production has, in fact, been at an unexpectedly low level. For the 193435 season it was announced that 175
films would be produced but of these
60 would not be completed. Similarly for the 1935-36 season 155 films
wei'e announced of which more than
30 were not completed.

New Viennese Film Co.
Vienna — The Vienna press announces the registration of a new
film production company, CzerninOstwalt Film Co., capitalized at 20,000 schillings. The manager of this
new company, Count Theobald Czernin, formerly participated in the
establishment of the Germania Film
Co. The latter has now established,
in company with the film director,
Gus-Ostwald, the new firm which
will start production next spring
and work in close cooperation with
the Germania with a view of promoting Austrian film production and
the sale of Austrian films abroad.
ber of conferences between O'Donr
nell and the Dept. of Justice representatives, who are understood to
have informed him that if the company persisted in practices complained of, the matter would be taken to
court.

NEW BOOKS
AS I REMEMBER, the autobiography of Arnold Genthe; published
by John Day in association with
Reynal & Hitchcock, New York.

Portable Sound in Egypt
Cairo — General Motors has purchased new portable Photophone
sound equipment for use under unusual conditions in Egypt. The
equipment has been mounted on a
truck for itinerant showings of commercial films throughout North
Africa. To be sure of a usable power supply under all circumstances,
the equipment includes two types of
rotary converters, special power
transformers and a gasoline-driven
engine generator.

Ask 6-mos. Absence from Films
High
Hamper
Prod'n
BerlinCosts
— Sharply
increased
costs
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There are numerous reasons why
$5.00. volume is of decided interest
this
to the motion picture industry in
general, and to its members individually. To begin with, its contents are historical, relating as they
do the personal life, experiences and
methods of Arnold Genthe, — a prodigious figure in the photographic
world, who, more than any single
force, was responsible for revolutionizing the art of photo-portraiture and taking it out of the unnatural, rigid rut in which it labored
a few decades ago.
In addition the book is rich in
mementoes of film and stage personalities. One of the standout anecdotes deals with the vicissitudes of
Greta Garbo in gaining her opportunity to become a cinema star on
this side of the Atlantic. Genthe

London — Exhibitors see a new
blow at cinema attendance in the
proposal made by Monsignor Barrett, Bishop of Plymouth, that Roman Catholics remain away from all
screen entertainment for a period
of six months and devote the money
so saved to the $5,000,000 appeal
made by the Catholic church. He
figures that the million Catholics
who attend the cinema every week
could thus raise $250,000 a week to- relates how Louis B. Mayer of Mwards the desired fund.
G-M saw in Sweden the motion picture, "The Atonement of Gosta I
Berling"; how he was impressed by
her
artistry,
but more so by that
ZaSu Pitts for 3 British Pix
of Mauritz Stiller. When the duo
London — George King has signed
the American comedienne, ZaSu came to New York, Martha Hedman, the beautiful Swedish actress
Pitts, for three productions, the
brought
them to Genthe's studio. It
first
is now in was apparently
a stroke of good
work ofat which,
Sound "Wanted",
City.
fortune for Miss Garbo, because the
photographs are said to have beer
instrumental in effecting the Metri
Para's Antipodes Hits
decision to send her to Hollywood.
Genthe also reveals how a young
Sydney— "The General Died At
Dawn" and "The Texas Rangers" lady named Marian Owen, — who is
are registering splendid business in no other than Frances Marion, one
Australia and New Zealand. "The of Hollywood's most successful
General Died At Dawn" is in its scenarists, — worked with him in hig
fourth week at Melbourne and its San Francisco studio following the
second week at Auckland, and com- great earthquake and fire.
mences a lengthy season at the
Furthermore, the Genthe autobiography is fascinating reading
Prince Edward, Sydney, Dec. 19th.
"The Texas Rangers" is too big for that sparkles with its author's abil^
one theater in Sidney and is com- ity as a raconteur; while the numencing adual extended season Dec.
merous, enchanting illustrations ac26th at the Cameo and Civic.
companying the text are photos
which Genthe has made during his
brilliant career. They are of per16-Theater London Circuit
sons, places and things; — world
London — A new London circuit of notables; scenes snapped during his
extensive travels in Spain, Greecl
16 theaters is to be acquired by pur- Mexico and Japan; and many rJ
chase by London & District Cinemas, markable studies in the realm of til
Ltd. The concern is marketing $800,- esthetic, particularly of the danceT
000 shares of 5 per cent first mortHe comments pointedly on coM
gage debenture stock at $495 and
76,500 shares of $1.25 each at par. photography both as it applies to]
Directors are Thomas Dudley Cocke, still and motion pictures, — and au-J
Shirley George Kingsley, John thoritatively, because he was the!
George Wainwright and Richard first photographer to make color]
pictures published by major maga-f
Butler Wainwright.
zines. — G. H. M.

"Incurable" Cripple Finds Cure in Melbourne Theater
Melbourne — Eric John Mercer, regarded by specialists as a hopeless cripple, and who
had not walked tor 10 years, amazed relatives when, atter an absorbing screen drama in
a local theater, rose with the rest ot the audience when "God Save the King" was played.

ITOA Party on Jan. 16

The I. T. O. A. is planning il
annual
toria Jan.party
16. at the Waldorf-Asi

"MOST THRILLING LOVE STORY EVER TOLD
A SURE-FIRE BOX-OFFICE SUCCESS!
heilO

SAMUEL

Graham,

ON
ace

GOLDWYN

wr;i#r

THE SCREEN.
for

No,'^

Am»ri,

presents

d

F
//

I'VE BETRAYED THE MAN

I

Tor years you'll remember this md
ment . . . and many other moments ii
this story of a man and woman wh<
sought the love that belonged tj
them, though scarlet days and fla
filled eights threatened them bol

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

presents

MERLE OBERON
BRIAN AHERNE

W l T H

HENRY STEPHENSON- JEROME COWAN
DAVID NIVEN • KAREN MORLEY
Directed by H. C. POTTER

The Samuel

Goldwyn

organization clicking regularly with outstanding box office pictures . . . Comes

through with another in BELOVED

ENEMY.

Film has ail the earmarks

for success all the way from

first runs down.

A stirring love story.

*

Supported by clast,

tction and high calibre acting and direction, the picture

Goldwyn

could scarcely fail of smash

box office. The quality of Samuel
—

production spc Is mass support and prosperous runs.

Again Samuel

Goldwyn

Samuel Goldwyn
Brian Aherne.

— Ralph Wilk, Film Daily

love story superbly played by Merle Oberon and

produces season's greatest

—

Goldwyn

Daily Variety.^

scores with that type of film in which he excels ... An outstanding picture of

intense emotional dramatic action artistically produced . . . Superbly performed.

Samuel

— Motion Picture Daily

productions.

has a potent appeal. A worthy addition to the list of Goldwyn

So shrewdly invested with showmanship

— Hollywood Reporter

continues

pace

"Beloved

Elizabeth Wilson, Screenland

Enemy"

will undoubtedly

and "Come

please majority of public . . . This

and Get It"... Delivers third feature with every recognized

Samuel Goldwyn production is a
creation of distinction.

set in

"Dodsworth"

element for box-office success.

—

Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times

— Ivan Spear, Associated Publications

amuel Goldwyn
Distinguished
Goldwyn

producer . . . Quality and culture
have been his cinematic air with

by superb

production ...Oberon

dramatically

appealing

entertainment always in the fore-

. . .

Aheme gives one of season's best
performances.
—

is no ordinary

Goldwyn

Clark Wales, Screen and Radio Weekly

ground .. . With "Beloved Enemy"
has brought much beauty

Screen. — Jimmy Starr, Los Angeles Herald Expres

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

MERLE OBERON

presents

BRIAN AHERNE

with HENRY STEPHENSON • JEROME COWAN • DAVID NIVEN • KAREN MORLEY
Direct.

THERE'S

NOTHING

H. C. POTTER

SUcaseiiL

SNITED

ARTISTS

MORE

"BELOVED"

THAN

A SMASH

HIT

11
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FOREIGN

"NIGHT WAITRESS"
with
RKO

Margot

Grahame,

Gordon

Radio

SUSPENSEFUL
WATERFRONT
FILLED

WITH

DRAMA

HAS

AND

"LACRIME

mins.

OF

COLORFUL

ACTION

Jones
59

THE
STORY

PUNCH.

There is a quality of sincerity about
this drama of the waterfront that makes
it very appealing. Also a nice love interest that gets away from the routine.
Margot Grahame is a waitress in a waterfront restaurant, she being on parole and
having to take whatever job comes to
hand. Gordon Jones, the captain of a
small schooner, who is waiting for a message about a mysterious cargo he is to
pick up. Meeting the girl in the restaurant where the stranger is to contact
him, the romance develops, and also the
drama. Soon the two are in an exciting
whirl of adventure, as a gang of crooks
are trying to get their hands on the mysterious cargo. When the stranger finally
appears at the restaurant, he is bumped
off, the police are called in, and the girl
and the young captain are kept busy in a
whirlwind of adventure that will hold the
audience in taut suspense. This production will hold the thrill fans and satisfy
those who want their romance mixed in
with thrills.
Cast: Margot Grahame, Gordon Jones,
Vinton Haworth, Marc Laurence, Billy
Gilbert, Donald Barry, Otto Yamoka,
Stanton, Arthur Loft, Walter Miller.

Paul

Producer, Joseph H. Steele; Director,
Lew Landers; Editor, Desmond Marquette;
Cameraman, Russell Metty.
Direction, Very Good.
Best.

Photography,

The

YES, YOU CAN HELP
THIS SWELL STUNT
{Continued from Page 1)

this Holiday Season when to be without a job and funds for actual necessities is nothing short of a tragedy.
Won't you help the needy cases on
the Relief Fund over the rough road ?
These men that the Committee contact are all eager to get on their
feet— they'll tackle anything that
will give them a chance to pay their
way. Until they land a job, we must
tide them over. We are depending
on you to help.
The checks are coming in daily.
They must keep coming till Christmas if the budget of the Needy
Cases is to be taken care of satisfactorily. Every dollar counts. Have
you sent your share? Shoot your
contribution in. You'll feel a lot
better after you have done this kindlly deed.

HONOR
ICharles C. Moskowitz
■Don
Hancock
lln Memory of
Walter
F. Eberhardt

ROLL
Ben Solomon
Arnold
M. Picker
Albert Warner
William
Massce

E

SORRISI"

("Tears

and

Smiles"), dialogue film in Italian; a World
production; screenplay by G. Bosio and
Raffaello Matarazzo; directed by Raffaello Matarazzo, with Lina Gennari, Carlo
Petrangeli, Marcello Spada, Maria Dennis,
et. al., in cast.
ater.

Presented

at Miami

The-

Although frequently bright and diverting, this is a relatively inconsequential
film that deals with an attractive shop

this big, while the average mob
will catch the thrill and drama of
the wrecks that are strewn everywhere. The narration is delivered
by Alois Havrilla. A Van Beuren
production,
supervised by Don Hancock.
Pathe Topics No. 3
Flat
RKO Radio
10 mins.

Opens with Doctor Rockwell giving one of his nutty monologues.
All about "the abundant life" and
how to attain it. His fast patter
the train, — and at its destination, — she
loses value because he is seated
finds romance
with a handsome
stranger.
throughout and has no funny business to pep up the avalanche of
SHORTS
words. The next clip is of three
young men who practice for trapeze
"Graveyard of Ships"
work in the circus after they get
(World On Parade)
10 mins. through their daily jobs. Finishes
RKO
with shots of winter sports in the
Screen Classic
Treating of the work of the Coast Bavarian Alps, and the scenery is
the one engaging feature of this
Guard stationed along the treacher- rather
flat and uninspired reel.
ous shores of Cape Hatteras. The
men go through their practice work,
"Don't Be Like That"
showing how the breeches buoy is
shot out to a stranded ship, and th.e RKO Radio
10 mins.
lifeboat launched. But the big draw
Jack Norton Fair
carries the comedy
of this splendid short is the manner
in which the stranded hulks of ves- load, as the highly nervous husband
sels are presented in a very graphic whose wife (Muriel Evans) insists
narration written by Harold Mc- on the doctor looking him over. Very
Cracken, who also did the photog- jealous, Norton believes his wife,
is outstanding. Sev- who was a former nurse to the doc,
eral ofraphy,
the which
shots stand out like oil is in love with the medico. This
paintings. Few narrations ever leads to a quarrel, and wine takes
written for the screen can boast the the boat to go back to mother. The
powerful gripping appeal of Mc- doc also is on board with his wife,
Cracken's, couched in poetic lang- so when the jealous hubby follows
uage that fairly haunts you with its the usual complications in the statebeauty.
Class audiences will go for
rooms occur with the usual misungirl's adventures when she is taken by
her escort on an excursion outing. Aboard
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derstandings. Norton is an expert
comedian in his line, but the threadbare material gives him little chance.
Produced by Lee Marcus and Bert
Gilroy. Directed by Jean Yarbrough, who wrote the story along
$•
*
with Charles Roberts.
"Grandma's Buoys"
RKO Radio
18 mins.
Bad Taste
The gags are built around a typical grandma type played by Zeffie
Tilbury. They take this fine elderly
lady and stick her in the midst of
a bar-room brawl and havle her
socking rowdies on the dome with
beer bottles and such. Aw, it just
isn't being done — not even in the
name of trying to make a short
funny. So it isn't funny. By themselves, the antics of Tom Kennedy
and Harry Bowen as the crew of a
private yacht going ashore looking
for a beer or two, have the makings
of good laughs. But not when they
mix them up with the nice old lady
as noted. Leslie Goodwins and
Monty Collins take credit for writing the script, but don't ask us why
they feel there is any credit in it.
Bert Gilroy is the producer, and
Goodwins also directed.

RKO

"Singing Wheels"
(Sports With Bill Corum)
Rad
io
10 mins.
Racing
Survey

A panoramic survey of the auto
racing field. Bill Corum as the
sports authority gives the descriptive talk, starting with a view of
the Soap Box Derby, the sport event
on the west coast, with the kids
competing with their motorless
home-made cars. Then a sequence
of the midget racing cars that tour
the county circuits. Then to Goshen,
N. Y., and the full grown racers on
the dirt track. The climax shows
the new Roosevelt track and the Columbus Day race, that proved thrilless because so many turns slowed
the ace drivers down to average
speed. Corum introduces several
of the oldtimers like Barney Oldfield, Ralph de Palma and Tommy
Milton, showing them as they appeared in action in the early days
of auto racing. Produced bv Van
Beuren.

MIDWEST
The Lyon Theater at Rock Rapids,
la., has been leased to the Pioneer
Amusement Co. Remodeling will include complete refurnishing.
A 450-seat theater, to be named
the Time, is being erected by the
Rochester Amusement Co., at Rochester, Minn. Opening date set for
Jan. 15.
The State Theater at Mankato,
Minn., has been completely remodeled and refurnished.
The Winn Theater, recently purchased by the Winn Theater Corp. at
Omaha, has reopened.
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Picture Industry

S. R. KUNKIS
(Member of the New York Bar)

Conductor of
"THE LEGAL ANGLE IN SHOWMANSHIP"
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Series Starts Dec. 19 Issue of
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TODAY

SUBJECTS DEALT WITH:
Proposed Patman Bill
Block Booking
Clearance and Zoning
State Legislation to Divorce
Distribution from Exhibition
Limitation of Theatre Construction
Designated Play Dates
Censorship
With the impending legislative situation and
agitation for trade practice reform within and
without the industry it behooves everyone in
the business to have a clear idea of exactly ivhat
confronts them.

ASSOCIATED
New York: 551 Fifth Ave.

PUBLICATIONS
Hollywood: 6404 Hollywood Blvd.

PITTSBURGH
Mrs. A. Mitchel has succeeded L.
Howell Davis as member of the
Pennsylvania Board of Censors.
Al Golden, local playwright, landing writing contract with 20th
Century-Fox, has left for the coast.
His wife will join him there later.
Mrs. Florence Fisher Parry, Press
movie columnist, is on a two-week
vacation.
Local film exchanges contributed
$600 to the Allegheny County Community Fund.
A number of local exhibitors will
go to Pasadena to take in the Washington-Pittsburgh football battle in
the Rose Bowl on New Year's Day.
Bill Nesbit, former shipper for
the 20th Century-Fox Exchange,
moved to Monarch in a similar capacity.
Mrs. Ruth Dean Grassmeyer is

HUGE FEES HELD TO
BE BASIS FOR ACTION
{Continued from Page

1)

the Paramount and other matters.
While it was pointed out that the
committee has completed its work
in 4 cities — Detroit, St. Louis, Milwaukee and Minneapolis — it was estimated that enough work remained
in the cities of New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia, and Boston to consume
three to four months' time after
Congress convenes.
The committee will next convene
on either Dec. 23 or Dec. 30.

DETROIT

reopening the Dean Theater in Williamsburg around Jan. 1.
Charles A. Garner, roadshow promoter, is now booking a series of
The Regent in Edgwood has reSpanish and Bohemian pictures in
opened.
Sam Stern of the Warner office this territory.
will
leave for his post in New York
Joseph Mellon, ex state salesman
on Monday.
for Columbia Pictures, has been
Clair Meeder was re-elected pres- made western Michigan salesman
ident of the local musicians' union for Grand National Films, succeedfor the fourth consecutive term.
ing Howard Boyle, who resigned to
Dinky Ozment left Harry Kri- go to New York. Grace Hoffman has
vit's show here to go to the coast also been added to the Grand National office staff.
and direct some musical numbers in
films.
J. S. Renick is the latest addition
A new house is now being erected to staff of the Amusement Supply
in Glassport.
Company as salesman.
Election of officers was held
DENVER
by the Detroit Variety Club with
following results: Henderson M.
Richey, general manager of Allied
Jap Morgan has left to pay a visit Theaters
of Michigan, as president;
to his sister in Augusta, Ga. MorWilliam Carlson, of Carlson Sign
gan, manager of the Denver National Theater supply offices, will Studios, first vice-president; Alex
visit various National branches on Schreiber, circuit operator, second
vice-president; John L. Saxe, of Rethe way to and from Georgia.
public Pictures, treasurer; and David
Seen on the row: Chick Kelloff of
Antonita, Colo., and Harry Rodell, Newman, operator of the Pasadena
manager of the Crystal theater, Theater, secretary; Directors are:
Mitchell, S. D.
Carl Buermele, Charles Perry, Frank
S. R. Langwith, of Erpi Denver Downey, Frank A. Wetsman, Barney
office has returned from a business Kilbride and Ray Moon.
trip to Lead and Deadwood, S. D.,
A charity party will be held Sawhere he supervised installations of
turday, at the Detroit-Leland Hotel,
Mirrophonic sound.
the first Variety affair at this locaEd Maple, of the Tivoli and Gem tion.
theaters, is in Chicago, where he
Rex Chapin has opened the new
is engaging a line and other per- Rex Theater at Columbiaville, Mich.
sonnel for stage shows at the Tivoli
Filmcraft Laboratories has reopened for business following remodCHICAGO
eling. J. R. Peele, manager, has
added variable area sound recording.
Max Slott, resigning his Warner
post, has been succeeded by Herb
OMAHA
Wheeler of the Stratford Theater.
Joe Rosenberg and Sol Yeager,
Columbia salesmen, and Morris J. Fields goes to the Stratford from
Cohn, owner of the Council Bluffs the Highland Theater. Bill O'Conthe Oakland Square TheStrand, will see the Rose Bowl nell from
ater succeeds.
The new 1,000-seat Times Theater,
United Artists Manager D. V. Day.
game.
McLucas has returned from Excel- under the management of Rio Theater group, is opening on Christmas
sior Springs, Mo.
The fire-damaged Rialto at BeatJack Pierard, secretary to Dave
rice, Neb., will not be reopened unworth.
til Christmas by Frank Hollings- Balaban, has been named assistant
manager at the Belmont Theater,
M-G-M Manager Harry Shumow Harold Miller succeeding him at
celebrates his 21st wedding anni- headquarters. Howard Johnson has
versary Christmas Day.
been named assistant manager at
F. E. Judd, Republic-Midwest Covent Theater of the B. and K.
chain.
manager, will be married soon.
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An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since Aug. 1. 1936, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
^_—
after titles are distributor
Dates
scheduled.
been
dates have
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release
Complete casts
Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast.
release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review.
and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.
Title
Release Date
Title
Release Date
Title
Release Date
Xitle
Release Date
Hideaway Girl (Paramount)
11-20-36
Shirley Ross, Robert Cummings
Accused
(United Artists)
Not set Case of the Velvet Claws (First Nat. (8-15-36 EverythingIs Thunder
(GB)
10-1-36
FD: Montgomery
11-20-36;
Constance
Bennett, Doug.
FD: 12-17-30:
D. Fairbanks,
Jr.. Dolores
FD: 8-29-36: Warren William, Claire Dodd
Hidden
Power,
The
(GB)
1-1-37
Sylvia Sidney
Del Rio
Cavalcade of the West (Diversion)
High
Treason
(Treo)
12-15-36
FD:
10-6-36:
Hoot
Gibson
Accusing- Finger, The (Paramount) . 10-23-36
Falling in Love
(Atlantic)
9-15-36
Winifred Shotter, John Garrick
FD: 11-17-36: Paul Kelly. Kent Taylor
FD: 10-19-36; Chas. Farrell, G. Ratoff
Cavalry
(Republic)
9-15-36
Aces and Eights (Puritan)
His
Brother's Wife
(M-G-M)
8-7-36
FD: 10-5-36: Bob Steele
Feud of the West
(Diversion)
FD: 8-1-36; Robt. Taylor, Barbara StanFD: 8-8 36: Tim McCoy
FD: 5-19-36; Hoot Gibson
Charge of the Light Brigrade (Warners),
wyck
11-7-36
Adventure in Manhattan (Columbia) .10-8-36
15 Maiden
Lane
(20th-Fox)
10-30-36 History Is Made at Night (U. A.) . . .1-16-37
FD: 10-23-36: J. McCrea. Jean Arthur
Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur
FD: 10-20-36; Errol Flynn, 0. de HavilFD: 9-29-36; Claire Trevor, Cesar Romero
land
After the Thin Man
< M-G-M >
12 25-36
1-8-37
Holy Terror, The (20th -Fox)
2-5-37
Flying
Hostess
(Universal)
11-22-36
Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th -Fox),
FD: 12-7-36: Win. Powell, Myrna Loy
Jane Withers, Anthony Martin
FD: 12-16-36; Wm. Gargan, Judith Barrett
Hollywood Boulevard (Paramount) . .8-21-36
Alibi for Murder
(Columbia)
9-23-30
FD: 11-16-36;
Warner Oland
Follow
Your Heart
(Republic)
9-5-30
FD: 8-4-30; John Holiday, Marsha Hunt
FD: 10-2-36: Wm. Gargan. M. Churchill
FD: 8-11-36; Marion Talley, M. Bartlett Hopalong Cassidy Returns (Para.) .. 10-16-36
at the Race
Track
(20thAll American Chump
(M-G-M)
10-16-36 Charlie Chan
For
Love
of
You
(Celebrity)
11-16-36
FD: 10-12-30; Wm. Boyd, Evelyn Brent
Fox)
8-7-36
FD: S-29-36: St. Erwin. Rob. Armstrong
Frank Forest
FD: 7-14-36: Warner Oland
House
of Secrets (Chesterfield)
10-26-36
Along Came Love (Paramount) .... 11-6-36 China Clipper
Leslie Fenton, Muriel Evans
(First National)
8-22-36 Four Days' Wonder
(Universal) .... 1-10-37
FD: 10-6-36; I. Hervey. Chas. Starrett
Fugitive in the Sky (Warner Bros.) 11-28-36
FD: 8-12-36; Pat O'Brien, Bev. Roberts
Ambassador Bill (20th-Fox)
(Reissue)
Jean Muir, Warren Hull
I Cover Chinatown
(Steiner)
11-18-36
Coast Patrol
(RKO )
In Prod.
10-23-36
FD: 8-25-30;
Norman
Foster, E.
Victor
McLaglen,
Preston
Foster
9-1-36
W
Rosrers, Greta Nissen
Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Shepard
of the Range (Columbia)
10-9-36
I Was a Captive of Nazi Germany (Treo)
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer
Ambush Valley (Reliable)
11-1-36 Code
Charles Starrett, Mary Blake
FD: 10 26-36: Bob Custer
of Allah (United Artists) .. 11-19-30
FD: 8-4-36: Isobel Steele
Another
Dawn
(Warner Bros.) ... .In Prod. Come and Get It (United Artists) . .11-2-36 Garden
S'D: 11-3-30; Charles Boyer, Marlene DietFD:
10-29-36;
Edward
Arnold,
Frances
Kay Francis. Errol Flynn
I'd Give My Life (Paramount)
8-14-36
rich
Farmer
FD: 7-28-36; Sir Guy Standing. Frances
Drake
Anthony Adverse
(Warner Bros.) .. .8-29-36
(United
Artists) .. .10-2-36
Come Closer Folks (Columbia)
11-7-36 Gay Desperado
FD: 5-12-36: F. March, O. de Havilland
FD: 10-3-36; Nino Martini, Ida Lupino
FD: 11-24-36 James Dunn, Marian Marsh
In His Steps (Grand
National
9-29-36
Gay Love
(Marcy)
April Romance
(M-G-M)
11-20-36
FD: 9-22-36; Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker
Comeback, The (Treo)
11-25-36
Richard Tauber
FD:
6-10-36;
Florence
Desmond
In
Paris,
A.
W.
O.
L.
(Rowland-Wagner)..
Max Schmelingr
FD: 4-7-30; Lola Lane, Irene Ware
Arizona Days (Grand
National) . . . .Not set
(Paramount) .9-4-36 Interlude
Common Ground (Crescent)
12-8-36 General Died at Dawn
(Columbia)
In Prod
Tex Ritter, Ethelind Terry
FD: 9-3-36; M. Carroll, Gary Cooper
Tom Keene
Grace Moore, Cary Grant
As Tou Like It (20th-Fox)
1-8-37
Conflict
(Universal)
11-29-36
General
Spanky
(M-G-M)
12-11-36
Lindsay
FD: 11-6-36: Elisabeth Bergner
Fury
(Warner
Bros.)
10-10-36
FD: 10-27-30;
Spanky
McFarland 8-10-36 IsleFD:of 12-2-36;
FD: 11-28-36; John Wayne, Jean Rogers
Donald Woods, Margaret
from Louisiana
(Republic)
in Cuba
(RKO)
In Prod. Gentleman
Back to Nature (20th-Fox)
9-18-36 Convention
Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
FD: 8-14-36: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
It FD:
Couldn't Have Happened
(Invin.)
8-10-36
FD:
8-15-36;
Eddie
Quillan.
Reginald
Denny.
Evelyn
Brent 9-11-36;
Counterfeit Lady
(Columbia)
In Prod. Ghost Patrol (Puritan)
BadDick
Man's
ForanTerritory (Warner Bros) Not set
Ralph
Bellamy,
Joan Perry
FD: 9-10-36; Tim McCoy
(Republic)
11-9-36 Ghost Town
Banjo On My Knee (20th Fox)
12-4-36 Country Gentleman
(Warner
Bros.)
8-8-36
2-19-37]
Gold (Republic)
10-26-36 Jailbreak
FD: 10-24-36; Olsen & Johnson
FD: 12-1-36: B. Stanwyck. J. McCrea
FD: 5-8-36; June Travis, Craig Reynolds
Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan
BAR Z Bad Man (Republic)
1-4-37 Cowboy Star, The (Columbia)
11-20-36 Girl from Maxims
Join
The
Marines
(Republic)
1-18-37
(Hoffberg)
8-1-36
June Travis, Paul Kelly
Charles Starrett, Iris Shunn
Johnny Mack Brown, Lois January
FD: 9-16-36; Frances Day, Lady Tree
Behold the BridegToom
(RKO)
In Prod. Crack Up (20th-Fox)
1-15-37 Girl on the Front Page (Universal) .9-27-36 Jones Family in Off to the Races (20th-Fox)
B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall
FD: 12-14-36; Peter Lorre, Brian Donlevy
FD: 9-19-36; Edmund Lowe, Gloria Stuart
Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Beloved
Enemy
(United Artists) .. .12-25-36 Craig's Wife (Columbia)
Dormitory
(20th-Fox)
8-14-36
9-25-36 Girls'
Princess
(Paramount)
11-27-36
FD: 8-29-36; H. Marshall, R. Chatterton, Jungle
FD: 12-12-36: Merle Oberon. Brian Aherne
FD:
10-2-36;
John
Boles.
Rosalind
RusFD:Milland
11-20-30; Dorothy Lamour, Ray
sell
Simone Simon
Bengal Tiger (Warner Bros.)
9-5-36
Her a Ring (Atlantic)
8-15-36 Justice After Dark (Warners)
In Prod
FD: 7-7-36: Barton MacLane, June Travis Criminal
Lawyer
(RKO)
In-Prod. Give
Wendy Barrie, Eric Rhodes
Lee Tracy, Margot Grahame
John Litel, Ann Dvorak
Beware of Ladies
(Republic)
12-21-36
Give
Me
Your
Heart
(Warner
Bros.)
.9-26-36
Donald Cook, Judith Allen
Crouching Beast, The (Olympic)
FD: 7-14-36; Kay Francis. George Brent; Kelly of the Secret Service (Principal) . . .
FD: 8-22-36; Fritz Kortner, Wynne Gibson
Beyond Victory (Crescent)
1-18-37
FD: 7-22-36; L. Hughes, Sheila Mannors
Rev. as "I Give My Heart"
Tom Keene
Glory Trail (Crescent)
9-15-36 Kelly the Second
(M-G-M)
8-21-36
(M-G-M)
In-Prod.
FD: 7-10-36; Tom Keene
Bier Broadcast of 19.37 (Paramount) 10-9-36 Dangerous Number
FD: 4-21-36; Patsy Kelly, Charlie Chase
FD: 10-6-36: J. Benny, Bums and Allen
Daniel Boone
(RKO)
10-16-36 Go West Young Man (Paramount) . 11-13-36 Killer at Large (Columbia)
10-1-36
FD: 11-6-36; Mae West, Warren William
FD: 9-22-36; George O'Brien
FD: 10 27-36; Mary Brian. Russell Hardie
Big Game. The (RKO)
10-9-36
(Warners)
FD: 9 29-36: June Travis, James Gleason Depths Below, The (Columbia) ... .In Prod. God's Country and the Woman
Hockey
(Warner
Bros.) . .12-19-36
Not set KingFD: of 11-3-36;
Dolores Del Rio, Richard Dix
Dick Purcell, Anne Nagel
Big Show, The (Republic)
11-16-36
George Brent, Beverly Roberts
Gene Autry
King
of
the
Royal
Mounted
(20th-Fox)
Devil Is a Sissy (M-G-M)
9-18-36
Gold Diggers of 1937 (First Nat'l) .12-26-36
FD: 9-9-36; F. Bartholomew, J. Cooper
Black Legion
(Warner
Bros.)
Not set
FD: 12-2-36; Dick Powell, Joan Blondell
9 11-36
FD:
9-29-30;
Robert
Kent,
Rosalind
Keith
H. Bogart, Ann Sheridan
Devil of the Sea (Treo)
12-10-36
Good Earth, The (M-G-M)
Not set
KingPaul Solomon's
In Prod.
Barry Norton, Mary Carr, John Barton
Blonde Dynamite (Universal)
Not set
Paul Muni, Louise Rainer
Robeson, Mines
Roland (GB)
Young
Tala Birell, Walter Pidgeon
Hussy, The (M-G-M)
8-28-36
(Celebrity)
Not set
Devil On Horseback
(Grand Nt'l.) . .10-6-36 Gorgeous
FD: 9-1-36: Joan Crawford, Robt. Taylor Kiss Me Goodbye
FD: 9-30-36; Lili Damita, Del Campo
Bold Caballero. The (Republic) .... 1-11-37
Jury
(RKO)
8-7-36
FD: 12-3-36; Heather Angel. Bob
Dimples (20th-Fox)
10-16-36 Grand
in Love
(20th-Fox)
10-9-36
FD: 8-1-30; Fred Stone, Louise Latimer Ladies
Livingston
FD: 10-29-36;
J. Gaynor,
L. Young,
C.
FD: 9-26-36; Shirley Temple
Great Barrier, The (GB)
Not set
Border Phantom (Republic)
12-28-36 Dizzy Dames
(Liberty)
Bennett, S. Simon
Richard
Arlen
Bob Steele. Harley Wood
FD: 7-18-36; Marjorie Rambeau
LadyFD: Be10-10-30;
Careful Lew(Paramount)
9-4-36
Born to Dance (M-G-M)
11-27-36
Ayres, Mary Carlisle
Great
(GrandJames
Nat'l)
Not set
FD: Guy
12-9-36;
Cagney, Mae Clarke
Doctor Bull (reissue)
(20th-Fox) .. .2-5-36
FD: 11-17-36;
Eleanor
Powell, James
Will Rogers, Marian Nixon
Lady
from
Nowhere
(Columbia.
.
.11-21-38
Stewart
Great O'Malley, The (Warner Bros.) .Not set
Mary
Astor, Charles Quigley
Boss Rider of Gun Creek (Univ.) . . .11-1-36 Dodge City Trail (Columbia)
Pat O'Brien, Sybil Jason
In Prod.
Land Without Music
(GB)
Not set
Charles Starrett, Marian Weldon
FD: 12-16-36;
Buck Jones
Great Ziegfeld, The (M-G-M)
9-4-36
Richard
Tauber, Jimmy Durante
FD: 4-9-30; Wm. Powell, Myrna Loy
Brand of the Outlaws (Supreme) . . . .8-15-36 Dods worth (United Artists)
9-18-36 Green Light (Warner Bros.)
Bob Steele
on the Air (Republic)
1-4-38
Not set Larceny
FD: 9-19-36: W. Huston, R. Chatterton
G. Bradley, R. Livingston
Errol Flynn, Anita Louise
Bulldog Edition (Republic)
9-21-36
(M-G-M )... .In Prod.
Don't Turn 'Em Loose (RKO)
9-18-36 Green Pastures, The (Warner Bros.) . .8-1-36 Last of Mrs. Cheyney
FD: 9-18-36: Evalyn Knapp. Ray Walker
Last of the Mohicans
(U. A.)
9-4-36
FD: 6-19-36; Rex Ingram
FD: 9-24-36; Lewis Stone, Bruce Cabot
By Joan
the Dawn's
In prod.
FD:
8-12-30;
Randolph
Scott,
Binnie
Bennett. Early
Fred Light
Stone (RKO)
Barnes
Gun
Grit
(Atlantic)
8-1-36
Down the Stretch (First National) . .9-19-36
Jack Perrin, Ethel Beck
FD:
11-5-36;
Patricia
Ellis.
Mickey
Rooney
Cain and Mabel (Warner Bros.) . . . .10-17-36
at Trouble
(20th-Fox) .. 12-11-36
The (Republic)
11-19-36 Laughing
Jane Darwell,
Sara Haden
FD: 10-19-36: Marion Davies, Clark Gable Down to the Sea (Republic)
8-25-36 GunBobRanger,
Steele
FD: 6-36-36; Russell Hardie. Ben Lyon
Lawless
Land
(Republic)
11-23-36
California Mail (Warner Bros.)
11-14-36
Guns of the Pecos (Warner Bros.) . .Not set
Johnny Mack Brown
Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
1-18-37
Dick Foran
Dick Foran, Anne Nagel
Tom Keene
Call of the Prairie (Para.)
Not set
Legion
of
Terror
(Columbia)
11-1-36
FD: 11-3-36; M. Churchill, Bruce Cabot
FD: 12-1-36; Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison
Happy Go Lucky (Republic)
12-14-36
East
Meets
West
(GB)
10-16-36
Camille (M-G-M)
1-1-37
FD: 12-5-36; Phil Regan, Evalyn Venable Libeled
Lady
(M-G-M
)
10-9-36
FD: 9-19-36; George Arliss
FD: 10-7-36;
Jean Harlow,
Wm. Powell
Hats Off (Grand National)
Not set
FD: 12-15-36; Greta Garbo, Robert Taylor
In Prod.
Life of Edward VIII (GB)
Not set
FD: 12-16-36; Mae Clarke, John Payne
Can This Be Dixie? (20th-Fox)
11-13-36 Easy Going (RKO)
FD: 12-10-36; Ex-King of England
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey
FD: 11-12-36: Jane Withers
Head Over Heels in Love (GB) .... 1-30-37 Lion's Den, The (Puritan)
Jessie Matthews
Captain Calamity (Grand Nat'l) .... 11-3-36 Easy to Take (Paramount)
11-6-36
FD: 8-25-36; Tim McCoy
FD: 4-17-36; Marion Nixon. George HousFD: 10-20-36; John Howard. Marsha Hunt Headin' for the Rio Grande
( Grand National)
Not set
ton. Rev. as "Captain Hurricane"
12-1-36
FD: 12-5-36;
Kruger
Ellis
Island
(Invincible)
11-6-36
DangerouslyOtto (GB)
Living
FD: 12-8-36; Tex Ritter, Eleanore
Captain's Kid, The (First Nat.)
11-14-36
Donald Cook, Peggy Shannon
Sybil Jason. Guy Kibbee
Stewart
FD:
11-27-36:
Madeleine
Carroll,
Lloyds
of
London
(20th-Fox)
2-26-37
Saddles
(Universal)
12-20-36 Hearts in Bondage
Captains Courageous (M-G-M)
1-29-37 Empty
(Republic)
8-15-36
Freddie Bartholomew
Freddie Bartholomew
FD: 10-17-36; Buck Jones
FD: 6-26-36: James Dunn, Mae Clarke
Help Wanted, Female
(Columbia) . .In Prod.
Career Woman
(20th-Fox)
12-18-36
End of the Trail (Columbia)
9-19-36
10-2-36
The ( M-G-M
Night, Robert
FD: 11-24-36: Claire Trevor. Michael
Longest
Jean Arthur, George Brent
FD: 9-15-30:
Young,) Florence Rice
FD: 10-31-36; Jack Holt, Louise Henry
Whalen
Here Comes
Carter!
(First Natl.) . 10-24-36 LostRonald
Horizon
(Columbia)
Not
set
Colman,
Jane
Wyatt
Everybody
Dance
(GB)
Not
set
Case of the Black Cat (First Natl.) 10-31-36
FD:Farrell
11-14-36;
Ross Alexander,
Glenda
Cicely Courtneidge.
Ernest Truex
Ricardo Cortez. June Travis
{Continued on Page 19)
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. . . AND THIS FROM THE MAN WHO
GAVE YOU "ROBERTA"

"TOPHAT"

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" "SWING TIME"

\

THE

GAYEST

Three sparkling stars awhirl on
wings of laughter and song! . . .
A miracle musical picture . . .
electric with the verve of swingtime rhythm . . . radiant with the
happiness of madcap romance...
alive with riotous fun and spicy
flavor... abundantly overflowing
with the sheer joy of living!
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Directed by LEIGH JASON
A PANDRO S. BERMAN Production
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A Calendar o$ feature Jleteascs
Title

Release Date

Love Begins at 20 (First Nat'l) . . . .8-22-36
FD: 5-23-36; Hugh Herbert, Patricia Ellis
Love in Exile (GB)
11-15-36
Clive Brook, Helen Vinson
Love is News
(20th-Fox)
2-12-36
Loretta young, Tyrone Power
Love Letters of a Star (Universal) .11-8-36
FD: 12-1-36; Walter Coy, Polly Rowles
Love on the Run
(M-G-M)
11-20-36
FD:
11-17-36;
Joan
Crawford,
Clark
Gable
Luck of the Irish (Guaranteed) .. .8-15-36
FD 6-2-36; Richard Hayward
Luckiest Girl in the World (Univ.) .11-15-36
FD: 10-22-36: Jane Wyatt, Louis Hayward
Mad Holiday
(M-G-M)
11-13-36
FD: 11-30-36: Edmund Lowe, Elissa Landi
Magnificent Brute, The (Universal) .10-11-36
FD:
10-24-36;
V.
McLaglen,
Bennie
Barnes
Maid of Salem
(Paramount)
In Prod.
Claudette Colbert, F. MacMurray
Make Way for a Lady (RKO)
11-13-36
FD: 12-12-36; Anne Shirley, Herbert Marshall
Man Betrayed
(Republic)
12-28-36
Eddie Nugent, Kay Hughes
Man I Marry. The (Universal)
11-1-36
FD:
10-12-36;
Doris
Nolan,
Michael
Whalen
Man of Affairs (GB)
1-20-37
George Arllss
Man Who Lived Again (GB)
11-1-36
FD: 12-16-36; Boris Karloff
Man Who Lived Twice (Columbia). .9-25-36
FD:
10-13-36;
Ralph
Bellamy,
Marian
Marsh
Mandarin Mystery, The (Republic) . .12-7-36
Eddie Nugent, Charlotte Henry
Manhattan
Girl
(RKO)
1-22-37
Lily Pons, Gene Raymond
Mary of Scotland
(RKO)
8-28-36
FD: 7-24-36: K. Hepburn, F. March
Maytime
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
J. MacDonald, Nelson Eddy
Meet Nero Wolfe
(Columbia)
8-1-36
FD: 7-16-36; Edward Arnold
Melody for Two
(Warner Bros.)... Not set
James Melton. Patricia Ellis
Men in Exile (Warner Bros.)
In Prod.
Dick Purcell, June Travis
Michael
Strogoff (RKO)
In Prod.
Anton Walbrook, Margot Grahame
Midsummer Night's Dream (Warner) .10-3-36
FD: 10-10-35
Mind Tour Own Business (Paramount)
Not set
FD:
12-14-36;
Charlie
Ruggles,
Alice
Brady
Missing Girls (Chesterfield)
9-15-36
FD: 10-7-36; Roger Pryor, Muriel Evans
Missing Men
(Republic)
Not set
Kay Hughes
Mister Cinderella
(M-G-M)
10-23-36
I FD: 7-11-36; Jack Haley, Betty Furness
VIother Carey's Chickens
(RKO)
1-1-37
Ginger Rogers, Fred Stone
VIore Than a Secretary (Columbia) . .Not set
FD: 12-11-36; Jean Arthur, George Brent
fountain Justice (Warner Bros.) . .In Prod.
Josephine
Hutchinson,
George
Brent
fummy's Boys (RKO)
10-2-36
FD: 12-15-36; Bert Wheeler, Robert WoolBey
turder in the Red Bam
(Olympic)
FD: 8-19-36: Tod Slaughter
[ysterious Crossing
(Universal) ... 12-27-36
James Dunne, Jean Rogers
urder on the Set (Globe)
FD: 8-21-36: Henry Kandall, Eve Grey
urder With Pictures (Paramount) . .9-25-36
FD: 11-20-36: Lew Ayres, Gail Patrick
y American Wife (Paramount)
8-7-36
FD: 7-21-36: Francis Lederer, Ann Sothern
y Man, Godfrey (Universal)
9-6-36
FD: 6-16-36:
Wm.
Powell, Carole Lombard
ivy Spy (Grand National)
Not set
Conrad
Nagel
12-18-36
jght
FD: Waitress
12-18-36: (RKO)
Margot
Grahame.
Gordon
Jones
|ne Days a Queen
(GB)
9-1-36
IPD: 6-26-36: Cedric Hardwicke
lbody's Baby
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
I Patsy Kelly, Lyda Roberti
11-14-36
Nome (Columbia)
|rtta
FD: of
10-28-36: Jack Holt
I.

Susanna I (Republic)
8-19-36
3ene Autry
C Corral (Republic)
12-28-36
Jene Autry
B Hutch
(M-G-M)
9-25-36
'D: 9-22-36: Wallace Beery, Cecilia Parker
0 the Avenue (20th-Fox)
1-29-37
)ick Powell, Madeline Carroll

Title

{Continued from Page 14)
Title
Release Date

Once a Doctor (Warner Bros.)
Not set
Donald Woods, Jean Muir
Once in a Blue Moon (Paramount) . .Not set
FD: 12-3-36; Jimmy Savo, Nikita
Balieff
Once Over Lightly (RKO Radio) . . . .Not set
Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel
One in a Million (20th-Fox)
1-1-37
Sonja Heine. Adolph Menjou
One Way Passage
(Reissue)
(Warner Bros.)
12-12-36
Dick Powell, Joan Blondell
Our Relations
(M-G-M)
10-30-36
FD: 7-14-36; Laurel & Hardy
Outcasts of Poker Flats (RKO) . . .In Prod.
Preston Foster
Paradise Express
(Republic)
. .1-25-37
Parnell
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
Pennies from Heaven (Columbia) . .11-25-36
FD: 11-16-36; Bing Crosby, Madge Evans
Penrod
and Sam
(Warners)
Not set
Billy Mauch, Frank Craven
Pepper
(20th-Fox)
9-11-36
FD: 8-8-36; Jane Withers, Irvin S. Cobb
Phantom of Santa Fe (Burroughs-Tarzan)
11-15-36
Norman Kerry, C. Geraghty
Phantom of the Range (Victory) . .11-26-36
Tom Tyler. Beth Marion
Phantom Ship (Guaranteed)
10-15-36
Bela Lugosi, Shirley Grey
Piccadilly Jim (M-G-M)
8-14-36
FD:
8-6-36;
Robt. Montgomery.
Madge
Evans
Pigskin Parade (20th-Fox)
10-23-36
FD: 10-20-36; Stuart Erwin, J. Downs
Plainsman, The (Paramount)
Not set
FD: 11-24-36: Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur
Plough and the Stars (RKO)
1-15-37
Barbara Stanwyck, Preston Foster
Plot Thickens,
The
(RKO)
Not set
FD: 12-9-36; James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts
Polo Joe (Warner Bros.)
12-5-36
FD: 8-24-36; Joe E. Brown
Postal Inspector
(Universal)
8-16-36
FD: 9-1-36: Ricardo Cortez, Patricia Ellis
Prescott Kid, The (Columbia)
FD: 10-17-36; Tim McCoy
President's Mystery, The (Republic) .8-8-36
FD: 9-28-36; Henry Wilcoxon, B. Furness
Prison Shadows
(Victory)
FD: 7-18-36: Eddie Nugent, Lucille Lund
Private
Enemy
(20th-Fox)
1-8-36
Victor McLaglen, Barbara Stanwyck
Put on the Spot (Principal)
FD: 10-3-36; Eddie Nugent, Maxine Doyle
Quality Street (RKO)
In Prod.
Katharine Hepburn, Franchot Tone
Racing Blood (Conn)
FD: 8-13-36; Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond
Racing
Lady
(RKO)
1-29-37
Ann Dvorak, Harry Carey
Rainbow on the River (RKO)
12-25-36
FD: 12-5-36; Bobby Breen, May Robson
Ramona
(20th-Fox)
9-25-36
FD: 9-16-36: L. Young, Don Ameche
Ranger Courage (Columbia)
10-30-36
Bob Allen, Martha Tibbetts
Ready. Willing and Able (Warners) .In Prod.
Ross Alexander, Ruby Keeler
Rebellion
(Crescent)
10-27-36
FD: 10-10-36: Tom Keene
Red Lights Ahead
(Chesterfield) .. .In Prod.
Rembrandt
(United Artists)
12-4-36
FD: 11-21-36; Charles Laughton
Return of Raffles (Invincible)
In Prod.
Reunion
(20th-Fox)
11-20-36
FD: 11-13-36: Dionne Quints. Jean
Hersholt
Ride, Ranger. Ride (Republic)
9-30-36
Gene Autry
Riders of Whistling Skull (Republic) .1-20-37
Livingston,
Corrigan, Terhune
Riddle of the Dangling Pearl (RKO) 12-11-36
James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts
Ride 'Em Cowboy
(Universal)
...9-20-36
FD: 10-8-36; Buck Jones
Riding Avenger, The (Diversion)
FD: 7-14-36; Hoot Gibson
Rip Roarin* Buckaroo
(Victory) .. .10-15-36
Tom Tyler, Beth Marion
River of Unrest
(GB)
1-10-37
John Lodge, John Loder
Road to Glory (20th-Fox)
9-4-36
FD: 6-2-36; F. March. W. Baxter
Roarin' Guns
(Puritan)
FD: 7-7-36; Tim McCoy
Roarin' Lead
(Republic)
12-9-36
Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan
Robber Barons (RKO)
In Prod.
Edward Arnold

Robinson Crusoe of Clipper Island (Republic)
11-14-36
Mala-Mamo
Romance Rides the Range (Spectrum)9-15-36
FD: 9-22-36; Fred Scott, Cliff Nazarro
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)
Not set
FD:
ard 7-16-36; Norma Shearer, Leslie HowRose Bowl
(Paramount)
10-30-36
FD: 10-15-36; Tom Brown. E. Whitney
Saint in New York (RKO)
In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli
San Quentin
(Warner
Bros.)
In Prod.
Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart
Satan Met a Lady
(Warner Bros.) . .8-8-36
FD: 7-23-36; Bette Davis, W. William
Sea Spoilers
(Universal)
9-20-36
FD: 10-24-36; John Wayne, Nan Grey
Second
Wife
(RKO)
8-21-36
FD:
8-14-36;
Walter
Abel.
Gertrude
Michael
Secret
.Valley
1-15-37
Richard
Arlen(20th-Fox)
Serenade on the Seine (RKO)
In Prod.
Ann Sothern, Smith Ballew
Seven
Sinners
(GB)
8-15-36
FD: 7-31-36; Edmund Lowe, C. Cummings
Shadow, The (Globe)
FD: 6-27-36
She's Dangerous
(Universal)
1-17-37
Walter Pidgeon, Tala Birell
She-Devil Island (Grand Nat'l)
FD:
8-29-36
She Sang for Her Supper (RKO) . .In Prod.
Anne
Shirley
Sing, Baby, Sing (20th-Fox)
FD: 8-4-36; Alice Faye, Adolphe
Sing Me a Love Song (Warners) .
James Melton, Patricia Ellis
Singing
Buckaroo
(Spectrum)
Fred Scott

8-21-36
Menjou
.Not set
12-15-36

Singing Vagabond,
The (Republic)
FD: 7-23-36; Gene Autry
Sinner
Take All
Lindsay
FD:
12-12-36;

Title

Release Date

(M-G-M)
Bruce
Cabot,

12-18-36
Margaret

Sitting on the Moon
(Republic) . . .9-15-36
FD: 9-11-36; Roger Pryor, Grace Bradley
Smart Blonde
(Warner Bros.)
Not set
FD: 11-21-36:
Glenda Farrell, Barton
MacLane
Smartest Girl in Town
(RKO) ... .11-27-36
FD: 11-10-36; Gene Raymond. Ann Sothern
Song of the Gringo (Grand Nat'l) . .11-10-36
FD: 11-10-36; Tex Ritter. Joan Woodbury
Stage Struck (First National)
9-12-36
FD: 8-11-36; Dick Powell, Joan Blondell
Stampede
(Col.)
Not set
FD:Barton
11-27-36; Charles Starret. Finis
Star for a Night (20th-Fox)
8-28-36
FD: 8-14-36; Claire Trevor, Jane Darwell
Star Is Born, A (United Artists) ... .2-1-37
Fredric March, Janet Gaynor
Star of Empire
(Crescent)
12-8-36
Tom Keene
Stepping Toes (RKO)
In Prod.
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Stolen Holiday
(Warners)
Not set
Kay Francis, Claude Rains
Stowaway
(20th-Fox)
12-25-36
FD:Young
12-16-36;
Shirley Temple,
Robert
Straight from the Shoulder (Paramount)
8-28-36
FD: 8-14-36: Ralph Bellamy. K. Locke
Strangers on a Honeymoon (GB) . . .12-15-36
Constance Cummings, Hugh Sinclair
Student's Romance
(Alliance)
9-19-36
FD: 10-14-36:
Greta Natzler
Swing Time
(RKO)
9-4-36
FD: 8-26-36; Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Sworn
Enemy
(M-G-M)
9-11-36
FD: 7-7-36; Robt. Young, Florence Rice
Tarzan Escapes
(M-G-M)
11-6-36
FD: 11-6-36; J. Weissmuller, M. O'Sullivan
Tenderfoot Goes West. A (Treo) .. .12-1-36
Jack LaRue. Russell Gleason
Texas
Rangers
(Paramount)
8-28-36
FD: 8-22-36: F. MacMurray. Jack Oakie
Thank You, Jeeves (20th-Fox)
...10-2-36
FD: 9-17-36: Arthur Treacher
That Girl from Paris (RKO)
Not set
FD: 12-15-36: Lily Pons, Gene Raymond
Theodora Goes Wild (Columbia)
...Not set
FD: 11-5-36; Irene Dunne, Melvyn Douglas
They Met in a Taxi (Columbia)
9-1-36
FD: 9-9-36; Chester Morris, Fay Wray
They Wanted to Marry (RKO)
In Prod.
Betty Furness. E. E. Clive
Three Married Men
(Paramount) .. .9-11-36
FD: 9-25-36; Lynne Overman, R. Karns

Release Date

Three Men on a Horse (First Nat'l) 11-21-36
FD: 11-13-36; Frank McHugh, Joan
Blondell
Three
Mesquiteers
(Republic)
9-21-36
FD: 10-2-36; B. Livingston, Ray Corrigan
Three Smart Girls (Universal) .... 12-20-36
Charles Winninger, Alice Brady
To

Mary — With Love
(20th-Fox) .. .8-1-36
FD: 7-21-36; Warner Baxter. Myrna Loy

TopDoris
of the
Town George
(Universal)
Nolan,
Murphy

2-21-37

Trail Dust (Paramount)
Wm. Boyd, James Ellison
Trailin' West
(First National)
FD: 10-17-36; Dick Foran
Traitor, The (Puritan)

12-4-36
9-6-36

FD: 11-6-36
Treve
(Universal)
1-3-37
Noah Beery, Jr., Chas. Winninger
Trouble Ahead (Times)
FD: 9-23-36; Charles Farrell
Tugboat Princess (Columbia)
10-15-36
FD: Fellows
12-16-36;
Walter
C. Kelly.
Edith
Tundra (Burroughs-Tarzan)
9-15-36
FD: 8-25-36; Del Cambre
Two-Fisted Gentleman
(Columbia) . .8-15-36
FD: 8-25-36: James Dunn
Two in a Crowd
(Universal)
9-13-36
FD: 8-8-36; Joan Bennett, Joel McCrea
TwoHerman
MinutesBrixto Play (Victory) ... .11-2-36
Two of Us, The
Jack Hulbert

(GB)

Under
Your
Spell
(20th-Fox)
FD:
Lawrence
Tibbett.
Barrie 11-4-36;

Not set
11-6-36
Wendy

Undercover Man
(Republic)
9-24-36
Johnny M. Brown, Suzanne Karen
Under Cover Terror
of Night(United
(M-G-M)
Underworld
Picture ) 1-8-37
FD: 7-18-36; Nick Stuart, Nina Quartero
Unknown Ranger, The (Columbia)
.9-15-36
Bob Allen, Martha Tibbetts
Valiant Is the Word for Carrie (Paramount)
10-2-36
FD: 9-22-36; Gladys George, Arline Judge
Vengeance of Rannah
(Reliable) .. .11-6-36
Bob Custer, Rin-Tin-Tin, Jr.
Vigilantes Are Coming (Republic) . . .8-22-36
Bob Livingston, Kay Hughes
Walking on Air (RKO)
9-11-36
FD: 8-17-36; Ann Sothern. Gene Raymond
Wanted,
Jane Turner
(RKO)
12-4-36
FD: 11-30-36; Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart
WayLaurel
Out and
West Hardy
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
Week-End Millionaire
(GB)
11-20-36
Buddy Rogers, Mary Brian
We, the Jury (RKO)
In Prod.
Helen Broderick,
Victor Moore
We Who Are About to Die (RKO) . . .1-8-37
FD: 10-23-36; Preston Foster. A. Dvorak
Wedding Present
(Paramount) ... .10-16-36
FD: 9-24-36: Joan Bennett. Cary Grant
West of Nevada
(Colony)
FD:
Rex Bell
Will 7-21-36:
Hay
Where There's a Will (GB)
Not set
While London Sleeps (Ideal)
FD: 7-18-36; Vrctor Varconi
White Hunter (20th-Fox)
11-27-30
FD: 11-28-36: Warner Baxter. June Lang
White Legion
(Grand National) ... 10-13-36
FD: 10-17-36: Tala Birell. Ian Keith
Wild Brian Kent
(20th-Fox)
11-6-36
FD: 10-22-36: Ralph Bellamy, Mae Clark
Wildcat Trooper
(Ambassador)
FD: 7-14-36: Kermit Maynard
Wifes of Morning
(20th-Fox)
2-19-37
Annabella, Henry Fonda
Winterset
(RKO) Margo, Burgess Meredith
11-20-36
FD: 11-17-36:
With Love and Kisses (Melody) . . . .Not set
FD: 12-7-36; Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing
Without Orders (RKO)
10-23-36
FD: 9-25-36: Sally Eilers, Rob. Armstrong
Wives Never Know
(Paramount) .. .9-18-36
FD: 9-9-36; Chas. Ruggles, Mary Boland
WolfBob ofSteele
Santa Fe (Republic)
2-1-37
Woman
Rebels, A Katharine
(RKO)
FD: 10-28-36:
Hepburn 11-6-36
Woman
Wise (20th-Fox)
1-22-37
Rochelle Hudson. Michael Whalen
Women of Glamor (Columbia)
. . . .In Prod.
Melvyn Douglas, Virginia Bruce
Yellow Cargo (Grand National )... 10-27-30
FD: 6-6-36: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Yellowstone
FD: 9-19-36;(Universal)
Henry Hunter, Judith 8-30-36
Barrett
You Only Live Once (Unit. Art.) . . . .1-1-37
Sylvia Sidney. Henry Fonda
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When

10 WEEKS

YOU PROFIT!

you book M-G-M's Short Subject "WANTED-A

IN LIBERTY!

Beginning December 26th, and every week for ten succeeding weeks, Liberty, with huge display spreads, will
urge its 2,500,000 readers to go to local theatres playing M-G-M's unique Short Subject "WANTED— A
MASTER" in order to see how a successful amateur
film can be prepared.

NATIONAL

MASTER"

the contest and giving full credit to the Pete Smith
Specialty "WANTED— A MASTER"
inspired it!

YOUR

PLAYDATE

as the film that

IN LIBERTY!

Definite instructions have been issued by Liberty to
its local distributors to permit the insertion in current
issues announcements of "WANTED— A MASTER"
playdates
as supplied by local theatres. Don't miss
this opportunity.

AD CAMPAIGN

Through Liberty's affiliated publications, Photoplay,
True Story, True Detective, and others of the
MacFadden group, a series of full-column "house" ads
will spread direct interest in' 'WANTED- A MASTER"
to 6,000,000 more readers!

Liberty distributors throughout the country have also
received instructions to cooperate to the fullest extent

RADIO

with local theatres playing "WANTED— A MASTER"
in placing printed announcements of local playdates

PROGRAMS

SCHEDULED

Over the radio networks, regularly scheduled programs
of MacFadden Publications will carry the seat- selling
story of "WANTED — A MASTER" to many more
millions!

25,000

NEWSSTANDS

POSTED

On 25,000 newsstands thoughout the country Liberty
will have displayed a special color poster announcing

M-G-M's

Exploited Shorts mean

FREE LOCAL

ADS!

on newsstands, bannering the distributor's delivery
trucks, and various other local tieups.

DEALERS

READY

TO AID YOU!

This arrangement also provides local theatres with direct access to co-op ad and window tieups with department and other stores handling home movie cameras,
film and other equipment, such as the Cooperative tieups with Eastman and Bell &. Howell, etc.

Extra Dr

Don't be a Holdout— The Relief Fund Needs Your Help
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Eighteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-1FDAILY'
VOL. 70, NO. 145

NEW

YORK. SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

TEN CENTS

19, 1936

Van Praag Resigns as National Screen Sales Exec

MONOGRAM REPURCHASES OUTSTANDING STOCK
20th Cent.-Fox and Fabian Interests Contest for Roxy
Bondholders'
Plan Calls
$650,000
from
20th-Fox

for

Conn. Theater, Unfinished for Years, to be Completed
Bridgeport, Conn. — Strand Amusement Co., owned by Jacobson and Levine, and
operating 5 Bridgeport subsequent runs, has purchased the unfinished theater in Torrington. and plans to proceed immediately with building and equipment operations, for
a February opening. About 1,000 seats will be installed. The theater was left inyears ago.
town, and complete
the several
Alhambra
closed.Warner's have the Palace and Warner's running in the

A contest between 20th CenturyFox and Si Fabian and associated
theatrical interests for acquisition
of the Roxy Theater loomed yesterday as Col. Hartfield, counsel for
the Roxy first mortgage bondholders' committee, presented to Federal Judge Caffey a plan of reorganization for the theater and was
granted leave to send the plan to
depositors with the committee.
Paramount will recoup certain inMorton Jacobs, attorney, who said
vestments made in connection with
he represented "Si Fabian and as- laboratory work done by Eastman
sociated theatrical interests", re- Kodak on the Keller - Dorian
quested that the court delay sending color process unless the Rochester
out of the plan to depositors. He
continues its exclusive lisaid that Fabian had been confer- company
cense status with the Keller-Dorian
(Continued on Page 7)
Colorfilm Corp., The Film Daily
was informed yesterday. Eastman
Kodak must make definite minimum
royalty commitments to Keller-Dorian within a month and a half in order to maintain its exclusive franchise.

SEE PARA, RECOUPING ALLIED KEEPING TABS
COLOR INVESTMENTS ON ANTI-TRUST SUIT

115 FILM COMPANIES
LOSE STATE CHARTER

Allied is reported in close contact with the Department of Justice in connection with its anti-trust
suit filed at Dallas against Interstate Circuit, Texas Consolidated
Theaters and seven major distributors. Abram F. Myers, general
counsel and chairman of the board
of the national exhibitor organization, recently went to Dallas from
Washington
and is understood
to
(Continued on Page 7)

United Artists Shifts
Five Branch Managers

Albany — Approximately 27,500
New York corporations — 90 per cent Union Cinemas, Ltd., Will
estimated to be in greater New York
Merge Three British Cos.
Five changes in branch managers
— have been dissolved by Secretary
have been effectuated by United Arof State Edward J. Flynn for failtists during recent days.
London (By Cable) — Union Cineure to file annual franchise tax reI. T. Schlank, who has been Salt
mas Ltd. has been registered here
ports during a period of three conecutive years. Any corporation so as a step towards amalgamation of Lake City manager, has been
Cinemas Co. Ltd., Ox- switched to a similar post at Chiissolved may be reinstated within the Union
ford & Berkshire Cinemas Ltd. and
cago and(Continued
R. J. Cadman,
formerly
(Continued on Page 7)
on Page 7)

Sale

of Assets
and Good
Will to Sterling
Expected

Monogram Pictures Corp. at a directors meeting yesterday, repurchased all the outstanding capital
stock of the company except that
owned by W. Ray Johnston.
Monogram is expected to sell the
good-will and assets of the company
shortly to Sterling Pictures Corn.,
recently organized by Johnston, and
Sterling will use the Monogram
trademark for its new product. The
directorate convened following an
earlier stockholders'
meeting.
Whether the new company will be
known as Monogram-Sterling Pictures or as Monogram Pictures of
Delaware will be decided shortly at
a special meeting of the Sterling
board of directors.

PARA.-BLANK DEAL IS
SEEN AS PERMANENT
Paramount, it is expected, will
set up a permanent operating deal
with A. H. Blank, Omaha circuit
executive.
Under worked
a three-months'
extension recently
out, the
current partnership arrangement
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

-G-M Plans Development
of New Ideas in Color
Vest

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

[DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M is looking to
xperimentation and development of
lew ideas in the domain of color
ihotography, it is announced in conection with
the oncompany's
plans
(Continued
Page 7)
Para.

Give

Week's

Bonus

Paramount yesterday distributed a
bonus of one week's pay to employees
in its home office and exchanges in the
United States and Canada. Plan effected those receiving $40 per week or
less salary.

Van Praag Will End National Screen

$175,000 Saratoga Springs
House Announced by Reade
Second of the 100 theaters which
American Community Theaters
Corp., proposes to build within the
next five years will be erected in
Saratoga Springs, it was announced

Service Sales Post Duties on Jan. 1 the
Parhe and De Luxe Labs
Pass Out Xmas Bonuses
Latest additions to the growing
list of industry bonuses is Pathe
Film Corp., which is giving a small
cash bonus to employes and De Luxe
Labs which will disburse two weeks'
pay to persons employed one year
or more and one week to those employed less than a year.

Morton Van Praag, Western division sales manager for National
Screen Service, has resigned that
post after six years' association with
the company and expects to complete his duties about Jan. 1. After
taking a vacation he will announce
his new plans.
George (Continued
Dembow, on Eastern
division
Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

Hunt Dallas Suit Angles Here
Department of Justice operatives were
active in New York City yesterday
in an effort to obtain information
for their Dallas anti-trust case brought
against the Hoblitzelle circuit and seven major distributors.
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▼
T
T
• • • A LOT of theater managers are wide awake to the
fact that the young songbird Deanna Durbin is one of the sensational finds of many seasons
so they are going after
Universal's "Three Smart Girls" with an extra advertising bud▼
T
T
get
• • • OUT IN Los Angeles, Jack Gross and Rodney
Pantages, managers respectively of the Hillstreet and Pantages
theaters
topped off their all-around campaign on the dual
run of this picture with a newspaper splurge that dominated
the pages
the ads ranged in size from one column by
thirteen inches to three columns by seventeen inches
and this was days before the opening
all hailing Deanna
Durbin's first screen appearance
the li'l gal has a tremendous build-up thru her appearance on the Eddie Cantor
radio programs
a clever stunt these two managers used
with telling effect was from the pressbook
a large compoboard heart in the lobby, on which patrons signed their names
and addresses
and they later received by mail an autographed photo of "TheTnew sweetheart
T
T of the screen"
• • • A NEW series of foreign film programs titled "The
Film In Germany and France" will be shown by the Museum of
Modern Art
in the auditorium of the American Museum
of Natural History, on eight alternate Sunday evenings from
Jan. 10 to April 18
later the programs will be circulated
to museums, colleges and study groups throughout the country
. . . • On Christmas Eve at 4:30 p.m. a national radio hookup
with WEAF as the key station will present a memorial program
marking the writing by Dr. Clement C. Moore of the immortal poem, Bartholomew
"The Night by
Before
Christmas"
114 with
years Metro,
ago
Freddie
special
arrangement
will come to New York from the coast to appear on this program

Copyright Board Considers
New Canadian Music Rates

Toronto — The Copyright Appeals
Board, appointed by the Canadian
103
'
103
—
"vi
17
17
—
%
government, met yesterday in Ottawa to consider the music rates
MARKET
for 1937 drawn up by the Canadian
98V2
98V2
Performing Rights Society. It is
100 1/2 IOO1/2 —
—- 1 Vi
% expected to announce the new rates
Vi within a day or two. Col. John A.
lOO'/s IOO1/4 +
115
115 3 —
4
%
Cooper, head of the Canadian M. P.
993„
993/j
Distributors
Exhibitors'with
Ass'n,
MARKET
338
— 1
is
in Ottawa and
in connection
the
34 41/4 34
21%
board's meeting.
21 %
2

+

2
43/8 +

!

Reception for Standing
Toronto — Sir Guy Standing, who
is touring Canada in connection
with Paramount's Adolph Zukor
jubilee drive, was given a reception
at which N. L. Nathanson presided
and which was attended by Mayor
W. D. Robbins, the Hon. Herbert
Bruce, lieutenant-governor of Ontario, General John Gunn and representatives of the Canadian film
industry.

B. b K. Win In Court
DECEMBER
Irene
William

20

Dunne
C. Hyer

Yorl

AL LICHTMAN and NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK
wood.
are due in New York tomorrow from Holly-

1/4
Vi
3/8
1/g
1/4

returns to New

STEPHEN PALLOS returns to New York frorr
the coast next week, later sailing for England
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NEW

GEORGE
SCHAEFER
today
from J.Hollywood.

10 Cents

Hoffberg Names Reichlin
as South American Agent

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK and NORMAN
LOUDON arrive in New York Wednesday or
the Normandie.
JAMES

E. FRANCIS,

RCA

Western

Division

Manager, lywood
hasoffices,
returned
to two
the Company's
Holafter a
weeks business
visit at Camden,
N. J.
EDWIN M. HARTLEY, RCA Photophone Sales
head, has returned to Camden headquarters
from Chicago after conferring with Photophone
district heads of the Central Division.
N. A. REICHLIN
America
for Rio de
28

ARTHUR
on the

sails today on
Janeiro.

LOEW returns from
Berengaria.

the Pan

abroad

Dec.

AL CHRISTIE, producer-director of Educational comedies at Astoria, is on his way to
Los Angeles for the holidays. JEFFERSON
MACHAMER,
and star of the "Gags and
Gals"
musicals,writer
precedes.
BILL UNDERWOOD
returning
to Dallas.

left New

York last night

"Lady From Nowhere" Set

Columbia's "Lady From Nowhere",
with Mary Astor, Charles Quigley
and Thurston Hall in the leads, will
open a premiere engagement at the
Globe Theater on Sunday, with a
preview performance on Saturday
night.

Albert Cuthbert Weds

Pittsburgh — Albert Cuthbert,
manager of the Etna Harris Theater, and Ruth Neff, local night club
dancer, were married in Wheeling,
W. Va.

Para. Board Meeting Off

J. H. Hoffberg has appointed N.
A. Reichlin as South American representative. Reichlin sails today for
Rio De Janeiro where he will stay
for several months.

Regular meeting of the Paramount
board of directors scheduled for
Thursday will not be held owing to
the proximity of Christmas.

Moskowitz Rites Tomorrow

The Grand National board of directors holds a meeting this afternoon.

Dr. Henry Moskowitz, executive
secretary of the League of New
York Theaters, died late Thursday
night at his home here. In addition to his theatrical activity, Dr.
Moskowitz served as an arbiter in
the clothing and textile industries
and also arbitrated many labor disputes. Funeral service will be held
tomorrow from Temple Emanuel
with interment in Sleepy Hollow
Cemetery.

Sees Conciliation Boards Sure
New Orleans — Local conciliation
boards are a certainty, declared Ed
Kuykendall here yesterday. He
leaves here tonight with Dave Palfreyman.

Chicago — Judge Frances B. AlAsks Theater Smoking Ban
legretti yesterday refused to issue
A ban on smoking in stores and
an order requiring Balaban and Katz
to produce records pertaining to theaters will be suggested to the
their bank night and screeno con- Board of Aldermen by Fire Chief
tests. Attorney E. D. Adcock rep- and Commissioner John J. McElliresented the theater circuit.
gott, he announced yesterday.

GN

Board Meets
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Reviews o% the View T-tfm&
George Brent and Beverly Roberts in

"COLLEGE HOLIDAY"

with

Jack

Benny, George
Gracie
Allen

Paramount
LAUGH SHOW
PAR
iVITH CLEVER MUSICAL

"GOD'S COUNTRY

Burns,
87

mins.

EXCELLENCE
TREATMENT

[■HAT SETS A NEW VOGUE.
They had a quartet of clever writers
urning this one out, then they provided a
:lever cast that was hand picked, and
inally they put the direction in the hands
>f Frank Tuttle. Result: One of the real
iOre-fire laugh shows of the year, with a
lelightfully original slant on the combined
itmospheres of the college campus and the
nusical comedy that sets a new style in
reating the college girls and boys. Also
i brand new way of treating the musical
:omedy setting. Here is clever nonsense
hat gets the laughs not because of the
;oofy and nutty antics, but because the
un is put over so smartly and with an air
)f delightful banter. Only first-string
writers and players could have achieved the
esult. Jack Benny is the manager of a
>ankrupt hotel who gets the idea of saving
t with a bunch of college boys and girls,
ied up with the zanie idea of Mary Boland
is part owner of the hotel who has
alien for a cult of ancient Grecian
iugenics. Benny's tough job is to keep the
:ollege youngsters believing they are to
itage a modern jazz show, and the nutty
totel backer thinking the girls and boys

ire all for the "perfect mating of perfect
ninds and bodies" idea. George Burns has
he job of finding Gracie Allen a perfect
nate. Grade's dad is the nut who has sold
he Grecian eugenics idea to the wealthy
totel lady. And there is Ben Blue as a
;tage hand who gives a priceless performince studded with wow laughs. To retail
'he clever nonsense would take three
:olumns. Take it from us, Mr. Exhibitor,
lere is your laugh show that will rock the
louse. It sparkles. It moves. Never a
lull moment. Jack Benny hits the peak of
lis brilliant career in this one. Burns and
Mien are a show by themselves. Mary
Joland Martha Raye, Etienne Girardot, all
ate top mention. And a bunch of college
■uties who ring the bell. Give this one
he publicity gun and blast it in your ads
Is THE laugh show.
Can't miss.
Cast: Jack Benny, George Burns, Gracie
Jlen, Mary Boland, Martha Raye, Marshal
lunt, Eleanor Whitney, Leif Erikson,
ohnny Downs, Olympe Bradna, Ben Blue,
tienne Girardot, Richard Carle, Darwin
udd, Kenneth Junter, Nora Cecil, Marga:t Seddon, Snowflake Toones.
Producer, Harlan Thompson; Director,
■ank Tuttle; Screenplay, J. P. McEvoy,
arlan Ware, Henry Meyers, Jay Gorney;
ameraman, Theodore S. Sparkuhl.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, The
fcst.

New Norris Enterprise
Detroit — The Michigan Film Li*ary formerly located in the Gen■al Motors Building, has been dislved, and Alban J. Norris, one of
e partners, has formed an organition under the same name, Michiin Film Library, with headquarrs at 18970 Grand River Avenue.
Irst release will be a new passion
ay, "The Christ Child".

with

AND

Barton THE
MacLane,
Robert
WOMA
N" Barrat, Alan
Hale, Joseph King, El Brendel
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Warner Bros.

80 mins.

DRAMA OF ACTION AND ROMANCE,
A SPRINKLING OF COMEDY AND BEAUTIFUL SCENIC SHOTS IN COLOR,
SHOULD DRAW WELL.

Stan

"TRAIL DUST"

with William
Boyd, James
Ellison, George
Hayes, Stephen Morris, Gwynne Shipman
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount
77 mins.
STACKS UP RIGHT ALONGSIDE THE
OTHER HOPALONG CASSIDY SERIES
AND WILL PLEASE WHEREVER WESTERNS ARE LIKED.
The latest of the Hopalong Cassidy
series is of the same high calibre as those
that preceded it. It is one of the better
Westerns and can play wherever outdoor
dramas are shown. As for the great open
country, this number is 100% outdoors.
Some very beautiful locations were chosen

Laurel

"WAY

with

and

*
Oliver

Hardy

*
in

OUT WEST"

Sharon
Lynne, James
Finlayson,
Rosina Lawrence, Ethel Sykes

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M
65

mins.

ADD TO THE LOAD OF SLAPSTICK
GAGS, THE INNOVATION OF THE STARS
SINGING AND DANCING AND YOU
FORM.
HAVE LAUREL AND HARDY IN TOP

Loaded with slap-stick gags that bring
forth boisterous laughter, this Laurel and
Hardy feature comedy is one of the best
of their recent works. A most entertaining
innovation is both Laurel and Hardy singing and dancing. For the type of comedy
and Archie Stout's photography uses them that they do, their vocalizing and stepping
to the very best advantage making them
integral parts of the picture and giving the are most appropriate and should meet with
production magnitude and class. The plot the hearty approval of their fans. The
is based on Hopalong getting a herd of footage is one gag after another and things
cattle to the railroad center. In perform- move very quickly. The style of comedy
ing his task, there is a stampede, a fire, that made the boys famous in two reelers
is used and the piece is so full of laughs
Robert Barrat is effective as Brent's brother and some gun battles. The plot as de- that the end comes too quickly and one
and lumber opponent of Beverly. Comedy
veloped by Al Martin from Clarence E.
is supplied by El Brendel, Roscoe Ates, Mulford's story holds one's interest at all wishes there were more. Laurel and Hardy
are swell, and their singing and dancing
Billy Bevan and Bert Roach. Barton Mac- times, and with William Boyd as Hopy, and
Lane is excellent as a Barrat henchman, James Ellison as the impetuous likeable open new fields for them. Sharon Lynne
is pleasing to see and handles her work
who makes Beverly's woodsmen disgruntled. girl-shy Johnny Nelson, the picture is first
Alan Hale has a sympathetic role as rate entertainment for any Western fan. well, as! does James Finlayson who plays
her unscrupulous husband. Rosina LawBeverly's foreman. Barrat, by forceful George Hayes is still the comical Windy,
rence has a small role to which she lends
means, seeks' to stop Beverly's logs from and Stephen Morris takes care of the men- her sweet personality. Jack Jevne, Charles
ace role in fine style. Gwynne Shipman is
being sent down stream through his property. He wants to force her to sell her the only girl in the picture and what little Rogers, James Parrott and Felix Adler were
timberlands to him at his figure. Posing romance there is, is between her and responsible for the original and screenplay
Ellison. A couple of musical numbers are which James W. Home, the director, has
as Steve Martin, Brent, who is Barrat's well set. Nate Watt handles the players put on the screen for a most entertaining
brother, but who opposes his methods,
very well and his direction gives the piece piece of bang-up slap-stick comedy. Laurel
works in Beverly's camp. When a food
train, bound for the camp, is held back by a lively tempo. Harry Sherman, as pro- and Hardy fans should welcome this funducer, and Eugene Strong his associate, fest. The boys have a deed to a gold mine
Barrat's men, Brent takes charge of the
which is to be delivered to Mary Roberts.
engine, and in a wild ride, brings the sup- have given the picture first rate production in every department, it is a Class They tell their secret to James Finlayson
plies through. Beverly sends her logs down
stream, but MacLane detours a log train A Western. Hopalong agrees to deliver a who has his wife, Sharon Lynne, claim the
and a jam results. Risking his life, Brent large herd of cattle to Plainsville. This will property as Miss Roberts. However, Laurel
dynamites the jam, freeing the logs. Of break the cattle market and Stephen and Hardy learn that Rosina Lawrence is
course, Brent and Beverly are united — and Morris and his outfit are trying to keep the real Mary Roberts and they try to recover the deed which in the course of
prices high. He joins Hopalong and tries
win Barrat's blessings.
Cast: George Brent, Beverly Roberts, in many ways to prevent the herd reaching time they do. With Rosina on their
Barton MacLane, Robert Barrat, Alan Hale, its destination, but with Hopy and Ellison donkey, the boys head south singing "I
Joseph King, El Brendel, Joseph Crehan, on the job, the task is accomplished.
Want To Be In Dixie."
Cast: Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Sharon
Addison Richards, Roscoe Ates, Billy Bevan,
Cast: William Boyd, James Ellison, George
Bert Roach, Vic Potel, Mary Treen, Herbert Hayes, Stephen Morris, Gwynne Shipman,
Lynne, James Finlayson, Rosina Lawrence,
Rawlinson, Harry Hayden, Pat Moriarty, Britt Wood, Dick Dickson, Al Bridge, Earl Stanley Fields, Vivien Oakland, The Avalon
Max Wagner, Susan Fleming, Eily Malyon. Askam, John Beach, Ted Adams, Tom HalliBoys, Dinah.
Producer, Hal Roach; Director, James W.
Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Associate Pro- gan, Emmett Daly, Dan Wolhein, George
ducer, Lou Edelman; Director, William Chesboro, Robert Drew, Harold Daniels, Al Home; Authors, Jack Jevne, Charles
Keighley; Authors, Peter Milne and Charles St. John, Kenneth Harlan.
Rogers, James Parrott, Felix Adler; CameraBelden; Screenplay, Norman Reilly Raine;
man, Art Lloyd and Walter Lundin; Editor,
Producer, Harry Sherman; Associate Pro- Hatley.
Technicolor Director, Natalie Kalmus;
ducer, Eugene Strong; Director, Nate Watt; Bert Jordan; Musical Director, Marvin
Cameraman, Tony Gaudio; Technicolor Ad- Author, Clarence E. Mulford; Screenplay,
visor, William V. Skall; Editor, Jack Killifer.
Direction,
Fast.
Photography,
Excellent.
Al Martin; Cameraman, Archie Stout; EdiDirection, Excellent. Photography, Beautor, Robert Warwick; Musical Arrangetiful.
ments, Charles Bradshaw.

This has action, romance, comedy, and,
in addition, is in Technicolor. It is laid in
the Pacific Northwest lumber country and
full details of lumber activities are stirringly shown. There are gang-fights and
the dynamiting of a log jam. George Brent
does a swell job as a playboy, who finally
shows he is made of sturdy stuff. Beverly
Roberts is convincing as the ruler of a
lumber camp left her by her father. She
tries not to love Brent, who invades the
camp, but in the end she cannot resist him.

St Louis Amusement Co.
May Drop 4 Directors

Direction, Lively.

Photography,

Excellent.

Finley Goes to Wheeling

Pittsburgh — John Finley, assistant
St. Louis — A special meeting of
manager at the Harris-Alvin here,
the St. Louis
holders is to Amusement
be held on Co's
Dec. stock31 to left the Harris Amusement Comconsider the question of whether the
pany to become manager of the
number of directors of the corpora- Capitol Theater in Wheeling, W.
tion shall be reduced from nine to
recently acquired b- the Wheelfive. The call for the meeting was Va., ing
Theaters, Inc. The Capitol resigned by Thomas N. Dysart, presiopens
Christmas
lodent, and former Mayor Frederick
cal post will
be Dav.
filled Finley's
by Robert
H. Kreismann, secretary.
Taylor.

RKO Export to Handle Rep.
In the Dutch East Indies

Morris Goodman, vice-president
in charge of foreign sales for Republic, today announced the closing
of a deal with RKO Export Corp.
for the distribution of his company's
complete 1935-36 program of features, westerns and serials in Dutch
East Indies. RKO recently opened
its own office in the territory and
will handle Republic along with its
own product.

THE

» « THEATER

IMPROVEMENT

Little Rock— The New Theater at
Manila, which was damaged by fire
in November, has re-opened. The
Majestic, Stuttgart, has installed a
new electric sign in front of the
building. Burton Walker, manager
of the Dixie at Ashdown, is making
a number of improvements. New
upholstered seats will be installed
and some remodeling will be done.

-%W

Schiell are remodeling the Bell, a
neighborhood theater, to the tune of
about $8,000, providing a modernistic, glass-encased lobby, new lighting fixtures, smoking rooms for both
sexes and a new decorative scheme.

Bridgeport — New lighting systems
for machines have been installed in
Lou Anger's Barnum Theater and
the West End, operated by Jack
Schwartz.
Modern did the job.

Toledo, O. — Granada, a Skirball
theater, has installed a new modern
New London, Wis. — New seats and front of red and gray colored glass
canopy have been installed at the
and chromium, and re-decorated the
Mer Mac Theater here.
two lobbies.
New

Orleans — Mortimore

"MARVELOUS

and

SOUND"

Union City, Tenn. — ■ New sound
equipment installed in the Capitol.

Is what yon will say
when you hear the
NEW
RCA
PHOTOPHONE
HIGH
FIDELITY
80CND
SYSTEM
just installed at the

Cheraw, S. C— The Cheraw Theater has installed a new heating
system.

Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc.

Jacksonville, N. C. — The Onslow
has installed new sound equipment.

Public Projection Boom
723 7th Ave. Tel. MEd. 3-3248 N.Y.C.

TICKETS
'ARE

MONEY'

Don't take a chance on
losses — through resale
and

New Haven — Following an
tion visit by Herman Rifkin
ton, plans have been made
interior redecoration of the
lic offices here.

inspecof Bosfor the
Repub-

St. Louis— The Roxy Theater has
been closed temporarily and during
(Continued

on Page

6)

On the Designing of the M
Construction ByHeaH
IN order to describe or discuss the present-day trend in motion picture
theater design, it is necessary briefly to review the factors which influence the designs in question. Architecture, as such, has a two-fold
purpose to serve. First, the creation of any building must be done
along accepted lines of good taste, and secondly, a design must serve
its utilitarian purposes. The more closely one designs with a perfect
balance between these two objectives, the more nearly will the result
be satisfactory.
Thirty years ago, the first motion picture theaters were converted
stores. The economic position of the first exhibitors made it impossible
for them to show their wares in any other type of building. Slowly and
surely, as the public took to this new type of entertainment, the exhibitors began to utilize the then existing legitimate theaters. Every town
worthy of the name boasted of at least one Opera House and these were
quickly converted into picture houses.
Another five years, and again, with the expanding of the business,
the exhibitor listened to the real estate experts and started to build the
larger house. These houses were usually built with one thing in mind;
how many seats could be installed into a given space.
With the advent of talking pictures and the quick increase in admission prices, we suddenly saw staged a battle in the building of the motion
picture palaces. Every town with a population of more than 100,000
people had to have its 2,500-seat house. In the larger cities, the 3,000seat house became a necessity and in order to justify the high cost of real
estate that was bought at that time for the proper locations, it became
necessary for the builders to include with the theater, a 15, 20 or 30story office building.
The mad dance went on; admission prices soared. The exhibitor was
not only showing pictures, but was tempting the patrons with every
type of stage show. Of course, this wild debauch wound up at the
start of the depression. The exhibitor was no longer in the picture
business; he suddenly became a real estate operator and just as quickly
as the large theaters had mushroomed into favor, just so quickly did they
become white elephants.
During the last three years on the painful road to recovery, the designer and the builder of the motion picture theater have been able to
digest the lessons of the last 20 years. We feel now that the solution
of the problem which is confronting all theater owners of replacing

misappropriation.

RENTAL

Keep your tickets under

lock and key in a modern
iGold Seal or Model UH".

SERVICE
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and
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NOTES « «

New Orleans— T. 0. Tuttle, lighting equipment salesman, reports the
sale of new equipment to: W. P.
Ark's Macco at Magnolia and the
Homer at Homer, La.; to Mrs. J. B.
Springfield, Mass. — The Western DeVoto's Yazoo at Yazoo City, Miss.,
Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., an- and to W. E. Hann's Rex at Minnounces improvements at three of den, La.
its theaters. At the Rivoli, Chicopee, new sound equipment, new proNew Haven — Fishman Theaters
jection booths, new carpets and a have contracted with Samuel Grand
new marquee have been installed. of New York for the interior reNew projection booths have been in- decoration of the Dixwell. Work
stalled at the Strand, Westfield, and
will begin immediately, and similar
the Strand, Pittsfield.
jobs are being considered for other
houses, including the Community,
Fairfield.
Lincoln, Neb. — Bob Livingston,
manager of the Capitol, bought a
Portland, Me. — New seats were
complete layout of lighting fixtures
installed recently in the Acme, at
for ceiling and walls from the West- Eastport, Me. Nellie Shea operates
ern Theater Supply Co., Omaha, this the house.
week.
Little Rock — New sound equipment is being installed at the Rialto
in North Little Rock, also at the
Conway, Conway, and the Rialto at
Camden, all Malco houses.
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jsolete structures can be found in a happy medium between the origlal store show theater and the latter day picture palace.
Economically, for the building boom which is just in the offing, tha
eal type of house to this writer will be a 1,200- to 1,500-seat theater,
will be designed with a lobby that is bright and cheerful, utilizing the
»wer materials that can be properly lighted and easily maintained and
ill give the appearance and feeling of happiness. The walls of such a
bby, of course, will be utilized for modern poster frames made of
uminum and provided with a proper type of lighting for the function
lat they serve. The side walls can be built of brightly colored marble,
ass, formica, macatta. The floors will be covered with happily colored
ats. The doors will be made of macatta or other substitutes for the
d-fashioned bronze and wood.
The theater proper will be built for comfort, cleanliness and with
juipment to satisfy the eye and ear.
No longer need we spend fabulous amounts of money in reproducg in plaster, the hanging gardens of Babylon. No longer need we light
j the inside of a house to make it resemble an out-door setting, such
i distinguished our well-known atmospheric houses. The walls and the
:iling of the coming theater should be plain but warm; they should be
eated so as to provide the best acoustics possible; they should be decoited in plain colors so that the patrons' attention no longer will be
stracted from what is being shown on the screen. We call this new
jditorium, "the theater with the floating screen." By that we mean
lat the colors on the wall, starting at the curtain line should be dark and
arm and get just a bit lighter as we work back to the entrance doors,
his ideal theater will have approximately 1,100 seats on the first floor
id 400 seats in the balcony, which now can be built without the expenve cantilever construction formerly employed. The rest rooms will be
n the first floor. Here again, the ingenuity of the architect and the
ecorator can find their best play. The new wall-papers; the new carets, the individual furniture can be artistically combined to make these
)oms attractive to the most discriminating taste.
Finally, there are really only three things that must be considered
hen designing a theater of this type
No. 1. Make provision for selling to the public the best sound and
rojection possible.
No. 2. Make it possible for the public to enjoy this in comfortable
on Page

EQUIPMENT FIELD NOTES

Detroit — E. V. Smith, former representative of Cleveland Sound Engineering Company, has joined the
McArthur staff as city salesman.
Merle H. Fritchle, Grand Rapids
representative, has resigned.

n Motion Picture Theater

(.Continued

«

6)

Detroit — Cleveland Sound Engineering Co. has sold sound equipment for the re-opened Crescent to
Walter Morgan.

Moosup, Conn. — Modern Theater
Equipment will install a new screen,
new carpeting and rubber matting
Omaha — Carl White of Quality in the Moosup Theater, operated by
Theater Supply Co. announces the Mr. and Mrs. John Hess.
sale of Precision sound equipment
to Richard Lysinger, who has moved
Omaha — After failing to get the
his Paramount — almost the last of
shipment
through either San Franthe second-floor movies in this terricisco or Vancouver because of the
tory— into the old Ansley Theater coast strike, Scott-Ballantyne Co.
building at Ansley, Neb., and also
has opened a new house at Taylor, of Omaha finally sent complete Larsound equipment to a theater in
Neb. Quality also has installed gen
Bangkok, Siam, via New York.
Operadio
amplifiers
in M. Biemond's
Ord
at Ord,
Neb.
Detroit — McArthur Theater
Equipment Co. has sold equipment
Broken Bow, Neb. — Mirrophonic
General Motors Corp. for the
sound has been installed in the new to
1937 Parade of Progress, now en
520-seat Bow Theater which How- route to Florida. A booth trailer
ard Kennedy opened here Dec. 18.
was used, equipped with Motiograph
(Continued

Toledo, O. — The American Theater
Supply Co., Toledo, announces the
following recent installations of
equipment. Strand, Defiance, O., a
newly built house owned by Malers
Brothers Co.; Ross, Rossford, O.,
new Motiograph sound equipment
and projectors; Capitol, Toledo, burlesque house, new sound and projection equipment; Tivoli, Toledo, new
sound and projection equipment.
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Page
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Rosenberg and Ticket
Renamed by Local 802
The entire administration ticket
of Local 802, musicians' union, headed by President Jack Rosenberg,
was re-elected yesterday by an overwhelming majority, assuring continuance of present policies including the theater picketing drive. Rosenberg received 4,(548 votes compared to 888 of his closest opponent.
Other officers elected include Richard McCann, vice president; William Feinberg, secretary, and Harry
A. Suber, treasurer. The new executive board consists of Mario Falcone, David Freed, George Koukly,
Wm. Laendner, John Long, John
Manuti, Robert Sterne, Samuel Suber and Sam Tabak. Rosenberg declared the election was a triumph
for democracy and for progressive
trade unionism.

Nat'l Review Board Group
Picks "Heroique", "Deeds"
Committee on Exceptional Photoplays of the National Board of Review has voted "La Kermesse
Heroique" the best film of 1936
made anywhere and "Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town" the best American
film.

On the

1S&H

Designing of the
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Picture Theater

chairs, clean surroundings and complete air conditioning for both winter
and summer.
No. 3. Decorate the interior so that the patrons realize they are
there for entertainment and induct in them a mood to properly receive
what is being shown and heard on the screen. In this decorating, of
course, will be included the lighting of the theater. For proper projection, ahouse must be as dark as possible — all we need during a show is
the necessary exit lighting and seat lighting so that it is easy for a
patron to find a seat. The splash and the color for the lighting should
be confined to the lobbies and the foyers. From that point on, we no
longer need the elaborate lighting lay-outs that at one time were thought
so essential to a good house.

Equipment

Notes

(.Continued from Page 5)

Theater Improvements
(Continued from Page 4)

projectors, Brenkert Enarc lamps, the time that it is dark will undergo
Daelyte screen, and miscellaneous extensive alterations and improveequipment. A special screen was inments, including a modern ventilatstalled, designed to be rolled up ining system, etc.
stead of down, for use on a stage
formed by four trucks. Other equip- idly.
Miss.- — Work on the
ment sold by McArthur includes: newBatesville,
theater here is progressing rapseating, Motiograph projector,
Brenkert lamps, and Daelyte screen
for the Rex Theater, built by Rex
Gatesville, Tex. — The Regal is beChapin at Columbiaville, Mich.
ing remodeled and new seats added.

Detroit — Twin City Scenic Co. has
Columbia, La. — The Ritz is beingjust completed installation of all remodeled
at cost of about $5,000.
stage and house draperies in the
new Nortown Theater, Detroit, for
American — "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town"; John Tatu and Victor Petriks; wall
Johnson City, Tenn. — The Old
"The Story of Louis Pasteur"; "Modern work, acoustical and covering work
Elks Club building is being remodlimes"; "Fury"; "Winterset"; "The Devil for the new Westown Theater for
eled into a 1,000-seat theater to be
[a a Sissy"; "Ceiling Zero"; "Romeo and
named the Sevier.
Juliet" ; "The Prisoner of Shark Island" and Wisper and Wetsman, as well as
"The
Green Pastures".
stage equipment at the same house;
Foreign — "La Kermesse Heroique"; "The stage and house draperies at the
New Earth"; "Rembrandt"; "The Ghost
Colorado, Tex.— A. M. "Buck"
Goes West"; "Nine Days A Queen"; "We Varsity Theater, built by United De- Morgan is remodeling a building
troit Theaters; stage and house here into a new theater, to be opened
Are from Kronstadt" ; "Son of Mongolia";
"The Yellow Cruise"; "Les Miserables" draperies for the new Center for soon.
( I'rench) and "The Secret Agent".
Review members of the National Board, Butterfield Circuit at Bay City,
over 300 in number, made a list of selections Mich.; drapery job for Schine TheSt. Louis — The Salisbury is inbased on popular appeal, which were:
ater, Penn Yan, N. Y.; Capitol, Lan- ing.
stal ing a new metal sign 5 by 13
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," "Romeo anil
sing, Mich., for Butterfield Theaters; feet on the roof of the theater buildJuliet", "The Story of Louis Pasteur", "San
Francisco," "The Great Ziegfeld," "Anthony C. L. Stearns' Avon at Rochester,
Adverse", "Dodsworth", "The Green Pas- Mich.; Highland Park at Highland
tures", "Fury" and "Winterset".
Park, for Associated Theaters;
Sarasota, Fla. — W. R. Hart is reBooth, Detroit, for Julius D. London;
modeling his Edwards
Theater.
Lincoln Park, Lincoln Park, Mich.,
for Max Allen.
Four "Sea Horse" Deals
Work now in progress includes
Columbia, La. — New sound equipFour distribution contracts have
ment is being installed in the
been signed by William Alexander drapery jobs at the Center, Detroit,
Clarks Library Theater.
for Associated Theaters, Inc.
for the Nature Film Company's first
release "Trailing the Sea Horse".
They are: Advance Film Company, Kalbfell Estate $124,532;
Newberg, Ore., to Have
for the New York territory; CapTwo New Film Theaters
Theater
Goes
to
Two
Sons
itol Film Exchange, for Philadelphia; Olmstead-Stubbins for CaliNewberg, Ore. — J. T. Francis, vetfornia and the Elliott Film ExSt. Louis, Mo. — An inventory of
eran owner-operator of the Francis
change for the Minneapolis territory. the estate of the late Charles A.
"Trailing the Sea Horse" is the first Kalbfell, proprietor of the Pauline Theater here has purchased propof a series that the Nature Film
erty at First and School Streets, on
Theater, filed with the Probate which he will build a second house.
Company will make for 1937.
A.
Combs of Portland, announces
Court listed assets totaling $124,that he also will start construction
532.
KalbfelFs will bequeathed the of an "A" house here at Blaine and
East-Dumke Finish Comedy
Pauline,
which he owned for 20 Washington Streets. Upon compleThe Sisters of the Skillet (Ed
tion it will be leased by a major
East and Ralph Dumke) finished years, to two of his sons, Arthur circuit, it is said.
shooting their first comedy for Edu- and Howard Kalbfell. To a brother,
cational yesterday at the Astoria Theodore D. Kalbfell, he left $2,Will Resume Stage Bills
Studios, winding up camera work 000, and $500 to a maid, Lena
Schaub.
The
residue
of
the
estate
for this short subject unit until afHershey, Pa. — The Hershey Community theater here returns to a
in one-third shares to Arthur
ter the Christmas holidays. The pic- goes
and Howard Kalbfell and another combination policy after Christmas.
ture tentatively titled "Practically
Perfect" was diretced by William son, Charles Kalbfell, and a daugh- The initial stage bill will be Harry
Watson.
ter, Anita.
Krivit's "Palais Royale Revue."

As selected by the Committee, the 10 best
American films, and the 10 best films made
in other countries were :

NEWS

of DAY

(.Continued from Page 5)

South Boston, Va.— The Lee The- i
built.
ater, destroyed by fire, will be reKaukauna, Wis. — Articles of incorporation have been filed here by
the KaukaunacorporatorsTheaters,
Inare Mark A. Inc.
Morgan,
Anna Morgan and Harriet Michelson. It will operate a new theater
now under construction.
Milwaukee, Wis. — The Ogden
and Oakland, local neighborhood
houses, have entered into a buying
agreement with the Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprises with R. J.
Patterson continuing as operator
of the houses.
Montreal — The Victoria Theater.
St. Lamberts, in Greater Montreal,
has been renovated. Vital Cousineau operates.
Montreal — The Arcade, a French
language film theater, and owned
by France Films, has been com-is
pletely renovated. The theater
for French stage presenbeing used
tations on Sundays.
Montreal — George De Warfaz,
British theatrical and film producer, will leave London on Jan. 25,
for Canada. He will be regional adjudicator at the Dominion Drama
Festival. He is now producing the
film,
"Big Fella," starring Paul
Robeson.

Shure Microphone Chart

Chicago — An innovation in the
presentation of technical data on
microphones is the new "Microphone
Applications and Specifications
Chart," just published by Shure
Brothers, "Microphone Headquarters," 225 W. Huron St., Chicago.
This chart gives complete detailed
technical data on 50 Shure Microphones of all types in convenient,
readily accessible form. The chart
folds to 8y2 by 11-inch size and is
punched for standard 3-ring binders.
The convenient grouping of models by Applications and Types greatly simplifies the selection of the
given in-is
proper microphone
new a feature
stallation. Anotherfor
the statement of output levels in
terms of millivolts per bar, with
simple conversion factors to obtain
the approximate total microphone
output voltage for normal speech.
Copies of the chart are available to
sound men and serviceengineers,
men upon requesting Form 227 on
letterhead or mentioning regular
distributor's name.

Omaha

House Goes Duals

Omaha — After dropping the 55cent top in favor of a 40-cent top
two weeks ago, Tri-States' 2,900seat berParamount,
reopened
Octo-a
after being dark
more inthan
now gone to a doubleyear, has
feature
policy.
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OTH-FOX AND FABIAN
INTERESTSSEEK ROXY

A "£Mc" (torn "lots"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD days.tle has a shooting schedule of 42
ng with the committee represented TUCIEN HUBBARD rejoins the
T
T
T
production staff of Paramount,
/ Col. Hartfield on a reorganizaon plan for the Roxy up to last it was announced today. Hubbard,
"Old Lady Ironsides" has been
uesday when the committee ha- in association with William Le- set as the title for the first Alison
rmed Fabian that there was a bet- Baron, managing director of pro- Skipworth-Polly Moran picture for
r offer. In the intervening days
duction, and Adolph Zukor, chair- Republic, replacing "Steamboat
nee Tuesday Fabian has not been
man of the board of directors, will Mary," which will be tag of new
lie to work out a better offer, but be assigned to the production of team's second production.
prepared to go into the matter some of the most important picT
▼
T
tures to be filmed by Paramount
irther, Jacobs declared.
Proving that the rugged, twoJudge Caffey fixed Jan. 15 for the during the coming year, it was an- fisted type of screen star is still
nounced. Since leaving Paramount in big demand, Paramount has
sxt hearing on the plan and said
at he would hear everyone at that Hubbard has been a producer for signed Charles Bickford, red-headed
ne.
Warners and M-G-M.
firebrand of the industry, to a 52week starring contract.
T
T
T
The committee's plan provides for
rmation of a new company to take
Bickford, who would never qualiBuster Keaton will complete this
fy as the matinee idol type of star,
'er the Roxy Theater, with 20th season's series of two-reel comedies
mtury-Fox holding most of the for Educational on the West Coast. is always wanted by studios when
ock. 20th Century-Fox, under the He is now shooting the first of three the script of a picture calls for a
an, would put up $650,000 in new pictures to be made at the Educa- hard-bitten engineer, a jungle adventurer, a soldier of fortune, an
tional Studios. Charles Lamont is
oney and would get a 20-year lease
oil driller or some other kind of a
i the theater from the new com- directing.
man's man role where the star must
my. New 20-year bonds equal in
look the part.
incipal amount to the old bonds
Camera work was started today
ill be issued bearing 3% and 4
T
▼
T
r cent interest instead of the pres- on "Waikiki Wedding," Bing Crosby's
next
Paramount
starring
pic"The
King
and
the
Chorus Girl"
t 6 per cent bonds.
ture which is being directed by is expected lo go to the Warner
Harold P. Seligson, an attorney Frank Tuttle. The supporting cast cutting room within the next week.
presenting $200,000 in bonds, said is headed by Shirley Ross, Bob Only a few final shots now remain
at he had been informed of the Burns, Martha Raye and George
Warner's "Ready, Willain outlines of the plan proposed Barbier. Two camera units are to beingmade.
and Able," has been completed
■ the bondholders' committee, and preparing to leave Hollywood for and is now being cut and edited. It
at he considered some parts of it Hawaii to procure background scen- is expected the new picture will be
>od, some bad.
ic material including native feasts, ready for national release early in
Ruby Keeler stars.
dances and weddings.
Director Tut- March.
(Continued from Page

1)

▼

nited Artists Shifts
Five Branch Managers
(Continued from Page 1)

t

»

115 Motion Picture Cos.
Dissolved by N. Y. State

salesman working out of San Fran(Continued from Page 1)
3co, succeeds Schlank. F. A. Rohrs,
tio has been Charlotte manager, is six months by the payment of all
tw in charge of sales at Atlanta back taxes, interest charges, penalties and a filing fee of $50.
id Jay Schrader has been transrred from the Dallas branch to
Motion picture and affiliated corke charge of Charlotte. Frank
porations dissolved include:
lea succeeds Schrader at Dallas,
A.L.A. Film Trading Corp., Advertisers
e was formerly engaged in spe- Motion Picture Co., Inc., Aeolian Pictures
Corp., Alco Film Laboratories, Inc., All
al sales work for the company.
Right Pictures, Inc., American Cinemavox

Hied Keeping Tabs On
Dallas Anti-Trust Suit
(Continued from

Page

1)

ve interested himself in the case.
|A discussion of the action is exIcted to take place when Allied's
lard holds its annual meeting in
Washington next month.

ra. -Blank Operating Deal
Is Seen as Permanent
(Continued from

Page

1)

Ml be continued until Mar. 6. Blank
ell come to New York before that
fee for further conferences with
: Frank Freeman, theater departimt head, and other home office
bcutives.

Two Republic Men III
jirover Schaefer, Republic secrely-treasurer, and Rodney deSarro,
director, down with colds.

Corp., American Motion Picture Operator's
School, Inc., American Sound Film Productions, Inc., Apollo Film Supply Co., Inc.,
Arcade Pictures Corp., Armory Photoplay
Corp., Artclass Pictures Corp., Artists Pictures, Inc., Auburn Capitol Theater Corp.,
Aurora
Film Corp.
Biophone Disc Pictures Corp., Box Office
Pictures, Inc., Brandt Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., Brandt, William, Flatbush Theater
Corp., Brandt, William, Windsor Amusement
Corp., Bridge Cinema Corp., British International Pictures (America) Inc., Buffalo
Crescent Theater, Inc., The, Burnham Chain
Theaters, Inc.
Cardinal Film Corporation, Chipman Pictures Corp., Colony Pictures Corp., Color
Film Corp., Color Studios, Inc., Columnist
Newsreel Corp., Combined Film Laboratories,
Inc., Craftsmen Film Laboratories, Inc., The,
Criterion Pictures Corp., Cromlow Film
Laboratories, Inc., Culture Films, Inc., Curia
Pictures, Inc.
DeLuxe Screen Service, Inc., Dowling
Theater Co. of E. Syracuse, Inc.
Echo Film Corp., Empire Pictures Corp.,
Excelsior Talkfilms Prod. Corp.
Film Comedy Theater, Inc., The, Film
Fact Finders Corp., Film Processing Mchry.
Corp., Film Renovating Co. of Amer., Inc.,
The, Film and Theater Program Co., Inc.,
Filmplay Co. of America, a Corp., The,
Films & Sound, Inc., Flammertone Film
Corp., Foreign Exhibition Corp., Foreign
Talking Picture Corp., Foreign Theaters
Corp.
General
Sound
Film
Laboratories,
Inc.,

German American Film Associates, Inc., German American Laboratories, Inc., Globe Pictures, Inc., Gloria Films, Inc, Graphic Film
Corp., Guild Film Library Corp.
Happy Hour Theater Corp., Home Spun
Pictures,
Houdini Picture Corp., HudCorp.son ValleyInc.,
Theaters Corp., Hygiene Pictures
Imported
Photoplays,
Inc.
Judea Films, Inc.
Kaleido Pictures, Inc.
Lash. Lee Films, Inc., Lincoln Pictures,
Inc., Little Cinema Theaters, Inc., Little
Theater Movie Guild, Inc., Logan Motion
Pictures Prod., Inc.
Monogram Film Exchanges, Inc., Moss,
B. S., Broadway Theater, Inc., Motion Picture Accessory Corp., Motion Picture Advertising Service Corp., Motion Picture Institute of American Industries, Inc., Motion
Picture Publications, Inc.
National
Movies Corp., Nerl-Don
Film
Sales Talking
Corp.
Outlook
Photoplays,
Inc.
Pacent Film Libraries, Inc., Personality
Films, Inc., Pinnacle Film Service, Inc.,
Planet Pictures Corporation, Plastograph
Film Laboratories, Inc., Pole Pictures Corp.,
Polyglot Theater & Cinema Exchange, Inc.,
Powers Film Products, Inc., Powers Pictures, Inc., Princess Film Corporation, Producers Film Sales Corp., Pyramid Film Corp.
Radiant Pictures, Inc., Radiant Productions, Inc., Rame's Films, Inc., Republic
Film Industries, Inc., Revalued Pictures
Corp., Road Show Pictures, Inc., Rock
Island Cinema Corp., Royal Projection
Screen Co., Inc.
Salina Theater Corp., Savoy Pictures
Corp., Sherwood-Wadsworth Pictures, Inc.,
Silver Screen Publications, Inc., Southern
Pictures Corp., Spanish Film Exchange, Inc.,
Summit Pictures Corp., Sun Pictures Corp.,
Supreme Film Exchange, Inc., Supreme
Screen Service, Inc.
Talkies, Inc. (New York Exchane), Talking Picture Epics. Inc.. Talking Picture Merchandising Corp.. Technical Color Corp.,
Transatlantic Talking Pictures Corp., Tremont Film Laboratories
Corp.
U. P. H. Film Co., Inc.
V & V Moving Picture Enterprise, Inc.,
Variety Films Corp.
First Graphic Exchanges, Inc.

VAN PRAAG RESIGNS
NAT'L SCREEN POST
(Continued from Page

sales
Van
sales

1)

head,
absorbs
Praag's
duties,
for the
time Van
being,
at least
Praag was formerly genera)
manager of Universal.

M-G-M Plans Development
of New Ideas in Color
(Continued from Page

1)

for an extensive building program
at Culver City.
Louis B. Mayer, vice president in
charge of production, states that
the studio capacity will be increased
by the building of six large stages,
providing a total of 29 sound stages
available for simultaneous
use.
In addition, a five-story office
building will be erected, new camera and still departments and a photographic lab. will be provided, along
with a new building to house the
sound department, a modern gymnasium, new projection rooms, two
dozen more cutting rooms, and dressing rooms which will more than
double the capacity of the ones now
in use. Various buildings and equipment now in use at the studios will
also be remodeled and expanded.
Office building to be constructed
will cover an entire city block. Special departments will be reserved
in the new laboratories for color
experimentation.

$175,000 Saratoga Springs
House Announced by Reade
(Continued from Page

1)

yesterday by Walter Reade and his
associates.
House will go up on a site acquired from Marcus J. Federman,
will seat 1,200 and will cost approximately $175,000. Van Voast
and Leonard Agency, Inc.. of Saratoga Springs was the broker. Plans
for the theater have been prepared
by Thomas W. Lamb, architect.
First of the new communitv
houses is being erected at Toms
River, N. J.

Union Cinemas, Ltd., Will
Merge Three British Cos.
(Continued from

Page

1)

the National Cinemas Ltd. New
firm will have a nominal capital of
$32,500,000 in the form of 3,500,000
shares of $5 par value and 12,000,000 shares of five shillings par.

Dallas V. C. to Dance
Dallas — Approximately 1,000 are
expected to participate in the second annual Variety Club dance
which will be held tomorrow night
at the Adolphus Hotel. Proceeds
will go to the Freeman Memorial
clinic to aid its work with crippled
children.chestra will
Hyman
Charninsky's
play and
there will orbe
a floor show.

BRILLIANT
EASTMAN

Super X won its first triumphs

through remarkable adaptability to special
situations. When

it proved its superiority

in all situations, it became an unparalleled
find for the industry. Today it regularly
runs the whole gamut of black-and-white
cinematography

with brilliant success.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PANCHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X
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Timothy Murphy Named New Grand National Treasurer

DISTRIBUTORS TO STRESS RESALE RIGHT PRECEDENTS
Production Hits Lively Clip With 47 Films in Work
Warner Brothers and M-G-M
Tied With Eight
Each
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Forty-seven pictures
are in production, with Warner Bros,
and M-G-M tied with eight each.
Paramount is making seven and
RKO and 20th-century Fox five
each. Universal has four in work
and Columbia three. Selznick International, Wanger, Roach, Republic,
Hackel, Katzman and Hirliman are
making one each.
"Miss Customs Agent" is the newest picture before RKO
cameras,
(Continued on Page 2)

ARE YOU LISTED AMONG
THE MISSING PERSONS

13 Films Already Get 100 Votes in Film Daily Poll
For the first time since The Film Daily instituted the "Ten Best" Pictures poll, as
many as 13 features already have received more than 100 votes from participating critics,
a checkup of 1936 ballots Saturday disclosed. Ever-increasing interest in the poll, now
in its 15th year, is indicated by the fact that 445 critics have already voted. Last year's
total was 451.
Present poll's deadline is midnight of Dec. 31.

Erpi Under Scrutiny as FCC Continues
Investigation of AT&l Here Today
Activities of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., in the motion picture field through its subsidiary, Erpi, will be thoroughly
investigated beginning this morning
when Walter Gifford, A. T. & T.
president; John E. Otterson, former
Erpi president, and other past and
present Erpi executives are slated
to take the stand in the Federal
Bldg., 45 Broadway, as the Federal

Communications Commission continues its inquiry.
Besides Gifford and Otterson,
Whitford Drake, Erpi executive
vice-president, R. Earle Anderson,
former Erpi treasurer, and others
will testify. Samuel Becker, special
counsel for the F.C.C., will conduct
the investigation.
Erpi recently discontinued direct
financing
of motion picture production.

Look over the list at the end of
this yarn. See the names of those
who have given freely to the Film
Daily Relief Fund, and then decide
for yourself if YOUR name should
GB Negotiations Collapse — Maxwell Co. to Get 50 Houses
not be here.
Immediate help is needed for those
By GEORGE H. MORRIS
=
of our industry who will require DOMESTIC
FOREIGN
food and shelter, and whose families
London advices told that AssoConsiderable action characterized
have been visited by sickness and
ciated British Properties, Ltd., John
distress. When they have no place the week which opened with Hollywood flashing a formal statement Maxwell's new $15,000,000 company,
(Continued on Page 7)
by Sidney R. Kent that latest GB which is listing a $10,000,000 stock
deal
huddles had come to what ap- issue of 4% per cent first mortgage
Await Fabian Decision

THE
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(Continued

IN REVIEW

on Page
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As to Next Roxy Move
Si Fabian said Saturday that he
has been negotiating to acquire the
Roxy Theater for several years but
that since 20th Century-Fox made

Hayden-Stone Executive is Elected
To Succeed Bright at Grand National

Allied Group Adds Members

Set 11 Pix for First 12
Timothy Murphy of Hayden,
Weeks of WB Sears Drive Stone & Co. was elected secretary-

(Continued on Page 2)

Boston — Independent Exhibitors, Inc.,
Allied's New England affiliate, announces
a 20 per cent increase in membership
this year. Within the last two months
18 theaters have joined, according to
business manager Arthur K. Howard. A
representative, Jules Benedic, is now
out in the territory.

treasurer of Grand National at a
Warner Bros.' Sears Drive, the meeting of its board of directors
most extensive sales drive in the
Saturday afternoon. He succeeds
company's history gets under way
this week, with Gradwell L. Sears, Willis Bright, who recently resigned
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

George Wright, Dallas Attorney, Expected to Group
Represent
Hoblitzelle
Precedent established by various
high court decisions to the effect that
a manufacturer can fix the re-sale
price of article which has been patented or copyrighted will be a principal point raised by distributor defendants inthe Dallas anti-trust suit
instituted by the Department of
Justice, it was indicated in New
York yesterday.
"There (Continued
is ampleon Page
authority
for
7)

SEE POSTPONEMENT
IN RKO PLAN HEARING
Indications are that the hearing
Wednesday on the RKO reorganization plan will be adjourned until
after the first of the year on application of Carlos Israels, of White &
Case, counsel for the unsecured creditors' committee because of a death
in his family. Other motions in connection with RKO will be put over
also, if the reorganization hearing is
postponed.

Understanding Expected
in Local Currency Matter
Milton Diamond, counsel for Tobis
Tongfilm Syndicat, said Saturday
that he will confer again this week
with major company licensees of
Tobis on (Continued
their request
Tobis
on Page that
7)

Import byKorda's
BWon't
pictures planned
Alexander B's
Korda
will not be distributed in America, it
was stated Saturday by Emanuel Silverstone, New York representative for London Films, which releases through United
Artists. Exact size of the Korda B production schedule is not known here, it
was said.
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3rd week
(Metro-Goldwyn-MayeriBorn to Dance
week
Artists)— 3rd
(United
Rembrandt
Pictures) — 2nd week
Pennies
from Heaven
(Columbia
Three
Men
on I! Horse
4th week
Bros.)—
(Warner
Radio)
Rainbow
on the River (RKO
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Cameo
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de Paris
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Criterion
Roxy
Paramount
Music
Hall

31

(c)

Await Fabian Decision
As to Next Roxy Move
from Page

Rialto
(c) Follows current bill.

Clip; 47 Films in Work

1)

Song is Made Basis of
Million Damage Action
Infringement suit asking $1,000,000 damages has been filed by
Samuel Cummins, special agent, and
Foreign and Domestic Music Corp.
against 20th Century-Fox, Nino Martini and Fox Movietone in connection with a song called "Passa
L'Amore," written by C. A. Bixio of
Milan, Italy. Action brought in the
Federal Court, New York, also
names Con Conrad and Herb Magidson, composers of the number, "Midnight in Paris," which, it is alleged,
contains portions of the Bixio com-
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while "Marry The Girl" has just
started at Warner Bros. "Time Out
For Romance" went into work at
20th Century-Fox this week and
"Class Prophecy" and "Person To
Person Call" at Universal. "Ada
Beats The Drum" and "To The Victor" are the newest on the M-G-M
schedule.
Buck Jones' picture, "Left Handed
Law," was completed this week. "We
The Jury" has finished at RKO.

Astrachan and Goldman
Get New

Foreign Posts

Lipton Astrachan has been named
general manager for Universal in
the Far East succeeding Charles
Brookheim, who has resigned it was
said Saturday by Nathan L. Manheim, "U's" foreign head.
Edmond Goldman has been appointed by Jos. Seidelman, Columbia
foreign sales head, to represent Columbia in the Philippines. Goldman
was formerly stationed in Shanghai.

Odium's Atlas Corp. Stock

position.

Walker

Production Hits Lively

(Continued

May Succeed

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK, producer of FitzPatrick Traveltalks, returns on the S.S. Normandie Wednesday, accompanied by NORMAN G.
W. LOUDEN, British film magnate and managing director of Sound City Films, Ltd.
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK returned to New
York from the coast over the week-end.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON is scheduled to arrive
in New York from England Wednesday aboard
the Normandie. MRS. ROBINSON, who joined
the star in Europe recently, is accompanying
him.
P. A. POWERS, who is now at the coast, returns to New York shortly.

Timothy Murphy Elected
Grand National Treasurer
(Continued

Paramount
Rivoli
Strand
Capitol

Subsequent run.

Coming and Going

Astor

♦
55th St.
Cinema

its final offer for the property, which
seen, he has not yet de%5 he has nottermined
what action he will take.
Fabian declared that his negotiations for the theater antedated those
Va
of Fox by a considerable period.
Morton Jacobs, of counsel for Fabian, said in court last Friday that
the first mortgage bondholders' committee, informed Fabian last Tuesday that it had received a better
'A
offer, but had not given Fabian sufficient time to make a counter-offer.
3/g Fabian indicated that he will have
determined his course of action within a few days.
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Strand
Hall
Roxy
Criterion
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
Palace
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Music

College
Holiday
(Paramount
Pictures) — Dec.
23
Beloved
Enemy
(United
Artists) — Dec. 25
Gold Diggers
of 1937
(Warner
Bros.)— Dec. 25
After
the Thin
Man
(M-G-M)— Dec.
25

(a)

MARKET

Paramount

Abyssinia
(Amkino) — 2nd week
Slalom
(Geo. Kraska-World
Pictures)
Soderkakar
(Swedish
picture)

Jungle
NEW

London

11

Theater

Capitol
Rivoli

Century-Fox)
(20th
Stowaway
(a)
National)
(Grand
Calamity
Captain
(a)
Artists)
(United
Accused
(GB Pictures)
The Man Who Lived Again
(Columbia)
Nowhere
from
Lady
The
(a)
Radio)
(RKO
Waitress
Night
Winterset
(RKO
Radio)
(a-b)

Sing Me a Love Song
(Warner
Bros.) — Dec. 25
Once
in a Million
(20th
Century-Fox) — Dec.
The Plainsman
(Paramount
Pictures) — Jan. 6
That Girl from Paris (RKO
Radio)
(c)

CIAL
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Washington — Holdings of Floyd D.

Farley Odium, president of Atlas Corp., in

Washington — Should James A,
stock amount to apFarley resign his Cabinet post as the company proximately
$4,000,000 as of Oct. 31,
Postmaster General his likely suc- SEC reported Saturday. Odium held
cessor will be Frank C. Walker, the
192,130 shares of common plus 214,United Press said Saturday.
443 option warrants.
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as treasurer. As yet Bright has
not announced a new connection.
On the board Murphy joins President Alperson, Edward Peskay,
man.
Robert Atkins and Charles L. StillFollowing the board meeting, Alperson announced two new appointments: Anne Rosenthal who has
been head of the legal department,
now assumes the duties of assistant
secretary in addition; and William
Neary was named assistant treasurer.

Improved Sound Recording
Seen as Highlight of '37

"The year 1937 will witness the
fruition of the efforts of the research
and development engineers in the
vastly improved sound recording
which will emanate from these studios," according to Edwin M. Hartmanager ofSaturday.
the RCA Photophoneley,
Division,
"There is every indication, too,
that the motion picture studios will
cooperate in establishing uniform
recording standards in keeping with
the new and improved sound technique," he stated.

■

1fter an hour of
sheer enchantment that holds

You sit there in a trance
You have never had an experience
juit like it . . .
You zvish it might go on forever . . .

Thafs how every one of your patrons will feel
when they see . . .
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For eighteen years the recognized
standard reference book of the screen

1937 Edition will be distributed
in January
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to turn, when misfortune is at hand,
then the Relief Fund steps in.
It provides funds without embarrassment, without humiliation, and
with a cheery word. Why not participate in this most worthy cause
that is designed to help the unfortunate brother in our midst? And remember— every penny goes directly
to relief. The Film Daily assumes
all the administration expenses. So
you have the satisfaction of knowing that every cent you donate, goes
to help some needy individual and
his family. The time is getting
short, fellows. Christmas Day winds
up the drive. And we are SHORT
on the Relief budget! Shoot your
check right NOW!

HONOR
Charles C. Moskowitz
Don
Hancock
In Memory of
Walter
F. Eberhardt
Moe Streimer
Cresson
E. Smith
Walter
Reade Theaters
E. W. Hammons
H. J. Ochs
George
Barnet
Rose
Karess
Vincent Sardi
Sam Cohen
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Joe Fliesler
A. Schneider
H. M. Warner
Ben Amsterdam
M Van Praag
W\ F. Rodgers
Norman
C. Nicholson
In Memory of
Felix Feist
Louis Frisch
Samuel
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Winfield
Andrus
A. J. Dash
George Orth
Charles G. Whitehead
Jack Skirball
Alexander
Film Co.
E. B. Hatrick
Haskell
M. Masters
"Chick" Lewis
Charles
M. Mersereau
Jack Levin
Rube Jackter
Rutgers Neilson
Neighborhood
Theater, Inc.
Florence L. Strauss
Emanuel Silverstone
Jewey D. Bloom
|)ave Epstein
[Harold F. Hendee
Don Mersereau
Edna
Sussman
Addie
Dannenberg
INed E. Depinet
'Frank
Walker
Alan
F.C. Cummings
Richard
Brady
.eon Bamberger
lerome J. Cohen
Seorge Gerhard
iophie K. Smith
Anonymous
ilohn A. Schwalm
lidward McNamee
enee
Carroll
Ihester B. Bahn
immy
Sileo
ert Sanford, Jr.
/. H. Clark
/. A. Downs
avid Palfreyman
oseph F. Lee
S. MacLeod
ving Lesser
enneth O'Brien
oby Gruen
obert S. Wolff
ingo Brandt
nonymous
rthur A. Lee
udd Rogers
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T
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• • • IT SETS a new style in Laugh Shows
it
kicks the slats out of the dumb and outworn musical films that
are heavy on spectacle but light on real entertainment
here is a musical that features only one song, but it's a honey
and the gals are really an important part of the show
and not just decoration as far as we can gather, the
Miracle happened when four first-line writing lads clunked their
conks together and said
"Let us do something really
Bright and Original and t'hell with all the old junk that has
been passing in Hollywood for years as light musical comedy
entertainment"
and, lo, Paramount gives you "College
Holiday"
Have You Helped the Relief Fund?
• • • THESE CLEVER writing lads started with a handful of comedy talent, and built in parts for them such as had
never been written for them before
Jack Benny
George Burns and Gracie Allen
Mary Boland, Martha
Raye and Etienne Girardot
Ben Blue
and they
worked them into a nutty, goofy, delirious yarn that stands
on a pinnacle as the finest specimen of clever nonsense that
we can ever recall on the screen
T
T
T
• •
• THEY HIT so many funny slants
such a
diversity of gags for keeping the laughs coming
that
the production fairly bubbles and sparkles with wit and drollery
absurdities that have you howling
light banter,
clever kidding, airy nonsense and downright goofy touches that
are a sheer delight
you can see that Frank Tuttle had
a howling
holiday directing it
the entire cast kept
sparkling because they were having a grand time, too
and those four writers
J. P. McEvoy,
Harlan Ware,
Henry Meyers and Jay Gorney must have had as much fun as
the audiences will wherever "College Holiday" shows
that's the real secret
the comedy throughout is Spontaneous it's Laughing Gas administered painlessly
and if you don't hand it to your patrons, Mr. Exhibitor, you're
practically cheating 'em
and yourself
Have You Helped the Relief Fund?
• • • A NICE Xmas present for Earle Hammons of Educational ' . with more important New York bookings for
his shorts than he can ever recall at the holiday season
the Roxy ran the Buster West-Tom Patricola comedy, "Any
Old Port" and "The Chesapeake Retriever" and is now running
"Modern Home," the Tim and Irene comedy, and later will play
the West-Patricola "The Screen Test"
at the Criterion,
"Spring Is Here," the Niela Goodelle musical, has played, and
"Symphony in Snow," one-reel Alpine subject, plays this week
and Buster Keaton's
"The Chemist"
is playing the
RKO tures
circuit,
the Threefollowing
Diamond "Diamonds
Brothers in the Rough," which feaT
T
T
• •
• THE FIRST annual band popularity poll
conducted by the New York Paramount theater
to determine the most popular ork of 1936, will wind up on Xmas
Eve
almost 1,000,000 votes have been cast by the Paramount patrons as the theater presented the bands from week
to week
the ten leaders scoring over 50,000 votes are
Guy Lombardo, Glen Gray, Fred Waring, Benny Goodman, Shep
Fields, Hal Kemp, Eddy Duchin, Louis Armstrong, Ray Noble
and Phil Spitalny
ballots have been cast for 135 different orchestras
so successful has the band popularity
poll proved, that it will be continued next year, with Glen Gray
and His Casa Loma ork starting the new year
Have You Helped the Relief Fund?
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this,"
said a source close to the distributors.
Expectations are that trial of the
case, which involves Interstate Circuit, Texas
Karl Hoblitzelle,
R. J.Theaters
O'Donnell and
Consolidated
as well as seven major companies,
will be reached in the U. S. Court,
Dallas, before next summer. George
Wright, Dallas attorney, is expected
to represent the theater defendants.

Set 11 Pix for First 12
Weeks of WB Sears Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president and general sales
manager announcing the list of features to be released during the first
12 weeks of the drive which spans
15 weeks to April 4.
The 11 features, which will be
generally released from Dec. 26 to
Feb. 27, are:
"Gold Diggers of 1937," (FN)
starring Dick Powell, Joan Blondell
(Dec. 26); "Smart Blonde" (WB)
with Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane, Winifred Shaw, Craig Reynolds, (Jan. 2, 1937); "Guns of the
Pecos" (FN) with Dick Foran and
Anne Nagel, (Jan. 2); "Sing Me A
Love Song" (FN)
Cosmopolitan
Production featuring a James
Melton,
Patricia Ellis, Hugh Herbert, ZaSu
Pitts and Allen Jenkins, (Jan. 9);
"God's Country And The Woman,"
in technicolor, with George Brent,
Beverly Roberts, Barton MacLane,
Robert Barrat and Alan Hale, (Jan.
16); "Once A Doctor" (FN) with
Jean
Muir and Donald Woods, (Jan.
23); "Black Legion" (WB) with
Humphrey Bogart, Ann Sheridan and
Dick Foran (Jan. 30); "Stolen Holiday" (FN) starring Kay Francis
with Claude Rains, Ian
Hunter and
Alison Skipworth (Feb. 6); "The
Great O'Malley" (WB) with Pat
O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart, Sybil
Jason, Ann Sheridan, Frieda Inescort, Donald Crisp, (Feb. 13) ; "Green
Cosmopolitan ProLight" (FN)
duction of the abest-sel
ler by Lloyd
C. Douglas, starring Errol Flynn,
Anita Louise, Margaret Lindsay,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Henry
O'Neill, (Feb. 20th); "Penrod And
Sam" (FN) based on
popular
Booth Tarkington novel,the
with Billy
Mauch, Frank Craven Spring Byington, and Craig Reynolds, (Feb. 27).

Understanding Expected
in Local Currency Matter
(Continued from Page

1)

obtain the German Government's
consent to payment of royalties due
in Austria, Hungary and several
other German-speaking countries in
local currency and not in dollars, but
expressed little hope that any such
arrangement would be worked out.
He said, however, that he expected
to reach an understanding with the
Tobis licensees.
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A "JUttW from Hollywood "JMs

By Ralph Wilk
HOLLYWOOD
A/fERVYX LeROY is completing
the direction of "The King And
The Chorus Girl," his first independent production, which will be released by Warner Bros. Fernand
Gravet, Joan Blondell and Edward
Everett Horton head the cast.
T

▼

▼

Tom Tyler will star in Victory
Pictures Western. "Cheyenne Rides
Again." Basil Dickey wrote the original story and screen play. Sam
Katzman will supervise production
and Bob Hill will direct.
T

▼

WHO'S
WHO
• •

T

T

♦

♦

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page

1)

peared to be permanent impasse,
with status remaining precisely as
it was before arrival on coast of
brothers Ostrer. "Our negotiations
with them," said Kent, "were friendly and they departed without any
conclusion being reached. We (20th
Century-Fox) still hold our stock in
the company and it is not for sale."
. . . Forty-eight hours later, the G-B deal,
like the fabled feline with nine lives, bobbed
up again with New York set as locale for
further discussions between chieftains of
Loew's. 20th Century-Fox and the Ostrers, —
with John Maxwell, England's film giant,
keeping in touch from his far-removed British
bailiwick.

*

*

Over in London, meanwhile, G-B shareholders staged stormy meetings. Although
20th Century-Fox owns 49 per cent of G-B,
the shareholders rejected Sidney R. Kent as
a director on early balloting, but relented
and elected him member of the board. They
also elected John Maxwell, chairman of Associated British Productions, a director by
unanimous vote. Temper of meeting reflected
attitude of those present toward G-B negotiations on this side of Atlantic.

*

*

•

what Hollywood calls "a good story mind." Is
convinced public wants entertainment, not
preachment on screen. Asks only results from
employes. Forgives mistakes, not alibis. Never
speaks unless his words mean something. Confesses to no hobbies, and yet: Travels, plays
bridge, golf, loves animals, and especially dogs;
drives his own car. Square chinned and athletic.
Hair, dark.
Eyes, brown.
Stands 5, 10.

▼

Our Passing Show: Jacques
Thery presenting Olympe Bradna,
Paramount player, with a library of
French historical books; tiny Charlene Wyatt asking for an autographed photo of Jimmy Ellison,
who plays with
▼ her▼ in "Borderland."
▼
Francine Larrimore, New York
stage celebrity who has just completed her screen debut in B. P.
Schulberg's Paramount drama,
"John Meade's Woman," has been
offered the starring role in an untitled play by John Foote, M-G-Mj
contract player.
1

*

11

SOL M. WURTZEL. Executive producer for 20th Century-Fox and a man
who, although lifting many personalities out of obscurity, shies at publicity
for himself. Quit a job with a wholesale grocery firm to become a $15-per-week
secretary-stenographer for Fox Film in 1915.
Two years later, was ordered to Hollywood as
general manager of Fox studio. Found its threestage plant in the middle of an orange and
lemon grove, and now look at it; Blessed with

Raymond K. Johnson, director, and
Phil Dunham, scenarist, have been
placed under a long term contract
by C. C. Burr, producer of "Special
Agent
tures. K-7" series of detective picT

IN HOLLYWOOD
• •

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

*

Since all national distributors are expected
to approve M. P. T. O. A. local conciliation
board plan, it is expected that set-up will be

Mady Christians has been signed
for the featured role of Florence in
RKO Radio's "Escadrille," now before cameras, with Paul Muni and
Miriam Hopkins co-starring and
Louis Hayward playing the romantic male lead. Also added to
the cast are Paul Guilfoyle, Owen
Davis, Jr., Sterling Holloway, Alan
Curtis and Joe Twerp.

▼

TV

with Edward Arnold starring and
Frances Farmer opposite. Walter
Kingsford and Henry Kolker also
have been added to a cast which
contains the names of Jack Oakie,
Cary Grant and Thelma Leeds. Miss
Phillips was signed recently by MG-M, from which studio she was
borrowed by S. J. Briskin, vice-presRKO. ident in charge of production at

coming production of "The Prince
and the Pauper."
▼ ▼
▼
Ginger Rogers has been signed by
Warner Bros.-First National for an
important role in the movie version
of "On Your Toes," stage success
which is still playing to capacity
audiences in New York. Miss Rogers
will have the part played in the
stage version by Tamara Geva.

▼

▼

▼

Following the completion of her
next two pictures for RKO Radio,
Margot Grahame hopes to go to
New York and take a fling at Broadway. The deal has not yet been
set, but Miss Grahame understands
that her vehicle will be a modern
comedy drama with Louis Calhern,
well-known stage and film player,
opposite

her.▼

▼

▼

Margaret
Lindsay
is battling
streptococcic throat infection at her
home.

»

▼

▼

Douglas MacLean has postponed
the start of production on "TwentyThree and a Half Hours Leave" until January 4 due to the illness of
Director John G. Blystone, the prostudios. duction to be filmed at RKO-Pathe
AAA

Broadway's Mary Phillips will
make her screen debut playing an
important part in RKO Radio's
"Robber Barons," now in production

"When You're in Love" will be
the permanent release title of Grace
T
▼
▼
Leonard Willey has been signed Moore's current Columbia starring
for the role of the Third Lord in picture, which up to this time has
Warner Bros.-First National's forth- been known as "Interlude."

TH

IN

E

WEEK

put into operation early in 1937. according
to expressed opinion of this exhibitor organization. To date Universal, 20th Century-Fox
and U-A have okayed move, suggesting certain minor changes. As proposed by M. P.
T. O. A., no specific number of members for
each board is provided, that matter remaining for territorial determination.

*

*

*

At annual meeting Warner Bros, stockholders at Wilmington on Monday, consolidated net profit of more than $2,000,000 for
first quarter ended Nov. 28 was reported.
Attorney Ivan Culbertson who presided said
company is negotiating a refinancing program.
As a result no dividend policy is being announced at this time, he said.

*

*

*

New anti-trust case filed in Dallas Federal
Court Wednesday attacked distributor contract
provisions controlling admission prices of
subsequent run houses, also tests legality of
film contract clauses prohibiting showing of
double features.

*

*

*

Other headline happenings included: Washington dispatch that under fair competition
act proposed by National Council for Industrial Progress, an administrative body would
be set up "either out of Federal Trade Commission or otherwise." . . . Conference between major company licensees of Tobis Tongfilm Syndicat and Milton Diamond, Tobis'
American counsel, in effort to secure pact
providing that royalties due Tobis in such
countries as Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Jugoslavia and Roumania, where
export of money is restricted, shall be paid
in local currency. . . . Motion picture copy-

REVIEW

right violations were found in 9.3 per cent
of theaters investigated by Copyright Protection Bureau in 1936, compared with 17.4 per
cent previous year, making net decline 8.1
per cent. . . . The Film Daily was advised
Tuesday that Hoblitzelle Corp. will pay Paramount $600,000 cash in consideration of cancellation by Paramount of its buy-back agreement on the Texas Consolidated Circuit. . . .
At directors meeting, Monogram Pictures
Corp. repurchased all outstanding capital stock
of that company except that owned by W.
Ray Johnston. . . .

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

debenture stock, is to acquire more
than 50 theaters by freehold or long
leasehold from Associated Cinema
Properties, Ltd., for $15,000,000;
and that Union Cinemas, Ltd., has
been registered in British metropolis
as step towards amalgamation of
Union Cinemas Co., Ltd., and the
National Cinemas, Ltd. New firm
will have nominal capital of $32,500,000 in form of 3,500,000 shares
of $5 par value and 12,000,000
shares of five shillings par.
Also out of London came word that MetroGoldwyn-Mayer British, the private company
recently announced by Ben Goetz who is
working
out details of the corporation, will

make its pictures in Amalgamated Studios at
Elstree. Company was formed with nominal
capital of $125,000 in $5 shares, the subscribers of which are given as H. S. Wright and
G. R. Webb,
solicitors.
Vienna joined news centers reporting new
film enterprises. Czernin-Ostwalt Film Co.
was capitalized there at 20,000 schillings. Manager of new company, Count Theobald Czernin,
formerly participated in establishment of the
Germania Film Co. ... In Melbourne.
Australia, and Auckland, N. Z., Paramount
features registered unusually heavy business.
In former city "The General Died at Dawn"
played to capacity, and at latter stand "The
Texas Rangers" was simultaneously shown
in two houses to take care of crowds. . . .
Berlin cable revealed increased production
costs in Germany is putting industry there
in difficult position. During recent months
these costs jumped from 70 to 80 per cent. . . .

Interesting news from Paris included International Federation
of theexistence
Cinema'sin publication of statistics
showing
Europe
of 28,876 cinema theaters wired for talkies,
and 4,995 unequipped which still show silent
pictures. Only Great Britain and Sweden
have all their theaters wired, — 5,000 for Great
Britain, and 1,581 for Sweden. Out of Spain's
3,450 cinemas, 1,900 are not wired. . . •
Host Studio at Hostivar and Foia Studios at
Radlice, Czechoslovakia, will enable country
to step up its future production to a large
auManchukuo
. Japaneseto and
degree. .thorities.are arranging
establish
Manchukuo
National Film Producing Co., with capital of
3.000.000 yuan. . . .
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1 £ Otter son Testifies in FCC's AT&T

Investigation

UNITED ARTISTS PLANNING 30 PIX FOR '37-38

Columbia to Make
Adventure
Serials,
Inc., of
Which
Louis Weiss
is
Head, To Produce
"Recognizing the fact that there
is a large juvenile market for films
which contain the elements of action, thrills and romantic excitement, our study of the situation
further reveals that this market
could be broadened considerably by
designing chapter plays to include
adult man and woman appeal,"
stated Jack Cohn, Columbia, vicepresident, in announcing plans for
distributing four serials. Louis
Weiss will produce the pictures
through Adventure Serials, Inc.
Frank Buck will be starred in a
jungle story and Capt. Frank
Hawks, famous flyer, in an aviation
yarn. The third serial will be known
(Continued on Page 4)

4 HOUSES ON DUALS
AS N.W, ALLIED IS OFF
Minneapolis — On Dec. 17 Northwest Allied voted 100 per cent not
! to go in for dual bills for one year.
;A few days later Minnesota Amusement Co. executives announced that
the State and Aster Theaters in
Minneapolis
and the Riviera and

Four Serials With Adult Appeal

Judge, Seeing Pix, Sets Up Court in Pitts. Exchange
Pittsburgh — Judge M. A. Musmanno, now conducting a drive against drunken
drivers, set up court in the Universal Exchange the other day after witnessing a
preview of "You Can't Take It With You." Two alleged drunken drivers were
ordered by the judge to be sent to the exchange for a spot hearing at the conclusion
of the picture.

A further extension of volume
mge in 1937 was predicted by H.
j. Knox, vice-president of Erpi in
:harge of engineering, in a statenent yesterday which also pointed
;o possibility of automatic volume
(Continued on Page 4)

Thief Takes Fire Escape
Cleveland — Here's one for the book.
Ben Nadler, manager of the Franklin
theater, reported to police that the
house's
fire escape had been
stolen.

Schaefer Returns
New York After
Coast Meets

to

United Artists producers are
planning to make approximately 30
pictures for release during the 193738 season it was indicated yesterday, following the return of George
J. Schaefer to New York after
Coast conferences.
Lineups are as follows: Samuel
Goldwyn, eight; David O. Selznick,
eight; Walter Wanger, six, and
The Ostrer brothers, Isidore and Alexander
Korda, six to eight.
It's nearing the close for the Relief Fund. Just two more days. Maurice, at recent coast conferSchaefer said that his company's
Have you wished a happy holiday
ences, again proposed that Loew's selling is 40 per cent ahead of
season for the Needy Cases among and 20th Century-Fox sell their deals made at this time last year.
interests in GB to John Maxwell, He reiterated his statement that no
our own film fellows?
Through the Fund you can do said President Nicholas M. Schenck "B" pictures are planned for dismore toward bringing happiness and of the former company, through a
tribution through United Artists.
comfort to many unfortunates than spokesman, yesterday, following his
you can possibly imagine. Whether return to New York from Hollywood. The proposition was refused,
(Continued on Page 12)
it was stated,
andon no
further dis(Continued
Page 4)

WE ARE WAITING
OSTRERS DISCLOSED
TO HEAR FROM YOU! AS MAXWELL ENVOYS

Stadium Theaters Ruling
By Thursday is Indicated

Friedl, Stone,

Morgan

LOEW'SlPTOA REPLY
EXPECTED NEXT WEEK

Federal Judge Bondy said yesterNamed SMPE's Chairmen
Loew's will announce its reply to
day that he would endeavor to rule
Election
of chairmen of the threee the M. P. T. O. A. trade practice
by Thursday on the application of
the Irving Trust Co., RKO Trustee, S.M.P.E. sections was announced proposals in one week, a spokesman
for the company stated yesterday
to require Stadium Theaters Corp., yesterday in New York.
in New York. The answer will be
to purchase all the assets of the
George Friedl, Jr. heads the Atlantic Coast section and Donald prepared (Cnntinued
Orpheum Corp.
following on conferences
bePage 4)
remains on Page
as 4)secretaryThe court's announcement
came Hyndman (Continued
(Continued on Page 12)

Mercury Film, Dictograph
Giving Christmas Bonuses

(.Continued on Page 12)

Knox Foresees Further
Volume Range Extension

George

Erpi9 s Business Strategy Traced
By Counsel at A T & T Probe
Wilson and Glett Named P.s With John E. Otterson, former
Erpi president, on the witness stand
Audio Productions V.
in New York City yesterday, Samuel
Becker, special counsel for the FedA. J. Wilson and Charles L. Glett
eral Communications Commission
were elected vice-presidents of now conducting an investigation of
Audio Productions, Inc. at the De- the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. and its subsidiaries traced
cember meeting of the company's
Board of Directors, it was an- Erip's business strategy.
nounced yesterday by Frank K.
Becker brought out that Erpi had
(Continued on Page 4)
Speidell, President.
Wilson, formerly with ERPI has Producers when casting pictures refer to the
been with Audio since its formation Year
Book regularly. 1937 Edition now in
(Continued on Page

12)

Two more addtions to the Christmas bonus roster were announced
yesterday.
President Nat Saland of Mercury
Film Lab. said that not only was his
company giving a bonus of from 10
to 25 per cent, the amount determined by the length of employment, (Continued
but that a on
salary
increase of
Page 12)
Mgr. Doubles as Lobby Ork
Pittsburgh — John Goring, manager of
the Fulton Theater, is pursuing his favorite piano-playing hoby by doubling
as pianist in the lobby of the theater
evenings.

preparation. — Advt.

/
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New Orleans, La. — George S. FulA Zone Manager's meeting held
PAT POWERS has returned from the coast
ler's "conspiracy" case against seven
yesterday by Joseph Bernhard, General Manager of Warner Bros. 1 major exhibitors and two Saenger by plane.
SOPHIE TUCKER. stage-screen-radio perTheaters brought these men to New employees will be carried over into extended
visit
former,
returnstoshortly
London.
to New York following
York: James Coston, Chicago; Nat j 1937 with federal court fixing Jan. 6
Wolf, Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New as date for arguments on defense's
Haven; Don Jacocks, Newark; Moe exceptions to an amended petition
m
Silver, Albany; Ted Schlanger, Phil- Fuller's lawyer had previously filed. taTu^ft
The Beaux
Stratagem"
season.
°I'S SK'NNERthisstarts
Southern
The petition amended at the order in SONJA
-rt IHENIE.
' and ,*'"
not onally
aPPear famous
as announced
internati
adelphia; Harry Kalmine, Pittsskatof
the
court,
omits
mention
of
damburgh; John J. Payette, Washingages and asks for injunctions to pre- York yesterday from the coast by plane.
ton; Herbert Copelan, Atlantic City
WJn 'eC.enfiY aPP"fed
in 20th Cenand Howard Waugh, Memphis.
vent thetinuance
alleged
conspiracy's
con- iufvMRS/„• LUCIE
LILLIE and SIR ROBERT
and to compel
Vitagraph
The following home office men
Yn7k S«» i)ne«'n
A Milllon"> 3"™<> I" PEEL
New
MRS. SAMUEL LIVESAY. wife of the actor
also attended: Clayton Bond, Stew- to live up to an alleged contract.
Defense lawyers for five of the de- and WILLIAM O-BRYEN,'
art McDonald, Harry Goldberg, Edagent for film Xfendants have taken exceptions on
ward Hinchy, Louis Kaufman,
Li.liei
the
grounds that the new petition m£ SAM^^aI0" of Beatrice
Frank Phelps, Harry Rosenquest
NOAH BEERY, returning from film engageand Frank Cahill.
g
,0day on the Aqu'does not fulfill the court's order with tania r'Ve
ments in London; OLGA
BACLANOVA screen
In the evening, the zone managers respect to amendments and that Player and PIERRE MONTEUX, coming to conduct San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, arrive
entertained Bernhard and the home mandatory injunctions are not permissible under the Sherman and today from Europe aboard the Manhattan.
office theater men at the St. Moritz.
Clayton acts.
LEON ERROL is at the Warwick. He shortly
The other two defendants — Para- leaves for the coast.
Erpi Wins Re-Trial of
mount and Universal — had preJ S. JOSSEY,
Cleveland,
is in New York.
Suit Vs. Alaskan Exhib.
viously taken exception to inclusion
KEN HODKINSON, assistanat to George W
in the original suits. Defendants Weeks. GB General Sales
Manager, has frrived
Electrical Research Products Inc. are: Paramount, Fox, MGM, RKO, m the New York home office, after covering
the western
territory for several months.
has been granted a re-trial of its United Artists, Vitagraph, Universal,
JACK TROP has returned to New York from
suit again W. B. Gross, proprietor Harold Wilkes, vice-president of the Hollywood
.
of motion picture theaters in Juneau Saenger Theaters Corp., and Gaston
KEN HODKINSON returned to New York
and Ketchikan, Alaska, by order of Dureau, the corporation's buyer.
City.
Kansas
from
yesterday
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
IRVING COHEN is due back in New York
for the Ninth Circuit. The order, re- 20th Cent-Fox Wins First
Dec. 28 from a cruise to South
America.
versing the verdict of the District
REG WILSON is back in New York from
Clash With Play Producer Cincinnati
Court for the territory of Alaska,
and other points.
Division No. One, was contained in
GRADWELL L. SEARS returns to New York
an opinion written by Circuit Judge
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation won the first clash with today from the coast.
Mathews and concurred in by
Tobacco Road, Inc., producers of the fromARTHUR
Judges Wilbur and Denman.
Toronto.A. LEE returns to New York today
The Circuit Court of Appeals play of that name, when Supreme
LULI DESTE, new B. P. Schulberg player
stated among other things that Court Justice Philip J. McCook de- arrives
nied an application for an order tania. in New York tomorrow on the AauiERPI had been fully within its legal
rights in taking and removing its restraining the film company from
CHARLES STERN went to Boston yesterday
equipment from the theaters in referring to the play in advertise- from New York.
ments for its picture, "Banjo On My
question, and, further, that the
PRESIDENT NAT SALAND
Film
lower court's instructions to the jury Knee." The court's decision, handed Lab. is en route to the CoastoftoMercury
set producin respect to the award of damages down late Saturday, was announced
tion for next year.
He will return Jan. 5.
yesterday.
to the defendant, Gross, were in
FRANCINE LARRIMORE, who soon will make
error as were other rulings of the
her debut on Broadway as a screen actress
court.
in "John Meade's Woman", which B. P. Schul"Lost Horizons" Likely
berg produced for Paramount, will arrive in
The suit was originally brought
To be February Release New York from Hollywood on Wednesday.
by ERPI in April, 1931, and brought
DAVID PALFREYMAN returns to New York
to trial in January, 1935 for retoday from the South.
Columbia expects to release "Lost
covery of Western Electric equipment installed in the two theaters Horizons", Frank Capra production,
because of non-payment of money early in February, Jack Cohn said
Conn. Allied to Meet
owed and to recover damages and yesterday. The picture, called CoNew Haven — Semi-monthly meetlumbia's most ambitious effort, has
attorneys' fees. Following a jury
ing of Allied Theaters of Connecticut
gone back into the studio for more
trial, the court entered jndgment in re-takes.
will be held today in the film building
favor of the defendant Gross for
headquarters, with Harry L. Lavietes
counterclaims in the total amount
presiding. Recent bank night deciof
$58,436.33
plus
attorneys'
fees
sions and the latest Allied bulletin
and costs.
Marc Lachmann Heads U's
Studio Publicity
and Adv. contents will be discussed.

Keller-Dorian

Demonstration

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Keller-Dorain Colorfilm Corp.
Hollywood — Marc Lachmann has
plans a demonstration of color reels i been designated head of the Universal
at the Music Hall projection room ! Studio Publicity and Advertising Department, succeeding Hubert Voight.
tomorrow morning at 10:30 o'clock.
Members of the trade press have
been invited.
Alabama Levies 1 Vz P. C.

U. A. Corp. Retires Stock

DECEMBER 22
Leon Lee
Earl W. Wingart
Alfred T. Mannon

Coming and Going

Dover, Del. — Secretary of State
Walter Dent Smith yesterday issued a certificate of reduction of
capital to United Artists Corporation. The corporation has reduced
its capital in the amount of $20,000
by cancellation and retirement of
4,000 shares of common stock without par value.

1937 Gross Receipts Tax
Montgomery, Ala. — Sweeping
aside all opposition the special session of the Alabama legislature has
levied a one and one-half per cent
gross receipts tax on all business
houses, including all forms of amusement. Governor Bibb Graves has
signed the bill which will go into
effect Jan. 1.

TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast
Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503 Broadway, 70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Druk — Peon. Station
Telepbonei MUrray.Hill 6.1640

FOR CHRISTMAS

AND

NEW YEAR'S!
"Warners have a grand Ik
comedy-musical in ' Sing\
Me
a Love
Song'. With
shrewd
showmanship,
producers have surrounded the personable
James Melton with a
cast of established
troupers who build pic
into class
entertainment. Full of
gags,
real uproarious comedy,
plus good tunes, 'Sing
Me a Love Song' should
set exhibs
singing!"
— Daily
Variety

"•Gold Diggers of 1937'
should be a gold-digging picture for those
exhibitors who are
aves.
r h cthoedhule
i
e
h
t
n
g
i o ty nou s d,
syhl e
uce
Llauvcik , prod
y
h
wed
k
flas
and endo
-up
with armecrast, of bang
o
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it stan
e
e
t
ou as ionning of th mosst
rta
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ente
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of this or any other
ety
y
!"
year
— Dail Vari

SING ME
A LOVE SONG
with

JAMES MELTON
PATRICIA ELLIS
HUGH HERBERT
ZASU
PITTS
ALLEN JENKINS
NAT PENDLETON
ANN
SHERIDAN
• WALTER
CATLETT-HobartCAVANAUGH

Dick Powell
Joan Blondell

Directed by RAYMOND

ENRIGHT

• Music

and Lyrics by Harry Warren & Al
Dubin • A Cosmopolitan Production
A First National Picture

in

GOLD DIGGERS
OF 1937
VICTOR

with

MOORE

GLENDA FARRELL. LEE DIXON
OSGOOD PERKINS
• ROSALIND
MARQUIS • Directed by LLOYD BACON
Muslo and Lyrics by Harry Warren &
Al Dubin, and Harold Arlen and E. V .
Harburg • Musical Numbers Created
and Directed by Busby Berkeley
A First National Picture

arner
Holiday-Hit Headquarters!
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OTTERSON TESTIFIES
IN A 1H INQUIRY

COLUMBIA PLANS FOUR
ADULT-APPEAL SERIALS
:nue J from

Page

as "The Secrets of Treasure Island"
and the fourth will be a historical
drama based on "Wild Bill Hickock.'
Attorney Bert Mayers of Fitelson
& Mayers handled the deal for
Weiss.

Ostrer Brothers Disclosed
As John Maxwell's Envoys
(Continued

from

Page

U

cussions of the matter have been
held.
The Schenck spokesman did not
indicate whether there will be more
meetings with the Ostrers, who are
staying in New York until the day
after Christmas.
20th Century-Fox and Loew's now
own on a 50-50 basis Metropolis and
Bradford Trust Co. stock which
amounts to approximately 49 per
cent of GB.

Loew Reply to MPTOA's
Proposals Due In Week
tinned

from

Pane

tween Al Lichtman and
Rubin.
RKO's trade practice
"won't be long now" in
nounced, itwas indicated

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

1)

J. Robert
statement
being anyesterday.

Randforce to Build New
Film House In Brooklyn
Frisch and Rinsler, controlling the
Randforce Circuit, will erect a 2,500seat film house at Graham Avenue
and Meserole Street, Brooklyn, in
the area in whicb Williamsburg
Houses, the housing enterprise of
the PWA, is being carried to completion.
The site was assembled by Marcy
Schoener, as broker. The house will
be built by Herman Weingarten, assisted by Paul Greenbaum. Plans
are being drawn by Charles A.
Sandblom, architect.

E. M. Carstens Dies
Manitowoc, Wis. — Ernest M. Carstens, 78, retired exhibitor died at
his home. Mr. Carstens is survived
by two daughters and two brothers.

BIG

T
T
T
• • • THE ANNUAL Christmas luncheon party of
AMPA will be just an open house affair
everybody is invited for $1.25 a jolt
Ed Riley, of the press agent
Rileys, has lined up some talent
and there will be a temporary bar installed to lend an atmosphere of cheer
because of the holiday, the luncheon will be held on Wednesday in the
College
Room
of the
Edison
hotel
the talent will include Buddy Page and part of his ork
Lynn Kirk, the skylark back from Lunnon
the Two
Daveys, Dorothy Young of "New Faces," Ortiz and Margo, and
the 7 Loria Brothers of Mex rhumba fame
also some visiting screen stars will be corraled Ed Riley will be master of the revels
•
•
• ONE OF the old Rialto gang has been doing a
grand job in Hollywood for several years
remember Lou
Lusty?
he is now right-hand man to Sam Briskin at RKO
Radio studio
one of the New York lads dropped in on him
recently, and reports that Lou is just as regular and unassuming as ever
a big studio job has not gone to his head
his job involves details that cover every department on the lot,
and he's always in his office for anybody to unburden their
woes
from the grips to high-salaried writers, producers
or directors
Lou is one gent who when talking to the trade
press never hands out a phony routine calculated to impress
anybody

Wallace Beery is planing an annual
hunting expedition into the Idaho country— M-G-M.

Knox Foresees Further
Volume
(Continued

• • • THE FEATURED singer at El Gaucho, the
Greenwich Village nitery, is Eva Ortega of "Rainbow Room"
and radio fame
she is the dotter of Frank Ortega, editor
of the Cine-Mundial
Frank Ariza, associate editor of this
mag, is carrying on the Latin-American program for South
America which Miss Ortega recently inaugurated for NBC

T-

▼

T

• •
• LOOKS AS if the Walter Wanger production, "You
Only Live Once", must have something
judging by the
fact that the Robbins music people are giving away copies of
the hit song it features — "A Thousand Dreams of You"
•

• • HEADING THE Irish delegation comprising members of the local Gaelic societies and American branches of the
I.R.A. invited to the premiere showing of John Balderston's screen story of the Irish Rebellion, "Beloved Enemy"
will be Brian Aherne, co-starred with Merle Oberon in
the Sam Goldwyn opus
the picture opens at the Rivoli on
Christmas morn

•

• THIS IS a record of some sort or other
Hebrew boy screens a feature for the Pope's representative
Maurice
Silverstein, the Metro
representative
in Colombia,
South
America,
gave
a
private
showing
of
"San
Francisco"
for
the Archbishop and his staff

Range Extension
from

Page

1)

expansion, further advances in both
general and selective studio pickup
equipment
technique. and a refined recording
Probably the most noteworthy
change during the past year, said
Knox, was the commercial introduction of the cellular type speaker
which is an application of the sterophonic speaker system first demonstrated publicly by the Bell Telephone Laboratories, in cooperation
with Leopold Stokowski, in 1933.

Friedl, Stone, Morgan
Named

(Continued

SMPE's Chairmen
from

Page

1)

treasurer. C. H. Stone has been
re-elected chairman of the Midwest
section and Stanley Luckes has been
named secretary and trasurer. K. F.
Morgan is set to head the Pacific
Coast section as he is the only
nominee for that post.

•

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

t ought RCA's efforts in 1928 and
1929 to sell reproducing equipment
to exhibitors, the resulting situation
purportedly leaving exhibitors uncertain whether they could purchase
any
other
still obtainequipment
product. than Erpi's and
Using letters from the files of
Erpi and RCA, Becker drew from
Otterson the story of how he had
purposely refused to make any
statement that would clarify the
situation for exhibitors. Otterson
maintained that he had no obligation
to producers or exhibitors to do so.
Becker produced one letter showing that Otterson had prepared a
draft of a proposed agreement to
be submitted to the major producing
companies, then negotiating with
Erpi for sound licenses. In the letter
he advised that Louis A. Schwartz,
then counsel of Paramount and one
of two representatives of the producers in dealing with Erpi, present his (Otterson 's) memorandum
to Sidney Kent as having been written by Schwartz.

FACTS
ABOUT

•

•

• OVER STATION WABC and the Columbia broadcasting system, James Melton will broadcast "Summer Night"
and "Your Eyes Have Told Me So"
from his Warner pix.
"Sing Me A Love Song"
today at 1:30 p.m.
the first
number was written by Harry Warren and Al Dubin
the
second was authored by Gus Kahn, Egbert Van Alstyne and
Walter Blaufuss
the feature opens at the Criterion on
Christmas
Day

FILMS
Of

146 theaters in Netherlands India only 31 use American
production equipment.
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A "£Mc" fcotn Uottywood "Ms
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

WHO'S WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

F)AVE GOULD, dance director for
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 12 • •
M-G-M, will be known as the
"Columbus of Hollywood" if his
/^LENE MARKEY. Associate producer for 20th Century-Fox, veteran film writer
present plans work out as success*** and a man of whom it is well said that there exists no classification to fit
fully as he anticipates. Working in
his career. Born with imagination, the intelligence to use it and the desire to
conjunction with practically every
do something with it. Wrote his first novel
director on the Metro lot, Gould wili
select at least five new faces from
at 11; his family still has it in ms. form
Went from Dartmouth (a Deke and a Sphinx)
his dancing cuties at the end of each
month, who show latent histrionic
to the Army and, the war over, to Art Institute of Chicago. Found he was no artist but
ability, and the directors in turn
a caricaturist. Wrote and drew for newspapers,
will give them small acting parts
magazines. Then a dramatist. Next a bona
in their various productions. Those
fide novelist. Became movie-minded when RKO
chosen will be given special coaching by the respective directors in
Pathe made his "Stepping High" as "Syncopation." Has written for Paramount, Pathe,
hopes of developing new potential
stars.
M-G-M, Warners, Fox, 20th Century-Fox. Extra curricular activities embrace golf, boxing,
Gould has already selected three
travel, collecting 18th Century boxing prints.
for this month — Gladys Dearn, MarA good listener. Places confidence in hunches.
tha Lansing and Gerry Mathers,
Hair, brown.
Eyes, hazel. Stands 5, 11.
who will be given parts in pictures
now being directed by Sam Wood,
Richard Boleslawski and Richard Harolde and Jack La Rue. They direct and Harry Rapf will produce.
Thorpe.
join a featured cast including Ri- Una Merkel is the only other cast
V
T
T
cardo
Cortez, Gail Patrick, Akim for the picture to date. Story is
Dan Jarrett and Ewing Scott Tamiroff,
Tom Brown and June by Don Marquis.
have been signed to write an orig- ing.
Martel. Edward Ludwig is directinal screen story for George O'Brien
and George A. Hirliman, who is proLieut. Eddy Graniman now with
ducing a series of six O'Brien outdoor features for RKO-Radio reC. C. Burr, is collaborating with
David
Lewis,
who
was
production
lease, has scheduled it as third of assistant to Irving Thalberg, will George F. Zimmer on a new "K-7"
this group. "Bristol, the Blunderer", remain at M-G-M as associate pro- picture on war espionage which
previously listed as third in the
will be filmed by C. C. Burr as part
ducer with Harry Rapf.
of his series. Clarence Bricker, who
O'Brien
series,
will
be
made
later
on the schedule.
T
T
T
attended University of Virginia in
t
t
▼
one of Zimmer's classWallace Beery's next starring 1908, and
mates, met for the first time since
Principal "heavies" in B. P. Schul- picture for M-G-M will be "The Old 1908 at a story conference.
berg's "The Love Trap" will be Ralf Soak," which J. Walter Ruben will

Paramount today announced
plans to produce a picture dealing
with the northern frontiers in the
period between 1783 and 1821 when
individual trappers, the Northwestern Fur company and the Hudson
Bay company were in a three-sided
struggle for the riches of the newly-opened Canadian country.
Paul Schofield, author of "Wells
Fargo" and other historical works,
and Ralph Scott, world-traveller
and author, have been engaged to
prepare a screen play of the drama,
adventure and romance found in
early Canadian history. The cast
tentatively named for the film includes Claudette Colbert, George
Raft, Cary Grant, Frances Farmer,
Charles Bickford, Akim Tamiroff
and Sir Guy Standing.
T

T

T

New
contracts:
Director
Frank
Tuttle and Travis Banton, stylists,
both with Paramount.
t

▼

T

story.
Universal has purchased "Wild
Catter" by Tom Van Dycke, an oil
T

T

T

More casting assignments: Paramount— Frank Melton, "Happiness
Preferred"; Anthony Quinn, "Waiklki Wedding"; Charlie Ruggles,
"Murder Goes to College"; Stanley
Ridges, "Internes Can't Take
Money"; Warners — Shaw and Lee,
"The King and the Chorus Girl";
First National — Robert Warwick,
"The Prince and the Pauper"; Edwin Stanley and Guy Usher, "Mark-

Admissions Tax Returns
For November Show Drop

Canadian
ed Woman". Hotel Men Hit
Basketball Helps at B.O.
Rochester Manager Says
Proposed New Music Fees

Boston— The M. & P. Theaters Washington Bit, can of THE FILM DAILY
held Christmas parties for its emWashington — Admissions tax reployees in various night clubs
turns for the month of November,
throughout the city last night.
1936, declined more than a quarter
Bob Sternberg's downtown Boston of a million dollars compared with
division held its get-together at the the total collected for the month in
jCocoanut Grove. Frank "Skip" Mc- 1935, according to a comparative
JManus' suburban Boston division statement-report issued yesterday
(assembled at the Mayfair. Harry by Deputy Commissioner George J.
Wasserman's unit went to the Schoeneman of the Internal Revenue
Roundup.
Bureau.
In addition, the regular annual
Christmas Party will be held at the
iH. & P. Theater offices in Scollay Grant Plagarism Action
.Square on Dec. 24 at noon.

Rochester — Manager Charles
Ottawa — Hotel owners have proFreeman has added basketball to his
tested magnitude of fees proposed
regular cinema fare Thursday for 1937 by Canadian Performing
nights at the Temple theater. The
cage attraction has proven itself Rights Society, at hearing of Copyright Appeal Board. It was claimed
a realman draw
says. at the box office, Free- that the fee charged small hotels
with radios was same as charged
radio stations, and that fee charged
Upstate Tab. Publishers
large hotels was excessive. H. T.
To Write in Hollywood Jamieson, President of Canadian
Performing Rights Society, claimed
Syracuse — Lured away by the that small hotels could pay nominal
movies, G. Carlton Brown and E. sum of $10 and was prepared to
Manheim are quitting the journalistic drop charges for radios in large
field here as well as in Buffalo and hotels after reaching maximum fee
Rochester for Hollywood. Their charged orchestras.
weekly tabloid papers here and in
Buffalo have been sold; that in
Rochester suspends. Brown, husNegro All-Night Houses
band of Universal's Emily Lane, is
already in Hollywood, set for a
Study Higher Admission
writing contract, it is understood.
Manheim, with two brothers Nathan
Detroit — Woodward Ave. theaters
L. and Harold "Het", already in the and the five all night Negro houses
pix
also business,
will write.follows this week, and on Hastings St. are the principal
holdouts in the general move toward higher admission prices loJosephs Will Entertain
cally. The Negro houses are watchNew Haven — Morris Josephs, Uniing Moe Titel's 20-cent policy at
versal exchange manager here, will the Warfield, new 1,500-seat house
celebrate his 30th anniversary with which opened three months ago. The
a party at his home on Wednesday other all night Negro theaters, Medevening. On Thursday, the Josephs bury, Willis, Arcade, and Castle, are
leave on a southern cruise.
playing at 15 cent admission.

M & P Theaters to Hold
Employes' Xmas Parties

Trial Likely In Month

Count de Segurola Weds

Plagarism action brought by
Bruce Grant, author, against Paramount and Jack Lait, charging that
Los Angeles — Count Andreas de
egurola and Mrs. Maria Gutierrez a picture, "Girl Without a Room",
>idlake, niece of former President infringes upon his material, is
imanez of Costa Rica, were mar- scheduled to be tried in the New
ied here. They will leave for a York State Supreme Court next
osta Rica honeymoon shortly after month or February.
an. 1.

\Vest Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

McEvoy Weds Writer

Flesh Dearth May Cause

Stanley to Go Pictures
Las Vegas, Nev. — J. P. McEvoy,
:enarist and columnist, and his
Pittsburgh — Lack of suitable
ride, the former Margaret Santry,
swspaper writer, are honeymooning stage bills may mark the return of
i Death Valley following their mar- a straight picture policy into the
age here.
Stanley Theater next month.
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* Jleviews o% the. Hew Films*
Sonja

Henie in

"ONE IN A MILLION"
with Adolphe
Menjou, Jean Hersholt, Ned
Sparks,
Don
Ameche,
Ritz Bros., Arline
Judge.
Borrah
Minevitch
and
His Gang.
Dixie Dunbar
(HOLLYWOOD

"THAT GIRL

95 Mins.

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT WITH NOVELTY SKATING AND DANCING NUMBERS THAT WILL EXERT A BIG PULL.
Wherever skating means something, this
novel musical of Darryl Zanuck's should be
terrific. Such grace and artistry on skates
one has never seen until one sees Sonja
Henie. A symphony of motion, there never
has been anything like her on the ice.
With her pert, beautiful and captivating
smile, Zanuck has a discovery who is as
sensational on ice as Fred Astaire is on
floor. Andfor there's
of
m fie
rfherdance
entertainment
those plenty
who may
f^ not be skating enthusiasts. The picture
introduces Borrah Minevitch and his Harmonica Band. Whatever they did on the
stage is just ordinary to what they do in
this show. One could hardly believe that
an act like theirs could furnish as much
entertainment as they do and mean so
much in a picture. Then there are the
Ritz Brothers who score heavily with more
of their maniacal songs and dances. They
do a Toreador number on the ice which is
a wow, and their Karloff, Laughton and
Lorre routine is good for a lot of laughs.
Adolphe Menjou is great as the boastful
but penniless manager of the show troupe,
and Arline Judge as his wise-talking wife
is marvelous with her lines. Jean Hersholt
gives a most sincere performance as Miss
Henie's father. Leah Ray sings two songs
which she puts over in fine style. Ned
Sparks has another of his sour roles. Don
Ameche, Montagu Love and Dixie Dunbar
have the other important parts. Some swell
song numbers were contributed by Lew
Pollack and Sidney Mitchell. They include
"One in a Million," "Who's Afraid of Love,"
"We're Back in Circulation Again," and
"The Moonlit Waltz" of which the first
three should prove very popular. To Sidney
Lanfield should go much credit for this
splendid musical. Under his direction the
dialogue is put over to its best advantage,
the piece has a lot of laughs, the players
give excellent performances, and the show
carries on with a lot of zip. The numbers
are beautifully staged and they all contribute to a most entertaining show. Leonard
Praskins' and Mark Kelly's original and
screenplay is a swell layout on which to
hang the skating and musical numbers.
Their dialogue is smart and fast, and the
proceedings prove most interesting. Jack
Haskell staged the skating ensembles, and
Louis Silvers, as musical director, had a
large assignment on which he did a superb
job. This is another triumph for Zanuck
and he with Raymond Griffith, his associate
producer, are entitled to much praise for a
production that is so novel in its ingredients
and so well handled. Menjou while traveling in Switzerland with his down-and-out
musical troupe meets Sonja Henie, a marvelous skater. She is preparing for the
Olympics, but he sees her as a moneymaking proposition. After winning the
Olympic
contests,
her amateur
standing

FROM

PARIS"

with Gene Raymond, Jack Oakie
RKO Radio
1 hr. 41 mins.
DELIGHTFUL
COMEDY
GOLDEN

PREVIEW)

20th Century-Fox

Kay

Lily Pons in

ROMANCE

TREATMENT AND
VOICE CLICKS.

WITH

LIGHT

LILY PONS'

Written to order to give the operatic
singer, Lily Pons, a chance to sing her
numbers and at the same time hit a popular
note of appeal. As a famous French singer
she leaves a rich opera patron at the altar,
and wanders out into the country in search
of a chance to be free and do as she
pleases. Her uncle and coach has been
ordering her life for her, and promoting
the wedding with the rich gent who can
help her career. She meets Gene Raymond,
motoring through the country, and wishes
herself on him. Gene tries to get rid of
her in Paris, for he is sailing for the United
States with his orchestra known as the
"Wildcats" — a jazz outfit noted for noise
instead of harmony. The singer stows herself away in their compartment on board
ship, is thrown into the brig as it were,
and again picks up their trail in New York
and plants herself in their apartment. Then
the immigration authorities are on her trail,
and the boys experience all sorts of worriments and perplexities trying to save themselves from jail. But all the time the
singer is growing on them, and they are
all falling in love with her. But she can
only see Gene Raymond. Many more funny
situations, and lots of excitement, climaxing in her appearance at the Metropolitan
Opera, and a happy solution for all as the
boys force their leader into marrying the
charming pest. Grand work by all the
principals, and very expertly directed for
the laughs.
Cast: Lily Pons, Gene Raymond, Jack
Oakie, Herman Bing, Lucille Ball, Mischa
Auer, Frank Jenks, Patricia Wilder, Vinton
Haworth, Willard Robertson, Gregory Gaye,
Ferdinand Gottschalk, Rafaela Ottiano, Harry
Jans, Landers Stevens, Edward Price, Alec
Craig.
Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director,
Leigh Jason; Author, Carey Wonderly;
Screenplay, P. J. Wolf son, Dorothy Yost,
Harold Kusell; Editor, William Morgan;
Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt.
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Excellent.
is questioned but she is cleared by the
efforts of Don Ameche who has fallen in
love with her. Under Menjou's guidance
she does come to America where she
triumphs at Madison Square Garden.
Cast: Sonja Henie, Adolphe Menjou, Don
Ameche, Ned Sparks, Jean Hersholt, Ritz
Brothers, Arline Judge, Borrah Minevitch,
Dixie Dunbar, Leah Ray, Shirley Deane,
Montagu Love, Albert Conti, Julius Tannen,
the Girls' Band.
Producer, Darryl Zanuck; Associate Producer, Raymond Griffith; Authors, Leonard
Praskins and Mark Kelly; Screenplay, same;
Cameraman, Edward Cronjager; Editor,
Robert Simpson; Musical Director, Louis
Silvers; Skating Ensembles staged by Jack
Haskell; Music and Lyrics, Lew Pollack and
Sidney D. Mitchell.
Direction, Expert Photography, Excellent

Francis

Gene Autry in

in

"STOLEN HOLIDAY"
with Claude Rains, Ian Hunter, Alison
Skipworth
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Warner Bros.
84 mins.
ABSORBING
MISS
WEAR
PLEASE

DRAMA

THAT

GIVES

FRANCIS OPPORTUNITY TO
STUNNING GOWNS
SHOULD
HER FOLLOWING.

Against a pictorial background of civilized
luxury, which barely escapes spectacle, this
is an absorbing story of what happens to
an ambitious woman when her generosity
rules her heart. Beautiful gowns will appeal to women, and Kay Francis wearing
them will appeal to men, and the spirited
dialogue will attract the higher intellectual
registers. A love-triangle involving three
personages, rather than three mere persons
— a foremost dress- designer, played by
Miss Francis, a crooked promoter of international influence, given finesse and understanding byClaude Rains, and a charming
diplomat, a role in which Ian Hunter fulfills the romantic promise he gave in "To
Mary With Love" — the drama rushes from
one broad gesture to another. In exchange
for the support and prestige her charm affords him in his initial venture, Rains
sets Miss Francis up with a dress shop of
her own. Through years of mounting success for both, they develop a warm mutual
friendship which threatens someday to turn
to love. Just as the tentacles of the law
begin to close around Rains' domain, Miss
Francis is thrust into companionship with
Ian Hunter by the urgency of Rains' business crisis, which keeps him from vacationing with her, and by the machinations
of Alison Skipworth as Miss Francis' close
friend. Their idyll in the Swiss Alps is interrupted by Rains' underhanded demand
on her friendship, to which she unquestioningly responds by marrying him to disarm the police. The showdown reveals her
sacrifice and his perfidy, but the high type
of understanding between the two does not
fail to give way to a happy ending. Michael
Curtiz directing the musical scoring and
dialogue keep suspense high. Harry Joe
Brown can take a bow as the producer.
Cast: Kay Francis, Claude Rains, Ian
Hunter, Alison Skipworth, Alexander D'Arcy,
Betty Lawford, Walter Kingsford, Charles
Halton, Frank Reicher, Frank Conroy, Egon
Brecher, Robert Strange, Kathleen Howard,
Wedgewood Nowell.
Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Associate Producer, Harry Joe Brown; Director,
Michael Curtiz; Screenplay, Casey Robinson;
Authors, Warren Duff, Virginia Kellogg;
Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Film Editor, Terry
Morse.
Direction, Expert. Photography, Excellent.

FOREIGN
"SODERKAKAR" ("Shanty Town"), produced by Scandinavian Talking Pictures;
Swedish dialogue film; story by Gideon
Wahlberg; directed by Weyler Hildebrand,
with Edvard Person, Helga Brofeldt, Gideon
Wahlberg, Dagmar Ebbensen, et al, in
house. Presented at Fifth Avenue Playcast.
Amusing

comedy-drama

dealing

with

"GUNS AND GUITARS"
with Smiley

*

Burnette and Champion

Republic
RIP-ROARING
STORY, LOADS
AT HIS BEST.

•&

56 Mins.

WESTERN

WITH

OF ACTION

AND

SOLID
AUTRY

Whether you have a new Xmas bonnet,
or are wearing that old, comfortable
chapeau, doff it to Nat Levine for producing this one. It's the rip-roaringest
western Gene Autry has heroed in to date.
You can do a spell of hat-doffing also
to director Joseph Kane, and the Messrs.
Dorrell and Stuart McGowan who wrote
both the original story and screenplay.
Sequences are loaded with action that runs
the gamut of rough and ready riding, hairtrigger shooting, fist-fights, and spectacular
happenings. Two scenes in particular are
spine-chillers. There is Autry's spill over
a cliff while riding to escape a band of
cattle country thugs, and a second escape
with the same pack of killers in pursuit, —
this time via a cumbersome wagon drawn
by sixand
horses.
Autryoutclimbs
fromlead
his driver's
seat
crawls
to the
horses,
breaks one away from the harness, gets
astride and is away! The star is in excellent form, both as a doer of deeds and a
singer of songs. Feature's title "Guns and
Guitars" is symbolic of the ping of lead
bullets and steel strings he engineers
throughout the footage. Gene travels as a
member of a medicine-man's troupe. The
boys in the outfit prevent the driving of
diseased herds through a quarantined county,
making enemies of an unscrupulous band.
Autry meets a pretty girl whose sheriff
father is shot by the marauders. He runs
for sheriff himself and finally cleans out
the villains. The camera work is excellently
handled by Ernest Miller, with the same care
and attention as might be given to a far
more elaborate and expensive production.
Cast is ingeniously chosen and sound is
crisp and clear. There is a good deal of
humor, too, which is supplied by Smiley
Burnette.
It's tip-top entertainment for all
action
audiences.
Cast: Gene Autry, Dorothy Dix, Smiley
Burnette, Tom London, Charles King, Champion, J. P. McGowan, Earl Hodkins, Frankie
Marvin, Eugene Jackson, Jack Rockwell, Ken
Cooper, Tracy Layne, Wes Warner, Jim
Corey, Frank Scavenger, Harrison Greene,
Pascale Perry, Bob Burns, Jack Don, Jack
Kirk, Audry Davis, Al Taylor.
Producer, Nat Levine; Director, Joseph
Kane; Authors, Dorrell McGowan, Stuart
McGowan; Screenplay, Dorrell McGowan,
Stuart McGowan; Cameraman, Ernest Miller;
Editor, Lester Orlebeck.
Direction,

Fine

Photography,

Excellent.

strife between two brothers and their wives
residing in Soder, a part of Stockholm,
where small shanties and narrow streets
prevail. Thorough comprehension of dialogue, which is entirely in Swedish, is
essential to full enjoyment of this feature,
as the running fire of quips and retorts
is rapid and bright. Characterizations are
well handled, but in entirety production
falls short of the higher standards of foreign
features.
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Construction Planned at
RKO Radio, Roach Studios
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — S. S. Van Keuren,
vice-president in change of production at the Hal Roach Studios, announced today that the F. J. Twaits
Company will start immediately on
the erection of a new sound stage.
Plans also call for a new transportation building and machine shop at
the studio.
Steady accumulation of new properties is necessitating the construction of additional warehouse
space at the RKO Radio studio in
Hollywood. On Jan. 1, workmen
will start building a fourth floor on
the property building, with a specially constructed roof to support
a greenhouse. Latter will make anything from an English graden to a
corsage available at a moment's notice, according to studio officials.

Variety Club

Elects

Minneapolis — New officers of the
Twin Cities Variety club are: Chief
barker, Bill Elson; first assistant
chief barker, Ben Blotcky; second
assistant chief barker, Tom Burke;
secretary, Stanley Kane; treasurer,
Abe Kaplan. Directors are Bob
Workman, Eddie Ruben, George
Grantstrom, Ben Friedman, and Moe
Levy.

NEWS

of the DAY

Albany — Audo Color Motion Pictures Corporation of New York
been renamed the Four Star theater
Evanston, HI.— Another new theCity
filed a certificate in the
ater will be completed here early and the Lubliner management will office has
of the Secretary of State
next year from plans by J. E. 0. start a $60,000 improvement program this week. Joe Goldburg, Inc.. changing the classification and inPridmore. Called the Stadium, it
creasing the number of shares of its
will seat 1,700.
will supply the new equipment.
capital stock from 1,000 shares common stock no par value to 500,000
Panama
City, Fla. — The Bay
Chicago — Gollas Brothers have shares common stock, $1 par value,
Ministerial Ass'n is asking the City completed
the deal for the building with 12,000 shares preferred stock,
Commissioners to ban Sunday films.
at 1326 and 1328 East 63rd St. and $25 par value, remaining same as
will remodel the structure into a heretofore.
Clewiston, Fla. — The Dixie Crys- 650-seat theater to be called the
Factograph Film Corp., New York
tal theater has been remodeled. Mrs. Golbro theater. Gollas have the
Mary Hayes Davis is owner and Ray and Midway theaters in the City, has changed its corporate name
to
Factographic Film Corp.
manager.
South Side territory.
Certificates dissolving the corpoNew Smyrna, Fla. — The Palace
rate existence of National ScreenoTheater is closed for improvements.
graph Corporation, and National
Chicago — Elmwood Park Build- Screen Announcements, Inc., both of
This house is one belonging to the
ing Corp. will start work shortly New York City, have been filed in
Smyrna Halifax Theaters, Inc.
on a new 950-seat theater at Grand the office of the Secretary of State
Chicago — The Wilson theater has Ave. and North 76th Ave. Plans through House, Grossman, Vorhaus
are by Edward W. Rupert.
& Hemley, attorneys.

Two New Loop Theaters
In Prospect in Chicago

i^^RESEAT

Chicago — Plans for a 3000-seat
theater are under consideration for
the Thompson Restaurant property
at 21 West Randolph Street. It is
also reported that an office building
will be combined with the new Loop
theater project.
Operate on Leo Mishkin
Another Loop theater seating 1,000
Leo Mishkin, film editor of the is projected for Madison Street
New York Morning Telegraph, is frontage, near Clark Street, and opposite the Morrison Hotel.
reported improving at the Jewish
Hospital, Brooklyn, following an
appendectomy.

DETROIT

Audo Color M.P. Corp.
Increases Common Stock

Kiggins Stays As

Mayor

Vancouver, Wash. — John P. Kiggins, has been elected Mayor of Vancouver for the 13th time. Kiggins
Africana Products Co., m. p. enthe Liberty, and Kiggins theagineering consultants, has closed its built
offices. E. M. Jackson, head of the ters.
company, plans to go to Europe.
Mac Krim, Detroit circuit owner,
Sterling Meet After Jan. 1
will publish the Hollywood Pictorial,
Meeting of the Sterling board of
local weekly.
directors to determine whether that
Duke Jerome, cameraman who has
shall take over setup of
been operating the Paramount company
Newsreel Seiwice here, has closed Monogram will probably not be held
until after the holidays, it was
his offices.
Three local motion picture service stated yesterday in New York.
firms have gone out of business:
PITTSBURGH
Screen Publicity, a theater-merhant advertising tieup, operated by
James Carukin; Signcraft Studios,
Joe Gerlach of the music firm of
operated by Earl Quick and Harold
Jones; and Personal Motion Picture Shapiro and Bernstein of New York
and Title Co., operated by Hubert is ill in Allegheny General Hospital.
r. Rabb.
The RKO Exchange tossed a
Mac Krim, circuit operator and Christmas Party for its employees
)olo player, is starred in Jam in its headquarters. A similar affair
will be staged by the Warner Club
landy Picture Service's new today.
'Sweepstakes" — bring distributed
Herbert Mundin, the comedian,
>y Monarch Pictures locally.
Gus Coplan, local theater opera- and his daughter Nona will spend
Christmas
week here. Herbert will
or, now making headquarters at
Vindsor, has announced plans for a fill a week's stand at the Stanley
tew 800-stat house at Leamington, while his daughter will be at the
Nixon Cafe.
)nt.
Greenwood Theater, operated by
Visitors: Sid Jacobs, Warner's
'.fter
G. redecorating.
Portell Circuit, has reopened West Virginia manager; George
Otte of Bradford, Pa.; Edgar Moss,
Walter Morgan, former owner of 20th Century-Fox district manager;
he Crescent Theater, is now man- Robert Alton, the dance director;
ager of the Crystal, operated by
eastern
■lay Schreiber and Bernard Brooks. Eddie
division Schnitzer,
manager, Republic's
and Jules Levy-

When you're tempted to recondition or recover
old,broken down UNCOMFORTABLE chairs— keep
in mind YOU CAN'T AFFORD to do so EVERY
YEAR. RESEAT with COMFORTABLE CHAIRS
and have something to show for your money.

"How can I reseat and pay for new chairs conveniently?'

American Seating Company
The

COMFORT
Grtattst Star o\ Thtm

BRANCHES

Makers of Deptndablt Seating for
Theatres and Auditoriums
AM

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
ALL

PRINCIPAL
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'E ARE WAITING
TO HEAR FROM YOU
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i kick in with one dollar or fifty,
will mean plenty to some fellow
o is down on his luck.
Don't let the season that stands
good will to all with whom we
ne in daily contact find your
ne missing from the Honor Roll,
e Fund is YOUR fund. It helps
& those who are a part of our
Tustry. Many of the needy on our
t are no doubt known to you. So
u will have the knowledge that
ur contribution is going toward
Iping somebody who is not a
•anger.
The Fund is still shy on the
dget the Committee is required to
>et. Won't we hear from you here it is too late?

HONOR
les C. Moskowiti
»„.. Hancock
In Memory of
Walter
F. Eberhardt
Moe Strtimer
Crcsson
E. Smith
Walter Reade Theaters
E. W. Hammons
H. J. Ochs
George
Barnet
Rose Karess
Vincent Sardi
Sam Cohen
Joan
DuGuerny
Joe Fliesler
A. Schneider
H. M. Warner
Ben Amsterdam
M. Van Praag
W. F. Rodgers
Norman
C. Nicholson
In Memory of
Felix Feist
Louis Frisch
Samuel
Rinzler
Winfield
Andrus
A. J. Dash
George Orth
Charles G. Whitehead
Jack Skirball
Alexander
Film Co.
E. B. Hatrick
Haskell M. Masters
"Chick"
Lewis
Charles M. Mersereau
Jack Levin
Rube Jackter
Rutgers Neilson
Neighborhood
Theater, Inc.
Florence L. Strauss
Emanuel Silverstone
Dewey D. Bloom
Dave Epstein
Harold
F. Hendee
Dan Mersereau
Edna
Sussman
Addie
Dannenberg
Ned E. Depinet
Frank C. Walker
Alan
F. Cummings
Richard
Brady
Leon Bamberger
Jerome J. Cohen
George Gerhard
Sophie
K. Smith
Anonymous
John A. Schwalm
Edward McNamee
Renee
Carroll
Chester
B. Bahn
Jimmy
Sileo
Bert Sanford, Jr.
W. H. Clark
W. A. Downs
David Palfreyman
Joseph F. Lee
J. S. MacLeod
Irving Lesser
Kenneth O'Brien
Toby Gruen
Robert S. Wolff
Bingo
Brandt
Anonymous
Arthur
A. Lee

ROLL
Therese E. Drazin
David
S. Stern
John W. Hicks. Jr.
Leopold
Friedman
Victor J. Morris
F. C. Quimby
Sam
Stern
Ray Johnston
Harry M. Bernstein
Herman Robbins
Roy E. Larsen
Louis de Rochemont
Ralph Rolan
Edward
Finney
William
Brandt
Harry Brandt
Louis Brandt
George
Brandt
J. H. Seidelman
Lewen Pizor
Stella Hamlin
Louis
Semels
Samuel
Rubenstein
W. F. Barrett
H. F. Krecke
W. S. Caldwell
Louis Astor
Sam
Dembow,
Jr.
Harry Shiftman
In Memory of
Irving Thalberg
Arnold
M. Picker
Albert Warner
William
Massce
David Barrist
William Barnett
Herbert S. Berg
Ted Curtis
Jay Emanuel
E. C. Leeves
Joe Weil
Eugene Picker
Queen
Feature
Dave
Weshner
Nathan Hirsh
Service
Arthur
Eddy
E. A. Schiller
£. M.Saunders
Gabriel Hess
Prospect Press
Jack Trop
Maurice Kann
Irene F. Scott
William R. Ferguson
Jos. R. Vogel
Charles J. Sonin
Silas F. Seadler
Carl E. Milliken
Morris
Kinzler
Dictograph
Prods. Co.
Inc.
Al Semels
Paul N. Lazarus
Marvin
H. Schenck
Isaac Weinberg
Ben Shlyen
H. D. Buckley
City Photo
Engraving
Corp.
Milton
Silver
Louis K. Sidney
Qulgley
Publications

The
♦

♦

Field

N. 0. CASH GIVEAWAY
CASE TO BE APPEALED

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Union Cinema Profit $228,655
London — Union Cinemas report
for the year ending March 31 shows
a net profit of $228,655. Final dividend of 15 per cent will bring total
dividends for the year on participating preferred shares up to 22 per
cent. Directors recommended distri-.
bution of $28,725 as a bonus .« holders of common stock.

Open 2 Berlin Theaters
Berlin — The German government
has authorized the opening of two
new cinemas, the Alhambra and the
Tauenzier Palace. The Tobis organization, which owns the houses,
proposes to present some foreign
pictures in them.

Mexican Cinema Expo
Mexico City — A cinema exposition
has been held here by the National
School of Cinematography to show
the progress it has made in training young people for a technical
career in the movies.

Subsidizes
'Picturesque Japan'
Tokio — The Ministry of Foreign

Affairs has voted a subsidy of
$250,000 for the making of a picture entitled, "Picturesque Japan",
to be produced by the painter, Fouita, in association with Producer J.
Souzouki.

French Gaumont Reorganizing

Paris — Gaumont— Franco FilmAubert, in reorganization plan un-

New Orleans, La.— The adverse
money giveaway decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals here will be
to the State Supreme Court,
der the control of the government, carried
counsel
for George Sanchell, Negro,
will refund to stockholders only 20 declared.
Sanchell had contended
per cent of the amount owed them.
his
minor
son,
Joseph, held the winThe government has appointed
Henri Clerc,
the
author,
as
adminning
number
on
"sweepstakes"
prize but had not$105
istrator of the firm.
collected since he
was refused admission to the theater. The court ruled that "bank
England Wants Child Stars
nights" and "sweepstakes" were in
London— Captain Richard Norton violation of the state lottery
law
and S. E. Cash, representing the and declared contracts entered
film group of the F.B.I., addressed thereunder invalid.
a meeting of a parliamentary committee recently which had met to
Atlanta, Ga. — Georgia
of
consider the introduction of legis- Appeals has reversed a Court
case in
lation to enable children to appear which Dan
Roberts, motion picture
in British films. Producers gener- house operator of Cordele, Ga., had
ally urge the removal of the ban.
been convicted of operating a lot85 U. S. Pix in Hungary
tery by having "bank nights." The
Budapest — Of the 182 pictures Court did not pass upon the question as to whether or not "bank
shown in the country during the
constitute lotteries, but refirst ten months of 1936, 85 orig- nights" versed
the case on grounds that
inated in the United States while Roberts was
not properly put on
36 came from Germany, 16 from
France, 14 from Austria, seven notice as to the exact nature of the
charge made against him.
from England, two from Czechoslovakia and one each from Italy
and Poland. Native productions
El Paso — A temporary injunction
during the period were 18.
restraining the Knickerbocker Club
here from selling Bank Night guarFilming in Algiers
antees was granted by District
Algiers — Thomas Vreeland, who Judge J. D. Moore. Feb. 1 has been
has been shooting sequences here set for trial of suit by the Attorney
for "The Salt", starring Paul Robe- general's department.
At Austin recently the Court of
son, will return next month for another picture to be produced by Civil Appeals held that bank nights
could be operated legally but the
Capital Film Corp. of London
Two cameramen, C. J. Marflut and Supreme and Criminal Appeals
Len H. Ross, are taking views fo courts have not as yet passed on the
Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco for
Warner Bros, short subjects. Pho- question.
tography is in color.

Wilson and Glett Named
P.s Mercury Film, Dictograph
Audio Productions V.
Giving Christmas Bonuses
'Continued

from

Page

1)

and during the past year has been
in charge of sales. Glett, joined
Audio two years ago as Production
Manager.
Business volume in industrial
films continues to show a rapid upward trend.
Audio'sthe gross
1936
more than
doubled
total for
business
for 1935.
Ben Solomon
Emil C. Jensen
Neumade
Prods.
Oscar F. Neu
L. A. Farrell
Harry
F. Shaw
Hugo
K. Kessler
J. George
Feinberg
J. H. Gallagher
C. C. Pettijohn
Ross Federal Service,
Inc.
E. L. Alperson
Louis Nizer
Hugo Mayer
J. Van Straten
Herman Pincus
M. Shapiro
Budd Rogers
L. J. Schlaifer
J. A. Tanney
Albert O. Bondy
David
Bernstein
Lowell
Calvert

Ben Y. Commack
Max A. Cohen
W. A. Scully
John D. Clark
Thomas D. Goldberg
S. Charles
Einfeld
Mitchell May, Jr.
C. W. Bunn
Vincent Trotta
Anonymous
N. H. Brower
In Memory of
Sydney S. Cohen
Bill German
A-Mike
Vogel
Willard S. McKay
Lester Ketner
Irving Samuels
Henry D. Behr
Anonymous
Nate Golden
Dennis R. Smith
Jack Alkoafe

(Continued
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Page
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4 Twin City Houses Go Dual
As N. W. Allied Bans Them
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Tower in St. Paul would become
double feature houses, but they made
an agreement with Northwest Allied
that they would inform Allied of any
more houses changing to double feature policy before March 17.

the same
range was being made
effective.
A cash bonus this Christmas goes
to all 2,000 employees of Dictograph
Products Company, Inc., of New
York. As annouced by A. M. AnG. E. Reduces Lamp Prices
drews, chairman of the board, it will
A "substantial" reduction in the
be based on length of employment.
Sales staff members will be further list price of two popular types of
compensated by extra prizes com- "three-lite" lamps, effective Jan. 1,
mensurate with individual sales to- has been announced by the incantals compiled during the past 12
descent lamp department of the Genmonths.
eral Electric Company. The 100-200300
watt
Mazdafrom"three-lite"
lamp
will be
reduced
80 to 65 cents;
Stadium Theaters Ruling
the 50-100-150 watt size from 60 to
By Thursday is Indicated 50 cents. In addition, on Feb. 1,
General Electric will place on the
(Continued
from Page 1)
after a hearing at which Atlas market a new 300-watt Mazda lamp '
Corp., represented by Hamilton G. with a regular medium screw base,
Rickaby, and Carlos Israels, repre- listing at 60 cents.
senting the RKO unsecured creditors' committee urged approval of
Atlanta House Leased
the acquisition. Under the plan,
Stadium would pay $750,000 cash
Atlanta, Ga. — The Lucas and
and cancel notes exceeding $2,000,- Jenkins interests have leased the
000 made by Orpheum to RKO and Fox Theater for a period of 20 yeans
assigned to Stadium.
at an annual rental of $80,000.
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DRAMATIC ^OTtvtnce. SET TO MUSIC
AND SPICED WITH 7%uto/e>l/ >
"Murder mystery carries punch with ingenious plot and
excellent cast . . . An absorbing theme with a strong
plot that builds to grand suspense, and a superb cast
of sterling players"!

—Film Daily

"Expertly acted murder melodrama ... A spirited and
engrossing film that can be recommended as generally
enjoyable entertainment"!
—William
"Well

written,

forcefully

skillfully directed"!
— Bland Johaneson,

Boehnel, N. Y. World-Telegram

acted

and

N. Y. Mirror

"Meaty material, handsomely
mounted, and fairly swift in
presentation"!
—Irene

Thirer, N. Y. Post

C R I T/E R I O N

FILMS

im*

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
DOLORES DEL RIO
FLORENCE

DESMOND

BASIL

and SYDNEY

Screen play by

ZOE

AKINS

and

GEORGE

Produced by MARCEL
RELEASED
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UNITED
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ARTISTS

Just Two More Days to Send That Relief Fund Check
The
Daily Newspaper
Pictures
Of Motion
Now Eighteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Al Rockett Plans

DECEMBER

TEN CENTS

23. 1936

Three Features for United Artists

U. S. FILMJNDUS7RY SEES 193/ GREATEST YEAR
Report
Warner
s and
Formal
Statement
of New

Philly
Musicians' Union Settle
14,500 Film Theaters Now Operating — 550 New

Oldfield Busiest Critic?

Pact

Is Expected
To
day

Philadelphia — Local musicians'
union and Warners have come to
terms, paving the way for the return of orchestras and stage shows
to Philadelphia theaters, it was reported yesterday.
Resumption of vaudeville at the
local Fox and Earle theaters is likely on Friday, it is understood.
Formal statement is expected today.

THE TIME IS SHORT
FOR YOU TO HELP
Christmas marks the official closing day of the annual drive for the
Relief Fund. To help the stranger
within our gates is always a commendable deed. But to help the fellow worker represented by the needy
(Continued on Page 12)

Philly Exhib. Unit Asks
for N. Y. Mass Meeting
The U. M. P. T. 0., Philadelphia
exhibitor organization, has asked the
I. T. 0. A. to sponsor an exhibitor
mass meeting in New York to discuss selling policies. The I. T. 0.
of Ohio is understood interested in
participating.
The I. T. O. A. board meets today
at the Astor to discuss the labor
situation, among other matters.

Eggs as Theater "Tickets"

Mayville, Mich. — And now it's eggs
as film house admissions. Credit the
innovation to Harold Eastman, owner
of the 171 -seat Palace, who is giving
his patrons credit tickets for their eggs
and paying more than the market price.
Eastman in turn takes the hen fruit
to Detroit where Film Exchange boys are
customers. Raoul Cleaver of Imperial,
for instance, accepts eggs as a film
rental allowance and passes them along
to a restaurant operator.

Interesting sidelight of The Film
Daily's 15th annual "Ten Best" Pictures
poll now in progress is provided by
the year's reviewing records of participating newspaper critics and reviewers. Busiest critic disclosed thus
far is Barney Oldfield, of the Lincoln,
Neb., Journal and Star who caught and
reviewed all but 14 of the 387 films
eligible in the 1936 poll which may
give Oldfield the U. S. title.

Houses Cost $26,500,000— Weekly
Attendance Up 10 Per Cent
By- JACK ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher of The Film Daily

On the threshold of 1937, the American film industry finds itself looking forward confidently to its greatest year.
Nor is such confidence predicated only upon faith; there is
a solid foundation in the marked improvement written in black

ERPI LICENSING DATA
FCC HEARING FEATURE ALLIED BOARD MEET
In May, 1935, RCA sent John E. AT WASH'N JAN. 21-22
Otterson, then president of Erpi, a

copy of a complaint in a suit it proposed bringing against the Amer.
Tel. & Tel. Co., Western Electric,
Erpi and most major producers
charging violation of the Sherman
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Western Electric Votes
$1.50 a Share Dividend

on the 1936 ledgers, and the knowledge that the national economic recovery, its pace ever-increasing,
must continue.
Motion picture theaters in operation during 1936 totalled approximately 14,500. The increase represents greater construction plus the
Annual meeting of the Allied
board of directors has been set for reopening and reconditioning of theaters long dark.tell
Theof Film
the Emerson Hotel, Washington, own headlines
housesDa'Ly's
dark
Jan. 21 and 22. Locale and time al- from 7 to 15 years being placed in
lows members of the board and their
once again! A conservafamilies to attend the inaugural operation
tive estimate puts the number of
ceremonies in nearby Washington on new houses
at 550, representing an
Jan.
20. Officers will be elected at
(Continued on Page 8)
the session.

Ross Federal to Check

Directors of the Western ElecGN Percentage Pictures
tric Co., Inc., at a special meeting
yesterday declared a dividend of
Ross Federal Service, Inc., has
$1.50 a share, payable Dec. 28 to concluded arrangements with Grand
stockholders of record Dec. 24.
National Films, Inc., to handle the
President Edgar S. Bloom stated exclusive checking of their percent(Continued on Page 4)
age pictures.

Former First National Production
Exec, in New York in Storv Search
Rep. French Dubbing Deal
Closed With Radio-Cinema

SEE NAflTHEATERS
AS OPERATOR OF ROXY
Operation of the Roxy theater via
National Theaters, of which Sidney
R. Kent is president and Spyros
Skouras is vice-president, is understood(Continued
planned in on event
interests
Page 4)

N. Y. Sales Tax Hearing
Deferred Till February 12

Inasmuch as Attorney Frederick
Al Rockett, former First National
production executive, plans to make H. Wood is engaged in studying
three features for United Artists briefs to be submitted by the major
release. He arrived in New York distributors on their appeal from a
(Continued on Page 4)
A deal for dubbing into French yesterday from Hollywood in search
a selection of from 15 to 20 Repub- of stories and plays for his produclic pictures has been closed by L. E.
tion. As yet Rockett has not set up
Sales Manager Pays
Kalker, the company's Continental his organization. He plans to remain East about six weeks before
representative, with Radio-Cinema
Rob Wolfe, RKO metropolitan manof Paris, until recently the distribu- duction.
returning to the coast to begin proager,luncheon
yesterday to
gave
Christmas
15 his
of annual
his associates
tors for RKO in France.
at Sardi's. It is reported that he paid
the
check
.
Morris Goodman, vice-president in
The 1937 Film Daily Year Book will be bigger
(Continued on Page 4)

and better than ever. — Advt.
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Brandt Taking 2 Houses;
Leff-Meyers is Building
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Harry Brandt is acquiring' two
new houses, the Plaza in White
Plains and the Peter Stuyvesant at
York14th St. and Sixth Ave., New
The former theater opens in
City. y.
Februar
The Leff-Meyers circuit is buildin!? a theater seating- 600 on Jerome
Ave. known as the Zenith. Openins is set for Feb. 10.

Ask $100,000 for Rights
to Kaufman-Hart Hit Play

+..'..
1
—
%

.:..':
_ %
+
%

John Cromwell
P D. Cochrane
Helen G. Mullin

Roster of companies giving
Christmas-time bonuses was further
increased yesterday.
Ross Federal Service, Inc., and
Ross Federal Research Corporation
announced the bestowal of appreciation gifts to all salaried employes.
These employes whose service with
Ross Federal dates one year or more
will receive one week's salary. Emwith less than a year's sersalary.viceployes
will receive half a week's

Franklin-Warner Trial
Theater Profit-Sharing
Not Likely for 2 Years
Sales Aides for All Keys
Appointment of sales representatives in all key cities is planned by
Theater Profit-Sharing Corp., of
which Max Felder is president and
Robert Benjamin is secretary-treasurer. Selling arrangements are now
being made from New York, Boston and New Jersey.

Denies Criterion on Market
Harry Charnas yesterday denied
that the Criterion, which he operates with B. S. Moss, is on the market to anyone. He made the statement in contradicting a report that
the Skouras interests are negotiating for the house.

GetsNew
"New
The
Film Earth"
AllianceRights
has acquired distribution rights to "New
Earth," the Joris Ivens' film recently
accorded second place by the National Board of Review in its selection of the 10 best foreign films of
the year.
Dick Cohen with N.A.F.
New Haven— Dick Cohen will represent National Advertising Film
Co. of New York in this State. The
outfit distributes commercial advertising trailers for the screen, made
with Erpi equipment.

Ted Chapin Transferred

DECEMBER 23

Employes of Two Ross
Companies Get Bonuses

Akron, O. — Thirty employes of the
Ohio theater will receive a ChristProducers of "You Can't Take It
mas bonus, representing one week's
With You," George Kaufman-Moss salary. Bonus was voted at a stockHart hit on Broadway, are asking
holders meeting when it was anmore than $100,000 for screen
nounced that earnings of the theater opened eight months ago, far
rights. There is considerable Holexceeded expectations.
lywood interest in the show.

1%

%
%
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Trial of the anti-trust action
brought by the J. J. Franklin theater interests against Warner Bros,
in connection with their Hawaii theaters is not expected to be reached
before two years in the Federal
Court, New York City. Alleged inability to buy product is the basis
of the action.

George W. Curtiss Dead
Kansas City, Mo. — George W.
Curtiss, 71, who in 1897 made the
first motion pictures in Kansas City,
died from heart disease at Research
Hospital. Mr. Curtiss built the Doric
Theater and was a past president of
the Photographers' Association of
Missouri. Surviving are his widow,
Mrs. Emma V. Curtiss and two sons,
Ralph Curtiss and Howard Curtiss
who has, like his father, long been
associated with the motion picture
business in Kansas Citv.

New Money Night Co. Set
Providence — Wheel of Fortune
Money Night Co., which recently
opened offices in Pawtucket and Fall
River, is set to try out its new copyright Money Night plan at the Community theater, Centerdale. Backers
are reported to be arranging to open
Boston and New York offices after
New Years.

Close Theaters

During

Mass

Ocala, Fla. — Ted Chapin, manager
of the Dixie and publicity director
of the local Sparks theaters, has been
transferred to St. Petersburg, where
he will manage the Capitol. Both
are Sparks houses.

Montreal — Director of Police Dufresne has ordered that all places
of amusement be closed on Christmas
Eve at midnight, until after Midnight Mass. This order will be
strictly enforced. After mass all
amusement places can re-open.

Rep. Deal for Columbia

New Soviet Film to Open

Morris Goodman, vice-president
"Revolutionists" will have its U. S.
in charge of foreign sales for Re- premiere at the Cameo tomorrow.
public, has closed a deal with Cine The film was directed by Vera
Colombia, Medillin, Colombia, S. A., Stroyeva with a Moscow Art Theater
for distribution of the company's cast. There are superimposed titles
product in Venezuela.
in English.

Coming and Going
Coast.
JAMES

CAGNEY

is in New

York from the

GEORGE PALMER PUTNAM
to Hollywood
from
New
York.

has

returned

MR. and MRS. NORMAN McLEOD. who are
now in New York, sail on the Empress of
Britain Dec. 29 for a West Indies cruise.
ED KUYKENDALL is due in New York the
middle oflumbus, next
month from his home at CoMiss.
MOE
ABE

SILVER

is in New

MONTAGUE
day from Miami.

Florida.
J. R. WEST

York from Albany.

returns

to

leaves New

AL ROCKETT arrived in New
from
Hollywood.

New
York

York

Fri-

today for

York yesterday

T. NEWMAN LAWLER left New York last
night for a week's
vacation
in Arkansas.
LUPE VELEZ, SOPHIE TUCKER, BASIL RATHBONE, MR. and MRS. EDWARD G. ROBINSON
PHILIP HOLMES, GEORGE E. STONE, and MME
HERMINE ELKMAN are among screen <olk arriving in New York tomorrow on the Normandie.
MONTA BELL, JEAN GACON DE CAVAIGNAC and MRS. EMMA KOSTERLITZ, directors;
ROBERT SCHLESS, general manager of Warner
Bros, in Europe; ADOLF OSSO and ALEX PINCUS, directors of Osso Film Co.; EUGEN
TRENKE, husband of Anna Sten; and MARY
GLORY, French actress, are also on the Normandie's
passenger
list.
Other arrivals on the same ship are GRACE
POGGI, ARNOLD and ELSIE EDWARDS, dancers; ALEXANDER JULIUS STEINERT, American
pianist and composer; MANSY BOOK, soprano
of Vienna Opera; YVONNE D'ARLE, singer of
Metropolitan Opera; JESUS DE GAVIRIA, of
Scala Theater, Milan; JEAN TENNYSON, singer; REBECCA WEST, American writer; and
DOROTHY THOMPSON, novelist and wife of
Sinclair Lewis.
WILLIAM BROWN MELONEY, who co-authored the screen adaptation of "Beloved
Enemy," arrived yesterday for a brief stay and
will attend the Christmas premiere of the film
at the Rivoli.
GERTRUDE MICHAEL, screen player who
left New York early this week following recovery from protracted illness, has returned
to Hollywood.
JAMES

MELTON

Pittsburgh,
the first

where
week's

will leave

tomorrow

for

he will make p. a.'s during
run of "Sing
Me
A Love

NORMAN McLEOD arrives in New York
day from Washington, where he attended
Gridiron Club's annual dinner. McLeod
MRS. McLEOD will sail Dec. 29 on the
dies. press of Britain for a cruise in the West

tothe
and
EmIn-

Song."

"Les Petites" Opens Dec. 29
"Les Petites", French film, with
English titles, will have its U. S.
premiere showing at the Cinema de
Paris, Dec. 29.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Irene Hervey received her first screen
test after camping outside a casting director's office for weeks.
—PARAMOUNT.
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REP. FRENCH DUBBING

SEE NAT'L THEATERS
AS OPERATOR OF ROXY

DEAL AFFECTS 15-20
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

1)

identified with 20th Century-Fox are
successful in the reorganization proceedings now in progress. Retention of Harry Arthur as actual operating head of the house is expected to occur, as previously indicated.
National Theaters operates Fox
West Coast circuit.

Cinema Vets Honor Zukor
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Adolph Zukor has received a parchment scroll from London signed hy the 60 members of
the Cinema Veterans' Club congratulating him on his 25th anniversary
in motion pictures. Some members
of the club were engaged in technical research preceding film production as far back as 1897.

Standing Back to Studio
Montreal — Sir Guy Standing, who
has been making a good-will tour of
Canada in connection with Adolph
Zukor's Silver Jubilee, today left
Montreal for Hollywood. The actor
has been accompanied on the trip
by M. A. Milligan, general manager
of the Paramount organization in
Canada.

$5,000 Booth Blaze
Pine Bluff, Ark. — Fire in the projection room of the Community theater caused damage of about $5,000
to equipment. Robert Bonner, projectionist suffered minor burns.

Film Co. in New Offices
Boston— The Bay State Film Co.
has opened new offices at 50 Melrose
St., under the managership of Eddie
Klein. Offices were former headquarters of Cameo Attractions, Inc.

Realty Corp. to Entertain
Providence — Strand Theater employes will enjoy annual Christmas
as guests of National Realty Corp,,
owners
of the Providence
Strand.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Since 1934 German studios have produced 130 pictures for elementary
schools and 80 for colleges, with 189
more
in work.

T
T
▼
• FRIENDLY RIVALRY between the brothers Lesser
Irving and Sol
Sol having discovered Bobby Breen
and producing his pictures with "Rainbow On the River" and
Bobby both being the current attractions at the Music Hall
while Irving as managing director of the Roxy a short
block away from the Hall, is ballyhooing Shirley Temple in
"Stowaway"
so the brothers are spending
these days
phoning each other about the business their respective pictures
are doing
T
T
T
• •
• AS A matter of fact the Breen youngster is scoring
a triumphant personal hit at the Music Hall
the applause
the boy receives when he appears on the stage is really an
ovation
with every song he sings drawing a big hand
an interesting sidelight is that his 19-year-old sister
Sally who has devoted her life to him as guide and teacher,
has never seen the boy perform from the front of either the
theater or his broadcasts
Bobby prefers to have her in
the wings silently cheering him on at every performance
▼
T
T
• •
• AT THAT AMPA
luncheon today
Colonel
Alicoate will talk on the Relief Fund, in addition to the other
talent previously announced
and for all you kiddies who
like gifts at this Santa Claus season
we are glad to tell
you that souvenirs will be handed out, including Mickey Mouse
and Scrappy hankies, Shirley Temple Flip books, Skippy and
Terry Toons balloons, M-G-M noisemakers, Paramount novelties,
and music and piano scores of "The Girl from Paris"
now
we know you'll join the party
goody, goody, ya big baby.
T
T
T
• •
• LAST CALL for the Relief Fund
the slogan
is : "Help the needy within our own ranks"
it is not only
a duty but a privilege
so rally round, fellows, and send in
your contrib TODAY
the Drive closes Xmas Day, and
you will brighten your Holiday Season a lot by this kindly act.
T
T
T
•

•

• •
• A BIG drive by the Comerford Circuit for "Better
Business" is announced by John Nolan
it will commence
on Jan. 10 with Sam Goldwyn's "Beloved Enemy"
Mister
Goldwyn will donate cash prizes totaling $500 to the managers
Merle Oberon offers a gold watch, and Brian Aherne
will kick in with a console model radio
the committee of
judges will be John Nolan and Ernie Schmidt of the circuit,
and Andy Smith of United Artists ... • Paramount and B. P.
Schulberg are giving a Christmas cocktail party this afternoon
at the Waldorf-Astoria for Luli Deste, the Viennese actress
under contract to Schulberg

T

T

T

• • • ON THE sixth anniversary of Joseph Bernhard's
connection with Warners, the zone managers assembled in the
city gave him a dinner last nite at the St. Moritz Roof
I. J. Hoffman, head of the New England zone, presented the
gift token
Moe Silver, head of the Albany zone, was master of ceremonies
the other zone managers present were
James Coston, Chicago; Nat Wolf, Cleveland; Don Jacocks,
Newark; Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia; Harry Kalmine, Pittsburgh; John J. Payette, Washington; Herbert Copelan, Atlantic City; Howard Waugh, Memphis
other guests from the
company include Clayton Bond, Harry Rosenquest, Frank Marshall, Nat Fellman, Louis Kauffman, Ed Hinchy, Moe Henry,
Dan Triester, Stewart MacDonald, Jim Brennan, Frank Phelps,
Harry Goldberg, Abel Vigard, Frank Cahill, Rudy Weiss, Jules
Levey, Mort Blumenstock, Herman Maier, Leonard Halper,
Lester Krieger, George Crouch, Guy Wonders, Steve Thrilling,
Frank Damis, Harry Mayer, Harold Rodner ... • P. W. Andrews, prexy of Dictograph Products, will play Santa Claus
tomorrow at the company offices
with beard and costume
he will distribute the bonus checks to the staff in the best Kris
Kringle manner

«

«

«

»

»

»

charge of foreign sales for Republic, yesterday revealed signing of
contracts for this new distribution
agreement for the coming year.

Western Electric Votes
$1.50 a Share Dividend
(Continued from Page 1)

that this dividend was declared after consideration of the provisions
of the Federal Revenue Act of 1936
with respect to the tax on undistributed profits and should not be
taken as an indication of a continuing dividend policy.

N. Y. Sales Tax Hearing
Deferred Till February 12
(Continued from Page

1)

ruling on the New York City two
per cent sales tax, hearing in the
Court of Appeals at Albany will not
take place until February, it was
stated yesterday. The hearing had
previously been scheduled for next
month. Wood will argue the appeal
for the majors.

Plan Two Raleigh Houses
Raleigh, N. C. — Two motion picture theaters are planned here by
North Carolina Theaters, Inc., one
to cost $100,000 and the other approximately $25,000. Earle G. Stillwell, of Hendersonville, is architect.

it

DATE BOOK >»

Dec. 24: Fox Westcoasters Club dinner and
revue, the Ambassador Hotel, Hollywood.
Dec. 24:mas party.
Warner

Club of Cleveland, Christ-

Dec. 28: Frank D. Drew
Cleveland,
O.
Dec. 29:
Hall,

testimonial dinner,

Yellow Dogs holiday party, Old Town
Denver.

Dec. ner-dance.
31: Kansas City, Mo., Variety Club dinDec. 31: Boston Friar's Club
Eve Frolic, Hotel
Statler.
Jan. 4:

New

Year's

Installation of officers by Washington Variety Club, Willard Hotel.

Jan. 5: Kansas City (Mo.) Variety Club ball,
Pla Mor
ballroom.
Jan. 7: Inauguration of the Adolph Zukor
Silver Jubilee
Sales Drive.
Jan. 8-10: Paramount production conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Jan. 9: Stagehands
New Haven.

Union ball, Hotel Taft.

Jan. 16: I.T.O.A. annual party, the Waldorf
Astoria.
Feb. 3: Motion Picture Research Council's
benefit performance of Ballet Russe, Oakland, Cal.
Feb. dorf-Astoria.
13: Columbian
April 9:

Club formal dance, Wal-

Annual ball of the Pre» Photographers at the Hotel
Commodore.
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WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Y royal appointment, no less, Lew
Pollack and Sidney Mitchell are
now official song-writers for the
Dionne quintuplets.
The 20th Century-Fox tune team
was selected for the honor by David Kroll, Canadian minister of public welfare, who represents the English crown's guardianship of the beloved quins.
When Kroll visited Hollywood resee the and
Quins'Mitchell
"Reunion",
he metcently toPollack
and

V

asked them to do a song on the children. "Like Five Little Peas in a
Pod" was their answer and Kroll
has arranged for the sheet music to
carry the pictures of the Dionnes,
a privilege for which publishers
have bid unsuccessfully as high as
$10,000.
T

T

T

Paramount today announced that
Ketti Gallian, contract player, will
be loaned to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
to play a role▼ in "Espionage".
r
T
Filming of Warners' "The King
and the Chorus Girl," starring Fernand Gravet, will be completed
about Dec. 30. Gravet, who is teamed with Joan Blondell in the production, will remain in Hollywood
about a week after shooting is completed to make any retakes that may
be necessary, then will leave for
New York. He plans to sail for
France on January 16, as he is
scheduled to be in Paris on January
27 to start work in a new French
pictui'e.States
He later
will in
return
United
1937. to the
T

T

T

Meeting at the Selznick International Studio in Culver City, consuls
of four leading nations presented
David O. Selznick with the 1936 gold
award of the League of Nations for
his motion picture production, "Little Lord Fauntleroy". The consuls
who presented the award on behalf
of the League's motion picture committee were P. E. Evans of England; the Marquis C. Grimaldi, acting consul of Italy; Jean Joseph
Viala of France, and Armando
iFIeury De Barros of Brazil. Mr.
Evans made the presentation, readling also the message from M. Pillat,
permanent secretary of the League's
committee.
▼
▼
T
Clark Gable and Joan Crawford
ave been selected by Metro-Gold[wynMayer
co-star
in "Saratoga,"
an original tostory
by Anita
Loos and
Robert Hopkins, which Bernard Hyrnan will produce.
T

T

T

T

▼

T

Ben Welden has been added to the
:ast of "Marked Women," now in
production with Bette Davis staring.
Bull Montana, the "Bool" of silent
ilm days, whose rough physiognomy
las graced — if "graced" is the word
—many pictures, is making a come-

•

•

\A/ESLEY

Introducing Interesting Personalities:
RUGGLES.

No.

13

•

•

Top-flight film director, a distinction won by 19 years

" ' of hard work.
Native of Los Angeles, but was raised in 'Frisco, where
he early manifested interest in the theater.
First a stock player.
Organized
Ruggles' Minstrels which finally stranded. First
film job was in 1914 with Mack Sennett's Keystoners. Successively was props, film editor,
assistant director, director. "Joined up" with
Uncle Sam at the outbreak of the war, served
in France two years, came home a first lieutenant. Then back to Hollywood and a job with

with the first set at the Chicago
Stadium Dec. 25-27.
▼
T
T
Paul Guilfoyle is tripling at RKO

Radio, appearing in "Escadrille'*,
"Michael Strogoff" and "The RobT
T
ber Barons".T
W. Ray Johnston's Sterling Pictures will make "Numbered Woman" by Harrison Jacobs and "False
Colors", latter written by James
Edward Grant and Lew Lipton as
"Off Color".
V

T

T

Highlights o' the days news —
John Boles, returning to Universal
City
today, will star in NorVitagraph as Alice Joyce's director. "Discovman Krasna's "As Good as Marered" Jack Oakie for "Finder's Keepers." Wellried", Edward Buzzell directing
remembered for his "Cimarron," "The Gilded
Conrad Nagel turns director with
"Lily," "The Bride Comes Home." Brother of
assignment to "Love Takes a HoliCharlie Ruggles.
Hair, dark. Eyes, brown.
day" by Grand National Allan
Dwan will direct Mignon Eberhart's "Dead Yesterday" for 20th
"23 y2 Hours' Leave", did not get Century-Fox . Siegfried Rumannj
back. He will appear as a "slug- the
has been signed to a long-term 20th
lead but he did get the second Century-Fox
contract.
nutty" fighter in Joe E. Brown's first
comedy under the RKO Radio ban- lead and a term contract with the
▼
▼
▼
Douglas
MacLean
Production
Due
s.
ner, "When's Your Birthday?"
Sally Eilers and James Dunn
to the illness of Director John G.
T
▼
▼
have begun their second co-starring
Robert Young will be borrowed Blystone, MacLean has postponed picture
for Universal. It is entitled
from M-G-M by Paramount to play the start of filmin gof "23 V2 Hours' "We've Had Our Moments" and is
the leading male role opposite Claud- Leave" until Jan. 4.
by Charles F. Belden and FredT
▼
»
ette Colbert in "I Met Him In Paris,"
erick Stephani. The director is Alshortly after the New Year. Wesley
Permanent release title for "Mule
fred Werker, who directed "The
Ruggles will produce and direct the Skinner", the Columbia outdoor
ofis Edmund
Rothschild".
The propicture, which is based on a story by drama starring Charles Starrett, House ducer
Grainger.
The
Helen Meinhardi and a screen play which is nearing completion, will be principal supporting cast includes
"Westbound Mail". Rosalind Keith Mischa Auer, Warren Hyman and
by Claude Binyon.
plays opposite the star.
v
T
T
T
T
T
Marjorie
Gateson.
V
V
T
Maurice Hill, young medical stuUniversal is delaying the start
dent who flew out to California
Charles Freeman, writer, went to
from New York to make a test for of "St. Moritz" to permit Jack work for Universal and is collabthe stellar role in Douglas Mac- Dunn, English Olympic skating
orating with Arthur Rothafel on an
Lean's fox-thcoming
production
of champ, to make a series of p.a.'s, untitled original story for Boris
Karloff.
r
▼
▼
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
Morris Safier has closed a contract with Burroughs-Tarzan PicPai-amount Distributors office will
tures, whereby he will handle the
Dickenson Theatres, Inc., have
hold its Christmas party today.
B. A. Proulx, bianch manager for promoted Mark Jenkins from assist- distribution of "Tundra" and "The
of Santa Fe" in the Northant manager of the Dickenson Thea- Phantom
Paramount in Hong Kong, and Mrs.
west territory as road show attracProulx are vacationing in the U. S.
ter at Lawrence, Kan. to manager tions.
and
T
T
▼
son. Canada during the holiday sea- of their house at Hiawatha. B. K.
Casting
assignments:
Selznick
Larry Killingsworth of the Plaza Brown, formerly manager of the International— Joseph Schildkraut,
Theater, Hillsborough, Calif.; A. latter, has been transferred to Ells- "A Star is Born"; Albert Wayne
Angle, Dos Palos Theater; Boyce
worth, Kan.
Sweatt, "Tom Sawyer"; 20th CenAllen of Bowller Creek; and Evert
Thitry-eight employees of the
tury-Fox — Joan Davis, "Nancy
Howell, Monachi Theater, PorterSteele Is Missing"; Miles Mander,
ville Town, are recent Film Row Midland Theater will receive Francis
Ford
and John Carradine,
visitors.
bonuses this week ranging from one "The Last Slaver"; Grand National— Murray Alper, Wally Maher
to two weeks' pay according to the and Pat Gleason, "23 '/2 Hours
length of service.
BOSTON
Leave"; Columbia — Frances Morris,
Part of the site of the Downtown Sherdy Hall and Budd Fine, "Woman in Distress"; RKO Radio — i
Harry Asher has opened new of- Theater has been purchased by Elfices at 50 Piedmont St.
"Miss Customs'
mer Rhoden, division manager here Joyce Compton,
▼ ▼
»
for
the
Fox-Midwest
Theaters.
The
Eli Leavitt, Warner's home ofWarners
are considering
giving
fice representative, has been ap- house along with the Tower Theater
George Brent the leading role in
pointed office manager at the War- across the alley is operatd by the "Gold Is Where You Find It," their
Agent".
ner Bros.' exchange here.
Rewot Corporation, a subsidiary of forthcoming screen version of the
Matty Simons, salesman for 20th Fox Midwest Theaters and in gain- remarkable Cosmopolitan Magazine story by Clemens Ripley. Mr.
Cenutry-Fox, married Marsha Kaning title to this property Rhoden Ripley is now adapting his novel
becomes landlord to his employers, i for filming.
tor yesterday
in Brookline.
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AND THE TRADE PRESS
SECONDS THE MOTION!
"So arrestingly different, so highly suspenseful and so powerful that it
will attract and interest a large public and can be profitably exploited
through the full range of houses!"

— Hollywood

Reporter

"Tense spy story off the beaten track. Carries a lot of suspense. Holds
one's attention throughout!"
—Film Daily

PETER
BRIAN

LORRE
DONLEVY

HELEN WOOD
RALPH AAORG£_
THOMAS BECK
Directed by Malcolm St. Clair
Associate Producer Samuel G. Engel. Screen
play by Charles Kenyon
and Sam Minfz.
Original story by John Goodrich. Song
Gallants" by Sidney Clare and Her'

YDS HELD FOR 5TH WEEK AT ASTOR,

THE
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probability that the corner would be
turned in another year. In this connection, itwas significant that The
Film Daily was advised by the
Federal Communications Commission that hearings
allocation of
television channels on
for commercial
purposes might be anticipated sometime in 1937. Approximately 12
(Continued from Page 1)
television experimental stations now
cent.
In
Chicago,
one
of
the
larghold
FCC
licenses.
approximate
investment of $26,500,000.
est film "markets," a 20 per cent
First of the major circuits to ap- gain was reported. In Seattle as
GB Deal Still Hangs Fire
praise the gains in prosperity as well as Omaha, a 25 per cent advance was reported.
Surveyin
g the American scene
an "open sesame" to expansion was
As the year drew to a close, there from the international viewpoint in
Paramount, which officially announced in early December that an was a noticeable tendency on the the fading weeks of 1936 the headexpansion move of national propor- part of exhibitors in some areas to
lines to stand out in sharpest relief
tions was in the making. Local
prices to meet in- are those which trace the fastconditions will determine whether adjust box-office
creased costs and cash in on the
well nigh bewildering asthe company will lease or build to improved financial situation. The changing,
pects of the several deals for the
swell the year-end total of 1,500 average admission price for 1936, control of Gaumont British.
theaters.
however, was only .22 and that was
The eventualities are still undisFeature production in the United a gain of only .01 since 1932.
closed and the voiced interpretations
States during 1936 roughly will
The use of "flesh" in picture the- of American and English principals
stand at 500, or approximately 25
aters during 1936 showed no marked remain at variance. Despite the
less than in 1935. Importation of
foreign features also reveals a fall- change. If the booking of acts presence in the United States at this
ing off. For 1936, the figure is 213. dropped,dicate,
astherethe
figures in- time of Isidore and Maurice Ostrer,
wasagents'
a corresponding
In the preceding year, there was a
and the naturally ensuine- confergain in the number of exhibitors
ences both in New York and Hollyhigh of 241.
who resorted to local talent for
wood, the final headlines may not
"draw."
40 English Features
appear in the world press until
Bank Night, Screeno and similar 1937.
England again was the most important source of important fea- b. o. stimulating devices became
It is the considered opinion of
tures, with about 40 being released more firmly entrenched in 1936 and
Nicholas
M. Schenck of Loew's that
here. German pictures brought over while there was increased discus- the arrangement
made between the
sion of the wisdom of double fea- Ostrer Brothers, his own company
were more numerous — in the neighborhood of 70 — but their exhibition
tures, the problem remains over for
and 20th Century-Fox through
was restricted largely to the smaller 1937 consideration and perhaps which
the American companies
even still later solution.
foreign-language theaters.
would acquire substantial interest
Up to mid-December, other forApproximately 5,000 American in GB (with the ramifications both
eign features released here stood as theaters were using Bank Night in significant and obvious) is in fact
follows :
late 1936, but the future of the de- a deal.
Mexican, 26; Italian, 20, French,
vice was menaced by an adverse deThe place GB bids fair to occupy
cision of the U. S. Circuit Court
15; Russian, 13; Hungarian, 12;
in
the American scheme of things
of
Appeals
in
Colorado.
That
the
Swedish, 7; Polish, 4; Czechoslovakia^ 2; Spanish, 2; Argentinian, 1; legality of the plan eventually might was brought in to the spotlight by
Austrian, 1; Chinese, 1; Irish, 1; be a matter for determination by news developments in late 1936.
First, there was the announcement
Palestinian, 1; Mongolian,
1.
the nation's highest court was indi- that the sales organization on this
cated.
There was, during the year, an
side would serve a minimum of
increase in the number of film
Duals Problem
Stays
5,000 accounts. Secondly, there was
houses devoted exclusively to exthe statement by Herbert Wilcox as
Those opposed to double features he
hibition of foreign pictures. Nearly
closed an American visit that
30 American cities had one or more found comfort in several develophe
was
prepared to urge all British
of such theaters.
ments in the production sphere, notably announcements that budgets producers to utilize GB as a reCost of production in American
film studios for 1936 advanced from would be materially increased to pictures.leasing
He agency
setfor
an "worthwhile"
example by
$125,000,000 to about $135,000,000, permit additional numbers of Class own.
signing
a
contract
for five of his
A pictures. Such announcements
it is estimated. Important factors came
from Samuel Goldwyn and
in bringing the jump were:
from Sam Briskin of RKO Radio.
First, increased budgets by maIt was Wilcox's further important
that old resistance to Britjors for the current year's product,
Unanimity of opinion in Holly- finding
pictures had disappeared from
and the fact that more so-called
wood, of course, was not to be ex- the ish
American
market. That other
pected and some major studios
"big pictures" were on schedules.
Secondly, advances in studio frankly were considering an in- Britons similarly are convinced that
wages and salaries.
crease in the number of "B" films the United States offers golden opThirdly, the number of new star for 1937-8 — this on the assumption
portunities was indicated by the incorporation of British National of
personalities contracted by majors that double programs would persist.
at nominal salaries has not been The majors' anticipated move was America by Lord Ragnor and the
sufficient to offset pay-rises accord- regarded with dismay by indepen- announcement of its plans to make
ed to established stars.
dent producers who saw a possible lease.
at least 10 pictures for major re10 P. C. Attendance Gain
curtailed
mai'ket for their own pictures.
Attendance increase in film theaWith quarterly and yearly fiscal
ters for the year is estimated at 10
Here and there, in widely scat- statements attesting unmistakably
per cent, bringing the weekly total to
tered spots, exhibitors experimented to the improved economic condition
88,000,000. With the upswing con- with triple-feature policies. How- of the American industry and with
tinuing, another 10 per cent increase
ever, in only one city did the idea film securities moved from new
is the minimum anticipated for make noticeable progress. The ex- high to new high during late 1936,
1937.
ception was Kansas City, Mo., where even such disconcerting situations
Sectional increases in business in at one time four theaters had adopt- as that evolving from the Spanish
ed the policy.
some cases run well ahead of the
revolt fail to noticeably affect the
national rate. In Detroit area, the
While television in 1936 remained promise for 1937.
figure was up to 25 per cent. In in the experimental stage, demonSplendidly equipped with manPittsburgh the advance was up to
strations and tests brought assurpower, alertly guided, the industry
ance that its commercial debut was
30 per cent. In the Gulf States,
the range was from 10 to 30 per "just around the corner," with the is set to respond to the signal "Full

ERPI LICENSING DATA American Film Industry Looks Forward
FCC HEARING FEATURE
To Epochal '37 as Recovery Advances
and Clayton anti-trust acts in re{Continued from Page 1)

gard to sound recording in the motion picture field. As a result, Erpi
made modifications in its license
agreement with the producers which
satisfied RCA that it could compete
for recording business and also
granted RCA certain additional patent rights in compensation for damages, it was brought out yesterday
by Samuel Becker, special counsel
for the Federal Communications
Commission in its investigation of
the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and its subsidiaries.
Becker showed by producing correspondence wnitten by Arthur W.
Kelly, vice president of United Artists, David Sarnoff, RCA president,
and others that RCA had been finding difficulty in 1930, 1931, and 1932
in selling producers to record on its
equipment because under a provision in the Erpi agreement, Erpi
licensees who distributed the picture would have to pay a second
royalty to Erpi. RCA repeatedly
sought to have Erpi end this double royalty payment because it
pointed out that under its crosslicensing agreement with the Amer.
Tel. & Tel. Co., it was permitted to
use all A. T. & T.'s patents in the
field of sound reproduction. Finally
in Julv 1932, Erpi consented to
modify the clause providing for double royalties but only in cases
where producers distributed pictures
recorded on RCA equipment.
Figures introduced in evidence
showed that Erpi earned a profit of
$1,100,000 from servicing theaters
in 1930, $965,000 in 1931, $1,062,000
in 1933 and had losses in 1935 and
1936 when it dropped the compulsory servicing clause in a great
many theater contracts.

SOUTHWEST

TEXAS

San Antonio's newest theater, The
Diamond Horseshoe, has opened.
A. M. (Pappy) Cauble, Texas
roadshow man, accompanied by his
wife, and J. J. Jimenez, Jr., of Latin
American Film Exchange, San Antonio, have returned from old Mexico.
San Antonio visitors: Sam Amaldenado of the Rio, San Diego, Tex.,
Clarke Spruce, Dallas, Bob Bauer,
Laredo.
Robert Moses, formerly with Goodall Theater Supply Co., Santone, has
organized his own band, The Four
Notes.

German School Films
Berlin — Since 1934 German studios have produced 130 pictures designed for elementary schools,
while 109 more are now in work.
Nine pictures have been made for
professional schools with 19 more
in the making. For colleges, 80
pictures have been made and 138
are in various stages of production.
In use in the various schools are
11,400 substandard sound reproducing apparatuses.

speed ahead 1"

YEAH . . .

BUT HOW
ABOUT
/

OTHER
GUY?
Sure, you're silling on top of the heap this year. Business
booming as it hasn't boomed since the gay days of 1928 . . . boxoffice grosses mounting... a real Merry Christmas for you and for
your family . . . the seven lean years over . . . prosperity right here
for you. ..yeah... but how about the other guy... the lad who
hasn't been able yet to make his comeback . . . the film man who
needs not any fancy luxury but the very necessities of life.
You don't know such a man? Well, the Film Daily Relief
Funds does know him and it also knows how to help him without red tape, without embarrassment. How about giving that
other guy a break this first Christmas of the New Prosperity!

(Checks, money-orders or cash should be mailed to Film Daily Relief Fund,
1630 Broadway, New York City)
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* Reviews o$ tke> VUw Films*
"LADY FROM

with Mary Astor, Charles Quigley
Columbia
57 Mins.
LIVELY LITTLE NUMBER HAS GOOD
MIXTURE OF ROMANCE, RUSTIC ATMOSPHERE AND MOB STUFF.
Made for the pop vote, with Mary Astor
featured with a good-looking newcomer
possessed of a pleasing personality, Charles
Quigley. The story is of trifling importance,
but manages to hold the interest, with good
suspense in a thrill climax. Mary is a
witness to a murder in the big town, and
escapes to a small town in Connecticut,
where she falls under the chivalrous protection of the country lad who is ambitious
to be a big town reporter. She tells him
she is the daughter of a New York millionaire, running away from a marriage with
a titled foreigner. The papers are full of
the accounts of the rich girl's disappearance, so the young lad and the two old
cronies she boards with, believe her yarn.
Meanwhile the mobster and his gang are
hot on her trial and finally locate her and
start back with her to the city. A lot of
romance and mix-up here, with the country
hero sore when she makes believe the
mobster is the foreign title she ran away
from, but of course she is doing it to
save his life. Then into the thrill finish,
with the farmers for miles around blocking
all the roads so the mobster and his gang
cannot escape. It will get by with nottoo-critical audiences.

FOREIGN

Rex Bell in

NOWHERE"

"STORMY

with Bob
Chandler,
Grand

TRAILS"

Hodges,
Lois Wilde,
Lane
Earl Dwire, Lloyd Ingraham

National

58

mins.

GENERALLY ENTERTAINING WESTERN WHOSE STAR AND STORY WILL
SATISFY ACTION
FANS.
Produced by the Messrs. Max and Arthur
Alexander of Colony Pictures, this one
packs its share of flying hoofs, barking
guns, intrigue, danger and romance, with
Rex Bell providing the heroics in generally
exciting scenes. E. B. Mann's story "Stampede" forms basis for all the wild and
woolly doings, but cattle (which are about
the only mammals left on the plains with
stampeding proclivities) are not much in
evidence, because the screenplay apparently called for them to do their bolting
just before dawn. Thus audiences are
robbed of the spectacle of a good oldfashioned stampede, for in the hesitant,
first light of morning the camera only
faintly records the cattle on the loose.
But this is only an episode. The backbone
of the story is the attempt by a gang,
versatile in the ways of crime, to grab
Rex Bell's mortgaged ranch. They raid his
property, kill his brother and perpretrate
all sorts of black misdeeds. In melodramatic manner he gives back more than they

Cast: Mary Astor, Charles Quigley,
Thurston Hall, Victor Killian, Spencer
Charters, Norman Willis, Gene Morgan,
Rita LeRoy, Claudia Coleman, Matty Fain,
John Tyrell.
Director, Gordon Wiles; Screenplay, Fred
Niblo, Jr., Arthur Strawn, Joseph Krumgold;
Editor, James Sweeney; Cameraman, Henry
Freulich.

can dish out, avenging brother's murder,
hunting down the culprits and winning the
heart and hand of Lois Wilde, — who is, it
must be stated, a very satisfactory leading
lady. Action picture addicts will find film
generally entertaining, despite spotty photography. But direction is solid and performances by supporting players right up
to snuff.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Very Good.

Cast: Rex Bell, Bob Hodges, Lois Wilde,
Lane Chandler, Earl Dwire, Lloyd Ingraham,
Karl Hacket, Earl Ross, Murdock McQuarrie, Jimmy Aubrey, Roger Williams.
Director, Sam Newfield; Author, E. B.
Mann; Screenplay, Phil Dunham; Editor,
Charles Henkel.

Court Cuts Attachment
Sum in Anti-Trust Suit
Boston — At a hearing in Federal
District Court here, Judge Sweeney
reduced a request for a $200,000
attachment to $15,000 in the aggregate in the anti-trust suit brought
by Sanford Theater Corp., against
Publix NETOCO, New England
Theaters, Inc., M. & P. Theaters,
Inc., Martin J. Mullin and Samuel
Pinanski.
This was one of the four antitrust suits, which totaled $600,000,
brought by the present and past
owners of the Humboldt Theater,
Roxbury. This particular suit for
$200,000 was the only one in which
a request for attachment had been
made.

Film Club at Yale
New Haven— The first Film Club
to be organized at Yale University,
has had its inception in the Graduate
School foreign language departments,
and plans to present four foreign
films this year at Strathcona Hall,
one of the University buildings.

Direction, Good.

Photography, Spotty.

Interborough Circuit Buys GB
Geo. W. Weeks, GB General Sales
Manager, announces the closing of
a product deal with Interborough
Circuit, Brooklyn, which has contracted for GB's entire current program. The deal was negotiated by
Jack Hattem of Interborough, and
Irving Landes of the GB New York
exchange.

"HAROM SARKANY" ("Three Spinsters"), Hungarian dialogue film; a Harmonia production; directed by Laszlo Vajda,
with Maria Lazar, Gabor Rajnay, Joseph
Juhasz, et al., in cast. Presented at the
Modern Playhouse.
Peppy, well-balanced production featuring story of triangular love affair in which
a comparatively young father and his son
are rivals for the affections of an attractive
actress. Latter role is played excellently
by Maria Lazar. Dialogue is lively, photography interesting, and general entertainment values are of superior quality.

SHORTS
"Jungle Jim"Each chapter,
Universal
20 mins.
(A Serial)
This serial has plenty of readymade drawing power, for it is based
on the newspaper
strip by Alex
Raymond.
The locale is the African
jungle.
First three chapters sizzle
with melodramatic punch and the
tempo is very fast.
Fine cast of
principals, with Grant Withers as
Jungle Jim; Betty Jane Rhodes as
the white jungle girl; Raymond Hatton, Evelyn Brent, Henry Brandon
and Bryant Washburn.
Two safaris
start into the jungle, headed by men
with opposing
interests.
One is
searching for the missing heiress
to an American
fortune, believed
to be the Lion Goddess, a white
girl who was shipwrecked as a babe
with her mother years before.
A
villainous relative of the girl wants
to put her out of the way so he
will inherit the fortune.
Jungle
Jim is out to find the heiress and
tell her the truth, and also avenge
the murder
of his partner by a
member of the other safari. Arrived
in the lion country, the two factions tangle in all sorts of devilment
and heroics, with the Lion Goddess
taking
sides
with the hero,
of
course.
The first three chapters
are loaded with meller and all sorts
of thrills and suspense.
Taking all
angles into consideration,
here is
a serial made by experts that has
all the ingredients
to hold the
youngsters
right
through
the
chapters — if they keep up the hot
pace of the first three. Screen play
by Wyndham
Gittens, Norma
S.
Hall and Ray Trampe.
Directed by
Ford Beebe and Cliff Smith. Photographed by Jerry Ash.

Variety Club Ball Jan. 5
Burkhardt's Brother Dead

&

ft

"Knights for a Day"
(Meany, Miny, Moe Cartoon)
Universal
7 mins.
Good Xmas Spirit

For the Christmas season the
monks start out to sing carols and
wind up doing a kindly deed for
the Wido Duck and her kids. The
stockings were empty for the four
babes, so the three monks go to
the rich Henrietta Hen's home and
move out the Christmas tree and
all the presents to the home of
the poor Duck family. Mrs. Hen
forgives all when she sees how
happy
with thethe
toys.Duck youngsters are
"Stranger Than Fiction"
Universal
9 mins.
Unusual
The collection of shots of odd doings, of unusual sights and extraordinary occurrences, makes a onereeler that holds plenty of entertainment. An inventor's air-conditioning device for automobiles, just
patented. A shepherd dog works a
treadmill to pump water on a dry
farm. A lamppost factory, where
each one is tested to see if it can
resist being hit by an auto. A blind
youth in California building himself
a modern boat, doing every bit of
the complicated work himself. A
dog that climbs trees like a monkey, in Colorado. A bee-man who
has swarms of bees that are practically stingless, and this fact he
demonstrates
conclusively. Other
esting.
subjects equally novel and inter-

"Stranger Than Fiction" No. 30
Universal
9 mins.
Oddities
A very good assortment of fads
and fancies of all sorts of people.
There is the gent who spends a fortune collecting all sorts of decorative elephants, with over 2,000 in
30 years of search. The unique
lemonade underground spring at
San Andres, California. The women
with a mink farm. A chap in Connecticut with his own fire department that is better than the local
one. An African fish that buries
itself in mud for the winter. There
are several more, equally unique
and entertaining.

Gonzales Takes Three

Kansas City, Mo.— Monday night,
C. Gonzales of Reliable Film ExProvidence — With Howard Burk- Jan. 5 has been set as the date for
port Co. has contracted for the
hardt called to Baltimore by death the annual Variety Club Ball to be
world rights on "Una Mujer En
of a brother, Frank Murphy from
the State, Boston, is subbing as held at the Pla Mor ball room. Gen- Venta", an all-Spanish talkie made
eral chairman Arthur Cole, Paramanager of Loew's State. Robert
has almount office manager has selected in Mexico. Mr. Gonzales
Etchberger, State's assistant manager, is back on that job after a George Baker of the Electric Theater
ready sold a number of Latin-Amermonth in Boston in a switch which
countries on this picture. Gonican
entertainment
the
of
as chairman
zales has also contracted for two
sent Joe Boyle from the State, Bos- committee; and Frank Hensler,
ton, here for a fortnight as assistant M-G-M manager as chairman of the all-colored star pictures entitled
manager.
ticket committee.
"Harlem is Heaven" with Bill Robinson, and "The Vicious Circle".
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6 New Motion Picture
Enterprises Chartered
Albany — Six new motion picture
enterprises have received charters of
incorporation in this state, it is
announced by Secretary of State Edward J. Flynn.
In conjunction with these new
concerns, the Leon Production Company, originally incorporated under
the laws of Delaware, has been authorized to engage in a general
theatrical business in this State. The
company has a capital of $15,000
and will locate its principal office at
55 Cedar Street. K. Martin is vicepresident of the company.
A list of the new film firms follow:
Who's Who Pictures, Inc., Manhattan. Motion pictures; capital, 198
shares of stock. Shareholders: Harry
G. Kosch, Joseph Schwartz and Harriet Marguiles, New York.
Anchor Pictures Corporation,
Manhattan. Motion pictures; capital,
100 shares of stock. Shareholders:
Karl S. Lowenthal, S. E. Sidney and
August Bacolini.
Emerson Pictures Corporation,
New York. Screen production; capital, ten shares no par. Shareholders:
Betty Kashare, Pearl Portney and
Henrietta Schwartz, New York.
Schine Hamilton, Corporation,
Gloversville. Motion picture theaters :
capital, ten shares of stock. Shareholders: F. D. Thompson, F. Barter
and M. Glockner, Gloversville, N. Y.
Factograph Film Corporation,
New York. Motion pictures; capital,
100 shares preferred at $100 and 200
shares common no par value. Shareholders: Bernard Brownstein, Albert
Blumenthal and Jacob Stein, New
York.
Mattydale Amusement Corporation, Syracuse. Capital, 200 shares
of stock, Shareholders: Rose Byer,
Freda Kilman and Alice H. Levey,
Syracuse.

NEWS

of the DAY

St. Louis — The Stamm Construction Co. has been awarded the general contract for improvements to
the 750-seat Roxy Theater. Work
will cost about $10,000.
St. Louis — Loew's St. Louis Realty & Amusement Co. and Loew's
Dayton Theater Company, owners
of Loew's Theater building at
Eighth Street and Washington Avenue, has awarded the contract for
alterations to the 3-story building
estimated to cost upwards of $15,000 to the Lamb Construction Co.
of New York City.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ray June, Chairman
bf the Academy Technicians Branch
Photographic Section, announces the
ippointment of a Committee on
Cinematographic Award Nomina;ions Rules. Serving on it are: John
Arnold, Joseph August, George
Crane, Edward Cronjager, Arthur
Ddeson, George Joseph Folsey, Jr.,
Fred Gage, Merritt B. Gerstad,
Thomas Ingman, Ray June, E. B.
VIcGreal, Virgil Miller, Victor Miller, Hal Mohr, Ira Morgan, J. M.
^ickolaus, Karl Struss, John Swain,
Toseph Valentine, Joseph Walker,
Vernon Walker, and Ray Wilkinson.

CLEVELAND
John Urbansky, local circuit
wner, and Mrs. Urbansky sail Feb.
a six week's
Georgic for an
1 on the South
ports.
Americ
Bruise to
Cleveland
left
who
I Stuart Cagney
as man|o join the Schine circuit has
been
ger of a house in Piqua,
Ky, as
transferred to Lexington,

hands of a board of directors representing majority control of Beecroft Building Co. when Federal
Judge Patrick T. Stone approved
the final decree in reorganization
proceedings.
Kansas City, Mo. — Commonwealth Theaters Inc., has opened
the Uptown Theater in Carrolton.
House was recently acquired from
Mrs. Ethel Johnson.

Republic's New York exchange
has sold the company's entire 193637 line-up features, westerns and
serials to the Interboro Circuit in
Brooklyn situations and to the Hobart Theaters in Woodside, L. I.
and the College Theater in College
Point, L. I.
The company's San Francisco
branch has sold the 1936-37 features
and westerns, and the entire line-up
of 1937-38 serials to the Golden
State and T. & T. Circuit in 64 situations.

INDIANAPOLIS

Kansas City, Mo. — Reeds Porter,
formerly assistant manager of the
Granada Theater in Kansas City,
J. C. Stuckey, Montpelier, Ind.,
Kansas has taken over the Mission has acquired the Mystic, at Warren.
Theater at Shawnee, Kans., and last
Tony Wilhelm has been made
Putnam, Conn. — Henry Phaneuf
manager of the main Theater,
will lease a 600-seat theater which week purchased the St. John Thea- Lafayette, Ind.
ter, here, formerly owned by Emanwill be built according to his specifiRoy E. Fox is the new manager
uel Rolsky, president of the local
cations immediately after the first
ITOA, who sold it to Albert Charon of the Logan Theater in Noblesville.
of the year. Phaneuf, operator of only
A bookers stag party will be given
a few months ago.
the Jodoin, Baltic, and recently
by Tom (Deacon) Baker, of the
elected to the State Legislature, has
Indianapolis — The Ritz Amuse- Affiliated Theater's, Inc., Thursday
been eyeing this situation for some
ments, Inc., North Vernon, Ind., has night in the Hotel Severin.
time.
Ted Nicholas, manager of the
been incorporated by Albert Thompson, William Fitzgerald and Vivian Lyric Theater, here, won the IndianMadison, Conn. — Bids have gone Thompson to operate motion picture
apolis Athletic Club's "Mississippi
out for the new 600-seat Colonial theaters.
Marathon." He was presented with
theater to be built by Leo Bonoff of
a diamond studded medal.
Madison in Saybrook, with work
St. Louis — The St. Louis AmuseHarry Schwartz, has joined the
starting after the new year.
ment Co. has reopened its Kingsland sales force of Big Feature Rights
Theater.
Corp., as a special salesman.
Pittsburgh— Walter Davis, former assistant manager of the Strand
Theater, was transferred to Warner's booking department here to
succeed Jack Bernhardt who left
for the coast and a position with
Smart, but not snobbish. ContinenMervyn LeRoy's production unit.
tal, yet conservative. Diplomatic in
Mt. Dora, Fla. — The Mount Dora
service . . . democratic in price.
theater is scheduled for opening
Home of:
Christmas Day, according to Jack
New Restaurant de la Paix and
Fitzwater who is in charge of the
world famous RUMPELMAYER'S
Sparks' interests in Mt. Dora and
Eustis.

POPULAR

SINGLE

Sarasota, Fla. — Edwards Theater
June Names Committee
here is now called the Florida, a
On Nominations Rules step in a new Sparks' policy whereWest

Republic East and West 11
Exchanges Close Deals

by the principal theaters of the circuit throughout the state will bear
that denomination.

Toronto, Ont.— A new $40,000 theater is being erected on King St.,
North, for Premier Operating Corp.,
Ltd., and Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Ltd.
Leaside, Ont.— A new $50,000 theater has been erected here by Harry
Davidson of Toronto.
Madison, Wis. — Operation of the
Orpheum, Strand and Parkway
theaters was placed directly in the
manager of the Ben Ali theater.
Loew's State and Stillman theaters have resumed Friday openings.
The Warner Club of Cleveland
will hold a Christmas party on
Thursday in the Club Rooms.
Earl Seitz, president of the Wadsworth Enterprises, announces work
will start immediately on construction of a new 550-seat theater to be
erected on the site of the present
Ford Garage.

ROOMS

SPECIAL

PICTURE

from $3.50... DOUBLE
MONTHLY

RATES

$5.00
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Foreign Field
2 Para. Films Liked in India

Time is Short to Help the Relief Fund;

Timely Topics

List?
on fromContributors'
Is Your Name(Continued
Page 1)

Pictures Must Appeal to
Today's Audience — Zanuck
cases on the Relief Fund rolls is a Committee has not reached the nec-

Bombay — "The General Died at PRIVILEGE.
essary quota to take care of the
Dawn" and "The Texas Rangers"
sincerely hope that you will cases needing immediate help.
proved big box-office attractions in be We
So this is the next to the Last
numbered among the Privileged
Calcutta, Bombay and Rangoon, ac- Ones before the lists close Christ- Call. Are you with us ? Then shoot
cording to Charles Ballance, Paracheck NOW.
Thank you.
mas. The need is very urgent. The that ROLL
THE HONOR
mount's general manager in India.
W. H. Clark
Jack
TropPress
Charles C. Moskowitz
Prospect
W. A. Downs
Don
Hancock
Set Hopkins Film Premiere
In Memory of
Maurice Kann
David Palfreyman
London — "Men Are Not Gods"
Irene F. Scott
Walter F. Eberhardt Joseph F. Lee
the Walter Reisch production for
London Films, starring Miriam Moe Streimer
William R. Ferguson
J. S. MacLeod
Hopkins with Gertrude Lawrence, Cresson E. Smith
Jos. R. Vogel
Irving Lesser
Sebastian Show and A. E. MatCharles J. Sonin
thews in the cast, will open at the Walter Reade Theaters Kenneth O'Brien
E. W. Hammons
Pavilion Theater on Dec. 23.
Silas F. Seadler
Toby Gruen
H. J. Ochs
Carl E. Milliken
Robert S. Wolff
Morris Kinzler
$25,000,000 Theater Firm
George Barnet
Bingo Brandt
Al Semels
London — Cinema Ground Rents Rose Karess
Anonymous
Arthur A. Lee
Paul N. Lazarus
and Properties, Ltd., capitalized at Vincent Sardi
$25,000,000, has been chartered here Sam Cohen
Marvin H. Schenck
Therese E. Drazin
to buy and build theaters.
Isaac Weinberg
Joan DuGuerny
David S. Stern
Ben Shlyen
Joe Fliesler
John W. Hicks, Jr.
H. D. Buckley
Directing in London
A. Schneider
Leopold Friedman
Victor J. Morris
London — The Parisian director, H. M. Warner
Miiton Silver
Louis K. Sidney
F. C. Quimby
Edmond T. Greville, is here direct- Ben Amsterdam
ing "No Escape" for Phoenix Films. M. Van Praag
Sam Stern
Heading the cast are Brigitte HorQuigley
Publications
Ben Solomon
W. F. Rodgers
ney and Neil Hamilson.
Ray Johnston
Emil
C.
Jensen
Norman C. Nicholson
Harry M. Bernstein
Herman Robbins
Louis Frisch
Neumade Prods.
Annabella, Veidt Co-starred
Samuel Rinzler
Oscar F. Neu
Roy E. Larsen
London — Annabella, noted Euro- Winfield Andrus
L. A. Farrell
Louis de Rochemont
pean film actress, has been signed
A.
J.
Dash
by Robert T. Kane to co-star with
Harry F. Shaw
Ralph
Conrad Veidt in the New World
Edward Rolan
Finney
George Orth
Hugo K. Kessler
William Brandt
J. George Feinberg
production of "Under the Red Charles G. Whitehead
Robe." Raymond Massey, Romney Jack Skirball
J. H. Gallagher
Harry Brandt
Brent, Sophie Stewart and LawLouis Brandt
C. C. Pettijohn
rence Grant are in the featured Alexander Film Co.
cast.
E. B. Hatrick
E. L. Alperson
George Brandt
Louis Nizer
Haskell M. Masters
J. H. Seidelman
"Chick" Lewis
Insure Films for Exhibs
Lewen Pizor
Hugo Mayer
J. Van Straten
Stella Hamlin
Prague — A new kind of insurance Charles M. Mersereau
Herman Pincus
Louis Semels
is being introduced by local exhib- Jack Levin
itors, an insurance company having Rube Jackter
M. Shapiro
Samuel
Rubenstein
proposed to insure the exhibitors
Budd Rogers
W. F. Barrett
against any damage brought to the Rutgers Neilson
H. F. Krecke
L. A.
J. Schlaifer
films for which they are responsible Florence L. Strauss
J.
Tanney
to distributors. The exhibitors have Emanuel Silverstone
W. S. Caldwell
Albert
O. Bondy
found the idea very interesting and Dewey D. Bloom
Louis Astor
are gladly paying between 300 and Dave Epstein
David
Bernstein
Sam Dembow, Jr.
800 cz. crowns yearly — depending Harold F. Hendee
Lowell Calvert
on the size and class of theater, in
Harry Shiftman
Ben Y. Cammack
order to protect themselves against Don Mersereau
Arnold M. Picker
Edna Sussman
any eventuality.
Max A. Cohen
Albert Warner
W. A. Scully
Addie Dannenberg
William Massce
Pola as Mme. Bovary
Ned E. Depinet
David Barrist
John D. Clark
Thomas D. Goldberg
William Barnett
Berlin — Pola Negri has been Frank C. Walker
Herbert S. Berg
chosen for the long and much cov- Alan F. Cummings
S. Charles Einfeld
Mitchell May, Jr.
eted part in "Madame Bovary," in Richard Brady
Ted Curtis
the German production to be made
Leon
Bamberger
by the Terra Co.
C. W. Bunn
Jay Emanuel
Jerome J. Cohen
E. C. Leeves
Vincent Trotta
Joe
Weil
George Gerhard
Anonymous
Wants U. S. Release
Eugene Picker
N. H. Brower
Vienna — Geza von Bolvary, one Sophie K. Smith
Queen Feature
Bill German
of the most successful German-Aus- Anonymous
Dave Weshner
A. Mike Vogel
trian producers, plans for an un- John A. Schwalm
Willard
S. McKay
Nathan
Hirsh
Service
usually important musical review Edward McNamee
Arthur Eddy
film in which a newcomer, Zarah Renee Carroll
Lester
Ketner
Leander, and Carl Martell are to be Chester B. Bahn
E. A. Schiller
Irving Samuels
starred. Bolvary expects to release
E. M. Saunders
Jimmy
Sileo
this film all over the world, includHenry D. Behr
Gabriel Hess
Bert Sanford, Jr.
ing the United States.
Anonymous

seek their
approval
^/JOTION
pictures
plays from
must
contemporary audiences. The
same could be said of today's
stage play product. It is all
very well for a writer sitting in
an ivory tower, to fashion a
play which, if it fails to find
acceptance with the amusementseeking public, will be hailed by
posterity as a lasting work of
art. It would be suicidal for
the producer to be an accomplice to the writer's purpose.
Producers are not lacking in the
instincts of the critic, but they
must be guided by the inescapable fact that they are the
stewards of a great financial
investment, and unless their
pictures catch the fancy of today's public they and the industry they are responsible for will
be completely ruined. Not the
producers, and not the critics,
but the public is the ultimate
judge of whether a picture is
good or bad. And that is the
public of today, not of tomorrow. That public, it must be
remembered, is seeking not cultural uplift primarily, but
amusement — entertainment.
There are pictures of higher
artistic value that can succeed;
and producers do try to make
them. Film producers are ever
trying to raisetertainment.
the level
enPracticallyofevery
stage play of higher merit that
succeeds in New York — which
is in effect an experimental laboratory— reaches the screen.
— Darryl F. Zanuck,
in the Atlantic Monthly.

Dictograph Prods. Co. Inc.
City Photo Engraving Corp.
In memory of Felix Feist
Neighborhood Theater, Inc.
In Memory of Irving Thalberg
In Memory of Sydney S. Cohen
Ross Federal Service, Inc.
Nate Golden
Dennis R. Smith
Jack Alicoate
Al Lichtman
Harry L. Gold
Thomas J. Connors
Nancy E. Rothacker
Douglas
D. Rothacker
Max
A. Goldberg
William Goldberg
S. S. Braunberg
Charles Rosenzweig
W. A. Wolff
S. Barret McCormick
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Italian Accord Is a Victory for I/. S. Distributors
-A" A Merry Christmas if

if A Merry Christmas if

if A Merry Christmas if

if A Merry Christmas if

if A Merry Christmas if

SEE OSTRERS SAILING HOME WITHOUT U. S. DEAL
if A Merry Christmas *

Sales Levy Extension Kills Ohio Admish. Tax Danger
Bill Continuing Sales Assessment Awaits Gov.'s
Signature
Columbus, 0. — Fear of imposition
of a 10% tax on admissions in Ohio
has been eliminated by passage of a
measure by the Legislature continuing application of the state's three
per cent sales tax to admissions during the life of the sales tax statute.
Provisions for inclusion of motion
picture theater admissions in the
sales levy were to expire on March

Fox Theaters Corp. Creditors Will
Shortly Receive 10 Per Cent. Divvy
Milton C. Weisman, receiver for
Fox Theaters Corp., yesterday disclosed at a hearing before Judge
Martin T. Manton of the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals that a dividend of 10 per cent would be made
to creditors shortly.
Weisman de(Conlinued

(Continued on Page 12)
if A Merry Christmas if

QUESTION WILCOX ON
ERPI'S PARTS POLICY
Hearing yesterday of the Federal
Communication Commission investigation of the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. and its subsidiaries
was consumed with the testimony
of H. G. Wilcox, former Erpi vicepresident in charge of field opera-

The American-Italian film accord,
essential ground work for which was
laid by Will H. Hays on his recent
visit to Rome, is an actuality, final
details of the agreement having
been completed this week, it was
learned yesterday.
Vital points in the agreement, a

Lire, Export 250 Films Under Accord

(Continued on Page 6)

Ain't No Santa?
Chimneys or no chimneys, kindly Kris
Kringle is toting to audiences of Broadway's big pix palaces a pack of choice
screen sugarplums. Xmas finds following feast of features: Strand, "Gold
Diggers of 1937"; Capitol, "After the
Thin Man"; Paramount, "College Holiday"; Rivoli, "Beloved Enemy"; Rialto,
"Jungle Princess"; New Criterion, "Sing
Me A Love Song"; Palace, "Case of the
Black Cat"; with those two holdovers,
"Stowaway" and "Rainbow On the
River," at Roxy and Radio City Music
Hall
respectively.
Who said there ain't
no Santa
Claus!

First, American companies doing
business in Italy may now take out
a maximum of 20,000,000 lire; the
lions.
previous
maximum was eight milon Page
6)
Secondly,

American companies can

Olltrtatmaa

Columbia will whoop up sales with
an annual sales and liquidation campaign to be known as "Columbia's
Montague Sweepstakes," to run
from Jan. 17 to May 1 in tribute to

York
Kent,

Conferences
Schenck

Reported Held

(Continued on Page 6)
if A Merry Christmas if

$245,000 FOR PATHE
BY DUPONT DIVIDEND

decided
victory for U. S. distributors,
are:

(Continued

Columbia's Sales Drive
Pays Montague Tribute

New
With

That the Ostrer brothers, Isidore
and Maurice, will sail from New
Saturday for England withclared that of the $35,000,000 in Yorkout having
worked out any deal with
claims originally filed, only about
20th
Century-Fox
Loew's was
$7,500,000 would be finally allowed. indicated last night.and
So far no EastWeisman asked permission of
ern conferences have been held beJudge Manton to sell the Academy
tween Sidney R. Kent, president of
of Music on East 14th Street, now 20th Century-Fox, Nicholas M.
onoperated
Page 12) by Skouras Theaters. WeisSchenck, who
head figure
of Loew's
and the
brothers
prominently
in
GB. It has been understood that

U. S. Firms Can Take Out 20 Million

(Continued on Page 12)
ir A Merry Christmas if

No

Pathe has received a special dividend of $245,000 through ownership of Dupont
nounced yesterday.stock, it was anFor the first time in several years,
the company has given a Christmas
bonus to all employees.
Michigan City, Ind. — Alex Manta,
president (Continued
of- the onIndiana
IlliPage 6) and
if A Merry Christmas if

The Relief Fund and You

RKO Reorganization Plan
Hearing Up Again Jan. 14

By JACK

Hearing on the proposed RKO reorganization plan was adjourned
yesterday by Federal Judge Bondy
to Jan. 14 on motion of Carlos Israels of White & Case, counsel for
the RKO unsecured creditors' committee,
who said onhePagerequired
fur(Continued
6)

ALICOATE;

A
**

FEW more hours, and 'twill be the Night before Christmas.
Then Christmas itself,
with its happy renewal of family bonds, its bestowal of gifts, its festive spirit.
Yet as you look forward to all this with eager anticipation reminiscent of halfforgotten yesteryears, may we intrude for a moment to say a last word in behalf of
The Film Daily Relief Fund.

•

To you who have contributed, the Committee expresses both its thanks and the
deep gratitude of the many the Fund will assist. To you who are still to respond,
the Committee earnestly voices the request that you send your check NOW.
The drive closes Christmas Day.

•

It isn't NOT
a question
can afford
to give.of whether you can afford to give. Rather ask yourself if you
For YOU are your brother's keeper.
It is with that thought that The Film Daily says to you . . . and you . . . and
you: a very Merry Christmas! ! !

Chicago Giveaways Banned
Chicago — Police yesterday were directed by Police Commissioner Allman
to halt Bank Night, Screeno and other
theater giveaways within 48 hours. The
Commissioner acted after an opinion
given him by Corporation Counsel Joseph Grossman.

THE
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Vatican Publishes Movie
Magazine; Hays Photo Used
Vatican City (By Cable)— Devoted
to "the moral and artistic elevation
Vol. 70, No. 149
Thurs., Dec. 24, 1936
10 Cents
of the cinema", the Vatican has pubJOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
lished the first issue of a motion
picture magazine, freely illustrated.
Published daKy except Sundays and Holidays Recent visit to Rome and the Vatat 1650 Broadway, New York,
fl
.Broadway,
New 'York,
N.J. W.Y. I ican of Will H. Hays is recognized,
by .!£s.°
Wid's Films
and Film
Ahcoate,
President,
EditorFolk.
andInc.
Publisher;
the General's picture being prominently featured.
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer

and General Manager; Arthur \V. Eddv, Associate Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. _ Foreign
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
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20th Century-Fox pfd.
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pfd
101 101 101
Warner
Bros
173^ 163/4 17l/8
do pfd
NEW YORK BOND
MARKET
Keith
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Loew
6s41ww
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3s55
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Picts.
6s55 1 003/g. IOOI/4 1003/g
RKO
6s41
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991/2
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991/2
Warner's
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Columbia Picts. vtc.
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Nat'l
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Sonotone
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+
+

—
+

%
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—
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1/4
l/gj

+

3/4

4
-— ' ' i/8
20i/g
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William Patrick Murphy, until reStanley Hathen has completed a
cently associated with Erpi's outlying field sales force, has been asfour-reel picture for use in the
signed to the New York metropoliPennsylvania highway safety camtan area, effective Jan. 1. Murpaign. Walter Sheridan wrote the
phy's new territory will encompass
script and directed the picture,
Manhattan, the Bronx and
which was made in Harrisburg and upper
sections
of lower New York State
Philadelphia.
and Connecticut.

Ted Toddy

Earle Foxe
Beulah Marie Dix
Charles Cruze
Joe Bonomo
Vincent Munro

Springfield, 111.— Although Attorney General Otto Kerner has held
in
opinions
"bank night"
and
the issuance that
of insurance
for them
are violations of the law, action to
stop them ofmust
the state's
attorneys
the come
variousby counties
of
the state, his office announces.
• A Merry Christmas if

Kansas City V. C. Bowling
Tourney Swells Milk Fund

"White

Fremont, O. — Mss Elaine Spungen has announced her engagement
to Joe Lissauer, former Warner theater booker in the Cleveland zone
and now booking for the SkirballLisbon circuit. The wedding will
take place in the spring.

LIONEL STANDER is in New York from Hollywood.
IRVIN SHAW has arrived in New York from
the coast.
has returned to New

NORMAN KRASNA, who is in New
returns
to Hollywood
in one week.

Nearly Ready

Three distributing companies are
lined up for a trade showing in midJanuary of "White Gods", the Von
Baumann - Roosevelt expeditionary
picture made in Ecuadorian jungles.
Cyril Von Baumann is personally supervising the picture's editing.

and Going

CECIL CLOVELLY of Paramount Film Corporation; F. TAIT, Australian theatrical magnate,
accompanied by MRS. TAIT and MISS RUTH
TAIT, sail for England today on the Aquitania.

WALTER SHERIDAN
York from Pennsylvania.

Gods"

York,

CLAUDE
Dallas.

EZELL

leaves New

ARTHUR GREENBLATT
day for Miami.
GEORGE
New York

E. PRICE

York today for

leaves New

if A Merry Christmas if

Price

Named

to Committee

Joseph M. Price, chairman of the
Board of Trustees of the City Club
of New York, has been elected to
the Executive Committee of the NaPictures.tional Board of Review of Motion
•*■ A Merry Christmas if

Film at Bache Home

if A Merry Christmas if

Joe Lissauer Will Wed

BASIL RATHBONE and his wife, who arrive
today from England on the Normandie, will
make brief stay in New York before returning
to Hollywood.
DECEMBER 25
Joseph M Schenck
A. P. Waxman
Helen Twelvetrees
Marguerite Churchill
Sonja Levien

DAILY

Murphy Assumes New Post

DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY arrives in New
York today from Hollywood to pass the holidays.

Tom Reed

New Orleans — An appeal for rehearing on the suit which declared ^
Bank Night and Sweepstakes to be
violations of the state lottery law is
being taken by George G. Schanchell's attorney. Schanchell, a negro, is attempting to recover $105
which he claims his minor
son would
have
Fiorito's Dream not
refusedwonhimhadadmittance.

FILM

Kansas City, Mo. — The two-day
bowling tournament sponsored by
the Variety Club and the Kansas
if A Merry Christmas if
City Star to provide milk for unDave Stamper to Head
dernourished children of Kansas
BN of As Music Dept.
Nat'l Screen Opens House
Ciy,
ended
with
more than 1,700 perDallas— Wallace Walthall, brother
sons bowling on two alleys in this
of the late H. B. Walthall, and Paul
Dave Stamper for 21 years com- city and Kansas City, Kans. Amount
Short are hoding open house Christof the "Ziegfeld Follies", was thus raised for charity will be almas Eve to celebrate the opening of signed posertoday
by British National of
most double the $1,100 similarly
the new executive, sales, and dis- America as head of the music pro- raised last year. Money will be
duction department.
tributing offices of the National
turned over to George Melcher, suScreen Service in Dallas.
ir A Merry Christmas ir
perintendent ofschools and adminif A Merry Christmas if
istered by the Junior Red Cross.

Coming

DECEMBER 24
John W. Alicoate
Carl Brisson
Michael Curtiz
Evelyn Hall
Howard Hughes
Ruth Chatterton
Wilfred Noy
Eulalie Jensen

Washington Bureau of THE

if A Merry Christmas if

'31/2 '33/8 'iii +"i/g
41/4
205/g

File Re-hearing Petition
in N. O. Bank Night Case

Washington— More than 5,000,000
persons have seen the Resettlement
Administration's first movie venture, "The Plow That Broke the
Plains", it was announced here yesterday. The film has been exhibited
in 1,816 theaters in 899 towns.
Present plans call for completion
of
the R. A.'s second film, depicting
if A Merry Christmas if
life on the Mississippi River in the
near future. However, this may be
Paul Devlin to Release
considerably delayed due to transfer of the Resettlement Administra13 "Screen Travelers"
tion to the Agriculture Department
on
Jan.
1.
Major Paul Devlin will release 13
if A Merry Christmas if
Andre De La Varre "Screen Traveler" subjects next season. The sub- Expect Full Attendance
jects are "Budapest", "Venice",
at Allied Balto. Parley
"Riviera", "Singapore", "Spice Islands", "Hong Kong", "Canton",
Full attendance is expected at the
"Celebes", "Rural Java", "South
Sumatra" and "Holland". Optional annual meeting of the Allied board
with the series are subjects on of directors at the Emerson Hotel,
"Switzerland", "Shanghai" and one Baltimore, Jan. 21 and 22.
other country.
if A Merry Christmas if

4-Reeler Plugs Safety

+
+
-f
+
+

First R. A. Film Viewed
by More Than 5 Millions

York to-

has gone to Florida from

Jules Bache presented "Carnival
in Flanders" at a private showing in
his residential theater Tuesday
night, the audience comprising 150
widely known New Yorkers.
if A Merry Christmas if

German

Films In Detroit

Detroit — The Library Theater,
east side house, is to be reopened
shortly under the name of the Ufa,
with a German film policy.

TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates

STEVE HOLLANDER, M-G-M student booker at Cincinnati, is in New York for the holidays.

Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

HERBERT J. OCHS, assistant to Grad Sears,
general sales manager for Warner Bros., is in
Atlanta to spend the Christmas holidays with
Ins family. He returns to the home office
after Jan. 1.

Non-stop
between
New
York and
Chicago

B. Deste
P. SCHULBERG,
having
greetedleaves
Vienna's
Luli
on her arrival
yesterday,
for
Hollywood tomorrow to start preparations for
her first film. Miss Deste stays in New York
over the holidays.

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503 Broadway, 70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — I'enn. Station
Telephone: MUrray Hill 6.1640

25 MILLION
PEOPLE
ARE
WATCHING YOUR MARQUEE!
The Liberty-Pete Smith Amateur
Movie Contest makes " WANTEDA MASTER" the most wanted
Short Subject you ever played!

m
The

first big Amateur

Movie

Contest

ever

held!

The Biggest direct-to-box-office Short Subject Tie-up!
Creating the greatest interest of any contest in years!
They

have

to

see

the
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picture
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enter
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Contest!

To our friends
the world over,
heartiest holiday
greetings!"
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SEE OSTRERS SAWN
WITHOUT I). S. DEAL

NEW ITALIAN ACCORD
VICTORY FOR DISTRIBS
{Continued from Page

{Continued from Page I)

1)

export up to 250 pictures as against
the 48 heretofore specified. This
means virtually unlimited exportation inasmuch as the greater number of pictures sent over in the past
was 168.
Thirdly, no restriction is placed
upon the use of surplus earnings
above the 20,000,000; the surplus
may be banked or used in Italy as
the companies determine. This ends
the "plow back" menace.
American companies have not
been exporting to Italy for about
six weeks.
Havs while in Rome was received
both by Premier Mussolini and the
Italian Foreign Minister. U. S.
Ambassador Phillips played a leading role in the negotiations which
continued after Hays returned.

• • • THE XMAS PARTY of the AMPA was a great
success and Prexy Gordon White with his Committee are
to be congratulated for putting on such a fine show
with
the Big Bow going to Ed Riley, who on short notice lined up
a colorful and varied floor show that brought rounds of applause from the guests
• • • THE FUN started with Ortiz and Margo who did
a neat rhumba
followed by Betty Lou, a sensational youngacrobatic dancer who seemed on the point of breaking her neck
on the slippery floor just to give the customers a thrill
she was a wow

the Ostrers were anxious to hold
further meetings with the American executives but, as far as it is
known, these have not materialized.
A. C. Blumenthal, who was reported as active in connection with
inception of the original deal, under
which the Ostrers were to sell their
stock company in Minneapolis and
Bradford Trust Co., holding company
for GB, to Loew's and 20th CenturyFox, has been conferring with the
English executives day by day at
the
Sherry-Netherlands, where they
are stopping.
Maurice Ostrer told The Film
Daily yesterday that plans of his
brother and himself for sailing Satchanged.urday on the Normandie are unit A Merry Christmas it

* A Merry Christmas *

$245,000 for Pathe
by Dupont Dividend
{Continued from

Page

1)

nois Theater circuit presided at the
annual employes Christmas party at
the Spauding Hotel with 150 in attendance from the 15 houses. Bonuses of one week's salary were distributed to all employes, and the
wages of the service staff were raised approximately 20 per cent for
the coming year.
Cincinnati — Big Features is paying a Christmas bonus to all employes, Lee Goldberg announces.
It's the second in a series.
Dallas — Bonus checks were presented by Karl Hoblitzelle and Bob
O'Donnell to the employees of the
general offices of Interstate Theaters, Dallas, at the annual Christmas party. Louis Charninsky, manager of the Capitol and Rialto theaters, donned make-up and played
Santa Claus for the third consecutive Christmas at this gathering.
if A Merry Christmas it

Making English Version
London — Premier Stafford Productions is making an English version of the French spy thriller, "Lc
Deuxieme Bureau," with Martha
Labarr in the lead.

•
•
• THEN CAME Jimmy Barry with his banjo
and can that boy strum the strings he did a double-banjo
that was tops
followed by the Three Blue Jackets, the
sepia steppers who did a whirlwind routine that brought down
the house

•
•
• BUT
THE
headliners
were those Seven Loria
Brothers the kids who made the Mex rhumba famous ....
when the tiny tot of four years did his special rhumba it was
worth the price of the luncheon
Ortiz and Margo finished
the show with a sen-say-shu-nal
Apache
catch-as-catch-can
Colonel Alicoate made an address on behalf of the Relief
Fund, and paid a tribute to the AMPA for the support they
have rendered with their Christmas Parties in years past
• • • SANTA CLAUS was played by Governor Lehman
yesterday to the orphans of St. Vincent's School in Albany at
their annual party in the executive mansion the School is
adjacent to the Mansion through courtesy of 20th Century-Fox the youngsters enjoyed a private showing of Shirley
Temple in "Stowaway"
T
T
T
•

• • THE WINNERS in the Paramount Theater Orchestra Popularity Vote
conducted during the past year in
the New York Paramount ... will be presented in a special
broadcast from the Roosevelt Hotel Sunday afternoon at two
o'clock over station WABC
the five leaders are Glen Gray,
Guy Lombardo, Fred Waring, Benny Goodman and Shep Fields
following the broadcast, the Paramount will hold a reception for the winners, featuring guest stars from stage, screen
and radio

• • • THE ANNUAL dance and midnite supper of the
Independent Theater Owners Association will be held on Jan.
16 in the grand ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria Eli Dantzig and his ork will dispense the music

SHOW•

MAN'S

REMINDER

Check stage lighting for glare from
shiny surfaces, footlights unsheltered
from balcony, failure to mask off-stage
lighting and other annoyances to your
patrons.

• • THAT BALL that Cynthia White throws at Webster Hall in the Village for the New Year will again feature a
lot of picture and stage names
the latest addition to the
show is Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist, now appearing at the Rainbow Room ... • Al Sherman of Columbia publicity dep't
will work on the committee for the national "Birthday Ball for
the President" to be held Jan. 30 in celebration of President
Roosevelt's birthday

«

«

«

»

»

»

RKO

Reorganization Plan
Hearing Up Again Jan. 14
{Continued from Page

1)

ther time for a detailed study of
RKO and particularly the financial
affairs of the company.
Atlas Corp. was granted leave
intervene in the proceedings on mo
tion of Hamilton G. Rickaby, representing Atlas.
Assertion that the proposed plan
was in violation of the Federal constitution was made yesterday at
the hearing by Edwin Hickey, Washington attorney, who declined to reveal whom he represented.
it A Merry Christmas if

Columbia's Sale Drive
Pays Montague Tribute
{Continued from Page

1)

Abe Montague, general sales manager. Releases to be plugged in particular include: "When You're in
Love", "Lost Horizons", "Women of
Glamour", "Weather or No", "Devil's
Playground", "I Promise to Pay",
"Woman in Distress", "Freedom foi
Sale", "Westbound Mail" and "Find
the Witness".

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

James Hogan, Paramount director, was
formerly
a prop man
for the company
in the early days of motion pictures.
—PARAMOUNT.

K
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A "MtU" ko*» Hollywood "Ms
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
D OBERT HARARI, who recently
returned from England, where
he wrote for Gaumont British and
other companies, has been signed to
wiite an untitled original, which
Jesse L. Lasky will produce for
RKO. with Francis Lederer starved.
v
▼
v
Theodore Von Eltz established a
little record of his own t'other evening. He appeared in three previewed pictures simultaneously —
'Beloved Enemy," "Mind Your Own
Busine-s" and "Sinners Take All."
W
T
▼
Kurt Neumann has started the
direction of "Espionage," at M-GM. Edmund Lowe, Stuart Erwin
and Madge Evans are playing the
leads. Ray June is in charge of
photography.
T

T

»

WHO'S
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• •
• •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 14

k IUNNALLY JOHNSON. A film writer "who used to be a newspaper man
v* ^ himself." First job was on home town Enquirer-Sun at Columbus, Ga.
Didn't wait for the U. S. to enter the World War before joining the Army
and enlisted in June, 1915. Came out a second
looey and returned to journalism via the N. Y.
Tribune, Brooklyn Eagle, Herald Tribune, N. Y.
Post.
was

Clicked

as a magazine

writer, and then

drafted by the films. Has written for Paramount, 20th Century-Fox,

Samuel

Goldwyn.

Samples of his wares: "House of Rothschild,"
"Kid Millions," "Thanks a Million." Considers
his biggest newspaper stories those detailing
the Scopes

"monkey"

trial in Dayton,

Tenn.,

and the Wall St. bombing. No hobby; he's too
busy as a writer. Tennis his only recreation.
Hair, brown.
Eyes, blue.
Stands 5, 11 Vi.

Purchase of motion picture rights
play an imPrisoner of to "Arouse and Beware," MacKinInternation- lay Kantor's novel, is announced by
Ronald Col- Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Another acquisition by the same company is
"You'll Be Married by Noon," ort
▼
▼
iginal story by Harry Ruskin which
Three-hundred and fifty members Sam Zimbalist will produce.
of the film colony attended the cockT
T
T
tail party given by the Foreign
Kubec
Glasmon,
has
joined UniPress Society to mark its first birthversal as a producer. Charles R.
day. The entertainment commit- Rogers, executive production head
tee consisted of G. L. George, Gil- at Universal City, has assigned as
bert Souto, Harold J. Salemson and
William Mooring. The organiza- his first picture a story which Glasmon wrote himself, entitled "The
tion's executive committee comprises Joseph B. Polonsky, Elaine Cop." The screen play will be written by Browne Holmes.
Hellinger, Lucien Sauvage, Desider
Y
▼
▼
Pek and Victor De Vise.
Monte Brice, who arrived at UniT
T
T
versal City this week to join the
Jacques Tourneur is directing writing staff, has been assigned to
"The Grand Bounce," a two-reel adapt "Mr. Broadway," which is
subject, for M-G-M.
likely
to beproduction.
Buddy De Sylva's first
T
T
▼
Universal
»
»
»
"Cheyenne Rides Again," starring
Tom Tyler, is now in production at
Santa Claus met Deanna Durbin
Victory studios. Sam Katzman is on her reutrn to the Universal stuproducing and the cast includes
dio yesterday, two days before
Lucille Browne, Lon Chaney, Jr., Christmas. Santa Claus was in the
Carmen LaRoux, Theodore Lorch, person of Charles R. Rogers, proJimmy Fox and Ed Cassidy. Bob
duction chief of Universal, without
Hill is directing. "Silks and Sad- the beard but with a Buick Sedan
dles" was completed last week. Her- in his pack, which he presented to
man Brix, Toby Wing, Frank Mel- Universal's youngest star.
Y
Y
Y
ton, Trixie Friganza, Bess Flowers
and Fuzzy Knight were the prinM-G-M announces that "Man of
cipals. Katzman's next production the People" is the final title for
will be a serial titled "Blake of the picture formerly called "To
Scotland Yard." Bob Hill will di- the Victor," and that the screen verrect.
sion of "Ada Beats the Drum," play
by John Kirkpatrick, will be called
"Burnt Fingers."
Deanna Sings for Orphans
Y
Y
Y
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Three important cast selections
Hollywood — Deanna Durbin, Universare announced at the M-G-M
al^ youthful star, will make Christmas
studios. Gladys George will be
Eve memorable tor 75 orphans in Protestant Orphans Home, Bridgeport.
starred
in "Madame X," slated to
Conn. Unable to appear there pergo into production soon. Frank
sonally at invitation of local Majestic
Morgan
has been added to the cast
Theater's manager. Morris Rosenthal,
Deanna Durbin will go to "U" studios
of "The Firefly," in which Jeanettc
MacDonaid and Allan Jones have
and sing "Holy Night" for the parentless listeners via special trans-conthe principal singing roles. Dame
tinental telephone hook-up at 7 p. m..
Eastern
Standard
Time.
May Whitty, English actress, has
also been signed to play the role
C. Aubrey Smith will
portant role in 'The
Zenda," which Selznick
al will make, starring
man.

•

burgh steel magnate, who is one
of George Raft's most enthusiastic
fans, is now visiting the Paramount
star and will introduce him to Santa Barbara's elite when he opens
his
estate inT the Tsouthern
week.
city next
T
Sam Wood recently used 14 different sets in one day for scenes
for "A Day at the Races," which
he is currently directing with the
Marx Brothers as the stars. All
these sets were erected on one stage,
making this feat possible.
T

T

T

Lee Dixon, 22-year-old hoofer
whose work in Warners' "Gold Diggers of 1937" and the forthcoming
"Ready, Willing and Able" created
a furore in Hollywood, has been
cast for a featured role opposite
Ginger Rogers in the screen version
of "Onsical Your
success. Toes,' New York muT

T

T

"Beyond the Law" is the new
title chosen for the Warner Bros,
western picture featuring Dick
Foran and Linda Perry and heretofore tentatively titled "Bad Man's

oi Mrs. Bramson in the film version
of Emlyn Williams' play, "Night
Must. Fail." She originated the
role on the London stage and repeated it during the play's Broadway engagement. Clarence Brown
t
t
▼
will direct the picture, with Robert Territory."
Casting
assignments:
Paramount
Montgomery and Rosalind Russell
— Lloyd Nolan, "Internes Can't
heading the cast.
Take Money"; Dorothy Peterson,
T
▼
▼
Ralf Harolde, Fuzzy Knight, Helene
Jean Harlow has been signed to Millard and Bradley Page, "The(
a new long-term contract by M-G- Love Trap"; Columbia — Wilson Millar, Fletcher Norton and Richard
M. Miss Harlow's latest picture
was "Libeled Lady." Her next will Bottilier, "When You're in Love";
probably be the screen version of Thurston Hall, Gene Morgan and
Albert Halper's
dry." , Tnovel T "The Foun- John Spacey,T"Freedom
T
T for Sale."
Edward G. Robinson has been
Dan Wolheim, brother of the late
Louis Wolheim, has returned to Hol- cast for a leading role in "Kid
lywood after several years of radio Galahad," Warner Bros.' picturizawork in New York and resumes his lace.
tion of the serial by Francis Walscreen career with a role in George
▼
T
T
O'Brien's "Park Avenue Logger,"
which George A. Hirliman is pro"Espionage," with Edmund Lowe,
ducing for RKO Radio Pictures.
Madge Evans and Paul Lukas in
Y
Y
Y
production
Wesley Ruggles is testing Lake leading roles, went into
at the M-G-M studios.
yesterday
Placid's champion ice skater, Nordi The
Walter Hackett play has been
Lumoc, whose graceful antics on adapted for the screen by Mannie
the ice caught the Paramount pro- Seff and Leonard Lee, and is being
ducer-director's eye recently while
Charles
he was east in search of locations directed by Kurt Neuman.
Trowbridge, Frank Reicher and
for
his next ▼production,
aret also▼ in the cast.
t
In Paris."
▼
▼ "I Met Him Mitchell Lewis
Proving himself as adept in wood
carving as in directing screen entertainment, Richard Boleslawski's
craftmanship will be placed on exhibition for one week at a San Francisco gallery beginning Monday.
Boleslawski is now directing "The
Last of Mrs. Cheney" for M-G-M.
▼
T
T
Virginia Van Upp is rapidly nearing completion of the screenplay for
"Swing
High, Swing
Low,"
which
Arthur Hornblow,
Jr., is
to produce
for Paramount. Following this assignment, Miss Van Upp plans a
quick trip to New York to pass
judgment on a play in which the
studio is interested.
▼

C.

Dunphy

t

▼

Cunningham,

Pitts-

Columbia has substituted "Find
the Witness" for "A Slug for Cleopatra" as the permanent release
title for the mystery story which
has Charles Quigley and Rosalind
directi
is
the leads. David Selman
as ng.
Keith

No Grease Painr for Keel
West Coast Buy., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Clarence Brown's dream
of making a film star out of an airplane pilot has been rudely shattered,
and Franklin Keel, the transport pilot,
whom he had optioned, has gone back
to the controls of a Los Angeles-KanThe six-foot, blue- .
fly
airliner. .
sas City ing
eyed Texan balked at the artifice ot
makeup, and decided he would stick to
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United Detroit Theaters
Circuit Shifts Managers
Detroit — Manager George W.
Trendle is shifting a number of managers this weekend at houses of
United Detroit Theaters Circuit.
Rufus H. Sheppard, former assistant
manager of the United Artists Theater, becomes assistant to Asher B.
Shaw, manager of the Riviera. Sheppard's post at United Artists is
taken by Frank Perry, late manager
of the Norwest Theater, who is succeeded by George A. Ranshaw, former assistant at the Regent.
Clark Fields, assistant manager of
the Michigan, succeeds B. A. Mortorst, who resigns, as assistant at
the Ramona Theater, and Robert
Tims, acting treasurer, succeeds as
assistant at the Michigan Theater.
Claude Deardorff, late manager of
the Annex, moves to the Ramona as
manager, with Harold Brown, assistant at the Riviera, becoming Annex manager. Don Kuhn, assistant
at the State, is transferred to the
Madison. Vern Ward, former assistant at the Ramona, is also resigning, and Cyril Varden, for some
time with the circuit staff, is promoted to assistant at the State Theater.

«

NEWS

of the DAY

Altoona, Pa. — Arthur Himmelein
returned as general manager of the
Altoona Publix Theaters, Inc., succeeding H. C. Hughes. His headquarters will be located here.

a parking lot. Ben Cohn is planning to remodel the Kramer Theater in the spring.

Ashtabula, O.— D. R. Bly of nearby Conneaut has awarded the contract for a new 500-seat movie
Broken Bow, Neb. — When H. F. house here, to cost approximately
Kennedy and son, C. Howard, opened
their new 520-seat Bow here, the $20,000.
elder Kennedy also celebrated his
Milbury, Mass. — Plans are being
drawn for a new theater here for
25th jubilee as an exhibitor.
Dominic Tuturo, formerly of WorDes Moines — Central States
cester, who is exhibiting in the
Theater Cox*p. is planning extensive Town Hall. Work is expected to
improvement of its theater at Bur- start early in the spring.
lington.
Girard, O. — Peter Wellman will
Montreal — Improvements costing spend approximately $40,000 in the
approximately $25,000 are being modernization of his theater here,
made to Broadway theater by A. La- it is announced. It will be called
Macks theater and the house now
rose, owner.
bearing that name will be renamed.
London, Ont. — London and WestWoodstock, Ont. — A new $50,000
ern Trusts Co. Ltd., is receiving
tenders for alterations to the build- theater is being built at 603 Dundas
ing at 94 Dundas St., to convert St. for Samuel Axelrod.
it into a theater. Estimated cost
is about $40,000.
London, Ont.— $35,000 in alterations and additions are being made
to
the
theater at 391-5 Clarence
if A Merry Christmas it
Detroit — Architects are now preStreet. The owner is George Getparing
revised
plans
for
the
ConFreudenberger In Shift
gress Theater, to be erected by Ben tas, of Simcoe.
Walter J. Freudenberger, who Cohn, owner of the Senate and
New Philadelphia, O. — The Union
recently resigned as sales manager Kramer Theaters. Cohn has acopera
house (Shea), one of the oldof Theater Trailer Service, expects
quired a new site on Michigan Aveest theaters in eastern Ohio is to
to announce a new affiliation shortly.
nue and will use his first site for
be modernized, it has been announced. Work will be started early
in 1937.

Fanchon and Marco Will
Close 2 St. Louis Houses

GREAJCNJ
JTEETIN6J
Some Switch, F,h!

GEORGE

BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN

St. Louis, Mo. — Failing to receive
concessions from the I.A.T.S.E. and
M.P.M.O. Union, Fanchon & Marco
interests have advised employes of
the Orpheum Theater that the house
will close on January 3, while the
workers at the Shubert-Rialto Theater have been given a similar notice to take effect on Jan. 7.
The Orpheum and Shubert-Rialto
theaters were taken over by Fanchon & Marco after their peace pact
with Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., et
al. several months ago. The houses
had been operated by Warner Bros,
in opposition to the Ambassador,
Missouri and Fox theaters prior to
the ending of the first run film war
here.

DETROIT
National Screen Service has
leased the former Paramount Exchange Building and is now preparing it for occupancy some time next
month. The company will establish
a local distributing center here for
the first time.
Dave Newman and Thomas D.
Mouie, building an independent circuit, take over the Priscilla Theater,
now
operated by Romulus Albu,
next month.

REVIEWS

»

SHORTS
The March of Time
Issue No. 5— Vol. 3
RKO Radio
20 mins.
Timely Topics
Two subjects are contained in the
new issue of March of Time. The
first is a very human document,
showing the trend of girls in small
factory towns -to migrate to New
York City where the lure of good
pay is the incentive. The tough lot
of these girls and the slim chance
of securing jobs worth while is
shown, as most of them are untrained. The racketeering employment
agencies are disclosed, and how some
of them operate in the small towns
and get the girls to come to New
York on false promises. The work
of the New York Welfare Council
in trying to discourage girls to come
to the big town is shown. The highlights of the present crisis in China
is the other subject. A picture is
created of the political events that
led up to the kidnapping of General
Chiang Kai-shek, and the intrigue
of Japan is set forth without kid
gloves. There is plentv of drama in
the kaleidoscopic picture, showing
the modern youth of China in the
factories, places of amusement, etc.
Here is a very informative story of
China today that will interest all
those following the front-page stories in the newspapers. Timely and
of absorbing interest.

3 Color Shorts
Keller-Dorian
Color Test Reels
Three demonstration reels were
screened by Keller-Dorian Colorfilm
Corp. at the Music Hall yesterday
morning for press representatives.
Bejuine,"
One was entitled "Ladance
pershowing a Martinique
formed by two natives against a
regulation stage background. Sea
shots were included in the second
film, entitled "The Flying Dutchman," with a musical accompaniment based on the Wagner overture.
The third number comprised a number of scenes displaying attractive
girls in boudoir and living rooms.
perreviewe
to thisappeare
According
natural,
d r's
spective, the color
substantially so. Faces had a natural appearance and definition was
fine. The colors were not too blatant, yet were authentic.
At the conclusion of the demonstration, the "La Bejuine" reel was
again run, this time as a black and
. This is achieved
picture
white
through removal of the color filter
in the projector. — A. W. E.
Raoul Cleaver, manager of Imperial Pictures of Michigan, has
been elected president of the Detroit Post of the British Legion.
This is believed to be the only post
in the United States with a charter
direct from the parent body in London.
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FOX THEATERS CORP.
DIV. FOR CREDITORS
(Continued from Page

1)

man said that Skouras was running
the house at a loss and had offered
$100,000 in cash for the theater in
addition to assuming other obligations and had promised to indemnify
him and Fox Theaters in the event
of any litigation arising from the
sale. Weisman asked that sealed
bidding for a sale be permitted.
Other attorneys who were present
said that the theater could realize
$200,000 profit annuallv above ex-is
penses and accused Weisman, who
a director of Metropolitan Playhouses, which controls Skouras Theaters of trying to sell out the property to Skouras. These attorneys
asked for open bidding. Decision
was reserved.
•it A Merry Christmas if

PITTSBURGH
Joseph Unatin joined Art Morrone's Supervisor Motion Picture
Supply Co.
Ed Elder resigned as salesman
for the Monarch Exchange.
Karl Krug, Sun-Telegraph movie
critic, will resume his weekly movie
broadcast over WCAE early in January.
Bert Stearn, U. A. district manager, has returned from a business
trip in the South.
William Skirboll, operator of the
Barry Theater here, is moving his
Cleveland headquarters from the
Film Building to the Keith Building next week.
The Mascalino Brothers are opening the Community Theater on
Christmas Day.
David M. Fineman has been
named manager of the newlyopened Regent Square Theater
which is owned by F. H. McKnight.
The local Metro sales staff is
conducting a sales and collection
drive in honor of Manager John J.
Maloney who is celebrating his 15th
anniversary as local head for the
M-G-M firm. The drive will be conducted for the next two months.
George Davis, Ohio circuit operator, and C. G. Velas of the State
Theater in Wheeling, W. Va., were
Film Row visitors.

QUESTION WILCOX ON
ERPI'S PARTS POLICY

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Germans and Czechs Agree
Prague — After three days of discussion, German and French film
representatives have reached an
agreement of principal in order to
facilitate the exchange of German
and Czecho-Slovakian films between
these countries. As soon as the
agreement is approved by both governments, the details of the arrangements will be published.

Sokoloff for Reinhardt Film
Paris — The Russian actor, Sokoloff, is en route to Hollywood to
play the role of Danton in Max
Reinhardt's next production.

Ask Sascha-Tobis Receiver
Vienna — Kodak and Agfa companies have applied to the courts to
have a receiver appointed for
Sascha-Tobis.

23 U. S. Films in 9 Months
Berlin — Out of the 141 pictures
shown in Germany in the first nine
months of this year, 23 were American, 90 German, 13 Austrian, six
French, three each from Hungary
and Czechoslovakia and one each
from Poland and Italy.

"Dream" a Hit in Cuba
Havana — With the general release of Warner Bros.' "Midsummer
Night's
Dream"
Cuba, the
boxoffice take
at theinEncanto
Theater
last week for the first three days
was far in excess of the first three
days of its original roadshow engagement at the Campoamor several months ago.

LINCOLN

Bob Livingston, manager of the
Capitol here, went Santa Claus in a
big way, providing shoes for 100 deserving poor kids.
Work has been resumed on the
construction of the New Grand,
Grand Island, Neb., which was consumed in a $20,000 fire a week ago.
A great deal of the fireproofed
structure wasn't hurt, and Manager
Harry Schiller believes the opening,
•k A Merry Christmas it
moved back to March or April the
CHICAGO
day after the fire, may be a great
deal sooner.
Vaude goes back in the Orpheum
Herbert Wheeler, manager of the
Stratford Theater of the Warner on Christmas Day and at a higher
circuit, has been named district su- box-office tariff. Old price was 25c
pervisor, succeeding Max Slott, re- all day, but for this new opening
the flesh goes for two-bits aftersigned.
Ted Morris, manager of the Drexnoons and 40c nights. It's a Major
el Theater, is seriously ill and Sid- Bowes all-girl unit, being produced
here by Lou Goldberg, who heads
ney Finkle is subbing.
Majestic Theater, in the Loop, the unit division of Bowes' enterdark for some time, will be reopened
by Horace Sistare for the newly prises.
M. Biemond, Ord, Neb., has inorganized Adare Productions.
stalled new sound apparatus in the
Ben Bloomfield, manager of the Ord.
Oriental Theater, is recovering from
Dick Lysinger, Ansley, Neb., has
a tonsil infection. Bill Driscoll is taken over the old Ansley and renamed it the Paramount.
holding the job down temporarily.

♦

♦

(Continued from Page

1)

tions, on Erpi's policy in regard to
replacement of parts in Erpi reproducing machines and repairs to
French 16 mm. Developments tiie machines.
Paris — Le Consortium Francais
Wilcox said it had been Erpi's
has been formed to edit films in the policy to insist that
only Western
16 mm. field exclusively . . . Bell & Electric replacement parts be put in
Howell have placed on the French the machines and that Erpi engineers make necessary repairs and
market 16 mm. sound apparatus
which weighs about 65 pounds . . . replacements, in response to questions from Samuel Becker, special
The Ministry of Marine has purchased 150 16 mm. sound ap- counsel for the F.C.C.
paratuses made by Oemichen. The
if A Merry Christmas if
order amounts to $1,370,000 . . . Fox at A. T. & T. Inquiry;
Radio-Cinema is also placing on the
Silent on His Interest
market a 16 mm. apparatus. It also
manufactures a camera for amaWilliam Fox was an interested
teurs making 16 mm., for both
spectat
or yesterday at the hearing
sound motion pictures and still photographs .. . Societe Emel is man- at 45 Broadway of the Federal Communications Commission investigaufacturing a new 8 mm. projector,
the first time a French firm has
tion of the American Telephone &
turned out such a projector. It is Telegraph Co., and its subsidiaries.
the invention of a French engineer. Fox conferred briefly with Paul A.
Walker, chairman, but declined to
say anything about his special inLondon Ovation for Dietrich
terest in the investigation.
London — Marlene Dietrich was
if A Merry Christmas if
given an ovation when she made a See Ohio Sales Tax Extension
personal appearance at the premiAs Killing Admission
Levy
ere of "The Garden of Allah" at the
(Continued from Page 1)
Leicester Square Theater. The picture was given a "Hollywood premi- 1, 1937. The measure is now before
the Governor, with signature ex-

May Double Dubbing Subsidy

A 10 per cent admission tax was
pected. by the Legislature two years
Vienna — The Austrian govern- passed
ment is again considering "protec- ago and suspended.
if A Merry Christmas if
tive measures." In order to encourSOUTH
age the dubbing of films into
ere."
German, the government seems to
be ready to raise the subsidy of
The Stein Amusement Co., pur4,000 shillings, now allowed for that
chased the Majestic Theater at
purpose, to 8,000 shillings. A higher Adel,
Ga., from Edgar F. Boyd.
contingent rate is going to cover
L. G. Hopgood has opened his new
this new governmental expense.
Ritz Theater at Clarkston, Ga.
C. D. Sherrill is the new skipper
CINCINNATI
of the Strand
Theater
at Mur- • <

phy,
C.
TheN. Folly
Theater at Marks,
Miss., has been sold to P. E. and
William Morris. H. C. Langford
will be manager.
M-G-M personnel will have a
The new Roosevelt
Theater
at
New Year party the first week in 15.
Mobile, Ala., will open about Jan.
January at the Hotel Alms.
The Dunlap
Theater
at Clarks
Harry Schwartz, formerly with
ville, Ark., is being remodeled, with
Grand National, has joined the In- change of name to the Strand andianapolis office of Big Features.
nounced.
Katherine Wurdeman is resigning
Malcolm Gilbert is the new skipper of the Joy Theater at Smackfrom Columbia to take a position
over, Ark.
with Maury White.
L. A. Dye is opening a new 500Billy Bien of Theater Posters, seat theater at Conquest, La.
Jake Gelman of National Theater
O. B. Honeycutt is the new skipSupplies, Charley Fine, local exhibper of the Russell theater at Durham, N. C.
itor, Joe Kollman, secretary to Va"Pop"
Wessell
new $79,000
1,000-seat
Hogserved riety
as Club,
hostsandat the
Queen
City ersTheTheater
has opened
at Shelby,
N. C.
Variety
Club's
Christmas
party
for
the kiddies.
Oliver Humphries is the new skipFilm Row visitors: Bud Silverper of the Vienna Theater at Vienman, Schine Circuit; Frank Weitzel,
na, Ga.
The Martin circuit has taken over
Alpine Circuit; Ducky Meyers, Majestic, Chillicothe; Joe Stern, Iron- the Haven Theater at Canton, Ga.,
ton; R. F. Skirboll; Ethel Sparks retaining O. A. Gross, former owner,
as manager.
and Frank Ferguson.
Sol Wcrthington of RKO Theaters' art department was married
to Miss Florence Wocher.

[
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Kuykendall Due in N. Y. in Jan. for Trade Meetings

HOLIDAY BIZ SENDS FILM CO. EARNINGS UPWARD
Condor Pictures is Planning $6,500,000 Capitalization
Public Offering
of Million
Shares
of Common
Proposed
Condor Pictures Corp., newly-organized by Amedee J. Van Beuren
and George Hirliman, will have a
total capitalization of 2,000,000
shares of common s%>ck of $3.25 par
value, half of which will be offered
for public subscription, with the organizers privileged td pick up the
remaining half at par, according to
the application to be made early
next week to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Condor Pictures was formed to coordinate the activities of various independent producers. Hirliman will
be in charge of production.

SPECIAL FILMS FOR
TELEVISION URGED
By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Conn. Public School to Give Film and Radio Course
Hamden, Conn. — First public school course in films and radio in this state will be
inaugurated in February at Hamden High School. Given by Dr. Kent Pease, head of
the English department, it will be known as "Radio and Motion Picture Appreciation".

Mexico City — Sealing the first
commitments for the 1937 season,
20th Century-Fox and Warner Bros.First National have just signed
deals with the Teatro Alameda,
Mexico's (Continued
only big ondeluxer.
The AlaPage 3)
Booker Doubles as Pug
Cincinnati — Film Row scents a potential "cham-peen" in Jimmy Christian,
20th Century-Fox's local booker, who
tights under the prize ring alias ot
"Kid Satchee." Christian, boxing as
a pro, has won seven out of eight
fights. He's now training for a bout
in Indianapolis.

20

Termed by the Wall Street Journal "an excellent indication of the
countrywide prosperity of the theaters", film rentals of some of the
leading producers in the two weeks
preceding Christmas ran roughly 20
per cent ahead of the same period
in 1935.
While the rate of increase neceshannes Heesters and Leopoldine
sarily will not apply to the current
Konstantin. Herbert Maisch is
making studio shots on "Menschen leading
quarter as
a whole,
the country's
financial
journal
observes
ohne
nady. Vaterland," with Willy Fritsch, that "amusement companies are
Willy Bergel, and Maria von Taslooking forward hopefully to furThe
Ufa
French
production,
ther gains in the first part of 1937".
Paramount
Pictures'
(Continued
on Page last
3) quarter
i "Prends la Route," is in work under
| the direction of Jean Boyer.
"Die
I Kreutzersonate,"
from
Tolstoi's
novel,
is instudios
production
Ufa's
Tempelhof
with Lil atDagover

Fast Pace, Unaffected by War Alarms
By L. H. MITCHELL
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Motion picture production on the
continent of Europe is going forward apace, despite the alarms of
war, in most countries except wartorn Spain. In Germany production
is hitting a fast pace, nearly all
studios being near capacity.
At the great studios at Neubahelsberg, Detlef Sierck is working
on a musical comedy, "Das Hofkonzert"
with
Martha
Eggerth,
Jo-

Expect

(Continued on Page 4)

ERPI FILM FINANCE
TO BE FCC SUBJECT

Pathe to Finish First Division Write-off
approximately $100,000 in the fourth
quarter. The losses occurred
through investment in the company
which now has been absorbed by
Grand National as the nucleus of
its exchange system.

3)

Deals Permit Mexico City
House to Select Pictures

Fortnight
1935
p. c. Better Than in

M. P. Production on Continent Hits

Pathe is expected to complete
Washington — A suggestion that write-off of its First Division losses
major studios produce pictures de- on its final quarter ending Dec. 31
signed especially for television
clear, the way for a subbroadcasting in addition to pro- and thus stantial
improvement in its posigrams for film houses is advanced
tion. Last sum to be written off is
here by Andrew Cruse, chief of the
(Continued on Page

Pre-Christmas

Kuykendall Hopes to Broaden Scope

Activities of Erpi in financing motion picture production and acquisition by Erpi of the General Service
and Eastern Service Studios will be
traced beginning
Monday
by Sam(Continucd on Page 3)

SMPE Committees Will Be
Named at Jan. 8 Meeting

S. M. P. E. committees for the
ensuing year will be appointed at a
meeting
of the Jan.
organization's
of
governors
8 at the board
Hotel
Pennsylvania. The budget for 1937
Briskin Picks 12 Femmes
President Ed Kuykendall of the will be set up and preliminary plans
for the Spring convention to
As Film Starlet Material M. P. T. O. A. is expected to come made
to New York shortly before Jan. 20 be held in Hollywood in May.
preliminary to holding further conWest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM 'DAILY
ferences with distribution heads of
Students War on Duals
Hollywood — Stressing the screen's national companies in an attempt to
need for new faces and predicting broaden the scope of their replies to
Palto
Alto, Calit. — Students at Stanthat the year of 1937 will bring
ford are launching an anti-duals camfame to many an ambitious cinema his association's 10-point trade pracpaign,
aimed athere.
the Stanford
tice program. Kuykendall, who is
dent
theaters
Tendencyandin Presisome
player, S. J. Briskin, production now at
his home at Columbus, Miss.,
quarters to attribute the student stand
chief of RKO Radio studios has
to the managerial refusal to permit
named 12 young actresses whom he is likely to make his New York trip
pajama-clad undergraduates to invade
the theaters during the annual pajama
considers stars and personalities of just prior to the inaugural at Washington, which he will attend.
the future.
They are Lucille Ball,
The
M.
P.
T.
O.
A.
chieftain
has
(Continued on Page 3)

Of 10-Point Program of M.P.T.O.A.

(Continued on Page 3)

parade.
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EDWARD ELLIS arrives today from Hollywood to spend a vacation
in New York.
JAMES CAGNtY, recently arrived from the
Coast, is at the Waldorf-Astoria.

• • • A SLIGHTLY delayed Christmas Gift to the femmes
in the publicity end of the biz
girls in the home office who
have been doing splendid jobs on and off for years
and
nobody
ever seems
to bother mentioning
them
which
always hands up a laff for after all the motion picture
industry is supported at least 85 per cent by women
and
the Feminine Slant is therefore something vitally essential

T

T

T

• • • WE START with Metro and of course with Pat
Rees
the Right Arm if we may say so, of Howard Dietz,
and Pat can turn out a special article with the Femme Slant
that no mere male in the biz could possibly duplicate and
that goes also for Marigold Ball of the same home office

▼

▼

▼

• •
•
OVER AT Paramount we have Aileen Brenon
a 'born
writer, and a girl with contacts that are priceless
4
at Warners
there is Ruth Weisberg,
whom
Charlie Einfeld
relies upon to give him the Femme Slant on pictures
and
that accounts in large degree for the fact that the Warner ads
catch the femme slant perfectly and there is Laura Benham, doing a grand job on fashions and how important
fashion slants are in the film news for newspapers, mags and
radio is something that some of the majors have still to grasp.

▼

TV

• • • AT THE 20th Century-Fox home office is Janet
Sauer, a quiet little lady who is doing a grand job
at RKO
•/a
Radio you will find Florence Fineman, the sec of Rutgers
Neilson, who is putting over fashion stuff in the mags that
grabs space money couldn't buy
also Blanche Livingston
doing a swell stint on the theater end
▼
▼
T
• • • BUT WE have to hand it to two companies for
giving the femmes a real break
United Artists and GB
at U. A. you will find that Monroe Greenthal has a line-up
of seven femme aces
all doing specialized jobs
Tess
Michaels on fan mags
Virginia Morris on sales promotion
Lola Woursell on fashions Muriel Allen on research Rose Natkins on general publicity
Florence
Ross on special features these girls are doing jobs that no
male could possibly handle and incidentally helping the
males very directly in the good-will they create among the
femme public the same goes for the girls at GB, including
Estelle Schrott, Gertrude Smith and Peggy Goldberg and
that gal Estelle has mag and newspaper contacts that we will
match against any male in the biz
what we mean, they
like Estelle, for she knows how to give them the pix slants the
way they want 'em ▼
▼
▼
• • • OVER AT Columbia you will find Hortense Schorr
doing a man-size job every day — and she's been doing it for
years there's one gal who could quit her job tomorrow
and five other companies would grab her
and Sylvia
Kossack makes the Columbia pressbooks sparkle with the
Femme Slant and Miriam Teichner is the third of a femme
trio that the company can brag about
▼
▼
T
• • • TO COMPLETE the record at the Music Hall
is Hazel Flynn, a newspaper girl par excellence and at the
New York Paramount theater Jack Mclnerney has Peggy
Mahoney, combination secretary, business manager, greeter and
all-round publicity expert
Grand National can boast of
Helen Harrison
Ray Johnston has had Madeline
White
for over a dozen years acting as his confidential advisor and
publicist extraordinary now if we have overlooked
any
first-line femme
publicists, blame it on the Publisher, Jack
Alicoate
he's yelling for us to come in his office with the
rest of the gang and drink some Holiday Cheer

«

«

«

»

»

»

NAT
KARSON,
stage designer, is in Bermuda
completing
script for his musical
version
of
Alice in Wonderland,"
which
he is to direct
and
produce
in
association
with
Theodore
Thomas and Dillard Long.

SriRO TROCHANIS, staff assistant to Paul
Guhck at Universal, has been given extended
leave of absence by home office and is en
route to California
for his health.
PAULINE FREDERICK is en route east to
confer with Theater Guild on proposed role
in one ol its forthcoming plays.
PAUL STEVENS, Universal publicist, returns
io New York Monday from his home in Vermont where he spent Christmas
holidays.
SOL LESSER, president of Principal Productions, sails on the Normandie today for a six
weeks' trip aboard. He will be accompanied
by Mrs. Lesser and their daughter.
J. CHEEVER COWDIN. chairman of the board
of Universal Pictures, and MRS. COWDIN;
ISIDORE OSTRER, president of Gaumont British, and MRS. OSTRER sail for Europe today
on the Normandie.
CHARLES "BUDDY" ROGERS, orchestra leader and film acter; D. BUCHOWETZKI, French
film executive; PAUL SOSKIND, British producer; MARC ALLEGRET, film director and
manager of Simone Simon, are also on Normandie's
passenger
list.
FRiTZ REINER, well-known operatic conductor, and his wife, the former actress CARIRWIN, LILLIAN HELLMAN, playwright; OTTO KRUGER, stage and screen star;
BARBARA BLAIR, actress; ARTHUR TUCKERMAN, author, and his family; and 70 members of the French Casino cast, are additional
mandie.
entertainment-world folk leaving on the NorLOTTA

GEORGE KAMEN, European representative for
Walt Disney, arrives in New York early in
January
to wed
Leonore
Prince.
MARGUERITE
leading woman, will CHURCHILL.
arrive on the Columbia's
Century Limited
from Hollywood
today.
NOAH BEERY, who arrived this week on the
S. S. Washington to star in a series of CBS
radio programs will cut short his stay to return to England to appear in a forthcoming
Herbert
Wilcox
production.
NATHANIEL

SHILKRET,

musical director for

the RKO Radio Pictures' studios in Hollywood
has arrived 111 New York for a short vacation
visit over the holidays.

Rador-Klement

Deal

Randor Cinema Bureau has acquired for a client in Cuba the productions "A Woman Alone," and
"The Amazing Quest of Mr. Bliss".

BIG

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

A "Sam Wood Club", whose members
are at liberty to address Sam Wood,
M-G-M director, as "Uncle Sam," has
been formed on the campus of the University of Southern California, with
about
20 members.— DAVE
EPSTEIN.
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HOLIDAY BIZ BOOSTS
FILM CO. EARNINGS
(.Continued from Page

1)

is expected to be materially ahead
of the September period, in which
net was equal to 96 cents a common
share. Paramount is proceeding
with plans for reducing charges on
its funded debt. The obligations of
its British subsidiary, amounting to
$5,000,000, have recently been refunded on a 3 per cent basis.
The advance in the market price
of Para.'s common shares has caused the conversion of about $4,000,000
of the outstanding $24,998,182 6
per cent first preferred, each share
of which is convertible into seven
shares of common. This conversion
has added about 280,000 shares to
the 1,610,457 shares of common outstanding at the end of 1935.
Loew's, Inc., business is running
well ahead of a year ago. Profits
for the November quarter are estimated at slightly more than $2 a
share on the 1,490,095 shares of
common stock. For the corresponding 1935 period, $1.08 a share was
reported.
Business of 20th Century Fox is
running ahead of the corresponding
1935 period and Warner Brothers
is sharing in the current good business. Work is progressing on plans
for
refunding
Warner's 6 per cent
debentures.
Columbia Pictures has had a sharp
advance in its earnings in the December quarter, with the figure
likely to be in excess of $1.25 a
share on the 280,413 shares of common stock, against 26 cents a share
in the preceding quarter.

Special Films Urged
For Use in Television
(Continued from Page

1)

Electrical Division of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
At the same time, Cruse told The
Film Daily that he felt television
held no menace for the film industry and, far less enthusiatstic than
many in the capital, he expressed
the opinion that television on a commercial basis in the U. S. was at
least 7 to 10 years off.

Takes "Revolt in Spain"

C. Gonzalez of Reliable Film Export Co. has contracted for the distribution of "Revolt in Spain" ("The
Spanish Civil War") for all the
English-speaking territories. Picture has also been synchronized with
Spanish off-screen narration under
the
"La Tragedia
Espanola",
for title
whichof Gonzalez
has distribution
rights for the Spanish-speaking territories.

"Slalom" Bookings Set

"Slalom", released by World Pictures Corp. and now in its second
week at the 55th Street Playhouse,
has also been booked for first-run
engagements in Seattle, Denver and
Philadelphia.

Words

and Wisdom

A/J"OTION
picture from
plays contempormust seek
their approval
ary audiences. Unless their pictures catch the fancy of today's
public, producers and the industry
they are responsible for will be
completely ruined. — DARRYL F.
ZANUCK.
Stars are more important than
stories. You may have six excellent stories, but it would be impractical to produce any one of them
without a player who could carry
it successfully.— HOWARD ESTABROOK.

be corrected, but the director must
do his own blue-penciling, working
hard to maintain in his mind a
sturdy, honest criticism of everything he does. — CLARENCE
BROWN.
Any actor who tries to serve both
the theater and the screen simultaneously isa fool to himself. You
cannot give your best performance
in the theater at night if you have
been working hard all day in the
studio.— BASIL
RATHBONE.

KUYKENDALL EAST IN
JAN, FOR TRADE MEETS
(Continued from Page

1)

indicated that he is not completely
satisfied with concessions of all the
distributing firms which have thus
far reported.

Deals Permit Mexico City
House to Select Pictures
(Continued from Page

1)

meda, it is announced will have 12
pictures from both 20th CenturyFox and Warner Bros. -First National, with the privilege of picking them itself from among the toI don't want to go on acting until
tal production. A similar deal is
my face drops and I have to lift it
negotiated with United Arup and carry it on to the set. Act- being
meda.
The American motion pictures, in
ing may be the hardest work in the
tists by the management of the Alatheir studied effort to promote in- world, but it isn't the only work.
ternational good will, are no mean And I can't imagine myself without a job.— ANN HARDING.
agency toward world peace. — WILL
Bueno, Mexican Producer,
H. HAYS.
Let Clark Gable assert a strong
To Make Four to Six Pix
A director is the one person on dominance over his leading lady
and
a
million
husbands
get
black
a motion picture set who must be
Mexico City — Jose Luis Bueno,
eyes from trying to imitate him. —
absolutely honest with himself. Ac- HARPO
MARX.
one of Mexico's most active productors, writers and cameramen
can
ers, is back at his office here following a two-month trip to New York,
South America and Cuba. He anBriskin Picks 12 Femmes
Erpi Finance Subject
nounces he will make from four to
As Film Starlet Material
of FCC Investigation six pictures during the coming year.
Deals Bueno completed in New York
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
which assure him of world distriBarbara Pepper, Constance Worth, uel Becker, special counsel for the
bution will enable him to considerAnita Colby, Joan Fontain, Diana Federal Communications Commisably increase his production budget.
Gibson, Kathryn Marlowe, Diane
sion when hearings of the FCC inBarrington, Thelma Leeds, Judith
vestigation of American Telephone
Blake, Ann Hovey, and Jane Walsh. & Telegraph and its subsidiaries will
3 "Family Audience" Films
"Talent", said Briskin, "is the be resumed. A. T. & T. purchase
Latest weekly guide of the Naenergy of our industry. A studio of various motion picture stocks will
tional Board of Review of Motion
should never make the mistake of also be gone into.
Pictures gives family audience ratrefusing a chance to untried peoWalter Gifford, A. T. & T. presiple. After all, it is better to have
ing to "College Holiday", "Great
dent, John E. Otterson, former Erpi Guy" and "That Girl from Paris",
a surplus than a deficit of new tal- president,
while "Accused" is designated as a
and WhitfoVd Drake, Erpi mature
audience picture.
executive vice president, are slated
to
be
the
principal
witnesses.
Field Interests Purchase
ent."
Balto. Theater
FILM

Hock Circuit In N. O.

From Bank

By ROBT. E. SMITH
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Baltimore — Title to the Rivoli
Theater has been taken by the East
Baltimore Theater Corp., J. B. Field,
president. Field has been operating
the house for about two years under
a lease. The property was taken
over from the Savings Bank of Bartimore. The theater concern has
held an option on the property for
the last two years. The consideration is said to have been about
$175,000.

Bank Night Discontinued
In Three Saenger Houses
New Orleans — Bank night has
been discontinued at Saenger Mobile houses in Greenville, Greenwood and Vicksburg.

Marquee-Sign Ordinance
Amendment is Requested
Wilmington, Del. — Local theaters
are seeking the amendment of the
present city ordinance governing
marquees. Municipal statute, recently adopted, restricts marquees to
one-half the width of the theater
building front and does not permit
the erection of a sign on the marquee. Unless the change is made,
the Ace theater may be required to
remove its marquee sign and Warto modify its plans
for a ners'
new Arcadia
marquee.

"U" Goes In For "Duals"

New Orleans — Joy Hock's circuit
of smaller houses is entering New
Orleans with the acquisition of the
Rex Theater from the Castay interests. Hock is ceding one of his
country theaters to B. V. Sheffield
of PoplarviJle, La.

Merced Theater Burns
San Francisco — The 1,200 Strand
Theater in Merced, was almost completely destroyed by fire with $110,000 estimated loss. The cause of the
fire was unknown. The house was
controlled by the Golden State Theater and Realty Corp. of San Francisco, with Homer Le Ballister as
local manager.

New

Equip. Distrib. Unit

Baltimore — Theater Equipment
in forng "duals"
wentcelebrati
Universa
s lEve,
Christma
at an Distributors
of America, Inc., 213
afternoon party both the advent of North Calvert Street, Baltimore, has
the holiday and election of Andrew been incorporated by Mary Levy,
Film Players Wed
as Universal
presi- Edward R. Young, Maurice R.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM 'DAILY J. Sharick
dent. A buffet
luncheon Club's
was served,
others to operate an asHollywood — Margaret Lane and followed by dancing. Entire home Brown andsociation
among the distributors of
Brian Donlevy were married by a office personnel, including execumotion picture equipment.
magistrate
at Ensenada,
Mex.
tives, attended.
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Foreign Field
British

Production

Notes

London — Arthur Dent, managing
director of Wardour Films, announces that his firm will experiment in 1937 with releasing their
most important productions in the
summer. Announced for summer
showing are: "Sensation" with John
Loder and Diana Churchill; "The
Mighty Tundra"; "Aren't Men
Beasts?" with Robertson Hare, Alfred Drayton and June Clyde; and
"Kathleen Mavourneen" with Sally
O'Neil. Tom Burke and Jack Daley
. . . Gaumont British announces that
12 "coronation" feaproduce
it will tures
next year. Among them will
be a new George Arliss film, Jessie
Matthews' next picture, "Sparkle";
"Take My Tip" with Jack Hulbert
and Cicely Courtneidge ; "The Lady
of La Paz," starring Nova Pilbeam,
and others to be announced . . British
Lion will star Paul Robeson in "Big
Fella", with Elizabeth Welch, James
Hayter. Eric Crowley, Marcelle
Rozey and others. Production has
started at Beaconsfield under the
direction of J. Elder Willis . . .
Shooting starts next month on the
B.I.P. stellar production for Mary
Ellis, "Glamorous
Night",
with
Brian
Desmond Hurst
directing.

TIMELY

London — The British Broadcasting Co. has prepared a special film,
■'Christmas Through the Empire,"
for transmission over its television
apparatus on Christmas Day.

For Historical Accuracy
London — The question of instituting a censorship over historical
films, to see that historical facts are
given accurately, was put forward
in the House of Lords recently by
Viscount Mersey. The Marquess of
Dufferin and Ava replied for the
government, stating that such censorship was better left to an educated public opinion and that it
would prove difficult to prevent artistic license being taken in such
cases.

«

REVIEWS

Barbara

Stanwyck

"THE PLOUGH

Radio Competition
Healthy for Films
'T'HE motion picture industry,
the last to be hurt by the
depression, and the first to recuperate from it, has proved its
supremacy in the world of entertainment, and even so great an
industry as radio can make no
serious inroads in the progress
of the motion picture. The competition, far from being detrimental, has undoubtedly put
producers and exhibitors on
their mettle, and has given
healthy impetus to new thought
and courageous undertakings
which have raised motion pictures to a new plane of artistic
achievement and quality product.
It is no longer with arched
brows and quizzical speculation
that a producer embarks on a
motion picture venture that bespeaks courage and vision.
It

Production in Europe
Is Hitting a Fast Pace

John Lodge will make his fourth ap(Continued from Page 1)
pearance in B.I.P. pictures with
Albrecht
Schoenhals
in the
"Bulldog Drummond at Bay" which and
has just started in work at Elstree leads.
with Dorothy Mackaill and Claude
In the Jofa studios of Tobis in Johannisthal
Allister in the support. Roy William the Jenny Jugo film, "Die Nacht mit dem
Kaiser," an episode between Napoleon and
Neil will direct. Stafford Dickens is an
actress, is occupying the attention of diErich Engel. At its Greunewald
directing "Please Teacher" for the studios rector
same firm at Elstree with Wylie tional:,. Tobis is making a number of educaWatson, Rene Ray, Lyn Harding and
Syndikat-Film. which recently took over the
Beitha Belmore in the cast . . . South
German-Bavaria Film Co., has "I A in
Albert de Courville is directing the Oberbayern" with Ursula Grabley, Harald
and Joe Stoeckl, and "Der GewissenRod La Rocque starring picture, Paulsen
swurm" with Else Elster in work.
"She Got What She Wanted", in
Luis
Trenker
is' workingJosef
on "Condottieri"
Rovensky is
which Julus Hagen has cast three in Parma and Rimini.
directing
"Pan."
from
a
Knud
Hamsum story,
young American actresses — Tucker for Olaf Fjord-Film with music by Jan SiMcGuire, Dorothy Dare and Mary
belius and Theo. Makeben. Chief players are
Cole. Henry Edwards is directing Christian Kayssler, Marieluise Claudius and
Hilde
Sessac'k. Exteriors are being shot in
another Hagen production, "The Sweden.
Gustav TJcicky is in Greece shooting
Vicar of Bray" at Hammersmith
with Stanley Holloway as the Vicar exteriors for Ufa's "Unter heissem HimIn the cast are Hans Albers, Lotte
. . . Thoiold Dickenson is directing mel."
Lang, Ellen Frank, Jack Trevor, Willi Schur.
"The General Goes Too Far" with V. Tourjansky is at Brioni for exterior shots
Lionel Atwill and Lucie Mannheim for "Die Geliebte von Paris" for TobisMagna, with Renata Mueller, Werner Krauss.
co-starred.
Marie Bard and Hans Soehnker. Hans

Xmas Television Special

TOPICS
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Deppe is directing Hansi Knoteck in "Das
schoene Frauelein Schragg"; for Ufa-Ostermayr-Film. Karl Lamac is producing "Der
Hund von Baskerville" (Conan Doyle's
"Hound
of the Baskervilles") for OndraLamac
Film.
French studios are well occupied at present. Raymond Bernard is directing "Le
Coupable" with Pierre Blanchard and Madeleine Ozeray for Filmor. Mega Films has
"Nitchevo" in production under the direction
of Jacques de Baroncelli with Harry Baur,
Ivan Mosjoukine and Marcelle Chantal. Raymond Rouleau is directing "Le Dernier
Chance" for Filmor with Renee St. Cyr, Rene
Lefevre and Jean Wall.
Albatross Films has "Les Bas-Fonds" nearing completion at the Eclair studios under
the direction of Jean Renoir with Jean Gaby,
Suzy Prim and Louis Jouvet heading the
cast. For the same company Pierre Caron
is
directing
"Les Renaud
DemiVierges''
with Rollan.
Marie
Hell.
Madeleine
and Henri
French Gaumont is producing "Le Jugement
fie la Vie", a Spardice production, with Bernard Roland directing, with Jeanne Boitel,
Henri Rollan and Jean Dax.
The Pathe Joinville studios have in work
"La Reine des Resquilleuses." a Flora Film
production, with Max Dearly. Suzanne Debelly and Suzy Prim under the direction of

is these qualities that brought
forth the truly great pictures
of the past several years — that
have kept the motion picture
industry ahead of any other
field of entertainment. Undoubtedly it required greatcourage on the part of producers in both this country and
abroad to deviate from the tried
and proven formula of motion
picture-making and to bring
forth such artistic triumphs as
"The Informer," "Romeo and
Juliet," "39 Steps," "Dodsworth," "Carnival in Flanders,"
"Barrets of Wimpole Street,"
"Nine Days a Queen," "Winterset," etc. Just as long as our
industry continues to manifest
the courage and foresight to
bring to the multitudes great
entertainment, we have nothing
to fear from outside encroachments.
— Arthur A. Lee.
Max Glass; "Mademoiselle Docteur" for
Trocadero Films with Pierre Blanchard, Dira
Parlo and Pierre Fresnay under the direction of G. W. Pabst; and "Avec le Sourire"
with Maurice Chevalier, Marie Glory and
Andre Lefaur, under the direction of Maurice
Tourneur.
Two productions are in work at the Neuilly
Studios: "Le Mort en Fuite" with Michel
Simon, Jules Berry and Marie Glory with
Berthomieu directing; and "Le Fantome"
which Pierre Schwab is directing with Gorlett, Claire Gerard and Helene Gaudy.
Sacha Guitry, Pauline Carton and Paul
Bernard are appearing in "Mon Pere avait
Raison" at the Tobis Studios under the direction of Guitry. France-Europa Films has
"L'Homme sans Coeur" in work under the direction of Leo Joannon with Pierre Renoir
and Alarie Glory. Yvan Noe is directing
"Mes Tantes et Moi" for G.E.C.E. Films
with
Moreno.Tranel, Rene Lefvre and Margieritte
Christian Herman is directing "Le Doight
du Destin" for Prodax Productions with
Yvonne Garat, Jean Bradin and Maxudian in
the cast. Bacos-Guissart Films has "Mm.
les Ronds du Cuir" in work with Lucian
Barous, Pierre Larquey and Signoret in the
cast under the direction of Yves Mirande.
Ullman
Films isAlcrme,
producing
with
Charles Vanel.
Alice"L'Assaut"
and Madeliene
Robinson in the cast under the direction of
J. P. Ducis. Paris Cine Films is producing
at the Faramount studios "Menilmontant"
with Valentine Tessier, Therese Dorny and
Signoret under the direction of Rene Guissart.
In Hungary Bela Gaal is directing for Reflector Films "Anniversary" with Zita Gordon,
Anthony Pager and Emery Raday.
Barnstijn Filmstad in Holland is at work
r.n "Merintje Gijzen's Jeugd" with Marcel
Krols. Piet Brcn and Mimi Boesnach under
the direction of Kurt Gerron. Max Nosseck
is directing "Oranje Hein" for Monopole
with Herman Bouber. John Elsensohn and
Aaf Bouber, while Alex Benno is directing
"Amsterdam at Night" with Louis de Bree,
Cor Tuys and Rini Otte at the Cinestone
Studios.
In Austria the new firm. Patria, is making as its first
"Romance"
Rosenhuegel.
with production
Herbert Selpin
directing,at
and starring Christl Mardayn, Willi Eichberger and Herbert Hubner. . .Vienna Projectograph has signed Jan Kiepura and
Martha Eggerth which, if the German kontingent permits, will be made in Vienna. . .
Tobis Sascha is making at Rosenhuegel
"Hannerl und Hire Leibhaber," a Favorit
Film, with Oily von Flint. Albrecht Schonhals and Olga Tschechowa; "Harvest," a
Styria production with Paula Wessel and
Attila Horbiger under the direction of Geza
von Bolvary; and the Gloria film, "Flowers
from Nice", with Friedl Czepa and Atilla
Genius.
Horbiger under the direction of Augusto

with

and

AND

Preston

»

Foster

in

THE STARS"

Barry Fitzgerald, Denis O'Dea,
Crowe,
Una O'Connor
(HOLL
YWOOD
PREVIEW)

Eileen

RKO Radio
72 mins.
GRIM DRAMA OF AN IRISH UPRISING.
SPLENDIDLY ACTED AND DIRECTED
EFFECT.
WILL EXERT A POWERFUL
This is a grim, bitter, faithful picturization of the short-lived Irish uprising of
1916. It has the masterly direction of John
Ford, a fine screenplay by Dudley Nichols,
and outstanding photography by Joseph
August. Ford, Nichols, August worked together on "The Informer" with Cliff Reid
who, with Robert Sisk, produced this picture. Barbara Stanwyck does unusually
good work as a young married woman bitterly opposed to war, and making a futile
fight to prevent her husband, Preston
Foster, from leading the Irish forces. Foster
gives strength and stature to his role. A
memorable characterization, one of the
best seen in many moons, is contributed
by Barry Fitzgerald of the Irish Abbey
Players. His style of comedy is distinctly
his own. Una O'Connor, Eileen Crowe,
Moroni Olsen, Wesley Barry, Bonita Granville and J. M. Kerrigan are others who do
excellent work. Foster is made commandant
of the Irish fighters and he and his men
take possession of the Post-Office They
make a brave stand against the British but
their efforts are futile. Defeated, they resort to sniping from roof-tops, but after a
week are routed. One of their leaders,
Moroni Olsen, is executed. Roy Webb's
musical score is an important factor in the
production.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Preston Foster,
Barry Fitzgerald, Denis O'Dea, Eileen Crowe,
F. J. McCormick,
Una O'Connor,
Arthur
Shields,
Moroni Olsen,
J. M. Kerrigan,
Bonita Granville, Erin O'Brien-Moore, Neil
Fitzgerald, Robert Homans, Brandon Hurst,
Cyril McLaglen, Wesley Barry, D'Arcy Corrigan, Mary Gordon, Doris Lloyd.
Associate Producers, Cliff Reid, Robert
Sisk; Director, John Ford; Assisted by
Arthur Shields of the Abbey Theater; Author, Sean O'Casey; Screenplay, Dudley
Nichols; Cameraman, Joseph August; Editor, George Hively.
standing.
Direction, Masterly. Photography, Out-

Floyd St. John Employes
Receive Christmas Bonus
San Francisco — Floyd St. John,
franchise holder for Republic films
in San Francisco and Los Angeles,
has a happy looking office force today. St. John, although only having organized his two exchanges a
little less than six months ago, gave
every member of his staff, both in
L. A. and S. F., a Christmas bosalary.
nus, in the form of an extra week's

ns

25,000,000 Patro
Attendance at the Music Hall in
the four years of its existence is
given at 25,000,000 by W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director. He adds
that the dancers in that time have
worn out 8,500 pairs of shoes.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

Kuykendall Due in N. Y. in Jan. for Trade Meetings

HOLIDAY BIZ SENDS FILM CO. EARNINGSJPWARD
Condor Pictures is Planning $6,500,000 Capitalization
Public Offering
of Million
Shares
of Common
Proposed
Condor Pictures Corp., newly-organized by Amedee J. Van Beuren
and George Hirliman, will have a
total capitalization of 2,000,000
shares of common stock of $3.25 par
value, half of which will be offered
for public subscription, with the organizers privileged to pick up the
remaining half at par, according to
the application to be made early
next week to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Condor Pictures was formed to coordinate the activities of various independent producers. Hirliman will
be in charge of production.

SPECIAL FILMS FOR
TELEVISION URGED
By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Conn. Public School to Give Film and Radio Course
Hamden, Conn. — First public school course in films and radio in this state will be
inaugurated in February at Hamden High School. Given by Dr. Kent Pease, head of
the English department, it will be known as "Radio and Motion Picture Appreciation".

M. P. Production on Continent Hits

Fast Pace, Unaffected by War Alarms

ERPI FILM FINANCE
TO BE FCC SUBJECT

Expect

Pathe to Finish First Division Write-off
Activities of Erpi in financing moapproximately $100,000 in the fourth
tion picture production and acquisiquarter. The losses occurred
tion by Erpi of the General Service
through investment in the company and Eastern Service Studios will be
which now has been absorbed by traced beginning Monday by SamGrand National as the nucleus of
(Continucd on Page 3)
its exchange system.

3)

Deals Permit Mexico City
House to Select Pictures
Mexico City — Sealing the first
commitments for the 1937 season,
20th Century-Fox and Warner Bros.First National have just signed
deals with the Teatro Alameda,
Mexico's (Continued
only big ondeluxer.
The AlaPage 3)
Booker Doubles as Pug
Cincinnati — Film Row scents a potential "cham-peen" in Jimmy Christian,
20th Century-Fox's local booker, who
fights under the prize ring alias of
"Kid Satchee." Christian, boxing as
a pro, has won seven out of eight
fights. He's now training for a bout
in Indianapolis.

20

Termed by the Wall Street Journal "an excellent indication of the
countrywide prosperity of the theaters", film rentals of some of the
leading producers in the two weeks
preceding Christmas ran roughly 20
per cent ahead of the same period
in 1935.
By L. H. MITCHELL
While the rate of increase neceshannes Heesters and Leopoldine
sarily will not apply to the ouiient
FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Konstantin. Herbert Maisch is
Motion picture production on the making studio shots on "Menschen quarter as a whole, the country's
continent of Europe is going for- ohne
nady. Vaterland," with Willy Fritsch, leading financial journal observes
ward apace, despite the alarms of Willy Beigel, and Maria von Tas- that "amusement companies are
looking forward hopefully to furwar, in most countries except warThe Ufa French production,
torn Spain. In Germany production
ther gains in the first part of 1937".
is hitting a fast pace, nearly all "Prends la Route," is in work under
Paramount
Pictures'
(Continued
on Page last
3) quarter
studios being near capacity.
the direction of Jean Boyer. "Die
At the great studios at Neuba- Kreutzersonate," from Tolstoi's
helsberg, Detlef Sierck is working novel, is in production at Ufa's
studios with Lil Dagover
on a musical comedy, "Das Hofkon- Tempelhof(Continued
on Page 4)
zert"
with
Martha
Eggerth,
Jo-

Pathe is expected to complete
Washington — A suggestion that write-off of its First Division losses
major studios produce pictures de- on its final quarter ending Dec. 31
signed especially for television
and thus clear the way for a subbroadcasting in addition to prostantial improvement in its posigrams for film houses is advanced
tion. Last sum to be written off is
here by Andrew Cruse, chief of the
(Continued on Page

Pre-Christmas
Fortnight
1935
p. c. Better Than in

Kuykendall Hopes to Broaden Scope

SMPE Committees Will Be
Named at Jan. 8 Meeting

S. M. P. E. committees for the
ensuing year will be appointed at a
meeting
of the Jan.
organization's
of governors
8 at the board
Hotel
Pennsylvania. The budget for 1937
Briskin Picks 12 Femmes
will
be
set
up
and
preliminary
plans
President Ed Kuykendall of the
for the Spring convention to
As Film Starlet Material M. P. T. O. A. is expected to come made
to New York shortly before Jan. 20 be held in Hollywood in May.
preliminary to holding further conWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ferences with distribution heads of
Students War on Duals
Hollywood — Stressing the screen's national companies in an attempt to
need for new faces and predicting
Palto Alto, Calit. — Students at Stanthat the year of 1937 will bring broaden the scope of their replies to
ford are launching an anti-duals camfame to many an ambitious cinema his association's 10-point trade pracpaign,
aimed athere.
the Stanford
is
who
Kuykendall,
dent
theaters
Tendencyandin Presisome
tice
program.
player, S. J. Briskin, production now at his home at Columbus, Miss.,
quarters to attribute the student stand
chief of RKO Radio studios has
to
the
managerial
refusal
to
permit
named 12 young actresses whom he is likely to make his New York trip
pajama-clad undergraduates to invade
the theaters during the annual pajama
considers stars and personalities of just prior to the inaugural at Washattend.
will
he
ington,
which
the future.
They are Lucille Ball,
The M. (Continued
P. T. O.on A.
has
(Continued on Page 3)
Pagechieftain
3)

Of 10-Point Program of M.P.J. O. A.

parade.
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WILLIAM C. LENGEL, eastern story editor
lor Columbia,
Coast
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T
T
T
• • • A SLIGHTLY delayed Christmas Gift to the femmes
in the publicity end of the biz
girls in the home office who
have been doing splendid jobs on and off for years
and
nobody ever seems to bother mentioning them
which
always hands up a laff
for after all the motion picture
industry is supported at least 85 per cent by women
and
the Feminine Slant is therefore something vitally essential
T
T
T
• • • WE START with Metro and of course with Pat
Rees
the Right Arm if we may say so, of Howard Dietz,
and Pat can turn out a special article with the Femme Slant
that no mere male in the biz could possibly duplicate . and
that goes also for Marigold Ball of the same home office
▼
T
T
• •
•
OVER AT Paramount we have Aileen Brenon
a born writer, and a girl with contacts that are priceless
at Warners
there is Ruth Weisberg,
whom
Charlie Einfeld
relies upon to give him the Femme Slant on pictures
and
that accounts in large degree for the fact that the Warner ads
catch the femme slant perfectly and there is Laura Benham, doing a grand job on fashions and how important
fashion slants are in the film news for newspapers, mags and
radio is something that some of the majors have still to grasp.

▼

TV

• • • AT THE 20th Century-Fox home office is Janet
Sauer, a quiet little lady who is doing a grand job
at RKO
Radio you will find Florence Fineman, the sec of Rutgers
Neilson, who is putting over fashion stuff in the mags that
grabs space money couldn't buy
also Blanche Livingston
doing a swell stint on the theater end
▼
▼
T
• • • BUT WE have to hand it to two companies for
giving the femmes a real break
United Artists and GB
at U. A. you will find that Monroe Greenthal has a line-up
of seven femme aces
all doing specialized jobs
Tess
Michaels on fan mags
Virginia Morris on sales promotion
Lola Woursell
on fashions Muriel Allen on research Rose Natkins on general publicity Florence
Ross on special features these girls are doing jobs that no
male could possibly handle and incidentally helping the
males very directly in the good-will they create among the
femme public the same goes for the girls at GB, including
Estelle Schrott, Gertrude Smith and Peggy Goldberg and
that gal Estelle has mag and newspaper contacts that we will
match against any male in the biz
what we mean, they
like Estelle, for she knows how to give them the pix slants the
way they want 'em
▼
T
T
• • • OVER AT Columbia you will find Hortense Schorr
doing a man-size job every day — and she's been doing it for
years there's one gal who could quit her job tomorrow
and five other companies would grab her
and Sylvia
Kossack makes the Columbia pressbooks sparkle with the
Femme Slant and Miriam Teichner is the third of a femme
trio that the company can brag about
▼
▼
T
• • • TO COMPLETE the record at the Music Hall
is Hazel Flynn, a newspaper girl par excellence and at the
New York Paramount theater Jack Mclnerney has Peggy
Mahoney, combination secretary, business manager, greeter and
all-round publicity expert
Grand National can boast of
Helen Harrison
Ray Johnston has had Madeline
White
for over a dozen years acting as his confidential advisor and
publicist extraordinary now if we have overlooked any
first-line femme publicists, blame it on the Publisher, Jack
Alicoate he's yelling for us to come in his office with the
rest of the gang and drink some Holiday Cheer

«

«

«

»

»

»

EDWARD ELLIS arrives today from Hollywood to spend a vacation
in New York.
JAMES CAGNtY, recently arrived from the
Coast, is at the Waldorf-Astoria.
NAT KARSON, stage designer, is in Bermuda
completing script for his musical version of
' Alice in Wonderland." which he is to direct
and produce in association with Theodore
Thomas and Dilbrd Long.
SriRO TROCHANIS, staff assistant to Paul
Gulick at Universal, has been given extended
leave of absence by home office and is en
route to California
for his health.
PAULINE FREDERICK is en route east to
confer with Theater Guild on proposed role
plays.
in one o( its forthcoming
PAUL STEVENS. Universal publicist, returns
10 New York Monday from his home in Vermont where he spent Christmas
holidays.
SOL LESSER, president of Principal Productions, sails on the Normandie today for a six
weeks' trip aboard. He will be accompanied
by Mrs. Lesser and their daughter.
J. CHEEVER COWDIN. chairman of the board
of Universal Pictures, and MRS. COWBINISIDORE OSTRER. president of Gaumont British, and MRS. OSTRER sail for Europe today
on the Normandie.
CHARLES "BUDDY" ROGERS, orchestra leader and film actcr; D. BUCHOWETZKI, French
film executive; PAUL SOSKIND, British producer; MARC ALLEGRET, film director and
manager of Simone Simon, are also on Normandie's passenger list.
FRiTZ REINER, well-known operatic conducts, and his wife, the former actress CARIRWIN, LILLIAN HELLMAN, playwright; OTTO KRUGER, stage and screen star;
BARBARA BLAIR, actress; ARTHUR TUCKERMAN, author, and his family; and 70 members of the French Casino cast, are additional
entertainment-world
folk leaving on the Normandie.
LOTTA

GEORGE KAMEN, European representative for
Walt Disney, arrives in New York early in
January
to wed
Leonore
Prince.
MARGUERITE
leading woman, will CHLLRCHILL.
arrive on the Columbia's
Century Limited
from Hollywood
today.
NOAH BEERY, who arrived this week on the
S. S. Washington to star in a series of CBS
radio programs will cut short his stay to return to England to appear in a forthcoming
Herbert
Wilcox
production.
NATHANIEL

SHILKRET,

musical director for

the RKO Radio Pictures' studios in Hollywood
has arrived 111 New York for a short vacation
visit over the holidays.

Rador-Klement

Deal

Randor Cinema Bureau has acquired for a client in Cuba the productions "A Woman Alone," and
"The Amazing Quest of Mr. Bliss".

BIG

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

A "Sam Wood Club", whose members
are at liberty to address Sam Wood,
M-G-M director, as "Uncle Sam," has
been formed on the campus of the University of Southern California, with
about
20 members.— DAVE
EPSTEIN.
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HOLIDAY BIZ BOOSTS
FILM CO. EARNINGS
%

(Continued from Page

1)

is expected to be materially ahead
of the September period, in which
net was equal to 96 cents a common
share. Paramount is proceeding
with plans for reducing charges on
its funded debt. The obligations of
its British subsidiary, amounting to
$5,000,000, have recently been refunded on a 3 per cent basis.
The advance in the market price
of Para.'s common shares has caused the conversion of about $4,000,000
of the outstanding $24,998,182 6
per cent first preferred, each share
of which is convertible into seven
shares of common. This conversion
has added about 280,000 shares to
the 1,610,457 shares of common outstanding at the end of 1935.
Loew's, Inc., business is running
well ahead of a year ago. Profits
for the November quarter are estimated at slightly more than $2 a
share on the 1,490,095 shares of
common stock. For the corresponding 1935 period, $1.08 a share was
reported.
Business of 20th Century Fox is
running ahead of the corresponding
1935 period and Warner Brothers
is sharing in the current good business. Work is progressing on plans
for
refunding
Warner's 6 per cent
debentures.
Columbia Pictures has had a sharp
advance in its earnings in the December quarter, with the figure
likely to be in excess of $1.25 a
share on the 280,413 shares of common stock, asrainst 26 cents a share
in the preceding quarter.

Special Films Urged
For Use in Television
(Continued from Page

1)

Electrical Division of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
At the same time, Cruse told The
Film Daily that he felt television
held no menace for the film industry and, far less enthusiatstic than
many in the capital, he expressed
the opinion that television on a commercial basis in the U. S. was at
least 7 to 10 years off.

2jnGf*_j>AiL

Words

and Wisdom

A/fOTION picture plays must seek
their approval from contemporary audiences. Unless their pictures catch the fancy of today's
public, producers and the industry
they are responsible for will be
completely ruined. — DARRYL F.
ZANUCK.
Stars are more important than
stories. You may have six excellent stories, but it would be impractical to produce any one of them
without a player who could carry
it successfully.— HOWARD ESTABROOK.

be corrected, but the director must
do his own blue-penciling, working
hard to maintain in his mind a
sturdy, honest criticism of everyBROWN.thing he does. — CLARENCE
Any actor who tries to serve both
the theater and the screen simultaneously isa fool to himself. You
cannot give your best performance
in the theater at night if you have
been working hard all day in the
studio.— BASIL
RATHBONE.

KUYKENDALL EAST IN
JAN. FOR TRADE MEETS
(Continued from Page

1)

indicated that he is not completely
satisfied with concessions of all the
distributing firms which have thus
far reported.

Deals Permit Mexico City
House to Select Pictures
(Continued from Page

1)

meda, it is announced will have 12
pictures from both 20th CenturyFox and Warner Bros.-First National, with the privilege of picking them itself from among the toI don't want to go on acting until
tal
production.
A similar deal is
my face drops and I have to lift it
up and carry it on to the set. Act- being negotiated with United ArThe American motion pictures, in
ing may be the hardest work in the meda. tists by the management of the Alatheir studied effort to promote in- world, but it isn't the only work.
ternational good will, are no mean And I can't imagine myself without a job.— ANN HARDING.
agency toward world peace. — WILL
Bueno, Mexican Producer,
H. HAYS.
Let Clark Gable assert a strong
To Make Four to Six Pix
A director is the one person on dominance over his leading lady
and
a
million
husbands
get
black
a motion picture set who must be
Mexico City — Jose Luis Bueno,
from trying to imitate him. —
absolutely honest with himself. Ac- eyes
one of Mexico's most active productors, writers and cameramen
can HARPO MARX.
ers, is back at his office here following a two-month trip to New York,
South America and Cuba. He anErpi Finance Subject
Briskin Picks 12 Femmes
nounces he will make from four to
of
FCC
Investigation
As Film Starlet Material
six pictures during the coming year.
Deals Bueno completed in New York
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
which assure him of world distriBarbara Pepper, Constance Worth, uel Becker, special counsel for the
bution will enable him to considerAnita Colby, Joan Fontain, Diana Federal Communications Commisably increase his production budget.
Gibson, Kathryn Marlowe, Diane
sion when hearings of the FCC inBarrington, Thelma Leeds, Judith
vestigation of American Telephone
Blake, Ann Hovey, and Jane Walsh. & Telegraph and its subsidiaries will
3 "Family Audience" Films
"Talent", said Briskin, "is the be resumed. A. T. & T. purchase
Latest weekly guide of the Naenergy of our industry. A studio of various motion picture stocks will
tional Board of Review of Motion
should never make the mistake of also be gone into.
Pictures gives family audience ratrefusing a chance to untried peoWalter Gifford, A. T. & T. presiing to "College Holiday", "Great
ple. After all, it is better to have
dent, John E. Otterson, former Erpi Guy" and "That Girl from Paris",
a surplus than a deficit of new tal- president, and Whitford Drake, Erpi while
"Accused" is designated as a
executive vice president, are slated mature audience picture.
to be the principal witnesses.
Field Interests Purchase

Balto.
ent."
FILM

Hock Circuit In N. O.

Theater From Bank

By ROBT. E. SMITH
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Marquee-Sign Ordinance
Amendment is Requested

Baltimore — Title to the Rivoli
Theater has been taken by the East
Wilmington, Del. — Local theaters
Baltimore Theater Corp., J. B. Field,
president. Field has been operating are seeking the amendment of the
present
city ordinance governing
the house for about two years under
a lease. The property was taken marquees. Municipal statute, recently adopted, restricts marquees to
over from the Savings Bank of Bartimore. The theater concern has one-half the width of the theater
Takes "Revolt in Spain"
building
front and does not permit
C. Gonzalez of Reliable Film Ex- held an option on the property for
the
erection
of a sign on the marport Co. has contracted for the dis- the last two years. The consideraquee. Unless the change is made,
tion is said to have been about
tribution of "Revolt in Spain" ("The
the Ace theater may be required to
Spanish Civil War") for all the $175,000.
remove its marquee sign and WarEnglish-speaking territories. Picners' Arcadia to modify its plans
ture has also been synchronized with
for a new marquee.
Bank Night Discontinued
Spanish off-screen narration under
In Three Saenger Houses
the title of "La Tragedia Espanola",
for which Gonzalez has distribution
New Orleans — Bank night has
rights for the Spanish-speaking ter"U" Goes In For "Duals"
ritories.
been discontinued at Saenger Mobile houses in Greenville, Green- Christm
in for
wentcelebrat
Univers
ing "duals"
asalEve,
at an
wood and Vicksburg.
afternoon party both the advent of
"Slalom" Bookings Set
the holiday and election of Andrew
"Slalom", released by World PicFilm Players Wed
tures Corp. and now in its second
l Club's presias Universa
week at the 55th Street Playhouse, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY J. Sharick
dent. A buffet
luncheon was served,
Hollywood — Margaret Lane and followed by dancing. Entire home
has also been booked for first-run
engagements in Seattle, Denver and Brian Donlevy were married by a office personnel, including execumagistrate
at Ensenada, Mex.
Philadelphia.
tives, attended.

New Orleans — Joy Hock's circuit
of smaller houses is entering New
Orleans with the acquisition of the
Rex Theater from the Castay interests. Hock is ceding one of his
country theaters to B. V. Sheffield
of Poplarville, La.

Merced Theater Burns
San Francisco — The 1,200 Strand
Theater in Merced, was almost completely destroyed by fire with $110,000 estimated loss. The cause of the
fire was unknown. The house was
controlled by the Golden State Theater and Realty Corp. of San Francisco, with Homer Le Ballister as
local manager.

New Equip. Distrib. Unit

Baltimore — Theater Equipment
Distributors of America, Inc., 213
North Calvert Street, Baltimore, has
been incorporated by Mary Levy,
Edward R. Young, Maurice R.
Brown and others to operate an association among the distributors of
motion picture equipment.
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Foreign Field
British Production Notes

TIMELY

London — Arthur Dent, managing
director
of Wardour
Films,
announces that his firm will experi- Radio Competition
ment in 1937 with releasing their Healthy for Films
most important productions in the
'T'HE motion picture industry,
summer.
Announced
for summer
the last to be hurt by the
showing are: "Sensation" with John
depression, and the first to reLoder and Diana Churchill; "The
cuperate from it, has proved its
Mighty
Tundra";
"Aren't
Men
supremacy in the world of enterBeasts?" with Robertson Hare, Altainment, and even so great an
fred Drayton and June Clyde; and
industry as radio can make no
"Kathleen Mavourneen" with Sally
serious inroads in the progress
Jack
, Tom
of the motion picture. The com.O'Neil
. . Gaumo
British and
annou
that
nces Daley
nt Burke
petition, far from being detriit will produce 12 "coronation" feamental, has undoubtedly put
tures next year.
Among them will
producers and exhibitors on
be a new George Arliss film, Jessie
their mettle, and has given
Matthews' next picture, "Sparkle";
healthy impetus to new thought
"Take My Tip" with Jack Hulbert
and courageous undertakings
and Cicely Courtneidge; "The Lady
which have raised motion picof Laothers
Paz," tostarri
Nova . Pilbea
ng nced
and
be annou
. Britism,h
tures to a new plane of artistic
achievement and quality product.
Lion will star Paul Robeson in "Big
It is no longer with arched
Fella", with Elizabeth Welch, James
Hayter,
Eric
Crowley,
Marcelle
brows and quizzical speculation
Rozey and others.
Production has
that a producer embarks on a
started at Beaconsfield
under the
motion picture venture that bedirection of J. Elder Willis . . .
speaks courage and vision.
It
Shooting starts next month on the
B.I. P. stellar production for Mary
Production in Europe
Ellis,
"Glamorous
Night",
with
Brian
Desmond
Hurst
directing.
Is Hitting a Fast Pace
John Lodge will make his fourth appearance in B.I. P. pictures
with
(Continued from Page 1)
"Bulldog Drummond at Bay" which and
Albrecht
Schoenhals
in the
has just started in work at Elstree leads.
with Dorothy Mackaill and Claude
In the Jofa studios of Tobis in Tohannisthal
Allister in the support. Roy William *"e. Jenny Jug0 fi\m> "Dje Nacnt mit dem
Neil will direct. Stafford Dickens is Kaiser." an episode between Napoleon and
an actress, is occupying the attention of director Erich Engel. At its Greunewald
directing "Please Teacher" for the
same firm at Elstree with Wylie studios
tional. Tobis is making a number of educaWatson, Rene Ray, Lyn Harding and
Syndikat-Film. which recently took over the
Bei-tha Belmore
in the cast . . . South German-Bavaria Film
Co., has "I A in
Albert de Courville is directing the Oberhayern" with Ursula Grabley, Harald
Rod
La Rocque
starring picture, Paulsen and Joe Stoeckl, and "Der Gewissenswurin" with Else Elster in work.
"She Got What
She Wanted",
in
Trenker is working on "Condottieri"
which Julus Hagen has cast three in Luis
Parma and Rimini. Josef Rovensky is
directing
from a Knud Hamsum storv,
young American
actresses — Tucker for Olaf "Pan."
Fjord-Film with music by Jan SiMcGuire,
Dorothy
Dare and Mary
belius and Theo. Makeben. Chief players are
Cole.
Henry
Edwards
is directing Christian Kayssler, Marieluise Claudius and
Hilde Sessack. Exteriors are being shot in
another
Hagen
production,
"The Sweden.
Vicar of Bray"
at Hammersmith
Gustav Ucicky is in Greece shooting
with Stanley Holloway as the Vicar
exteriors for Ufa's "Unter heissem Him. . . Thoiold Dickenson is directing mel." In the cast are Hans Albers. Lotte
Lang, Ellen Frank. Jack Trevor, Willi Schur.
"The General Goes Too Far" with
Tourjansky is at Brioni for exterior shots
Lionel Atwill and Lucie Mannheim V.
for 'Die Geliebte von Paris" for TobisMagna, with Renata Mueller, Werner Krauss.
co-starred.
Marie

Xmas Television Special
London — The British Broadcasting Co. has prepared a special film,
^Christmas Through the Empire,"
for transmission over its television,
apparatus on Christmas Day.

For Historical Accuracy
London — The question of instituting a censorship over historical
films, to see that historical facts are
given accurately, was put forward
in the House of Lords recently by
Viscount Mersey. The Marquess of
Dufferin and Ava replied for the
government, stating that such censorship was better left to an educated public opinion and that it
would prove difficult to prevent artistic license being taken in such
cases.

Bard
and
Hans
Soehnker. Hans
Deppe is directing Hansi Knoteck in "Das
schoene Frauelein Schragg"; for TJfa-Ostermayr-Film. Karl Lamac is producing "Der
Hand von Baskerville" (Conan Doyle's
Hound of the Baskervilles") for OndraLamac
Film.
French studios are well occupied at present. Raymond Bernard is directing "Le
( oupable" with Pierre Blanchavd and Madeleine Ozei-ay for Filmor. Mega Films has
Nitchevo in production under the direction
of Jacques de Baroncelli with Harry Baur
Ivan Mosjoukine and Marcelle Chantal Raymond Rouleau i* directing "Le Dernier
Chance" for Filmor with Renee St. Cyr Rene
Lefevre and Jean Wall.
Albatross Films has "Les Bas-Fonds" nearing completion at the Eclair studios under
the direction of Jean Renoir with Jean Gaby,
Suzy Prim and Louis Jouvet heading the
cast. For the same company Pierre Caron
is d-rectine "I.e. Demi-Vierges" with Marie
Bell. Madeleine Renaud and Henri Rollan.
French Gaumont is producing "Le Jugement
de la Vie", a Spardice production, with Bernard Roland directing, with Jeanne Boitel,
Henri Rollan and Jean Dax.
The Pathe Joinville studios have in work
"La Reine des Resquilleuses." a Flora Film
production, with Max Dearly. Suzanne Debelly and Suzy Prim under the direction of

TOPICS
is these qualities that brought
forth the truly great pictures
of the past several years — that
have kept the motion picture
industry ahead of any other
field of entertainment. Undoubtedly it required greatcourage on the part of producers in both this country and
abroad to deviate from the tried
and proven formula of motion
picture-making and to bring
forth such artistic triumphs as
"The Informer," "Romeo and
Juliet," "39 Steps," "Dodsworth," "Carnival in Flanders,"
"Barrets of Wimpole Street,"
"Nine Days a Queen," "Winterset," etc. Just as
as our
industry continues long
to manifest
the courage and foresight to
bring to the multitudes great
entertainment, we have nothing
to fear from outside encroachments.
— Arthur A. Lee.
Max Glass; 'Mademoiselle Docteur" for
Trocadero
Films with Pierre Blanchard, Dira
farlo and Pierre Fresnay under the
direction ofG. W. Pabst; and "Avec le Sourire"
with Maurice Chevalier, Marie Glorv and
Andre
Lefaur, under the direction of Maurice
lourneur.
^ Two productions are in work at the Neuilly
Studios: "Le Mort en Fuite" with Michel
Simcn, Jules Berry and Marie Glory with
Berthomieu directing; and "Le Fantome"
which Pierre Schwab is directing with
Gorlett, Claire Gerard and Helene Claudy.
Sacha Guitry, Pauline Carton and Paul
Bernard are appearing in "Mon Pere avait
Raison ' at the Tobis Studios under the direction of Guitry. France-Europa Films has
L Homme sans Coeur" in work under the direction of Leo Joannon with Pierre Renoir
and Marie Glory. Yvan Noe is directing
• Mes Tantes et Moi" for G.E.C.E. Films
with Tranel, Rene Lefvre and Margierittf
Moreno.
Christian Herman is directing "Le Doight
du Destin" for
Productions with
Yvonne Garat, Jean Prodax
Bradin and Maxudian
in
the cast. Bacos-Gmssart Films has "Mm.
Ies Ronds du Cuir" in work with Lucian
Barous, Pierre Larquey and Signoret in the
cast under the direction of Yves Mirande.
Ullman Var.el.
Films isAlcrme.
producing "L'Assaut" with
Charles
Alice and Madeliene
Robinson in the cast under the direction of
J. P. Ducis. Paris Cine Films is producing
at the Faramcunt studios "Menilmontant"
with Valentine Tessier, Therese Dorny and
Signoret under the direction of Rene Guissart.
In Hungary Bela Gaal is directing for Reflector Films "Anniversary" with
Anthony Pager and Emery Raday.Zita Gordon,
Barnstijn Filmstad in Holland is at work
on "Menntje Gijzen's Jeugd" with Marcel
Krols. Piet Brcn and Mimi Boesnach under
the direction of Kurt Gerron. Max Nosseck
is
for Monopole
withdirecting
Herman "Oranje
Bouber. Hein"
John Elsensohn
and
Aaf Bouber. while Alex Benno is directing
"Amsterdam at Night" with Louis de Bree,
Cor Tuys and Rini Otte at the Cinestone
Studios.
In Austria the new firm, Patria, is making as its first production "Romance" at
Rosenhuegel. with Herbert Selpin directing,
and starring Christl Mardayn, Willi Eichberger and Herbert Hubner. . .Vienna Projectograph has signed Jan Kiepura and
Martha Eggerth which, if the German kontingent permits, will be made in Vienna...
Tobis Sascha is making at Rosenhuegel
"Hannerl und Ihre Leibhaber." a Favorit
Film, with Oily von Flint. Albrecht Schonhals
Olga Tschechowa;
Styriaand
production
with Paula "Harvest,"
Wessel anda
Attila Horbiger under the direction of Geza
von Bolvary; and the Gloria film. "Flowers
from Nice", with Friedl Czepa and Atilla
Genius.
Horbiger under the direction of Augusto

«

REVIEWS

Barbara

Stanwyck

and

Preston

»

Foster

in

THEBarry
PLOUGH
THE STARS" #*
with
Fitzgerald,AND
Denis O'Dea,
Crowe,

Una

O'Connor

Eileen

RK0
Radi°
72 mins.
GRIM DRAMA OF AN IRISH UPRISING,
.,.,«
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
SPLEN»DIDLY
ACTED AND DIRECTED

This EXERT
EFFECT.
A POWER
WILL
is a grim,
bitter,FUL
faithful
picturiza- '
tion of the short-lived Irish uprising of
1916. It has the masterly direction of John
Ford, a fine screenplay by Dudley Nichols,
and outstanding photography by Joseph
August. Ford, Nichols, August worked together on "The Informer" with Cliff Reid
who, with Robert Sisk, produced this picture. Barbara Stanwyck does unusually
good work as a young married woman bitterly opposed to war, and making a futile
fight to prevent her husband, Preston
Foster, from leading the Irish forces. Foster
gives strength and stature to his role. A
memorable characterization, one of the
best seen in many moons, is contributed
by Barry Fitzgerald of the Irish Abbey
Players. His style of comedy is distinctly
his own. Una O'Connor, Eileen Crowe,
Moroni Olsen, Wesley Barry, Bonita Granville and J. M. Kerrigan are others who do
excellent work. Foster is made commandant
of the Irish fighters and he and his men
take possession of the Post-Office. They
make a brave stand against the British but
their efforts are futile. Defeated, they resort to sniping from roof-tops, but after a
week are routed. One of their leaders,
Moroni Olsen, is executed. Roy Webb's
musical score is an important factor in the
production.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Preston Foster,
Barry Fitzgerald, Denis O'Dea, Eileen Crowe,
F. J McCormick, Una O'Connor, Arthur
Shields, Moroni Olsen, J. M. Kerrigan,
Bonita Granville, Erin O'Brien-Moore, Neil
Fitzgerald, Robert Homans, Brandon Hurst,
Cyril McLaglen, Wesley Barry, D'Arcy Corrigan, Mary Gordon, Doris Lloyd.
Associate Producers, Cliff Reid, Robert
Sisk; Director, John Ford; Assisted by
Arthur Shields of the Abbey Theater; Author, Sean O'Casey; Screenplay, Dudley
Nichols; Cameraman, Joseph August; Editor, George Hively.
standing.
Direction, Masterly Photography, Out-

Floyd St. John Employes
Receive Christmas Bonus
San Francisco — Floyd St. John,
franchise holder for Republic film?
in San Francisco and Los Angeles,
has a happy looking office force today. St. John, although only having organized his two exchanges a
little less than six months ago, gave
every member of his staff, both in
L.
A. and S. F., a Christmas bosalary.
nus, in the form of an extra week's

25,000,000
Attendance
at the Patrons
Music Hall in
the four years of its existence is
given at 25,000,000 by W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director. He adds
that the dancers in that time have
worn out 8,500 pairs of shoes.
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Now Eighteen Years Old
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TEN CENTS

Loans of $1,507,524 Granted 508 Film Theaters

INDUSTRY MANPOWER REALIGNMENT FEATURES '36

Refunding Moves to Give Para. Large Annual Savings
Warners
Also Expected
Reduce Carrying
Charges

to

Paramount will realize large annual savings as a result of refunding
operations under which $3,500,000 of
coast studio bonds and $5,000,000
bonds of British companies have
been refunded at 3 per cent and some
additional $35,000,000 of bonds of the
company and subsidiaries will be refinanced, probably at the same rate.
Negotiations are under way for
the refunding of $20,000,000 of the
company's 6 per cent debentures and
of subsidiary issues and in view of
the company's
cashon position
{Continued
Page 4) and the

REPORT MAURY COHEN
WILL JOIN MAJOR GO.

Sidney R. Kent and Joseph M. Schenck negotiate to buy Ostrers' control
of Gaumont British, but deal .reaches an impasse when John Maxwell enters

Fabian Chance for Getting
Roxy Hinges on Major Deal

Marked
by Personnel
Changes of Major
Importance

situation with bid for Ostrers' shares.

By CHESTER B. BAHN
Managing Editor of The Film Daily

Barney Balaban elected president of Paramount, with Adolph Zukor renamed chairman of the board, following resignation of President John E.
Otterson, whose contract subsequently was settled.

If product is the keystone of
the industry, it is equally

Dr. A. H. Giannini elected president and board chairman of United Artists.
Irving G. Thalberg dies.
J. Cheever Cowdin and Charles R. Rogers head group buying Carl Laemmle
control of Universal.
George J. Schaefer,
former
Paramount vice
ager, joins United Artists as vice president and

president and general
general sales manager.

Felix F. Feist, general sales manager of M-G-M,
MPTOA
.Samuel

Maury Cohen, head of Invincible
Pictures, is understood to be negotiating to join a major studio as a
producer and disband his own producing organization, The Film
Daily is advised.

Year

Ten Outstanding News Events of 1936

asks distributors
L. "Roxy"

for trade

practice

Changes in presidencies, in board
chairmanships and in production and
sales chiefs are highlights; others

dies.

reforms.

(Continued on Page 6)

Rothafel dies.

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
at
distributor bans on dual features illegal.

THE

man-

WEEK

Philadelphia

affirms

axiomatic
product's own
keystone isthat
manpower.
And it is in terms of manits for
retreatpower,
and itsitsrealignment,
advance, that,
a second successive year, one of
the most significant chapters of
the industry's chronicle is written.

decision

finding

IN REVIEW

"Full Speed Ahead" for Industry . . . Union Cinemas Earnings

KLEMENT SAILS; DEAL
CONFIRMATION SOUGHT
Otto Element, British producer,
sailed Saturday on the Normandie
for London and expects to return to
New York a week after his arrival
in London. His trip is for the pur(Continued onconfirmation
Page 7)
pose of obtaining
of a

; By GEORGE H. MORRIS =====
Si Fabian, who has been bidding
FOREIGN
for acquisition of the Roxy Theater, DOMESTIC
has not produced any definite eviDevelopments of general interest
As old year waned, the industry
from overseas were highlighted by
dence that he can get a major franNo New GB Conferences;
responding
to
the
signal,
"full
speed
chise and unless he does so is unLondon's cable that Union Cinemas
was set to scale even loftier report
likely to stand a chance of acquiring ahead,"
for year ending March
31 Set-up Unchanged — M. Ostrer
heights in 1937.
Hollywood
gave
(Continued on Page 5)
the house The Film Daily is reliably advised. Fabian has offered
Although both Maurice and
a slightly higher interest rate on
Isidore Ostrer cancelled their scheduled sailings for Europe Saturday
new bonds to be issued under a proand will remain in the U. S. for
posed reorganization plan, but with
(Continued on Page 7)
less amortization than proposed by
20th Century-Fox.

U. 5. Exhibitors Get $917,129 in Repair

Loans, $590,395 More for Equipment

Got a Job for This Chap?
Seattle — Alaska's exhib-jack-of-alltrades, Martin Slisco, is a holiday visitor here. Slisco, who flew down, operates a film house at Wiseman as well
as a radio station, a restaurant and a
general store.
looking
something
to do He's
in his
spare around
time. for

Goetz & Gordon Set First
Production as "The Women"
First film production of the newlyformed
Harry
Goetz-Max
Gordon
(Continued

on

Page

8)

By DAILY
MILTON StaffF. Correspondent
LUNCH
I-ILM

Washington - - Five hundred and
eight theaters- in the United States
received FHA loans totalling $1,507,524 in the first 11 months of 1936,
(Continued on Page 4)

Time Favors RKO Plan
Time, Inc., and several of its officers
who hold $1,250,000 of RKO notes,
favor the proposed RKO reorganization
plan, THE FILM DAILY is advised. The
RKO debenture holders' committee,
composed of George N. Armsby and
Edward C. Delafield has formally approved the plan.

15 Giveaway Arrests

11 The Broadway
JOHN W. ALICOATE

Editor and Publisher

f, A£? dSh7 Ixcept Su°days and Holidayi
V «r5? Broadway. New York, N. Y
by W.ds Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J w'
Donald
nin°t5e' M
YcPr"wdent'
Editor
and Publisher;'
Mersereau,
Secretary-Treasurer
r??, Ger7al Ma"aK": Arthur W. Eddv, Assort ?«, T:. 2»hes,er B Bahn- Managing
5 21,
„ 1918,
,?rlered
,as second «•«« matter.
May
at the post-office at New
N. \., under the act of March 3. York,
1879.
Ierrns (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone. Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address Filmday, New York. Hollywood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest \V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133
VVardour St., \V. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
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Impending Legislation to
Be K. C. Conclave Subject
Kansas City, Mo. — Officers and
seven directors of the Kansas-Missouri Theater Owners' Association
will meet here tomorrow at the Film
Row offices of the association for
their annual directors' meeting. R.
R. Biechele, secretary and treasurer,
will preside. Meeting will he concerned principally with the effect on
theater owners in this area of impending legislation to come up during the sessions of the Missouri and
Kansas legislatures which open in
January.

Malco Amends

Charter

Little Rock, Ark. — The Malco
Theaters, Inc., of North Little Rock,
amended its charter to authorize
issuance of 24,000 shares of common
stock of the par value of $5 per
share.

♦ TWO-A-DAY

Lloyds

of

London

(20th

Century-Fox) — 5th

♦ FOREIGN

Slalom
(Geo. Kraska-World)-2nd
Revolutionists
(Amkino)
_ ..
,„
Les Pet.tes (French picture)
Janosik
(French
M. P. Co.)

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

Palace

^stor

♦

P|ayhouse
_
Cameo
Cjnema de Par|s
Filmarte

♦

31

Roxy
Hall
G|obe
Paramount

Music

God's Country and the Woman
(Warner Bros, (c)
Camille
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
You Only Live Once
(United Artists)
(c)
Great Guy
(Grand
National)
(c)
Eternal Mask (Arthur Mayer & Jos. Burstyn) (c)
Masquerade in Vienna
(Geo. Kraska)
(c)
(b) Subsequent run.

Music Hall
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
Palace

55th st

One in a Million
(20th Century-Fox)— Dec.
That Girl from Paris (RKO Radio)— Dec. 31
Crack-Up
(20th Century-Fox)— Jan. 1
The Plainsman
(Paramount) — Jan. 6

(a) Dual bill,

Capitol
Strand
Rivoli

week

PICTURES

H

Theater
Paramount
R

♦

week

Strand
Capitol
Rivo|j
Criterion
Filmarte
55th St. Playhouse

(c) Follows current bill.

Made By Chicago Police
Chicago — Fifteen theater managers1were arrested by Chicag police
tor holding Screeno and Banko Night
drawings Saturday night. Elmo
1 heater audience booed the arresting
police. Several managers
outwit
authorities by holding drawinted
gs
earlier than advertised. All arrested were released on individual $100
bail. Trials will be held in police
court today. Circuits are reported
to have advised their managers to
postpone drawings until test cases
are heard.
State Lake Theater, Jones-LinickSchaefer Circuit, will hold a drawing Wednesday night despite arrests. Theaters affected are estimated at 250 and many thousand
dollar prize funds are involved.
Lawyers say that state may claim
money under statue providing for
confiscation of lottery moneys.

Joseph A. Gossett Dies
Canton, O. — Joseph A. Gossett, 62,
manager of the State Theater, died
at Mercy Hospital after an illness of
several weeks. He is survived by
his widow, a son and daughter.

Honeymoon
Irene Fenwick Dead

_ Union Pact Nearly Ready

Irene Fenwick, 49, noted stage
star and wife of Lionel Barrymore,
died Christmas Eve at the family
residence in Hollywood from complications following an attack of
pneumonia contracted last spring.
Her maiden name was Irene Frizzel.
She married Mr. Barrymore at
Riverside, Calif., in 1923.

Coming

MRS. BASIL RATHBONE and MONTA BELL
are residing at the Lombardy Hotel before returning to the coast.
GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN, with
their children, SUNDRA and RONNIE, arrive
in New York this morning from Hollywood for
a two weeks' vacation.

FILM

\DAILY

Hollywood — Honeymoon of DirecFollowing formal approval by
tor Lloyd Bacon and Nadine CoughGeorge E. Browne, I.A.T.S.E. presi- lin, film actress, who were quietly
dent, of the agreement now in almost married here, must wait until February to permit the bridegroom to finfinal form under which Local 306
ish
ner hisBros.current production for Warthe Allied'
will
'
the pact
the signatur
union,absorb
ing ofOperators
next
the
within
probably
expected,
is
Mrs. Otis Skinner Dies
few days.
Mrs. Otis Skinner, wife of the
actor and mother of Cornelia Otis
Skinner, died Christmas Day at her
New York residence, 131 East 66th
St., of a heart attack. Known on
stage as Maud Durbin, she met Skinner in 1889 when both were members
of Booth-Modjeska Dramatic Co.
They were married a year later.
New York. They were acompanied on trip by

GWYNNE PICKFORD, daughter of the late Lottie Pickford; a friend, MARY ELOISE MCCARand MRS. ELIZABETH LEWIS, Miss Picktord's THY;
secretary.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON, who returned to
New York last Thursday from England on the
Normandie, following his appearance in Atlantic Film's "Thunder in the City," leaves tor
Warner's
"Galahad." west coast studios to star in "Kid
GUS EDWARDS is en route to the coast following the signing of a Republic contract.

GRANT MITCHELL, film and stage actor,
arrives in New York tomorrow from the coast
to play lead role in "Tide Rising," forthcoming Broadway production.
ALAN HALE, film player; MARGARET WEBSTER, actress; B. J. GARDNER, RCA's London
manager; MYkA HESS, concert pianist- and
GEORGES ENESCO, who will conduct New YorK
Philharmonic, arrive in New York today on the
Berengaria.
FREEMAN H. OWENS, film equipment inventor and engineer, is spending holidays with his
mother, MRS. C. H. OWEN, at Pine Bluff, Ark.
He returns to New York next week-end.
OLIVIA
Hollywood
following

Delayed

West Coast Bureau of THE

and Going

CHRIS DUNPHY, director of advertising and
publicity for Paramount at company's Hollywood studios, returns to his duties there atter
spending ten days in New York.

DECEMBER 28
Lewis Ayres
Arch Reeve
John LeRoy Johnston
Frank Butler

RUN

LANGUAGE

Oscar R. Hanson Improves

Toronto — Oscar R. Hanson, president of Associated Theaters, Ltd.,
who is ill from a heart condition, is
reported as improved. On doctor's
orders, however, Mr. Hanson is taking a complete rest from all business.

Parade

Picture and Distributoi
College
Holiday
(Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd week
Stowaway
(20th Century-Fox) — 2nd week
After the Thin Man
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Gold Diggers of 1937 (Warner Bros.)
Beloved
Enemy
( United
Artists)
Rainbow on the River (RKO Radio) — 2nd week
Sing Me a Love Song (Warner Bros.)
Jungle
Princess
(Paramount
Pictures)
The Crimson
Circle (DuWorld)
The Case of the Black Cat (Warner Bros.) (a)
Banjo on My Knee
(20th Century-Fox)
(a-b)

DE HAVILLAND,
Warner star, leaves
shortly for a visit to New York,
completion
of current
feature, "Cali

It a Day."
MARY PICKFORD and her fiance, CHARLES
i"BUDDY") ROGERS, have returned to the
coast
by plane
after spending
Christmas
in

FRANK CAHILL, director of sound and projection for Warner Theaters, left yesterday for
Chicago to confer with Jas. E. Coston, Chicago
branch manager,
on business.
JESSE J. GOLDBURG, Burroughs-Tarzan Pictures executive, has arrived in New York from
the coast to complete arrangements for radio
broadcasts by Clyde E. Elliott from Malay junA.
wood
on

gles during production
there
L. BERMAN, attorney,
Jan. 6.

OTTO KLEMENT
the Normandie.

of "Asia
Roars."
leaves for Holly-

sailed Saturday for England

JOHN R. MORONEY, secretary of the Hoblitzelle Corp., has returned to Dallas.
MACK D. WEINBERGER, general sales manager for General Pictures, returns today from a
to the mid-west.

trip

THE
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VERSATILITY

UNUSUAL

and special though it is in its

characteristics, Super X fills every requirement of general cinematography. Proof?
It is used throughout features and shorts
made under every possible condition. In
Super X, specialization has surprisingly
led to supreme
Kodak

versatility. Eastman

Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E.

Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PANCHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X
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REFUNDING MOVES
GIVE LARGE SAVINGS

$1,507,524
FHA LOANS FORINTHEATERS
(Continued from Page

(.Continued from Page

easy money situation, they are expected to be completed shortly.
Warner Bros., which has been
planning refunding operations, is
also expected to reduce its carrying
charges by new financing at lower
rates.

43 Pictures in Work As
Last Week in '36 Opens
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

iDAILY

Hollywood — Forty-three pictures
are in work, with Warners and MG-M tied, with eight each. 20th
Cenutry-Fox is making six and RKO
five. Paramount is also producing
five, with Universal following with
four. Columbia and Republic are
making two each, while Wanger,
Selznick International and Conn are
to be credited with one each.
"Weather or No" just started at
Columbia, as did "Stepping Toes" at
RKO. "The Last Slaver" went into
production at 20th Century-Fox and
"We've Had Our Moments" at Universal. "Man of the People," "Burned
Fingers" and "Espionage" bolstered
M-G-M's schedule. "Internes Can't
Take Money" and "Waikiki Wederas. ding" went before Paramount camMervyn LeRoy completed "The
King and the Chorus Girl," his first
independent production, at Warners.
"Once Over Lightly" was completed
at RKO and "Breezing Home" at
Universal.

KANSAS

CITY

Jack Donahue, M-G-M traveling
auditor who was taken ill last week
while working at the local exchange,
is in St. Joseph's Hospital with
bronchial pneumonia. Mrs. Donahue has come from their home to
be with him.
John Krieger, until recently at the
Dickenson Theater at Parsons, Kan.,
has been promoted to assistant
manager of the Dickenson Theater
at Paola, Kan.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Heather Angel became so intrigued
with the period costume jewelry she
wore in "The Bold Caballero" that she
had exact replicas made for her own
use.
—REPUBLIC.

1)

it was announced here Saturday by
tion.
the Federal Housing Administra-

1)

T

T

T

• • • THE FILM folks who flew back and forth betwixt
New York and Hollywood found themselves in the air Christmas
Day
didn't do so bad at all if they were traveling on a
Douglas
DC-2 or flagship of the American
Airlines
here is the dinner menu that was served 'em by a pretty hostess
chicken bouillon, celery hearts, olives, roast turkey,
buttered corn, candied sweet potatoes, hot Parker House rolls,
jellied tomato salad on lettuce, mince pie, grapes, salted almonds, cream mints and coffee
to make the holiday
spirit complete, the pretty hostess pinned a mistletoe boutonniere on the lapel of each male passenger
T
T
▼
• • • THE FORMAL dedication of the new Mecca Film
lab will take place this afternoon in the Film Center building
it will have a production capacity of 3,500,000 feet a
month
the program will include showing of clips from
various films from 1910 to the present, in the production of
which Harry Glickman, prexy of Mecca, and John N. Weber,
treasurer, were identified
Glickman has been prominent
in the biz since 1910, when he was associated with Kinemacolor
Weber's affiliation dates from 1914 with Universal
T
T
T
• •
• AND NOW we have a Freudian production, "The
Eternal Mask," made in Switzerland
it will make its
American debut at the New York Filmarte theater
it Is
Switzerland's first important film venture
Arthur Mayer
and Joseph Burstyn are the distributors
their next release will be a French T
film, "Remous"
T
T
•

• • ANOTHER YOUNG dancing and singing personality looms on the Hollywood
horizon
little Patsy Lee
Parsons
a five-year-old signed by RKO Radio after creating a sensation at a charity affair in Madison Square Garden
early this year
she has just completed her first screen
part in "Wanted to Marry"
a comedy featuring Betty
Furness, Gordon Jones and Henry Kolker
T
T
T
• •
• A FEW
DAYS ago at Culver City
Hunt
Stromberg and a flock of M-G-M folks were at the first projection room showing of "After the Thin Man"
the climax
of the story had been reached when there came a break in the
film
there was an unheard of delay of several minutes, while everybody
fretted and fumed
checking up
later, they found that the usually efficient operator had become
so absorbed in the story that he had forgotten to thread up the
twelfth and final reel
(we cheerfully run this publicity
yarn because it is so unusual to get an original publicity yarn
from Hollywood)
T
T
▼
• • • ON ITS Spring list of publications, Random House
will include the Spanish war experience of Janet Reisenfeld,
the young American girl who was an accredited war correspondent in Madrid
Mrs. Sewell Haggard of the William
Morris Agency negotiated the deal ... • Mrs. Thomas A.
Martin, former Bronx Director of the Federation of Women's
Clubs, is now associated with the American Plays Association ... • A nice eatery in the Village for those who enjoy
Italian food, is the Portorose Restaurant at 154 Thirteenth St.
the famous Harry Scrobogna of Mulberry St. supervises preparation of choice special dishes ... • Beulah Livingstone ofUniversal pub dep't is on a three weeks' tour of key
cities contacting the newspapers in connection with booking's
of "Three Smart Girls"

Wm. Sayres, Jr., Killed in Fall

Duquesne Theater Burns

Detroit — William S. Sayres, Jr.,
Standing Master in Chancery for
the U. S. District Court, was killed
in a fall from the 28th floor of the
Book-Cadillac Hotel. Sayres had
taken testimony in many longdrawn-out theatrical cases

Pittsburgh — Two hours after it
was emptied, fire of undetermined
origin destroyed the Grant Theater
in Duquesne causing an estimated
damage of $25,000. Mrs. Zella
Cairns is the owner.

Loans were divided into two classifications, the first comprising those
to cover alterations and repairs
which accounted for 238 loans for
a total of $917,129. The second
classification covered machinery and
equipment, with 270 loans for a
total of $590,395 listed.
These amounts represent credit
advanced by private financial institutions, banks, building and loan
associations, etc., insured by the
FHA which does not lend the money
itself. The total of notes insured
by the FHA to theaters from August, 1934, through November, 1936,
was 978 loans for a total figure of
$2,286,918. Of this amount, 462
loans went for alterations and repairs for a total of $1,372,630, while
in the machinery and equipment
classification there were 516 loans
for a total of $914,288.
Other amusements accounted for
219 loans for alterations and improvements, representing a total of
$292,560, while machinery and
equipment loans totaled $93,541 for
118 loans. The total figure for
other amusements notes insured by
the FHA was $386,101 from 307
loans.
According to the regulations of
the FHAcludedprogram,
theaters
are inwith commercial
groups
to
whose representatives amounts to a
$50,000 maximum are made available by FHA insured lending agencies for modernization and improvement purposes. Payments are to be
made in regular monthly installments up to a five-year period.
Loans for machinery and equipment other than of the built in type
are not given insurance except
where the loan is for more than
$2,000. Thus, theater owners contemplating purchase of such articles
as seats, electric signs, projection
booths, equipment of stationery
type, sound screens, etc., must apply
for a loan of over $2,000 to fulfill
FHA requirements.
FHA officials are highly optimistic as to future progress of the program. Spokesman for the FHA told
"We
Saturday:
Film
The
feel confidentDaily
that 1937
will mark
an increase in loans to theaters."

SHOW-

REMINDER

MAN'S

Keep your machines and screen in
good condition; keep all foreign lights
off the screen.
Check frequently.

THE
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A "£iUU" bom. Hdtywood "Ma
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
TPHAT well known cliche which in
the past has frequently been
• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 15
• • •
tacked on Hollywood film executives,
JESSE L. (for Louis) LASKY.
Pioneer motion picture producer, and now with
was recently given the "boot" — and
*■* RKO
Radio as unit producer.
Career colorful, varied.
Reporter. Joined
by a mere slip of a girl. Virginia
Alaskan
Gold Rush.
Musician.
Vaudeville
producer.
Built Folies Bergere,
Van Upp, Paramount scenarist, sevfirst Continental Music Hall, New York, 1911.
eral days ago accepted an invitaWith Cecil B. deMille created Jesse L. Lasky
tion to speak before the Women's
Dramatic Study League of San
Feature Play Co. in 1913. Recently completed
Francisco. Known as one of the
his one thousandth feature picture. Built to
screen stardom Geraldine Farrar, Wallace Reid,
most successful of motion pictures'
women writers, she is widely in deMaurice Chevalier, Nino Martini and numerous
mand as a speaker for women's orothers. Among his outstanding productions:
ganizations. After making her talk
to the assembled women, Miss Van
"Covered Wagon," "Wings," "Old Ironsides,"
"Peter Pan," "Beau Geste," "White Parade"
Upp asked if there were any questions. Almost immediately she was
and "Gay Desperado." Affiliations: Vice-Presioverwhelmed with a barrage of indent, Famous Players-Lasky Corp.; Producer at
terrogation, but not about screen
Fox, United Artists and RKO. Hobbies: Golfing
writing. All the ladies present
and fishing. Genial, kind. Indefatigable worker.
wanted to get the latest inside line
on the Hollywood romances. One
member had saved a month's clip- the M-G-M studios with Tilly Losch. written by Lew Pollack and Sidney
pings of a Hollywood column which
Mitchell for the modern version will
features anonymous reporting and Viennese dancer and actress, and be offered over the air by the 20th
wanted to know to whom the items Virginia Faulkner, short story wriCentury-Fox
team of tunesmiths.
ter and novelist.
referred. Miss Van Upp cut the
T
T
T
session short and took the next
T
T
T
Charles Bickford is a big tough
plane south.
A comparison of the old tunes in
actor on the screen in Cecil B. de▼
T
T
silent version of "SevNew contracts are announced by the original
new
Paramount
feature,
enth Heaven" with the new score Mille's

WHO'S WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

THEWEII\
DOMESTIC
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solid indication of high gearing of
manpower and machinery for
months ahead by reporting 47 features in production there. Eight
were before cameras at both Warner and M-G-M studios, with Paramount shooting seven; RKO and
20th Century-Fox five apiece; Universal, four and Columbia, three.
Selznick International, W a n g e r,
Roach, Republic, Hackel, Katzman
and Hirliman making one each.

*

*

*

Nationwide check-up showed film boxoffice receipts, and consequently company
profits, holding own better than expected during Christmas season, with grosses especially
strong in more important stands. Film rentals of virtually all leading producers in past
fortnight ran approximately 20 percent ahead
of a year ago. Observers asserted this to
be certain sign of continued brisk patronage
in New
Year.

*

*

*

In annual resume, based on aggregate
statistics at hand and figure* compiled from
network of national correspondents plus those
abroad, THE FILM DAILY reviewed salient
phases of the industry in 1936. Analysis
showedi total theaters operating in U. S. at
close to 14,500; reopening of many dark
houses and construction of new ones; virility
of foreign and domestic production; and notable advances being made generally in all
branches of film world, including production,
distribution, exhibition and allied activities.

*

*

*

More consequential of week's events included :U.A. vice-president George J. Schaefer's return to New York from Coast conferences with word that company's producers
are planning to make approximately 30 pictures for release during 1937-38. Line-ups
are as follows, — Samuel
Goldwyn, 8 ; David

O. Selznick, 8; Walter Wanger, 6; and
Alexander Korda, 6 to 8. Schaefer said company's selling is 40 percent ahead of deals
made at this time last year. He reiterated
statement
planning no
. . . Out U.A.
of Philadelphia
came"B"wordreleases
local
musicians' union and Warners have come to
terms, paving way for return of orchestras
and stage shows to theaters there . . . Precedent established by various high court decisions to the effect that a manufacturer can
fix the re-sale price of article which has been
patented or copyrighted, loomed as principal
point being raised by distributor defendants
in the Dallas anti-trust suit instituted by
Department of Justice, New York sources
revealed . . .

*

*

*

Anticipated eastern conferences of four-ply
G-B deal failed to materialize. Negotiations
stood at evidently permanent impasse, with
departure of brothers Isidore and Maurice
Ostrer for England on the Normandie . . .
Timothy Murphy of Hayden, Stone & Co.
was elected secretary-treasurer of Grand National at board meeting. He succeeds Willis
Bright who recently resigned as treasurer. On
board. Murphy joins President Alperson, Edward Peskay, Robert Atkins and Charles L.
Stillman . . . Columbia's vice-president Jack
Cohn announced company had completed
plans to distribute 4 serials with adult man
and woman appeal, with Louis Weiss on production end via Adventure Serials, Inc . . .
Al Rockett, former First National production
exec, plans making 3 features for U.A. release,
he announced upon arrival in New York
from Hollywood . . . Columbus, Ohio, supplied a highlight with news that fear of imposition of a 10 percent tax on admissions
in Ohio has been eliminated by passage of
measure by Legislature continuing application
of state's three per cent sales tax to admissions during life of sales tax statute . ._ .
A decided victory was scored for U. S. distributors with announcement of completed details on American-Italian film accord, groundwork of which was put down by Will H.
Hays on recent visit to Rome. Vital points
include : American companies doing business
in Italy may now take out maximum of 20,000,000 lire. Previous
maximum
was eight

IN

REVI

Condor Pictures Corp., newly-organized by
Amedee J. Van Beuren and George Hirliman.
will have total capitalization of 1,000,000
shares of common stock of $3.25 par value,
half of which will be offered to public, with
organizers privileged to pick up remaining
half at par, according to application to be
made this week to Securities and Exchange
Commission. Condor was formed to coordinate the activities of various independent producers. Hirliman will be in charge of produc-

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page
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shows net profit of $228,655. Final
dividend of 15 per cent will bring
total dividends for year on participating preferred shares up to 22 per
cent. Directors recommended distribution of $28,725 as bonus to
holders of common stock.

♦

♦

British metropolis also flashed advocacy by
Captain Richard Norton and S. E. Cash, of
F.B.I, film group, of introduction of legislation to enable children to appear in British
films. Suggestion was made in addresses before
consider parliamentary
this subject.committee meeting held to

*

*

*

accorded typical "Hollywood" openLondon
ing to "The Garden of Allah" at Leicester
enDietrich
giving
Theater,
Square
personal
she made
when Marlene
thusiastic ovation
appearance at premiere.

*

*

t

y

▼

Irene Dunne, whose early film successes were made at the RKO Radio
studio, is going back home, for S.
J. Briskin, vice president in charge
of production at RKO has signed
her to star in "The Joy of Loving."
The picture is to be one of the most
lavish musicals of the new season,
with Felix Young producing and
Jerome Kern writing the music.
Dorothy Fields is doing the lyrics,
so the combination that produced
the highly successful songs for
"Swing Time" is together again.
Herbert Fields is writing the screen
play.

EW

millions. U. S. firms there can receive up to
250 pictures, as against 48 heretofore specified. No restriction is placed on use of surplus earnings above the 20,000,000 lire. It
can be banked in Italy or used there as individual companies desire.

*

"The Plainsman," which co-stars
Gary
Jean Arthur.
so badCooper
in thatandpicture
that fewHe's
in
any audience will be able to conceive of this actor operating a lingerie store in Los Angeles as an
avocation. He's not running it any
more, however. This is what happened: "I was making an inventory
of some of the businesses I'm interested in," said Bickford, "and I happened to catch sight of myself in a
mirror. I looked at my thick Irish
head and the size of me and suddenly asked myself, "What are you
doing with a lingerie shop?"

*

Arthur Dent, managing director of Warhis firm will experidour Films, announced

ment in 1937 With releasing their most important production in the Summer. Announced
for Summer showing are: "Sensation" with
John Loder and Diana Churchill; "The
Mighty Tundra";
Men Beasts?"
with
Robertson
Hare, "Aren't
Alfred Drayton
and June
Clyde; and "Kathleen Mavourneen" with
Sally O'Neil, Tom Burke and Jack Daley
. . . Gaumont British announced it will produce 12 "coronation" features next year.
Among them will be new George Arliss film;
Jessie Matthews' next picture, "Sparkle";
"Take My Tip" with Jack Hulbert and
Cicely Courtneidge; "The Lady of La Paz,"
starting
nounced. Nova Pilbeam, and others to be an

In Prague, after three days of discussion,
German and French film representatives
reached agreement of principal in order' to
facilitate exchange of German and Czechcslovakian films between these countries. As
soon as agreement- is approved by both gov
ernments, details of arrangements will be
published . . . Austrian government is again
considering "protective measures." In order
to encourage the dubbing of films into German, government appears ready to raise the
subsidy of 4,000 shillings, now allowed for
that purpose, to 8.000 shillings. A higher
contingent rate is going to cover this new
governmental expense . . . Out of 141 pictures shown in Germany in first nine months
of '36, 23 were American, 90 German, 13
Austrian, 6 French, 3 each from Hungary
and Czechoslovakia, and one each from Poland and Italy . . . Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Tokio has voted subsidy of $250,000
for the making of a picture entitled, "Picturesque Japan," to be produced by the
painter, Fouita, on association with producer
J. Couzouki . . . Exposition held at Mexico
City by National School of Cinematography,
to show progress it has made in training
young people for technical film careers, has
closed . . . and from Vienna came news that
Kodak and Agfa companies have applied to
courts to have a receiver appointed for SaschaTobis.
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are provided by the organization of
new companies, whose final place in
the industry's own sun will be determined in 1937 and the years to
follow.
Scanning personnel shifts, a yearend company summary discloses
these as among the newsworthy:
PARAMOUNT — Barney Balaban
(of Balaban & Katz) was elected
president to succeed John E. Otterson, whose contract was settled, and
Adolph Zukor was re-elected chairman of the board. Stanton Griffis
was named head of the executive
committee. John W. Hicks became
a vice-president; R. E. Anderson
and H. M. Wilcox resigned similar
posts. Y. Frank Freeman replaced
Floyd Odium on the board. Other
new board faces included Barney
Balaban, Neil F. Agnew, E. V.
Richards, A. Conger Goodyear, Paul
McClintock and Harvey D. Gibson.
Joseph P. Kennedy briefly stepped
back into the film industry picture
as Paramount's special advisor.
Russell Holman was named Eastern
production head, while William Le
Baron was permanently intrusted
with production direction. George
Bagnall, treasurer, was named executive studio manager, A. M. Botsford, production manager, and Bogart Rogers, executive assistant to
Le Baron.
UNITED ARTISTS— Dr. A. H.
Giannini was elected president and
chairman of the board. . George J.
Schaefer, former Paramount vicepresident, was named vice-president
and general manager in the United
States and Canada, and subsequently
succeeded Mary Pickford as first
vice-president. Andrew W. "Andy"
Smith was appointed general sales
manager. Producer Walter Wanger
switched to U. A. under a 10-year
contract.
LOEW— Upon the death of Felix
F. Feist, William F. "Billy" Rodgers
was appointed sales chief. On the
coast, William Koenig, resigning at
Universal, was named studio and
production manager. President
Nicholas M. Schenck was given a
new contract with provision for
stock options. Irving Thalberg's
death was universally mourned;
some of his stock holdings were subsequently acquired by British investors and Nicholas M. Schenck was
given option to buy 9,698 shares of
Thalberg's stock.
NEW UNIVERSAL (Universal
Pictures Co., Inc.) — J. Cheever Cowdin of Standard Capital and Charles
R. Rogers acquired the Carl Laemmle
holdings. Robert H. Cochrane succeeded Laemmle as president, Cowdin became board chairman and
Rogers executive vice-president.
James "Jim" Normanly was named
comptroller and later, upon the withdrawal of William Koenig, was
designated general business manager, elected a vice-president.
Wil-

J(tt iUffemnru am
LIEAVY indeed was0^ the toll that Death exacted within the family circle of
were: known personalities of
** the film industry during 1936. Among the better
the amusement field to pass away during the year
Jack Springer
Tammany Young
John Gilbert
William
Ingersoll
Mark Luescher
William
Rudolph
Frank J. Rembusch
Murray Rosenbluh
S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel
Ernest Glendenning
Jake Rosenthal
Andre
Sennwald
Bernard Granville
Sir Philip Ben Greet
Nathan Vidaver
Milla Davenport
Anne Caldwell
Harry T. Morey
Nathan Burkan
0. P. Heggie
Joseph K. Emmet
Jobyna Howland
Martin Brown
Harry Doyle
Graham
Laird
Marc
Klaw
Alexander Pantages
Leo A. Marsh
Lennox Pawle
Henry B. Walthall
Herman F. Gans
H. E. Porter
Charles
("Chic")
Sale
Justin Huntley
Charles Furthman
("Holworthy Hall")
McCarthy
A. E. Anson
June Caprice
Sam Livesey
J. L. Ryan
Capt. Roscoe Fawcett
Thomas Meighan
Oscar Asche
A. E. Aarons
Alan Crosland
Paul McCullough
Ernestine SchumannLeslie Adams
Henry Eckman
Heink
Louis Marcus
John O'Gorman
Fay Webb
Arthur B. Reeve*
Ben Verschleiser
Mrs. Thomas
John
Ringling Whiffen
Edmund Breese
David Freedman
R. Woodhull
F. ("Pete")
Marilyn Miller
Malcolm Strauss
Lottie Pickford
Joseph P. Bickerton
Felix F. Feist
Ralph D. Farnum
Luigi Pirandello
Irving G. Thalberg
Walter S. Butterfield
Dr. Henry Moskowitz
Alexandra Carlisle
Irene Fenwick

lard S. McKay was named vicepresident and secretary and Charles
B. Paine, treasurer. James R.
Grainger received a new contract as
general manager of distribution. J.
Albert Hirsch succeeded Charles
Leonard as advertising department
head.
RKO RADIO— Merlin H. Aylesworth resigned his NBC posts to devote his entire time to the RKO
Radio chairmanship. Jesse L. Lasky,
ending his Pickford affiliation, joined
as a unit producer. David Loew also
entered into a producing pact, while
Pandro S. Berman was named associate producer.
20TH CENTURY-FOX— William
Sussman succeeded E. E. Grainger
as Eastern division sales manager,
and W. C. Gehring was named to
head a newly created Central sales
division. Ben Miggins was designated European sales head. Jack
Sichelman was named aide to John
D. Clark.
WARNERS— Grad L. Sears was
named general sales manager, subsequent to the resignation from the
executive staff of Andrew W. "Andy"
Smith. Carl Leserman rejoined as
assistant general sales manager.
Robert W. Perkins became head of
the legal department. Mervyn LeRoy was given his own producing
unit at the studio.
COLUMBIA— B. B. Kahane joined
as vice-president. Charles Schwartz
was named to the board. Hy Daab
was appointed publicity-advertising
chief. Harold B. Franklin resigned
from the studio production staff.
ERPI — H. M. Wilcox resigned as
vice-president to join Paramount.
Whitford Drake was named executive vice-president. L. W. Conrow
became general operating manager.
REPUBLIC— Budd Rogers stepped
down as sales executive to join B.I. P.
and later W. Ray Johnston resigned

as president and was succeeded by
Nat Levine, who had been in charge
of the Studio. G. C. Schaefer was
made comptroller. Al Adams followed Edward Finney as publicityadvertising head.
GRAND NATIONAL— Organized
with Edward L. Alperson as president, Willis Bright as secretarytreasurer, and Carl Leserman as
sales chief, Edward Finney becoming
advertising-publicity head. Leserman
and Bright later resigned, former
being succeeded by Edward J. Peskay, recently a Skouras executive,
and the latter by Timothy Murphy
of
Board atPeskay,
year's
endHayden-Stone.
embraced Alperson,
Murphy, Robert Atkins and Charles
L. Stillman. Finney also was later
given a contract to produce Westerns.
MONOGRAM — Revived by W.
Ray Johnston, with Scott R. Dunlap
named sales chief. Johnston also incorporated Sterling Pictures Corp.,
a holding company, and several other
subsidiary companies under the
Sterling name.
GOLDWYN — James Mulvey and
David Ross were named vice-presidents.
HAL ROACH — Henry Ginsberg
quit as general manager, joining
Selznick International. David Loew
stepped out.
CONDOR PICTURES— Organized
by A. J. Van Beuren, George H.
Hirliman and A. H. Lieberman to
merge George A. Hirliman Productions, Regal Productions, Metropolitan Pictures and Pacific Productions.
BRITISH NATIONAL OF AMERICA— Organized by Lord Ragnor, to
produce "A" films in the U. S.
GENERAL PICTURES — Organized by Fenn Kimball and Robert E.
Welsh with former as president and
the latter in charge of sales.

HIGHLIGHTS IN FILM
HEADLINES OF 1936
JANUARY
Samuel
L. "Roxy"
Rothafel
dies.
H. M. Wilcox quits as Erpi vice president
to take a Paramount post.
Pandro Berman becomes a new RKO Radio
associate
producer with his own
unit.
Henry Ginsburg quits Hal Roach as general
manager.
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals at Philadelphia holds the contract clause against duals
is an anti-trust violation.
Film directors quit the Academy, form Screen
Directors Guild with King Vidor as president.
Retrial sought in St. Louis anti-trust case.
FEBRUARY
David Loew resigns from the Hal Roach or-

Nathan Yamins is elected head of Allied
ganization.
succeeding
Sidney
Samuelson.
Walter Wanger joins United Artists under a
10-year releasing deal.
Alexander Pantages dies.
Henry Ginsburg, former Roach general manager, joins Selznick
International.
William Le Baron is announced as permanently in charge of Paramount production.
William Sussman succeeds E. C. Grainger as
20th Century-Fox eastern divisional sales manMARCH
ager.
George J. Schaefer, former Paramount vice
president and general manager, joins United
Artists as vice president and general manager
of U. S. and Canadian sales.
Walter Disney to release through RKO-Radio next season.
"Mutiny on the Bounty" voted the best 1935
film as Academy awards go to Bette Davis,
Victor McLaglen and John Ford.
M. H. Hoffman, president of Liberty, plans
producing-distributing
corporation.
J. Cheever Cowdin, president of Standard
Capital, and Charles R. Rogers pay $5,500,000
for Universal. Robert H. Cochrane is announced
as new
president,
Cowdin
as board
chairman.
Eastern
theaters
paralyzed
by floods.
George Burgess succeeds Capt. George McL.
Baynes as Paramount
Eastern studio head.
Ben Miggins is named 20th Century-Fox
European
sales head.
Will Hays is re-elected president of MPPDA
for 15th year.
APRIL
Cowdin group completes Universal's purchase.
James
Normanly
made
Universal
comptroller.
Herbert Bayard Swope retires as chairman of
the K-A-0
board.
K-A-0 Board names Leo Spitz president and
of the board.
chairman
H. Aylesworth
Merlin
Whitford Drake, vice president of Erpi,
named executive vice president.
M-G-M,
dies.Feist, general sales manager for
Felix F.
Grand National takes shape with Edward L.
Alperson as president, Carl Leserman in charge
of sales.
Col. Walter
Scott Butterfield
dies.
Gene Buck re-elected president of Ascap.
dent.
John W. Hicks elected Paramount vice presiDavid Loew

associates with RKO

Radio as

MAY
producer.
chief.
William F. Rodgers appointed M-G-M

sales

Stipulation signed ending the St. Louis equity
injunction action.
Joseph
cial advisor.P. Kennedy

named

Paramount

Lawrence W. Fox, Jr., forms new
ancing unit; leaves Standard Capital.

spe-

film fin-

Sidney R. Kent and Joseph M. Schenck, arriving in London, begin negotiations to acquire
I he Ostrers' Gaumont British interests.
Paramount approves producing deal with
Emanuel Cohen's Major Pictures.
MPTOA-distributor trade practice parleys
start.
Walterdeal.
Wanger
Artists
Theater

quits Paramount, signs United

consrtuction boom

hits eight-year

JUNE
MPTOA proposes new standard contract form.
Nathan
Burkan,
famed
industry
attorney,
dies.
peak.
Edward
manager.
Peskay
resigns
as Skouras
general
Stanton
Griffis
heads
Paramount
executive
committee.
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7 HOUSES ADD 6,000 Headline Highlights Graphically Tell
SEATS IN TORONTO
Film Industry's History of 12 Months IF
Toronto — Seven new motion picture theaters, with combined capacity of 6,000 seats, have been built
and opened in Toronto during 1936.
The film houses opened in 1936 are
as follows: Eglinton, 1,000 seats, operated by Famous Players Canadian
Corp.; Radio City, 835 seats, V.
Simone; Allenby, 800 seats, M.
Starkman; Village, 842 seats, Famous Players; Bayview, 700 seats,
Hanson Theaters; Casino, 1,100
seats, Premier Theaters; and Bloordale, 694 seats, Goldhar and Solloway. All of these, with the exception of the Casino, are neighborhood
houses.
Soon to be opened are two more
large neighborhood houses, the
Queen Mary, situated on the Kingston Read, and the Bellevue, located
it the corner of Bathurst and College Sts. Both of these theaters will
be part of the Bloom and Fine circuit of film houses in this city.

No New GB Conferences;
Set-up Unchanged — M. Ostrer
(Continued from

Page

1)

several weeks, there is no possibility
)f any new GB deal being nego;iated here, Maurice told The Film
Daily Saturday.
Ostrer said that neither he nor his
jrother has conferred with Nicholas
VI. Schenck or other Loew executes since their recent return from
;he West Coast and stressed that
;he GB set-up would stay as it is.
Maurice Ostrer and Arthur Lee
eft for Florida yesterday and Isilore will join them there later in
he week.

Clement Sails; Deal
Confirmation Sought
(Continued from Page

1)

leal under which Garrett & Klement
vould obtain major distribution here
nd would produce quota pictures in
England for the American company,
e said Saturday.
Klement said his deal provides for
roduction of "important" pictures.

Milwaukee Variety Club
Names Trampe President
Milwaukee
■ — West
Chai'les
ead
of the Mid
Film Trampe,
Co. and
'ilm
Service,
Inc.,
has
been
resident of the local Varietyelected
Club
ucceeding E. J. Weisfeldt, manager
f the Riverside Theater. H. J. Fitzerald, general manager, Wisconsin
1 musement Enterprises, Inc., has
3en elected vice-president succeedlg Trampe, while B. J. Miller and
scar Ruby continue as secretary
ad treasurer. Directors in addition
> the officers include Harold Mirch, Roy Pierce, Etta Weisner, Sam
hurman, Jack Lorenz and H. W.
erzog.

Page 6)
(Continued fromEastman
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JULY

Five-year British deal set by Educational.
Barney Balaban elected president of Paramount, with Adolph Zukor re-named chairman
of the board.
Robert
head.

W.

Perkins named

Warners"

legal

Thomas
Meighan,
silent screen
star, dies.
Dr. A. H. Giannini elected United Artists
president
and board
chairman.
Deal announced through which Loew would
get 25 p.c. interest in GB.
Russell Holman named Eastern production
head
for Paramount.
George J. Schaefer named first vice presiford. dent of United Artists, succeeding Mary PickEarl G. Hines, Chase National Bank vice
president, named president of the reorganized
General
Theaters
Equipment.
Paramount sues Goldwyn for 5 millions over
Gary Cooper.
R. E. Anderson resigns as Paramount vice
president.
Frank C. Walker named Democratic finance
chairman.
Paramount settles J. E. Otterson's contract.
AUGUST
Andrewecutive W.
Smith resigns from Warners' exsales staff.
Grad L. Sears made general sales manager
for Warners.
Warner music companies return to the Ascap fold.
B. B. Kahane joins Columbia as vice president.
W. Ray Johnston resigns as Republic president.
Mervyn LeRoy made head of own Warner
producing
unit.
R. F. "Pete" Woodhull, former MPTOA
leader, dies.
RCA, Erpi and Tobis in patent pool agreement.
W. Ray Johnston announces revival of Monogram.

SEPTEMBER

New 2,000-foot reel goes into effect.
Estimate
8,000 theaters
on dual bill policy.
Admission-hiking gains momentum throughout the country.
Irving G. Thalberg dies.
James Mulvey and David Rose named Goldwyn vice presidents.
Jack Springer, New York circuit operator,
dies.
Robert E. Welsh and Fenn Kimball form General Pictures with latter as president, former
as vice president
in charge
of production.
GB-Loew-Fox
deal off, London report says.
Y. Frank Freeman replaces Floyd Odium on
Paramount
board.
Merlin H. Aylesworth resigns as vice president and director of NBC to devote entire
time to RKO chairmanship.
First dividend of $1 is declared on 20th
Century-Fox
common.
OCTOBER
L. W. Conrow named as Erpi's general operating manager.
Walter Reade group announces plans for
circuit of 100 community theaters to be built
in five years.
Carl Laemmle, Jr., will produce four for
major release.
Herman Robbins heads Magnolite, National
Screen
subsidiary.
Andrew W. Smith named United Artists general sales manager.
High admission tax receipts reflect box office
John Maxwell reported as paying $7,500,000
gains.
for control
of GB.
S. K. Wolff elected head of SMPE.
Maxwell negotiations flop; Kent returns from
England.
Jesse L. Lasky signs with RKO Radio as
unit producer.
RCA, Erpi and German firms extend patent
pool pact until 1946.
first preferred above 100 mark
for Paramount's
the first time.
GB's U. S. setup will handle BIP and independent product.
U. S. film companies consider quitting Italian
field due to restrictions.
M. P. Academy re-elects Frank Capra as
president.
Consolidated Film Industries organization plan
wins.
Hal

Roach

will

produce

eight

features.

Technicolor sign research
pact.
Carl M. Leserman resigns from Grand National; Edward J. Peskay appointed sales chief.

IT

HAS

Ascap reaches agreement with Canadian exhibitors.
NOVEMBER
Carl Leserman rejoins Warner Brothers as
assistant
general
sales manager.

TO

DO

Universal simplifying corporate structure; 15
subsidiaries affected.
Radio-movie
RCA-NBC

conference

demonstration

problems."
Universal answers
progress.

tackles

reveals television

MPTOA

proposals.
English films to set new
record.

"mutual

trade

practice

U. S. playing time

English syndicate buys Thalberg Loew
ings.
Harold B. Franklin quits Columbia
tion post.
M-G-M

produc-

Will Hays goes to Rome in U. S. film crisis.6
Hearst.
Projectionist "peace treaty'' affects 220 New
York City theaters.
U. S. Theater admissions levy netted $17,112,000
in last fiscal year.
William Koenig quits as Universal studio general manager; James P. Normanly named general business manager.
William Koenig named M-G-M studio and
production
manager.
Constitutionality of Ohio's playdate law is
argued.
$3,177,312 Warner operating profit for 1936.
Lord Ragnor forms British International of
America
to make "A"
films.
No Maxwell
control
of GB, Ostrer declares.
RKO
reorganization plan is submitted.
Richard A. Rowland, Zion Meyers and Victor Schertzinger sign with Grand
National.
Loew's net profit for '36 soars to $11,076,822.
20th Century-Fox replies to MPTOA trade
proposals;
grants
10 per cent
cancellation.
20-year music pact signed by Universal and
Robbins
Music Corp and Leo J. Feist, Inc.
$1,609,224 Paramount operating profit for
third quarter.
William P. Phillips named new vice president of United
Artists Theater Circuit, Inc.
John Boettiger leaves Hays to become Hearst
publisher.
W. Ray Johnston named Scott R. Dunlap as
Sterling's
production
chief.
DECEMBER
Paramount
plans national
theater
expansion.
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Colorado
hands down decision menacing bank night.
Foreign interests taking over Keller-Dorian
Color control.
United Artists to drop score charge in 1937cellation.
38,
but says it cannot grant 10 per cent canWill Hays returns from Europe, pleased with
Italian accord and audiences with Pope Pius
and Premier
Mussolini.
Loew awards Nicholas M. Schenck new fiveyear pact and stock option.
Paramount directors vote $3,384,279 in dividends.

YOU'LL
FIND
IT
IN

THE

COMING
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OF
MOTION
PICTURES
NOW

pact drops repurchase

Ostrer negotiations end; no deal, says Kent.
Warner first quarter net above $2,000,000.
Film copyright
violations
decline
8.1 p. c.
Harry M. Warner re-elected president of
Warners.
A. J. Van Beuren, George H. Hirliman and
A. H. Lieberman form Condor Pictures.
U. S. suit in Dallas tests subsequent run
price regulation
and double
feature
ban.
Sidney R. Kent and John Maxwell are elected to GB's new directorate.
as

PICTURES

hold-

changes newsreel's name, eliminating

Paramount-Hoblitzelle
clause.

WITH

Monogram Pictures re-purchases all outstanding stock except that of W. Ray Johnston
preliminary
to Sterling takeover.

Roxy reorganization plan presented; provides for new company, to be controlled by
20th
Century-Fox.
Morton Van Praag resigns as Western division sales manager of National
Screen Service.
Timothy Murphy of Hayden-Stone is named
secretary-treasurer
ing Willis Bright. of Grand National, succeed-
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Foreign Field

Reviews o% Hew Films

Gets U. S. Distribution
Batavia — Production of motion
picture films in Netherlands Indies
by a local company is expected to
begin shortly following an agreement concluded with American interests for their foreign distribution. The local firm known as the
General Netherlands Indies Film
Syndicate (the ANIF) was formed
several months ago to make travelogues and short educational films
concerning the Netherlands Indies.
The conclusion of the distribution
agreement has been received with
much satisfaction by local film interests in view of the excellent distribution facilities possessed by the
American company.

n Pastures'
London Likes 'Gree
Pastures" had a

London — "Green
record-breaking first week at the
New Gallery Theater. Its take exceeded by several hundred pounds
that of either "Captain Blood" or
"Louis Pasteur." It will be held
over for an indefinite period.

ce in H'wood
Wilcox to— Produ
Herbert Wilcox anLondon

nounced, following his return from
America, that he probably would
do some producing in Hollywood. It
now appears that his first production there is apt to be "The Blue
Lagoon," in color, with Richard
Cromwell in a leading role. In fact,
Cromwell has been signed up. Wilcox talked of doing "The Blue Lagoon" a year ago but the picture
was put off.

BUFFALO
Mack Weinberger, general sales
manager for General Pictures, was
here for a two-day conference with
John M. Sitterly of Pyramid Exchange relative to the upstate New
York franchise.
He continued west.
Worth Dietrich of the Lyric Theater, Endicott, stopped here on his
way to Florida, arranging bookings
for the six weeks he will be absent
from the Broome County town.
Emile Giffoniello, manager of
Shea's Century, is back at his office
after a four-week fight with a
throat infection.
George H. MacKenna, manager of
the Lafayette, and Mrs. MacKenna
have returned from a three-week
vacation at Miami Beach.
Mrs. Harry A. Seed and daughter, Hilda, have gone to New York
for a month, with plans being made
for a Florida trip later. They plan
to take up residence in Pittsburgh
in March. Husband and father is
now Warner Pictures manager
there.
Samuel Slotnick, operator of the
Acme and Globe, Syracuse, has
taken over the Strand Theater in
Marcellus.
Jules J. Jasper, who has been a
member of the Gaumont-Biitish
sales staff here for several months,
has resigned.

"THE with
CASE
OF THE BLACK CAT"
Ricardo Cortez, June Travis

"SECRET VALLEY"

First National
62 mins.
BAFFLING MURDER MYSTERY. KEEPS
Jack Mulhall
SUSPENSE MOUNTING AS THRILLS PILE
PREVIEW)
(HOLLYWOOD
UP.
20th Century-Fox
60 mins.
This one will easily satisfy the thrill
fans, and keep the crime solvers guessing
CLASS A WESTERN PICTURE THAT
WILL APPEAL TO ALL DEVOTEES OF to the very end. It is a Clue Club yarn,
an Erie Stanley Gardner mystery drama, and
ACTION
FILMS.
Ricardo Cortez plays the role of the lawyerdetective. June Travis is Delia Street, his
Sol Lesser's production is a much more secretary. Plenty of murders to whet the
girl and boy affair than the plots usually
used in outdoor dramas. This makes the appetite of the thrill seekers. An unusual
proceedings very interesting and different, twist is given the plot in that the first
murder proves to be a hoax, with the man
and with some beautifully photographed
locations plus the action ingredients it apparently killed turning up at the trial of
should be a Class A Western, which can the man suspected of the crime. But two
play wherever that type of product is used actual murders develop as a result of the
and in addition can garner many better hoax. The crimes result from a family
dates. Much footage has been given to quarrel over the estate of a millionaire.
Willie Fung, Chinese cook, who gets a lot Into the baffling mysteries enters the biof laughs and makes his character a most
zarre business of the marks of a cat's
entertaining one. Large herds of cattle are paws on the chest of a dead man, and
through
this clue the lawyer-detective
used to good advantage, and in every department the picture shows first rate pro- eventually solves the crimes. There are a
duction. The suspense angle, along with half dozen suspects, and it is practically impossible for anyone to guess the solution.
the fist fights and gun play, are sufficiently
Very effective work is done by Ricardo
provided to take care of the out-and-out
western fans. Richard Arlen has a regular Cortez, and June Travis. Other impressive
outdoor, he-man role which he handles in portrayals] are given by Gary Owen, Harry
a most pleasing fashion. A new girl, Vir- Davenport, Gordon Hart, Clarence Wilson,
ginia Grey, a blonde beauty, has a big as- Director William McGann handled the suspense with expert hand throughout.
signment and she gives a grand performCast: Ricardo Cortez, June Travis, Jane
ance. Her role calls for both comic and
dramatic ability and she does exceedingly Bryan, Craig Reynolds, Carlyle Moore, Jr.,
well. The rest of the cast are well chosen. Gordon Elliott, Nedda Harrigan, Garry
Owen, Harry Davenport, George Rosener,
Harold Bell Wright's original story was
adapted by Paul Franklin. Dan Jarrett and Gordon Hart, Clarence Wilson, Guy Usher,
Earle Snell did the screenplay, which is a Lottie Williams, Harry Hayden, Milton Kibwell constructed piece that is different in bee, John Sheehan,
Director, William McGann; Author, Erie
that it plays up the girl, their dialogue is
very good, and their characters well drawn. Stanley Gardner; Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert; Editor, Frank Magee; Cameraman,
Howard Bretherton's direction balances Allen G.
Siegler.
action, drama and comedy in good proDirection, good
Photography, okay.
portion while maintaining a good pace.
The classy photography mentioned was the
work of Charles Schoenbaum. Virginia Grey
comes to Reno for a divorce. She is fol- 28 Vitaphone Shorts in
lowed by her gangster husband who finds
Studio's Cutting Room
her at Aden's ranch. Arlen has fallen for
Twenty-eight Vitaphone short
the girl and a battle ensues. Federal authorities have trailed the husband and ar- subjects are currently in the hands
rive in time to arrest him and his gang of the cutters at the company's
and things point to a happy ending for Brooklyn studios. Of these, 11 are
Virginia and Arlen.
of two-reel length and 17 are onewith

Richard

Arlen,

Virginia

Grey,

Cast: Richard Arlen, Virginia Grey, Jack
Mulhall, Norman Willis, Sid Saylor, Russell Hicks, Willie Fung, Maude Allen.
Producer, Sol Lesser; Director, Howard
Bretherron; Author, Harold Bell Wright;
Adaptation, Paul Franklin; Screenplay, Dan
Jarrett, Earle Snell; Cameraman, Charles
Schoenbaum; Editor, Charles Craft.
Direction, Excellent Photography, Excellent

Goetz & Gordon Set First
Production as "The Women"
(Continued

from

Paqc

1)

company will be "The Woman," play
by Clare Boothe Brokaw which
opened Saturday on Broadway. Gordon will go to the coast around Jan.
10 to arrange for production.

reelers.
The two-reel "Broadway
ties" are:

Brevi-

Ken Murray and Oswald in "Mail and
Female"; The Yacht Club Boys in "The
Lifers Of The Party"; Dave Apollon and
Company; "Hotel A La Swing" with Eddie
Foy, Jr.; Joe Palooka in "Kick Me Again";
Cherry
June Preisser
in "Play
Street";
"Got Aand Match"
with Joan
Abbott
and
George Dohbs ; Bernice Claire in "The Pretty
Pretender" ; Hal Le Roy in "Swing For
Sale" ; Joe and Asbestos in "A Horse's Tale";
in "Captain Blue Blood."
Price are:
and TheGeorgie
one-reelers
Vitaphone Kiddie Vaudeville Reel ; Cab
"Hi-De-Hi,"
His Orchestra
aCafloway
"Melody and,
Master";
Vaudevillein Reel;
Louisiana King in "Swanee Cruise," a "Melody
Master"; Miss Juliet in 'Rushin' Art," a
"Vitaphone Novelty"; Jacques Fray and Orchestra, a "Melody Master" ; Peter Van
Steeden and Orchestra, a "Melody Master";
Babe Ruth in "Home Run On The Keys," a
"Melody Master"; E. M. Newman's "Colortour Adventures," "Nice Work," "The Hollanders," "Flower Reel," "Land of the MidOf Civilization," "Switznighterland,"
Sun,"and"Cradle
"Hungary," and two "Vitaphone
Pictorial

Revues."

NEWS

of DAY

Timmins, Ont.- A $150,000 the- .
ater is under construction here foi^
Hanson Theaters, Ltd., of Toronto.
Baltimore — Permission for the
Milton R. Lerch Realty Co. of this
city to construct a motion picture
theater at Harford Ave. and Northern Parkway is provided in an* ordinance introduced in the City Council and which now is in the hands
of a committee.
Baltimore — Construction of a motion picture theater at 2101 Denison
St. is reported planned by interests
represented by Eugene P. Martin,
Munsey Building, and L. H. Homan,
both of Baltimore.
Fremont, O. — W. O. James, manager of the Paramount Theater at
Fremont for the M. A. Shea Theatrical Enterprises, announced that
the former Fremont Theater here *
will be reopened shortly after Jan.l.
Oak Harbor, O. — John Knopf
takes over operation of the Royal
theater here Jan. 1. He owns the
building
theater. and previously leased the
Burgettstown, Pa. — Tony Mungello, operator of the Penn-Slovan
Theater in Slovan, Pa., will open the
New Mary Ann Theater here around
the middle of January.
New Orleans — A new house is
scheduled for Converse, while the
Hawthorne interests are planning a
theater for Ida.
Detroit — The Crescent Theater is
being redecorated and new sound
equipment installed.
Rittman, O. — R. H. White, of »
Grafton, owner of a theater there
has
purchased
the Ritz
theater
here from Dave and Sol Schumann.
He plans some improvements to the «
house.

Copyright Appeal Board
Ruling Due By Thursday
Toronto — It is expected that the
ruling of the Copyright Appeal
Board, which met in Ottawa on Dec.
18 to hear protests entered against
the schedule of fees, charges of
royalties proposed to be collected
during 1937 by the Canadian Perday.
forming Right Society, Ltd., will be
handed out by the board by Thurs-

Walton New Warner Artist
Pittsburgh — Herbert Walton of
New York has been appointed head
artist of the local Warner office by
Publicity Chief Joe Feldman. He
succeeds S. Tilden Stem who was
transferred to New York. Stern
was presented with a bag and portfolio by the local office before leaving this week.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Loam of $1,507,524 Granted 508 Film Theaters

INDUSTRY MANPOWER REALIGNMENT FEATURES '36

Refunding Moves to Give Para. Large Annual Savings
Warners
Also Expected
Reduce Carrying
Charges

to

Paramount will realize large annual savings as a result of refunding
operations under which $3,500,000 of
coast studio bonds and $5,000,000
bonds of British companies have
been refunded at 3 per cent and some
additional $35,000,000 of bonds of the
company and subsidiaries will be refinanced, probably at the same rate.
Negotiations are under way for
the refunding of $20,t)00,000 of the
company's 6 per cent debentures and
of subsidiary issues and in view of
the company's
cashon position
(Continued
Page 4) and the

REPORT MAURY COHEN
WILL JOIN MAJOR GO.

Sidney R. Kent and Joseph M. Schenck negotiate to buy Ostrers' control
of Gaumont British, but deal reaches an impasse when John Maxwell enters

Fabian Chance for Getting
Roxy Hinges on Major Deal

Marked
by Personnel
Changes of Major
Importance

situation with bid for Ostrers' shares.

By CHESTER B. BAHN
Managing Editor of The Film Daily

Barney Balaban elected president of Paramount, with Adolph Zukor renamed chairman of the board, following resignation of President John E.
Otterson, whose contract subsequently was settled.

If product is the keystone of
the industry, it is equally

Dr. A. H. Giannini elected president and board chairman of United Artists.
Irving G. Thalberg dies.
J. Cheever Cowdin and Charles R. Rogers head group buying Carl Laemmle
control of Universal.
George J. Schaefer,
former
Paramount vice
ager, joins United Artists as vice president and

president and general
general sales manager.

Felix F. Feist, general sales manager of M-G-M,
MPTOA
Samuel

Maury Cohen, head of Invincible
Pictures, is understood to be negotiating to join a major studio as a
producer and disband his own producing organization, The Film
Daily is advised.

Year

Ten Outstanding News Events of 1936

asks distributors for trade
L. "Roxy"

practice

dies.

chairmanships and in production and
sales chiefs are highlights; others

reforms.

(Continued on Page 6)

Rothafel dies.

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
at
distributor bans on dual features illegal.

THE

WEEK

Philadelphia

affirms

decision

By GEORGE

finding

IN REVIEW

'Full Speed Ahead" for Industry . . . Union Cinemas
=====

man-

H. MORRIS

axiomatic
product's own
keystone isthat
manpower.
And it is in terms of manpower, its realignment, its re- J
treat and its advance, that, for
a second successive year, one of
the most significant chapters of
the industry's chronicle is written.Changes in presidencies, in board

Earnings

===============

KLEMENT SAILS; DEAL
CONFIRMATION SOUGHT
Otto Klement, British producer,
sailed Saturday on the Normandie
for London and expects to return to
New York a week after his arrival
in London. His trip is for the pur(Continued onconfirmation
Page 7)
pose of 'obtaining
of a

Si Fabian, who has been bidding
FOREIGN
for acquisition of the Roxy Theater, DOMESTIC
has not produced any definite eviDevelopments of general interest
As old year waned, the industry
from overseas were highlighted by No New GB Conferences;
dence that he can get a major franresponding
to
the
signal,
"full
speed
chise and unless he does so is unwas set to scale even loftier London's cable that Union Cinemas
likely to stai.d a chance of acquiring ahead,"
31 Set-up Unchanged — M. Ostrer
heights in 1937.
Hollywood
gave report for year ending March
(Continued on Page 5)
the house The Film Daily is reliably advised. Fabian has offered
Although both Maurice and
a slightly higher interest rate on
Isidore Ostrer cancelled their schednew bonds to be issued under a prouled sailings for Europe Saturday
and will remain in the U. S. for
posed reorganization plan, but with
(Continued on Page 7)
less amortization than proposed by
20th Century-Fox.

U. S. Exhibitors Get $917,129 in Repair

Loans, $590,395 More for Equipment

Got a Job for This Chap?
Seattle — Alaska's exhib-jack-of-alltrades, Martin Slisco, is a holiday visitor here. Slisco, who flew down, operates a film house at Wiseman as well
as a radio station, a restaurant and a
general store. He's looking around for
something to do in his spare time.

Goetz & Gordon Set First
Production as "The Women"
First film production of the newlyformed
Harry
Goetz-Max
Gordon
(Continued

on

Page

8)

MILTON StaffF. Correspondent
LUNCH
FILMBy DAILY

Washington — Five hundred and
eight theaters in the United States
received FHA loans totalling $1,507,524 in the first 11 months of 1936,
(Continued on Page 4)

Time Favors RKO Plan
Time, Inc., and several of its officers
who hold $1,250,000 of RKO notes,
favor the proposed RKO reorganization
plan, THE FILM DAILY is advised. The
RKO debenture holders' committee,
composed of George N. Armsby and
Edward C. Delafield has formally approved the plan.

j
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15 Giveaway Arrests
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' Impending Legislation to
Be K. C. Conclave Subject
Kansas City, Mo. — Officers and
seven directors of the Kansas-Missouri Theater Owners' Association
will meet here tomorrow at the Film
Row offices of the association for
their annual directors' meeting. R.
1 R. Biechele, secretary and treasurer,
will preside. Meeting will be concerned principally with the effect on
theater owners in this area of impending legislation to come up during the sessions of the Missouri and
Kansas legislatures which open in
January.

Malco Amends Charter
Little Rock, Ark. — The Malco
Theaters, Inc., of North Little Rock,
amended its charter to authorize
issuance of 24,000 shares of common
stock of the par value of $5 per
share.

♦ TWO-A-DAY
Lloyds

of London

(20th

Century-Fox) — 5th

♦ FOREIGN

Astor

PICTURES

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

♦

(a) Dual bill,

Kraska)

(b) Subsequent run.

p|ayhouse
r,m„»
cameo

musjc
'.

God's Country and the Woman
(Warner Bros, (c)
Camille
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
You Only Live Once
(United Artists)
(c)
Great Guy (Grand
National)
(c)
Eternal Mask (Arthur Mayer & Jos. Burstyn) (c)
(Geo.

st

cinema de Paris
..Filmarte

31

Crack-Up
(20th Century-Fox)— Jan. 1
The Plainsman
(Paramount) — Jan. 6

in Vienna

♦
55th

One in a Million
(20th Century-Fox) — Dec.
That Girl from Paris (RKO Radio)— Dec. 31

Masquerade

Roxy
Capitol
.Strand
Rjvo|j
Music Hall
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
Palace
Palace

♦

Slalom
(Geo. Kraska-World)— 2nd week
Revolutionists
(Amkino)
Les Petites (French picture)
Janosik
(French
M. P. Co.)

(c)

roxv
HaM

Made By Chicago Police
Chicago — Fifteen theater managers were arrested by
o police
tor holding Screeno andChicag
Bank Night
drawings Saturday night
. Elmo
theater audience booed the arresting
police. Several managers outwitted
authorities by holding drawing?
earlier than advertised. All arrested were released on individual $100
bail. Trials will be held in police
court today. Circuits are reported
to have advised their managers to
postpone drawings until test cases
are heard.
State Lake Theater, Jones-LinickSchaefer Circuit, will hold a drawing Wednesday night despite arrests. Theaters affected are estimated at 250 and many thousand
dollar prize funds are involved.
Lawyers say that state may claim
money under statue providing for
confiscation of lottery moneys.

G|0De
Paramount
Strand
Capitol
Rivoli
Criterion
Filmarte
55th St. Playhouse

(c) Follows current bill.

Joseph A. Gossett Dies
Canton, O. — Joseph A. Gossett, 62,
manager of the State Theater, died
at Mercy Hospital after an illness of
several weeks. He is survived by
his widow, a son and daughter.

Honeymoon Delayed
Irene Fenwick Dead
Irene Fenwick, 49, noted stage
star and wife of Lionel Barrymore,
died Christmas Eve at the family
residence in Hollywood from complications following an attack of
pneumonia contracted last spring.
Her maiden name was Irene Frizzel.
She married Mr. Barrymore at
Riverside, Calif., in 1923.

Coming

_ Union Pact Nearly Ready

and Going

MRS. BASIL RATHBONE and MONTA BELL
are residing at the Lombardy Hotel before returning to the coast.
GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN, with
their children, SUNDRA and RONNIE, arrive
in New York this morning from Hollywood for
a two weeks' vacation.
CHRIS DUNPHY, director of advertising and
publicity for Paramount at company's Hollywood studios, returns to his duties there atter
spending ten days in New York.

to play lead role in "Tide Rising," forthcoming Broadway production.
ALAN HALE, film player; MARGARET WEBSTER, actress; B. J. GARDNER, RCA's London
manager; MYfcA HESS, concert pianist; and
GEORGES ENESCO, who will conduct New Yorx
Philharmonic, arrive in New York today on the
Berengaria.

GWYNNE PICKFORD, daughter of the late Lottie Pickford; a friend, MARY ELOISE MCCARand MRS. ELIZABETH LEWIS, Miss Picktord's THY;
secretary.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON, who returned to
New York last Thursday from England on the
Normandie, following his appearance in Atlantic Film's "Thunder in the City," leaves tor
Warner's west coast studios to star in "Kid
"Galahad."
GUS EDWARDS is en route to the coast following the signing of a Republic contract.
FRANK CAKILL, director of sound and projection for Warner Theaters, left yesterday for
Chicago to confer with Jas. E. Coston, Chicago
branch manager, on business.
JESSE J. GOLDBURG, Burroughs-Tarzan Pictures executive, has arrived in New York from
the coast to complete arrangements for radio
broadcasts by Clyde E. Elliott from Malay jun-

FREEMAN H. OWENS, film equipment inventor and engineer, is spending holidays with his
mother, MRS. C. H. OWEN, at Pine Bluff, Ark.
He returns to New York next week-end.
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND, Warner star, leaves
Hollywood shortly for a visit to New York,
following completion of current feature, "Call
It MARY
a Day." PICKFORD and her fiance, CHARLES
("BUDDY") ROGERS, have returned to the
coast
by plane
after spending
Christmas
in

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

tDAILl

Hollywood — Honeymoon of DirecFollowing formal approval by
tor Lloyd Bacon and Nadine Cough-,
George E. Browne, I.A.T.S.E. presi- lin, film actress, who were quietly
dent, of the agreement now in almost married here, must wait until February to permit the bridegroom to finfinal form under which Local 306
ish
hisBros.current production for Warner
will absorb the Allied Operators'
union, the signaturing of the pact
is
Mrs. Otis Skinner Dies
fewexpected,
days. probably within the next
Mrs. Otis Skinner, wife of the
actor and mother of Cornelia Otis
Skinner, died Christmas Day at her
New York residence, 131 East 66th
St., of a heart attack. Known on
stage as Maud Durbin, she met Skinner in 1889 when both were members
of Booth-Modjeska Dramatic Co.
They were married a year later.
New York. They were acompanied on trip by

GRANT MITCHELL, film and stage actor,
arrives in New York tomorrow from the coast

Arch Reeve
John LeRoy Johnston
Frank Butler

RUN

®

Theater
Paramount

week

LANGUAGE

Oscar R. Hanson Improves
Toronto — Oscar R. Hanson, president of Associated Theaters, Ltd.,
; who is ill from a heart condition, is
reported as improved. On doctor's
orders, however, Mr. Hanson is taking a complete rest from all busi-

Parade

Picture and Distributor
College
Holiday
(Paramount
Pictures)— 2nd week
Stowaway
(20th Century-Fox)— 2nd week
After the Thin Man
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Gold Diggers of 1937 (Warner Bros.)
Beloved
Enemy
(United
Artists)
Rainbow on the River (RKO Radio) — 2nd week
Sing Me a Love Song (Warner Bros. )
Jungle
Princess
(Paramount
Pictures)
The Crimson Circle (DuWorld)
The Case of the Black Cat (Warner Bros.) (a)
Banjo on My Knee
(20th Century-Fox)
(a-b)

gles during production
there of "Asia
Roars."
A. L.
attorney, leaves for Hollywood Jan.BERMAN,
6.
on

OTTO KLEMENT
the Normandie.

sailed Saturday for England

JOHN R. MORONEY, secretary of the Hoblitzelle Corp., has returned to Dallas.
MACK D. WEINBERGER, general sales manager for General Pictures, returns today from a
to the mid-west.

trip

VERSATILITY

UNUSUAL

and special though it is in its

characteristics, Super X fills every requirement of general cinematography. Proof?
It is used throughout features and shorts
made under every possible condition. In
Super X, specialization has surprisingly
led to supreme
Kodak

versatility. Eastman

Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E.

Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PANCHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X

THE

-C&H
OAILV

REFUNDING MOVES
GIVE LARGE SAVINGS
(.Continued from Page

43 Pictures in Work As
Last Week in '36 Opens
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

(DAILY

Hollywood — Forty-three pictures
are in work, with Warners and MG-M tied, with eight each. 20th
Cenutry-Fox is making six and RKO
five. Paramount is also producing
five, with Universal following with
four. Columbia and Republic are
making two each, while Wanger,
Selznick International and Conn are
to be credited with one each.
"Weather or No" just started at
Columbia, as did "Stepping Toes" at
RKO. "The Last Slaver" went into
production at 20th Century-Fox and
"We've Had Our Moments" at Universal. "Man of the People," "Burned
Fingers" and "Espionage" bolstered
M-G-M's schedule. "Internes Can't
Take Money" and "Waikiki Wederas. ding" went before Paramount camMervyn LeRoy completed "The
King and the Chorus Girl," his first
independent production, at Warners.
"Once Over Lightly" was completed
at
RKO and "Breezing Home" at
Universal.

KANSAS

$1,507,524 IN FHA
LOANS FOR THEATERS
(Continued from Page

CITY

Jack Donahue, M-G-M traveling
auditor who was taken ill last week
while working at the local exchange,
is in St. Joseph's Hospital with
bronchial pneumonia. Mrs. Donahue has come from their home to
be with him.
John Krieger, until recently at the
Dickenson Theater at Parsons, Kan.,
has been promoted to assistant
manager of the Dickenson Theater
at Paola, Kan.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Heather Angel became so intrigued
with the period costume jewelry she
wore in "The Bold Caballero" that she
had exact replicas made for her own
use.
—REPUBLIC.

1)

it was announced here Saturday by
tion.
the Federal Housing Administra-

1)

easy money situation, they are expected to be completed shortly.
Warner Bros., which has been
*;_ planning refunding operations, is
also expected to reduce its carrying
charges by new financing at lower
rates.
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• • • THE FILM folks who flew back and forth betwixt
New York and Hollywood found themselves in the air Christmas
Day
didn't do so bad at all if they were traveling on a
Douglas DC-2 or flagship of the American
Airlines
here is the dinner menu that was served 'em by a pretty hostess
chicken bouillon, celery hearts, olives, roast turkey,
buttered corn, candied sweet potatoes, hot Parker House rolls,
jellied tomato salad on lettuce, mince pie, grapes, salted almonds, cream mints and coffee
to make the holiday
spirit complete, the pretty hostess pinned a mistletoe boutonniere on the lapel of each male passenger
T
T
T
• • • THE FORMAL dedication of the new Mecca Film
lab will take place this afternoon in the Film Center building
it will have a production capacity of 3,500,000 feet a
month
the program will include snowing of clips from
various films from 1910 to the present, in the production of
which Harry Glickman, prexy of Mecca, and John N. Weber,
treasurer, were identified
Glickman has been prominent
in the biz since 1910, when he was associated with Kinemacolor
Weber's affiliation dates from 1914 with Universal
▼
T
T
• •
• AND NOW we have a Freudian production, "The
Eternal Mask,"
made
it will make it its
American
debut at
the in
NewSwitzerland
York Filmarte theater
Is
Switzerland's first important film venture
Arthur Mayer
and Joseph Burstyn are the distributors
their next release will be a French T
film, "Remous"
▼
T
• • • ANOTHER YOUNG dancing and singing personality looms on the Hollywood horizon
little Patsy Lee
Parsons
a five-year-old signed by RKO Radio after creating a sensation at a charity affair in Madison Square Garden
early this year
she has just completed her first screen
part in "Wanted to Marry"
a comedy featuring Betty
Furness, Gordon Jones and Henry Kolker
T
▼
▼
• •
• A FEW
DAYS ago at Culver City
Hunt
Stromberg and a flock of M-G-M folks were at the first projection room showing of "After the Thin Man"
the climax
of the story had been reached when there came a break in the
film
there was an unheard of delay of several minutes, while everybody
fretted and fumed
checking up
later, they found that the usually efficient operator had become
so absorbed in the story that he had forgotten to thread up the
twelfth and final reel
(we cheeriully run this publicity
yarn because it is so unusual to get an original publicity yarn
from Hollywood)
T
T
▼
• • • ON ITS Spring list of publications, Random House
will include the Spanish war experience of Janet Reisenfeld,
the young American girl who was an accredited war correspondent in Madrid
Mrs. Sewell Haggard of the William
Morris Agency negotiated the deal ... • Mrs. Thomas A.
Martin, former Bronx Director of the Federation of Women's
Clubs, is now associated with the American Plays Association ... • A nice eatery in the Village for those who enjoy
Italian food, is the Portorose Restaurant at 154 Thirteenth St.
the famous Harry Scrobogna of Mulberry St. supervises preparation of choice special dishes ... • Beulah Livingstone of Universal pub dep't is on a three weeks' tour of key
cities contacting the newspapers in connection with bookines
of "Three Smart Girls"

Wm. Sayres, Jr., Killed in Fall

Duquesne Theater Burns

Detroit — William S. Sayres, Jr.,
Standing Master in Chancery for
the U. S. District Court, was killed
in a fall from the 28th floor of the
Book-Cadillac Hotel. Sayres had
taken testimony in many longdrawn-out theatrical cases

Pittsburgh — Two hours after it
was emptied, fire of undetermined
origin destroyed the Grant Theater
in Duquesne causing an estimated
damage of $25,000. Mrs. Zella
Cairns is the owner.

Loans were divided into two classifications, the first comprising those
to cover alterations and repairs
which accounted for 238 loans for
a total of $917,129. The second
classification covered machinery and
equipment, with 270 loans for a
total of $590,395 listed.
These amounts represent credit
advanced by private financial institutions, banks, building and loan
associations, etc., insured by the
FHA which does not lend the money
itself. The total of notes insured
by the FHA to theaters from August, 1934, through November, 1936,
was 978 loans for a total figure of
$2,280,918. Of this amount, 462
loans went for alterations and repairs for a total of $1,372,630, while
in the machinery and equipment
classification there were 516 loans
for a total of $914,288.
Other amusements accounted for
219 loans for alterations and improvements, representing a total of
$292,560, while machinery and
equipment loans totaled $93,541 for
118 loans. The total figure for
other amusements notes insured by
the
loans.FHA was $386,101 from 307
According to the regulations of
the FHAcludedprogram,
theaters
are inwith commercial
groups
to
whose representatives amounts to a
$50,000 maximum are made available by FHA insured lending agencies for modernization and improvement purposes. Payments are to be
made in regular monthly installments up to a five-year period.
Loans for machinery and equipment other than of the built in type
are not given insurance except
where tht loan is for more than
con$2,000. Thus, theater owners
templating purchase of such articles
as seats, electric signs, projection
booths, equipment of stationery
type, sound screens, etc., must apply
for a loan of over $2,000 to fulfill
FHA requirements.
FHA officials are highly optimistic as to future progress of the program. Spokesman for the FHA told
Daily Saturday: "We
Film
The
feel confident that 1937 will mark
an increase in loans to theaters."

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

Keep your machines and screen in
good condition; keep all foreign lights
off the screen.
Check frequently.
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4 "JUUU" WHO'Sftwn
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od
"lots
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
TPHAT well known cliche which in
the past has frequently been
• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 15
• • •
tacked on Hollywood film executives,
I ESSE L. (for Louis) LASKY.
Pioneer motion picture producer, and now with
was recently given the "boot" — and
*»
RKO
Radio as unit producer.
Career colorful, varied.
Reporter. Joined
by a mere slip of a girl. Virginia
Alaskan
Gold Rush.
Musician.
Vaudeville
producer.
Built Folies Bergere,
Van Upp, Paramount scenarist, sevfirst Continental Music Hall, New York, 1911.
eral days ago accepted an invitaWith Cecil B. deMille created Jesse L. Lasky
tion to speak before the Women's
Dramatic Study League of San
Feature Play Co. in 1913. Recently completed
Francisco. Known as one of the
his one thousandth feature picture. Built to
screen stardom Geraldine Farrar, Wallace Reid,
most successful of motion pictures'
women writers, she is widely in deMaurice Chevalier, Nino Martini and numerous
mand as a speaker for women's orothers. Among his outstanding productions:
ganizations. After making her talk
to the assembled women, Miss Van
"Covered Wagon," "Wings," "Old Ironsides,"
"Peter Pan," "Beau Geste," "White Parade"
Upp asked if there were any questions. Almost immediately she was
and "Gay Desperado." Affiliations: Vice-Presioverwhelmed with a barrage of indent, Famous Players-Lasky Corp.; Producer at
Fox, United Artists and RKO. Hobbies: Galfing
terrogation,*
but
not
about
screen
writing. All the ladies present
and fishing. Genial, kind. Indefatigable worker.
wanted to get the latest inside line
on the Hollywood romances. One
member had saved a month's clip- the M-G-M studios with Tilly Losch. written by Lew Pollack and Sidney
pings of a Hollywood column which
Mitchell for the modern version will
features anonymous reporting and Viennese dancer and actress, and be offered over the air by the 20th
wanted to know to whom the items Virginia Faulkner, short story wriCentury-Fox
team of tunesmiths.
ter and novelist.
referred. Miss Van Upp cut the
T
T
T
session short and took the next
T
▼
T
Charles
Bickford
is
a big tough
plane south.
A comparison of the old tunes in
actor on the screen in Cecil B. deT
T
T
the
original
silent
version
of
"SevNew contracts are announced by
new
Paramount
feature,
enth Heaven" with the new score Mille's

"The Plainsman," which co-stars
Gary
Jean Arthur.
so badCooper
in thatandpicture
that fewHe's
in
any audience will be able to conceive of this actor operating a lingerie store in Los Angeles as an .
avocation. He's not running it any
more, however. This is what happened: "I was making an inventory
of some of the businesses I'm interested in," said Bickford, "and I happened to catch sight of myself in a
mirror. I looked at my thick Irish
head and the size of . me and suddenly asked myself, "What are you
doing with aT lingerie
Y
▼shop?"

Irene Dunne, whose early film successes were made at the RKO Radio
studio, is going back home, for S.
J. Briskin, vice president in charge
of production at RKO has signed
her to
star in
"The
of the
Loving."
The
picture
is to
be Joy
one of
most
lavish musicals of the new season,
with Felix Young producing and
Jerome Kern writing the music.
Dorothy Fields is doing the lyrics,
so the combination that produced
the highly successful songs for
"Swing Time" is together again.
Herbert Fields is writing the screen
play.

TH E WEEK
DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page

1)

solid indication of high gearing of
manpower and machinery for
months ahead by reporting 47 features in production there. Eight
were before cameras at both Warner and M-G-M studios, with Paramount shooting seven; RKO and
20th Century-Fox five apiece; Universal, four and Columbia, three.
Selznick International, W a n g e r,
Roach, Republic, Hackel, Katzman
and Hirliman* making
*
*one each.
Nationwide checkup showed film boxoffice receipts, and consequently company
profits, holding own better than expected during Christmas season, with grosses especially
strong in more important stands. Film rentals of virtually all leading producers in past
fortnight ran approximately 20 percent ahead
of a year ago. Observers asserted this to
be certain sign of continued brisk patronage
in New Year.

*

*

*

In annual resume, based on aggregate
statistics at hand and figure* compiled from
network of national correspondents plus those
abroad, THE FILM DAILY reviewed salient
phases of the industry in 1936. Analysis
showedi total theaters operating in U. S. at
close to 14,500; reopening of many dark
§> houses and construction of new ones; virility
of foreign and domestic production ; and notable advances being made generally in all
branches of film world, including production,
distribution, exhibition and allied activities.

*

*

*

More consequential of week's events included :U.A. vice-president George J. Schaefer's return to New York from Coast conferences with word that company's producers
are planning to make approximately 30 pictures for release during 1937-38. Line-ups
are as follows, — Samuel
Goldwyn, 8 ; David

O. Selznick, 8 ; Walter Wanger, 6 ; and
Alexander Korda, 6 to 8. Schaefer said company's selling is 40 percent ahead of deals
made at this time last year. He reiterated
statement U.A. planning no "B" releases
. . . Out of Philadelphia came word local
musicians' union and Warners have come to
terms, paving way for return of orchestras
and stage shows to theaters there . . . Precedent established by various high court decisions to the effect that a manufacturer can
fix the re-sale price of article which has been
patented or copyrighted, loomed as principal
point being raised by distributor defendants
in the Dallas anti-trust suit instituted by
Department of Justice, New York sources
revealed . . .

*

*

*

IN

RE VI EW

millions. U. S. firms there can receive up to
250 pictures, as against 48 heretofore specified. No restriction is placed on use of surplus earnings above the 20,000,000 lire. It
can be banked in Italy or used there as individual companies desire.
Condor Pictures Corp., newly-organized by
Amedee J. Van Beuren and George Hirliman.
will have total capitalization of 1,000,000
shares of common stock of $3.25 par value,
half of which will be offered to public, with
organizers privileged to pick up remaining
half at par, according to application to be
made this week to Securities and Exchange
Commission. Condor was formed to coordinate the activities of various independent protion.
ducers. Hirliman will be in charge of produc-

Anticipated eastern conferences of four-ply
G-B deal failed to materialize. Negotiations
stood at evidently permanent impasse, with
FOREIGN
departure of brothers Isidore and Maurice
Ostrer for England on the Normandie . . .
(.Continued from Page 1)
Timothy Murphy of Hayden, Stone & Co.
was elected secretary-treasurer of Grand Na- shows net profit of $228,655. Final
tional at board meeting. He succeeds Willis dividend of 15 per cent will bring
Bright who recently resigned as treasurer. On
board. Murphy joins President Alperson, Ed- total dividends for year on particiward Peskay, Robert Atkins and Charles L.
pating preferred shares up to 22 per
Stillman . . . Columbia's vice-president Jack
Cohn announced company had completed cent. Directors recommended distribution of $28,725 as bonus to
plans to distribute 4 serials with adult man
and woman appeal, with Louis Weiss on pro- holders of common stock.
duction end via Adventure Serials, Inc . . .
* *
*
Al Rockett, former First National production
British metropolis also flashed advocacy by
exec, plans making 3 features for U.A. release,
he announced upon arrival in New York Captain Richard Norton and S. E. Cash, of
from Hollywood . . . Columbus, Ohio, sup- F.B.I, film group, of introduction of legislation to enable children to appear in British
plied a highlight with news that fear of imposition of a 10 percent tax on admissions films. Suggestion was made in addresses bein Ohio has been eliminated by passage of consider
fore parliamentary
this subject.committee meeting held to
measure by Legislature continuing application
of state's three per cent sales tax to admis* * *
sions during life of sales tax statute . . .
A decided victory was scored for U. S. disLondon accorded typical 'Hollywood" opentributors with announcement of completed deing to "The Garden of Allah" at Leicester
tails on American-Italian film accord, ground- Square Theater, giving Marlene Dietrich enthusiastic ovation when she made personal
work of which was put down by Will H.
Hays on recent visit to Rome. Vital points appearance at premiere.
* *
include : American companies doing business
in Italy may now take out maximum of 20,Arthur Dent, managing director of War000,000 lire. Previous
maximum
was eight
dour Films, announced his firm will experi-

ment in 1937 with releasing their most important production in the Summer. Announced
for Summer showing are: "Sensation" with
John Loder and Diana Churchill; "The
Mighty Tundra"; "Aren't Men Beasts?" with
Robertson Hare, Alfred Drayton and June
Clyde; and "Kathleen Mavourneen" with
Sally O'Neil, Tom Burke and Jack Daley
. . . Gaumont British announced it will produce 12 "coronation" features next year.
Among them will be new George Arliss film;
Jessie Matthews' next picture, "Sparkle" ;
"Take My Tip" with Jack Hulbert and
Cicely Courtneidge; "The Lady of La Paz,"
nounced.
staring Nova I'ilbeam, and others to be an

In Prague, after three days of discussion,
German and French film representatives
reached agreement of principal in order1 to
facilitate exchange of German and Czechcslovakian films" between these countries. As
soon as agreement is approved by both gov
ernments, details of arrangements will be
published . . . Austrian government is again
considering "protective measures." In order
to encourage the dubbing of films into German, government appears ready to raise the
subsidy of 4,000 shillings, now allowed for
that purpose, to 8.000 shillings. A higher
contingent rate is going to cover this new
governmental expense . . . Out of 141 pictures shown in Germany in first nine months
of '36, 23 were American, 90 German, 13
Austrian, 6 French, 3 each from Hungary
and Czechoslovakia, and one each from Poland and Italy . . . Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Tokio has voted subsidy of $250,000
for the making of a picture entitled, "Picturesque Japan," to be produced by the
painter, Fouita, on association with producer
J. Couzouki . . . Exposition held at Mexico
City by National School of Cinematography,
to show progress it has made in training
young people for technical film careers, has
closed . . . and from Vienna came news that
Kodak and Agfa companies have applied to
courts to have a receiver appointed for SaschaTobis.
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INDUSTRY MANPOWER
CHANGES MARK 1936
{Continued from Page 1)

are provided by the organization of
new companies, whose final place in
the industry's own sun will be determined in 1937 and the years to
follow.

L.

Scanning- personnel shifts, a yearend company summary discloses
these as among the newsworthy:
PARAMOUNT — Barney Balaban
(of Balaban & Katz) was elected
president to succeed John E. Otterson, whose contract was settled, and
Adolph Zukor was re-elected chairman of the board. Stanton Griffis
was named head of the executive
committee. John W. Hicks became
a vice-president; R. E. Anderson
and H. M. Wilcox resigned similar
posts. Y. Frank Freeman replaced
Floyd Odium on the board. Other
new board faces included Barney
Balaban, Neil F. Agnew, E. V.
Richards, A. Conger Goodyear, Paul
McClintock and Harvey D. Gibson.
Joseph P. Kennedy briefly stepped
back into the film industry picture
as Paramount's special advisor.
Russell Holman was named Eastern
production head, while William Le
Baron was permanently intrusted
with production direction. George
Bagnall, treasurer, was named executive studio manager, A. M. Botsford, production manager, and Bogart Rogers, executive assistant to
Le Baron.
UNITED ARTISTS— Dr. A. H.
Giannini was elected president and
chairman of the board. George J.
Schaefer, former Paramount vicepresident, was named vice-president
and general manager in the United
States and Canada, and subsequently
succeeded Mary Pickford as first
vice-president. Andrew W. "Andy"
Smith was appointed general sales
manager. Producer Walter Wanger
switched to U. A. under a 10-year
contract.
LOEW— Upon the death of Felix
F. Feist, William F. "Billy" Rodgers
was appointed sales chief. On the
coast, William Koenig, resigning at
Universal, was named studio and
production manager. President
Nicholas M. Schenck was given a
new contract with provision for
Irving Thalberg's
stock options.
death
was universally
mourned;
*ome of his stock holdings were subsequently acquired by British investors and Nicholas M. Schenck was
given option to buy 9,698 shares of
Thalberg's stock.
NEW UNIVERSAL (Universal
Pictures Co., Inc.) — J. Cheever Cowdin of Standard Capital and Charles
R. Rogers acquired the Carl Laemmle
holdings. Robert H. Cochrane succeeded Laemmle as president, Cowdin became board chairman and
Rogers executive vice-president.
James "Jim" Normanly was named
comptroller and later, upon the withdrawal of William Koenig, was
designated general business manager, elected a vice-president.
Wil-

HIGHLIGHTS IN FILM
HEADLINES OF 1936.

Jn mpmoriam
HEAVY indeed was the toll that Death exacted within the family circle of
the film industry during 1936.
Among the better known
personalities of
the amusement field to pass away during the year were:
Jack Springer
Tammany Young
John
Gilbert
William
Ingersoll
Mark Luescher
William
Rudolph
Frank J. Rembusch
Murray Rosenbluh
S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel
Ernest
Glendenning
Jake Rosenthal
Andre
Sennwald
Sir Philip Ben Greet
Bernard Granville
Nathan Vidaver
M ilia Davenport
Anne
Caldwell
Harry T. Morey
Nathan Burkan
O. P. Heggie
Joseph K. Emmet
Jobyna Howland
Martin Brown
Harry
Graham
Laird Doyle
Marc Klaw
Alexander
Pantages
Lennox Pawle
Herman F. Gans
Justin Huntley
McCarthy
J. L. Ryan
Oscar Asche
Paul McCullough
Leslie Adams
John O'Gorman
Ben Verschleiser
Edmund
Breese
Marilyn Miller
Malcolm Strauss
Felix F. Feist
Walter S. Butterfield
Alexandra
Carlisle

Henry B. Walthall
H. E. Porter
("Holworthy
A. E. Anson

Hall")

Capt. Roscoe Fawcett
Thomas
Meighan
Alan Crosland
Henry
Louis
Arthur

Eckman
Marcus
B.

Reeve,

R. Woodhull
F. ("Pete")
Joseph P. Bickerton
Ralph D. Farnum
Irving G. Thalberg

lard S. McKay was named vicepresident and secretary and Charles
B. Paine, treasurer. James R.
Grainger received a new contract as
general manager of distribution. J.
Albert Hirsch succeeded Charles
Leonard as advertising department
head.
RKO RADIO— Merlin H. Aylesworth resigned his NBC posts to devote his entire time to the RKO
Radio chairmanship. Jesse L. Lasky,
ending his Pickford affiliation, joined
as a unit producer. David Loew also
entered into a producing pact, while
Pandro S. Berman was named associate producer.
20TH CENTURY-FOX— William
Sussman succeeded E. E. Grainger
as Eastern division sales manager,
and W. C. Gehring was named to
head a newly created Central sales
division. Ben Miggins was designated European sales head. Jack
Sichelman was named aide to John
D. Clark.
WARNERS— Grad L. Sears was
named general sales manager, subsequent to the resignation from the
executive
staff Leserman
of Andrew rejoined
W. "Andy"as
Smith. Carl
assistant general sales manager.
Robert W. P«rkins became head of
the legal department. Mervyn LeRoy was given his own producing
unit at the studio.
COLUMBIA— B. B. Kahane joined
as vice-president. Charles Schwartz
was named to the board. Hy Daab
was appointed publicity-advertising
chief. Harold B. Franklin resigned
from the studio production staff.
ERPI— H. M. Wilcox resigned as
vice-president to join Paramount.
Whitford Drake was named executive vice-president. L. W. Conrow
became general operating manager.
REPUBLIC— Budd Rogers stepped
down as sales executive to join B.I. P.
and later W. Ray Johnston resigned

Leo A. Marsh
Charles
("Chic")
Charles Furthman
June Caprice
Sam Livesey

Sale

A. E. Aarons
Ernestine SchumannHeink
Fay Webb
Mrs. Thomas
John
Ringling Whiffen
David
Lottie

Freedman
Pickford

Luigi
Pirandello
Dr. Henry Moskowitz
Irene Fenwick

as president and was succeeded by
Nat Levine, who had been in charge
of the Studio. G. C. Schaefer was
made comptroller. Al Adams followed Edward Finney as publicityadvertising head.
GRAND NATIONAL— Organized
with Edward L. Alperson as president, Willis Bright as secretarytreasurer, and Carl Leserman as
sales chief, Edward Finney becoming
advertising-publicity head. Leserman
and Bright later resigned, former
being succeeded by Edward J. Peskay, recently a Skouras executive,
and the latter by Timothy Murphy
of
Board atPeskay,
year's
endHayden-Stone.
embraced Alperson,
Murphy, Robert Atkins and Charles
L. Stillman. Finney also was later
given a contract to produce Westerns.
MONOGRAM — Revived by W.
Ray Johnston, with Scott R. Dunlap
named sales chief. Johnston also incorporated Sterling Pictures Corp.,
a holding company, and several other
subsidiary companies under the
Sterling name.
GOLD WYN — James Mulvey and
David Ross were named vice-presidents.
HAL ROACH — Henry Ginsberg
quit as general manager, joining
Selznick International. David Loew
stepped out.
CONDOR PICTURES— Organized
by A. J. Van Beuren, George H.
Hirliman and A. H. Lieberman to
merge George A. Hirliman Productions, Regal Productions, Metropolitan Pictures and Pacific Productions.
BRITISH NATIONAL OF AMERICA— Organized by Lord Ragnor, to
produce "A" films in the U. S.
GENERAL PICTURES — Organized by Fenn Kimball and Robert E.
Welsh with former as president and
the latter in charge of sales.

JANUARY

Samuel
L. "Roxy"
Rothafel
dies.
H. M. Wilcox quits as Erpi vice president
to take a Paramount post.
Pandro Berman becomes a new RKO Radio
associate
producer
with his own
unit.
Henry
manager. Ginsburg quits Hal Roach as general
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals at Philadelphia holds the contract clause against duals
is an anti-trust violation.
Film directors quit the Academy, form Screen
Directors Guild with King Vidor as president.
Retrial sought in St. Louis anti-trust case.
FEBRUARY
David Loew

resigns from the Hal Roach or-

Nathan Yamins is elected head of Allied,
ganization.
succeeding
Sidney
Samuelson.
Walter Wanger joins United Artists under a
10-year releasing deal.
Alexander Pantages dies.
Henry Ginsburg, former Roach general manager, joins Selznick
International.
William Le Baron is announced as permanently in charge of Paramount production.
William Sussman succeeds E. C. Grainger as
20th Century-Fox eastern divisional sales manMARCH
ager.
George J. Schaefer, former Paramount vice
president and general manager, joins United
Artists as vice president and general manager
of U. S. and Canadian sales.
Walter Disney to release through RKO-Radio next season.
"Mutiny on the Bounty" voted the best 1935
film as Academy awards go to Bette Davis,
Victor McLaglen and John Ford.
M. H. Hoffman, president of Liberty, plans
producing-distributing
corporation.
J. Cheever Cowdin, president of Standard
Capital, and Charles R. Rogers pay $5,500,000
for Universal. Robert H. Cochrane is announced
as new
president,
Cowdin
as board
chairman.
Eastern
theaters
paralyzed
by floods.
George Burgess succeeds Capt. George McL.
Baynes as Paramount Eastern
studio head.
Ben Miggins is named 20th Century-Fox
European
sales head.
forWill
15th Hays
year.is re-elected president of MPPDA
AFRIL
Cowdin group completes Universal's purchase.
James
Normanly
made
Universal
comptroller.
Herbert Bayard Swope retires as chairman of
the K-A-0
board.
K-A-0 Board names Leo Spitz president and
Merlin
H. Aylesworth
chairman
of the board.
Whitford Drake, vice president of Erpi,
named executive vice president.
M-G-M,
dies.Feist, general sales manager for
Felix F.
Grand National takes shape with Edward L.
Alperson as president, Carl Leserman in charge
of sales.
Col. Walter
Scott Butterfield
dies.
Gene Buck re-elected president of Ascap.
John W. Hicks elected Paramount vice president.
David Loew

associates with

RKO

Radio as

producer.
William F. RodgersMAY
appointed M-G-M sales
chief.
Stipulation signed ending the St. Louis equity
injunction action.
Joseph P. Kennedy named Paramount special advisor.
Lawrence W. Fox, Jr., forms new film financing unit; leaves Standard Capital.
Sidney R. Kent and Joseph M. Schenck, arriving in London, begin negotiations to acquire
Ihe Ostrers' Gaumont British interests.
Paramount approves producing deal with
Emanuel Cohen's Major Pictures.
MPTOA-distributor trade practice parleys
start.
Walterdeal.
Wanger
Artists
Theater

MPTOA
Nathan
peak.
dies.
Edward
manager.
Stanton
committee.

quits Paramount, signs United

consrtuction boom

hits eight-year

Peskay
JUNE
proposes new standard contract form.
Burkan,
famed
industry
attorney,
resigns
Griffis

heads

(Continued

as

Skouras

Paramount

on
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general
executive
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|7 HOUSES ADD 6,000 Headline Highlights Graphically Tell
IF
SEATS IN TORONTO
Film Industry's History of 12 Months
pronto — Seven new motion picure theaters, with combined capacty of 6,000 seats, have been built
md opened in Toronto during 1936.
The film houses opened in 1936 are
s follows: Eglinton, 1,000 seats, oprated by Famous Players Canadian
Jorp.; Radio City, 835 seats, V.
Simone; Allenby, 800 seats, M.
Starkman; Village, 842 seats, Famous Players; Bay view, 700 seats,
Hanson Theaters; Casino, 1,100
seats, Premier Theaters; and BloorJale, 694 seats, Goldhar and Solloway. All of these, with the exception of the Casino, are neighborhood
houses.
Soon to be opened are two more
large neighborhood houses, the
Queen Mary, situated on the Kingston Read, and the Bellevue, located
at the corner of Bathurst and Col\rre Sts. Both of these theaters will
P^Tyart of the Bloom and Fine circuit, of film houses in this city.

No New GB Conferences;
Set-up Unchanged — M. Ostrer
(Continued from

Page

1)

several weeks, there is no possibility
uf any new GB deal being negotiated here, Maurice told The Film
fc«LY Saturday.
f Ostrer said that neither he nor his
brother has conferred with Nicholas
VI. Schenck or other Loew execu,ives since their recent return from
,he West Coast and stressed that
;he GB set-up would stay as it is.
Maurice Ostrer and Arthur Lee
left far Florida yesterday and Isillore will join them there later in
Lhe week.

<lement Sails; Deal
Confirmation Sought
(Continued from Page

1)

jeal under which Garrett & Klement
Vould obtain major distribution here
nd would produce quota pictures in
ngland for the American company,
e said Saturday.
Klement said his deal provides for
[production of "important" pictures.

Milwaukee Variety Club
Names Trampe President
Milwaukee — - Charles
Trampe,
lead of the Mid West Film Co. and
pilm Service, Inc., has been elected
^resident of the local Variety Club
ucceeding E. J. Weisfeldt, manager
f the Riverside Theater. H. J. Fitzarald, general manager, Wisconsin
i.usement
Enterprises,
Inc., has
;en elected vice-president succeedlg Trampe, while B. J. Miller and
Jscar Ruby continue as secretary
nd treasurer. Directors in addition
o the officers include Harold Mirsch, Roy Pierce, Etta Weisner, Sam
hurman, Jack Lorenz and H. W.
lerzog.

JULY

(Continued from Page 6)

Five-year British deal set by Educational.
Barney Balaban elected president of Paramount, with Adolph Zukor re-named chairman
of the board.
Robert
head.

W.

Perkins named

Warners'

legal

Thomas
Meighan,
silent screen
star, dies.
Dr. A. H. Giannini elected United Artists
president
and board
chairman.
Deal announced through which Loew would
get 25 p.c. interest in GB.
Russell Holman named Eastern production
head
for Paramount.
George J. Schaefer named first vice president of United Artists, succeeding Mary Pickford.
Earl G. Hines, Chase National Bank vice
president, named president of the reorganized
General
Theaters
Equipment.
Paramount sues Goldwyn for 5 millions over
Gary Cooper.
R. E. Anderson resigns as Paramount vice
president.
Frank C. Walker named Democratic finance
chairman.
Paramount settles J. E. Otterson's contract.
AUGUST
Andrewecutive W.
Smith resigns from Warners' exsales staff.
Grad L. Sears made general sales manager
for Warners.
Warner music companies return to the Ascap fold.
B. B. Kahane joins Columbia as vice president.
W. Ray Johnston resigns as Republic president.
Mervyn LcRoy made head of own Warner
producing
unit.
R. F. "Pete" Woodhull, former MPTOA
leader, dies.
RCA, Erpi and Tobis in patent pool agreement.
W. Ray Johnston announces revival of Monogram.

SEPTEMBER

New 2,000-foot reel goes into effect.
Estimate
8,000 theaters
on dual bill policy.
Admission-hiking gains momentum throughout the country.
Irving G. Thalberg dies.
James Mulvey and David Rose named Goldwyn vice presidents.
Jack Springer, New York circuit operator,
dies.
Robert E. Welsh and Fenn Kimball form General Pictures with latter as president, former
as vice president
in charge
of production.
GB-Loew-Fox
deal off, London report says.
Y. Frank Freeman replaces Floyd Odium on
Paramount
board.
Merlin H. Aylesworth resigns as vice president and director of NBC to devote entire
time to RKO
chairmanship.
First dividend of $1 is declared on 20th
Century-Fox
common.
OCTOBER
L. W. Conrow named as Erpi's general operating manager.
Walter Reade group announces plans for
circuit of 100 community theaters to be built
in five years.
Carl Laemmle, Jr., will produce four for
major release.
Herman Robbins heads Magnolite, National
Screen
subsidiary.
Andrew W. Smith named United Artists general sales manager.
High admission tax receipts reflect box office
John Maxwell reported as paying $7,500,000
gains.
for control
of GB.
S. K. Wolff elected head of SMPE.
Maxwell negotiations flop; Kent returns from
England.
Jesse L. Lasky signs with RKO Radio as
unit producer.
RCA, Erpi and German firms extend patent
pool pact until 1946.
first preferred above 100 mark
for Paramount's
the first time.
GB's U. S. setup will handle BIP and independent product.
U. S. film companies consider quitting Italian
field due to restrictions.
M. P. Academy re-elects Frank Capra as
president.
Consolidated Film Industries organization plan
wins.
Hal Roach
will produce
eight features.

Eastman
and Technicolor
sign research
pact.
Carl M. Leserman resigns from Grand National; Edward J. Peskay appointed sales chief.

Ascap reaches agreement
hibitors.

Radio-movie
RCA-NBC

conference

demonstration

problems."
Universal answers
progress.

tackles

"mutual

reveals television

MPTOA

proposals.
English films to set new
record.

trade

practice

U. S. playing time

ings.
English syndicate buys Thalberg Loew
Harold B. Franklin quits Columbia
tion post.
M-G-M
Hearst.

IT

HAS

TO

DO

ex-

NOVEMBER
Carl Leserman rejoins Warner Brothers as
assistant general
sales manager.
Universal simplifying corporate structure; 15
subsidiaries
affected.

WITH
PICTURES

hold-

produc-

changes newsreel's name, eliminating

Will Hays goes to Rome in U. S. film crisis.
Projectionist "peace treaty'' affects 220 New
York City theaters.
U. S. Theater admissions levy netted $17,112,000
in last fiscal year.
William Koenig quits as Universal studio general manager; James P. Normanly named general business manager.
William Koenig named M-G-M studio and
production
manager.
Constitutionality of Ohio's playdate law is
argued.
$3,177,312 Warner operating profit for 1936.
Lord Ragnor forms British International of
America
to make "A" films.
No Maxwell
control
of GB, Ostrer declares.
RKO
reorganization plan is submitted.
Richard A. Rowland, Zion Meyers and Victor Schertzinger sign with Grand
National.
Loew's net profit for '36 soars to $11,076,822.
20th Century-Fox replies to MPTOA trade
proposals;
grants
10 per cent
cancellation.
20-year music pact signed by Universal and
Robbins
Music
Corp and Leo J. Feist, Inc.
$1,609,224 Paramount operating profit for
third quarter.
William P. Phillips named new vice president of United
Artists Theater Circuit, Inc.
John Boettiger leaves Hays to become Hearst
publisher.
W. Ray Johnston named Scott R. Dunlap as
Sterling's
production
chief.

YOU'LL
FIND
IT
IN

THE

COMING

1937

FILM

DAIL?

YEAR

BOOI

DECEMBER
Paramounl
plans national
theater
expansion.
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Colorado
hands down decision menacing bank night.
Foreign interests taking over Keller-Dorian
Color control.
United Artists to drop score charge in 193738,
but says it cannot grant 10 per cent cancellation.
Will Hays returns from Europe, pleased with
Italian accord and audiences with Pope Pius
and Premier
Mussolini.
Loew awards Nicholas M. Schenck new fiveyear pact and stock option.
Paramount
dends.

directors vote $3,384,279 in divi-

Paramount-Hoblitzelle
clause.

OF
MOTION
PICTURES
NOW

pact drops repurchase

Ostrer negotiations end; no deal, says Kent.
Warner first quarter net above $2,000,000.
Film copyright
violations
decline 8.1 p. c.
Harry M. Warner re-elected president of
Warners.
A. J. Van Beuren, George H. Hirliman and
A. H. Lieberman form Condor Pictures.
U. S. suit in Dallas tests subsequent run
price regulation
and double
feature
ban.
Sidney R. Kent and John Maxwell are elected to GB's new directorate.
Monogram Pictures re-purchases all outstanding stock except that of W. Ray Johnston
as preliminary to Sterling takeover.
Roxy reorganization plan presented; provides for new company, to be controlled by
20th
Century-Fox.
Morton Van Praag resigns as Western division sales manager of National
Screen
Service.
Timothy Murphy of Hayden-Stone is named
secretary-treasurer of Grand National, succeeding Willis Bright.

.

with Canadian

WORK
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Foreign Field

lUviews of Hew Titm*

Jets U. S. Distribution

|Ba ta via — Production of motion
Ipture films in Netherlands Indies
I a local company is expected to
be. Tin shortly following an agreement concluded with American in' Tests for their foreign distribu"""a^/The
local firm known
the
U Netherlands
Indies asFilm
cate (the AXIF)
was formed
fl month
make tra
and ,-horr educational films
;
Indies.
..f en the received
distribut'
withir
•t^, Satisfaction by local film in•45 <y in view of the excellent dis' [on facilities possessed by the
can company.

ion Likes 'Green Pastures'

ondon — "Green Pastures" had a
aid-breaking
first week at the
Its take ex^w Gallery Theater.
eded by several hundred
pounds
it of either "Captain Blood" or
)uis Pasteur."
It will be held
rer for an indefinite period.

Wilcox to Produce in H'wood

n London
— Herbert
Wilcox
anunced, following his return from
^erica, that he probably
would
.some producing in Hollywood. It
11 * appears that his first producthere is apt to be "The Blue
|fcn," in color, with
Richard
jj, t-ell in a leading role. In fact,
ftvell has been signed up. Wilir
Liked of doing "The Blue Lar
'
year ago but the picture
at off.

BUFFALO

ck Weinberger,
general sales
ger for General Pictures, was
for a two-day conference with
M. Sitterly of Pyramid
Exge relative to the upstate New
rk franchise. He continued west.
Woith Dietrich of the Lyric Theter, Endicott, stopped here on his
_J2X to Florida, arranging bookings
ppr the six weeks he will be absent
V-om the Broome County town.
, s; Emile
Giffoniello,
manager
of
:tio*e&'s Century, is back at his office
jas >r a four-week
fight with
a
co) oat infection.
0 jeorge H. MacKenna, manager of
e Lafayette, and Mrs. MacKenna
)f his stV^' IK'd from a three-week
itly acqvi at Miami Beach.
nd NichHarry A. Seed and daughoption toa» nave £°ne to New York
■rg's stocPtn> w'tn P'ans being made
w TTVTA/rida tr'P later. They plan
t P residence in Pittsburgh
r
%standaardaC,i Husband and father is
r pictures
manager
ers acquirec
?s
Robert slotnick operator of the
Laemmle s Glob
Syracuse,
ecame
boar the Strand Theater has
in
r s executiv
"Jim" Normagper
who has been a
oif'awir
Willian.lcthefor Gaumont-British
several months,
ated general
ected a vice-p

with

"SECRET VALLEY"

Richard

Arlen,

Virginia

"THE CASE OF THE BLACK

Grey,

Jack Mulhall
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
20th

Century-Fox

60 mins.

CLASS A WESTERN PICTURE THAT
WILL APPEAL TO ALL DEVOTEES OF
ACTION
FILMS.
Sol Lesser's production is a much more
girl and boy affair than the plots usually
used in outdoor dramas. This makes the
proceedings very interesting and different,
and with some beautifully photographed
locations plus the action ingredients it
should be a Class A Western, which can
play wherever that type of product is used
and in addition can garner many better
dates. Much footage has been given to
Willie Fung, Chinese cook, who gets a lot
of laughs and makes his character a most
entertaining one. Large herds of cattle are
used to good advantage, and in every department the picture shows first rate production. The suspense angle, along with
the fist fights and gun play, are sufficiently
provided to take care of the out-and-out
western fans. Richard Arlen has a regular
outdoor, he-man role which he handles in
a most pleasing fashion. A new girl, Virginia Grey, a blonde beauty, has a big assignment and she gives a grand performance. Her role calls for both comic and
dramatic ability and she does exceedingly
well. The rest of the cast are well chosen.
Harold Bell Wright's original story was
adapted by Paul Franklin. Dan Jarrett and
Earle Snell did the screenplay, which is a
well constructed piece that is different in
that it plays up the girl, their dialogue is
very good, and their characters well drawn.
Howard Bretherton's direction balances
action, drama and comedy in good proportion while maintaining a good pace.
The classy photography mentioned was the
work of Charles Schoenbaum. Virginia Grey
comes to Reno for a divorce. She is followed by her gangster husband who finds
her at Arlen's ranch. Arlen has fallen for
the girl and a battle ensues. Federal authorities have trailed the husband and arrive in time to arrest him and his gang
and things point to a happy ending for
Virginia and Arlen.
Cast: Richard Arlen, Virginia Grey, Jack
Mulhall, Norman Willis, Sid Saylor, Russell Hicks, Willie Fung, Maude Allen.
Producer, Sol Lesser; Director, Howard
Bretherton; Author, Harold Bell Wright;
Adaptation, Paul Franklin; Screenplay, Dan
Jarrett, Earle Snell; Cameraman, Charles
Schoenbaum; Editor, Charles Craft.
Direction, Excellent Photography, Excellent.

Goetz & Gordon Set First
Production as "The Women"
(Continued

from

Page

1)

company will be "The Woman," play
by Clare Boothe Brokaw which
opened Saturday on Broadway. Gordon will go to the coast around Jan.
10 to arrange for production.

CAT"

with Ricardo Cortez, June Travis
First National
62 mins.
BAFFLING MURDER MYSTERY. KEEPS
SUSPENSE
MOUNTING AS THRILLS PILE
UP.
This one will easily satisfy the thrill
fans, and keep the crime solvers guessing
to the very end. It is a Clue Club yarn,
an Erie Stanley Gardner mystery drama, and
Ricardo Cortez plays the role of the lawyerdetective. June Travis is Delia Street, his
secretary. Plenty of murders to whet the
appetite of the thrill seekers. An unusual
twist is given the plot in that the first
murder proves to be a hoax, with the man
apparently killed turning up at the trial of
the man suspected of the crime. But two
actual murders develop as a result of the
hoax. The crimes result from a family
quarrel over the estate of a millionaire.
Into the baffling mysteries enters the bizarre business of the marks of a cat's
paws on the chest of a dead man, and
through this clue the lawyer-detective
eventually solves the crimes. There are a
half dozen suspects, and it is practically impossible for anyone to guess the solution.
Very effective work is done by Ricardo
Cortez, and June Travis. Other impressive
portrayals; are given by Gary Owen, Harry
Davenport, Gordon Hart, Clarence Wilson,
Director William McGann handled the suspense with expert hand throughout.
Cast: Ricardo Cortez, June Travis, Jane
Bryan, Craig Reynolds, Carlyle Moore, Jr.,
Gordon Elliott, Nedda Harrigan, Garry
Owen, Harry Davenport, George Rosener,
Gordon Hart, Clarence Wilson, Guy Usher,
Lottie Williams, Harry Hayden, Milton Kibbee, John Sheehan.
Director, William McGann; Author, Erie
Stanley Gardner; Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert; Editor, Frank Magee; Cameraman,
Allen G. Siegler.
Direction, good
Photography, okay.

28 Vitaphone Shorts in
Studio's Cutting Room
Twei ' y-eight Vitaphone short
subjects are currently in the hands
of the cutters
company's
Brooklyn
studios.at Ofthe
these,
11 are
of two-reel length and 17 are onereelers.
The two-reel "Broadway Brevities" are:
Ken Murray and Oswald in "Mail and
Female"; The Yacht Club Boys in "The
Lifers Of The Party" ; Dave Apollon and
Company; "Hotel A La Swing" with Eddie
Foy. Jr. ; Joe Palooka in "Kick Me Again" ;
Cherry Aand Match"
June Preisser
in "Play
Street";
"Got
with Joan
Abbott
and
George Dobbs; Bernice Claire in "The Pretty
Pretender" ; Hal Le Roy in "Swing For
Sale"; Joe and Asbestos in "A Horse's Tale";
and Georgie Price in "Captain Blue Blood."
The one-reelers are :
Vitaphone Kiddie Vaudeville Reel ; Cab
Calloway and His Orchestra in "Hi-De-Hi,"
a "Melody Master" ; Vaudeville Reel ; Louisiana King in "Swanee Cruise," a "Melody
Master"; Miss Juliet in 'Rushin' Art," a
"Vitaphone Novelty"; Jacques Fray and Orchestra, a "Melody Master" ; Peter Van
Steeden and Orchestra, a "Melody Master" ;
Babe Ruth in "Home Run On The Keys," a
'Melody Master"; E. M. Newman's "Colortour Adventures," "Nice Work," "The Hollanders." "Flower Reel," "Land of the Midnight Sun," "Cradle Of Civilization," "Switzerlnnd." and "Hungary," and two "Vitaphone
Pictorial Revues."
»

NEWS

of DAY

Timmins,
Ont.— -A $150,000 1
ater is under construction here
Hanson Theaters, Ltd., of Toronu
ii it
Baltimore — Permission for th
Milton R. Lerch Realty Co. of thi
city to construct a motion pictur
theater at Harford Ave. and North
ern Parkway is provided in an ordi
nance introduced in the City Coun
cil and which now is in the hand
of a committee.

Baltimore — Construction of a mo
tion picture theater at 2101 Denisoi
St. is reported planned by interest;
represented by Eugene P. Martin
Munsey Building, and L. H. Homan
both of Baltimore.
Fremont, O. — W. O. James, man
ager of the Paramount Theater al
Fremont for the M. A. Shea Theatrical Enterprises, announced thai
the former Fremont Theater ne^
will be reopened shortly after Jan. 1.
Oak Harbor, O. — John Knopi
takes over operation of the Royal
theater here Jan. 1. He owns the
building
theater. and previously leased the
Burgettstown, Pa. — Tony Mungello, operator of the Penn-Slovan
Theater in Slovan, Pa., will open the
New Mary Ann Theater here arounc.
the middle of January.
New Orleans — A new house is
scheduled for Converse, while the
Hawthorne interests are planning a
theater for Ida.
Detroit — The Crescent Theater is
being redecorated and new sound
equipment installed.
Rittman, O. — R. H. White, of
Grafton, owner of a theater there
has purchased the Ritz theater
here from Dave and Sol SchumartB*
He
plans some improvements to the
house.

Copyright Appeal Board
Ruling Due By Thursday
Toronto— It is expected that the
ruling of the Copyright Appeal
Board, which met in Ottawa on Dec.
18 to hear protests entered against
the schedule of fees, charges of
royalties proposed to be ..oll^ted
during 1937 by the Canadian Perday.
forming Right Society, Ltd., will be
handed out by the board by Thurs-

Walton New Warner Artist
Pittsburgh —

Herbert Walton o±^

New York
beenWarner
appointed
artist
of thehaslocal
officehead
by '
Publicity Chief Joe Feldrnan. He
succeeds S. Tilden Stern who was
transferred to New York. Stern
was presented with a bag £rnd portfolio by the local office before leaving this week.

